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4igriculture, Annual Report ............... 8
Idulteration of Food ....... ..........

Alaskan, Boundary .............. ... .51, 77
Aldershot Military Camp ........ ... (n.p.) 68
Anderson, Thomas E........... ..... (n.p.) 48
Archives, Canadian... .......... ........ 8a
Aspy Bay ............ ....... .... (n.p.) 64
Auditor General, Annual Report........... 1

B

Bank Note Contract......................41
Banks, Chartered .. ......... .... ..... 3
Beaulieu, Gédéon..................... (n. p.) 58
Belle River Breakwater .......... .. (n..)
Bompas, Bischoff & Co .. .... ...... (n.p.) 37
Bonds and Securities............ ... (n.p.) 36
Bounties on Iron and Steel .................. 30
Brevet Promotion......... ....... (n. p.) 63
Bridge at Quebec......................(n.p.) 45
Brit'sh Canadian Loan & Investment Co.(n.p.) 34
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Board of Examiners............. ....... 165
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Dismissals, etc.................. (n.p.) 57 to 57»
D isinissals, etc.................... ...... 571
Insurance Act .............. ... (n.p.) 50
Statutory Increases ..... ... ...... .. . 47
Superannuations....................(n.p.) 29

Coasting Laws............................ .78
Cold Storage .................... ... (n.p.) 74
Conference re Cattle and Horses............. 59
Contract for Bank Notes. .............. 41
Contract for Steamship Service ......... 52
Contracts for Mail Service............. .. 12a
Convicts liberated...... ...... ....... (n.p.) 42
Customs Bureau...... . .. .p. ....... (n.p.) 38
Criminal Statisties. ....................... 8d

D

Daly, T. M., Report by............(n.p.) 13b
Dam at Hastings............. ........ (n.p.) 44
Dismissals, Civil Service ........... (n.p) 57 te 57a
Dismissals, Civil Service................ ... 57t
Discolouration in Canned Lobsteýrs..........l. i1,
Dominion Lands...........:.....(.p.) 27, 32
Doutre, Alexis.................. ... (n.p.) 57ta
Duncan, Dr. George..... ............. (o.p.) 57e
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Election Fees .... .................... (n.p.) 39
Election Returns, 1896... .. ....... ....... 20
Emigration Report by T. M. Daly ...... (n.p.) 13b
Estimates..............................2a to2e
Exchequer Court Order .............. (n.p.) 24
Experimental Farms...... . ............... 8e

p

Fairbrother, W. D......... ....... (n.p.) 57j
Fast Steamship Line................ (ri-P.) 52
Financial Claims of P. E. I... ............ 56
Fisheries, Annual Report. ............. --.. l1a
Fishery Bointy ..................... P.) 83
Fishing Licenses........ .... ........ (i-p.) 21
French Treaty .. .................... 54, 54a

G

Galops Canal...... ..................- 71d, 71c
General Election. 1896 .................. · · ·. 20
Geological Survey Report ........... ... 13a
Goderich Harbour ......... . ,......(n.p.) 72a
Government Notes and Stamps............ 41
Governor General's Warrants..........(n.p.) 22
Grenville Canal................. ...... ... 71b

R

Hastings, Dam at....... .............. (n.p.) 44
Historical Monuments ............ .. .(n.p.) 67

I

Indian Affairs, Annual Report............ 14
Inland Revenue, Annual Report .......... 7
Instructions re Tariff. ....... ...... (n.p.) 40
Insurance, Annual Report....... ...... ... 4
Insirance Companies. ..................... .4a, 4b
Interior, Annual Report.... ... ..... .... 13
International Customs Bureau .......... (n. p.) 38
International Railway Congress ..... (n.p.) 70, 70a
Iron and Steel .... ......... .............. 30

i

Jones, Dr...................... (n.p.)
Jones, Judge...... ..... ... (n.p.)
Justice, Annual Report....... ............

Kingston Penitentiary ........ . ....---.- 49
Kootenay Smelting and Trading Co .... (n.p.) 26a

L

Lands, Dominion ................ .(n.p.) 27, 32
Library of Parliament, Report .... ......... 17

Licenses to U. S. Fishing Vessels. .... (n.p.) 21
Lobsters, Disoolouration in Canned ...... . lic
Lynch, Daniel .......... .......... (n.p.) 79

Mail Contracts..... .......... (n.p.) 81 to 81b
Mail Service Contracta... ............... 12a
Manitoba School Question .............. 35
Mara, J. A . ..... · ·....... .... (n.p.) 26
Marine, Annual Report...... ............. 11
Military Camp, Aldershot.. ... (n.p.) 68
Militia and Defence, Annual Report.. ...... 19
M ilitia Order.. ....... .... .......... (n.p.) 63
Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses. . . (n.p.) 28
Montreal, Ottawa, Georgian Bay Canal.(n.p.) 43
Monuments, Historical.... .......... (n.p.) 67

Ke

McLeod, R., and McKay, R...........(n.p.) 57p
McNeill. A. J............ ....... (n.p.) 57b
McPhee, Angus ........ .......... (n.p.) 57a

North Channel, St. Lawrence River........ 71(
Northfield, Postmaster of ........... (n.p.) 33
North Harbour, Aspy Bay .......... (n. p.) 64
North-west Mounted Police ................. 15
North-west Territories. . ,...........(n.p.) 61

0
Oak Bay M ills......... ..... ......... (n.p.) 75
Over-rulings of Treasury Board.............. 23

P

P. E. I., Financial Claims of ................
Penhallwick, Mesrs., Claims of ...... .(n.p.)
Port Albert Harbour . ............. (n.p.)
Postmaster General, Annual Report.........
Post Office Inspectorships ... ....... ......
Price, David H.......... .... .... (n.p.)
Public Accounts, Annual Report... . ......
Public Printing and Stationery..............
Public Works, Annual Report............

0.
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25
72
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76
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79 Quebec Bridge..... .. . .......... (n.p.) 45

R

Railway Congress ............... (n.p.) 70, 70a
Railways and Canals, Annual Report. ...... 10
Railway Subsidies...--..................... 66
Revelstoke, Land in ... . ........ .(n.p.) 26, 26a
Rimouski Post Office .................. (n.p.) 58
Royal Military College .......... (n. p.)69, 69a
Russell, Charles .......... ... ..... (n.p.) 37

Salmon, British Columbia...... . .... (n.p.) 80
1 Secretary of State, Annual Report........... 16
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Soulanges Canal............... ... 71, 71a
Steamboat Inspection ............. ... ... le
Statutory Increases:.... .......... .... .. 47
Steamer "Petrel".................... (n.p.) 55
Steamship Service.......... ...... (n.p.) 52
Stellarton, Disinissals at............... (n.p.) 57r
St. Paul Industrial School........... .(n.p.) 46
Stuart, Dr............................(n.p.) 79
Sub-agents, Marine and Fisheries. . . . . (n.p.) 57e
Subsidies to Railways.. ..... .......... 66
Sullivan, Daniel Brien................ (n.p.) 65
Superannuations, Civil Service.........(n.p.) 29
Supplies for Vessels.. ....... ......... (n.p.) 60

T

Tariff Instructions ............. ..... (n.p.) 40
Trade and Commerce, Annual Report........ 5
Trade and Navigation, Annual Report...... 6
Treasury Board Over-rulings ................ 23
Treaty with France ........... 54, 54a

Unforeseen Expenses . ............. (n. p.) 28
U. S. Fishing Vessels ................. (n.p.) 21

v
Valleyfield Postmaster.................(n.p.) 57o
Verge, J. Albert................... .. (n.p.) 57
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Warrants, Governor General's.......(n.p.) 22
Weights, Measures, etc ................. . 7a
Weller Bay... .................... (n.p.) 62
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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS

Arranged in Numericat Order, with their Tilles atfull length ; the Dates when

Ordered and when Presented to both Houses of Parliament; the Name of
the Member who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether it is orderedt

to be Printed or Not Printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1.

1. Report of the Auditor General, for the year ended 30th June, 1896. Presented 30th March, 1897, by
Hon. W. S. Fielding .................. .. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2.

2. Public Accounts of Canada. for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896. Presented 30th March, 1897.
by Hon. W. S. Fielding ...................... Printed for both distribution anu sessional papers.

ba. Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion, for the year ending on the 30th June,
1898. Presented 8th April, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution and sessionl papers.

9b. Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1897. (For the Militia attending the Queen's
Jubilee.) Presented 20th May, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papcrs.

2c. Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1897. Presented 10th June, 1897, by Hon.
W. S. Fielding ......... ................ Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

*e.* Supplementary Estimate for the year ending 30th June, 1897. (Post Office Department.) Presented
14th June, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.. ..... Printed for both distribution «nd sessional papers.

Sd. Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1898. Presented 18th June, 1897, by Hon.
W. S. Fielding ................ ......... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

te. Further Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1898. (Intercolonial Railway
extension to Montreal.) Presented 23rd June, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution a nd sessional papers.

3. List of Shareholders of the Chartered Banks of Canada, as on the 31st December, 1896. Presented
5th April, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding ........ Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

Sa. Report Ôf dividends remaining unpaid and unclaimed balances in the Chartered- Banks of Canada,
for five years and upwards, prior to 31st December, 1896.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

A. 1897
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.
4. Report of the Superintendent of Insirance, for the year ending 31st December, 1896.

Printed for both distribution and seasional papers.
4 a. Preliminary statements of the business of Life Insurance Companies in Canada, for the year ending

31st December, 1896. Presented 29th June, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

4b. Abstract of Statements of Insurance Companies in Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1896.
Presented 5th April, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4.

4. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896. Pre-
sented 25th March, 1897, by Sir Richard Cartwright.

Printed for both distribution a nd sessional papers.

6. Tables of the Trade and Navigation of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896. Presented
30th March, 1897, by Hon. W. Paterson ....... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5.
7. Inland Revenues of Canada. Excise, &c., for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896. Presented 26th

March, 1897, by Sir Henri Joly de Lotbinière. . .. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
7 a. Inspection of Weights, Measures, Gas and Electric Light, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896.

Presented 26th March, 1897, by Sir Henri .Joly de Lotbinière.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

7b. Report on Adulteration of Food, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896. Presented 26th March,
1897, by Sir Henri Joly de Lotbinière..... .. .. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

2. Report of the Minister of Agriculture of Canada, for the calendar year 1896. Presented 23rd April,
1897, by Hon. W. Mulock........... . ........ Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

8 a. Report on Canadian Archives, 1896. Presented 23rd April, 1897, by Han. W. Mulock.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 6.
Se. Report of the Director and Officers of the Experimental Farins, for the year 1896.

Printed for both distribu tion and sessional papers.

8d. Criminal Statistics for the year 1896........ .. .... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7.
9. Annual Report of the Minister of Public Works, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1986. Presented

9th April, 18-47, by Hon. J. I. Tarte . ........ Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

10. Annual Report of the Department of Railways and Canals, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896.
Presented 5th April, 1897, by Hon. A. G. Blair. .. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.
11. Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries (Marine), for the fiscal year ended 30th

June, 1896. Presented 26th May, 1897, by Hon. L. H. Davies.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

la. Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries (FiEheries), for the fiscal year ended
30th June, 1896. Presented 26th May, 1897, by Hon. L. H. Davies.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8-Continued.

ilb. Special reports containing notes on the natural history of the lobster, with special reference to the
Canadian lobster industry ...................... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

l1c. Discolouration in Canned Lobsters.. ... ........ Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

Ild. Report of the joint commission relative to the preservation of the fisheries in waters contiguous to
Canada and the United States... ............... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 9.

1le. Report of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection, etc., for calendar year ended 31st
December, 1896 .... . ..... ................. Printed for both distribution and .essional papers.

19. Report of the Postmaster General for the year ended 30th June, 1896. Presented 28th May, 1897,
by Hon. W. Mulock .............. ......... Printed for both distribution and sessiona papers.

1%a. Supplement to the Report of the Postmaster General, for the year 1896, with reference to the letting
of certain contracts for mail service. Presented 4th June, 1897, by Hon. W. Mulock.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 10.

18. Annual Report of the Department of the Interior, for the year 1896. Presented 12th May, 1897, by
Hon. W. Mulock ....... ....... .......... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

18a. Summary Report of the Geological Survey Department, for the year 1896. Presented 29th June,
1897, by Hon. S. A. Fisher..... .......... .... .Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

18S. Report by Hon. T. Mayne Daly on his visit to Great Britain and Ireland in the interests of emigra-
tion to Canada, 1896. Presented 14th April, 1897, by Hon. C. Sif ton ..... .... .... Not printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 11.

14. Annual Report of the Departnent of Indian Affairs, for the year ended 30th June, 1896. Presented
5th April, 1897, by Hon. C. Sifton ........... Printed for both distribution and scesional papers.

15. Report of the Commissioner of the North-west Mounted Police Force, 1896. Presented 22nd April,
1897, by Hon. W. Laurier .......... .......... .Printed for both distribution an! sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 12.

16. Report of the Secretary of State of Canada, for the year ended 3lst December, 1896. Presented 30th
March, 1897, by Hon. S. A. Fisher...... . ...... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

16a. Civil Service List of Canada, 1896. Presented 30th March, 1897, by Hon. S. A. Fisher.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

16b. Report of the Board of Civil Service Examiners, for the year ended 31st Decenber, 1896. Presented

22nd April, 1897, by Hon. S. A. Fisher.......... Printcd for both distribution and sessional papers.

16c. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationery, for the year ended 30th June,
1896, with a partial report for services during six months ending 31st December, 1896. Presented
29th June,. 1897, by Hon. S. A. Fisher..........Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

I7. Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament, for the period since the close of the session in October,
1896. Presented 25th March, 1897, by the Hon. The Speaker . . .. Printed for sessional papers only.

I. Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1896.
Presented 9th June, 1897, by Hon. C. Fitzpatrick.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13.
19. Report of the Department of Militia and Defence of Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1896.

Presented 8th April, 1897, by Sir Richard Cartwright.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

20. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th September, 1896, giving particulars in
reference to the Eighth General Election for the House of Commons of Canada. Presented 29th
April, 1897.-Mr. Lavergne ..... ......... . Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

21. Copy of an Order in Council relative to the issue of licenses to United States fishing vessels. Pro-
sented 26th March, 1897, by Hor. L. H. Davies ........... ........... ........... Rot printed.

22. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since last session of parliament, on account of
fiscal year 1896-97. Presented 30th March, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding........ .. Not printed.

28. Return of Treasury Board Over-Rulings on appeals from decisions of the Auditor General, between
the sessions of 1896 and 1897. Presented 30th March, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for sessional papers.

24. General Order of the Exchequer Court. Presented 30th March, 1897, by Hon. S. A. Fisher.
Not printed.

25. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 28th September, 1896, for a return of all papers
and correspondence regarding the claims of Messrs. Penhallwick, of Edenwold, for destruction of
machinery by Indians. Presented 5th April, 1897.-Mr. Davin. . ............. Not printed.

26. Return to an address of the House of Commons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 14th
September, 1896, for a copy of all correspondence in connection with all grants of land in the town
of Revelstoke to J. A. Mara, ex-member for Yale and Cariboo, and the order in council under
which the said grants were made. Presented 5th April, 1897 ... Mr. Bostock..... .. Not printed.

26a. Return to an address of the House of Commons to hie excellency the Governor General, dated 14th
September, 1896, for a copy of all correspondence and the order in council of the 1 lth July, 1890,
by which a grant of land in the town of Revelstoke was made to the Kootenay Smelting and
Trading Company. Presented 5th April, 1897.-Mr. Bostock.............. .... .... Not prinLted.

27. Return to an address of the House of Commons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 14th
September, 1896, for a copy of all correspondence in connection with grants of land within the
railway belt in British Columbia made by the province subsequent to the date when the lands in
the belt passed under control of the government of Canada, and of the orders in council of the 29th
March, 1895, and the 6th December, 1895, setting forth the terms of the agreement between the
government of Canada and the province of British Columbia, acting on behalf of the grantees.
Presented 5th April, 1897.-Mr. Bostock............. ................ . .......... Not printcd.

28. Staternent of expenditure on account of miscellaneous unforeseen expenses, from 1st July, 1896, to
24th March, 1897. Prtsented 5th April, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding....... ... Not printed.

2. Statement of all superannuations and retiring allowances in the civil service during year ended 31st
December, 1896, giving name, rank, salary, service, allowance and cause of retirement of each
person superannuated or retired, also w hether vacancy filled by promotion or new appointment,
and salary of any new appointee. Presented 5th April, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.. Notprinted.

80. Statement of the moneys expended in payment of bounties on iron and steel manufactured from
Canadian ore, the persons to whom paid, the places at which the iron and steel was manufactured,
together with copies of the regulations governing such payments, as required by the Act 57-58
Victoria, chapter 9. Presented 7th April, 1897, by Hon. W. Paterson. .Printedfor sessional papers.

81. Return furnished annually by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under the provisions of section
8 of 49 Victoria, chapter 9, being a list of all lands sold by that company from lst October, 1895,
to the lst October, 1896. Presented l3th April, 1897, by Hon. C. Sifton..... ...... Not printed.

3la. Return under resolution of the 20th February, 1882, in so far as the same is furnished by the depart-
ment of the interior, respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Presented 13th April,
1897, by H on. C. Sifton.,.. ................. ...................... ............. N ot printed
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13-Continued.

32. Return of orders in council which have been published in the Canada Gazette and in the British
Columbia Gazette, in accordance with the provisions of : (1st) Clause 91 of the Dominion Lands
Act, chapter 54 of the Revised Statutes of Canada. (2nd) Subsection (d) of section 38 of the
regulations for the survey, administration, disposal and management of Dominion lands within
the 40-mile railway belt in the province of British Columbia. (3rd) Section 46 of the North-west
Irrigation Act. Presented 13th April, 1897, by Hon. C. Sifton................. Not printed.

83. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1897, for a copy of the evidence taken
by Inspector Fletcher when investigating charges made last November against the postmaster of
Northfield, British Columbia. Presented 28th May, 1897.-Mr. Davin.............. Not printed.

34. Statement of the affairs of the British Canadian Loan and Investment Company, as on the 31st
December, 1896. Presented 20th April, 1897, by the Hon. The Speaker. ........... Not printcd.

35. Return to an address of the House of Coinmons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 12th
April, 1897, for copies of all orders in council, reports to council, petitions, memorials or other
documents relating to the Manitoba School Question, not already submitted to this House. Pre-
sented 20th April, 1897. -Mr. LaRirière ........ Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

36. Statement of all bonds registered in the departnent of the secretary of state, since last return (1896)
and subnitted to parliament in accordance with section 23 of chapter 19, of the Revised Statutes of
Canada. Presented 20th April, 1897, by Hon. S. A. Fisher. ...................... Not printed.

37. Return to an address of the House of Commons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 5th
April, 1897, for copies of all correspondence relating to the retireient of Messrs. Bompas,
Bischoff & Co., and the appointinent of Mr. Charles Russell as solicitor for the Dominion govern-
ment in London. Presented 22nd April, 1897.-Mr. Foster......................Not printed.

88. Return to an address of the House of Comnions to his excellency the Governor General, dated 28th
September, 1893, for copies of despatches, minutes of council, and correspondence relating to the
formation of an international customs bureau for Brussels. Presented 26th April, 1897.-Sir C.
Hibbert Tuppe.......................................................... .. ot printed.

39. Tariff of fees and expenses for holding elections in the North-west Territories and British Columbia,
fixed by the governor in council, under section 121 of the Dominion Elections Act, and
amendiments to the said tariff. Presented 26th April, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding..Not printed.

40. Return to an order of the House of Co:nmons, dated 30th April, 1897, for copies of instructions to
custons collectors re tariff resolutions and reciprocal tariff. Presented 30th April, 1897.-Hon.
W. Paterson............ ............. ................. ............. Not printed.

41. Return to an order of the Houss of Conmons dated 5th April, 1897, for copies of all calls for tenders
and specifications for the sanie and detailed answers thereto made since the last session of parlia-
ment in respect of the printing of governinent notes, stamps, etc., of all correspondence in connee-
tion therewith had with the governinent or any member thereof and with the minister of finance
or the officers of his department, copies of all reports made thereon to the minister of finance and
to council, together with al] minutes to council passed in relation thereto, and a copy of the con-
tract entered into between the government and the successful tenderer. Presented 3rd May, 1897.
-Mr. Foster ............................ ............... ... Printcd for distribution only.

42. Return to an address of the HBouse of Comnons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 5th
April, 1897, for a return showing how many convicts were liberated from the different peniten-
tiaries in Canada since the month of July, 1896; giving t heir naines and the dates wlen they were
convicted, and showing why they were liberated, and the naines of those who obtained their pardon
fo- them ; also the names of those whose sentences were commuted. Presented 5th May, 1897.-
Mr. Bergeron............................................. .... ..... ....... Not printed.

43. Return to an order of the Hlouse of Coinmons, dated 28th September, 1896, for copies of all corrres-
pondence which has passed between the government and party or parties in reference to the
" Montreal, Ottawa, Georgian Bay Canal " scheme ; also all papers in connection with any appli-
cation for financial aid towards this pro.ect. Presented 5th May, 1897.-Mr. Poupore. .Not printed.

44. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 28th September, 1896, for copy of all reports,
valuations and all other papers relating to lands in the township of South Monagan, county of
Peterboro', flooded by reason of the construction of a dam at Hastings, Ontario, and owned by
Joseph Clarke and others. Presented 5th May, 1897.- Mr. Kendry ............. ... Not printed

8
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45. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd September, 1896, for copies of all inemorials,
reports, correspondence, plans and papers in relation to the construction of a bridge in front of
Quebec, or in the vicinity, to connect the Intercolonial Railway with the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. Presented 5th May. 1897.-Mr. Langelier ........ .......................... Not printed.

46. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of Pl correspondence
between the department of Indian affairs at Ottawa and the officers of the Indian department at
Regina and at Winnipeg, respecting the furniFhing supplies to the St. Paul Industrial School;
also the correspondence between the department at Ottawa and the Hudson Bay Company at
Winnipeg. Presented 10th May, 1897.- Mr. Davin.................... .... ...... .Not printed.

47. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 11th May, 1897, for a copy of the opinion of
the minister of justice with respect to statutory increases. Presented 1lth May, 1897.-Hon. L.
H. Davies......... .... ....... ... .................... Printed for sessional papers.

4S. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 21st April, 1897, for copies of all documots,
correspondence, reports, etc., having reference to the appointnent of Thomas E. Anderson to the

position of collector of customs in the town of Napanee. Presented 1lth May, 1897.--Mr.
Wüson.... ........... ........................... ................ Not printed.

49. Report of the commissioners to examine into the affairs of the Kingston penitentiary. Presented
17th May, 1897, by Sir Richard Cartwright ... ........................ Printed for distribution.

50. Statement in pursuance of section 17 of the Civil Service Insurance Act, for the year ending 30th
June, 1896. Presented 20th May, 1897, by Hon. W. S. Fielding....... ........ Not printed.

51. Extract froni a report of the committee of the honourable the privy council, approved by his excel-
lency on the 23rd January, 1897, referring to the delimitation of the Alaskan boundary. Pre-
sented 26th May, 1897; by Hon. C. Sifton.................. ............. ........ See No. 77.

5*. Contract with Messrs. Petersen, Tate and Company, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, for a fast
weekly steanship service between Canada and the United Kingdom. Presented 28th May, 1897,
by Sir Richard Cartwright .... .. .... . ........... .... See " Votes and Proceedings," page 393.

53. Return t) an address of the Senate to his excellency the Governor General, dated 13th May, 1897, for

copies of all telegramis sent between the 15th and 27th of April last, by the minister of marine
and fisheries, to Bernard D. McLellan, or any other person in West Prince, Prince Edward

Islani, promising grants for harbours, piers or breakwaters in that constituency, different froni

or' in addition to, amounts stated in the Estimates now before Parlianent. Presented lst June,
1897.-Hon. Mr. Ferguson......... ............. ..... .. ·.......... . . ......... Not printed.

a4. Return to an address of the Senate to his excellency the Governor General, dated 19th May, 1897,
for a tabulated staroment showing the effects which the commercial treaty between Canada and
France has had upon the trade and revenue of the Dominion, as compared with the three years
preceding the date upon which the treaty came into force, in so far as relates to the various articles

covered by said treaty. Presented lst June, 1897.-Hon. Sir MackenZie Bowell.
Printed for sessional papers.

44a. Return to an address of the Senate to his excellency the Goveinor General, dated 9th June, 1897,
for a detailed statement showing the character, quantity and value of the different articles exported

fron Canada to France, for the years ending 30th June, 1893, 1894, 1895 and 1896. Presented

17th June, 1897.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bovell . ... . . ...... .... .Printed for sessional papers.

55. Return to an address of the Senate to hie excellency the Governor General, dated 5th May, 1897,
for a copy of the contract or charter by which the steamer "Petrel " bas been employed for winter

navigation between Prince Edward Island and the mainland during the present year, and all

correspondence between the department of marine and fisherles, or any officer thereof, and the

owners of the said steamer " Petrel " relative to the said contract or charter. Also a statement
of all expenses incurred by the government of Canada, in the outfit, repair and maintenance of
the said steamer, and in the payment of wages to her officers and men, giving the name of each
employee, and the amount paid or to be paid each. Also a statement showing the number of
round trips made by the said steamer, between Cape Tormentine and Cape Traverse, or any other
port in Prince Edward Island, from the lst of December, 1896, to the lst of May of the present
year, with the date of such trips. Also a statement of the number of passengers, and the quantity
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of freight carried by the said steamer between the ports aforesaid, and the amount received for
carrying such freight and passengers, for the above-mentioned period. And also a statement of
number of mails carried by the said steamer, during the same period. Presented 1st June, 1897.
-Hon. Mr. Ferguson ........................... .......... ............ . Not printed.

56. Return to an address of the Senate to his excellency the Governor General, dated 5th May, 1897,
for ail correspondence which has taken place since the 13th July last between the government of
the Dominion and the provincial government of Prince Edward Island regarding certain financial
claims of that province upon the federal government.-Presented lst June, 1897.-Hon. Mr.
Fergtson. ..... ........... ...... .... . ..... ............. Printedfor sessional papers.

57. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of ail letters, papers,
correspondence, petitions, etc., relating to the dismissal of J. Albert Verge, fishery officer for the
river Restigouche and its tributaries and the waters of the Baie des Chaleurs, and the appoint-
ment of Charles Brown in his place. Presented 3rd June, 1897.--Mr. McAlister . i.. fot printed.

57a. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 5th April, 1897, for copies of ail correspondence,
papers, petitions, &c., in connection with the dismissal of Angus McPhee as postmaster at Hope-
field, in the province of Prince Edward Island. Presented 3rd June, 1897.-Mr. Martin.

Not printed.

57b. Return to an order of the flouse of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of ail papers, letters,
documents, petitions, etc., relating to the dismissal of A. J. McNeill as postmaster at Stanley
Bridge, in Prince Bd ward Island. Presented 3rd June, 1897.-Mr. Martin.. ... .. Not printed.

57c. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of ail letters, tele-
grams and papers that have passed between the government aud any person or persons in connec-
tion with the disinissal of Dr. George Duncan, late quarantine superintendent at Williams Head
Station, B.C.-Presented 4th June, 1897.-Hon. E. G. Prior.. . . .. ... ........ Not printed.

57d. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated l7th May, 1897, for copies of aIl documents,
reports, affidavits, declarations, papers and correspondence in relation to dismissal of F. X. Smith,
late lighthouse keeper at Cape Gaspé. Presented 8th June, 1897. -Mr. Casgrain. . .Not printed.

57e. Return to an address of the House of Commons, to his excellency the Governor General, dated 14th
September, 1896, for copies of ail orders in council, reports and correspondence respecting the
appointment and dismissal of the sub-agents of the department of marine and fisheries at the port
of Pictou.-Presented 8th June, 1897.-Sir C. Hibbert Tupper............ ... ..... Not printed.

57f. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for a return showing the names
of ail persons dismissed from the service of the inland revenue department since the first day of
July, 1896; also the names of ail persons app3inted to the service of said department since the
first day of July, 1896. Presented 14th June, 1897.-Mr. Wood (Brockville)..... ... Not printed.

57g. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, showing the names and offices
or employment of ail persons superannuated, dismissed or superceded in the service of the Canadian
government under the present administration, giving the reason for superannuation, dismissal or
supercession in each case, and the name and age of the officer or employee appointed to the vacancy
in each case, and showing whether any inquiry or formai investigation took place in each case and
the nature of it, and whether the party affected was given an opportunity of being heard before
dismissal or supercession. Presented 15th June, 1897.-Sir Charles Tupper...........See No. 57t.

57h. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 21st April, 1897, showing the names of ail
persons appointed to the department of customs since the first day of July, 1896, also the names of
the offices respectively to which they were appointed and the salaries thereto attached ; also the
names of ail persons in the service of the department of customs whose services have been dis-
pensed with since the first day of July, 1896, with the names of the offices and the salaries at-
tached thereto respectively. Presented 15th June, 1897.-Mr. Wood (Brockville).... Not printed.

57i. Supplementary return to 57.. Presented 16th June, 18 97.-Sir Charles Tupper......... Sec No. 57t.

57j. Return to an order of the Hiouse of Commons, dated 6th May, 1897, for* copies of ail letters and cor-
respondence between the government or any members thereof referring in any way to the dismissal
of Mr. W. D. Fairbrother as postmaster at Beamsville, with a copy of the charges and by who.
such were made. Presented 18th June, 1897.-Mr. McCleary .... ................. Not printed.
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57k. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of all letters, tele-
grains, petitions, reports and other communications with respect to the appointment and dismissal
of David H. Price, postmaster of Aylmer West, and the appointment of his successor, Frederick
Ashbaugh. Presented 18th June, 1897.-Mr. Ingram .................... ........ Not printed.

571. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of all correspondence,
petitions and reports relative to the dismissal of T. P. Shields, postmaster of Upper Maugerville,
and the appointment of Emery Sewel in bis place, and in reference to any changes proposed in the
location of said post office since 1891. Presented l8th June, 1897.-Mr. Poster........Not printed.

5 7 m. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 12th April, 1897, for copies of all papers, cor-
respondence, petitions, etc., connected with the dismissal of Alexis Doutre as postmaster at
Beauharnois. Presented 18th June, 1897.-Mr. Berqeron ................... ....... ot printed.

5 7 n. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 5th April, 1897, for a return giving the names
of all postmasters and other persons in the employ of the government in the counties of Kings and
York, New Brunswick, who have been dismissed since July, 1896, and all correspondence in con-
nection therewith. Presented 18th June, 1897.-Mr. Foster...... . .... .......... Not printed.

4 7o. Return to an order of the House of Comnons, dated 17th May, 1897, for acopy of the investigation
held in connection with the postmaster's office in Valleyfield, by Mr. Wilfrid Mercier. Pre-
sented 18th June, 1897.-Mr. Bergeron. ............ . ......... ................. Not printed.

57p. Return to an oruer of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for any reports or correspon-
dence, not already brought down, and the resons for the dismissal of Roderick McLeod and Robert
McKay, bridge tenders on the Intercolonial Railway bridge, Pictou, Nova Scotia, and the
appointment of Thomas Fraser and A. Thomas in their place and stead. Presented 24th June,
1897. -Sir C. Hibbert Tupper............................................. ... Not printed.

37q. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of all papers and
documents connected with the dismissal of Mr. John L. Smith as fishery overseer for the district
of New Carlisle, extendingfrom Grand Cascapedia river to Paspebiac East; alsoany recommenda-
tions nade to any inember of the government by letter or otherwise for his dismissal and the
recommendation in favour of his successor. Presented 25th June, 1897. -Sir A. P. Caron.

Not printed.

57r. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, giving all correspondence, evidence,
reports and papers reispecting the dismissal of the car inspector and car oiler at Stellarton, Nova
Scotia, under instructions of the mechanical 'superintendent, Intercolonial Railway at Moncton,
5th February, 1897. Presented 25th June, 1897.-Sir C. H. Tupper................. Not printed.

57s. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 21st April, 1897, for copies of all papers, peti-
tions, evidence, reports and documents of every nature connected with the dismissal of Andrew
Carmichael, postmaster, Spencerville, Ont. Presented 28th June, 1897.-Mr. Reid... Not printed.

37t. A partial return to an address of the Senate to his excellency the Governor General, dated 9th April,
1897, for a statement showing for each department of the civil service, the naines, ages, offices and
salaries of such persons employed either in the inside or outside divisions thereof ; and of such
persons not in the civil service employed by the government in any department, who, since the
13th July, 1896, and in cases where no commission of investigation was appointed, have been
removed from office by dismissal, superannuation or otherwise, specifying in each case the manner
of, and grounds for such removal, and the length of notice given to the persons removed, and the
amount of superannuation or gratuity granted, if any; also showing the naine, age, office and
salary or remuneration of any and every person appointed to the civil service in the place of, or as
a consequence of any such renioval. Presented 26th June, 1897.-Hon. Mr. Kirchhoffer.

Printed for session<il papers.

5S. Return to an order of House of Commons, dated 28th September, 1896, for copies of the contract
awarded to Mr. Gédéon Beaulieu, contractor for the building of the post office at Rimouski, of all
correspondence between the said contractor and the governmnent, and all other documents in
relation thereto. Presented 4th June, 1897.-Mr. Fiset..... ....-............. Not printed.
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59. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of the report made
by Mr. Gourdeau, deputy minister of marine and fisheries, on the conference held last November
between the steamship companies and shippers of cattle and horses. Presented 4th June, 1897.
Mr. Maclean.. ................................. ............ Printed for sessional papers.

60. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of all correspondence
since the 20th July last between the depaitment of marine and fisheries at Ottawa and the officers
thereof or others, respecting supplies and repairs of vessels and steamers under the control of that
department which are in the habit of visiting the ports of Charlottetown, Georgetown and Pictou,
or which are employed either in the protection of the coast fisheries or in the supervision and
maintenance of lights, or in the winter steam service between Prince Edward Island and the
inainland. Presented 4th June, 1897.--Sir C. Hibbert Tupper.....................Not printed.

61. Return to an order of the House of Conmons, dated 21st April, 1897, for copies of all letters, petitions,
memorials and suggestions received by the government, or any member thereof, since the 23rd
June, 1896, to amend the North-west Territories Act with a view of enlarging the powers of the
executive of the North-west Territories, and to increase the subsidy of the North-west Territories.
Presented 4th June, 1897.--Mr. Davin. ........ ,.............................. Yot prined.

62. Return to an order.of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for a copy of returns for Weller
Bay while an outport, i.e., about eleven years: 1. The value of dutiable goods and duty collected.
2. Value of free goods. 3. Total number of vessels entered and cleared. 4. Total salary paid.
Presented 8th June, 1897. -Mr. Corby. ... .... ........................ Not printed.

63. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1897, for a return of all correspondence
between officers of the militia and others with the minister of militia and the major-general coin-
manding relating to brevet promotion and General Order 73, 1896. Presented 8th June, 1897.-
Mr. Bain .......................... , ............... .......................... Not printed.

64. Return to an order of the House of Comnions, dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of all correspondence,
plans and reports of engineers having reference to making North Harbour, Aspy Bay, Victoria
county, N.S., a harbour of refuge. Presented 9th June, 1897.-Mr. Bethune.. . ...... Not printed.

65. Return to an address of the House of Commens to his excellency the Governor General, dated 3rd
May, 1897, for copies of all papers relating to the release of Daniel Brien Sullivan, committed to
jail at Toronto on the 18th November, 1896, including the reports of the police magistrate of the
21st and 27th November, 1893. Presented 9th June, 189 7.-Si r C. Hibbert Tupper. .Not printed.

66. Return to an order of the House of Conmons, dated 28th September, 1896, for a statement showing
the amount of money expended by the Dominion government since the lst day of July, 1873, for
constructing, equipping and subsidizng railways in Canada, with the number of acres of land
granted as subsidies, and their estimate value. Also a statement showing separately the part of
such expenditure made on railways in each province of the Dominion and the North-west Terri-
tory, deducting any sums that may have been charged against any of the provinces of the North-
west Territory in their debt account with the Dominion. Presented loth June, 1897.-Mr. Martin.

Printed for sessional papers.

67. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 28th September, 1896, for copies of all letters,
correspondence and tenders, the names of the parties tendering, the amounts of their tender, and
the names of the parties awarded the contracts for the historical monuments at Lundy's Lane,
Chrysler's Farm and Chateauguay. Presented 10th June, 1897. -Mr. Gibson ... .... Not printed.

ON. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, showing a comparative schedule
of prices paid in connection with the military camp at Aldershot, King's county, Nova Scotia, for
the seeasons of 1895 and 1896 respectively ; also all papers, correspondence and instructions
respecting the securing of supplies for the said camp in 1897. Presented '10th June, 1897. -Sir C.
H ibbert Tupper.... ............... . . .. .... .. ............................ Not printed.

69. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for a return showing (under the
announced change of organization at the Royal Military College of Canada): 1. A detail of the
intended superior and subordinate staffs, their respective emoluments and the conditions of their
engagements, inclusive of periods of service and duties to be performed by them respectively. 2.
The intended number of classes of cadets in attendance at one time. 3. The allotmeht and distri-
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bution of time to class instruction, drills, military and athletic exercises, meals, recreation, etc.,
specifying subjeets and the professors and inistructors respectively employed in the several subjects
in each class. 4. The amount of deposit to be made by cadets to meet personal charges for a period
of three years respectively under the reorganized system and the system hitherto in force. 5. The
surplus revenue derived from fees from each cadet, after deduction of messing charges respectively
under the reorganized system and the system hitherto in force. 6. A detail of items .in the
reorganized system and in that hitherto in force in the cases involving either increase or reduction,
and the ainounts of these differences. 7. The number of eligible applications made prior to the
announcement of the reorganization to compete for entrance into the Royal Military College next
September. Presented 10th June, 1897.-Mr. Tyrwhitt.........................Not prined.

09a. Supplementary return to No. 69. Presented 23rd June, 1897.-Ar. Tyr whitt .......... Not Printed.
70. Return to an address of the House of Comnons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 28th

September, 1896, for copies of despatches, minutes of council and correspondence relating to the
London International Railway Congress, 1895. Presented 14th June, 189.-Sir C. Ribbert
Tupper.................. ......... ..................... .................... Not printed.

7 0a. Retprn to an address of the House of Commons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 28th
September. 1896, for copies of despatches, minutes of council and other documents relating to the
meeting of the International Railway Congress, St. Petersburg, with a copy of papers subinitted
by the high conmissioner foi Canada to that congress. Presented 14th June, 1897.-Sir C. Hib-
bert Tupper ....... .. ........ .................................... ..... Not printed.

71. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of tenders opened
the 16th day of March, 1897, for works on section 12 of the Soulanges canal, showing the prices
of different tenderers for each item and the approximate quantities upon which the tenders were
extended, also the lump sum of each tender. Presented 14th June, 1897.-M. Cfancy.

Printed for sessiondl papers.
71a. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of tenders opened

the 16th day of March, 1897, for works on sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Soulanges canal, showing
the prices of different tenderers for each item and the approximate quantities upon which the
tenders were extended, also the lump sum of each tender. Presented 14th June, 1897.-Mr.
Clancy... ............... ........ ............................. Printed for sessional papers.

71b. Return to an order of the House of Commons,'dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of tenders opened
the 20th day of March for works on the Grenville canal enlargement, showing the prices of different
tenderers for each item and the approximate quantities upon which the tenders were exterded,
also the lump sum of each tender. Presented 14th June, 1897.-Mr. Clancy.

Printed for scssional papers.
7 1c. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 7th June, 1897, for a statement of ail tenders

opened the 7th day of May, 1897, for works on the north channel of St. Lawrence river, showing
the prices of diffecrent tenderers for each item and the approximate quantities upon which the
tenders were extendeâ, also the lump sum of each tender. Presented 25th June, 1897.-Mr.
Cncy .................................................... Printed for sessional papers.

7 1d. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 7th June, 1897, for a statenent of ail tenders
opened the 30th day of April, 1897, for works on the Iroquois section, Galops canal, showing the
prices of different tenderers for each item and the approximate quantities upon which the tenders
were extended, also the lump sum of each tender. Presented 25th June, 1897.-Mr. Clancy.

Printed for sessional papers.

71e. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 7th June, 1897, for a statement of ail tenders
opened the 24th day of April, 1897, for works on the Cardinal section, Galops canal, showing the
prices of different tenderers for each item and the approximate quantities upon which the tenders
were extended, also the lump sum of each tender. Presented 25th June, 1897.-Mr. Clancy.

Printed for sessional papers.

72. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 9th September, 1896, for: 1. A copy of ail
reports of the engineers of the departmnent of public works as to the conditions and requirements
of the Port Albert harbour made within the last ten years. 2. A statement in detail, with dates,
showing ahl amounts voted by parliament for the improvement of said harbour. 3. A statement
showing how much of said sums were expended under contract, and how much otherwise and how;
when expended and to whom paid.--Presented 15th June, 1897.-Mr. Caneron .... Not printed.
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79a. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 28th September, 1896, for: 1. Copy of all
reports made by the engineers of the public works department since the lst day of January, 1890,
as to the condition and requirements of the Goderich harbour and of the North breakwater.
2. Statenient in detail of all amounts voted for the construction and improvement of said harbour.
3. Statement showing how much has been expended on said harbour since the government of
Canada undertook the work as a harbour of refuge. Presented 15th June, 1897.-Mr. Cameron.

Not printed.

72b. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1897, for copies of all correspon-
dence, telegrams, engineers' reports, etc., relating to the extension of the breakwater at Belle river,
in Prince Edward Island. Presented 15th June, 1897.--Mr. Martin........... ..... Not printed.

78. Return, in part (departments of the interior and Indian affairs), to an order of the House of Com-
mons, dated 5th April, 1897, giving the naines of all commissioners appointed by the government
or any of the ministers to hear charges and make investigations into the conduct of civil servants
and employees of the government or any of the departments since July, 1896, together with the
rate of pay and allowances of each and the length of time each has been employed, and the full
amount paid; also copies of all reports made by them to the government, or any member
thereof, and copies of the authorization and instructions under which they acted. Presented
16th June, 1897. -M r. Foster.......................... . ......................... Not printed.

78a. Supplementary return to No. 73 (department of marine and fisheries). Presented 17th June, 1897.
M r. Foster..................................... . ...... . .. .................... N ot printed.

74. Copies of contracts for cold storage accommodation on steamships from Montreal to Great Britain,
between the minister of agriculture and various steamship companies. Presented 17th June, 1897,
by H on. S. A . Fisher........ ................................................. .N ot printed.

75. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of all letters, papers and
correspondence relating to the closing in March last of the post office at Oak Bay Mills, Quebec.
Presented 18th June, 1897.-Mr McAlister............................. ............ Not printed.

76. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for: 1. Copies of all correspon-
dence and other documents relating to the creation of post office inspectorships at Stratford, Barrie
and Kingston and the appointment of inspectors and other officials connected with such inspector-
ships. 2. The number of employees connected with each such office and the salaries paid, and all
other expenses of each office. Presented 18th June, 1897.-Mr Cameron.

Printed for sessional papers.

77. Report of Major General Cameron on the proposed convention in reference to a portion of the
Alaskan boundary, and memorandum thereon. Presented 19th June, 1897, by Hon. L. H. Davies.

Printed for sessional papers.

78. Return to an address of the House of Commons to his excellency the Governor General, dated 7th
June, 1897, showing the correspondence, if any, between this government and the government of
the United States in reference to an equalization or readjustment of the coasting laws, rules and
regulations in force in the two countries; and in reference to any arrangement or proposal for
any arrangement under which Canadian vessels shall be granted by the American government
and officials the same privileges as those accorded to American vessels by the Canadian authorities
under the laws, rules and regulations now in force. Presented 25th June, 1897.-Mr. Britton.

Printed for sessional papers.

79. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 7th June, 1897, for copies of all telegrams and
letters between the Hon. Clifford Sifton, minister of the interior, and Mr. Charles B. Heyd, M.P.,
for South Brant, and Mr. Davis, of the county of Haldimand, relating to the appointment or
otherwise of Mr. Daniel Lynch, of the village of Hagarsville, or Dr. Stuart of the saine place, as
Indian agent in the room and stead of Dr. Jones of Hagersville. Presented 25th June, 1897.-
M r. Clancy............................ .......................................... N ot printed.

80. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1897, for copies of all papers, corres-
pondence and telegranis relating to charges made affecting the quality of British Columbia salmon
sold in the British market. Presented 25th June, 1897.-Mr. Maxwell.............. Not printed.
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81. Return to an order of the House of Cominons, dated 7th June, 1897, for a copy of the advertisement

recently published calling for tenders for the carrying of the mail between Danville, in the county
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

REPORT OF THE DEPUTY-MINISTER.

To the Honourable
Louis H. DAvIEs,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Sirt,-I have the honour to report on the transactions of the Marine Branch of
this department for the fiscal year ended 30th June last, and to give an account of
a Portion of the business up to date.

In the appendices to this report will be found reports from the Chairman of the
Board of Steamboat Inspection, Chairman of Board of Examiners of Masters and
Mates, the reports from the Chief Engineer, the Inspectors of Live Stock Shipments,
the Director of the Meteorologicaland Magnetic Service, the Inspector of Signal
Service, and reports on the Life-boat Stations, Messenger Pigeon Service, Rewards
for lHumane Service, together with Etatemeînts of Revenue, Expenditure, Sick Mari-
ners' Dues, Wharfage, and Wrecks and Casualties.

The amount expended on the varions branches of the public service comprised
in this department during the fiscal year ended 30tb June last was $792,213.81.
The expenditure for civil government, including marine and fisheries, amounted to
$62,476.73, and for civil government contingencies, $8,226.98.

The amount voted by Parliament for the various branches, not including the
departmental salaries, was $835,640.71. It will thus be seen that during the fiscal
year the expenditure was $43,426.90 less than the amount voted by Parliament.

The whole number of persons in the outside service of the Marine Branch at
the date of the report is 1,736.

During the past fiscal year the expenditure for maintenance of lighthouse and
oast service amounted to $448,395.27, and for construction of lights $17,662.28,
total for maintenance and construction $466,057.55, while for the previous year the .
expenditure for lighthouse and coast service, including construction was $475,903.22,
6howing a decrease of expenditure for the year ending 30th June last of $9,845.67.
The appropriation for this service was $481,510. the expenditure being $15,432.45
less than the appropriation of Parliament for the fiscal year.

LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.

The lighthouse service of the Dominion is divided as follows:-The Ontario
division, embracing all lights from Montreal westward to the North-west Territories;
the Quebec division, extending below Montreal and including the River and Gulf of
St. Lawrence and Strait ot Belle Isle; the Nova Scotia division, including St. Paul's
Island, Cape Breton, Sable Island and Cape Race, Newfoundland; the New Bruns-
wick division, the Prince Edward Island division, and the British Columbia division,
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each-including lights within the provincial boundaries. The total number of light
stations, light-ships and fog-alarm stations in the Dominion on the 30th of June,
1896, was 629, and lights shown 770, the number of steam-whistles and fog-horns 82,
the number of light-keepers and engineers of fog.alarms with masters of light-ships,
was 710. Appendix No. 16 contains the number of stations, lights, fog-alarms and
steamers in each agency in detail.

ONTARIO LIGHTIHOUSE DIVISION.

This division includes the lighthouses and other aids to navigation in that part
of the province of Quebec Iying west of Montreal, all the lights in the province of
Ontario, lights above Montreal, embracing the lights on the Ottawa River, the Great
Lakes, and some of the smaller inland lakes, as well as the lights on Lake Winnipeg
in the province of Manitoba.

The number of lighthouses, lighted beacons and lightships maintained by the
Dominion in the Ontario division, as above described, is 232, located at 184 different
stations.

The number of light-keepers in this division paid directly by the Government
is 174, but in several cases assistants are employed by keepers, and paid by them out
of the allowance made by the Government for that purpose.

There are in Ontario, 2 fog whistles, 11 steam foghorns and 2 fog bells operated
by machinery, all located at light stations, as well as 5 bell buoys and 2 gas buoys.

Besides the lights maintained by this department, as above described, there are
in Ontario the following aide to navigation: 2 lights on swing bridges, a system of
lights on the Murray Canal, maintained by the Department of Railways and Canals,
4 pairs of range lights on the Detroit and St. Clair rivers, maintained by the Ameri-
can vessel owners principally interested, 13 wharf lights maintained by the munici-
palities or corporations to which the wharfs belong, and 2 range lights maintained
by the local interests at Pine Tree harbour.

Eight of these last described stations are aided by this department to the extent
of being furnished with the necessary oil for their maintenance.

The lights in this division with the exception of those on the Bay of Quinte,
the Ottawa River, and the small lakes were inspected during the months of July and
August, by Mr. Patrick liarty, Superintendent of Lights, and supplied with the
neceseary stores for annual maintenance. It was found impossible, this season, to
make a regutar inspection of the lights in the Ottawa River.

NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION.

Cabot Bead Light and Fog Alarm.

Mention was made in lastyear's report of the beginning ofthe erection of a light-
house and fog alarm on Cabot Head in Georgian Bay. The construction was com-
pleted early in the spring and the lighthouse and fog alarm were put in operation on
the 18th of May lat.

The lighthouse stands on top of the cliff, about à mile eastward from the
entrance to Wingfield Basin, at the point of Cabot Head which projects farthest
north, ou the ordinary course of vesmels.
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The site is level and elevated 35 feet above water. The light building consists
of a tower and dwelling house combined, built of wood, painted white. The square
tower rises from the east corner of the building, and is surmounted by an iron
lantern painted red. The height of the building from the ground to the vane on
the lantern is 54 feet.

The light is a group revolving white light, showing three bright flashes with
intervals of twenty seconds between their points of greatest brilliancy, followed by
an interval of forty seconds during the greater part of which the light is obscured,
the light completing a revolution in 80 seconds. It is elevated 80 feet above the
level of the bay and should be visible 14 miles from all points of approach by water.
The illuminating apparatus is catoptric.

The fog-alarm building is located on the beach, about 200 feet eastwardly from
the lighthouse. It is a square wooden building, painted white, with duplicate horns
projecting from a gable in the north-easterly front of the building. These borne are
elevated 20 feet above the water.

The fog-alarm consists of blasts of a horn operated by steam and compressed
air of 8 seconds' duration with intervals of 40 seconds between them.

The boiler and machinery are in duplicate, so that in case 6f an accident hap-
Pening to one part it may be promptly replaced by its duplicate part.

The total cost of construction in connection with the establishment of these
buildings has been $7,473.59.

Asumption of Port Elgin lights.

Since 1884, the municipality had maintained lights in Port Elgin Harbour,
Lake Huron, and on the opening of navigation last year the maintenance of the two
pairs of range lights then in operation was assumed by the Government of Canada,
and Mr. Robert M. Lowry, the lightkeeper, was maintained in charge at a salary of
860 per annum.

Light on Hilton Wharf.-An arrangement was made last season by this depart-
mnIenIt with Mr. S. T. Bowker, owner of the wharf at Hilton, on the north coast of
8t. Joseph Island, in St. Joseph Channel, district of Algoma, Ontario, by which he
maintains for the purposes of navigation, a light upon the wharf.

The light is a fixed white light shown from a square lantern with glass reflector,
suspended from a pole 60 feet back from the outer end of the wharf. It is elevated
25 feet above -the level of the water and should be visible three miles from the
approaches to the wharf.

A mechanical fog-horn, worked by hand, was also supplied, and is used in
.nfswer to signals from vessels.

Canadian Canal Sault Ste. Marie Lights.

The range lights referred to in last year's report to mark the dredged
apprOaches to the new Canadian canal were duly established in position by the
canal authorities, the expense of maintenance being borne -by this department.

3
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The front range light of the pair marking the approach to the canal from the
eastward is an electric red light elevated 37 feet above the level of the river and
visible 3 miles from all pointa of approach by water. The lantern is elevated on a
pole standing near the onter end of the Lake Superior Power Co.'s jetty, the pole
rendered more conspicuous by a target.

The rear light is a similar light elevated 59 feet above the water and standing
1,300 feet N.W. î N. from the front light.

The two lights in one lead from the American channel up the middle of the
dredged approach between the red and black buoys to the piers at the east end of
the canal.

The front range light of the pair m'arking the approach to the canal frorn the
westward consista of a group of incandescent electric white lights placed in a
wooden lantern erected on top of the cribwork beacon at the turn in the west
approach to the canal, described in the above notice.

The light is elevated 39 feet above the level of the river and should be visible
up the river to Pointe aux Pins as well as into the canal.

The back light of this range is a fixed white incandescent electric light elevated
61 feet above the river, and visible to the south shore in the line of range. It is
shown from a wooden lantern surmounting a square open framed wooden tower, the
whole painted white and 65 feet high, erected on the east oxtremity of Davignon
Point, 2,100 feet N.E. * E. from the front light. The two lights in one N.E. * E.
(N. 460 2' E. true) lead in from the American channel past Vidal Shoal, between
the red and black buoys, to the turu at the front light.

On the let September the electrie arc light maintained by the Department of
Railways and Canals on the upper end of the north pier of the canal, and the similar
light on the upper end of the south pier, were changed in colour from bright or
white to red, so as to more conspicuonsly mark the extremities of the two piere at
the western end of the canal.

The two lights changed in colour are respectively the most westerly light of
each of the two rows of are lights illuminating the canal bank and cribwork
approaches.

Gas Buoys in Lake Erie.

The vicinity of Pelée Point, in Lake Erie, is rendered difficult of navigation,
especially for the vessels of large tonnage now navigating the great lakes, by
numerous shoals, and in compliance with urgent requests from the vessel interests
two gas buoys on the Pintsch system were, on the 2nd of October last, established
at critical points on this route. One of the buoys is moored in 30 feet water,
immediately south of the 20 foot patch at the south extremity of South-East shoal,
3* miles south-east by south j south from Pelée Point light.

The buoy is painted red, with the words " South East Shoal " in white letters
on the aides. It is surmounted by a red conical slatwork, bearing a red lantern,
from which a fixed white gas light is shown, elevated 8t feet above water. The
light should be visible four miles from all points of approach.
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The other buoy was moored in 30 feet water off the north-east point of the
Middle Ground, west by south j sonth 31 miles from Pelée Point Light.

The buoy is painted black, with the words " Middle Ground " in white letters
on the sides. It is surmounted by a black can shaped slatwork cage, bearing a red
lantern from which an occulting white gas light is shown, elevated 7f feet above
the water. The light should be visible four miles from all pointe of approach. It
is cut off automatically for a short time at intervals of about 10 seconds.

These buoys are supplied with a special make of compressed gas which is pro-
cured from the Detroit Gas Works, and carry a sufficient quantity to burn for six
weeks without attendance. The buoys were set ont and taken up in the fali by the
Dominion steamer "Petrel" and have proved a great success, That they are
appreciated by the owners of the large fleet passing Pelée Point is indicated by the
following extract from the Annual Report of the Lake Carriers' Association, repre-
senting the greatest shipping interests on the great lakes:-

" Your attention is especially called to the fact that the Canadian government
bas established two gas noys at Point au Pelée Passage, which have given great
satisfaction to vessel owners. The prompt response which the Canadian authorities
Made to the request of our American vessel owners for additional aide to navigation
at this dangerous point on the Canadian side of the international boundary lines
where our Government was powerless to protect our vessels, deserves the thanks of
the association. With a comparatively small tonnage on the great lakes and with
a vast coast to light on the ~ocean and St. Lawrence river, where the Canadian
marine interests are large, the Canadian authorities needed little urging to induce
a Prompt response to our request for assistance on Lake Erie. This was a gracious
act not to be forgotten."

Spar Buoy on Grecian Shoal.

A large spar buoy was on the 2nd of October, 1896, established off Grecian
Shoal lying off Little's Point, north-west of Colchester Reef light, Lake Brie. The
buoy is painted red and is moored in 20 feet of water immediately south of a spot
With 10 feetwater. It was established in consequence of the tendency of vessels to
rUn Little's Point too close aboard. Mariners have been warned that the direct
course between Colchester Reef light and the United States light off Bar Point
fall 8 Over a mile to the southern end of this shoal.

The change in Buoys at mouth of River Detroit.

The Canadian buoys on the east side of the dredge channel at the mouth of
]River Detroit, Lake Brie, were last season re-arranged and increased in number.
The channel bas been dredged by the American Government to a width of 800
feet, its axis being a straight line joining Detroit River Lighthouse (American) and
Bois Blanc Island Lighthouse (Canadian).

The Canadian buoys marking the east edge of this dredged eut are now seven
red wooden spars. They are situated approximately 400 feet eat of the centre line
of the above dredged channel, and are respectively 4462, 5632, 6927 (approxi-
mately), 8221, 10,029, 11,365 and 13,525 feet above Detroit River Lighthouse. This
last most northerly buoy is about 18,600 feet below Bois Blanc Lighthouse.
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cHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS AT EXISTING STATIONS.

Ste. Placide.-Approach to Ste. Placide, Lake of Two Mountains, Ottawa River,
has always been difficult in consequence of the existence of a bar or shoal extending
roughly parallel to the shore and about a mile distant therefrom. Through this
shoal two channels, 80 to 100 feet wide have been dredged, one leading to the village
wharf N. E. by E. j E. from up stream, the other leading to the wharf N. W. from
down stream.

Two range lights have since 1874 been maintained to mark the axis of the up-
stream channel.

The front tower of this range has recently been moved to a new site at the
point where the axes of the two channels intersect, a distance of 130 feet S. W. by
W. j W. from its former position. It now stands on the beach at the inner end of the
wharf, on a cribwork block, and is 5 feet lower than in its old position, which makes
the light. 15 feet above the summer level of the lake. It is a fixed white light
strengthened by a pressed glass lens. In other respects the old range of lights bas
not been changed.

In this front tower an additional light was arranged to mark the down-stream
cut. It is a fixed catoptric light elevated 15 feet above the water, and visible two
miles, showing a narrow bright or white beam of light in the channel, with a red
sector on the upper, or port, side of the channel in entering, and a green sector on
the starboard side. To enter and keep the channel, a vessel must get the white light
open its full brilliancy, bearing N. W. and steer directly for it, keeping the bright
light open.

To mark this lower cut in daytime a day beacon, consisting of a mast carrying
a slatted diamond-shaped target is erected on top of the bank, east of the parish
church, 340 feet N. W. from the front tower. It is painted white with a black
diamond in the middle of the slatwork. The front tower and beacon in one N. W.
are in the aligninent of the outer end of the lower dredged channel.

The cost of these changes was $100.26.

Arnprior Island.-The mast from which a light was shown on an islet opposite
the town of Arnprior, Chats Lake, Upper Ottawa River, bas been replaced by a new
mast 10 feet higher than the old one, and the pressed lens lantern has been replaced
by a 7th order dioptric lantern.

The colour of the light has also been changed from white to red. The light in
future will be fixed red, elevated 40 feet above the ordinary level of the water, and
should be visible 8 miles from all points of approach by water.

The light was raised so that it could be visible over an intervening point up the
lake, and was changed in colour to distinguish it from the lights in the town of
Arnprior. The cost of raising the mast was $40.31 and the new lantern is worth $98.

Kingston Harbour Buoys.-On the opening of navigation in 1896 the three plat-
form buoys previously maintained on Penitentiary shoal, Myles shoal and Bolivia
shoal respectively, in Kingston Harbour, Lake Ontario, were replaced by wooden
spar buoys surmounted by slat work globes or spheres.
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The buoys are painted as heretofore, viz., in red and black bands, and are moored
as near the middle of the shoals as possible, in 12 to 14 feet water. Vessels should
give the buoys a good berth as the shoals extend some distance.

This change in the form of the buoys was made in consequence of complaints
that large and heavy platform buoys would have proved dangerous lf struck by light
draught vessels. During the summer the position of the buoys on the harbour shoals
was surveyed and the result of the survey forwarded to the Hydrographer of the
Admiralty for insertion in the official charts.

Port Dalhousie.-In response to requeste from owners of steamers entering
Port Dalhousie a large bell, furnished by the Lakeside Navigation Company, bas
been attached te the platform to the range light tower near the outer end of the
East pier and is rung by band by the light keeper as a fog signal in reply to fog
signals from vessels desiring to make the canal. This bell replaces the less powerful,
hand fog-horn previously used for the same purpose.

Western Islands.-In accordance with the intention expressed in last year's
report the temporary illuminating apparatug of the new lighthouse on Western
Islands was replaced on the 12th of October last by a 4th order dioptric apparatus
Procured from Messrs. Chance Brothers & Co., Birmingham. The light shown from
it is a fixed bright light varied by bright flashes at intervals of 30 seconds. It sbould
be Visible 14 miles. The installation was made by Mr. W. H. Noble, foreman of
Works, who also erected at the station a boathouse, a derrick for landing supplies,
and a platform extending from the landing to the several buildings, all designed to
resist the action of waves. The cost of the illuminating apparatus was $1,399.10 and
Of the improvements made by Mr. Noble 8507.79.

Bamford Island.-A mechanical fog-horn, to be worked by hand, bas been sup-
Plied to the light station at Bamford Island, St. Joseph Channel, and will be used
to answer signals made by vessels.

Rains Wharf Range.-Prior to the opening of navigation in 1896 the masts
frOm which the range lights at Rains wharf, in the River St. Mary, Ont., are exhi-
bited, wore moved to an alignment about 80 feet northwârd of the old alignment,
s0 that they might be in the same alignment as the American range lights at Point
O Woods, and mark the axis of the channel which was widened by the United
State government.

The front range light now stands on the shore north of' Rains wharf. The
lante'n is elevated 21 feet above water.

The rear light mast stands 436 feet S.E. j E. from the front light. The lantern
ll elevated 26 feet above water.

In other respects the range is unchangod, and the two lights in one guide
tblogh Dark Hole Passage as before.

PRINCIPAL REPAIRS TO EXISTING AIDs.

-Pointe Claire.-The lightbouse on the pier at Pointe Claire was destroyed by
fire on the 14th Nov., 1895, from sparks from a passing steamer which got under the
sils of the building. Fortuna4ely the cribwork foundation bad the previous year
been replaced by a concrete pier and remained almost intact. A temporary light
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bas since been manintained on the pier. The pior has been thoroughly repaired and
a new tower will be built upon it ready for navigation in the spring of 1897. The
work bas been put in charge of Mr. W. H. Noble, foreman of works.

L'Orignal.-The lighthouse at L'Orignal, on the Ottawa River, which was an
open-framed structure built in 1871, was blown down in 1893, and since that time a
mast-light has been maintained. This mast-light not being sufficiently powerful or
reliable to give satisfaction, the department proposed to replace it by a light shown
from an inclosed tower and invited tenders for the necessary building in September,
1896. The lowest tender received was $799, and this being considerably above the
Chief Engineer's estimate, the department now intend to erect the building before the
oponing of navigation next year, by day's labour, under the superintendence of Mr.
W. H. Noble, foreman of works.

Gibraltar Point.-The small vertical boiler usod to operate the steam fog-horn
at Gibraltar Point station since 1886, being in bad order, was replaced last year by
a larger horizontal boiler imanufactured by Messrs. Carrier, Lainé & Co., of Lévis,
under contract, for $400. The boiler was erected under the superintendence of Mr.
W. H. Noble, foreman of works, and it was necessary to enlarge the engine
room in consequence of the difference between its size and that of the old
boiler. At the same time, the old fog bell building which had not been used for
sorne years, was removed and some repairs made to the verandah of the dwelling,
the whole work costing $276.81. The stone work ofthe lighthouse was pointed and
whitewhshed under contract by Mr. R. Clayton of' Toronto, at a cost of 890.00.
The old displaced boiler was sold on the ground to the highest tenderer, for $36.00.

Port Dalhousie.-During the coming season the Department of Railways and
Canals proposes to remove the decayed cribwork top of the East pier at Port Dal-
housie, and to replace the portion above water by concrete. They have asked this
department to replace the timber block on which the outer range light stands by a
similar substantial foundation and steps have been taken to have this work com-
pleted ready for the pier work before the opening of navigation next season.

Cove Island and Mississauga Strait Fog-alarms.-For the purpose of duplicating
the fog-alarm machinery at Cove Island and Mississauga Strait stations, new boilers
have been made under contract by John Inglis & Sons of' Toronto, delivered at the
stations at a cost of $1,990. These will be placed in position next year.

Lone Rock Bell Buoy.-The large ballast ball used on Lone Rock bell buoy was
found to have become detached when the buoy was raised for the winter and a new
ballast bail has been applied and the buoy repaired.

Corbay Point.-The lighthouse on Corbay Point, Batchewana Bay, Lake
Superior, was extensively repaired, the tower, the roof and the walls of the dwelling
having been shingled and the building generally overhauled, at a cost of $484.53.
This work was done under the supervision of' Mr. Noble, foreman tof works.

Lanb Island.-The lighthouse and keeper's dwelling on Lamb Island, Lake
Superior, built in 1877, was found to be in a bad state of repair nainly in conse-
quence of leakage through the outside covering, and was practically rebuilt during
the past summer, under the supervision of Mr. Noble. The cost of this work was
8818.46, being sensibly increased in consequence of the difficulty of transporting
materiais to the site and the scarcity of workmen in the locality.
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Rainy River.-The range lights established at the mouth of Rainy River, as
described in lastyear's report, proved of great assistance in the navigation of the
Lake of the Woods, but the pile foundations were found to be unsatisfactory, espe-
cially for resisting the shove of ice which occurred in the spring. It has therefore
been decided to replace the pile foundations by cribwork piers filled with ballast
and the work will be done by contract.

QUEBEC LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

The Quebec division extends from Montreal to the end of the Straits of Belle
Isle, covering a coast and river service of over 1,200 miles, comprising all the light-
houses in the Richelieu River, Lake Memphremagog, as also all the lighthouses,
lightships, gas buoys, and beacons from Montreal to Quebec; and below Quebec, all
lighthouses, lightships, gas buoys, wooden buoys, beacons and fog alarms in the
River St. L'awrence, Saguenay River, Baie des Chaleurs, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Straits
of Belle Isle, north and west coast of Newfoundland and Labrador. This division
is under the control of J. U. Gregory, agent of the Department of Marine and
Pisheries at Quebec.

The agent attends to any other duties required by the department for the
Marine and Fisheries at Quebec, and is also shipping master, attends to the require-
nInts of the British Board of Trade in connection with shipwrecks and distressed
seamen, casualties at sea, and is receiver of wrecks and supervisor of wharfingers
in the province of Quebec; as also a fisheries officer for that province.

The agent's staff at Quebec consists of Mr. L. A. Blanchet, chief clerk and
accountant, also deputy shipping master; Mr. Alphonse Hamel, clerk; Mr. N.
Pitzhenry, storekeeper, and Mr. G. D. O'Farrell, lighthouse inspector.

The workshops, in which are employed reliable and skilled workmen, are under
Mr. Ernest Roy, master carpenter, and Mr. G. Vezina, master shipsmith, and the
gas works are under Mr. G. Belanger, with such assistance as may be required from
timue to time.

The steamer at the disposal of this agency during the past year was the " Druid'
which supplied lights between Quebec and Father Point, and attended to gas and
Other buoys, as well as beacon service below Quebec. The steamer "A berdeen "
came from Halifax to supply the lights below Father Point, in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, Strait of Belle Isle, Anticosti, Magdalen Islands and Baie des Chaleurs. The
service between Quebec and Montreal was by passenger boats, hired tugs or by rail.

There are in this division 154 lights at 117 stations; 8 lightships, 3 of which
are supplied with powerful steam fog whistles; 9 explosive bomb signal stations in
connection with lights; 2 steam fog-whistles and 9 steam fog-horns; 10 gas buoys,
4 of which are supplied with bells; 140 wooden buoys not under contract, and 59
day beacons.

IMPROVEMENTS TO LIGHTs.

Isle aux Prunes.-On the opening of navigation in the spring of 1896, the
wooden lighthouse tower formerly used at Isle aux Prunes light station, was replaced
by a skeleton steel Ftructure, square in plan, with sloping sides, surmounted by a
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square galvanized iron lantern. The vane on the lantern is elevated 31 feet above
the deck of the timber work pier to which the building is bolted.

Both framework and lantern are painted red. The tower is made most conspi-
cuous as a day mark by baving a target of wooden slats attacheti to the upper half
of the down-stream face. This target is painted wbite on both the up and down
stream faces. No change bas been made in the height or character of the light.

Lavaltrie.-A similar steel tower was at the same time erected in place of the,
old wooden tower from which the back range light at Lavaltrie was displayed.

The framework and lantern are painted red, and the wooden slatwork target is
painted white, with a vertical red stripe down its middle.

The height and character of the light are unchanged.

PRINCIPAL REPAIRS AT EXISTING STATIONS.

The following is a statement of the more extensive repaire and improvements
made at the several stations during the past year. In addition to those mentioned,
ordinary repaire were made, supplies kept up, and painting done wherever required.

Amherst Island.-The extensive repairs begun at this station, as stated in the
previous annual report, were carried out and a new oit shed was aiso built. The
work was done by carpenters sent from Quebec-and the station is now in very
good order. The total cost amounted to $592.76.

Anticosti, Heath Point.-The lower portion of the tower, lantern gallery and
windows had their clapboarding repaired, as also the refuge for the shipwrecked, and
the store-house and barn also received attention. Ail the repaire were performed
by workmen sent from Quebee. Ail the necessary painting was, however, done by
the keeper with local assistance, the department supplying ail material.

Anticosti, South Point.-The tower at this station, which leaked ail over, bas
been made staunch, and the plaster of the ceiling which was falling off bas been
repaired. Forty-five feet of the breakwater in front of the buildings had its planking
renewed and the back filled with stone. The fog-horn building which was opening
in the centre on the top, lad its stone foundation facing the beach raised and the
roof repaired. The whole work was performed by mechanics sent from Quebeo.
The total cost of the repaire at this station amounted to $353.50.

Anticosti, West Point.-Repairs were carried out to the stone and wooden break-
waters, and a small extension built to the latter. The tower and dwelling also
repaired. The whole of the work was carried out by workmen sent from Quebec at
a total cost of $1,215.80.

Belle Isle.-A new landing place was built at this station and necessary repaire
made to the buildings, at a total cost of $589.13. The men and material had been
sent from Quebec by the supply steamer.

Cape Salmon.-A portion of the landing slip at this station having been carried
away by a storm, men and material were sent from Quebec to make the repairs, and
the work was attended to satisfactorily. A boat shelter was also provided at this
station. The total cost of repairs amounted to $214.10.
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Cape Charles.-The back light at this station was much improved by the erec-
tion of a higher pole, thus raising the lantern 10 feet. A locomotive headlight
lantern sent from the stores of the agency at Quebec was substituted for the one
formerly in use. The small building at the base of the pole was enlarged. The front
tower also received some repairs.

Cape Despair.-A new chimney top was put on by local workmen at a cost of
$8.00.

Cape Gaspé.-The chimney on the north-east side of the lighthouse formed an
obstruction to the light seaward, and was consequently taken down and rebuilt on
the landward side of the building. The chimney was built by local workmen at a
total cost of $187.15. Repairs were also made to the fence around the government
Property, at a cost of $6.00, the work being done by the keeper with local assistance.

Cape Norman.-This station being without a duplicate foghorn, a boiler was
sent down from Quebec as a spare one in case of accident.

Contrecour.-The front tower which was carried away by the ice on the 19th
April and landed in tbe middle of a field some 500 feet distant, was found not to have
been much damaged and was therefore replaced in position. It was repaired, and the
Platform was renewed. Slight repairs were also made to the metal roof and the
tOwer was painted by the keeper with local assistance. A new ventilator was also
Put in the back tower. The total expenditure incurred at this station was $64.61.

Egg Island.-The gallery around the lautern was renewed. The chimney was
also repaired, 200 fire-bricks having been sent from Quebec for that purpose, and a
new chimney tcp was supplied. The work was done by local workmen under the

supervision of the keeper.

Ile à la Pierre.-The light-house on a cribwork pier at this station was carried

away by the unusually heavyice-shove of last spring. As the pier had reached the
'imit of the life of a wooden pier, and as the lighthouse was in need of extensive

repairs the loss by the accident was inconsiderable. During the season of navigation
a temporary pole light was maintained and a new pier and lighthouse are now being
built by Mr. W. H. Noble. The wooden pier is being replaced by a concrete mono-
lith in a cylindrical steel casing.

Forteau.-Extensive repairs are required at this station and two workmen sent
fron Quebec are engaged in making new floors, &c., and erecting a new coal shed to-
hold 100 tons. The sum of $234.19 has been spent for lumber and other materials.

Lark Islet.-The horizontal boilers at this station being in need of repairs a
boiler maker was sent from Quebec. Some old and defective valves were replaced
and other steam connections renewed. An iron tank for an additional:water supply
for the fog alarm was sent down by the supply steamer. The tower was painted by
the keeper with local assistance, and small repairs made to the boat. The amount
expended on these repairs was $36.90.

L'Islet Richelieu.-Considerable damage was done at this station by the ice in
the spring. The coal oil shed was completely carried away even to its stone founda-
tion, as well as the door steps and small platfbrm. In view of the fact that the
Department of Publie Works are dredging Barre à Boulard to the uniform depth of
the ship channel and that the new channel will necessitate a removal of this

il
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light, a temporary oil shed was erected, which can be taken down in the fal and
stored on the mainland. The cost of this work amounted to 845.60.

Lower Traverse Lightship.-This lightship underwent repairs, the cost of which
with the general outfitting amounted to $481.61.

.Maquereau Point.-The foundation of the tower, which was in bad order was
repaired by a local mason. Two rooms were ceiled, and the flooring in kitchen and
passage way was renewed. This work was also done by local assistance at a total
cost of $70.90.

The Pillars.-The breakwater built at this station last year was completed by
the keeper. Owing to the action of the sea, a displacement of the stone portion
took place, and the keeper was obliged to change the plan of the wharf, and build
it further in the gully where he keeps his boat. The landing slip, the lower end of
which was broken by the ice last spring, and the platform and steps were also put
in good repairs. Some changes having been made in the revolving apparatus, to
give increase in speed, the machinery proved too weak for the heavy weights neces.
sary for rapid revolving and the light stopped revolving. A machinist was sent down
from Quebec several times to remedy the trouble, and after considerable difficulty,
the gearing was put in good working order.

The total cost of the repairs effected at this station was $531.28.

Pointe aux Citrouilles.-Considerable damage was done to the lightbouse last
spring. The tower and part of the pier were carried soveral acres. The oil shed
had to be renewed aud a temporary pole erected at a cost of $41.96.

The lighthouse tower has been brought back to its old position on the pier, and
now shows a light similar in ail respects to that shown before the tower was
displaced.

Point Rich.-The storehouse and barn being in very bad order, a new one is to
be erected. The building was made in Quebec, ready to be put together at the
station by the keeper. An expenditure of $108.46 bas been incurred so far for
lumber.

Red Island Lightship.-The boiler and machinery of this vessel were thoroughly
repaired last winter. Leaks at the bottom seams and in bottom of furnace were
stopped and a one-inch injector fitted in. The repairs as well as the general out-
fitting in the spring cost $725.05.

Richelieu River lights.-The stations at Ash Island, Lacolle, and north of Half-
way Point were visited by Mr. Noble this autumn, and the buildings, which required
repairs, were put in good order.

Upper Traverse Lightship.-This vessel was docked during last winter and
thoroughly caulked. ,Other repairs were also carried out, which, including general
spring outfitting, amounted to the sum of $493.40.

White Island Reef Lightship.-This vessel was docked last fall to have her
bottom scraped and paintod. The boiler and machinery were also extensively
rèpaired. The side valve of operating engine, the valve chest on steam cylinder of
donkey pump and three globe valves were renewed, and a new whistle pipe also
put in. The total cost of repairs and docking amounted to the sum of $1,599.85.
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FOG ALARMs, STEAM WHIsTLES, COMPRESsED AIR HORNS, AND GUN COTTON

EXPLOSIVE BOMBs AND CARTRIDGES.

This very important part of the service is much interfered with by atmospheric
influences in all weather, especially in a dead calm when fogs are the most dense.

Enquiry into complaints against fog alarms not being properly attended to have
thus far resulted in establishing that there had been neither neglect nor incom-
petency on the part of the operators, but the defect was owing to the sound not
being distinguished on account of atmospherie influences, even when vessels were
but a comparatively short distance away.

BUOY SERVICE.

Gas Buoys.

The Quebec district bas in operation 10 gas buoys, 4 of which are supplied
With bells operated by four hammers put in motion by the action of the waters.
Each of these buoys has the name of its respective station painted on its side.

There are two spare spherical gas buoys on the Queen's Wharf at Quebec,
where are also situated the gas works, supply tanks, &c.

The total cort of this service for last year amounted to $2,769.33.

Wooden, Can and Spar Buoys and Beacons.

The buoy and beacon service under the Quebec Agency comprises all those
situated in the River Richelieu, Saguenay, St. Lawrence, Baie des Chaleurs, Gaspé
Coast and Magdalen Islands harbours.

The buoys in the ship channel between Quebec and Montreal are maintained
under a contract with the Sincennes-McNaughton Lino.

Soie improvements in the disposition of the buoys, to suit increased widths,
etc., were made as required.

The total cost of this extensive service, including contracts for the wintering,
repairing, replacing, taking up and renewing buoys and beacons, for the last fiscal
year, was $3,502.69, not including the buoys between Quebec and Montreal.

The usual number of buoys and beacons were repaired, painted and renewed.

Spar Buoys.

The eight spar buoys to enable belated vessels to pass the eight principal points
Outwards and inwards below Quebec were built as usual and placed in position
after all other buoys had been taken away for the winter.

These buoys have now become a necessity and are much appreciated by navi-
gators.
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NOVA SCOTIA LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

This division, in charge of Mr. J. Parsons, agent of the department for the
province, comprises 180 lighthouses, exhibiting 192 lights, 1 light vessel, 16 steam
fog alarms; 1 signal bomb station; 20 hand fog horns; 2 fog bells; 17 automatic
whistling buoys; 13 automatic bell buoys; 101 iron can buoys; about 700 spar and
other small buoys; 8 stationary beacons; 16 lif.eaving stations; 3 humane establish-
ments and 4 signal stations. The steamers l Newfield " and " Aberdeen " are also
under the control of this agency.

The light and fog alarm stations have been inspected by Mr. C. H. Hutchins,
superintendent of Lights; the boilers and machinery at the fog alarm stations, for
the most part by Mr. D. Stevens, inspector of government steamboats, and the
life-saving stations by Mr. Alfred Ogden.

CHANGES AND ALTERATIONS.

Glasgow Point.

A small tower, with keeper's dwelling attached, has been erected at Glasgow
Point to take the place of the inferior pole light hitherto in operation at that
station. An acre of land has been acquired and enclosed with a wire paling fence.

The new tower is erected on the site of the old light mast, on the north and
west extremity of the Point, on ground about 39 feet above high water mark. It
is a square wooden building, painted white, surmounted by a hexagonal iron lantern
painted red, and attached to its south side is a small white wooden dwelling. The
height of the tower, f rom its.base to the vane on the lantern, is 32 feet.

The light is fixed red, elevated 65 feet above high water mark and should be
visible 8 miles from all points of approach by water. The illuminating apparatus is
dioptric, of the 7th order. Materials were sent by the " Aberdeen " and the work
done by Mr. John Chisholm, foreman of works, with local help at a cost of $1,374.38,
including $246.79 for iron lantern and 891.74 for illuminating apparatus.

Point Tupper.-The tower has been extended ten feet in height in order to clear
obstructions to light on southerly bearings by the railway buildings on the point.
The tower was secured by four wire rope guys. Materiais were procured locally
and the work done under the superintendence of Mr. MeLellan, who employed
local help.

Cheticamp.-A new tower was constructed on the north side of dwelling.
This was necessitated by the insecure nature of the building on which the lantern
was erected. Materials were sent by the " Aberdeen" and the work done by
Mr. John Chisholm, who employed local workmen.

Westhaver Island Light.-The light on Westhaver Island, at the entrance to
Mahone Harbour, Mahone Bay, Atlantic Coast of Nova Scotia, was improved by
the substitution for the mast formerly maintained, a more powerful light in an
enclosed tower.

The new tower is erected on the summit of the island, near its south-east end, on
a site about 30 feet above high water mark. It is a square wooden building painted
white, surmounted by a hexagonal iron lantern painted red, and attached to its North-
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west side is a small white wooden dwelling. The height of the tower from its base
to the vane on the lantern is 27 feet.

The light i' a fixed white light elevated 54 feet above high water mark, and
visible 12 miles from all points of approach. The illuminating apparatus is dioptric
of the seventh order.

The change from the mast to the tower was made on the 15th January, 1896,
when the mast was removed.

Pictou Range Lights.-It was decided to replace the unsatisfactory mast
lights at Fraser's Farm, entrance to Pictou Harbour, by more powerful lights
shown from enclosed towers, and plans and specifications were prepared and tenders
ilvited for the work. Only one tender was received amounting to $826. On the
recommendation of the Chief Engineer this tender was not accepted, but the two
buildings were erected under the superintendence of Mr. John Chisholm, foreman
of works for the Agency, who purchased materials locally and employed local
labour. The total cost of the two towers was $660.22.

The tower in each case is a square wooden building with inclined sides, sur-
mOunted by a square wooden lantern, the whole painted white. The front range
tower stands immediately behind the site of the old front mast, 600 feet back from
the shore, on ground 49 feet above high water mark, and is 30 feet bigh from its
base to the vane on the lantern.

The light shown from it is a fixed red catoptric light, elevated 66 feet above
high water mark, and should be visible 8 miles in, and ovor a small arc on each side
of, the line of range.

The back tower, which stands on land 46 feet above high water mark, 384 feet
. W. by W. 1 W. from the front light, is 38 feet high. From it is shown a fixed

red catoptric light elevated 78 feet above high water mark and visible 8 miles in,
and Over a small arc on each side of, the line of range.

The two lights in range are to be used as heretofore, but are more powerful and
reliable than the former lights.

Removal of Abbot Harbour Light.-In consequence of representations from the
fishermen interested, it is intended to remove the pole light on the south extisemity
of Abbot Island early in 1897 to a new site on the main land about 1 mile east
of its present position, and at the entrance from the southward to the harbour,
and also to extend the time during which the light will be kept in operation
to cover the whole fishing and lobster seasons. It is thought that in its new posi-
tin a more certain attendance will be secured.

Improvement in Carter Island Light.-On the 7th December 1896, the light shown
frot the lighthouse in Carter Island, in Lockeport Harbour, was improved by
replacing the catoptric apparatus formerly used and replacing it by a seventh order
dioptric apparatus manufactured by Messrs. Chance Bros. & Co., of Birmingham.
The light remains as heretofore a fixed red light elevated 66 feet above high water
mark and should be visible eight miles from all points of approach by water.
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Additional light on Grand Yarrows bridge.

When the swing of the railway bridge over Grand Narrows, Cape Breton, was
marked by lights and a new lighthouse established on Gillis Point, it was considered
that the lighthouse heretofore maintained at Iona, at the east end ef the bridge, was
superfluous, and the light was accordingly extinguished. Complaints having been
made by mariners that the red and green lights on the bridge swing were not suffL
ciently conspicuous to lead to the passage in bad weather an additional fixed white
light is now exhibited by the railways management, from a lens lantern, hoisted on
an iron frame directly over the red and green lights. This light should be visible 7
miles from all points of approach by water.

REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTs.

The following repairs and improvements, in addition to ordinary and small
repairs and painting, have been made to various stations, viz.:-

EAST OF HALIFAX.

George Island.-Eight new lamps were fuinished and a new boat supplied.
Meagher's Beach.-The walls of room in keeper's dwelling were sheathed, a new

.floor was laid, a neiv sink and dresser fitted in kitchen, and the building painted.
Point Tupper.-In addition to increasing the height of the tower as already

described, the keeper's dwelling was stripped of old clapboards and shingled. The
sills and floors of porch and kitchen were renewed, and new stairs were builit and
part of a room was lined. New storm doors to porch and cellar, new roof on passage
way from dwelling to tower. The barn had its sills, joists and floors renewed and
the roof was ro-shingled. The work was all done under Mr. McLellan, the foreman
carpenter, who employed local help and procured the materials locally.

Petit De Grat.-A new cribwork landing slip was constructed at this station,
and new sills placed under the lantern. A new floor was laid in kitchen, and minor
repairs done to sill and the outside of building.

Louisburg.-Two new lamp fountains were supplied, the cellar wall pointed
and the plaster in two rooms was repaired.

Scattarie.-The kitchen porch was re-shingied, two new doors fitted to dwelling
and tlirteen storm sashes furnished.

Point Aconi.-The breakwater of landing was repaired.

Amet Island.-New blocks and fall were supplied for capstan. The kitchen floor
was re-covered, the chimney was rebuilt from roof and the boat slip was repaired.

Pugwash.-A well was bored to supply fresh water.

St. Paul's Istand.-A new surf boat was supplied to main station and a small
boat to the S. W. Lights. Three new spouts were placed to superintendent's.
dwelling.

WEST OF HALIFAX.

Sambro.-Materials were landed to repair keeper's dwelling. Four broken panes.
o lass in lantern were replaced and all the other panes re-gazed. One beam and.
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part of floor in lantern, one sill undor old whistle house were removed and old clap-,
boards removed and west end of building shingled. The chimney of dwelling was
taken down to roof and rebuilt.

Dover Harbour.-A new boathouse bas been built at landing under contract by
Mr. Martin Fader, of Shad Bay, for $100. New boat furnished and two ladders for
painting buildings.

Croucher's Island.-The landing slip was recovered with plank, and new hinges
and a latch were fitted to boathouse doors.

Quaker Island.-The foundation walls were pointed, and 60 ft. of earthen pipe
supplied for drain from cellar.

West Ironbound.-A new Chanteloup clock has been set up in place of the old
worn one which was taken down and brought off for repairs. New iron blocks for
weight chain were supplied, as also four copper smoke pipes, and two lamps were
repaired. A new sill was fitted under west end of store.

La Have.-A cribwork protection wall has been built along the face of bank
in front of lighthouse to prevent encroachment of thesea. The structure is 100
feet long, 6 feet wide and 3 logs high, and the work was done under contract. A
new floor was laid in cellar.

Port Mouton.-The cellar floor was concreted, and a new drain pipe laid from
cellar. The foundation walls were repaired, as also the platform, and new steps
fitted to entrance.

Barrington Lightship.-The vessel was taken off her station and hauled ashore
to have her bottom cleaned and painted, and top sides and deck caulked. A new
boat and a caboose stove were supplied. A new bolt to pump was furnished. A
small schooner was hired to take her place while off the station.

Bon Portage.-New sills were placed under the oi store, and new doors to
cellar and lock to store at landing.

Fish Island.-The oit store was shingled on four sides, and side of rouf was
re-shingled. An addition for kitchen 18 x 15 feet has been built on east side of
dwelling.

Sissiboo.-Four sills, part of studs, one beam and part of two corner posts were
renewed; two sides of tower were reboarded, old clapboards stripped off and shingled
all Over. New steps were placed to entrance door, and one broken pane of glass in
lantern was replaeed. The foundation wall was repaired and the building painted.
The work was done under Mr. McLellan, who employed local help.

Isle Haute.-Twenty dollars were expended in repairing roof from landing to
lighthouse. The plaster in rooms was repaired and the cistern in cellar re-coated
With cement.

-gingsport.-Two of the wooden corner posts of lantern, which obstructed the
light seaward, were removed and replaced with iron, which also changed the size of
glass tO larger dimensions. The glass panels in entrance door were replaced.

. Hand fog-horns have been placed at the following additional light stations in
this agency, viz.: Canso Harbour, Marache Point, Arichat, Jerseyman Island, Quaker
Island, and will be sonnded by the keepers during thick and foggy weather, in
answer to signals from vessels.

1'-
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FOG-ALARMS.

Mauqer's Beach.-The exhaust pipe box was repaired and refitted and the water
conductors around tower were repaired.

Scattarie.-A new boiler was placed in the whistle house, the old one having
been condemned. The old corrugated galvanized iron roofing bas been stripped off,
and the roof recovered with McAvity's spark proof folt. The walls of building were
stripped of clapboard and shingled. The engine room was lined with 3 inch spruce
sheathing and the floor concreted. A new time-piece was supplied to the engine
room, and the conductors and spouts leading to cistern renewed.

Cranberry Bead.-The boiler was retubed.

St. Paul's Island.-The old boiler being considered unreliable, a new one is in
course of construction by Messrs. Matheson of New Glasgow, under contract for
$952.00. When finished it will be sent to the station and set up alongside the old
one; the latter will thon undergo repairs and be used as a duplicate. New brasses
were fitted to crank shaft and a new pipe to reservoir.

Cape Race.-200 new tubes were supplied for boiler and a new set of furnace
bars. The old Crosby automatic machine bas been brought off and a new one set
up in its place.

Chebucto Head.-The seams and legs of the boiler were caulked and cement
placed around legs inside. New steam pipe was fitted to connect both boilers with
the Crosby machine. Two new globe valves were fitted.

Seal Island.-Guy rods were fitted to plates in coal shed to prevent building
from spreading.

Yarnouth.-Set of grate bars furnished and new pipe fitted to injector. New
whistle pipes fitted to change position of whistle.

Brier Island.-On the 28th March last, the old whistle house was completely
destroyed by fire, which was probably originated by the fire under furnace coming
in contact with the wooden beams of floor. The boiler was damaged, fittings nearly
all destroyed and the donkey pump rendered useless. Immediate stops were taken
to re-erect the oid boiler, and a temporary shed was erected and the alarm put in
operation again on the 1st day of May. It bas been determined to make this im-
portant station first-class in overy respect. Plans and specifications have been
prepared for a new building, and a new boiler is being built by Messrs. Matheson,
of New Glasgow. When1 ready, the new boiler will be sent to the station and set
up alongside the old one, so that in future, there will be no occasion to stop opera-
tions, pending repairs. It is proposed to erect the new building by day's labour
during the coming season.

Cape D'Or.-The new boiler sent last year has been put in position and is now
im use.

Sable Island.-The telephone was put in good repair during July and August,
mostly by the labour of the staff.

The locusts on the island devoured much of the vegetation, and 50 tons of hay
was sent to the stations in the autumn to carry over the cattle and the wild ponies
through the winter.
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In the spring only four ponies were reported as having died since the autumn.
The six pony shelters built in localities where the ponies are likely to congre-

gate in stormy weather are great protection-the r.acks at these shelters are kept
supplied with hay.

Wild horses.-One hundred and sixteen ponies were shipped off the island and
sold, at Halifax.

Cranberries.-Only two or three barrels gathered and brought to Halifax.

The Chief Signal Station.

At Ralifax Citadel and Camperdown.-At the latter place a new signal staff was
erected larger than the old one, and with better appliances. Some repaire to the
staff and yards at the citadel and the usual quantity of bunting for new flags consti-
tIte our chief expenditure.

The old code of signals has been changed and greatly simplified by Captain H.
V. Kent, R.E., Superintendent of Signals.

This new code has been printed and a lithograph of the chart made which
shows the signals for warships, mail and other steamboats, government ships enter-
ing Halifax Harbour, as well as for sailing vessels of all grades both by day and by
night. A classified return of ships signalled at Halifax for the yeur shows 2,230 as
againsit 2,078 for the preceding twelve months, a gain of 152.

Beacons in Atlantic Cove, St. Paul's Island.

A tidal gauge house, painted white, erected about 40 feet above high water
Mark in the bight of Atlantic Cove, St. Paul's Island, in the entrance to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, now forms a conspicuous land mark on the coast of the island.

A circular white beacon has been placed on the side of the hill above the
gauge ; these two objects in line, bearing N. W. j N. lead clear to the southward of
"Big Dick," a dangerous detached rock on which the sea breaks very hoavily off
the north-east horn of the cove.

The above alignment affords a good guide to vessels anchoring off the cove in
15 fathoms.

BUOY sERVICE.

Additional Buoys.

. A spar buoy painted white, to be maintained throughout each season of naviga-
tion, Was placed on the eastern extremity of the shoal near the governmont wharf
that existe in the cove between Cossett Point and McAdam Point on the north
side of East Bay, Big Bras d'Or Lake, in the county of Cape Breton, to rendor the
approach to the wharf safer.

A wooden spar-buoy was established to mark the western extremity of the one-
fathom patch between Cossett Point and McAdam Point, on the north side of East
Bay, Big Bras d'Or Lake.

This buoy, which is painted red, will be maintained throughout each season of
navigation.
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A wooden apar-buoy painted black is moored in five fathoms water, on the
eastern edge of Purcell Cove Shoal, which lies on the western side of the entrance to
the North-west Arm, Halifax Harbour.

A red iron can-buoy was on the 13th May last established on the south side of
Pollock Shoal, lying south of Point Enragé, in the county of Lunenburg, on the
southern coasit of Nova Scotia, and is moored in 7 fathoms water about Î mile south
of the extremity of Point Enragé.

The red spar-buoy heretofore marking the eastern extremity of " The Bar " or
shoal extending about 2½ miles easterly from Carey Point, on the northern side of
the entrance to Great Bras d'Or, has been replaced by an iron can-buoy painted red.

A red wooden spar-buoy has been moored on the south edge of the shoal
midway between the iron can-buoy and Carey Point light.

The black cask-buoy marking the position of the ballast ground off Tidnish,
N. S., in Bay Verte, between the counties of Cumberland, N. S., and Westmoreland,
N. B., was moored last spring in a new position, î mile N.W. from the entrance
channel to the ship railway dock, and any vessels discharging ballast in Tidnish
Harbour must discharge it between the buoy described and Tiduish Head. No
ballast is on any account to be discharged to the eastward of the buoy.

Four spar-buoys have been placed at intervals between Thrum Cap Shoal and
the Eastern Passage, at a distance of 3,000 yards from thestop butts of the Government
Rifle Range on McNab's Island, Halifax Harbour, to mark the extreme limite of the
danger zone, owing to the annual target practice of the troops on the island. These
spars were painted red and are surmounted by cross heade painted red and white.

On the 10th July, 1896, a number of submarine mines were laid off George's
Island, Halifax Harbour, and the dangerous area was marked by buoys consisting
of green barrels with the word " Torpedo " painted on them in white letters, and
vessels were accordingly warned not to anchor or pass within the area so buoyed,
and these buoys were to be left out until the 31st December, 1896.

It has been decided to reserve the area containing these mines permanently for
submarine mining purposes, and it is not to be encroached on by vessels.

An iron can-buoy painted black with " Point Aconi " in white letters on top, was
established on Point Aconi Shoals, in the county of Victoria, on the eastern coast of
the Island of Cape Breton, on the 15th July, 1896.

The buoy is moored in 7 fathoms water ï mile E. by N. j N. from the extreme
of Point Aconi.

St. John's Ledgo bell-buoy, marking the ledge, near Pubnico, in the Bay of
Chaleurs, which went adrift or sank at its moorings in April last, was replaced by a
new buoy on the 2nd May last.

The automatie whistling-buoy maintained on the Larcher Shoal, in the Bay of
Fundy, off the coast of Yarmouth County, was incorrectly described in the Canadian
List of Lights and Fog Signals. It is painted in red and black horizontal bands,
with "Lurcher Shoal " in white letters. It is surmounted by a 10-inch whistle.

20
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Roaring Bull Can Buoy.

The buoy was removed by the " Lansdowne." and replaced by another one in
November, 1895, and also in May, 1896.

Trinity Ledge Bell Buoy.

This buoy was removed by the steamer " Lansdowne " in November, 1895, and
also in June, 1896.

Yarmouth Buoys.

These buoys were looked after by the steamer " Lansdowne " and are removed
tWice a year. The buoys were out of position in April last, and were replaced in
Proper Position by the " Aberdeen."

Blond Rock Automatic Buoy.

The buoy at this place broke f rom its moorings on or about the 22nd of Nov-
,emnber, 1895, and was picked up by the schooner "Speculator," Captain McDonald.
OwiUg to the difficulty of holding a buoy at this place, for any length of time, it is
iifted nOw every three months.

NEW BRUNSWICK LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

This division comprises all the lighthouses and other aids to navigation within
the boundaries of this province, both on the Bay of Fundy and on the Gulf of St.
Lawrence side. The large buoys maintained by the government on the Nova Scotia
coast of the Bay of Fundy are also attended to by the steamer "Lansdowne" under the
direction of the New Brunswick agent but are otherwise under the control of the
Nova Scotia agent.

This division is under the charge of Mr. F. J. Harding, agent of the department
at St. John, N.B., throughout this division.

The lights, &c., were inspected by Mr. John Kelly, inspector of lights.
There are in this agency, 120 lighthouses, 1 lightship and 12 steam fog alarme.
The number of keepers and engineers in connection with the lighthouses and

fog-alarms is as follows:-86 lightkeepers, 7 lightkeepers and engineers of fog-
alarrns, 5 engineers and 5 assistant engineers-in all 103 persons.

NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION AND IMPROVEMENTS IN EXISTING AIDS.

Green Head, St. John River.

A fnew lighthouse has been eriected at Green Head, 24 feet east of the site formerly
occupied by the old light on a mast, which is now discontinued.

The lighthouse is a white, square wooden building 50 feet high, situated 105
feet above high water mark. The illuminating apparatus is dioptric, the light being
fixed white, elevated 150 feet above the surface, of the water and visible 10 miles
fron all Points of approach by water.
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The work was done under contract by Mr. G. W. Palmer, the lowest bidder,
his contract price being $579.

Change in Lighthouse at Palmer's Landing.

A lighthouse tower was erected on the new government wharf at Palmer's
Landing, on the River St. John, and the light put in operation on the 6th August,
1895.

The tower stands near the end of the pier, 1,200 feet north from the position of
the temporary light on the old pier.

The tower is a white, square, wooden building, 28 feet high from the base to the
vane on the lantern. The deck of the whart is 13 feet above low water.

The illuminating apparatus is dioptric and the light is fixed white, elevated 34
feet above high water mark, and is visible Il miles from all points of approach.

The work of erecting the new building was done under contract by Messrs G
W. and B. R. Palmer, the lowest tenders being $249.

A temporary light on the old wharf was discontinued when this light was
put in operation.

Reed's Point Beacon Lights.

The laminant in the three lights shown from a lamp post- on Reed's Point in
the city of St. John, N.B., bas been changed from gas to electricity. A 64-candle
power incandescent lamp bas been placed in each of the three street lanterns here-
tofore used. In case of any accident happening to the electric supply, illumination
by gas will be temporarily resumed.

The lights have given good satisfaction since the change. The cost of main-
taining these lights is $115.00 per annum.

Shediac Harbour Range Lights.

The positions of the range lights on Pointe du Chêne wharf have been changed
to suit a change in the channel, caused by recent dredging.

The front range light, mast and shed, have been moved from the position on
the extremity of Point du Chêne North Railway wharf to the north-west corner of
the government breakwater, a distance ot 358 feet N. E. î N. from the former
position. and the back range light mast and shed on the extremity of the South
Railway Wharf, moved 23î feet S. E. ¾ E., or at right angles to the line of range,
from the former position.

The southern building was raised some 2 feet 6 inches, and the northern was
raised about 3 feet, and a new foundation, as also an-ice break, built to protect them
from the ice flow.

Two new range lights were erected during the year, on lands owned by Jude
Landry and Thaddy Gould, about a mile and a half from Point du Chêne Wharf
towards Cape Brulé.

A. 1897
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On vessels crossing the range of these new lights, it is safe to stand in towards
the Shediac Island Beacons, to clear the Zephyr Rock, which was the object in
Placing them there.

The masts and sheds at the base were built by Dossity White, at a cost of $63.
Change in Front Range Light at Neguac.-The front range light at Neguac

Wharf was removed from the mast and shed on the north-west of the old block at
the outer end of the public wharf to a new mast and shed erected beside the roadway
of the wharf 45 feet south-west from the old oie.

The light is shown from a height of 25 feet above high water mark.

Range Light at Neguac (ully.

Owing to the shifting of the channel at Neguac Guily, it was found desirable
tO re-light the former front range light, which was discontinued in 1894, on the 28th
October, 1896.

It is a fixed red light, hoisted on a mast, with a white shed at its base. The
illuminating apparatus is catoptrie.

The mast stands 900 feet south by west from the main light and the alignment
guides to the buoy marking the crossing of the outer bar, also gives the middle of
the channel and clears south and north bars.

Change in arrangement of Lights at North Tracadie Gully.

The channel over the bar at North Tracadie Gully which was indicated by
range lights on the south side of the gully, made south last summer to such on
extent that it was necessary to remove the range light to the north side of the
Channel.

The main light is now established in a cribwork block on a low Aand flat about
1,200 feet inside the north beach and the front light mast and shed on piles 203 feet
8. 410 E. from the main light. The two lights in one lead over the bar at the
be8t crossing.

South Tracadie Gully.

The channel over the bar at South Tracadie Gully has been changed by the
action of the sea and is about 300 feet south of its former position.

As the range lights could not be placed so that they would lead through the new
channel, the outer range light has been extinguished and the fixed red light which
Was formerly the back range light continues to be maintained as a coast light.

The outer end of the government wharf at Hillsborough, on the Petitcodiac
River, was so badly damaged that the small frame lighthouse tower upon it could
nao longer be used.

The fixed white light shown therefrom has in consequence been discontinued.
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CHANGE IN COLOURS OF HARBOUR I1GHTS AT ST. JOHN.

On the lst May, 1896, the beacon light on the point of the bar, on the west sidA
of the channel in St. John Harbour, was changed from fixed white to fixed red,
and the light on the end of the government breakwater at Negro Point was changed
from fixed red to fixed white.

In other respects, the lights remained unaltered.

This change was made owing to the difficulty of distinguishing the beacon
light from the electric lights about the city of St. John.

REPAIRS TO EXISTING STATIONS.

St. John Beacon Light.

The southern aide of the roof of the dwelling was re-shingled; new lead placed
in the angle of roof; a number of planks were also placed in the block and a few
planks on the deck.

Beaver Harbour Light.

Two of the reflectors in use and two extra reflectors were re-silvered at this
station at a cost of $30. The lampa were repaired at a cost of $30.

Repairs amounting to $26.88 were also made during the year.

•Big Duck Island Fog-alarm.

A new boiler was placed at this station in June last. It was made by Messrs.
Carrier, Lainé & Co., at a cost of $1,386.17. A new set of tubes was put in old boiler
in January last.

A small addition was attached to dwelling bouse for keeper, 21 feet with 16
feet posts, pitched roof, shingled and plastered, two stories high, and containing 5
rooms, at a cost of $400.

Bliss Island Light.

The lantern and deck were painted. The chimneys in dwelling were re-topped
and one of the ceilings in dwelling plastered.

Cape Enragé Fog-alarm and Light.

The pump was repaired. A new roof bas been put on north aide of the barn,
the same having been blown off in a heavy gale.

Cape Jourimain Light.

The clockwork bas been repaired by Mr. Alfred Thériault, who was sent from
Ottawa. The lantern was also painted.

Cassie's Point Light

The clockwork of revolving light bas been repaired and ail made good by Mr.
Alfred Thériault.
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Escuminac Light and Fog-alarn.

Considerable repairs were made to the tower, it having been found to be rotten.
Five pieces of timber 4 feet long, 14 inches square were placed in the tower,

also two pieces of new sills, and the building was thoroughly painted.
The fog-alarm station was re-shingled and painted outside.
The barns and outhouses were re-shingled, thoroughly repaired and white-

washed.
An iron pipe 2j inches was laid further up the marsh, some 120 feet, in orderto

mfake the supply to the reservoir more complete, the engineer doing most of the
Work.

Gannet Rock Light.

Two new ladders were placed on the western side, and a small blacksmitb shop
17 feet square built.

The buildiug for the electrical battery being found too small, it was enlarged
four feet each way. The platform around the dwelling was also enlarged, by building
an abutmrent 32 ft. by 27 ft. and planked over with two-in(ch spruoe deals.

The dwelling had new floors laid, in two of the rooms the ceilings were sheathed
and repairsr made on two of the tower rooms.

The tramway was replanked and new railing was partly built around the plat-
forrn. The stonework was pointed up, and all the buildings whitewashed.

Goose Lake Light.

The revolving apparatus was overhauled by Mr. A. Thériault of Ottawa. A new
canvas deck was placed on lantern landing. A new floor was laid in dwelling. The
Yard and adjoining buildings were bushed to keep sand from blowing away and
undermining the buildings.

Grand Harbour Light.

The stone walls of the building were found to be much decayed and broken and
Were repaired by Robert Bell, the cost for labour, three casks of cement being used
in the repairs, was $21.75.

Grand Manan Fog-alarm Station.

A new set of tubes was placed in large boiler. The reservoir at the fog station
as also that at the dwelling house have been renewec with brick. The work was
performed by Robert Bell, the cost of mason and helpers amounting to $51.25.

A new wooden spout was placed around the dwelling.

Hay Island Light.

A new dwelling for the keeper has been erected at this station at a cost of
$100.49.

The building is 20 feet by 14 feet with 8 ft. posts and pitch roof. The work was
done by the keeper.
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Head Harbour Light and Fog-alarm.

The wooden tramway at the light station carried away by the storm last fali'
was repaired by the keeper and his assistant, the labour costing $10.00 The boat-
house on the wharf was removed some 20 feet and placed in a more secure position.
One tier of timber was placed on same and the planking renewed with two-inch
spruce planks, and the stairs leading up to the same repaired.

The tramway at the fog-alarm station had for some 94 feet been carried away.
The keeper and his assistant renewed it at a cost of $10. The boathouse was carried
away from the posts, and new posts had to be put in, as also one sill. The roof was
shingled in part, and the old shingles renailed. The material for these repairs was
on hand.

New timber and planking were laid on the wharf and breakwater, and new
ballast placed therein to make them more substantial.

New tubes were placed in one of the boilers.
A new coal shed, 20 by 16 feet, with 12 ft. posts was built.
All the work at this station was performed by the keeper and his assistant.

Lightship I Jennie" Miramichi Bay.

This vessel was painted red froin rail to water-line, and the inside of bulwarks
painted white, as also the boat's masts. The bouse had two coats of white paint.

The bottom was scraped and caulked where necessary and then painted with
copper paint. New water ways, fifty feet long were placed on the port side. Fifteen
fathoms of chain was supplied and twenty fathoms of rope for lantern halyards.
Four new lanterns were supplied the ship.

Machias Seal Island Light and Fog-alarm.

The old tramway made of 8 by 10 inch timber with cross pieces every 6 feet
having been carried away during the winter, an iron tramway was built, 210 feet
long, with a width of 5 feet 1 inch between the rails, and 42 clasps 5 inches wide
rivetted with six # bolts in each clasp, and bolts in rock of various sizes and lengths
with eyes on end to receive the clasps. The whole cost of the work was 6558.41.
The work was all donc by day's work under the supervision of the inspector of
lights. A blacksmith shop was built at the station 18 feet by 13 feet for doing the
work.

The western lighthouse tower had two knees placed on inside of southern face,
and a part of the floor was also renewed. The porch received new sills and floor.

The engine house had new sills placed under the door and cap. One of the
reservoirs was deepened. The machinery was repaired, cleaned and painted. The
dwelling was repaired and a new drain was laid from the dwelling to the bank.
About 36 rods of new fencing was erected, and the barn was re-shingled. A new
boat was also furnished at a cost of $50.

Miscou Fog.alarm and Light.

The revolving apparatus was repaired by Mr. Thériault, of Ottawa.
One new sill was placed under the coal shed, and new blocking placed under

the sills.
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Partridge Island Light, Signal Station and Fog-alarm.

At the lighthouse a new floor of spruce planed boards was laid, and an oil rack
and coal bin made.

At the signal station the old railing and platform around the flag staff was re-
moved. A new platform 10 ft. long by 6 ft. wide and 7 ft. high above the ground
was rebuilt, fastening it to sides of signal station with scantling and deal, and a
board floor laid and a railing put around same.

At the dwelling a new floor of spruce planed boards was laid in kitchen and
sheating placed around the walls. Made a drain from kitchen sink to bank, and
renoved rock from side of roadway to allow team to pass. The whole cost ineluding
stock and labour, amounted to $185.57.

At the fog-alarm, removed the railing on the top of the roof of the engine
house, coverod the hip of same with zinc 7 inches wide and 60 feet in length,
rePaired the lead flashings around steam pipe on roof leading to whistle, and new
coverings to hatchway in roof of building, with the hanging of four new doors lead-
ing to the boiler room.

Built new shed 12 by 18 feet at opening of large door of boiler room.
A new boiler was placed this year by Messrs. D. McLachlan & Sons, boiler

mnakers.

RIemoved the old covering and sides of the reservoir at the whistle house, and
Placed 6 new stringers 27 feet long 8 by 7 inches; removed the earth to receive the
same on bank, and covered it with 2,000 feet of 3-inch spruce deal.

Al the buildings were painted.

Passamaquoddy Bay Light.
The stairs at the landing having been carried away during last winter, newiron ladders were built 27 feet long 3 feet 1 inch wide, with iron sides 5j inches

thick, with steps in same to the first landing, securely bolted and fastened to the
block ; and then, proceeding to the upper landing, had an iron ladderfrom upper to
lower landing. The deck was newly planked and a new railing placed around same.
Iron hand-rails were placed on the ladders. The carpenter work was all done by
the keeper.

The block trestle-work and all the rooms in the dwelling house were white-
washed and two rooms papered.

Pea Point Light.
Two of the reflectors were re-silvered.
The cellar floor was cemented and a drain made fron cellar.

Point Lepreau Fog-alarm.
The boilers and machinery have been thoroughly overhauled.

Pokemouche Light.

New sills were placed on the range light and the walk replanked, and a new
railing p!aced on same.
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Quaco fog alarm and light.

The roof of the dwelling bouse bas been partly shingled and new lead laid in
the gutter. The lead on the lantern has been raised and replaced partly with new
lead.

The dwelling bouse and the lighthouse have been painted. The roof of the lan-
tern was repaired at a cost of $36.45.

The fog-alarm bas been painted. A new boiler made by Carrier, Lainé & Co.
of Quebec, bas been placed in this station. 20 new tubes have been placed in the
old boiler.

The floor of the landing of the derrick has been relaid with new material, the
deals and one of the davits being replaced. A new pair of ladders was placed from
lower to upper landing.

A new coal shed was built at a cost of $65.

South-west Head Light.

The sum of $25 was paid for the repai ring of the road leading to the station from
Seal Cove.

A new top or inside covering of iron was placed on inside of the top of lantern
by Mr. Gideon Hevenor. The flag pole was destroyed during a storm and $10 was
allowed for repairing it.

Five new lantern glasses were placed in lantern. A new platform was laid in
front of premises and new steps leading to dwelling; also a new floor in the barn.

Spruce Point Light.

This station bas been painted and new canvas placed on roof of tower. The
bridge leading to the light bas been put in good repair.

Swallow Tail Light.

A new pump was supplied and placed in kitchen of the dwelling bouse. New
planking bas been placed around the premises, also new water spouts made, and
new sills on southern and western sides of building.

The tramway bas been repaired, new sills 8 by 6 inches, and new deals laid to
the derrick platform for a distance of about 100 feet.

New sills and posts have been placed under the boathouse. The cost of the
above repairs was 888.50 on labour and $51.54 for lumber.

In addition to these repairs, ordinary repairs and replacing of supplies were
made and painting done wherever required.

Buor SERVIcE.

The buoys in the several ports under the control of the New Brunswick agency
have been very satisfactorily maintained, the work in most all the ports being done
by contract, under the supervision of the harbour masters.

The coast buoys of both the Nova Scotia and New Brunswick districts were
attended to by the steamer " Lansdowne ".
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List of Coast Buoys.

Blond Rock. ... .... Automatie ............ Nova Scotia..........Black.
John's Ledge................ Bell........ ...... do ........ Red.
Old W oman............. ... Can.... ................. do .......... Red.
Old Man...................... Can...... ............ do .......... Black.
Pease's Ledge........ Can.... ............ do . ........ Red.
Yarmouth Fairway, S. W.Automatic ............ do .... .... Black and White.
'Yarmouth Fairway, N. W.Automatic . .......... do .......... Red.
Yarmouth Fairway ........ Bell do.......... Red.
Roaring Bull................Can........ ..... ...... do .......... Red.
Trinity Rock.................Bell.... ... ............. do .... ..... Red.
North-west Ledge..........Bell............... do .......... Red and Black.
Chebogue ............... ..... Can......... ............ do .......... Black.
South Wolf..................Automatic...... ...... New Brunswick.....Black.
Point Lepreaux. ........... Automatic ............ do ..... Black and White.
Split Rock............Automatic..... ...... do ..... Black.
Black Point..... ........... .Automatic............. do ..... Black.
Partridge Island .. Bell Boat....... do Black.
Quaco Reef .................. do Black.
Quaco Ledge..................Bell .......... ........ do . .ed.
Quaco Shoal... .......... Can................. do .. ed.

Bell Buoy Boat off Partridge Island.

The bell buoy boat was brought up to St. John, in November last for repairs,
and a bell buoy of the Trinity pattern anchored off Partridge Island in its place.

The buoy was found to be in a very bad state, and only such repairs were made
on it to rmake it last another six months, when it will be given a good overhauling.

Black Point Automatic Buoy.

This buoy was removed and replaced by the steamer " Lansdowne" in the fall
of 1895, and on the 3rd June, 1896, the buoy was scraped and painted and the moor.
ings overhauled.

Belle Isle Buoys.

Two spar buoys and two barrel buoys are maintained in the Belle Isle Bay by
M1r. G. W. Palmer, under contract. The amount of the contract is $45 per annum,
and expires 1st May next.

One cask buoy and fourteen bush buoys are also maintained by Mr. Israel
Nobles, at this place, at a cost of $20 per annum.

Buctouche Buoys.

Mr. Jacob Babineau who had the contract for placing fifteen buoys left the coun-
try last fall. The buoys were placed this spring under the supervision of Mr. John
Smith, Mr. Babineau's sureties having authorized him to have the work performed.
The anount of contract is $42.
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Mr. Frank LeBlanc's contract, amounting to $18 per annum, for placing and
maintaining about 200 bushes from the bridge at St, Mary's expires on the 28th of
June, 1898.

Bathurst Buoys.

Mr. E. D. Chase is the contractor for maintaining twenty-five buoys at this place
for the sum of $150 per annum.

The work has been satisfactorily performed. The contract expires on the lst of
May, 1897.

Beaver and Black's Harbour Buoys.

Nine buoys are maintained at these places by Mr. Philip Hutten ut a cost of
$120 per annum. The contract expires on the 1st May, 1898.

Bay du Vin Buoys.

Mr. F. B. Williston maintains four spar buoys ut this place, ut a cost of $15 per
annum, his contract expires on the 13th of April, 1897.

Bay Verte Buoys.

Mr. Jared S. Silliker is the contractor for maintaining five cask buoys and
twenty-five small spar buoys. The amount paid the contractor is $19 per annum.

The contract expires on the 13th May, 1898.

Chebogue Ledge Can Buoy.

The buoy and moorings were overhauled by the steamer "Lansdowne" on the
30th of November, 1895, and on the 20th May, 1896.

Jemseg Buoys.

Mr. Joshua Colwell who had the contract for this district having left the coun-
try, bis contract was cancelled on the 22nd of April last and the work of staking
the dredge track this season was done under the supervision of the inspector of
lights.

Careful attention to replacing the bushes from time to time is required as the
track is quite narrow, and bushes and stakes are taken out daily by the rafts, making
it necessary to replace them immediately.

Lepreaux Automatic Buoy.

This buoy is removed twice a year by the steamer "Lansdowne." It was
removed on the 23rd of May last and another buoy with new moorings anchored in
in its place.

Old Proprietor Spindle.

An iron spindle marks this dangerous place in the Bay of Fundy.
The American (four-masted) schooner "Gypsum Prince " became a total wreck

by striking this ledge.
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Quaco Buoys.

Three buoys are maintained at this place, two bell and one cai buoy. They are
lifted every fall, about the 1st December and replaced in the spring about the 1st
April.

The work is done by the steamer " Lansdowne."

Richibucto Buoys.

A contract was entered into on the 24th April, 1896, for three years with James
L. Legoof for maintaining 28 buoys at this place for the sum of $200 per annum.

Mr. James Lawson is the contractor for maintaining 30 buoys from Brown's
Yard to Kingston Bridge. The amount of the contract is $90 per annum, and expires
28th April, 1899.

Shediac Buoys.

The work of maintaining the buoys at this place is done under the direction of
the harbour master, Mr. D. P. White's contract expiring in May, 1894.

Split Rock Automatic Buoys.

This buoy is removed every fall and spring by the steamer " Lansdowne," and
another buoy moored in its place.

Southern Wolf Automatic Buoy.
This buoy was removed last fall and this spring by the "Lansdowne," and

another buoy anchored in its place.
Tbe work in connection with the bnoys at Caraquette, Cocagne, lead Harbour,Dalhousie, Grand Manan, Grande Anse, Grindstone Island, Kouchibouguac, Letéte,

Musquash River, Miramichi River, Magaguadavic, Neguac, Napan, Oromocto, Petit
Rocher, Pisarinco, Pokenouche, St. John River, Shippegan, St. Andrews, Ste. Croix
River, Big Shemogue, Littie Shemogue, North and South Tracadie, Washademoak
Lake, West Isles and Tynemouth, was all done under contract.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND LIGITHOUSE DIVISION.

This division is under the charge of Mr. Artemus Lord, who is agent of thedepartment at Charlottetown, assisted by Mr. Milton Walsh as foreman of works
and warehousemau.

There are in this divitsion 56 lights and 35 stations and 1 steam fog-horn under the
charge of 41 keepers. There are 3 automatie whistling buoys and 1 bell buoy. The
rnajority of the lights are situated on headiands and serve the general purposes of
navigation, the remainder being harbour lights intended particular ly for the benefit
tf fishermen, 35 harbours in this province are buoyed by the department under con-
tract; the buoys being under the general supervision of the agent.
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The work of special inspection and supply of the several lighthouses was done
by the agent by the aid of the government schooner " Prince Edward " who on one
of his trips was accompanied by Mr. W. P. Anderson, chief engineer of the depart-
ment.

All the minor repairs and renewing of supplies were done as required at the
several stations and the usual painting of the buildings was carried out.

Souris East Breakwater Light,

During a heavy south-west gale in the autumn of 1895, the mast light on the end
of the breakwater was carried away, the mast broken, shed demolished and lantern
destroyed. On the 4th May last a small light on a low mast was put in operation,
but as soon as the new block now being built at the outer end of the breakwater is
finished, a more permanent and satisfactory light will be established.

St. Peter's Harbour Lights.

During the past summer the front range light on the government wharf or
breakwater was moved from the outer end 18 feet south-westwardly, or shoreward.
The outer end of the sloping nose projects into the harbour40 feet beyond the middle
of the tower.

The back range tower was moved north-westwardly along the'flat sand beach,
and now stands 1,458 feet S. by W. from the front light. In other respects, the two
lights have not been changed.

The work of removal was done by Mr. Sennott at a cost of $70.

Savage Barbour.

The inner range was renewed, the cost for repairs amounting to $44.45

Summerside Barbour.

The range light in Summerside Harbour put in operation on the 5th September,
1895, was erected, under the personal supervision of Mr. M. Walsh, by day's work, at
a total cost of $225, and considering the height, character of the work and material,
it has cost less than others which have been erected by contract. This light,
which is fixed red forms a back range for the Summerside wharf light and was
erected principally for the use of the mail and passenger steamer " Northumberland,"
whose captain states the light is all that could be desired, and that the ship is brought
in at full speed, irrespective of the condition of the night. The site of this light was
purchased from Messrs. John & George •tavart for $25.

Upon the opening of the back range light, the Summerside wharf light was
changed from fixed white to fixed red, and forms with the back range light a direct
course from inside Indian Point light, to anchorage off Holman's wharf.

Wright's Range, Crapaud Harbour.

This station is reported to suit admirably for the purpose for which it was
erected, that is leading vessels from the eastern end of the basin (inside Tryon
Shoal), to anchorage off end of dredged out to wharf, where a small red light on
Palmer's wharf takes up the continuation of the course by being brought in one
with the main tower, leading direct up the eut to wharf.
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Cascumpec Barbour.

The range lights at Cascumpec Harbour, on the Gulf of St. Lawrence coast of
Prince Edward Island, were, on the 1lth November, 1896, discontinued, and will not
be re-lit until further notice, as they no longer mark the channel through the bar
at the mouth of the harbour.

The channel has shifted about i mile northwardly from its previous positioun,
and a black spar buoy has been moored on the outer bar in 10 feet water at the new
Crossing. From this buoy to a red cask buoy off Malones Point the course is about
soth-west; from Malones Point buoy the course is west, in the alignment of the
range light buildings.

Strangers should not attempt to enter Cascumpec Harbour without a pilot, as
the depth over the bar in the range of the extinguished lights is only six feet,

1Removal of Whistling Buoy from North Point to West Point.

The whistling buoy formerly maintained off North Point was, on the 13th May
last, removed to West Point.

The buoy is painted red, with " West Point Buoy, Canada," in white, and is
located Î mile west of the middle of the outer shoal, in 13 fathoms of water.

From the buoy, West Point light bears S. E. by S. ï mile, and Wolfe Point, E.
by S. 5 miles.

The automatie whistling buoy moored off Indian Rocks, in the Straits of
Northumberland, which was moved in 1893 to about a mile and a half south-west-
Wardly from its original position, is found to give a better berth to vessels making
it from Prim reef buoy or Cape Bear.

BRITISH COLUMBIA LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

This division comprises all Canadian waters on the Pacifie coast, and is under
the charge of Captain James Gaudin, agent of the department at Victoria, who
also acts as inspector of lights.

There are in this province 14 light stations, 6 of which are steam fog-alarms,
and at 4 others, bells rung by machinery. There are also two beacon lights in
Victoria Harbour, and two similar lights in Nanaimo Harbour, which as aids to
navigation are highly appreciated.

The lights are in charge of sixteen lightkeepers, some of whom supply assis-
tance out of the salaries allowed.

The lights were supplied by the Dominion steamer "Quadra," Captain J. T.
Walbran, master-and the fog-alarm machinery at the several stations receive the
annual inspection of the chief of the " Quadra."
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NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION AND IMPROVEMENTS IN EXIsTING AIDS.

Carmanah Light, Fog-alarm, Telegraph and Signal Station.

In order to increase the efficiency of the station, a steam whistle was on the
1st July last attached to the fog-alarm boiler ut Carmanah Station, to be used in
addition to the horn, which will be operated as before, for communicating, in foggy
weather, with passing steamers. A private code has been arranged with several
steamers. Strangers may communicate with the station by whistle sounds, using
the " Morse " or " Continental " telegraphic codes.

Lightkeeper Daykin and his assistants were instrumental in rescuing thirteen
men from the wreck of the British SS. "Janet Cowan" last winter and cared
for them at the light-house until opportunity offered to take them to Victoria.
They also buried the bodies of the master and three seamen, who had been left
where'they fell by their shipmates.

Race Rocks.

From the lst July, 1896, in addition to the regular fog-signal, which consists of
single blasts of a whistle of five seconds' duration, with intervals of seventy-two
seconds between them, a bignal of four short blasts in answer to the fog-signal of
any steamer enveloped in fbg in Juan de Fuca Strait, denotes that the northern por-
tion of the strait is free frlom fog, it often happening that when there is thick fog in
the southern part of the strait, the northern portion is perfectly clear, and in such
circumstances, the special signal now arranged enables steamets to clear the fog
readily.

Active Pass.

From the lst June, 1896, the fog-horn was arranged to give blasts of eight
seconds' duration, with intervals of 52 seconds between them, that is, one blast per
minute.

Portlock Point.

The fog-bell used at Active Pass previously to the establishment of the storm
fog-alarm, has been removed to Portlock Point Light Station, where it bas been in
operation since the 1st September, 1896.

The bell is suspended in a small wooden tower, painted white, located on a low
point, 900 feet S. E. from the lighthouse.

The bell is struck by a hammer operated by machinery, and regulated to give
one stroke every 15 seconds.

Sand Heads.

Two clumps of piles placed to protect the iron pile foundation from driftwood,
and to replace others which disappeared last winter, were driven by the crew of the
Dominion steamer " Quadra."

The Sturgeon Bank beacons, off the mouth of the Fraser River, were kept in
position by the "Quadra," and replaced, when necessary, the piles for this purpose
being supplied by Mr. George Georgeson, of Mayne Island, at five cents per foot,
this being the lowest tender.
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North Arm and Canoe Pass channels, leading to the Fraser river, have been
marked with piles, and these beacons are a distinct benefit to small local craft.

Mud Bay.

The channels leading from Boundary or Mud Bay to the Serpentine and
Nicomekl Rivers, and to Big Slough, have been marked with 39 piles by the crew
of the government steamer. This work has given great satisfaction to the farmers
of the delta of the Fraser, who, in previous years, had suffered many losses through
the unsafe navigation of the channels.

A wooden pile beacon, surmounted by a red bail made of lattice work, and
showing 12 feet above high water, has been established at the extreme northern
edge of Spanish Bank, at the entrance to Burrard Iniet, replacing the wooden buoy
previously moored off the edge of Spanish Bank, which has been withdrawn.

Four beacons, composed of three piles each, braced together at the head, showing
7 to 9 feet above high water, have been erected in Sooke Harbour, on the south
coast of Vancouver Island to mark the fairway.

Thrce pile beacons have been erected at the entrance to Somass River, Alberni
Canal, west coast of Vancouver Island, to replace a corresponding number of spar
buoys heretofore marking this channel.

• Two wooden platform buoys have been placed in Colburne Passage, off the
south-east coast of Vancouver Island, one on either side of the fairway between
Piers Island and Saanich Peninsula on the route to Cowitchan Harbour.

An iron platform buoy, surmounted by a framework of wood in the shape of a
cone has been moored on the east side of Governor Rock, Trincomalee Channel.

The No. 1 red bpoy marking the western extremity of Robert's Bank, entrance
to Fraser River, Strait of Georgia, has been replaced by a wooden beacon composed
of three stout piles braced together at the head, painted black and surmounted by a
attice work bail.

The following changes and improvements were made in the buoyage at Baynes
Sound:-

The red spar buoy moored off Reef Bluff was replaced by an iron nun buoy.
An additional new iron nun buoy was placed off the West Spit of Reef Bluff.
The west beacon marking the crossing over Kelp Bar, at the north entrance to

Baynes Sound was replaced and the two beacons were changed in colour from black
to red to conform with the rules governing buoys and beacons.

Notice boards have been established at intervals along the south coast of Van-
couver Island between Cape Beale Lighthouse and San Juan Harbour. These boards
contain information for the use of shipwrecked mariners on the Pacific coast of
Canada, respecting the direction and distance of the nearest lighthouse and also of
the nearest Indian village where assistance can be obtained.

The following is a synopsis of the principal repairs and improvements effected
at the lighthouse stations in this division during the past season:-

Cape Beale.

Some trees were cleared away at the station for the preservation of the tram-

way, at a cost of $40. 35
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Carmanah.

A new set of tubes was put in the boiler of the fog-alarm, and a few minor
repairs effected.

Two men were employed for ten days removing large boulders deposited during
the winter's gales in the landing, as also some trees, which menaced the safety of
some out-buildings, at a cost of $50.

Race Rocks.

The boat landing which had become blocked up last winter was cleared
away at a cost of $20, one labourer being supplied to the keeper for a period of ten
days.

East Point.

Owing to the difficulty in obtaining water for domestic purposes, and to the
slight rainfall at this point, it was found necessary to build a tank shed for storing
a supply. The necessary material was furnished the keoper, who put up the shed.
New boats' ways have been laid to replace the old ones eaten away by teredo.

Point Atkinson Light and Fog-Alarm.

The foundations of the cylinders of the fog-alarm which were completely rotted
away, were replaced last spring by the engineer of the " Quadra."

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Theie are about 300 harbours, bays and sections of rivers buoyed in the Dominion
of Canada. In most cases contracts for a period of three years are entered into to
inaintain the buoy service. In some instances the buoys are placed by the harbour
masters, who furnish accounts to the department for the work done and material
supplied.

The large whistling and bell buoys maintained off the coast of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, British Columbia and Prince Edward Island are attended to by Dominion
steamers. The gas and other buoys above and below Quebec in the Quebec agency
are also maintained by government steamers, but occasionally tugs are employed
when the steamers are not available. The large coast buoys maintained by the
government steamers are specially referred to under the heading of each lighthouse
division.

The expenditure in connection with the buoy service for the year ended 30th
June, 1896, was as follows:-

For the province of Quebec, including port of Montreal.... $18,434 41
Above Montreal, including Ontario............... ..... 7,200 82
New Brunswick......................... .... .......................... 7,996 64
N ova Scotia.................................... ....................... 8,204 87
British Columbia...................... ...... ...................... 4,774 22
Prince Edward Island......... ....................................... 2,684 84

Total ............. ...... ...... ,.... ... ............. $49,295 80
This includes the expenditure incurred in the construction of new automatie

buoys.
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OIL FOR THE USE OF LIGHTHOUSES.

The oil for lighthouse purposes bas been purchased from the Imperial Oil Com-
pany of Petrolia, by contract, which was entered into on the 23rd March, 1896, for
a period of one year.

The quantity of oil supplied to the lights above Montreal by the Imperial Oil
Company during the year 1896 was 24,897 gallons, imperial measure, which cost
84,444.46; to the lights in the Quebec district 26,019 gallons, which cost $4,711.98;
to the Nova Scotia district 31,050 gallons, costing $6,986.25; to the New Brunswick
district 5,400 gallons, costing $1,201.50; to the Prince Edward Island district 6,300
gallons, which cost $1,464.75, making the total quantity purchased from the Imperial
Oil Company 93,966 gallons, and the total cost $18,808.94. In addition to this the
department purchased from the Standard Oil Company of New York 1,600 gallons
of American oil for the New Brunswick district at a cost of 18J cents per gallon; in
New York, for the Nova Scotia district 5,000 gallons, at a cost of 18J cents per
gallon; for the district above Montreal 1,300 gallons, at the same price, in New York.
The freight was paid by the department.

The total quantity of American oil purchased was 7,900 gallons, wine measure.
The quantity purchased for British Columbia to date is 4,500 gallons of American
oil at 22 cents per gallon.

The list of prices according to contract with the Imperial Oil Company is as
follows:

Delivered at Per gallon Per gallon
in barrels. in cases.

Cents. Cents.

Sarnia... ..... .......................... ............. 1............1 20
Hamilton .... ..... .... . .... ......... ......................... 1 21
Kingston..... ........ ... ................ .................. 16 21
Montreal................ .. ............. .................. - ...... 17 21
Quebec... ............... .................................... .. 17 224
St. John, N.B.... ... ...........·...· · .. . 17 22*
Pictou,N. ......................... ................................ 18 23
Halifax..to . ........................ ............................... 17 22
Charlottetown...... .. -,--............ .... ........ .................... 181 2
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COST OF MAINTAINING LIGHTHOUSES AND DOMINION STEAMERS.

The following comparative statement shows the expenditure on account of
maintenance of lighthouses and steam fog-whistles from the years 1883-84 to 1895-
96, both inclusive. The method of auditing all accounts in the department before
payment has been followed of late years:-

Number Number
Year. of of

Lights. Fog-
whistles.

1883-84..........................................
1884-85............. ......... . ...............
1885-86................... . .. ...............
1886-87........................................ .
1887-88..........................................
1888-89......... ........................... ...
1889-90..... . ...................... ........
1890-91..........................................
1891-92........ ... ........ . ....... .........
1892-93...... ...................................
1893-94. ......... . .. ............... ... ...
1894--95............... ...... . .......... ....
1895-96.................................. ....

F

a

Number
of Cost

og-horns, of
ells Maintenance.

id Bomba.

$ Cts.

10 456,868 33
12 478,064 04
16 505,929 27
24 476,514 44
27 464,471 76
29 459,423 80
32 434,802 10
i1 455,254 42
56 445,140 16
56 480,553 52
58 470,549 27
59 457,547 81
60 442,701 96

DOMINION STEAMERS.

" NEWFIELD."

The " Newfield " was employed from the 1st of July to the 2nd of September, 1895,
in lighthouse and buoy work. On the 2nd September, a load of ponies was taken on
board at Sable Island and landed at Halifax on the 4th of the same month. It is
usual for this steamer to be employed in laying cable for the Public Works
Department, and on the 6th of September, the steamer took on board cable and gear and
proceeded to lay the cable, and was engaged in this work until the 25th of November.
Stores were placed on board and the vessel proceeded to Sable Island. The "New-
field " remained in commission during the winter and was engaged in overhauling
and repairing coast buoys and delivering coal to fog-alarms. In April the steamer
was laid up at the wharf at Halifax for general repairs, which were made by the
crew assisted by mechanics. On the 6th May, the " Newfield " again took on board
supplies for Sable Island and was afterward engaged in lighthouse and buoy-work,
while at intervals, painting and other work was done at Halifax and the usual
work resumed until the end of the fiscal year.

" ABERDEEN."

This steamer from the 1st of July, 1895, was engaged in the Quebec agency for
two months in supplying light and fog-alarm stations in the River and Gulf of St.
Lawrence, including the Straits of Belle Isle. After ier return to Halifax, light-
house supply work was performed and a trip made to Sable Island. The steamer pro-
ceeded on the 25th of September to Quebec for the purpose of delivering supplies to
various lighthouses in the Quebec agency, calling on her way at Miscou, on the north

38
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shore of New Brunswick, to land materials. The " Aberdeen " returned to Halifax
in November, and was employed in lighthouse inspection service till put ont of com-
mission in the latter part of December. Repairs were made to the machinery dur-
ing the winter months under the inspection of Mr. Douglas Stevens. The vessel was
again put into commission and entered the fishery protection service about the 18th
May. Several weeks protection work was done by this steamer of a valuable nature,
and she again was employed in lighthouse and buoy service until late in June, when
she proceeded to Quebec for the St. Lawrence River and Gulf work.

"STANLEY."

This steamer was engaged in fishery protection service during the summer of
1895, and was relieved from that work in November in order to make repairs as
usual, before entering upon the winter service. In November the large buoys near
Cape Toimentine and on the coast of Prince Edward Island were lifted and conveyed
to Charlottetown, to be stored for winter. The "Stanley " entered upon the winter
mail service as usual on the 1st of December, 1895, between Charlottetown and
Pictou, and remained on that route until the 6th of January, 1896. The vessel
entered upon the Georgetown-Pictou route on the 6th of January, 1896, and con-
tinued up to the 25th of February, when she was laid up to clean her boilers, having
made from date of starting 47 raund trips.

On the 9th March the "Stanley" resumed ber trips between Georgetown and
Pictou, and continued until the 11th April when she returned to Charlottetown and
remained on the route between that port and Pictou until the 30th of April, baving
made during the winter 81 round trips. 11cr earnings for the season were $11,039.94.

" LANSDOWNE."

The "Lansdowne" for a length of time was engaged in lighthouse and coast
buoy service, then she entered upon tidal survey service which was ended in October,
1895. The steamer was then engaged in lighthouse inspection and buoy service,
and went into winter quarters on the 7th December, 1895. During the winter the
" Lansdowne" was extensively repaired. The vessel was thoroughly caulked and her
bottom received iwo coats of copper paint. The cabin, state-rooms, mess-room,
square and dardanelles were ail painted and also the hull of the ship inside and out-
side. Repairs were also made to the machinery under the superintendence of the
chief engineer.

On the 13th May the steamer took on board supplies for Machias Seal Island,
and was engaged in lighthouse inspection and delivery of supplies until the 22nd of
June, 1896, when supplies were placed on board for the tidal survey. This servioe
was entered upon on the 24th June, 1896.

" QUADRA."

This vessel was contiuiuously employed in lighthouse and buoy work until the
25th of October when an accident occurred. When coming down Haro channel in
foggy weather she ran on Fulford Reef for upwards of half her length. The vessel

was pulled off the reef by tugs employed by the department with considerable diffi-

culty. Fortunately the vessel did not sustain injury of a nature to prevent ber from
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continuing th" work of placing buoys. The " Quadra " was docked on the 12th of
December, and tenders were invited for repairs. These repairs were effected for the
sum of 85,000, the cost of taking the steamer off of the reef formed a separate charge.
On the 9th February the " Quadra " was sent in search of two missing vessels
reported wrecked, but the search was not successful. The "Quadra," from the
beginning of March, was employed in attending to aids to navigation in Colborne
passage, the channels leading to the Serpentine and Nicomekl Rivers from Boundary
Bay, Canoe Pass and North Arm channels to the Fraser River. The vessel made a
cruise lasting eleven days in connection with protection of Canadian sealing vessels.
The "Quadra " was despatched to Queen Charlotte Sound, to inquire into alleged
infraction of fishery and revenue regulations, and on return was placed in the fishery
service for the purpose of planting eastern oysters.

" DRUID.

On the 1st July, 1895, the steamer was engaged in attending to gas buoys which
need replenishing occasionally with gas. The " Druid " was employed in various
kinds of work, consisting of towing lightships to their positions and in delivering
supplies to lighthouses in the River St. Lawrence until the 9th of November, 1895,
when the vessel was despatched to raise the gas and other buoys. On the 23rd of
November the crew was paid off. The crew was again shipped in April, 1896, and
were set at work to make repairs and paint the ship. The vessel entered upon her
work on the 29th April, and was engaged in placing lightships and delivering sup-
plies until the 10th June. His Excellency the Governor General and Lady Aberdeen
were taken on board and the vessel proeeeded around the harbour of Quebec. The
vessel was next sent to St. Anne, having on board His Excellency's family. On the
17th the " Druid " resumed her regular work until the 29th June, 1896.

STATEMENT showing cost of maintaining Dominion Steamers from 1884 to 1896.

Cost
Year. of

Maintenance.

$ cts.
1883-84..... ................................................................ 122,816 25
1884-85........... . ....... ......... ................................. .. ........ 148.864 26
1885-86 ........ ............ .................. .................... ............... 130,759 83
1886-87... .. . ............. ........ .............. .... ....... .. ................. 141,424 42
1887-88..... .... ...... ... ... ...... ......................... ...... . . 150,659 19
1888-89......... .... ... ............ .... ......................... ................. 126,629 33
1889-90....... ...... .... ........ . ................ ,...... 114,959 20
1890 -91. ................... .... ........ ............................ ......... 111,437 03
1891-92...... ....... .... .... . ... .......... ......... ......................... 127,406 28
1892-93 .... ............................................. . ................ 146,521 77
1893-94........ .. ..................................... .................. 142,487 42
1894-95 .................. ... ....... ....... ......... ... ..................... 129,899 80
1895-96...... ....................... ... . .................. 150,519 41
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The following statement shows the expenditure for maintenance and repairs
and the receipts for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896:-

Name. Repairs. Mainten- Total. Receipts.ance.

$ ets. $ ets. cts. ets.
General account................ .. ............ ........... 810 76 ..........
" A lert".... .. .. ... ................................... . ........... . 4 25 ............
"Druid "...... ............................ 5,9390 9,899 41 15,803 31 ..........
"Newfield "... ............ ... ................ 4,187 97 21,852 73 26,040 70 5,000 00
"Lansdowne"........... ..................... 1,910 08 24,636 86 26,546 94 .........
"Stanley ".............. 1,883 60 27,537 88 29,421 48 11,039 94
"Quadra"..................... . ..... ........ 5,760 52 23,605 06 29,365 58 .... .. ...
"Aberdeen ".... ............. 932 31 21,226 37 22,158 68 ........
"La Canadienne" ......... ,.................. ............ ............ 251 78
"Sir James Douglas".......................... .. . ....... ........... 115 93 .. ...

150,519 41

The expenditure for maintenance of the " La Canadienne" is paid out of the
Fishery Protection Service.

iReceipts are already deducted from expenditure in connection with " Newfield."

ICE BOAT MAIL SERVICE.

This service began on the 24th January, 1896, when the "Stanley " ceased to
make daily trips, and was continued up to the 5th April, 1896, resumed on the 11th
April and ended on the 18th of the same nonth, during which time the following
work was performed:-

Nuinber of mail bags carried ....... 4,316, as against 3,497 in 1895.
Excise baggage carried. ...... ... 1,019 do 458 do
Express goods carried............12 do 67 do
Number of passengers hauled in the

boats. ......... ............ .... ........ 12 do 9 do
Number of strap passengers carried 145 do 77 do

The expenditure for this service was $7,779.69, and the total earnings amounted
to 8357.08.

CERTIFICATES TO MASTERS AND MATES FOREfGN SEA-GOING.

The report of the Chairman of the Board of Examinera of Masters and Mates of
sea-going ships for the twelve months ending the 30t.h June, 1896, will appear as an
appendix to this report.

During the fiscal year, it will be seen by reference to the report in the appendix,
theBoard ofExaminers haveheld meetings for the examination ofcandidates at the ports
of Halifax, N.S., St. John, N.B., Quebec, and Yarmouth, N.S. Seventy-nine candidates
presented themselves for examination at the ports named; 71 succeeded in passing,
while 8 failed. Of the 71 that passed, 35 received certificates as master and 36 as mate.

The number of candidates who have passed and obtained certificates of com-
petency as master or mate since the Act went into operation, viz.: 16th September,
1871, to the 30th of June, 1896, is 3,213, and the fees paid for these certificates

amounted to $64,432.71.
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The amount received for the renewal of certificates during the twelve months
ended 30th June, 1896, was $108.50, and the number renewed 30.

In an appendix to this report will be found a list of all who have obtained cer.
tificates of competency and service either as master or mate, during the year ended
30th June, 1896.

INLAND AND COASTING CEBRTIFICATES.

During the twelve months ended 30th June, 1896, the number of candidates in
the Dominion who have passed and obtained masters' certificates of service is 24,
and 4 certificates of service have been issued to mates; the amount paid for these
certificates was $102.

The number of certificates of competency as master was 137, as mate 77, and
the amount paid for these certificates was $1,404. The amount received for renewed
certificates of competency and service was 878.50, making a total of $1,482.50
received from masters' and mates' inland and coasting certificates.

A list of certificates issued during the twelve months ended 30th June, 1896,
will be found in the supplement to this report.

The total amount of fees received on account of certificates of competency and
service, sea-going and inland and coasting, during the fiscal year ended 30th June,
1896, amounted to $2,307.50, and the amount in detail expended on aceount of the
service will be seen by reference to Appendix No. i to this report was 84,062.82.
The vote for this service was $5,000, and the sum expended to the 30th June, 1896,
$4,062.82, leaving an unexpended balance of $937.18.

The following statement shows the total receipts and expenditure on account of
masters and mates since 1871 :

For the fiscal year ended 30th June,
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
(o do
dg do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

1871... ... ..... ..... .......... .
1872...........................
1873.......- ..... . ........ .......
1874 .......... . ................
1875 ........... ... ...... ........
1876 ...... . ... ........ .......
1877 .... .... .... .. . ...............
1878 ..... ... .....................
1879 .... ............. ............
1880 .... ..... ..... ... ........ ..
1881 . .. ....................... ...
1882......... . .....................
1888........ ....... .. .............
1884 ...................... ..........
1885 .................................
1886 ...................... .... ..
1887 ........ . .....................
1888 ........ . . ............. .....
1889 ....... ..........................
1890.... ........ . ................
1891 ......... .....................
1892 .............................
1893 ..... .................... ......
1894 ............................ ....
1895........... ........ .. ........
1896 .... . ........... ........ .....

Expenditure....... ........... ...
R eceipts................................... ........ ...

Excess of expenditure over receipts .............. ....

Expenditure. Receipts.

$ cts. $ cts.

1,410 45
4,312 07 1,344 00
6,466 18 4,963 00
4,520 19 2,995 00
5,696 62 2,715 00
4,672 08 2,021 87
4,050 00 1,740 50
4,249 76 1,296 50
4,250 12 1,334 50
4,253 43 1,547 00
3,888 41 1,333 50
3,965 19 1,152 50
4,021 20 1,314 00
3,909 59 9,437 50
4,324 15 2,897 00
5,245 28 2,152 00
4,855 98 2,172 00
5,060 96 3,220 80
4,381 04 2,202 00
4,117 83 2,186 00
4,255 24 2,586 00
4,363 88 2,194 00
4,116 99 2,484 00
3,721 33 2,907 04
3,758 29 3,974 50
4,062 82 2,307 50

111,929 08 64,432 71
64,432 71

47,496 37
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WRECKS AND CASUALTIES.

The total num ber of casualties to British and Canadian sea-going vessels reported
to the department, as having occurred in Canadian waters and to Canadian sea-
going vessels in waters other than those of Canada, during the twelve months ended
30th June, 1896, was 273, representing a tonnage of 98-424 tons register, and the
amount of loss both partial and total, to vessel and cargoes as far as ascertained,
was $1,236,761. The number of casualties to inland vessels was 21, tonnage 5,408,
loss $105,320.

The number of lives reported lost in connection with these casualties was 43.
A statement of the wrecks and casualties forms an appendix to this report.

SICK AND DISTRESSED MARINERS.

Under the.provisions of chapter 76, Revised Statutes, a duty of two cents per ton
register is levied on every vessel arriving in any port in the province of Quebec,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, the money
thus collected forming the Sick Mariners' Fund. Vessels of the burden of 100 tons
and less pay the duty once in each calendar year, and vessels of more than 100 tons,
three times in each year.

By an amendment of this Act passed at the session of Parliament in 1886, 50-51
Victoria, chapter 40, it is provided that no vessel which is not registered in Canada
and which is employed exclusively in fishing or on a fishing voyage, shall be subject
to the payment of this duty.

The receipts for the fiscal year ended 30th June last arnounted to $45,751.61,
being an increase of $2,935.87 as compared with the preceding year. The increase
or decrease in receipts for sick mariners' dues in the various provinces were as
follows:-Nova Scotia, increase, $97.76; Quebec, increase 82,202.33; New Bruns-
wick, increase $854.58; Prince Edward Island, decrease 8170.92; British Columbia,
decrease $65.88.

The Sick Mariners' Act does not apply to the province of Ontario, and conse-
quently no dues arc collected from vessels in that province, although a small expendi-
ture is incurred on account of sick seamen. An appropriation is made by Parliament
to cover the expenditure at Kingston and St. Catharines, where general hospitals
have been established and sick seamen are attended. During the fiscal year ended
30th June sick seamen were paid for at a per diem rate of 90 cents. The amount
paid to St. Catharines Hospital was $320.40 for attendance on 8 sick seamen for 356
days.

In the province of Quebec the expenditure on account of sick seamen amounted
to $6,797.92, being $738.26 more than the previous year. The total collections for
the entire province amounted to $13,489.66, being 82,202.33 more than the previous
year.

At the port of Montreal sick seamen are cared for at the general hospital and

at Notre Dame hospital, under an arrangement made by the department, by which

90 cents per diem is paid for board and medical attendance of each peaman. The

number of seamen admitted to the Montreal general hospital was 122, and the
number of days during which they received treatment and board was 560. The

43
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total cost, including ambulance hire, being $504. The amount paid the Notre Dame
Hospital was $853.20, for the treatment of 136 sick seamen, for a total number of
'J48 days.

Chicoutimi hospital received 14 seamen to whom medical treatment and board
were given at a cost of $561.60. The sick marinera' dues collected at the port of
Montreal during the fiscal year ended 30th June amounted to $3,370.60.

At the port of Quebec sick seamen were cared for at the Jeffery Hale and the
Hotel Dieu hospitals, the sum of 90 cents per diem for each seaman is allowed in
retura for medical attendance and board. The sum paid the Jeffery Hale hospital
was $1,851.30, where 116 men received treatment for a total number of 2,057 days.
The sum of $363.60 was paid the Hotel Dieu hospital for attendance of 16 seamen
404 days. At the Hotel Dieu de Lévis 6 seamen were treated 366 days at a cost of
$329.40. The sick mariners' dues collected at Quebec amounted to $7,277.38.

The expenditure on account of sick seamen in the province of New Brunswick
for the fiscal year amounted to $4,961.92, being $2,017.50 less than the preceeding
year, and the collection of dues to $10,027.30, or $854.58 more than the previous
year. Marine hospitals have been maintained at Miramichi, Richibucto and
Bathurst.

At the general public hospital at St. John, 109 seamen were treatod 1,556
days at a cost of $1,400.40.

At Miramichi 46 seamen were admitted and received treatment 990 days at a
cost of $424 72.

At Richibucto, 2 seamen were admitted and received treatment for 26 days.
The cost of maintaining the hospital was $11.14.

At Bathurst 9 seamen were in hospital 391 days. Tho cost of maintaining the
hospital during the year was $198.50.

The St. Audrew's hospital is in charge of a matron, who is allowed to charge
$3 per week for boarding sick seamen. No salaries are paid in connection with the
maintenance of hospital. At the port of St. Andrew's the expenditure was $100.

The Sackville hospital has been leased to Mr. Bradford Carter for a term of
years from 1892, at a nominal rental. The terms of the lease require Mr. Carter to
keep the buildings in repair, and if the department should requiro the hospital at
any time, it is to be handed over on notice being given.

In the province of Nova Scotia, marine hospitals are maintained at the ports of
Yarmouth, Pictou, Sydney, Lunenburg and Point Tupper. The total expenditureon
account of sick seamen in the province of Nova Scotia, for the fiscal year, amounted
to $14,120.96, and the receipts to $15,129.23.

The marine hospital at Yarmouth is located at Bunker's Island. Thirty-one
seamen were admitted during the year ended 30th June, who wore treated 677
days, the expenditure for this purpose being $290.20.

At Halifax provision is made for the care of sick seamen at the Victoria
general hospital, under arrangements made with the managers, by which the sum
of 90 cents per diem is allowed for board and medical attendance to sick seamen.
The sum paid the managers of the hospital for board and medical treatment during

A. 189760 Victoria.,
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the past fiscal year was $3,195. The number admitted was 207, and the number of
days for which treatment is charged is 3,546.

At Lunenburg, 28 seamen were admitted and received medical treatment 733
days, the cost of maintaining the hospital being $314.55.

At Pictou 17 seamen were admitted to the hospital, their total treatment being
for 319 days. The sum paid in connection with maintaining the hospital was
$136.71.

At Sydney 54 seamen received medical treatment, the total number of days
being 621, and the amount expended in maintaining the hospital was $266.18.

At Point Tupper 15 seamen were admitted to the hospital, the total number of
days for which they received treatment being 201, and the amount expended in
connection with keeping the hospital was $86.15.

In the province of Prince Edward Island the amount expended on account of
sick and disabled seamen during the fiscal year was $1,705.88, and the receipts from
sick mariners' dues were $271.32.

Sick seamen are cared for ut the Charlottetown and Prince Edward Island
hospitals, under arrangements made with the managers of these institutions, at the
same rate that is paid to the public hospitaks in other parts of the Dominion.

The Charlottetown hospital admitted 22 sick seamen ,giving them treatment
for 1,106 days; the amount paid was $995.40.

At Prince Edward Island hospital 7 mon received medical treatment for a total
number of 111 days. The sum of $99.90 was paid to the managers for the fiscal
year ended 30th June.

In the province of British Columbia the sum of $5,803.49 was expended for sick
and disabled seamen, while the receipts from the collection of sick mariners' dues
amounted to $2,429.90.

The marine hospital at Victoria has in attendance a medical superintendent
with a salary of $300 per annum, a keeper whose salary is $500 per annum. He is
also allowed a rate of $5 per week for board and attendance of each seaman. The
keeper procures fuel, light, bedding, etc., ut his own expense. The number of sea-
men admitted to the hospital for the past year was 112, and the total number of
days during which they received treatment was 1,608, and the sum expended was
$1,643.54.

At ports where no hospitals Are established in the provinces of Quebec, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, British Columbia and Prince Edward Island, sick seamen
are cared for under the direction of the chief officer of customs, when the vessels to
which the seamen belong have paid dues according to law. A circular to collectors
of customs was issued 7th February, 1891, permitting sick seamen to be attended
to at the port of arrival of a vessel, provided that the regular dues were previously
paid at some port.

During the fiscal year the sum of $3,049.79 was expended for shipwrecked and
destitute seamen, under the provisions of the Sick and Distressed Mariners' Act.
Of this sum $1,718 was paid to Her Majesty's Imperial Government to reimburse
expenses incurred in caring for shipwrecked and distressed Canadian seamen in
foreign ports.
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The total expenditure by this department on account of sick and disabled
seamen amounted to $36,683.36, and the appropriation by Prliament for this service
was 838,500. The dues collected amounted to $45,726.11. It will be seen that the
receipts exceed the expenditure 89,068.25.

The receipts and expenditure in connection with this service from the year
1869 were as follows:-

For the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1869......................
do do 1870 .....................
do do 1871·
do do 1872.......................
do do 1873........ ..............
do do 1874......................
do do 1875.....................
do do 1876......................
do do 1877......................
do do 1878.....................
do do 1879.......................
do do 1880.......................
do do 1881......................
do do 1882....................
do do 1883..... .................
do do 1884.....................
do do 1885......................
do do 1886...................
do do 1887............... .......
do do 1888.......................
do do 1889.............. ........
do do 1890......................
do do 1891......................
do do 1892.......................
do do 1893......................
do do 1894.......................
do do 1895......................
do do 1896............. .........

Total....................................
Deduct expenditure from receipts...... ...............

Excess of expenditure over receipts............ ........

Receipts.

$ cts.
31,353 78
31,410 46
29,683 41
34,911 64
37,136 10
41,500 16
37,801 46
41,287 66
43,739 21
44,665 07
37,779 57
42.523 20
49,779 72
45,951 47
45,573 42
48,667 07
39,068 39
40,848 05
42,334 92
41,669 64
39,306 29
47,881 75
43,829 68
45,381 92
46,190 69
49,105 40
42,815 74
45,751 61

1,167,947 48
1,126,350 31

41,597 17

Expenditure.

$ ets.
26,987 64
27,029 34
28,971 22
34,947 60
41,016 43
59,778 90
50,684 76
48,828 49
51,647 94
43,780 90
42,729 36
42,160 91
40,667 52
39,359 il
36,249 65
39,553 58
44,501 57
50,377 62
37,447 35
36,447 85
41,320 59
41,729 11
35,155 12
33,498 83
35,052 37
38,403 94
38,332 55
36,683 36

1,126,350 31

MERCHANT SHIPPNG.

The total number of vessels remaining on the register books of the Dominion on
the 31st December, 1896, including old and new vessels, sailing vessels, steamers and
barges, was 7,279, measuring 789,299 tons register tonnage, being an increase of 17
vessels and a decrease of 36,537 tons register, as compared with 1895. The number
of steamers on the registry books on the same date was 1,762 with a gross tonnage
of 251,176 tons. Assuming the average value to be $30 per ton, the value of the
registered tonnage of Canada, on the 31st December last, would be $23,678,970.

The number of new vessels built and registered in the Dominion of Canada dur.
ing the last year was 227, measuring 16,146 tons register tonnage. Estimating the
value of the new tonnage at 845 per ton, it gives a total value of 8726,570 for new
vessels.

A statement follows, showing the number of vessels and numberof tons on the
register books at the different ports of registry in the Dominion, on the 31s
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ber last, along with a comparative statement of the tonnage from 1873 to 1896. A
statement is also published of the number of vessels built and registered in the
Dominion during the last year, and a comparative statement of the number of new
vessels built and registered from 1874 to 1896, both inclusive.

STATEMENT showing the number of Vessels and number of Tons on the Registry
Books of the Dominion of Canada, on the 31st December, 1896.

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

Name of Port.

Chatham ..... . ... ..................... .
Dorchester... ... ... . ... ...... ............
M oncton ... ................ .... ........ .......
R ichibucto.... . . ..............................
Sackville .................... ......... . . ......
St. A ndrew s. ...................... ..... ......
St. John.......... ....... .......... ......

T otal...... ...........................

Total
Number of

Sailing
Ships and
Steamers.

355
6

16
16
12

136
423

964

Nunber Gross
of Tonnage of

Steamers. Steamers.

36 1,689
....... .... ...........

1 20
2 79
2, 41
6 2,435

64 7,048

111 11,312

NOVA SCOTIA.

Amherst. ........ .... ......... ..... .....
A nnapolis.......................... ..............
A richat.. .. ............. .. ........ .......
Barrington ..... .. ...... .. ... ...........
C anso........... .... ........... ,.. .......... .
D igby ................... ... ...... ............
G uysboro'................................... .. ...
Halifax. .. . ......... ................
Liverpool.. ................ ............
Lunenburg ........................................
M aitland . ..... ... . ............. . .........
Parrsboro'...... ... .........-........... .
Pictou... ..... ......... .... ... . ...........
Port Hawkesbury............................... .
Port Medway........... ..................
P ugw ash ..........................................
Shelburne. .... .. ...............................
S ydney ......... ....... .......... ........... .....
T ruro . · · · · ·.....----. · · · · .- ....... ... .. . . .
Weymouth.................. .............
Windsor...... .......... .... ........... .
Y arm outh..... ....................... ,...........

Total............. ..............

7
57

124
54
2

168
31

803
84

336
22

141
67
85
22
8

104
106

40
143
262

2,669

....... ....
3
1

............

............
5

............
58
3
7
1
2

19
3
1

2
8

....... ...
2

18

144

384
85 5,800
66 5,196

............ 1,962

....... .. . 83
4 9,100

. 2... . 1,381
12,267 44,173

178 5,561
387 27,157

52 20,960
201 31,408

1,145 13,144
43 2,915
45 1,849

634
83 5,835

604 5,003
............ 860

175 3,347
2,388 88,805
4,107 41,969

22,080 317,526

QUEBEC.

A m herst, M . I.., ................................. 19 ... ...... ............ 675
G aspé. ............................................ 38 1 709 2,189
Montreal ................................... .. 525 171 57,117 87,883
New Carlisle.................. ............... .... 12 2 45 242
Percé...... ......................... ...... ....... ...... ......
Quebec. ..... ..................................... 875 130 19,034 67,660

Total............................... 1,469 304 76,905 158,649

Total
Net Tonnage

of Sailing
Ships and
Steamers.

9,940
3,370
2,708
2,772
1,094
4,351

91,271

115,506
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STATEMENT showing the Number of Vessels and Number of Tons on the Registry
Books, &c.-Continued.

ONTARIO.

Name of Port.

A m herstburg............................. ..... ..
B elleville.... .................................. ..
B ow m anville .. ,........ .........................
B rockville............... ..... ...................
Chatham.... ....... .. .. .............. .
Chippewa ........ .... .............. .........
C obourg ............ .. :............ ..............
Collingwood..............,................... .....
C ornw all... ...... ,............ ..................
C ram ahe.... ................. ...................
Deseronto.......... ......... ....... .......
Dunnville ........ ............... ........
G oderich .. ... .. ...................... . ... ..
Hamilton.......... ........... .. . ......
K ingston ..... ............ .. ............... .....
M orrisburg ...... ..................... ..........
Napanee................................... ..
O akville............. ............. ...............
O ttaw a .. . ...... ................... ...... .....
Owen Sound ............. ............... .......
P icton ..... ......... ................ .........
Port A rthur ............................... . ...
Port Burwell.......... .... .... ... ..........
Port Colborne ........................ .....
Port D over......................................
Port Hope ........ ................... ...
Port Row an .. .... ............ ................
Port Stanley....... . . ......................
P rescott.......... ...............................
S arnia .............................................
Saugeen... ................. ............
Sault Ste. M arie ....... ................ ........
St. Catharines............. ........................
Toronto....... ............ ........
W allaceburg .................... .................
W hitby ................... ............... .......
W indsor................ ..........................

T otal..., •....... ................

Total
Number of

Sailing
Ships and
Steamers.

2
20
4

29
28
3
4

66
2
2

18
2

42
49

197
3
3
4

324
33
32
7

18
63
4

12
29
29
9

15
126
242
31
3

53

Number
of

Steamers.

13

27
17

1
64
2

...........
13
2

25
37
78

...........

179
31
11
7
4
2
6

37
1

10
15
21
9

12
57

165
17

............

1,525 892

i Total
Gross NetTonnage

Tonnage of(! of Sailing
Steamers. Ships and

Steamers.

..... .. .121
556 893

...... ..... 752
391 432
873 1,511
263 153
15 311

7,188 5,338
172 109

... . .... 278
1,383 1,387

204 122
689 1,813

4,820 4,711
11,606 26,539

....... .... 382
... ý ....... 409

....... .295
13,962 25,958
5,881 4,279
1,383 3,330
2,863 1,845

41 890
95 681

170 976
3,032 5,992

168 351
1,311 1,097
1,011 4,078
8,391 7,091

388 266
477 851

8,197 18,509
15,869 16,829

1,058 2,024
.... --..... 514

6,218 5,375

98,665 146,522

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Charlottetown ..... ........... ........ 174 21 4,856 16,540

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

New Westminst
Vancouver .
Victoria.......

A. 1897

er ..... . ....... . .............. 90 73 11,100 8,026
.. .... . .... -.- . ............ 52 47 3,323 2,506

· ·......-- .. .-............. 221 96 15,711 16,090

Total ......... ................. 363 216 30,134 26,622
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STATEMENT showing the Number of Vessels and Number of Tons on the Registry
Books, &c.-Concluded.

MANITOBA.

1 Total Total
Number of Number Gross Net Tonnage

Naine of Port. Sailing of Tonnage of of Sailing
Ships and Steamers. Steamers. Ships and
Steamers Steamers.

Winnieg.. .... .... ........... ... .... . 115 74 7,224 7,934

SUMMARY.

New Brunswick .............................. .. 964 111 11,312 115,506
Nova Scotia . .... . . ... .... .... ............ 2,669 144 22,080 317,526
Quebec ....................... .......... ....... 1,469 304 76,905 158,649
Ontario...... ..... ... .............. . .. . .. 1,525 892 98,665 146,522
Prince Edward Island . .. ........................ 174 21 4,856 16,540
British Columbia ..... .... .... ........... ... . 363 216 30,134 26,622
M anitoba .. . .... ...................... ....... 115 74 7,224 7,934

Grand total.... ............ ...... 7,279 1,762 251,176 789.299

49
11-4
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LIST of Porte at which Vessels may be Registered, showing the Number of New
Vossels Built and Registered in the Dominion of Canada, during the Year ended
31st December, 1896.

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK.•

Total Total
Nunber of Number Gross NetTonnage

Naine of Port. Sailing of Tonnage of of Sailing
Ships and Steamers. Steamers. Ships and
Steauners. Steamers.

Chatham......... ........ ....... . .. 16 1 i19 216
I)orchester .. .. ......... .................................
Moncton............. ............................. . ......
Richibucto.... ..... ..... ..... ... ............. ............... ............
Sackville ................. .... ... .. ....... 2 ... . .. .... ........ 164
St. Andrews..................... ....... ..... ........ 22

hl 4id22
oo nt........ . ..... ... ... ..........

T otal. .... ... .. ................ 24

NOVA SCOTIA.

Amherst. .......... .. ...................
Annapolis.................. .... ........ .
Arichat..................................
Barrington.. ........... ........
Canso.......................................
Digby..................................
Guysboro' ............... .. .... ....... ...
H alifax... ................ ...... ........
Liverpool...... . ..................... ..
Lunenburg...... ..... .. ........ .
M aitland..,....... ...... ...
Parrsboro'........................... ...
Pictou............................... ...
Port Hawkesbury..... . .. ..................
Port Medway.. ... .........................
Pugwash.......... ....................
Shelburne........................ .......
Sydney.. .......... .......................
Truro .... .... .... .................. ........
Weymouth . ............ .................
Windsor............. ..................
Yarmouth.............. .... ........... .

Total....................

1
2

13

22

8 1

2 29 627

.. .. . .. . .

.... . .. ..

... .. ..

. . .. . . . . .
. . .. . . .

. .. . . . ..
...........

. ........ ..

...........

9;- 5

....... ..... 11. , . . . . . . .. *25 6
...... ..... 110

114

35 203
41! 5O0
.. 1,901

....... .... 2,452.......... 2,452

. .. ..... 256
.. . ... .. .. .. . . . . . .
........... 634

45 308
51

........... .... ......

............ 406
246

88 315

209 7,704

QUEBEC.

A m herst, M .I . ... ........ ... ................ 1 .. ,.........
Gaspé............ .......... ........ .....
M ontreal....... .. ............................... 15 6
New Carlisle.......... .. ................ .... ... 1 .........
Percé.............................. ... ...........
Q uebec.................... ........................ 19 .... ......

Total............................ 36 6

.....----.. 8..... ............
1,819 3,074

.... ..-.-... 13

......... 874

-1,8i19 3,969

ONTARIO.

Amherstburg............... .. . . .............. 3 3 36
Belleville .............. .......--. .... .... . 1 1 13
Bowmanville..... ........... ..................
Brockville....... ........................... 3 3 12
Chatham...... ..... ............................. ...........
Chippewa.......... ......... ....

Cobourg........ ................................ .......
52

A. 1897

23
9

..... ......
9

.... .... ....
..... .....
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LIST of Ports at which Vessels may be Registered, showing the Number of New
Vessels Built and Regibtered, &c.-Continued.

ONTARIO-Concluded.

Nanie of Port.

Collingwood. .............................
Cornwall............... .................
Cranahe................................
Deseronto.................. .............
Dunnville ................................
Goderich ................................
Hamilton................................
Kingston... .............................
Morrisburg..............................
Napanee................................
Oakville.................. ...............
Ottawa ...................................
Owen Sound....... ....................
Picton..... ............ ........
Port Arthur.. ............................
Port Burwell........... .................
Port Colborne........... .................
Port Dover...... .........................
Port Hope..............................
Port Rowan ............................
Port Stanley.............................
Prescott..... ...........................
Sarnia .................................
Saugeen..................... ............
Sault Ste. Marie... .......................
St. Catharines..................... .....
Toronto... .................
Wallaceburg........ ....................
Whitby.... ...........................
Windsor................................

Total ......................

PRINCE EDW

Charlottetown.... ...... .....................

Total Total
Number of Number Cross NetTonnage

Sailing of Tonnage of of Sailing
Ships and Steamers. Steamers. Ships and
Steamers. Steamers.

2 2 74 50
1 1 20 13

...i. ... .... .. ......... .
.. i........24

1 124 13
2 2 230 102

.

21 16 742

.. i......[6......
.

. 2 1,2778.......6

38 ~ 32~ 2,4 4 4  1,757

rARD) ISLAND.

3........ ....... .......

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

New Westminster............ .................... 10 10 1,267 762
V ancouver.................... .................... 5 4 59 68
V ictoria.. ............... ............ ...... ..... 7 3 634 636

Total.... . . ........... ......... 22 17 1,960 1,466

MANITOBA.

Winnipeg.................... ............

SUMMARY.

7 716 512

N ew B runswick............ .. ...................
N ova Scotia... .... ...... . . .................
Q uebec ........ .... .... ............ ...........
O ntario ..............
P . E . Island.......... ...... .. .... ... ..........
British Colum bia............ ... .. ..... . ......
M anitoba.......................... ......... .

G rand total........ ......... .... 227

2 29 627
5 209 7,704
6 1,819 3,969

32 2,444 1,757
... 7.. 11,466

7 716 512

69 7,177 16,146
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COMPAATIVE STATEMENT of New Vessels Built and Registered in the Dominion of
both

Provinces.

New Brunswick........... .
Nova Scotia ..... ... .......
Quebec ...... ..........
Ontario .....................
Prince Edward Island.........
British Columbia.......... ...
M anitoba ...................

Add new vessels built in Can
ada which proceeded to th
United Kingdom under
Governor's pass without bein
registered.. .. ....... .. .

Add new vessels which lef
Quebec for registration ir
(Germany ...... ..........

Total, .................

New Brunswick..............
Nova Scotia.................
Quebec ........... ..........
Ontario..................
Prince Edward Island........
British Columbia... .... ....
M anitoba..., ...............

Add new vessels built in Can
ada which proceeded to th
United Kingdom under a
Governor's pass wi thout being
registered...........

Add new vessels which lef
Quebec for registration ir
Germany...................

T otal...................

1874. 1875. 1876. 1877.

90 42,027 65 33,483 61 31,040 541 31,158 56
175 84,480 177 67,106 1941 58,771 219 47,980 166

73 20,796 103 22,825 51 17,800 621 19,253 46
50 10,797 53 7,760 471 5,397 28, 3,316 30
88 24,634 83 19,838 62 14,571 62 17,026 38
5 276 .... ......... 1 121 2 204 2

.... ......... .. . ......... .... ....... , 3 48 1

490 183,010 480 151,012 4161 127,700 430' 118,985 339

6 7,746... ....... . .3 2,721 2 1,943 1
t

. .... ... ......... 1 480..............

. 496 190,756, 4801 151,012 420 130,901 432 120,928 340

1886. 1887. 1888. 1889.

34 4,931 18
93 20,948 87
27 2,683 28
52 2,075 66
12 1,318, 7
8 154 9
3 98 8

229 32,207 224

229 32,207 224

2,909 32 2,530
12,310 116 12,965
2,888 23 2,669
2,993 62 5,095

601 12 1,412
376 181 448
439 1 il

22,5161 2641 25,130

22,516 261

50 4,792
126 19,645

27 3,759
45 3,259
12 1,503
12 840
8 548

280 34,346

25,130, 280 34,346

1878.

27,368
49,784
10,870
2,409

10,382
45
15

100,873

663

101,536

1890.

35 5,572
150 33,907
25 4,880
41 4,917
12 2,008
15 876
7 218

2851 52,378

285 52,378

A. 1897

.
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Canada during the Year ended 31st December, in each year from 1874 to 1896,
inclusive.

1879. 1880. 1881.

- - -. 1 - - -

43 19,067 63 18,896 57 18,259
126' 39,208 126 31,257 150 40,465
29 7,421 33 8,219 56 5,673
42 2,464 44 3,610 54 5,111
20 5,279 21 3,359 15 4,351
5 788 ... ........ 2 85

... . 1 100 3 116

265 74,227 271 65,441 336 74,060

265 74,227i 271 65,441 336 74,060

1891.

43' 6,269
130 35,528

46 4,200
44ý 2,662
5' 1,000

41 2,364
31 122

312J 52,145

1892.

21 1,873
105 16,446
34 2,620
34 3,684

9 967
46 2,887

6 296

255, 28,773

1
1893. 1894. 1895. 1896.

119 2,819 40 2,534 271 714 24 627
111 15,089 128 8,721 89 4.762 97 7,704

53 4,220 55 4,412 491 4,335 36 3,969
49 4,126 64 3,137 52 3,732 38 1,757
3 634 3 183 1 196 3 111

19 944 25 1,900 18 1,709 22 1,466
8 608 Il 356 141 822 7 512

362 28,440 326 21,243 2501 16,270' 227 16,146

16,146

1882. 1883. 1884. 1885.

66 16,820 72 21,103 46 12,888 34 7,736
117 26,711 202 35,765 178 42,032 102 24,703
26 6,785 42 6,594 32 3,815 29 4,556
55 4,369ý 34 4,311 58 4,446 45 4,509
15 3,508 17 5,343 21 5,189 1l 1,707

8 1,631 5 849, 15 675 6 648
1 289 2 125 37 3,366 13 320

288 60,113 374 74,0901 387 72,411 240 43,179

1 1,029...................................

289 61,142 3 7..4 7... ...... ....74 24 .3,

28161,142 374 74,09& 3871 241 20 4,7

2271
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STEAMBOAT INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATES TO ENGINEERS.

The annual report for the year 1896 of the chairman of the board of inspection
forma an appendix to this report. The statement showing certificates granted to
engineers of steamboats, together with a list of steam vessels inspected and steam
vessels not inspected, number of passengers allowed to be carried in each passenger
steamboat, steam vessels added to the list, and steamers lost or laid up or rendered
unfit for service during the year, will be printed in the supplement.

The amount received during the last fiscal year on account of tonnage dues,
inspection of steamboats and certificate to engineers was $23,205.67, of which the
sum of $22,488.17 was for tonnage dues and inspection fees, and $717.50 for certifi.
cates to engineers. The expenditure for the fiscal year amounted to $26,321.27,
showing an excess of expenditure over the receipts of $3,115.60.

The following is a comparative statement of the receipts and expenditure:-

For the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1870........................
do do 1871............ .............
do do 1872..........................
do do 1873.......... ...............
do do 1874.........................
do do 1875..........................
do do 1876..........................
do do 1877......... ...............
do do 1878........................
do do 1879.......................
do do 1880..........................
do do 1881.........................
do do 1882........................
do do 1883............... ..........
do do 1884.........................
do do 1885.........................
do do 1886..........................
do do 1887.........................
do do 1888..........................
do do 1889............... ..........
do do 1890.........................
do do 1891.........................
do do 1892... .......................
do do 1893. ........................
do do 1894.........................
do do 1895.........................
do do 1896.........................

Receipts.

$ ets.

12,521 29
10,369 96
11,710 43
15,412 75
15,603 19
15,011 90
13,811 24
15,8.'8 42
12,431 25
12,331 16
15,424 02
16,905 49
15,277 78
12,57 36
15,371 79
13,343 66
14,087 76
12,701 20
12,550 14
12,576 18
19,859 18
21,644 72
20,994 84
25,295 35
24,835 47
24,630 56
24,002 32

437,188 32
Deduct receipts from expenditure.... ....................... ....... .............

Balance to debit of fund ....... ....................................

Expenditures.

$ ets.

7,379 18
8,321 00
8,500 00

11,205 54
10,291 58
12,199 81
13,081 86
12,073 01
13,228 28
13,076 46
11,854 34
12,211 65
14,835 97
16,209 02
21,893 28
23,235 04
21,775 57
22,837 80
21,430 45
22,313 03
20,989 52
22,183 76
22,736 59
24,386 95
25,961 36
26,385 88
26,321 27

467,938 20
437,188 32

30,749 88

A. 1897
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The following list contains the names of the inspectors of boilers and machinery
and hulls and equipment of steamboats, viz:-

Name.

Edward Adams.........
M. P. McElhinney......
I. J. Olive..............
S. R. Hill ...... ...
William Evans..........
Thos. Donnelly ... ....
P. D. Brunelle.........
R. Collister.............
John Dodds .. .....
J. Johnson ..........
T. P. Thompson ........
W n. Laurie............
L. Arpin.... . .. ....
J. Sampson ............
J. P. Esdaile ...........
H. L. Waring.. .. .....
J. A. Thonpson ........
G. P. Phillips..... ....

Position. Address.

Chairman of Board of Steamboat Inspection.............Ottawa.
Inspector of Hulls and Equipments ..................... do

do do .. ..... t. John, N.B.
do do. ..................... Halifax, N.S.
do do. .................... Toronto, Ont.
do do. .................... Kingston, Ont.
do do. ..................... Quebec.
do do.. ............ 1.......... Victoria, B.C.

Inspector of Boilers and Machinery...................Toronto, Ont.
do do. ....................... do
do do. ..................... Kingston, Ont.
do do. ..................... Montreal, P.Q.
do do. ....................... do
do do. ..................... Quebec, P.C.
do do .. alifax, N.S.
do do.........................St. John, N.B.
do do..........................Victoria, B.C.
do do... .................... Rat Portage, Ont.
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INSIDE SERVICE.

The following comprises the names of officials and employees, engaged in the
inside service of the Department of Marine and Fisheries on the 30th June, 1896.

Name. Rank. Salary.

William Smith.... ..... Deputy Minister, 10 months..... ... ................ .........
F. Gourdeau............ do 2 months................... ... ...........
John Hardie............ Chief Clerk .................... ... ...... ...........
F. Gourdeau...... ..... Accountant, 10 months.............. ........ . ...........
E. E. Prince............ Commissioner of Fisheries...........,........... ...............

Technical Officcrs.

W. P. Anderson....... Chief Eng., General Supt. Lighthouses and Hydrographic Service.
W . Bell D awson........ .......... . ...... .......... ...... ...........
W. J. Stewart.... .... ..... .... .. ..................... ..................
C . F . C ox ..... ........ ...............................................................
B . H . F raser............ ....................................................... ... ..
F . A nderson .... .... ............................... .......... ............. .... .
J . M . O 'H anly .......... ................................................................

Other Officials.

W. H. Alexander.......
M. P. McElhinney.....
A. W. Owen... ......
C. Stanton............
J. S. Webster..... . ....
M. F. Walsh. .. ......
S. B. Kent ..........
J. B. Halkett. .........
A. H. Belliveau.........
W. W. Stumbles.......
V. H. Steel .........
A. Halkett..........
F. H. Cunningham.
J. A. Murray...........
T. Aumond...........
J. McClenaghen .......
D. C. Campbell ........
R. Roy .... .... ....
B. F. Burnett...........
M. C. Doyle.........
W. A. Mackinson.......
A. H. Guion...... .....
J. W. Watson ..... ....
J. M. Lalonde..........
E. W. Gilbert..........
C. W. White. ... ....
John McCharles ........
J. J. Skelly.........
R. Beaulieu....... ..
J. Morin . ..........
R. Archambault ........
E. McQuarrie....... ..
M. D. Kelly..... ......

First class Clerk........................
do
do
do
do
do

3econd cla
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

rhird clas
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Messenger
do
do
do

ss C lerk .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

s C lerk . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . . .., . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .. . . .
. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. .... . .... . . .. .. . . .. .
.. . .. .. .. . . . .. . ... .. . .. .

.. . ... .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .......... ..... ....

$ ets.
3,000 00

533 33
2,400 00
1,911 70
2,000 00

2,600 00
2,050 00
1,700 00
1,400 00
1,100 00

750 00
1,100 00

1,650 00
1,650 00
1,550 00
1,550 00
1,400 00
1,400 00
1,400 00
1,400 00
1,400 00
1,350 00
1,35000
1,250 00
1,250 00
1,100 00
1,000 00
1,00000
1,000 00

980 00
950 00
90000
800 00
85 00
650 00
650 00
600 00
50000
50000
400 00
400 00
50000
500 00
330 00
30000

EXTRA CLERKS.

M. Lamouche ............... .... .. ......... ....... 8 2.25 per diem.
R. E. Tyrwhitt .. .... ............................ .. 600.00 per annum.
W. L. Bance ........... ............. 450.00 do
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OUTSIDE SERVICE, MARINE BRANCH.

The number of persons employed in the outside service on the 30th June, 1896,
was as follows :

Superintendent of lights and light-keepers, etc., in Ontario
and above Montreal................. . . . . . ........... ........

Officers of agency in the city of Quebec and light-keepers,
fog whistle-keepers, crews of light-ships, etc., at and
below Montreal, in the province of Quebec................

Agent, clerk, messenger, superintendent of lights, light-
keepers, fog-whistle keepers, attendants at humane
establishments, etc., in Nova Scotia..........................,

Agent, clerk, messenger, superintendent of lights, ligbt-
keepers, fog-whistle keepers, etc., in New Brunswick.

Agent, foreman of works, messenger and light-keepers in
Prince Edward Island................. ........................

Agent and light-keepers in British Columbia... .......
Officers and crews of Dominion steamers and vessels, includ-

ing Fisheries Protection Service. . . ......... ..............
Coxswains of life-boats............... . ,...... ......................
Inspectors of steamboats ..... .....................

do shipments of live stock...,...............
Examiners of masters and mates, and clerk to chairman of

Board....................................
Officers and servants in marine hospitals.............
Shipping m asters.................. ................. ...................
H arbour m asters...... .... . . . . ...... ....................... ....
Officers of observatories, meteorological observers, etc.,

rece ving pay........ ....... ................................ .....
Hydrographers and engineers at Ottawa........................
Receivers ofwrecks .... ..............................................
W harfingers .. ..................... .....................

175

173

205

101

43
16

360
25
20
3

17
23
35

198

149
7

45
135

Making a total of ....... ................... 1,736

For the previous year the number was 1,679. In addition to the 1,736 men-
tioned above there were 70 registrars of shipping, who act under the direction and
control of this department, but are, at the same time, collectorm of custóms at varions
ports of registration, and receive no salary or fee in their capacity of registrars.
There are 93 measurers and surveyors of shipping throughout the Dominion, who
act as officers of this department, and are remunerated from thoir fes of office,
although in addition to such-office, many of them hold positions in the customs ser-
vice. Also, in addition to the above, by Orders in Council of the 21st of April and

2nd of December, 1874, the chief officer of customs at each port in the provinces of

Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, British Columbia and Prince Edward Island,
where no separate shipping office bas been establisbed, is to be held and deemed a

shipping master, is to receive the fees, make the yearly returns to the department,
and act in that capacity under its directions.
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From the above statement it will be seen that there are 149 officers of observa-
tories, etc., who receive pay for the performance of their duties, but in addition
thereto there is a large nu mber of meteorologicalobservers throughout the Dominion
who give their services gratuitously.

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE.

Mr. Stupart, director, in his report states that the usefulness of the service has
been increased in several directions. A monthly map has been publisbed during the
past year, and meteorological data supplied the director of the Tidal Survey. In
addition to the publication of weather forecasts furnished to leading newspapers of
the Dominion, besides being posted at about 1,500 telegraph offices in Manitoba,
Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, a bulletin has been telegraphed each
morning at 10.15 to harbour masters and other persons on the lakes and Maritime
Provinces. The bulletins have proved very bseful and are now posted in about
thirty different ports. By reference to the director's report it will be seen that sea-
faring mon and fishermen appreciate the forecasts, and are governed by them to a
large extent when storms are predicted.

The demand from persons in Toronto, and at a distance, for special forecasts
continue to increase, and in all cases predictions have been furnished at once to those
asking for them. Warnings of approaching storms were issued to railways.

The average number of inquiries regarding the weather, by telephone at the
Toronto office, is about six per day. The number of inquiries by telegraph regard-
ing the weather, from outside places in direct telegraphic communication with the
Toronto office, is about ten per week.

Forty-four stations with voluntary observers were added during the year, mak-
ing a total of 236.

No charge is made in Canada for inquiries.

The information relating to forecasts is given to the public gratuitously, and a
display is made in conspicuous and public places in the various cities of the Dominion,
of the forecasts.

MAGNETIC OBSERVATOR[ES.

The annual reports of the director of the Magnotic Observatory at Toronto, and
the observatofies at Quebec, Montreal, Kingston and St. John, are annexed to the
report on the Meteorological Service. The sum of 82,747 was expended in connec-
tion with the Magnetic Observatory at Toronto, and 8500 each for the observatories
at Kingston and Montreal. The total amount expended on account of neteorologi-
cal and magnetic services for the past fiscal year was 866,600.29.

COASTING TRADE OF CANADA.

By the provisions of chapter 83, Consolidated Statutes of Canada, being an Act
respecting the Coasting Trade of Canada, no goods or passengers can be carried by
water from one port in Canada to another except in British ships, but the Governor
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

in Council may, from time to time, declare that the Act shall not apply to ships or
vessels of any foreign country in which British ships are admitted to the coasting
trade of such country, and to carry goods and passengers from one port or nlace to
another in such country. The Parliament of Canada was empowered to pass the
Act alluded to under the provisions of the Imperial Act, 32 Vic., chap. 11, intituled:
" An Act for amending the Law relating to the Coasting Trade and Merchant Ship-
ping in British PossesLions," which carne into operation in this country on its pro-
clamation by the Governor General on the 23rd October, 1869.

It was ascertained that the following countries, viz., Italy, Gormany, the
Netherlands, Sweden and Norway, Austro-Hungary, Denmark, Belgium and the
Argentine Republic, allowed British iships or vessels to participate in their coasting
trade on the same footing as their own national vessels-the ships of Italy by Order
in Council of the 13th August, 1873; those of Germany by Order in Council of the
14th May, 1874; those of the Netherlands by Order in Council of the 9th September,
1874; those of Sweden and Norway by Order in Couneil of the 5th November, 1874;
those of Austro-Hungary by Order in Council of the lst June, 1876; those of
Denmark by Order in Council of the 25th January, 1877; those of Belgium by Order
in Council of the 30th September, 1879; and those of the Argentine Republic by
Order in Council of the 18th May, 1881, were admitted to the coasting trade of
Canada.

INSPECTION OF SHIPXENTS OF LIVE STOCK EXPORTED FROM
CANADA.

A report from the inspectors forms an appendix to this report. It will be seen
that the total number of cattle shipped in 1896 is greater than for the year 1895,
the figures being 96,448 cattle for 1896, and 94,972 cattle for 1895.

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

The pigeons were removed from Halifax to Hazelhill in Gruysboro' County, in
December of last year, and placed under the control of Mr. S. S. Dickinson, Supt. of
the Commercial Cable Company. This change was made in order that the flight
might be reduced for the birds between the mainland and Sable Island, and that the
experiment with the birds may be conducted under the most favourable circum-
stances. The pigeons have increased in number by careful attention, and it has
been found necessary to enlarge the pigeon loft to accommodate the young birds.
No experiments in flying were made as the birds hatched at Hazelhill are too young
to train this season.

REIOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS TO NAVIGATION.

The sum of $5,000 was appropriated by Parliament for the removal of obstruc-
tions to navigation. The sum of $456.38 was expended.

The schooner " Marie Rose " was sunk in the channel at the mouth of Grand
Pabos Harbour, Gaspé Co., Quebec. Tenders were invited and the work of removal
was done by contract in a satisfactory way.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

The correspondence of the Marine branch has steadily increased from year to
year. The letters received during the financial year number about 13,000, not
including returns from officers and accounts. The letters sent out numbered about
13,200, not including more acknowledgments.

LONGITUDE OF MONTREAL.

By reforence to reports of previous years it will be seen that arrangements
were made for determining the longitude of Montreal. The matter is one of impor-
tance and is necessary for the construction of reliable hydrographie and other charts.
The report of Professor C. H. McLeod, Superintendent of McGill College Observa-
tory, publisbed as part of Appendix No. 4, contains information respecting the
final value of the longitude of Montreal. Tho following is an extract from the
report:

" During the past summer the Atronomer Royal visited Montreal on his way
from Japan, having brought with him the completed reductions of Montreal-
Greenwich longitude observations, I am able to announce the final value of the
longitude of Montreal (the middle point between the two piers of the transit instru-
ments at this observatory) as determined from the observations of Professor H. H.
Turner and myself in 1892, as 4". 54-' 18'-670. This quantity is in excess of
the old value which was obtained by connection with the United States system of
longitudes by 08•105."

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Mnister of Marine and Fisheries.

DEPARTMENT 0F MARINE AND FIsHERIEs,
April, 1896.
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APPENDIX No. i.

GENERAL SUMMARY of Expenditure for Fiscal Year ended 30th June, 1896.

Service. Amount. Total.

Ocean and River-
Maintenance and repairs, Dominion steamers ................. 150,519 41
Examination masters and mates .................................. 4,06282
Rewards for saving life...... .................................. 8,004 38
Investigations into wrecks .. . ... ............... ........... .483 98
Registry of shipping ............................................. 517 60
Tial service............................................... 9,627 45
Removal of obstructions in navigable rivers.........................456 38
Winter mail service..................................... ........ 7,779 69

- 181,451 71

Lighthouse and Coast-
Salaries and allowance lightkeepers ................. ..... ........ 199,348 61
Agenc es, renta and contingencies ............................. 15,372 14
Maintenanoe and repaira te light,............... .. ....... .... ... 225),691 0-#

Construction of lights .......................................... 17,662 28
Signal service ......... ............ ............................ 5,338 76
Repaira to wharfs. ............ ....... 1..............2,644 69

- - 466,057 55

Scientific Institutions-
Observatory, Toronto ....... ...... ......... .. ......... ........ 2,747 r7

do Kingston......................... ......... ......... 500 00
do Montreal........................................ W0

Meteorological service ... ....... ...... ......... ........... 62,852 32
Hydrographic surveys ........................................ 15,099 63

81,69992

Marine Hospitals-
St. Catharines hospital........ ........ .............. ........... 32040
Sick and disab.led seamen...................... .... ....... ...... 33,313 17
Shipwrecked and distressed seamen..................... 3,049 79

L t sn36,6836

Stamoat inspection .............ad .......................................... 26,321 Ti

Salaries, &c., of Fisheries, Overseers and Wardens-
Ontario .......... ......................................... 24,917 
Quebec ................................... ;............... .... 11,870 43

Naew Brunswick.......................... ................... 20,526 56
Nova Scotia .... .............. ..... ....................... ... 23,049 41
Prince Edward Island................... ........................ 3,555 87
Manitoba ..... ..... .. .... ............ .... .................. 3,852 18
North-west Territories..... ..... ... ....................... .... 2,963 02
British Columbia..... .... .............. .... .............. ..... 6,226 77

8 96,961 72

Fish breeding ....... .............. ............ ................... ........ 38,05041
Fishery protection service ........................................ ... .......... 107i,317 21

Miscellaneous--
Building fishways .......................................... 1,722 40
Legal expen gso. ............................................. 4,98224
Canadian isheries exhibit... ....................................... 149 14
Distributing bounty.......................................6.. 4,951 32
Oyster culturer...ve ............................................ 5,143 68

Carried forward.................... 16,9 51 1,04,50 15
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GENERAL SUMMARY of Expen'diture for Fiscal Year ended 30th June, 18 96-Continued.

Service.

Brought forward... ..... .. .. ...........

Miscellaneous-Contin ued.
International fisheries commission............. ..............
Edward H ackett........................ ...........................
W . B . D eacon ....... ......... ........... .... .. .... .........
Licenses to United States fishing vessels ............................
Samuel Wilmot.............................................
A. L. Belyea .............. ....... .........................
Refund bait licenses to Newfoundland fishermen ... ..... .......... .

Fishing bounty......................... ............... ,.......... .....

Amount. Total.

$ ets. $ ets.

16,948 51 1,034,543 15

1,945 69
214 40
903 15

278 55
45 55

577 40
1,250 00

.......... ..

Civil Government, salaries................... .. ................... ... 62,476 73
do contingencies....................................... 8,226 98

21,353 25
163,567 99

70,703 71

1,290,168 10
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APPENDIX No.

STATEMENT of Revenue of Marine and Fisheries Department for the Fiscal Year
ended 30th June, 1896.

Service. Amount.

$ cts.

Casual Revenue (sale of shipping forms, $134; sundries, $5,788.19).......... ........... 5,922 19
Capes mail service... .................... .... .... ....... .... ................. 357 08
Dominion steamers........ .................................... .. .......... 11,056 94
Examinations masters and mates ... . .. ...... ..................................... 3,39300
F ines and forfeiturea............. ........ ........ ................................. 530 71
Harbours, piers and wharfs .. . ............ ... ........... 7,943 24
Cattle inspection.......... ............ ......... ............ ....................... 4,731 49
Steamboat engineers'certificates......... ....... ...... ......................... 827 50

34,762 15

F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

A. W. OWEN,
Accountant.
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APPENDIX No. 3.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF MARINE AND FISHERIES.

Major F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit a report of the work done 'by the various
branches under my control during the past year. This includes ail the technical
work at the department's headquarteis, embracing the construction and maintenance
of lighthouses, lightships, fog-alarms, buoys and beacons, the supervision of con-
struction and repairs to Dominion steamers, construction and repairs of life boats
and life boat stations; the administration of the vote for the removal of wrecks and
obstructions in navigable waters; tidal and current surveys; hydrographic surveys
in Canadian waters, and the publication, examination and correction of hydrographie
charte; construction and repaira to fieh hatcheries; engineering points in connec-
tion with the maintenance of fish passes; supervision of surveys of oyster beds;
examination of applications for foreshore, wharf and water lots as they affect the
interests of navigation; preparation and publication of notices to mariners and
hydrographic notes, etc.

There are special staffs appointed for the tidal observation work and for the
hydrographie survey work; the remainder of the work of the branch is attended
to by the general staff of the office.

AIDS TO NAVIGATION.

A largo proportion of the work done by this general staff consiste in the con-
struction and maintenance of light buildings and other aide to navigation. Full
details of the large quantity of work dono in this connection last year are contained
in the annual report of the Deputy Minister. Plans and specifications for ail
important new buildings and repaire are made or supervised in Ottawa.

Attention is drawn to the notices to marinera issued last year, which coverod a
large variety of subjects of interest to Canadian mariners, and involve considerable
correspondence and office work. In consequence of our small staff it is found
necessary generally to limit these notices to purely Canadian topics, though some
effort is made to include improvoments in contiguous waters. I should like to see
the work more thoroughly done, but doubt if it can be accomplished withont detail-
ing an officer for that special duty. The list of Onuadian lights and fog signals has
been brought up to date, and, as revised, bas been printed.

An important work which it has been impossible to attempt is the compilation
and publication of a list of Canadian buoys and beacons.
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The following table gives a synopsis of the office work accomplished during the
year 1896:-
Land surveys ............... .......... 21 Plans received. 3 Plans designed. 52 Copies made.
Lighthouse towers and dwellings...........3 d 10 d 24
Wharfs, piers, &c....................8 d 1 6 6
Fog-alarms........ ........................ 2 2
Outbuildings. ... ..................
Detail sheets. ......................... ... 6
Illuminating apparatus..................6 " 1
Steamers ............................. 2 " 2
Buoys and apparatus...................8 d 7
Boilers and fittings.....................13 c 1
Machinery..... .................... 2 2
Oyster areas ....
Ch arts............................... 1 3
Charts under construction .
Miscellaneous............................ 27 "e 1 50 d

Total drawings and copies passing through office ................... .. ..... ... ....... 275
Charts received and recorded ...................................................... 80

do entered in chart books .................................. ..... 2
Photographs received and recorded .. .............. ................ ........... ..... 2
Plans relating to foreshore applications received and made ................................ 44
Siecifications written .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15
INotices to mariners issued (comprising 135 set ........................ 70

As funds permit an endeavour is being made te impreve the characters ef the
building.; and !oundations by substitutirig more durable materials and more com-
pact designs for those previously in use. In consequence eof the progressively in-
-creasing price of' square timber and deterioration in the quality of that made, timber
cribwork foundatiojis are ne longer desirable, and in many instances I have been
able te substitute for the old cribwork piers, steel casings filled with rough and cheap
,concrete and stenework. The initial ceet is net much greater than that of good crib.
work, while there is ne cemparisen in the strength and durability of the twe classes
of structure. Where such a design proves suitable, light angle iron frame towers
have been substituted for the heavy square timber frainework previeusly used and
the results of this change are satisfactery. In consequence of the extreme vheap-
liess of steel, there is ne appreciable increase of cost in making the Change from wood
te iren in this case.

PERSONAL INSPECTIONS.

In JnIy last, I accompanied the agent for Prince Edward Island on his annual
supply trip te light stations on the nerth shore of his division, and had an

opprtuityof seeing the difficulties te be contended with from shifting sandbars on
that coast, a condition which will always make iL difficuit te establish successfui and
permanent lights.

In July and Aucust, I accempanied the inspecter on his summer supply trip te
lights in the Strait of Belle Isle and made a careful inspection of ail the stations in
the Gulf eof St. Lawrence. Tho lights, with very few exceptions, were exceptionally
well kept and exceptienally well supplied. In the supply et' cai tee large a reserve
was maintained, subjecting the ceai te deterioration by age, and a change in the
niethed eof supplying this article is recemnmended. At varions imes I was enabled
te visit and survey prepesed mites for new lights, and attention is drawn te the
desirability in ail cases of allowing the officer whe is entrusted with the preparation-
of plans the opportunity of inspecting the sites and locating the buildings befere-
hand. IBy se doing the proper location eof the lighthouse and the proper adaptation
-of the plans to the Site can be ensured.

TIDAL OBSERVATION WORK.

* During the past summer season Mr. Dawson, C.B., continued the work of
.observing tides and currents in the Gulf eof St. Lawrence with the assistance of the
Dlominien steamer IlLansdowne " as in previous years. Annexed hereto-
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Inclosure B-is his report of progress for the season. It is to be regretted that the
funds available for this work will necessitate a restriction of the work during the
coming season. The work already done bas been very satisfactory, and the resulta
obtained have been valuable, not only from a scientific standpoint but also directly
and practically to masters navigating the Gulf.

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVETS.

The only hydrographie survey work directly under the control of the govern-
ment of Canada is that done by Mr. Stewart on Lake Erie. I submit herewith-
Inclosure A-Mr. Stewart's report of progress for the past year. It is hoped that
the survey of the north shore of Lake Erie will be completed and connected with
the American work early next season, and it is proposed that Mr. Stewart should
resume the survey of Lake Huron for the remainder of the season of 1897. Besides
the work done directly by this department, in hydrographie surveying, considerable
additions to surveys of Canadian waters were made during the past season. The
banks off Halifax were surveyed by H. M. S. " Rambler," and a resurvey of Louis-
bourg was made by the same vessel. The results of these surveys will be published
by the Admiralty. A resurvey of the North Sydney bars was undertaken by the
commissioners of that port and the results have been sent to the Admiralty for cor-
rection of the harbour chart.

From time to time the master of the Dominion steamer "Quadra " has been
enabled to make some small surveys in British Columbia waters, the results of
which have been embodied in Admiralty charts, and in notices to mariners issued
by this department.

Respectfully submitted,
WM. P. ANDERSON,

2nd JANUARY, 1897. Chief Engineer.

[Inclosure A.]

REPORT OF PROGRESS.

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY OF LAKE ERIE.

W. P. ANDERSoN, Esq.,
Chief Engineer,

Department of Marine and Fisheries.

In connection with the survey under my charge I have the honour to report as
follows upon the operations during the past year. Last winter was fully taken up
in plotting and otherwise working up the notes of the previous season's work, as
well as in the preparation of copies for the Hydrographer of the Admiralty, London,
England, and also one for the Hydrographer of the United States Navy.

The first chart of the Canadian shore of Lake Erie will embrace that portion
from Port Colboene to Port Rowan, including Long Point, and will probably be
published on a scale of ,9-w of an inch to one mile. These copies wilI be completed
early this winter.

On May 6th the extensive repairs to the " Bayfield," having been completed at
Port Dalhousie, and the errois of the vessel's compasses ascertained by " swinging "
off the same place, I proceeded up the Welland Canal and started work at Port
Colborne on the 7th. The whole season after that was taken up with work between
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Port Dover and Rondeau Harbour. This bas been thoroughly sounded to an aver-
age distance of ten nautical miles from shore. The boat soundings were taken out
one mile and the balance of the distance sounded from the dock of the steamer to a
depth of about twelve fathoms. No important shoals were found in the whole area
surveyed, in fact the shore was found to be free from dangers. The area surveyed
was 800 square miles; number of nautical miles of shore lino traversed was 100;
number of miles sounded from boats 1,000, and number from the steamer 1,500.

Owing to the character of the shore, I was unable to carry on a regular trian-
gulation from Houghton Sand Hills to Rondeau, a distance of 60 nautical miles, but
had to resort to a system of buoys for the apexes of the triangles. As the sides of
the triangles were from 7 to 17 miles long, the buoys moored very short and the
observing done at, at least, six stations on a calm clear day, very little error crept
in. As a check, a " broken base " of about six miles was measured near Rondeau,
and its agreement with the same side calculated from the triangulation was satis-
factory. Instead of, as hitherto, using a compass to ascertain the magnetic declina-
tion at various points on the shore of the lake, through the kindness of Mr. Stupart,
of the meteorological service, who lent me a unifilar magnetometer, I was enabled
to accurately ascertain the declination at Rondeau, Long Point and Port Colborne.
I am much pleased that in future a similar instrument is to be available for my use
and that better results will follow in this liue.

A great deal of inconvenience was encountered through lack of harbours, there
being really no good harbour between Long and Pelee Points. I had my hoad-
quarters at Port Stanley, which is only a very narrow out between piers with barely
enough water to allow the " Bayfield " to enter in fine weather. In foul weather
the entrance is unsafe. Rondeau is only a littie better, as a couple of vessels can lie
with safety, but no meore.

On the whole the weather was favourable for hydrographical surveying. We
hiad some heavy gales in May, one in July and one in September, but with these
exceptions the winds were moderate and the air tolerably clear.

The water on the lakes bas at least not shown any inclination, during the past
season,4o drop lower than during its predecessor, but bas rather improved, owing
probably to the fact that we had far more rain in the summer of 1896 than in 1895.
It is sincerely to be hoped that the improvement will continue.

I am glad to say as a result of the recent survey of Georgian Bay, the British
Admiralty have just issued a complote chart of that water, on a scale of # inch to
one nautical mile. This should prove an extremely useful help to vessels using that
bay.

On October 16th, I left Lake Erie to examine some roported d angers in the north
channel of Lake Huron. These were accurately located and the results published
in a notice to mariners. Any existing charts that come to hand will have these
corrections inserted and the Hydrographer of th Admiralty will be able, from trao-
ings, to have the corrections placed on all new prints.

On October 24th, I reached Collingwood and placed the " Bayfield " on dry
dock for some minor necessary repaires. She is now laid up at Owen Sound.

There have been no changes in the staff of the survey, or in the officers of the
"Bayfield " during the past season.

With fairly good weather the survey of the Canadian shore of Lake Erie, from
Port Colborne to Polee Point should be completed by the first of September. The
balance of the Canadian shore was surveyed by the United States government about
twenty years ago, and as no complaints have been made about shoals loft out, there
seems no necessity for a resurvey.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

WM. J. STEWART.
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[Inclosure B.]

REPORT OF PROGRESS.

SURVEY OF TIDES AND CURRENTS IN CANADIAN WATERS.

OTTAWA, 26th January, 1897.
W. P. ANDERSoN, Esq., C.E.,

Chief Engineer,
Department of Marine and Fisheries.

SIE,-I have the honour to submit the following report on the progress of the
Survey of Tides and Currents in Canadian waters. During the year, substantial
progress bas been made in both branches of this survey. The principal tidal stations
have been maintained; and they have also been utilized fodr the determination of
tidal differences in an important region in the Gulf of St. Ly.wrence. A series of
tidal differences for the St. Lawrence River bas been worked out, and supplied with
the tide tables for publication in the leading almanacsfor 1897. In the other branch
of the survey, an examination of the currents bas been made in the north-eastern balf
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence from Anticosti to the Strait of Belle Isle; and for this
work the SS. "ILansdowne " was again placed at my disposal for three months dur-
ing last season. It may be best to describe first the progress made in the " Tidal
branch " of the work; and then give the results oltained in the " Survey of the cur-
rents" this season, and also some account of the general movements of the water in
the Gulf, with relation to the Gulf entrances.

THE PRINCIPAL TIDAL STATIONS.

In establishing these stations originally, a careful selection was made of the
most commanding points on the Atlantic coast, at the Gulf entrances, and on the St.
Lawrence. The stations, therefore are not only of direct value to our principal
harbours, but they also serve as reference stations from which to determine tidal
data in the regions lying between them. There are now seven stations in opera-
tion, situated at St. John, N.B., IHIafax, St. Paul Island in Cabot Strait, Forteau
Bay in the Strait of Bolle Isle, South-west Point of Anticosti, Father Point and
Quebec. The tide-gauges at these stations are so designed that they can be heated
in winter to secure a continuous record of the tide throughout the year. They are
provided with self-recording tidal instruments, and other necèssary appliances; and
the more isolated stations are also furnisbed with dipleidoscopes, where there is no
meane of obtaining the time except by telegraph from some distant observatory,
which during the flirst two years entailed considerable expense. These stations have
been in continuous operation during the past year, without any interruption of conse-
quence, and the tidal record obtained will serve to improve the accuracy of the tide
tables, as soon as the expense for the necessary calculations eau be met.

The recording instrument at the station in the Strait of Belle Isle was replaced
by another in September; as its driving clock required cleaning. Also at St. Paul
Island, tbe hair-spring of the clock of the instrument broke; and with the type of
tide-gauge now in use, any such accident involves the entire removal of the record-
ing instrument, and interruption to the record. In this instance, it was imperative
to avoid interruption, as the gauge was being used at the time for comparison with
simultaneous observations at Pictou and Charlottetown. St. Paul Island can only
be reached fortnightly, and then a klnding can only be made in fine weather ; it
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was fortunately possible to replace the instrument temporarily within three days,
while it was sent away for repairs.

After extensive inquiry and careful consideration of the requirements, a form of
recording instrument has beei devised by myself, which obviates the uncertainty
and expense connected with the use of the ordinary type of instrument. The essen-
tial point is to have a driving clock which can be readily detached from the rest of
the instrument. This is secured by placing the driving clock inside of the revolving
cylinder which carries the sheet of paper on which the tidal record is marked; as
is done in some types of self-registering instruments of smaller size, used for meteor-
ological purposes. In case of failure of the clock, a duplicate cylinder with clock
inside can be substituted in less than two minutes, as it is released by a single screw.
The defective clock eau then be sent away for repair without interruption to the
record. This new form of instrument is aiso provided with interchangeable gearing
by ghich any one of four scales can be used; corresponding to a r'ange in the tide
of 9 feet, 18 feet, 27 feet or 36 feet. Our tides have such a variety in their range,
that when an instrument requires to be changed to a new position, it bas usually
been first necessary to return it to the makers in Britain to have the gearing altered
to another scale. There are also several minor improvements, especially in so
arranging the carriage of the marking pencil, that the point of the pencil is readily
accessible. This is important in making the comparisons on which the datum
depends to which the observations have ultimately to be reduced. A recording
instrument of this new type, manufactured by Messrs. A. Légé & Co., Covent Garden,
London, bas been in use at Pictou d uring last-summer with very satisfactory results.
This type of instrument should be substituted as soon as possible for those now in
use at the more isolated stations, because of its reliable character. Its cost, includ.
ing the duplicate clock, is also considerably less than the Lord Kelvin instrument,
as there are no patent rights upon it.

TIDE TABLES; THEIR PREPARATION AND IMPROVEMENT.

The improvement which can be made in the tide tables each year has to depend
'upon the balance remaining after the charges of first importance are met. Ont ot
the small vote available for this survey, the special appliances for deep-sea anchor-
age, and ail current meters and other marine instruments required for the survey
of the currents have to be provided; as well as the salaries of assistants and of the
tidal observer@, and maintenance and supplies for the 'tidal stations. The question
of expense made it necessary to choose between these and improvemont of the tide
tables. The tide tables for Halifax were based upon old records obtained at the
Dock Yard in 1860 and 1861; and it wasfound that an additional record alsoexisted
for the years 1851 and 1852. The rcduction of this record to extend the basis of the
Halifax tables had already been postponed. Sufficient record had also been obtained
from the tide gauge at St. John, N.B., to enable tide tables to be prepared which
are much needed; as such tables as are now published are based upon a fixed differ-
ence from ports on the other side of the Atlantic and are far. from accurate; and
they give only the time of bigh water without reference to the height of the tide,
which at St. John is of special importance. The tide tables for Quebec were based
upon observations for one complete year only, and there is now record sufficient to
improve their accuracy. On considering these various claims in view of the money
available, it was thought best to give the preference to the preparation of tide tables
for St. John and the improvement of the Halifax tables; and to postpone the im-
provement of the Quebec tables.

The tide tables for Quebec for 1897 are still based therefore upon observations
during one complete year obtained from the tide gauge at the dry dock at Lévis,
namely, from 7th November, 1893, to 15th January, 1895. These tables are never-
theless far in advance of anything heretofore published. The basis on which the
Halifax tables rest has been extended to include the four years for which the record
existed; namely, 1851, 1852, 1860 and 1861. The datum to which the tides are at
present referred is the one used in the old observations themselves which were
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taken at the Dock Yard; but exact levels were taken in Halifax last autumn to con-
nect the former datum with the new observations now in progress, and also with
the dry dock, and when these are worked out a more definite resuit will be arrived at.

At St. John much difficulty has been met with, because of the want of a satis-
factory datum for the reduction of the observations; as explained in a former re-
port. It has been necessary therefore to redetermine the low water datum from the
new observations themselves. This determination is being made with great care.
Comparisons were made last June, with the co-operation of Mr. E. T. P. Shewen, C.E.,
of the Department of Public Works, to ascertain as nearly as is now possible the low
water datum used in the survey of the harbour, on which the chart is based. The
result when brought into relation with the present tidal observations, and the tables
based upon them, will enhance the value of the chart of the harbour; and will also
afford a reliable datum for future harbour works there. Tide tables for St. John are
now in preparation for 1898; and they will be based upon two full years of observa-
tion in that harbour, namely, 30th April, 1894, to 18th May, 1896. They will give
the height as well as the time of both high and low water.

In preparing these tide tables, the height of the tide at every bour throughout
the year is taken from the record received from the tide station; and these heights
are reduced to a datum as determined or selected by this survey. There are thus
8,760 actual observations of the tide obtained from any one station during the course
of the year. The results thus condensed serve for the computation of future tides as
given in the tide tables. This computation is made by Mr. E. Roberts, F.R.A.S.,
of the Nautical Almanac Office, London; by means of the latest methods of harmonie
analysis and with the assistance of a tide-predicting machine, built for the govern-
ment of India.

PUBLICATION OF THE TIDE TABLES.

Tide tables for Halifax and Quebec for 1896 were supplied without charge to
the almanacs; and this was the first year that reliable tide tables for any Canadian
ports were thus widely available. A " Notice to Mariners " drawing attention to
them was issued by this department in January, 1896.

The tide tables for 1897 were again offered to all the leading British and Cana-
dian almanacs willing to publish them; and the harmonie constants derived from
the observations were also supplied to the United States Coast and Geodetic Sur-
voy, as a basis for their tables for Halifax. The tide tables for both Halifax and
Quebec appear in the Canadian Almanac, published by the Copp, Clark Co. of
Toronto; and in Greenwood's Almanac, published by Mr. W. N. Greenwood of Lan-
caster, England. The Star Almanac which published them last year, bas not been
issued for 1897. A summary of the tables for Halifax, also appears in Belcher's
Almanac, published by the McAlpine Co.; and in Cogswell's Almanac, published by
Mr. R. H. Cogswell of Halifax. The tide tables for Quebec are also given in a pub-
lication prepared by the Montreal Harbour Commissioners for the use of the pilot
service. In all the above, due acknowledgment is made to the Tidal Survey branch
of this department for the tables supplied. Three British almanacs, Brown's, Jeffer-
son's and Uolden's, have not yet arranged to publish them ; and McMillan's Almanac
of St. John, N.B., is only willing to publish tables for St. John itself, which will not
be ready till next year. In order, therefore, to make the tide tables for this year
more widely known, an arrangement was made with the Copp, Clark Co., to re-
print them from the Canadian Almanac as an 8-page pamphlet; and copies bave been
sent to the agencies of this department, to collectors of customs, the secretaries of
corporations of pilots and boards of trade, harbour commissioners, and the leading
steamship companies; and also to thirty-six vendors of almanacs and marine pub.
lications in Great Britain, Europe, the United States and Canada.

TIDAL DIFFERENCES.

With the tide tables for Halifax and Quebec, tidal differences are given, by
which the time of the tide can be found for other places along the St. Lawrence, and
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on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia. The tidal differences for the St. Lawrence
have been extended, and now include the whole of the tidal portion of the river, from
Three Rivera to Gaspé, a distance of 420 nautical miles.

The differences for the Lower St. Lawrence are based upon a comparison of the
observations from the tide stations at Father Point and Anticosti, with the simul-
taneous observations at Quebec, throughout one year. The observations used for
the purpose extend in all from 12th November, 1894, to 13th January, 1896. This
comparison shows that the differences are very constant throughout the course of
the lunar month; so that the tide at Father Point and Anticosti can thus be correctly
deduced from Quebec. It was, therefore, justifiable to base tidal differonces for
intermediate places upon the differences between their establishments as given in
the Admiralty list; and these will serve in the meantime until direct observations can be
obtained throughout this region. This uniform progress of the tidal undulation np the
estuary of the St. Lawrence from Anticosti to Quebec is in marked contrast to the
great irregularity which is found elsewhere in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It is,
therefore, quite unsafe to assume that the difference in the time of the tide between
one point and another is constant; unless it can be proved to be so by direct
observation.

The differences between Quebec and places above, as far as Three Rivers where
the tide ceases to be feit, are based upon two series of observations taken by Mr. R.
Steckel, C.E., of the Department of Public Works, in October, 1887, and May, 1888.
These observations were taken simultaneously at seven points along the river; and
each series occupied one complete month, at the seasons of lowest and highest level
of the water in tbe St. Lawrence river itself. These observations show that on the
whole the tidal undulation travels more slowly up the river when the water is at its
highest; it being then from eight to twelve minutes later on the average than when
the level is lowest. The reason of this appears to be that the current in the river is
stronger in the high level season, and thus keeps the tide back. The differences
published are the mean values for the two seasons, and these should be practically
exact. On the other hand, the bigh tide makes its way up the river much faster
than the low tide, the difference in speed making the time of low water more than
an hour late relatively to bigh water, as far up as Grondines and Champlain. It is,
therefore, necessary in the tables, to state separately the tidal differences for high.
water and low water respectively, for places above Quebec. A comparison was also
made between these observations, and the time of the tide as noted throughout the
season of 1895, by the semaphore operator at Lotbinière.

The tide tables themselves are in'Standard time for the 60th and 75th meridians
respectively: and the tidal differences for the other places are computed to give
the time of high and low water in Standard time also. In this way the master of a
vessel can know the time of the tide directly from bis chronometer, by allowing an
even number of hours from Greenwich time, without the trouble of looking up his
longitude. Standard time is also the most convenient for harbour purposes as it is
now used all but universally on shore.

sPECIAL OBSERVATIONS FOR TIDAL DIFFERENCES.

In the Gulf of St. Lawrence there are regions in which the tides show great
irregularity, and where constant differences with ports on the Atlantic will not apply.
This will be better understood from the followingcomparison, which shows thegreat
irregularity in the difference in the time of the tide across the open Gulf, as con-
trasted with the even progress of the tidal undulation up the Lower St. Lawrence,
when once it has entered the mouth of the river between Gaspé and Anticosti:-

Difference in the time of high water between St. Paul Island in Cabot Strait,
where the tide enters the Gulf, and South-west Point of Anticosti at the entrance
to the St. Lawrence.. Distance, 190 nautical miles. From simultaneous observa-
tions in six months during the years 1893 and 1894. Difference in absolute time
ranges from 4 h. 30 m. to 6 h. 50 m.
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Difference in the time of high water between South-west Point of Anticosti and
Quebec, omitting irregularities due to wind. Distance, 360 nautical miles. From
simultaneous observations during eleven months in 1894 and 1895. Difference in
abso!ute time ranges from 5 h. 13 m. to 5 h. 39 m. Mean = 5 b. 26 m.

The wide range in the difference of time across the open Gulf, is chiefly due to
an unusually great diurnal inequality in Cabot Strait itself; that is, a long interval
and a short interval of time between the tides of the same day. It is remarkable,
when this inequality is so great in the main entrance to the Gulf by which the tide
comes in from the Atlantic, that it should so disappear that scarcely a trace of
it is to be found in the tides of the Lower St. Lawrence or at Quebec. On the other
hand, this inequality is very marked in Northumberland Strait and the neighbouring
regions. It is probable that this is due to tidal interference, occasioned by some con-
trary tidal undulation which over-runs the main tide entering through Cabot Strait.

The practical results of this inequality are very evident, however. On account
of the importance of St. Paul Island in the main entrance to the Gulf, many endeavours
have been made to establish a constant difference between it and some port on the
Atlantic coast of America or in Europe; but the inequality is there so great that
these endeavours have been without result. This diurnal inequality is aiso very
marked at Pictou and Charlottetown in the region referred to.

The diurnal inequality varies with the declination of the moon north or south
of the equator; and not with the moon's phases as in the case of the ordinary
change from spring tid.es to neaps. This change still goes on, while the other
variation is superadded ; and as it takes place in a different period, it is continually
overrunning the former. The resulting irregularities are, therefore, very great,
unless these two causes are carefully distinguished from each other.

These conditions made it necessary to obtain direct tidal comparisons between
the important harbours of this region and the tides as they enter Cabot Strait. For
this purpose, the tide-gauge at St. Paul Island was essential, and as it bas been
twice destroyed by winter storms in threeyears, on account of its exposed situation,
it was necessary to obtain the required observations without delay. A tide-guage
had also been erected at Halifax in the previous season, and the gauge at Anticosti
had been put in good order; and as any of these might prove necessary for purposes
of com parison, it was advisable to obtain the new observations while they continued
in geod working order. It was aiso important to determine how far south of Gaspé
in the Bay des Chaleurs and along the New Brunswick coast, the tides could be
referred by constant differences to Anticosti and Quebec; and where the irregularities
due to diurnal inequality first manifested themselves.

Arrangements were therefore made to take special observations in the region
extending from Gaspé along the south-western side of the Gulf, through Northum-
berland Strait, and around Prince Edward Island. As this comprises some 580 miles
of coast-line, it was necessary'to select places which were reasonably accessible. to
avoid undue delay in travel. The principal harbours in the region had the first
claim; and consideration had also to be given to the relative importance of places
from a tidal point of view, so as best to obtain tidal differences for intermediate
points. The choice of the following places as temporary tidal stations was accord-
ingly made: Carleton, as near the head of the Bay des Chaleurs as possible, while
avoiding the local influence of the Restigouche River; Lower Neguac, near the
mouth of Miramichi Bay, to obtain the open tide unaffected by the bars and rivers
of the bay ; Charlottetown, where the tide in Northumberland Strait bas the greatest
range; Pictou, in line with the open channel between Prince Edward Island and
Cape Breton Island, up which the tides pass; and Souris, the nearest port to Cabot
Strait which is readily accessible, as there is no railway communication on the west
side of Cape Breton Island.

The erection of temporary tide-gauges at these places and the superintendence
of the observations was entrusted to Mr. H. M. Mackay, who carried out the work
very efflciently. By the use of self-registering instruments, more than twice as
much information was obtained as could have been got by direct or personal obser-
vation with four to five Limes the expense.
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At Pictou, the recording instrument of new design, already referred to, was
used. At the other stations the instruments were of a smaller type than those at the

principal tidal stations; they were of the Richard pattern, supplied by Casella of
London, and were made with a scale specially adapted to this region. They are
strong and simple in construction, so that the manipulation presented little difficulty
to inexperienced observers. The complete tide-gauge was as follows :-firstly, a
vertical plank box, to serve as a tide well, which could be strapped to the side of a
wharf; holes were bored in the lower end sufficient to admit the water freely. but
pot to allow of inconvenience from wave motion. A shelter box containing the
registering instrument, was placed directly on top of the tide well. As these tide-
gauges were in operation during the summer months only, they did not require to
be built in the same substantial manner as when they have towithstand the severity
of the winter and to be provided with heating. They could thus be set up at smali
expense wherever a wharf or pier was found running out beyond the low-water line.

The readings of the instrument as regards elevation were checked by comparison
with a graduated staff set up beside it; and the elevation of the zero of the staff was
referred to a bench mark on shore. At most of the stations, time could be obtained
from railway telegraph offices; but where there were no such facilities a meridian
mark was placed, and the observer was supplied with a table giving the "Sun on
meridian " in 60th staudard time.

The results obtained at these five stations were supplemented by observations
at places which stood next in importance, in obtaining correct tidal differences. On
the coast between Miramichi Bay and Pictou, short series of staff readings were
taken at Richibucto, Buctouche and Pointe du Chêne; and a gauge record during
two months in all, was obtained at Cape Tormentine, where the strait is narrowest.
Also, on the north coast of Prince Edward Island, a short gauge record was obtained
at St. Peter's Bay and at Alberton, and staff readings at Rustico.

The total amount of tidal information obtained is shown in the following list.
Throughout the progress of this work, a simultaneous record of the tide was
obtained at the principal stations at Halifax, St. Paul Island and Anticosti. Also,
where the observations were obtained by self-registering instruments, they were
continuous day and ,night during the time indicated. The only interruption of
consequenc occurred at Charlottetown, where the partial chokage of the inlet made
the observations unreliable for a time.

Carleton.......... .June 29th til Nov. 9th.Gauge record.
Negunac............July 2Oth do Nov. 6tb. do
Richibucto................Aug. 5th do Aug. 8th. Staff readings.
Buctouche .......... Sept. ................ do
Pointe du Chêne.... ..... Sept. 8th tilt Sept. llth. do
Cape Tormentine.........July 25th do Aug. lOth. Gauge record.

do ......... Aug. 3lst do Oct. lOth. do
Charlottetown...........June 2Oth do Juno 29th. do

do ........... July l8th do Nov. 25th. do
Pictou...............June 3rd do Nov. 27tb. do
Souris.......... ............. June 111h do Nov. 24th. do
St. Peters Bay.............Oct. 27th do Nov. 24th. do
Rustico........ .. ,......,...Oct. 2Oth do Oct. 24th. Staff readings.
Aberton................Oct. 13th do Oct. 23rd. Gauge record.

Such tide tables as are now published in local almanacs for ports in this region,
are based on constant diff2rences from Halifax or some other Atantie port; and it
is, therefore, evidnt that they m3st necessarily be fa from correct. Their errr is
greatest w1en the moon's declination d at its maximum, north or south ofthe

Aquator. The observations of this season show that the time of high water a. given
in the local almanacs now published, is in error by the following amounts:-At
Pictou 1 h. 25 m. early or late; at Charlottetown, 1 h. 12 m. early or late. These
errors correspond approximately with the half-range of diurnal inequality, which
at Pictou amounts to 1 h. 15 m.; and at Charlottetown also it is nearly as great.
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It has been possible to obtain from the present observations a variable difference
with Halifax in terms of the moon's declination, which has enabled tide tables to be
prepared for Charlottetown and Pictou in time for the season of navigation of 1897.
Tables prepared in this way will be sufficiently accurate to be practically service-
able; and they will answer in the meantime until better data can be obtained from
a more thorough analysis of the present records, or from a longer series of observa-
tions. The observations obtained at the other places will be used to extend the
tidal differences supplied with the tide tables for next year.

The tidal differences which have been published with the tide tables up to the
present time are limited to regions in which their accuracy can be depended upon,
as proved by direct observation; as otherwise serious errors might be made. It is
therefore, very important to extend these differences each season as far as possible;
and this can now be done at a relatively small expense, while the principal tidal
stations are available for comparison. Observations are now mach required around
Cape Breton where there are several important coaling ports; also on the south-
western Qoast of Nova Scotia, and throughout the Bay of Fundy; as well as along
the Lower St. Lawrence at intermediate points between Quebec, Father Point and
Anticosti.

The determination of tidal data for the north shore of the Gulf, from Point de
Monts past the Mingan Islands and Cape Whittle to the Strait of Belle Ilie, bas not
yet been attempted by this survey; but this is a region which is relatively of less
importance.

OTUER INFORMATION AND RECORDS OBTAINED.

With a view to future work in the Bay of Fundy, copies were made last season
by permission of the late Il. G. C. Ketchum, C.E., of the tidal information obtained by
the Chignecto Marine Railway Co. The accurate levels carried from Chignecto
Basin to Bay Verte, serve to connect the mean sea level in the Gulf and in the Bay
of Fundy, and the levels of high and low water on both siaes of the isthmus have
been obtained with reference to the marine railway datum.

The level reached by the exceptionally high tide of October 8th, 1896, was aliso
obtained at Chignecto and Moncton, with reference to railway datum planes; and
in relation to tbe Saxby tide of 1869. This high tide in October overflowed the
dykes of the hay lands in the neighbourhood of Amherst and along the Petitcodiac
River, and did much damage. If a tide of this height proves to be due to astronom-
ical causes alone, as appears probable, its recurrence under similar conditions will
be subject to prediction in future, as the level reached has now been ascertained;
and warning may thus be given.

It would be of great value if warning could be given for exceptionally high
tides at Quebec and St. Jonn, which occur during storms and often do much dam-
age. It is not impossible that the effect of meteorological conditions upon the tide
may eventually be arrived at, from a careful comparison of wind and barometer with
the exceptional tides recorded by the tide gauges. The necessary data for the pur-
pose are being collected as time goes on.

A request has boen received from the pilot service to prepare a tide table for
the pilot station at Father Point. To save expense in printing, this has been made
ont in manuscript only, in time for the opening of navigation.

Copies of the tidal record for two leading points in British Columbia have been
received regularly since January, 1895. These are from self-registering gauges
erected by the Department of Public Works at Victoria, and at Sand Heads at the
mouth of the Fraser River, in the Gulf of Georgia. Observations are also received
from New Westminster, and from a point intermediate between it and the mouth of
the Fraser River. These records will soon be sufficient for the preparation of tide
tables for these points, when office time can be given to it, and the expense of the
oo mputations can be met.

Some tidal data for the St. John River were kindly supplied by Professor A. W.
Duff, of Pardue University, LaFayette, Indiana, in exchange for information regard-
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ing secondary tidal undulations at St. John, N.B., which ho is investigating. Pro-
fessor Duf obtained these data last season while at his country residence on the St.
John River.

Tidal information from the gauges at Quebec, Father Point and Halifax has been
supplied to Mr. R. Steckel. to facilitate the work ofgeodetic levelling which h is carry-
ing out for the Department of Public Works; and copies of the tide curves from
those stations have been of value to him in the determination of mean sea level.

SURVEY OF THE CURRENTS.

The region examined this season was the north-eastern portion of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, from the eastern end of Anticosti to the Strait ef Belle Isle. It forms
an arm which lies between Newfoundland on the south-east, and Saguenay County
in the province of Quebec on the north. This' north shore is often termed
" Labrador," which is both incorrect and misleading; as no part of the Gulf is bor-
dered by Labrador, and it is also a territory belonging to Newfoundland and not to
Canada. The length of this arm of the Gulf is 220 miles, and in area it is nearly
equal to the English channel. It is traversed by all the steamship linos which use
the St. Lawrence route; which makes the investigation of its currents of the first
importance.

The region under consideration has a width of 100 miles between Cape St.
George (Newfoundland) and East Cape (Anticosti) and runs in a north-eastward
direction to the Strait of Belle Isle, where its width narrows down to 10 miles.
From this main arm of the Gulf, a side channel runs off to the north-westward,
between Anticosti and the north shore. This channel has a width of 60 miles
between the oast end of Anticosti and Natashquan Point, and narrows down to 16
miles at the Mingan Islands, in a length of 115 miles. Around the greater part of
the shores which bound these areas, the water increases gradually in depth to 60
or 80 fathoms at about 20 miles from the shore; and along the middle of the main
arm and the channel north of Anticosti, there is a deep channel of 100 to 150
fathoms in depth. This deep channel continues through Cabot Strait with increas-
ing depth to the Atlantic. (See outline chart, Plate 1).

For the investigation of the currents in this region the SS. "Lansdownb," of the
lighthouse and buoy service, was placed at my disposal for three months--July,
August and September, 1896. From this time considerable deduction lias to be
made for interruption to the work in obtaining supplies, and for rough weather;
and also a necessary visit to the tide-gauge in the Strait of Belle Isle. The nearest
port for coal and supplies was North Sydney, C.B., but there were places along the
shore where water could be obtained from the natural streams. When shelter was
required it was usually necessary te make a long run to obtain it. The investiga-
tion of the currents was carried on by myself, with the assistance of Mr. G. G. Rare,
who also took continuous meteorological observations. The commander of the
vessel, Captain G. W. J. Bissett, and the first officer, Mr. J. B. Sutherland, gave
valnable co-operation in furthering the work; and also the second and third officers,
N. McKellar and A. Lane, in noting the direction of the current during the night.

As the steamship route traverses the region in question on a direct line from
Heath Point, Anticosti, to the Strait of Belle Isle, it was decided to give most
attention to the study of the currents met with along this route itself. It was
important to ascertain whether any general set existed either with or against
vessels on this route: and also whether there was any cross-set making out or in
through the channel north of Anticosti. A set of either character, if found to exist,
migbt put a vessel seriously out of position in rounding Anticosti or making the
Strait of Belle Isle. Little was known with respect to what currents were likely to
be met with in this region, beyond what had been already ascertained by this
survey. It was thus known that the current in the Strait of Belle Isle itself was
tidal in its character, with a flow nearly equal in each direction, and that the differ-
ence of flow inwards towards the Gulf was very slight; and consequently it was not
to be expected that a constant current of any considerable strength would be found
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to run through this region towards Cabot Strait. It had also been ascortained that
the current at the other extrome angle of this region, namely, in the Mingan chan-
nel, was likewise tidal in its character, with a flow which was practically
equal in the two directions. (See report of progress on this survey, 13th April,
1896; page 17.) On the Admiralty charts two currents were indicated locally, in
the channel north of Anticosti; one setting to the south-east round Natashquan
Point; and the other near the eastern end of Anticosti from Table Head to East
Cape, setting to the southward. Such currents, if they proved to be constant in
their character, might furnish a valuable indication; as they might be the shore
edges of a general outward set in that channel; or on the other hand they might imply
a return flow inwards up the middle of the channel. A set in either of these directions
would be directly across the steamship route from the offing of Cape Whittle to
Heath Point. It was, therefore, important to obtain cçntinuous observations at the
points where these currents were shown; to ascortain whether they were really
constant, and for comparison with the currents as found in the open channel. For
this purpose two pairs of flag-buoys were made and provided with suitable moor-
ings; the larger buoy carried a white flag and was fastened directly to the
moorings; and the other was attached to it by a line 200 feet in length and carried
a red flag. As these buoys swung round on their moorings, the direction of the
current could be readily observed from shore at a distance of two or three miles.
Arrangements were made with two men to take these observations, and they were
brought from North Sydney on the steamer. One of them was landed at East Cape,
and provided'with a tent and camp outfit. A pair of buoys was placed off the cape,
where they were also in view of the lighthouse at Heath Point. As this observer left
his post after a short time, the observations were continued from the lighthouse
itself, until the buoys went adrift during a gale. The other observer was landed at
.Natashquan Point, and took up his quarters in a shed, the only building remaining
at the abandoned Hudson Bay post. He was also provided with a boat, which
could be anchored ont to ascertain the direction of the current. This was very
useful, especially during fog when the flags could not be seen. The time of change
in the current was taken on a watch, which was regulated during the season by a
table giving time of sunset. The positions of the two pairs of buoys are shown on
the chart, Plate I. The results obtained will be referred to when the nature of the
currents in the various localities 1s described.

In addition to the direct observations above referred to, information was
requested from the leading steamship companies traversing this region, in reply to
circulars prepared for the purpose and supplied to their captains, on which the
character of the carrent met with on each voyage could be entered. Much useful
information, especially as to the character of the currents at other seasons of the
year, was obtained from fishermen and others acquainted with these waters.

GENERAL METHODS EMPLOYED.

The general method used to ascertain the nature of the currents, was to anchor
the steamer at various points or stations carefully chosen. The steamer itself was
thus a fixed point from which to determine the direction and velocity ofthe currents.
As these currents are all influenced by wind and tide, it is important to have good
meteorological and tidal data for comparison with the observations obtained at the
various stations themselves. The only permanent meteorological stations at which
continuons observations of wind and barometer could be obtained for comparison, are
at the extreme ends of the region in question; namely at South-west Point, Anti-
costi, and on the island of Belle Isle; distant 360 miles from each other. The local
wind record obtained on board, was not always satisfactory; as semetimes during
the heaviest winds, the steamer lay close to the coast, or was anchored in some bay
for shelter. The tidal data required are better given: as two of the principal tidal
stations established by this Survey, are at South-west Point, Anticosti, and at
Forteau Bay in the Strait of Belle Isle. These tide stations are within about 100
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miles of the localities where tidal influence in the current was most distinctly
detected.

In addition to the regular observations of the currents, the density of the water
and its temperature were taken at regular intervals along ail the courses which there
was occasion to run. In this way an extensive series of densities and temperatures
were obtained; and some of the same lines were run twice at different dates for
comparison. This method has often been found useful in tracing the direction of
the movement of the water. Also, at anchorage stations where the current was
found to veer widely in its direction, the temperature of the wator was taken every
half hour in the hope of finding some difference to accord with the.varying direction
of the current itself.

The depth at which it was necessary to anchor at the various stations, ranged
from 30 to 150 fathoms; and the holding ground was often very poor; as the bottom
was sometimes flat rock lying horizontally, or soft mud. This inud was usually
met with at the greater depths. The steamer itself is too beavy for the pur:pose,
and difficult to hold. [ts aides are so high, especially towards the bow, that the
wind pressure alone is often enough to make it drag anchor on such bottom; espe-
cially when the current holds it broadside to the wind. In many cases the rough
weather only lasted a few hours, as the sea falis very quickly in the Gulf; and if the
vossel could have been held while it lasted, much time would have been saved. On
one occasion in endeavouring to do so, the mooring hawser of steel wire one inch in
diameter was parted, and the best anchor for holding was lost. The available
shelter was so far distant, it was usually more advantageous to "lie to " in the open
-and keep in the vicinity of the station, even if the heavy weather lasted a day or
two. The anchorage appliances used, which are of a special character, have been
described in previous reports. They were improved and re-inforced as much as
possible for this season's work.

METHOD OF OBSERVING THE CURRENTS.

It soon became evident that the methods employed in previous seasons would
require much modification, owing to the difference in the character of the currents.
The currents examined in former seasons had considerable strength, from one to
three knots, and generally a uniform direction for at least some hours at a time.
Their chief variation was in velocity, which fluctuated with the tide, or fell off with
the depth. But the currents in the region examined this season varied chiefly in
their direction. They usually veered in direction from hour to hour, often going
-completely round the compass, and the direction at any depth was often different
from the surface direction. Their speed was always low, seldom exceeding one knot
per hour. Hence the direction of the current, both at the surface and below, was
of much more importance relatively, than the accurate determination of velocity;
At the first station occupied, where the depth was 155 fathoms, a number of careful
measurements of the velocity were made, with a current meter, as far down as 80
fathoms. The velocity was found to vary very irregularly at different depths, and
as the meter did not indicate direction, these observations proved of little value.
*To understand these currents, it was found quite as necessary to examine the under-
current as the surface current itself, as will be more fully explained when the infl-
ences that affect them are discussed. The methods adopted to arrive at their
nature were, therefore, as follows:-

The direction of the current on the surface was obtained by a float attached hy a
Une to the stern. This float was made of a board painted white, with short pieces
standing out vertically from its under side to give it a good hold in the water; and'
'weighted with lead to bring it even with the water and prevent the wind from
having any hold upon it. The direction of the current was rend by taking its bear-
ing on a dumb compass at the stern; which was set to the heading of the ship at
each observation. The direction of the surface current was thus obtained every alf
hour, continuously, day and night. The velocity of the carrent was measured by a

-current meter, registering electrically by means of a counter on board. This meter
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was placed at a depth of 18 feet (three fathoms) which is the standard depth adopted
in this survey from the beginning; as it is necessary for accuracy to measure the
velocity below the level of the keel of the steamer, which has a draught of 13 feet 6
inches. The direction of the current at 18 feet was roadily observed during the day
time, by noting the position of the meter in the water. This direction often differed
as much as two points from the direction at the surface. The direction in which the
current would set a vessel of ordinary draught, was, therefore, better given by taking
the average between the direction on the surface, and the direction at 18 feet. This
average is given in the results shown in the plates, whenever the double observa-
tions were obtained, as there noted. The velocity of the current was noted from
the counter attached to the meter, every half hour during the day time; but the
importance of the velocity measurements did not warrant the continuance of these
observations during the night; and the direction at 18 feet could not thon be seen.
The meter was, therefore, kept at work for 12 hours a day only.

The under-currents were examined by means of a " deep fan," consisting of
two sheets of galvanized iron passing through each other at right angles, and thus
forming four equal wings; and suspended in the water by patent sounding wire.
This appliance was used with a Thomson sounding machine, on which the depth at
any moment could be read off very conveniently. The fan was 26 inches deep, and
each wing was 9 inches wide; and its area, which was practically the same in any
position in the water, was 3-25 square feet. The fan itself weighed 14J pounds, and
in these slow currents it was used without the addition of any further weight or
sinker. The sounding wire by which it was supported consisted of three strands of
fine wire braided over; its thickness over all being a little less than one-tenth of an
inch. This simple appliance was found to afford a very delicate means of determin-
ing both the direction and strength of the under-current at any depth, where the
currents themselves were so low in their velocity. The fan would swing out from
the vertical in the direction of the current, and the supporting wire was so fine that
the current nearer the surface had practically no hold upon it. In this way the
direction could usually be found to the nearest point. The velocity could also be
ascertained very closely by reading the inclination of the supporting wire to the
nearest degree with a clinometer. The velocity corresponding to each inclination
was determined by direct experiments, from which a table was made to reduce the
observations. To obtain the correct depth, the fan was lowered to the surface of
the water and the dial of the sounding machine set at zero. The reading on the
dial then gave the depth below the surfacA correctly if the inclination of the wire
did not exceed 15° from the vertical. When the angle was higher than this, addi-
tional wire was let out to allow the fan to reach the true depth. The amount
required was found in a moment by means of a table of cosines of angles. This was
carefully attended to in making the experimental observations for the velocity cor-
responding to the inclination.

For this purpose the calmest days were chosen, and the fan was lowered to 18
feet, the same depth as the meter. The meter register for the velocity and the
inclination of the wire of the fan were taken at exact intervals of five minutes. In
this way 43 determinations wore obtained of the velocities corresponding to the
various inclinations from 100 to 30°. These were first classified according to the
inclinations, and the average velocity for each inclination was obtained. The
velocities so found were then plotted graphically, and a mean curve drawn through
the points. This curve was a parabola, for which the best form of equation is as
follows:

v 2 = 1067 tan i,

in which v is the velocity in knots per hour, and i the inclination of the wire from
the vertical. The form of the curve shows also that for inclinations beyond 300,
which sometimes occured, proportional values may be correctly used. A few values
may be given as samples, from the tables thus obtained which will serve to show
that the velocities of the under-current, which are given in tabular form with this
report, are quite reliable to the 'tenth of a knot, which is as closely as they are
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given. With so light a fan, flaws in the current itself were often noticeable, whicb
gave different inclinations, especially near the surface. When this was the case a
mean value was obtained, in taking the observations.

Inclination i, in degrees. 4° 6° 8° 100 150 20° 250 300

Velocity v, in knots per hour..... 0-27 0-33 0-38 0-43 0-53 0-62 0-71 079

In using the deep fan for the observation of the under-currents, it was generally
best to lower it first to the greatest depth, where the inclination was usually nearest
the vertical; and in raising it the inclination would increase towards the surface, as
the current became stronger. In this way a set of observations from adepth of 30 or
40 fathoms to the surface could be obtained quickly, which was often important
when the current was veering and changing.

It would have been very helpful in understanding the currents in this region, if
the direction of the under-current could have been obtained at regular intervals at
Some standard depth, say every half hour at 30 fathoms. This was attempted, but
found to be impracticable owing to the swinging of the vessel on its hawser. This
swinging was the chief difficulty; and to obtain reliable results much patient watch-
fulness was required, to take advantage of times when the vessel was most steady.
The swinging was partly due to the slowness of the currents themselves, as the
vessel lay " between wind and current," and every flaw of wind drove it against the
current or allowed it to swing back. When the current was strongest, it would lie
the most steadily even in a stiff breeze. The trouble was largely owing to the
unsuitable character of the vessel itself. With a length of 180 feet, it has an area
above water on a longitudinal section of 2,980 square feet. Its high sides, especially
towards the bow, give the wind a great hold upon it; and this appears to explain
the worst kind of swinging that occurred, when the vessel would head first to one
side and then to the other, afler the manner of a kite in the air. Under certain
conditions this would continue for two or three hours at a time, until a change
occurred in either wind or current. The change of heading amounted to two or
even four points, in a corresponding period of ten to twenty minutes; and the extent
of the swing was therefore great, as the depth of anchorage usually ranged from 40
to 80 fathoms, and the length of hawser was twice to three times the depth, wbich
gave a long radius for swing. The trouble was sometimes mitigat6d by hoisting a
try-sail aft. But while any serious amount of swinging went on, the under-current
observations by the method described were not attempted, as then also the closest
attention was required to find the correct direction of the surface current itself. To
obviate any uncertainty in the under-current observations, a reflector was attached
to the binnacle compuss which enabled it to be watched constantly while standing
by the deep fan, and in this way any swinging of the vessel could at once be
detected.

All directions and bearings given throughout this report, are magnetic. The
variation in this region ranges from 290 to 340 west.

The methods used for accuracy in the determination of densities, and tempera-
tures, were the same as those already described in last year's report. (See report
of progress, April, 1896; pages 9 and 10.)

SELEOTION OF STATIONS.

The stations for the observation of the currents were chosen to ascertain the
actual nature of the currents met with on the main steamship route already referred
to; and also whether there were any currents of a constant character, or any general
circulation in the north-eastern portion of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. As the firet
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question requiring examination, was whether there was any cross-current on the
route from Cape Whittle to Heath Point, the first station occupied in the early part
of July, was station A between these points, and at the middle of the channel lying
between Anticosti and the north shore. (See chart, Plate I). This station is at an
equal distance from the nearest shores on the two sides of that channel; being 35
miles off Table Head, Anticosti ; and also 35 miles off Kegashka Bay on the north
shore. It is also a little within the line joining Cape Whittle and Heath Point; and
is, therefore, well placed to ascertain whether there is any indraught or outflow of
current along the lino of this channel. The depth of water is 155 fathoms. The
weather was exceptionally quiet and favourable; and as spring tides occurred while
there, any tidal influence in the current should be at its maximum.

Station B is 24 miles S.E. of Heath Point, and lies on the centre line or axis of
the island of Anticosti; and it is also at the intersection of lines lying tangent to the
30 fathom banks, off the south-west and north-east sides of the island at its eastern
end. It is thus well situated to obtain the direction of currents which may be
guided by the trend of either shore of the island, or the edges of the outlying banks.
The depth of water is 52 fathoms.

It was desirable to occupy this station again in September; but as the weather
was then more broken, a po.sition was chosen at station H, nearer to Heath Point.
In this way it could be more quickly reached whenever the weather was sufficiently
moderate to hold at anchor. During nine days aneborage was made four times at
this station; and two of these days were too rough to make the attempt. Althongh
the position made was closely the same each time, the depth ranged from 35 to 42
fathoms. This was still sufficient for good under-current observations.

Station C is 18 miles off Cape Whittle, where the main bend in the north shore
occurs. It affords a good position to ascertain any relation between currents that
may follow the trend of the shore in either direction; and also to detect any tidal
element which may influence the currents.

Stations D and E are situated further to the eastward along the north shore.
They are 13 to 15 miles from the coast, which mgikes their situation similar to
station C, with reference to any current which may follow the direction of the
coast itsolf. Station E is so placed also, as to be away from the vicinity of the in-
lets on that part of the coast, and thus to avoid any local cross-currents of a tidal
character. The depth at station D is 45 fathoms, and at E, 98 fathoms. These six
stations ail lie in the vicinity of the steamsbip route from Belle Isle to the St.
Lawrence.

Stations F and G are similarly situated with respect to the coast of Newfound-
land; and the same considerations influenced the choice of their positions. Station
G is quite beyond the influence of any local current from Bonne Bay. The depth at
these stations is 40 and 42 fathoms respectively. It was found better, owing to the
irregular character of the currents themselves, to occupy these eight stations for a
longer time, rather than to attempt observations at a greater number of points, in
the time available for the work.

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE CURRENTS.

In the region referred to, the currents in the summer months are ail very
moderate in tbeir speed, usually ranging from about half a knot to one knot per
hour. It is reported, however, that there are currents much stronger than this in
the spring of the year; but this we will have occasion to refer to again. In their
direction the currents are extremely variable and irregular, especially towards the
surface; that is, in the layer of water between the surface and five or ten fathoms
in depth. Below this, the under-current at 20 and 30 fathoms may sometimes
show more definite characteristics; as for exam ple a tendency to make constantly
in some one direction, or to vary with the tide. The surface current often appears,
therefore, to have little relation to the under-current in its direction or volocity, in
the time at which it slacks, or the manner in which it veers.
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The reason most probably is that the surface of the water is more directly
affected and disturbed by the influence of the wind; while the under-current may
continue to follow the law which dominates in any particular locality. A notewort by
example of this bas already been described in the case of the current in the Strait of
Belle Isle. (See annual report, Marine and Fisheries, for 1894; page 99.) The usual
tidal character of the carrent in that strait is maintained by the under-current, at
times when the surface carrent is gradually acquiring a constant set in one direction
under the influence of heavy and continuous wind.

It is thus essential to give careful attention to the investigation of the under-
current in order to understand the surface current itself; for if it is the movement of
the under-current which is more in accordance with the normal conditions of the
locality, it will come up to the surface as soon as the disturbing influences whicb
have been acting on the surface of the water, cease to operate. The study of the un-
der-current is therefore also necessary, if any hope is entertained of arriving at the
general circulation in this portion of the Gulf, or the true relation of its currents to
the causes whicli influence them.

The general causes which act upon both the surface and the under-current, and
often affect them so differently are :-1. Tidal influence. 2. The influence of the
wind and barometer. 3. A cause of a wider character which shows itself as a tendency
in the current to set constantly in some one direction.

In describing the actual behaviour of the currents as ascertained from the
observations taken, and from the information which was collected during the season,
we will have occasion to refer to the effects of these influences upon the currents, so
far as they can be traced. The observations will also show the limiting speed of
the currents; their prevailing directions; and the range of direction in which they
may possibly set; all of which is of direct practical value.

NATURE OF THE CURRENTS AS OBSERVED.

The positions of the stations at which the observations were made, are shown
on the outline chart, Plate I. The actual directions of the surface current at the
various stations are shown in Plates Il. and III., in which the times of high water and
low water from the tidal station at South-west Point, Anticosti, are' also given for
comparison. In Table I., a summary is given to show the time during which the
current set in each direction at the various stations, and the time during which there
was no current. This table is made from the observations of the current every half
hour, by suinming up the total number of half-hours during which the carrent set
in each direction. It serves to show whether the current bas any dominant direc-
tion ; and also the directions through which it may veer and in which it is most
prevalent. The same result is shown graphically on the chart, Plate I.; where the
arrows radiating from each station in the eight leading directions, indicate the pre-
valence of the carrent in each of these directions. (The length of the arrow gives
the time that the current ran in its direction, as a percentage of the total time that
the station was occupied. Hence the total length of the arrows at each of the
stations is the same, if the time during which there was no carrent, is allowed for;
as this length makes up 100 per cent in each case.)

The observations of the under-current are given in Table Il. The direction and
velocity at the surface and three fathoms, were obtained from the surface float and

-the meter record. From three fathoms downwards, the results were obtained by
the deep fan as already explained. Many of the individual results given at the
different depths, were careful averages, or were taken twice, or checked by both
meter and fan. Any resuits in which there was any uncertainty, from the swinging
of the ship or other causes, are omitted; and in this way some of the longer intervals
of time for which no observations are given, are accounted for.

In reviewing the results obtained at the different stations we may first notice
those at station C, as this is a typical station ,n the central part of the region under
consideration. It will thus serve to illustrate the nature of the currents in the open
waters, as this station lies 18 miles off Cape Whittle. It was also occupiedtwice
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for five days in July and four days in August. Continuous records were thus obtained
for 89 hours in July and 87 hours in August, or 176 hours in all.

The way in which the current veers completely around the compass is very
noticeable. (See Plate III.) From 27th July, at 14 o'clock, till 30th July, at 5
o'clock, the current in 63 hours veered completely round four times. This veering
was right-handed orin the direction of the hands of the clock; and the period of one
complote revolution was 16 hours on the average. During the same time there were
five complete tides from high water to high water, occupying 61 hours in all, or
on the average the usual tidal period of a little over 12 hours. This was followed
by three oscillations in the direction of the current from S.E. to N.E. during the
succeeding 24 hours. As the veering of the current occupied a longer period than
the tidal intervals, the direction of the current wag necessarily out of relation with
the time of the tide, but the regular character of the veering may be taken as an
indication of tidal influence. This is the more probable, as the more regular veering
was immediately after spring tides, and the later oscillations in the current were
towards the neaps.

In August the station was again occupied from the 12th to the 15th. This was
shortly after the spring tides, as the moon was new on the 9th. As the weather
was also very calm, the tidal character of the current was more distinct than before.
During the rise of the tide the set of the current ranged from west to north, and
judging by the day observations, when the average direction between the surface
and 18 feet was obtained, the dominant set during the rise of the tide was to the
N.N.W. During the fall of the tide, the direction of the current is more irregular
and fluctuating, but it may probably be taken as ranging usually from west to south.
A time of veering and slack water is also noticeable about high water and low water.
Tho velocity of the current did not exceed one knot per hour in any direction.

We thus find that while there is least wind disturbance, the surface current
makes on the whole in westward directions, although it veers and fluctuates as just
described, under the influence of the tide. But when the influence of the wind is
also taken into account, the actual set of the surface current is very nearly equal in
every direction. This will be seen by compering the directions of the current dur-
ing each of the two periods in July and August taken separately, with the total or
combined results of all the observations. The directions in each period by itself are
shown near the lower right hand corner of the chart, Plate I.; and the combination
of the two periods is shown at the true position of station C on the chart. The
period in August may be taken to show the direction of the set while undisturbed,
and including only the veer produced by the tide, as the weather was then very calm.
The prevailing direction of the wind during the summer season is south-westerly,
and this season the wind was more constantly than usual in that quarter. It appears,
therefore, that the influence of this wind when combined with the tendency of the
current to set dominately to the westward, produces an actual set which on the
whole is nearly equal in every direction.

This tendency of the current to set to the westward, is more distinctly shown
by the under-current, as it is less influenced by the wind. The set of the under-
current at 20 and 30 fathoms ranged usually from west to north, or in a general
north-westward direction. That this was its dominant direction will be seen in the
following table, which is condensed from all the under.current observations of July
and August, given in Table IL. The figures are the sums of the velocities in knota
in each direction, whenever any current was found; which is sufficient for com-
parative purposes.

STATION O.-Direction of the under-ourrent at 20 and 30 fathoms.

S. S. W. W. N. W. N. N. E. E. S.E.

In July.............. ......... 0*4 O00 1·2 1.9 0-8 08 0-9 0'4
In August..... .......... .. .. 0-4 0-3 0'4 0'4 1-0 0-3 0-2 O00

Total.................... 0. 8 0·3 1-6 2·3 1-8 1-1 1 1 0-4
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The under-current thus makes in a dominant direction, while the surface cur-
rent usually veers in all directions, and during any short period there is, therefore,
no relation discernible between them. The directions of the under-current, when
classed according to the rise and fall of the tide, fail to show any tidal character.
If there is any tidal influence it is so obscure as to be indeterminate.

Station A, half way between East Cape and Natashguan Point, in the middle of
the channel north of Anticosti, was occupied without interruption from 8th to 15th
July, and continuons observations were obtained during 130 hours. The carrent
was found to veer completely around the compass, and the direction in which the
veering took place was right-handed, as at station C. The period of a complete
revolution was not quite so definite, but it ranged from 14 to 18 hours, which was
much the same on the average. As the period is again longer than the tidal inter-
val between successive high waters, the carrent at this station also is necessarily
out of relation with the tide. The only other distinct feature which this carrent
shows is the tendency to make to the southward of a line lying east and west, rather
than to the northward. (See Table I.) The direction of the surface carrent is thus
outward from the channel north of Anticosti, and a comparison wilI be given further
on, to show its amount with reference to the influence of the wind.

Station B, at 24 miles S.E. of Heath Point, Anticosti, was occupied from 15th to
23rd July; and station H, in the same vicinity (13 miles S.E. of Heath Point), was
oceupied several times between the 16th and 26th September, as already mentioned,
The total time during which observations were obtained here in the two months
was 180 hours. It was expected that tidal influence would be more felt here, as
this position is near the main entiance to the St. Lawrence. The surface current
showed much the same character, however, as that already described at the other
stations. The direction of the current would sometimes veer completely round the
compass in about 16 hours; and it would also make a half revolution in 8 or 10 hours.
This veering was usually right-handed, but there was sometimes also a left-handed
veer from S.E. to E. While veering in this way, the current would sometimes set
directly towards or from the end of the Island of Anticosti for as much as three
hours at a time. A persistent set to the eastward for 8 or 10 hours at a time is also
very noticeable. Once or twice also there was a suddon reversal of the set from the
eastward to the westward. (See Plate II.) The more continuons observations of
July showed the more dominant set to be between N.E. and S.E. In September the
current veered much in the same way, and occupied about 9 hours in making a half
revolution, either in a right-handed or left-handed direction. The velocity in July
was not more than one knot; but in September it exceeded one knot on the 21st and
24th. This was probably due to the influence of the heavier winds in that month.

At Stations B and H, fifty-seven observations of the direction of the under-cur-
rent at 20 and 30 fathoms, were obtained in July and September. (See Table II.)
These were all classified in relation to the time of high and low water, at South-west
Point, with the following result: A slack time in the under-current was found on
seven occasions, which occurred at half tide, either rising or falling. For three
hours before and after low water the under-current makes on the whole to the
north-eastward and eastward, its direction ranging from N. by W. to E.S.E.; and'
for three hours before and after high water, it makes on the whole to the south-
westward and westward, its direction ranging from S. to N.W. In the fifty obser-
vations in which the carrent had a definite direction, there were only four exceptions
to the above rule; and these occurred near to the time of half tide, rising or falling.

The following table shows the relation between the tide and the direction of the
under-current. The period of three hours before and after high-water is indicated as
"H.W." and the remaining period before and after low-water as "L.W." The figures
give the number of tinies that the under-current set in the directions indicated, out
of the 50 observations obtained.
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STATIONs B AND H. Direction of the under-current at 20 and 30 fathoms, in relation
to the tide.

Period. N.N.W. N. N.N.E. N.E. E.N.E.' E. E.S.E. S.E.
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

0 5 4 4 3 2 2 0

Period. S.S.E. S. S.S.W. S.W. W.S.W. W. W.N.W. N.W.
"OH.W." 3 3 2 7 8 2 1

" L.W. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

It thus appears that the under-current has a definite set in two directions in
accordance with the tido, while the surface current continues to veer completely
round in such a way as to be quite out of relation with the tide. The two dominant
directions of this set are, to the W.S.W. while the tide is high, and to the N.E. while
the tide is low. These directions are nearly across the end of Anticosti Island. To
determine the true relative amounts of the set in these two opposite directions, the
laverage velocity of the under-current towards each of the points above given, was
first found from ail the observations obtained at Stations B and H; the amount
by which the current makes towards the N.E. and W.S.W. respectively, was then
carefully computed ; (by adding together the components of these average velocities
as projected on axes lying in these two directions). When finally reduced to a per-
centage for convenience in comparison, the resuit is as follows:-

Amount by which the under-current makes towards the N.E. = 100.
Amount by which the under-current makes towards the W.S.W. = 116.
This shows that the amount by which the under-current makes to the W.S.W.

is 16 per cent greater than towards the N.E. The water thus makes to the west-
ward on the whole, around the east end of Anticosti; which is very significant in
relation to the general circulation, and in showing also the direction from which
the water comes, which forms the return flow to make up for the Gaspé Current.
(See report of progress, April 1896; pages 27 and 28.)

Station D was situated at 15 miles S. by W. of Great Mecattina Island, and its
position was fixed from the beacon on Flat Island. It was occupied during six com-
plete tides, from August 19th to 22nd. Tho current was very irregular in its direc-
tion, however; and the only indication of tidal influence is that it appears to set
more steadily to the southward about the time of high water, and to be slack and
variable about the time of low water, but these indications are obscure owing to the
irregularities which occur. The dominant direction of the set is thius to the south-
ward, and this direction is off shore. The under-current however, at 20 and 30
fathoms, makes very constantly along shore to the south-westward. This is import-
ant with relation to the general circulation in the Gulf.

At Station E, 13 miles off Shecatica Bay, observations were only obtained dur-
ing two complete tides, or 30 hours in aIl, owing to interruption from rough
weather. Where the irrogularity is so great, this time is too short to give any
relation with the tide. The direction of the under-current was both to the S.W. and
N.E., but more frequently to the S.W. The change in direction might prove to be
due to tidal influence, as this station may be near enough to the Strait of Belle Isle
to be affected by its tides.

At Station F, 10 miles N.N.W. of Rich Point, the tidal element is distinct. The
ebb and flood run alternately in nearly opposite directions, as shown on the chart,
Plate I. The turn of the tide is telt first in the under-current which makes its way
up to the surface and replaces the former direction of the surface current, in a way
that often occurs in tidal currents at some distance off shore. This station lies
between the influence of the constant current which follows the west coast of New-
foundland, and the tidal influence of the Strait of Belle Isle. It is probably for this
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reason that the directions of the ebb and flood are nearly at right angles to the
trend of the shore, and not because of the proximity of this station to St. John's Bay.

Station G is situated off the long stretch of straight coast on the west side of
Newfoundland. It is at 12 miles E.N.E. of Cow Head, and was occupied several
times from the 3rd to the 14th of September; shelter being found meanwhile in
Bonne Bay, when the weather was too rough to obtain results. The total time
secured at this station was 72 hours. The current here sets almost always to the
north-eastward, and very seldom veers in direction through a wider range than from
N.N.W. to E. When at the one extreme of this range, it sets directly off shore; and
on one occasion it sot on shore to the S.E. by E., during 3j hours. The relative
frequency of these directions is shown on the chart, Plate I.; and also the evidently
dominant direction of the carrent along the shore to the north-east. In the under-
current, this direction is even more definite. At 20 and 30 fathoms, it does not veer
through a greater range than from N. to E.; and even at 10 fathoms, the dominant
direction is better maintained than by the surface current. At this station, it is not
unusual for the whole of the current from the surface to 30 fathoms, to set in the
same direction for three hours at a time, especially when this direction is N.E. or
E.N.E.; and it is then also strongest, its veloeity being nearly one knot at the sur-
face, and falling off to half a knot at 30 fathoms. This is the only station at which
the current showed so definite and constant a character.

Some instances of the relation of the under-current to the surface current may
also be given to illustrate the way in which changes may pass from the one to the
other. The-e mav best be taken from the observations at stations B, H and C.
(See under-current observations, Table IL.) There is at times a distinct difference
in the current, between the surface and three fathoms, especially when the current,
is changing. The current may slack off first at the surface, while it still retains
considerable strength at three fathoms. This could sometimos be observed very
distinctly on calm days; when the surface of the water was found to be quite stili
as shown by floating objecte, while the meter and fan agreed in showing a current
of as much as half a knot at three fathoms. (See Table Il.; station B, 21st July; sta-
tion C, 12th August; &c.) This may occur when the under-current is naking its way
up to the surface. At station B, on 21st July, the lino at which the under-current
struck up to the surface could be seen as a distinct current rip, which approached
gradually, and on reaching the vessel carried objects in its current which had been
floating around it for an hour previously.

On the other hand the suriace current itself may consist of a comparatively
thin layer, only 5 or 10 fathoms in thickness; and below this the water may be
quiescent. A number of instances of this will be noticed in Table II; as it is much
more usual than to have the surface layer at rest, with a distinct under-current
running immediately below it. Such a surface current may even set in after a
slack time, by a moving layer making its way over the surface of the water. This
once occurred on 13th August at station 0. The day was very calm and the edge
of the moving surface water was visible as a distinct line or current rip. This
came up to the point of observation at 16-30; and it was over two hours afterwards
before the new current could be felt as far down as 10 fathoms. These changes are
remarkable, so far from shore as 18 and 24 miles, and when the currents themselves
do not exceed one knot in their speed.

When it is the surface layer only which is in motion, its thickness is some-
times very distinctly marked. At station H, on the afternoon of 24th September,
when the current was as strong as ever observed, its velocity fell sharply at a
depth of 12 fathoms, from over one knot to less than half a knot per hour. For over
an hour the carrent thus remained slow at 13 fathoms and below; while very strong
from 11 fathoms upwards.

It may also happen that the only movement of the water is in a layer at S
depth of 10 or 20 fathoms; while the wator at the surface and below is quite still.
(See station G, 14th September). At times also there is a bottom current at 40 or 50
fathoms, which may have a direction of its own. As a result of these movements at
various depths, the current sometimes had what may be called a spiral character;
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or an apparent veering in direction with the depth from tie surface downwards, at
any given moment. As time went on, the under-curr ent usually veered the same
way as the surface current, although several points behind it in direction; but instances
of these currents veering in opposite directions were not unknown.

These changes in the depth of the water will help to explain the changes in the
surface current itself. They also show that the drift of the mere surface layer of a
few inches or a foot in thickness, may not representcorrectly the direction in which
the current will set a vessel of ordinary draught. If the currents in such waters
are ever examined by means of drifting floats, these should consist of spars floating
upright in the water, and rabching to the same depth as the average draught
of the vessels for whi,h it is desired to ascertain the setot' the current. Such spars
w3uld of course require to be weightod at their lower ends, and to have a hollow
ball or a disc of wood at the upper end to keep them from sinking, and to avoid any
exposure of surface to the wind.

Shore Currents in the Channel north of Anticosti.-The direction of the current
off East Cape, Anticosti, was observed during the day time from 7th July to 10th
August. The current sets north or south along the shore; and its direction was indi-
cated by two buoys attached to each other as aiready explai ned. These buoys were
placed 1½ miles off the cape, in 30 fathoms of water. The direction of the current
was noted every two hours from 5 or 6 a.m. to 7 or 8 p.m. and also the time at
which the currents changed in direction. The shore runs north and south; and the
current was nearly parallel to it. But it was very irregular, as sometimes it set in
the same direction ail day, for two or three days in succession; and it was comparat-
ively seldom that there were two changes of direction during the day, as in the case
of ordinary tidal currents. A summary of the observations obtained on twenty-
three complete days in clear weather, during the above time, gives the following
result:-

On nine days, the current ran in the same direction ail day, either north or south.
On nine days, one change in direction occurred.
On five days, the direction changed twice.
It is, therefore, clear that in these circumstances it is not possible to make out

any relation between the current and the tide. On the other hand, the observations
shòw that the prevailing set of the current is to the southward. The total number
of times that the direction of the current was noted was 231 ; and out of this num-
ber the set of the current in each direction was as follows:-

Current setting to the northward... .. .. ................. 78 times.
Current setting to the southward ............. ............................. 153 do

This may be taken as a fair comparison; as during the course of a little more
than a full month, the observations are distributed pretty evenly over all the states
of the tide.

At Natashquan Point on the other side of the channel north of Anticosti, the
direction of the current was obtained in the same way, by means of buoys. The
observations were more continuous, extending from 9th July to 19th September and
including the time of daylight on each day. The direction of the current was
usually north-west or south-east; although it sometimes veered two points or
more from these directions. This is parallel to the general direction of the coast.
The current sometimes ran in the same direction all day, for two or three days in
succession; and this feature was even more noticable here than at East Cape. When
a chan e in direction o.ccurred, it took place at any time, without reference to the
time of the tide.

In classifying the whole of the observations with relation to the rise and fall of
the tide, it appears that during the rise of the tide the set of the current is very
nearly equal in each direction ; but during the fall of the tide, the set to the south-
east largely predominates. This is, therefore, the dominant direction on the whole.
The direction of the current was noted 627 times in ail; and out of this number, the
Set of the current in each direction was as follows:-

In directions between N. and W ......... .... .......................... 218 times.
do S. and E. . . ..................... ......... 409 do
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The set of the current is thus distinctly outwards on the whole, in much the
same proportion as at East Cape. The " constant currents " shown locally on the
Admiralty charts at these points, must therefore be taken to mean that the current
sets in the direction indicated about twice as often as in the contrary direction.
We will refer again to the relation of these currents to the general circulation.

Influence of the Wind. In moderate weather, when the wind was light and
variable, or blowing steadily in one direction, the current would veer completely
round the com'pass as already described. The only effect, therefore, which it would
be possible toattribute to the wind, in the tendency of the current to set in some
dominant direction. The best comparison of this characterwhich can be made is at
Station A. This was the most open of all the stations, as it was 35 miles from the
land on cither side; and the direction and mileage of the wind were, therefore,
well observed on board. Also, the direction of the current as observed at this
station, was the direction on the surface only, where it is most under the influence
of the wind. The set of the carrent (see Plate I.) was mostly to the south-east;
and least towards the N.W. and N. The total mileage of the wind while the station
was occupied, from 8th to 15th July, was 1,967 miles during 156 hours; or only 12
miles an hour on the hverage. The mileage of the wind in each direction is given
below, in comparison with the set of the curret as observed during 130 hours.
(The figures for the current are the number of half hours in each direction, as in
Table I. There were 8 hours of calm, and 25 half-hours of no carrent, which are
omitted in the comparison. The directions are magnetic throughout.)

S. S.W. W. N.W. N. N.E. E. S.E.
Mileage of wind ............... 125 332 359 955 79 28 16 73

N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W.
Set of current .................. 13 18 37 50 40 37 28 12

This comparison shows a distinct correspondence between the wind and the
more usual direction of the carrent. It may, therefore, be taken to indicate the
general influence of the wind, when a long period is taken as a whole, to cause a
leading drift or set in its own direction. It is to be noted, however, that during
any shorter period the current was veering 'round continually, while the wind
often maintained a steady direction.

At station B, and at C in the month of July, the dominant direction of the sur-
face current also accords in general with the direction of the greatest mileage of
wind at the time. At these stations the tide has a greater influence relatively to the
wind than at A; but the influence of the wind is still suffieient to overcome in the
surface current the tendency which the water there bas to move in other directions,
which are indicated by the under-current. Thib will be seen from the .following
tables, which give the comparison between the wind and current in the same way
as for station A. The comparison at station B is for a period of '107 hours, from
17th to 23rd July. in which 11 hours of no current are omitted ; and at station C,
for a period of 90 hours, from 27th to 31st July, in which 1½ hours of no cuarrent are
omitted.

E. S.E. S. S. W. W. N.W. N. N.E.
STATION B. -Mileage of wind..... 0 0 311 941 355 195 87 0

W. N.W. N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W,
Set of current....... 12 8 16 41 65 30 15 5

E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W. N. N.E.
STATION C.-Mileage of Wind .... 0 0 30 1147 325 0 0 42

W. N.W. N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W.
Set of current....... 9 6 22 45 35 36 18 6
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During the month of July, the heaviest wind at any of the stations was on the
30th at station C. From 14 o'clock on the 29th to 20 o'clock on the 30th the wind
blew steadily from S.W. by W. The total mileage from that direction was 659 miles
in 30 hours; yet this amount did not increase the thickness of the current beyond
10 fathoms. On the 30th, from 8 to 20 o'clock, the rate of the wind was 26 miles
per hour. During that time the carrent set as shown below; the only exceptional
feature was a left-handed veer from S.S.E. through E. to N.E. This may have been
due to the wind; although it veered back to S.E. while the wind maintained the
same direction, and continued to increase.

July 30th. Hour.......... 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Set of Current . S.S.E. S.E. E.S.E. E N.E. E. S.E.

The heavy winds above mentioned increased to a gale on 31st July and lst
August. There was also heavy weather in the middle of the month; but there was
no opportunity to occupy a station immediately afterwards on either occasion.

In the windy weather of September, good observations could not be obtained in
the early part of the month while at station G; as Bonne Bay was used as a harbour
in rough weather, and the mountains around it made wind observations unreliable.
There is no permanent meteorological station in that region. The off and on-shore
directions of the current occurred, however, at such times as to make it possible
that these were due to the effect of wind or barometer.

The best examples of heavy winds were obtained in September at station H, off
Heath Point, where there is little or no shelter to be had. On 2lst September there
was a strong westerly wind, whicb changed at midnight to N.E., and veered by the
morning of the 22nd to nearly E. The carrent on one of these days veered in the
usual right-handed direction, and on the other the veer for some hours was in the
reverse direction. A comparison of the wind and current are given below:-

Sept. 21st. Hour...... ...... 9.00 11.00 13.30 16.00 Wind velocity dur-

Direction of wind.. W. W. by S. W.S.W. V. by S. ing 8 hours ; 25

Set of current ...... E. S.E. S. S.W. miles per hour.

Sept. 22nd. Hour........ ..... 10.00 11.00 13.00 14.00 Wind velocity dur-

Direction of wind.. E. by N. E. E. by N. E. by N. ing 8 hours ; 26

Set of current...... N. W. N.W. by W. W.N.W. W. miles per hour.

On the night of the 22nd and during the 23rd, the wind increased to a gale from
the E. and N.E. Its rate was over 50 miles an bour; and the waves reached a
height of 14 feet and a length of 180 feet from crest to crest. The total mileage of
wind from an easterly direction during 32 hours, up to 16 o'clock on the 23rd, was
1,163 miles. The wind then modorated, and backed into the north; and during the
following day, the 24tb, it varied between N. and W.N.W., with an average rate of
only 15 miles per hour. The current on that day, from 9 to 21 o'clock, veered from
N.E. through S.E. and S. to S.W. It thus made half a revolution in the usual right-
handed direction in 12 hours. The current in the morning was setting against the
direction of the heavy wind of the previous day. It also veered during the day to
the right, while the yvind backed to the left; and by evening it was setting directly'
across the new direction which the wind then had. It is, therefore, difficult to know
what effect to attribute to the influence of the wind; unless it be that in backing
against the usual direction in which the carrent veers, it may have lengthened its
period of rotation.

60 V ictoria. A. 1897
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Throughout the night of the 24th the wind averaged 26 miles an bour for 12
hours, and it veered again from N.W. to N.N.E. On the 25th the wind fell off
during the forenoon to a calm; and towards evening it set in as a light breeze from
the S.W. The current in the morning was W.N.W. and from 10.30 to 18.30 it
veet-ed to the left, making a half revolution from N.W. through south-west to S.E.
in 8 hours. The current in the morning was thus nearly contrary in direction to
the strong wind of the previous night; and during the day it veered round in the
reverse direction to that which the wind had taken. Also both morning and evening
the current was setting at right angles to the direction of the wind which was
blowing at the time.

From these examples, when strong winds were best observed, and stations
were occupied at the time or immediately afterwards, it is quite evident that the
current does not run in the same direction as the wind which is blowing locally at
the time. On the contrary, the current continues to veer as usual; although its
movements appear to be more disturbed; and the strength of the current was also
greatest during windy weather. The current at any given time may thus set in any
direction quite irrespective of the wind; while on the other hand it is to be inferred
that when continuous observations can be obtained for as long a period as a week,
it would be found that the greatest amount of set had taken place in the same gen-
eral direction as the greatest total mileage of wind.

Usual veer of the current in relation to wind and tide.-If we look for an explana-
tion of both features which these currents show, it might, therefore, seem reasonable
to attribute the veering in the direction of the current to tidal influence; and to con-
sider any tendency ofthe current to set in a dominant direction as due to the influence
of the wind. The difficulty in adopting thir view is, that the period in which the
current veers completely round is 16 hours on the average, at the more open stations.
The period is thus nearly four hours longer than the tidal period of about 12 hours;
and this difference in the two periods results practically in an entire want of rela-
tion between the direction of the current and the time of the tide.

It is possible to suppose that the longer period of 16 hours is of the nature
of an over-run, which is brought into harmony with the tidal period by the time
occupied in veering in the reverse or left-handed direction which sometimes occurs.
The observations do not favour this view ; as it is during the least disturbed periods
and also when the tidal influence is greatest, that the 16-hour period is most dis-
tinct. But if this should prove to be the case, some explanation might be found in
the tidal interference between the tide entering the Strait of Belle Isle and the main
tide of the Gulf of St. Lawrence which enters through Cabot Strait. Otherwise we
must look for some cause which is capable of lengthening the ordinary tidal period
by retarding the rate of veer in the current itself.

The period could not be lengthened by the combined effect of a tidal rotation
and a wind drift. The effect of a steady wind on a current which was veering con-
tinually with the tide, would be to make it set more strongly and veer more slowly
when it ran with the wind ; and to be slacker and veer more rapidly when setting
against the wind. But it would be impossible for a steadywind, or the surface drift
which it produced, to alter the period of rotation, or the time which the current
would take to veer completely round.

This period could only be lengthened by combination with another rotation in
the contrary direction. If the wind itself were to back round continually to the left
after the manner of a perpetual storm, it might produce this result. It is possible
that the veering or backing of the wind may at times have an appreciable effect;
and it is fair to remark that in the northern part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the
wind as a rule backs to the left during storms, and thus tends to lengthen the period
of veer in the current.

The only left-handed rotation of a constant character which we know of, is the
general circulation in the Gulf itself, which we will see to be pretty conclusively proved
when all the information available is considered together. It is difflicult to say whether
a slow circulation of this kind would have an appreciable effect on the veering of
the current; but it may at least be allowable to point out that the lengthening of the
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tidal period which we here meet with, accords with the opposite direction in which
this general circulation takes place; and so far as our information goes, these two
features are consistent and help to explaig each other.

DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES.

Throughout the region under consideration, the density of the surface water
is higher and much more uniform than in the remainder of the Gulf. There were
times, however, when lower densities were found in the neighbourhood of the eastern
end of Anticosti. With this exception, the density of the surface water in the
whole area lying to the north-east of a line [rom Cape Ray to Heath Point, and
including the channel north of Anticosti, varies onlyfrom 1·0234 to 1.0242. This is
based upon 231 determinations made throughout this region on all the courses run
in July, August and September. It was very rare to find densities below the lower
of these limits, except locally near the mouths of rivers. In the western end of the
Strait of Bulle Isle itself (off Forteau Bay at the beginning of'September) the surface
density was 1-0239 to 1·0241. These densities are the true specific gravity of the
water at 60° Fahrenheit, dotermined with the same precautions to ensure accuracy
as forniorly used.

This result is important, in showing that the lower densities found in the south.
western portion of the Gulf of St. Lawrence are confined to that side; and this
further confirms the conclusion alroady reached last season, that the general set or
drift across the Gulf, as shown by the water of lower density, is in the direction of a
line from Gaspé to Cape North. (See general chart of density of water in the
south-western portion of Gulf of St. Lawrence, Plate III., in Report of Progress of
13th April, 1896.)

The density in the open Atlantic, from seven determinations made at the end of
June off the south and south-east coasts of Nova Scotia, was found to range from
1·0237 to 1.0242, which is practically the same as in this north-eastern portion of
the Gulf. It may, therefore, be stated broadly, with regard to these two divisions of
the Gulf, that throughout the north-eastern portion the average surface density
ranges from 1·0235 to nearly 1-0245; while in the south-western portion, the
density is below 1-0235, ranging usually down to 1.0220, and falling in the Gaspé
Current itself to 1-0210. The dividing line between these two portions of the Gulf,
runs approximately from the east end of Anticosti, to a point in the middle of Cabot
Strait, about 20 miles west of Cape Ray. The densities in the border region near
this dividing line, vary to some extent, just as the other lines of equal density else-
where vary in their position.

On the other band, the endeavour to obtain some differences locally, which
would correspond with the various directions of the current, was without result;
although a large number of temperatures as well as densities were taken at the
various stations for this purpose.

The best observations to ascertain the amount of. change in the temperature of
the surface water with the season, were obtained at a series of points, five miles
apart, on each of the following lines:-(1.) From 30 miles off Heath Point, to Cape
St. George on 6th July. (2.) Frop station C, off Cape Whittle, to the offing of
Cape St. George, on 3rd August. (3.) Same line as No. 1, raun a second time on
28th September. The results were as follows:-

(1.) July 6th. From 49j° to 51j° Average= 50.°93.
(2.) August 3rd. From 50° to 54°. Average = 52.°68.
(3.) September 28th. From 520 to 54°. Average = 53.962.

The following deep densities will also serve to show how closely they correspond
with those found in proviens sessons in other parts of the Gulf, at the same depths.
(See Report of Progress, 13th April, 1896; p. 7, and tables A. to F.) Densities at
these depths were also obtained for comparison in the open Atlantic off the Nova
Scotia coast. These were taken at six points, at ten to fifteen miles from shore, on
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a course from the offing of Liverpool Bay, past Halifax, to 13 miles east of Cape
Canso.

DEEP DENSITIES in the Atlantic, and in the north-eastern portion of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence.

Locality.

In the Atlantic off Nova Scotia,
June 30th, and July Tst, 1896 ......

Station A.-July 10th ...... .. .. ...
July 14th ............

Station D.-Aug. 21st. ...........
Aug. 22nd ......... ....

Station E.-Aug. 24th...............
At 7 miles south of station E.
At 21 miles south of station E ......

Station F.-Aug. 28th. Morning.....
Aug. 28th. Afternoon....

Across the Strait of Belle Isle. Three f
points, 3 miles apart, Sept. lst, 1896

Station G.-Sept. 10th ..............
Sept. 14th.......... .....

Station H.-Sept. 21st................
Sept. 24th............. ..
Sept. 25th ...............

Surface.

1-0240
1·0240
1-0237
10239
1-0239
1.0237

1-0234
1-0235
1·0236
1-0236

1·0239
1-0235
1-0236
1·0238

1F0239
1·0240

1-0238
1F0240
1.0235
1·0235

Fathoms. Fathoms. Fathoms.

1·0243
10243
1'0243
1-0243

10239

1-0240
1·0239
1-0237
F·0239
1'0241
1-0240
1-0241
1-0241
1·0240

1·0241
l'0240
F·0239
1-0244
1-0238
1-0239

1-0245

1-0245
1-0244
1.0243

1·0243
1-0242
1-0242
1·0244

1·0243
1-0244
F'0242
1-0243
1-0246
1-0247
1'0246

1.0246
1-0246

1-0243
1-0243

1i 0243
1·0245
1.0245
1·0246
1-0245
1-0248
1F0248
1F0248
1.0247
1-0245

1'0246
1-0247

1.0247
1-0247

The deep temperatures obtained show that in this region as elsewhere in the
Gulf, the co Id layer occurs at a depth of about 50 fathoms. The three points in the
Strait of Belle Isle are on a lino running across the strait from Amour Point to
Green Island; in the same part of the strait in which the detailed oxaminations of
1894 were made.

Station A. Station D.

Depth. t2
July 10th. Aug. 20th. Aug. 22nd

Surface .......................
10 fathom s.................. .......
20 do .......... .....-... --..
30 do ........... .............
40 do ...........- ..... --. . .
50 do ....... ...................
75 do ..........................

100 do .................... · ·

50
42
34

31
314

54
51
44
36
31

Strait of Belle Isle, Sept. 1st.
Three points, 3 miles apart.

52
46
40

INFORMATION OBTAINED REGARDING CURRENTS.

A considerable amount of information of value was collected during the season,
with regard to the currents in this part of the Gulf. By taking advantage of the
sturmy weather, this was obtained with little los of time to the main work in hand.

50 100
Fathoms. Fathome.

1·0245

1'0243

1·0246
1·0247

1'0248

1-0253
.1'0255
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The fishermen were able to give the best information, because they anchor their
boats, and thus have a fixed point from which to observe; while the masters of trad-
ing schooners have difficulty in distinguishing current from lee-way. On the other
hand, sealing schooners which lie in the ice and drift with it, can often give satis-
factory information. In obtaining information from the fishermen, care was taken
to see that they described the currents as found at some miles off the open coast,
away from the vicinity of large bays, or channels between islands, where currents of
a local character might occur. By questioning the men of longer experience, and
comparing their statements, reliable results could be arrived at.

Drift of the ice as an indication.-The currents in the early spring (March and
April) are often well indicated by the drift of the ice, and nuinbers of small vessels
are then engaged in seal fishing. It is necessary, however, to distinguish between
the different kinds of ice which are met with, and also to keep in mind the difference
in the movements of the surface water and the under-currents, as already explained;
as otherwise the inferences drawn from the drift'of ice may be far from correct.

The ice met with is of three kinds:-(1) Berg ice, or the true icebergs which
come into the Gulf through the Strait of Belle Isle. They are also found off the
south coast of Newfoundland, nearly as far west as Cabot Strait. (2) Flat or pan
ice, forming fields or in broken pieces, usually not more than 6 feet in thickness,
but sometimes as thick as 10 feet. This often jams or shoves along the shore or
between islands, and may form masses 20 feet or more in thickness, but it can never
be mistaken for berg ice. In this fiat ice a distinction is sometimes made between
"Northern ice," which finds its way in through the Strait of Belle Isle under certain
conditions, and "Gulf ice," which forms in the Gulf itself. As the effect of the wind
and current upon it is the same in either case, the distinction is not of importance
for our present purpose. (3) River ice, from the St. Lawrence River and its estuary.
This is also fiat icc, and in the Gaspé region it can be readily distinguished by its
appearance from the Gulf ice. It is not found, however, in the region which we are
now considering.

The berg ice, from its great depth in the water, will evidently move with the
under-current; and it will not be appreciably affected by the wind. These bergs do
not necessarily indicate the direction of the current as affecting shipping, except
when the surface current has also the same direction, which is not usual. They
show in reality the average direction which the current has, between the surface
.and the depth of their draugbt. This draught is limited to about 35 fathoms by
the depth of the strait. They are thus of much value as an indication of the general
movement or circulation of the water.

The relation of the flat ice to the wind and current requires some littie consid-
eration. It is, of course, just as truc of this ice as of the berg ice, that the greater
part is under water; but as it is almost always in broken pieces, more or less piled
and with upturned edges, the wind has a much greater hold upon it in proportion
to its total weight, than on the berg ice. Even when this is allowed for, its depth
in the water still gives the current a greater hold upon it than the wind bas.- For
example, if such ice is drifting with a carrent in a given direction, and the wind is
blowing across that direction at right angles, the ice wili seldom be set more than
two points, or three at the most, off the true direction of the current. When the ice
becomes soggy or water-soaked and loses its edges, as it does later in the spring, it
will set still more correctly with the current.

When the surface current itself is moving in the direction of long continued or
prevalent winds, as it often does in this region, the ice naturally follows the same
direction too. Also in regions where the:current is tidal, and the ice in calm weather
would drift as far in the one direction with the flood tide as in the other direction
with the ebb, the direction in which it makes on the whole will depend upon the
wind. It is probably for these reasons that it is so often said that the ice drifts
with the wind; although this merely expresses the fact, without distinguishing
between the relative influence of the wind and the current upon it.

There is also a direct effect which the ice has upon the strength of the current
in regions where the direction of the surface drift is under the influence of the wind.
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The broken and upturned edges of the ice give the wind a much greater hold upon
the water than it otherwise would have. Ronce during long cbntinued winds the
velocity of the current is appreciably greater tban if the ice were not present. This
is undoubtedly the explanation of the common belief which is expressed by saying
that " the ice makes its own carrent." It may be well to recall that the weight of
the ice itself is the same as the water which it displaces, and, therefore, the wind
bas no greater mass to set in motion in producing a surface current than if the ice
were to melt and refill the hollow which it makes in the water; while the presence
of the ice gives the wind a botter hold than it would have upon the surface of open
water, free from ice.

There is one condition of the ice which may prevent it from showing correctly
the drift of the water. When it is set against an island or headland and packed
together for a long distance out, with open water beyond, it may circle round as on
a pivot. The outer cdge of the pack may thus make a long sweep very different ir
its path from the true set of the carrent; and its movements also become irregular,
as vessels caught in such ice which are near together in the evening may be ten or
fifteen miles apart in the morning.

Current and wind.-There is one relation between the wind and the strength of
the current which was not observed at the stations, but which is so generally stated
to be the case that it must be accepted as a fact. It appears to apply chiefly, if not
entirely, to currents which are fairly constant in their direction. Such a carrent is
found to run more strongly before the wind comes, if the wind is to be in the same
direction, and it slackens if the wind is to be against the carrent. The fishermen
when anchored in their boats take these indications as warnings of the approach of
heavy weather. This change in the current before heavy winds is found to occur
on the south and west coaste of Newfoundland, and has also been noticed on the north
shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It appears to be due to the action of the wind
during storms, in first holding back the water and thon releasing it, and the low
pressure area of the storm as it passes along also increases the result. It is also pro-
bable that the effect is more distinct in the case of confined waters, as it is very
noticeable on the Great Lakes. It is from analogy with the conditions which obtain
there that this explanation is suggested.

The information which was obtained with regard to the currents, was kindly
furnished by the following persons:-

Captain Farquahar, of the SS. " Harlaw," which makes regular trips during the
summer and autumn along the south and·west coasts of Newfoundland. He bas
also been engaged in sealing in the Gulf in the spring.

George Curtis, for the last thirty years, has made three trips in the Gulf each
season in a schooner; sealing in the spring, cod fishing in the summer, and herring
fishing in the autumn.

Jonathan Noel, who bas had a long experience in the Gulf as master of a sealing
and trading schooner.

Also four masters of schooners, Wadman of ]Rose Blanche, Newfoundland;
Isaac Shepherds of Bay of Islands; and two others.

On the west coast of Newfoundland, Jonas Shears, John Parsons and William
Young, fishermen of long experience at Roche Harbour on the open coast at the
mouth of Bonne Bay. Also fishermen ofWhale Cove in Bonne Bay, Lark Harbour
in the Bay of Islands, and Cow Head Harbour; who fish some miles off shore.

In the Strait of Bello Isle, Mr. T. M. Wyatt, lightkeeper at Amour Point, and
Charles Davis, a resident of Forteau Bay. Also a fisherman engaged for the last
thirteen years at the fishing establishment at Schooner Cove, Loup Bay.

Sam Gaumond, the only permanent resident on Great Mecattina Island. He
bas now lived there for many years.

Several fishermen at Natashquan Point and little Natashquan village.
Two fishermen, old residents of Fox Bay, near the east end of Anticosti; who

are also well acquainted with the neighbouring coasts.
Mr. Z. Gagné, lightkeeper at Heath Point.
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GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE CURRENTS IN THE NORTH-EASTERN HALF OF TUE GULF.

We may now consider these currents as a whole, and trace their movements
throughout the north-eastern half of the Gulf of St. Lawrence; and we will base
this consideration upon the observations of this season as already detailed, supple-
mented by the information obtained, and the notes made by the captains of trans-
Atlantic steamships. It will be best to begin with Cabot Strait itself, where the
main interchange of water between the Gulf and the Ocean takes place.

Currents on the south coast of .Newfoundland, and in Cabot Strait.-On the
south coast of Newfoundland between St. Pierre Island and Cape Ray, the
current makes to the westward, and passes around Cape Ray into the Gulf.
This was found to be the case at the stations off Cape Ray where observations were
taken in 1894 and 1895; and it is also shown by icebergs off St. Pierre Island,
which make westward even against a nortb-west wind. It is stated in the Sailing
Directions that when approaching the entrance to the Gulf of St. Lawrence (by
Cabot Strait), the current generally sets to the southward on the Cape Breton Island
side of the strait; but on the Newfoundland shore it bas frequently been found
setting to the northward about one knot an hour. (St. Lawrence Pilot, vol. Il,
1895; page 12).

Captain Farquabar, of the SS. " arlaw," which passes through these waters
on its regular fortnightly trips throughout the summer and autumn, states that
along the south coast of Newfoundland the trend is westward, and that the current
sets inwards around Cape Ray. While fishing in summer, Curtis bas had his
schooner at anchor three or four miles off Cape Ray, and bas found the carrent to
be inwards. Anchorage cmnot be had much further out, as the depth increases
rapidly to 250 fathoms; but the observations and evidence show that this current is
distinctly felt for a width of 8 or 10 miles out, and it must often extend considerably
further, as it sometimes occupies half the width of Cabot Strait. There can be no
doubt, therefore, that this is the usual current on the Newfoundland side of the
strait; and that iT is this which makes up for the water which leaves the Gulf in the
outward current around Cape North, as already explained in former reports on this
survey.

This outward current on the west side of Cabot Strait, which sets to the south-
east past Cape North, is the most constant in one direction of any at the Gulf
entrances, as it is rarely checked under any conditions that occur. But there is
evidence to show that the inward current on the Cape Ray side, is not constant at
all times. There are instances of sealing schooners in the ice about the month of
March, which drifted in the opposite direction past Cape Ray. It appears, however,
that while the inward current prevails, the water is usually open and free from
drift ice, as it remains open off the south coast of Newfoundland throughout the
winter and spring. This in itself is corroborative of the westward set of the current,
as the Atlantic water must then be warmer than the Gulf water. The evidence goes to
show that when there is ice in the offing of St. George's Bay and off Cape Ray, it
comes from the opposite direction, with the general current which makes across the
Gulf from Gaspé towards Cape North, and at times when this current or a branch of
it, is driven further to the eastward than usual. It is apparently in this way that
the outward drift of ice on the Cape Ray side is to be explained, as this undoubtedly
occurs in the early spring of some years at least, and when certain winds prevail.
The Sailing Directions remark that, in changeable weather, vessels can reach as far
north as Lark Harbour, in the Bay of Islands, in any month, as it is only strong
westerly winds which bind the ice in on the couat, and it soon clears away.

The ice is thus brought there under conditions which make it an indication of
disturbance in the current, as otherwise the water would remain open. This dis-
tnrbed condition of the current is also accompanied by circling movements in the
ice. A schooner in the ice off St. George's Bay bas circled around for several days
between Cape St. George and Cape Ray without passing either of these capes.
When there is ice in this locality, circling movements of a similar kind occur also in
Cabot Str ait itself, which indicate an inward current in some part of the width of
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that strait. There may thus be suffleient inward carrent to compensate for the
outflowing water on the Cape North side, but it is also possible that the outflow
from the Gulf may then be partly made up for by an inward flow through the Strait
of Belle Isle, which is sometimes considerable in the early spring.

It is not clear what becomes of the carrent which passes in at Cape Ray. As
a rule there is no appreciable current off St. Georgo's Bay, and very little from
Cape St. George to the Bay of Islands. We cannot thus trace this inflowing water

s an actual carrent, but it is probable that it makes to the north-eastward, and
diffuses itself over the Gulf in that region, because we find ,that the density of the
water throughout the north-eastern portion of the Gulf is the same as in the open
Atlantic, and this density could not-be so maintained without some inflow of this
character.

West coast of -Newfoundland.-From the Bay of Islands to Rich Point the cur-
rent becomes distinct, and runs along the coast to the north-eastward. It is stated
by Lieut. Margesson, navigating lieutenant of H.M.S. " Buzzard," which bas been
stationed on this coast for three years, that the current in the summer season is
always in this direction when it is felt at all, and that it usually amounts to one
knot. It was stated by Lieut. Betty, navigating lieutenant of H.M.S. " Pelican,"
who had spent more than one season in cruising bore, that there is an almost
constant carrent running north-eastward along this coast between Cape St. Gregory
and Rich Point, which is only intercepted by the flood and ebb tides running in and
out of the larger bays on the coast. This is the most definite carrent, and the most
constant, in the north-eastern portion of the Gulf, and its characteristics and the
unusually steady flow of the under-current have been described from the observa-
tions at station G.

The fishermen on this coast anchor their boats as much as 10 or 12 miles off
shore, in about 30 fathoms of water. They have thus an excellent opportunity of
observing the bebaviour of the current. It will be understood, however, that their
information refers chiefly if not entirely to the surface current. They state that
its prevalent direction is to the E.N.E. parallel with the shore; it will run con-
stantly in that direction for three or four days together; and on the whole it bas
that direction for rather more than two-thirds of the time. For 12 to 20 hours
before the arrival of a south-westerly gale, it sets more strongly in its usual direction;
and before a north-easterly gale arrives, it slacks; although this is not so certain an
indication of wind, as it may also slack at other times. With long continued
easterly winds it may be reversed-in direction. It may also set directly off or on-
shore for three or four hours or even longer.

The carrent is stronger near the shore and weaker further out; as it is found
that a schooner going westward will make better headway with long tacke; but if
going eastward, with short tacks in-shore.

Flat ice, of about six feet in thickness, appears off Bonne Bay about January or
February, and remains till March or April. The direction from which this ice
comes is variously stated; some lolding that it is formed in the Gulf, and others
that it comes in through the Strait of Belle Isle; as they say that they can distin-
guish the gulf ice by its appearance from the northern ice from the strait. Icebergs
have also been seen off Bonne Bay large enough to ground in 30 fathoms, but it is
very seldom that they come further west on the Newfoundland side than Rich Point.

The ice serves, however, to indicate the usual direction of the current on this
coast; as it drifts north-eastward in one day as far as it drifts south-westward in,
three days, with the same amount of wind one way or the other, A schooner
caught in the ice off Cape St. George at the end of March, drifted along the coat as-
far as St. Barbe in about ton days; a distance of 190 miles; which gives on the average-
the ordinary rate of about one knot. The ice sometimes tnakes to the eastward all
the way through the Strait of Belle Isle. In March 1896, two schooners canght off
Bonne Bay, drifted with the ice eastwards through the strait, and were carried
down the Atlantic side of Newfoundland to Notre Dame Bay.

Area at the western end of the Strait of Belle Isle.-Between Rich Point and
the entrance of the strait, the current becomes tidal, and does not usually make in
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one direction more than the other on the whole. The ice may make a considerable
drift when the wind is with the current; but when against it, the ice stands and
shoves. The observations obtained here, also show the tidal character of the
current in this locality, as already described.

On the opposite shore off the Esquimaux Islands, the fishermen when anchored
six miles from shore, find that the current usually runs along the shore in one
direction or the other; but there are times when it sets off or on shore for a whole
tide. We thus find at tie western end of the Strait of Belle Isle an area in which
the tidal element predominates; but in which the currents are irregular, and cross-
currents are frequent. The area in which these conditions prevail, may be considered
to extend from Greenly Island westward as far as a line runiing magnetic north
from Rich Point to the Esquimaux Islands. Th ere is also one of these cross-currents
which sometimes runs from Greenly Island south-eastward; and forms a strong set
on shore towards Flower Cove.

Strait of Belle Isle.-The usual character of the current in this strait is tidai
with a flow which is nearly equal in each direction, while the current is undisturbed
by heavy or long continued winds. Its behaviour under normal conditions, and
when disturbed, has already been fully described in previous reports. (See annual
report, Department of Marine, for 1894; pages 95 to 104; and Report of Progres,
April, 1896; Plate 1). All the information obtained goes to show that the undisturbed
condition when the flow is practically equal in each direction with the tide, is the
usual one throughout the summer months. This is also confirmed by the report of
Mr. M. H. Warren in 1854 to the Newfoundland government, based upon his obser-
vation of the current during a season which he spent there; as already quoted in the
reports of this survey. (See Report of Progress, April, 1896; page 4).

In the spring and late in the autumn, however, the disturbance is greater; and
the flow may be more persistent in one direction or the other. It is usually said
that there is much inward flow to the west in the early spring; but if this is
inferred from the drift of icebergs, it should be remembered that berge which are
carried in through the strait by the inward flow seldom return; .as most of them
ground or break up and melt in the Gulf. Hence the inward flow towards the Gulf
is made visible, while the outward flow may not be. It is, therefore, necessary to
take with caution any statements which may be chiefly based upon the drift of
icebergs.

The usual tidal character of the current, and its equal flow in each direction
during the summer months is confirmed by Curtis, who has had a long experienco
in these waters; but in the spring and autumn in his experience, the current
although it does turu, runs longer and stronger outwards than inwards; and thus
makes outwards on the whole even when the wi nds are easterly. This is corroborated
by Noel from bis experience in the ice while sealing in spring; althouigh on the
other hand they know that seals on the ice may be carried inwards through the
strait into the Gulf, during heavy north-easterly winds.

Such evidence as the above refers necessarily to the set of the surface current;
while on the other hand the drift of icebergs hoe*s in which direction the flow takes
place on the average of the whole depth; as the berge are as large as the strait will
admit. This explains the difficulty of arriving atjust conclusions from the evidence;
as we now know that it is the under-current rather than the surface current which
indicates the balance of flow in either direction through the strait. If the movements
of the icebergs were observed at equai intervals of time, and in relation to the tide,they would give a valuable result; but there are few men who take the care or have
the opportunity to do this. It is also likely that in the spring, one year may differ
from another with respect to the amount of water which enters or leaves the Gulf
through the strait; but a careful consideration of all the evidence obtained corrobor-
ates the conclusion which was arrived at by this survey after the first season'es
work; that the usual tidal flow in the strait does not give more than a smalt difference
in favour of the inward direction towards the Gulf.

In reply to circulars issued by this survey. reports have been received from the
captains of trans-Atlantic steamships of the leading lines, which state the direction
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of the currents as met with on each trip made through this strait, between Belle
Isle and its western end. The result is as follows:-In 1895, from 1lth July to
18th October only eight trips were reported. Out of this nnmber, the current set
outwards to the east six times, with a velocity of 0·25 to 1·50 knots per hour on the
average during the whole run through the strait; and twice there was no current
or it was partly in each direction. In 1896, there are twenty-six trips reported,
which were made between 27th June and 30th October. Out of this number the
current set outwards fßfteen tines with a velocity of 0-25 to 2·00 knots on the average
during the run. It set inwards to the west fßue times, with an averaie velocity of
0-75 to 1.50 knots; and six times there was either no current, or it was part of the
time in each direction.

During the season of 1896, the fishermen at the western end of the strait, who
have been there all summer, state that the current ha run east and west with the
tile, as it generally does. These mon anchor their boats in 5 to 20 fathoms of
water, or if further out; they drift up and down with the tide. They have thus an
excellent opportunity of knowing the set of the current; as the strait is there only
12 miles wide. It is not so easy to gather from them in which direction the balance
of flow bas been the greater; but it appears that on the whole the current has made
outwards to the east, rather than inwards, during the past summer. From the
beginning of June to the middle of July, the winds were heavy; first, easterly, and
later west and uorth-west. Since then there was a greater amount of south-west
wind than usual throughout the summer. Al kinds of' weather came up with the
same wind; and even fog, which is infrequent from that quarter. The winds in the
early season did not bring in the ice as they generally do; but on the contrery the
strait was clear of ice by 15th May which is earlier than usual. Although there was
a great deal of ice at the Atlantic end of the strait throughout the summer, there
were fewer bergs than usual which came into the strait itself, and none were seen
west of Greenly Island. It is so reported by Captain Macauley of the SS. "Canada,"
Dominion line, and Captain Johnston, of the Allan line. The icebergs were numer-
ous around Belle Isle, and many passed west of it, and out around Cape Norman;
but comparatively few came up the strait west of that cape.

The temperatures of the water in the strait, taken on let September, when com-
pared with the temperatures obtainod during the season of 1894, show that the
temperature of the water towards the surface was above the average. This oorres-
ponds most nearly with temperatures found during outward flow; but they are not
s0 high as during the period of persistent outward flow for several days, which
occurred five weeks earher in the season of 1894. (See temperatures as observed on
21st July, 1894). The surface density on lst September was 1·0239, which is distinctly
lower than in 1894, when the averago density at eight points in the strait was
1·0243 as observed early in July.

From a consideration of the evidence compared with these indications, it appears
that the outward flow of this season was chiefly at the surface, and probably amounted
only to a elight difference in favour 'of that direction ; because the observations
of 1894 show that the under-current may maintain its tidal character in the two
directions, even when the surface ourrent bas a dominant set in the one direction,
under the influence of the wind. The under-current thus tends to make the flow
more nearly equal in each direction than the surface current would indicate. This
is nevertheless important to note, while tracing the general circulation.

The North Shore. (Saguenay County, Province of Quebec.)-From the Esquim-
aux Islands or the offIng of St. Augustine, along the north shore to Cape Whittle,
all the evidence goes to show that the prevailing movement of the wafer is west-
ward, if the direction of the under-curront is taken into account as well as the sur-
face current. The unusual prevalence of south-westerly winds this season, seems to
have had its effect upon the surface current at station E, as well as In the Strait of
Belle Isle; but at the three stations on this shore, C, D and E, the under-current
made usually to the westward. Where the dominant direction is Indicated more
clearly by the under-current than by the surface current, the drift of icebergs Is a
valuable indication. The captains of the steamship lines have seen them as 'fa
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west as the Mecattina Islands, and sometimes, though rarely, they reach Cape
Whittle. There is good evidence that a small berg was once seen in the early
s pring as far as Natashquan. From the independent testimony of two fishermen
there, this berg was thirty yards square, and as high as the maats of a schooner.
It appears to require a combination of favourable circumstances to bring them as far
as this, however. The manner in which these bergs make their way westward is
thus described by Noel:-An iceberg off St. Augustine drifted in one day on a
south-west course to Treble Hill Island, making off-shore; next day it came squarely
in towards the land on a north-west course; it afterwards continied on a south-west
course, and so worked its way in. It is also stated by Curtis, that within two miles
of the shore, where the current runs more strongly in both directions, it still makes
to the westward on the whole, and that this applies to the whole shore from St.
Augustine to Cape Whittle. It will le noted that the icebergs on this shore are
carried to the westward more than twice as far as on the Newfoundland. side, where
they are rarely found beyond Rich Point.

The master of a schooner who spent the early spring of 1896 in the offing of the
Mecattina Islands, states that the current then ran westward continuously during
three weeks. The wind at the time was easterly, ranging from E. S. E. to E. N. E.
At other times he has also found that this is its usual direction on the whole.

At Great Mecattina Island, which is well off shore, Gaumond states that the
current runs in either direction, but is strongest to the westward. In the oarly
spring the ice passes westward at a walking pace, which he estimates at three knots
an hour. The channel between this island and the mainiand freezes over in winter,
and if the ice is more or less packed in it, the island becomes practically a head-
land, which may thus increase the current. The strength of the current is also
indicated by the drift of a schooner which was becalmed on 3rd June last, off Outer
Island. From dark at about 20 o'clock till 4 on the following morning, it drifted from
there to Little Mecattina Island, a distance of 22 miles in 8 hours or nearly three
knots per hour. It is unlikely that the current in the open, ever exceeds this rate
of three knots except under special conditions in the Strait of Belle Isle itself. The
fishermen not infrequently speak of much higher velocities in these parts; but it is
always found on inquiry that these are over-estimated, or that they refer to local
rips off points or in confined channels.

A measure of the velocity of the surface current in the eastward direction or
contrary to its usual set, was obtained at the end of July, 1894, at three stations
lying between Rich Point and the Esquimaux Islands. These stations were occupied
immediately after prolonged westerly winds; and it was stated in the report for
that year, that the velocities then found were probably as great as ever occur in this
eastward direction, owing to the special conditions at the time. The velocity
amounted to 0 -79 of a knot per hour at the middle, and 1-19 to 1·37 knots on the
two sides. The layer of water in motion had a thickness of only 5 to 10 fathoms.
(See conditions as described in annual report, Department of Marine, for 1894;
pages 103 and 104.)

Reports have been received from the captains of trans-Atlantic steamships, in
reply to the circulars, in which the Gulf was divided into several regions. On the
run between Heath Point and Greenly Island, the current which was met with on
each trip is described, with the following result:-In 1895, from lth July to
18th October, only eight trips were reported. Of this number, there were six times
when thore was no current appreciable; and twice the current set to the westward
with a velocity of half a knot. In 1896 there are twenty-four trips reported, which
were made between 5th July and 30th October. Ten times there was no current
appreciable; nine times the current set eastward with a velocity which ranged from
0-20 to 0-75 of a knot per hour on the average during the above run; five tines the
current set westward, with a velocity which ranged from 0 -30 to 0·75 of a knot on
the average.

It is clear that in dealing with such currents as these, a distinction must be
made between the set of the surface water and the direction in which the general
circulation takes place. There can be little doubt that when both surface and
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under-current are taken into account, the movement of the water as a whole is to
the westward on the north shore from the Esquimaux Islands to Cape Whittle.

The surface current will also have this direction when undisturbed, or during
easterly winds; but its actual set is very irregular and may be in almost any direc-
tion. On comparing the observations obtained at stations C, D and E, with the
other evidence, it is found that these observations may be taken as a good illustra-
tion of the ordinary behaviour of the current, as now stated; and they show that
even when the surfhce current sets in other directions, the under-current still makes
usually to the westward.

It is more than probable that the water which makes westward along the north
shore is a return current corresponding with the north-eastward set on the New-
foundland side. There i8 no other direction from which this water can come; as
any inflow that there may be through the Strait of Belle Isle is quite insufficient to
keep up the supply. A large volume must make to the westward if this is in reality
the usual direction of the under-current from about 15 fathoms downwards, where
the total depth is seldom less than 40 fathoms.

The water must make across from the Newfoundland side to the north shore
in the area already referred to, lying between Rich Point and the west end of the
Strait of Belle Isle. On the western confines of this area, there is a constant cur-
rent setting in from the south-west, and another setting out to the westward, while
on its easterri side there is the strong ebb and flow of the strait itself. There may
also be times when long continued winds give the surface current a drift which is
either eastward or westward according to its own direction. As the depth ranges
from 30 to 70 fathoms, it is sufficient to, allow the water to -make across to the northern
side as au under-current, as it is quite possible that it does. The irregular char-
acter of the currents in this area is thus accounted for.

On the west coast of Newfoundland, the surface current and the under-current
have the same direction; but in the return current on the north shore the direction
is maintained chiefly by the under-current, while the current on the surface is not
infrequently to the eastward. The reason of this must be, that in these lati-
tudes the prevailing winds are westerly; and they are with the one current, and
against the other; and thus reverse its surface drift.

Although the current on the Newfoundland side is thus the more distinct, the
north shore current is the better known, as it lies more directly on the route of the
Atlantic steamships; and that coast is also more frequented by fishermen. The ice-
bergs carried westward by it may also have been taken as a corrobation of the old
belief in the dominant inward direction ofthe current in the Strait of Belle Isle; but
the examination now made, points te a quite a different explanation as we have seen.

Cape Whittle to Heath Point, and the Channel north of Anticosti.-From the
observations of 1895, in the Mingan Strait, it appears that the current is there tidal,
with a flow which is practically equal in each direction. (See Report of Progress,
April, 1896, pages 17 and 18). There is, therefore, no through current to be expected
in the channel north of Anticosti.

At Natashquan Point, which is half way between Cape Whittle and the Mingan
Islands, the observations during the summer with the flag buoys show that the sur-
face current makes out to the south-eastward more than inwards. The observations
show this outward flow to be even more marked at East Cape, where the set is south-
ward for two-thirds of the time. It is also stated by men who know Anticosti, that
it is only on the short length of coast, from Table Head to East Cape, where the
shore runs north and south, that the current has a dominant set of this character.

At station A the dominant direction of the surface current was found te be the
same as the direction of the winds which had the greatest mileage at the time. As
winds from the westerly quarter are the most prevalent at any time, it is probable
that the surface current usually bas this outward tendency. This is conflrmed
by the experience of Captain Macauley of the SS. " anada," who states that in
crossing from Heath Point to Cape Whittle, vessels are set more to the southward
by north-west winds, than to the northward by south-east winds.
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As there is no evidence of any through current in this channel, the outward
tendency of the surface water must originate in the channel itself; and it appears
to be balanced by an inward tendency in the under-current. The two series of
observations obtained at station C, show that the current which sets to the westward
along the north shore, on reaching Cape Whittle makes on the whole to the north-
westward. This dominant direction is more marked in the under-current than on
the surface; and this inward trend of the current around Cape Whittle is to be
looked upon as an indraught to make up for the outflow on the surface.

These dominant directions of the current when taken together, point to the
conclusion that the water on the whole makes across from Cape Whittle towards
East Cape. It probably does so chiefly as an under-current ; because the prevailing
westerly winds influence the surface water in their own direction. But as the
southward set is stronger on the Anticosti side, the surface water appears to be
carried over against that side by the westward direction of the water off Capp
Whittle; which shows that its influence is felt all the way across.

Off the east end of Anticosti, the water makes on the whole to the westward,
as we have seen from the under-current observations at stations B and H. It is more
than probable that this water continues westward, and contributes to the return
flow which compensates for the Gaspé Current. The temperature and density of
this water do not furnish any positive indication to show where it comes from; and
although it may possibly be drawn from the central part of the Gulf, where the
water coming in at Cape Ray diffuses itself, it appears more likely that it is water
which bas made its way across from Cape Whittle.

GENERAL CIRCULATION IN THI GULF.

Although there are few instances of currents in this region which run steadily
enough to be termed constant, we have yet found it possible from continuous obser-
vation or long experience to arrive at a dominant direction for each locality; or the
direction in which the current runs more frequently, and in which, therefore, the
water makes on the whole. In reviewing these movements of the water, with a view
to tracing the general circulation in the Guif, it is the principle of the balance of
flow which is the most evident. Wherever a current of a constant character occuis,
there is a corresponding return current to inake up for it. Thus in Cabot Strait, the
outflowing water at Cape North is balanced by the inflow at Cape Ray; the north-
eastward current on the west coast of Newfoundland is balanced by the contrairy
direction of the movement on the opposite shore; and we have fairly good indica-
tions of a return flow to compensate for the Gaspé Current.

It is this balance of flow which points to the nature and direction of the circu-
lation of water in the Gulf. If we begin to trace it froma Cabot Strait, where the
balance between the Gulf and the Ocean takes place, the inflow at Cape Ray appears
to diffuse itself more or less widely over the central part of the Gulf, but it regains
its strength on the west coast of Newfoundland, and makes a deep bend into the
north-eastern angle of the Gulf, and returns westward, as we have seen, along the
north shore. On reaching Cape Whittle, it still makes westward; and, whether as
an actual set, or by displacing water which comes more directly from Cape Ray, it
appears to work around the eastern end of Anticosti, and so compensates for the
outflow of the Gaspé Current from the estuary of the St. Lawrence. This current,
after rounding the Gaspé coast, mrakes south-eatward as a general set or drift across
the Gulf to the western side of Cabot Strait; and its waters there leave the Gulf in
the outflowing current off Cape North. This current is still felt along the sweep of
the north-eastern coast of Cape Breton Island, sometimes as far as Scatari, before it
mingles with the waters of the Atlantic.

This general movement of the water in the 'Gulf is in accord with the uniform
and relatively high densityof the water in its north-eastern portion, already referred
to; and explains why this density should be so nearly the same as in the open
Atlantic; and also why there should be so small an increase in the temperature of
the surface water with the progress of the season.
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This must, therefore, be the usual course of the water, more especially in the
summer season when the currents are least disturbed. But if at times in the spring,
the outflowing water in Cabot Strait occupies the greater part of the width of that
strait, the amount of water required for compensation may then flow into the Gulf
through the Strait of Belle Isle. Although it is quite possible that this may occur in
the early spring of some seasons, the evidence does not point strongly in that direc-
tion. On the other hand, it is now more evident than ever, that there cannot be any
through current across the Gulf from Belle Isle to Cabot Strait according to the old
theory; as we now see that any inflow at Belle Isle would be turned along the
north shore, rather than in that direction.

It. aiso appears that the whole of the balance or compensation in the Gulf cur-
rents takes place at the surface and in ordinary under-currents, which do not probably
extend to a greater depth than some 50 or 60 fathom1. There is nothing, therefore,
to show the necessity for any appreciable movement in the deep water from 60 or
80 fathoms downward, which lies in the deep channels of the Gulf. Such direct
indications as have been obtained favour the belief that this deep water is quiescent.

How far the prevailing westerly winds may influence those general movements
of the water, it is difficult to say. The prevailing winds over the Gulf generally, are
north-westerly in winter and south-westerly in summer. These winds may have an
appreciable influence in maintaining the current on the western side of Newfound-
land and in carrying it further into the north-eastern angle of the Gulf before it
returns. If this effect is attributed to the wind however, it makes it all the more
difficult to understand why it is that the water of lower density in making its way
from Gaspé to Cape North is not carried further over into the Gulf, but keeps to the
south west, or the windward side. This feature has already been remarked upon in a
previous report; and, although a satisfactory explanation is not yet apparent, it
may be well to point out that the bias of the current in both cases accords with the
rotation of the earth. Thus the Gaspé Current, after rounding the Gaspé coast, tends
to the west, as its course is southward; and the inflowing water at Cape Ray, with
a northward direction, tendá to the east. As the Gulf of St. Lawrence lies between
46° and 52° north latitude, it is possible that the rotation of the earth may have an
appreciable effect.

It is probable that the temperature and density of the water and the direction
of its currents, may have important bearings upon the movements of fish, which as
yet are imperfectly understood. This opinion is held by the countries bordering on
the North Sea; and the information afforded by the investigation of the movements
and other characteristics of the water are there used as a basis in arriving at the
reasons for the distribution and migration of fish at different seasons. This infor-
mation has its chief application in the North So to the herring fishery; and yet a
practical return is expected for the outlay which is made in obtaining it; and the
investigation is of snch importance that arrangements are being discussed for inter-
national co-operation amongst the countries bordering on the North Sea in carrying
it on. In our fisheries, the cod and mackere have a greater importance relatively
than the herring; which would warrant the expenditure of larger sums in propor-
tion in promoting thoir interests by such investigations.

As an example of the importance of knowing where fish are to be found, and
why they prefer one region to another in different seasons, it may b mentioned
that during last season flshing schooners were returning from Labrador in September
with half cargoes, whilo withi'n the Gulf we found on the " Lansdowne " that cod were
everywhere abundant throughout the summer on the 30 and 40.fathom banks, which
no schooners were taking advantage of. It is held by fishermen that fish are never
caught while the water is clear; and its clearness must have some relation to
physicial conditions which could be ascertained. It is also known that the ceod are
caught in shallower water in the spring, and further from shore as the season
advances. This may depend more diroctly on the movements of the herring or
capelin which they follow; but these flsh may themselves be influenced in their
movements by the temperature or other characteristics of the water which may
differ at different times.
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Summary note regarding the set of the surface current in the north-eastern portion
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.-From the character of the currents as described, and
the great variation in direction which they show, especially at the surface, it is
necessarily difficult to lay down rules with regard to the current as it affects ship-
ping, which will not be subject to a large amount of exception. It is ot' practical
importance to note that the currents throughout this region are all slow, and seldom
exceed one knot per hour in the summer season. It is no doubt on this account
that they are so liable to disturbance, and present so much irregularity when
examined in detail.

It bas been possible as we have seen, when longer periods are considered, and
when the under-current also is taken into account, to trace the general circulation
of the water; which depends upon a greater movement in some dominant direction
rather than in other directions, when long averages are taken. A knowledge of
this general circulation is important to mariners, as it includes all the more constant
currents, and it also shows the direction which the surface current tends to take
when undisturbed.

The primary tendency in the surface current is thus to follow the direction
which the general circulation has in the locality in question; but this tendency is
disturbed and often overcome by the influence of the tide and the wind. The tidal
influence shows itself chiefly as a veer in the direction of the current, which is
either through a limited range, or completely around the compass; and it is also
probable that the tides themselves are irregular in this region, owing to the inter-
ference of the tidal undulation from the Strait of Belle Isle with the main tide
which enters through Cabot Strait. When the wind remains in one quarter and
has any considerable strength, the drift which it gives to the surface water soon
extends to a depth of five fathoms or more, and its influence thus makes itself felt
throughout the thickness of the surface layer which affects shipping. As a rule
these influences are all acting at the same time; and it is their combined effect
which gives rise to the actual behaviour of the surface current.

It may. therefore, be of advantage to give in brief the actual behaviour of the
surface current, in the various parts of the region under consideration; without
distinguishing more than may be necessary, between the causes which influence its
movements. It is to be understood that the currents referred to are in the offing,
and do not include local currents close in shore.

On the west coast of Newfoundland, the current almost always sets along shore
to the north-east. It is searcely appreciable from Cape St. George to the Bay of
Islands; but from there to iRich Point it is distinct and usually amounts to one knot
per hour. Occasionally, the set may be off or on shore for a few hours at a time.
It is also possible for the current to slack, or to be reversed on the surface, during
heavy north-easterly winds.

From Rich Point to the western end of the Strait of Belle Isle, the currents are
variable and uncertain in their direction, and cross-currents are frequent. The
reasons for this have already been explained. The area in which such currents may
occur, extends westward from the narrowest part of the strait at Amour Point
to a line through Rich Point ranning magnetic north to the Esquimaux Islands.
Towards the western side of this area, the currents are usually less than one knot,
and seldom exceed one and a half knots; but towards the entrance of the strait
their strength increases, while in direction they are more nearly in the line of the
strait itself.

The characteristics of the current in the Strait of Belle Isle itself have been
already fally described. (See reports already quoted; and also Notice to Mariners,No. 65 of 1895, Department of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa).

On the steamship route running through this region from Greenly Island to
Heath Point, the surface current has in general the following characteristics in the
summer season, as ascertained by observations in the months of July, August and
September, 1896:- From the offing of the Esquimaux Islands to the east end of
Anticosti, the strength of the current usually ranges from half a knot to one knot
per bour. In direction, the current veers continually, and it usually makes complete
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revolutions around the compass in a right-handed direction. In ordinary weather
the manner in which this veering of the current takes place is s3uch that the direc-
tion of the current is out of relation with the time of the tide. (From continuous
observations of both surface and under-currents, some tidal relations have been
made out, which hold good for the surface current during periods of calm weather).
With regard to the influence of the wind, when a period of several days or a week
is taken as a whole, it is found that the greatest amount of set has taken place in the
same general direction as the greatest total mileage of wind; but at any particular
time, the direction of the current is seldom the same as the wind which is blowinig
locally.

On the different parts of this route, it may also be noted that along the North
Shore from the offing of the Esquimaux Islands to Cape Whittle, the direction of the
current is more usually along the shore, than either off or on shore. Also, judging
from the general movement of the water as indicated by the under-current, it is
probable that on the surface the current sets more strongly to the westward during
east winds, than eastward during west winds. (In the early spring, it is said to
attain a speed of three knots when setting westward). lu the more open waters
from Cape Whittle to Heath Point, the observations make it probable that the
current sets more frequeritly to the south-eastward than in other directions, under
the influence of the prevailing winds. Also, in the offing of Cape Whittle during
periods of calni weather, the current makes to the north-westward more than in
other directions; and in its movement, a tidal element can be recognized. In the
offing of Heath Point, the current as it veers around, sets off or on shore for about
two hours at a time.

Present position of this branch of the Tidal Survey, and future work.-During the
past three seasons, a general examination of the currents in the interior of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and the straits connecting it with the Ocean, has been made with
special reference to the leading steamship routes which pass through it. Little
attention has yet been given to the currents in the wide bay formed by the sweep
of the coast from Miscou to Cape Breton, in which Prince Edward Island lies. The
strong tidal currents of the Lower St. Lawrence have not yet been examined; as
they are usually parallel with the shore and have less tendency to set a vessel out
of its course; and also because from Father Point to Quebec, vessels have the advan-
tage of the Pilot service. It was also necessary to obtain first some knowledge of
the Gulf currents and their relation to the Ocean. No detailed examination bas yet
been made of the currents in the Atlantic, off the outer end of the Strait of Belle
Isle, for the assistance of vessels in making the strait. On the south coast of New-
foundland, it is reported that there is a strong indraught into the larger bays; and
to this several wrecks are attributed. The distance from shore that this is felt, and
the conditions of wind and tide which give it the greatest strength, should be
ascertained; as two of our leading steamship routes follow this coast. Some infor-
mation bas been collected with regard to the general set of the current on the Atlantic
coast of Nova Scotia; but the currents on the south-western coast and in the
Bay of Fundy are much more important. In .the upper arms of the bay, the currents
are probably parallel with the coast line, as in the Lower St. Lawrence; but there,
the navigation is entirely dependent on the tide, and the time and height of the tide
are of the first importance. Towards the mouth of the bay, the currents require
investigation in the interest of the steamship fines running to St. John, and to ports
in western Nova Scotia. An examination of these should be made while the prin-
cipal tidal stations are still in operation ; as they are chiefly tidal, and their behaviour
can only be ascertained by direct comparison with a tidal record. This. may serve
to indicate the information which is most needed with regard to the currents on our
eastern coasts, and which it is important to obtain as soon as possible in the interest
of Canadian shippîng. I have, sir, the honour to remain,

Your'obedient servant,
W. BELL DAWSON,

In charge of Midal Survey.
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TABLE I. -DRECTION OFO TIE SURPACM CURRNT; showing the time of flow in each
towards the directions indieated. The directions

NOTE.-After August 12th the directions of the current, during the day time, are the mean

Locality. 1896.

Station A.

Midway between East Cape, Wednesday,July 8..
Anticosti, and Cape Whittle. Thursday do 9..

Friday do 10..
Saturday do il..
July 12-13... ...
Tue-sday, July 14..
Wednesday do 15..

Totals..... .....
Station. B.

At 24 miles S. E. of Heath July 15-16 . ..... .
Point, Anticosti. Friday July 17

Saturday do 18..
Monday do 20..
Tuesday do 21..
Wednesday do 22..
Thursday do 23..

Totals.... .....
Station C.

At 18 miles S. of Cape Whittle Monday, July 27..
Tuesday do 28
Wednesday.do 29..
Thursday do 30..
Friday do 31..

Wednesd'y,Aug.12..
Thursday do 13..
Friday do 14..
Saturday do 15..

Totals..........
Station D

At 15 miles S. by W. of Great Wednesday, Aug. 19.
Mecattina Island. Thursday do 20.

Friday do 21.,
Saturday do 22.

Totàls.......
Station E.

Total
timp

in
hours.

24
24
24
24
24
6

130

74
34

24
24
24
24
7½

114j

24
24
24
6½

15
24
24
24

176½

15
24
24
16

79

At 13 miles S.S.E. of ShecaticalMonday, Aug. 24. 2
Bay. Wednesday do 26. 13

Thursday do 27. 1l
Totals.......... 30

Station F. --

At 10 miles N.N.W. of Rich Thursday, Aug. 27. 6
Point. Friday do 28. 24

Saturday do 29. 8

Totals.......... 38

s. S.S.W. S.W.

4
2
2
9
2
3

22

6

3
1

l0 3

2

3

8
1
6
9

24

2

4

3

. 4.. .

1
2
2
7
1
2

15

2
10
1
6
3

22

W.S.W.

1
1
4
6
2
1

15

3

8
5
2

18

2 2 2 ........

4

4
2
4

15

2
6
8
5

21
- --

..... .......

.... .... ... ... ... .....
6

2 4 6
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

direction. The figures give the number of half-hours during which the current set
are magnetic. Variation, 290 to 340 W.

between the directions at the surface and at a depth of 18 feet. Compare Plates Il. and III.
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TABLE I.-Direction of the Surface Current, showing the

At 12 miles W.N.W. of Cow
Head, (on the west coast of
Newfoundland).

Station H.

At 13 miles S.E. of ' Heath
Point, Anticosti.

Thursday,
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do

Totals.........

Wednesday, Sept. 16.
Thursday do 17.
NMonday do 21.
Tuesday do 22.
Thursday do 24.
Friday do 25.
Saturday do 26.

Totals. ........

2
13.
24
22J
4
6'

..... ... .... .... . .. .

24 2 2 ........
16ý 4 ........ .......
8 2 2 2
5 ........ ........ ........

1. .. ........ 1.

66 11 13 5
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

time of flow in each direction, &c.-Continued.
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TABLE II.-UNDER-CURRENTS; TREIR VELOOITY AND DIRECTION.

The positions of the stations are shown on the chart, Plate I. The time of the
observations is Standard time for the 60th meridian, reckoned on the 24 hour system
from midnight to midnight. The figures in the columns show the velocity of the
current in knots per hour; and the directions are those towards which the current
sets. These directions are magnetic. Variation, 29° to 34° W.

These results were obtained by means of an attached surface float, a current
meter at three fathoms, and a deep fan supported by sounding wire; in accordance
with the methods explained in the body of the report. The results as given are
reliable. When the under-current was so slow that its bearing was uncertain, it3
general direction only is given. The velocity is correct to the nearest tenth of a
knot; and if uncertain. it is omitted.

STATION B.-OFF HEATH POINT, ANTICOSTI. DEPTH, 52 FATHOMS.

Saturday, 18th July, 1896. 20th July.

D hpLU

14.00 15.30

08SE 0-8 SE
0-8 SE ........
0-7 E ........
0·4 E 0-5 NE
0-5N 0'3NE
0-5N ........

16.30

0-8SbE
0-8SbE

None.
0-4 NNE
06 NNE
0·8 Nb W

17.40

0-9SbW
0-9 SW
0-3 SW

None.
None.

0-4ENE

Monday, 20th July-Continued. Tu

Depth. ---

11.30 12.10 13·50 16.15 19.15 10.15 1

Surface... SE b E SEb E 0-6ESE 0-6EbS 0-5 ESE None. N
3 fathoms 0-3 SE 0-4 SE 0 5 SE 0·5 ESE 0-3 NNE 0-6 SW 0·7

10 do .. None. 0-4 SE 0-5 NE 0 4ENE 0 4NNE 1-OWbNO-8
20 do .. 03 NW None. 0·5 NNE 0-6 ENE 0-5 NE 0-7WbN0·6
30 do .. 0-4WNW ........ None. O-5 ENE 0-3 NE 0'5WSWO-7
40 do .. 0-4WNW 0-2NW Noue. 0·5NNE 04NE 0·5WSW0-7

Tuesday-Con'd.

16.00

0-8 NE
0-8 ENE
0-7 ENE
0-5 NE
05 NE
0·7 NE

17.00

0·9NE
0-9NE
0-5NE
0-6NE
0-7NE
0·7NE

18.40 9.30

1-1SW 0·2EbS
O9WSW None.
0-6 W b Sý None.
0·5W'ly 0·6WbS
0-6W'ly 0-4WbS
0-6W'ly 0-4WbS

esday, 21st July.

0.50

one. 01
W :
W
W " D
W
WSW p

11.30 14.20

5WsW

Wednesday, 22nd July, 1896.

9.45 10.40

0 -1 W'ly 0·1 W'ly
0-5 NW 0'5 W
0'5WSW 0-5 W
0-2W'ly 0·4W
0-2 W'ly .......

None. ... ....

11.10

None.
0·6WNW
0-7 W
0'5 W
0-4 W
0'4 W

13.50

0·3 NE
06 -
0·3 W'l
0-9 N
0·8NW
0·7WNW

16.10 17.50

0-3 ESE
0·7 E
0·8 NE
0-6 NNE
0-6 NNE
..........

0'3 ESE

............... ...
..... .....
0'9 N
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10.30 13.10

05 E b S 0-9 SE
0'4 E b S 0-9 SE

None. 0-4 E
None. O'4E

...... 0·5E

.......... ... ....

Surface.....
3 fathoms..

10 do
20 do
30 do
40 do

10.30

03 SE
0-3 S'ly

Slack.
O'3WbN
..........
..........

O'5 ENE
0-5 ENE
0·6 NE
03 E

None.

Depth.

Surface.. .
3 fathoms

10 do
20 do
30 do
40 do

18.45

0-4 SE
None.

0-5 E
0'6 NNE
0·6 NE
0*8 NNE

ept



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

TABLE II.-Under-urrent-Continud.

STATION H.-OFF HEATH POINT, ANTICOSTI. DEPTH, 37 FATHOMS.

Thursday, 17th Sept., 1896. Monday, 21st Sept.

Depth. - - - -.. -. -...- - .

9.05 10.20 14.00 16.10 d 9.15 9.55 10.55 11.50

Surface..... 05 SE 06 85W Slaek. 0-5NbE 1-1EbN 0-9EbN 0-9ESE 1-0SSE
3 fathoms.. 05 SSE 0-6 S b W O'4 S b W 0·6 N 1 1 EbN 0·9 ESE 0·9 SE 1-0 SSE
5 do .. 0-7 S 0-6 SSW .......... Slack. 1'lEbN .... ..... 1-0 SSE 'O0S

10 do .. 1 0-3 SW 0-3 SW 0-5WNW None. ® 0-9EbN 1'O ESE 0-8 SE 0-9S
20 do 0 3 SSW 0-3 SW None. Slack. 1 0 -8 E b N 0-6 ESE 0-4 ESE 0 3 S'ly.
30 do .. None. 0-3 SSW .... .. .. ..... .... . 0·5 E b N 0-5 E None. None.

Monday-Continued. Tuesday, 22nd Sept.

Depth. -- - -- -----

13.25 14.50 15.40 10.10 11.10 13.00 14.10

Heavy weather
Surface..... 1-1S 1-2 S b W SW O·7NNW 0-7WNW O-7WNW0-7 W continuing

3 fathoms.. 1-1 SSW 1-2 - (Rolling 0-7NNW 0-7NW O- NW 0 7 W b S We d nesday.
5 do .. .......... ......... heavi.)0-5NbW0·6NW - NNW ... .... Wind E to

10 do .. 0-9 SSW 0-9 8 b W 0·9SW 0·6 N 0·5NNW 0-5 W 0·9 W'1 NNE. 1157
20 do .. O'4S 0·5SbW0·5SW 0-3N'ly NW'ly 1-0WSW 1-0WSV miles in 36
30 do ..- 3 S 0-5 S b W;0-4 SW None. NW'ly ..... .... ... ..... hours.

Thursday, 24th Sept., 1896.

Depth. - - - - - --

9.05 10.00 11.15 11.45 13.35 14.55 16.20 16.55 17.45

Surface..... 1-1 NNE10-9 NNE10'8 E 0-7 ESE 0-9 SSE 1-3 S b El3Ssw 1OSW
3 fathoms.. 1-1 NNE1-0 NE 0-8 E 05 ESE 0-9 S b E 1-3 S b W 1-2 88W 12 SSW 10SW
5 do .. 1-1 NE 09 NE 07 NE 05 E b S 0-7 S 11 - .......... 12SW 09WSW

10 do .. 1-0 NE 0-6 NE 0'3NNE 0-3 SSE 0-5 S bW 0-8 SW 1OWSW 08SW
20 do .. 0-7 ENE 04 ENE 0-4 N None. 0'5 W 0-8WSW o5WSW OSWSW 03SSW
30 do .. O7E 0-4 ENE 0-4 N None. 0-5WSW 0·7SW 0-5 SW .......... 0-6 SE

Friday, 25th Sept., 1896.

Depth. ----

8.55 9.40 11.00 11.55 13.20 14.50 17.10 18.35

Surface..... 0-7WNWO·7WNWO-6NW 0·6WNW0-7WbS 0·7 WSW0-5WSW 0-5 ESE
3 fathoms.. 07WNW O-8 NW O' WNW O-6 WNW O-7 W b N 0-6 WbS 0-4 WSW 0-4 SE
5 do .. .......... 0-8NW 0·6NW 0·6WNW0·7WbN0-6 WbNO5WbS 0-5SSE

10 edo .. O'4NNE -4NNW None. 0-6WNW0-6W 0·8 WSW 0·7 W b S Noue.
20 do .. 0-7 NNE 0-6 N b E 0-4 N' None. 0'4 W 0-8 WSW 0-8 W b S 0'4 SSW
30 do .. 0-6 NNWO6NNW 0- NN W None. O-5WNWo-6 W 0-8 W 0-5 SSW
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TABLE II.-Under-current--Continued.

STATION C.-OFF CAPE WHITTLE. DEPTH, 71 FATHOMS.

Monday, 27th July, 1896.

Depth. ----

14.15 14.30 15.10 15.35 16.05 16.35 17.05 17.35 19.05

Surface ..... 1·OEbN 1-1 E bS 1-1 ESE 1-0 ESE 0-9 SE 1-0 SE 10 SE SE S S 1-1 SSE
3fathoms.. 1-0SE ..... .. 1-1SE l'OSE ........ ... ...... 10 SE ...... ..... ...

10 do .. None. None. None. 0-5 ESE None. None. 0·3 E 0-3 E.. 0-3 SSE
20 do .. 06 NW ........ None. 03 W 0-3 W None. None. None. 0,3 SE
30 do .. .. ..... 0-5 W None. 0-4 W'ly None. 0-3 W None. 0*4 E 0 3 ESE
40 do . 05NW ................. .......... ................... ........ ........
50 do .. 06NW................. 05 .NW ....... None....................

Tuesday, 28th July, 1896.

Depth. - - --- - - - - --- -

9.10 9.35 10.15 10.40 11.05 11.55 13.10 13.45 15.15

Surface..... 0-8 SSE 08 SbE 0·7S 0-75 0·8 Sb W 1-0 8 b W Veering 08 WNW 0·8 NW
10 fathoins.. 0 5 SE 013S 0-2 S 0-25 0-3 S 0-4 S None. Noue. None.
20 do .. 0-5 NNE None. None. None. None. 0-5 SSE None. None.
30 do .. 05 ENE 0-4 E None. None. None. 0'4 S None. ...............
50 do .. 0·5NNE ..... .... ....... 05NE........... . .... . .......... .

Tuesday-(Continued). Wednesday,, 29th July,, 1896.

Depth. -

16.15 16.45 17.20 17.45 9.10 10.15 10.45 11 40 13.20

Surface..... 0-8 NbW 08 N 0-7 NNE 0'7 NE 0-9 NE 1 0 ENE 1-0 ENE 0'9 EbN 0-8 EbS
3fathoms.. .... .... .. .... ... .. ........ .......... . ........ 0-9 ENE 0-9 ESE
5 do .. ..... ........... . .. ........ 08 NE ...... ... .. 07 ENE o-5ESE

10 do .. 0-6 NW Noue. Noue. 0·5 E '4 NE 0-4 E 03 ENE 0-3 N NW
20 do .. .......... None. ..... .... None. None. 0-3 E 0'3 ENE 0·3 ENE 0'4 NNW
30 do .. 0-3N i 03 N . ..... None. None. 0-3 E • 0-2 ENE 0-3 ENE None.
50 do 0-5W 0-6 W ........ ,. None. None. None. 0-3 ENE .......... ..........

Wednesday-(Continned).

14.40 15.10 16.15 1 17.30 19.00

0-5ESE 0·5SE 0-7SE 0-6SSW O-5SSW
0-5 SE 0-5 SE ...... .... .......... ...... .
0-4SE 0'4SE .
0-3 NW 0-2NNW Noue. None........
0-4 NW 0-5NNWi0-3 NW 0-3 NW None.
0-4NW 0·5NNW03WNW 0-3NW ........
............. .... None................

Thursday, 30th July, 1896.

9.45 17.20 17.45 19.05

*SE *EbN *EbN *EbS
....... Uncert. 0-6SE ........

......... 0-3NE 0-3E 0-6SE
Slack. None. None. None.
Slack. . .... ... Nope. None.
Slack.. .. .a..
........ *Rough weather.
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TABLE I.-Under-currents-Continued
STATION C.--Concluded.

Wednesday, 12th Aug, 1896. Thursday, 13th Aug.

Depth. -. -- ..-_

10.30 11.40 13.15 15.40 17.15 19.30 9.45 10.50 11.45

Surface..... 0-2 WSW,04WNW0-4 NW None. None. None. 0-3 NW 0-4 NNW 0-5 NNW
3 fathoms.. Slack. 0-2WNW 04 - 04 W'ly. 0-4 WSW0-4W 0O-3NWO-4NNW 0·5Ni b,W5 do .. Slack. Slack. None. 0 5 W 03SSW........Noe. ... ...... 04N10 do .. None. None. None. 0-4 W None. 0-4 SW None..........03 N

20 do None. None. None. None. None. -W'ly None. 0-3 NNE 0-3 NNEA
30 do . None. 0 28 None. 0-3WSW 02 SW 0-3S 0-3 E 02 NNE .........50 do .. None. None. ........ 05 W 0-2SW None. O- E 03 ENE

Thursday-Continued. Friday, 14th Aug.

Dep)th. ----- __ __- _ _- --__ -___ - ...-

14.30 15 45 17.00 19.05 9.40 10.15 11.40 13.00

Surface.....,0-4 N 05 N b E Slack. 0·6 S h W- 03 NW 0-4 NNW NW b N OS NW
3fathoms.. 0-4 N b W0 5 N None. 05 W o None. 0-4 NNW 0·5 NW 0-5 NW
5 do .. 0-4 N 013 W Slack. 0-4 SW |2 None. 0-3 NNWi0 -3 NW 0·3 NW

10 do .. 0-3 N 0.3 W Slack. -W'ly. 80 4 W 0*4 W 0-3 NW None.
20 do . .0-3 N None. None. None. 8 None None. 0-3 NW 0-3 NW
30 do .. 02 NNW 3 W ...... None. Noe .... ..... None. None.
50 do .. 0-2 NNW1 03WNW .. .......... ... ....

Friday-Continued. Saturday, 15th Aug., 1896.

Depth. ----

16.10 19.05 9.15 11.15 13.30 15.45 16.50 17.35

Surface..... . NNWOS W 04WSW 3W 06 NNWO6NbW 04NbE 03NNE
3fathoms.. . 1bNW 0- WNW !04W 03WbN06 NNW06WNW 05 NNW04N
5 do .. 05NW 05NW 03 W Noue. 104 kW 0. WNW 04 W 0S NW

10 do .. No e Noue 04 SW Noe 0-3 N 0-3 WNW,02 NNW 03 NW
20 do .... 0o3 N Noue 0-4 SSW None 03 N 02 W None.
30 do .... Noue Noue 02 88W None..Noue........ Noue.
50 do....N.......... ..... . .Nn.Noue. Noe wy.

STATION D.-OFF MECATTINA ISLANDS. DEPTH-, 45 FATHOMS.

Weduesday, lOth Aug. Thursday, 20th Aug.-Clontinited on nezt page.)

Depth. -3-N.-

10.40 11. 35 13.20 15.05 8.40 9.50 10.35 11.40 j13.3â

Surface... 0'6S bE 1058S 0-5SSE 10-4, O2S '3SSW 0O3SSW 0-2SW None.
3fathomà N6 S b We S. W 058 03 S8W Noue. 0,388W 03 S b W 0-3 NnW None.
5 do 10-68W !0-6SSW 0-4SW 0 *3 SW 03WSWO-38SW 0'48W 10*3W None.

10 do 0WW 0-7SW 05NW 05W 04WSW04WbNO4WNWI04W Noue.
15 do 0 4 W 04W 5 WSW04W
20 d(> 0:6 v WW mWb *S -4W 03W None. Noue. None. None. Noe.
30 do '4 WSWO*4SW 0-4SSW 032SSW None. No e . None.. . .
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TABLE H.-Undercurrents-Continued.
STATION D.-Concluded.

Thursday--Continued. Friday, 21st Aug., 1896.

Depth.

14.30 to 16.15 17.15 17.40 9.15 9.45 10.30 13.30 14.50

Surface ..... S urface cur-0·3ENE 0-3E '0-2 ESE 0-4 SE 03SE 0-5SbE 0·6 SSE
3 fathoms. ., rent veers from Slack. 0'3 ESE 0·2 SE 0-4 SE 0-3 SE 0'7 S 0'7 8
5 do .. West through NE'ly 0-2 E .......... 0-2 WSW None. 0-7 SSW 0-7 SSE

10 do .. north to East. NE'ly None. .0-3 WSW 0·2 W 0-5 SW 0-4SSW
20 do .. W 4 W 0'5 W'ly 0*6 WSW 0-6 W 0-5 W b S 0-4 SW
30 do .. 03W 0-3 W 04 W'ly .......... 0-4 W 0-4 WSW i03 SW

Friday- Continued. Saturday, 22nd Aug., 1896.

Depth. --- ----

17.00 18.50 9.00 10.00 11.40 12.35 14.25 15.00 15.20

Surface... 0-6SSE 0-SSbE - SEbS - SbE 0-8S 0'8S 0·9SSW -S -S
3fathoms 06SbE 0-5SbE 0-5SE - SbE 08S 08SbW1-0SSW - S - S
5 do .. 0,7U .... ... 0-6SE 0-7SbW - SbW 07SSW 0-8SW 0-98W 0-9SW

10 do .. 0-4SW 0-5W 0-9 SSW 0-9 SSW 0-9 SW .......... 0-6 SW ....... 0-4 SW
20 do .. 0-3WSW 0-4SW 0-5SW 0-4 SSW 0-4 SW ..... .... 0-4 SSW ........ 0-4 SW
30 do . None. None. 0-4 SW 0-4 SW 0·4 SW .......... None. ........ .......

STATION E.- OFF SHECATICA BAY. DEPTH, 98 FATHOMS.

Monday, 24th Aug., 1896. Wednesday, 26th Aug., 1896.

Depth. --- -- --- 1------ --- ---

12.00 13.25 - 10.45 11.45 13.30 14.40 16.00

Surface .. 0 3 ENE 0-4 NE Rough weath'r; 0-3 NE 0 -3 ENE 0-3 ESE 0-5 ESE 0-6 ESE
3 fathoms.. 02 E'ly 103 E continuingo0 3 NNE 0-3 ENE 0·3 ESE O-5ESE 0·6 ESE
5 do .. Noue. ......... on Tuesday. 0*3 NNE 0-3 NE 0-3 ENE 0'4 E .

10 do .. 03 E'ly 0-4 ENE '0 3WNW0-3WSW None. 0-3 E
20 do Noue. 0-5 E None. 0-2 NW None. None.
30 do Nore. 0·4ESE 03W'ly 0-2NW None. None.
50 do .. .......... 04 ESE None. ......... .... ..... .....

Wednesday- Con. Thursday, 27th Aug., 1896.

Depth. --------- -- - --- -

16.40 18.40 9.00 9.50 10.30 10.50 11.50 13.15 13.55

Surface .... 0·6 ESE 0·6 SSE Slack. Slack. Slack. None. 0-2 S b E None. None.
3 fathoms.. 0-6 SE 05 SSE None. None. ........ None. None. 0-3 NW
5 do .. 0-5ESE 0-6SSE 0·3SW 0-5W . ........ 0-2W 0-4NW None.........

10 do .. 04 ESE None. 0-3 W 0·3 WSW ........ 0-4 W 0-5 NW None.
20 do .. None. None. None. 0·3 NW ....... .None. Noue. 0*2 W'ly.......
80 do .. 03 SE None. 02W None. . ........... Noue.
50 do .. 02 E'ly ........ .... None. ....... .......... .......... None.
80 do .. 0 2 E'ly ... ...... .......... .. ................
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TABLE II.-Under-cutrrents-oncluded.
STATION F.-OFF RICH POINT. DEPTH, 40 FATHOMS.

Thursday. Friday, 28th Aug., 1896.

Depth. -- --- - - -- - ------- --- -

18.40 8.50 9.50 11.25 13.40 14.40 15.00 16.25 17.30

Surface..... 0-4EbN Slack. 0-4ESE0-4SSE None. None. 0-5NW 0-5NW 0-5NbW3 fathoms.. 0-4 E b S 0·5 E b S 0-4SE 0-4SSE 0-4WNWi0-4W Undercur-0-5NW 10-5 NNW
5 do .. 0-4 E Uncert. 04 SE 0-3 S 04 NW ¡04 NW rent comes 0-6 NW 0-6 NNW

10 do . None. None. None. Slack. 0-4 NNW None. up to sur-0'3 ESE 0'3 ESE
20 do .. None. None......... None. None. None. face. 0·3 ESE 0-4 ESE
30 do .. None. None. ........ None. None. None. None. None.

STATION G.-OFF COW HEAD, NEWFOUNDLAND. DEPTH, 42 FATHOMS.

3rd Sept. Tuesday, 8th Sept.

Depth.

14.45 11.15 13.15 15.15 17.00 18.40

Surface... !03 NNW0-5 NE O5 N b E 06 N b E 0-5 N 04 NNE
3fathoms . .... .04 NE105NbW06 NNW0-5 NNW0-4N
5 do 0 5 NNW0*4 NE06NbW0-4NW 06NNWO3NNE

1u do 0-6 NNWi0-4 NE 05Nb, 0-4NbE 05N 0-3N
20 do None. 104 NE 0*4 NNE 03 N b E None. 03 N
30 do None. 03 NE........ 0-3N b E None. 03 N

DeDth.

Wednesday-Continued.

13.10 15.05

Surface.... 0-6EbN0-4EbN
3 fathoms.. ........ 04 ENE
5 do .. 05 E b N 0-3 -

10 do 0-4 E b N 0-3 ENE
20 do .. 0-3 E N o·3 ENE
30 do .. None. None.

16.10 17.25

0-3ENE -EbN
O'S ENE ..........

... 0-5E
04 ENE 0-5 E
0-3 ENE 0 3E

None. 0-3 E

8.55

0-7ENE
0'7ENE
0-6 ENE
0*7 ENE
05 ENE
0·5ENE

Wednesday, 9th Sept.

8.30 10.10 11.25

0'7ENE 0-7 ENE 0-6 E b N
0·7 ENE 0·7 ENE 0-6 E b N
0-6ENE0-6 E b N 0-4 E bN
0·5ENE 0-5 E b N 0-4 E b N
0-3ENE 0-3 E b N 0·3 ENE
0-5ENE 0-4 E b N 0·2 ENE

Thursday, 10th Sept.

10.25 12.45 14.50

0-7ENE 0-8ENE 0-7ENE
0-7 ENE 0-9 ENE 0-7 ENE
0-7ENE 108 ENE 0-7 NE b N
0-7 ENE 0-6 ENE 0-5NEbN
0-5ENE 0-4 ENE None.
0O5ENE 0-4ENE None.

Thursday-Concluded. Monday, 14th Sept., 1896.

Depth. ----- ---

16.00 18.40 13.10 13.50 14.20 16.55 17.50
Remarks.

Surface... 06 NE b E 0-6 NE None. None. 0-1ENE O'lN 0-1NbW
3fathoms. 0-6 NE 0-5 NNE Slack. None. Slack. 0·1 NW 0·1 N b W Very little cur-
5 do .0*5NE b N 04 NNE Slack. None. rent except

10 do 06NEbE O5NbE Slack. 0'5 NNE 0'5 NNE 0.4 NW 0-5 NNW at 10 and 20
20 do . None. 0·2 ENE Slack. 0-3 NNE ......... 0·4 NNE Noue. fathomis.
30 do . None. None. Slack. None. .......... None. Noue.
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APPENDIX No. 4.

M ETEOROLOGICAL OFFICE,

ToRoNTO, 15th August, 1896.
Major F. GOURDEAU,

Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Si,-I have t'he honour to submit herewith the twenty-fifth annual report of
the Meteorological Service, this report being for the fiscal year lst July, 1895, to
30th June, 1896, with Appendices A and B, reports on Quebec and St. John
observatories.

During the past year, owing largely to the means of disseminating the daily
forecasts having been increased, much more interest has been manifested by the
public in ail branches of this service, the daily wind bulletin issued at 10 a. m., and
posted at the principal ports on the lakes and the maritime provinces being much
appreciated. The train weather signal system has been extended to the Ontario
division of the Michigan Central Railway, and in Nova Sceotia to the Dominion
Atlantic Railway. Arrangements are also being made to extend the system to the
Prince Edward Island Railway, these signals being of considerable service to the
farming community more espeéially during harvest time. It is also proposed, and
arrangements have been almost completed, for the posting each day in Toronto of a
weather map similar to those employed in the principal cities in the United States,
showing at a glance the actual weather prevailiing over Canada and the United
States at 8 a. m. These charts may in time be extended to other cities in Canada.

Much valuable data regarding the climate of the country bas been collected
from the voluntary observers to whose earnest care this service is much indebted.
These observers now number 236, and continue to increase, forty-four having been
added during the past year, thereby increasing considerably the clerical work of
this office, ail their observations having to be reduced to their several mean values.
Among the most valuable additions to the list of stations are a number in the
northern and eastern portions of Ontario, from which districts observations are
much needed. Some important stations in Manitoba and British Columbia have
also been added.

Following is a list of the stations added during the past fiscal year from which
reports are received:-

Ontario.
Class II.-

Fort Francis, Rainy Lake........ ........ , .......................... W . W . Birdsall.
Collingwood, " Kiononta Farm "... ....................... F. Dawson.
Agincourt, East York......... .............. G. H. Dean.
Otonubee, Peterborough. ............... ..................... J. M. Drummond.
Bobcaygeon, Victoria.... ..................... .... J. Cairnduif.
Desbarats, Algoma................................................. .... E. H . Twight.
Erasmus, W ellington.......................................,..........George W ood.
W eston, W est York..... ............................................ E. Smith.
Vankleek Hill, Prescott .............................................. Rev. J. Macleod.
Emo River, Algoma .................................... ......... A. Locking.
Bloomfield, Prince Edward................ ....... ......... W. R. Bowerman.
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Ontario-Concluded.
Class III.-

Liiden Valley, Victoria ........... ................ J. Sanderson.
Camden, Ad.dington................J. Teskey.
Ursa, Peterborough. . -... .............. ...... .............. C. J. M. Kettle.
K itley, L eeds................................. ...... .................... R. G ile.
Montagen, Leed. ................................ J. Chalmers.
Parma, Lennox......... ............. ............ C. R. Allison.
Arden, Addington.. ..... ................... ............ T. Anderson.
Jermyn, Peter borouigh...... ................... .... Wm. Armstrong.
Cherry Valley, Prince Edward....................... ............. L. Platt.
Westport, Leeds.. ....................... ........ W. McNight.
Sparrow Lake, Ontario...,,...... . .................. .. A. Waincko.
Lansdowne, Leeds ................................ J. C. Stafford.
Roblin's Mills, Lennox ......... ........ .............. E. Roblin.
W ooler, Northumberland........ ......... ......................... J. C. Dunn.
Enisdale, Muskoka....................................................W illiam Jenkin.
Fenelon Falls, Victoria........... .. ................................. S. J. Reazin.
Port Hope, Durham..... ...... .................. W. W. Barret.

Quebec.
Class Il.-

Gaspé Village, Gaspé........._............ ........................... J. Slous.

Nova Scotia.
Class Il.-

Guysborough, Guysborough ............... ........... ........ E. B. Smith.

Manitoba.
Class II.-

Rosebank, Selkirk................................W. Irvine.
Russell, Marquette......... .................. .... .,............... E. A. Struthers
Treherne, Marquette........................ .. . ... J. Cooper.
Mellendean, Selkirk ......................... ..... William Stark.

Class III.-
Rathwell, Marquette ....... ......... ........................ ....... C. o. Evans.

North-west Territories.
Class Il.-

Macleod, Alberta..... . ...................... ..... S . B. Steele.
Yarrow, Alberta.................. .... ....... ........................ G. T. Berry.

British Columbia.
Class II.-

Kootenay Reclamation Works.......... ................... W. Honderson.
Garrey Point, New Westminster .......... ....... William MeColil.
Tobacco Plain, East Kootenay....................................Ni. Phillips.
Quatsino, Vancouver Island., .......................... .... .. B. W. Leeson.

Class III.-
Victoria Water Works, Vancouver Island.................
Nanaimo, Vancouver Island ........... M. Bray.
Valdez Island, Gulf of Georgia . .... ..... T. Bell.
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The following stations have been closed, observations having been discontinued:

Quebec.-Class IL., St. Hyacinthe........ ......................... Observer resigned.
N.W.T.-Class IL., Saskatoon.. ........................... ......... Observer moved.
B. C. -Class IL., Duncans,. ..... ..... Observer moved to Victoria.

On August 27th, Mr. W. G. Knight, the observer at the telegraph reporting
station at Swift Current, N.W.T., who had acted as agent for this service for
many years, died and was succeeded by Mrs. Maud Knight.

In January, 1896, the Reverend Canon J. Flett having discontinued the obser-
vations at the telegraph reporting station at Prince Albert, Mr. C. O. Davidson
was appointed agent.

In January, the station at Ottawa was raised to a telegraph reporting station
and Mr. W. T. Ellis was appointed observer.

On 2nd March, Mr. George Macleod, agent at the telegraph reporting station
at Banff, N.W.T., died after a long and painful illness, and Mr. Norman B. Sanson
was appointed observer in his place.

On 31st March, Mr. John Murray, agent at the telegraph reporting station at
Spence's Bridge, died after a brief illness and Messrs. Clyde and Munro continued
the observations to 33th June. Mr. Murray was a most conscientious observer and
bis death is much regretted. Kamloops having been considered a more central
position than Spence's Bridge for a telegraph reporting station, it is proposed to
close the latter station immediately and establish one at Kamloops in its stead.

In June, a storm signal station was opened at Fox River, Quebec, with Mr.
Alexis Dufresno as agent. This place is frequented by a large number of fishing
vessels and the storm signals are much appreciated.

The shipping interests at Wiarton, Ont., being considerable a stor'm signal sta-
tion was established at this place in the spring of 1896, with Mr. H. R. A. Ely as
agent.

CENTRAL OFFICE.

No change in the staff of the central office bas taken place during the past
year; in order to keep pace with the work, however, which is rapidly increasing,
some additional assistance wili shortly be required.

STORM SIGNALS.

There wer'e not very many heavy gales during the past year, but of those that
occurred, with few exceptions, early warning was given of their approach. Perhaps
the three most violent storms of the year in the lower lake region, occurred on
28tb September, 6th October and 17th October; twelve, six and twenty-four hours
notice of their approach respectively being given. In tho gulf and maritime pro-
vinces, some of the heaviest gales occurred on October 12th and 16th, November
19th and 25th, December 2nd, 5th and 10th and March 11th, and warning of their
approach was given from six to twenty-four hours in advance. The list of wrecks
and loss of life on the great lakes and along our Atlantic seaboard, does not appear
large and in many cases mariners acknowledge that they derive great benefit from
heeding the stor'm signals.
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TABLE I.

The following table shows the total nuinber of warnings issued and the per-
centage verified:-

YEAR.

1877 ......... ................................... ..........
1878 .... ..................... ........ .....................
1879........................ . ........ ................. ... .
1880..................... ........ ......... . . ....... . .....
1881........ ................... .............. . ..
1882....... ............. ..... ................................
1883............. .................... .........................
1884...................... ................... ............ .....
18 85 .... .... .... . ... ........ ..... ....... ......... . .... ....
1886 ... . ... ..................... ........ . . .. .........
1887 .......... ............ . . .... ........................
1888 ............. .... .................... ..........
1889 ............................... ............ ........ . ...
1890 ... ...... ... . . .... ........... ..... ..................
1891 .... ............ . .. ............ ..... ........... ....
1892.......... ..... .... ................... ........
1893 ...... .. ......... ...... . ... ..... ...... ... .........
1894.............. ........................... ... ...... .
1895 ....... .................... .... .............. . .. .....
1896-six months, 1st January to 30th June ... ... .............

No. Issued. No. Verified P

743 510 68-6
860 673 78-3
712 591 83-0
889 736 82-8
854 727 85-1
841 658 78-2

1,085 858 79-1
798 663 8312
830 741 89'3
906 799 88·2

1,093 . 972 88-9
897 758 84-5

1,126 926 81-3
1,199 987 82-3
1,019 826 81*2
1,161 888 80-7
1,317 1,11:; 84-9
1,333 1,149 86-2
1,285 1,169 91-0

297 259 87-3

WEATHER FORECASTS.

Weather forecasts have been issued regularly during the past fiscal year, being
published by most of the leading newspapers throughout the Dominion and also
posted in about 1,500 telegraph offices in Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, and the mari-
time provinces. In addition to these forecasts a bulletin message giving the expected
direction and force of the wind during the next 36 hours, and when thought advis-
able a general statement ot the probable movement of storms, is telegraphed to the
harbour masters or others at the principal ports on the lakes and in the maritime
provinces where they are posted in conspicuous places in frames provided for the
purpose. These wind bulletins are evidently much appreciated as will be seen from
the following quotations from a few of the many letters received from the harbour
masters and otheis who post them.-B. Clow, Murray Harbour, P.E..-" The
people generally, as well as the sea-going ones, have been watching it closely." B.
W. Henesey, Port Hawkesbury, N.S.-" I feel satisfied that it has been of good
service to many masters of vessels." (J. P. Terris, Arichat, N.S.-"j have to bear
testimony to the accurateness of the service in most instances." E. McFarlane,
Annandale.-"The weather bulletin has been received very regularly and posted,
and while being so received was eagerly looked for by al[ who might be benefited,
and would be greatly missed during the fishing season." George Conroy, Tignish,
P.E.I.-" The storm warnings are appreciated by masters of vessels frequenting
this part of the province and during the past season the service has given ample
time to prepare for approaching storms." J. A. Matheson, Campbellton, P.E.J.-
"I think it was quite an advantage to fishermen as I frequently noticed them coming
to look at the probabilities before going out in the morning." Joseph Ramsay,
Campbellton, P.E..-" Vessel men found it very useful and were warned upon several
occasions not to go to sea thus avoiding heavy gales." Robert Thompson, Owen
Sound, Ont.-" I consider it of great benefit especially to the smaller class of
vessels." W. H. McEvoy, Amherstburg, Ont.-" It has been of great service to
vessel men-our early morning report has been very aceurate and has been regarded
by masters of American ships as most reliable." Robert MacAdams, Sarnia, Ont.-
" It is looked for with interest by the townspeople." John L. Clark, Port Dalhousie,
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Ont.-" It has bec I.osted cvery day at the canal office and is a great benefit to the
captainsof boats passing up and down the canal." W. P. Cooke, Port Arthur, Ont.-
"W Weather bulletins have been posted at the meteorological office and post office regu-
larly during the summer, and have been regularly consulted and acted upon by ail
interested theroin." Sylvester Brothers, Toronto.-" Your predictions were so
wonderfully correct that few, if any, craft large or small thought of leaving port
without reference to the weather report." James Hemlow, Liscomb, N.S.-" They
have been of much value to vessels making this port their harbour, fishing vessels,
especially in the fall and winter, make this their harbour as it is always free of ice,
and when in port frequently, 1 may say daily, corne ashore to find out the proba-
bilities." Peter McNeil, St. Peter's, N.S.-" There wore two boats stayed tn port
recenty when they saw the warning, and now consider thcmselves very lucky. A
vessel lay here the same day and the captain is glad ho did so." J. A. McGowan,
Shelburne, N.S.-" I consider it very beneficial to mariners, and find it is being
consulted more and more as it becomes better known." S. H. Crowell, North
Sydney, N.S.- "I just called upon a couple of our ship brokors aid they say that
they have in company with differont captains frequently called to see the weatber
report during the year, and can safely affirm that many captains have been
influenced by these mid-day reports, and that the reports in the main have been
very accurate and have been highly appreciated." H. MoDonald, Port Morien, N.
S.-" Masters of vessels and fishermen always look to the bulletin before leaving
port, and it is correct every time." John Gunn, Pictou, N.S.-" As late as last
week there were three boats going to Pictou Island which had been detained here
with unsettled weather and would not leave. They ail have faith in it." Arthur
Newberry, Charlottetown, P.E.I.-I am of opinion that shipping largely rely upon
these predictions." Samuel Hemphill, Georgetown, P.E..-" The correctness of
the forecast is generally commented on and on that account it is much appreciated,
it is invaluable, and many a boat and vessel has had reason to feel thankful for
having seen the bulletin in time." Wesley Myers, Victoria, P.E.I.-We ail
consider it a benefit Io mariners, and captains of vessels are governed by it." Joseph
Gallant, Rousticoville, P.E.I.-"I consider them of great value to mariners and
fishermen." Mrs. C. C. Seely, Grand Manan,-" The fishermen seem to find it of
great benefit to them, buyers of frozon fish seem to be guided a great deal by it."

Warnings of the approach of storms likely to block trains by snow were issued
to the railways and apparently are much appreciated.

The train weather signals have been displayed as usual during the summer
months, these signais being principally for the benefit of the farming community
along the lines of railways.

Special predictions were issued as usual without charge to ail persons applying
for them.

The following table (No. 2) shows the predictions and the percentage of fulfil-
ment in each district in each month and in the whole period.

60 Victoria. A. 189 7
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UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU.

The chief of the United States Weather. Bureau has continued to interchange
reports with this office, and I desire to express my warm appreciation of the uniform
courtesy that has characterized all communications from that office.

PUBLICATIONS.

Applications are frequently made by persons qnd institutions in different parts
of the world for the publications of this office. Over 800 copies of the Monthly
Weather Review and Toronto General Meteorological Register are distributed
immediately upon their being printed. Five hundred Weather Charts are issued on
about the 7th of each month, many of which are posted in conspicuous places for
reference.

LIBRARY.

During the past year some improvement has been made in the library by the
addition of some book cases, which were much needed. The publications received
consist of two hundred and twenty-nine books, pamphlets and annual reports, and
twenty-one daily, weekly and monthly reports. No binding have been undertaken
during the past ten years, many valuable reports and other works will require to be
bound, in order to save them from total destruction.

INSPECTION OF STATIONS.

During the past fiscal year stations were inspected, and the necessity of frequent
and careful inspection and adjustment of instruments, was very apparent.

The following stations were inspected by Mr. H. V. Payne, from whose report
some extracts are made :-Port Arthur, Fort William, Winnipeg, Qu'Appelle, Swift
Current, Medicine Hat, Fort Macleod. Edmonton, Calgary, Banff, Glacier, Spence's
Bridge, Chilliwack, Agassiz, Port Simpson, Rivers' Inlet, Esquimalt, Kamloops,
Grand Prairie, Vernon, Enderby, White River, Schreiber, Kingston. Kingston (Tete
du Pont barracks), Deseronto, Picton, Wiarton, Owen Sound, Presqu'Isle, Colling-
wood, "Kiononta Farm," Blue Mountains.

At Port Arthur the approaches to the signals were found unsafe and were
repaired, arrangements were also made for giving wind instruments better exposure.
At Fort William, Ont., it was found that instruments were not being properly
attended to and some repairs and painting were necessary. At Winnipeg instru-
ments were adjusted and agent was instructed with regard to certain errors found in
observations. At Qu'Appelle all instruments were tested, and the agent was
instructed with regard to rainfail observations. At Edmonton, N.W.T., the position
of instruments not being suitable they were moved, giving them better exposure.
At Swift Current, N.W.T., an observer having justbeen appointed shewas instructed
regarding the observations and all instruments were tested. At Banff it having
been proposed to erect an anemometer on some well exposed position, surrounding
mountains were examined, instrumental comparisons and tests were made and the
observer's assistant was instructed. At Agassiz the position of instruments was not
suitable and instructions were given to move them. At Esquimalt, B.C., the
barometer was cleaned, a position was selected for a rain gauge and instruments
were tested. At Grand Prairie the observer having died an attempt was made to
obtain another observer without success, so the instruments were taken away. At
Schreiber the position of the rain gauge not being good it was changed. At
Kingston comparisons of the instruments were made with standards and the position
of some of the instruments, and the signal mast not being good, it was recommended
that they should be moved. At Picton the signal mast was found in bad condition
and was repaired and painted. At Wiarton a signal agent having been appointed
he was instructed in his duties. At Owen Sound repaire to the signal mast were
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found necessary. At Presqu'Isle the anemograph was put. in order. At "Kiononta
Farm," near Collingwood, thermometer shed was properly adjustel. .

The followiuig stations were inspected by Mr. B. C. Webber:-Parry Sound,
Gravenhurst, Burk's Falls, Sprucedale, Eau Claire, Mattawa, Clontarf, Renfrew,
Rockliffe, Winnipeg, Portage la Prairie, Minnedosa, Brandon, Qu'Appelle, Indian
Head, Regina, Prince Albert, Battleford, Swift Current, Calgary, Banff, Carmanah,
Esquimalt, Agassiz, Chilliwack, Sponce's Bridge, Kamloops, Edmonton, Chaplin and
Medicine Hat.

At Parry Sound a new electrical vane was erected and ail instruments were
examined. At Burk's Fali the thermometor shed. which had been erected upside
downwards, was adjusted and the observer was instructed. At Mattawa the observer
was instructed with regard to rainfall observations, &c. At Renfrew the rain gauge
was found to bo out of repair. At Rockliffe, Ont., a new barometer was supplied
and a better exposure for the anemograph was examined and approved.

At Winnipeg ail instruments were examined and the work of the station was
carefully gone over. At Minnedosa the barometer was reading too low and the wind
vane was not working properly; these instruments were adjusted. At Qu'Appelle
the barometer was cleaned and comparisons of other instruments were made. At
Indian Rend the observer was instructed with regard to the observations. At Prince
Albert a new structure for the anemometer and a new site for other instruments
was found necessary. At Battleford the barometer was cleaned and a spare instru-
ment was left, the sunshine recorder was also adjusted. At Swift Current a new
set of electrical instruments was supplied, the barometer was cleaned and the rain
gauge was adjusted. At Medicine Hat barometers were cleaned and tested and old
rain gauge was replaced by new one. At Calgary a structure was erected for the
anemometer and the thermometer shed was repaired and moved to another site. At
Banff the barometers were tested and adjusted, and the observer was fully instructed
with regard to the manipulation of the wet and dry bulb thermometers. A site for
an anemometer on Tunnel Mountain was also examined and reported on. At Car-
manah, B.C., the barometer was cleaned and rain gauge which was much worn was
replaced by a new one. At Esquimalt ail instruments were examined and were
found in good order. At Spence's Bridge instruments were tested and barometers
were cleaned. At Kamloops, fait instructions were given to the observer regarding
the observations, it having been proposed to establish a telcgraph reporting station
at that place. At Edmonton, several repairs were found necessary and ail instru-
ments were examined and adjusted. At Fort William the signal mast was found to
have been heaved by the frost and instructions regarding it were givon. At White
River ail instruments were tested, and a position for the anemometer on the station
roof was suggested and approved.

The following stations were inspected by Mr. F. N. Denison,-Southampton,
Kincardine, Goderich and Stratford.

At Southampton the electrical anemometer and vane was much in need of atten-
tion and was put in thorough working order, and other instruments were tested. At
Kincardine the foundation of the signal bouse was in need of repair and instructions
regarding it were given, ail instruments were examined. At Goderich the signal
mast having been destroyed a new one was erected, and the electrical anemometer
was adjusted. At Stratford, instruments were examined and instructions regarding
them were given.

Respectfully submitted,
R. F. STUPART,

Director.
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MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY.

ToROTO, 15th August, 1896.
Major F. GOURDEAU,

Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Sia,-I have the honour to submit herewith the report on this observatory for
the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896.

DVring the year the regular routine magnetical and meteorological observations
have been carried on as in past years, and the photographie instruments, barograph,
thermograph, and magnetographs have been kept in operation, the curves fron
wbich turn out satisfactory. Field observations made by the director have been
continued on Sundays at a point two hundred yards magnetie north of the observa-
tory, well removed from all influence of buildings, in order to determine the amount
of the effect of the new school of science and adjacent buildings on the various mag-
nets in the observatory.

The determinations made in this manner have shown that al the magnets are
affected and constant corrections will have to be applied. On account of the
invariable vibration of the magnets caused by the electric cars all absolute deter-
minations have to be made on Sundays when the cors are not.running. The effect
of the electric currents on our magnets certainly impairs the value of the magnetie
observations ut this observatory, but by no means renders them worthless, as cor-
rections can be applied and our photographie traces show very clearly the daily
curves, and our records of anything approaching a storm are probably as valuable
as they ever were. The magnetie daily mean absolute values have been regularly
charted on millimetre paper forming curves, which, with daily observations of the
sun spots made with the six inch equatorial afford valuable data for magnetic
research. During the year the value of the magnetie elements have each day been
sent to Washington where they are used with those of other magnetie observatories
in an investigation into the relationship between meteorological and magnetical
phenomena. The principal magnetic storms occurred on 12th and 13th July,
9th and 10th August, 29th and 30th September, 12th, 13th, 28th and 29th October,
9th and 10th November, 4th March, May 2nd and 3rd.

On April 28th the suspension thread of the upstairs declinometer broke, the
magnet was resuspended, and the break measured by means of the photographie
trace. In December the vertical force magnetograph needle was dismounted to put
on a damper to sce if the vibrations caused by the trolley cars could be lessened, but
no great improvement could be seen. Spider webs were noticed on the declino-
meter magnetograph needle in May. On the 20th the outside cover was removed,
and the magnet cleaied of webs. Hourly tabulations from the curves were duly
made and results abstracted.

Eye observations to control the automatie records of the barograph and ther-
riograph are taken tri-daily and the arrangement is very satisfactory. The residual
correction to the barograph is -005 and the zeros of the thermograph standard ther-
mometers were redetermined in the commencement of April, also maximum and
minimum in the same shed and were found to be unchanged. During the excess-
ively cold weather in Februarg the thermograph clock stopped. The cover of the
instrument was taken off and the clock thoroughly overhauled and it bas been -un-
ning satisfactorily since. On 19th June the barograph clock cord broke. A new
one was at once put on. The magnetie clock has been running uninterruptedly
throughout the year. In December the gravity battery was substituted for the law
as the latter's action deteriorated rather quickly, since then there have been very
few breaks in the magnetic cut-offs. A summary of magnetie ehanges is added each,
month to the monthly Weather Review.
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TIME SERVICE.

During the year ending 30th June, 1896, observations of stars in the moridian
for time on 97 days and 11 solar transits during long intervals of cloudy nights were
taken aL the Toronto Observatory in which 362 stars have been obServed. The posi-
tions of the stars as given in the "Berliner Yahrbuch " have as formerly been used
in the reductions.

Determinations of the collimation error of the transit instrument have frequently
been made, chiefly by micrometrical measurements on the cross wires in the collim-
ating telescope.

An unusual number of visitors have been shown over the observatory this year,
and at night time a great many parties were accommodated with views of the celestial
bodies through the six-inch equatorial telescope.

The total eclipse of the moon on the 3rd September, 1895, was observed with
the large telescope and was watched by an intereste: number of spectators gathered
under the dome of the observatory tower. The various phenomena connected with
the oclipse were noted, the night being beautifully clear at Toronto. The darkness
of this eclipse was more marked thap that of 10th March last, and during totality
,the moon presented a decided deep coppery colour. The occultations of four faint
stars were observed, and the times of their disappearance noted. At 2.30 a.m. of the
4th aurora was observed in the north Class III., with some streamers.

The regular sun spot observations were continued throughout the year, and maps
4 inches in diameter obtained on 219 days. A maximum period occurred from the
7th to the 15th July, followed by a weli-marked minimum to the 26th, and from the
29th July to the 7th September another maximum occurred, the period from the 1st
to the 11th August being marked by nuinerous beautiful groups stretching across
the central portion of the sun from east to west. 8th to the 25th September was a
moderate minimum period,and from the latter date to the 9th October a well-marked
maximum was observed, consisting of a number of large groups. Moderately marked
maximum and minimum periods alternated until the 1lth April, 1896, when a
remarkably long continuous minimum set in, lasting up to the 27th May. During
this time the sun was completely free of spots on the 14th April, this being the first
day of no spots on the sun since the observations were commenced 15th March, 1895;
also on the 15th and 17th April and the 16th May the sun was clear of spots. On
many days of this period only the minutest pinhole of a spot was observed. From
the 27th May to the 30th June a moderate maximum prevailed.

The exchange of time between the observatories at Montreal, Quebec, St. John
and the Toronto observatory have taken place as usual, the comparifons being
registered on the chronograph. The errors of the Toronto clock and the different
timepieces used by the observers, being computed from the latest observations.

The time has also been given regularly on time exchange days to Halifax up to
the 7th April when it was discontinued.

The examination of the clock and chronometer comparisons and observations
sent in from the observatories at Quebec and St. John has been performed.
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The following table shows the difference between the " adopted time " and that
given at the different exchanges. The sign + indicates that the time as sent fronI
the various observatories is faster than the " adopted time." This latter time is the
arithmetical mean of the times as determined at Toronto and Montreal.

Toronto. Montreal. Quebec. St. John.

1895. Seconds. 1 Seconds. Seconds. Seconds.

July il ........... ..... ... ..... ..... +0-10 -0'10 +0-45 +0-63
do 30 . . ............ ....... ... . +015 -015 +3-80 +1-62

Aug. 16 .. ......................... -0-02 +0'02 +0-88 +0 49
Sept. 4.. .-. ..................... ... +0-22 -0-22 +1-59 +1·52

do 24 .......... ................ ..... 0-00 0-00 +0·13 +2-31
Oct. 8 .............................. -0*82 +0-82 -1-27 +0·69

do 24 .. ...... . . . .............. -0+ 30 +022 +0-51
Nov. 22........................... -0 39 +0-39 +0-09 +0-53
Dec. 10 .... .......................... -0·22 +0-22 +0·39 +0-17

do 27.... ... ......... - ... ..... ............ +2-94 +0-70
do 30....... .... .................. +0-21 - 0'21 ..............

1896.

Jan. 21........................ ........ +0-08 -0-08 -0-63 -0-38
F eb. 12.................................. ........ . .. .... - 3 04
do 13......... .... ........... ... -017 +017 0-10 .....
do 28............ .................. .. . -0·09 +0,09 014 +0 43

March17........................... .... +0115 -0-15 +1'11009
April 7.............................-0·30 +0-30 -137 +0·16

do 22.....................................................-0·71 +0-95
do 23.. ............................ 016 +0-16 .............. ............

May 7..................... .........- 045 +0·45 -0·81 +047
do 27.............................. -032 +0·32 -1-13 +1·50

June 11............................. ..... -0·83 +0·83 - 1-25 +1'32

Respectfully submitted.

R. F. STUPART,
Director.

APPENDIX A.

QUEBEO OBsEaVATORY,
QUEBEO, August, 1896.

To the Director,
Meteorological Office, Toronto.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the following report of the Quebec Observa-
tory for the fiacal year ending 30th June, 1896.

Al the meteorological observations were taken daily as beretofore, and trans-
mitted to the central office at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., and the bi-hourly temperatures
were continued on the Citadel. Upon instructions from the Meteorological Office
the storm-drum. was not used this year.

The time was determined at the observatory by means of the transit of the
standard stars every fine night, and also by the sun.

During the winter, and especially during the spring thaws, I noticed that the
transit instrument is not placed upon ground sufficiently solid. On various occasions
during the space of 24 hours I found a considerable change in deviation and
inclination.

The correct standard time (75th meridian) was daily given to the city by means
of the noon day gun, and during the navigation season, which, this year, began on
the 27th of April, to captains of vessels by means of the time bail at 1 p.m.
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The correct time was also given to watchmakers and other persons nearly
every day by means of the telephone.

Several chronometers have also been rated at this observatory during the year.
Two failures of the ball and a few of the gun occurred during the year, there

being no carrent on the telegraph line at the time.
The whole respectfully submitted.

ARTHUR SMITH,
Director Quebec Obserr Atory.

METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE,
ToRoNTO, 20th August, 1896.

Major F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to inclose herewith the annual report of the St. John
observatory for the fiscal year 1895-96 this being Appendix B to my report for-
warded on the 18th instant. -

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

R. F. STUPART, per F. P.,
Director.

APPENDIX B.

ST. JOHN OBSERVATORY.

ST. JOHN, N.B., August 15th, 1896.
R. F. STUPART, Esq.,

Director, Meteorological Service,
Toronto, Ontario.

SiR,-I have the honour of presenting my annual report for the fiscal year 30th
June, 1896.

The usual chief station routine of meteorological observations have been con-
tinued as reported in former years.

The time service bas received careful attention; observations of stars with the
transit instrument for the determination of clock errors and rates, have been made
at frequent intervals. The daily time signal has been given to the shipping and
others, by dropping the time ball at 1 p.m., local time.

During the year electric lights have been placed in the transit room for light-
ingpurposes as weil as illuminating the diaphragm of transit telescope.

The morning weather bulletin containiug the 8 a.m. probabilities, conditions of
the weather thronghout the continent, in general terms, and reports from stations
covering the coast from Anticosti to Boston, is now received by wire from Toronto
at an earlier hour-, which enables me to give the bulletin wider circulation and
increase its value to the shipping and other interests. This bulletin is posted in
publie places and published by ail of the St. John daily papers, as well as other
papers throughout th province. In addition to the bulletin, a report of our local
meteorological conditions is published by ail the daily papers here. Owing to the
correctness of the forecasts wired from Toronto, I have many calls for the proba-
bilities, especially during the stormy season.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

D. L. HUTCHINSON,
Director.
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APPENDIX O.

To the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

MOGILL COLLEGE OBSERViTORY,
MONTREAL, 11th March, 1897,

Sin,-I beg to submit the following report on the work of the McGill College
Observatory, Montreal, for the year 1896.

The usual meteorological work in connection with the meteorological service of
Canada bas been carried forward without interruption throughout the year. This
has consisted in: (1) A series of observation of the usual elements at four hours
intervals. (2) The telegraphie observation series at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. each day,.
upon which the weather probabilities depend. (3) A bi-hourly series of temperature
observations from self-recording thermometers.

The time service and system of clock exchanges with the Toronto Observatory
have also been conducted as detailed in former reports. Observations of 628 stars
were made on 122 nights during 46 weeks. For six weeks-11th September to 24th
October-clock errors were determined from the observations of the coast and
geodetic survey assistants, Messrs. Sinclair and Faris, who were during that period
engaged in longitude work here, and occupied our transit pier with their instrument.
Comparisons of the meantime clocks, here and in the Toronto Observatory, were
made on 18 days.

LONGITUDES.

During the past summer the Astronomer Royal visited Montreal on his way to
Japan, and having brought with him the completed reductions of the Montreal-
Greenwich longitude observations, I am able to announce the final value of the
longitude of Montreal (the middle point between the two piers of the transit
instruments at this observatory), as determined from the observations of Professor
Il. H. Turner and myself in 1892, as 4. 54m. 18•670. This quantitity is in excess of
the old value, which was obtained by connection with the UnitedStates system
of longitudes, by 08.105. The determinations upon which the American longitudes
have hitherto rested were made by the United States coast and geodetie survey in
1866, 1870 and 1872. When it is considered that the cable signals were then sent on
the old flash system and that the longitude operations, as conducted by the Americans,
did not include an interchange of observers, the accordance of the old value with
that above announced is quite within the limits of error which might properly have
been assigned to the former.

During the months of May and June observations for determining the longitude
of Ottawa were made in co-operation with Mr. W. F. King, of the Department of
the Interior. During September and October the difference of longitude between
Albany, N.Y., and Montreal was determined under the direction of Mr. C. H.
Sinclair, of the coast and geodetic survey. This work completed the chain of longitude
determinations between Washington, Cambridge and Montreal, and gave another
connection between the American trans-Atlantic longitude determinations and our
own determination in 1892.

By the kindness of Mr. Sinclair I m able to give the results of his field
reduction, which makes the difference of longitude between Montreal and Cambridge
9" 47* 581-011. The difference obtained in 1883 by Professor Rogers, of the Harvard
College Observatory, and myself was 9"' 47' 550-019. Combining these two results
we obtain 9' 478 572 as the difference of longitude between Montreal and Cambridge.
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SOIL TEMPERATURES.

The soil temperature observations made in co-operation with H. L. Calendar,
F.R.S., Professor of Physics in McGill University, have been continued. Two eye
observations per day, at the several depths, have been taken throughout the year.
The results up to the 1st May last were presented as a paper at the last meeting of
the Royal Society of Canada, and will be published shortly.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Yours truly,

C. H. McLEOD,
Superintendent.
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APPENDIX No. 5.

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF STEAMBOAT
INSPECTION.

CHAIRMAN's OFFICE,
OTTAWA, November, 1896.

Hon. L. H. DAVIES,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

Sî,-I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report of the Steamboat
Inspection Service, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896.

The report contains statement of board meetings held during the year, appoint-
ments made, casualties occurred, and prosecutions for violation of the Steamboat
Inspection Act, with the number of steamboats in the Dominion as known' to the
inspectors; form No. 1, showing the steamboats whicb were inspected, and form
No. 2, the steamboats not inspected; foim No. 4, shows the number of steamboats
added to the Dominion, and form No. 5, the number of steamboats lost, broken up
or otherwise put out of service.

There bas also been inspected by the steamboat inspectors at Montreal, i&
addition to the steamboats inspected, the hoisting gear and ship's tackle of 382
vessels, which is used for loading and unloading the vessel.

Tables A, B and C show the total number of steamboats in the Dominion and
their gross tonnage; the amount of dues and fees collected, and the number of steam-
boats added to the Dominion, with their gross and registered tonnage.

A.--NUMBER of Steam Vessels, inspected and not inspected, reported by the Inspectors
of Steamboats in the Dominion and their gross tonnage, during the year ended
30th June, 1896.

.iio. Number GrossDmvsion. of Tonnage.Vessels.

W est Ontario, Huron and Superior.... ................. ..................... 340 69,771-00
Kingston............... ....................................... .... 156 25,848-96
Montreal.................. ...................................... 181 18,069-93
Quebec.................. ...................... .. . .. .......... 136 36,099-00
Nova Scotia ... ................................................. ,. ..... 123 27,475-80
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island..................................... 129 17,292 51
British Colum bia ..................... ..... ................................. 152 22,165-09
Manitoba, Keewatin and North-west Territories.............. ................. 83 5,455'86

Total..................... ........... ...................... 1,300 222,178'15
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B.-DUEs and Fees collected on account of Steamboat Inspection during the year
ended 30th June, 1896.

Division. Amount.

e ets.
West Ontario, Huron and Superior............. ................ ... ........... 6,838 22
Kingston...... ..... ..... .... ..... ............... ..................... .. . 2,779 00
M ontreal........... ... ............... ................. .. ............ ............. 2,249 63
Q uebec... ................... ... .... ..................... ...................... 3,474 68
N ova Scotia..... .. .. .... ................... ............. ................ ..... 2,693 94
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island... .. .................. .. ........... ..... 1,378 32
British Colum bia..................... ...................................... . ....... 2,409 56
Manitoba, Keewatin and North-west Territories. .... ........ .... ..................... 554 82
Inspecting tow barges . ....... . . ....... .... . .................... .............. 110 00
Engineers' certificates................. ..... ......................................... 717 50

T otal..... ............. .... .... ................. .............. 23,205 67

C.-NUMBER of Steam Vessels added to the Dominion during the year ended 30th
June, 1896.

.i . ONumber Gross RegisterDivision. Ves. Tonnage. Tonnage.

West Ontario, Huron and Superior., ...... ... ............. ..... 10 240-00 162·00
Kingston................. ...... ... .... .... .. ... ... ..... 15 372·94 202-01
M ontreal............... ...................................... 12 1,122'51 667·69
Quebec............ ...... .. ............ .................... N il.
Nova Scotia.....,. ............... ......................... 6 171-13 89-43
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island............... ..... . 3 34-72 20'32
British Columbia .................... ............................ 14 2,434-71 1,641 81
Manitoba, Keewatin and North-west Territories.......... ... ..... 6 647'20 430-10

Total .......... ................................. 66 5,023-21 3,213-03

RULES AND AMENDMENTS.

During the year the rules and amendments for the inspection of steamboats,
and for the examination of engineers of steamboats, have been consolidated, and
sanctioned by the Governer in Council.

BOARD MEETINGS.

A meeting of a quorum of the Board of Steamboat Inspection was held at
Toronto from 13th to 27th February inclusive, being composed of Inspectors John
Dodds and James Johnston, of Toronto, with the chairman, E. Adams.

The meeting was held for the purpose of examining candidates for the position
of steamboat inspector for the Manitoba district; also to decide on questions
sub-nitted by the inspector at Halifax pertaining to the form of pipe boiler known as
the Babcock and Wilcox, to be placed for use on steamboat; aud question relating
to shafts for a tug boat building by the Upper Ottawa Improvement Company.

APPOINTMENTS.

On the retirement from the service of C. E. Robertson, late inspector for the
Manitoba district, Mr. G. P. Phillips, of Rat Portage, who passed a satisfactory
examination at Toronto, 27th February, 1896, was appointed to the position of
boiler, machinery and huli inspector for said district, to reside at Rat Portage,
with a salary of $1,000 per annum, by Order in Council, 16th May, 1896.
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CA8UALTIES.

West Ontario and Huron Division.

• July 14th, 18 9 5.-Steamer " Cibola," of Toronto, was totally destr->yed by fire
at Lewiston, N.Y., originating while steamer was lying at the dock, one life was
lost; cause of fire unknown,

September 5th, 1895.-Steamer " St. Magnus," of Hamilton, while on dry dock
at Port Dalhousie took fire and was totally destroyed, one life being lost; cause of
fire, from warehouse on dock.

October 7th, 1895.-Steamer " Africa," of Owen Sound, having in tow the barge
"Sovern," both loaded with coal, from Ashtabula, U.S., to Owen Sound, Ont.,
encountered a sovere gale on Lake Huron, the tow line parted and the " Africa " fell
into the trough of the sea and foundered, all hands, thirteen in number, being lost.
The "Severn " was driven ashore in the vicinity of Lyal Island and went to pieces,
the crew being saved.

November 3rd, 1895.-SS. "Athabasca," of Montreal, en route from Fort
William to Owen Sound, when about fifty miles from Fort William the high pressure
crank shaft broke. The steamer returned to Fort William and afterwards was
towed to Owen Sound, where repairs were made.

East Ontario Division.

August 3rd, 1895.-Steamer " Daisy," of Port Hope, caught fire while the crew
were sleeping. The vessel was totally destroyed; no lives lost.

September 15th, 1895.-Steamer "Columbia." of Port Hope, while tied up at
Bobcaygeon dock, caught fire and the hull was badly burned. The crew being all
on shore when fire started, no loss of tife.

October 26th, 1895.-Steam yacht "Sea Gull," while lying at the dock at Port
Perry, was completely destroyed by fire. Cause of fire, the explosion of a coal oi1
lamp.

October 31st, 1895.-SS. "Alexandria." of Montreal, struck a boulder in
Lachine Canal and sank to the deck, afterwards was raised and repaired at Montreal.

Novomber 8th, 1895.-Steamers " Hero " and " Nile " collided at night, near
Huff's dock, Bay of Quinté. Both steamers were badly damaged. "I Hero " was
beached tu keep her from sinking. The vessels afterwards were repaired at
Deseronto.

November 15th, 1895.-Tug " James A. Walker," of Kingston, by striking a
rock in Rapid Plat, stripped the blades off her propeller wheel, the engine run-
ning away and causing the breaking of the forward columns of the engine frame and
cracking the condenser; was afterward towed to Montreal where repaira were made.

April 25th, 1896.-Tug " Eva " was totally destroyed by fire. The vessel was
out on the ways at Lindsay and had been out ail winter. Origin of fire unknown.

June 22nd, 1896.-SS. " Reindeer," of Kingston, while on a trip between
Deseronto and Picton, broke the engine shaft and bed plate. The break was
occasioned by a flaw in the shaft. Vessel was towed to Kingston where repairs were
magIe.

Montreal Division.

September 20th, 1895.-Tug "St. Peter" and SS. "Turrett Bay," collided in
the harbour of Montreal. The bow of the " St. Peter " was badly damaged and she
also lost her smokestuck overboard. The " Turrett Bay " proceeded on her voyage
uniniured.

May 7th, 1896.-Ferry steamer " Mansfield," when on a trip between New Edin-
burg and Gatineau Point, caught fire and became a total loss. Fire supposed to have
originated by a spark from the furnace of boiler.
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May 14th, 1896.-Steamer " Owens," a padd le tug, while lying at the Montebello
wharf, caught fire and became a total loss. One man was badly burnt. The cause
of fire unknown.

Quebec Division.

August 6th, 1895.-SS. " Canada," of Montreal, while on a voyage crossing from
Tadousac to Rivière du Loup in a dense fog, ran on Percil Rock and was damaged.
The steamer got off with the rising of the tide, and proceeded to Quebec; was there
placed on dry dock and repaired.

November 2lst, 1895.-SS. " Thames," of Quebec, while on a voyage from New-
foundland to Montreal, stranded on a bank near Cape Breton and became a total
loss. No lives were lost.

May 18th, 1896.-The paddle tug steamer "Beaver," of Quebec, broke ber shaft
between the two paddle flanges. The break was detected while lying at the wharf.
It was substituted by a larger one.

Nova Scotia Division.

August, 1895.-Str. " Islet," of Yarmouth, during a fierce gale, broke from ber
moorings and drove ashore, becoming a total wreck.

February, 1896.-SS. " St. Pierre," of Yarmouth, foundered at sea on a voyage
from Halifax, Nova Scotia. to Vancouver, British Columbia. There was no loes of
life attending the disaster.

New Brunswick and Prinée Edward Island Division.

July 23rd, 1895.-qS. " Prince Rupert," with triple expansion engines, running
between St. John, N.B., and Digby, N.S., on leaving the wharf at St. John, broke
the high pressure cylinder and was detained until changes were made to work ber
compound.

Again, on August 22nd, broke the coupling bolts on starboard paddle shaft on
the voyage from Digby to St. John.

August 17th, 1895.-Passenger steamer "Miramichi " collided with schooner
"Ascola," on the Miramichi River, the jib boom of the latter striking the steamer
forward of the smokestack, tearing it away, and sweeping one side of the upper
deck to the stern. Five young lady passengers who were on the deek at the time,
were swept overboard with the wreck, of whom three were drowned before assist-
ance coufd reach them. An investigation was held, the result of which was the
certificate of the master of the steamer was cancelled for twelve months.

August 12th, 1895.-Passenger steamer " Hampstead," and tug "Nereid," col-
lided on St. John River, the latter striking the " Hampstead " at the forward gang-
way, cutting into ber guards five feet, and her planking to the water's edge.
Temporary repaire were made permitting ber to finish the running season.

Nov. 17th, 1895.-Freight str. "Albert," of Charlottetown. P.E.I., sprung a leak
at sea during a fierce gale of wind, and was abandoned in a sinking condition. The
crew were saved and landed at St. Pierre, Miquelon.

June 9th, 1896.-The steam tugs "Hope" and "Maggie M" collided on St.
John River. The " Maggie M " had her stern taken out to the water's edge; the
"Hope" was cut through the guard to hull. The ' Maggie M" was run ashore and
temporary repairs made to prevent ber from sinking.

British Columbia Division.

July 20th, 1895.-SS. " Coquitian " stranded on rocks in Johnston Straits,
whereby ber stern and bow plates were damaged, was floated off and proceeded to
Victoria, where damage was repaired.
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August lst, 1895.-SS. " Muriel," stranded and partly submerged in the Gran-
ville Channel, was raised August 6th, and temporary repairs were effected to bring
her to Victoria, where she was hauled ont on. marine railway, and thoroughly re-
paired.

Nov. 1st, 1895.-SS. " Cariboo and Fly," on being taken into Mill Creek, Skeena
River, to be laid up, grounded at both ends, when tide left, broke her back, a total
wreck; machinery saved.

Nov. 25th, 1895.-SS. " Thistle " stranded in Chatham Sound, damaged keel,
stern post and some of the planking, was got off next day, taken to Victoria where
placed on the marine railway and repaired.

Dec. 22nd, 1895.-SS. " Islander " on passage to Vancouver, struck on Prevost
Island, neur Portlock Point lighthouse, floated off on 24th, and steamed to Victoria;
extensive damage to stern, keel, keelson, frames and several plates; was hauled out
on marine railway and repaired.

Dec. 27th, 1895.-Tug " Arrow " while towing a scow on Arrow Lake, Columbia
River, a tudden squall capsized the steamer; master and engineer lost. The vessel
was afterwards righted when it was found the boiler was lost.

Jan. 8th, 1896.-SS. ' Falcon " with scow in tow on passage to Comox, fouled
a log, which broke her propeller, was driven on Trial Island and broken up by seas.
A total wreck.

Jan. 13th, 1896.-SS. " Vancouver" on voyage to Chemainus, stranded in San-
some Narrows, was towed off and steamed to Victoria, hauled out and repaired
damage fore foot and keel.

Feb. 9th, 1896.-SS. " Mary Hare," while lying at Reed Island, Cowichan Gap,
at anchor and all bands ashore; the steamer caught fire, and became a total loss.

March 9th, 1896.-SS. "Comox," while moored at the Union SS. Co., wharf,
Vancouver, and ail hands ashore, caught fire, supposed over boiler, causing consider-
able damage to deck, fittings. &c., which were all repaired.

May 4th, 1896.-SS. " T. W. Carter " on voyage from Victoria to Mud Bay,
struck on Trial Island, afterwards floated off and sank in deep water; a total loss.

May 12th, 1896.-Tug " Mamie " while towing broke the tail shaft by fouling
floating logs, was towed to Vancouver where a new shaft was made and fitted.

Manitoba, Keewatin and North-west Territories.

Aug. 12th, 1895.-SS. " Siskiwith " of Port Arthur, while lying at the dock at
Fort William, caught fire and was partially burnt, cause unknown; was again re-
built. Amount of damage valued $1,025.

PROSECUTIONS FOR VIOLATION OF THE STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT.

Results in Each Case.

Str. " Rocket "-to which reference is made in my annual report for year en ding
June, 1894, of having been fined for violation of the Steamboat Inspection Act, and
proceedings being taken to sell the boat for payment of same.

The proceedings were not executed; the fine having been paid by defendant,
to the department, December 11, 1895, by deposit receipt No. 29, Bank of Montreal,
for 8130.71, being the amount of costs and fine inflicted.

April 19, 1895. Proceedings were taken against the steam tugs " Equal Rightse,"
"Fred. Davidson," " Mand," " Doty," and " Tender," for violation of the Steamboat
Inspection Act, by carrying passengers without having a cei tiflcate permitting of
such.

The cases were tried before the police magistrate at Barrie, Ont., when the
defendants were convicted ; four of them being fined $50 and costs, and Str.
"Fred. Davidson " 820 and costs.
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The owners of "Maud," "Fred. Davidson," and "Equal Rights," paid the
charges amounting in all to $126, for which the department received deposit receipt
No. 2092 of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, Barrie, for the amount.

The owners of " Tender " and "I Doty " were granted an extension of time for
payment; which was collected and paid to the department, 30th July, 1895, by
deposit receipt No. 2115 for S100, on Bank of Commerce, Barrie.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD ADAMS,
Chairman Board of Steamboat Inspection.
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APPENDIX No.6.

REPORT OF CHAIRMAN OF BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF MASTERS
AND MATES.

The Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

HALIFAX, N.S., 19th August, 1896.

SIa,-According to instructions contained in your letter of the 3rd inst., I have
prepared and herewith beg to inclose the annual report of the Board of Examiners
of Masters and Mates for the fiscal year of 1895-96.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

W. H. SMITH,
Chairman.

HALIFAX, N.S., 20th August, 1896.

The Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisherios,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the annual report of the proceedings of the
Board of Examiners of Masters and Mates, from the 30th June, 1895, to the 30th
June, 11896, the end of the fiscal year.

The board met for examinations as follows
Port of H alifax...... .............................. ............... 11 times.

do St. John.................................................... 10 do
do Yarmouth............................ ... 1 do
do Quebec ..................................... 2 do

Total............ ........... ,........................ 24 tim es.

There were also three examinations for candidates at Victoria, B.C.
At Halifax 10 applications were made for sea-going certificates of competency

as master and 17 for mates' and 4 for second mates' certificates.
Six masters, 10 mates and 3 second mates received certificates. Ten applica-

tions were made for certificates of competency as master of coasting and inland
vessels and 2 for mates' certificates, and 10 masters and 2 mates received certificates.

At St. John 14 applications were made for sea-going certificates as master com-
petency, and 11 certificates were issued to successful candidates.

Eleven sea-going officers applied for mates' certificates and one for a second mate'a
certificate.

Ten maies and 1 second mate were granted certificates. Two candidates applied
for certificates of competency as masters of coasting and inland vessels and 1 for a
mate's certificate.

Two masters and 1 mate received certificates for the coasting and inland trade.
At Yarmouth, 2 applications were made for sea-going certificates of competencY

as master and both candidates received certificates.
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At Quebec 1 candidate applied for a master's certificate of competency sea-
going, and also 1 for a second mate's certificate.

Both candidates were granted certificates.
At Victoria, B.C., 2 applications were made for mates certificates of competency

and 1 for 2nd mate's certificate.
A certificate was issued to the second mate only.
By the foregoing statement it will be observed that for the 12 months ending

30th June, 1896, 26 applications were made for masters' certificates of competency
sea-going, 31 for mates' and 7 for second mates'.

Nineteen masters, 22 mates and 6 second mates were granted certificates.
Twelve applications for certificates of competency as master coasting and

inland, were made to the Board of Examiners, and 3 for mates' certificates.
Twelve masters and 3 mates obtained certificates for the coasting and inland

trade.
Four certificates of service were issued through the Halifax office for masters in

the coasting and inland trade and 5 for mates and 4 renewal certificates of all grades.
The total number of certificates granted by the Department of Marine and

Fisheries at Ottawa, including competency, service and renewal, upon applications
made to the Board of Examinera at Halifax, was 74, and fees to the amount of
$794.50 were collected and deposited in the Bank of Montreal to the credit of the
Receiver General, and receipts for the same forwarded to the dopartment monthly.

Fees for the examinations of candidates at Victoria are sent direct to Ottawa
by the agent of Marine and Fisheries at that port, and are not accounted for by the
chairman of the board at Halifax.

This report does not include certificates of competency for coasting and inland
waters, issued by the department upon examinations at any other ports than those
above mentioned.

At St. John the local member of the board holds examinations for coasting and
inland, and also for service certificates, and makes the return to the department
direct.

Amongst the applications-above enumerated, some candidates have presented
themselves a second or third time for examination, for master, mate or second
mate, as the case may be, having previously failed.

The names of these candidates appear upon the books at this office each time
they come forward to be examined. They are, however permitted to have a second
trial without paying another fee, but on each successive occasion after that, no
matter how often they present themselves, the full amount of the fee is again
collected from them.

The examination of candidates for deep-sea certificates of competency, is similar
to that required by the Imperial Board of Trade, and any new subject of examina-
tion introduced by the British Government is adopted by Canada, and the certificates
granted by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries are the same in value as those
issued in Great Britain.

The examination in the colour test bas from time to time been changed,
improved and made more searching, and now consists of the form vision, colour
vision and colour ignorance tests, which are quite sufficient to ascertain if a can-
didate has any defect in bis sight, as it is very important that an officer in charge of
thedeck of a ship should be able to distinguish the colour and descriptions of lights,
immediately they come in sight, whether they are carried by a ship or placed in a
lighthouse on shore.

I am of opinion that it is of the greatest importance that masters and officers of
ships sbiould bave no defect in their hearing, as any one in charge of the bridge or
deck of a ship when under way, should be able to distinguish the report of the look-
out men, and, if he is a tubordinate officer, he must of necessity be able to under-
stand the orders of the master with reference to shaping the courses of the ship
when necessary, and to understand the various directions of the captain with respect
to the bandling of the springs when approaching or leaving a wharf, otherwise
serious accidents may at any time occur.
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At an investigation recently held by me, it was proved that an officer was
unable to hear and distinguish the orders issued by the master, even in calm weather
and smooth water, and if this officer had been further employed, serions results
might have been anticipated.

The former issue of the rules and regulations governing the examinations of
candidates for sea-going certificates having been exhausted, a copy of the existing
rules was taken, and all the amendments and additions which have been from time
to time made in Canada and the United Kingdom, were inserted, and those
parts which were considered unnecessary or obsolete, were left out.

These rules and regulations were approved of by the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, and also by the Imperial Board of Trade, to whom they were submitted,
and were sanctioned by an Order in Council of the 29th June, all previons rules and
regulations and Orders in Council being cancelled and annulled.

I am, siir,

Your obedient servant,

W. H. SMITH,
Chairman of Board of Examiners

of Masters and Mates.
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APPENDIX No. 7.

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

HAZEL IELL, GUYSBORO' COUNTY, N.S.. 28th Sept., 1896.

J. H. PARSONS, Esq.,
Agent Marine and Fisheries Dept.,

Halifax.

REPORT re CARRIER PIGEONS.

DEAR SiR,-Yours of the 14th inst. received. I beg to submit the following
report re carrier pigeons:-

Received from Sergt. Mulholland, R.E., on 24th Dec., 1895... 55
Died ......... .................... .................................... 1
Young birds hatched. ................................................ . 57

do died.................................... 2
Old birds in loft, lst July, 1896........................................ 54
Young do do ............ ... .......... .... 1....... 55

Total number............... ........ .......... ...... 109

Birds were not in fit state for training at let July, 1896.

Yours faithfully,
S. S. DICKENSON, per D. C.

Digest of Letter of Capt. Kent, R. E., re Transfer of Carrier Pigeons from Ralifax
(Citadel) Loft, to Hazelhill, Canso.

31et December, 1895.
To J. PARSONS, Esq.,

Agent, Marine and Fisheries Dept.,
Halifax.

1. The pigeon loft at the Citadel was demolished on the 22nd December,
1895.

2. Sergeant Mulholland proceeded by railway on 23rd December, taking with
him by express 13 boxes, &c., including 55 birds, carrier pigeons, also all the food
on hand and the correspondence and books. He proceeded by steamer from Port
Mulgrave to Canso, and thence to Hazel Hill in carriages.

3. Superintendent Dickinson of the Cable Service aided Sergeant Mulholland in
conveying and disposing of the birds. A thick walled house 12 feet square (within)
was assigned to the pigeons, and carpenter and other work done under direction of
Sergeant Mulholland to adapt it to the pigeon service, and the birds were placed in
their quarters. Owing to thickness of the walle, double and filled between with
sawduet, artificial heating is unnecessary.

4. The books of pedigree, &c., and the correepondence were explained to a Kr.
Carmichael who took the direct charge of the birds under Mr. Dickenson.
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5. Before Sergeant Mulholland left Hazel Hill to return to Halifax, a floor had
been laid, many roosting coops, &c., completed, wire netting fixed to the window
just cut and glazed, wire netting exercise ground planned, electrie light (incandes-
cent) fixed in the room, and water arranged to be laid on.

6. Sergeant Mulholland's expenses were, travel, &c., $25.75 and expressage on
boxes of birds, 86, certified by Capt. Kent, and subsequently paid by the depart-
ment.

H. V. K.,
Supt. Signals, Etc.

Memo. of Agent Parsons's visit to the Pigeon Loft, Hazel Hill.

Early in January, 1896, I was at Canso, and spent part of an afternoon visiting
and inspecting the pigeons and their quarters at Hazel Hill.

There was a double door to correspond with the double wall, and the one
window gave fairly good light without admitting too much cold.

The birds seemed in good condition and the room and surroundings were clean
and not ill smelling. The exercising yard was planned but not built. Mr.
Carmichael, who bas charge of the birds, is very intelligent and seems interested in
the success of this service.

J. PARSONS,

HALIPAX, Sept. 30th, 1896. Agent.
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APPENDIX No. 8

SIGNAL SERVICE, CANADA,
QUEBEC, 27th, August 1896.

SIR,-I have the honour to inclose herewith the 14th annual report as to the
services performed in this office and the agents, under the control of your
department in the Signal Service, during the past fiscal year ending 30th June, 1896.

i have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

H. J. MCHUGH,
Superintendent.

F. GOURDEAU, Esq.,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIGNAL SERVICE, CANADA,
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.

QUEBEC, 27th, August 1896.
To the Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SI,-I have the honour to submit the following report as to the service for
the year ending 30th June, 1896.

As in preceding seasons reports have been received from the, stations in the
lower part of the river and gulf, recording the weather, wind, condition, location
-and movement of the ice during the winter and spring months, and during the
season of navigation, all inward and outward vessels as signalled and seen from the
stations.

Snow fell early, but did not exceed that of other seasons; ice formed slowly
and harbours remained open much later than in preceding seasons.

No vessel was detained by ice in the river or gulf, this bas not occurred before
in the past thirteen years. With few exceptions most of the vessels inward and
outward bound, from the opening of navigation to the 30th of June, encountered
numerous icebergs from 300 miles to tho eastward of Cape Race and Belle Isle, and
to a distance of 60 miles westward of the former and of the latter, icebergs were met
20 miles west of Cape Norman in the Straits of Belle Isle.

Grosse Isle quarantine station seported as in former years, (with the exception
when the cable was interrupted), all trans-atlantic vessels after having been given
pratique. This service bas been of great service to the shipping intereste. These
reports are free to the department being transmitted over the Government line to
Quebec.

After the closing of navigation three reports a week are received and distributed
in the ordinary way. From the lst to the 20th April, reports were sent to the
Board of Trade, Montreal, St. John, N.B., and Quebec, and to the Chamber of Com-
merce, Halifax, N.S., also to the press of Quebec and Montreal, to thé agent of the
department, Quebec, to the custom bouse and immigration agent, to all the agents
of regular lines of steamers, tug owners, to the pilots for below and above Quebec,
also to Messrs. H. Fry & Co., Lloyds's agents, Quebec.
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Owing to earlier departures from foreign port@, daily reports were received and
forwarded as above and also to North Sydney, during the season of navigation, from
the 20th April.

The quarantine doctor at Rimouski is also supplied with a report of the incom-
ing mail steamers, name of station and hour of passing being given when vessel first
signalled.

The chief superintendent of the quarantine service at Grosse Isle is also supplied
with a report of all incoming steamers, name of station and hour of passing, also
weather and wind. (This applies to trans-atlantic and foreign vessels.)

Information as to the wind, weather and ice in the vicinity of Anticosti, Mag-
dalen Islands, Meat Cove, C.B., St. Paul's Island, Cape Ray, Newfoundland, is also
sent to Esquimaux Point on the Labrador coabt in the month of March for the guid-
ance of the sealing fleet.

This is the sixth season that no ice has been seen in the vicinity of St. Pierre
de Miquelon after the middle of April.

Information was supplied also from this office as in past seasons to the agents
at Anticosti, Magdalen Islands, Meat Cove, C.B., Cape Ray, Newfoundland, Low
Point, North Sydney and Cape Race in the month of April, as to the weather, wind,
movement and condition of the ice in the Gulf and River St. Lawrence up to Mont-
real for the guidance of any vessel calling at any of the above given stations for in-
formation.

NAVIGATION.

1895-Last outward sailing vessel, November, 16th, ship 'America."
1895-Last freight steamer, November, 27th, " Turret Ball."
1895-Last mail steamer, November 18th, " Mongolian."
1895-Last coasting steamer, December lst, " Polino."
1896-First inward freight steamers arrived on April Lst, "Flamboro " and

"Loughrigg Holme. The Allan liner "Mongolian" from Liverpool arrived on
April 28th.

The first inwardbound sailing vessel arrived on May 12th, the bark " Medusa."
Navigation closed in the Gut of Canso, on January 29th, and was again open on

March 25th.
Pleasant Bay, Magdalen opened on April 21st, the "St. Olaf" arrived there the

same day from Pictou, N.S.
Pt. Escuminac, N.B., reported navigation open off there on April 23rd, no ice

being seen after that date.
Sydney Harbour, C.B., was partially closed from February 16th to the 21st, and

from that date to the 8th March, little or no ice was seen. It was again closed to
the 17th, and from the 24th to the 28th of April remaining open after this latter
date.

Respectfully submitted,

H. J. MOHUGH,
Supt. Signal Service.
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SIGNAL SERVICE, CANADA.

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT,
QUEBEC, 31st August, 1896.

SR,-I have the honour to inclose herewith, the Appendices A, B and C to the
fourteenth annual report of the signal service up to the end of the fiscal year ending
June 30th. The reports from Point Rich, Newfoundland, and Cape Ray, have not
as yet been recoived. Upon receipt of them I will without delay forward them.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

H. J. McHUGH,
Superintendent.

F. GOURDEAU, Esq.,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

APPENDIX A.

REPORT on ice, &c., in the Straits of Belle Isle and the north and-west coasts of
Newfoundland as noted -by the Agents of the Department at Belle Isle, Cape Bauld,
Cape Norman, Point Amour, Greenly Island, Point Rich, Cape Ray, Bird Rocks,,
from July lst, 1895, to June 30th, 1896.

BELLE ISLE.

1895, November 20th.-Last steamer sighted.
1895, November 25th.-Last sailing vessel sighted, a bark.
1895, December 3rd.-First snow fell.
1895, December 11th.-First slob ice formed and extended to the east and west

of the island. A considerable quantity drifted out from the north-east. The month
was generally cloudy and had a lot of snow, sleet and rain. Winds variable, W.S.W.
in the first and E.N.E. in the latter part of the month.

1896, January.-This month was fairly clear. W.S.W. winds in the first,
E.N.E. in the middle and W.N.W. in the latter part prevailed. Snow on two days
only, namely, the 15th and 27th. Extensive sheets of level slob ice formed and
passed towards the east, moving south. About 25 icebergs passed south at the same,
time. From the latter date ice formed continuously, covering ail the straits.
Numerous flocks of ducks and other water fowl remained around the island ail
mouth.

1896, February.-A good deal of heavy ice and numbers of icebergs passed
south to the eastward. On the 14th heavy northern ice, the first seen, passed south,
no open water or lakes among it. Its appearance indicated old ice and not of recent
formation. The icebergs were in most cases of immense size, both in length and
height. North to east winds prevailed, snow fell in large quantities, drifts of from
40 to 50 feet in some of the valleys. At the end of the month there were 5 icebergs
aground to the west, viz., 1 off Chateau Bay, 2 in the centre of the straits and 2 on
the south shore.

1896, March.-The weather this month was very variable, heavy breezes and
gales from the W.N.W., with snow, sleet and fog. On the 7th the straits were com-
pletely filled with heavy ice and over 100 icebergs stationary in it, scattered in ail
directions. On the 22nd a strong gale from S.S.W. drove ail the ice out and left
clear water extending to Cape Bauld on the south and Labrador on the north.
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On the 23rd two schooners came drifting down in field ice from the westward.
On the 24th slob ie formed in large quantities during the nignt.

1896, April and May.-Owing to prevailing north and north-east winds during
this month the straits have been completely blocked with heavy northern or arctie
ice and when this broke up with slob ice. No vessel could have passed through at
any time this month. About 500 icebergs passed south, some of immense size, 60
remained aground to the eastwards and in the straits. The weather has been cold
and a great quantity of snow has fallen. No rain fell this month. The ice started
to move out on the 26th, wind being from the west until the 29th, when it hauled to
the N.N.E., a strong gale filling up the straits with heavy ice to the east and west
and remained so until the 22nd of May. Strong west winds set in and on the 26th
the straits were clear of field ice, navigation being practically open.

1896,-June 21st. The first inward bound steamer towards the west.
No seals seen this season.

ICEBERGS.

1896-January, l6th, 10 to E. March 28th, 60 aground.
do 20th, 12 to S. E. April 3rd, 47 to the E.
do 21st, 13 to E. do 6th, 100 do and W.

February, 4th, 5 to E. do 8th, 107 do do
do 5th, 5 do do 12th, 160 do do
do 14th, 20 to W. do 14th, 67 to S.

Marcb, 7th, 100 aground. June 24th, 98 do
do 15th, 97 do

CAPE BAULD, NEWF'OUNDLAND.

As stated in the previous annual reports, the distance from Belle Isie being but
14 miles, the observations as to wind and ice vary but little.

As in the previous year no seals were sighted on shore or on drifting ice.

CAPE NORMAN, NEWFOUNDLAND

1895.-December 1st,-First snow fell.
December 11.-First ice formed and extended from inshore to across the straits

and remained so until the 20th of May. N.E. winds prevailed, keeping the ice to
the westward and drifted in numerous icebergs. Navigation impossible up to the
latter date. No seals or vessels seen during the season. Heavy snowfalls and drifts
all winter, snow fell about every second day.

ICEBERGS.

1896.-April.-25 seen daily (average.)
May.-29 do do
June 25th.-94 to the eastward.
do 26th.-89 do
do 27th.-87 do
do 28tb.-80 do
do 29th.-70 do
do 30th.-70 do

An average of 34 daily seen during this latter month.

POINT AMoUR, LABRADoR.

1895.-" Neptune," Capt. Blanford, left Forteau Bay on November 10th.
November 13th.-Slob ice forming along shore.
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December lst to 10th.-Slob and shore ice formed fast and on the 11th the
straits were fully covered. Seals passed in great numbers. The straits remained
full of heavy northern and slob ice, with numerous icebergs here and there until the
21st of May, when all the ice moved off, leaving a few bergs aground.

May 26th.-First schooner from the west.
do 28th.-First steamer passed east.

ICEBERGS.

1896.-April.-9 daily average.
May.-11 do

GREENLY ISLAND, LABRADOII.

1895.-October 25th.-First snow, with very cold weather.
1895.-December 13th.-First slob ice formed along shore and

west and south.
outside to the

SEALS.

Numerous herds of seals were seen during the months of March and April.

ICEBERGS.

1895.-December 5th, 1 to the East.
1896.-April 11th, 5 to the East.

June 13th, 1 to the East.

BIRD ROCKS.

1895.-First ice formed and made rapidly on the 10th November, and the last
ice seen on the 28th of April, 1896.

1896.-March 12th.-First sealing steamer off here.
April.-First inward bound steamer passed here for the St. Lawrence.

Respectfully submitted,'

H. J. McHUGH,
Supt. Signal Service.
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APPENDIX B.

THE.RMOMETER Read

Date.

1895.
Dec. 1.......
do 2...... .. .....
do 3... ...... .
do 4...... ......
do 5...............
do 6........... ...
do 7 ....... ......
do 8.......... ....
do 9 ...............
do 10........... ...
do 11....... .
do 12...
do 13...........
do 14.......... ...
do 15.........
do 16..........
do 17...........
do 18............
do 19...........

ings at Belle Isle from 1st December, 1895, to 30th April, 1896.

Degrees. Date.

1896.
Jan. 20.......... ...

do 21... .......
do 22.... . .......
do 23..............
do 24.............
do 25..............
do 26......... ...
do 27 ..........
do" 28.............
do 29....... ...
do 30.............
do 31....... ......

Feb. 1..........
do 2..............
do 3..........
do 4..........
do 5 ... .. ......
do 6......... .
do 7.... .......

Degrees. Date.

1896.
M ar. 12.......,.....
do 13........... ..
do 14..........
do 15..........
do 16 ...... ...
do 17.........
do 18 .........
do 19............ .
do 20....... ....
do 21.............
do 22..............
do 23 .............
do 24..............
do 25.............
do 26..............
do 27.......... ...
do 28............
do 29.. .......... ,
do 30..............

Degrees.

do 20 ........ ... . 30 | do 8.............. 28 do 31.............. 24
do 21 ............. 18 do 9........... . 26 April 1......... .... 27
do 22..............22 do 10.............. 27 do 2........... . 21
do 23......... .... . 29 do 11............. 30 do 3........ .... 2
do 24............ .. 30 do 12.............. 26 do 4.............. 2.
do 25......... ... . 32 do 13.. .......... 19 do 5.... .. ....... 27
do 26... .... ..... 32 do 14............ 1 do 6..... ..... .. 17
do 27.............. 32 do 15........ .... 14 do 7............ 1Î
do 28..... ........ 32 do 16...... ...... 6 do 8.............. l7
do 29.............. 26 do 17.............. 12 do 9.............. 21
do 30..... ......... 18 do 18.............. 7 do 10.............. 2
do 31........... .. 30 do 19............ 9 do 11.............. 3

1896 do 20............. 19 do 12............ 21
do 21......... ... 20 do 13......... . .. 2

Jan. 1........... .. 26 do 22........ ..... 7 do 14........ ..... 1U
do 2.......... .... 20 do 23........... .. 8 do 15.............. 17
do 3 ...... . . ... 14 do 24........ ..... 20 do 16......... .... 24
do 4.............. 24 do 25........ ... 5 do 17,....... ..... 2.
do 5............... 5 do 26........ .... 3 do 18........ ... 3
do 6...,.... ..... 6 do 27.............. 9 do 19.............. 2À
do 7............... 22 do 28............. 14 do 20........ ... 2
do 8............... 23 do 29 ............. 27 do 21.... ... ..... 2
do 9............. . 0 M ar. 1.............. 29 do 22... .... 2(
do 10............... 8 do 2.............. 34 do 23... ..... .... 27
do il... . ......... i 4 do 3............ . 36 do 24 ............. 21
do 12.........,..... 30 do 4........ .... 31 do 25 ............ 21
do 13.............. 30 do 5.............. 30 do 26............. 24
do 14.. ............ 28 do 6............. 29 do 27.... 27
do 15............. . 26 do 7.., ...... .... 24 do 28...... .. .... 2.
do 16....... . ... .5 do 8 ....... .... 27 do 29............. 2E
do 17............ 4 do 9 ............. 33 do 30.............. 25
do 18............. . 4 do 10.............. 21
do 19..... ........ 9 do 11.............. 19

NOTE.-The black figures denote below zero.

Lowest temperature, 1895, 12th December; highest, lt December.
do 1896, 29th January do 12th January.
do 1896, 17th February do Ilth February.
do 1896, 24th March do 27th March.
do 1896, 7th April do lith April.

Respectfully submitted.
MICHAEL COLTON, Lightkeeper.
H. J. McHUGH, Superintendent.
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TELEGRAPH, SEMAPHORE AND SIGNAL
RIVER AND GULF

SOUTH SHORE OF THE

Signal Stations. Telegraph
Offices.

1L'Islet ..... ........ Tel. Office
2 Rivière du Loup...... do
3Father Point.......... do
4 Little Metis.......... do
5 Matane..... ....... do
6 Cape Chatte. ......... do
7 Martin River ........ do
8 CapeiMagdalen.... .. do
9 Fame Point.......... do

10 Cape Rosier........ do

Lighthouse. Semaphore
rn Station.

Flag..........
Lighthouse.... do ...........

do ... do . ...........
do ... do... ........
do ... do .. ..... ......
do do .. ...........
do ... do ..............
do ... do ...........
do ... do .........
do ... do...........

Telegraph Co. working
Lines.

41 Great North-western Co...
94 do ....

157 do ....
176 do ....
199 do ....
233 do0 . ...
258, do
291, do ...
3201 do ...
343o (10

NORTH SHORE OF THE

il Port Neuf ...... Tel. Office Lighthouse... . Flag.. ........... 144j Dom. Govt. and G.N.W.Co
12Manicouagan........do .. .............. do.............. 180 do do
13 Pointe de Monts. ... do .. Lighthouse.... do .. ............ 205 do do

GASPÉ COAST

14 Cape Despair ........ Tel. Office Lighthouse.... Flag.. ......... 372 Great North-western Co ...
15 Pointe Maquereau.... do .. do .. do .. ............ 39 do ....

COAST OF NEW

16 Point Escuminac ..... Tel. Office Lighthouse.... Flag. ............ 450 Dom. Govt. and G.N.W.Co

ISLAND OF

17 West Point.. ...... Tel. Office Lighthouse.... Flag.. ........... 323 Dom. Govt. and G.N.W.Co
18 South-west Point..... do .. do ... do .. ............ 356h do do
19 South Point........... do .. do ... do .. ............ 411 do do
20 Heath Point..... .... do .. do .. do.............. 432J do do

MAGDALEN

21 Grosse Isle. ........ Tel. Otlice Lighthouse.... Flag..........
22 Amherst sland.......do .. do ... do...........

23 Meat Cove. .......... Tel. Office Lighthouse.... Flag..........
24 Low Point........... do . . do .. . do .. Semaphore..

472? D.Govt.,W.U.&G.N.W.Co
477 do do

CAPE BRETON

526? D.Govt.,W.U.&G.N.W.Co
585 do do

ST. PAUL'S

25 Main Station ......... Telephone Lighthouse.... Flag.. ........ . 531 D.Govt.,W.U.&G.N.W.Co

NEWFOU

5521 l).Gov., Anglo-Amer.Cable
Co., W. U. & G.N.W.Co.

820 do do

26:Cape Ray ............ Tel. OfficeeLighthouse.... Flag.. ...........

27 Cape Race............ do .. do ... do .. .......
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STATIONS, MARINE DEPARTMENT, CANADA.
OF ST. LAWRENCE.
RIVER ST. LAWRENCE.

Date
r when estab- Naine of Agent. Post Office.

lished.

25c. & 1c.. Oct. 28, '79. Mrs. J. B. E. Fortin.. L'Islet.............
do .. Nov. 16, '81. L. T. Puize..........Ri d e
do .. Nov. 22, '79. John McWilliains.. Father Point
do .. Nov. 17, '79. Jules Martin.........Little Métis.........
do .. Nov. 5, '79. P. Desjardins........Matane............
do .. Sept. 19, '79. Treflé Côté..........Cape Chatte.........
do .. Sept. 23, '79. Jean Gauthier.......Martin River........
do .. Oct. 9, '79. .1. F. Saeseville.......Cape Magdalen.
do .. Oct. 14. '80. James Ascah.........Fox River..........
do . Oct. 20, '79. E. Costin ........... Cape Posier........

RIVER ST. LAWRENCE.

County.

L'Islet ... .....
Temiscouata....
Rimouski.......

do .......
do

Gaspé...........
do ...... ....
do ... ......
do .........
do ...........

40c. & 2c.. June 1, '83. Dorelas Tremblay ...... Port Neuf (en bas)...... Saguenay....... Que..
do .. Aug. 15, '83. A. Laussier.... ........ Manicouagan. .......... do ......... do
do .. Oct. 19, '83. V. Faffard. ........... Pointe de Monts........ do ......... do

OF THE GULF.

25c. & le.. June 17, '80. James Beck...... .... Cape Despair ....... Gaspé ....... .. Que..
do .. May 22, '80. Auguste Bertrand... . Port Daniel..... ... .... do .... .... do ..

BRUNSWICK.

40c. & 2c. . July 2, '85. K. MeLennan ........ Point Escuminac......... Northumberland N.B..

ANTICOSTI.

75c. & 6c.. Oct. 1, '81. Auguste Malouin..... . Anticosti Id. via Gaspé.. Gaspé .......... Que..
do .. Oct.18, '80. E. Pope ............ .. do .. do .......... do..
do .. July 27, '81. Alphonse Nadeau. ...... do .. do .... .... do
do .. July 20, '81. Z. Gagné............ ..... do .. do .......... do..

ISLANDS.

$1.00&8c. Aug. 17, '80 A. Le Bourdais....... . Magdalen Id. via Pictou. Gaspé .......... Que..
do .. June1l, '81. William Cormier........ do N.S.... do ..... ... do

NOVA SCOTIA.
5 5c. & 3c.. Nov. 7, '81. A. R. MacDonald ...... Meat Cove, C.B... Victoria........ N.S..
30. & 2c.. Aug. 1, '81. J. G. Peters............ Low Point, C.B....... ............ .. .do.. $50

ISLAND.

80c. & 5c.. 1890........ John McLeod......... North Sydney, C.B. .... Victoria........ N.S

NDLAND.

31.05&lOc Nov. 9, '82. E. R. Renuie........... Cape Ray ..... .... .... Newfoundland.. Nfld.. 850
do .. 1890. . P. Myrrick. .... ...... Cape Race............. . do .. do

H. J. MOHUGH, Supt. Signal Service.
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60 Victoria,. Sessional Papers (No. 11.) A. 1891

PORT OF IIALIFAX, N.S.,

PARTICULARS of Vessels Signalled during

English
Men-of-War. Men-of- War. Steamers, lst class. Steamers, 2nd class.
Troopships.

Year or Month. ------------ -

July.................... 31 3 0 1 1 0 16 14 2 80 80 0

August.................. 2 2 0 0 0 0 16 il 5 64 64 0

September................ 6 5 1 0 0 O 17 il 6 70 70 0

October......... ......... 2 2 0 0 0 0 13 9 4 74 74 0

November ................ 1 1 0 0 0 0 20 17 3 53 53 0

December.......... .... 1 1 0 0 0 0 19 15 4 47 45 2

January..... ... ....... 0 o 0 0 0 0 15 14 1 50 49 1

February................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 18 1 45 43 2

March................... 0 ci 0 0 0 0  22 21 1 34 34 0

April.................... 1 1 0 0 0 0 35 25 10 36 36 0

May...................... 4 4 0 2 2 0 18 16 2 71 68 3

June..................... 3 3 0 0 0 0 i il 0 68 62 6

Totals............. 23 22 1 3 3 0 221 182 39 692 678 14

N.B. -Besides those sailing vessels reported a large number arrived during the night of which no
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

SIGNAL SERVICE.

the year ending 30th June, 1896.

Ships. Barques. Ban

0 0 0 3 3 0 1

0 0 0 3 2 1 3

1 1 0 1 1 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3 3 0 0

0 0 0 3 3 0 0

0 0 0 6 5 1 0

0 0 0 13 12 1 1

1 1 0 32 29 3 11

notice was taken.

quentines. Brigs. Brigantines.

0 0 0 7 5 2

0 0 0 5 4 1

0 0 0 7 5 2

0 0 0 7 7 0

0 0 0 2 2 0O

0 0 0 3 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 2 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 3 3 0

0 0 0 5 4 1

0 0 0 42 34 6

Schooners,
3-masted or

wearing Monthly Totals.
Private
Signals.

13 10

9 4

13 il

9i 9

3' 3

2 2

0 0

0 0
2 2

5 4

10 10

118 9

84 64

124 117

102 88

118 105

107 103

84 81

73 65

65 63

65 62

64 63

80 69

14 108

119 102

1,115 1,026

7

14

13

4

3

8

2

3

1

6

17

89

H. V. KENT, Capt. R. E.,
Superintendent of Signais.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

APPENDIX No. 10.

STATEMENT relating to the Wharfs under the control of the Department, on
30th June, 1896.

Locality.

Ontario.

Cockburn Island.............
Goderich... ............
Kingsville ......... .......
M orpeth ....................
Rondeau............... ...
Sault Ste. Marie.............
Southampton.............
Summerstown.......... .. .
Thessalon, Algoma ..... ....
Wiarton ...............

Quebec.

Agnes . ....................
Anse St. John..... ... ...
Baie St. Paul..............
Baie St. Paul, Isolated Block.
Beauport....................
Berthier....................
Carleton ..... ..........
Cascades............ .
Chicoutimi ......... ........
Echo Vale, Lake Megantic. .
Grand River............ ...
Isle aux Grues .............
Lacolle . ....... ... .......
Les Eboulements.. ... . ....
L'Islet. ..... .. ........ .
Longueuil..................
M agog.... ..... .. ........
M atane ............... . .
Murray Bay.............
New Carlisie ......
Percé.. .. .. .. ........
Port Daniel.............
Rim ouski ...................
Rivière Ouelle......... .. ..
Rivière du Loup. ...........
St. Alphonse de Bagotville ...
St. Jean d'Orléans ...........
Ste. Cécile du Bic............
St. Laurent d'Orléans........
Tadousac.. ...........
Trois Pistoles................
St. Thomas de Montmagny...

Wharfinger.

Alfred Monck ......
W. Marlton ........
A. E. Malott.
C. Stammers..
W. R. Fellowes.....
Vacant... .........
Geo. McVittie.... .
Under lease.........
Sam'l Hazen........
H. R. A. Ely ....

L. A. Roy..........
F. Lavoie...........
Vacant.............
A. Simard.......
H. Grenier.. .......
Jos. Bouffard ......
Jos. Cauchon........
Nerée Moreau..
Juste Ouellette ..
D. P. Matheson.....
John Carberry ......
Jos. Painchaud......
R. J. Robinson......
M. Tremblay..... ..
Octave Morin......
D. Brissette ........
David Pippin.
E. Chouinard.
Elie Maltais........
John C. Hall.. .....
T. W. Flynn.......
John Enright . .....
Chas. Lepage ......
J. H. dit Beaulieu ..
Louis Pinze.........
Abel Tremblay......
Chas. Langlois ......
L. N. Cote..........
Ed. Chabot.........
L. N. Catellier......
D. Damour...... ..
T. Gendreau .......

Date of
Appointment

of
Wharflnger.

May 30, 1889.
Feb. 14, 1894.
Nov. 6, 1895.
Aug. 1, 1894.
Dec. 17, 1888.
........... .

Aug. 16, 1895.

Remuneration Allowed.

25 p.c. of collections .....
25 do
25 do ......
25 do
25 do
8100perannum do ...
25 p.c. of collections .....

May 13, 1896. 25 p.c. of collections. . ...
Dec. 10, 1890. 25 do

Nov. 27, 1891.
Mar. 13, 1895.
. . .. ........
Aug. 25, 1891.
July 1, 1895.
April26, 1895.
June 4, 1889.
Aug. 20, 1892.
May 2, 1893.
May 16, 1894.
Sept. 23, 1892.
Feb. 17, 1890.
Mar. 8, 1894
Sep 4, 1894.
Feb. 3,1893.
Mar. 23, 1893.
June 12, 1896.
July 2, 1895.
Aug. 15, 1893.
June 4, 1889
Jan. 19, 1893.
Sept. 11, 1890.
July 24,1894.
Nov. 28, 1892.
Se pt. 16, 1891.
July 7,1891.
Dec. 16, 1892.
July 20, 1891.
Aug. 25, 1894.
July 20, 1895.
May 10, 1895.
Nov. 9, 1894.

25 p.C. of collections....
25 do ....
25 do
25 do ......
25 do ......
25 do .....
$50 per annum. ..... ..
25 p.c. of collections. ...
25 do ......
25 do
25 do ......
25 do
25 do ....
25 do ......
25 do
25 do
25 do ......
25 do
25 do
25 do ....
25 do .....
$50 per annum... . ...
25 p.c. of collections.....
25 do
25 do
25 do ......
25 do - . .
25 do .... •

25 do .....
25 do ......
25 do
25 do

Amiount
deposited to

credit
of Receiver

General.

$ ets.

67 70
267 09
21 91
45 67
59 97

34 81

88 99

586 14

7 92
120 32

176 76

56 03
64 14

198 75
16 00

161 43
1 27

19 29
59 00

47 21

146 79
165 24
32 28
70 24

1 61
183 83
310 73
65 50

177 86
40 27

150 94

8 28

2,281 69

* Commission on collections not to exceed $200 per annum.
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60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STATEMENT relating to Wharfs, &.-Continued.

Localjty.

Nova Scotia.

Arisaig...........
Avonport ...... .........
Barrinn ...............
Ba fie ................
Beliveau's Cove.........
Broad Cove .............
Broad Cove Marsh........
Brooklyn ....... ........
Canada Creek..........
Cape Cove..............
Centreville .............
Chipman's Brook ........
Church Point............
Cow Bay ..... .........
Cranberry Head-.........
Cribbens Pier ...........
Delap's Cove...........
Digby.................
Eagle Head...... .......
East Bay ........... ...

East River, Sheet Harbour...
Grand Narrows, Victoria Co..
Grand Narrows, Cape Breton

C o ........................
Hall's Harbour... ......
Hampton ................
Harbourville ............ ...
Irish Cove. ...........
Lismore....... ..............
Maitland, Hants Co .......
Maitland, Yarmouth Co .....
Margaretsville ..............
Metegan Cove ..............
Metefan River ....... .....
Militia Point...... .....
Morden ................
Ogilvie .............. ......
Parrsboro' ............... . .
Pickett's Wharf .............
Plympton .............
Point Brulé ..... ...........
Port Geo .................
Port H o t ............ ..... .
Port Lorne............ .....
Salnon River.......... .. :.
Saulniersville ................
Tancook Island..............
Tracadie ....................
Tusket Wedge..............
Victoria............. ........
W allace .....................
West Pubnico ..........
West River, Sheet Harbour..
W hite Point.................

Wharfinger.

John McInnis ......
Robert Shaw ......
S. W. Crowell.....
W. McDonald ......
St. Clair Thérieau...
John Teal ...... .
Hugh McDonald....
F. T. G(ardiner ......
C. E. Eaton ......
M. A. Doucette.....
W. M. B. Dakin....
Jas. Misaner...... .
Chas. F. Belliveau..
Arch. McKinnon ...
Abram Thurston....
A. R. Boyd.......
R. W. McColl ....
H. B. Short ........
Nathan Leslie ......
Donald McInnis

(Ronald's son). ...
Malcolm MeFarlane.
Vacant.............

E. A. McNeill.
Sydney Roscoe......
Judson Foster ......
P. M orris., .........
Colin Cash . ......
D. A. McKinnon...
W. B. Smith .....
J. N. Sanders ....
T. J. Downie..
H. F. Deveau.
Urbain Doucette.
D. McIntosh ...... .
John Redgate.
M. Donnellan ...
Thompson Tipping..
Andrew Bishop.....
Wm. Smith........
David Stevenson....
W. Crawford.......
A. V. McDougald..
Samuel Beardsley ...
J. M. Deveau......
John T. Saulnier....
Amos Hubley.....
J. M. Hall.........
Jas Cothreau ... .
William Brown. ...
Don Mckenzie . .
W. H. D'Entremont.
Malcolm McFarlane.
Elisha West........

New Brunswick.

Buctouche................... J. J. TeBlanc.
Campbellton................. Alfred J. Venner...
Cape Tormentine............ W. B. Welsh. .....
Clifton, Stonehaven.... .... S. Paynes .......
Dalhousie .............. .. W J. Smith........

1

Date of
Appomtment

of
Wharfinger.

Aug.
N ov.
Aug.
Oct.
Nov.
June
Oct.

do
Nov.
Dec.
Aug.
Nov.
Aug.
Apr,
Feb.
Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
do

27, 1892.
23,1888.
12, 1891.
30, 1894.
24, 1892.
12, 1893.
19, 1892.
20, 1882.
23, 1888.

7, 1891.
25, 1888.
23, 1888.
20, 1892.
15, 1879.
16, 1889.

2, 1895.
28, 1889.
9, 1891.
9, 1889.

Apr, 5, 1886.
May, 20, 1890.
..... .........

Nov, 6, 1888.
do 23, 1888.

Aug. 25, 1888.
June 8, 1894.
do 28, 1895.

July 5, 1895.
June 8, 1894.
Sept. 20, 1894.
Aug. 25, 1888.
Sept. 15, 1888.
Jan. 3, 1883.
Aug. 20, 1892.
Nov. 16,1893.
JuIy 13, 1893.

do 26, 1888.
Dec. 24, 1884.
Aug. 8, 1890.
Nov. 23, 1888.
June 7, 1894.
May 17, 1892.
Aug. 25. 1888.
Nov. 25, 1890.
Aug. 25, 1888.
Oct. 28, 1893
Nov. 6, 1888.
Feb. 16, 1889.
do 11, 1889.

Dec. 16, 1892.
Sept. 20, 1893.
do 3, 1889

Jan. 9, 1889.

May 2,
June 10,
Apr. 28,
Nov. 9,
June 27,

66

1892.
1893.
1894.
1894.
1891.

Reamuneration Allowed.

25 p.
25
25
25
25
25
25
20
25
25
25
25
25
72

25
25
25
25
25

50
25
25

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25

c. of collections...
do ......

A. 1897

Amount
deposited to

credit
of Receiver

General.

8 cts.

169 26
42 62

186 33

15,37
76 30

49 19
435 76

1,137 08

55 98
31 12
31 20

8 65

3,173 29

13 99
303 04
303 78
2044

140 74



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STATEMENT relating to Wharfa, &o.-Concluded.

Locality.

New Brunswick-Concluded.

Edgett's Landing........ ...
Hopewell Cape ......... ..
Quaco..... ............
St. Louis...................

Prince Edward Island.

Annandale ..................
Bay View .............. ....
Belfast .....................
Brush Wharf................
Campbell's Cove.............
Chapel Point................
China Point.................
Clifton.............. .......
Crapaud and Victoria Pier....
Georgetown.................
Hickey's Wharf .............
Higgin's Shore ..............
Hurd's Point............
Kier's Shore ...... .........
Lambert. ...................
Lewis Point.................
McGee's Island..........
M ink River .................
Murray Harbour, South .....
Nine Mile Creek ............
North Cardigan .........
Pinette......................
Pownal ... ................
St. Mar' Ba.......
South Rustico, Oyster Bed

Bridge . . ...............
Stevens and Montague ......
Sturgeon River.............
Tignsh River ...........
Vernon River ...........
Wood Island ...............

Wharfinger.

Thos. Barnett.......
Wm. Hamilton.....
W. H. Rourke .....
C. Frigand.........

James Taylor .......
Joseph Harrington..
Thos. McLennan....
Levi R. Ings .......
Angus McIntyre....
Ronald McCormack.
W. S. N. Crane.....
Wm. McKay. ...
James Dea.........
James Burke.......
R. Webster.........
G. G. Henry..... ..
R. Robblee.........
W. Hodgson........
Angus McQueen....
David Lewis........
Norman Gallant ....
B. Clow ...........
J. McKinnon.......
Edward Harrington.
Donald McIntyre...
Alex. Young. .......
Alex. McRea ......
Benj. Lewellin...

Date of
Appointment Remuneration Allowed.

of
Wharfinger.

July 5, 1895. 25p.c. of collections.....
Apr. 9, 1890. 25 do ......
July 15, 1892. 25 do ......
Oct. 29, 1895. 25 do .....

July 2, 1885.
Oct. 2, 1885.
July 21, 1890.
Sept. 18, 1885.
Oct. 17, 1888.
Sept .18, 1885.

do 18,1885.
do 22, 1886.

May 12, 1890.
July 2, 1885.

do 31, 1891.
Nov. 9, 1891.
Oct. 6, 1888.
June 10, 1895.
Oct. 24, 1891.
June 10, 1895.
Nov. 9, 1891.
June 30, 1892.
Jan. 27, 1896.
Oct. 29, 1885.
July 2, 1885.
June 15, 1896.
Oct. 2, 1885.
Ap'l. 22, 1893.

D. Gallant........Feby 23, 1895.
Angus McQueen .... Oct 24 1891.
Beanard Kearney.... Sept. 18: 1885.
Geo. Conroy. Oct. 2, 1891.
J. G. McKenzie... do 19, 8.
M. H. McMillan. ... May 16, 1889.

.. .

RECAPITULATION.
O .. .. .

Ontar o.......................... ...................... 586 14
Quebec ...................... ...................... 2,281 69
N ova Scotia ......... .............. .................... 3,173 29
New Brunswick ... .................... .. . ...... 908 96
Prince Edward Island ................ ............ ..... 847 16

Total wharfage dues collected ............ 7,797 24

ADD-Fees received by undermentioned harbour masters in excess of
remuneration allowed:-

Harbour Master-Fort William, Ont ............ $16 50
do Port Arthur..... . ........... 6 00
do St. John's, Que............... 95 00
do Vancouver, B.C.............. 28 50

146 00

Total Revenue from Wharfs and Harbours ..... 7,943 24

167

Amount
deposited to

credit
of Receiver

General.

$ c ets.

66 76
60 21

908 96

830
84 89

121 62

9 28'

87 88
116 91
12 00

16 39
5890
5963
71 58

2939

57 03
18 18

22 84

24 95
54 46
77 26
15 67

847 16
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APPENDIX

STATEMENT of Expenditure by the Marine Department

Maintenance of lights--
Above Montreal.... ........ ........
M ontreal District.......... .........
Below Quebec.................
N ova Scotia....... .. .... ........
New Brunswick........ .............
Prince Edward Island....... .......
British Columbia....................

Construction-
Above Montreal.... ,.. ...........
Quebec..........................
Nova Scotia........ .......... ....
New ]3runswick...... . .........
Prince Edward Island........ ...
British Columbia...................

Dominion steamers-
Q uebec..... . ......................
Nova Scotia... .. .............
New Brunswick........ .............
Prince Edward Island............ .
British Columbia ....................

Examinations of masters and mates ....
Hudson's Bay expedition..............
Investigations into wrecks ....... .....
Marine Hospital, Quebec...... ......
M arine Hospitals......................
Meteorological Service ................
Registration of Canadian shipping......
Removal of obstructions........... . .
Rewards for saving life................
Signal Service........ ................
Steamboat inspection.............. ...
Survey, Georgian Bay..................
Water Police, Montreal.,... ..........

do Quebec..................
Civil Government........... .....
Steam communication-

Between Quebec and Maritime Prov-
inces..............................

Between Prince Edward Island and
M ainland.............. .............

Purchase of steamer to replace-
"Glendon".... ....... .............
"Lady Head..................

Winter Mail Service, P.E.I.........
Tidal observations..................
Gratuities....... ...............
Survey, Burrard Inlet.............
Export cattle trade...... .... ......

1868.

$ ets.

40,561 28
23,053 56
45,615 65
46,460 72
20,488 00

3,136 151
7,323 75

22,041 42
.... .. . ... ..

69,026 73
14,778 92

............

............

.... ........

19,97736
1.070 86
8,200 00

..... ......

............

7,106 93

1 27,445 35
15,083 88

1869.

$ ets.

42,306 69
25,762 54
41,651 73
56,394 88
23,893 00

7,492 59
6,905 80,

.... .... ... .

37,176 02
26,603 94

............

............

....... ....
19,221 45
15,615 71

8,950 00

..... ... ...

7,999 00

f 10,238 71
t 12,623 59

18,064 25

................
I......... ...........

... .. .. .. 6. . 8.. 9...

168

1870.

$ ets.

46,289 05
21,699 49
43,730 61
43,682 86
27,485 14

2,976 83
1,543 06

18,967 23
11,555 91

34,549 49
19,759 96

............

908 12

140 00
21,618 78
15,652 62
8,950 0(0

2,350 07
............

7,396 96

9,423 31
9,038 62

19,401 05

... ........

............

............

............

............

367,129 11

1871.

$ cts.

44,054 01
22,453 52
31,582 75
76,230 77
20,54229

8,770 55

10,948 31
8,735 73

59,797 05
13,139 86

............

1,407 66

......... ..
19,823 18
15,728 93

9,379 82

1,000 00

8,321 00

8,030 006
9,370 73

20,220 96

............

....... ....

............

.... ......

.............

39,537 12

1872.

$ ets.

57,609 16
22,369 00
41.936 00
67,862 24
23,369 12

6,940 45
57,818 35
34,760 12

9,561 14

47,500 00
20,999 63

12,115 96
4,312 07

874 00
21,000 00
23,536 16
12,618 15

............

2,284 32

8,500 00

10,000 00
10,348 00
22,644 52

...........
............
............
............
............
............
............

518,958 49



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

No. ii.

from Confederation to 30th June. 1896.

1875. 1876.

$ cts. $ cts.

71,937 18 68,344 18
15,000 00 12,999 48

110,362 00 98,792 93
114,344 51 143,125 56
60,119 02 62,551 61
12,584 64 13,730 53
15,983 72 17,175 97

14,286 65 13,320 40
19,325 00 24,336 47
43,898 63 42,214 55
8,842 97 17,819 85
.... . .. 11,829 61

8,799 07 8,477 67

79,043 70 62,971 49
22,992 62 133,826 08

.... 16,241 26
41,796 741 19,156 56
5,696 62! 4,672 08

366 00 466 41
21,994 75 23,795 85
37,111 67 37,155 72
33,580 00 45,560 03
1,096 46 412 06

450 00 ...........
3,552 86 2,292 20

. . . • . . ... .. .... .
12,260 00 13,081 86

13,395 00 14,090 0
24,500 00 27,136 68
31,326 18 32,789 18

1 J

........... ...........

845,150 091 844,586 09

1874.

$ cts.

60,798 75'
20,939 13

102,056 09
114,711 91
53,439 04'

3,357 71
18,519 50

24,461 86
41,950 82
51,867 94
31,572 60

.. . .. ... . .
4,353 93

64,490 00
30,008 99

. .... .. ..
10,555 67
4,520 19

2,313 -1c
20,456 45
45,986 87
36,760 59

272 30
...........

4,931 78
1,000 00

10,291 58

12,370 86
26,526 66
30,087 23

15,000 00

970,146 27

1877.

$ ets.

65,421 00
15,998 00
89,980 41

128,496 00
50,998 00
11,817 00
15,853 60

16,267 98
12,945 29
25,550 00
7,083 82

17,752 00
29 66

49,987 66
38,839 39

61,782 63
16,095 90

4,050 00

342 65
19,965 97
42,449 55
44.871 38

842 14
293 00

1,958 55

13,073 01

13,524 29
21,482 081
32,304 121

1878.

8 ots.

73,175 11
15,996 09
96,904 00

132,888 95
58,989 00
16,986 66
18,948 78

7,207 90
12,776 47
13,500 00
12,028 13
2,504 47

. .... .. . ..

42,683 00
43,027 00

28,933 63
12,193 40
4,249 76

500 OC
19,987 50
37,487 10
46,050 24
1,435 10

462 00
4,071 00

13,228 38

14,062 00
23,498 06
32,682 50

1879.

$ ts.

74,587 78
14,917 95
93,178 61

120,951 33
57,499 02
12,158 72
15,152 73

11,993 75
4,154 58

17,386 97
22,598 14
2,560 88

. ...... .. . .

44,972 79,
42,016 531

16,333 05
8,460 68î
4,250 12,

1,691 00
20,791 77
37,445 57
45,706 13'

239 26
305 86

2,833 10

13,076 46

13,462 74
23,023 26
33,610 191

1880.

$ Cts.

65,518 61
16,523 88
96,703 87

116,189 60
61,252 82
15,288 17
15,576 99

13,297 81
7,797 75
7,069 01
4,985 53
6,074 50

. . ... . . .. .

49,318 93
32,574 641

14,429 52
9,733 34
4,253 43

676 73
12,991 22
35,04000
45,554 51

257 75
825 00

2,263 151
...........

11,854 34

13,131 06
22,094 48
35,083 95

1881.

$ ets.

67,541 21
14,326 36
89,781 29

128,918 59
63,921 90
12,997 33
17,570 72

14,180 02
7,539 76
7,758 36
4,578 52
8,150 05
8,645 39

64,973 00
34,700 60

15,139 95
11,788 09

3,888 41

310 48
19,964 33
32,218 94
46,163 54

607 43
150 00

1,806 13

..... ......12,211 65

21,953 26
13,497 81
36,447 50

... . .. . .. .. .. .

M2,054 28 786,156 23' 755,359 47 723,360 89 761,730 62

169

710,0 0 ...

750 00 ...... ..

1873.

$ cts,

61,036 47
31,143 14
65,545 00

100,953 80
29,266 85

13,207 09

18,999 38
39,303 87
90,181 79
16,691 06

. . .. .. .. . .
,...... ... .

51,758 05
24,999 57

15,984 72
6,466 18

1,068 89
21,000 00
27,150 43
18,830 54

...........

...........
1,975 13

13,266 00
14,453 87
18,200 00
25,336 04

706,817 92

0,000 00u
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APPENDIX

STATEMENT of Expenditure by the Marine Department

Maintenance of lights-
Above Montre . . .
Montreal District..............
Below Quebec ..... .. .. .... ... .
Nova Scotia........................
New Brunswick....................I
Prince Edward Island ..............
British Columbia................
Cape Race.... . ............ .....

Construction-
Above Montreal........... ........
Quebec. .. ... .......... ......
Nova Scotia........................
New Brunswick............. ......
Prince Edward Island .. ...... ..
British Columbia.. ......... ...
Queen's Printer ...... ......... ....

Dominion steamers-
Quebec ... .................. . ...
Nova Scotia......,...............
New Brunswick ....................
Prince Edward Island .............
British Columbia ...................
Department.. . ..................

Examinations of masters and mates....
Hudson's Bay expedition....... .....
Investigations into wrecks....... ..
Marine Hospital, Quebec .............
Marine Hospitals ..... ...............
Meteorological Service.......... ..
Registration of Canadian shipping.....
Removal of obstructions ..... ........
Rewards for saving life .. ...............
Signal.Service........................
Stéamboat inspection..............
Hdrog raphic surveys......... ......

ater olice, Montreal..............
do Quebec.................

Civil Government...... .........
Steam communication-

Betwéen Quebec and Maritime Prov-
inces............ ... .. .. .... .

Between Prince Edward Island and
M ainland ........................

Repairs to wharf....... ..............
Purchase of steamer to replace-.

"Glendon " .....................
"Lady Iea4"................

Winter M ail Service, P.E.I.......
Tidal observations....................
Gratuities............ ....... ..
Survey, Burrard Inlet.... .......
Export cattle trade...............
Survey, Bay of Quinté............
Relie of distressed Canadians.
Manning ships..................
Widow of late A. Warner.........
McDonald Bros....................
Parliamentary Returns................
Investigating effect of Chicago drainage

canal...... .......................
John McDonald......................

1882.

$ cts.

71,04850
21,643 05
91,098 66

137,84615
66,07300
16,98572
17,80300

13,58100
3,73131

13,35500
2,25380
3,09200
3,237 90

..........

44,923 98
31,049 74

23,911 97
8,504 61

..........
3,982 00

..........
86319

19,938 12
33,16245
47,46407
2,01328
1,11651
2,21200

........ ..
14,835 00

21994 74
20,32182
36,78946,

1883.

$ cts.

70,11668
22,26032

102,78499
150,793171

75,94792
17,907 27
18,349 06

9,78227
9,67250
9,42275
1,02257
1,934 49
1,005261

45,156 13
37,841 071

19600
25,484 00

4,02120
..... .....

87564
19,998 53
29,88078
51,99025

16884
3580

2,534 60
3,36533

16,20900
7781

15,798 24
22,520 41
37,98839

..........

..........

..... ....

1884.

S cts.J

70,78827
22,946 43

101,302 35
142,90972
86,67070
19,059 62
18,107 54

18,43263
3,16848

12,48935,
2,86870
2,158 60
9,83038

43,019 13
27,72660

19,539 52
16,111 83

..........
5,58 79

48069
830 12

19,99034
31,401 30
56,41816

18927
342 76

2,614 91
6,70417

21,893 28
26,74554
19,021 93
22,95879
38,77500

56,164 71

774 . ... 3 ......... .........

774,831 53 825,010 82 927,241 61

1885.

$ cts.

70,697 89
23,26294

118,856 94
137,439 401
92,13028
20,218 83
15,457 76

27,977 421
4,35487
4,35242
7,66742

879 40
5,22311

..........

51,09298
42,921 27

33,962 54
12,485 07

6,656 44
71,37469

38515
19,996 68
45,371 29
56,625 46

23788
2,25921
5,221 15
3,88105

23,235 04
20,45468
17,683 59
20,399 33
29,90083

47,238 03

1886.

$ cts.

85,718981
33,28928

131,095 29
143,15324

76,04663
22,282 52
14,783 75

..........

36,67816
5,87784
5,90517
2,42166

4,94270
.......... 1

51,48503
30,283 27
24,633 26
20,92758
13,430 69

5,239 28
35,21710

59263
16,04795
32,229 02
56,898 33

15713
1,237 34
8,147 22
4,62200

21,775 57
17,75936
20,93375
22,92282
30,45357

1887.

8 ets.

75,690 74
16,73549

131,540 80
117,70853

96,42528
17,852 13
16,23043
4,45325

18,38320
1,26000
5,33089
5,28075

384 60
32184
2658

50,71452
32,287 10
14,337 23
19,987 67
10,809 07
13,28883
4,858 98

14,76261
52014

19,70696
32,545 35
57.14074

23313
4,19083
7,363 94
5,08217

22,837 80
21,59255
17,413 47
22,93565
37,193 62

....69à
59542ý 6,3j2 93

1,029,901141 980,12059 917,557 31

170
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

No. 11-Concluded.

from Confederation to 30th June, 1896-Concluded.

1890. 1891.

$ cts. 8 ets.

84,035 65 93,180 72
118,750 70 122,471 89
139,459 56 139,916 83,

61,608 91 61,089 31
16,968 80 19,000 46
16,411 49 19,595 22

1888.

Sets.
85,588 70
17,510 17

108,278 67
133,009 92
73,465 49
14,796 62
19,604 63
5,124 20

6,341 97
2,287 86
5,533 48
1,542 61

.... . .. .. ...
6,918 00

.... .. . ... ..

150,659 19

5,063 96
165 00
513 91

18,777 62
30,667 67
59,986 10

897 02
2,500 94
6,825 48
4,441 59

21,430 45
19,424 14
18,725 95
18,553 57
32,728 78

1889.

8 ets.

72,621 23
12,28 79

112,690 20
140,197 15

78,285 79
19,118 51
16,877 12
7,358 01

8,623 76
12,203 06
6,039 91
2,966 36

1,890 00
40 14

126,629 33

4,381 04

516 67
18,643 14
33,689 20
58,577 07

179 21
3,603 65
5,503 44
5,092 54

22,313 03
17,808 46
16,948 82
14,698 68
43,501 961

1892.

87,033 61
116,531 27
148,815 26
66,886 69
17,069 98
26,858 68
... .. ... .1

21,704 05
809 27

1,965 16
1,845 35

1 56
9,478 81.

114,956 201111,437 03|145,899 611163,097 461178,183 971169,661 641 145,315 28

4,117 83

888 94
10,279 08
91,450 03
58,452 10

647 52
5,737 26
8,150 92

'4,976 80
20,989 52
17,969 23
13,167 00
8,620 61

42,835 78

. .. . ... .. . .

2752 67
244 75
8000

...........

...........
.. .......
...........
...... .....

4,255 24

1,172 77
751 75

33,303 37
62,457 10

1,207 07
3,633 65
4,952 20
4,700 79

22,183 76
17,677 51

573 80
7,279 85

43,253 67

7,012 70
1,888 71
1,025 00
1,690 12

520 85

..........

..........

6,363 88 4,116 99

603 21 64349

34,106 83
67,138 06

462 59
2,878 68
6,398 93
5,014 42

22,736 59
16,451 10

6,161 60
43,195 31

3,309 44
711 59

2,580 45
1,411 57

1,007 65 8243812,64469

2 .... 1.23.. .. 1i.7

.. .... ... .. ..... .. ... ... .... .. .. .

... ..... ...... . . ..... . ....

883,250 8511,023,801 34, 807,417 531 885,410 11

1893.

cts.| ' $

1894.

8 ets.

78,090 69
124,348 80
137,339 73
59,917 96
15,569 39
27,240 77

12,581 15
4,743 13
3,104 77

115 45
1,604 00
6,357 43

1895.

82,541 16
124,763 81
140,877 53

69,654 46
17,976 67
21,734 18

2,699 40
3,004 14
4,737 03
1,597 89

1896.

$ eta.

87,256 28
124,143 66
123,234 65

63,018 64
17,988 15
24,770 44

..... .....

11,993 84
3,300 00
1,842 94

20000

87,598 15
120,404 19
150,445 26

71,079 46
16,819 64
24,413 27

..........

8,766 62
10,097 18

4,381 241
1,271 15

2,958 611

23,863 09

9,796 28
3,723 14
4,596 94

208 16
410 00

14,417 25 . ... 1.ii8..

3,745 33
850 81

38,403 94
66,440 96

394 00
202 02

8,014 67
4,668 93

25,961 36
31,461 76

54,988 88

4,062 82

,...........*483 98

36,682 96
66,600 29

517 60
. 456 38

8,004 38
5,338 76

26,321 27
15,099 63

.. .... .....

2,757 29

..... .....

38,589 05
64,588 34

207 40
2,217 36
6,591 34
5,311 74

26,38 88
12,6W 

28

71,373 82

. 143,505 60
' ........ .. ... .. . .

35,757 07
64,165 60

1,476 19
1,554 53
7,432 64
5,040 58

24,386 95
17,542 11

5,436 23
56,477 27

84 90

4,376 96
5,099 17

..........
1,711 73
2,085 45

1,842 47

20000

7,740 25
.. .
..

..........

..........

6,497 03
10,172 61

3,261 32
..........

1,350 83

..........

6,138 18
11,507 24

2,268 74

7 30
50000
160 00

4,00040
...........

7,779 69
9,627 45

2,887 24
...........

...........
...........

29108

2,50000
200 00

861,426 801898,720 031 90.654 34 895,828 281793,64 49
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APPENDIX No. 12.

REPORT OF ALFRED OGDEN ON LIFE SAVING STATIONS.

BEDPORD, N.S., 20th October, 1896e
F. GOURDEAU, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Si,-I have the honour to submit herewith my report, of inspection of life
saving stations in the provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for the year
1896.

Pictou Island Station.

I inspected this station on the 27th June last, while on the island on business in
connection with the Bay View Lobster flatchery, and found the boat, boathouse
and all appliances in first rate order.

Last spring the launch-ways were damaged by gales, but were soon after
repaired at a trifling cost.

The old cork jackets referred to in my previous reports as being " tender and
uncomfortable to the wearer " have not been replaced by new ones as I recommended.

Devils Island Station.

Inspected 30th September, boat and all appliances in good order. Coxswain
died on the 17th September, and his successor had not been appointed, but the
remainder of the crew had kept up the practice of drill as usual. One axe, 1-3 gal-
lon water can and 1 iron bucket are required.

Port Mouton Island Station.

1 arrived at this station 9th October, by government steamer " Lansdowne."
The boat and building are in good order but the launch-ways are in a very bad

condition and will require to be newly constructed, at cost of about $40 or $50. In
rough weather it is almost impossible to launch the boat without damage, and quite
impossible to haul it up.

This is a rough place to keep a boat and a very important station, and strong
substantial launch-ways should be constructed and avoid risk of loosing the boat by
being smashed upon the rocks.

Blanche Station.

Inspected 9th October, boat, boat house and all appliances in good order, clean
and tidy. The coxswain and crew of this station are always on the alert for wrecks,
and is considered to be about the best on the coast. Tweive fathoms, 15 thread
hemp rope is required for life lines and about 40 fathoms do., 9 thread for oar,
lanyards.

A. 1897



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

Cape Sable Island.

Visited 9th October, at the station there is only a small metallic boat 15 keel,
5 feet 2 inches beam, with air-tight compartments forward and aft, together with
air tubes running fore and aft between the compartments, on each aide.

This boat was originally on board the]steamer " Chesapeake" and has been on
the island for about 33 years. It is heavy and unsuitable for the place.

I would recommend that a Beebe McLellan boat be supplied for this station
with an organized crew which can be mustered from Hawk settlement (which is
about 1 mile from the boat bouse) inside of an hour. The inhabitants are all fisher-
men and some excellent oarsmen are among them.

There are but three mon living upon Cape Sable Islands, at the lighthouse.
Hawk passage, is about j of a mile wide and about ¾ of a mile from the boat

bouse and lighthouse.
There are no cork jackets at this station, I had recommended them in former

reports, and think that it is important that they should be supplied.

Seal Island Station.

Ipspected 10th October last, boat and all appliances in perfect order. Launched
boat, exercised crew in rough water and was well pleased with the manner in which
they handled it.

The boat at the west side of the island is kept in good order, but there are no
cork jackets for the men. 1 would recommend that 6 jackets be supplied at once.

This Island is some 14 miles from the main land. There are 400 sheep and 10
head of horued cattle on the island.

The improvements to the dwelling house of the coxswain and crew, which I
recommeuded last year, have not been made, as the materials had not been supplied.

Mud Island Station.

Inspected 10th October. This island is about 12 miles from the mainland, and
is owned by the Mud Island Lobster ,Company, who receive a smail subsidy from
the department for supplying and maintaining a large dory 17 feet bottom, 21 feet
on top, 6 feet beam and 2j feet hold. It bas air-tight compartments forward and
aft, is light, easily bandled, and an excellent sea boat, and in good order.

There bas been a band trumpet on the island, which was of great value to the
small and large craft approaching the island, but for some years it bas been useless
and bas gone to destruction. I would recommend that a new one costing about $15
be supplied at this station.

There are 4 men residing on the island in winter, and about 50 men in summer.
There are 500 sheep and 3 cows also.

Yarmouth Station.

Inspected 10th October. Coxswain and crew were all absent, but I obtained
the key of the boat-house and found everything in good order, except the launch-
ways, which require repairs to the extent of about $4 or $5. I would recommend
that the coxswain be authorized to make necessary repairs.

Cape Tormentine, N.B., Station.

Inspected 13th October. The boat and all appliances were in good order. In
my report of 1894, I recommended that the following articles, which are absolutely
necessary, be supplied :

Wood launch-ways, 150 feet long, 8 x 4 inch timber covered with fat iron
2 inches wide by ¾ inch thick, for the cradle or trolley to run upon; 1 double-barrel

173
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winch ; 200 feet 3i-inch manilla rope; two 8*-inch patent single blocks; 40 fathoms 9
thread hemp heaving line; one 3-gallon water keg; 1 can kerosine oil and lamp wicks;
none of which have been supplied.

At the present time the boat cannot be safely launched except at high water,
and cannot be hauled up at all at low water. Should the boat be required during
a storm, with the wind upon shore and the tide low, I have doubte about the boat
being got off at ail.

This is an important station and I hope efforts will be made to make it efficient.

Scattarie Island Station.

I visited this station on the 3rd November by Dominion government steamer
"Aberdeen." All of the crew were present, baving just returued from practice in
rough water. The boat and all appliances are kept in first-rate order.

As I reported last year, the windlass is not powerful enough for the work it has
to do, and I would recommend that a double barrel winch and a 12-inch single block
with steel bush and pin be supplied.

Six 3-inch brass scupper hinges will be roquired next season.
On this island there are 30 families of fishermen, who have 100 sheop apd 25

head of horned cattle.

St. Paul'8 Island.

I inspected this station on the ' th November and found everything kept in
good order.

There are two surf boats only at this station, one of which is new. The other
is old and has been repaired manv times; it is weak and some of the timbers are
broken. Another boat is required, and as there are but four men at the main
station, the surf boats are heavy for them to handle. I would recommend that a
double dory with air-tight compartments fore and aft be supplied, and in the event
of a wreck this dory could be launched and rowed off shore when a surf boat could
not.

At Trinity Cove (north side) there is a boathouse and bouse of refuge, contain-
ing stove, fuel and oil, and there is telephonic communication with the main station.

The superintendent informs me that the old 'boat at this station is not the
property of the government, and I am of the opinion that a dory, same as above
described, would be suitable for this station also.

At the main station there is an old gun for throwing lines, but the superintend-
ent informs me that it does not work well, and that Capt. Bloomfield Douglas,
R.N.R., had tried it and pronounced it unfit for the place, and so reported to the
department.

I would recommend that a new gun of modern pattern be sent to replace this
one.

This island is 14 miles from Cape Breton Island. Together with the superin-
tendent there are 6 men, 2 of which are lightkeepers, which leaves but 4 men at
the main station.

I found a supply of provisions and clothing at the main station as follows:-
Ten barrels flour, 16 barrels bread, 5 barrels beef, 5 barrels pork, 1 barrel beans,

1 box eoffee, j chest tea, T gallons molasses, 11 blankets, 20 pairs pants, 20 coats, 20
caps, 20 shirts, 20 pairs brogans, 20 pairs socks.

White Head Station.

Inspected 14th November, boat, boathouse and all applianoes in excel lent order.
The crew were all present.

Paint and cil, 2 lanterne, 1 ean kerosine are required.
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Herring Cove Station.

Inspected 27th November. Everything about this station is kept in good order.
The boat is clean and nicely painted. Two new lanterns are required here to replace
those which were broken last autumn while at wreck.

Duncan's Cove Station.

Inspected 27th November. Everything about this station is in good order, and
nothing ii required.

Sable Island.

I arrived by D.G.S.S. "Newfield " at the main station on the morning of the
12th December, and while supplies were being landed from the steamer, I had an
opportunity of inspecting the boats and appliances.

Two new guns for thr.owing lines have recently been sent to the island from
the agency at Halifax, but for want of fuse the superintendent had not been able to
test them; he would, however, do so soon, as the fuse was then being landed from
the " Newfield."

A portion of the launch-ways had recently been wasbed away, but materials
were on hand to repair the old and construct new ones.

Al of the boats were nicely painted and in first-rate order, ail appliances well
cared for and in their proper places.

The old despatch boat, which I reported upon in 1894 as being weak and unfit
for the service, is still at the station, and I think should be replaced by a stronger
.one.

There is at the Marine and Fisheries wharf, Halifax, a very fine boat, constructed
by Messrs. Embri & Sons. Port Hawksbury, N.S., for the Dominion Government,
and was exhibited at the World's Fair, Chicago, which in my opinion is just what is
required at Sable Island for the purpose of communicating with the mainland in
case of emergency. This boat is strong, well built, an excellent sea boat, a good
sailer, and of suitable size. It is is partly open, but a hatch-deck can be easily and
cheaply fitted. I would suggest that this boat, which hai for three years been lying
upon the wharf in Halifax, be sent to the island to replace the despatch boat now
there.

The superintendent informs me that there are 50 persons on the island, includ-
ing employees and their lamilies.

The stock and provisions on hand consista of 100 horses, 90 horned cattle, 30
barrels flour, 10 barrels each of beef, pork, bread, beans and meal, and a good supply
of bay, oats, potatoes and turnips.

I had no opportunity of visiting the other stations on the island, as it was night
before the supplies were all landed from the "Newfield," and the steamer then
sailed for the mainland.

At the houses of refuge and staff quarters I found everything clean and in good
order.

I am air,
Your obedient servant,

ALFRED OGDEN.
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STATEMENT relative to Life-Boat Stations

Stations.

Blanche, N.S..........

Cape Sable, N.S.........

Cobourg, Ont............

Collingwood, Ont........

Devil's Island, N.S ......

Duncan's Cove, N.S. ....

Goderich, Ont...... ....

Herring Cove, N.S ......

Mud Island, N.S........

Pelée Island, Ont... . ...

Pictou Island, N.S .....

Poplar Point, Ont........

Port Hope, Ont..........

Port Mouton, N.S.... .

Port Rowan, Ont ........

Port Stanley, Ont .......

Sable Island, N.S........

Scatterie, N.S..... . ...

Seal Island, N.S..... ...

St. Paul's Island, N.S....

Tormentine Cape, N.B...

Toronto, Ont............

Wellington, Ont.........

Whitehead, N.S.........

Yarmouth, N.S. .......

Sept.-, 1895 W. A. B. Smith.

Lightkeeper ....

Nov. 7, 18821D. Rooney......

Sept. 2, 1885

1885, reor-
ganized in
1890.

1886........

Oct. 21, 1886

Nov.23, 1889

Apl. 20, 1883

Nov. 6, 1889

do -, 1889

Oct. 19, 1883

June 25,1885

1885........

1885, reor-
ganized in
1890.

1880........

............

Mar. 1, 1883

do 17, 1883

June 6, 1890

1886, reor-
ganized in
1889.

P. Doherty. ...

F. Edward .....

R. E. Monk ....

Wm. Babb. ....

J. Dempsey.....

J. Pitman.....,

A. Henning.....

D. McLean .....

L. Spafford.....

C. R. Nixon... .

J. Maxwell.....

Richard Clark..

Wm. Berry... ..

Supt. Humane
Establishment.

J. N. Brown ...

W. Trefry ......

Su pt. Humane
Establishment.

W. B. Walsh,
Bayfield.

W. Ward .......

H. McCullough.

H. P. Monroe...

John H. Gavel. .

Number Salary
of of

Crew. Coxswain.

6 875 per annum and
$1.50 for each drill

Noor g an -... ......
ized crew.

6 $75 per annum and
el150 f- hil ;l

6

6

6

6

No o r g an-
ized crew.

do

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

From staff of
H u i an e
Establish-
ment.

6

7

No o r g an -
ized crew.

............

6

6

do

do

do

do

............

$80 ........... .

$75 per annum and
$1.50 for each drill

do

do

do

do

do

Wages
of

Crewv.

81.50 each drill,
twice a month.

$1.50 each drill,
twice a month.

do ....

do ....

do ....

do ...

................

................

$1.50 each drill,
twice a month.

do ....

do

do ....

do ....

do ....

Paid as superintendent and staff of
Humane Establishment.

$75 per annum and
$1.50 for each drill

$250 per annum...

..................

..................

$75 per annum and
$1.50 for each drill

do

do

do . .

$1.50 each drill,
twice a month.

$100 each per
annum.

..... . ..... .

................

$1.50 each drill,
twice a month.

do ....

do ....
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maintained by the Dominion Government.

Description of Boat.
Value

of
Boat.

7
575

5.5

575

575

575
575

177
11-12

Equipment.

Full equipment, as required in
regulacion boat-house.

Ordinary outfit . ....... ....

Full equipment, as required in
regulation boat-house.

do do ....

do do ....

do do ....

do do ....

Full equipient................

Full equipient, as required in
regulation boat-house.

do do ....

do do ....

do do ....

do do ....

Full equipient and boat-house.

do do .. .

Boat-house, full equipments, &c.

Where built.

Dartmouth, N.S.

Goderich, Ont.

do

Dartmouth, N.S.

do

Goderich, Ont.

New York.

Goderich, Ont.

Dartncuth, N.S.

Buffalo, U.S.

Goderich, Ont.

Darttnouth, N.S.

Buffalo, U.S.

Goderich, Ont.

Self -righting and self -bailing, 25 ft. over all,
8 ft. beam, Dobbins' pattern.

Metallic life-boat, 16 ft. keel, 5 ft. beam....

Self-righting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all,
8 f t. beain, Dobbins' pattern.

do do ....

do (10 ....

do do ....

do do ....

Metallic life-boat, 28 ft. keel, 6 ft. beam....

Fishing boats and dorys (not Government
property).

Self-righting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all,
7 ft. beain, Dobbins' pattern.

do do ....

Self -righting and self-bailing, 26 f t. over all,
7 ft. bean, Dobbins' pattern.

do do

do do ...

Surf-boat, 26 ft. long, 6j ft. beam. ..........

Self-righting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all,
7 ft. beam.

The two Dobbins' pattern boats were ex-
changed in 1893 for one Beebe surf-boat
and carriages, and one Beebe McLellan
self-bailing life-boat.

Self-righting, &c., same as others, Dobbins'
pattern, and clinker built ships' life-boat,
21 feet keel.

Beebe McLellan boat on east side and a surf-
boat on the west.

Two surf-boats, one 25 ft. over all, 6ý ft.
beam, the other 23 ft. long, 4 ft. 8 in. beam

Self-righting, &c., sane as others, Dobbins'
pattern.

do do

do do ....

do do ....

do do .... Halifax, N.S.

. ................... .... d o

Full equipment and boat-house. Goderich, Ont.

do *do .... Buffalo, U.S.

do do .... Dartmouth, N.S.

do do .. do

Full equipient and boat-house. 1Dartmouth, N. S.

575

575

550

620

575

575

575

1,400

575

575
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APPENDIX No. 13

REWARDS FOR SAVING LIFE.

LiST of persons to whom rewards have been granted by the Government of Canada,
for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1896, for gallant and humane services ren-
der:oi in life saving from shipwrecked vessels, or by Britisi ind Fm eign Govern-
ments for similar services rendered by Canadian vessels in :aving life from
shipwrecked British and Foreign vessels for the same period.

Naines and Nature Date Description
Designations of of of Services of

Persons. Services Rendered. Rendered. Reward.

Captain 1). Smith, master of Rescue of the barque " Tor- ..... . .... (.A conIneliotation medal from
thebarque "KateF.Tro)," quato " of Castellainare in' the Italian Government.
of St. John, N.B. Italy, shipwrecked in the

Atlantic Oceai.
Patrick Murphy of Quebec... Bravery in rescue of severali A silver wvatch and $25.

persons from drowning on
different occasions.

CaptainGaetano fu GioBatta, Rescuing at great risk the March 24, 1894 A cold medal to niaster, £17
master of the Italian barque master and 11 of the crew paid for siuisistence of crew

Orsola." of the barque " Lotus" and' expenses incurred in
of Pictou, N.S., sunk in the landing erew at St. Vincent,
Bay of Biscay. Cape de Verde Islands; £15

paid for boat destroyed in
reseimg crew.

Alex. McDonald, John Mc- Saving ut considerable risk a Aug. 27, 1894.. A silver watch to each of the
Donald, Alex. McDonald young boy and his sister, four men, value $20 each.
and John McQuarrie, of whose bout had upset.
Little Mabou, N.S.

Ronald McDonald, John Mc- Humnane and gallant servicesS.ept. 2
Donald, Alex. Gillis and in the rescue of two persons
Lewis McDonald. whose boat had capsized in

a squall near Port Hood,
N.S.

G. E. Pettis, master, Pleman Heroic services in rescuing March
Benzanson, Ist mate, John the captain and crew of the
Lehburgh, Christian Gouley Aimerican schooner "B. Hl.
and Chas. Olsen, seamen of Jones."
schooner "Gypsum Prince"
of Windsor, N.S.

Captain C. E. Dixon, master Promptness and energy dis- Aug. 1
of schooner " Osceola " of played at the collision of the
Windsor, N.S. vessel with the steamer

"Miramichi" and saving
the lives of two passengers
on the steamer.

Jas. A. Greenlaw, Ehen Rescuing two persons in Sept. 1
Greenlaw, Frank Greenlaw, danger of drowning> fron
Edward Greenlaw, Harry the capsizing of their boat
Parker, Clarence Cline, in a squall.
Lorenzo Lambert, of Deer
Island, St. Andrews, N.B..

Samuel Walters, master, W. Services in rescue of brigan- Oct. il
S. Stubbs, chief officer, R. tine "Gertrude"of Halifax,
Collins, G. Welsh, T. Red- wrecked in a hurricane on a
mond, G. Maguire, O. Dahl- voyage from St. John's, I
stroum and J. Hayes, sea- Nfld., to Sydney. C.B.
men of SS. " Sachen " of
Liverpool, G.B.
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1894. A silver watch to each man,
value $20 each.

A gold watch and chain to
master, a gold mnedal to mate
and each of the three seamen,
awarded by the President of
the United States.

A letter of thanks from the
Minister of Marine and
Fisheries.

A letter of
Minister
Fisheries.

thanks from the
of Marine and

18, 1895

4, 1895..

6, 189.

1, 1895.. A binocular glass to master,
value £5; a gold watch to
chief officer, value £15; £2
stg. to each of the seamen ;
£8.2.0d. was paid for sub-
sistence expenses of ship-
wrecked crew on board the
rescuing vessel.
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REWARDS for Saving Life-Concluded.

Names and
Designations of

Persons.

Christen Cjernlosen, master
of the ship " Prudhoe " of
Arendal, Germany.

Don Jose Calle, master. Don
Domingo Arretequi, first
otficer, Fanstino Totorica,
Valentine Eu-Liera, Fozé
Oyarbude and V i c e n t e
Galiano, seamen.

George Selig of Vogler's Cove,
ýN.S.

Nature
of

Service rendered.

Kindness and humanity shown
to the shipwrecked crew of
the barque " Flora " of
Charlottetown, P. E. I.,
rescued at sea.

Rescuing after three attempts
made at considerable risk of
life, the crew of the schooner
" Annie G. O'Leary," of
Halifax, and kind and
humane treatment given to
shipwrecked crew.

Bravery and hunane exer-
tions in the rescue of two
persons whose boat hadi
capsized in asquall at Tobias
Island on the coast of Lun-
enburg, N.S.

Date Description
of Service of
Rendered. Reward.

Oct. 27, 1895.. A letter of thanks and com-
mendation to master from
the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries.

Nov. 8 A binocular glass to master,
value £5; a gold watch to lst
officer, value £15, and £10 to
each of the four seamen.

Dec. 3, 1895.. A binocular glass, value $12.
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APPENDIX No. 14.

STATEMENT of S!ck Mariners' Dies collected for the fiscal Year ended 30th June, 1896.

Quebec. $ cts.

G aspé .............................. 82 96
M ontreal ... , ..... . . ......... 3,370 60
New Carlisle. ......... .... ........ 271 32
Perce.. ........... ,... ............. 100 06
Quebec ............................. 7,287 38
Rimouski..... ........ ... ......... 485 88
St. Arrmand.................... ..... 15 38
St. John............................ 1,487 50
Sorel ... .................... 11 56
Stanstead... .................. 22 46
Three Rivers ... .............. .. 364 56

Total ........................ 13,499 66

Bathurs
Chathai
Dalhou
Dorches
Moncto
Newcas
Sackvill
St. And
St. Joh
St. Ste

N.cw BIirunswcic.

t... .. ..... ... . , 186 20
.. .................... 1,403 72

sie ........................... 660 38
ter...... . ................ 12 66
n ... ... ........... ..... . 1,270 46
tle.................. ......... 764 14
e ............... ............ 216 80
rews ......................... 79 04
n................. ... . ... 5,364 40
phen .... ...... ....... . 69 50

Total......... ........ 10,027 30

Nova Seotia.

Amherst. .... .............. .
Annapolis...........................
A richat.................. .... ......
Antigonish .. ................ ..
Baddeck ........ ...... .............
Barrington ......... ...... ... .
Bridgetown . ...................

756 04
92 18

110 30
11 64

245 54
654
2 64

Nova Scotia-Continued.

Causo...... ... ........... ........
D igby ,........ ........... ........
H alifax.. .............. ....... .
Kentville................ ....
Liverpool........... ......... ...
Lockeport ..................... . . .
Lune uu rg ..... ....................
Margaretsville..... ............
North Sydney.........,....... .
Parrsboro' ....... ..... . ..........
P ictou ....... ....... . .. .........
Port Hawkesbury.. .. ... ........
Port Hood....... ...........
Shelburne........... .. . .......

S dney ....... .............. .....
Weymouth................ .....
W indsor .. ..... . .... .. . . i...
Yarmouth ............ ..... ,........

T otal.... ... ..... ........

Prince Edward Island.

Charlottetown ........ . . .. ......
Suminerside..................... ...

Total................

British Columbia.

Nanaimo.... . .......... ......
New Westminster. ....... .....
Vancouver. ....... .. ........ .
V ictoria ............................

Total................. ..

Grand total............

180

A. 1892

$ ets.

180 00
217 82

5,665 38
13 00
65 16
13 31

559 88
7 30

1,088 44
1,281 88

347 98
25 92
15 46
80 98

2,720 20
167 40

1,048 50
408 14

15,129 23

300 12
79 56

379 68

2,325 34
61 82

1,740 20
2,598 38

6,725 74

45,761 61
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APPENDIX No.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF LIGHTHOUSES, &o.

DIsTarCT.

Province of Ontario.... ...... 181
Light-ships...... 3

Province of Quebec........... 117

Light-ships............ 8

Province of Nova Scotia ...... 170
Fog-alarns............ 2
Light-ships............ 1

Province of New Brunswick.... 92
Fog-alarms............ 2
Light-ships............ 1

Province of P. E. Island....... &
Province of British Columbia.. 10

... ............. 16

Gas-buoys.

10
(4 with bells)
............

...........

............

12

*Light-ships and fog-alarms where there are no lighte are in these two columns included in the total
number of light-stations and lights in the Dominion.

181
11--18

Steamers.

..S.
"Stanley."

2

8 ....
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

To 1His Excellency the Right Honourable SIR JOHN HAMILTON-CAMPBELL GORDON, EARL

OF ABERDEEN, Oovernor aeneral of Canada, etc., etc.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

I have the honour to submit herewith, for the information of Your Excellency and

the Legislature of Canada, the Twenty-Ninth Annual Report of the Department of

Marine and Fisheries, Fisheries Branch.

I have the honour to be,

Your Excellency's most obedient servant,

LOUIS HENRY DAVIES,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND FISHERIES,

OTTAWA, 31st December, 1896.
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ALP H ABETICAL INDEX

TO THE

F[SHERIES REPORT
1896

A

Areas, Extent of.... ........... .... ......................... ..............
d o O y ster ............ ................ ...............- ......... ............... .....

B

Behring Sea Question,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

Report on by Mr. R. N. Venning........... .... . . . . .........
British Columbia Sealing Fleet of 1896. ............... . ... ... ....
The Coast catch ................................ .... ..

do by vessels, in detail..............................
The Behring Sea catch by vessels, in detail.. .... ............. ....
Statistical Table Crews, catch, &c................... ... ....
The Patrol Fleet and Seizures. .. .... ................... ......
Proposals for supplementary arrangements as to fire arms and expert

exam ination of seal skins. .......................... ..... ...
M emorial fron sealers...... ....... ... .............. .....
Regulations .......... ..... ....................... .. ..
Scientific and expert inquiry into seal life ...... ........ .......
The "Coquitlam '" case....................... *....... .............
The cases of the U. S. sealing and schooners " Laninfa " and " Alex-

ander ........ ................. . . . . . . . . . . . .
do Claimns commission.......... ............ ............

Bounties, Fishing..........................................
do Regulations................................... ...........
do Number of Claims and Amount paid since 1892 ....................
do Statement of Claims received, 1895.............................
do do do iaid, 1895........ ... . ...
do do Comparative Claims paid since 1892
do do do do 1882 ...............
do do in detail of Vessels receiving it, 1895... .... ... .

Bertram, A. C., Inspector of Cape Breton, report. .......... ....................
British Columbia, Report by Inspector J. McNab... ............................

do List of salmon canneries, 1895......... ........................
do Statistics of Fisheries ......... .............................
do Capital invested in fishing material ............................

Bureau, Fisheries Intelligence. (Se letter I.).

Cape Breton. (See Nova Scotia, District No. 1) .................... .............
Captains in comnand of cruisers ... ........................................
Catellier, L. N., reports. ..............................................
Chapman, R. A., Inspector, New Brnswick, reports............................
Cod, remarks on .. .. .. .. . . xi,
Coast, extent of .......... ....................... ......................

D
Davis, Hy., Hatchery Officer at Gaspé.......................................
Lunn, Capt. E., of D. S. cruiser " Petrel "........ .... .... ..... . ....... . ..

PAGE

x
329

xviii, 330
331
332

333 to 344
345 to 375

376
380

381
383
384
385
385

386
387

x, 10
10
il
13
14
16
18
22

41, 58, 294
222
224
227
230

41,
231,
159,
111,

42, 139,

302
190, 243
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E
PAGE.

Expenditure .... ..... ... . .... . ...... . ix, 1
do Subdivision by provinces ......... ... _ ........ 2
do Fish Culture. ..... .. .................... 3
do Fisheries Protection Service..... ............ .... ... ... .............. 5
do Statement, Comparative........ ....................... ................... 8

F

Fish Culture......................... xxiii
do Report on, by Prof. E. E. Prince, Commissioner............. ... .......... 288
(o Distribution of fry............ ... . .... ............... ........... ... 289
do Transplanting shell fish, &c., in British Columbia........ ..................... 290
do Suggested assistance by fishermen.................................. . ........ 291
do Reports of officers in charge of hatcheries...... ... .............. .... ....... 293
do Lists do do ........................... . ........ 405
do Hatchery in British Columbia........................,.... ........... 293
do do Nova Scotia................. . ...... ........... ... ......... 314, 310, 294
do do N ew Brunsw ick..... ............................................ 295
do do Q uebec............ ........ .................. .... ............ 313, 299
do do O ntario................ ......... .... .......................... 306
do do M anitoba.................. .......... .... . ..... ............ 311
(10 Expenditure............................................... ........... 3
do Oysters report on. (Sec letter O.)

Fisheries Protection Service............. ... .......... ..................... .. .. ,.... xxii
do Report on, by Commander O. G. V. Spain.................... 231
do Cruisers, their captains and their stations....................... .31
do Seizures ... ..................... ... .... ............. . 232
do do Schooner " Frederick Gerring, junior ".............. .. 32
do Modus vivendi'licenses........................................ .... 233
do Mackerel fishery, remarks on ............................ 235
do Lobsters do -..... ......... 242
do List of fishing vessels boarded by Canadian .risers 237
do do calling at Canadian ports.................. 250
do Reports froin captains of cruisers............................ 243

Fislh Fair at'Campobello, N. B......... ............... ................ ....... 108
Fish-ways ..................... ......... ....................................... s
Fishery Offi ers, complete list for the Dominion .... .... .... .................... 396

do Intelligence Bureau. (See letter I.)
do Bounties. (Sec letter B.)
do Statements or Statisties. (Sec letter S.)

Ford, L. S., Inspector of Fisheries, N.S., report. .55,4
Fishery season of 1896, remarks on .................... ....... .......... .................. xxiv

Hatcheries, Reports on. (Sec also Fish Culture)........................ ..... t 314
Ilackett, Ed., Inspector, Prince Edward Island, report...................................... 137
Ierring, rearks on............ xi, 42
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

REPORT OF THE DEPUTY MINISTER.

To the Honourable
Louis H. DAVIEs,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the following report on the transactions of the
Fisheries Branch of this department for the fiscal year ending on the 30th of June,
1896.

The usual statements of revenue and expenditure, of Fishing Bounty claims,
Fisheries Protection Service, Intelligence Bureau, Behring Sea Question, Oyster

Culture, etc., are included in this report. Three reports of a special nature by the Com-
missioner of Fisheries, treating of " The Life History of the Lobster," " The Eggs
of Fishes," and " The Place of the Carp in Fish Culture," together form supplement
No. I. and are issued separately. In connection with the reports just mentioned by
Professor Prince, a report upon the canning of lobsters, with special reference to

" blackening " or " smut," by Professors McPhail and Bruere, of Montreal, will be

published as supplement No. II. The last named report embodies the results of an inquiry,
authorized by this departinent, into the causes leiding to a deterioration in the quality

of canned lobsters. The important bearing of such an in*estigation as this upon an
extensive Canadian industry may be judged from the fact that the annual loss to the
trade is estimated at not less than half a million dollars per annum, though by some

well-informed packers, it is put as high as $900,000 per annun. The department's
action in sanctionino a scientific investigation into a matter of such vast economic
importance has excited widespread interest, and the presentation of the results in this
report, is the first opportunity of placing it before those engaged, or in any way
interested, in the lobster industry.

The appendices named follow in order -

No. 1. Expenditure and Revenue.
" 2. Fishing Bounti-s.

3 to 10. Inspectors' reports and Statistics of Fisheries of the different provinces
of the Dominion.

11. Fisheries Protection Service and Intelligence Bureau.
12. Fish Culture, followed by Oyster Culture report.
13. Behring Sea Question.
14. Schedule of Fishery Officers in Canada.

EXPENDITURE AND REVENUE.

The total expenditure for the different fisheries services during the fiscal year
ending 3Oth June, 1896, aggregated $420,805. This comprises Fisheries proper $96,961.
Fish-breeding, $38,050; Fisieries Protection Service, $102,021; Fishing Bounty,
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$163,567 and miscellaneous expenditure $20,203. The details of these different ex-
penses will be found in Appendix 1 of this report.

The total fisheries revenue during the same period from fishery licenses, fines, etc.,
amounts to nearly $100,000. (See page 7.)

FISHING BOUNTIES.

The sum of $163,567 was paid during the year 1895 to the deep-sea fishermen of
the n:aritime provinces. Of this amount $76,182 were divided amongst 907 vessels
manned by 6,250 imen, and $87,385 distributed to 24,558 fishermen using 13,873 boats.
All the names of these claimants for the bounty were comprised in the 14,780 claims
paid for that year. Since its inception (1892), this department has paid over two million
dollars as fishing bounty to encourage the Canadian fishermen in the development of our
sea fisheries.

A complete list of all vessels having received fishing bounty will be found in
Appendix 2, as well as other information governing the payment of such claims.

GENERAL STATISTICS OF FISHERIES.

EXTENT OF COAST.

The fisheries of Canada are the most extensive in the world, comprising an immense
sea-coast line, besides innumerable lakes and rivers. The eastern sea-coast of the mari-
time provinces from the Bay of Fundy to the Straits of Belle Isle, covers a distance

of 5,600 miles and that of British Columbia is given at 7,180 miles, that is more than
double that of Great Britain and Ireland.

While the salt water inshore area, not including minor indentations, cover more
than 1,500 square miles, the fresh water area of that part of the great lakes belonging
to Canada is computed at 72,700 square miles not including the numerous lakes of

Manitoba and the Territories, all stocked with excellent species of food fish.

VALUE OF THE FISHERIES.

For the year 1895 the value of the Canadian fisheries is computed at $20,199,338,
being a decrease of over half a million dollars as compared with the previous year.
This amount is subdivided by provinces as follows:-

Provinces. Value.

Nova Scotia...... ............... .......... 6,213,131
New Brunswick................ .............. . 4,403,158
British Columbia...... . ......................... 4,401,354
Quebec .... ..... -.. . . .................. 1,867,920
Ontario ................................. . . . 1,584,473
Prince Edward Island......................... .. 976,8q6
Manitoba and North-west Territories........ ..... 752,466

Increase. D)ecrease.

$ $
........ 334,256
51,629

450,876
....... ........ 435,466
.............. 75,494

. . 112,901
....... ........ 34,621
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With the exception of British Columbia, showing a surplus of nearly half a million
dollars, and New Brunswick, which shows a slight increase, all the other provinces have
yielded less than last year. The different inspectors of fisheries severally explain these
various fluctuations in their respective reports comprised in Appendices 3 to 10, from
which the brief summaries given below, have been compiled.

The above does not include the large quantity of fish consumed by the Indian
population of British Columbia and the North-west Territories, estimated at over two
million dollars.

KINDS OF FISH.

Between the years 1869 and 1895 the five principal commercial fisheries have
yielded as follows :-

Cod ............. ................. ........ .. $102,813,832
H erring ...................................... . . 51,463,298
Lobsters............................ ....... ... 46,759,098
Salm on.. . . . . .. .............................. 41,738,791
Mackerel.......................... . ....... ... 36,862,092

The following table shows the relative values of the principal kinds of commercial
fishes for 1895, indicating their increase or decrease in compariqon with the preceding
year.

For the first time in the history of our Canadian fisheries, salmon, an anadromous first
fish, has supplanted in the graduated table his deep-sea cousin the cod. While the value
of the latter has declined by over half a million dollars, the value of the former has
ncrep.sed by about the same amount, thus reversing the difference of a million dollars
which existed in 1894 between the two species. Other mcst important fluctuations are
the large increase in herring and sardines and the falling off in mackerel and lobsters.

Kinds of Fish.

8 almon......... ........................
Cod..
Herring.... ...............................
Mlbter........... .......................
Whitefish .......................................
Afackerel . .............................

Sardine........... ......................
Pickerel. ....... .......................

Hake .. .................................
Alewinea ........... ..............................
Oyeters., ................................. ........
Sturgeont.. .... ............... ..................Alewives............
'Oysters ..
Sturgeon.

Tom Cod or r s................
'Pike
Shad ý..................... .... ...............

Amount.

3,732,717
3,638,519
2,786,516
2,210,096

767,'307
736,655
702,589
451,108
444,703
423,492
303,296
270,901
210,856
192,432
192,292
155,176
151,436
148,767
138,525
103,325

98,181

Increase. Decrease.

$ $
505,278

..... 595,712
220,786

160,536
. ...... ..... 112,343
.............. 172,215

55,558
46,225

............ . 71,844
137,736

10,030
16,749

.... ....... 93,796
. ...... 61,472

10,184
36,121
27,341

.............. 73,127
47,710

5,749

The quantity of fish used as bait is valued at $352,047 and that of fish oils at
$248,246.

xi
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SUMMARIZED EXTRACTS FROM INSPECTORS' REPORTS.

NOVA SCOTIA.

The large deficit noticed in the value of the Nova Scotia fisheries is caused by the
diminution of mackerel, lobsters, and especially the cod family.

Inspector A. C. Bertram, of Cape Breton, states that although cod seem as plentiful
as ever in the deep sea, they were scarcer on the coast, and unless fishermen exchange
their boats for medium sized schooners to enable them to utilise the best grounds, the
capture of this valuable fish is bound to diminish. An attempt in that direction has
been made in North Sydney. A company has been organized to equip a few vessels
suitable to deep sea pursuits. The decline in nackerel is attributed to excessive purse-
seining by foreign vessels. Fortunately the good herring catch partly conpensated for
the deficiency in other branches. Thus Cape Breton summer herring, reputed to be
unequalled in size and quality on any other coast of North America, forms not only a
staple article of food, but a profitable commercial investment. The, lobster packing
season began early and proved a remunerative one, showing a surplus of more than a
quarter million cans over the previous yield.

Inspector R. Hockin rep)rts a diminution in the general value of thîe fisheries of
District No. 2 of about 5j per cent. The prominent features of the fishing season was
the abundance of herring of good quality frequenting that coast, and had the prices
justified a more vigorous prosecution of this branch of industy, the yield would have
been much larger. Mackerel fishing was almost a failure; less than a thousand barrels
were captured against 27,000 barrels in 1891. While salmon and alewives have
decreased, shad and smelts show improvement. Of the cod family, haddock alone shows
an increase. A shortage of about 9 per cent is reported in the lobster pack.

In District No. 3, Inspector L. S. Ford also reports a falling off in the general yield
of the fisheries, which is ascribed to scarcity of fish and want of bait at opportune
moments. The special attention given to the lobster industry is also detrimental to
other branches. The grand bank fishermen generally fare well enough, but boat fishing
has not been a success.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

The surplus value noted in the fisheries of the above named province is attributed
entirely to District No. 2. viz.: the Northumberland Strait Coast, where Inspector
Chapman, values the catch at over a quarter of a million dollars in excess of the previous
one. This betterment is ascribed to smelt fishery, which, notwithstanding the enormous
drain of past years, has still yielded one million pounds more than in 1894, and to
herring and cod which show fair improveinent on this part of the coast. The prices of
packed lobsters were high, but the quantity did not quite attain that of the year before.

. Inspector Pratt, reports a shortage in the fisheries of Charlotte county, owing to a
less vigorous prosecution of this industry and to the low prices of fish throughout the
season. Herring and sardine are the staple fish of this district, in fact they forai two.
thirds of the whole production, and in spite of the enormous quantity taken each year
they are still plentiful in the Bay of Fundy and their yield would have been larger had
the demand justified a larger production. The strike in the sardine canneries in the

Xii
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midst of the fishing season also contributed to the decline. This officer speaks highly
of the Campobello Fish Fair Society, which encourages and stimulates their fishermen
by an annual exhibition of fishery products as well as fishing implements. Suitable
prizes are awarded to the successful competitors. The ar.nual gatherings of practical
men discussing the inproved methods to attain the best results, will not only engender a
better feeling among them all, but will prove generally beneficial by elevating the
standard of boats, implements and commercial fish products. It would be advantageous if
this exaniple found imitators elsewhere.

Iîupector Miles, of the St. John River District, also reports a slight falling off in these
inland fisheries. At times in the spring, the Bay of Fundy is the only place where fresh
bait is procurable and then many barrels of alewives are disposed of to Nova Scotia
fishermen for that purpose. The pickled and smoke fish are mostly exported to the
West Indies and United States.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

The Inspector for the above named province reports a shortage in the imost
important branches of their fisheries viz.: Mackerel, cod, herring, lobsters and hake,
aggregating over $100,000. Mackerel were scarce throughout the season. The lobster
fishery was as usual prosecuted with vigour and results are considere-1 satisfactory.
Herring were abundant on that coast until June, but being of an inferior quality were
mostly used for bait. In the first part of the season cod were scarce and of a small size,
later on they somewhat improved, but not sufficiently to recover the lost ground. Hake
were plentiful but not much sought after. Oysters show a slight improvement over the
preceding year. The beds of Queen's county yielded more in proportion thLn those of
Richmond Bay.

QUEBEC.

Ofcer Wrn. Wakeham reports a diminution of 33 per cent in the yield of the Gulf
division fisheries. Cod was scarce in the early part of the season and the rough weather
in the fall prevented even an average catch of that staple fish.

The decline in salmon is more attributed to the June gales than to the scarcity of
fish. Sportsmen generally reported good angling, and the guardians have noticed that
the pools were full of breeding fish. Although more exertions were made, the lobster
pack of 1895 falls short of the previous one. The season began early and loaked promis-
ing, but these crustaceans became so scarce that many canneries even closed before the
allotted time. Herring were plentiful, especially in the vicinity of the Magdalen
Islands.

The inland districts of Quebec have yielded about an average catch.

ONTARIO.

The total yield of the fisheries of this province is very slightly less than the previous
onA. The falling off noticed in trout and whitefish is compensated by the surplus in
herring, pickerel and pike. With the exception of Lake Ontario, which held its own
in fishing matters; all the other great lakes seem to have declined from 8 to 12 per
cent. Even if the annual production is nearly the same, it now requires much more
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gear and implements than formerly to attain even an inferior result. Over two million

fathoms of gill-nets and 420 pound-nets were used on the Canadian side of the Great

Lakes, employing 83 tugs or vessels and 1,346 boats manned by over three thousand

men.

The importance of the fisheries of these inland waters would rather startle a salt
water fisherman, naturally inclined to belittle them. For instance, in 1895, over five

and a half million pounds of salmon-trout were caught in lakes Superior and Huron

and six and a half million pounds of herring and nearly two million pounds of pickerel

in lakes Erie and Ontario.

The fisheries of Lake of the Woods have developed so rapidly as to deserve classifica-

tion with the other great inland seas. In fact its aggregate value almost equals that of

Lake Ontario, and is more than half the product of Lake Superior and over a third the

value of Lake Erie. The staple fish of Lake of the Woods is sturgeon, which yielded in
1895, 716,000 lbs., besides producing 65,800 lbs. of caviare and bladders. The synopsis

of the overseers' reports in this province will he found in appendix No. 7, page 185.

MANITOBA AND N. W. TERRITORIES.

The inspectors of these Western districts state that the fishing operations of 1895
were not very successful. Owing to the depression in the Western States which are

their principal market, the prices of fish ruled low. Winter net fishing was also impeded
by the unusual manner in which these lakes froze, the formation of the ice being
irregular and uncertain. The staple fish of the West is undoubtedly whitefish, of which
over ten million lbs. were reported for that year.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The fisheries of this province show an increased value of nearly half a million

dollars. · Exclusive of fur-seals, the aggregate product of British Columbia fisheries

exceeds that of any former year. The salmon canning industry was very successful, in
fact it was only surpassed by the famous pack of 1893. The value of the salmon yield

alone is reckoned at over two million dollars. Forty-eight canneries were in operation
in 1895, thirty-one of which were on the Fraser River.

The fur seal skins are valued at $713,590. The Canadian catch is 23,115 skins
less than that of the previous season. The deep sea fisheries on the Pacific coast have
been as yet but little developed, yet over two and a half million lbs. of halibut were
captured, one fifth of which it is estimated were exported.

Xiv
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RECÂPITULATION of the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in tde
for the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity.

Cod, dried............... ................... Cwt. 806,415
do tongues and sounis..... ........... ..... Bris. 824

Salmon, preserved, in cans............. ........ .Lbs. 28,858,897
do fresh .. ... ........................ " 4,872,770
do pickled....................... ........ Bris. 3,825
do smoked............ . . ...... .... Lbs. 56,460

Herring, salted......... . ................ Brs. 511,470
do fresh.. ......................... .Lbs. 11,556,085
do smoked................. ... ...... " 10,051,613

M ackerel, salted . .............................. Bris. 35,554
do fresh ... ........... ............... Lbs. 2,06S,236

Lobster, preserved, in cans .............. . ....... " 12,345,592
do alive or fresh.. .................. .Tons. 7,374

Hake, dried . ... ..................... .. .. .Cwt. 73,424
do sounds : .......... ......... ... ...... Lbs. 47,931

Haddock, dried ........ . ............... .... Cwt. 120,758
do smoked (finnan haddies)....... ...... Lbs. 231,000

Pollock, dried........... .................. Cwt. 59,507
Trout ... .. .... .. ...... .......... ..... .Lbs. 6,926,116

do ............................. ........... B rs. 1,040
W hitefish .................. .................. Lb . 14,249,399
Smelts................................ " .... 9,022,157
Halibut. ................. .. .. ....... " 3,977,350
Shad... ... .... ......... ...... ...... Bris. 9,639
Eels. ......... ..................... Lbs. 909,270
do ..... ... . ........... ..... ...... Bris. , 9,984
Alewives.............. ................ 48,108
Sardines. .... .... ..................... " 188,089

do preserved...... ... ............. .. .. Cans. 924,000
Bass ............................... Lbs. 1,159,870
Pickerel ..... ........................... ... 7,678,411
Pike ..... .................. ..... ...... " . 3,592,975
Maskinongé.. . .............. ............. 455,535
Sturgeon.............. ..... ...... .... ..... 1,749,520
Squid.... ..... ........... . .... ...... Bris. 15,055
Flounders......... ........... ... ............ Lbs. 252,432
W inninish.... ...................... ......... " 100,000
Oysters........................................ Brîs. 47,673

lam s .... ........ ..... ...................... " 20,022
Perch. ............................... Lbs. 1,010,580
Tom-cod or frost-fish .... .......... .... .... . " . 2,910,510
Oulachons... . .. . ......... ................ 594,200
Coarse and mixed fish......................... Bris. 80,850
Home consumption not included above.... .. .. .... 1,928,230
Fur seal skins (British Columbia) ......... .... No. 71,359
Hair do ......................... ... . " 16,469
Sea otter skins .... ......... ... ........ ... " . . 16
Beluga (white whale) skins..................... " 205
Fih oils............................. ...... Galls. 620,613
do used as bait. .... ................... .... Bris. 234,696
do do manure..... ................ ... " 105,209
do guano..... ...... ....... ......... Tons. 3,615

Total for 1895..................... .. ..... .......
do 1894.. .... .............. ..... .............

Decrease...... ................... . . .......

Dominion of Canad i

Value.

3,630,279
8,240

2,886,479
794,964

42,312
8,962

2,301,616
295,705
203,235
497,756
238,899 1

1,666,388
543,708
186,890
23,966

422,653
22,050

. . . . .. .. . .. . .
692,189

10,400
.... ... ......
.... ..........
..............

u4,556
96,880

377,292
46,200

..... ......... .. ...... ..

..............

...........

.... .........
......... .....

..........
..............
......... ... .
...........
. ............

...............

............ ..
.............

..... .... ....

Total Value.

8

3,638,519

3,732,717

2,800,556

736,655

2,210,096

210,856

444,703
148,767

702,589
767,307
451,108
270,901

98,181

151,436
192,432

423,492
85,567

303,2g6
103,325
27,332

155,176
60,220
12,622

6,000
192,292
69.027
29,729

138,525
30,625

296,789
269,282
713,590

18,753
2,000

820
248,246
352,047
52,605
51,155

20,199,338
20,719,573

520,235
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STATEMENT of the Prduction of each Branch of the Fisheries

Kinds of Fish.

1 Cod, dried............. ......... Cwt.
2 do tengues and sounds .......... .. BrIs.
3 Sahnon, preserved in cans.............. Lbs
4 do fresh...................
5 do pickled.........................Bris.
6 do smoked ...... ................ Lbs.
7 Herring, salted,.... ... ... .... ... BrIs.
8 do fresh........................ Lbq. 1,
9 do sinoked. ... ..................... 1,

10 Mackerel, salted . . ................. Bris.
[1 do fresh..... ................... Lbs. 1,
12 Lobster, preserved in cans...... ....... .. .. 5,
[3 (o alive or fresh ............... Tons
[4 Hake, dried ........ ....... ... Cwt.
L5 do sounds...... ...... .......... Lbs.
16 Hoddock, dried......................... Cwt.
L7 do smoked (Finnaii Haddie) ...... Lbs.
L8 Pollock, dried .. .. .... ......... ..... Cwt.
[9 Trout ..... ... ............. ... . .. Lbl.
2C0 do .... .................... .... Bris.
?1 W hitetish ............. . .. ....... . Lbs.
2 Smîelts...... ................. . "

33 Halibut ....................... . "
34 Shad....... ..................... Bris.
5 Eels....... ..................... .. Lbs.

36 do ......... ................. .... •. B ris.
37 A lew ives. . ............ .......... "
18 Sardines.............. ............. . .. "
39 do preserved...... ............ Cans ....
0 B ass ........... .... ...... ........... L bs.
l P ickerel............. .................. "

12 P ike ..... ........ ...... .. . ......
13 Maskinongé .... .......... ... ....
4 Sturgeon. ........................ ..... "
15 Squid........................... Bris.
6 Flounders......... . .............. Lbs.
7 W inninish.......... ........ .... .... "
8 0ysters..... ......... ................. Bris.
19 C ains............ ... . ......... .. "
0 Perch.................. ......... Lbs.
l Tom Cod or frost-fish............. .... "
12 Oulachons ........ ............... . . "
13 Coarse and iixed fish............. . ... Bris.
14 Home consumption not included above......... ..
15 Fur, seal skins, B.C................. No.
6 H air do ...................
7 Sea otter skins...................
8 Beluga (white whale) skins..... .. ....
9 Fish oils ............................... G alls.
0 Fish used as bait........................ Bris.
1 do 'nanure................... "
2 Fish guano ............... .... .. ... Tons

Totais ..........................

NOVA ScarIA. NEw BRUNSWICK. BRITISH

nitity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity.

512,292 2,305,315 3 419,324 2,820
503 5,030 100 1,000

3,2961 495 8,000 1,200 28,847,101
120,4361 84,087 2,0W,395 112,879 1,795,892

2271 3,632 10 160 3,148
4,860 972 5,000 1,000 40,60

206,164 927,738 211,6541 952,443........
014,855 10,445 3,055,520 6t,110 249,50
139,483 22,790 8,776,000 175,520 27,530
19,152 268,128 , 28,000.......

399,180 158,612 631,500, 75,780.
712,684 799,775 2,530,7001 354,298.

5,944 436,420 1,4251 106,875.........
50,824 127,060 15,9401 39,850.
18,237 9,119 14,2821 7,141.
96,088 336,308 22,4321 78,512
21,000 1,050 210,000 21,000.
43,498 108,745 16009 45,022.......

151,682 15,169 179,250 17,925 56,350

73,035 23,652 7,641,300 382,065 5800
066,245 106,625 211060 21,406 2,536,700

2,0961 20,960 6:640 66,400

3,569 35,690 5,544 55,440
16,478 65,912 30,928 123,712 ....

185,025 368,100.
924,000 46,200.........

8,170

12,568
30,375

2,540
4,195

80,510

1,350

36,399
71,379
23,400

7211

817

50,272
6,519

10,160
28,704

4,025

15,816

1,678

94,560
107,071
11,700

8,080

6,213,131

391,200
68,045

1,028
114,557

18,070
14,301

2,583,550

26,675

25

78,389
83,112
53,025

909

39,120
3,4C2

4,112
5,728

72,280
24.776

129,178

58,901

37

31,356
124,668
26,513
22,725

.... 4,403,158

..........

..........

375,000

..........1,600

594,200
.... ......

71,359
3,650

16

135,000
..........

50
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in the different Provinces of Canada for the Year 1895.

PRINCE EiWAR>
ICOLU M IA QUEBEC. ONTARIO. ISLAND.

MANITOBA
ANI)

N. W. TERRITORIE.

Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity.

14,100 180,894 . 814,023 ..........
.. .. . . . 218 2,180 ......

2,884,710 ... ..... . ... . . .......
179,589 581,197 116,239 .... ....
31,480 440 7,040 . ......

6,990 ... . .. ... ... .
....... 48,693 219,119 3,612

7,485 2,030 20 7,215,160
2,753 108.600 2,172 ........

7,653 107,142 ..... ....
.....~ ~ ~ ~ . . . .. . .. . . . ... - ,

1,004,J92 140,349
4 3 38 .
..... . ..... .... . .

.... ... ... . .. .... ... ...
1,088 3,808 ..........

5,635 523,000 52,300 5,958,284
1,040

180,495 14,439 3,141,430
2,900

126,835

18,750j

8,000
9,080

30,625
49,095

250,000
713,590

2,737
2,000

54,000
..

1,000

282,002
122,645

895
77S,270

131

3,064

95,280
279,7661
229,330
101,720-
337,690!

1,451
100,0001

9441

191,370
240,400!

11,682

14,10ü
12,265
10,741
46,696

1,310

9,192

5,717
13,988
11,467
6,103

20,261
5,804
6,000

4,720

5,741
5,020

35,3W6

11,429 14,286

205, 80
160,465' 64,186
53,725 80,588
28,7591 14,380

. . . . . . . . .
... . . .

131,000

665,220
3,299,410
1,229,250

353,815
800,590

..... ....

..... .....

789,760

... .,0.1 .

Value. Quantity. Value.

s $

1,867,920 .......... 1,584,473 ........

17,226
3,

500
10,850

. . . . . ..

....

595,828
10,400

249,665

39,911
164,970
49,170
21,229

108,035

..........
....... ...

..........

23,693

..........

10,360
26,480

25
1,935

77,517
30
75

2,170

185,162
190

94,486
4,507

371,966
75

19,980
7,706
4,025

4,910

28,391
770

80
. . . . .

4,440
2,808

32

375

. .. . . . 2

1,746
302

Quantity.

8,450

10,927,469

4,031,190
2,134,395

236,240

.......................
.......................

29,450

.... . ...

22,162
1,928,230

... . .. .

.... . ...
. .
.... . ...
.... . ..
.... . ...
.. ... ...

.... . . ..

.. .. ...

..... . ..

..... . ..

422

503,203

... ... ..

. . . . . . . .. .. .

............

............

............

...... . ...

. ...........

7;.... i.ó

19,282

41,147
19,050

6,749
37,556

3,099,716
1

6,690'
15,412
1,150

49,100

567,820
. 7,700

8

740
702

7,500i
. .4. . .

582

6,050

15

4,144
39,720

12
19,350

976,836

.... ........

..... ..... ..

......... ...

752,466

XVii

Value.

15.......................
........ ........................
... .. ... .. .. .. ... ... .... .. ... .. ..

........ ....

........ ....
... .... ....
.... ........
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CAPITAL AND MEN ENGAGED IN THE FISHERIES OF CANADA.

The previous detailed table shows that last year no less than 71,334 men were
.engaged in our fishing industry, using nets and other fishing implements a.ggregating a
capital of about nine and a quarter million dollars. Over 1,200 schooners and steam
tugs valued at $2,318,300, manned by 9,800 sailors found employment in this industry
besides the 61,500 fishermen ui.ing 34,268 boats valued at over one million dollars.
Over six million fathoms of nets were fished last year.

The lobster plant alone for that year was valued at $1,220,000. This enbrâed 636
canneries fishing at least 1,000,000 traps. This branch of industry alone gave employment
.to about 12,000 hands.

COMPARATIVE TABLE showing Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats engaged
in the Fisheries of Canada, together with the Value of Fishing Materials employed,
from 1879 to 1895.

VEssELs. BOATS. Valueof
VVa l alue o Total ofVle other

of Nets and tishing Capital
Seines. a- Invested.

No. Tonnage. Value. No. Value.

1879 ......... 1,183 43,873 1,714,917 25,616 854,289 988,698 456,617 4,014,521

1880 . ....... 1,181 45,323 1,814,688 25,266 716,352 985,978 419,564 3,936,582

1881 ......... 1,120 48,389 1.765,870 26,108 696,710 970,617 679,852 4,113,049

1882 ........ 1,140 42,845 1,749,717 26,477 833,137 1,351,193 823,938 4,757,985

1883....... . 1,198 48,106 2,023,045 25,825 783,186 1,243,366 1,070,930 5,120,527

1884.......... 1,1f2 42,747 1,866,711 24,287 741,727 1,191,579 1,224,646 5,014,663

1885......... .1,177 48,728 2,021,633 28,472 852,257 1,219,284 2,604,285 6,697,459

1886......... .1,133 44,605 1,890,411 28,187 850,545 1,263,152 2,720,187 6,814,295

1887......... .1,168 44,845 1,989,840 28,092 875,316 1,499,328 2,384,356 6,748,840

1888 . i....... 1,137 33,247 2,017,558 27,384 859,953 1.594,992 2,390,502 6,863,005

1889........ . 1,100 44,936 2,064,918 29,555 965,010 1,591,085 2,149,138 6,770,151

1890 ........ .1,069 43,084 2,152,790 29,803 924,346 1,695,358 2,600,147 7,372,641

1891......... .1,027 39,377 2,125,355 30,438 1,007,815 1,644,892 2,598,124 7,376,186

1892......... .. 988 37,205 2,112,875 30,513 1,041,972 1,475,043 3,017,945 7,647,835

1893......... .1,104 40,096 2,246,373 31,508 955,109 1,637,707 3,174,404 8,681,557

1894 . i....... 1,178 41,768 2,409,029 34,102 1,009,189 1,921,352 '4,099,546 9,439,116

1895......... .1,221 37,829 2,318,290 34,268 1,014,057 1,713,190 4,208,311 9,253,848
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COMPARATIVE TABLE showing the number of men employed in the Fishing Industry
since 1879.

Number of Nnmnber of Total
Years. Men Men number of

in Vesels. in boata. Fisherien.

1879...................................... ................ 8,818 52,577 61,395

1880...................................... .. ... .... 8,757 51,900 60,657

1881 ................................. ............ . . . 8,359 50,679 59,056

1882................ .......................................... 8,498 52,785 61,283

1883.................. .................................. .... 9,966 52,259 62,225

1884......... . .. ........................................... 9,968 51,854 61,822

1885 ............................................ ..... ........ 9,539 53,282 62,821

1886 ........... .. ........................................... 8,927 53,073 62,000

1887......... ................................ ....... . ... . 8,911 55,247 64,158

1888............. ............... ...................... 9,574 53,109 62,683

1889..... ....................................... .. .. 9,621 55,382 65,003

1890......................................... .......... 8,726 55,000 63,726

1891.................... ....................... . . . 8,666 56,909 65,575

1892............... ................. ... ... . ....... ........ 8,330 55,348 63,678

1893..... ..... ......... ................. ......... 8,899 58,854 67,753

1894......................... ........ ....................... 9,525 61,194 70,719

1895 ............. . ...................... 9,804 61,530 71,334

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES COMMISSION.

The report of the joint commission relative to the preservation of the fisheries in
waters contiguous to the United States and Canada, which was provided for by a joint
agreement between Great Britain and the United States, dated 6th December, 1892,
has been completed, having been signed at Washington by the two commissioners on
the 31st day of December, 1896.

The first meetíng of the commission was held at Washington on the 2nd of March,
1893, at which an understanding was reached respecting the scope and conduct of the
inquiries necessary to be made. Owing, however, to the extent of the waters requiring
examination, it was found impossible to complete the work within the limit of time
originally specitied, an extension of the same was accordingly arranged by exchange of
notes between the two governments to the 31st December, 1896.

The following fisheries were held to >e covered by the terms of the agreement,
namely :-The mackerel fisheries of the Atlantic sea coast and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
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and the fisheries in general in the boundary and contiguous waters as follows :-
Passamaquoddy Bay and adjacent waters, and the St. John and St. Croix Rivers,
situated between the province of New Brunswick and the state of Maine; Lake

Memphremagog, between the province of Quebec and the state of Vermont; Lake

Champlain, between the province of Quebec and the states of Vermont and New York ;
the upper part of the St. Lawrence and the chain of great lakes, between the province
of Ontario and the border states from New York to Minnesota, inclusive ; Rainy Lake

and River and Lake of the Woods, between the province of Ontario and Manitoba and
the state of Minnesota; Columbia River, which crosses the international boundary line
from British Columbia into the state of Washington; the Fraser River, Gulf of Georgia,
Puget Sound and Strait of Juan de Fuca, contiguous to British Columbia and the state
of Washington. All the waters above named, except Rainy Lake and the Columbia
River, were visited by the two representatives conjointly, they carried on such investi-

gations and inquiries respecting the fisheries and the fishery resources of each of them
as the time and means at their disposal permitted. In the case of the mackerel fishery,
it was found impossible to give, within the time specified, proper consideration and the
.commissioners were unable to incorporate the subject in their report.

The report which deals exhaustively with the history and conditions of the various

fisheries in the waters above enumerated, and the conclusions and regulations vouched
and recommended, will be published in a separate volume.

FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE.

A complete report by Commander O. G. V. Spain on the operations of the Fisheries
Protection Service forms Appendix Il of this volume. It is pleasing to note that this
service has again been carried on without accident and in a very satisfactory manner.

The fleet of cruisers was about the same as the year before and consisted of the
following steamers the " Acadia," "La Canadienne," "Stanley," "Curlew," "Con-
stance," "Petrel," "Dolphin" and the schooners "Vigilant," "Kingfisher" and
"Osprey." The steamer "Aberdeen" was also employed for a few weeks in this
service. The "Petrel" and " Dolphin " cruised on the great lakes of Ontario and all
the others on the Atlantic coast. A brief report from Captain Walbran of the

-i Quadra " on the British Columbia coast will be found on. page 247 of this report, all
the above naned cruisers are now the property of the Federal government. Certain
extracts from some of the officers' reports are also published in the above named
appendix.

A glance at the long lists of United States vessels boarded by our cruisers or
calling at our ports, will be more than sufficient to demonstrate their importance. The
number of United States fishing vessels having taken the nwdus vivendi licenses last
season was nearly double that of the previous season and the largest since 1892.

Only one seizure of a foreign vessel fishing within the 3-mile limit was reported
during the season of 1896.. The case is still before the Supreme Court of Canada.

Towards the end of the season Commander Spain gave special attention to the
enforcement of the lobster regulations and did very effective work, especially in the
Northumberland Straits where a great many illegal traps &c., were seized and destroyed.

The total expenditure for this service during the last fiscal year amounts to
4102,021.
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FISHERIES INTELLIGENCE BUREAU.

The work of this bureau, also under the charge of the Commander of the Fisheries
Protection Service, is fully reported on by Mr. W. M. Hutchins of Halifax, who
receives and circulates the daily reports froi 55 stations dispersed on the coasts of the
maritime provinces.

These reports of the movement of the fish are published in Annex D of Appendix 11.

FISH CULTURE.

The fish-breeding report for the year 1896, by Professor Prince forms Appendix
No. 12 of this publication. There are now fifteen government hatcheries in the
Dominion, but the Prince Edward Island establishment was not in operation.

Over 200,000,000 fry were hatched and distributed from these hatcheries in 1896,
half of which were young lobsters (Ilonaru8).

During the summer a successful shipment of live lobsters, oysters and bass was
made to the British Columbia waters. This transplanting of shellfish and crustacean
from one ocean to another, in satisfactory condition, is a matter of considerable import-
ance, from which beneficial results may be reasonably anticipated.

The total expenditure for this branch of the service during the last fiscal year
amounted to $38,000, being $1,700 less than in 1895.

OYSTER CULTURE.

A full report on the last season's work of the culture of oysters, by the oyster
expert E. Kemp, follows fish-breeding, page 315.

The operations began at Tracadie, N.S., where the areas were conipletely cleared
and the parent oysters planted. The Shediac reserved areas were then examined and
found satisfactory. Mr. Kemp afterwards devoted his time in exainining the waters of
Prince Edward Island for the purpose of ascertaining the most suitable areas for plant-
ing and cultivating purposes. The waters of Yarmouth county, N.S., were also
inspected for a similar purpose.

BEHRING SEA QUESTION.

This year has been marked by the meeting of the Behring Sea Claims Commission
at Victoria, British Columbia, for the purpose of taking evidence preparatory to the
assessment of the long pending claims to compensation arising out of the original seizures
by the United States Government, which raised the question in 1886 and in subsequent
years, prior to the Paris award.

The question generally is treated in an article by Mr. R. N. Venning, which forms
appendix 13 to this report, embracing the convention as finally ratified for a settlement
of the claims ; the Canadian and United States' legislation under which the machinery
of the Commission was provided ; the personnel of the Commission; the Counsel for
both sides and a specimen of the respective pleadings.
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The article likewise deals with the various phases of the question arising within
the year 1896, including the season's catch with full statistics of the localities in which
seals were captured and the daily catches, distinguishing sexes; proposals for changes
in the regulations; requests for supplementary arrangements to enforce the present
regulations; scientific and expert enquiry into seal life and other features of interest
incidental to the question.

CONCLUSION.

Fishing Season of 1896.

To secure the publication of our annual report during the session of Parliament it
has been deemed advisable not to wait for the compilation of the fishery statistics of
the current year.

Statistics of this kind being of a very varied and complicated nature are as rule
difficult to put in final form promptly, and in some countries are several seasons behind
time. From the cause just referred to, the present report for the year 1896 contains the
catch of fish of 1895, but before it leaves the printer's hands, certain indications of the
success or failure of the last season's operations might be deducted from our different
officers' reports recently received.

In Nova Scotia, an average catch is expected, the falling off in one species will be
compensated by the improvement, in another. Off the Cape Breton coast, inackerel
fishing was again a failure, ascribed to the excessive purse-seining of the spawning fish.
The large fat summer herring was scarce. Although more canneries were in operation,
still the lobster pack will be inferior to that of 1895. On the Narthumberland Strait
the yield will also be less than the previous one. Lobster will show the smallest pack
for years, but fortunately prices were high. In the western part, the bank fishermen
were more succeýsful than the coast fishermen.

In all parts of New Brunswick, an increased yield of the fisheries is anticipated.
This surplus will be specially noticed in salmon, smelts, herring, cod and even mackerel,
which seemed scarce on other parts of the coast. The falling off in the lobster pack
will be made up by the remunerative prices realized. The strikes in the sardine industry
of Maine somewhat decreased our productions as over 75 per cent of their supply comes
from the Canadian waters.

In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Quebec, the yield of fish will be but slightly below
the average, unfortunately the actual gain to the fishermen will be -Inuch inferior, as
prices of fish were very low, many are still holding their dry cod as there was so little
demand for it. A heavy gale in OIctober last destroyed 48 fishing boats at Percé. The
salmon capture will be the best for years, especially on the south shore. Lobsters are
declining and it requires a larger output of plant to keep up the supply. Owing to the
failure of the fisberies on sone parts of the North Shore, several families would be
destitute for the winter and perhaps compelled to seek employment elsewhere; fortunately
Mr. Menier, the present proprietor of Anticosti, could employ as nany as were willing
to go.
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In Manitoba Lakes, commercial fishing will show improvement over the previous
year. The new method of shipping whitefish in broken ice without freezing them took
rapid strides during the past summer, over one million lbs. being thus distributed from
St. Paul to Montreal in refrigerator cars or steamers. Sturgeon is becomning scarce as
the demand for it rapidly increases not only for its flesh, but for the caviare manu-
factured from its roe.

In the North-west Territories the quantity of fish taken will be equal to that of
previous years. The fishery regulations are reported well observed, not only by the
White men but by the Halfbreeds and Indians who now begin to realize that these
enactments are adopted in their interests.

The British Columbia fishery operations were very successful, especially the
salmon canning industry which exceeded -the best previous record by nearly 700,000
cans. Of the fifty-five canneries in operation in 1896, thirty-four were in the Fraser
River, nineteen on the Northern Rivers and two on Vancouver Island. The halibut
and sturgeon fisheries are being steadily developed on the Western Coast, nearly two
million lbs. of the former being exported during the season. Notwithstanding that the
fur seal catch was 15,000 skins short of the previous year, the prices for them were
somewhat lower.

Apart from the administration and control of the fisheries of the Dominion, the
Department has never failed to grapple, as far as possible, with the perplexing fishery
problems continually arising, and the solution of which is of widespread importance to
the country in general.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
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APPENDIX No. i.

EXPENDITURE AND REVENUE.

The total expenditure for all Fisheries Services, except Civil Government, for the
fiscal year ending 30th June, 1896, amounted to $420,805.09, being within the appro-
priation by over $5,000.

The total fisheries revenue, during the same period from rents, license fees, fines
and sales, including the modu8 'vivendi licenses to United States vessels amounted to
$91,549.76. This also comprises the fines imposed on the foreign schooners " J. L.
Nicholson" and "Grace L. Fears," as well as the sale of the condemned tugs
" Telephone " and "Grace."

Service. Expenditure

$ ets.
Fisheries................................................................ . 96,961 72
Fish-breeding........ .. ..... . ..... ......................... .......... 38,050 41
Fisheries protection service............ ..................................... 102,021 72
Fishing bounty ............. . ............................... ....... 163,567 99
M iscellaneous expenditure ..................... ......... ....... ...... 20,203 25

Total............ ................... . ...... ... ...... 420,805 09

Vote.

8 ets.
97,40000
40,000 00

102,393 31
160,00 00

26,709 05

426,502 36

The details will be found in the Auditor General's report under the proper
headings.

In addition to the above, the following summary shows the salaries and disburse-
Dnents of fishery officers in the several provinces, together with the expenses for main-
tenance of the different fish-breeding establishments throughout the Dominion:

Service.

O ntario ... . ........ .......................... .............
Quehec ...................................... .. .... ....

ew Brunswick... ... ..... ... .. ........................
N ova Scotia.... ... ... . ............................... .....
Prince Edward Island.................................... .....
Manitoba.. .........................................
North-west Territories....... ...
British Colunibia........,............. ... .................

Total ..... .................. .............
Sup. vote..................................

- 1la.--I

Expenditure Vote.

$ ets. 8 ets.

24,917 48 22,000 00
11,870 43 13,000 00
20,526 56 20,000 00
23,049 41 20,000 00

3,555 87 3,500 00
3,952 18 2.500 00
2,963 02 3,500 00
6,226 77 7,900 00

96,961 72 92,400 00
........ 5,00000

Fisheries,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

1 
vote.
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SALARIES and Disbursements of Fisheries Officers-Concluded.

Service. Expenditure

$ ets.

Fish-breeding, Ottawa h
do Newcastl
do Sandwich
do Tadoussa
do Gaspé
do viagog
do Restigouc
do Bedford
do Bay View
do Sydney
do Miramich
do St.John R
do Fraser Ri
do Selkirk

G eneral account...... .

atchery.. .................................... 1,097 31
do ....... .. ....................... .... .... 3,747 03
do ......................... . .. .... .. 4,624 03
do ............. .............. . ........ .... 2,711 13
do ........................... ........... 1,993 21
do .. ....................................... 855 06

he do ......................... ................... 2,701 10
do ...... ... . ... . ............ ............. 1,223 58
do ...... ............. .... . ... ........ . 3,225 95
do ....................... ... ... ........... 560 86

i do ............ . ........... ............. 1,86 00
iv. do .... ...... ....... .... .... .............. 4,691 62
v. do ......................................... 2,817 02

do ....... ..................................... 2,865 69
............ .... .. ..................... ......... 3,075 83

Total ........... .... . . ... . .. .. ...... . .. 38,050 41

This expenditure by provinces is subdivided as follows:-

EXPENDITURE.

Ontario.

Salaries of officers.............................. ........ .... . . .........
D isbursem ents of officers...................... ................. ..... ....
M iscellaneous. . .. ........ ................................. ... .. .....

Total ................ ............ ... .........

Quebec.

Salaries of officers.......... .............. .: .. ........... . ....
D isburseinents of officers. ... ...... ........ . ............................
Miscellaneous................................ ... ........... .

Total .. . . ....... .----...... ·..... .......

New Brunswick.

Salaries of officerq.................. . ................ .... ...............
D isbursem ents of officers............ ... . ........ . .....................
M iscellaneous. ......... ... .... . .. .... ... ...... .... ........ .

T otal .... .. ..... ................ ................ .....

Nova Scotia.

Salaries of officers................... .. ..........................
Disbursements of officers..... ............... ... . .. ...... .. .. ....
M iscellaneous......... ............................. .. .. ....

$ ets.

16,279 03
7,430 82
1,207 63

7,797 52
3,980 12

92 79

.. ........

13,131 21
6,387 63
1,007 72

15,339 20
7,643 52

66 59

Total .............. ............ .......................

Prince Edward Island.

Salaries of officers-...... .... ..... ..... .......................
D isbursenents of officers.......... ......... .. .... ........................
Miscellaneous................................... ........... .

Total .......... .. ..- -. ·........... ...........
2

A. 1897

Vote.

8 ets.

40,000 00

8 cts.

24,917 48

11,870 43

20,526 56

23,049 41

3,555 87

2,787 81
740 03

27 93
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EXPENDITURE-Concluded.

Manitoba.

Salaries of officers..................... .. .... ............ ....
Disbursenents of officers..... ..... ......... .......... .. ....
Miscellaneous....... ...... ............................. . .

Total .............. ........ .......... ........

North-west Territories.

Salaries of officers ... . ............... ....... ... ... ...... ...... . .
Disbursements of oticers. ... ... ..... . .. .... ........ .. ..... .. ..
Miscellaneous.. .. .... ..................... ... .............

Total ........... ........... ........ .......

British Columbia.

8slaries of officers.................. ...........................
Disbursements of officers..... ...... . ....... ......................
Miscellaneous................. ............... ..... ..... . . ....

Total ..... ...................................

Grand total. ............. ..... .. ..............

FISH-BREEDING.

Newcastle Hatchery.

S alaries........ .................. ............................... .........
Miâcellaneous expenditure........ ... .... . ............ ... ........

Total...... ... ...... . .... ........ . .. .. . .... .... ..

Sandwich Hatchery.

S alaries............ ..................... ...... ....... ................
Miscellaneous expenditure............. ............. ........ ....

Total.... ....... .... ....... ..... ........

Ottawa Hatchery.

Salaries ..................................... .... ...... .. ...
Miscellaneous expenditure............................... .........

Total.......................... . ..... .... .....

Tadoussac Hatchery.

Salaries............ .................... .............. ......
M iscellaneous expenditure....... ................. .. .. ...... ...........

Total....................... . .................

Gaspé Hatchery.

S alaries....... ....................... .................... .... .. . .....
Miscellaneous expenditure. ......... ............ .... .........

T otal................ ....... .... ............... ......
3

11la-Il

8 ets.

1,836 50
433 49,

1,582 19

............

1,690 29
1,264 31

8 42

4,149 63
1,093 25

983 89

.. .... .....

$ cts.

3,852 18

2.963 02

6,226 77

96,961 72

$ ets.
1,000 00
2,747 03

$ cts.

3,747 03

4,624 03

1,097 32

2,711 13

1,993 21

900 00
3,724 03

641 63
455 69

650 00
2,061 13

.... ......

470 53
1,522 68
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FISH-BREEDING-Continued.

Magog Hatchery. $ cts. $ cts.

Salaries .............. ... ....... 575 00
Miscellaneous expenditure. ........ ................. ....... ..... 280 06

Total....... ...... . .......... .... .... .......... ........ 85 06

Restigouche Batchery.

Salaries ........ ....... .... 700 0
Miscellaneous expenditure....... .... ... . . .. ......... ............ 2,001 10

Total.................... ........... ......... .. ............ 2,701 10

Bedford Hatchery.

Salaries.......... ............... ............ ......... 450 00
Miscellaneous expenditure ............................................ 773 58

Total.........-..... -........ ...-....... ... ...... ...... 1,223 58

Bayview Hatchery.

Salaries............................................................ 500 00
Miscellaneous expenditure. ...................................... ... 2,725 95

Total................. . . .............. ... .. ... ............ 3,225 95

Sydney Hatchery.

Salaries-..... ..... ................................... .... ...... 360 00
Miscellaneous expenditure. .................. .......... ........ 200 86

Total.............. ......... - .. ... . ......... 560 86

Miramichi Hatchery.

Salaries.... ... ........................... .... ........ .. .......... 812 53
Miscellaneous expenditure................................... ... ..... . 1,048 46

Total..........-...- ..--............................. 1,860 99

St. John River Hatchery.

Salaries.................... .... ..................... .. ... ...... . 600 00
Miscellaneous expenditure.....--............. ...................... ,... 4,091 62

Total............... ............ ................. .. .... 4,631 62

Selkirk Hatchery.

Miscellaneous expenditure.. ........................ ... ....... .. .. ..... ... 2,865 69

Fraser River Hatchery.

Salaries......... ... ....... .... ........... •..... ..... .130 00
Miswellaneous expenditure .................. ,. ..... .. .... .. .. ..... 2,687 02

Total.............. . ..... ........ ....... ............ 2,817 02

General Account.

Miscellaneous expenditure .... . ...... ........ ....................... ... 3,075 83
Total, Fish-breeding .... .... .... ............................. ..... 38,050 41
Total salaries and disbursements of fishery officers ........................ 69,6 1

4
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MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS. $ ets. $ ets.

Building fish-ways .... .......... ..... ................... ............... 1,722 40
Legal and incidental expenses.............................................. 4,982 24
Canadian fisheries exhibits and Ottawa hatchery ......................... .. . 149 14
Expenditure in connection with the distribution of fishing bounties ...... ... 4,951 05
.Surveys of oyster beds. .... ............ .. ................................ 5,143 68
Behring Sea (A . L. Belyea)............... ............................ ..... 577 40
International Fisheries Commission...... ............. .................... 1,945 69
Issuing licenses to United- States tishing vessels .... ............ . . ........ . 278 55
W . B. Deacon ................. .... .. ....................... .... .... 93 15
S. W ilmot......................................... . .... ............ 4e 55
E. Hackett .. ... ..................... ............................. 214 40

Total................ ........ .... ....... .. ... ... ...... 20,103 25

G rand total ..... ............ . .... ..... . .. ....... ..... ..... 155,115 38

FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE-1895-96.

Steamer " Acadia."

Wages of officers and men.. ... ..................... .. .........
P rovisions ................ .... .... . ...... .....
F uel ............................ ... .................. .. . ...
R epairs........ ......... ......... ...... .... ... .... ........ . .....
M iscellaneous expenditure............... . . ........ ................

Total.............. ..... .. ....................

Steamer "La Canadienne."

Wages of officers and men ......... ........ ................... ......... .
P rovisions........ ............ .......... . ..............
F u el ... ...... . . ............................. .......................
Repairs..... .......... . ............. ..... .. . ...... . .... .....
.Miscellaneous expenditure.. .......... .... .............. . .. ......

$ ets.

8,183 42
2,621 13
2,134 20
1,123 38
5,919 38

.... ......

8,533 59
2,614 23
1,623 56
2,715 89
5,174 51

$ cts.

19,986 51

Total. ..................................................... 20,661 78

Steamer " Stanley."

W ages of officers and men ..................................................
Provisions............... ..... ... ..............................
Fuel............... ................ ...... .. ..... . ........
M iscellaneous expenditure .. ..... ............... ............. .......

Total ............. ..... ....... ..... ... .... ....

Steamer " Curlew."

W ages of officers and men........................... .......................
Provisions .. ... ... ......... . . ....... ................ ...............
F uel . .,.... . .... ... .... .................... ....... .... . .......
Repairs .... ..... ............. .. ............. ... .. ..........
Miscellaneous expenditure............... . . .. ................... .

Total................ ......... ................

3,552 21
1,293 18

817 87
1,194 40

....... ....

5,875 42
1,793 03
1,610 07

471 52
2,259 39

... . . . .

Steamer " Petrel."

W ages of officers and men .............................. ..... ............. 5,669 89
Provisions ................ ....... . .................... ... . . . 2,139 70
Fuel ....... .. .. ........ .... .. ........... .... ................... 1,477 52
Miscellaneous expenditure. ......................... ... ... .... . .. ,.2,409 13

Total................................ ........ ....... .
5

6,873 65

12,009 43

12,696 24
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FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE, &.-Concluded.

Steamer " Constance."

Wages of officers and men . .. .................... .................. .. I
P rovision s ................ ... ............. ... ..... ........... ........
F u el ............... .... ............... .................
R ep airs ............ ...................... ... .... ........... .... ....
Miseellaneous expenditure... ........... ... . ..... .................

Total......... ... .... ... .... ...... ... .. .......

Schooner " Vigilant."

Wages of officers and men............................ ..... .. ....
Provisions........................... . . ....... ......... .....
Fuel............. .................. ......
Repairs.................... ....... ........................
Miscellaneous expenditure. .. .... ....... ........................

8 cts. $ ets.

6,284 72
2,048 12
7,055 12

393 29
3 271 30

3,629 66
1,189 85

33 30
24 80

1,095 38

Total .... ................. .....................

Schooner " Kingfsher."

Wages of officers and men........ .............. .................
Provisions..... ... ......................... .. ...........
Fuel......... ..... ......................................
Repairs......................... ....... ...... ................
Miscellaneous expenditure ........ ............... ... .............

Total .......................... ..... ........

Steamer " Dolphin."

Wages of officers and men.................... . ............... .
Provisions.............. .. .............................. . ...
Fuel ...................... ........ .................. ...
R epairs..... .. ..... .... ....... .... ...............................
M iscellaneous......................... ......... .... ..... ..... ..... ....

4,685 92
1,984 97

70 24
382 03

1,345 74

...........

1,934 75
779 25
414 22

.414 08
1,057 40

Total .... .......... .. .................... .. .......

Steamer "Aberdeen."

Wages, &c., officers and men ............. .................... .................... ......

Fisheries Intelligence Bureau................................ .....
General account, Fisheries Protection Service-

Wages, &c........ ...... ..............................
Miscellaneous............ ............................... ..

4,433 75
3,694 77

Total .................................... .. ............

LEss-Aniount paid for steamer " Constance' by Custons Department...........

N et total.......................... ..... ........... .... ..... ....

. ....... ...

A. 1897

19,051 55

5,972 «)9

8,468 90

4,599 70

1,042 09

3,053 63

8,128 52

122,544 99

20,523 27

102,021 72
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STATEMENT of .Fisheries Revenue paid to the credit of the Receiver General of Canada,
for the Fiscal Year ended 30th June, 1896.

S ets.

Ontario, rents, license fees, fines, &c . ............. ...... ....... ................. 35,681 68
Quebec do do ................................................ 8:160 98
Nova Scotia do do ...................................... . .... ..... 6,180 93
New Brunswick, rents, license fees, fines, &c.................................... ...... 10,696 88
P. E. Island do do . .... ................................... . 2,161 85
M anitoba do do ....................................... ..... 1,670 19
N. W. Territories do do ................................... ....... 586 50
British Columbia do do ...s ........................... ........ 26,410 75

91,549 76
LEss-Refunds..................... ....... .............. ............. 2,72'1 10

88,822 66
Licenses to U. S. fishing vessels.............................................. ... 7,351 50

T otal......... ............ . .. .................................... 96,174 16
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COMPARATIVE Statement of Expenditure and Revenue of the

O ntario .... ............ ..... .................
Q uebec.. .... . .. .... . ................ .
New Brunswick........ . .................. ..
N ova Scotia........................... .. ........
Prince Edward Island........................ .
Manitoba and North-west Territories...........
British Columbia.............. ............
Fish-breeding and fish-ways........... ..........
Fisheries Protection Service...... ................
M iscellaneous......................................

1885-86.

Expendi-
ture.

$ ets.

17,900 74
13,938 21
15,719 36
17,S52 33

3,187 73
1,920 73
1,878 53

44,038 80
37,613 30
10,350 43

Totals............................ 164,400 16
Fishing bounties........ .... .... 161,597 39

Revenue.

$ ets.

15,917 62
2,963 75

... 4,078 10
2,166 53

40 00
............

922 50'
............
............
............

26,088 50

1886-87.

Expendi- Revenue.
ture.

$ ts. $ ets.

19,534 01 15,063 57
14,966 55 3,804 66
16,944 87 4,417 52
18,092 21 1,585 28
4,044 49 128 00
2,468 25 5 00
5,860 72 943 50

37,864 22 ........... ,
134,340 12 ............

11,327 77 ....... ....

265,443 21 25.947 53
160,903 59 ..........

1891-92.

O ntario .. ................. .......... .............. ............... 15,155 83
Quebec............ . ........... .. . ...... . .......... 10,917 36
New Brunswick ...................................... .. ......... 15,707 98
Nova Scotia............. ........ .. ... ...... ................. ... 18,755 86
Prince Edward Island........................ ............................. 1,835 65
Manitoba and North-west Territories... ............... ......... .. 3,593 43
British Columbia. .... ...... ....... ............................ 6,158 17
Fish-breeding and fish-ways......... ...................... ......... 43,957 74
Fisheries Protection Service........... ..... .. .. .... .. ................ 93,397 40
M iscellaneous......... ... ............. ..... ........................ ... 17,449 06

Totals.................... ... . ............ .... .... 226,928 48
Fishing bounties . .. ................................ ..... 156,892 25

25,368 90
4,742 76
6,334 83
3,357 42

166 00
1,079 00
8,192 48

178 00
.... .......
............

49,719 39
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Fisheries Department, from 1st July, 1885, to 30th June, 1896.

1887-88.

Expendi-
ture.

$ cts.

19,860 52
13,463 37
20,533 20
18,308 02

3,402 51
2,816 64
3,661 83

41,082 04
77,102 98
13,498 56

Revenue.

$ cts.

18,251 25
5,394 99
7,625 64
3,905 44

6,934 55

. ... .... ....

1888-89.

Expendi-
ture.

$ cts.

19,264 98
12,991 63
20,298 00
20,201 09

3,746 69
2,848 16
4,333 63

41,315 12
69,693 82
10,912 18

213,729 67 42,931 12 205,605 30
163,757 92 ...... .... 149,990 63

1892--93.

20,116 91 30,623 09
11,761 34 7,471 70
15,721 05 7,831 53
19,444 22 6,782 02
2,847 60 304 10
3,932 96 1,661 68
5,490 60 40,26490

47,322 49 . .... ....
106,805 39 .... ......
100,602 14

334,044 70 94,938 12
159,752 15 ............

Revenue.

$ cts.

24,266 06
3,390 79
8,282 88
2,744 23

140 00
848 00

6,416 00
352 50

.... ..... ..

46,440 46

1889-90.

Expendi-
ture.

$ cts.

14,539 87
9,670 94

14,914 95
17,395 24

3,113 21
3,604 70
3,634 41

39,126 91
64,434 66

9,313 92

178,748 81
149,999 85,

1893-94.

22,634 37
11,692 82
18,522 94
20,420 81
3,078 55
5,331 29
5,283 21

•45,024 67
115,147 59
34,892 19

282,028 44
158,794 54

Revenue.

$ cts.

23,666 96
5,409 81
8,834 35
5,424 95

302 88
794 00

11,367 50

1,176 38

56,976 83
. . .. .. .. .. ..

1894 95.

28,632 82
7,211 82
8,333 24
5,296 27

980 15
926 99

25,337 90
.... ........

. .. . . . . .. .

76,719 19
.... .... ....

21,938 56
12,459 34
21,370 94
23,555 38

3,796 58
6,178 71
6,218 74

39,730 93
100,207 29
24,619 86

260,076 33
160,089 42

420,165 75

33,211 60
8,836 18j

11,170 36'
7,075 07
3,312 30
2,458 80

23,517 25

..8..1 ..

89,581 56
. ... . .. .... .

1890-91.

Expendi- Revenue.
ture.

$ cts. $ cts.

15,540 30 26,517 70
10.666 98 3,642 14
16,082 77 7,193 69
17,844 19 5,582 65
3,242 25 667 00
3,609 03 1,234 00
4,320 53 12,859 02

39,496 45 1.286 50
83,050 16 1,934 49
13,382 28 .............

207,234 94 60,917 19
165,967 22 .... .......

1895-96.

24,917 48 35,681 68
11,870 43 8,160 98
20,526 56 10,696 88
23,049 41 6,180 93
3,555 87 2,161 85
6,915 20 2,256 69
6,226 77 26,410 75

38,050 41 .......... .
102,021 72 .............

20,203 25 ............

257,237 10 91,549 76
163,567 99

420,805 09
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APPENDIX No. 2.

FISHING BOUNTIES,

The payments made for this service are under the authority of Act 54-55 Vic.,
cap. 42, intituled : " An Act to encourage the development of the sea fisheries and
the building of fishing vessels," which provides for the payment of the sum of $160,000
annually, under regulations to be made from time to time by the Governor General in
Council.

The total number of claims received for the year 1895 was 14,727, being an increase
of 231 as compared with 1894.

The total number of claims paid during the year was 14,780, an increase of 430 as
compared with the previous year.

The total amount of bounties paid in 1895 was $163,567.99, of which $76,182.99
was paid to vessels, and $87,385 to boats.

The number of vessels which received bounty in 1895 was 907, with a tonnage of
30,156 tons, being an increase of 8 vessels and 572 tons, as compared with 1894.

The number of boats on which bounty was paid was 13,873, and the number of
boat-fishermen who received bounty was 24,558, being an increase of 522 boats and
1,426 fishermen, as compared with the previous year.

FISHING BOUNTY REGULATIONS.

The following regulations established by Order in Council No. 2533, on the 24th
of August, 1894, govern the payment of the bounty:-

1. Fisherinen who have been engaged in deep-sea fishing for fish other than shell-
fish, salmon and shad, or fish taken in rivers or mouths of rivers, for at -least three
months, and have caught not less than 2,500 pounds of sea-fish, shall be entitled to a
bounty; provided always that no bounty shall be paid to men fishing in boats measuring
less than 13 feet keel, and not more than three men (the owner included) will be allowed
as claimants in boats under 20 feet.

2. No bounty shall be paid upon fish caught in trap-nets, pound-nets and weirs,
nor upon the fish caught in gill-nets fished by persons who are pursuing other occupa-
tions than fishing, and who devote merely an hour or two daily to fishing these nets
and are not, as fishermen, steadily engaged in fishing.

3. Only one claim will be allowed in each season, even though the claimant may have
fished in two vessels, or in a vessel and a boat or in two boats.

4. The owners of boats measuring not less than 13 feet keel which have been en-
gaged during a period of not less than three months in deep-sea fishing for fish other
than shell-firh, salmon or shad, or fish taken in rivers ormouths of river, shall be entitled
to a bounty on each such boat.

5. Canadian registered vessels of 10 tons and upwards (up to 80 tons) which have
been exclusively engaged during a period of not less than three months in the catch of
sea-fish other than shell-fish, salmon or shad, or fish taken in rivers or mouths of rivers,
shall be entitled to a bounty to be calculated on the registered tonnage, one-half of which
bounty shall be payable to the owner or owners, and the other half to the crew, except
'in cases where one or more of the crew shall have failed to comply with the regulations,
then such share or shares shall not be paid.

6. The three months during which a vessel must have been engaged in fishing, to
be entitled to bounty, shall commence on the day the vessel sails from port on her fish-
ing voyage and end the day she returns to port from said voyage.

7. Owners or masters of vessels intending to fish and claim bounty on their vessels
must before proceeding on a fishing voyage, procure a license from, the nearest collector
of customs or fishery overseer, said license to be attached to the claim when sent in for
payment.
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8. Dates and localities of fishing must be stated in the claim, as well as the quantity
and kinds of sea-tish caught.

9. Ages of men must be given. Boys under 14 years of age are not eligible as
claimants.

10. Claims must be sworn to as true and correct in all their particulars.
11. Claim3 must be filed on or before the 30th November in each year.
12. Officers authorized to receive claims will supply the requisite blanks free of

charge, and after certifying the saie will transmit them to the Department of Marine
and Fisheries.

13. No claim in which an error has been made by the claimant or claimants shall
be amended, after it has been signed and sworn to as correct.

14. Any person or persons detected making returns that are false or fraudulent in
any particular will be debarred from any further participation in the bounty and be
prosecuted according to the utmost rigour of the law.

15. The amount of the bounty to be paid to fishermen and owners of boats and
vessels will be fixed from time to time by the Governor in Council.

16. From and after 1st January, 1895, all vessels fishing under bounty license are
required to carry a distinguishing flag, which must be shown at all times during the
fishing voyage at the main topmast head. The flag must be four feet square, in equal
parts of red and white, joined diagonally from corner to corner. Any case of neglect to
carry out this regulation reported to the Department of Marine and Fisheries, will
entail the loss of the bounty, unless satisfactory reasons are given for its non-compliance..

The following particulars in connection with bounty payments, show:
1. That the bounty was established in 1882.
2. The number of claims and fishermen paid per year, as follows:-

In 1882 .................... $11,972, representing 29,932 fishermen.
1883 ............. . .. . 13,086 do 33,399 do
1884 .................... 12,468 do 31,297 do
1885 .................... 14,124 do 33,564 do
1886 ...... ............ . 14,900 do 33,523 do
1887 ........... ........ 15,416 do 34,387 do
1888 ... ...... ........ .. 15,599 do 34,887 do
1889 ............... ..... . 17,078 do 38,343 do.
1890 . .................. 17,959 do 39,050 do
1891 ..... . . .......... . 18,506 do 38,859 do
1892 ......... ... ..... . 14,442 do 29,064 do,
1893 ............... .... 13,635 do 28,013 do
1894 .............. .... 14,350 do 29,222 do
1895 ............... .... 14,780 do 30,808 do.

Totals.............$. .208,315 do 464,348 do
3. The amount of bounty paid per year as follows.-

In 1882 ..................................... . $172,285 47
1883 .......... ........................... .. 130,344 85.
1884 ..... ... . ................ ........ .. 155,718 98
1885 ............................. .. . . .. 16 1,539 3&
1886 ....... .. ............... . ....... .. 160,903 59
1887 .............. ........................ . 163,757 92
1888 ................ ... ........ .... .... 150,185 53
1889 . . . . . ... . ........ . ................ . 158,526 54
1890 ..... .... .............. ....... ... . 158,241 01
1891 ........ ....... ..................... .... 156,891 85
1892 ........... ....... . ........ .... .... 159,752 14
1893 ............... ...................... .. 158,234 10
1894 .............. ........... ........ .. 160,066 PO
1895 . . .............. ................ .. 163,567 99

Total amount of bounty paid .. .......... $2,210,016 16,
11
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4. The proportion of bounty paid per head, or the basis of payments for each year:
In 1882, vessels were paid at the rate of $2 per ton, one-half being payable to the

-owner and the other half to the crew.
Boats were paid on the basis of $5 per man, one-fifth of which went to the owner

.and four-fifths to the men.
In 1883 the rate to vessels was $2 per ton, and paid as in 1882. The basis of pay-

ment to boats was $2.50 per man, one-fifth of which was paid to the owner and four-
fifths to the men.

In 1884, vessels were $2 per ton, as in 1882 and 1883; and owners of boats were
¡paid as follows:-

On boats from 14 feet keel to 18 feet keel......... .... $1 00
do 18 do 25 do .............. 1 50
do 25 do upwards ............. . 2 00

And boat fishermen $3 each.

In 1885 vessels were paid $2 per ton as in previous years. The rate to boats was
the same as in 1884, with the admission of boats measuring 13 feet keel. Boat fisher-
men $3 each.

In 1886 and 1887 the rate to vessels and boats remained the same as in 1885.
In 1888 vessels were paid at the rate of $1.50 per ton, one-half to owner and one-

half to crew, as formerly. Boats remained the same as in 1885-86-87, and boat fishermen
$3 each.

In 1889 the rate to vessels remained the same as in 1888. Owners of boats were
paid $1 per boat, and boat fishermen $3 per man. These rates also formed the basis of
payments for the years 1890 and 1891.

In 1892 vessels were paid at the rate of $3 per ton, divided between the owners
and the crew, in accordance with the regulations. Owners of boats were paid $1 per
boat, and boat fishermen $3 each.

In 1893 the rate paid to vessels was $2.90 per ton, while the rate paid to the
owners of boats and to boat fishermen remained the same as in 1892.

In 1894 vessels were paid at the rate of $2.70 per ton. The rate to boats was the
same as has been paid since 1889, viz.: $1 per boat to the owner thereof, and $3 each
to boat fishermen.

In 1895 vessels were paid at the rate of $2.60 per ton. Owners of boats received
$1 per boat, and boat fishermen $3 per man.

The total number of vessels to which bounty was paid since 1882 is 11,418, with a
tonnage of 423,465 tons; the number of crew receiving bounty being 88,067. Average
number of men per vessel is 8.

The total number of boats paid is 196,772, and boat fishermen 376,281. Average
number of men per boat, 2.

5. The highest bounty paid per head tò vessel fishermen was $21.75 in 1893; the
lowest 83 cents.

The highest bounty paid per head to boat fishermen was $4, the lowest being $2.
The general average paid per head is $4.75.
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GENERAL STATEMENT of Fishing Bounty Claiins received for the year 1895.

Province.
Number

of ClaimsCounty.

Nova Scotia ... ......... Annapolis . . ................
Antigonish ....... ..... . .. ..
Cape Breton..... .. ..........
Co chester .. ... ..............
Cumberland . . ..........
D igby ............... .... ....
GuysLorough . ..... .. .. .....
>H alifax .......... .. ..........
Inverness....... .... .. .. ....
King's......... . ...........
Lunenburg... .......... .......
Pictou ... ..... .......... ... .
Q ueen's........... ...... .....
Richmond ..... . ...........
Shelburne .. . ......... .....
Victoria........ ... ........
Yarmouth ............ .... ....

1 Totals .... .... .. .

received.

193
126
433

8
309

1,489
1,696

548
48

1,095
32

288
996
832
503
239

8,8351

New Brunswick........... Charlotte.... . ...... ... ... 435
Gloucester .. ............... 445
K ent .......... .... ..... 671
Northumberland... ..... 4
Restigouche........... ... ... 1
St. John............ ........... 27
'W estmoreland .................. .... ...

Totals..... .... ....... 979

Prince Edward Island..... King's ...... ...... . .... 457
Prince ............. .......... 447
Queen's............. ... . .. . 105

Totals ... ......... 1,009

Quebec ... ............ Bonaventure .................. 826
Gaspé ......... ... ... .... . 2,397
Rimouski ........... .... ... 24
Sagiienay .... ... ...... .... 657

Totals.................. 3,904

Numnber
of Claims
rejected.

. .. .. . . .. .

9
4
1

4

2

Number Number
of Claims of Claims

held in paid.
abeyance.

...... .. *196
*127

1' 432

....... .....
17........

7 .. . ......71

28

..........

9

3

8
*311

*1,482
*1,697

547
47

1,091
32

286
*1,000

*832
499
238

8,825

*438
*439

67
4
1

26

.......... 975

........ . .. . ..... *459

.... .... 13 *462

...... .. 104

......... 14 1,025

6 . ... ...... *863
1 1 1 *2,398

.... ......... 24
3 3 .*670

10 4 3,955

RECAPITULATION.

Nova Scotia............ ..... ... . ................ 8,835 28 3 8,825
New Brunswick ..................... ......... ...... .. 979 9 975
Prince Edward Island . . ... ............... .. ........ 1,009 . .. . ... 14 1,025
Quebec...... ...... ..... ........ ... . . .... ... 3,904 10 4 3.955

Grand Totals........ .. ..................... 14,727 47 21 14,780

*Non.-The number of claims paid includes several applications for previlous years which, on inquiry,
were found correct. This will explain the difference between claims paid and claims received after deduct-
ing those rejected and held in abeyance.

....
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DETAILED STATEME'T showing Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels in each County for
the Year 189.5.

Province. County.

Nova Scotia ........ Annapolis..... ......
Antigonish..... ....
Cape Breton .........
Cumberland.
D igby .......... ....
Guysbarough........
Halifax...... .. ...
Inverness ............
King's. ..... . ..
Lunenburg .... .. .
Queen's.. ..... ..
Richmond ........ .
Shelburne...... ....
Victoria .............
Yarmouth ...........

New Brunswick.........

Prince Edward Island...

Quebec........... .

Totale .........

Charlotte ............
Gloucester.... ....
K ent .............. .
Northumberland ....
Restigouche..
St. John.............

Totale..

King's ...........
Prince ...............
Queen's........ ..

Number
of

Vessels.

55
1

25
3

55
23
71
25
5

174
14
77
85

47

603

46
179

1
1

238

17
8
2

• Totale ......... 27

Gaspé ......... ..... 3
Saguenay....... . 36

Totale ........ 39

Average Number
Tonnage. Tonnage. of

Men.

337 304 65
1i il 2

172 15j 49
43  

14 5
1,475 27 388

513 22 96
1,851 26 384

462 18 114
72  14ý 13

12,221 • 70 2,162
595 42 106

2,518 32. 573
2,533 30 1 629

27 271 5
2,188 46 593

25,018 41J

849
2,057

.11.
26

164

3,107

501
231
37

769

111

1,151

1,262

18..

26
15

13

29j
29
184

284

37
32

32J

5,184

155
565

3
5

36

764

78
43
8

129

23
150

173

RECAPITULATION.

Nova Scotia .... ...... ........ ........... 603 25,018 41J 5,184 63,326 27
New Brunswick ....... .... ..... ..... .. . 238 3,107 13 764 7,884 32
Prince Edward Island .. ..................... 27 769 28 129 1,861 13
Quebec. ... ................. ....... .. 39 1,262 32 173 3,111 27

Grand Totale.. .......... ....... 907 30,156 33 6,250 76,182 9J

A. 1897

Amount
Paid.

$ cts.
798 41

28 60
429 31

86 68
3,602 68
1,235 24
4,451 19
1,170 23

172 25
31,621 70

1,469 55
6,456 82
6,222 30

54 60
5,526 71

63,326 27

2,057 43
5,317 87

28 60
60 84

419 58

7,884 32

1,230 C8
540 37
90 68

1,861 13

288 60
2,822 67

3,111 27
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DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Boats for the year 1895.

Province.

Nova Scotia ..............

New Brunswick.

Prince Edward Island.....

-Quebec ................

County.

Annapolis ....... ... ..
Antigonish ... .......
Cape Breton,... . ...
Cumberland ....... ....
Digby.... ... .......
Guysborough.......
Halif ax...,. ..... ....
Inverness..........
K ing's..... ..... . ...
Lunenburg ....... ....
Pictou............. ..
Queen's .................
Richmond ...... ......
Shelburne ....... ..
Victoria . , . . .......
Yarmonth ......... ...

Totals ..... ..

Charlotte.... .......
Gloucester.............
Kent.............
Northumberland........
Restigouche ...........
St. John................
Westmorelànd ... .. .

Totals ......... 737

King's. ... .........
Prince...... ..........
Queen's.. .... .....

Totals ... ....

Bonaventure.........
Gaspé .......... ......
Rimouski ... .... ....
Saguenay...............

Totals.. . . . .

Number Number Amout
of of Aut

Boats. Men. paid.

185
126
421

5
256

1,459
1,(26

522
42

917
32

272
923
747
498
191

8,222

392
260

67
3

.. .........
15

442
454
102

998

863
2,395

24
634

3,916

278
200
808
10

476
2.247
2,575
1,190

68
1,054

51
414

1,407
1,211

835
282

13,106

632'
644
125
13

...........

1,434

758
1,088

295

Total
Bounty paid

to Vessels
and Boats in

1895e

$ $ cts.

1,019 1,817 41
726 754 60

2,845 3,274 31
35 121 68

1,684 5,286 68
8,100 9,335 24
9,351 13,802 19
4,089 5,259 23

246 418 25
4,081 35,702 70

185 185 00
1,514 2,983 55
5,144 11,600 82
4,380 10,602 30
3,003 3,057 60
1,037 6,563 71

47,439 110,765 27

2,287 4,344 43
2,192 7,509 87

439 439 00
42 70 60

............ 60 84
75 494 58

....... ....

5,035 12,919 32

2,722
3,715

987

3,952 08
4,255 37
1,077 68

2,141 7,424 9,285 13

1,793
4,731

35
1,318

7,877

6,263
16,507

129
4,588

27,487

6,263 00
16,795 60

129 00
7,410 67

30,598 27

RECAPITULATION.

Nova Scotia ......... . . ............. ... 8,222 13,106 47,439 110,765 27
New Brunswick .............. .. .. ... .... 737 1,434 5,035 12,919 32
Prince Edward Island .. ....... .............. ... 998 2,141 7,424 9,285 13

'Quebec ........................ . .. ......... 3,916 7,879 27,487 30,598 27

Grand totals..... . ............. 13,873 24,558 67,385 163,567 99
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties.

Province.

Nova Scotia.

New Brunswick..

P. E. Island.

Quebec ..... .....

County.

Annapolis.... ....
Antigonish ... ......
Cap Breton .
Cochester........
Cumberland .. ......
G L.... ........
uys ro'..........

Halifax ..........
Inverness ..........
King's...........
Lunenburg. ........
Pictol.........
Queen*s...........
Richmond.........
Shelburne ....
Victoria...
Yarmouth. ........

Totals.......

Charlotte ... .......
Gloucester ............
K ent .... ............
Northumberland ......
Restigouche.... ......
St. John..............
Westmoreland.

Totals ....

King's ... .....
Prince ........ .......
Queen's ............

Totals .. .. . . . . . .. .

Bonaventure .... .....
Gaspé .. ...........
Rimouski ........
Saguenay .. .. .. .. ..
Témiscouata. . .....

Totals ............

1892.

Vessels. Boats.

Amount. Amount.

$ ets.

776 11
24 75

324 51

4,214 12
1,396 45
6,106 71

737 89
220 20

31,260 36

1,041 61
6,033 97
5,905 46

85 00
6,709 25

2,519 65
1,513 09

47 50
288 00

271 87
71 50

4,711 61

1,102 30
1.276 85

250 64

2,629 79

25 00
363 25

.. .. . . .. . .
1,983 10

2,371 35

$ ets.

761 00
789 00

2,806 00ý

*1,788 00
7,186 00
7,616 00
4,123 00

242 00
4,057 00

327 00
1,600 00
4,931 00

406 00
3,049 00

895 00

Vessels.

Total.

$ cts.

1,537 il
813 75

3,130 51
.. . .. ....

6,002 12
8,582 45

13,723 71
4,860 89

462 20
35,317 36

327 00
2,641 61

10,964 97
10,311 46

3,134 00
7,604 25

Amount. | Amount.

$ ets.

700 52
15 95

317 34

49 30
4,250 87

964 04
7,321 32

841 00
155 25

31,588 21

1,136 34
6,227 13
5,256 94

139 20
6,560 45

109,413 39 65,523 86 42,542 81

2,405 00 4,924 65 2,427 24
2,955 00 4,468 09 4,634 07

61500 662 50 69 01
97 00 385 00 250 85

.... ..... .. .. ... . .
66 00 337 87 535 92
21 00 92 50 ....... ..

6,159 00 10,870 61 7,917 09

3,364 f00 4,466 30 1,345 70
2,673 00 3,949 85 989 02
1,116 00 1,366 64 133 4L'

7,15300 9,782 79 2,468 12

6,449 00 6,474 00 24 17
16,692 00 17,055 25 370 71

286 00 286 00 ..........
3,896 00 5,879 10 2,349 34

2 . . 2......... ... .....

27,323 00: 29,694 351 2,744 22

RECAPITU-

37 Nova Scotia ...... ... ...... ........ 64,837 39 44,576 00 109,413 39 65,523 86 42,542 81
38 New Brunswick... . ... ... 4,711 61 6,159 00 10,870 61 7,917 09 4,607 00
39 P. E. Island ...... ....... , .... .. ...... 2,629 79 7,153 00 9,782 79 2,468 12 6,861 50
40 Quebec ....... .............. .... . ...... 2371 35 27,323 00 29,694 35 2,744 22 25,576 50

41 Totals ............ 74,550 141 85,211 00 159,761 14 78,653 29 79,587 81

Less Refund..... 9 00 Les Refund...

159,752 14

1893.

Boats.

$ ets.

746 81
559 00

2,677 0>

1,675 00
6,964 0S
7,283 00.
4,156 00

23500
3,996 00

137 00
1,505 0W
4,635 00
4,256 00.
2,959 00

748 00

2,000 00
2,338 00

122 00
48 00

99 00
.. . ....

4,607 00

2,578 04-
3,326 50

957 00

6,861 50

4,720 50
15,859 00

321 00
4,676 00

..........

25,576 50

64,837 39 44,576 00
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paid for the years 1892 to 1895, inclusive.

Total.

$ ets.

1,447 33
57 4 95

2,994 34

5,925 87
7,928 04

14,604 32
4.997 00

390 25
35,584 21

137 00
2,641 34

10,862 13
9,512 94
3,098 20
7,308 45

1894.

Vessels. Boats.

Amount. 1 Amount.

$ ets.

1,084 91
29 70

471 09

45 90
3,742 56
1,338 70
5,617 00

926 95
329 40

30,695 14

1,331 13
6,014 42
7,215 45

37 73
5,920 95

$ ets.

926 00
722 00

2,690 00

22 00
1,606 0
7,796 00
8,934 00
4,270 00

177 00
4,402 00

168 00
1,753 00
4,989 00
4,237 00
3,088 00

879 00

108,066 671 64,801 03 46,659 00

4,427 24
6,972 07

191 01
298 85

2,460 05
5,282 52

..........

..........

2,043 00
2,195 00

163 00
47 00

634 921 44523 55 00

Total.

$ cts. 1

2,010 91
751 70

3,161 09

67 90
5,348 56
9,134 70

14,551 00
5,196 95

506 40
35,097 14

168 00
3,084 13

11,003 42
11,452 45
3,125 73
6,799 95

111,460 03

4,503 05
7,477 52

163 00
47 00

K500 23

1895.

Vessels. Boats.

Amount. Amount.

Sets. ets.
798 41 1,019 00

28 60 726 00
429 31 2,845 G0

.... .... .... ... .... ....
86 68 35 00

3,602 68 1,684 00
1,235 24 8,100 00
4,451 19 9,351 00
1,170 23 4,089 00

172 25 246 00
31,621 70 4,081 0

1850
1,469 55 1,514 0
6,456 82 5,144 0
6,222 30 4,380 0

54 60 3,003 0
5,526 71 1,037 0(

63,326 27 47,439 0

2,057 43
5,317 87

28 60
60 84

419 58

2,287 00
2,192 00

439 00
42 00

.... .... ....
75 00

. , .. .. . ....... ............ .. ........

12,524 09; 8,187 80 4,503 00 12,690 80 7,884 32 5,035 00

3,923 701 1,098 19 2,674 00
4,315 52 380 70 2,698 00
1,090 40 45 90 979 00

9,329 62 1,524 79 6,351 00

4,744 67j 70 20 4,869 00
16,229 71 334 80 15,720 00

321 0 .......... 105 00
7,025 34 2,407 18, 4,534 00

.... ....... ... 1 ...... 1 ........

28,320 72 2,812 18 25,228 00

3,772 19
3,078 70
1,024 90

7,875 79

4,939 20
16,054 80

105 00
6,941 18

28,040 181

Grand
Total.

Total.

$ ets.

1,817 41
754 60

3,274 311
............

121 68
5,286 68
9,335 24

13,802 19
5,259 23

418 25
35,702 70

185 0
2,983 55

11,600 82
10,602 30
3,057 60
6,563 71

110,765 27

4,344 43
7,509 87

439 00
70 60
60 8I

494 58
............

12,919 32

z

$ nts.

6,812 76 1
2,895 00 2

12,560 25 3
4

249 88 5
22,563 23 6
34,980 43 7
56,681 22 8
20,314 07 9

1,777 10 10
141,701 41 11

817 00 12
11,350 63 13
44,431 34 14
41,879 15 15
12,415 53 16
28,276 36 17

439,705 36 18

28,199 37 19
26,427 55 20

1,455 51 21
801 45 22

60 84 23
1,967 60 24

92 50 25

49,004 82 26

1,230 08 2,722 00 3,952 08 16,114 27 27
540 37 3,715 00 4,255 37 15,599 44 28

90 68 987 00 '1,077 68 4,559 62 29

1,861 13 7,424 00 9,285 13 36,273 33 30

............ 6,263 00 6,263 00 22,420 87 31
288 60 16,507 00 16,795 60 66,135 36 32

........... 129 0 129 00 841 00 33
2,822 67 4,588 OC 7,410 67 27,256 29 34

........ .................... .... ........ 35

3,111 27 27,487 00 30,598 27 116,653 52 36

LATION.

108,066 67 64,801 03 46,659 0 111,460 03 63,326 27 47,439 00 110,765 27 439,705 36 37
12,524 09 8,187 80 4,503 00 12,690 80 7,884 32 5,035 00 12,919 32 49,004 82 38

9,329 62 1,524 79 6,351 00 7,E75 79 1,861 13 7,424 00 9,285 13 36,273 33 39
28,320 72 2,812 18 25,228 00 28,040 18 3,111 27 27,487 00 30,598 27 116,653 52 40

158,241 10 77,325 80 82,741 >0 160,066 80 76,182 99 87,385 00 163,567 99 641,637 03 41

7 00 Total Refunds ...... . ... 16 00

158,234 10 641,621 03

lla-2 17

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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(3) NUMBER of Boats among which Bounty was distributed, and number of men engaged
in boat fishing receiving Bounty.

NEW BRUNSWICK. I P. E. IsLAND. QUEBEC. TOIAL.

No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of
Men. Boats. Men. Boats. Men.

3.071
3,266
3,344
3,857
4,303
4,051
4,259
4,602
4,766
4,865
4,181
3,866
3,821
3,916

56,168

5,716 11,225
6,188 12,275
6,416 11,556
7,485 13,293
7,981 14,109
7,550 14,605
7,852 14,772
8,807 16,240
9,241 17,168
9,402 17,701
7,693 13,774
7,245 12,830
7,139 13,351
7,877 13,873

106,592 196,772

23,446
26,156
23,936
26,741
27,446
28,252
28,256
31,525
33,245
33,507
23,812
22,269
23,132
24,558

376,281

(4) TOTAL Number of men receiving Bounty in each year.

YEAR.

1882..........
1883............
1884...............
1885...........
1886...........
1887...........
1888...........
1889...........
1890........ .....
1891... ........
1892..........
1893...........
1894...........
1895..........

Totals ......

NOVA SCorIA. NEw BRUNSWICK P. E. ISLAND.

No. of Men. I No. of Men.

17,473
19,791
18,996
19,293
18,373
18,897
19,565
19,802
20,673
21,170
16,918
16,528
17,976
18,290

26.3,745

3,061
3,805
3,065
3,750
4,087
4,557
4,692
5,597
5,689
4,537
2,108
1,948
2,002
2,198

51,096

No. of Men.

3,144
3,172
2,438
2,719
2,762
3,049
2,390
3,807
3,227
3,582
2,186
2,113
1,927
2,270

QUEBEC.

No. of Men.

6,254
6,631
6,798
7,802
8,301
7,884
8,240
9,137
9,461
9,570
7,852
7,424
7,317
8,050

38,786 110,721 464,348

A. 1897

NOVA SCOTIA.

YEAR.

1882..
1883..... .
1884 ..... .
1885.
1886...
1887 .
1888 .
1889..
1890..
1891 ..
1892.
1893.
1894.
1895 .......

Totals ...

No. of
Boats.

6,043
6,458
6,257
6,970
7,140
7,662
7,840
7,926
8,886
9,525
7,679
7,308
7,956
8,222

105,872

No. of
Men.

12,130
13,553
12,669
13,396
13,351
13,997
14,115
14,118
15,738
16,552
12,307
11,748
12,899
13,106

189,679

No. of
Boats.

1,024
1,453
1,086
1,460
1,618
1,804
1,876
2,237
2,324
1,928

893
671
661
737

19,772

No. of
Men.

2,530
3,309
2,505
3,254
3,567
3,994
4,148
5,032
5,242
4,126
1,765
1,314
1,281
1,424

43,501

No. of
Boats.

1,087
1,098

869
1,006
1,048
1,088'

797
1,475
1,192
1,383
1,021

985
913
998

14,960

3,070
3,106
2,346
2,606
2,547
2,711
2,141
3,568
3,024
3,427
2,047
1,962
1,813
2,141

36,509

TOTAL.

29,932
33,399
31,297
33,564
.13,523
34,387
34,887
38,343
39,050
38,859
29,064
28,013
29,222
30,808



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

(5) TOTAL annual payments of Fishing Bounty.

Year.

1882 .........

1883 ...... ......

1884..... ........

1885 . ............

1886 ..... ... ....

1887.............

1888 ... ........

188q ..............

1890 . ........

1891 . ...........

1892 . .. ........

1893..... ......

1894 ...........

1895 .............

Totals. ...

Nova Scotia.

$ ets.

106,098 72

89,432 50

104,934 09

103,999 73

98,789 54

99,622 03

89,778 90

90,142 51

91,235 64

92,377 42

109,410 39

108,060 67

111,460 03

110,765 27

1,406,107 44

New Brunswick.

$ cts.

16,997 00

12,395 20

13,576 00

15,908 25

17,894 57

19,699 65

18,454 92

21,026 79

21,108 33

17,235 96

10,864 61

12,524 09

12,690 80

12,919 32

223,295 49

P. E. Island.

$ ets.

16,137 00

8,577 14

9,203 96

10,166 65

10,935 87

12,528 51

9,092 96

13,994 53

11,686 32

12,771 30

9,782 79

9,328 62

7,875 79

9,285 13

151,366 57

Quebec.

$ cts.

33,052 75

19,940 01

28,004 93

31,464 76

33,283 61

31,907 73

32,858 75

33,362 71

34,210 72

34,507 17

29,691 35

28,320 72

28,040 18*

30,598 27

429,246 66

Total.

$ cts.

172,285 47

130,344 85

155,718 98

161,539 39

160,903 59

163,757 92

150,185 53

158,526 54

158,241 01

156,891 85

159,752 14

158,234 10

160,066 80

163,567 99

2,210,016 16



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels for the Year 1895.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

ANNAPOLIS COUNTY.

* This denotes that some of the crew did not comply with the regulations and are not included in the
column for crew.

Name of Vessel. R ry of
Reity

94708
72978
94700
80001
94706
94693
83461
88685
83253

Ann Eliza....... Diby.
Annie C 'in. ....... 
Franklin Schenck do . ..... ..
Florence........... St. John, N.B..
George J. Tarr...'.. Digby.........
John H. Kennedy.. do
Josie L. Day .. do
Ladora .......... St. John, N.B..
Rescue ..... ...... Annapolis ......

Nane of Owner
or

Managing Owner.

62 Arthur W. Longmire..
22 David Hayden........
44 Fred. W. Thorn . ..
15 Edward Quinlan. ...
61 John S. Hayden ......
54 Stephen Haynes ......
16 Edward Keane.... ..
12 Stephen Baker........
17 Josiah Burrell .......

Residence.

Hillsburn ....
Lower Granville.
Thornville ......
Victoria Lake ..
Victoria Beach..

do
do

Margaretsville..
Clementsport...

ANTIGONISH COUNTY.

96787 Benecia Boy.. . Halifax..... ... il Lawrence Hylan .. . Harbour au Bou-
che .......... 2 28 60

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

83261 Economist., ....... Digby ......... 14 James E. Ogilvie...... Parrsboro'.. . *2 30 34
.75614 Fawn......... .... do ..... .... 17 do ...... do .... *2 36 84

,103022 May............ Parrsboro ...... 12 Robert Spicer......... Spencer Island.. *1 19 50

CAPE BRETON COJNTY

83086 Ada M ........... Pt. Hawkesbury. 20 Mathew Leblanc.. LittieBrasdOr *4 43 34
100389 Annie F......... Sydney .... .... 13 John Farrell........Main-à-Dieu *3 29 58

85507 Belle ot Rome...... do ......... 14 C. W. Man........Gabarouse. 4 36 40
100372 Betsy Jane........ do ..... ... il Samuel Moore. Little Bras d'Or 3 2860
85381 Champion... ..... .do ......... 19 John Williams . Louisbourg. 49 40
75571 Fanny............ Liverpool. 16 Stephen Colvez. Little Bras d'Or 6 41 60

100383 Florence L ........ Sydney .... .... 10 Peter Leblanc do 4 26 00
88531 Ida.. ............. do ......... il Isiah Leblanc.......... do 3 28 60
74039 James Henry. ... do ......... 18 Peter Desvea. do 5 46 80

100380 Mary D........... do ......... 27 Sinon Devoe do 65 19
92600 Menit ............. Mdo.13 Alex. Leblanc ..... do 6 33 80

DIGBY COTNTY.

Annie M. Sproule.. Digby.. . .b . .
Alfred ...... . .. do . . .. . .

Acadian .. .. . . Weymouth......
Alph. B. Parker.... St. John, N.B..
Alice May........ Yarmouth .....
Bessie May...... . St. John, N.B .
Charles Haskell .... IDigby....

John W. Sproule...... Digby......... *14
Edwin Hames........ Freeport........8
Geo. H. Stevens..... do ........ 10
Holland Outhouse..... Tiverton....... 12
'Edgar McDormand.... Westport....... 8
E. C. Bowers ....... Westx)rt. ..... 8
Howard Anderson ... Digby.... .... *13
.9 Q

A. 1897

+ l

z .

I cts.

*13 155 45*2 36 78
10 114 40
*4 35 10
14 158 60
*9 122 85
*1 2496*2 23 40
5 44 20

94696
8.3258
83431
88598
90660
88267
94704

170 64
75 40
83 20

101 40
46 80
59 80

157 88



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch-

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

DIGBY COUNTY-Concluded. .

94698
74331
75711
88408
90662
94707
85683
77740
75757
80797

100891
74329
80798
77963
75601

100535
83260

100537
90436
80800
88401

100064
94709
80604
59388

100872
85690
54114
80881
85533
85682
80794
85687

100487
94825
75714

100539
75864
83132

100609
85558
80784
38036
75726
94694
74317
85559
88264

Augustus Haycock.... V
Howard Titus .......
Joseph Ossinger...... T
H. B. Allen .... .... E
Joseph E. Snow.......

do .......
R. W. Ford. ........ V
James Gower .........
Clarence Webber......
Jno. Whitenecki .. F
Geo. E. Mallett. . G
Wallace Coggins .. V....
Geo. Gower . .. ..
Frank Morrell.......
James A. Peters ......
Casimir Comeau .... 1%
D. & O. Sproule...... .
Handly Outhouse ..... 
George Denton.. .....
Charles McDormand..
Thomas C. Titus ....
Charles Hicks........
Joseph E. Snow,. ... I
Charles Hicks.........
P. A. Beliveau..... .. B
Jno. Theriault........ S
Joseph Thurber. ... F
Amos H. Outhouse.... 1
Freeman Small.. ...
Edwin Haines ........
E. C. Bowers..........
Charles Bailey.... ..
Wi. M. Denton .....
Chas. E. Finigan.....I.
Henry Glaven .......
Saml. Thurber........
Warren Snow.........
Heber Outhouse......
Jackson Coggins......
Edwin Haines .. I....
Wallace Gower .......
John Clifford..........
Benjamin Taylor ......
Frank S. Lent........
Edward Haines......
Johnston Denton......
F. B. Lent ...........
Arthur Porter .......

Westport. .. .
do ......

iverton........
igby.... ... .. .

do ...... .. .

Westport .. ....
do ......
do ......

reeport.......
ilbert's Cove ..
Westport......

do ......
do .......
do . .....

Metaghan.
igby. ..
iverton.......

Vestport .......
do .......
do , ......
do ......

igby.... .....
Vestport.
eliveau Cove . .
andy Cove.....
reeport ......
iverton .......

do ....... ,
Freeport..
Westport.

do ....
do

reeport.......
Westport. .....
Freeport. .... ,
Smith's Cove ...
riverton........
Vestport.......
Freeport....... .
Westport .......
riverton........
Smith's Cove
Freeport..

do ........
Westport.......

do .......
do

GUYSBOROUGH COUNTY.

Atalia. ...... ... Guysborough....
Anna Maud ...... Arichat.........
Chatham Head .... Miramichi ......
Carrie O........... Canso..........
Dolphin.. .. ..... Arichat.... ....
Friend ............ Halifax.........
G. H. Marryatt.... do
Golden Seal........ do
Guardian Angel.... Guysborough....

34 Thos. H. Peeples...... Pirate Harbour.
10 Reuben H. Munro .... Whitehead.. ...
24 iWm. England ... .... Middle Melford.
12 Samuel Crant..... ... Whitehead......
36 Wm. S. Peart ........ Guysborough....
17 Luke Mannett........ Larry's River...
24 Danl. Fraser........ Mulgrave.......
32 Edwd. B. Pelrine ..... Larry's River...
21 Joseph Fougère, jr do ...

23

...........
Condor............Yarmouth.
Dove ........... do
Elihu Burritt.. D.. by.......
Edward A. Horton. do
Ernest F. Norwood. do........
Edith L.. ......... do....
Elmer ............ do .
Etta............Yarmouth.
Ella H ......... .Digby .......
Fleur de Lis ..... Weymouth.
Fairy Queen .. ... routh.
Freddie G.......Digby.......
Freeman Colgate... St. AndrewsN.B
Flash ..... Di.by........
Fairplay. ....... :
Gazette ... ........ do........
Gertie H .... ... .. do........
Genesta ... . ..... Barrington.
Helen Maud ...... Digby.......
Hattie............do........
IUma...........St. John, N.B..
Jennie B. Thomas.. Digby.......
Jennie C...... ... Yarmouth.
Letitia ..... . St.AndrewsN.B
Lizzie Blanche .... Weymouth.
Lora T.........Digby.......
Lone Star........Halifax ......
Lena May.......StAndrewN.B
Minnie..........Yarmouth......
Malapert........Diby .......
Minnie C do........
Mabel............do .......
Mabel B.......... do .... ....
On Time .......... Weymouth ..
Prince..........Yarmouth .....
Rowena.........Digby ..........
Roving Lizzie. Weymouth ....
Restless.........Digy .......
Swan......... .. Shelburne
S. A. Crowell. .. Yarmouth..
SilverCloud.......Di by.......
Twilight .......... o........
Thrush..........Yarmouth ......
Utah and Eunice... Digby........
Willie .......... Yarmouth ......
Willie F ... do ......
Walter J. Clarke.. 1Digby.......

7
5
7
7

*14
*13
*2
6
7
3*3
*2
7
*8

*1

10
10
*7
7
9

*4
6
4
7
7

10
*5
6
9
7

*10
il
9

*4
*2
5
8

*11
8

13
3
5
8
9*2
*6

$ cts.
52 00
28 60
52 00

130 00
163 32
186 16
29 12
39 00
44 20
33 80
38 68
2254
46 80
63 85
13 00
17 88
26 00
8320
83 20
48 75
96 20
80 60
86 92
41 60
26 00
53 60
39 00
75 40
38 04
31 20
59 80
46 80
94 31

148 20
49 40
23 40
21 67
28 60
6500

139 54
59 80

117 00
36 40
33 80
85 50
57 20
20 80
45 50

41771
103453

43109
100445

38418
83180
85382
94963
80999

88 40
26 00
62 40
24 96
93 60
44 20
62 40
83 20
54 60



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

DETAILED STÂTEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to VeSSeIS, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

• GUYSBOROUGH COUNTY-Concluded.

Name of Vessel. Port of
Registry.

Ilda.............Pt. Hawkesbury
La Mode ......... Picton.
Lizzie A.......Pt. Hawkebury
Mary Ann Bell.... Lunenburg.
M. A. Franklyn.... Halifax.
Minnie J.... .... Arichat.
!Mary Elizabeth. . Halifax.
Nellie....... .... Canse.......
!Onward..........Charlo t t e town,

Orion..............Halifax.
Peter Mitchell. Pt. Hawkesbury
Pearl ............ Halifax.
Robinetta.......... do
Stella May. Canso.......

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.

Thomas England ..
John O'Nei.
J no. F. Reeves.......
Joseph O'Neil....
Wm. Doiron....
Perry Munro.....
R. T. Matthews...
Boak & Beunett .....

E. C. Whitman ......
Hubert Richards......
Wm. P. Power........
Alex. Keating ........
Reuben H. Munro ....
James Meagher .....

Residence.

Middle Melford.
Auld's Cove ....
Mulgrave Stn...
Auld's Cove . .
Charlo's Cove

î

*4
5

*3
5
5
3

Crow Harbour..
Halifax....... .

Canso ..........
Charlo's Cove. ..
Pirate Harbour.
Canso..........
Whitehead. . *
Canso ..........

HALIFAX COUNTY.

Alice .... ...... .. Halifax........
Annie Gaetz ....... do ........
Baleka ........... do ........
Bessie Florence.... do .... ...
Black Prince. ... .. do ..... ..
Bessie Jennex.. do . ......
Brilliant Star..... do .. ....
Catherine A. C .... do ..... ..
Carrie M..........do
Condor........ ... do ........
Caboodel...... do ........
Daring............do
Daisy............. do
Ellen Maud....... .do .......
Ella 1)............ do ........
E. J. Smith....... do ........
Enima F.......... Lunenburg.....
Ella May ......... . do ........
Excelsior........... Halifax..
Eva M. B......... do ....
Evangeline ........ .do
Flora ........... Halifax
Fairy Queen ..... do
Florence.......... do
Fredona........ .Liverpool
Grandee..... ... .Halifax
Golden Dawn...... do
Greenleaf.......... do
Gertid Bell. Guysborough ...
Highland Jane.... Halifax
Iona .............. do
James R .......... do
James Ryan. Port Medway...
Little Annie. . .. Halifax

'Lady of the Lake.. do
L. C. Tough...... . do
Louis Luby....... .do
Lydia A. Mason... do
M ay ........ ..... .do
Myrtle M. Gray ... do
Mary E ........... do

HMaggie E. C. Lunenburg

12 Abraham Cleveland... West Dover . ... * 2
36 Jno. G. Weston ..... .Eat Jeddore 9
31 Andrew Gray, jr...... Sambro ........ 7
12 Chas. W. Twohig...... Pennant........ 3
18 Jas. W. Slaunwhite.... Terence Bay.... 4
80 Wellington Jennex et al Jeddore . ..... *15
36 Peter Hartlin........ East Jeddore... 10
17 Hezekiah Cleveland. West Dover .... 3
12 W. H. Munroe..... . Sheet Harbour.. 2
20 John Julien et al ...... W. Chezzetcook. * 3
80 James A. Farquhar... Halifax.........*
18 Chas. Slaunwhite, sr.. Terence Bay ... 3
16 Saml. Richardson .... Indian Harbour. 5
16 Wm. G. Fleming...... Ketch Harbour.. * 3
32 Archd. Darrach, sr.... Herring Cove... * 7
11 Jno. J. Smith......... Sambro....... 3
13 Amos Graves.......... East Dover. 3
16 Judson Dauphinee.... French Village.. 3
14 Joseph Prest..... ... Spry Bay... ... .5
45 Daniel Bonang et ai ... W. Chezzetcook. * 9
23 Henry Young, sr...... 'Petpiswick Har. 4
42 Pat ick Seallion. .. Herring Cove. .. * 9
Il Geo. H. Nickerson.... Sambro ........ 2
15 Caleb Gray. ......... do ........ 2
12 Edward Sturmy ..... Spry Bay. 3
14 Jno. P. Slaunwhite... Terence Bay.... 3
46 Edw. Conrod, M.O... E. Chezzetcook 14
44 M. Julien, M.O....... W, do .. 13
15 Leander York... , . . . . Eastern Passage. 6
32 Geo. Hartlin....... .. East Jeddore... 10
26 Andrew Sullivan ..... Herring Cove... * 6
51 C. & A. Mitchell... . East Jeddore... 12
48 Wm. Harris ......... Halifax......... *
27 Matthew Lynch . .... Ferguson's Cove. * 6
20 Richard Christian..... Upper Prospect. 6
12 Jno. E. Tough........ Pennant ..... . 3
41 Wm. J. Lapierre, et al. W. Chezzetcook. 12
39 Peter Mason, et al .... Tangier ........ * 4
10 Wn. Heneberry . . Sambro......... 2
19 James Gray ........ Pennant ....... 4
14 Andrew Twohig.... do ....... * 2
20 David F. Covey. Hackett's Cove.. 5

24

A. 1897

53577
74355
69961
75577
83408
88466
69141

100442
94993

80970
75892

100231
92575

100444

3

90866
7548

100221
94662
90496

100236
90721
96799
92566
74071
92602
85663
85655
90726
90481

100220
85738
80832

100248
96785
92564
85644

100247
100259
97046
88220

100228
90489
80996
69097
83306

100212
83303
75605
69105
94661
94665
96789

100227
100254
85664

100580

26 00
93 63
80 60
31 20
46 80

201 50
93 60
44 20
31 20
45 50

104 00
46 80
41 60
33 28
78 00
28 60
33 80
41 60
36 40

102 39
59 80

103 74
28 60
39 00
27 30
36 40

119 60
114 40

39 00
83 20
59 16

132 60
62 40
61 44
52 00
31 20

106 60
91 26
26 00
49 40
30 34
52 00

$ ets.

58 50
67 60
45 50
85 80
57 20
26 00
20 80
73 30

39 00
62 40

.57 60
30 94
32 76
28 08



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

HALIFAX COUNTY- Concluded.

Name of Vessel.

100238 Mary Bell. ... ...
46498 Marmer ..........
96805 'Maggie May.......

100249 Minnie M.........
85665 Nellie D..... ... .
80841 'Nina..............

100245 Oracle ............
64018 Ocean Bride.......

100241 Pansy.............
92571 'Primrose...........
77787 Rescue ............

100474 R. Beatrice........
100566 Rob S.. . ........

75575 Rising Dawn .....
64869 Sarah L. Oxner ....

100218 !Sarah M. We ..
37519 Safeguide..........

100255 Seaflee ...... .. ..
103351 True Love ....... ,

75833 Twilight..... .....
77836 T. W. Smith..
96781 Venture....:. ...
97086 Veria G..... .....

100260 Violet..........
90485 Violet West........
92578 Willetta ..........
61904 Water Lily .......

100226 Willie H. Crosby..
85378 Zephyr... ........

Port of
Registry.

Halifax........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ... ....
do
do ........
do . ......
do .... ..
do .... ,...
do ........

Lunenburg .....
Halifax.........

do ........
do .... ...
do .......
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ......
do ........
do .......
do ........
do ........
do ........

Name of Owner
or

g Managing Owner.

10 Jno. A. McDonald....
56., W. C.'& J. H. Henley.
62 Jeremiah Fillis, et al..
10 John P. Martin .......
12 Daniel Smith .........
13 Wi. E. Murphy... ...
18 Samuel Gray .........
23 Geo. Borgal .........
32 Geo. Schnair.. .......
14 Angus Gray..........
20 William Connors......
19 Isaac Corney .........
21 G4eo. H. Marryatt.....
18 Frederick Boutilier ...
34 Edward Hayes.......
14 Hezekiah Wambolt...
36 W. C. Henley ........
12 James Stevens........
10 Jno. E. Arnold.. . .
14 S. Hubly & C. Garrison
35 Charles Beaver .
43 Edward Dempsey.....
54 Chas. W. Hart........
12 James H. Smith. ....
36 Thomas Gaetz, et al...
12 Joseph Gray..........
14 Isaac Morash.... ....
65 James Julien, et al. ..
16 Robt. Slaunwhite .....

INVERNESS COUNTY.

71302 Alice.............. Charlotte t o w n,
P.E.I......

103313 Catherine.......... Pt. Hawkesbury.
96778 Campania........ do

83244 Claribel ......... Charlotte t o w n,
P.E.I .......

85392 Colibri.... .... Pt. Hawkesbury.
96767 Dove... .......... do
96768 Elizabeth Ann. . . do

103317 Flying Star ....... do ..

96774 Florence.... ...... do
103311 Henry L. Phillips.. do

96763 Lelia Linwood..... do
103312 Laura... ......... do
96775 Louise........... . do

103316 Laura.............. do
103318 Little Heir ........ do
103315 Lillie ... ..... ... do..
103314 Mary....... ....... do
69125 May Flower. do
96769 Mary Lambert.... do
96779 Majestic ........ do

96771 Marie.............. do
96777 Marie Joseph. do
96770 O. L. B ........... do
96773 Virgin do ..
96776 IWillie B..... ..... do

Patrick Corinier ......
Sévérin Chiasson......
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd .... .. ......

Chas. Doucet.........
James Britt. .........
John Murray.... ....
Magloire Poiier......
P. Desveaux & S. Bel-

fontain..........
Thomas Poirier......
J. C. Skinner.
Peter Paint & Sons....
Joseph Aucoin.......
Placide Boudrot ... . . .
Ubalde Bourgeois ....
Eusebe Chaisson.....
Fidèle Chiasson.
John Boudrot.........
Hyacinthe Chiasso. ...
Charles Chiasson .....
C. Robinî, Collas & Co.,

Ltd ............
Xavier Roach. .......
Victor Roach ........
Gabriel Boudrot .....
Marcelin Leblanc.....
John F. Roach .......

Cheticamp
do

Eastern H

Cheticamp
Belle Côte
Pt. Hawke
Chetican

do
do

Port Hast
Pt. Hawke
Cheticamp

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do

...... 2600
4 26 00

arbour, 4 2860

5 49 40
4 36 78

sbury. 9 127 40
4A 28 60

41 28 60
...... 2860

ings.. 6 20280
sbury. 87 10

4 2860
4 26 00
5 1 49 40

...... 3120
4 26 00

6 3900
4 28 60

S4 31 20
.. , 4 26 00

E4 28 60
4 31 20

.... 4 26 00
4 28 60

Residence. -.

Iz

Harrigan Cove.. 2
Sry.Bay .... ... *8
. Chezzetcook. * 8

Ship Harbour... 4
Sambro........ 3
Owls Head ..... 3
Sambro......... 3
Pleasant Harb'r. 6
Pennant ....... 6

do ....... 3
East Dover..... 3
West Dover.... * 4
Pennant ....... 2
Indian Harbour. 5
Hert-ing Cove. .. 10
Indian Harbour. 4
Spry Bay ....... * 5

Clam Harbour.. 3
Terence Bay.... * 3
Indian Harbour. 3
pry. Bay .. ... .. *5
Herring Cove,... 1 1

Sanbro......... il
do ........ 3

Seaforth........ 11
Sambro......... 3
West Dover .... * 2
W. Chezzetcook. 18
Terence Bay.... 5

$ ets.
19 50

137 52
23 61
26 60
31 20
33 80
40 95
59 80
83 20
36 40
52 00
44 46
54 60
46 80
88 40
36 40
80 24
31 20
22 75
29 12
78 00

111 80
149 39

31 20
93 60
31 20
30 34

169 00
41 60



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 1lA.)

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

KING'S COUNTY.

Naine of Vessel.

Anna K ..... .. .
Heather Belle......
Minnie H..........
Naomi.............
Sarah E. Ells......

Port of
Registry.

St. John, N.B..
Digby .... ...
Parrsboro'.
St. Andrew, N.B
St. John, N.B..

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.
Residence.

80093
77732

103023
77967
94756

I
g 4

$ ets.

LUNENBURG COUNTY.

Albatross..........Lunenburg
Avon.......... ... do
Algoma............ do
Abana ........... . do
Atlanta........ ... do
Acalia.............do
Alaska...... ..... do
Arcana............ do .
Altona............ do
Argosy..... ....... do
Blanche A. Colp .. do
Britannia.......... do
Britannia.......... do
Besie AL...........udo .... i
Bonus..............do .....
Beauty.............do E
Bertie C. H .du
Burnham H ......
Bona Fides..........do
Bonanza do .....
Blenheim ........... do .....
Batavia.............do .....
Blu ............. d ....
Carnie M. C.. . do
C. A. Chishol. do .
C. A. Ernst.........do
C. U. Mader do

arie ............ do .....
Carne.............. do
Conade ... do ...
ýCeto. .......... do
ICalla Lil......... do
eCitizen ............ do
Cecilia W .... ..... do
Capio.............do

tCordova ........... do
Clarence F..........do
Clara E. Maon . do
Clarence Smith do
Curfew............do

SCalderad....... ..... do
Cymbrian..........do

SD. A. Maer........do
C Dora ...... ....... do

SDictator........ do .
Diego ........... Port Medway...
»it en............Liverpool
Ela M..... ..... Luneburg..

a .Energy . . . do
Elnora............do

8 Enterprise.... ..... do
S Edgar F. Richards. do

Abraham Ernst.. .... Mahone Bay.... 5 67 6
Thos. A. Wilson .... Bridgewater .... *12 118 3
Lemuel Publicover ... Lahave......... 10 145 6d
James Romkey....... do ......... 14 208 01
Freeman Anderson.... Lunenbikg ..... 14 208 0
David Berringer... . do ..... 4 88 4
Lewis Knickle... .... do ..... 12 208 0m
Alex. Knickle......... do ..... 14 208 0
Henry Moser......... do ..... 13 174 2
Charles Smith ........ do ..... 12 208 0
C. U. Mader......... Mahone Bay.... 14 208 0
Lambert Lohnes...... Lahave......... * 8 127 8
Charles Smith ........ Lunenburg ..... 14 208 0
M. McGregor ..... .... Lahave..... ... 14 208 0
Jno. M. Ritcey........ La Have....... 14 208 0
Wm. Sarty..... ..... do ....... 10 169 O
Thomas Hamm....... Lunenburg ..... 14 208 0
Richard Heckman .... d) ..... 14 2080
I. Joseph Rudolph.... do 14 208 0
Charles Silver......... do ..... 14 208 0
Charles Smuith ........ do ..... 14 208
L. B. Currie.... .... West Dublin... . 14 208 0
A. V. Conrad......... La Have........ 12 208 0
Joshua Coolen........ Fox Point . ... 8 101 4
Abraham Ernst. . . ... Mahnne Bay .... Il 208 0

do ....... do .... 8 1482
C. U. Mader.......... do .... 14 2080
Adnah Burns ........ Dayspring...... 13 156 0
Jno. M. Ritcey.. , .. La Have. ..... 14 208 0
Norman Reinhardt.. .. Getson's Cove... 14 208 9
A. V. Conrad....... La Have....... 14 2080
Edmund Hirtie...... do 13 161 0
M. McGregor ......... do . 16 2080
Robt. Walfield ....... La Have Islands 8 106
G. N. C. Hawkins .. . Lunenburg ... 1 187
Charles Smith ........ do ..... 12 208
David Smith........... do il 135

do ..... do .,... 14 208<
G. A. Smith.......... do 14 208
J. D. Sperry.. .. Petite Rivière.. il 12
Jacob Weagle ...... Dayspring. 13 179
Dean Fralick.......La Have . 13 156
C. UT. Mader........ ahone B...... 12 208
W. F. Acker..........Lunenburg. 14 208
S. Watson Oxner d.... ... 14 208

Parris Conrad. Vogler's Cove... *16 65
JennisC. Hansone. .IaoneBay.... 2 26'
C.U.Mader .... B.....ydo ... 14 208

do . Lungdo .... 13 208'
Henry Gerhardt.... .Kindbury . . *11 129

) W. Cleversey.... La ... .... 9 208
5 Elias J..Richard...... do ....... il 143

26

4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10

;0

4
o

A
M
A
A

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

09
0
0

00
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
60
20
0o
2o
10
00
40
40

A. 1897

A. E. Spicer .......... Harbourville ...
Joseph Parker........ Hall's Harbour..
Edson Bowlby ....... Canada Creek...
Charles Hagerty. Black Rock.....
Leonard Houghton.... lHall's Harbour .

100846
100578
100489

94790
100170
100839
94783

100472
94961
94778

100838
100848
100571

94651
94647

100163
92637
96823
94782
96828

103421
94648

103430
94643
94645
94658

100159
100823
97081

100834
90821
97084

100579
96825
90857

103419
10057(
90869

103415
10048
10342
10342,

8835
10084
9708
9083
8330

10342
8835

10082,
9465
9682



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

LUNENBURG COUNTY- Continued.

Name of Vessel. Port of
Registry.

94650 Elsie .............. Lunenburg .....
94960 Eureka.............do

100151 Erminie........ . do ....
100481 Florence...... .... do

92638 Florence M ......... do
163198 F. B. Wade....... Liverpool
103129 Fern ............ Lunenburg ....
103411 Geneviève......... do .....
100478 Gladiola. .. ..... do .....
100850 Grace...............do
94958 Genesta............do
97088 Glendale .... .... do .....

100488 Gurnet ....... .... do .....
90862 Grenada..... ..... do
90582 G. A. Smith ..... do .....
93836 Gleaner ........... do
9477.1 Galatea.............do

100576 Glad Tidings ...... do
97083 Garland ....... ... do .....

100825 Georgina.......... CO .....
100480 Gallant.............do
100569 Howard Young.... do .....

90825 HenryN.Batchelder Port Medway.. .
100156 Hustler. ........ Lunenburg .....
100490 Irene M. B........ do .....

96837 Irvin G......... .. do .....
59475 Jessen..... ...... do .....

103414 Jennie Myrtle...... do .....
94789 Joseph McGill..... do
94785 J.:C. Schwartz..... do ....
96830 J. A. Silver........ do ....

100164 J. H. Ernst...... do ....
100837 J. M. Young do ....
94654 J. W. Geldert ..... do ....

103491 Jennie May ....... do ....
94780 Laurence......... do ....
94788 Laura C. Zwicker.. do

100830 Loraine C...........do
96827 Leo old............do
96833 L. E. Young.. do ....
96832 Laura M. Knock ... do

103418 Leader............ do ....
100835 Lottie B........... do ....
103420 Luetta ............ do
90854 Latona ............ do
83316 Lottie.Port Medway..

100562 Millie L. E.Lunenburg ....
103413 Mart-llo.. ......... do ....

96840 Mayflower......... do
103422 Mischief .... ..... do ....

83173 Maggie Smith .. o.. .
100844 Mystic Tie..........do
100574 Melrose . ... .... . do.
100849 Merl M. Parka. do ....
103425 Majesti ............ do ....

90823 Milet.........Port Medway..
100573 Marsala.........Lunenburg ....

94642 Minnie C.... - do
94772 Moleg a.............do
94775 Malabar............do ....
92033 Magnolia...........do ....

103412 Minie B Pr......... do ....

Name of Owner
or$ Managing Owner.

o

.

47 no. Schmisser.... t.. .
80 Reuben Smith ........
80 Wm. Young.......... T
29 William Young .. .. 1%
80 J. Alex. Silver........I
80 L. B. Currie.... ....
70 Cyrus Walter ........ .
80 Abraham Ernst. .....
52 Kenneth Silver........
80 Daniel Getson........C
80 Reuben Romkey......I
38 Charles Bell.. .. ....
56 Alvin Creaser.........
80 Alvin Himmelman....
80 Jno. M. Ritcey .......
80 Samuel Herman .. .
80 Jno. B. Young.. .....
80 J. Wm. Young........
51 J. D. Sperry........
34 James Bell, jun .......
57 Elias Richard,sen.,M.O
80 James Young ......... I
80 Henry Selig .......
44 L. B. Currie...... .
66 Eli Ernst.............
80 IsraelSpindler..
69 Jno. W. Haughn......
80 M. McGregor. .......
80 Henry Hitcey .......
80 Charles Hewitt......
80 Charles L. Silver......
80 S. Watson Oxner .....
80 Wm. Young ........
80 Jas. W. Geldert.
80 Martin Westhaver....
80 Abraham Ernest... .
80 do ......
64 Leander Corkum......
80 Samuel Ritcey...
80 Beni. Anderson ...
80 Beni. Knock......
80 Alex. Knickle . ..
12 Allan R. Morash.
80 David Smith.
80 S. Watson Oxner ..
80 S. E. Teel..........
65 Abrahanm Ernst ...
65 do ....
60 J. H. Dawson ....
80 Thos. A. Wilson ..
80 Lemuel Snmith...
64 Solomon Conrad...
71 Alvin Naugler...
80 Simon Parks ...
80 Reuben Ritcey ...
80 Jno. Shankie ....
38 .James Shankle....
55 Ednien Walters ...
80 Beni, Anderson. ,»
80 R. H. Griffith...
80) Joshua Heckman..
25 Allan R. Morash..

.7

Residence.

-17
a Have ....... 7

do . ... 14
unenburg ..... 13

Mahone Bay .... 7
iunenburg ..... 13

Vest Dublin.... 16
a Have........13
lahone Bay .... 14
Dayspring .... 10
Getson's Cove.. . 14
Lower La Have. 14
La Have ........ 8

do ...... il
do . ... 14
do ..... 12
do ...... 14
do 14
do . .... 17

Petite Rivière .. 8
)ublin Shore.. .
Getson's Point. 12
Lunenburg .... 14
Vogler's Cove... 17
WestDublin .... 10
Mahone Bay . 1.. 2
Middle South 14
La Have ........ 9

do ....... 16
do . ..... 16

Lunenburg .. 4.. .
do ... 14
do ..... 14
do ..... 14
do .... 14

Martin's Brook.. 12
Mahone Bay.... 18

do . 14
[La Have...13

do 14
Lunenburg..14

do 14
do .... 14
do 2
do .... 14
do 13

Vogl1r'a Cove ... 14
Mahone Bay .... 12

do .... 10
Br;dgewater .... 9

do .... 16
Lower La Have. 10
Upper La Have. 9J
La HIave. 14

dO 14
do 14
do 12
do 9

Lunenburg . 14

do . 14

do .... 14
do 12
do ... 5

4.

$ ets.
122 20
208 00
208 00
75 40

208 00
208 00
182 00
208 00
135 20
208 00
208 00

98 80
145 60
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
132 60

88 40
148 20
208 00
208 00
114 40
171 60
208 00
179 40
20800
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00
166 40
208 00
208 00
208 00
208 00

31 20
238 00
208 00
208 00
169 00
169 00
156 00
208 00
208 00
158 08
184 60
208 00
208 00
208 00

98 80
143 00
208 00
208 00
208 00

65 00



60 Vetoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

LUNENBURG COUNTY-Concluded.

Name of Vessel.

n

z

ce

92640
103416

92632
97100
94777

100153
100162
100840

97032
103426

83342
88603

100485
100831

90827
94966
92636
94641

100577
94779
94786
85562

100157
100483
100836
94774

100486
103171
100572
96834

100473
88349

100165
94962
94787

100471
90868
92623

100475
100476
100575
103423
94657

103417
97098
97099
94649

100821
94956
83164

,100826
94776
90597
85635
94967
94953
96829

100152
100842
100833

A. 1897

Minerva ...........
Minnie J. Smith ...
Monarch ........ .
Maggie M. W......
Maurice C. Geldert
M ilo . ............
M agic.............
Maritime........ .
Minnie Maud.. ...
Melbourne ........ ,
Nova Zembla......
Nokomis ....... .
Nightingale........
Nantasket.........
Nyanza...... ....
Nicanor.......
Nonpareil..........
Ovando.. ........
Oddfellow..........
0. P. Silver.. . . .
Ontario.......
Oresa..,.... • ...
Orinoco. ..... ....
Pum a..............
Panama............
Puritan......... .
Pandora .... ... .
Ruby..............
Rowena............
Robert F. Mason ..
Rapture..........
Senovar.. .........
Snow Queen.......
Stella E.........
Samoa..... .....
Secret....... .....
Sadie..............
Torridon ..........
Tartar........... .
Tokalon. .... ....
Tyler ..............
Three Cheers .. .
T. W. Langille ....
Uruguay ....... .
Urania ..........
Union ......... ..
Valenar ... .. ...
Venus .. .......
Venezuela.........
Valiant........
Vandala ...... .. ,
Volunteer.........
V ivian ............
Vanilla..... .....
White-Cloud. ...
W. D. Richard ....
Wisteria........
W erra............
W. H. Walters....
Yucatan..... .....

Port of
Registry.

Lunenburg .....
do
do .....
do ....
do ....
do .....
do .....
do ....

Liverpool.......
Lunenburg .....

do .....
do
do .....
do .....
do .....
do
do
do .
do .....
do
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do

Shelburne .....
Lunenburg .....

do .....
do
do .....
do
do
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do
do
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do ...
do
do .....
do
do .....
do
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do .....
do
do .....
do .....
do .....

Name of Owner 1 0
or Residence. r.

Managing Owner. .

Alex. Strum. ....... Lunenburg. 12 208 00
Wm. C. Smith.........do 16 2800
J. H. Wilson.......... do 15 20800

do .... . ... 20800
Jno. B. Young.........do 14 208 00
J. Wm. Young.........do 14 208 00
J. D. Sperry........Petite Rivière 8 117 00
Albert McKean...... Pleasantville.. *10 12 85
Jno. S. Wolf..........West Dublin *16 1146 46
Eber Gerhardt....... Hae 13 158 60
Joseph Hamm. Mahone Bay 13 205 40
C. U. Mader.......... do .... 14 2ô8 00
W. D. Haughn. ...... Have. 10 119 60
Robert Parks.........do........'14 208 00
Elias Walter........Lunenbu 14 208 00
Davis Westhaver.. Martin's Br 12 205 40
John Zinck...........Lunenburg. 14 208 00
Jeffrey Publicover .... La Have. *11 199 34
Thomas Hamm.......Lunenburg 12 150 80
Obed Silver........... do 14 208 00
Benj. C. Smith.. do 13 208 00
W . Weinacht....... do ... 4 3380
Win. Westhaver do... . 16 145 60
Arthur Pentz.......La Have . 13 10 80
Henry Adas . Lunenburg . 14 208 00
Theophilus Creaser.... Ritcey's Cove ... 14 208 00
Benj. Lohnes.......South ......... 12 137 80
Leaider Oxer. Lewer La Have. 1 *10 141 47
Wm. Schmeiser. La Have . .. 1 132 60
Martin Mason. Lunenburg.... 14 208 00
Alvin Moser ......... South ....... .. 12 148 20
Nathan Hiltz.......Martins Point.. 12 208 00
Leander Meisner... . do 12 174 20
Reuben Ritcey. La Have ..... 14 208 00
James W. Gedert .... Lunenburg . .... 14 208 00
Jno. B. Young ........ do .. 14 208 00
Thomas Backman. Rosebay ...... *14 205 40
M. MoGregor. La Have .... 14 207 00
W. N. Reinhardt . do ......... 13 158 60
James Richard........ do .. . .... 9 122 92
W. A. Zwicker. Lunenburg. 10 140 40
Jacob W. Sarty.......Pleasantvlle.. 1*15 195 78
Francis Conra ........ Middle Sonth... 13 184 60
Jno. M. Ritcey.... LaHave.......14 208 00
David Heisler.. Lunenburg. 14 208 00
Wm. Shmeltzer. do 12 202 80
Nathan Hiltz.......Martin's Poi 12 208 00
Jacob Hiltz..... MahoneBay 1 12 197 60
Isaac Corkum......... LaHave . I . 12 208 00
Anthony Htkman ... do........ 12 208 00
Albert McKean. .. .- Pleasantville. 10 187 20
M. MeGregor.......LaHave......14 208 00
Arthur H. Zwicker.... Lunenburg.. 14 208 00
James Ronkey. Lalave.......12 208 00
C. U. Mader.........Mahone Bay 14 208 00
W. N. Reinhardt.. etson's Cove. *15 201 50
Freeman Anderson.... Lunenburg... 14 208 00
David Smithe..........do 14 208 00
Thomas m alter ....... do 14 208 00
J. Joseph Rudolph ... do 14 208 00



Marine and Fisherie-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishrng Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

QUEEN'S COUNTY.

Name of Vessel. Port of
Registry.Z

90844
85564
85478

103191
103197
75762
83310
61916

103194
90832

103193
103199

83495
97041

Name of Owner
or

Managing'Owner.

Lysander B. Cohoon..
A. W. Hendry........
James C. Inness ......
Alexander Shankle....
A. W. Hendry........
Wm. H. Peterson.....
Edwin Morine..... ..
Wm. A. Conrad ... ..
Winot Arnold ........
Lysander B. Cohoon ..
Albert Wagner .......
Wm. Wigglesworth ...
James C. Inness ....

IWm. P. Godfrey ....

Residence.

Port Medway... 7
Liverpool. .... 1.1

do ...... 14
Port Matoon.... 3
Liverpool. .. *13

do ...... * 1
Port Medway. . 14
Liverpool..... * 5
Port Matoon.... * 2
Port Medway... 11
Port Matoon. . 3
Liverpool. .. 3

do . 9
Brooklyn ..... 10

RICHMOND COUNTY.

69143
88456
'7544
36474
66681
35996
38301
54156
75561
88459
74100
72061

Arequippa .... ....
Alice May .......
Alpha....... .....
Alexander Fraser..
B. K. Kelly.... ...
Blue Bell .... ...
B. Weir & Co.... .
British Lady ......
Boreas .........
Caroline. .........
Candid.........
C. P. M........

03452 Charlotte.... ... ,

72058 Daisy .. .........
72052 Dayspring.........
77822 Eliza Smith.......
75569 Empress ..........
53811 Electrie Flash.....
38477 Elizabeth..... ....
83033 Emma Proctor.....
83395 Elerie ....... .....
74116 Fama ..... ......
88462 Fannie S.... . ..
38481. G. H. B ... . ...
88599 Guide........
38408 Hector . . .....90734 Helen M. Crosby...
88468 Irene ...........
96761 Ida C. Spoffard ...
88454 Jubilee.... .... .
85560 Jacques ..........
38486 Julia.............
80972 John Vincin .. ...
83135 J. B. M............
8k467 Katie..............
80994 L'Esperance .......
72070 Lennox......... .
37551 Leadine Star......
88455 Laura Victoria. . . . .
75875 Lida and Lizzie....
72071 Lumen Diei .......
74054 Laura E. Douglas..

Arichat ... ...
do ........
do .......

Lunenburg .... .
Halifax.........
Arichat ........

do ........
Port Hawk'sbury
Lunenburg .....
Arichat ........

do ........
do ........
do ... ....

Arichat.........
do .........
do ....... .

Lunenburg. ...
Halifax........
Arichat.........
PortHawk'sbury
Halifax.........

do .........
Arichat.........

do ........
Halifax.........
Arichat. .......
PortHfawk'sbury
Arichat.........
PortHawk'sbury
Arichat.........
Yarmouth......
Arichat........
S dney. ......
Halifax.........
Arichat.........
Guysborough ...
Arichat.... ....
Halifax........Arichat........

do . .......
do . .......

Barrington . . . . .

Philip Gruchy ...... D'Escousse . 7
Wm. LeVesconte .. o.. 10

o ..... do il
Anselne Samson ... do 10
Robt. Joyce .......... do ... *5
Marin.Beausejour .... Martinique. 9
Celestin Cordeau .... River Bourgeois. * 
Albert Joyce.. ... ... Riv. Inhabitants 2
John Colford ........ Port Richmond. 5
,Jno. B. Girroir. West Arichat... 3
Desiré Burke........River Bourgeois. 7
Alexander Burke ..... do . 6
David Walker .... Basin River In-

habitants..... 6
Placide Richard...Arichat......... 3
Chas. Leblanc......West Arichat ... 1:4
Alexander Poirier. L'w'rD'Escoussei 12
Celestin Poirier. .do . . 10
Dominiue FougMre oulaond . .3.
Placide urke. River Bourgeois. 7
Edward Proctor. Riv'rInhabitants 7
Lewis Murray. Port Richmond. 3
XVxn. LeVesconte..D'Escousse..il
Daniel Sampson. River Bourgeois. 6
Placide Forgeron. West Arichat... 4
Edward Poirier.....L'w'r D'Escousse
George Walker..... . Basin..........5
lD:d Cruickshanks.... Port Richmon.: 16DadM. Gruchy. Petit de Gra
Robert Murray.. Port Richmond. 7
D. Gruchy..........D'Escousse. 10
Frderie Poirier.. ..... do .... *13
louis Burke ......... River Bourgeois. * 5
Peter Burke ..... do .. * 5
Samuel P. Burke. St. Peter's .. * 4

David Poirier.......L'w'rD'Esousse 3
.Joseph Petitpas .... Arichat........3

D. Gruchy.........D'Eoou&se. 12
Réeri & Maxime Joyce do *11
Joh Manger.........Cape LaRonde 10
Wm. LeVesconte.....D'Escousse. 14
Urbain Sarpson - . Rîher Bourgeois. 6
Jn@eph SteoleA......ort Richmond. 6
29

'Armada ..... .... Guysborough.
Bessie Wïlliams. Barrington
Glenora ......... Liverpool.
Jennie B ........... do
Marcella..... ..... do .
May Queen ......... do
Myosotis ....... Port Medway ...
Only Son. Liverpool
Oressa............ do
Ronald H. C.. Port Medway ...
Startle .......... Liverpool.
Trilby ..... .. .. do
Utopia . ... do
W.H.L Smith..... do ......

8 cts.

200 20
197 60
29 58

179 14
26 52

208 00
38 14
21 67

143 00
28 60
31 20

189 10
111 80

93 60
101 40
109 20

83 20
83 42
65 00
60 94
49 40

106 60
31 20
57 20
57 20

189 80
88 40

135 20
114 40
117 50
137 80

46 80
106 60

75 40
114 40

67 60
93 60
98 80
91 00

166 40
31 20

140 40
88 40

140 76
47 67
40 52
43 34
28 60
26 00

119 60
93 60

101 40
145 60
52 00

101 40

1



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

DETAILED S'ATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

RICHMOND COUNTY-Concluded.

Namie of Vessel. Port of
Registry.

z

38516
88464
88463
38417
69969
38522
72063
88431
92066
83100

100240
74365
72148
54139
61630
74332
72067
38462
73119
88439
75763
64033
88452
37612
85645
51781
88465
92599
38480
61990
71034
57662
38523
94666
90723

SHELBURNE COUNTY.

Annina ... . . .. Yarmouth ....
Ainanda .. .. .... Barrington.....
A. C. Greenwood... Shelburne ....
Ardella.. .... .... do ......
Alina..............do
Altona ............ do
Alfred....... .. . do ......
Blanche .... ...... Barrington .....
Bertha .. .. .. .... .Yarmouth ...
Blanche M. Thor-

burn ............ Shelburne ......
Bella H. MeKinnon do
Coronilla.......... do
Cepola.... ......... do
Charlie Richardson. do
Dawn..... Barrington.
David James . do
Delta.........Sheiburne.
Dessie........ .. Liverpool.
Dwina..........Sheburne.
Dove..do ......
Edwina.........Yarmouth .....

James Clx...........
Isaac Nickerson ......
Hugh M. Perry ......
Lyle Martin.... ..
Churchill Locke.....
Clifford Locke........
Jno. A. McGowan.. .
Jno. T. Duncan .......
Edwin Williams ....

South Side......
do ......

Black Point.....
East Jordan ....
Lockeport

do
Shelburne.
Clarke's Harbour
Green Harbour .

Wn. H. Thorburn.... .Jordan Bay. *16
Clifford Locke ....... Lockeport 9
Wm. H. Kenny .. .... Clarke'sHarour 9
Wm. A. McDonald ... Lockeport. 8
J. B. Harding ........ Rockland.. 8
Angus N. Smith .... Brrinton. *12
.. Duncan.........larke s Harbour 9
Leander McKenzie.... East Jordan.... * 3
E. A. Capstick.. Lockeport 4
Churchill Locke. . do 14
Arthur Hood ........ Sheiburne 16
Leonard Penny .... .. Side...... * 3

J .

A. 1897

Lady of the Lake..
Mary E......
M aria .............
Messenger.........
Morning Light ....
M ary......... ....
May Flower......
Mayffower.........
Mary L.......
Morning Star......
Merrimac..........
Nova Stella ...
Neptune........
Ocean Belle .. ....
Olive .1............
Proditor ..........
Philomene D.....
Partners . ... .....
Royal........
Ripple.........
Ripple ..........
Ripple ..... ......
ýR. Ferguson.......
Sea Slipper........
Sissie Bell .........
S. E. Cove .... ....
Stella ...........
Thistle ............
Two Brothers......
Union.............
Vanguard .........
Village Bride......
Victoria........
Winged Arrow ...
Winnie L..........

90655
90426
94632

100612
100620
100617
13178
100813
97028
88551

100604
94942
61586
96970

100605
100819

90855
83492
75624

100613
97023

26 22
98 80

S39 00
26 00

202 53
72*80

193 84
62 40
22 75

196 46
91 00
59 80

208 00
67 60

122 50
70 20
44 90
28 60

135 20
208 00

25 Ô3

. Naine of Owner
or Residence.

Managing Owner.
M

26 Peter Landry......St. Peter's.
10 Chas. Wolfe........Arichat.
15 Andrew Boudrot. Petit de Grat...
30 Oleojhas Boudrot. Poulamond..
39 David Walker. Basin.
23 Isaie Boudrot.......River Bourgeois.
12 John Burke.......... do
21 Docité Fougère do
19 Simon Goyetche do
13 lAlbert Boudrot. Riv'rlnhabitants
58 Albert Marteli. D'Escousse.
53 Léon U. Poirier. L'w'r D'Escousse
26 Henry Sampson. River Bourgeois.
20 Isidore Fougère. Poulamond.
57 Jno. Malcolm. Port Malcom...
54 Désiré Poirier. L'w'r D'Escousse
22 James Walker. Basin........
26 Thotuas Sampson. River Bourgeois.
12 Isaac Dugas........IWest Arichat...
20 Isidore Boudrot. Petit de Grat...

1 17 David XcDonald. Basin........
.34 Geo. Cruickshanks .... ! Port Richmond..
24 Maurice Burke. St. Peter's
41 Chas. Manger . 'Cape La R'nde.

,40 Firmin Fougère. Poulamond.
54 Rémi Fougère do
46 A. J. Boyd.........River Bourgeois.
il L. Manbourquette .... L'Ardoise ...
32 Simon Landry. River Bourgeois.
20 Arthur Leblanc. Arichat.
47 Dom. Boudrot. Petit de Grat...
24 Peter Malcolm.. Port Malcom...
24 Henry Burke.......St. Peter's.
56 Paul Leblanc........Poulamond.
31 John Graham.......Port Malco. ....

3
3

10
4
7
6
7

*5
*2
15
15
8
8
9

15
5
8
2
4
2
5
7

il
*10
15
12

*2
9
3'

*6
5

*6
14
8

$ cts.
67 60
26 00
39 00
78 00

101 40
59 80
31 20
54 60
45 29
28 17

150 80
137 80
67 60
52 00

148 20
140 40

57 20
67 60
31 20
52 00
44 20
88 40
62 40

106 60
99 28

140 40
119 60

23 84
83 20
52 00

106 94
62 40
57 95

145 60
80 60

Arichat.
do .........
do ..... ...
do .....

PortHawk'sbury
Arichat.........

do ........
Halifax.........
Arichat.........

do .........
Halifax... .....
Arichat.......

do .........
Halifax.........

do . .......
do

Arichat.........
do .........

Halifax.........
do .........

Arichat .......
Port Hawk'sbury
Arichat. .......
Lunenburg .....
Halifax.........

do .........
Arichat .... ....
Sydney .... ....
Arichat. .......
Halifax.........

do.......
do ......

Arichat ........
Halifax.........

do .........



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Nova Scotia -Con.

SHELBURNE COUNTY-Continùed.

Name of Vessel.z

90712
96976
85731
90645
85476

100818
103065
80831

100815
90647

80799
97057

100607
103174
@90440
54132
88554'
94941
77957
73967

100817
80624

100320
90438
90429

100606
100816

88402

100614
103175
103182
100619
103173

83493
103177

92568
83434

103184
72977
90439
96977

100820
100319

92320
90648
85390
90433

100325
100616
85483

100814
90893

103179
96961
90895

100811
100608
100812
90430
85541

100611

ayflower ........ Shelburne ...
M yrtle .... ........ -do ... ...

M eta.............. do
Mary E. Harlow... do .
Mabel.............. do .
Mary C ..... . .... . Liverpool .
Mayflower ........ Shelburne ...... .
Mary Kate........ Halifax ........
Mary May........ Barrington .....
Mayflower........ Shelburne .....
Nellie H. Ham .... Digby........
Oscar F ..... ... . Barrington .....
Oriole.............. Shelburne ......
Ranger............ Barrington .....
Rob Roy ... ...... Yarmouth......
Rialto............ Shelburne ......
Stranger........... Barrington .....
Susan C .......... do
Ste. Anne.......... do
Starlight ......... .Yarmouth.
Sea SE pper . S.... burne.
Sarah H. Seeton ... do
Three Sisters ..... Barrington.
Thomas H.........Yarmouth.
Trilby ............ eburne .
Tivoli ............. do
Union St. Pierre... Yar outh.
Vesta Pearl ....... Barrington.
Vesper..........Sheburne.
Wyvern............Barrington.
Will Carleton.. .. do
Willie M ........ Yarmouth.
Water Sprite. Shelburne ......

Ella May.......
Edith... ......
Eiva L. H.
F1'y.............

Geneva1Ethel.:.. ..
Garnet ............
Glide .............
Happy Home ....
Hattie Emeline....

Hattie J ...........
Horace B..........
Icelda........ ....
Iona ..............
Jennie Frederica ...
John Franklin .....
Jersey Lily........
John Purney ......
Kedron .............
K atie..............
Little Dorritt ......
Lima..........
Lena.... ......
Lark ..............
Lettie May.
Myra Louise.......
Mattie G. Morrissey
Mizpah ...........

Port of
Registry.

Halifax........ 19
Shelburne ..... 40

do ...... 62
Yarmouth...... 15
Shelburne .. .. 11
Barrington ..... 29
Yarmouth ...... 27
Lunenburg ..... 16
Barrington ..... 10
Yarmouth.. ... 11

Digby ......... 16
Liverpool ...... 14
Shelburne .. . 19

do .... 15
Barrington ..... 40
Halifax ........ 18
Shelburne ... 80

do 80
Annapoli........ 22
Liverpool ... 14
Barrington ..... 64
Yarmouth.. 12
Barrington ... 13

do . 13
do ..... 10
do ..... 17
do 24

Digby ......... 53

Nanie of Owner
or Residence. C)

Managing Owner.

Leander McKenzie . .. East Jordan .... * 3
Enos Churchill ....... Lockeport .... « 8
Albert E. Thorbourn.. Sandy Point.... 13
Dhas. M. Wickens .... Shag Harbour.. 4
Wilson Sperry ....... Green Harbour.. 4
Chas. E. Kenny....... Clarke's Harbour * 8
Edmund K. Snow .... Port La Tour... 6
Wm. McMillan ....... Lockeport .... 6
Harvey Slate.......... Cape Negro..... 4
Charles Reynolds.. Upper Port La

Tour.......... * 3
Isaac Nickerson.. Shag Harbour . . 6
Geo. Hiltz..........Lockeport. 5
Benjamin Hardy......Allandae . 5
Wn. L. Ringer.......Lockeport. 5
Peter Kenny..........Clarke'sHarbour 9
F. A. Lockhart ....... Hantport. *6
Enos Churchill.. . Lockeport. *16
Geo. H. King.........Sandy Point 20
Churchill Locke .... Lockeport. *7

do Ho .. *
Angus N. Smith .... Barington ... *9
WAn. Halliday. Bear Point .. *3
Lovitt Nickerson ... Clarke'sHarbour 7
Samuel Atwood ... Oak Park ... 5
David Nickerson. South Side... *1
Robt. Lowe, sr. Clarke'sHarbour *7
D. MorrHsseya......... dor . .
E. Gaskill..........North Head, Gd.

Manan, N.B *9
Uriah Williams...Green Harbour 4
Stephen Deker. Litte Harbour.. 4
Clifford Locke. Lockeport . .. 5

do ..... do ...... 20
Jno. Matthews ..... Rockland ...... 7
Wm. McMillan ....... L B keport ..... 20
Alfred Swim.......... do .... 4
W. B. Lawrence..S.h.e.. Clbure... *4
Joseph Crow........ Sandy Point *6
Nathaniel Vernon .... do ... *2
Charles Anderson ..... Clarke'sHarbour *3
H.nry D. Cook....... Side .. 6
Clifford Locke ....... Lockeport..rth 9
Thos. K. Nikerson... Doctor's Cove .. *
Freema Lowe ....... Clarke'sHarbour 7
A. E. ThorburSandy Point.... *8
James C. McGevy.... Centreville. 9
P. P. Smith...........do *4
J E. Brown ........ Clarke'sHarbour *3
Stephen M. Goodwin.. do .. 3
ames V. Eslow. Green Harbour.. 4

Clifford Locke. Lockeport ... 20
Geo. Crowell . .. Bear Point ..... 2
Fred. Nikerson.ClarkesHarbo *7
Wm. MMillan. Lockeport.... 9
Wm. J. Doane. Red ead.... 7
Cyrus Nikerson. . Carke'sHarbo r *6

N.B. Smith, jr..... do . . *8
Churchill Locke. ... Lockeport... 5
James E. Swion. ..... Clarke'sHarbour 9
Joseph A. Smith . Port La Tour... 16
Loran A. Kenney. . b. . . ag Harbour. * 6
Elijah Nickerson ...... Wood's Harbour *

31

8 cts.
39 52
9823

161 20
39 00
28 60
71 22
70 20
41 60
26 00

21 46
36 40
36 40
49 40
39 00

104 00
43 46

196 46
208 00

53 63
33 37

136 70
2340
33 80
33 80
17 34
41 44
62 40

120 58
28 60
26 00
46 80

208 00
54 60

208 00
31 20
28 18
48 29
42 26
48 29
46 80

111 80
25 03
31 20

112 96
39 00
45 50
22 80
26 00
28 60.

208 00
19 50
30 06
8060
62 40
45 50
93 60
33 80
6500

208 00
57 95
65 00



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to VesselS, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

SHELBURNE COUNTY-Concluded.

Naine of Owner
Name of Vessel. Rt or Residence.

R Managing Owner. .

77744 lWhip-poor-will .... Shelburne ...... 17 Jno. Littlewood. Black Point..... 5 44 20
103183 Wren.............. do ... 18 Win. McCarthy. Shelburne ...... * 6 43 46

75722 Yuba........... Yarmouth ...... 15 Chas. E. Crowell...... Port La Tour... 3 39 00

VICTORIA COUNTY.

100388 Hattie .......... Sydney........ 27 Jno. Fitzgerald....... Cape North.....* 5 54 60

YARMOUTH COUNTY.

Aurore ........
Civilian .........
Circassian........
Defender..........
Diploma .... ....
Dora .............
Eddie C..........
Eva..........
Ethel.............
Flora........ .
Florence..........
G. P. Taylor.,....
Georgina...
IHattie. ....... ..
Hazel Glen .......
Hazel Dell........
James Farnhan ..
Jessie May.......
Jonathati .........
IKingfisher........
Lydia Rider ......
Lady Bourque....
Louise........
:L'Etoile..........
Little Joe ........
La Rose....... ..
Mary O'Dell. . ..
Maggie Jane. ....
May Flower.... .
Maitland .........
Morning Star ...
N. A. Laura ......
N. A. Louis. .....
Nellie.......
Onyx...... ....
Primrose .... ....

Souvenir..... ....
Senora............
Sea Foam ........
Sun Rise.... ...
Sandford ..... .
S. C. Hood.......
Uncle Sam .......
W apiti ...... ....
William C. Allan.
W rasse....... ...
Will-o'-the-wisp...

Yarmouth ......
do .....
do ......
do ... ..
do ...
Ido ...

do ......
do ......
do
do ......
do
do ......
do
do .. ..
do ......
do ......
do ......
do
do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......

. do
do
do......

. do ......
do

. do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......

. do ......

. do
do ......
do ......

. do .....

do ......
do .....
do ......
do .....
do . . .
do ......
do ......
do .....
do
do
do

Leon D'Eon ..........
Chs. D'Entreuont ....
A. P. Stoneman. ...
Ambrose D'Entremont
Nicholas D'Entremont
A. R. Stoneman ......
J. F. Harding ........
Gabriel Bourque. . .
J. H. Porter & Co ....
Davil D'Entremont...
Joshua Boudreau .....
W. A. Killam ........
Henry Lewis. ........
Robt. Ellenwood, M.O.
Arthur D'Entreinont. .
Edward F. Parker....
Wm. A. Killam.......
Angus Daley .........
Zacharie D'Eon ......
A. F. Stoneman ......
Ls. P. D'Entremont...
Uriel Bourque .. ....
J. H. Porter & Co..

do
Edward F. Parker....
Eli Bourque..........
David Smith ..........
Wm. Robbins.........
James Blades ........
Frank Harris., .......
J. B. Lewis.........
Thadée D'Entremont..
Chas. D'Eou.. .......
J. H. Porter & Co .
Edward F. Parker....
H. P. D'Entremont. . ..

S. D. D'Entremont...
M. A. Surette .. .....
J. H. Porter & Co ....
J. E. Crosby..........
W. A. Killam ........
Timothy Powell......
James Amiro ..... ..
A. P. Stoneman.......
James E. Morris .....
A. P. Stoneman.......

do

West Pubnico.. 18
do .. 19

Yarmouth ...... *22
West Pubnico .. * 5

do .. 19
Yarmouth...... *19
Lower Argyle... 3
Sluice Point .. * 3
Tusket Wedge.. 19
West Pubnico.. 20
Tusket Wedge.. 5
Yarm.outh...... * 4

do ...... *21
do . .. . *5

West Pubnico .. *20
Yarmuth..... 16

do. ...... 4
Pubnico Head.. * 5
West Pubnico.. 19
Yarmouth...... *12
West Pubnico .. 19
Sluice Point.... 4
Tusket Wedge.. 19

do .. 14
Yarmouth .... * 6
Eel Brook..... * 4
Kelly's Cove.... 3
Port Maitland.. * 3
East Pubnico... 5
Sandford .... .. il
Yarmouth ...... 9
West Pubnico.. 19

do .. 20
Tusket Wedge.. 19
Yarmouth .... 16
Lower East Pub-

nico........*10
West Pubnico.. 20

do .. 23
Tusket Wedge. . *19
Yarmouth. * 2

do . .. *4
do .... 3

West Pubnico.. 24
Yarmouth. ... 18

do . 2
do ...... *18
do ...... *19

A. 1897

94980
94977
85536

103063
66679
90871

103053
97036
85551
90654
94972
85503
90885

100327
85554
80643
97026
88587
80641
88581
51972

103059
80614
90887
88261

100329
88583
85539

103057
74339
74322
90659
88596
90892
85553
90873

100313
100323
75724
96962
88589

100312
88597
90896
88260
90897
90882

208 00
208,00
195 52
44 58

208 00
159 71
28 60
22 75

208 00
166 40
28 60
16 90

203 28
23 84

198 56
208 00
60 46
33 37

179 40
104 25
148 20
28 60

208 00
124 80
43 46
30 42
36 40
27 30
31 20

117 00
65 00

153 40
166 40
153 40
208 00

84 39
184 60
208 00
190 13
31 20
40 87
31 20

20800
208 00

21 46
141 77
129 29



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.--Continued.

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

CHARLOTTE COUNTY.

Naie of Vessel.

94727 Aurelia ... ......
74326 Dreadnaught....

103118 Della F. Tarr
80803 Exenia...........
83202 Enchantrpss.
92516 Emma..........
80882 Ella Mabel........
92505 Edith R...., ...
94834 Flora Wooster....
88276 Falcon ...........
92511 Fleetwing..........
97146 Free Trade ... ..
94835 Georgie Linwood ..
97150 Gleaner ........
92508 Grey Eagle........
59379 Gazette ........ .
80650 Happy Home......
94839 Harry...... ....
83463 Havelock..........
92507 Kinetics.... .....
88273 Lillian E...... ..
59395 Little Minnie .....
75598 Lizzie Jane... ..
77766 Laconie .... ......
88407 Linnet ...........
83426 Louisa.............
59342 Lizzie McGee .....
77965 Lydia B.... . .

103117 Margaret..........
85442 Mystery..... ...
92514 Maggie Jane.
88277 Maggie Jane,.
92509 Mary Jane .... ..
97143 Ocean Gem........
92518 Peril ..........
75547 River Rose........
88272 Simeon H. Bell....
88414 Trumpet .... .....
97145 Thistle......... ...
59387 Telephone..... ...
88282 Veritas...........

103111 Volunteer ........
94832 Venus. ... ......
77969 Wave Queen.
92512 Water Witch.....

Port of
Registry.

St. John.. ....
Yarmouth, N.S.
St. Andrew's ...
Windsor, N.S...
St. Andrew's ...

do ...
de ...
do
do
do ...
do
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...

Yarmouth, N.S.
St. Andrew's ...

do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...

Digby, N.S ....
Shelburne, N.S..
Digby, N.S.....
St. John........
St. Andrew's..

do ...
do
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...
do ...

Barrington, N.S.
St. Andrew's ...
St. John.. .....
St. Andrew's ...

do ...
do
do
do ...
do ...
do

GLOUCESTER COUNTY.

Anna Helen. .. ...
Annie M..... ...
Albatross..,.......
Arabi...........
Alberta...... ... .
Angeline ... ... . .
Argentina..... ....
Anglesca.........

Chatham.....
do ........
do ........
do .......
do ........
do
do ........
do ........

Colin C. Turner.......
W. S. Loggie..... ....
Thomas Ahier. ......
Phil'p Rive...........

Octave Gionet ........
Vital Lanteigne.......
HyacintheLeBoutillier

Tracadie........
Chatham.. ...
Shippegan .....
Caraquet.......

do ......
do
do ......
do

lla-3

103275
100960
103081
100987
100990
96739

103085
103071

31 20
2860
3380
31 20
28 60
36 40
31 20
31 20

Naine of Owner
or Residence. C

Managing Owner.

James Scovil..... .... Grand Manan ..
Alfred Stanley. Flagg's Cove 
C. H. Greenwood. Wilson's B.a.h..
Wm. F. Parker. Beaver Harbour
Peter Dixon..... Flagg's Cove....
Robt. Ellis... . . Maces Ba
Walter Calder, jr...W...elepo
Richardson & Conley.. West sies.
Andrew McGee ...... Back Ba
James Lawson........Flagg's ve....
Alden McFarlane ..... d ....
Geo. Scott .... ...... do ....
Wm. Hawkins.. Beaver Harbour
Andrew McGee . . .Fla 'sove....
N. Mitchell, jr........Wec .
Wm. Watt...... .... Flagg's Cove...
John A. Doon . BIak 's Harbour
Wm. J. Tucker. Flagg's Cove....
Wm. James ........ Wilbon's Beach.
Andrew McGee. Back Bay.

do .... do . ..
do do ... .

Charles Green. Fair Havc .
Jno. Dixon.........Flagg's Cove..
Jaes Scovil .......... do ....
WxW. Shaw et a . Lepreaux .
Andrew McGee .. Back Bay . ....
J. M. & W. Calder, jr. fWelchpool..
Milton Eldridge et al. 1 Beaver Harbour*
C. Dixon & Jno. Moses Flagg's Cove ...
John Thomas...........do ....
Thomas Bright. .Seely's Cove.... *
A. & W. Calder. Welchpool.
Lewis FranklandC.oWhite.d.Islan *
G.Dixon &M. Eldridge Bl3eaver Harbour
John Wills ... ....... WhiteHead.... *
Moses & Chas. L)ixon.. Flagg's Cove....
Geo. U. Wright...Beaver Harbour
Frank Ingersoli..Flagg's C.......
-laines Brown et al. . Wilson's Beach.
Sion Leonard..... Leonardville. ... *
A. W. Ingersol ....... Woodw'rd'sCove
Sinon Brown........ Wilson's Beach .
H. W. Foster........ Grand Harbour.
R. S Main ........... Woodw'rd'sCove *

$ ets.
4 47 68
3 49 40
6 82 09
3 4680
3 2600
5 57 20
3 36 40
7 122 20
4 57 20
3 31 20
2 23 84
* 1300
4 58 50
2 33 80
3 33 80
8 109 98
2 27 30
3 36 40
5 85 80
1 19 50
3 33 80
2 27 3)
3 46 80
3 39 00
3 39 00
4 37 44
3 27 31
3 46 80
9 121 03
3 36 40
4 26 00
1 31 20
3 33 80
2 32 50
3 46 80
4 30 42
3 36 40
3 52 00
* 15 60
3 49 40
1 17 34
3 33 80
7 109 20
4 28 60
3 2503



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c., New Brunswick-
Continued.

GLOUCESTER COUNTY--Continued.

z

100984
100309
92419
72099
80716

103279
97194
96725

103072
100975
100783
100909
10070
100299
100983
61431
72079

101000
103083
1009s8
100774
100789
100784
103271
100971
100916

96730
103076
100999
100913
100915
100917

92412
100998
100911
103090
100772
100905
100293
100786
100787
96723
96737
61405

100977
96736

103001
100913
100782
85699

103077
61445

100298
92418

100993
100964
100989
100992
100790
103086
100910
100954

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.
Name of Vessel. Port of ®

Registry.

Alice........ .. Chatham. il
Adeline Gladys .... do........12
Anna............. do.........12
Adeline. .... .. .. do........12
Annie............New Carlile, Q. 10
Alice Maud. Chatham . 10
Alika............ do ........ 12
Bessie T...........do ,.......10
Ben Hurr........ Cdoh ........ il
BigBear...........do.........10
Belle ...... . .... .do.........i
Bluenose .... ..... .do.........Il
Brittannic......... do.........12
Blanchard..........do.........12
Bee, .............. do.........Il
Bee .... .......... do il
Betsy .. . ......... do........13
Condor... ......... do........10
Corsair............ do.........10
Cesar..... ........ do........10
Calliope........... do.........12
Chazalie........... do.........il
Charlotte... ...... do.........13
Celia... . .... do........il
Cyprien...... .... do.........10
Cygnet............ do.........12
Christina ...... .. do.........il
Dipper... ......... do.........il
Dove.......... ... do.........i
DaffodiL.. ......... do..... 10
Dawn..... ......... do.........12
Dora.............do.........il
Dollie Dutton..... o........13
Eagle.... ......... do.........10
Emperor.... . .. .. d.........10
Etna.......... . do.........
Estelle............ do.........13
Evangeline........ do.........10
Eliza......... .... do.........15
Empress..... ... do.........12
Ethel.. ........... do........Il
Emma.......... . do.........15
Elmina.............do il
Fly............... do.........Il
Fly............... do.........12
Fly .. .......... do.........14
Falcon............do.........10
Foam........ ..... do........10
Flying Foam.... . do ........ 12
Four Sisters.. ... do......10
Faine............. do........1
Flavie..... ....... do.........13
Fisher............. do.........12
Grip....... ....... do.........12
Gar eld ...... ..... do.........10
Gladstone .......... do.........10
Gladiator.......... do.........i
Great Mogul....... do.........Il
Guiding Star. .... do........

do ........ 2

Gipsy...... .do .........
Gleaner...do........
Gazelle............do ....... 10

Residence.

Chas. DeGruchy.....
Richard Young.
Docite Chiasson...
Auguste Poulin.
Robert Rivers.... ....
Peter Fiott...... ..
Lange Poulin, sr......
Colin C. Turner.......
John Young .........
Robert Young & Son.

do ....
Joseph Sewell.... ....
Colson Hubbard ......
Peter Fiott..... ....
Chas. DeGruchy.
Paul Noel........
Sebastien Noel.......
Thonas Ahier........

do ........
Philip Rive..........

do
Robt. Young & Son ...

do ....
Dominique Gallien ....
Eli Sivret ............
Geo. Romeril........,
Chas. DeGruchy......
W. S. Loggie . · · · ·
Thos. Ahier......... .

do ....... ..
Geo. Romeril .........

do
Richard Young.
Thos. Ahier. ...

do
Philip Rive...........

do ..........
do ..... ..

Robert Young & Son..
do
do

Ludger Duguay..
Jacques Noël, sen.
Alex. McLughlin....
Charles DeGruchy ....
Richard Young. ....
Thomas Ahier ........

do ........
R. Youn g & Son....
Marcel Caron ........
W. S. Loggie & Co. .
Theophile Duguay ....
Elie Chiasson ........
James Davidson
Philip Rive ...... ...

do . .........
do . .... ...
do ..... ....

R. Young & Son......
J. R. Chiasson...... .
Luc Lanteige.......
Colson Hubbard ......
34

A. 1897

Percé. ..........
Little Lanèque.
Lamèque........

do
Miscou Lighth'e.
Caraquet........
Lame'ue.
Tracadlie .. . ....

do ........
Caraquet........

do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........

Percé ...........
Lameque. ......
Little Lamèque.
Shippegan......

do ......
Caraquet........

do ........
do-
do ........
do ........
do ........

Paspebiac ... ..
Percé...........
Chatham . .
Shippean...

Paspebiac.
do

Little Lanèque.
Shipegan......

Caraquet... ....
do ......
do .......
do
do .......
do ... , ..

Ship anIsland
Lamqe..

Percé. . .....
Little Lamèque.
Shippgan....

Caraquet.. .. .
do ........

Ship ean......
Lam ue...
Litte Lamque.
Tracadie........
Caraquet........

do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ....... ,
do ........
do ........

.

3
3
3
*3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
12

3

3
4
4.
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
4.

* 2
3
3

* 2
3
3
3
4

S cts.

28 60
21 20
31 20
31 20
22 75
26 00
31 20
26 00
28 60
26 00
28 60
28 60
31 20
31 20
28 60
28 60
33 80
26 00
2600
2600
31 20
28 60
33 80
28 60
26 00
31 20
28 60
28 60
28 60
2600
31 20
28 60
33 80
26 00.
2600
28 60
33 80
26 00
39 0
31 20
28 60
39 00
28 60
28 60
31 20
36 40
2600
26 00
31 20
2600
26 00
33 80
31 20
26 00
26 00
26 00
2860
23 84
2860
5200
33 80
2600



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c. -New Brunswick-
Continued.

GLOUCESTER COUNTY-Continued.

100919
100778
106968

96733
103282
100994
100906
61425

100956
100903
100997
96724

100958
100965
100969
103289
103281
100981
103288
103283
103075
103003
103089
100902
100972
130951
100980
103280
92413
88669
92420

100781
100957
100785
103088
85692

103084
100295
100955
100779
100300

61447
72100

100292
103278
100991
100970
103284
103005
103004
96732
72076
96740

103080
100996
100776
100904
100297
100967
103272
103074
103078

Name of Vessel.

Gazelle............
Gambetta..........
Gem ..............
Gem ..............
Gilnockie........ .
Hercules...........
Hotspur...........
Hope.... ......
HaroldN.......
Hope..........
Ivanhoe.. .........
Isabel..............
John B.... ......
Josephine..........
John Bull..........
Jersey Lily........
Japan . ... .......
Kite...........
K ite...............
Kohinoor... ......
Lilly Belle.........
Lar k ......... ...
Lady Maud........
Lord Stanley.....
Lizzie D...........
Leo . ..........
Lynx .............
Lily . ............
Mary Jane.. .....
Morning Star ......
Mary Louise......
Mary Louise. .....
Mary R...........
Midnight..........
M ax...............
M ary. ...... .....
Mary Emma.......
Marie Louisa.......
M ajestic...........
Mermaid..... .....
Mikado............
Merida. ..........
M arie.............
Marie Joseph......
Marie Celia.... ...
MacMahon. . ......
N ellie .............
Normandy.........
Osprey.............
Oriole............
Providence ........
Providence.........
Providence.... ....
Ptarmigan.........
Parisian..... .....
Patrick.........
P.T.S .............
Palma ............
Queen .............
Red Weasel .. ..... .
Raleigh............
Reward............

11a-3½

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.
Residence.Port of

Registry.

Chatham.......
do
do
do

'do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do .......
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ......
do ........
do .......
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do .......
do .......
do ......
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
d< ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ...
do
do ........

Geo. Romeril ....... Paspebiac ......
Colson Hubbard ...... Caraquet.... .. .
Chas. DeGruchy ..... Perce. .... ....
Richard Young... . . . Little Lamèque.
Robert Young & Son.. Caraquet........
Philip Rive........... do ........

do ... i....... do .... ...
Geo. Romeril......... .Paspebiac.......
W. S. Loggie & Co. .. Shippegan.
Robt. Young & Son... Caraquet........
Thomas Ahier ........ Shippegan.....
Pierre Noël. ....... Lameque......,
W. S. Lóggie.......... Chatham ........
Philip Rive. ........ Caraquet........
Joseph Sewell......... do ......
Thomas Ahier ........ Shippegan....
R. Young & Son, ... . Caraguet......
Chas. Degruchy....... Perce....... ..
Thomas Ahier ........ Shippegan.....
Philip Rive ........... Caraquet........
W. S. Loggie....... .. Chatham ........
Thomas Ahier .. ..... Shippegan......
Philip Rive ......... Caraquet..
R. Young & Son ..... do ...... .

do ...... do ........
Hyacinthe Lanteigne.. do
Chas. DeGruchy......Perc ...
Peter Fiott. ......... Caraquet.
Theodore Savoy ...... Tracadie.
Gustave Gionet. .... Pokemouche
Richard LeBreton .... do
Colson Hubbard ..... Caraquet.
W. S. Loggie....... Chatham.
Robt. Young & Son... Caraquet.
Maxime Cormier...... do
Isaie Godin........... do
Oneaime Poulin........do........
Joseph Poulin ......... do
Colson Hubbard ....... do

do do
Peter Fiott........... do........
Andre Aché........Lamque..
Onesime Chiasson. .... do
Lazare Gauvin. Little Lamque.
Lange Albert........Blue Cove
Philip Rive... ....... Caraquet.
Dominique Gallien.... do
Philip Rive ..... ...... do
Thomas Ahier ........ Shipgan......

do ........ o
J. L. Robichaud .. . do
Thomas Ahier ......... do
Prosper Albert....... Caraquet.
Thomas Ahier ........ Shippegan.
Philip Rive...........Caraquet.

do ..... o....
Thomas Sivret ........ do
Olivier Duguay.. . Lamque.
Robert Young & Son.. Caraquet..
John Young.........Tracadie.
W. S. Loggie ........ Chatham..
Jas. DeGrace. ...... Shippegan.
35

z . >b

3 31 20
3 31 20
3 28 60
4 31 20
3 28 60
3 26 00
3 2600
3 33 80
3 31 20

*3 31 20
3 26 00
3 28 60
3 28 60
3 28 60
3 26 00
3 31 20
3 28 60
3 28 60
3 2600
3 32 80
4 36 40
3 26 00
3 28 60
3 26 00
3 28 60
4 33 80
3 28 60
3 28 60
4 36 40
3 31 20

*2 25 36
*2 23 84

3 31 20
3 28 60
3 26 00
3 28 60
3 28 60
4 46 80
3 2600
3 28 60
3 3380
4 33 80
4 28 60
3 31 20
4 33 80
3 28 60
3 28 60
3 28 60
4 2600

*2 23 84
4 2600
3 31 20
3 3380
3 2860
3 2600
3 28 60
3 28 60
4 3640
3 2600
2 2384
3 2600
3 3380
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DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-New Brunswick-
Continued.

GLOUCESTER COUNTY-Concluded.

Name of Vessel.

1

100773
100775
100908
100952
97191

100979
96727
92404
61438

10373
103287
100961
103006
100963
100788
100901
100914
100974
100907
100986
103010
103087
100978
100982
100959
100308

74401
96731
92408

103286
103082
100777
100918
96738

100771
103274
100995
100966
103285
88663

103079
10u973
100953

.100985
96735

100920

Port of
Registry.

Chatham.......
do ........
do ........
do .......
do .......
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do .'.......
do ........
do .... , .
do ........
do ........
do .... ..
do .. . .. 1
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ... ....
do . ......
do ..... ..
do ........
do ........
do .... ..
do ... ....
do . ......
do ........
do ........
do ........
do ........
do .......
do .......
do ........
do .......
do ......
do ........
do .......
do
do ........
do ........
do ........do . . . .

Name of Owner
or Residence.é Managing Owner.

12 Philip Rive........... Caraquet......
il do ........... do .........
10 E. LeBoutillier........ do .......
10 Geo. Romieril. ...... Paspebiac ......
12 Chas. DeGruchy . Percé..........
10 do ...... do.
11 Sinaié A ché..... .... Lamèque. .....
17 F. O. Aché..... .... . do ........
13 Aimé Duguay......... do ........
10 Jno. M. Ward........ Miscou Island . .
11 Thomas Ahier ....... Ship gan......
14 W. S. Loggie....... Chat m ........
11 Thos. Ahier.......... Shippegan......
10 Philip Rive......... Caraquet. .....
11 R. Young & Son.... do ........
12 do ........ do ........
11 Geo Romneril......... Paspébiac.... .
10 R. Young & Son...... Caraquet........
10 do ........ do ........
11 Maxime Cormier...... do ........
10 J. N. Lanteigne ..... do ........
10 Théotime Poulin..... do ........
11 Chas. DeGruchy. . . Percé........ .
il do ........ do .. .......
10 W. S. Loggie & Co.... Shippegan......
12 Adolphe Aché..... .. Lameque.......
11 Nazaire Noël ......... do ........
13 Joseph Savoy... ..... Shippegan ... .
15 Robt. J. Wilson ..... Miscou.........
11 Thomas Ahier ......... Shippegan......
10 do . d... . do
11 Colson Hubbard ...... Caraquet.......
12 Geo. Romeril.... ... Paspebiac..
12 Richard Young. . Little Lamèque.
12 Philip Rive.. ....... Caraquet........
10 Geo. D. Mallet . .... 'Shippegan.
10 Philip Rive.... .... Caraquet.. .
il do ......... do .......
12 do ......... do ........
17 W. S. Loggie ......... Chatham........
11 Thos. Ahier ....... . Shippegan......
11 R. Young & Son ...... Caraquet......
10 do ........ do ... ....
12 Chas. DeGruchy...... Percé....
12 Joseph Savoy......... Lamèque......
12 Geo. Rômeril......... Paspebiac .....

NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY.

83105 Katie Bell......... Chatham.. ..... 1l Mathurin Breaux... Neguac... .... 1 3 28 60

RESTIGOUCHE COUNTY.

94959 Winnie, G. S...... Lunenburg, N.S. 26 Donald McGregor..... Dalhousie....... *51 60 84

A. 1897

Rupert .............
Red Gauntlet .....
Rosalie. .. . . . .
Replevin. .........
Rita. .......... ..
Ranger............
Ryse...............
Rosa..............
Rosane . ...........
Russell ............
Raven. ........
Silver Moon.... .
Swallow...........
Stanley. ..........
Sir Charles ... ...
Sea Flower .......
Sea Flower....
Sivret .........
Sarah ........... .
Swift..........
Sarah B... .....
Stanley............
Speed y..........
Snow drop . ....
Sea Bird. ........
St. Joseph ........
Sara ..............
Sea Star...........
Sarah, A. W.......
Snipe..............
Thrush............
Teutonic. ........
Tickler............
Three Brothers ....
Umbria........
Vesuvius .........
Voltaire........
Von Molke........
Valkyrie ........
Wm. Sinclair ....
Wren ..........
World's Fair....
White Wings.
Wasp . ........
White Fish ........
Zephyr.. . ......

z
8 cts.

3 3120
3 28 60
3 26 00
3 2600
3 3120
3 26 00
3 28 60
4 4420
3 33 80
3 26 00
4 28 60
4 36 40
3 28 60
3 26 00ý
3 28 60
3 3120
3 28 60
3 2600
3 26 00
3 28 60
3 26 00
3 26 00
3 28 60
3 28 60
3 26 00
4 31 20
3 28 60
3 33 80
3 39 00
4 28 60
3 26 00
3 28 60
3 31 20
4 31 20
3 31 20
3 26 00
3 26 00
3 28 60
3 31 20
5 44 20
3 28 60
3 28 60
3 26 00
3 31 20
4 31 20
3 31 20



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c., New Brunswick-
Continued.

ST. JOHN COUNTY.

Portof .Namie of Owner
Nane of Vessel. rt f o or Residence. Z .ei ry. é Managing Owner.

88270 Alice May......... St. John ........ 10 Jos. Shoebridge. . ... :St. John ....... 2 26 00
88387 Comet........... Windsor, N.S .. 10 W. E. Belding.... .. Chance Harbour 2 26 00

103114 Edward Morse..... St. Andrew's.... 32 John Butler .... .... Musquash. ... 6 83 20
59373 lE. M. Oliver ...... do .... 14 Chas. Harkins....... Dipper Harbour 3 36 40
8M253 E. B. Collwell ..... St. John... . 19 A. Thompson......... do 5 49 40

103114 Ethel ....... ..... St. Andrew's.... 10 Wn. J. Galbraith. Pisarinco ....... 3 26 00
77783 Lost Heir.......... St. John....... 15 Hy. Alston..... .... do ........ 5 39 00
42089 Lily ..... ........ St. Andrew's.... 10 Francis Canipbell..... Dipper Harbour 2 26 00
59326 Maud Holmes ... do .... 21 Patrick Murray ...... do *3 47 78
59322 S-a Flower....... St. John....... 11 James Thompson . .. Chance Harbour 3 28 60
97149 Winnie........ ... St. Andrews.... 12 Robt. McLellan........ Dipper Harbour 2 31 20
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DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels,

PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

KING'S COUNTY.

&c.-Continued.

Name of Vessel.z

96924
74141
69132
92675
38335
83196

100691
75552
90640
69109
90639

100696
94667
88350
96761

90488
88228

Port of
Registry.

Name of Owner
or

M Managing Owner.

Wni. Lord........
Alex. Jackson.........
John Gosbee, M. O....
John Herring........
Daniel Hemphill .....
James Penny, jun.....
Benj. H. Herring.....
Henry Dicks..........
Peter Stewart ........
Jno. Hemphill........
Edward Delorey . .
Reuben Cahoon ......
John Caboon..........
Aaron Cogswell .....

Reuben Bisson.
James Delorey... ..
Walter Millar. . .. .. .. ..

Residence.

Souris.........
Murray Har. N.
Murray River...
Murray Har. S..
Georgetown.....
Murray Har. S..

do
Georgetown.....
Souris ..........
Georgetown.....

do ....
Cape Bear......

do ......
Georgetown.....

Souris ..........
Georgetown.....
Murray Har. N.

PRINCE COUNTY.

Black Watch....... Charlottetown..
Golden Ball........ do
L. H. Davies....... do..
May Queen ....... Chatham, N.B..
Sarah P. Ayer ..... Charlottetown..
S. A. Parkhurst.... do
St. Patrick......... .do ..
Sea Foam.... ...... do

Benj. Perry ...........
Wn. Cousins .........
Gallant & Pino.. .....
James Richard........
Jno. Champion.. ....
Thos. B. Woodman....
Jno. W hite...........
Wn G. Ramsay.... .

Alberton ....... 5 62 40
Lot 4 ......... 2 31 20
Blooifield ...... *9 81 51
Alberton.. .. . *5 54 82

do ....... 13 166 40
do. .... *2 68 64

Fortune Cove... *3 36 40
Princetown ... 1 4 39 00

QUEEN'S COUNTY.

92466 G. H. Gardner..... Charlottetown.. 17
96936 Katie and Ella..... do .. 20

Isaac Marshall........ N. Rutiee... ..
G. H. Toombs........ Charlottetown

A. 1897

Brother and Sister.
Belle ..............
Belle of the Bay....
Can't Help It .....
Elizabeth ........ ,
Ethel Blanche .....
Francis E. Willard.
Hannah Eldridge..
Lorena............
Marcella Butler ....
Morell... ......
Marion Emerson...
Nettie M. G ......
Orion .............
Quick .... .... ...

W ave .............
Welcome ..........

$ ets.
57 95.
80 60
26 00

104 00
40 52
44 20
53 82

148 20
22 88
98 8
41 60
78 00
76 27

20280

25 36
49 40
79 68

71310
92467
80928
75891
94992
92610
83096
96926

*3' 38 68
5, 5200

Charlottetown. .
Guysboro', N.S.

do
Pictou, N.S ....
Arichat, N.S....
Pictou, N.S... ..

do ....
Halifax, N.S....
Charlottetown ..
Halifax, N. S....
Charlottetown..
Pictou, N.S.
Halifax, N.S....
Charlottetown . .
Port H awkes-

bury, N.S.. ..
Charlottetown..

do



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels, &c.-Concluded.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

GASPÉ COUNTY.

I .sName of Owner o
Name of Vessel. Port of or Residence. w .

Registry. Managing Owner. . g

$cts.
73495 Canadienne . ..... Halifax, N.S. 53 J. N. Arseneau........ Grindstone.. . Il 137 80
96766 Golden Rule....... Pt. Hawkesbury,

N.S .. ... . 42 J. P. Savage ......... Amherst, M.I.. 9 109 20
94675 Success...... ..... Halifax, N.S.... 16 R. J. Leslie. .......... do .. 3 41 60

SAGUENAY COUNTY.

74270 Amarilda.... .... Québec. 24 Pierre Bernier. Bic........ 2 62 40
85756 Aristile ............ do.19 Cleophas Vézina. St. Michel. 4 49 40

100857 Alix ............. do 13 Alfred Tremblay. Montmagny ... 2 33 80
42436 Amelia..........G 50 .. aul Cormier.......Pt. Esquimaux.. 8 13000

100463 B. C. ... ........ Q= .... 15 FrançoisMétivier. Montmapy .... 2 39Jp0
83370 C. M. G. P........do.........46 J. B. Petipas.......Pt. E uimaux.. 8 11296
61966 D. Cronan.......Halifax, N.S 40 Nazairp Cormier ..... d .. 6 104 0
59909 Elizabeth..........Qubec......27 Joseph Caron.......Sandy Bay. 4 70 20
80754 Eugenie...... ..... do.........48 André Vigneau . . Pt. uimaux.. 6 124 80
92586 Golden Bow... Gas.........61 Matthew Allison. Thunder River.. 4 158 60
75679 Gleaner.........41 Lue Cormier. ... .. Pt. Esuimaux.. 8 100 8
85750 H B..........I.d . 57 EdouardBoudreau.... d .. 4 148 20
66259 Katie E.Halifax, N.S 54 James Buckle.......Bonne Espérance * 6 12286

103355 La Clerina. Québec........20 Narcisse Levèsque .... Green Island.... * 2600
)3136 Maria Claude.......do 21 Ulric Couillard. Sandy Bay. * 2 45 50

100464 Marie Oliva........do........ 12 Horace Demeule . le aux Coudres 3 31 20
100469 Marie Victoire . .. do.........20 A. Pedneau........do .. 4 52 00

80734 Marie Louisina .... do.........29 Désiré Morin.......L'Islet.........6 75 40
i95,84 Marie Louise ..... Qdou.........23 Pierre uellette. Quebec.........4 59 80

6938 Marie Are.....Gas .d6 Chas. Landry........Pt. Esquimaux. 93 60
69382 MarieduSacréCSur do.... 46 Paul Landry. .. o 6 119 60
42434 Maruerite ...... Qubec ......... 27 Guillaume Duguay.... Cailles Rouges.. 52 65

63 Marie Adelnina ... do.13 Cyrille Levesque, sr ... Green Island.... 2 3380
77866 Pioneer ............ do . 1qWVn. Lebrun........Pt. Esquimaux.. 6 101 40
75445 Phoenix.........'Gaspé..........28 Louis Vigneau do 4 7280

103358 Romeo...........Que .. 22 Louis Pinea.........Bic...........2 5720
74335 Safe.............Yarmouth, N.S. 35 Cyrile Giaon. Seven Islands... 3 91 00

100362 St. Louis.........Queb ........ 23 A. Bergeron........Isle aux Coudres 5 59 80
103133 Snowshoe..........do ......... 20 Feruinand Buteau. Berthier........4 52 0

Q u e b e c . . . . . . . . ,a 
y .. . 5 1 0 0

10&359 Steadfast..........do ......... 40 oseh
80753 Stella Maris ........ do . 51 A. Cum ..ng ... Pt. Esuimaux... 8 11934
69591 Ste. Marie ......... .do ......... 37 A h 4 86 58
73026 Ste. Anne .......... do... ..... 20 A. & L. Michaud. Green Island... 26 00
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APPENDIX No. 3.

NOVA SCOTIA.

District No. 1.-Comprising the four counties of the Island of Cape Breton.
Inspector A. C. Bertram, North Sydney, C.B.

District No. 2.-Comprising the counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou,
Antigonish, Guysborough, Halifax and Hants.

Inspector Robert Ilockin, Pictou.

District No. 3.-Comprising the counties of King's, Annapolis, Digby, Yar-
mouth, Shelburne, Queen's and Lunenburg.

Inspector L. S. Ford, Milton.

DISTRICT No. 1.

ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF CAPE BRETON ISLAND COM-
PRISING THE COUNTIES OF CAPE BRETON, INVERNESS, RICH-
MOND AND VICTORIA.

NORTH SYDNEY, C.B., 2nd January, 1896.
To the Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my report on the fisheries of Cape Breton Island,
for the year 1895, together with synopsis of the reports of the local fishery officers, the
statistical returns and the usual comparative tables.

In a preliminary report I predicted that the statistics would show a marked decrease
in the fishery yield for this year. The statistics, I regret to say, bear me out in that
surmise.

In view, therefore, of the large falling off in this industry as compared
with 1894, I have endeavoured by the comparative schedule below to show the average
loss sustained 1-y our fishermen. It will be observed that the loss is greater per man
in Cape Breton and Inverness counties; due in the former to the large falling off in
mackerel and codfish, and in the latter to a decreased yield among a larger number of
men.

MEN.
COUNTIES. - - --- Increase. Decrease.

1894. 1895.

Cape Breton..... ........ 1,554 1,502 ......... 52
Inverness .. ............. 2,214 2,256 42 ..........
Richmond.............. 2,434 2,457 23 .. ,......
Victoria................ . 1,449 1,463 14 .......

YIELD PER MAN.

1894. 1895.

148-61 127*79
146·90 140*00
177-67 154'33
130·25 123.57

A. 1897

Decrease.

20-82
12*28
23'34
6·68



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

The number of men engaged in the fisheries was slightly greater than in 1894, but
by reference to the following comparative table of the number of boats and men
employed in the fisheries, it will be observed that they vary but slightly from year to
year.

TONNAGE OF VESSELS MANNED BY. BOATs ENGAGED MANNED BY.

CoUNTIEs. - - -.- ____ ----

1894. 1895. 1894. 1895. 1894. 1895. 1894. 1895.

Cape Breton..... ....... 182 174 55 56 818 800 1,49$ 1,446
Inverness.................... 422 509 95 127 808 832 2,119 2,129
Richmond.................. 2,185 2,297 504 543 1,305 1,379 1,930 1,914
Victoria ................... 56 50 16 17 845 905 1,433 1,446

Observing the success of the fisheries, in other localities, where prosecuted by
schooners with the encouragement given by the Government in the way of bounty, there
is a growing desire, not confined to fishermen, but to people engaged in other pursuits,
to invest capital in suitable crafts for the prosecution of deep sea-fishing. A company
has been formed for this purpose at North Sydney, and already the purchase of a suit-
able fishing schooner has been made in western Nova Scotia. It is expected that other
vessels will be purchased by the same company and that in a few years a fleet of suitable
fishing schooners will be engaged in the fisheries from the port of North Sydney. From
what I can learn, several vessels will also be purchased by 1gusiness men in other parts
of Cape Breton for the purpose of deep-sea fishing. It only requires a start in this
direction in each district with a reasonable amount of encouragement the first year to
cause capitalists to invest money in it. We all know there is abundance of fish in the
sea, there is always a market for well-cured fish, and all that is required is enterprise
-and capital to create a profitable industry and improve the condition of the people by
giving them employment, as well as favourable chances of yielding good returns to those
who invest their money therein. Our fishermen are beginning to realize that fishing in
small boats a mile or two from the shore bring them poor returns and that sooner or
later those boats will have to be abandoned for a class of vessels which will enable
them to reach the prolific banks in deep water and therefrom prosecute their calling.

MACKEREL.

This branch of the fisheries shows a decrease of 3,271 barrels from the previous
year. In my last annual report, I pointed out the injury done to the mackerel
fishery by 'United States purse-seining vessels, which pursue these fish north while on
their way to the spawning grounds. In that report, I stated that thousands of barrels
of "spawn mackerel " had been captured by those vessels during the latter part of May
and June of that year. The mother fish, when they made their appearance in Cape
Breton waters, were unusually full of spawn, and in this condition were captured by
purse-seiners. The shore fishermen and the crews of seining vessels stated they had
never before known mackerel " so full and ripe for spawning " as was the case that
season. Now, the natural inference from the destruction of the female fish before
spawning in 1894 is the cause of the failure of this fishery this year, both in the waters
of the United States and Canada.

The natural season for spawning is during the month of June. The first spawning
grounds reached are Aspy Bay and Bay St. Lawrence. The first appearance of mackerel
fry is during the latter part of July, when the waters of those bays become literally
alive with young mackerel. They grow so rapidly that in the latter part of August
they are about six inches in length, and are called "tinkers." In October they are
almost full size when they start on their southern course to remain during the cold
weather. It seems evident that if these fish were not molested until after the spawning
season they would be found in as great abundance as before the destructive purse-seine
was brought into requisition for their capture.

41
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HERRING.

This fishery has been one of the staple branches of Cape Breton fisheries for this
year, the returne exhibiting an increase of 10,679 barrels of pickled fish. With two or
three minor exceptions, the herring fishery turned out remunerative to a degree that
went far to compensate the local fishermen for the loss in other branches.

Considering the value of our fat midsummer herring as an article of profitable
foreign commerce and as a staple of food for home consumption, this fishery this year
will prove a great blessing not. only to fishermen, but also to the farmers residing
adjacent the sea coast, and who engage in this branch of the fishery at a season when
farming operations do not require close attention. It may be remarked that the
Cape Breton summer herring is unequalled in size and excellence of quality by
herring caught on any other coast of North America. During the three years
previous to 1895 these fish were found to be remarkably scarce in Cape Breton waters.
In a former report, I pointed out that I could not attribute their scarcity to any
other cause than to the fact that when the fish were reaching the inshore waters severe
east and north-east storms began and continued for some days, causing the fish to
return te deep water. I would now call attention to the fact that each season that the
midsummer herring fishery proved a failure, severe storms prevailed during the latter
part of July about the time these fish were due on the coast. This season, however, no
storms occurred and the result was that herring were abundant, so that, climatic causes
may have more te do with the failure of some branches of the fisheries than is generally
believed.

COD.

This fishery is one of the leading branches of the industry, and, I regret to say, the
statistics this year show a decrease of no less than 25,432 quintals. Scarcity of these
fish on the inshore grounds is the main cause of this decline. It is true, blustery or
stormy weather sometimes interferes with the prosecution of this fishery, but the season
just closed has been no exception to the rule in this respect; so that some other cause
must be assigned for the great decrease in the catch of codfish this year. Scarcity of
bait is also a great drawback to this fishery, but, taking the season throughout, the
fishermen were fairly well provided with bait. The fishermen say that the cod is kept
on the outside banks by vessel fishermen throwing fish offal overboard, and which is
ravenously consumed by the codfish. There would appear to be some grounds for this
opinion, as late in autumn during stormy weather, codfish are found more plentiful in-
shore after vessels have abandoned the outer banks. This fishing is by no means be-
coming exhausted, as this very season larger catches have been made on the banks
adjacent to Newfoundland than in recent years. The fish have also been found on the,
outside banks or codfish grounds of Cape Breton, beyond the reach of boat fishermen, in
great abundance. I would emphasize my report of last year by stating that the only
remedy, therefore, for our fishermen is to prosecute the industry in schooners instead of
boats. The fishermen of Lunenburg, Liverpool, La Have, and other western districts of
this province, have largely discarded the fishing boat for a medium sized schooner, se
that they are enabled to hunt out the best fishing grounds and profitably prosecute the
industry.

Most of these vessels fish off this coast, and, accordingto the boat fishermen, keep
the cod outside by the offal they throw overboard. Cod are, no doubt, as plentiful
to-day in the sea as they ever were, and the quantity caught by man does not amount
to 5 per cent of the total number of fish. The gteatest enemies of the cod are marine
animals. It is the natural food of the seal. Often, when seals are killed and opened,
it is no exceptional case to find half a dozen cod contained in one seal, and as many as
fourteen have been found in the stomach of a large seal. Thus it will be seen that the
seal is the natural enemy of the cod, and seals, we are told, were as numerous years ago
as they are to-day. Let our local fishermen club together and. build suitable crafts to
prosecute the cod fishery, and they will have no reason to think that the sea is becoming
depleted of these fish.
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HALIBUT.

There is also a decrease in the total catch of halibut, although some districts show
an improvement in this fishery compared with the preceding year. Halibut fishing is
not engaged into any great extent by boat fishermen, for the reason that the local market
for fresh halibut is limited, and salt halibut is a poor article of food and therefore not of
much commercial value. Large numbers, however, are captured off this coast by
United States vessels fitted out for the purpose, and which are supplied with ice for pre-
serving the fish until they reach their own markets. The quantity of halibut
thus taken off the coast of this island does not of course appear in the returns.

SALMON.

The statistics show a decline in pickled, fresh and preserved salmon. I find that
the decrease is general throughout the whole of the island districts. I am unable to
assign a cause for the scarcity of these fish in mid-summer during the gill-net fishing
season. In the months of October and November, however, salmon ascended the
various rivers in as large numbers as when the returns showed greater catches. Their
scarcity during the fishing season this year may be ascribed to the fact that last July
the water was unusually low in the rivers, owing to prevailing drought and that those
fish remained in deep waters until the autumn freshets.

LOBSTERS.

No branch of the fishery brings the fishermen returns so early in the season as does
the lobster fishery. On some parts of the coast operations begin as early as the first of
May, while on the other sections drift ice prevents the placing of traps in the water
before the last of May and first of June. Fishermen are paid cash for their labour at the
numerous canneries, and this ready money is very acceptable to them after a winter's
idleness. The statistics show a surplus over last year of 274,676 pounds of preserved lob-
sters. The grounds were found as well supplied with the crustacean tribe as in previous
years. Had it not been for the extension of the season granted by the department, there
would have been a considerable decrease in the product of the 45 canneries in operation in
this district. A number of canneries, however, were closed down even before the pre-
scribed date of closing (15th July). These canneries began operations early in the season,
being located in districts which enable the packers to commence earlier that those north of
St. Peter's Island. I find that packers who have considerable capital invested in build-
ings, wharfs, &c., for the prosecution of this industry, show a greater disposition to.
preserve the grounds than those having but little capital in the business. Some of the
former class have adopted floating incubators as suggested in the circular of officer C. A.
Stayner issued by the department. These incubators are six or eight feet in length and
are made of inch and ,inch and a half spruce board or deal. There is a space of'
two or three inches between the boards. On the bottom spruce boughs are laid on.
which the spawn is placed ; the boughs, of course, being submerged a few inches below
the surface of the water. The action of the wind and waves keeps the incubators in
motion. Shortly after the spawn is placed on the boughs the eggs undergo a trans-
formation and soon the young lobsters are hatched out and disappear through the-
boughs into the water. Too much encouragement cannot be given by the department,
and its officers to those of the packers who, in this way, are endeavouring to
preserve this valuable crustacean.

THE MINOR BRANCHES.

While there has been an increase in the catch of trout and smelts, the statistics
give a decrease in nearly all the other minor branches of the fisheries. This may be
the result of indifference. on the part of our people to prosecute these fisheries as much
a4 t» any other cause.
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Alewives-which show a diminution of 2,500 barrels, are not considered valuable
;as a food fish, but are mainly used for bait. In the early part of the season when they
make their appearance in the rivers they are used fresh to a limited extent by fisher-
men and farmers for home consumption, but only a small quantity is pickled or
cured for this purpose.

The oyster fishery is capable of greater development if such grounds as Malaga-
-watch, River Dennis and Whycocomagh Bay were cleaned up and new beds cultivated.

I would recommend an examination of our oyster grounds by the expert, Mr.
Kemp, at an early a date as possible. The grounds above named appear well adapted
:for the propagation of the oyster.

The close seasons have been better observed than in former years and whenever
,persons were discovered violating the regulations prompt measures \were taken to have
the offenders punished.

SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OVERSEERS' REPORTS FOR THE ISLAND OF
CAPE BRETON, 1895.

CAPE BRETON COUNTY.

Overseer Francis Quinan, of Sydney, reports a considerable decrease in the total
catch of fish for the past season. With the exception of mackerel, herring and lobsters,
there was a falling off in all the other'branches. The falling off is most marked in the
cod fishery which shows one-third of a decrease from the previous year. Halibut,
mackerel and salmon were also found scarce during the season in his district.
Those of the fishermen who engaged in the lobster, herring and mackerel fishery did
fairly well, herring particularly were more abundant than in previous years, but prices
ruled low. In mid-summer a large whale came ashore at Wadden's Cove, from which a
quantity of oil was procured. The close seasons were well observed throughout the year
in his district. The season's catch of fish was disposed of in the Halifax and Boston
markets excepting what was used for home consumption.

Overseer Alexander McDonald, of East Bay, reports a falling off in the cod, mac-
kerel and halibut branches of the fisheries, and an increase in lobsters and herring.
The cod fishery has become such an unprofitable occupation to the local fishermen of this
-district of late years that fishermen are now abandoning it, and engaging in lobster
fishing and other pursuits. There was a poor catch of mackerel, due to the scarcity of
these fish, for reasons unknown to local fishermen. The herring fishery, however, was
slightly better during the past season than in the two previous seasons. The salmon
fishery is not prosecuted generally, and those taken were disposed of to local consumers.
There were two lobster factories operated in his district during the season against four
last year, yet the returns show an increase over the previous yield which proves that
packers had a profitable season. Owing to the water being low in the rivers during
mid-summer, trout and salmon were scarce in his district. In the autumn seasonduring
freshets these fish made their appearance in large numbers, too late, however for
anglers. The regulations in all branches were well observed during the year.

Overseer Wm. Burke, of Mira, reports a falling off in all branches excepting lobsters
and herring, of which there is a large increase. At Baulieu and Main-à-Dieu he reports
the largest decrease in codfish and haddock, while at the other fishing stations the
decrease is not so great. The catch of alewives in Mira Bay was a total failure. The
.salmon fishery in Mira River and Mira Bay was also poor. He cannot assign a cause
for the scarcity of fish in his district. The regulations were well observed, oily one
-case of illegal fishing came to his notice which was duly reported and action taken
thereon by the inspector.

Overseer Richard Iickey, of North Sydney, in submitting his report for the year's
operations of the fisheries in his district, regrets to say that there was a
marked decrease in the most important branch of the industry, viz., the cod fishery.
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As cod fishing is more largely prosecuted than any other branch in his division, it will
be readily seen that the failure of this fishery is universally felt by nearly all fishermen,
and on this account, the season lias on the whole been a very unprofitable one. The
decrease in the catch of cod as compared with the season of 1894 amounts to 4,415 ct.
He is unable' to attribute any special cause to the great falling off in this fishery.
About the same number of men were engaged as in the previous year. So marked was
the scarcity of these fish during the first months of the season that the fishermen
became almost disheartened, and some abandoned it entirely and turned their attention
to other branches of the industry. Later in the season, however, the tishery showed
signs of improvement, and had it not been for unfavourable weather during the fall
months, when the fishermen were prevented from prosecuting their calling as they
would have wished, the shortage would not have been so large. It invariably
happens that when deep-sea fish are found plentiful in the early part of the season they
become scarce in the autumn and fall months, and vice versa. This was particularly
noticed the preceding year when cod were found abundant in the early season, but
disappeared from the costal waters on the approach of autumn. The most favourable
time for the successful prosecution of the cod fishery is during the early months of the
season, and when the fish do not put in an appearance until after that period, as was
the case the past season, the prospects for a good catch are never favourable.

He has also to report a decrease in the catch of lobsters as compared with the
season of 1894. There is only one cannery located in his district, and the returns for
this factory show a decrease in the season's pack of 5,864 cans. The decrease in the
first place may be attributed to scarcity of bait during the first part of the season,
and, secondly, to frequent storms which destroyed a large number of the fishermen's
traps, and greatly interfered with the successful prosecution of the fishery. The
decrease cannot be attributed to scarcity of lobsters, as fishermen state they were very
plentiful all through the season, and of a larger run than those taken for some years
previous. The two branches above named are the only ones showing noticeable
decreases in the fishing industry for the past season. The increases on the other hand
are also confined to herring and halibut. He reports an appreciable increase in the
herring fishery over that of the last and several preceding years. The improvement in
this fishery is a pleasing feature of the operations for the past year. At one time this
was one of the leading branches prosecuted in this district, but of late years the fisher-
men have not given it much attention, owing chiefly to the fact that the catch of these
fish had fallen off year after year, and eventually it did not repay the expense and time
devoted to it. It is to be hoped that the improvement noticed may continue, and this
important branch will again assume a foremost place in the fishing industry of Cape
Breton. The increase in the halibut fishery is also encouraging to local fishermen.
These fish are sold fresh, and always find a ready and remunerative market in the
mining and business centres of the district, the supply being entirely used for home
consumption. The mackerel fishery did not show any improveient over that of the
preceding year. The continued scarcity of these fish, once so plentiful in the costal
waters of Cape Breton, has caused the local fishermen to almost wholly abandon the
prosecution of this fishery. Many are of the opinion that until the United States and
Canadian fishing vessels renounce the use of the seine and go back to the old method of
" hooking," no improvement need be looked for in the mackerel fishery. The minor
branches of the fisheries in his district during the past year give about an average yield.
About 75 per cent of all fish procured has been sold in Canadian markets, the balance
being used for home consumption. The several close seasons were well observed, and
no violations of the fishery laws occurred in his district during the past year.

INVERNESS COUNTY.

Over8eer D. F. McLean, of Port Hood, says: By comparison of the returns
for the season of 1895 with that of 1894, it will be observed that a decrease in the
catch of herring, mackerel, codfish, hake, haddock, smelts, halibut, bass, alewives, eels and
squid has occurred, and an increase in salmon and trout. He reports also an increase
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in the catch of lobsters at the three canneries in operation in his district, but, there
being four canneries in operation during 1894, the aggregate catch was larger in that
year. He is unable to attribute anything of a particular character to the decrease in
the branches of the fishery above specified. The most reasonable conclusion, he states,
is that the prevailing winds of the season had the most to do with it, consequently
herring and mackerel did not come on this coast in such large quantities during the
spawning seasons. Codfish and haddock were scarce during the spring and summer,
while hake and haddock appeared abundant along the shores during the autumn and
fall months, and large catches would undoubtedly have been made were it not that dog-
fish, as during the past three years, appeared on the coast and destroyed a comparatively
large number of trawls; the sane holds true with respect to mackerel nets during fall
fishing. He has had several interviews with fishermen concerning dog-fish and their
movements. They appear on this coast about the 1st of September, and move off the
fishing grounds about the 1st of November. They were not so numerous this year as
either in 1893 or 1894. He estimates the quantity of fish used for home consumption
at 12 to 15 per cent of the whole catch. The remainder is marketed in Europe, the
United States, the West Indies, and in several towns and cities throughout Canada.
As near as he can estimate, about 40 per cent in the latter and the balance exported to
the countries named. The close seasons have been well observed in his district. No
violation of the fishery laws came under his notice.

Oversee.r James Coady, of Margaree Forks, reports that his statistics show a decrease
in the catch of salmon, codfish and alewives, as compared with the season of 1894.
This decrease he attributes solely to the scarcity of fish on the coast during the first
part of the season. Mackerel, however, show an increase of 230 barrels, besides 17,940
pounds shipped fresh to foreign markets. Herring also show an increase of 549 barrels.
These fish were not found so plentiful on the coast for the past twelve years, although
south and east of his district they were quite scarce. Lobster fishing also shows an
increase, as compared with the season of 1894, notwithstanding the scarcity of bait the
first part of the season, and also the fact that there was one factory less in operation
during the whole season. All other kinds of fish were much the same as last year in
his district. The season being dry and the water low also caused an increase in the
catch of salmon, angling being poor throughout the summer. As usual in the months
of September and October, when the waters became high in the rivers, salmon ascended
in large numbers and were well protected by the officers. Several attempts at poaching
were made, the first part of the season, but the offenders, who escaped during the dark-
ness of the night, lost their nets, thirteen in all, which were confiscated. Three weirs
and three nets found in the river in Upper Margaree, set in violation of the law, were
also confiscated. One offender, being reported and summoned to the Fishery Court,
was convicted and fined. About 40 per cent of the total catch of fish was shipped to
the United States, 45 per cent marketed in Canada, and the balance used for home con-
sumption.

Overseer David Ross, of North East Margaree, reports a small decrease in the catch
of codfish, caused mainly by the scarcity of bait. Herring statistics show an increase
of 390 barrels. These fish appeared more plentiful and remained longer on the coast
than in previous years. He reports a marked increase in the mackerel fishery over the
previous season, there being an increase of 837 barrels. He attributes the improvement
in this branch of the fishery to there being fewer purse-seining vessels on the coast than
in late years. The lobster pack also shows an improvement over the previous year of
1,700 one pound cans. Lobsters were found more plentiful than in previous years. The
weather during the canning season was favourable. Only one case of illegal fishing was
discovered. The offender was reported to the inspector, summoned, convicted before
Fishery Court and fined. About 80 per cent of the season's product was marketed at
Halifax, Brazil and United States.

Overseer Lewis McKeen, of Mabou, reports a decrease in cod, mackerel, herring and
alewives; the two latter branches being a complete failure. He is of the opinion that
lobster traps have something to do with the falling off in the catches of the above fish
during the past five years. The scarcity of bait also greatly contributed to the decrease
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in line fish, such as cod, hake and haddock. Squid, the most valuable bait of all, did
not strike in until late in November, when cod became abundant, but blustery weather
prevented vigorous prosecution at that season. The cod fishery, is not as vigorously
prosecuted in his district as in former years, owing to the fact that fishermen, who
formerly engaged exclusively in it, now pursue the lobster fishery. There is a decrease
in the lobster pack, as there were two factories less operated than in the previous year.
Lobsters were found plentiful, large and firm throughout the season, The returns show
a decline in the salmon fishery, caused by prevailing east winds during the fishing
season. The mackerel fishery continues to decline year after year in his district, so that
this season it was almost a failure. Purse-seining in former years is the cause given by
the fishermen for scarcity of mackerel, Other branches of the fishery exhibit no mater-
ial change. About 85 per cent of the catch was exported, mainly to Halifax and
Boston; the balance .used for home consumption. The regulations were fairly well
observed. Nets were seized -in Mabou Harbour for a violation of the regulations and
after the matter was reported to the inspector they were confiscated. He reports an
accumulation of debris at the mouth of Indian Brook, Whycocomagh, which requires to
be removed.

Overseer Peter McEachern, of Glendale, reports an increase in codfish, herring and
oysters, due to the more vigorous prosecution of the fisheries. The r egulations were
well observed. The waters in the rivers being low during the fishing season caused a
poor catch of salmon and trout.

Overseer Joseph Deveau, of Cheticamp, reports a decrease in the cod fishery of 2,912
quintals, due to scarcity of these fish, and in mackerel a decrease of 258 barrels. There
is an increase of 1,680 one pound cans of lobsters over the previous years owing to an
increase of traps. The catch of herring, used mainly for bait and. home consumption,
was the same as last year. There was also an average catch of salmon in his district.
There were twenty-one small schooners engaged during the summer in fishing in bis
district. The number of men employed was 93. Their catch for the season he esti-
mates in value at $6,135. There were 199 boats engaged, employing 668 men and boys.
One case of illegal lobster fishing came to bis notice. The offender was summoned by
the inspector, convicted and fined. No fish-ways and no injury from saw-dust in bis
district.

RICHMOND COUNTY.

Overseer D. Cameron, of St. Peters, reports a decrease in all kinds of fish, herring
alone excepted. The latter shows an increase over the previous year of 100 barrels.
The mackerel fishery for the season of 1895, like 1894, is almost a total failure in his
district. He is unable to give an explanation for the scarcity of fish, which is the cause
of the decrease in the various branches. He reports that the close season was well
observed in bis district. There are no saw-mills or fish-ways in his district.

Overseer Alfred Lenoir, of Arichat, reports that on the whole the season's work was
less profitable to fishermen than the previous one. The spring mackerel fishery was a
total failure, while the fall catch was below former years. These fish for some reason
unknown, kept in deep water; a few small scattered schools making their appearance
inshore. He is of the opinion that the mackerel schools were broken up by United States
seiners and the fish thus disturbed passed in deep water. The cod fishery was an aver-
age one, some good catches being made late in the season. Haddock, however, were
unusually scarce this season, the reason for which he is unable to assign. The lobster
fishery early in the season was good, but in the latter part of June lobsters began to get
scarce, and most of the factories closed before the close season had arrived. Mr. Duff,
who built an incubator and had it supplied with spawn during the season, was so much
encouraged with his succes in stocking the grounds that he proposes to have one at
each of his canneries. The close season regulations were well observed by the people
generally.

Overseer John Murchi8on, of Grand River, reports that while the fisheries in his
district were proeecuted by a larger number of men than in the previous.year, yet there
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has been no increase in the catch. He reports a decrease in cod, mackerel, haddock,
alewives and pollack, and a large increase in herring and lobsters as per the following:

Increase: Herring, 2,668 brls; lobsters, 99,426 lbs. Decrease: Mackerel, 941
brls; cod, 348 cwt; hadd-ock, 799 cwt; pollack, 81 cwt. The returns show that
haddock and pollack are yearly falling off. The cause of this is unknown to the fisher-
men, unless it is that the inshore banks do not furnish as good breeding grounds as
formerly. The decrease in the cod-fishery is owing to scarcity of bait during mid-
summer months, and the falling off in mackerel he attributes to purse-seiners breaking
up the schools outside. About 80 per cent of the total product is marketed at Halifax:
the balance is used for home consumption.

VICTORIA COUNTY.

Overseer Chas. L. Campbell, of New Campbelton, reports an increase in the catch of
salmon two brls., herring 449 bris., lobsters 3,258 lbs., codfish 270 cwt., haddock
470 cwt., trout 2,600 lbs., smelts 36,500 lbs., alewives 44 brls., clams 10 brls., eels 27
brls., squid 550 brls., tom-cod 3,500 Ibs., and a decrease in mackerel 245 brls.,
hake 65 cwt., pollack 70 cwt., halibut 2,290 lbs., oysters 40 brls. The season
has not proved very remunerative to the fishermen, though numbers of them largely
increased their fishing gear. The run of summer mackerel did not strike in as
plentiful as last season. At Bird Island the fall run was fairly good, but there
were not as many fishermen engaged on this fishery as on former years. The dog-fish
were again very numerous around the shore driving off other fish and destroying fisher-
men's gear. The run of herring was of a better quality, being of a larger size than for
the past two years. There were no fish-traps in operation in his district this season.
The one at Ingonish being destroyed .in the fall of 1894 ; and not paying expenses,
another was not procured. The suminer being very dry and the waters low, trout and
salmon did not ascend the rivers in any quantity until the fall rains. The product of
this district, as usual was disposed of at North Sydney, Halifax and Montreal. About
one-fifth of the catch is used for home consumption. The close season was well observed.
Three cases of violation of the Fisheries Act came under his notice during the year and
were reported to the inspector with the result that the offenders were convicted and
fined. If bait had not been scarce the catch of lobsters in his district would have been
very much larger. Dog-fish were tried as bait, but found unsuitable. Lobsters were
larger this year than last. The guardians attended to their duties and gave
satisfaction, especially Guardian Gillis at Clyburn's Brook, he having seized eighteen
nets found in the rivers, but was unable to capture or identify the owners and
poachers. These nets were sent to the inspector. There are no saw mills on any of the
streams frequented by trout, nor are there any fish-ways and none are required.

Overseer Wm. Hellen, of Cape North, reports a marked decrease in all branches
excepting herring, lobsters and eels, over the previous season. The decrease in cod is
4,892 cwt., caused by the scarcity of these fish in the inshore waters, and the fact that
the boat fishermen do not reach the outside banks where the fish are found more
plentiful until autumn when they come inshore. The decrease in the catch of mackerel
is 518 brls., haddock 569 cwt., hake 74 cwt., halibut 300 lbs., trout 2,000 lbs., and oil 3,700
galls. The falling off in the returns of the foregoing branches he attributes to their scarcity.
The decrease in the catch of lobsters he ascribes to purse-seining which breaks up
and frightens the schools while on their way to North Bay. Dog fish made their
appearance on the coast again towards autumn and caused the usual damage to fishing
gear. The increase of 64,662 lbs. of lobsters is owing to a large number of
canneries. The excess of 455 brls. of herring is due to the mid-summer run
being better than the previous one. Salmon were scarce owing to causes unknown.
The product of the fisheries was marketed at Halifax, North Sydney and the United
States; about ten per cent being used for home consumption. The regulations were
well observed there being no violations noticed by the guardians or himself, no damage
was done to streams by saw mills.
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Ovorseer Daniel McCharles of Middle River, whose district is inland, reports that
only two or three people prosecute the fisheries for a livelihood. The majority of those
who fish engage in farming also. Herring and cod were found more plentiful in the
lakes than last year. He reports an increase in herring of 197 bris. and an increase in
the catch of cod of 1,637 cwt., but a decrease of 50 brls. in alewives. The salmon catch
was equal to the previous year. The other branches show a slight increase. About 60
per cent of the product is exported to Halifax and Montreal, and 40 per cent-is used for
home consumption. The regulations were well observed. There is no injury to streams
from saw-dust.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

A. C. BERTRAM,
In*pector of Fisheriesjor District No. 1, Island of Cape Breton.

DISTRICT No. 2.

ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT NO 2, OF NOVA
SCOTIA, COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF CUMBERLAND, COL-
CHESTER, PICTOU, ANTIGONISH, GUYSBOROUGH, HALIFAX AND
HANTS, FOR 1895, BY INSPECTOR ROBT. HOCKIN.

PIcToU, NOVA ScOTIA, 2nd January, 1896.
The Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report of the Fisheries in District
No. 2, province of Nova Scotia : together with tabulated returns showing the quantities
and values of each kind of fish caught as well as comparative tables showing the
increase and decrease of the fisheries in each county and of each kind of fish.

The estimated value of the total catch for the past season is $1,429,782 as com-
pared with the estimated value of the catch, f r the previous year ($1,510,907) exhibits
a decrease of a little more than 5j per cent, but it still slightly exceeds the catch
of 1893.

The prominent features of the year's fishing have been the large quantity of herring
frequenting the coast waters the fish being large and fat; and the almost failure of the
nackerel fishery especially in the autumn months.

In anadromous fish the increases and decreases are as follows:
Salmon a decrease of about................ ...... 7 per cent.
Alewives a decrease do ........ ...... . ..... 24 do
Shad an increase do ...................... 22 do
Smelts an increase do ............. ... ..... 4 do

Of the deep-sea fish :
Cod a decrease of about .......... ............. .. 14 per cent.
Pollack do do ... . ............... . ... 27 do
Hake do do .......... ................ 5 do
Haddock an increase of about .......... ....... . 19 do

SALMON.

The several counties forming this division are so situated as to have coast waters on
the Straits of Northumberland, the Bay of Fundy and the Atlantic Ocean,-thus giving
a variety of conditions, and it is interesting to note the fluctuation of this fishery in
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each. On the Straits of Northumberland, while last year the returns showed a decrease
of fourteen per cent from that of the previous year, this season exhibits a further
diminution of twenty-five per cent from that of 1894. The estimated value of the
catch in 1893 was $19,430; in 1895 it is $12,192 ; showing a decrease in the
estimated value of the catch from 1893, of $7,238, the counties affected thereby
are the counties of Antigonish, Pictou and a part of Colchester and Cum:berland. The fish
are mostly taken in nets set along the coast, for salmon do not group in the comparatively
small streams flowing into the straits, until the autumn close season and then for the
purpose of spawning. So that the causes affecting the increase or decrease of this
fishery are somewhat difficult to determine. Whether or not the fish taken in the
coastal waters during the months of June, July and August, are the product of the
rivers of these counties, is apparently an unanswerable question. It may be that
the fish, which have first seen life in these rivers, corne upon the coast and feed
near the outlet of the stream; the temperature and other conditions not being such
as will induce them to ascend, that they do not do so until the spawning impulse seizes
them in the autumn months when the rivers are usually full.

SHAD.

This is peculiarly a Bay of Fundy fishery, only a few barrels are taken in the other
waters. They are caught mostly in drift-nets and weirs. The catch, in excess of that
of last year was nineteen per cent, and compared with other years is as follows:

Barrels.
1889 .. .... . ............... . . .... ... .. ....... 535
1890............... ................... ..... ....... 750
1891. . .. ...... .... ... ............. 1,178
1892............... ...... ....................... 1,811
1893... ....... ......... .......... .. ........ .... 746
1894.. ...... ................... ..... 981
1895..................... ...... ................ 1,185

In the years 1878-79-80, the returns from the same locality gave an average catch
of 6,918 barrels.

To restore this fish to something like its former proportions, would mean about
$50,000 per annum to the fishermen over this limited area. There appears to be a
reasonable probability that the 120 barrels of gravid fish annually caught in the Shu-
benacadie River, affords indication where remedial legislation would be followed by
most valuable results.

ALEWIVES.

No satisfactory reason can be given for the decrease of 24 per cent from the catch
of last year. This scarcity extended over the whole coast of Nova Scotia and that
part of New Brunswick on the Bay of Fundy.

HERRING.

The yield of these fish is nine per cent over the average catch of the previous five
years, and seventy per cent over that of last year. Unfortunately, fishermen did not get
the full advantage of this increase, for the market price dropped so low that the fishery was
not prosecuted with the. vigour which it would have been under more favourable circum-
stances. So many and variable are circumstances affecting fish life in the ocean that it
seems useless to offer any theory for this increase, I wish merely to suggest one reason
which may have some bearing upon the question. The spawn of most of the sea fish
floats near the surface until the fry is developed, but that of the herring sinks to the
bottom, attaches itself to rocks, weeds, etc., and is there fed upon by crustaceans. It
may be that with the excessive lobster fishing of the past ten years, more of the herring
spawn reaches the fry stage.
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MACKEREL.

The catch for the past year has been 5,967 barrels salted and the equivalent of
2,876 barrels fresh.

A recapitulation of the yearly catch since 1889, is as follows:

Salted. Fresh.
1889 ..... ...... .... ... ..... 19,751 barrels 190 barrels
1890, ............. ......... .. 23,139 do 160 do
1891..... ....... ....... ..... 27,124 do 300 do
1892................ ... .... '4,332 do 10 do
1893 ... ............ ....... .. 10,851 do 3,750 do
1894 ........ ................. .. 10,175 do 3,347 do
1895.................. ....... . 5,967 do 2,876 do

The tendency of late years is to market these fish fresh. This fishery has two well
defined periods in the season,-first in the spring months when the fish strike the coast
moving northward, apparently from a higher to lower temperature for spawning
purposes and again in the fall of the year when they are going southward.
So far as my observation goes, I have conjectured that when the river3 in the
autumn are full carrying down to the coast waters the young of anadromous fish as well
as the elements which go to sustain the lower forms of fish life, which in turn may be
fed upon by mackerel, then the fall mackerel fishery is an average one, but when the
rivers are unusually low in the autumn there is nothing to keep these fish upon the
coast, and consequently fewer are caught. The returns from Guysborough County
show 3,596 barrels of salted and equal to 2,859 of fresh for this year. Last
year from the saine locality the returns were 4,981 barrels of salted and the equivalent
to 3,080 barrels of fresh. That the decline is not greater is owing to the fact that the
fishing vessels from this county did well in the spring months at the Magdalen
Islands. The returns from Halifax County, where most of the fish are usually taken, close
to the shore, give 1,854 barrels of salted and equal to 17 barrels of fresh, compared with
4,798 barrels of salted and 550 barrels of fresh for 1894.

LOBSTERS.

This year we have returns for the first time under the Amended Fisheries Act,
which requires a true return under heavy penalty. Aggregating these returns we find
that there were canned this year 3,280,898 lbs., and froin other sources it is learned that
268 tons were sold fresh, compared with 3,824,512 cans and 147 tons sold fresh last
year. On assuming that five pounds fresh lobsters will give one pound preserved, had
the excess of fresh lobsters been canned, it would have given 3,340,900 cans for this
year. From the returns of last year, the new system has shown that some deductions must
be made, for it was discovered that some overseers were erroneously adding the pack of
other divisions to theirs, because the owners resided therein, although the factory was
in other divisions. Taking every thing into consideration I would judge that it would be
a fair comparison to estimate Last year's catch at 3,744,512 cans. This gives a decrease
of nine per cent from the catch of last year. The coast fisheries of the Atlantic, being
about the same as last year. The lobster fishery in the coast waters and the anadrom-
ous fish, salmon, shad, and gaspereaux are the particular part of the public preserve
that are mostly affected by legislation. That the season limit for lobster has been well
observed during this year is testified to by al] of the overseers. Fishermen, who
a few years ago, were bitterly opposed to the regulations, now conclude that they are
in the best interests of the fishery and assist the officers in enforcing them. In several
localities I have heard of successful experiments with floating incubators. Such experi-
ments in my opinion deserve every encouragement, for, if successful, they would prove
of incalculable benefit to this fishery. With regard to the river fiaheries, the system of
guardians paid only for the time spent on patrol duty gives more satisfactory results
than the system of wardens appointed by Order in Council. As no one individual has
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sufficient interest in the preservation of the public fishery, it appears to be the only
practicable way of maintaining their efficiency. Great results cannot be looked for from
the present limited amount voted for the purpose : in this division it does not amount
to more than $1.70 per annum per mile of river that actually requires to be patrolled.
If the seed time is not looked after there will be no harvest: Money judiciously spent
in preserving fish in the spawning season should be returned many fold.

SYNOPSIS OF OVERSEERS' REPORTS.

ANTIGONISH CoUNTY.

Overseer John McDonald, of Antigoni8h County, attributes the falling off of the
salmon fishery to the quantity of foul and putrid lobster bait used by fishermen rendering
the water offensive and driving the fish away. The lobster fishery in his division is hold-
ing its own both in size and number. While there is a decrease in cod there is an
increase in hake; the latter fishery can generally be relied upon. Should the catch be
less one season than another it is because of the scarcity of bait. Fewer oysters were
taken than last year, as not so many persons fish for them now under the license system as
formerly. No violations of the fishery law were reported to him, except that Warden
Dexter, on April 20th seized three nets illegally set. On several o -casions he has visited
lobster factories while in operation and always found the regulations observed. He has
visited the several mill dams in the county, none of them are provided with efficient
fish-ways.

PICTOU COUNTY.

Overseer Allan McPhee, of Avondale, says there has been a marked decrease in
the catch of salmon. The special guardians have been attentive to their duty and
poaching has been attended with too much risk to be indulged in. The head-waters of
Barneys River have been cut of from fish by an additional dam across the East branch
at McGregor's mills. About 60,000 young salmon from the Bedford hatchery were
placed in Barneys River and a like number in French River during the past year. He
also reports a considerable falling off in the catch of lobsters and other fish for which he
is unable to account.

Overseer John D. McQueen, of Little Harbour, says that the general catch of fish is not
up to the average, while that of salmon is only about half of the average. The decrease is
attributable somewhat to the unusally dry weather during the fishing season. Owing
largely to the activity of the special guardians, the regulations have been well observed.
Two cases of net fishing out of season came to his notice and the parties were promptly
fined. The only fish-way in his district is in good condition.

Overseer A. O. Pritchard reports that guardians employed did their duty faithfully.
Several nets were seized and confiscated. The nature of his duties are mostly of a pro-
tective character. Salmon do not enter the rivers at a time when they can be legally
caught.

GUYSBOROUGH COUNTY.

Over8eer Wm. Cameron, of Guysboro, reports an increase in the catch of salmon in
his division of 18 per cent over last year. Herring have not been so plentiful for thirty
years; prices, however, were low. Mackerel spring fishery was a failure, and during
summer and fall they were very scarce, however the fishing vessels that went to Magda-
len Islands in the spring did fairly well. He reports an increase of nine per cent in
the pack of lobsters. More men are fishing and they set in deeper water. He does not
think that the fishery is being depleted, because with all the increased efforts they could
not catch so many if they were scarce. There is an important movement among packers
to market the largest lobsters alive. While the returns show a falling off in cod of seven
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per cent, there is an increase in haddock of 40 per cent attributable to a more vigorous
prosecution of the winter fishing off Canso. Fishermen did not know until a few years
ago that haddock were to be found there. Now there arie increasing numbers of men
from year to year engaging in this fishery. Some coming from other parts in boats and
vessels. The smallest boats used are 21 feet keel. The fishery continuing until about
February 15th, but only during fine weather. Owing to the low prices prevailing for
herring and cod, the past year has not been a prosperous one for the fishermen. At
Auld's Cove the fishermen have subscribed $110 for a breakwater which is much needed
for in stormy weather, boats must run to Port Mulgrave, four miles off for safety.

Overseer Aéan McQuarrie, oj Sherbrooke, says the coast fisheries in bis division
have been good, showing a considerable increase. Fish were more plentiful. Weather
favourable, There was a considerable decreaie in the yield of salmon, trout and smelts
owing to dry weather during the fishing season, water was low in the rivers and salmon
kept in the salt water. The principal river in his division, the St. Marys, with its lakes,
still waters and tributaries, bas hitherto been a famous salmon river, but now, with a
lobster factory at its mouth, numerous lobster traps,' often containing foul and putrid
bait, the daily hauling of traps and the large lumbering business with steam tug at the
head of the tide, may so disquiet the waters as to intimidate the fish. The close seasons
were well observed, and no serious infractions came to bis notice. The guardians were
most attentive and saw that the regulations were being observed. Fish-ways are in
about the same condition as last year, a uew one at Fisher's dam being an indispensable
necessity, as well as many others throughout the district. He urges the construction of
fish-ways in every dam that obstructs the passage of fish, for this above all other things
is most vital to the adequate protection of the fisheries. The lobster regulations are
now being cheerfully obeyed, the only violation which came to bis notice was in regard
to small lobsters, fines were imposed on view. He recommends the clearing of
debris from a large brook at Smithfield. He further suggests that the setting of
nets for gaspereaux in fresh water, be limited to the 1st or 10th of July, for after that
date the fish have ascended and the nets are liable to catch trout. Nets for shad should
not be allowed in the St. Mary's River after July Ist, for they are then liable to catch
small salmon.

HALIFAX COUNTY.

Overseer Robt. Gaston, of Pope's Harbour, reports a decrease in the coast fisheries,
except lobsters, in which there is a slight increase, a greater number having engaged in
this fisbery. Some 28 tons of live lobsters were shipped from his division to the United
States. This is the first year that any live lobsters have been shipped from here. One
case of illegal packing was reported, and he seized the boat engaged. There ara four
fish-ways in bis division, all but one in good repair.

Overseer George Rowlings, of Musquodoboit Harbour, says: Haddock and cod were
fairly plentiful, but the catch of cod is much less than last year; these fish were not so
plentiful as last year, and besides there were not so many vessels fishing as in 1894, the
number in 1895 being ten less thain the preceding year. Herring were very plentiful, they
are mostly caught along the shore, in nets, attended by boats. More than 4,000 barrels
were taken in his division, over the catch of last year. However, the price fell so low
that only what was required for bait was taken. Salmon were fairly plentiful compared
with the past few years. Lobsters were fairly p'entiful until about 15th June, after
which they became scarce and the extra ten days were not needed on that part of the
coast. As a rule, proprietors want to close any time after 20th June. Lobster poach-
ing in the fall of the year bas killed itself. Fish-ways are in about the same condition
as last year. Mr. John Anderson, who owned a dam on the Petpeswick River, but
which has not been in use for some yea'rs, took out about 10 feet from the centre of the
river, giving fish free access to head-waters. He again urges the construction of a fish-
way in the dam on Lawrencetown River. The regulations were well observed and the
prosecution of parties in 1894 has had a good effect.
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Overseer J. H. Bartlett, of West Halifax, reports the catch of mackerel much below
that of last year or even below that of the past five or six years. These fish seem to
keep away off from shore which renders their capture by means of drag-seines impossible.
Fishermen too complain that steamers passing pay no regard whatever to their nets but
ruthlessly destroy them. The price for mackerel is better than it has been for a num-
ber of years. The herring fishery was much in excess of the past few years, but on
account of the very low price fishermen did not catch so many as they otherwise would
have done, afterwards prices became fairly remunerative.

The salmon catch was below the average. Close seasons were strictly observed. All
branches of the fishery seem to have been carried on with the same vigour as usual, but
scarcity of fish, coupled with myriads of dog-fish and squid, render the catch less than
usual. Herring is the only fish consumed at home, all the others are marketed. Several
disastrous gales did very serious damage to nets wharfs and piers. Fish-ways in the
district seem to be doing effective work.

HANTS COUNTY.

Overseer J. R. Mosher, of Hants County, says shad are the fish mostly taken in his
division, they were formerly very plentifnl, but owing to the greed of fishermen they
became almost extinct however they are now somewhat on the increase. The law should
protect the spring or spawning shad; many of the fish visit the waters of Nova Scotia
and are caught in May and June while trying to get up the rivers. There should be.a
close season from October lst to June 25th, for Nova Scotia and during fishing season
a close season fromt 6 a.m., Saturday, to 6 p.m., Monday. Each boat should be limited to
200 fathoms of net.

COLCHESTER COUNTY.

Overseer R. J. Pollock, of Stewiacke, says there was a good run of salmon, and more
men engaged in the fishing, It is supposed that the increase is due to the young fry
introduced to the river from the hatchery. Not so many shad caught as formerly, less
fishing, while lumbering interest greatly interfered with the fishermen. Close seasons
have been violated in some instances, and fines were inflicted and apparatus confiscated.
He complains that fishermen who set nets for bass after October lst can catch salmon,
however, the legal mesh for bass is six inches extension measure and the run of salmon
in the Stewiacke is small, so that there ought not to be any danger that they would be
caught.

Overseer J. W. Davidson, of Colchester, remarks that -the catch of shad is small as
compared with previous yields of the olden time, and says that fishermen have only one
opinion as to the cause, which is want of protection during the spawning season. He
advocate*a close season from August 15th to June 15th. He is of- opinion that the
guardians have been faithful in watching the rivers.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Overseer Fowler, of Cumberland, notices a large increase in the catch of herring in
the Bay of Fundy, also of line fish and of salmon, owing to the employment of a number
of small vessels and better outfits.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

ROBERT HOCKIN,
Inspector of Fsheries.
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DISTRICT No. 3.

ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 3, OF NOVA
SCOTIA, COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF YARMOUTH, SHELBURNE,
QUEEN'S, LUNENBURG, KING'S, ANNAPOLIS, AND DIGBY, FOR THE
YEAR 1895, BY INSPECTOR L. S. FORD.

MILTON, 2nd January, 1896.
The Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Si,-I have the honour to submit my aninual report on the fisheries of No. 3
district, the statistical return of the several counties, and a synopsis of reports of
the local fishery overseers.

As anticipated by my preliminary report, there has been a slight falling off in the
catch of a few kinds of fish, owing to their scarcity; mackerel more especially, which
shows a shortage from even last year.

The Grand Bank fishermen, as a rule, make a good showing, but boat fishing
generally has not been a success. Scarcity of bait when needed most, scarcity of fish
in some instances, and the extra attention given to the lobster fishery, are given as
the principal factors to which shortage is ascribed.

HERRING

Yielded an average catch, and would have been an exceptional one, had the prices
for the salted fish not run so low. In most of our harbours, especially on the Atlantic
coast, they schooled in large numbers. Refrigerators and better facilities for shipping
the frozen herring to the United States, would make a material difference in the prose-
cution of this fishery.

MACKEREL.

Returns show a fair catch in a few counties, but in some a complete failure. I
would again reinind the department of the importance of this most valuable fisbery, and
of the necessity of an intelligent investigation as to the cause of its failure of lat
years.

LOBSTERS.

Largely owing to presistent, if not perfect protection, this fishery is still to the Iront
in importance, and contributes largely to the income of our fishermen. The shipments
of live lobsters to the United States are increasing yearly, and there seems an unlimited
market for them at remunerative prices. Constant care on the part of the officers
has to be maintained to prevent the shipping of short and berried fish which either
through carelessness or intent, find their way into the crates and the necessary
inspection causes bitter complaints from the shippers, although the fish are handled
as carefully as possible by the officers. Guardians at every fishing station to inspect
the crates while they are being filled, thus preventing the re-handling at Yarmouth,
would no doubt be the best plan, but with the present small staff of officers, such a
scheme is not possible. The canneries in most of the counties buy only the fish between
9 inches and 10 inches in length, and the close competition makes a profitable margin
difficult to realize ; and yet there is little diminution of the canning business, and active
preparations are being made for next season.
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SALMON.

The salmon fishery gave a fair average, with better prospects in the future for all
our inland fisheries, although much lias been done the past years to provide efficient
passes for such fiýh, much remains undone both as to the passage and restocking of
our rivers and lakes.

Alewives and other river fish yielded fairly, but still fail short of the needed supply
for bait in the spring..

About five per cent only of the fish caught in this district is consumed at home, the
balance is exponted.

The saw-dust regulations have been fairly observed.

SYNOPSIS OF OVERSEERS' REPORTS.

SHELBURNE COUNTY.

Overseer E. S. Goudy, ofBarrington, states that while the cod-fishing has been carried
on as vigorously as in past years. the catch has only been about two thirds. There has been
a large increase in the herring fishery. Mackerel were seen in large schools but too far
from the shore to be caught in the traps. The law, as far as the canneries are concerned,
was well observed. There has been an increased shipment of live lobsters, and exten-
sive preparations are being made for next season.

Overseer W. J McGill, Shelburne, reports that cod show a small increase, as four
new vessels engaged in the business. Bank fishing may be considered good, but inshore
line fishing was a comparative failure, owing to scarciety of fish and bait. Mackerel
show a sinall increase in the fali catch over last year's, herring plenty outside the har-
bour, but owing to the low price few comparatively were caught. Lobsters fairly
good ; an increase of live shipments at good prices is shown. This business needs careful
watching, if it is to remain permanent, though the law has been fairly observed in this
district. Salmon and alewives gave an average catch. The inoney expended in
clearing our brooks and rivers shows beneficial results in the increase of our river
fisheries.

YARMOUTH COUNTY.

Overseer J. A. Hatfield, Yarmouth, reports, a slight falling off in the cod fisheries.
Mackerel show an increase over last year, herring less; not due to scarcity of fish but
to their low price. The yield of lobsters exceeds last year's, both alive and canned.
Alewives a light catch, but increased price. Salmon also less than average, other fish
yielded fairly.

QUEEN's COUNTY.

Overseer J. N. Freeman, Liverpool, reports that while hook and line boat fishing, cod,
haddock, pollack and bait have been below the average, owing to scarcity of fish and
bait, fishing vessels fared better. Herring an average catch, mackerel a comparative
failure. These fish did not seem to enter our harbour. Salmon a large falling off;
alewives a fair yield. Lobster, fair for fishermen and packers.

LUNENBURG COUNTY.

Overseer W.M. Solomon, West LaHave, reports that the Grand Bankers have been more
successful than last year. The whole catch of cod, haddock and pollack, exceeds that of
1894, by over 7j per cent, including the shore catch which has been very small.
Mackerel have been a complete failure. Herring below the average. Lobster exceed
the take of last year, and the law has been generally observed. Salmon, an increased
catch.# Alewives, below the average. The LaHave and Petite Rivers have had plenty
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attention this year. The latter is now clear of all obstructions from the sea to its source.
There are 31 fish-ways in his district, some of which require repairing, and they will
doubtless be put in order for next season.

Overseer D. Evans, Chester, reports a large decrease in the catch of mackerel from even
last year's decreased catch. Herring show an increased catch. Cod and other line fish
are an average catch. Lobsters fair. Fishing for lobsters with hand pots (so called),
is an abuse calculated to destroy that fishery if allowed continuance unchecked. The
Mush-a-Mush and Martins rivers have had all obstructions removed, and fish have now a
free passage from the sea to the lakes for spawning purposes. The fishermen in his dis-
trict have petitioned the Government against winter fishing, asking for a close season
from July lst to April lst, instead of January as at present.

ANNAPOLIS COUNTY.

W. il. Bailey, Annapolis County, reports that the catch of salmon was below the
average in the river, but better on the bay shore. Herring show a small increase.
Mackerel, a total failure. Lobsters showed a falling off the first part of the season,
which was partly made up at the last. Pollack, a failure, other fish, an average catch.
The salmon and trout streams cannot stand much longer, the vast strain upon them
by sportsmen unless they are helped by a judicious system of restocking.

KING'S COUNTY.

R. F. Reid, Wolfville, reports a decrease of the catch of fish in the gaspereaux.
Larger numbers got up during the early high water, before the nets were in, is proven by
the large numbers of young fish returning to the sea this autumn.

Overseer James S. Miller reports the catch of salmon in many stations of his district
as very good. Shad fishing good, both as regards catch and quality. Cod not up to the
average. Haddock double of last year's catch. Herring fairly good, though the fisher-
men still maintain that the lobster traps keep the herring off shore.

DIGBY COUNTY.

Overseer T.C. Shreve, Digby, reports that the catch of all kinds of fish shows a decrease
from 1894. Reasons assigned, scarcity of bait and the large run of dog-fish. These
fish are very voracious and drive the marketable fish from the fishing grounds. If it
were possible to offer a small bounty or in some way make it profitable to kill those fish,
the catch of marketable fish would be increased all along our coast. Mr. Shreve thinks
that something should be done to stop shipping clams to the United States. The clam
beds at Cheticamp and Meteghan are being rapidly exhausted in this way, and it is upon
these beds our fishermen depend for a large portion of their hait.

I would again call the attention of your department to the necessity of amending
nany of the regulations governing the river fisheries. Some of them, owing to cir-

cumstances are impracticable, and the officers find themselves handicapped often, where
modern regulations would make matters easier all round.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

L. S. FORD,
Inspector of Fisheries, District No. 3.
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60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

RECAPITULATION

Of the Yield and Value of the Fisheries for the Island of Cape Breton for the
Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish.

Salmon, pickled......... .... ... .......... Bris.
Salmon, fresh.... ............................ . Lbs.

do preserved................................ Cans.
do smoked ... . .. ....................... Lbs.

Herring, pickled.................................. Bris.
do fresh or frozen....... .. . ............ Lbs.
do smoked ..................... .... . .. "

Mackerel, pickled ............ ..... . . ........ Brls.
do preserved ............................. Cans.

Lobsters, preserved..... ......................... "
do fresh . .......... ...................... Tons.

Cod, dried........... .... ............... Cwt.
do tongues and sounds............. ........ Bris.

H ake, dried......... ... ....... ............ ... C wt.
do sounds............. ......... ..... ....... Lbs.

Haddock, dried....... .. ................. .... Cwt.
Pollack, dried ... . .... .. .... .............. "
Trout ...... ....... ... . .... ... .... ...... Lbs.
H alibut, fresh ....................................
Sm elts........ . ...... ......... .............
Bass............. .... ...... ...... . .... ...
Alewives ........... .. ..................... Brs.
Oysters .......... ............... .........

am s ....... .. ....................... . ....
E eS i.............. .. . .... ..... ..............
Shad r......... . .. .... ..... . .... .... ..... L"s
Squid ...........................................
Flounders . . ............ . .................... Lbs.
Tom-cods................ .... .......... ...... "s
Coarse and mixed fish ........... ................. BrIs.
F ishi oi1.................... ................ ... G alla.

do used as bait........... ................ Bris.
do used as manure.... ... ..................... "
do guano ...................... ............... Tons.

Sealskins....... .................... ...... No.
Dog-fish ................................... ... Lbs.

Total for 1895.....................
Total for 1894............... ......

Decrease ........... ...... ................

A. 1897

Quantity.

215
63,775

1,296
200

37,349
118,340

9,000
11,348
19,900

1,330,474
3

76,285
44

2,211
540

13,369
1,145

54,890
96,664

129,035
550

2,467
1,945

661
1,557

11
5,649

99,025
13,100

3,164
33,238
11,444

238
136

1,312
242,300

Rate. Value.

$ ets. $ ets.
16 00 3,440 00
0 20 12,755 00
0 15 194 40
0 20 40 00
4 50 168,070 50
0 01j 1,479 25
0 02 180 00

14 00 158,872 00
0 12 2,388 00
0 14 186,266 36

75 00 225 00
4 50 343,282 50

10 00 440 00
2 50 5,527 50
0 50 270 00
3 50 46,791 50
2 50 2,862 50
0 10 5,487 00
0 10 9,666 40
0 05 6,451 75
0 10 55 00
4 00 9,868 00
4 00 7,780 00
6 00 3,966 00

10 00 15,570 00
10 00 11000

4 00 22,596 00
0 05 4,951 25
0 05 655 00
3 00 9,492 00
0 40 13,295 20
1 50 17,166 00
0 50 119 00

2500 3,400 00
1 25 1,640 00
0 01 2,423 00

1,067,776 11
.......... 1,177,453 55

.... . ..... 109,677 44



Marine and Fisheries.'-Fisheries Branch.

TABLE showing the Number and Value of Vessels and Boats, Nets, Seines, &c., engaged
in the Fisheries of the Island of Cape Breto'n and the Approxiniate of the
Value of other material not included in the Statistical Returns for the Year 1895.

Material.

111 vessels, 3,030 tons........ .... . ........ ..... ........ ............. .........
3,916 boats..,. ........... . ... .... .......... .... .... ............... .... ...
393,984 fathons of nets................ ......... . .............. .........
45 canning establishm ents.............. ......... ,..................................
90,000 lobster traps....... ..... ............... ........ .. .. .. ........
H and lines, trawT,&c............ ............... ........................... .......
Fishing-piers, fish-houses and other sundries...... ........................
Steam ers, sm acks, can es, &c................................. .. ... ................
31 sinekc-nets ................ . ........... ........... .................
2 trap-nets............. ........... .............................. ...........
6 seines (845 fathom s) ......................... .......... ........... ........ ....

Total................................................ .

Value.

$ cts.
52,085 00
70,917 00

136,799 00
40,000 00
67,500 00
17,246 00
85,200 00

7,850 00
1,060 00

920 00
1,180 00

480,757 00

11a-5j



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.) A. 1897

NOVA SCOTIA-

RETURN showing the Nuinber, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats, and the
the Number of Men employed in the Province of

DisiariTs.

Antigonish County.

Harbour Bouché...... ...........
Linwood,Cape Jack & Little Tracadie
Big Tracadie and Bayfield .........
Monk's Head, South and North Side

of Antigonish Harbour ...........
Lakeville, Ballantyne's Cove and

South Side Cape George....
North Side, Cape George and George-

ville. .. ......... .. ........
Malignant Cove, Doctor's Brook,

Arisaig, Knoidart and Moidart...

Totals ...................

Value..............$

Colchister County.

Sterling ............ .........
Stewiacke ............. ......
Five Islands........ .. ....
Economy .... .... ....
LittleBass River to Highland Village
Great Village to Queen's Village....

Totals. .................

Value........ ..... .. 8

BOATS.

:5

$

29 506
27 397
24 304

30 456

26 579

24 460

35 606

195 3308

13 190
55 322
7. 185
9 250

16' 500
22 590

FISHING MATERIALS.

Gl1-Nets. Net Weirs.

- -- --
Nets.

$ $ $
131001 626 ........

29 13800
29 8150

35 16790

38 12400

43 10700

45 11700

250 86640

16
94
14
18
30
44

122 2037 216

10401.. ...
1004 .... ...

25171 .... ....

1050 ... ....

890.

1562 .

8689 .

500 150 12 240
823 475.

3000 600
4850 975.... ....
5605 1300 ....

1477823500 12 240

. .. 77. .

700
1950

10450

Herring.

o

.2300 317.

900 209.

9100 338.

254002081.

5080 9365

.6 01 ........
4 700 800
81560 16150 .. 33
61150 20180

347601

18 341) 80490 12 7433

16098 54 148



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

District No. 2.

Quantity and Value of ail Fishing Materials, the Kinds
Nova Scotia (District No. 2) for the Year 1895.

s- s-

Hake.

57
50

117

35

114,

43

39

455

6370

31 200
. .. . 300

300

11'1000

701....

17 .

171 ...

1181800

413 180

2000 . . 9
2000 .... 27
4000 ... 7

6000 .. . 33

1500 .... 48

23

14

1550 .... 16

775 .... 644

200 10405 ....
8500 .. 800

150 ...... ....

250.......

9400 10405 800

940 500 80

.. .D8

100 40

.... 80

100 203

40012030

51 ....
150 ....

201.

804 ....

and Quantities of Fish, and

o
Q

100
. . . . . . . .. .

100

150

5 659

50 6590

...... 50

...... ....

e TOTAL
VALUE.

85 300 12,093
51 .... 3,339
91 .... 4,882

149 160 11,107

150 200 12,534

163 ..- 4,888

130 200 11,339

819 860 .........

1229 430 60,182

25 20

18 ....

43 20

65 10

1,514
3,630

970
5,021
6,876
8,787

26,798

Md

ID

61178 133 14
57 6

33600 74ý 139

40226 2371 471

. .... 154 670

38593 33 448

173597 699i 1748

24304 3146, 4370

4800 ...... ....
..... . . . . . .* . . . .*

142..
..... 24 .... ..

. .. .... .......

4800 166.

672 7471
.'**



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.) A. 1897

RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Veesels and Boats engaged

FiSHING VESSELS AND BoATS. FISHING MATERIALS.

Vessels. Boats. Gill Smelt Weirs.Nets. Net~s.
DISTRIcTs.

__ZE~ ~ Z >. > Z > Z>K

Cumberland County. $ I $

1 Pugwash, Port Philip and Gulf
Shore .......,1................ .. .... .... .... 12612624 130' 990 3M 36 8

2 Wallace.......... ........... .... ... ... 251 200 45 700 290 15 450
3 River Philip. .. .............. 1 50 500 .4 101 220 12 900 450 3500
4 La Planche and Nappan......... .. ... i.... .... 1 10 1 170 65 . 300
5 Minudie to Apple River......... 1 30 5 4 8i 167 13 260 90 . 2300 70
6 A dvocate ...................... .. . . . .1. .... .... . .. . 2.00.
7 Spencer'sIslandand Port Greville 2 18 210 6 10 225 23 480 2251000 25
8 Parrsborough.... ................ .. .. .... 2 4 3 60 30 .... .... 2 60 500 2

Totals . ............... 4 981210 14. 187 3611 23537601511 541230 2 60 14100 3
Value.......................... ... .... .... 28201687

. ... .... .. .. .. 3

.. . . ..7..03 0 7



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

in the Fisheries, Fishing Material, &c.-Nova Scotia-Continued.

>

Q

Hg..
93-

.... .. 250 429631:

.... 2..... ......

100 ... .....
.... 1900î. ..
.... 500... ...

1500 1700 250'429631

15 34 30 60148

45 ....
293' 5
15

413 15

118591 37

4

Q 4~
-~ o ce i

r12

.... .... ...... 75600
... .... 700 ...... 17000
....... ý2000 .... .....

1500
2.... .... ...... 180020; 180

35 20 .... 3000 .....
160 261.... 9000.
10 .... .... 3000.

225 46 2700 15000 95900

7 1 2 1500! 4795

50 51
180 425
225
105 ... ,

10 ....

570 476

2280 1904

25 22

6 281 25 855

60 2810 10'1283

VALUE.

66,850
3,495
1,910

655
3,774
1,247
4,242
1,522

83,695
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60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.) A. 1897

RETURN showing the Nuimber, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats,

SALMON. HERR1NG. MACKEREL. LOBSTERS. COD.

DIsTRcTs. 
> %2

Halifax County. Ls b rs b.BI.Ls b. = w.BI

1 North Shore ............. ................ 2 0 1 0 1 0 . .
2East St. Margaret's .. .................. 18'?

3 Indian Harbour ............ ..... ........ 50 .. 70 00 2 :50... 0 10..
4 Peggy's Cove ........... ................ lt 5 5 ý 0 101 10..
5 D over . .............. ............... ,
6 Prospect ......... ...................... 00... 1 0 100 25 M) 8 fl 3 lo
7 Terrence Bay ...................... .. 0 .. 10 5 0 2U... 092 4 100 ..

8Pennant ............................ ..2 M 5 . m 1 ()o . .
9 Sambro. .. .. ................. .......... w25 60 , 4 . . 67 0 12 00 . .

10 Ketch Harbour ...................... ..10 45 80 20 50. .
11 Portuguese Cove ....... ... ..... ..... 18 i. . 0 w, 594 ...

12Herring Cove . ......... ............. 0 ... 6 2M 5, - . ... 1 N
13 Ferguson's Cove.. . .. . ... ........... 8 9 8U 2 ... ..l)..
14 B edford ... . ........... ................ 50 . ..8 . .i. . . . .. .. . .
15 H alifax .............. ..... ... . ..... . . .1 15 M5 0 . .
16 Eastern Passage and Devil's Island . .... 64..1 44. 9.. 6
17 Lawrencetown and Cow Bay .. .......... 7 3.1 . ...
18 Seaforth and Three Fathom Harbour. .... . 8 7' ... 7
19 Wes-t Chezetcook ............. »
20 East Chezetcook. ..... .... 7S - .. 9
21 Petpiswick Harbour ...........77'2...1 46 1.. W ..
22 Musquodoboit Harbour......... 160 55 671:..L .. 5 44 ..
23 Jeddore .... .... .. .. . . . .. . . . . 5 0 f 15 4 .. 2 . . .. . 10 1 5 1 2
24 Clam Harbour Owl's Head ........ 3« 9 6792... 5fl 21 45 1
25 Ship Harbour. . ... ...... .. .. .... 32. 12 .. 5 2 30
26 Pleas-ant Harbour ............. ..... 33.490 1
27 Tangier ... 1...... 1.......... . . . . . 4 a 2 ý«i 2 5
28 Pope's Harbour and Gerrard's Island, .... .. ... C9 .. 3ý r
29 Spry Bay, Taylor's Head and Mushaboon. 6ý 0030.. .2 2i 63..
30 Sheet Harbour and Sober Island ..... ..... 40 0 0 . 346 4 14..
31 Beaver Harbour and Salmon Ri ver. .5 .... . .. 186i 3
32 Quoddy and Harrigan Cove .... .... ...... . Ô .. 1 926
33 Moser River and Smith's Cove ..... . . . - . à.*«..... ..
34 Mitchell's Bay and Ecum Secum .. .. .. ... . 9 0T.. 168.. ,4..

1800ls .... 0..... ..... 1 5 0 .

Halu1 ............ .. 100 5000 200r.i.s . .39 1 2 42 10. s . .

îjNorth Shore0......3...2000..50.....8000' 1501600 .... 8
2 EstSt.Maart'..............3 00F ., .. 10 0 80..200... .8 50 ..
3lldin Hrbur.............. 1800 .... 080 00 0 500.1......3 0 1100
4 egy' Cve.............. 5100 . 3.. 50 200 5 10.i... .1 860 ..

SDoer.....................80o .. 50.0 100 201000 ... 15 ....
6Posp t................ 500. ....... 10000 25 .... ..... 30. 1000 ..

7TerrenceBay.......1.....5.500...... .... 10 00 5000 0.. 09 2 10....
8Pennant.........674.... 44......19.... .....130 20 .. 80 15 1670...

9Sambo.................578.. .. 300 250 .... 40...... ..20 12 780....
10 et<h Hrbur.............. 18.0 .... 2 4.. 13 .... ..... 8 150 1

il ortguee ove............. .....0 80. 5 .... 52 .... ...... 4 40....
12 erin Cve............. ......... 730 210 2 ..... .. 3 50

13 eruso'sCov............ .. ... 0 . .. 977180 2 .. .. 249 .I... 55
ISHaifax................. 1660... 55..610F . 51 5.. .. .. .. 5.4440.. ..

l7awenetwnndoway........50086 1584 10 . 2 ..... . .. . 10 2541

18Sefot ad heeFaho aro3.10 .... 127 . . 35. .. .. .... 12 320 1
l9 e4hzee k......... .. ... . . . .. 233 . . 2. . . 46001 3386 2

21 etisw41H0rou............ 10. . . . 2 . . . .~ .24..69..2F.22
. .. 60.5 . 69 . . 3. .. 360 2644.4

220us.odb.i .rb.r 18 . . 1324... . . .2 1  9

23Jeddore............... 5..... ........ ...... 1584.. 50. .... lj 24
25Siparou..............F 10.. . . 190 .... ..7.....768..2 1241 .. i

2P1aa T rotal............. ....... . 220 052233 386 516 430 611070 4 10 52 1

Valueh .t.i. arbou .n .be Ia. . . .... S 481 700 160 389 2 ,...39 116 97014 1 00



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

engaged in the Fisheries, Fishing Material, &c.-Nova Scotia-Continued.

HAKE. KINDS oF FIsH.

Cwt. Lbs. Cwt Cwt Lbs Lbs. Lbs. Bris Brls

25 25 40, 40 650..... ... 15.....
25 251 20 30 300 . 250 5....

900 1400 150' 150 200 500 100 35 ....
110 150 60 80 80 200 ...... 15 ....
600 500 150 100 800 1200 150 35 ...
100 150 90; 120. .. . 100 40 ...
450 600 60 250 .... 800 250 50 ....
150 250 100' 80 600 1000 180 65 ....
350 275 140 250 250 200 200 14 . ..
100 110 80 210 .... 150 ..... 16 ....

121 10 .... .. .. .... .... .....
200 310'.... .... .... 140000 .... ... ....
50 80 12 40... 2000 .... .... ....

...... . .... 200 .......... .... .. .
180 120 150 5 .... ... .

12 40 339 99 .... 9116 .... 19 ....
. ... . 9 32 420 130 40ijO 38 ....
..... .. 27 6 160 387 13000 28...
..... .. 218 28 .... 988 5500 8 ....
..... .. 46 39 350, 760 1200 30 ....

64 280 375 1140 300 125 ....
2 . 47 5812301 2460, 5000 10 ....

88 174 98 57 220 2410i 1600 15 ....
32 241000, 1150. 7 ....

..... . 40 231 350 1990 700 160 ....
100 400 56 18 .... 1550.. 3 ....

...... 13 18 500 1780 1000 11 ....
21 .. 30 5. 2000 . ............

385 775 70 .... .... 1275 .... ......
13 .... .... 700 .... 10

.il 3 .... ..... .... . .. ....
.r... 15.... .... ..... ... .. .... ....

3 ... .... 100 ...... .... ....
22 2 ... 1780 ..... .... ....

3848 5384 2217;2057 7685 175766 33530 754 4

9620 2692 77605143 769 17577 167613016 16

FISH PRODUocTS.

. .. 44
12

12
30

.20
2

3 5
4 1
6 12
1 2
3 8
3 10
3 20
2 10
2 4
. . 5

15 5 ....
14 6 ....
19 5....

238 7...
42 9 ....
33 5
28 14 ....
38 18 ....
19 7 ...
il 6 ....
9 4 ...

12 4 ....
21 1 3
3 11 4
2 7 3.. .i3 1

31

.. ..... ....

56 i47 88

352î3976 1Î470 52

-;

Brls Galls.

15
3 03 230 500

25 100
12 450
75 200

120 400
75 300
25 M)
12 100

5 28
3 380
4 65

. 1000
121 495
10' î
15 298
8 1826

15 315
13 128
15' 200
35; 1313
30 248
81 174
6, 138

il' 116
... 224

803
113
130
100

.... 30

.... 100

582 11169

873 4468

Brls Brls No.

2 .... ....
5..

13"). ..
20 . ..
75 .
50 40....
60 50...
90 40....
40 350 ....
30.

3.
165 .... ....
21 .... ....

45 .--...-- ..
65 .... .. .

7 . . .. ... ..
44i .... .....

280 . .. . ....
38' .... ....
24 120 ' ...
26 .... ...

200 ....
25 1801....
16 ... .
10 240....
8.

10 180 ....
60 500 ....
10 650 17
5 700 12
4 450 ....
2 .... .. . .
3 600 ....

1573 4100 29

2360 2050 29

VALUE.

$

3,222 1
1,255 2

44,347 3
4,456 4

20,461 5
19,437 6
18,416 7
13,293 8
17,221 9

3,966 10
1,509 il

18,746 12
1,448 13

262 14
3,939 15
9,823 16
2,514 17
5,914 '18

23,071 19
8,172 20

10,600 21
6,983 22

22,007 23
22,069 24
10,233 25
10.528 26
6,660 27

10,521 28
29,834 29
25,096 30
20,5C3 31
14,709 32

282 '33
18,174 34

..... .....

429,671
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RETUlIN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Boats engged

Boats.

DIsTRICTs.

z!

Hauts County,

1 Maitland to Shubenacadie .........
2 Shubenacadie to Grand Lake.. .
3 Noel to W alton ............... ....
4 W est Hauts........ .. ....... ..

Totals................

V alue ......... . .... . ... .$ 1. .. . . -

Pictou County.

West Pictou........ .. . ..........
Pictou Island ... .......... ....
Central Division ...................
Southern Division...... ..... .....
Merigonish Island.............. ...
North Beach...... ......... ....
Ponds..... . ............. ...
Lismore......... ..............

Totals........ ........

V alue ...................... $

126 2650 138
64 1352 107
20 400 20
23 410 33
12! 175 18
4' 60 4

18 270 19
4 60' 4

2715377 343

... .... ....

FIsHING MATERI

Gill-Nets.

2480
1270
2600
3325

9675

510

9940

Smelt-
Nets.

s a
Sz

345 ....
310 ....
720 ....
925 ....

2300 ....

750 6 150
240 .... ....
120 .... ..

18901 3 6
430 .... ....
410 -..
520 1i30
290 .... ..

4650 10 240

~LS.

Weiirs.

Q; 0

11600 .

100 8000....
290 32;0 10

390 26350 10

.... 5270 45

........
.. 9300

.... 7412

.... 4200

... 6300
.... 5050

.... 32262

. 6452

.... ......70 ..

.... 51000

.... ..... .

.... 8700

70 67700

315 677

o5



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

in the Fisheries, Fishing Materials, &c.-Nova Scotia-Continued.

KINDS oF FISH.

1.. ....

20 ....

4c
Ci

.... 101 3097601 25
... 5. 229000 6

.. .. .. .. . .. ... . .

... 20 21792 75
2 19144 ....

.... .... ........ ....
.. 2 34752 10

13 .... ... 72

... 52 614448 188

.... 728 86022 846

4~I

K
t

~ '-e

~

-o

o

.9500

.5 8 9500

131 26 950

.. .. .... 500

.. . .. .. .... .

298 . .

745 ....

4700

4700

235

11000

6000 15000
300 6700

300..
500. ....
100 3960

7700 36660

770 1833

FIsH
PRO-

DUCTS.

VALUE.

MS

.. 522 . . . , .. .. . .. . . . . .. 4,408 1
8 0 86 .... .... 38 .... ... . . .. 1,504 2

600 15 .. .. .. .. 8 . . .. .. . ....... 2,816 3
.'. .. 197 ... ... 141:9600 60........ 4,974 4

1400 820 .... .. .. 264 9600 60; .....

140 32801 ... .. .. 2640! 480 90;ý.. 13,702

... . .. .. 15 7 .. .. .. .. .. .. 700 1500 46,149 1
. ....... . . .. . .... .. ... .... 400 11100 33,622 li2

200 200 ... 100 .... ... . .... .. .... . 3,170 13
.. .. .. . ... ... .... .. ...... . 16 110ý 6,482 4

.. ... . ....... . .. . .. 95 100! 4,633 5
.... .... .... .... .... .... .... . . .. 870 6
. .. .. ... ... ... 100 160 6,603 7
.... .... ... . 37 . ... .... .... 50- ... 2,706 8

200 200 15 144 ... ... 1361 2970! ..... ...

20 800 60 1440 .... .... . 20421485 104,235

79 -



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in District No. 2, Nova Scotia, with Coin-
parative Statement of the Increase or Decrease for the years 1894 and 1895.

Articles.

Salmon, salted ............... ..........
do fresh............ ....... ..
do canned...... . .. ........... ..
do sinoked................... .....

H erring, salted.........................
do fresh ............ .............
do smoked........ .... ......

Mackerel, salted....................
do canned...... ................

Lobsters, canned ..... ................
do fresh ...... .... ..........

Cod, dried..... .. .......... ...
do tungues and sounds.................

H ake, dried.............. ........... ..
do sounds...................... ... ..

H addock.............. ............ ...
P ollack....................... ..........
T rout .................. .............
H alibut. . ............................
Sm elts . . ....... .......... .........
Bass. . . ............... .............

A lew ives................ ... ..........
Oysters ........ .......................
C lam s .... .............. ... .........
Eels .............................
Shad ....... . ................... ..
Squid .............. . ..................
Tom cod................. .. .... ....
Coarse fish .................... .........
Fish oils ..... ... ............ .... ....
Seal skins..... ........................
Fish used as bait.... ... ...........

do products used as manure.........

Brils.
Lbs.

Bris.
Lba.

"

Bris.
Lbs.

Lbs.
Cwt.

Lbs.

Bris.

Lbs.
Bris.
Gals.

No.
Brls.

Quantity in
1895.

9
235,161

2,000
2,035

66,482
777,660

10,133
5,967

575,350
3,280,898

268
42,898

40
7,410
7,507

13,273
3,305

63,522
307,816
216,805

3,150
4,450

595
1,152
1,237
1,208
6,252

18,160
806

30,870
29

21,547
17,752

Rate.

$ ets.

16 00
20 00
15 00
20 00
4 50
0 01
0 02

14 00
0 12
0 14

40 00
4 50

10 00
2 50
0 50
3 50
2 50
0 10
0 10
0 05
0 10
4 00
4 00
7 0

10 00
10 00

4 00
0 05
1 50
0 40
1 00
1 50
0 50

Total ........................ .. ....... ..

Totals.

144
47,032

300
407

299,169
7,777

203
83,538
69,043

459,325
10,720

193,041
400

18,525
3,754

46,456
8,263
6,353

30,782
10,840

315
17,800

2,380
8,064

12,370
12,080
25,008

908
1,209

12,348
29

32,323
8,876

1,429,782

Increase. Decrease.

Quantity. Quantity.

.. .. . 1
....... .. 16,473

2,000 .... . ...
140

27,020 .........
348,710 .... ....

9,767 ..........
4,202 .........

93,950 ........ .
........ . 543,614

121 .........
.... ..... 7,273

29 ........
...... ... 386
.... .... 1,506

2,496 ........ .
. .. . 1,263

132...........
..... .... 17,901

9,445 .... ..... .
20 ..........

.... ..... 1,280

.... ...... • 205

. .148
48 ..........

227 ..........
... ...... 548

7,110 ... ......
4,512

.......... 38,437

.......... 1
1,547..........

325 ..........

A. 1897



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the Value of Fisheries in each County of District No. 2,
Nova Scotia, for the Years 1894 and 1895.

County. Value iu Value in Increase. Decrsease.
1 1894. 1895.

........ ... .. . ........... ....... 69,454 60,182 ...... .
............ .. . ........ 26,506 26,798 292

. . ... .. ... . . ............ .... 92,792 83,695 ..... .....
.. .......... ... ............. 653,837 711,499 57,662 .

....... . .......... ..... .. 485,333 429,671 .. .
........ ... 1 .. .. . ........ 16 692 13 702 ...... ....
. .... ....... ... ....... . .. .... . 166,29 104,235 .

Total . .... .............. ... 1,510,904 1,429,782 57,954
1,420,782

D ecrease ..... .... .... ......... 81,122 ... . .... .......

9,272
........ .

9,097
.... ... ...

55,662
2,990

62,055

139,076
57,954

81,122

1la-6

Antigonish...
Colchester ...
Cumberland..
Guysborough
Halifax ..
Hants ..... .
Pictou .....
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TABLE showing the Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., engaged in the Fisheries of
District No. 2, Nova Scotia, with an Approximat-> Value of other Fishing
Material for the Year 1895; also showing the Number of Hands employed therein.

Articles. Values.

8

99 vessels, 2,529 tons.............. . .. ...... .... .. . . .. .... ............. .... 64,365
6,245 boats....... . . . ..... ... .. .. ...... .. ... ..... ........ ... .. 120,991
717,458 fathoms of gi1-nets..... ...... ............... ............ ........ ... 65,987
78 trap-nets....... ... ..................... .. ......... .................... 13,780
505 seines, 48,035 fathois........ ... .... . ....... .......................... .... 73805
94 smnelt bag-nete.... . ...... .......... ........ ........ .......... 2,020
34 weirs................. . ........ ................... ................... 3,873
1,931 trawls, &c................ .. ......... .. ........ ...... . 7,652

222,647 lobster traps ....... . . ..... .... .. . .. ................. ... $112,370 352,473

101 canneries .. . .. ...... .. .. ........... ........ .... ..... ...... .. 108,800
- 2'21,170

41 steamers and smacks .... ... .... ........ ........... .. ...... ........ 15,630
33 freezers and ice houses .... .... ........ ...... .. ...... . .. ...... 15,405
1,572 smoke and fish houses ... ............. ....... ...... 44,825
955 piers and wharfs ... ............. .......... .............. . . 23,706

99,566

Total.... ...... ..... .. . ... . .. ................... . .. . 673,209

Number of
do
do
do

hands engaged on vessels......... ...... . . .. 587
do boats............ ....... ..... 6,860
do packing, cleaning, curing fish... 900

employed in lobster canneries ......... ... 1,773

10,120

A. 1897
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60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A,)

RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats, and

Fists.i VESSELS AND BOATS.

Vessels.

YIS;HN< MATERIAL.

Boats. Gill Nets Trap-Nets Weirs. Seines.

DIS'rRIc'rs;.

z, - o
Z E-

King's County.

I Aylesford..
2iAvonport....... ... ....
3 Boat Island ........ ...
4 Gasperaux........... . ..
5 Long Island ......... .....
6 Starr's Flats......... .. ....
7 Kingsport ........... .....
8 Medford................
9 Blomidon................

10 Baxter's Harbour
11jHall's Harbour .... 2 31
12 Hunting Point.........
13 Chipman's Brook..........
14

1
BIack Rock...... .. 2 25i

15 Harbourville.. . .. 1 15,
16 Morden........ .. .......
17 Scott's Bay ........ .. ....

Totals .... .... . 5 71

-~ f -~ f

s;

161 260 162000 750

...... . . . . . .

.... ... . . .... .. . ....

1W 6 13260; 2(61400 200,
7(0 6 201 400' 4020001004)

. ... .. . .90 45
800 5.... .... ..... 50 75

3...
.. 3 60

7 140.

14 59 1120'

... 90 45
6 90, 45

14i 840 420

102 5660 2580

I-ze
~

$

. . .. ... ...... . .

... 750 400
35 200 ....... .........

.. 2 1000 500
... 3 4000 2000

1 600 300
1 200 100

. . 2 500 1 300 150
3 900 1 300 150

11 3300 1 300 150
1 300 ... ..... ......
1 . 300 1 300 150
2 300 . . .... ....
4.1 00. . .. .i2

..... 2 600
35 9000 4000

35 200 2517400 15 16750 7900

A. 1897

Values ... ....



Marine and Fisher ics--FVisheries Branch.

the Quantity, and Value of all Fishing Material, &c.,-Nova Scotia-Continued

Kim>sor FFisH.

'v

-~ % .~o

'j,

jo.

eÇ>

i

FîisH PROI>UCTS.

I

1350 .... .. . ... .....
... . ... .. ...... ... .... .. ....... .. ..... 1300 .......

100 . . .. ..... .... .... . .. .. 100 10 !901...
2000 ..... ... .... ... . ... .. .. 1500 .......

150 ..... ...... .... .... ..... ... . ...... . . . .

... . ... ...... ... . . . . . . .... 189 .... .... .. ....
. . 0 . . . . 25 . . . . . . .. . .. 100 ... .. . . ..

..... 50 .40 50 45 ... ...... 20 ...... 20 50
150 30000.... 70 45 30 ... 10. .. 10 60

8500 390. 2 325 400 90... ... . ...... 200 100 150
22000 700120000 .... 350 3 6

0 100 . 200 300 600
1000 90 ....... 20 30 10 .... ... 300 40 50
4000, 150 4000 . .. 100 70 30 . 100 9)
2000 550 100000 1 190 90! 75,..... ...... 150 150' 250
4000 100,1500001 .... 60 20 401 .... ..... .... .. ... 400 75 100
1000 50 . ... .... 50 25 30 ......... . ..... . 375 60 80
2000 1000'160000 3 90 80 ..... ... .... ..... 235 100 75 250

48100 3260:564000 6 1320 1170 4502300 250 2210 709 1765 930 1680

9600 14670 11280 450 5940 4095 1125 230 25, 8840' 7090r 906 1395 840)

ToTAL.

VALUE.

35000 1
5,200 00 2

97000 3
4,15000 4

695 00 5
1,890 00 6
1,247 50 7

94750 S
1,967 50 9
6,997 50 10

13,865 00 11
1,080 00 12
2,586 00 13
6,717 50 14
5,012 50 15
1,092 50 16

11,637 50 '17

66,306 00
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60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.) A. 1897

RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats and the

F .HiNa VESSELS AN i BoATI. FiHîNa MATERIAL.

Vessels. Boats. Gll-Nets. Trap Seines. Salmon.

lIsTRa r... --- - -- - -- - _ -- -. -- --_----

-
Cs

Q,,an' County. $ $ $ '$ 1 s
1 Liverpool, Gull Is-

land and Brooklyn. 8 438 13050 781 78 1593i 89 542018641 41500 6, 6601800 3 1050 1375
2 Western Head, Moose I

Harbour and Black
Point .... ........ 50 902 58 47041663 . .... 3 330 900 .. .... 1046

3iWhite and Hant's
Point and Soi er-j
Ville ......... . .... 783; 59 3454 1230 .8............... 61

4lPort Joli and Port
Hebert. .. 38 810 9 47 1200 4471.......... ... .. 819

5 Port Mouton ........ 3 34 130 10 1303128 1404 5598 20591.. . 2 220 450 5014
6 Eagle Head and Beach

Meadows...... ... ... . .. .... 25 511 26 1324 452 .. .... . .. .... 323
7 West and East Berlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 583 39 2260 798 1 400! . ..
8 Port Medway.. 3 172 8000 31 611046 681 2988 1073 2 800. 3750 522
9 Milton............ .......... 5 50 ..... .. .... .. .... . 1600 .

10 Mill Village........... 20 240 20 680 272 . . . 3 411....
Il Greenfeld ... . .. .. . 10 100 .... . . . . .. . 1919 ....

Totals .... ... 14, 64 22350 119. 99 54 27628,99581 727001112103150 3 11660 10609

Values ....... . .. . . .. .... . .. .. ...... .... .. ... . . .. ... 48 2332 47740



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Quaitity and Value of all Fishing Material, &c.-Nova Scotia-Continuea

F1I4HKINDS OF FISH.
HROI UCITS.

Ij TOTAL
r:VALUI.

m Z

-~ ~ a

94. . 54921 62 451 23 1510.... 22 ....... .... 17 2200 268

71 ....... 382 13 40 20 85 2 30 381 60i

50 22656 ..... 418 ... 73, 20 :(0 . .. .... .... ... .... 12 143 35

20 24240 ... 362î .... 37 7 200 4001 20 26 20. 1 84 25
82 46032 200 1126 20 76 27 4800 ... . . 6 1881 83

19 38400... 110 .... 15 2 ... . .. .... . .... .... 6 43 23
21 35040 .... 47 1 6 3 200 . 10 .. .... .. 20 5

29 8736 ..... 3921 ... 52 12 ..... 305! ... ........ 187 31
.. . ....... ... 60. .

.. . .... .. . ... .... 194 .. . 4 10 . . .. . .. ....
-.. .. .... . ... 171 .. . . . . 2 . . . .

367 175104 200 11858 961 344 1141 12895 400 784 26 241 12 72 4446 5 0

5138 245141 15000 53361 240 1204 285 1289 20 313i 182 -240 120 144 1778 795

34,900 50! 1

7,991 40 2

10,116 541 3

9,710 20 4
51,327 18 5

7,711 7016
8,172 10 7

24,405 84 8
560 00 9

1,584 2010
1,087 8011

157,567 46
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RECAPITULATION

Of the Yield of the Fisheries of District No. 3, Nova Scotia, 1895.

Kinds of Products. Quantities. Rate.

Sets.

Salion, salted ... ...... . ............. .. BrIs. 3
do fresh in lue......................... Lbs. 121,500
do smoked.. ....................... " . 2,625'

Herring, salted............... ........ Bris. 102,333
do fresh . .................. ... ... .. .. Lbs. 118,855
do snoked .... .................. . .... . . 1,120,350

Mackerel, salted .. . .......... .......... Bris. 1,837
do f resh or in cans .................... Lbs. 803,930

Lobsters, preserved in cans......... .. ......... 1,101,312
do alive or fresh......... ....... .. Tons. 5,673

Cod, dried ............................ .. Cwt. 390,776
do boneless .... ... ............... ...... Lbs. 105,000
do tongues and sounds .................. Bris. 419

H ake, dried......................... ........ Cwt. 41,203
do sounds ...... ................... Lbs. 10,190

Haddock, dried.......................... Cwt. 69,446
do smokedfinmnan haddies) ............ Lhs. 21,000

Pollack, dried................................ Cwt. 39,048
Trout ... ..... .................. ..... Lbs. 33,290
Halibut ............... ............. ." .661,765
Srelts. ........ .............. ..... . .. .... .. " . 127,195
Basa .... ........... ........ ,.. " . 4,470
Alewives, salted........ .............. .... Bris. 9,386

do smuoked ... ...... .... ......... Lbs. 35,000
Eels .... .... ........................ Bris. 775
Shad .................. .. ............... " 877
Squid ... . ..... .............. ............. 667
Clans..... .................................. 2,382
Flounders......... .................. ....... Lbs. 31.350
Tom-cod or frost fish ................. ...... " 49,250
Coarse and nixed %h ...... . ...... ... Bris. 1,346
Fish oiL......... . . ...... . .. ......... Galls. 172,291
Seal skins. ...... ..... .............. . . No. 9
Fish used as bait... ........................ Bris. 38,388
do do ianure. ......................... " 5,410
do guano ........ ... ....... ....... ..... Tons. 85

T otal for 1895.......................... ............
Total for 1894........... .. .......... ...

Decrease....................... ... . .....

16 00
0 20
0 20
4 50
0 01
002

14 00

0 14
75 00

4 50
0 10

10 00
2 50
0 M0
3 50
0 05
2 50
0 10
0 10
0 05
0) 10
4 00
002

10 00
10 00
4 00
7 00
0 05
0 05
2 00
0 40
1 00
1 50
0 50
8 00

Value.

$ uts.

48 00
24,300 00

525 00
460,498 50

1,188 55
22,407 00
25,718 00
87,181 08

154,183 68
425,475 00

1,758,492 00
10,500 00

4,1,10 00
103,007 50

5,09500
243,061 00

1,050 00|

......... .....

......... ....

..............
. ..........
..............

f 37,544 00
700 00

1. ...........

........... ...

......... .....
. . . ... ....

. . . . . . . . .

f . . . . . . . .

Total.

$ uts.

24,873 00

484,094

112,899

579,658

1,773,182 00

108,102 50

244,111 00
97,620 00

3,329 00
66,176 50
6,359 75

447 00

38,244 00
7,750 00
8,770 00
2,668 00

16,674 00
1,567 50
2,462 50
2,692 00

68,916 40
900

57,582 00
2,705 0
4,680 00

3,715,572 96
3,859,033 56

143,460 60



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

TABLE showing the Value of Fishing Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., used in District No. 3,
Nova Scotia, with an Estimate of other Material or Fixtures not included in
Returns-1895.

Material. Value. Total.

$ ets. $ et3.

385 vessels (tonnage, 20,119)..................................... 1,088,830 00
4,825 fishing boats... ... ..... . .. ..... ... ........... ........ 132,205 00
1,031,198 fathoms of gill-nets. .. .. ..... .......... .... ........... 182,533 00
265 seines (145,735 fathoms) .......... .......... 78,985 00
458 trap-nets............... .... ......... . ............ 97,560 00
87 weirs ........... . .......... .. .. . .... .... .... 14,740 00
51sm elt-nets. .......... ........ ........ ................... . 280 00

*+ - -- , 1,595,133 00
34 lobster canneries .... ................. . ........... . ..... ..... . . 23,950 00
176,126 lobster traps,'&c ............... ...... ....... ....... 140,900 00

164,80 00
89 freezers and ice-houses.... ....... ..... .. . .......... ......... 9,220 00
1,245 smoke and fish-houses .......... .. . ...................... 78,254 00
374 piers and wharfs. ................................ ........... 48,083 00
37 sailing and steam smacks.... ... ... .................. ..... 40,958 00
Trawl gear.............................. ............ ....... ... 49,504 00

226,019 (0

Total value .... ......................... .......................... 1,986,002 00

NUMBER of Men eniployed in the Fisheries of District No. 3, Nova Scotia.
In vessels and smacks...... ....................... ......... 4,549
In fishing boats .... .... ......................... .......... 5,939
Persons n cannerles.... ............................ ........ 968

Total. .............. ................ 11,456

99
11a-7j
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RECAPITU

RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels and Boats engaged in the
Number of Men enployed in the Fishing Industry of

FIsHINU VESSELS AND BOATS.

Vessels.

COUNTIES. - --

1 Cape Breton.. .
2iInverness ......
3lRichmond . . ...
4 Victoria ......

5:Antigonish....
6 Colchester . ....
7 Cumberland....
8 Guysborough...
9Halifax ........

10Hants ..... . .
11Pictiou .........

12 1 Annapolis......
13 Digby .........
14 King's.
15 Lunenburg.
16 Queen's .......
17 Shelburne ......
18 Yarmouth .....

Totals......

S
Z E

174
509

2,297
50

98
549

1,882
. . . . . i

3,650
12,135
35,700

600

1,210
12,445
50,710

. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ...
14 487 14,610
54 1,347 42,200
5 71 1,900

174 12,499 813,650
14 644 22,350
77 2,712 130,900
47 2,359 63,220

595 25,678 1,205,280

Boats.

9
56 800 19,606

127 832 17,381
543 1,379 18,770

17 905 15,160

195 3,3081
122 2,037

14 187 3,6111
122 2,421 60,440
451 2,9131 44,804

136 1,414
2711 5,377

126 220 4,400
425 387 17,5901
14 59 1,120

2,520 1,675 49,775
119 499 9,835
768 1,457 41,335
577 528 8,150

5,879 14,986 334,113

FIsHING

Gill-Nets.

.5

1,448 69,685 27,948
2,129 65,905 25,942
1,914 198,490 64,302
1,446 59,904 18,607

250 86,640 8,689
216 14,778 3,500
235 3,760 1,571

2,641 304,464 7,902
3,039 288,201 37,375

136 9,675 2,300
343 9,940 4,650

377. 24,000 11,930
795 46,810 20,.390
102 5,660 2,58 &

1,524 566,10 86,870
546 27,628 9,958

1,744 321,200 37,7351
851 39,800 13,050

19,736 2,142,640 385,319i

Trap-Nets Weirs.

$ $

2 ... . ....

.. . . .. . .. .... ..
.... . . .. . .. .. .

.......... 18 3,410
. 2 60

73 12,280 2 13
5 1,500.. . ..

.12 390
. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .

....... .27
6,200 31

200 25
55,870 .
2,700 .

17,90.. .
14,500' 4

112,260 121

2,300
3,790
7,400

1,250

'18,613
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Marine and risheries-Fisheries Branch.

LATION.

Fisheries, Fishing Materials, and the Kinds and Quantities of Fish, as well as the
the whole Province of Nova Scotia, for the Year 1895.

MATERIAL.

Seines.

2 2001
3 525

1 120

84 5,435
4211 42,600

33' 3,6501
15 16,750

205 122,525
11 1,210
1 1,600

776 194,615

500
600

KINDS oF FisH.

9
9
o0

187

. . . . . . . . . . .

3,205! 9'
70,600 ....

. . . . . . . . . ..

9,360...,
7,900 .. .

58,075 ....
3,150 3

5001 ....

153,970 227

o.

i
ri~

G>

r12

12,525 ......
44,000 1,000
3,850. ...
3,400 296

25,400 ......
80,4901...
14,100 ..
34,154 2,000
22,405 .......
26,350
32,262'...

13,600 ......
3,750 ....

48,100 ...
22,580 ...
11,660.

8,410..
12,400 ......

200

1,030
1,005

2,626

420,4361 3,2961 4,860

G>

bo
s-
G>

G>
54o

o
-o

b

~5,340

6,7961 49,864 1 7
16,916 ....
3,773 ....

2,081 ....

,37-51
36,683! 66
27,251 3

10 ....
70 6

4,505 . .
375 4

3,2601 ....
35,408 7
10,609 . ..
29,27 ...
18,889 . .. .

206,164 1,01

5,340
3,000

1,500

I -3 ,~
~ ~mI~o ,.~ -~

-~. - o
-~ G> -~-o

i*~ .~ ~

____ z z -~

.1

9,000 1,450
4,731
3,622
1,545

.. .. ... , 455
7,433 , ..
1,700 ......

1,400 364,198
18,500 268,592

..... . . 535,642

... ...... 162,042

... ...... 173,597
4,800

250 429,631
9,600 . ........ 3,5961 571,800 1,246,685 a
ý8,860 ... . ... 1,864 3,300 811,737 9
..... 1,000 .... . 0
7,700 ..... 52 ......... 614,44811

520,000 ... .. ......... ... ..... 12
7,600 22,150 ..... ......... 36,00013
.. ... 564,000 ....... ......... ......... 14
1,255 11,700 1,240 5,000 181,73015
..... ......... 367 ........ 175,104 16

......... 230 334,500 239,81817
2,500. 464,430 468,660 16

4,855 1,139,483 19,152 1,399,10 5,712,684
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RECAPITU

RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels and Boats engaged in the
Number of Men employed in the Fishing Industry of the

KINDS OF FISH.

S.. t,z1 CouNTIES. ~ 4.

o
i*~ .~.

'~ .~

S.. ~..

~ ~,
___ Q

1Cape Breton....
21Inverness.
3 Richmond.
4 Victoria .......

5 Antigonish .....
6 Colchester ......
7 Cumberland .. .
8 Gusborough....
9 Halifax.........

10 Hants ..........
il Pictou ..........

12 Annapolis ......
13 Digby ........
14 King s....
15 Lunenburg.
16 Queen's .........
17 Shelburne ... .
18Yarmouth ......

Totals ......

25
243

67
28
6

730
200

3,122
1,520

5,944

e
e

12,050 ...
20,211 27-
27,489 16
16,535 1

699.
166....
413 ....

21,726 30i
19,592 10

114 ....
188 ....

10,040 38'
25,600 92

1,320 .. .. 1
246,554 2851
11,858 ....
51,069
44,335 4

509,959 503

e e

44
1,968

199

1,748

15
1,496
3,848

5'
298

8,661
27,310

1,791
96

1,300
2,045

50,824

540

1,633
....... 

490
5,384

2,498
2,443
6,692
1,736

118

10,705
2,217

8

66 4,355
....... . 44,960

1,079 ........
..... 5,375

........ 1,800
...... 9,400

2,7001
1,202 24,737
2,057 7,685

. . . ..... 9,500
....... 7,700

62,150 13,500
6,465J 38,200

21,649i 26,000
6,400 51,335

15,000
117,050P
175,766

15,500
10,405
95,900
20,110
33,530
4,700

36,660

3,640 13,077 4,120 12,200 77,400 2,000
6,55 27,800 21,663 ........ . 97,950. . . . .

........ 1,170 450 2,300 ............
........ 9,032 2,662 3,420 251,060 14,675
........ 344 114 . -...... 12,895 400

12,301 4,617 ,070 157,700 5,600
........ 5,722 5,422 9,3001 64,760'104,520

18,2371 96,088 43,498 151,682 1,066,245 473,035
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LATION.

Fisheries, Fishing Materials, and the Kinds and Quantities of Fish, as well as the
whole Province of Nova Scotia, for the Year 1895-Concluded.

KINDS OF FisH. Fise PRoDUcTs.

-~ ~ ~ .1TOTAL1
O* il~ - ~ VALUE.

563 15 221 2861 11 425) .. .. . .. ..... . ,2 ,01258 5 9,5 7
633 1,0501 1571 655. .. ... 2, 267 .. . .. . 12,000 206 831 ... 4M 1« 8 1,4 8

1,114 . ... 4601 387 . . 327 99,«2 . . 3 .,7 .639 9 3
157 880 22 Iý229 .. ... 2630 .6 .,8 .n .931 ... ... 1,100W1

161 100 . . 203 ..... .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . 10 119 .... S9 8 0 6 ,82 0 5
201 ...... . 5 659 . .... .. .0 .. .6.7. .. 0..
570 476 . 6 281 .t. ... ... . . . .

1,744 . 584, 7321 4, 6,164. . 3,560 ,

754 4 56 147 8 .2 .. 88 3 . .. .

820 ..... ...... .0........264............. .. ,.0. 9,600
200 15 . . 6.l.,.......... 5,944 .. 1 2, 9. . 14,5 . .1. .

105 .. 730' 17 100 .2 . 2,0001 2,000 2,066 8,361 4,.39 238 8 935 7812
. 80 . . 26 ..... 1,200 13,500 29 230 ... 9,9,170 .. q6 54 0 3

2,210 ..... . 4 3 ....... 9,53 ... 95 6 80...... 31 0014
299 . . . 1,191: 1406. .... 522 28ý,150, 3,750 8 9,6 9 325: Î 40 l. 9,( 0J
784 ..... 26 24 12, .... ... 00 6. 9,182 212 3,1311.........180578233

1,708 ..... 905 114...... .... .. ... . 0 6,800
4,280 . 4.7.6... 50 480: 30 14 2. .8.5

4,748 ..... . .5.7..61 . 30060. 6 , 8,42.575,1,0 ... 16896,1,4 005,8
7543 5,000 147 . . 88...20 8,36.......5 . .11,169 . . .4,839 4,100 49

9,60 130 ,5 ........... 9.......1,0 3,200
105 730 17 00. ... 2,001 2,000 1,0507 . . 4,819 4010 1035 1

480 26... . 1,200 3,50 28 42,3.50 . ,75.,74... .6,54431
2,210.............70.............. .. ... 175 . 30.,680....6 .08551

-1,708 905114..............'. . . .. 1,4 . .. .. 16,95......7612 0
4,280......50 40 30 145 4000 500 3,050 2 574, 00349,58001

.. . . .. . 1 0...... .. .. 9 5

16,303 2,540 4,195 3,5692,096 12,5837 80,510 162322 0

*Add to va.e.o. N..51

$2,50 0(.
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RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the whole Province of Nova Scotia for
the year 1895.

Kinds of Fish.

Salmon, salted........................... Bris.
do fresh .... ...... . ... .......... Lbs.
do preserved, in cans...........
do smoked........ . ........... .

Herring, salted........... .... ........ .Bris.
do fresh ..... .... .............. Lbs.
do sm oked .......................

Mackerel, salted ....................... Bris.
do f resh...................... Lbs.

Lobster, preserved, in cans...... .....
do alive or fresh ................... Tons.

Cod, dried . ............... ............ Cwt.
do tongues and sounds ......... . Bris.

Hake, dried..... . ........ ..... Cwt.
do sounds ...... .......... ......... Lbs.

Haddock, dried. .......... .......... Cwt.
do smoked (finnan haddies)........ Lbs.

Pollack, dried..... .................... Cwt.
Trout......... ................... Lhs.
Halibut . ........... ...... "
Smelts ........ . ...
B ass . .. . ... ... .... ................
Alewives.... ... ........ . ......... Brls.

do smoked.................... Lbs.

Prices.

$ ets.

16 00
0 20
0 15
0 20

4 50
0 01o ol-o 02

14 00

0 14

4 50
10 00

2 50
0 50

3 500 05
2 50
0 10
0 10
0 05
0 10
4 00
002

Oysters.. ... ............... . ... .... Bris. . . .  .. . .

Bls. .... .............. ........... " . 10 00
Shad ................................... 10 00
Squid .. ................................ 4 00
Flounders... .. ........................ Lbs. 0 05
Tom-cods or frost fish................... 0 05
Clams... .......... ................. Bris.........
Coarse fish.. . .. ........ ............ ".
Dog-fish ......................... Lbs....... .
Fiah-oil.......... .. . ................. Galls. 0 40
Seal-skins........ ................ ...... N o. ..........
Fish as bait....... . .................... Bris. ..........
do m anure ........ .. ...... ...... " ..........
do guano........ ..... ..... ......... Tons. ..........

Quautity. Value. Total Value.

$ cts. i ots.

227
420,436

3,296
4,860

206,164
1,014,855
1,139,483

19,152
1,399,180

5,712,684
5,944

512,292
503

50,824
18,237

96,088
21,000

43,498
151,682

1,066,215
473,035

8,170
16,303
35,000

2,540
3,569
2,096

12,568
130,375
80,510

4,195
5,316

242,300
236,399

1,350
71,379
23,400

721

Total for 1895 . .... ......... .. ................
do 1894 .... ............ .....

Decrease................ .... ............. . .

3,632 001
84,087 00

494 40
972 00

89,185 40
927,738 00
10,444 80
22,790 00 90928

_____- 960,972 80
268,128 00
158,612 08

- - 426,740 08
799,775 04
436,420 00

-4-- 1,236,195 04
2,305,315 50

5,030 00
- ----- 2,310,345 50

127,060 00
9,119 00

------ 0 136,179 00
336,308 OU

1,050 00
------ 337,358 50

. ............. 108,745 50

............... 15,169 00

........ ..... 106,624 90
. ....... . ... 23,651 50

817 00
65,212 O0

700 00
65,912 00

.. ......... 10,160 00

....... ... 35,690 00
20,960 00

........ .... 50,272 00
........ 6,518 75

.... 1,025 50
........ .... 28,704 00
...... ..... 13,393 00
.... ... .. 2,423 00
.............. 94,559 60

...... 1,678 00
....... 107,071 00

.............. 11,700 OU
............ 8,080 00

. ... ........ 6,213,131 07

. ...... ... 6,547,387 11

. ..... 334,256 04
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

RECAPITULATION

Number and Value of Fishing Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., in the whole
Province of Nova Scotia for the year 1895.

Articles. Value. Total.

$ $

595 vessels, 25,678 tons..... .... ............. ...... ............... 1.205,280
14,986 boats . ....................................... ............ 324,113

142,640 fathoms gill-nets................... .... ... . ........ ... 385,319
776 seines (194,615 fathoms)....................... ............. 153,970
538 trap-nets .. . ...... .................... ............ .... ..... 112,260
121 w eirs ....... ..................... .... ................ .......... 18,613
130 sm elt-nets.................... ....................... ... ..... . 3,360

rawls and hand-lines. .... .......................................... 74,402

180 lobster canneries ... .. . .. ....... ....... . ... .......... . 172,750
488,773 do traps....... ... .. . ................................. 320,770

122 freezers and ice-houses........ .............. . .............. . 24,625
2,817 smoke houses and fish houses............. . ... ... ........... 123,079

88 steamers, smacks and dories. . . ... . .. ....... . ... ... .. . ;4,438
ishing piers, wharts, &c...... .......... .................. .... . . . 156,989

2,277,317

493,520

369>131I , ___

Total value......., ................................... 3,139,968
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APPENDIX No. 4.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

District No. 1, comprising the county of Charlotte.-Inspector J. H. Pratt, St.
Andrew's.

District No 2, comprising the counties of Restigouche, Gloucester, Northumber-
land, Kent, Westmoreland and Albert.-Inspector R. A. Chapman, Moncton.

District No. 3, comprising the counties of St. John, King's, Queen's, Sunbury,
York, Carleton and Victoria.-Inspector H. S. Miles, Oromocto.

DISTRICT No. 1.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 1, NEW BRUNSWICK,
COMPRISING THE COUNTY OF CHARLOTTE, FOR THE YEAR 1895,
BY INSPECTOR JOHN H. PRATT.

ST. ANDREws, N.B., 2nd January, 1896.
To the Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith my seventh annual report on the
fisheries of District No. 1, New Brunswick, comprising the mainland and islands of the
county of Charlotte, and also the fisheries of the Chiputneticook Lakes, extending from
Ste. Croix, northward, along the international boundary between the state of Maine and
New Brunswick, as well as tabulated statements showing the quantities and values of
each kind of fish caught, with a synopsis of fishery officers' reports and the amount of
capital employed in the various fisheries.

I regret to have to report a slight decrease in the catch this season and a corres-
ponding falling off in the value, owing for the most part, to a less vigorous prosecution
of the fisheries on account of the low prices paid throughout the year by the dealers.

The figures for the past two years are as follows:-
Total value of fisheries for 1894 ................. . $1,118,477.29

do do 1895 ..... . . . ......... 968,203.50

Decrease during 1895 .................. $150,273.79

It is probably needless for me to allude to the fact that many vessels from other
ports of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia come to this district and catch their cargoes
of which no returns are made here, but I presume, they report at their home ports.

Over two months of this past year were spent by me in the " Curlew " cruising.on
the coasts of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, assisting in the protection of our fisheries
against any attempts of violations of the treaty of 1818 by the large number of United
States fishing schconers hovering off our shores. Several attempted violations were
reported and promptly dealt with by Commander Spain, R.N.
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

SALMON.

I am pleased to report that salmon is on the increase in the Ste. Croix River, quite
a number have been seen on the Magaguadavic River, and there is no doubt that with
proper encouragement they will visit this river as freely as the Ste. Croix and other
rivers. The vigilance of Overseer Todd, of St. Stephens, and his guardians in watching
the Ste. Croix and its numerous fishways, on both sides, have been productive of good
results. The increase of salmon is perceptible to the most ordinary observer, and
the gain of the poachers on the river, formerly lucrative, is now almiost nil. The
efficient staff of special guardians engaged on the river this yeàr, is strongly recom-
mended for next season.

LOBSTERM.

A decrease is noticed in the catch of lobsters, due not only to a less number of
fishermen, but to a scarcity of lobsters frequenting the grounds. Those crustaceans are
reported decreasing in St. Andrew's Bay, due to over fishing therein, and the local
officers strongly recommend a prohibition in that bay for a couple of years. I have
already reported on the advisability of a regulation being adopted for this district, if not
for the whole Bay of Fundy, namely, raising the length limit of lobsters to 10J inches,
instead of nine inches as at present. In this matter I am supported by the several
fishery officers, and nearly every lobster fisherman in this district, and in fact by nearly
every one in the Bay of Fundy. The fishermen receive only. about one cent for all
lobsters under 104 inches, which do not recompense them for their labour, as it is
materially ruining the fisheries for the future. Our people are fully awakened to the
importance of this fishery, and will welcome any regulation which will be of benefit.

HERRING.

Herring still continue very plentiful in the Bay of Fundy, although we are cou-
tinually informed that they are "destroyed " and will so be "used up." The day of
their total disappearance, however, seems to be as distant as ever. This year herring
both large and small, were found all over the district in large schools, and the market
soon showed signs of being glutted. Prices remained extremely low, in consequence of
the supply being so much in excess of the demand. Pickled herring brought very small
prices, and smoked herring remained constantly at a low figure. There was a good
demand for bloaters, which paid fairly good profits. The sardine market did not recover
f rom the dulness experienced in 1894, and in consequence low prices were paid for
sardine herring during the season. The employees of the numerous United States sardine
canneries went on strike for several weeks in the midst of the fishing season, thus
materially reducing the receipts of our many weir owners.

COD.

I regret to state that a large decrease is noticed in the catch of this fish, in a large
measure due to a number of vessels not fishing for them as in former years. The
presence of the voracious dog-fish in the Bay of Fundy, has also very much interfered
with the catch of cod.

POLLACK AND HADDOCK.

A slight decrease will be noticed in the catch of the above fish, due largely, to a
less vigorous prosecution of this fishery than in former years. Prices have ruled too
low during the season, to warrant persons leaving other fisheries that were of a more
remunerative nature, to engage iii pollock and haddock fishing.
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HAKE.

A large decrease is noted in the catch of hake, and I cannot account in any way
for their non-appearance in large schools, except that possibly some particular kind of
feed was not to be found in our waters, or possibly the numerous schools of dog-fish in
the Bay of Fundy may account for their absence. Much of the decrease can be attri-
buted to the fact, that fishing for hake was considerably neglected during the season
owing to the low price offered by buyers for them.

SARDINE'AND LOBSTER CANNING.

The canning of lobsters and sardine herring is attracting considerable attention
from our energetic fishermen, and this season's returns show a larger output of canned
goods. The several factories are having quite a large demand for their. goods and are
highly spoken of by the dealers and consumers. Another lobster factory will be in
operation in Campobello dur ing the coming year, and my next annual report will show
a greatly increased output of all kinds of canned goods. Besides sardine and lobster,
canned haddock and scallops are also placed on the market, and but for the pro-
hibitory duties imposed by the United States tariff, the canneries would be able to
export largely to the Western States.

FISH-WAYs.

With reference to the fish ways in this district, with the exception of the one at
Rinton's stream, and one at Upper Falls, they are all in good order. Heretofore they
were of no value to the fisheries on the Magaguadavic River, as the " notch " at the
Lower Falls was not adapted to the passage of fish. However, this obstruction has
been overcome by the building of the new dam and fish-way. This fish-way, the inven-
tion of F. W. Holt, Esq., C.E., of St. George, N.B., contains some novel features, and
is admirably adapted for a place of this kind. My thanks are due to this gentleman,
who kindly assisted nie by preparing plans and specifications for the work, and who also
superintended its construction.

CAMPOBELLO FIsH FAIR.

The commendable efforts put forth by the officers of the Campobello Fish Fair
Society, to encourage our fishermen by an annual exhibition of the products of their
labours, deserves the recognition and assistance of all their friends. Every year this
society puts forth their best energies to elevate the standard of boats, fish, etc., and the
results have been most gratifying to all concerned. During October last, their annual
fair was held at Welshpool, and was largely attended. A splendid programme was
carried out by an efficient committee, consisting of boat racing and other sports,
concluding with a grand ball during the evening. The fisheries exhibits, in the opinion
of experts, could not possibly be excelled anywhere, and great praise was given the
numerous exhibitors for their pains-taking work. Suitable prizes were also awarded to
the successful exhibitors. These annual gatherings of our fishermen and dealers, inter-
changing their ideas and discussing the innumer àble details relating to our fisheries, will
engender a better feeling among them all, and even at this early date many good results
of the annual fish fair are appearir.g.

SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OFFICERS' REPORTS.

Overseer Campbell, St. Andrews, reports that the fishing season in his district has
not been a very profitable one, which he attributes to the low prices obtained, rather
than to any 8carcity of fish. The principal fishery in his district is weir fishing for
small herring for. sardine purposes. They have been very plentiful, perhaps never more
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so, but the prices have been so low that many weirs were scarcely fished at all. The
establishing of Robertson & Gardner's fish curing house at St. Andrews has been a
great benefit to the line fishermen, giving them aready market for their fish. This firm
has used nearly 600,000 pounds of fresh cod, haddock, pollack and herring during the
past season, and are actively engaged in putting up finnan haddies. bloaters and dried
fish for the West Indian market. The lobster catch bas been about the same as last
season, but more traps and men were employed. In the part of the district under
his immediate care, the catch is decreasing annually, and will soon be unworthy of any
attention fron the fishermen. There has been no large herring caught in this district
the past few years, although I believe they were plentiful in the inner bay during
the winter. Legs trouble bas been experienced with the fishermen this season than for
some years past, which is partly due to the presence of the " Curlew," and partly because
herring were so plentiful and cheap, that it did not pay to run the risk of seining or
torching for them. Quite a number of fishermen commenced to fish lobsters this fall, but
owing to the energetic actions of these officers the practice was stopped. The fishing in
Chamcook lakes has been poor, and the catch of land-locked salmon and trout small.
In the St. George district, however, there bas been the usual good fishing. He again
calls attention to the great use and help a small steam launch would be in connection
with the "Curlew," and how much it would assist the local officers during the frequent
trips the "Curlew " has to make outside the Bay of Fundy. It is almost impossible to
prevent illegal fishing in row boats, the district being so large and the tides and cur-
rents so strong. The only way is to drive to the nearest point and try to secure
help, which is often difficult and sometimes impossible. The new fishway at the
Lower Falls, St. George, promises to be a success, and I feel certain that salmon can now
get up, and it will be interesting to watch the result next season. Some of the fish-ways
at Second Falls and Bonny River need repairs during the coming season.

Special Guardian Frawley, St. George, states that the catch of fish in his district
consists entirely of trout, which was considerably larger than last year. The fishways
at the lower falls are in good working order, he has repaired them this year. The fish-
way at Linton's stream is in the samne condition as last year, and will require some
repairs. The fish-way at Upper Falls having been carried out by the freshet last spring,
it is doubtful whether fish can ascend it or not.

Special Guardian Cross, Beaver Harbour, states that there has been a good catch
of cod and a slight increase in pollack and hallibut during the past season. The catch
of hake, haddock and sardines fell off somewhat from the catch of last season. Sardine
herring were just as plentiful as last season, but the prices ruled so low during the
latter part of the season, that very little fishing was carried on for them. The catch of
lobsters lias increased considerably, as more men were employed in this fishery. There
was more fish guano made this year, owing to the prices for herring being so low, and
fish so plentiful. On account of the depressed condition of the sardine market, the
packers did not can any more fish than usual. On the whole, fishermen did not do so
well this year as in 1894.

Special Guardian Dick, of Latête, states that the yield is about the same as last
year's with the exception of the catch of lobsters, which somewhat fell off owing to the
scarcity of this crustacean. A number of men in this district commenced lobster
fishing before the expiration of the close season, but lie promptly destroyed all their
traps, which, he believes, will have a lasting effect.

Over8eer Todd, of St. Stephen, states that the catch of all kinds of fish in his district
was better than previous years. Salmon have been abundant and are visibly increasing.
This he largely attributes to efficient protection, for, since special guardians have been
placed where needed, very little illegal fishing bas been done. There are five fish-ways
in the Ste. Croix River, and two in Dennis Stream, all have been kept open and in good
condition this season. Nearly all -the fish returned by him were used for home consump-
tion, and the balance were exported to the United States. He strongly reoommends
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that guardians be employed next season the same as this season, thus giving the district
efficient protection.

Special Guardian Haney, West Isles, states that he bas been very careful in obtain-
ing information contained in his report, and expresses his regret that there is a shrink-
age in the returns. The fishermen have not done nearly so well as they did last season.
This is attributed not only to the price of sardine-herring being low, but also to the fact
of the Eastport and Lubec sardine canneries being idle about a fortnight during the very
best of our fishing, and when they opened again the squid and silver hake had
driven the herring into St. Andrew's Bay, Beach Bay and Letang River. Besides, the
sardine factories closed some weeks earlier than they usually do, which also helped to
decrease the returns. Very little trouble has beeti experienced by him through illegal
fishing this season, the prices being too low to warrant them in running the risk of
apprehension. Some illegal lobster fishing bas been attempted, but the prompt action
of the several officers in. destroying the traps bas had a good effect. Taking it as a
whole, very little friction has been.experienced between the officers and the fishermen.

Overseer Brown, Campobello, reports an increased quantity of salt herring put up,
but on account of the low price the fishermen did not meet with much encouragement
in the herring fishery, although herring of all sizes were very plentiful during the season,
it was quite a common occurrence for the weirs to be full and no demand for them.
Smoked herring brought such a small price that they barely paid for the expense incur-
red in putting them up. Line fish have decreased somewhat, as fishermen were not
trawling for hake, as vigorously as in former seasons, as these fish were very scarce this year.
He had some trouble with fishermen commencing lobster fishing previous to the open
season, but their traps were promptly destroyed when met with. He recommends that
lobster fishing commence 1st December and close 313t May, also that herring for bait
only may be fished by torchlight during the month of December.

Overseer Martin, oj Grand Manan, reports a large decrease in line tish especially in
the catch of hake, which were not so plentiful as last season. He sees no particular
reason for the scarcity, unless it is owing to the absence of some particular -kind of food,
such as shrimps, upon which hake chiefly subsist.. The presence of large schools of dog-
fish interfered considerably with trawling. There has been quite an increase in the
catch of herring over last year, and fully two-thirds of the smoked herring put up are
-good bloaters. They bring forty cents a box for the West India markets, and this
branch of our fishing industry bas proved quite successful. The cost of curing and
packing is much less than in the old way, as the bIoater boxes are furnished by the
purchaser. The lobster catch is also in excess of last year and the fish being
more plentiful, which is attributed to the rigid enforcement of the law regarding them.
The law against Sunday fishing bas been well observed, and he has not the same com-
plaint to make this year, that he previously made of the North Head fishermen. The
spawning grounds at South-west Head wereclosely watched, and he knows of no violation
there. He is of opinion that if the practice of leaving nets full of fish in the water during
the day time could be prevented, herring would frequent in large numbers their old
haunts at North Head in the early winter.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN H. PRATT,
Irspector of Fisheries.
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DISTRICT No. 2.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 2, COMPRISING THE
COUNTIES OF RESTIGOUCHE, GLOUCESTER, NORTHUMBERLAND,
KENT, WESTMORELAND AND ALBERT, FOR THE YEAR 1895, BT
INSPECTOR R. A. CHAPMAN.

MONCTON, 2nd January, 1896.
To the Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to subnit my report for the year 1895, of the fisheries of
District No. 2, in the province of New Brunswick, with extracts from the reports of several
of the local fishery officers, also tabulated statements giving the product and values by
districts and counties, together with an estimate of the capital employed in the prosecu-
tion of the fisheries. These returns show an increase in the aggregate value over last
year's catch of $243,823; the figures are:

For 1894............ ................ ............ $2,940,185
" 1895 ............................ ........... 3,175,008

As my preliminary report has been so fully verified by the statistics, I will only
refer briefly to the several kinds of fish taken.

SALMON,

Though a large catch, is not quite up to last year's, but the local officers and

guardians report the streams full of salmon and grilse this fall.

HERRING.

Not only was there an abundance of these fish last spring, but the run in August
and September of fine fat herring on the Caraquet and Miscou Banks was, as in
1894, very large, which has again increased the catch materially.

SMELTS.

Nearly a million of pounds over the catch of 1894, and consequently much the
largest catch on record. Notwithstanding this continuous drain, they appear to be
increasing in our waters, as the river were full of them last spring at spawning time,
and the take this fall is larger than ever. The importance of this fishery to a large
number of very poor people in the winter season, when there is no other employment,
cannot be over estimated.

COD.

Notwithstanding the rough weather of the past fall, more of these fish were caught
than in 1894, due to increased preparations for taking them in certain districts.

MACKEREL

Were abundant in a few localities and the quantity shipped in ice is larger than ever
before, but in other places they did not strike in, and the aggregate catch is below last
year's yield.
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LOBSTERS.

Owing to a smaller number of factories being operated this year, the quantity
canned is considerably below that of 1894, but prices being high, and the black not re-
curring on the inside of the cans, makes it a profitable year for both packers and
dealers.

OYSTERS.

More were raked than last year, and while in some districts there is danger of over-
fishing, at Bay du Vin and other points on the Miramichi River, the beds appear to be
extending and increasing yearly.

SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OVERSEERS' 'REPORTS.

RESTIGOUCHE COUNTY.

Overseer J. A. Verge reports that while the salmon catch is not up to the large
figures of 1894, it is still above the average. The streams were full of parent fish this
fall.

Overseer Donald McLean says: Salmon fishing bas not been equal to last season,
which was an exceptional year, much above the average, the decline was attributed to
unfavourable weather during the first of the season. The several close seasons as well
as the law regarding saw-dust and mill rubbish have been strictly observed.

GLOUCESTER COUNTY.

Overseer William Sweeney reports spring herring abundant, and other fishing fair,
except mackerel, which were very scarce.

Overseer James Hickson reports a big catch of nearly all kinds of fish taken in his
district. The laws and regulations generally well observed.

Overseer J. D. Thtriault says fishing in his district was generally below that of
last year, as only small boats are co'nmonly used, which cannot stand rough weather.

Overseer Jos. L. Haché reports fishing fair. Any falling off is attributed to bad
weather rather than scarcity of fish.

Overscer Xavier D. Albert reports increased means of fishing and larger catch than
usual although rough weather interfered a good deal during the fall months.

Overseer Adolphe Aché says fishing in his district was not as good as last year,
owing to storms, especially in the latter part of the season.

Overseer Wm. Walsh reports the yield of fish, except smelts, less than last year,
owing to bad weather, which prevented the sinall boats used from going out. The
quantity of smelts taken is nearly double that of the previous season, many of which
were taken by hook and line before the regular fishing through the ice commenced.

NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Overseer J 0. Williston says salmon fishing was better than last year, smelts were
abundant and prices good. Other kinds of fish about the same as last year. Saw-dust
and other regulations were well observed.

Overseers Hogan and Boei8 report large quantities of salmon and grilse ascending the
North-west and South-west Miramichi rivers this fall during spawning season.
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KENT COUNTY.

Overseer W. F. Hannah reports a fair catch of extra large mackerel, which were
shipped in ice to the United States, realizing good prices and a profit to all concerned.
Smelt fishing was good, aggregating a large catch at fair prices, which was a great boon
to the fishermen.

WESTMORELAND COUNTY.

Overseer Robert Goodwin says fishing fairly good all round and regulations well
observed.

Overseer .Denis T. Cormier reports shad fishing better than usual, but again urges
close time to 20th June, to allow them time to deposit their spawn.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

R. A. CHAPMAN,
Inspector of Fisheries.

DISTRICT No. 3.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 3 OF NEW BRUNSWICK,
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF ST. JOHN, KING'S, QUEEN'S, SUN-
BURY, YORK, CARLETON AND VICTORIA, FOR THE YEAR 1895, BY
INSPECTOR H. S. MILES.

OaoMoCTo, 2nd January, 1895.
To the Honourable-

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Sin,-I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report for the year just
ending on the fishery of this division, with synopsis of the reports of the local officers
and statistics of the catch and values, &c., &c. As conpared with last year, a decrease will be
noticed in the catch of salmon, shad and alewives. The total value of all the fisheries
this year is $259,946.25, showing a decrease of $32,940.15, which is also partly due to
the fact that this year Albert County's catch is omitted froin my statistics.

The Bay of Fundy is the only place where bait can be procured in the months of
April, May and part of June by the Nova Scotia fishermen, who say that if they could
not get bait here they would be compelled to quit the business. About 2,500 barrels of
fresh alewives were used for this purpose, and were either sold here to the vessels or
shipped to Digby, Halifax, Yarmouth and Pubnico. The pickled and smoked fish are
largely exported to the West Indies and the United States.

SHAD.

The supply of this fish is diminishing, owing to overfishing. On account of high
prices being obtained both in local and foreign markets for shad they are eagerly sought
after, and the result is that each year shows a more or less decreased supply with a
corresponding increase in the prices obtained. I cannot too strongly recommend that
some protection be given this fish, either by a close time or that certain spawning
grounds be permanently reserved for them.
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SALMON.

The decrease of the catch of the fish was most observable in the St. John harbour
:and was ascribed to the destruction of nets by vessels passing up and down the bay in
the fog.

LOBSTERS

Show an increase over last season's catch, owing largely to a greater number of men
fishing for them. The prices received for them were also more remunerative.

HERRING

Were very plentiful, but owing to low prices they were not considered worth
catching.

COD, HAKE AND HADDOCK

Yielded about as usual. In the winter the fish are frozen and shipped to all parts
of Canada, and when dried and salted, are prepared into boneless fish, and used for
hume consumption.

SARDINES

Were all used this year for lobster and other bait.

TROUT.

In most of our streams and brooks this fish is plentiful, and while none are exported
large quantities are caught and used by sportsmen and others from whom no estimate of
the catch can be procured. -But so long as trout fishing is prohibited except by angling,
no danger of exhaustion exists.

BASS.

The bass fishing on the St. John River and Bellisle Bay will no doubt be vigorously
prosecuted this season. The three years' protection which have been given the bass in
these waters will no doubt show beneficial results, and the fishermen are jubilant that
they are again permittted to fish them.

FISII-wAYS

These are needed in several rivers in my district. During the year one was built at
Woodstock, and no doubt will give entire satisfaction. It was built on the old style
fish-ladder principle. The two on the Oromocto River were damaged last spring by
the ice, one was rendered completely useless, the other was repaired. Those fish-
ways on the Oromocto River have always been considered useli ss, and no fish have ever
been known to pass through them. An effort will be miade to induce the government
to buy out the dams at Hart's and Tracy's mills. No finer spawning urounds for all
kinds of fish can be found than the north and south Oronocto lakes and the beneficial
results would be uniform throughout the counties of St. John, King's, Queen's, Sunbury
and York.

NON-TIDAL WATERS.

It is a matter of fact that salmon will not rise to the fly on the St. John River, and
Ibegtorecommend that net-fishing be allowed above Crock's Point, otherwise poaching with
long nets will be carried on. If thirty yards were licensed it would be a source of
considerable revenue, would please the inhabitants greatly and less destruction of fish
than at present would result
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SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OFFICERS' REPORTS.

ST. JOHN COUNTY.

Joseph O'Brien, of St. John County, reports a decrease in the catch of salmon in his
district, owing to the exceptionally foggy weather in the bay and harbour. Of this fish
about 90 per cent are exported in ice to the United States. Of alewives all those that
are salted are exporte 1, and about 20 per cent of the fresh and smoked are used for
home consumption and the remainder for bait. Twenty-five per cent of the shad are
sent to the States fresh in ice. Of lobsters not less than 80 per cent are shipped alive
on ice to the Upper Canadian and United States markets. The entire catch of finnan
haddies was sold in Canada. The close seasons were well observed, but for other viola-
tions eighteen fines were imposed and one net confiscated. Of the two fish-ways in St.
John County, only one (at Knight Bros.' mill on Musquash River) is working satisfactorily,
the other (at Mr. Bostwick's mill on Salmon River) needs repairing. This officer re-
commends an amendment of the law in re the inspection of pickled fish.

Guardian Leonard Parker, of Tynmouth Creek, St. John County, reports that salmon
frequent the waters under his supervision in great abundance and were this year well
protected on the spawning beds. He has seen during the past season 290 salmon within
a distance of one mile, the water being quite low and very clear, the fish were easily
counted. He spent two days with Guardian Parker in November, and better salmon
streams he never saw. Those streams are all in an unbrolken wilderness and can
only be examined and protected on foot.

KING'S COUNTY.

Over8eer W. H. Heine, Norton Station, reports that the district under his charge
has been carefully looked after. The catch of alewives was not nearly as large as
last year, the low price of fish causing this fishery not to be so vigorously
prosecuted as formerly. The catch of shad on the Kennebecasis River was largely in
excess of last year, especially on the upper parts of.the river where the fish were more
plentiful than for years past. Large schools of young fish being frequently seen in the
waters from the bridge which crosses the river. In the vicinity of Hampton where
large quantities are frequently caught, the catch was very light, owing to the river
being filled with logs for the greater part of the fishing season. Pickerel fishing in
Darling Lake is increasing and more people are engaging in the fishery, large quantities
are being caught and shipped to the States. Salmon are very scarce in this river. There
has been very little illegal fishing in this district duriig the past year, two nets only were
seized for illegail fishing for* which he could find no owner. Two other parties were found
occupying greater parts of the river than one-quarter. About 50 per cent of the alewives
caught in this section are used for home consumption, the balance being shipped to St.
John and West India markets. The catches of shad are used for home consumption, being
shipped to the towns and villages along the I. C. R. 'he close seasons have been
strictly observed. He has patrolled the river in his canoe regularly and found no viola-
tions ; a continuance of strict protection of this district will make the shad fish'ry a very
valuable industry. One man was paid by a fish merchant at Hampton the sum of
$236 for shad the past season.

Overseer J. W. Nolan, Smith's Creek, reports that no illegal fishing came under his
observation, and that a strict enforcement of the law through his section was observed.

Over8eer W. L. Belyea, Brown's Flats, reports an average catch, and states
that about 50 per cent of the fish caught in his section have been exported. Forty
per cent sold in Canada, and the balance used for home consumption. No abuses
existed to his knowledge. The several close seasons have been strictly observed.
One violation in sturgeon fishing occurred, and he seized the net. A fine of $10 was
paid to the inspector. He is of the opinion that the sturgeon fishing sea-on should
begin at least two weeks earlier. The length of net to be 60 fathoms, and that not more
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than two licenses be granted to one man, also that the number of said licenses be plainly
marked on each net, together with the initials of the owner, to enable the officers to
keep a better trace of violations, as when only the initials are used, it is hard to dis
tinguish the lawful net from the illegal one.

Overseer Justus H. Grey, of Springfield, reports that he finds the fishermen
very inuch encouraged with the year's operation in salmon fishing. A larger harvest.
of this valuable product has been made this year than ever before, and is generally
recognized as being due to the f<stering care the Department of Fisheries has
devoted to this industry. Salmon are exported in ice and net about 35 cents per lb.
Pickerel have been very scarce this year, during the whole season, and few were taken.
I cannot account for the failure. Shad also have been scarce. Alewives were late
coming and only remained a short time. The fishermen were engaged generally in
farming, and this particular season required their attention to that industry. The
abundance of eels that infest these waters are most destructive to salmon and ai e a
great source of loss and annoyance to tbe fishermen, who often find only "the skin and
bones" of what was once a fine sahnon. The fishermen at the present time are delighted
with the prospect of bass fishing the coming winter. No abuses of the fishery law
existed in the district, but some illegal fishing did corne to his knowledge, and a seizure
of four nets was made. It would be a good step if the Department of Fisheries enacts
an order to have the bass-nets numbered, with the number of license, then we could
easily understand if any nets were not licensed.

QUEEN'S COUNTY.

Overseer A. C. Warden, of Johnston, reports a fair catch of all kinds of fish usually
caught in his district, excepting salmon and alewives ; the latter were plentiful, but
owing to the very low prices given in the St. John market, very few were caught, coin-
pared with the two previous years. The change of the close season from Friday to
Saturday nigbt gave general satisfaction. The close seasons have been well observed,
and no violations came under his notice. There are no fish-ways in this district.

Overseer M. Case, of Wickhan, reports that the catch 'of alewives was below
that of last year, or the average catch of the last four years. There appeared to be
a good stock of fish in the river, but, as the prices were low in the St. John mar-
ket, our river tishermen did not engage in that fishery. Shad were about on an average
with other years. Salmoti were a little below the ordinary. Trout and eels were more
plentiful than in the past. About 40 per cent of the fish caught in this district were
used at home, and the balance sold in St. John and in the United States. Close seasons
well observed. No illegal fishing came to his knowledge. No fines nor confiscations of
any kind occurred in this district. No fish-ways in this district. Our fishery regula-
tions are good when properly carried out.

SUNBURY COUNTY.

Overseer Geo. TV. Ioben, of Swan Creek, reports a decrease in some kinds of fish,
particularly alewives, in consequence of the low freshet and its short duration,
and also to the low prices of the fish in the markets. The catch of pickerel keeps
well up, as they are in denand in the States markets, and with all the efforts made
use of to catch them, they do not seem to diminish. The salmon yield was not as
usual, owing largely to the quantity tak-n lower down the river and in the harbour of
St. John. The low tides in St. John prevent the fish getting up through the falls.
Shad was about the same as last year, and of excellent quality. This fish is used at
home. In consequence of the G>vernment extending the close seasoti for shad and
alewives till Saturday night, the fishermen seem to feel well satisfied, and to show no
disposition for illegal work. The close seasons for all kinds of fish have been well kept.
He reports no contravention of the fishery regulations. The fish-way on the upper
branch of the Oromoeto River in this county appears to be of no use or benefit, and
until the present mill-dams are renioved, the fish cannot reach the Oromocto Lakes,
which would be the finest spawning grounds for all kinds of fish in New Brunswick.
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YORK COUNTY.

Over8eer Robert Orr, Fredericton, reports as follows: As usual he devoted his time
in visiting the rivers and lakes under his control, to carry out departmental instructions
and the various orders received from time to time. There is no increase in the catch of
salmon, shad and gaspereaux, and a great falling off in pickerel. Grilse were plentiful
in the South-west Miranichi and were of a large size. There was a scarcity of salmon
during the open season, and those in the river did not, as a rule, rise to the fly. The
reason for this was the extreme low water and its crystal clearness. He has never
observed it lower or clearer, and probably never in the history of man has it been more
so. There was a large run of salmon from the 15th September to the 27th November
in this river, the spawn of which was all carefully protected by the guardians, three of
whom were in the employ of the department, and six others paid by the riparian owners.
This joint protection has been a great success, and all work in harmony in securing an
efficient protection. He visifed the entire length of this river, some 50 miles, every
fortnight, and found everything clear and the men on duty. The forks of the
river, 50 miles from Boiestown should have two extra men next season to watch the
branches. Some illegal work was done there, but with so small a force, it is impossible
to keep a faithful watch at all points. All the fish in this district are used for home
consumption. Drifting is still carried on on the St. John River, but to a less degree
than formerly. In order to stop this, a larger force of guardians will be necessary.
The close season was strictly observed through the vigilance of the guardians under him.
No seizures were made during the season. He again calls attention to the fact that
from 30 to 40 dams for lumber purposes, are still unprovided with fishway. The great
complaint throughout his district, particularly in the Miramichi, is that the open season
begins too early. It should be changed from Ist March to lst June, and in doing this,
the salmon would be allowed to run up and get into the streams if the open season
was extended to 1st September, as formerly.

Altogether, he reports a successful season, so far as protection is concerned.

CARLETON COUNTY.

Alex. G. Lindsay, of Highlands, reports that the fishing waters in his district are
comprised within the portion of the Main South-west Miramichi and its north and
south branches, together with the tributaries, about 127 miles. These waters are free
of obstruction, the mill dam at Foreston on the south branch excepted, and the St.
John River, between the York and Victoria county line, with the various rivers empty-
ing into the St. John between the two county lines mentioned. Salmon, trout, shad and
alewives frequent the St. John. Shad are unknown on the Miramichi in this county.
Salmon do not rise to the fly on the St. John. Net fishing prohibited. It is not so
openly practised, but the catch is very considerable. He received reliable information
that salmon nets are owned and used in the St. John, in all the parishes bordering the
river. Shad are caught as far up as Grand Falls.

VICTORIA COUNTY.

Overseer Thos. D. Ryan, oj Grand Falls, reports that the catch of fish has been
about an average one. Fish were very plentiful, but ôwing to the very dry season, and
unusually low water in the rivers and streams, the prosecution was much less vigorous.
Ail the fish caught in the district are used for home consumption. Abuses exist more
or less in the district, but the fisheries havp been well protected during the past season.
The close seasons have been well observed, and in some localities protected by special
guardians. There is but one way to protect the fisheries and that is by special guard-
ians during the proper season. No fish-ways in this district,
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RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in District No. 1, New Brunswick, for
the year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity..

Salmon, fresh, in ice ............................... Lbs. 600
H erring.. .. ........................ .. ........ ..... Bris. 10,76.

do frozen..... .. ... .... ........... ........ per 100 2,859,870
do sm oked....... ........... ..... ................ Lbs. 8,191,00

A lew ives .... ............... ..... ................... B rs. 135
Cod .... ................................. ... , Cwt. 9,902
Seal-skins... ..... ... ........... . .... . ...... .. N o. 6
Pollack ..................... ... ........... ......... Cwt. 14,754
Hake.. ... ........ ............ ... ................... 7,676

do sounds......... ..................... ...... Lbs. 7,032
Haddock .......... . ........ ... . ......... . . ..... Cwt. 12,732
Halibut............... .. ................... ..... Lbs. 73,860
Finnan haddies, smoked..................... ... ....... Lbs. 210,000
S had. ... ... ...... .............. ..................... B ris. 50
Scallops, preserved.... ......... ................. .. Cans 4,800
Sardines. ........................................... 588000
T rout .... .............. . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . L bs.
Tom-cd or frost fish .............................. 13,50
Squid.. . . ............... ........ ............... Bris.
Flounders............... ............... ... .Lbs. 13,257
Sinelts........................... ....... 12,800
Fickerel. ............................................... 3,500
Clams, preserved.. ........................... Cans 10,000
Coarse or mixed fish. ........... ....... Bris. 41
Sardines ............................................... 181,125
Clams ........................................... ...... 5,101
Lobsters............ ..... ......... . ........ ... ... Tons 1,079

do ..... ............ .... ......... .............. C ane 11,5
Fish-oil..... .......... .. . ......... .. ............... Galls. 39889
Clams, shelled .... ................ ............ ....... Lbs. 1 ,409
Fish guano. .. ....... ..... .. ... ... .............. Tons 359
Fish used as bait........... .................... ......... Bris. 4,012

do manure............... ........ .............. 5 , 47 5

Total value of catch for 1895............. ... ... .......
do do 1894......................

Decrease during 1895.......... ...................
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Pric,. Value.

$ cts. $ ats.

0 20 120 00
4 50 48,442 50
0 02 57,197 40
0 02 163,820 00
4 00 540 00
4 50 44,559 (J0
3 00 18 00
2 50 36,885 00
2 50 19,190 00
0 50 3,516 00
3 50 44,562 00
0 10 7,386 00
0 10 21,000 00

10 00 500 00
0 15 720 00
0 05 29,400 00
0 10 1,350 00
0 05 77 50
4 00 972 00
0 05 662 85
0 05 640 00
0 05 175 00
0 05 500 00
2 00 82 00
2 00 362,250 00
1 25 6,376 25

75 00 80,925 00
0 14 1,610 00
0 40 15,955 60
0 10 1,040 90

25 00 8,975 00
1 50 6,018 00
0 50 2,737 50

961,203 50
.......... 1,118,477 29

....... 150,273 79



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

NUMBER and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Weirs, &c., employed in the Fisheries of
District No. 1, New Brunswick, for the year 1895.

Material. Value.

$ ets.

60 vessels (tonnage, 1,159)..... . ........... .... ........................... ..... 24,725 00
1,228 boats..... .. ........................................... .................... 68,118 00

23,800 fathoms of gill-nets . .... ....... .............................................. 7,283 00
296 seines (fathoms, 9,350) .................................. ..... 19,825 00
50 sm elt-nets . ....................................................... .......... 530 00

286 w eirs. . .................. ... .............................................. 136,8 5 00
856 trawls .. ................ :...... ........... ............................ 9,365 00

14,643lobster-traps......... .............. .. ..... .... .................... 11,615 00
4 lobster canneries....... . .............................. ,... . ............ 4,200 00

12 fish-presses....... . ....... ,.......... ......................... ......... 1,200 00
5 ice-houses.............................. ............................ .. ...... 1,200 00

510 smoke and fish-houses..................... ............................... ...... 113,492 00
247 piers and wharfs ..... ..... .......................... ........................ 45,255 00

13 sailing and steam smacks............. . .................................... 5,550 00
2,500hand-lines..... . ........... . .. ..... ........ .... ... . ................. 2,50000

500 dip-nets ............. . ........................................................ 2,500 00
3 sardine canneries ........................................................ 8,500 00
1 fish-curing factory.... . ............................. ........................ 2,500 00

40 weir-scows............... ... .......................................... ... 4,000 00

Total.. ................................................... .. . 469,213 00
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NEW BRUNSWICK-

RBTURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats engaged in

Fish, and the Total Number of Men employed, &c., in District

FisHING VEsSELS AND BOATs. FisHiNG MATERIAL.

Vessels. Boats. Gill-Nets. Smelt-Nets
DISTRIcTS. -

z __ _ _ __ z~ .Ez >. x z >. z >-

Restigouche County$. t $
1 Above Dalhousie............. ...... . .. .... .. . 32 480 32 7680 7680 213 12780
2 Dalhousie to Belledune ................... ... 160 3000 320 17500 20000 16 1000

Totals .............. ......... .. . ..... 12 à80 352 25180 27680 229 13780
-- - 1- 1- - I _________ __________

V alues ............... .. $ -. ... .

Gloucester County.
1 Petit Rocher......... ............ ... ... 180 220 36 12 11200
2, Bathurst, &c......... ........... ... 305 10500 840 19300 33300115 900
3iGrand Anse.......................... 124 400 32003500400 6500 6000 3 200
4 Upper Caraquet....................... 7 86 2900 22 19 2900 52 1900 850 22 650
5 Caraquet...... ............... .... 97 1067 38800' 292' 46 13800 140 38000 4600 12 600
6 Shippegan (Mainland)............. . ... 23 273 8600' i5 70 3500 141 5800 2401 35 1300
7 Shippegan Island.................. 45, 563 27000, 146 113 7800 245 8700 3500 13 450
8 Miscou, &c................. ... .. 3 35 1850 9 84 2071 184 3260 1500 15 500
9 Pokenouche........................ 2 25 1500 61 220 4400 260 17500 12250 80 2800

10 Tracadie........ .... .... .. ....... 7 79 3500 21i 18 1800 41! 1200 2400 781 1780
Totals................. ... 185 152 84550 741 255 52471 2663125560 78000 273, 9180

V alues.............. . ... . ..... . -.... ·

Northumberland County. -7
1 Neguac, &c...................... .... 1 111 300 4 190 3800 250 25600 16290 170 3500
2Bay du Vin, &c...................... 2 30 800 6 225 10500 565 80000 80000 169 5070
3 Chatham, &c...................... 4 94 2800 19 150, 3000 150-12000 8200 292 14600
4 North-west Miramichi River...... ... ...... .... ..... .60, 800 60 3500 3500 .... ....
5South-west Miramichi River............ .............. 501 750 50 300 2800.. ....

Totals ................ ... 7135_3900 29 675! 188501075 124100 110790 631 23170

Values ....... .......... .... .......
1- - ____ - -t t-** i-..-.... .

Kent County.
1 H arcourt, &c ..... ........ ........... .. .... . .. » . . .. .

2Carleton............................... .... .... ' 45 1900 110 3500 1500 65 1000
3 St. Louis.............................. .... .... ... 40 2000 80 3900 1250 80i 2400
4 Richibucto, &c................ ....... 5 75 2000 20 220 8800ý 440 16400 7200 297 11880
5 Buctouche, &c ...................... .... .... .... 300 10000 750 6800 2000 194 5700
6 Cocagne........................ .. ... ..... .91 1500 192 7100 1800 74 1560

Totals........................ 5 75 2000 20i 696' 242001572 37700 13750 710 22540

Values .................... $ ............... ~ .....

Westnorland County.
1Shediac, Botaford, &c...................... .... ... 316 11100 600 27000 1150 245 12000
2 Westnorland and Sackville......... .. .... ... ..... 44 1775 75 7200 2150 30 750
3 Dorchester.. ........................ ....... 35 1650 70 8500 3200 .... ..

Totals................ ......... 395 14525 Î45 42700 1650 2¯5 12750

V alues ..................... $ .... ....

1 Albert County................................... 3 150 6 630 180 .,

Values............... ...... .... ......................

Grand totals ......... . ...... 197 2362 90450 623 3216,1136766413355870 247250 2118 81420

V alues ........ .. ......... S .. .... ..... .... .
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

DISTRICT No. 2.
the Fisheries, Quantity and Value of Fishing Material, Kinds
No. 2, Province of New Brunswick, for the Year 1895.
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... ......... 4200 525 810

50 3500 37500 4 1570 ..... 1
60 42300 125000 6 17100 ... 2
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60 . . . . 4800 4 4

200 7000 96000 4 30000 30 5.
200 11000 68000 3 5620 10 6
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5 0  1000 288000 2 2000 ..... 8
50 21000 6000 5 1200 4,9

180 ........ 50400 3 2300 5 10
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360 14700 133126. 2475 363330 680

10 4000 73550 3 500.
20 30000 129500 3 200 ...... 2

120 1000. . .. ....... ......... ....... 3
.. .. .... .. .... ...... .. 4

150 35000 203050 6 700 . . .

100 4200 28427 450 3150 ......

20210 2.

40 3000 156000 4 450 20 4
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RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats engaged in
and the Total Nuinber of Men employed, &c., in District No. 2,

KiNDS osF FIsH.

DIsTICrs. .2

Restigouche County,.
1 Above Dalhousie.......... ..... .. . ... 585000.
2 Dalhousie to Belledune .............. ....... ...... 40001 ... 32000 .. .

Totals .. . . . . .. 14000 . 617000 ..........

V alues ............... .. . $ . . ... . .... 14001. ... . 30850 . .

Gloucester County.
1 Petit Rocher....... ........ ........ 200 ... ....... 2000 ..
2 Bathurst, &c.......................... . .... .. . 900 ..... 130000 15000 ......
3Grand Aise.................... .. . 50 200 ...... 400 16000 .1.00
4 Upper Caraquet...... ................ 150 150 160' 400 1400 74000 500 1
5 Caraquet........................... 400 600 400 1400 120000 50000 1600 100
6 Shippegan (Mainland)................ 500 1700 100. 5000 95000 500 20
7 Shippegan Island.. ................... 480 270 220 ..... 13500 20000. ..... ..
ý8 Misccu, &o........................ 200 200 ...... ..... 1800 290000 2000 .....
9 Pokemouche.. . ......... 170 230 50 4500 1500 220000 2500 540 .....

10 Tracadie ...... ................. .... .. 130 150 150 45001 9000 160000 1700 450.

Totals...... ................. 2280 3500 1080 22200!152200 1055000 23806 990 1220

Values ... ....... ....... $. 5700 1750 3780 2220 15220 52750 2380 3960 4880

Northumberland County.
1 Neguac, &c ..................... .... 150 150 .... 2000 1000 564000 20000 100 400
2 Bay du Vin, &c .. ... .... .. ... .... 100 100 ..... 2000 4500' 593500 40000 400 11100
3 Chatham, &c........................ ...... ..... 4000 ... 1000000 20000 400 500
4 North-west Miramichi River..... .... ... .... ..... 22000 .... ....... 200000 1100 ....
5 South-west Miramichi River............ ...... 8000 ... 30000 1500 1200'

Totals....................... 250 250 . 38000i 5500 2187500 281500 3200 12000

Values ,....................8 625 125 .... 3800 550 109375 28150 1280048000

Kent County.
1 H arcourt, &c.......................... ..... .... .... 4000 ...... ...... 2000 ....
2 Carleton.......................... 200 .. ... 2500. 145000 38400 . ...
3 St. Louis................. ........ 100 100 .... 6000. 400000 25000 1500 200
4 Richibucto, &c .................. ... .600 3200 20 1800 12500 1168000 2000 2400 250
5 Buctouche, &\......... ............ 500 200 . 2000 90000 4000 1900 3000
6 Cocagne ...... .... ............. 100 ..... 1500..... 180000 20001 500 1100

Totals ............. ........ 1500 3500 201 17800 12500 2793000 73400 6300 4550

Values ................. $ 3750 1750 70 1780 1250 139650 7340 25200 18200

Westmoreland County.
1 Shediac, Botsford, &c.... ....... .... .. 100 .... 10000 820000 5000 1500 300
2 Westmoreland and Sackville... ....... . 50 .... 2000 .... 156000 7500 350 .....
3 D orchester............................ .... ... .... ....... ...... 30 .....

Totals........................ 150 12000 976000 12500 1880 

Values .................... 8 375 ..... ...... 1200 48800 12501 7520 1200

1 Albert County..................... ..... ..... ...... 2000 ........ ...... 12

Values... ........... .. .. .. .. '..... .... 200 ..... ........ ...... .48

Grand totals. . .............. 4180 7250 1100 106000 170200 7628500391200 12382 18070

Values ...... ........... .$. 10450 3625 1 17020 381425 39120149528 72280
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Iranch.

the Fisheries, Quantity and Value of Fishing Material, Kinds and Quantities of Fish,
Province of New Brunswick, for the Year 1895-Concluded.

KINDS OF FISH.

.... 3000 ..
..... 201 ......

3020 .

..... 30200i .....

10 10.
900 240
200 . . . . . .
400, 25.

3000 100
900 ...... ......

19501 40 ......
30' 10.

125 70, 20
50ý 1501 ......

~ti ~

'~1:~

25ý
400.
200 ......
100 ......

10i .. .. . .

7565 605 20 785 .......

15130 6050 200 3140.

20 40 40 .... ......
30 700 .... .......

100 500 336000
155 700....

10 450.....

20 335 2390 .... 3360001

401 3350 23900 .... 16800

50 ........ ......
20 50.. ......

50! 250 60 .... ......
15 450 40 .....

250 100 ...... ....200 2001... .. ....
515 10701 150 ...........

10301 10700' 1500 ....

300' 200
20i 50 3601.........

20 850 .........

3201 270 1210 .... ......

640 2700 12100 .. ..

10 ...... 40........

20 ...... 400 .... ......

8430 5300 3810 785:336000

16860 53000 38100 31401 16800

102000
I 8000 .....

FIsH PRODUCrs.

...... .... 400 1500

o..

.~ o

110000 .. .... 400; 1500.

5...... ..55. ..... 600 750.

5000 ....... ...... 350 .... 550 1400.
..... 150000 .. 5.500 .. 6700' 27000 ......

... ... .. . .. 400 .... 3000i 400 . ..
6000 100 2000 .... 1500 17001....

..... 27000 ..... 19000 .. . 3000 120...
15000 40001 400 3000 . 3000 1500

. ... 4750i. 3700 2700....
1000 3000 ...... 2 0.... 40001 1600.
1200 5000 4501 1 450 500....
8000 2500 ...... 1350 .... 900 ..... ......

30200 797500 500 33800 15 26800i 38000 ......

1510 39875 10001 13520 15 40200 19000o.

...... 20000 500 4501 .. . 20001 2000 ......
6000 100000 ...... 100 .... 6000 850 500

50000 1400000 .......... ..... 1500 ....
..... ..... . .. .... .. .. .. . . . . ..

. . .. . . . ... ..'. .. ... ... . . . . . . .

56000 1520000 500 550 .... 8000 4350 500

2800 76000 1000 220 .... 12000 2175 12500

..... ........ .... .. . . .. ...... ..... . . .
...... 1000 200 .... 1600
10000 40000 20000 400 ... 2000 ...........

1100 4500 .. . 1200 . .. 5200 1200 ......
... ... 52000 200 1000 .... 2500 ...... .... .

10000 ..... 200 .... 1000 1000 ....

11100 116500 20200 3000 ., 12300 2200

555 5825 40400 1200 . . . . 18450 1100

...... 30000 600 500 . .. 25000 1000 ...
1000 5000 ...... 100 4 2000 500 50

...... 2000 ...... 200 ... .... . . . .. .....

1000 37000 600 800 4 2700 1500 50
________ -- i- -- ........1-- - - -
50 1850! 1200 320 4 40500 750 1250

..... 1000 3 10 ........ . . ..

...... 50 6 4 .......... ... .....

98300 2582000 21803 38160 19 74500 47550 550

4915 129100 43606 15264 19 111750 23775 13750

125

TOTAL, VALUE.

$ cts.
78,200 00
46,985 00

125,185 00

150,220 00
522,646 00

57,969 00
45,020 00

310,650 00
68,655 00

125,500 00
120,422 00
45,580 00
74,357 00

1,521,019 00

88,642 00
196,335 00
171,900 00
45,950 00
19,210 00

522,037 00

1,100 00
71,520 00

120,515 00
201,945 00
122,995 00

44,250 00

. ........

562,325 00

395,080 00
31,651 50
12,090 00

438,821 50

..............

5,621 00

.. . ... .. .. .. .

3,175,008 50
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RECAPITULATION

0F the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in District No. 2, New Brunswick, for
the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity.

Salm on, fresh.... ... ........ ............... ........... Lbs.
do in cans...... .... .. . . . . .... ..............
do sm oked...... ........... .... ............. .....

Herring, salted............ ............... Bris.
do f resh ................................ ........ .... Lbs.
do smoked..... ............................ .....

Mackerel . . ......... ............................... Bris.
do fresh... ................................ Lbs.

Lobsters............. . ......................... . Cans.
do .......... .............................. N Tons.

C od ....... .... ........ .................. ... .......... C w t.
do tongues and sounds ...................... .......... Bris.

H ake....... . . ............... ...... ......... .... Cwt.
do sounds ....................... . .......... .......... L bs.

Haddock .. .... .... ... . ........ ........... Cwt.
Trout..... .. .. ......... ....... ........ ... ........ Lbs.
Halibut......................... ............ ... "
Smelts........... ............ ..................
Bass.......... ................. ....... ... ..... "
A lewives. ................ .... .... ...................... B ris.
Oysters................ .. . ................ ..... "
Clam s. ... . ... ... .... ........ ..................... "
Eels...... .......... ...........................
Shad .... ....................... ... ...........
Squid.................. ...................
Flounders.. ... ..... ..... .... .......... ......... Lbs.
Frost fish .. . ............. ............. . ......
Coarse fish........... . ................................... B ris.
Sardines...................... ....... .... ............. Cans.
Fish oil.............. ........................... Galls.
Seal skins.......... .... ............................ .. No.
Fish, as bait.......... ................. .................. Bris.

do m anure.......................... .... ........... "
do guano. ..................... ... ...... ... .... Tons.

Total. . .............................

1,902,840
8,000
5,000

196,700
191,000
85,C0

2,000
631,500

2,519,2600
176

82,899
88

4,180
7,250
1,100

106,000
170,200

7.62,500
391,200

12,382
18,070

8,430
5,30
3,810

785
98,300

2,582,000
21,803

336,000
38,160

19
74,500
47,550

550

COMPARATIVE Statenent of the Value of Fisheries in each County of District No. 2,
New Brunswick, for the Years 1894 and 1895.

Counties.

R estigouche . .............................................
G loucester............... ............................. ...
N orthum berland.. .......... .............................
K ent.. ....... ......... .... .......... ...... ,...... .
W estmoreland...... .... . ................... ..... . .
aAlbert........ .................................

T otal ................. ..............

Value in 1894. Value in 1895.

$ Cts. $ ets.

104,555 00
1,417,226 00

498,435 00
526,184 00
393,785 00

4,772 50

125,185 00
1,521,019 00

522,037 00
562,325 00
438,821 50

5,621 00

2,944,957 50 3,175,008 50

a Albert was added to my district this year.
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Increase.

$ ets.

20,630 00
103,793 00
23,602 00
36,141 00
45,036 50

848 50

230,051 00

Price. Value.

$ cts. $ cts.

0 20 380,568 00
0 15 1,200 00
0 20 1,000 00
4 50 885,150 00
002 3,820 00
0 02 1,700 00

14 00 28,000 00
0 12 75,780 00
0 14 352,688 00

75 00 13,200 00
4 50 373,045 50

10 00 880 00
2 50 10,450 00
0 50 3,625 00
3 50 3,850 00
0 10 10,600 00
0 10 17,020 00
0 05 381,425 00
0 10 39,120 00
4 00 49,528 00
4 00 72,280 00
2 00 16,860 00

10 00 53,000 00
10 00 38,100 00
4 00 3,140 00
0 05 4,915 00
0 o 129,100 00
2 00 43,606 00
0 05 16,800 00
0 40 15,264 00
1 00 19 00
1 50 111,7.0 00
0 50 23,775 00

25 00 13,750 00

.... ... 3,175,008 50
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NUMBER and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Traps, &c., engaged in the Fisheries in Dis-
trict No. 2, New Brunswick, in the Year 1895.

Material. Value. Total.

$ ets. 8 ets.

197 vessels (aggregate tonnage, 2,362).............. ....... ....... 90,450 00
3,216 boats........................................ ..... ........... 113,676 00

.355,870 fathoms nets........ . .... ............. ........ ... ........ 247,250 00
2,118 sm elt nets.................................................... 81,420 00

450 bass nets..... ......................... ..................... 2,250 00
2 mackerel trap-nets..... ... ............ ....... ............. 5,000 00

15 w eirs................. .... .......................... ,.. ... 800 00
540,846 00

157,177 lobster traps............... ...... . .... . . .. ............ 123,177 00
180 lobster canneries. ...... ............... . ........... .... .. 160,500 00

283,677 00)
12 general canneries.... . ............ ........................ 13,00< 00 2

125 freezers and ice-houses.................................... 64,000 00
30 piers and wharfs............. . . ......... .... 18,500 00

380 fish and smoke-houses.............. ........ ...... ...... 29,500 00
52 steamers and smacks......... ............ ................... 36,500 00

350 trawls.... ............ ,.............. ............ ..... 7,000 00
950 smelt shanties..................... ........ .... ......... .. 11,500 00

180,000 00

1,004,523 00
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in District No. 3, New Brunswick, for
the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish.

Salmon, salted.................. ...... ... ...... Bris.
do fresh ... ............ .... .................. L bs.

Herring, salted... . .... .... . .. ......... ....... Brs.
do frozen ... ...... ...................... Lbs.
do sm oked ..... .... .. ....................... "

L obsters ...... .. ...... . ..... .... ..... .. .... T ons.
Cod, dried... ....... .... .... .. ...... ........... Cwt.

do tongues and sounds......... ... .. . .......... Bris.
H ake, dried ............................ ............... C w t.
Haddock.. .................. . .. . ...... ..... "
Pollack .... ... ................................... . ".
Trout ............ ... ............................ Lbs.
Alewives... . .................... .. ........... Bris.
E els ............. .... .... ........ .. . . ... .... " .
S h ad . ........... .......... .................. ....
Sardines ... ................... ... . ...... ........
Pickerel . .............. :. .......... .... .... .... Lbs.
F lounders ....... . .. ......... ....... .. ..........
Coarse and mixed fish............ .. ................... Bris.
F ish oil...... ...................... ....... ........ . G alls.
Fish used as bait ................ .. . ............ Brls.

Total.. ... ......... .............

Quantity. P

10
160,955

4,189
4,650

500,000
170
382
12

4,084
8,600
1,255

59,750
18,411

244
2,780
3,900

64,545
3,000
4,831

340
4,600

rice. Value.

$ ets. $ ets.

16 00 160 00
0 20 32,191 00
4 50 18,850 50
0 02 93 00
0 02 10,000 00

75 00 12,750 00
4 50 1,719 00

10 00 120 00
2 50 10,210 00
3 50 30,100 00
2 50 3,137 50
0 10 5,975 00
4 00 73,644 00

1000 2,440 00
10 00 27,800 00
1 50 5,85 00
0 05 3,227 25
0 05 150 00
3 00 14,493 00
0 40 136 00
1 50 6,900 00

........ 259,946 2e

NUMBER and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Weirs, &c., engaged in the Fisheries of
District No. 3, New Brunswick.

Material.

17 vessels (323 tons)....... .... ............. ..................
949 boats.... .... ...... . . .................. .. . ............

178,290 fathoms of nets.... ..... . .. ............. ... . ..... ..
40 w eirs ....... . ....... ........... ......... ..... .
23 seines (1,040 fathoms)........ ... .. .... ... ..........

6,100 lobster traps........... . ..................... ......... ..
26 ice-houses .. .. .. ......................... ....... .......
60 smoke and fish-houses..... ..... ... ...... . .......

6 steamers and smacks........... . ............... .......
83 traw ls .... ................ .................................
60 wharfs and piers.... .. ........... ................... ....

Total value of material. ..... ....... ... ........

131
11a- 9½

Value.

$ cts.
8,460 00

23,740 00
117,006 00

14,000 00
1,780 00

4,575 00
5,350 00

37,925 00
6,000 00
2,075 00

15,700 00

Total.

$ cts.

164,986 00

71,625 00

236,611 00
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RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the whole Province of New Brunswick,
for the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish.

Salmon, salted . ............ .... ............. Bris.
do fresh .. .. ......... ..... ............ Lbs.
do canned .. ........... ... ............. "l
do sm oked ... .. ............... . ..... "4

H erring, salted .... ........... ............ ..... Brls.
do fresh ........ .......................... L bs.
do smoked ......... ....... .. ..

Mackerel, salted ... .......... ........... .. ... .Brs.
do fresh ... ............................ Lbs.

Lobsters, preserved, in cans.. ................... "
alive or fresh.. ....... ....... .... Tons.

Cod, dried. . ....... .. .................... Cwt.
do tongues and sounds. ... . . ........ ... .Brs.

H ake, dried................ .... ....... ... .. Cwt.
do sounds........ .. . .... ... ... ...... Lbs.

H addock ........... ...... . .. . ......... .. Cwt.
Finnan haddies .... . .... . . . ......... Lbs.

Pollack...... .... .. ........ ... ..........
Trout .......... .. ...... .. ..... ......
H alibut .... ....... . ... . ... . ..... .. .....
Smelts .... ...... .... .. ..... ... .......
Bass..................................
Alewives . .. ...... ... ... ... .. .. ......
Oysters........... .... ..... ........
Clams ...... .... . . ...... ... .. .. . .....

do canned and shelled ... ........... ......

Cwt.
Lbs.

Bris.

Lbs.

Eels.................. ...... ..... . .. .Bris.
Shad..... ....... .... . ... ... . .. .....
Squid .. . . . ........
Sardines.... ..... ...... ... .... ..........

do canned ........ .... .. . ........... Cans

Pickerel. . ...................... . ....... Lbs.
Flounders. ..... . .. ....... ... . .... .. "
Tom-cod or frost fish... . .... ...... ........
Coarse and mixed fish..... .......... .......... Bris.
Fish oils... ..... .... ..... ..... .... . GalLs.
Seal-skins.................................. No.
Fish used as bait. ........... ................... Brls.

do manure.... ...... ........ "
do guano...... .. .. .. ... .... Tons

Quantity. Prices.

10
2,064,395

8.000
5,000

211,654
3,055,520
8,776,000

2,000
631,500

:1,530,700
1,425

93,183
100

15,940
14,282

22,432
210,000

16,C09
179,250
244,060

7,641,300
391,200
30,928
18,070
13,531
15,409

5,544
6,640
1.028

185,025
924,000

68,045
114,557

2,583,550
26,675
78,389

25
83,112
53,025

909

Total for 1895.. . . ....... ... ...... .....
do 1894...... ........... ...... .....

Increase . , ............ .. . .. . .....

Value. TotalValue.

$ cts. 8 cts. $ ets.

16 00
0 20
0 15
0 20

4 50
0 02
0 02

14 00
0 12

. 0 14
75 00

4 50
10 00

2 50
0 50

3 50
0 10

2 50
0 10
0 10
0 05
0 10
4 00
4 00

0 10

10 00
10 00ù
4 00

0 05

0 05
0 05
0 0-

o 40

1 50
0 50
25 00

160 00
412,879 00

1,200 00
1,000 00

952,443 00
61,110 40

175,520 00

28,000 04)
75,780 (0

354,298 00
106,875 00

419,323 50
1,000 0

39,850 00
7,141 00

78,512 00
21,000 00

. . . . . . . .

23,236 25
1,540 90

. .. .. .....
. ... ....

36,100l 00
46,200 25

1,540 
90

............

.. .. .... ..

415,239 00

1,189,073 40

103,780 00

461,173 00

420,323 50

46,991 00

99,512 00
40,022 50
17,925 00
24,406 00

382,065 00
39.120 00

123,712 00
72,280 00

24,777
55,440
66,400

4,112

414,300 00
3,402 25
5,727 85

129,177 50
58,901 00,
31,355 60

37 00
124,668 00

26,512 50
22,725 00

4,403,158 25
4,351,528 69

51,629 56

1

25 00
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STATEMENT of the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., engaged in the
Fisheries of New Brunswick, with Approximate Value of the Material,
for 1895.

Articles. Value. T

$ ct.

otal Value.

cts.

274 vessels, 3,844 tons............... ..... ........................
5,393 boats.................. ... .... ............ ..................

557,960 fathoms of gill-nets. ............ . ... ..................... ....
319 seines, 10,390 fathons................ . . . . ....................
341 w eirs..... ....... ......... ........ ... ......... ............

177,920 lobster-traps ... ... .... .. .. ...... ................ .....
184 (o canneries (4,100 hands employed in canneries)..............

2,168 smelt-nets. ................. ......... .....................
500 d ip -n ets ................. ........... ............... ........ ....
450 bass-nets .......

2 mackerel trap-nets. ........ ........................ . .. ....
2,500 hand.lines...................... ....................... .. ....
1,289 traw ls..................... ..... . ..... ......................

15 general canneries........... ...... ............ .................
12 fish-presses.... ............. . .. ........... .... .. ......

156 freezers and ice-houses............... ................ ... .....
1,490 smoke and fish-houses................ .. . ..................... .

1 fish-curing factory........ .... ... ... .. ............ ...... ...
950 sm elt-shanties ............................. .......... ...........
40 w eir-scow s................. .... ............................ ....
71 steamers and smacks......... ... .......... ....... ...... . .

337 piers and w harfs................. ... .................... ........

Total. .... .............. .........................

123,635 00
205,534 00
371,539 00

21,605 00
151,655 00

873,968 00

139,367 00
164,700 00

304.067 00

81,950 00
2,500 00
2,250 00
5,000 00
2,500 00

18,440 00
21,500 00

1,200 00
70,550 00

180,917 00
2,500 00

11,500 00
4,000 00

48,050 00
79,455 00

532,312 00

1,710,347 00

A. 1897
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APPENDIX No. 5.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND FOR 1895,
BY INSPECTOR OF FISHERIES, ED. HACKETT.

To the Honourable
The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

TIGNIsH, 2nd January, 1896.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my report on the fisheries of this province for
the season 1895, together with tabulated returns showing quantities and values by
counties, of fish caught. I regret having to report that the operations for the year
have not proved as successful as in 1894, and show a falling offin the principal branches.
The total product for the year gives a decrease, as compared with the year 1894, of
-$142,907.07.

This decline is noticeable in the different branches of the sea fisheries, as follows:-

Kinds of Fish. Value, 1894. Value, 1895. i Decrease.

Ilerring ............... ......... . .. ............ ..... 203,909 185,S52 18,557
M ackerel .............................. ..... ........... .145,625 98,993 46,632
Lobsters. .............. .................... ......... 380,770 372,041 8,729
Cod ..................... . . ... ...................... .. 107,892 77,517 30,375
1lake... ............................... ....... ... ...... 28,899 19,980 8,919

The five branches noted above are the most important of our coastal waters and
deep sea fisheries, and any shortage in the catch materially reduces the returns for the
year.

GENERAL REMARKS.

As the season opened early fishermen were sanguine as to the results of the year's
operations. Herring were on the coast the last week of April, and continued in great
abundance until about the tenth of June. This fish being used chiefly as bait, having
no commercial value as an export, fishing was not prosecuted with vigour after a sufficient
supply of bait had been secured. On the greater part of the coast lobster fishing was
going on at the same time, and as an ample supply of bait had been secured the men
became careless with regard to the fishery, thence the falling off.

The lobster fishery was vigorously prosecuted, and shows fairly good results. There
is a slight decrease as compared with the previous season, but the fishery is well up to
the average, and the year's operations may be considered satisfactory.

Mackerel were scarce al through the season, and the product for the year shows a
large falling off from the catch of 1894.
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Cod fishing was poor in the first part of the season, as fish were of small size and
scarce in coastal waters. As the summer advanced, however, they became more plenti-
ful and of large size. Where prosecuted in the fall, good catches were made, but it
was then too late to recover lost ground, and a considerable falling off in the yield has
to be noted. Fishing for hake was not energetically prosecuted, the retu.rns exhibiting
a considerable decrease. This is not caused by a scarcity of hake, as fish were abundant
in season. The men, however, being engaged in the other fisheries paid little attention
to hake, and as a result the catch falls below the average.

Smelt fishing was fairly successful, but the total value shows a decrease of $5,292
as compared with the year 1894.

Oysters give a slight increase. caused by better fishing on the beds in Queen's
County. The fishery at Richmond Bay in Prince County, was not so successful as in former
years. Oysters were scarce on the beds in the bay, and less boats and men were em-
ployed. The minor fisheries such as haddock, halibut, etc., not being prosecuted as
separate industries, fluctuate but little from year to year.

Salmon, trout, eels &c., also remain about the same each year, the catch varying
but little as to the total quantity taken.

I give under the different heading, in the body of the report, statements more in de-
tail as to the condition of the fisheries of the province.

IIERRING.

Large schools of herring were on the coast early in the season. The ice left the
shore on the north side of the island about the last of April, and as soon thereafter as
fishermen could get their nets into the water, herring were taken. Fish were in great
abundance during the month of May, and large captures were made at Nail Pond,
Tignish, Miminegash, West Point, Egmont Bay, George Town, St. Peter's, Rustico, New
London, Malpeque, Alberton, &c. The first fish known as "spring herring" are thin
and poor. They are of good size, but being so thin are not cured for export. The
quantity taken is mostly used as bait in the mackerel and lobster fisheries, their
abundance proving a great boon to fishermen, who are enabled to secure an ample
supply of bait at small cost. Other schools of herring of fine size and excellent quality
visit the coasts of the island during the summer and fall months, but the men being
then engaged in the other fisheries pay little attention to them and very few are taken.

LOBSTERS.

As the spring came in early, lobster fishing commenced at some points on the north
side about the end of April, and before the iniddle of May fishing was general around the
coast. The first taken were of good size and plentiful at most places, but after a month
or six weeks fishing became scarce and small. Towards the last of June fish were very
scarce on the north side, and a number of factories closed early in July ; as it did not
pay to keep running on the small quantity of material offering. On the south side fish-
ing did not commence so early, as lobsters did not seem to come inshore until well on
in May, fishing was, howe-ver, continued later, the factories not closing until the 15th
July. The total pack shows a decrease of 73,368 lbs., as compared with the year 1894,
but is well up to the average of the last five years.

MACKEREL.

In the fishery I have to report an unusually small catch,the total product in salted
and canned fish showing a decrease in value of $46,632 as compared with the previous
year. This fishery has been declining for the last ten years, and shows no sign of improve-
ment, last season being one of the worst on record. The fish taken were of excellent
quality and commanded extremely high prices. The fortunate %shermen who succeeded
in capturing a few barrels, made good wages at the high prices realized, but this
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was not sufficient to compensate for the general failure of the fishery. Those who
were equipped with nets did fairly well, but hook and line fishing was a complete
failure. As great preparations were made for this fishery, the failure is severely felt by a
large number of fishermen who depended mainly upon it to obtain supplies for the winter.
Mackerel fishing has become so uncertain of late, that men who make a business of
fishing, will have to attend more to the other branches, thereby securing better
remuneration for their labour.

COD.

Fishing for cod commenced early, but in the first part of the season fish were
so scarce and small that many abandoned the industry. As the season advanced how-
ever cod were quite plentiful, and of good size, affording those who continued the fishery
an opportunity of making a successful voyage. With few exceptions fishermen here do
not follow cod fishing exclusively. In May last several schooners fromn ports on the
north side, fitted for the cod fishery, and left for the fishing grounds with high hopes
of success. The scarcity of fish, however, in the first of the season had a damaging
effect, and after a short trial the most of thein returned with small catches. During
the months of August, September and October, quite a fleet of snall vessels and large
boats from Gloucester County, New Brunswick, resort to the fishing grounds off North
Cape, Prince County, in quest of cod, and generally make very successful trips. One
hundred sail and more of those craft, were tishing in that locality last season, and
succeeded in taking large quantities of 'cod and hake.

HAKE.

Hake shows a falling in value of $8S,919 for the year. This fishery was not so.
vigorously prosecuted as in former years. Fish were plentiful, and bait abundant in
season, but the men preferred to remain at the mackerel and cod fisheries.

OYSTERS.

Fishing for oysters, especially on the beds at Richmond Bay, in Prince County, did
not prove as successful as in former years. The beds in the bays and rivers of Queen's.
County have on the contrary produced well, and the total output shows an increase of
1,408 barrels over the year 1894.

There can be no doubt but the depleted condition of the beds at Richmond Bay
is due to over-fishing. It has been the practice in the past for boats to come from all
parts of the province to prosecute the oyster fishery in this bay. During the open
season, hundreds of boats could be seen in all parts of the bay, with their busy crews.
employed from early morning until late at night, fishing for oysters. This incessant
raking could only have one effect, that of reducing the supply, and at present a number
of what used to be the best beds, have become unproductive, and fishing upon them has
ceased altogether. Fishing in the bay, during the season just closed, was therefore not prose-
cuted as vigorously as in the past. Many of the fishermen going to the rivers and estuaries
where the beds were found to be more productive. It is yet too soon to speak as to the
effect the late regulations will have upon the fishery, but the returning of the small
oysters alive to the water and the prohibition of mud digging in the immediate vicinity
of the beds, must have a beneficial influence. The department should also seriously
consider as to whether this fishe ry has not reached so low a point as to render further
shortening of the fishing season necessary. The protection and preservation of the
oyster in our waters are matters of very great importance, not only because of the em-
ployment afforded by the industry, but also as a means of supplying the inhabitants of
the inland towns and villages, with this most nutritious and succulent bivalve.
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8MELTS.

The product of this fishery exhibits a slight decrease for the year. The industry
was, however, actively prosecuted, and gave employment to a large number of men
during the season. Smelts are taken in all the principal streams of the province, and
the nets and plant employed, continue to increase each year.

TROUT.

Fishing for trout is not prosecuted as an industry in this province. The quantity
appearing in the returns being mainly taken by sportsmen, who follow angling for the
recreation afforded. Some years ago sea trout of fine size and excellent quality, abounded
in-the streams of this island. The cutting away of the forest thereby reducing the volume
of water in the streams and changing its temperature, the cultivating of farms along the
banks of rivers together with the general pollution of the streams incident to the opening
up of the country, have had the effect of greatly reducing the supply. In many of the best
rivera such as the Morrell, Winter and Dunk, trout are yet fairly plentiful in season,
and those streanis are stil largely resorted to by the sporting fraternity.

SALMON.

This fishery shows a slight increase for the year. Clean salmon are not found in
the streams of this province. Consequently there is no river fishery, the quantity
appeariag in the returns being taken by nets set in tidal water in the estuaries, or on
the outside coast. During the spawning season, however,. salmon frequent the prin-
cipal streanis to deposit their eggs. Last season there was an immense run of parent
fish, and as the rivers are small and the watur shallow on the spawning beds, they were
found most difficult to protect. Owing to the persistent and repeated attempts at poach-
ing on the Dunk River, it was found necessary to increase the staff of guardians there
during the months of November and December. The presence of additional men on the
river, had the effect of keeping the poachers in check, and they did not succeed to any
extent in carrying out their nefarious work.

Over8eer Patrick McBride who had special charge of the river reports as follows
" The salmen did not go up on the spawning beds as early as usual. They

remained in the tideway until the water had hecome discoloured by rain. Then they
ascended the stream in large numbers. The spawning beds are all dug, showing that a
large quantity of spawn has been deposited in the river this season. The extra force of
guardians patrolled the river night and day and succeeded in very successfully protect-
ing it during the close season. I am pleased to report that I do not believe one salmon
was taken out of the river this season, although the poachers were on the alert but afraid
to venture out. I may here state that the guardians promptly attended to their duties
and show a desire and willingness to enforce the regulations. The present mode of
protecting the rivers proves satisfactory."

MARKETS.

The product of the fisheries here, so far as I can ascertain, is disposed of as follows:

Herring all for home consumption either for bait or food.
Mackerel: 95 per cent sold in United States.

5 " " Canada.
Lobsters: 40 " " Europe.

40 " " United States.
20 " " Canada.

·Cod: 50 " for home consumption.
50 " sold in Canada.
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Hake: 50 per cent for home consumption.
50 " sold in Canada.

Haddock-All for home consumption.
Smelts: 90 per cent sold in United States.

10 " for home consumption,
Oysters : 95 " sold in Canada.

5 " for home consumption.

The year 1895 while not a successful one in the fisheries here, cannot be called a
failure. The different branches with the exception of mackerel are up to the average of
other years. The mackerel capture, however, show a tremendous shortage which has
not been compensated by an improvement in any of the other branches, and accounts
largely for the falling off in the total value. All of which is respectfully submitted.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD HACKETT,
Inspector of Fisheries.
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RECAPITULATION

SHOwING Yield and Value of the different Fisheries in the Province of Prince
Edward Island, during the Year 1895.

Kinde of Fish. Quantity. Price. Value.

ets. $ cts.

Salmon, fresh, in ice ..... ...................... . Lbs. 10,850 20 2,1700O
do preserved, in cane............................... . 500 015 7500

Herring, salted .... .... ................................. Brls. 41,147 450 185,1615o
do fresh or frozen ........ .... ...................... Lbs. 19,050 O 19050

Mackerel, salted. ... ..... ... ... ..................... Brls. 6,749 140O 94,486 OU
do preserved, in cans ............ ........... Lbs. 37,556 O 12 4,506 72

Lobeters, preserved, in cane ......................... ..... " 3,099,716 O 12 371,965 92
do alive or fresh.. . ............. .. ............. Ton@. 1 750O 75 OU

Cod, dried... .... ........................................ Cwt. 17,226 450 7-,517 OU
do tongues and sounde ............ ................... Bris. 3 100O 300O

Hake, dried. ..... ............................. ..... Cwt. 6,669 30O 19,980 OU
do sounds...... . ........... .................... Lbs. 15,412 050 7,706 OU

Haddock, dried ............ ... ........... ............. Cwt. 1,150 350 4,0250O
Trout .. ... ...... .......................... ... . Lbe. 49,100 O10 4,9100O
H alibut............................... ....... ... .. .. " 7,700 < 10 770 OU
Sm elta .................... ............................... " 567,820 O 0O 28,391 0O
Alewives, salted ................................ ......... Brls. 720 40O 2,808 0O
O sters... ................... ................ .... .... " 25,463 4 OU 101,852 0O
Clame ......................... . ... .................. " .582 300 1,746 00
Eele............................................ .... " 740 6OU 4,44000
Shad.............. . ..... .... ..... ..... ............. 8 100 800
Squid................ . ................................... 8 4OU 320
Flounders.. ....... .............................. Lbs. 7,500 O05 3750
Tom cod................. .... ,............................ 6,050 005 30250
Fish oil............. ............................. ...... Gall. 10,360 O 40 4,144 OU
Fish used as bait....................... . ................ Brls. 26,480 1 50 39,720 OU
Fish used as manure......................... ............ " 25 O 50 12 50
Fish guano................ ..................... , . ...... Tons. 1,935 100O 19,3w0O
Sealkin.... ...................................... No 15 100 15 00

Total for 1895................... ......... .... .... 1.... 976,36 64
do 1894.............................................. 1,119,788 07

Decrease.............. .................... ........ ... .. « 112,901 33
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RECAPITULATION

SHOwING the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Lobster Canneries, Traps,
&c., engaged in the Fisheries of the Province of Prince Edward Island,
season 1895.

Number.

25
1,522

39
135
420

228,725
193

80
54
43
2

Article.

Vessels, 771 tons.. ... ... .... ......... ...... ..............
Boats........... ..... ... .... .... . ... .... ...... ...
Gill nets, 75,363 fathoms...............................,........
Trap nets... ...... ...................... . ........... ....
Seines, 10,420 fathoms......... ........ ......... .. .... .....
Sm elt nets . ................ ...... ... ........ . ..........
Trawls..... ......... ................. . ... .......

Lobster traps. ..... ... ........ . .. ..... ....... ......
Canneries..... ............. .. ..... .................

Ice houses..................... ....... .......... ..... . ....
Smoke and fish houses. ..... .. ...... ...... .... . . ......
Piers and wharfs..................... .........................
Steamers and smacks.. .......... .................. ... ........

Total value.......... ..................

Value.

8

14,050
57,080
23,830

2,200
12,650

3,461
4,975

135,703
186,135

2,870
7,700

22,585
6,400

Total Value.

$

118,246

321,838

39,555

............ 1 47P,639

STATEMENT of the Lobster Plant, &c., in Prince Edward Island, for the
season of 1895.

COUNTIEs.

LOBSTER PLANT.

Traps.

>

King's .... 55685

Queen's . .55880

Prince ....... 117160

Totals ... 228725

$

39430

31593

61680

135703

Canneries.

6 ~

46 52135

49 42600

98 91400

193186135

e

965

1127

1278

3370

OTRER FIXTURES UsED IN FISrING.

Freezers
and

Ice houses.

z >

78 2770

2 100

.... ..... .

80 2870

'Smoke
and

Fish houses.

14

40

54

4$

600

7100

7700

Piers
and

Wharfs.

6 ~

18 14750

16 2635

9 5200

431 22585

Steamers
and

Smacks.

2 64

2 6400
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APPENDIX No. 6.

QUTEBEC.

REPORT ON THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE FISHERIES 1FOR THE YEAR
1895, BY COMMANDER WM. WAKEHAM, INCLUDING SYNOPSIS OF
THE LOCAL OVERSEERS' REPORTS.

GASPÉ BAsIN, 2nd January, 1896.

To the Honourable
The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

Sî,-J have the honour to submit my report on the fisheries of the Gulf Division,
province of Quebec, together with synopsis of the reports of the local officers, and the
statistics of the division.

These returns show a considerable falling off in the yield of the main branches of
the fishery. As the season advanced, it was generally held by the managers of the lead-
ing houses interested in the fisheries, that there would, at the end of the year, as com-
pared with the previous one, show a diminution of about one-third. The completed
statistics show that their estimate of the conditions was a close one. In 1894 we had
a total value of $1,971,199.77, the year now closed gives us a yield valued at $1,518,-
829.43, showing a decrease of $452,370.34.

COD.

The season opened ear:y, but the weather all through the summer fishery, which
closes a-cording to an old custom on the l5th of August, was too rough to permit of
steady and regular fishing. Over the whole of the southern coasts of the division, it
was noted that there did not appear to be the usual volume of codfish on the grounds,
this did not appear to be due to any absence of bait, as herring and squid were always
fairly abundant. My own opinion is that from some cause, most likely a plentiful supply
of food, the great body of cod which usually moves into the southern gulf in May, never
came in, but remained on the outer or grand banks ; that .this would seem to have been
the case is, to some extent, borne out by the fact that fish were more than usually abun-
dant on the outer banks, where some unusually heavy catches were made. Coupled
with this decided scarcity of the cod we had an unusually rough, stormy summer, no
decidedly heavy gales, but constant rough, stormy weather, with strong easterly winds,
enough to keep the boats on shore for a week at a time. Towards the fall the volume
of fish inshore seemed, as usual, to increase, and in some places where shelter was had,
the fishing was good, but over the greater part of the coast, practically nothing was
done after the 20th September. On the upper north shore, the fishery, while not being
up to an average, was a long way from being a failure, and on the lower north coast
below Natashquan, generally known as the Inner or Canadian Labrador, the fishery was
one of the best of recent years; both the shore fishermen and the vessels from Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland, all doing remarkably well. To the Newfoundland fishermen,
after the catastrophe of last winter, the abundant fishery, made as it is on such a shel-
tered coast as our Labrador, where the outfit required is not an expensive one, was little
short of a Godsend.
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SALMON.

This fishery shows a decrease of about 190,000 lbs., which I consider wholly due to
the condition of the weather in June; from all sides we had complaints of nets being
driven on shore, and fishing stations being abandoned, either from absolute loss of gear,
or the impossibility of resetting the sedentary nets once they had been carried away, as
the bulk of our nets are not set in the more or less sheltered estuaries, but on the open
sea coast, it will easily be understood how the fishing would be hampered by rough
weather during the best of the run. Most of these nets are not set in deep water, 12
or 14 feet being as a rule the limit of depth at the outer end of a salmon net, it there-
fore follows that in heavy weather the salm6n pass along shore beyond the nets, where
the water is not disturbed to the bottom. Fly fishing in the rivers was good, the late
sportsmen getting the best of it, as the water, which was low at the opening of the
season, rose with the rains in June and July. Reports from the private guardians are
uniformly that in October the po'ls were more than usually full of breeding fish.

HERRING.

The herring fishery shows an increase in the catch of some 3,000 brls. Spring
herring was as abundant as ever, at the Magdalen Islands many thousands of barrels
being taken early in May by vessels, for which our statistics get no credit. These
herrings are taken either for the purpose of being smoked, or to be used as bait by cod,
haddock or lobster fishermen from Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia or the United
States. Fall herring were not taken so abundantly, they did not seem to come inshore,
and as the weather was too roug) to risk nets out, or even to get them out, but little
fishing was done.

LOBSTERS.

Lobsters show a slight falling off in the pack, the exact figures being for 1894,-
1,168,998 lb. cans and in 1895, 1,002,492 lb. cans or a decrease of 166,506 lbs. This
diminution may have been caused to some extent by the rough weather in June, but it
exists in spite of the fact that more canneries were in operation, and more traps were
fished. The fishery begun early, and the first reports from the canneries were that
lobsters were abundant, and of a fair run, but they dropped away all at once, and many
canneries were closed down before the season was half over, and before the rough
weather could have anything to do with lessening the catch, we have long been over-
doing the lobster fishing, the figures of the pack keep up, but it is because of the greatly
increased amount of gear being used. There is an evident tendency to establish can-
neries on the north side of the gulf. This, by those who sfe that profitable fishing on the
old grounds must soon come to an end. It should be remembered by those who are mov-
ing north that the northern limit of the lobster is at the Straits of Belle Isle, and that
long before the actual limit has been reached the fish have been getting scarcer. Lobsters
are found in fair quantities, but not by any means as abundantly as they were formerly
on the south coast, all along the north shore from Point des Monts to Cape Whittle, at
this latter point the coast trends off to the north, and the fish at once begin to diminish
in number.

MACKEREL.

The catch of mackerel shows a decrease of some 1,300 barrels. These fish were
abundant about the Magdalen Islands, and the bulk of the mackerel taken by the
United States mackerel fishermen, who fished in the gulf, whether with seines, gill-nets
or hook and line, was taken about the Magdalen Islands. The resident fishermen of the
Magdalen Islands complain that their fishery, which is made inshore with hook and
line, is being ruined by the practice of fishing with gill nets, as carried on by vessels
from Nova Scetia and the United States. These vessels fish immense fleets of gill-nets,
whiph are kept in the water day and night, and thus wall off the fish from the bays, and
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inshore grounds generally Except at and about the Magdalen Islands large mackerel
were nowhere else taken in the division. An unusual abundance of small mackerel
were seen during the months of August, September and October all over the gulf.
These young fish were first noticed in August, they were then about five inches
in length. They literally swarmed all over the gulf, and were taken in the peches as
far up the St. Lawrence as Rimouski. If, as is universally held, it is the case that fish
always return to the waters where they were hatched out, then we may expect in a
year or two to have the mackerel back again in the gulf in their former abundance.

sE\LS.

The seal hunt on the ice in March and April was a failure. The number of vessels
engaging in this fishery is gradually decreasing; the schooners that engage in it require
to be constructed for the purpose, and as the price of the oil bas greatly fallen off, the
business does not warrant the construction of such specially strengthened vessels.

BAIT.

The supply of bait fish herring and squid on the south coast, and herring, capelin
and launce on the north coast was normal. Where clams are plenty these are at all
times largely used fresh. Small mackerel being had in abundance, were also largely
used.

SYNOPSES OF REPORTS OF LOCAL OVERSEERS.

BONAVENTURE COUNTY.

Rd8tigouche Subdivision.

Overseer Verge reports a small catch of salmon, the actual decrease being about
24,000 lbs., as compared witli the previous season. This was due to the very low
state of the water, which kept the salmon in the channels, so that they escaped the
nets, that a large run of salmon escaped the nets, and passed into the river is proved
by the good catches made by the anglers, and the abundance of breeding fish seen
in the main Restigouche and its tributaries, in the fall. The head guardian on the
Restigourhe, from the mouth of the Kedgewick to the uppermost reaches of the river,
reports a steady increasing stock of parent fish, showing that the protection of the river,
and the close observance of the regulations is producing its natural effect. Smelt fish-
ing with bag-nets in the estuary has been good. Had the ice not moved out after the
first cold snap, the fishing would have been better, as it was, about ten days' fishing
was lost during the best of the run. The spring run of smelts was uncommonly large,
showing that it had not been affected by the winter fishing.

The'various fishery regulations have been closely observed.

CARLETON SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Dagneau reports a falling off of 27,000 lbs. in the salmon catch. This de-
crease h attributei to the prevalence of high winds during the fishing season, which
carried away many of the salmon nets, and also kept the fish off shore in deep water.
The cod fishery failed entirely in this subdivision; that is to say, in the upper part of
the Baie des Chaleurs. Cod were never abundant, and in the fall when they usually come
into shoal water, it was always too rough for fishing. Herring were about as usual.
Lobsters show no increase, only one small cannery is now operated in this subdivision.
The various regulations were strictly observed.
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BONAVENTURE SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Smith reports a failure in the salmon and ced fisheries. In the case of
the salmon, this was no doubt due to the continuance of rough weather during the time
of the fishing. Fish kept off shore along the coast, and as soon as they struck the
estuaries, kept to the channels, as the rivers were low. The failure in the cod fishing,
Mr. Smith attributes to the scarcity of small herring, and the unusually rough fall.
Lobsters show about the same return as last year, but no extensive fishing is now
carried on for them in this subdivision. All the fishing regulations were carefully
observed.

PORT DANIEL SUBDIVISION.

Over8eer Ross reports a falling off of about 10,000 lbs. in the salmon-net fishing.
This is generally attributed by the fishermen to the condition of the weather, as the
decrease was greatest in exposed situations. Lobsters also failed, the returns showing only
52,000 lbs. as compared with 92,300 lbs. in 1894. There can be ni doubt that lobster
canning has been overdone in the past. The cod fishery also shows a decrease of
about 3,000 cwt. Cod did not strike into the Bay Chaleur in their usual abundance.
The herring fishing shows an increased catch, but the smelt failed to the extent of about
15,000 lbs. On the whole the fisheries of this subdivision show a falling off of about
one-third in value. With the exception of the lobster fishery, this decrease is entirely
due to natural causes. The regulations were al] well observed.

COUNTY OF GASPÉ, GRAND RIVER SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Jones reports a falling off in every branch of the fishery except that for
smelts. The lobster fishing which is the first to begin, shows a decrease of about
30,000 lbs. This is in part due to the stoppage of trawling, but there can be no conceal-
ment of the fact that lobsters are failing. The catch of salmon also shows a decrease. This
was small, only about 5,000 lbs., and is entirely due to the unfavourable condition of the
weather, up to the 1st October, but f rom that date to the close of the season, about the
15th November, they were very abundant, and heavy catches were made whenever the
weather was fine enough to let the boats go out, on the whole, the season has been a
poor one.

MOUNT LOUIS SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Lemieux reports that the cod fishing has been much below an average in
his subdivision, especially in the upper part of the river. This failure in the cod was not
due this season to the ravages of the white whales, as fewer were seen than usual. The
herring fishery was constant and good, so that bait was abundant. The salmon fishery
was about an average. The regulations were strictly observed.

STE. ANNE DES MONTS SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Sasseville reports that, though more boats were engaged in the cod fishery
this season than u.,ual, the catch was a very small one. The fishernen give two reasons
for this: 1st, that the fish were scarce, and, 2nd, that the white whales drove them
away. Herring were abundant. The salmon net-fishing was poor, as most of the nets
were carried away by heavy weather. Fly-fishing in the Ste. Anne's River was good,
119 fish of an average of 20 lbs. being taken. Capelin and mackerel failed entirely.
No violation of the regulations were reported. There is no over-netting, and the rivers were
full of fish during the fall. The cod fishing shows a loss of a little more than 20,000 cwt.
or about one-third of an average catch, the fish were scarce both inshore and on the
banks usually fished by the boats f rom this part of the coast, showing that the usual
volume of fish did not visit the south-western part of the gulf. Fish were slightly more
abundant in the fall, but continuous stormy weather prevented anything from being
done. Spring and fall herring were also a failure.
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GASPÉ SUBDIVISION.

Over8eer Annett reports a falling off in the salmon fishery of 19,542 Ibs., also in the
herring catch of 396 barrels. Cod did not strike until quite late, and continued scarce
during the summer fishery; the fall fishery was good, but the prevalence of rough
weather made it impossible to make up the loss in the fore part of the season, which has
caused a decrease of 9,275 cwt. in the catch as compared with 1894. There was an in-
crease of 4,580 lbs. in the lobster catch, and of 54,297 lbs. in the smelt fishery. All the
fishery regulations were well observed.

FoX RIVER SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Theriault reports that herring were fairly abundant from May to Novem-
ber. Cod were scarce.

MAGDALEN 1SLANDS SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Chevrier reports a considerable decrease in the fisheries carried on at the
islands, the cod fishery especially being an almost entire failure. The seal hunt at the
ice was below the average of recent years. Herring fishing in May was very abundant,
many thousands of barrels being taken by vessels from Nova Scotia and the United
States. The mackerel net-fishing carried on in June was not as good as usual; fisher-
men attribute this falling off to the immense quantity of gill-netting set by vessels
around the islands, and espec.ally off Pheasant Bay, which almost entirely walls off this
fish from the shore fishermen. They also complain that the practice of dressing the fish
off shore, as is done on board these vessels, is an injurious one. The summer and fall
mackerel fishery, done with hook and line, is also below an average. Our local fishermen
attribute this falling off, as well as that of the spring mackerel fishing, to the same
cause, viz., the setting of immense fleets of gill-nets, which are kept in the water day
and night, and which undoubtedly do prevent the fish from coming into the bay, where
they were formerly taken by the shore fishermen. The fishermen of the Magdalen
Islands are urgent in their demand that something be done to lessen the injury caused
to them by foreign fishermen, who completely encircle the islands with their gill-nets.
The lobster fishery opened well, but long before the close of the season many canners
were forced to close down owing to scarcity of fish. The pack shows a slight falling off
as compared with the previous season. No lobsters were packed out of season this year.
This was due to the appointment of the extra guardians at Grand Entry Lagoon.

COUNTY OF SAGUENAY.

MOISIE SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Migneault reports salmon fishing began on the 20th of May, and closed
on the 10th July. There was a decrease of 69,000 lbs. in the catch, this was solely due
to the roughness of the weather, which prevented the nets, most of which are in more
or less exposed situations, from being regularly fished. The water in the rivers kept
high, and the fish ran right up, which led to the early closing of the net-fishery. Fly-
fishing in the Moisie was good, 200 fish of a lar!ie average being taken by the rods. The
cod fishery shows a falling off of 2,716 cwt. This was due to the prevalence of easterly
winds, which often prevented the boats from getting out for eight or ten days at a spell,
this during the ordinary fine weather season in summer. This rough weather also kept
the capelin, which is the summer bait, off shore; fortunately the f4ll was finer, and fish
being abundant the boats did well, but the time was too short to quite make up for the
summer failure. Herring were plenty in the spring but scarce in the fall. Halibut
shows a slight increase. No large mackerel were taken, but there was an abundance of
small mackerel seen in August. No abuse of the regulations has to be reported for this
subdivision.
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MINGAN SUBDIVISION.

Over8eer DuBerger reports the cod fishery as being far from satisfactory this year,
there being a decrease of 18,420 cwt. as compared with last season. fHe attributes
this to a continuance of unfavourable weather during the summer, at which time the
rmost of the fishing is done in his division. The salmon fishery also shows a heavy falling
off, due exactly to the same cause, unfavourable weather for fishing. The seal fishery
made in the spring, also shows a great decrease, only 800 seals having been killed by
the fleet from Esquimaux Point this last spring, as against 5,192 in 1894. Only two of
the vessels did anything. The rest got jammed in the ice, and never got near the seals.

NATASHQUAN SUBDIVISION.

Overseer Gaudin reports the spring seal hunt as being very poor, the five vessels-from
Natashquan taking only 113 seals, as compared with 700 for three vessels last year. This
decrease is not due to any scarcity of seals, as the crews reported seeing lots of them,
which they were never able to get near. There has been an increase in the catch of
salmon in Natashquan Bay and River, but at Agwanus and Nabisippi, the nets did
badly. The summer school of cod was very small, although they struck earlier than
usual, about the 25th of May. The best boat this season, during the summer fishing,
only took 60 cwt., whereas, three years ago, the best boat during the same time, took
450 cwt. A few boats did fairly well on the off shore banks during the fall, when the
weather permitted of their going out. Many people would have been badly off, owing
to the failure of the cod and seal fishery, had it not been that the herring struck in
abundantly in September. Three of the local schooners were loaded and despatched to
Quebec, and the balance of the herring catch being disposed of to traders, a sufficiency
of supplies was obtained to make all safe for the winter. Sixty cases of lobsters were
put up in the small cannery at Watsheeshoo. The fishery regulations were all well
observed.

BONNE ESPERANCE' SUBDIVISION.

Over8eer Whitely reports that the salmon failed again this season. He is forced to
the conclusion from the experience of the last three seasons, in each of which the salmon
have missed; that they have either failed to come in from sea or gone elsewhere. In his
experience of many years on the Labrador the same thing has occurred, and after several
years of scarcity, the fish have returned as abundantly as ever. The cod fishery was
most abundant all over this subdivision. The weather wàs moderate and bait plentiful.
The price was low, however, and next to no profit was left for supplies. The seal fishery
was a poor one, but was better than last year. This iidustry depends entirely on the
state of the Gulf ice. When the ice lingers in the Gulf until June, the seal fishing is
good, but when, as this season, the ice passes out through the Straits of Belle Isle in April,
or only in May, the seals go also, and do not return. The residents on the Labrador are
al well supplied for the coming winter. A large fleet from Nova Scotia and New-
foundland carried on the fishing from the harbours of this division. They fished moetly
with cod trap-nets, and seines, and all did well.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

Wx. WAKEHAM,
Oficer in charge of the Fisheries in the Gulf Divi8ion.
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SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OFFICERS' REPORTS IN THE PROVINCE OF
QUEBEC (EXCLUSIVE OF THE GULF DIVISION), FOR 1895.

SOUTH SHORE, RIVER ST. LAWRENCE, FROM CAPE CHATTE TO POINT LÉVIS.

Overseer Johnny Joncas reports quite a falling off in the take of salmon, especially
by the set nets of the St. Lawrence River, one of which did not capture a single
salmon. Angling in Matane River was better than last year. More salmon ascended
to the upper waters than ever. One day, as this officer was at the foot of Mr. Price's
dam, he noticed that salmon vainly attempted to ascend the fish slide. On close
examination he found it gutted wi h pieces of timber, which he had removed, and eight
days after, all the salmon had ascenMed. Attempts at spearing were made in the upper
waters, but he could not secure subicient evidence to convict any of the culprits. Fascine
fishe.ry was a failure, neither herring nor sardines were taken therein. However,
sufficient herring of good quality, to supply the whole county, were taken with gill-nets.
About 10,000 lbs. of smelts and frost fish were caught with hook and line at the mouth
of Matane River. A single fisherman sold sixty dollars worth of these small fish during
August and September. The appearance of small mackerel three or four inches in
length in that part of the St. Lawrence River was an event unheard of before. They
were too small to gill in herring-nets, but some were taken in brush weirs. The fishery
laws were fairly well observed. A single conviction, that of spearing two salmon, was
made. The total value of the fisheries amounts to $1 1,740, being a decrease of nearly
50 per cent as compared with last year.

Overseer L. E. Grondin states that salmon and sardines were scarce on the south
side of the St. Lawrence, owing perhaps to the absence of east winds this season. Good
capture of herring were made when it first struck in. He experienced some trouble to
enforce the Sunday regulation. To prove its efficiency, this officer saw on a Sunday as
much as a hundred and fifty barrels of herring in one weir escaping by the opening, to
the great sorrow of the owner. No infraction of the fishing laws came under his notice.
The fisheries catch in this district is valued at $35,470.

Overseer H. Martin says that with the exception of sardines, which were scarce, the
other kinds of fish gave about an average yield. He corroborates the statements of
the appearance of young mackerel, but none were taken, as it was considered a loss.
He has no infraction of the regulations to report. The total value of this catch is $24,000.

Overseer Nap. Levesque reports a slight decrease in the general yield of fish in his
district. The first ru n of herring was good, but of short duration, otherwise much more
could have been utilized. About a third of the catch is used at home and the balance
sold in Canadian markets. The close seasons as well as the modes of catching fish were
duly respected. He estimates the yield at $13,000, about the same as last year.

Overseer Xavier Pelletier reports an improvement in the yield of shad, herring and
sardines, especially at St. André, Kamouraska, and St. Denis. The sardine factory at
St. André packed 67,000 boxes of sardines during the season. A falling off is noticed
in all other kinds of fish, attributed especially in case of eels, to the dry weather
greatly lowering the waters of the inland streams. Only five belugas (white whales)
were captured. About one-quarter of the catch is shipped to Canadian markets, the
remainder being consumed at home. No violations of the law came to his notice
excepting a case of saw-dust being allowed to escape in the stream, but the owner
desisted without legal proceedings. The whole catch amounts to $30,000.

Overseer Octave Y. Beaubien reports an increased yield in every kin< of fish in his
division. Eels, which are the staple fish there,- yielded over a quarter of a million
pounds, being an excess over the preceding catch. Bass and sturgeon also show signs of
improvement; even shad, Which for the past few years seemed to have abandoned these
coasts, were taken in fair quantities, about 30,000 lbs. of the latter were caught at Lévis
and Beaumont alone. The entire catch valued at $25,800 is disposed of on the Quebec
City markets. The various close times were well observed.
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NORTH SHORE, RIVER ST. LAWRENCE FROM QUEBEC TO BERSIMIS.

Overseer L. P. Huot states that the last fishing season was satisfactory ; while the
catch of shad and eels is double that of last year, salmon show an increase of two thirds.
Iar fish and bass both show a considerable decline, sturgeon about the same as last
year. He reports no violation to the fishery regulations. The whole catch valued at
nearly $20,000 is disposed of on the local market of Quebec City.

Overseer Ulysse Bhereur reports a slightly increased catch of fish over last year.
A fair quantity of trout was captured in the inland waters. Ten belugas (or white
whales) were captured at Les Eboulements. The total yield is valued at $10,700.

Overseer L. N. Catellier reports a falling off in the yield of salmon, attributed to
the strong gales, which alestroyed or damaged nearly all nets on three different occasions,
thereby causing great loss of time, money and fish. However, the net fishermen's loss
was a gain to the salmon streams, which are reported to be teeming with parent fish.
All salmon taken in the vicinity are sold on the Quebec and Montreal markets. Owing
to low water in the rivers, angling was slightly inferior to that of the year before.
There is a great demand for salmon fry to be planted in these streams. The Sunday
close time bas been well observed, as the salnion fishermen are very particular on this
point. The brush weirs are generally set for home consumption. The quantity of small
fish taken is about the same as usual. One hundred and ninety belugas, (or white
whales), were captured in this division, being more than twice the number secured last
season. The whole catch is reckoned at nearly $27,000, about the same as last year.

INLAND DISTRICTS.

SHERBROOKE AND MEGANTIC DIVISION.

Overseer Allan McLeod reports a marked increase in the fisheries of Lake Megantie
and vicinity, which he ascribes to efficient protection of the spawning beds during the
close seasons, and to the fry planted therein some time ago. If proper supervision is
kept, before many years these waters will become as weIl stocked as they were a quarter
of a century ago. Sportsmen and tourists are getting more numerous every season.
The steamer "Lena" did quite a business during the past summer carrying these pleasure
seekers to and from the fishing grounds. There is still a tendency to poach by settlers and
strangers purporting to hunt, but in reality to capture fish by illegal means, if possible
The dam on Spider River bas been kept open nearly all summer. A fish pass is needed
on the Chaudière River. The great number of logs floating about these waters is a
drawback to fish life.

Overseer P. C. Bourke reports about an average catch, especially of trout and
pickerel in the waters of Megantic County, but offers no remarks.

MAGOG AND BROME DIVISION.

Overseers N. A. Beach, for the Lake Memphremagog and S. U. Courtney, for Brome
Lake, gave returns of about the usual take of fish in the waters under their charge, but
made no report. The yield of fish for this district is estimated at $8,260.

MISSISQUOI BAY,

Overseer P. B. Luke states that with the exception of one hoop-net to catch coarse
fish, all fishing there is done with hook and line. The catch is therefore limited, and all
used for domestic consumption. The close seasons were fairly observed, but attempts
of illegal fishing were made at night. This officer seized two seines and a boat, but did
not succeed in discovering the owners. There are no fish-ways in his district.

RICHELIEU RIVER.

Overseer James Finlay reports a larger catch of eels than that of the previous year.
These fish are exported to the United States. The other kinds of fish yielded less than
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usual. He seized and destroyed 17 hoop-nets in Rivers Du Sud and Richelieu which
were illegally set. Some of the culprits went to jail, others escaped across the bound-
ary line. No saw-dust was thrown in the streams this summer.

Overseer J. O. Dion states that notwithstanding the low water in the Richelieu
River, the yield of fish exceeds the previous one, with the exception of eels, which were
not captured in as large numbers as last year. However, one weir irreported to have
taken 1,500 eels in a single night. The seine fishermen did not do so well as the others
and stopped early, thereby allowing more fish to spawn. The fry were noticed in
abundance at the mouths of small streams. Catfish are plentiful, and over 20,000 lbs.
were taken. It is regrettable that the poor people do not make a provision of these fish
by pickling them for winter use. It is stated that their bones disappear and they
become firm and quite palatable. Perch is also becoming plentiful in these waters. The
dam at St. Ours is still unprovided with a fish-pass. No official complaints reached this
officer. He also gave attention to the supervision of the Little Montreal River and
River des Hurons. The proceedings against one Taupier had good effect, as fishermen
came early for their licenses.

CHATEAUGUAY AND LAPRAIRIE DIVISION.

Overseer A. Matte reports an increased catch of fish in his division. No poaching
nor any violation to the close seasons came to his notice. The only fish-way in his
district needs repairs, and a new one should be built in another dam. He is of opinion
that 'seining should not be allowed in small streams. The whole catch amounts to
$16,000.

BEAUHARNOIS DIVISION.

Overseer John Kelly says owing to the low water and continued use of seines and
gill-nets, the fish are steadily decreasing. The seine should be stopped as it not only
destroys large numbers of young fish but even spawn. The close seasons were well
observed. Fish-ways were kept in order and saw-mill owners complied with the
regulations.

MONTREAL AND CHAMBLY DIVISION.

Overseer John Morris also attributes to the low waters the slight shortage of fish
in the vicinity of the Canadian metropolis. He claims that the fishery laws were
respected by the fishermen under his charge, but cannot say the same of these of Sorel
and Berthier divisions, who ship to Montreal markets young fish unfit for food, which
are thrown away with other debris. He weighed some of these and it took a dozen
to the pound. He thinks this waste of immature fish could and should be stopped. He
favours the prohibition of soft fish during July and August, as they turn bad in hot
weather before they can be disposed of.

VERCHERES AND L'ASSOMPTION DIVISION.

Overseer Gédéon Magnan reports an increased yield, especially eels and coarse fish,
but makes no remarks.

RICHELIEU COUNTY, INCLUDING ST. FRANÇOIS RIVER.

Overseers N. Lavallée and J. F. Picotin report a slight falling off in the fishery yield
of last season. The latter, however, remarks that more pickerel and bass were taken in
the St. Francis River than during the previous year. Abuses against the regulations
are becoming scarcer. A few attempts to angle during the close season are the only
violations he heard of. No fines were imposed. There are a few mill-dams which he
would like to see provided with fish-ladders.
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YAMASKA COUNTY AND RIVER.

Over8eers Denis Shooner and J. Charbonneau make~returns of a poor catch, nearly
50 per cent under that of last year, but ascribe no cause for this decline. Mr.
Charbonneau reports the two fish passes on the Yamaska River in good order, but there.
are still two important dams unprovided with fish-ways on that stream.

NICOLET DIVISION.

Overseer Geo. Boisvert reports a slight improvement in the fisheries of his divisiorr.
Shad was more abundant than last year. Part of the fish taken is shipped to Montreal
and the balance used for local consumption. He recommends that set lines or nets
should bear the number of their license on a visible float or post to enable the officers to
detect the unlicensed ones and seize them. Last January he destroyed several nets
fishing under the ice without license, which had a good effect. The fish-pass in Bécan-
cour River was kept in good order.

THREE RIVERS DIVISION.

Overseer Chas. Vadeboncour says that owing to the works going on in the St.
Maurice River and to the excessive past fishing below Quebec, the fisheries of his district
are on the decline. The most important item now is tom-cod or frostfish, of whichhe
reports 2,000 barrels. The more stringent the regulations, the less trout are taken in
the upper waters.

TERREBONNE DIVISION.

The statements sent by the overseers of this division show an increase value of 50
per cent over the preceding one. Mr. Lauzon remarks that with the exception of that
part of his division above Mr. Meunier's dam, where fishermen do poorly, fish seem'to
hold their own, and he heard no complainte of scarcity. People now generally under-
stand better than years ago the advantages of complying with the regulations enacted
for their benefit in protecting the species.

Oficer T. Cloutier also states that the fishery laws are better observed now than
formerly. The catch was an average one. Several fish-ways are needed in his district,
especially one at St. Jérome.

Ofcer D. Filiatrault, of Ste. Rose, says that their fishing grounds are constantly
visited by Montreal pleasure seekers, of whose catch no account is kept, but was certainly
larger than last year.

Overseer J. Filiatrault, of Ste. Adéle, reports the capture of about 15,000 lbs. of trout
from the inland waters under his charge.

LOWER OTTAWA DIVISION.

Overseer R. Jone8 states that even with a smaller number of fishermen the result
is a catch as large as usual. The close seasons were well observed. Any offenders had
their fishing implements immediately confiscated, as he finds it is the best way to deal
with them.

UPPER OTTAWA DIVISION.

Over8eer M. D. Clairoux says though the number of fishermen was larger than
during the previous season, owing to the fact that a few licenses were granted in Lake
des Chenes, the aggregate catch is not much in excess of 1894. Pickerel seems more
abundant than last year owing to the better observance of the close season. Fishermen
and others regret that the outlet of Black Bay to the Ottawa River is not deepened to save
the enormous quantity of fish now smothered every spring in their attempts to reach
deep water. This could be done at a small outlay, as the channel requiring dredging f¡a
not more than twenty yards wide. At present it is so shallow that the ice settles to te
bottom. Angling is reported good in the Gatineau Lakes, now that netting is no
allowed therein. The total yield of fish in both divisions is valued at $37,500.
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PROVINCE OF

RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels and Boats engaged in the Fish
of Men employed in the Fishing Industry of the County of

RESTIGOUCHE SUBDIVISION

CARLETON SUBDIVISION

1 MaguasaI and Nouvelle... .. .... .... ... 60 800 120 2600 1200 .. .... 5 170 70 12350
3 Carleton ................. ...... .... .... 90 1050 180 3400 1750 .. .... 25 900 275 14175
2 Maria........... ..... .. .... .... .... 115 1750 230 52000 2000 .. ... 20 600 190 24700

Totale.. ......... .. .... .... ... 265 3600 530 58000 4950 ...... 501670 535 51225

BONAVENTURE SUBDIVISION

1 New Richmond. ...................... 17 160 15 130 650.. . .
2 Black Capes......................... 21 147 20 2855 1740.. 7700
3Capelin .......................... 130 14 125 6700 2750 ...
4 Bonaventure...... ................... 230 3M 290 10100 5050 58 136 850 1900
5 New Carlisle............... ..... 35 33 M 1050 420.. .281 62 M 500
6 Paspebiac ............ .............. 105 2020 240

... .. 7 60 15 130 75 r.. 1 ... 5

Totale.... ... ... .. . . ... . .... . 77210 00

PORT DANIEL SUBDIVISION

1Hopetown............... .... .... ... 40 1500 96 50 50 .. .... 19 220 100 1000
2Nouvelle..................... ... .... 52 1100 90 1060 600 .. .... 8 230 280 .190
3Shigawake................ .. ... ... .... 73 0 70 900 .90 .. .... 3 70 60. . .5
4 Port Daniel.................. .... ... 175 3420 240 2950 1811......17 430 510 21394

aL'AnseauxsGacon..... ...... .... .... .180 5200 211 3711 2440 ....... 22 587 765 3800

Totale ... ,....... .............. 520 119401707 96 5801 591537 1715 26194

TOTAL FOR THIE COUNTY

1 Rtigouche Sui.i ........ .... .... 17 255 34 4950 490 .. 3900.... .. 7 6 .... 4062
4 Bonaventure do .. .. .... .... ... 38 17397 725 25 11 .. ... 120 2895 2000 10100
3 Caneton do .. ...... .... .... 26 5200 51 58071 495C .. .... 501 57 35 51225
4 Port Daniel do........ .......... 520 11940 707 9161 5801 .. .... 5915371715 26194

Total..,....................1340 13192i1996 95666 27086 65 3900 22916102 4250 127881
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

QUEBEO-Gulf Division.
eries, Fishing Material, and the Kinds and Quantities of Pish,
Bonaventure, Province of Quebec, for the Year 1895.

(Tide Head to Maguasha).

as well as the Number

(Maguasha to Big Cascapedia River).

-150 600 1 ...... .... 4 1 1 550 ...... 15 4 .... ..... 150 15 .... 950 4,303 50 1
550 9000 20 7800 .... 10 2 2 20. 10 12 .... 400 30 30 30 2400 8,491 00 2
800 1000012 ...... 4j 15 3 5 500 .... .... 15 ... .... . 25 40 20 700 10,031 50 3

1500 19600 33 7800 4j 29 6 8 1250 . 25 31 .... 400 205 85 50 4050 22,826 00

(Big Cascapedia to Paspebiac Point).

100.. 5. ............... 20 6 450 717 00 1
100 4000 .. ......... .... . . .............. 12 5 700 2,488 80 2

1025 5000.. 10500 . .. .... ...... ..... ..... 750 250 6300 14,557 50 3
1200 6000.. 7488 .... 1500 5 8... ...... 100 . .... ..... .... 1125 350 7500 19,001 32 4
155 3000 .. ...... .... 200 . .. 10 ......... .... 150 75 3500 3,73000 5
460 5000 ........... 2000 6 75 200.. 50.........1500 500 1000 14,54250 6

3040 23000.. 17988 ... 4707 1183 .... ... .. 330.. 50 . ........ 35571186 19450 55,037 12

(Paspebiac Point to Point Macquereau).

'FO BONAVENTURE.

50 131407 .... 20 .... 40000 .... .... ... ..... 17,342 75 1
4707 1183 .... ...... 330.. 50 ........ 35571186 19450 55,037 12 21500 19600 33 7800 4 29 6 81250 ..... 2531 .... 400 205 85 50 4050 22,826 00 3

1480 ...... .. 52000.... 5555 .... .. .. 24000 . 160 ...... .... 34603160 1461 52,870 80 4

6020 4260033 77788 4i 10291 1719116250155407 35551 210 40400 205 710214396 24961 148,076 67
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RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and

County
GRAND RIVER SUBDIVISION

FisAiNG VESSELS AND BOATS. FIsHING MATERIAL.

Vessels. Boats. Gill-Nets. Seines.

DISTRICTS. -- -

Gaspé County. $ $ $ $

lNewport ........................... .... .... .... 160i 6500 370 550 3090 4 150 100
2Pabos ..................................... ......... 58, 3320 136 1386 1055 6 ý0 185
3Little River (West)... ................ .... .... .... 2 2000 54 900 43 2 60 80
4'Grand River..... ......................... ..... 100 5M 230 45 1695 5 150 140
5iLittle River (East).......... ......... 60 2 120 18 370 2 50 60
6 Cape Cove and Anse à Beaufils........ .... ... .... .. 109 4200 213 5068 1680 6 200 220
7ýBonaventure Island and Percé...... .. ... .. ... 138 9000 276 55 1600 4 90 80

S90.1500 5 14 750 30 1500 900 25 508ICorner of Beach... ..............-.. 1- 9050 5 14__ 75-010 0 -5 5
Totals.......... ............... i1 901500 5 6661 3342011429 26204 10820 31 965 915

GASPÉ SUBDIVISION

1 Barachois...... .... ........ ........ .... .... .... .... 157 6990 179 1730 1630 11 400 380
2 Malbaie..................................... .... .... 55 1750 68 1210 610 3 84 125
3 Point St. Peter........................ .... .... .... .... 67 1660 92 2220 745 4 112 140
4 Chin Blanc.... ..................... .... .... .... .... 97 2570 104 1270 660 3 60 70
5 Seal Cove...... ................ .. .. .... .... .... .... .31 530 29 650 400 .... .... ....
6 Douglastown..... ............... .... .... .... .... 90 2950 140 1789 1160 8 240 140
7 Sandy Beach. .................. ..... .... .... .... .... 30 740 38 2100 2000 .... .. ....
8 Gaspé, North and South...... ........ .... .... .... .... 39 400 43 3264 2280 15 300 750
9 Peninsula ... ................................... 18 300 29 1960 1620 ... .... ..

10 Cape Ozo.. ............... ........ .... .... .... .... 28 35 38 1300 1085 1 20 6
11 Little Gaspé ........ . . . ..... ... .... .... . .... 16 270 18 394 290 .... .... ...
12 Grande Greve and Ship Head.......... .... .... .... .... 69 1500 71 1720 1110 7 280 200
13 Cap des Rosiers .... ............ .... .... .... .... .... 62 1200 84 900 230 3 60 40

Totale .............. ........ 759 21210 933 20498 13820 5515561851

FOX RIVER SUBDIVISION

1,Jersey Cove.................... ...... .... .... .... .... 110 2200 124 2400 1250 1 30 25
2 Anse à Grifonde................. .... .. . .... . ... 100 2500 108 2380 975 2 70 70
3 Fox River......,..................... .... .... .... .... 210 5300 220 5200 2550 3 120 150
4îLittle Cape.................... ...... .... .... .... .... 50 560 54 1180 450 .... .... ....
5iEchourie and Big Cove................ .... .... .... .... 32 400 31 720 380 .... .... ....
6'Pointe Jaune and Anse à Valeau....... .... .... .... .... 62 770 60 1350 950 .... .... ....

Totale..................... ...... .... .... 564 11730 597 13230 6555 6 220 245
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Fishing Materials, &c., in the Province of Quebec-Continued.

of Gaspé.
(Point Maquereau to Barachois, Malbaie.)

KiNDS OF FISH.

4200 3002000 .... 25700 7450 8 1001 1200 6000
15900 70. ... 600 . . 3600 5 i 900. 13550

.. ... . : 27 .... .... 31400 1100 2, 4 5601 ......
750 350 .... 1400 13992 7800 31 6 1000 8000

...... 10 ...M.. . ... ..... 3000 2 4 ......
200 100 .... .... 33600 8600 4 8 2000

.. : . 100 .... .... 28800 10000 3 5 1500....
13600 15 .... .... 11200 910 1l 1' 200 ......

34650 10622000 2000 114692 42460 28i 139 7360 27550

FisH PRODUCTS.

~. LI

S TOAL

c VALUE.

à

.... 100 ... 4100:.. 1700 .... 44,773 00 1
... 125 ... 2200'. 1035 .. .. 23,503 50' 2

.. 45 i .. 8 .. 200 .. . i10,357 50 3
.. 100 . . . 4200 . 1500 . . .. 43,692 88 4

.... 60 . 250 .... 15,599 00 5
125 .... 7000 1500 .... 49,712 00 6

.... 180 .... 9000.. 1500 ... 5,24905180... ..00 .... 56,249 50; 7

. . ... 800 150. 9,129 00i 8

.... 760 .... 306201..' 7835 253,016 38

(Barachois, Malbaie, to Cap des Rosiers.)

1000 200 .... ....
520 14. .
250 100 . ..

. . .1001 .... ....
16531 40 .... ....
2645 200 ....

11188 80 ....
17485 10....

9800 40.
6417 60 ....
129 30
4275 200'....

565231500.

28600

13920
12300

6400

61220

6650 .... .... . ..
6000.............
1700!.... .... .....
1500.... .... ... .

230 ....... .. ..
1900 .... .... ......

100 .... .... ......

100 . .. .....
270 .... .... .....
125 .... .... .....

1900 ... .... ......
900 ....... ......

2.1375 .... ..... ....

3000... .. ....
... . .. . .. . .. .

... . .... .... ....

96445 5 ....

(Cap des Rosiers to Fame Point.)

S. 330 .... ....
150 300 ... ....

...... 500 .... ....

...... 40 ....

.. . .. . 80 ... ....
210

1501460 .

...... 2200 25 25 4000 ....
2000 15 25' 1500
3250 25 50 15000 .....
970 10 15! 3000 ......
620 10 81 1200 ......

1500 12 151 4500

10540 97 138 292001 ......

100ý 65 1600
80 50 1600

150 801 3000
50 30i 700
31' 22 510
70 45 1150

481 292 8560

1 6501 300 14,483 75
1 700 300 13,078 75
2 12501000 23,217 50
. 280 150 6,062 50
1i 200 100 4,143 25
2 450 250 9,995 00

7 35302100 70,980 75
i
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RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and

County of
MONT LOUIS SUBDIVISION

DISTRICrS.

Graspé County.

Grand Etang..................
Chlorydorme .............
Petite Anse and Frgate Point..
Grande and Little Vallée......
Magdalen River...............
Manche D'Epée and Gros Mâle.
Mont Louis and River à Pierre.

Totals . ... .. ......

FISHING VESSELS AND BOATS.

Vessels.

e

$

Boats.

FISHING MATERIAL.

Gill-Nets.

e 8J>
4001 34 760 400

1670 96 2800 1450
570 50 1100 500

1150 74 1500 900
290 28 600 225
260 51 580 155
710 73 1230 530

5050 406 8570 4160

Trap- Seines.
Nets.

N a 4

-- Z -- _

351
s

$

80 60

75 5

185 175

STE. ANNE DES MONTS SUBDIVISION

Claude River to Martin River.. .. ... ..... ... 30 450 63 1897 948 .. ... .... ......
Ste. Anne .................... ..... ..... ... 59 885 92 3103 1051 .. ... ... .... .... 1 2480
Cape Chatte................... ..... ..... ... 37 555 57 1763 881 .. ... ... .... .... .. ......

Totals... .............. ..... ... 126 1890 212 6763 2880 .. ... ... .... .... 1 248e

MAGDALEN ISLANDS

Amherst Island.............. 4 150 3500 35 146 2920 292 2555014230. ... 1016003000..
EntryIsland...... ............ ..... ..... ... 8 150 18 1500 900 . .. ... .... .... .. ......
Bryon Island................. . ..... ... 90 1800 180 ...... .. . . 1 60 75 . .....
Grosse Isle and Old Harry...... .. ... ..... .. .54 1080 100 720 120 .. ... 4 240 350 .......
Grand Entry and Wolf Island.. .. ... ..... ... 140 2500 280 1250 420 1 275 2 160 175 .....
S. Beach, Pointe Basse and Little 1

Brig... . .. . ..... .... ... .. ... ..... ... 83 1490 176 13501 450.. 1 80 100
Grindstone Island.............. . ... ..... ... 210 6300 450 ..... .. 5 650 1000.
House Harbour.... . ..... 11 440 10000 60 6 120 10.. .... .... .... 1 120 150.

Totals1.... ............ 590 13500 95 737116360 1506 30370 16120 1 275 2429104850.
Tota--.......-.-..--TOTALS .FOR .THE

TOTALS FOR THE

Grand River Subdivision .... 1 90
Gaspé do .... .. ...
Fox River do .... .. ...
Magdalen River do ...
Ste. Anne des Monts do .... .. ...
Magdalen Islands do .... 15590

Totals..... .... . ... . 16 680

1500 5 666 33420 1429 262041
..... ... 759;21210 933 204981
..... ... 564111730 5971 13230

.384 5050 406 8570
126 18901 2121 6763

135 95 737 1636011506 303701

15000 100 3236 89660'5083 1056355

166

0820 . 31 965 915.. 3465
3820..I.. 551556 1851.. 56523
6555.. 6 220 245.. 15
416.. 5 185 175 7450
2880 .... .... 1 2480
6120 1 275; 24!2910 4850 .. ......

4355 1 275 1215836 8036 1 101253

*iiôo
180
250k

3400

745>



Marine and Fisheries--Fisheries Branch.

Fishing Material, &o., Province of Quebeo-Continued.

Gaspé-Concluded

(Fame Foint to Rivière à Pierre).

KINDS OF FisH. FISH PRODUCTS. .

-~ *?~a,,- O

.~ .. ~
4?

30 .... .... ....
110 .... .... ....

70 .... .... ...
285 .... .... .
6) .... .... ....

110 .... .... ....
275..........

940..........

ia>
L.

*0

e

800 1 ... .... 200
2500 7 .. .... 8900

875 4 ... .... 1600
1725 3 ... 400 2000

300 1 ... .... 300
400 .... ... .... 600
620.... ...... 1150

7220 16 ... 40014750

4?

ri2

x

. .. . . . . . . .. . .... . . . .. , . ...

.. .. . . . .. .. . .

800 ....
2100 ....

7501....
1100 ....

225 ....
325 ....
480 ....

5780 ....

TOTAL
VALUL

$ ots.

4,46000
14,41250
4,98150

10,80000
2,25250
2,72250
5,354 50

16801 5331 44,98350

(Rivière à Pierre to Cape Chatte).

400 .... ... .... .. 810 ... ... 400 700 ............. .... 405 .... 175 220 6,089 50
580 .... .... .... .... 1530 .... ... 7501 1500 ... ......... .... 765 .... 300 135 11,05550
493 .... .... .... ...... 492 .... ... 7501 690 ..... ... . .... ... .246 .... 117 100 4,90040

1473 .... .... .... ...... 2832 . 1900 2890 ...... ... .. .... .... 1416 .... 592 455 22,04540

SUBDIVISION.

COUNTY OF GASPÉ.

144692 42460 28
6122021375 ....

10540 97
..... 7220 16
. .. 2832 ....

61934 3744 10

825256 88171 151

139 .... 7360 27550. 760 ... 30620 .... 7835 .... 25,01638
... . . .. .... 96445 ... 5 ........ 9320.. 6310.... 140,87815
138 .... 29200 ..... ... .. 481 2 60 7 3 2 70,98075
... 400 14750 . 5780.... 1680 .. 33 44,985
... 1900 2890 . .. .... 1416... 592 455 2045 40
200. ... 11000 ...... 40075. 14829 4743 11300 .... 302,871 51

477 2300 6520 123995 400 80 1241 292 70525 47503143883,756I8'E 47531247î»16834,775 69
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1062
1500
1460
940

1473
13150

19585

2000 2000 ....
.... .... ....
.... .. .. .. ..
. ... . . .. .. . .
. .. . . .. .. . .
... ... 7620

2000 2000 7620
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RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and

County of
GODBOUT SUBDIVISION

DIsTRIcTS.

Saguenay County.

M anicouagan........................
Godbout.......... .. ........ .
Point des Monts and Trinity Bay....
Cariboo and Egg Island.............
English Point........ ..........
Penticost and Cailles Rouges ........

Totals................

FISHING VESSELS ANI) BOATS. FISHING MATERIAL.

Vessels. Boats. Gill-nets. Trap-nets.

3 a

- - - -- - - -- - ---

Z . > ;Z Z i

18 S $ S
2 22 450 5> 5 100 6 500 450.. ..

.... ...... .... 12 240 14 1200 100 ... ... .
.... .... ..... .... 14 288 26 2300 1850 1 150

..... ... . 36 720 44 2500 2000

...... .... 36 720 60 2000 1600 .... .....
.... . . .. . 10 200 20 7501 500. .. _

2 450268 170 9250 7400 1 1502221-5ý- 113ý 2268

MOISIE SUBDIVISION

1 Jambons and Ste. Marguerite. ....... 4 98 2125 15 17 760 34 1650 1240 .. .......
2 Seven Islande...... ..... ......... 7 171 3750 40 34 2750 58 1185 748 .... ....
3 Moisie............................. 2 32 550 6 35 2200 70 5434 4709 .... ... ..
4 Cormorant Point and Pigou......... 1 13 250 6 3 1601 6 150 92 .... ....

Totals .. ,........ .... 14 314 6675 67 89 5860 168 8419 6789 .... ......

MINGAN SUBDIVISION

1 River au Grain and Chaloupe River.. 1 1 150 2ý 21 850 60 100 40...
2 Sheldrake .. ........................... 51 2400 128 400 200
3 Thunder River................. .... 60 2400, 120 400 200 2 1000
4 Dock Ridge Point and Jupitagan.................... 641 26W 166 300 200.........
5Magpie........................... ...... 100 5000 2001 4001 300.........
6 River St. John.................................... 90 4500 190 1200 1200
7 Long Point. ......... ........................... 20 500 55 300 30........
8 Mingan and Romaine Rivers... ............ . 31 190 6 400 30.
9 Esquimaux Point.. . ............ 12 484 12000 76 146 3300 2d6 100 50 3 .050

10 La Corneille . ................... . .21 100 2 200 100 .. ..

Total. ............... 6 14 554 13150 82 56 5 21890 119 4700 3340 6 2250

NATASHQUAN SUBDIVISION

1 Watsheeshoo, Nabisippi & Agwanus.. 2 56 1300 9 27 1110 51 700 310.........
2 Isle àMichon ........ ........ ..... .... .... ........ 3' 90 5 10 40 .... .... .
3 Natashquan ........................ 5 115 2500.3à 0 361 2900 811 4850 1600 .... .....

4 Kegashka to Coaoachoo. ..... ......................... 20 600 2W 1500 750

Totale................ 71 171 3800 39 86 4700 15 7150 27 . .
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Fishing Materials, &c. Province of Quebec-Continued.

Saguenay.
(Manicouagan to Jambons).

(Jambons to Pigou).

2 202 300 2200 120 .... 407 7... 200 758 .... 58 .... 267 39 82 .... 3545 85 1
2 75 85.... 12499 110.... 800 7 ..... 2087 .... 67 .... 989 153 241 .... 8156 85 2
5 190 2701 .... 127103 .... .. 2045 6 .... 900 12700. ... 39 .... 2000 135 340 .... 37716 85 2
1 25 50 .... ...... .... ..... 90 1 .... .. . 400 .. 25.. . 75 4 10 .... 630 00 4

10 492 705 .... 141802 230 .... 3342 21 1100 15945 .... 189 .... 3331 331 673 .... 50049 55

(Pigou to Watsheeshoo).

4 135 180 .... .... .... .... 950 3 90 .... 1400 1800 .... .... 750 14 360 35 5725 00 1
3 250 350 1 ..... .... :... 245.0 4 150 .... 3500 800 .... .... 2000 25 425 80 13504 752
2 180 200 2 ...... .... ... 2500 2 50.... 1500 .... .... .... 2080 20 350 60 13039 00
5 270 155 7 ..... .... .... 3660 1 70 1900 .... .... .... 2500 15 620 25 18988 25 4
4 300 400 21 ...... 600 .. *7600 2 40 500 .... .... .... 5600 10 800 30 40913 50 t
4 150 300 .... 22000 .... .... 7800 2 30 1000 800 .... .... .... 5700 151150 25 43841 25
2 100 100 6 ............ 1800 3 40 .... 1000 .... .... .... 1500 30 300 30 9568 50
1 301 25 26 . ... .... .... 100.... . 300 . 1000300 10 .... 1686 00

12 6001300 .... . 150 .... 6600 ... .. 500 .... .... .... 6400 800 1100,.... 3581000
S . ,. .... .... ....... .... .... ... 9 30 , .... 253 501(

37 2015j3010 68 22000 750 . ... 17 5202300 11100 2600 .... .. 27620 1259 51151 285 183329 75

(Watsheeshoo to Coacoachoo).

5 150 100 12.. .. 100 2880 1090 ........................... 390 .... 270 .... 6511 20 1
-.... .... 4 . .... .... ... 60. .... . 800 ........ ... 25 . . 10 .... 43900 5
7 250 320 162 15100 760 .... 11170 .... .... .... ...... .... ... .... 1025 115 470 .... 15555 75 .
2 60 60 40 .... 50 ... 300 .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... 300 30 100 . 2522 50 4

14 460 480 218 1t100 91012880 2620 .... .... .... 1740 145 850 .... 25028 45
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RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and Fishing

County of
ST. AUGUSTINE SUBDIVISION

DISTRICTS.

1 Wolf Bay and Etamamiu...............
2 Pointe à Mourier and Harrington........
3 Whale Head West............... .......
4 Mutton Bay....... ..............
5 La Tabatière, Big Meccatina.. ... ... . . .
6 Whale Head East. ..... .... ..... ...
7 St. Aug stine....... ...... .. .......
8Pointe Giroux and Anse à Portage......
9 Canso and Chicatica ...................

Totals.................. ......

FISHING. VESSELS AND BOATS.

Ves~

I. n

ZE.~

els. Boats. Gill-Nets.

z>

6 120 6 350 180
.... .... 551 1140 66 500 250
.... .... 31 620 30 750 375
.... ... 44 865 56 560 280
.... .... 211 485 21 670j 335
.... .... 15' 255 28 795 397
.... .... 8 174 14 1050 525
... . .... 6 100 7 350' 175
.... .... 9 350 10 400 200

195 4109 239 5425 2717

BONNE ESPÉRANCE SUBDIVISION

1Nabitippi and Bull Cove................ ... .... 4 200 5 3ffl> 150
2Rock Bay and Dog Islands........14 700 26 700 550 5
3Old Fort and Burnt Island............................30 1WO 56 700 650- 6 15
4 Bonne Espérance.. ........................... .... 34 2150 64 8001 650 10 30
5 Pigeon Island and Stick Point...........1 30 1000 8 16 90 24 60 450 5 125>
6 8almon Bay .. . .. . ..... ........ 30 200 60 NO 400' 6 1500
7 Little Fishery and Five League..... .................... 6 400 10 400 400' 2 400
8 Middle Bay and Belles Amours ........ ................ 15 1o00 40 3w 200 4
9 Bras D'Or Bay and Long Point ... .. ... 1

10Gieenly Island.................. ...... ........ 40 20 100 100 600 6 15
il ;Blancs Sablons............................. .... 10 502 0 0 300

14 700 26 0 W 1

01000 128 465 7700 5450 51 12250

THE ISLAND

1FoxBayandSalnmonBay........ .... ... il 62 23 200 1501
2 Mauzerolle and Capelin Bay ... 15.640 100 510
3 Macdonald's Cove.................... .... . . 21 1090 49 950 60
4>English Bay..................... .... .... ..... 12 001 28 soo 29
5 Strawberry Cove ......................... 24ý 960) 53' 610 3w66 . ...
6 Shallop Creek and Goose Point..l 30 17 150 90Cororant Point and South Poi...................... Tota340s0........ .300 20........

Totla..... .. .. ... ... . ...... .. ... 87O 27 8020 60 0 300
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Materials, &c., in the Province of Quebec-Continued.

Saguenay-Concluded.

(Coacoachoo to Chicatica).

MATERIAL.

Seines.

1 60 30
6 1000 1000
31 200 100
5 800 700
5 350  2ß0

3 150 100
1 30 20
2 60 40

26 2650 2270

KINDS OF FISH.

3 .. .

2....
2..

655

27j ...
15 

5 ....

80 55

t

ir-) 2
Qm o

........ 280 ...... ..... . 230.
........ 27150 . . ... ...... 1833 ....
....... 1500 . ...... ...... 1600 200
........ 3500 2483 50

8640 520 . .... . .. 2537 730
5760 100 .. 6.... . 650 ...... 405, 113
... 250 .... 4250 .... 256 30
........ 150.... 15001..: 100:..:.140 9350 ...... ..... ?. 3

14400i 9400'. .. .. 6400i... 967é7 1123

(Chicatica to Blancs Sablons).

.... ..... ..... 30 ........ 10 .............. 10 .... 10 .... 295 00 1
1 40! 100 5 10 ........ 400 ...... .. ... .. . 960 120 150.... 2,684 00 2
4 160 408 6 ............ 3000 ..... ..... ...... 2600 125 900 .... 16,142 25 3
6 600 1500 15 .... ........ 6000 ...... ...... .... 4000 .... 2000 .... 31,840 00 4
4 340 850, 6 .... ........ 1800 .... . ... . .... 1100 .... 700 .... 9,686 00 &
4 300 400 6 .... ...... . 3000 ...... ..... .... 2000.... 1000 ... 15,89600 6
21 100 200 8 .... ........ 400 450 120 100 .... 2,408 00 7
4 400 800 4 50 ........ 1000.............. 600 40 300 .... 5,529 00 8
4 200 400 3 200 ........ 1000 .. '....,.... 17501000 400 .... 7,998 00 9
8 1000 2000.. .. 3000 ...... 3000 500 1000 .... 16,82500 10
1 40 100 ... . .... 2001 .... 0. ...... . 0..... 301000 50 .... 3,42500 11

38 3180 6750' 59 290 ........ 19810 ...... . ... ...... 19470 2905 6610 .... 112,728 25

OF ANTICOSTI.

2! 36 460 6 170 20208 150 ... .. .. 200 160 18 170 .... 4,726 62 1
3' 470 460 ... 85 ........ 790 1 ..... 1700 600 20 410 .... 4,997 50 2
5 660 560 3150 ........ 1050 3 .. 2300 750 10 500 .... 6,770 50 3
2 320 410 .... 120 ........ 450 6 ...... 2400 300 10 250 150. 3,447 50 4
2i 350 450 .... 240 .... ... 960 2 ...... 4800 600 20 400 150 6,840 00 5

5'.... 22560 .... ...... ............ ........ 190 .... 3,523 40 6
.... . .. .... .... 0 ...... ...... ..... ..... .... .... 370 ... 5,64260 7

14 21601 2340 14 765 79108 3400 12 ..... 11400 2410 78 2900 300 35,948 122 1 8 5M 9

FISH PaonucTs.

46
4 0....

580W... .
76ý .. . .
17 .R...
401 ....
257....
60.

1544 ...

TOTAL VALUE.

$ cta.

1,469 00
13,815 20

8,047 00
17,755 70

5,934 40
1,922 15
2,181 90
1,142 50
1,806 20

54,074 05
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RECAPITULATION.

STATEMENT showing Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the Gulf Division, Province
of Quebec, for the Season of 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Prices. Value.

Sets. S ets.

Salmon, salted. ............. ................... Bris 440 16 00 7,040 00
do fresh in ice........... ............. .... Lbs 481,036 O 20 96,207 20

Herring salted.................................Bris 29,626 4 50 133,317 0
do fresh in ice........................ . .... Lbs 2,000 O1 20 00
do smoked .............. ........................ 44,600 0 02 89200

Mackerel, salted. ......... .................... BrIs. 7,6W 14 00 107,142 00
Lobsters, canned.................................Lbs 1,002,492 O 14 140,348 88

do fresh................................Tons 4ý 75 00 33- 50
Cod, salted...................................Cwt 180,894 4 50 814,023 00
do tongues and sounds .......................... Bris 218 1000 2,18000

Haddock, salted..............................Cwt 1,088 350 3,8 00
Trout ........................................ Lbs 24,200 10 2,42000
Halibut .... .......... ...... . 122,645 O 10 12,264 50
Smelts, fresh in ice............................ ........ 282,002 00O 14,100 10
Clams......................... .......... Bris 944 5 00 4,720 00
Eels, salted. ............................................. 131 1000 1,31000
Squid ..... .................................... ........ 1,451 400 5,80400
Tommy cods..... .............................. Lbs 40,400 O0O 2,02000
Coarse and mixed tish........... ................ Bris 512 300 1,53600
Fish oils...................... ................ Gal 150,215 O 40 60,08600
Seal-skins....................................Pieces 11,429 1 25 14,286 25
Fish used for bait.................... .......... Bris 53,725 1 50 80,587 50

do do manure ............... ................... 28,759 O50 14,37950

Total............... ............................ .... . 1,518,829 43

Total value in 1894....... ................................ î971,199 77
du do 1895............... ........... .................... 1,518,8 43

Decrese in 1895.................................................452,370 34
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

STATEMENT showing Number of Men, with Quantity and Value of Material employed
in the Gulf Division Fisheries, Season of 1895.

54 vessels of 1,
5,962 boats, fished

247,155 fathoms of g
145 trap and sme
495 seines, of 23,

78 lobster canne
88,036 obbter-traps,

134 freezers and
860 smoke and fi
183 piers and wh
824 trawl lines (c

Description. Value.

$ cts.
771 tons, manned by 301 men...... . . . ....................... 40,075 00
by 9,707 m en.... ......................... ........................ 169,399 00
ill-nets...................................................... . ... 111,843 00
lt-bag nets................ ............................... ...... 26,325 00
285 fathom s ............................................ ...... -.. 28,201 00
ries, employing 1,876 hands .,...................................... 40,900 00
with trawl hnes, buoys, &c ....................................... . 61,423 00

ice-houses....... .......................................... 8,825 00
sh-houses.. .............................. . ... 166,880 00
arfs (private)...... ... .45,470 00
od).\.................... .......... ........... .................... 6,924 00

Total value. ........ ......... ............ ... ............ .... 706,265 00
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PROVINCE OF QUEBEC-Continued-EXCLU

RETURN of the Number and Value of Fishing Boats and Nets, Number of Men,
St. Lawrence River from Cape Chatte

FIsHING LOCALITIES.

1C apucins..,... . ................................
2 Petit M echins.......... ..... .. .................
3 M echins .. ....... ........ ................ ....
4 Grosses Roches..... ..... ..... .............
5 Ste. Félicité.. ....... ..................
6 Matane ... ................. ............
7 Rivière Blanche... .............. .. ...........
8 Sandy Bay............................ ...........
9 M étis ........... .. .......................

10 Ste. Flavie..............................
il Ste. Luce .......... .. ..................... ...
12 Ste. Anne..................................
13 Rim ouski.......................... .. .. ..... .
14 Isle St. Barnabé............. . .............
15 Islet à Canuel......... ........ .................
16 Sacré Cœur ... , ........ ........................
17 Rivière Hatée.................... ..... ........
18 Cap à l'Orignal and Bic.,.......................... ...
19 St. Fabien......................... ....... ......
20 St. Sim on..... ......... .......................
21,Inland waters, Rimouski and Témiscouata..........
22 Trois Pistoles .....................................
23 Isle V erte... .. ..................................
24 Cacouna .............. ......................... ...
25 Fraserville.... .. .............................. ..
26 Notre-Dame du Portage................. ......... ...
27 St. André............................... ...
28 Kamouraska .............. ......... ........ ...
29 St. Denis........ ........... ........ .... ...
30 Rivière ouelle.......................... .......... ...
31 Ste. Anne de la Pocatière................ ......... ...
32 Inland waters, Counties Kamouraska and L'Islet.... ...
33 St. Roch...... ............... .. . ....
34 St. Jean Port Joli............................
35 Trois Saumons........ ..................... ..
36 L 'Islet..... ...................................... ...
37 A nse à G iles..................................... ...
38 Isle aux G rues........................... ........ ...
39 Cap St. Ignace ... ........................ ..... ...
40 Montmagny ................ . . ......
41 Berthier ....................................... .
42 St. V alier........ ..................... ..........
43 St. M ichel........................................
44 Beaumont .... ............. ... ................
45 Lévis.... ............. ................ ......... I

Totals .... .... .................. ... 21.

Values.............................. 8 ...

FIsHTNG
BMATS.

180
225
300
180
375
285
250
300
15
75

45
85

275
50
58
12

20
40

2800

300

KINDS oF NErrS USED.

B
Gi-Nets.

Eel

Cs
z z .

200
360
520
300
800
500
500
600

30
60

2150

$
120
230
390
200
500
340
300
400

20
40

730

rush
or

-Weirs.

'3

260
20
20

100
60

360
240
130
200
175
340
60

150
88
96

.350
3050
1000
300
710

1470
500
300

1400
440

1500
2800
160

2000A........ .......... ..... 20
..... .............. 3 200
........ 20 .... ...... ...... 20 2000
........ 13 .... ...... ...... 13 730

35 23 .... ...... ...... 23 1800
36 20 .... ... . ... 20 3450

170 2 ............... 2 3000
180 5 .... ...... .. . 5 2800
270 4 .... .. ... ..... 4 2050
400 6 .... ...... ...... 6 305

7061 715 210 7220 3620 474 37479

........ . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .

176
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Marine and Fisheriea-Fisheries Branch.

SIVE OF THE GULF DIVISION.

together with the Yield, Value and Kinds of Fish, &c.,
to Point Lévis, during the year 1895.

on the south shore of the

o

rJ7~ ~j:2

"3

-o

..... 200 ...... 115~
.. ..... .... , . ........ 152

1750 200. . 400
500 ........ ........ 212
200 200) .. 4481

2600 350 .. 125
... 400

240..... .......... 1120
760 ................. 505
240 ........ 373

1990 ..... ... 1665
...... ........ 2800

900 ............... 11251
410 ........ 25000 900
170. 500 1480
170.................1390
730 ........ 250 120

10251..... 50 190
400 ........ 500 125
700 .... ...............
200 20000 . .
300 1500 40

1110 ........ 10600 350
2700 ........ 2000 70

375 ..... .. 4000 ........
80 ......., ........ 110
.. 330 2315

200.........10050 700
800 ........ 6000 400

........ .. .... 2100 800
.... .... 875 ........

1. . 0000 ... .... ........
... .... .... .. . ....
10... .. ....... 0

... .......... . ..
6.......... .... ... ...... ..
... ...... . ...... . ... ..

..-..... ........ ........ ........

....... . ........ ........
210 ... . .... 2790ý .... .. ..
370 ..... 3790 .... .. . .
620 . . .. 3700 .. .. ., ...
450 .. .. .... 6600 ... .. ..
520 .... .... 17500 .. . ... .
670 ........ 1M0.

22740 310' 110495 18430
4548 3410 6630 82935

KINDS OF FIsH.

.~ '~

-o
-o

~ .3

.0

a..

....... ô

1400

400

....... 

30
3m0
1780
1400

16050
2533
12900

..... 

11290
800

1500
3000

41300
700

1500
24600
2800
496001

7200200
3500

32120

19387

Q

33000
26000
28750
60250

5400
16800
20000

10400

14000
116000
20000

160000
22000

20700

1800
1000

14000

4400
500
2200
2800

2400ý

2000

662900

6629

VALUE.

$ ets.

867 50
944 00

2,457 50
1,65650
2,130 0
1,684 50
2,000 00
5,088 00
2,444 50
1,726 50
7,890 50

12,888 00
5,432 50
5,680 00
6,811 00
6,593 00

841 00
1,063 00

765 50
164 00

2,040 00
515 00

*6,943 00
2,441 00
1,958 80
1,121 00

12,914 10
5,377 00
4,594 00

t 5,411 00
1,099 50
1,000 00

709 80
852 00

58 00
1,050 00

180 00
2,518 00

20850
3,305 40
2,819 20
2,984 80
3,912 70
2,888 20
3,342 10

.... ... .... .

139,400 60

21000
1300

200
1030
800

1650

26430

1322

400
6800

900
700

16500
600
420

1100

.. 1000

9000
3400
7200
2220
1550
1000

F3167

6
20
16
29
10
12

15

7

400

60
790
170
425

7500

6900
9760
6110
2900
2840
1900

30910

2473

* Include here 64,000 lbs. snioked herring, $1,280.
t In No. 30 include 5 white whales (belugas), 250 galle. oi, value in ail, $120.
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RETURN of the Number and Value of Fishing Boats and Nets, Number of Men,
St. Lawrence River, from Quebec to Bersimis, in the

FisHixG KINDS OF NETS USED.]BoATs.

Brush
e Gill-Nets. Or

Z Eel-Weirs.FISHING LOCALITIES.

z z - > zz-1- z Z >

Island of Orleans.

1 St. L aurent.................. ........... ... ..... ....
2 St. Jean .. ................................... ....... ...
31St. François (south sidi%).................. ......... ....
41Argentenay........... ........................
5,St. François (north side).................. ..... .. ....
6 Ste. Fam ille....... .... .... ....... ... ......... ....
7 St. P ierre... ....................................... ....
8Ste. Pétronille.................................

North Coast.

9 Ange Gardien................ ............. ....
10 Château Richer........ ........... .. ...........
11 Ste. Anne..... . ............................. .
12 St. Joachim ........................ ............ . ....
13 Ile Madame.......................... .. ..
l1 Baie St. Paul and lakes in vicinity..... .... ..... ...
15l e aux Coudres..................................... ...
16ýLes Ebouleinents .................. .. .... ....... ...
17.St. Irenée......................... ... ...........
18 M albaie ............ . ..... ....................... ....
19 St. F idèle . . . ... ......... ................. .. .
20 St. Siméon ......................................

Saguenay Division.

21 St. Firmin.... ............................... 4
22 Tadoussac .............. ... ... ... ............. 6
23 Bergeronnes .. .... ............ ......... ....... 3
24 Bon Désir.... ... . ......... ........... ...... 2
25 Escoumains................................. .... 9
26 Sault au Mouton............ .. ........ ... ....... 4
27 M ille Vaches........ .... . .......... .. ... . 4
28 Portueuf ............... .......... ........ ....... 4
29 Sault au Cauchon..... .. ... .. . .. ...... .... 1
30 Islets Jérém ie .......... .... ............. ........ 3
31 Bersimis . ......................... . ... ... ... 2
32 Inland waters.......................... ..... ..... .. ..

33 Lake St. Jean Divisiont............... ... .. ....

Totals..... ............. ....... 42

V alues.... S.. ..... ..... ....

$

40003000)
30001630

250 250
12501000
220 200

80
100

225 8 3 430 260
60 3 3 350 210
20 2 1 50 30

140 9 5 480 280
80 4 .... ..... ....
80 4 1 80 48
80 4 3 300 180
20 1 1 100 60
60 3 2 150 90
40 2 1 80 50

... .,....125....
1050 418 55 111207378

100
400

1100
600
75

1300
800

1 150
7 425

.5 200
23 2000
2 300

10 50
40 250
40 250
12 75
15 10
10 50

9 45

3 60
1 25

... . . . . ..
1 20
4 80
41 80
3 60
1 20

3 60
1 20

245 8...5

245 8695

*In this amount include 10 white whales (belugas) total value, $240. †Estiiiated. eFromi No. 21 to 25,
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Braneh.

together with the Yield, Value and Kinds of Fish, &c., on the North Shore of the
Province of Quebec, during the year 1895.

KINDS OiF FIsH.

1170 ..... .. 8750 .......
4175.... ... 4900 .....

.. .. .... .... .. ..... ... .. ...
.... . ... ... ........ ........
16 ..... ..
32 280.

8 60 ........

5000. ..............
.. 00 400................
..... .. .. .. .. . ...... . .
0 50000 0.. ........

....... ....... .....
I.. .... .. .. .... ....

.... .. .. . .. .. .. ........
900 40001. . .

40 4000 ........ 30
400 6000 ........ 405

1000 2000. 15
19440 4000 ........ 13
10900.. 10001 ........ .... ..

2800 .. ......... 7
7920 1500 ....... 38
1000 500 ........ 25
5600l 800 ......., 28
7460 200 .... 12
2500 100..........
6860 500* .. 23
5200! 3000..,..... 15
... 2 ®..... .. .. ... 1 * « - * 1« *

. .. 12000 .. , .... .......
77421ý 117300 13990 637

1548 11730 83 2867

50400l
45600
22200
13600

1400
20000
23800

3000

2400
9600
3400

28700
6000

500
500
500

231600

1389

200
2600

2000

4800

288

e
~é2

O)

C)

........ 2785 1056

........ 14760 2700

........ .... ... . . .

..... 1680 660
........ 9960 3540
....... 6000 1620

960 240

.. .. . .. .. ... ... .. .. .
........ 2640
........ 900 200
... .... . ... .. ........
........ . .. .. ..... .

30 ... ........ ..
30 . .. . .......
30 .... .. ..... .

3 ........ ........30i.... ......... .
10 ..... ........
2 .............

4 ..... .. .....
10 ........ .....
10 .. . .. . . .
121 .. . . . . . .

........ ........ .. . ...
8 .. ... ........

10 .... .. ... ...

..... 18000

564 57685

1692 4615

43000

53596

2680

include 190 white whales (belugas) total value, S4,560. §Include 100,000 lbs. Winninish, 12,000 lbs. pike.

179
lla-12½

ce

39

la

10

100
4m

150

200

1.50

400

75

2111

4222

VALUE.

$ ets.

4,058 60
5,180 80
1,332 00

816 00
275 40

2,411 00
2,012 20

274 00

144 00
958 20
28600

1,722 00
360-00

5,030 00
*1,395 00

140 00
110 00
867 00
653 00

2,552 50

,882 50
4,946 50
2,280 00

891 50
2,317 00

692 50
2,156 00
1,782 00

600 00
1,749 50
1,587 50
2,500 00

§12,190 00

69,712 70
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BOAS.

$

A. 1897

RETURN of Fishing Stations, Number and Value of Fishing Boats and Nets, Number
extending from Quebec to Upper Ottawa, in the

NAMES oF DIvIsIoNs.

Sherbrooke and Megantic . .
Magog and Brome.......
Missisquoi Bay .............
Richelieu River. ........... 100
Chateauguay and Laprairie.. 45
Beauharnois.............. 58
Chambly and Montreal.....48
Verchères and L'Assomption

County ...... ...... .... 88
Richelieu Co. and St. Francis

River.................... 80
Yamaska Co. and River.... 43
Nicholet Co................19
Three Rivers ............... 5
Berthier, Maskinongé and

Montcalm ......... ..... 64
Terrebonne.................160
Lake Two Mountains, Isle

Perrot and ,ioulanges.2... 5
River Ottawa fronting Co.

Argenteuil.............. 12
River Ottawa and Counties

Ottawa and Pontiac...... 175
Gatineau Lakes.............

Totals ............. 923

Values.......-. .

8
700
550
870
480

700

600
200
335
100

760
1000

250

180

1750

8483

sg-

3
107

45
115

88

1001

80
90

•25
7

65
160

30

12

175

1102

KINDS oF NETS TSED.

Gill-Nets. Seines. Hoop-Nets EelFisheries.

Angling and trolling.
do do

. ..... 1 20 .... ......
8 100 400 430 410 50 780 8 17000

40 800 100 600 450......... ... .....
36 720 54 240 280 5 25.........

3 85 5 270 360 9 18.........

1 50 45 000 450 73 365.... ......

2 50 10 460 525 30 120 4 80
76 850 180 00 135 117 230 5 60

3 60 6 200 175 5 60 15 60
.... ...... ...... 70 50 .... .. ... . ....

7 110 15 200 50 35 80 .... ......
.... ...... ..... 250 165 37 74 3 10

67 700 100 ...... ...... 5 25 .... .

40 300300 ..... .... . .. ...............

376 5640 1 40 0 1 ... t
.5.ngling and tolling.

659 9465 2615 3620 3050 367 1797 35 17210
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of Men, together with the Yield, Value and Kinds of Fish, &c., within the District
Province of Quebec, during the Year 1895.

KiNDs oF FISH.

34000
103000

100

200
106000

'347400

347,40

. ..... 4000
.. 4000

..... 16730
90 8000

...... 194001
10000 25000

3450 12000

1500 7600
... . 23700

27200 18550
8800 2000

300 1800
1330 3220

300 200

750 2500

67850

54530 223550

3272 13413

... .....

. ... . . ..

144900
11100
16000

680

1000
6200
5520
2000

1400
900

14700

74600

280100

16806

o

6500 .....
15000 12300

1500

3500

..... 1000

1100
200 4000
600 800

1600 ......

45000 750
. .... 1050

8600

2000 750

11000 63200
10000 .......

91900 101720

7352 6103

21000
18500

4000
1670
450

2670
4000

2400
2120
1300
200

150
7900

6820

2000

5100
15000

95280

5717

21000
22700
5000
2900

6150
7000

3030

7040
8770
1530
1500

5000
9670

15000

5000

67450
11000

199740

9987

2000 23000
26000 53200

....... 16000
6600, 64530

17000 253000
7640 252

10000 20000

5030 53245

7560 50150
11500 161325
1950 16000
2500 4000

6200 172000
6050 27520

18900 58000

10500 49000

77900 102800
.... . .... .. ..

217330 1149020

10867 22980

41000
4300

28700
4900
3000

1000
6470

22000
5600

200

4500

61100

191370

57411

......... ..

139,977 80

VALUE.

8 ets.

8,260 00
17,456 00

90000
3,193 60

16,086 00
3,461 90
4,850 00

2,495 70

2,559 00
6,447 20
3,938 30

* 4,298 00

12,524 00
8,568 40

4,878 20

2,510 00

24,701 50
12,850 00

* Add 2,000 brls. Tom-code, $3,000.

Q
10

12

13
14

15

16

17
18
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RECAPITULATION

YIWLD and Value of the Fisheries of the Province of Quebec (exclusive of the
Gulf Division) for 1895.

Kinds of Fish.

S alm on ........ ... ..... .... . .. ....................
Trout........................ ....... ......
S had .... . . ........................... .. .............
H erring ..... ............. ....... ......................

do smoked .... ......... ...... ... ... .. ...
el................... . . .......... . ........ .. .

Sturgeon .......... ........ .....................
Sardines. ... ... . ............. ...... .......... .
W hitefish ..................... ... ............. ........
M askinongé ...... .......... . ....... ........ ........
B ass....... .............. ... ...... .. . .. .. . ....
Pickerel..................... .. ........ .........
P ike ....... . ............... .............. ....... .. .. ..
W inuonish.. ... ....................... . . . ... ....
P erch ........ .... ....... ........................ .... ..
T om -cod .......... . ....... . ...... ..... ...............
Coarse fish . . . a...... .... ... ...........
W hite whale(beluga)skins. ...................... ... ....

do oi ......... ...................

Lbs.".
"

Bris.
Lbs.

Bris.
Lbs.

" 6

" C

Brls.
Lbs.
No.
Galls.

Price.

0 20
0 10
006
4 50

..........
006
0 06
300
o 08
0 06
0 06
0 05
0 05
006
003
1 50

4 00
040

Total for 1895........ ..... . .... ........ . .. ..... ...
do 1894 ............ ...... ........ ..........

Increase............... .........................

Quantity. Value.

$ ets.

100,161 20,032 20
498,800 49,880 00
179,015 10,740 90

19,067 85,802 00
64,000 1,280 00

778,270 46,696 20
337,690 20,261 40

3,064 9,192 00
180,495 14,439 50
101,720 6,103 20

95,280 5,717 00
279,766 13,988 30
229,330 11,467 00
100,000 6,000 00
191,370 5,741 10

2,000 3,090 00
2,234,120 33,830 30

205 820 00
10,250 4,190 00

349,091 10
.. ........ 332,186 77

16,904 33
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RECAPITULATION

Of the Yield and Value of Fisheries in the whole Province of Quebec, for 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Value.

$ ets.

Salmon, salted....... . .......... ...... ................... Brls. 440 7040 00
do fresh ... ........ . ... . ................ ...... ..... Lbs. 581197 116 ,39 40

Herring, salted....... .. .............. ................... Bris. 48693 219,119 00
do fresh....... ...................... ....................... L bs. 2,000 20 00
do smoked.......... ......... .................. ........... 108,600 2,172 00

Mackerel, salted....... ................................. . Bris. 7,6 107,142 00
Lobsters, canned ..... ... ..... . .. .. . ..................... Lbs. 1,002,492 140,348 88

do fresh ........ .... ....... .... ........ ......... Tons. 4 337 50
Cod, dried ........................................................ Cwt. 180,894 814,023 00

do tongues and sounds.... ... .................................. Bris. 218 2,180 00
Haddock....... ......... ....... ..................... . Cwt. 1,088 3,80800
H alibut ........................................................... Lbs. 122,645 12,264 50
Trout............................................... ............ 523,000 52,00 00
Sm eits.......... . .................................. ........ ... 282,002 14,100 10
Eels, salted.................................... ......... Bris 131 1,310 00

do ..... ................. . ....................... .......... Lbs. 778,270 46,696 20
Shad................................................... ........ 179,015 10,740 90
Sturgeon........ ................ ............................... 337,69 20,261 40
Sardines............................ ..... .... . .. ....... Bris. 3,064 9,192 00
Whitefish....... .......... ....... .. . ......... Lbs. 180,495 14,439 50
Maskinongé. ........................... ............... 101,720 6,103 20
Bass.... ............. 95,280 5,717 00
Pickerel.. ................. ............ ..... 279,766 13,9830
Pike .......... 229,33 11,467 00
Winnonish ................... 100,000 6,000 00
Perch............ .................. ......................... 191,370 5,741 10
Squid................ ........ ......................... Bris. 1,451 5,804 00
Clam.. . ........ ............ .......... ............. .... 944 4,720 00
Tom-cod or frost fish............ ......... ...... .... .... ........ Lbs. 240,400 5,020 00
Coarse and mixed fish......... ....... ............ ............ Bris. 11,682 35,366 30
Seal-skins .... ......... ... .... ................. .. .......... No. 11,429 14,286 25
White whales (beluga) skins.. ................... ......... ...... ... 205 820 00
Fish oils............. ....... .................................... Galls. 160.465 64,186 00
Fish as bait ............................ .................. Bris. 53,725 80,587 50
Fish asmanure..... ... .. ý. ............................. ...... 28,759 14,379 50

Total for 1895 ... 1,867,920 53
do 1894 ..... ...................... .............. **'- 2,303,386 M4

Decrease........ ......................... ........ ...... .... 435,466 0l
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STATEMENT

Op the Number and Value of Boats, Nets and other Fishing Material used in the
Inland Waters of Quebec (exclusive of the Gulf Division), for 1895.

Articles. Value.

e ets.

1,220 fishing boats, 2,235 men ..... .. ................................ . .... . 16,594 00
27,805 fathoms gill-nets ....... .......................... . .................. ... ... 13,613 00

3,620 do senes......... ..... ............. ........ ............. ............... 3,050 00
754 brush or eel-weirs........... ....... .......... ..... ......... ,................. 63,384 00
367 hoop-nets (verveux)............ .. .................... .. ................... .... 1,797 00

Total....................................................... 98,438 00

RECAPITULATION

OF all Fishing Vessels and Boats and other Fishing Material employed in the whole
Province of Quebec for 1895.

Articles.

54 vessels of 1,771 tous, 301 men..... ........... .. ................
7,182 boats, 11,942 m en......... . .... .... ........... ..................

274.960 fathoms gil-nets. ............................. ... ...........
26,905 do seines............. .... ............ .............

145 trap and sinelt bag-nets....................... .......... . .. .. ..
754 brush or eel-weirs..................... .................. ...........
367 hoop-nets (verveux).... . ................ .... ....... .. .... .. ..

Value.

$ cts.
40,075 00

185,993 00
125,456 00
31,251 00
26,325 00
63,384 00

1,797 00

78 Lobster canneries, 1,876 hands... . ................................. 40,900 00
88,036 do trap-lines, &c ...... ............ ........ ............. 61,423 00

134 freezers and ice-houses............. .............................
860 smoke and fish-houses........................ .......... ....
183 Piers and wharfs, private............................. ... .. ..

824 trawl-lines, cod..... .......................................

8,825 00
166,880 00
45,470 00

6,924 00

Total.

8 ets.

474,281 00

102,323 00

228,09900

Total .......... ...... .... ......... ................... . 804,703 00
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APPENDIX No. 7.

ONTARIO.

:SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OVERSEERS' REPORTS IN THE PROVINCE
OF ONTARIO FOR THE YEAR 1895.

LAKE OF THE WOODS DIVISION.

Overseer C. W. Chadwick, of Rat Portage, states that Lake of Woods yielded more
than double the quantity of fish caught therein last year. This result is due to a more
vigorous prosecution of the fishing industry. More fishermen with more tugs, boats and
nets were engaged on the Canadian side of these waters than ever before. The number
-of pound nets reached 76. The whole catch computed at $114,440 is exported across
the border.

Although the catch of whitefish nearly reaches a half a million pounds, sturgeon is
by far the staple fish of this large district. The produce of sturgeon caviar and bladders is
also worth noticing, as it represents alone a value of over $21,000, of which no men-
tion was ever made in Ontario statistics. Sturgeon being the most merchantable as well
as the most profitable fish in his district, this officer has carefully considered the propa-
gation of their species and recommends the selection of some suitable river, tributary
to the Lake of the Woods, to be swept with a seine of every fish from its mouth to the
first falls, then after stretching a wire barrier across the mouth, to place about one hundred
male and female sturgeon for spawning purposes. There, the ova would be secure from
the depredations of the fish that generally prey upon them, and the fry would pass out
into the lake through the mesh of the barrier, thus the process of propagation could go
·on indefinitely. This should be done in the spring, before sturgeon begins spawning, and
the entire work could be done in a single trip by one outfit. He says that the issuing
-of licenses to the actual fisherman does not work well, and he recommends that the equi-
valent of six licenses be granted to the owner of fishing plant who will be the responsible
head and who will hire the labouring fishermen to do the work. The close seasons were
thoroughly placarded at the important points of the divisions and implicitly respected.
Two caes of illegal fishing were investigated. In the first, eight pound nets were seized
in Sabaskong Bay and the owner prosecuted for fishing without a license. The court,
however, saw fit to dismiss the case. In the second case, four pound-nets were confis-
cated from the Arion Fish Company of Minnesota, in Nimakin Lake. Before attempt-
ing this seizure, Mr. Chadwick made sure that these nets were within the Canadian
waters, as considerable comment had been made re the international boundary. These
nets brought to Bat Portgage, a distance of 260 miles, were offered for sale at auction,
and subsequently sold at private sale for $200. Two other infractions against subsec.
2, sec. 15, Fisheries A et, re pollution of streams were reported, one at Poplar Bay and the
other at Hungry Hall. After a vigorous investigation, he was reluctantly compelled
to abandon proceedings for the want of identity of the offenders. The only fish-way in
this district is in the Keewatin Power Co.'s dam; it is reported efficient in all respects.

This officer, in showing what he considers the principal duty of an overseer, viz., to
prevent illegal fLshing,.says :-

" This district embraces an expanse of country containing some 300 miles of inter-
national waters, and for the proper protection of Canadian fishermen it requires a man
of keen perception, forethought and executive ability, coupled.with the determination
to uphold the time-honoured maxim ' Canada for Canadians,' This, I oubmit, I have
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done far beyond the nominal encouragement I have received by way of salary, which,
as compared with the revenue and value of the catch, is entirely inadequate. The dis-
trict, so far as rail and stage roads are concerned, is entirely inaccessible, and as for
steamboats, the few passenger and freight boats plying do not cover the ground, which,
of necessity, an overseer must cover in order that he may have a general supervision
of his district; in fact, the only means of reaching objective points without special
means of transport, is by the fishermen's boats, and it must be patent to the most casual
observer that efficient service cannot be effected by an officer, when forced to travel on
the boats of the very men he is endeavouring to keep a sharp eye upon. The fishermen
are quite as discerning a class of men as are to be found in other lines of business, and
it is not to be expected that they will carry an officer on their boats to points where
irregularities may exist. Again, by reason of the country adjacent to the fishing
grounds containing no white settlers, there is no one but the fishermen themselves to
report irregularities or infractions, and as it would not be prudent on their part to
report one another for fear of possible reactionary effect, the overseer has no aid or
assistance from that source, as in other districts, and the only way to surmount the
difficulty, is to place the salary of the overseer at a figure commensurate with the duties
and requirements of the office and its surropndings, and thereby enable him to devote
more of his time and attention to this, one of the most important of the industries of
this district, upon which a goodly portion, and in some localities the entire population
are dependant for their means of livelihood. It would also be an incentive to him to
give especial attention to markets and freight rates for the fishermen of the inland
lakes-as distinguished from the Lake of the Woods,-and not have the cream of values
absorbed by the United States' dealers."

LAKE SUPERIOR.

Overseer D. F. Macdonell sends returns of a slightly increased catch in the upper
part of Lake Superior, valued at $107,300, but makes no remarks.

Overseer T. . Elliott says that in the lower part of Lake Superior under his
charge, the decrease of whitefish as compared with the previous year is 64,800 lbs., that
of salmon-trout, 39,165 lbs., and pickerel, about 4,000 lbs. This decline is partially due
to over fishing, but chiefly to the rough weather during September and October. Many
fishermen suffered heavy losses by having their nets and boats destroyed during the
heavy fall gales. The government sail boat did good service, but it was found necessary
after the rough weather was over to use a small row boat in order to move quickly from
point to point after night to detect the seiners. The catch consisting chiefly of whitefish
and salmon-trout is computed at about $100,000, making a total value for the whole
lake of $206,000, being a diminution of $18,000 from the previous yield.

LAKE HURON.

North Channel or Manitoulin Divsion.

The above overseer who has also charge of this division, complains that fisher-
men and even large firins neglect to send him the returns of their catch. Some means
should be adopted to compel them to report at the end of each season.

The steady decline of these fisheries is attributed to over fishing and to the to4ing
of logs in those waters. With the exception of about two tons, all fish caught in this
division are shipped to Detroit, Buffalo and Chicago. The principal abuses are trap-
netting and seining. While the former is not so commonly resorted to, the latter seems
prevalent. Many Indians and white men carry seines in their boats and haul them
at night to prevent detection. Ten seines, seven trap-nets and five boats were confis-
cated for illegal use, and six convictions made. The privilege of fishing for herring
during November affords those who are so disposed au opportunity of catching white-
fish and trout. The use of pound-nets to capture herring during the close season for
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whitefish and trout in waters frequented by these fish should not be allowed. Tons of
these fish were noticed in the pounds ready to spawn and as these nets are in the water
sometime five and six days without being lifted, a large quantity of eggs are destroyed.
Mr. Elliott urges that the mesh of pound-nets should not he less than four inches in
extension to prevent the destruction- of young and immature fish now accomplished by
the smaller mesh. If all fishing boats, tugs and nets were numbered it would be of
great assistance to the officers in the discharge of their duties. Licenses should be
granted to bona fide fishermen only, who actually go out to the nets and not to com-
panies, firms or traders who often try to monopolize the fisheries to the exclusion of the
actual fisherman. A uniform system of licenses for the great lakes should be adopted.
There are no fish-ways in this district, but a cheap contrivance could be advantageously
used on a few streams. This officer is of opinion that unless some means is devised for
the better protection of whitefish, these waters will soon be depleted of this valuable
food product, which is steadily decreasing.

Ofcer Lanorandière also corroborates the decline of fisheries in the vicinity of
Killarney. A practical fisherman informed him that the result of last season's opera-
tions was 30 per cent below the previous one. Large quantities of young and small
fish are wasted, being hauled ashore with seines and left there to decay, while only the
salable fish are shipped. The illegal fish are generally taken to stations were there is
no officer, as at Squaw or Round Islands. The total yield of this division is computed
at $204,500, being $90,000 less than last year.

GEORGIAN BAY.

Overseer F. J. Smith reports that fishing was light all summer, and the fishermen
who expected to make it up during the fall were badly disappointed, as the catch of
October must have been about 250 tons short of the previous one. Trout,
whitefish and pickerel are the staple fish of this division, nearly three million pound&
being taken. A new way of fishing pickerel through the ice with hooks has been
inaugurated; nearly 200 small houses were on the ice at one time ; even boys can
average more than a dollar per day by this primitive and inexpensive way of fishing.
If traps and seines are kept out of the bay and close seasons adhered to, the pickerel
cannot be fished out in any reasonable time. Mr. Smith visited the spawning beds of
the Severn River and other rivers during the close season, and found fish so abundant that
they were actually shoving each other out of their natural element. Salmon-trout and
whitefish spawned at least two weeks earlier than usual, having all left the beds by the
8th of November. The mill-owners are doing all in their power by building docks and
piling space for lumber, to keep saw-dust and rubbish out of the water. The towing of
saw-logs across the bay seems to injure the whitefish grounds the most. He saw parts
of nets completely ruined with bark grounded by the movements of these logs. He has
confiscated and destroyed thirty trap and hoop-nets and one seine for illegalities, besides.
ten nets and twelve leaders and three traps when cruising on the patrol vessel
"iDolphin," with Capt. Pierson. The yield of this division exceeds $100,000.

Overseer J. Donaldson says that although some fishermen complain, the season was
fairly good, but there is no doubt that the fish are not so plentiful as they were years
ago. The decline, according to this officer, is attributed to the use of small meshed
nets capturing yearly tons of immature fish, and to overfishing, which he would check
by raising the license fee. He thinks that the waters are somewhat polluted by the
drainage and dumping of filth from our towns and cities bordering on the lake shores.
The whole catch is valued at $84,000.

Over8eer R. Edmonstone states that some tugs of bis district were fishing in other
divisions most of the season, and several boats only fished part of the time or with less
nets than formerly. Owing to excessive fishing on the north-east shore of the bay,
trout and whitefish are getting scarce. Three fourths of the fish caught there is sold in
Canada.
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Overseer I8aac Lennox reports a considerable falling off in whitefish, attributed to
the scarcity of the species, whose feeding grounds are being ruined by the bark pealed
off the logs towed across the bay. Owing to a larger number of persons engaged in the
trout, herring and pickerel fisheries, the yield exceeds the previous one. All the
pickerel, 80 per cent of herring, and 50 per cent of the trout and whitefish are ex-
ported, the balance is used at home. The close seasons are better observed as people
see the officers determined to enforce the law. He has seized and destroyed nineteen
trap-nets illegally set. He recommends that all kinds of fish shipped should be plainly
marked, and should the one package contain two or more kinds, to be so specified on the
labels.

The total value of the Georgian Bay fisheries, viz., from French River to Cabot's
Head is computed at $273,200, a decrease of 8 per cent from the preceding yield.

LAKE HURON CONTINUED.

(From Cape Hurd to Point Edward.)

Over8eer Charle8 Brigg8 makes returns of about the same quantity of fish caught
by the five tugs and 47 boats of his district, as last year. The large falling off in
whitefish is made up by the surplus in salmon-trout. Notwithstanding the fact that
few herring were caught in October and November, the yield is slightly in excess of the
previous year. The weather was so rough and stormy that hard!y any fishing was done
during October and November. Many fishermen who set their nets in the beginning of
October never visited them for twenty days after, and others never saw them again.
So, practically the fish had a two months close time. This officer also complains of the
nuisance from the bark of logs rafted across the lake. After a west'wind a great
deal of this bark is deposited on shore. He would like to see their waters rid of such
coarse and voracious fish a's suckers, mullets and pike, which prey on the ova of the
finer grades of fish. Of this fact he has distinct evidence, having opened several and
found them full of trout spawn. There was little or no illegal fishing carried on this
year, nor any violations of the saw-dust and rubbish regulations. The only fish-way in his
division near Southampton has been kept in good repair. Three-fourths of the catch,
valued at $82,500, is either exported or sold in Canada, the balance being used for
home consumption.

Overseer Hugh McPayden says that speckled trout was not as plentiful in the
Saugeen River as usual. Owing to the dry weather the streams were very low ; how-
ever, he estimates the catch at 20,000 pounds. Very few abuses exist in his district;
only one conviction was made therein. The streams are well provided with fish-ways,
which have been kept in good repair. A new one was constructed this summer.

Overseer H. W. BaU reports a decreased catch which he ascribes more to casual
circumstances than to the scarcity of fish. As the frozen fish of the previous season
were not all disposed of, the fishermen were late in starting, then the stormy weather
during October made the fishing season a short one, which greatly contributed to the
better observance of the close season. Salmon-trout may have declined in size, as the
fish now caught are smaller than twenty years ago, but more are captured and the
average quantity is kept up. The difference in the mesh may have some effect on the
decrease in the size of the fish taken. According to this officer, fishing for herring
should not be permitted during the month of November, which is close time for white-
fish and trout. To support his contention he gives the following reasons. Herring are
getting scarce in Lake Huron and Georgian Bay. November fishing never did and
never will pay on the eastern shore. The gales then prevailing always prevent proper
attention to these set nets. During these storms many nets are blown away and lost
to their owners, but they are still in the waters -gilling and teething fish until they
become so loaded that they sink to the bottom to pollute the neighbouring waters to
the detriment of marine life. Of course fiehermen generally use their oldest nets during
this period, so their intrinsic value does not amount to much. Near shore where her-
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ring fishing is carried on, trout coming in to spawn are teethed in these small mesh nets,
and in many cases even trout nets are set, and in a short time a herring barrel is filled
with trout, which, of course, will be repacked after the close-season. The scarcity of
herring is also attributed to the fact that other species feed on the young and immature
fish. Of the whole catch, valued at $63,700, about 80 per cent of the finer grades of
fish and about 15 per cent of the coarse fish are exported.

Overseer H. B. Quarry says that fish seemed generally as plentiful as ever. The
season's operations would have been more satisfactory had they not been curtailed by the
mighty gales of October and November, which destroyed many pound and gill-
nets. To these storms is specially attributed the decline noticed in sturgeon and
pickerel, as the largest captures of these fish are usually effected in October. The fish-
ermen ascribed the good supply of fish to the planting of fry from the hatcheries. The
fishery laws were well respected and obeyed. Only one fine was imposed, and that was
for illegal fishing under the ice.

Overseer J. C. Pollock states that pound-net fishing in the Lake Huron part of his
division was satisfactory, the yield being the best for years ; but on River St. Clair
the seine fishermen commenced. late and did poorly. A better feeling now prevails.
between the fishermen and the officer than when he took charge of the district, and the
regulations are better obeyed. The total value of fish in that part of Lake Huron south
of Cape Hurd is given at $221,800, a slight increase over last year's product. For the
whole lake, including North Channel and Georgian Bay, the total value is computed at
$700,000, a decrease of 12J per cent.

LAKE ST. CLAIR DIVISION.

Overseer Joseph Boismier reports an increased catch in all kinds of fish and specially
pickerel. Hook and line fishing was good in Detroit River. His only trouble was with
foreign anglers in our waters. The fishermen of his division well observe the different
regulations.

Over8eer C. W. Raymond states that owing to the low water in Mitchell's Bay
seining was poor. Angling was fair. Spearing was the only kind of illegal fishing that
came under his notice. He claims to have spent 86 days in active protection of fisheries
during which he sailed over 1,800 miles. For the better protection of bass, Mr. Ray-
mond recommends spearing for pike and other coarse fish during the winter
months.

THAMES RIVER.

Overseer Theo. Pelletier says owing to spring freshets and ice-jams, the fishing
operations were delayed, however, a fair catch was effected. A new fish, called Ger-
man carp, made its appearanoe in the Thames River. This fish appears to be very
prolific and grows to a large seize. Some of the specimens taken weighed 22 Ibe.

Overseer John Crotty reports a decrease in pickerel, but an increase in carp. He
does not consider the latter a desirable fish in our waters. It is true they are very pro-
lific, but being of the same nature as the mullets, they suck the spawn of the better class
of fish, and are as voracious as the pike. The saw-dust regulations were well looked
after by him.

Overseer Peter McCann, of the upper waters of the Thames River, says that owing
to the lateness of spring freshets the first run of fish was not as early as usual. Rod
fishing seems to grow in popularity and the followers of this sport were enthusiaatic
over some of their large catches of fine bass. Fortunately these fish seemed more
plentiful than coarse fish. Anglers are doing ail in their power to proteot bas by
educating the public to its importance, they are advocating the prohibition of young
base under 10 inches in length. No doubt many of these immature fBh are now
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captured and wasted, especially by boys along the banks of this river. Several reports
of spearing came to his notice but he could not make a single conviction. Two new
fish-ways were built this season, making now thirteen, all in good repairs.

The total yield of the Thames River is computed at $7,860, about the same as last
year.

LAKE ERIE DIVISION.

Capt. E. Dunn, commander of the cruiser " Petrel," in his report says that fishing
in Lake Erie was in most places reported light, except in the vicinity of Rondeau, where
the catch was far above the average. He attributes the shortage to the calm weather
during the summer, the water becoming very warm near the shore, consequently the
fish made for deeper waters. Capt. Dunn was informed that the water east of Rondeau
was much colder than elsewhere along the shore, which is attributed to large springs of
water in the vicinty. When the wind was north-east driving the colder water to the
westward the fishing in that direction at once improved and vice versa. As another
proof of his theory with reference to the .warm water, he adds : " The fishing west of
Pelee Point was almost an entire failure, the water in the vicinity being more shallow
than any other portion of the lake. The shore fishing near Long Point and in Port
Dover Bay was also light, while gill-net fishing in the deep water to the south of the
Point was extra good."

Overseer Jas. E. Quick says the fishing season began early and was favourable till
July, when the water became so warm that no fishing was done during that month and
August, but resumed again in Septeinber. Herring and sturgeon yielded as much as
the year before, but whitefish, bass and pickerel show a serious diminution. Anglers
contend that more bass were caught by hook and line this season than for a num-
ber of years past. He observed them in abundance quite near shore during the month
of May. The shortage in the general yield is attributed to the heavy gales of October.
The fact that there were three pound-nets less fishing this season than last also makes
quite a difference. The close seasons were well observed by our fishermen but unfor-
tunately the same cannot be said of our neighbours, who seem determined to poach on
our side whenever an opportunity offers. However, Capt. Dunn of the cruiser " Petrel "
kept a close surveillance and confiscated several fishing implements. The catch is
valued at $6,500

Overseer Hy. Linley says although the fishing operation commenced later than
usual, the weather was exceptionally favourable until the heavy gales experienced in
October damaged the nets. The catch of herring (2,690,000 lbs.) is above the
average. This improvement in the staple fish of these waters is due to the protection
given them on our spawning grounds, against foreign poachers who still persist in their
unlawful methods. Sturgeon also shows a substantial increase; whitefish about the
same, but pickerel yielded less than in 1894. Prices ruled low in the United States
markets. Sportsmen complain that German carp are increasing too rapidly to the detri-
ment of bass and other better class of fish frequenting Rondeau Bay. There is a grow-
ing inclination to take up nets and stakes earlier to avoid loss by the stormy fall
weather. The consignment of whitefish fry was successfully planted off Cedar Springs.
The close seasons were well observed by our fishermen. The catch of the county of
Kent division is reckoned at $121,550, an increase over the previous one.

Overseer Wm. Freeland says that fishermen have not succeeded as well as
heretofore, owing to calm weather fish remained in deep water, and at no part of the
season was the yield more than medium. One good haul at least is reported by a fisherman
who captured a ton of whitefish at once. In this division the storms of October
were also severely felt, especially in the eastern part not protected by Rondeau Point.
This naturally shortened the season and the catch in proportion. The fishery laws and
regulations are reported well observed. The value of the fish caught here is given at
$77,368, a decrease of 21 per cent as compared with the previous catch.
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Overseer D. Sharp says that fishing in Inner Bay was the best for years, in fact fishing
with pound and gill-nets was good everywhere until the summer, when the fishermen
fared poorly. Then the fall fishing was greatly interfered with by the rough weather
already alluded to by overseers of the western districts. To this more than to the
scarcity of fish, must the decline of over 25 per cent be attributed. The decrease was
general to all kinds of fish except whitefish which held its own. Only a couple of viola-
tions of the close seasons came under his notice and in both cases the nets were seized.

Over8eer C. H. McCrae observes that to the low water in Lake Erie must be
ascribed the shortage in the catch of fish, as the large captures on the other side would
indicate no failure in the supply. Many nets were also destroyed or damaged in this
division by the now famous gales of October. The fishermen of Grand River below
Dunnville had a short season if it. The opening of the river was late and the freshets
were of short duration before the close season began, so that the low water soon told on
the fishing operations, but while it lasted fish were plentiful. Above Dunnville, angling
and trolling were quite satisfactory, and splendid specimen of bass, pickerel, maski-
nongé, and even of coarse fish were secured. This officer favours the issue of a few
dip-net licenses in their stream, but for domestic use only. It would afford the farmers
an opportunity of securing a few coarse fish in the spring time when they are in their best
condition. Carp are getting numerous, but are considered very poor food fish, even
inferior to suckers. The fishery laws are well observed by licensed fishermen, but it
is the outsiders whom he has to contend with. Since the foreign anglers are charged
a fee, they are not so numerous nor so forward as in the past, all to the betterment of
our fisheries. During the high winds of autumn quantities of dead pickerel were
thrown ashore. The only fish-way in his division is in good order and works excellently.

Over8eer W. P. Croome says that angling was fair in the upper waters of
the Grand River under his charge. He considers the sewage of Brantford draining in
this river as a serious nuisance, polluting the waters of -that vicinity. With the
exception of boys angling during the close season, whose fishing tackle he seized and
destroyed, the laws were well respected. There are nine fish passes in this district and
they are all in fair working order.

LAKE ONTARIO DIVISION.

Overseer F. Kerr, whose division comprises the east end of Lake Erie and the west
,end of Lake Ontario, linked by the famous Niagara River, reports the fishing operation
generally better than for years past, while herring, salmon trout and pickerel have yielded
considerably more than in the previous year. Whitefish and sturgeon have held their own.
The catch of the Lake Erie part is valued at $9,380, and that of Lake Ontario at $41,130,
aggregating $50,500. The catch of herring, the staple fish of the division, is the largest
of the past fifteen years, especially in Lake Ontario. The heavy run commenced in the
last week of August and was maintained until the first week in December. During this
unprecedented long run there was no visible sign of diminution in either size or catch.
Some splendid individual hauls were reported at the different stations, one boat often
capturing as much as 8,000 in a single night. Fishermen get about one dollar per
hundred, which is considered profitable remuneration when fish is so abundant. These
blue back herring, at their spawning time, come from deep water towards the shore in
inmense schools, remaining in the vicinity for some weeks, then retiring some two miles
out to spawn, after which they scatter. It is then that large hauls are made, after which
the schools disperse or disappear from observation until they congregate once more the
following season. To maintain the average size of this commercial fish a regulation
mesh should be adopted and enforced. Towards the end of the season when their size
diminishes a smaller mesh is resorted to. The herring of Lake Erie are larger than
those of Lake Ontario. The disappearance of the once valuable ciscoS herring from the
latter lake is attributed by him to the use of the different sizes of mesh capturing young,
small and large ones. More than double the quantity of salmon-trout wastakenthan during
the previous season. It is true more men were engaged in this fishery, but trout were also
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more plentiful. These fish, mostly of a splendid size and quality, were nearly all caught on,
the reliable old grounds of Winona and Grimsby. While the above improvement is noticed
in salmon-trout, the same cannot be said of whitefish, of which only a few are occasion-
ally gilled in the trout-nets. Sturgeon is getting to be a valuable fish and is in constant.
demand in the 'United States markets. Although it receives no protection and is sought
after nearly the whole year round, the supply has not apparently diminished, but these
are smaller than formerly. One fisherman near Ridgeway captured 10,000 lbs.
alone in his pound-net. A great many are caught with night lines in the Niagara.
River. On the whole, sturgeon yielded more than in 1894. Pickerel were plentiful in
Niagara River and large catches were made with hook and night-lines. Some anglers.
capturing as much as 500 lbs. in a few hours, while some years ago, a few fish would
have been considered fair fishing. A fact worth noting is that these fish seem to take
the bait better after night fall, and a great man. farmers and others would line the
wharfs at Bridgeburgh and Fort Erie in the evening, pulling in pickerel by the score.
The above noted improvement is ascribed to the prohibition of seines in the vicinity and
to the prevention of dumping of garbage from Buffalo. Since the seizure of the United
States tugs they dump their scows seven miles out in their own waters, thereby leaving
our waters in purer state. The placing of our cruiser had also a good effect on the gill-
netters who mostly remained on the other side of the boundary. Between Point Abino
and Fort Erie our fishermen now use more night lines than gill-nets, thus giving the
fish a better chance to approach the river which was at one time a great spawning
ground. During the heavy gales at the end of November, millions of dead young pickerel
four to six inches long were washed ashore. The same misfortune happened in Burling-
ton Bay near Dynes' Point where tons of catfish were spread on the shore mixed with
pieces cf broken ice. In this case, the fish were not dead and fishermen had quite a
harvest for the short time it lasted, again verifying the old saying-" it is an ill wind
that blows nobody good." As perch is becoming a valuable table fish, Mr. Kerr con-
siders it should be included in the list of protected fish by a close season. They are
always in demand and may be caught at almost any season of the year. This officer
issued 44 angling permits to foreigners during the summer. The seizure of a boat with
implements as well as the arrest of the delinquents for contravention to our regulations.
had the effect of dampening the ardour of these foreign anglers, but they need constant.
watching to keep them on their side of the river, when fishing is better on ours. A few
seizures were also made in Burlington and Ashbridge Bays for illegalities by our own
people, but generally the laws were well observed. During the absence of the regular
cruiser "Petrel," this overseer had charge of the "Joe Milton" and cruised for three
weeks in Lake Erie.

Overseer Wm. Sargent reports a decline in ciscoe herring, but the common herring
seems to hold its own, while the former, a deep water fish, is caught from 10 to 15 miles.
out, the latter is taken from three to four miles. The half a million pounds of herring
reported by this officer are all smoked and valued by him at over twice the rate adapted
for statistical purposes for the fresh article. Bass seem to be increasing, and some good
catches were effected by angling and trolling in the Twelve Mile and Sixteen Mile
creeks. Trout is also improving, owing to the fry planted there some years ago. Farmers
and others secured good fares of coarse fish during the spring freshets.

Overseer James Stanley states that while the catch of fish waslight in the western part
of bis division, the eastern portion was better than in 1894, especially salmon-trout, white-
fish and pike. Herring shows a considerable falling off. Coarse fish is about an average
yield. Fishermen are strongly opposed to seining in this part of Lake Ontario, as they
consider it injurious to all kinds of fish. One conviction for illegal trout fishing was
made, and a fine imposed. An infraction to the saw-dust regulation was promptly
checked by this officer.

Overseer A. R. Eagleson says that fishing is not overdone in the western part of
Rice Lake under bis charge. Two parties were fined for trolling during the close season.
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Overseer N. Simmons reports a slightly decreased catch of fish in the Trent River
district.

Overseer Jos. Redmond says that the fisheries of his district are not diminishing,.
considering the amount of net used. For a time in the spring so many young whitefish,
were caught in the eastern part of his district, that he compelled the fishermen to desist.
Angling for bass in East, West and Consecon Lakes was good and attracted a great
many tourists. Nine convictions were made and two sets of hoop-nets were seized for
illegalities.

Overseer W. P. Clarke complains of the difficulty of securing reliable returns fromn
the fishermen. If the catch of whitefish and herring in Bay Quinté was larger than
last year, it is because seines were allowed this season. Catfish, pike and other coarse fish
show a large increase, which he ascribes to the abundant food supply for these fish in
the bay. About two-thirds of the catch is shipped to Buffalo and Cape Vincent, ther
remainder is used at home. Angling was better than it has been for years, but fishing
through the ice was poor, as the bay was full of so-called. alewives. The close time
was wello bserved. The mill-owners did not dump any refuse in these waters lately.
No illegalities came to his notice.

Overseer James McGlynn reports the fish more plentiful around Wolfe Island than
they have been for years. This he ascribes to the better observance of the fishery
regulations. He is of opinion that a license fee should be imposed on the numerous
tourists who visit his district during the summer months for the purpose of angling and
trolling. The catch is valued at $4,700, nearly double that of the previous year.

Overseer E. H. Sills states that the total yield slightly exceeds that of last year.
This improvement is almost general in every species. The fish were of a large size and
of good quality. Ex cepting the spring fishing, pike and coarse fish were more plentiful than
in 1894. Herring and whitefish show an average catch, but the fierce gales experienced
in the fall not only shortened the season, but undoubtedly kept the fish from their
accustomed haunts. The low water during the summer months also kept the fish in
deeper water where the nets were set, hence the good captures effected. The punish-
ment meted out to transgressors last year had a good effect, as no illegalities were
noticed this season, and mill-owners were exceptionally careful with their sawdust and
rubbish. Mr. Sills recommends that a metallic tag bearing the name of the licensee, with
number of his license, be attached to each net or licensed fishing gear. Should this be
adopted, it would no doubt greatly facilitate the performance of the officers' duties in
detecting illegal apparatus. Many foreign anglers come for a few days' pleasure, and if
not noticed by the overseer, will return in their boats without the regulation permit.
To obviate this, the customs officer should be authorized to issue the said permits to
anglers, or at least notify the local overseer of the arrival of such parties.

FRoNTENAC, LEEDS AND LANARK COUNTIES.

Overseer John Purdy reports a larger yield of fish than last year. Illegal fishing
has been discontinued, and licensed fishermen prosecuted their calling with renewed
energy. Nearly the whole catch, valued at $7,900, is exported to the United States
by the way of Cape Vincent, N.Y. The close seasons as well as the saw-dust regulations
have been well complied with. There are no fish-ways in this district.

Overseer George Lake reports about an average catch, half of which is sold to deal,
ers and the balance used for domestic consumption. Only one case of illegal fishin.g
came to his notice, two sets of hoop nets were seized and the culprit fined. No saw-dust or
rubbish is allowed to drift in the streams. Repairs were ordered to the only fish-way
in this district. He again recommends the placirìg of another fish-pass in the dam ab
the foot of Bob's Lake.

Overseer R. A. Gilbert reports good fishing with the rod. As no netting has
been allowed in those inland waters for several years, fish are now abundant.
Pleasure seekers and settlers are now able to get all the fish they need for their own
use in a legal manner. These people are being convinced that by respecting the
close seasons they derive the benefit during the remainder of the fishing time. Over
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18,000 lbs. of flne trout are reported from this district alone. Many applications
for netting are received by this officer, but these are mostly from transients who
wish to capture fish for sale regardless of consequences. The lakes are now being sur-
rounded by permanent settlers who delight in angling a few fish between busy farm-
ing periods ; and for their sake, netting should not be allowed to deplete the waters in
their immediate vicinity. Mr. Gilbert would like to see some of these lakes stocked
with bass or pickerel.

Overseer H. R. Purcell reports fish generally improving in the inland waters, under
his charge. Netting for domestic use is limited to lakes not frequented by game fish.
Many of these waters well stocked with whitefish, bass, pickerel and herring, are visited
by numerous tourists who spend part of the summer in that vicinity. The lakes where
fry were planted years ago, now show decided improvement.

Overseers Jeacle and others in the county of Leeds report an average catch, especially
in coarse fish, which is all used for home consumption.

BROCKVILLE TO LANCASI ER.

Overseers Mooney and others on this part of the St. Lawrence River make returns of
an average catch. No netting is permitted in this district, but by angling and trol-
ling, with a few night lines for sturgeon, fair catches of fish are reported. Numerous
tourists hire boats for that purpose, thereby giving more reliable employment to boat-
men than if they were actually fishing. The amount thus left by visiting sportsmen is
quite considerable.

Ojcer Davis says that owing to the present protection given to these waters, fish
are getting so plentiful, that people can now secure all they want without resorting to
nets; the violators of the past are becoming the informers of the present, so desirous
are they to see that part of the mighty St. Lawrence become one of the finest sporting
waters on the continent.

PRESCOTT* AND RUSSELL COUNTIES.

The overseers of this district make returns of about the same quantity of fish as
last year. Overseer M. Riddle states that with few exceptions the only persons fishing
are farmers who use all their catch at home. About 35 fathoms of unlicensed nets
were seized at Norway Bay. but he was unable to detect the owner. There are no fish-
ways in his district, but he thinks there should be one at Galetta, on the Mississippi
River.

RENFREW COUNTY.

The overseers of this large county return an insignificant catch of fish. estimated
under $1,000.

LAKE NIPIssING.

Overseer J. S. Richardson states that since no netting is allowed in this lake the
fish are becoming more plentiful. The catch with hooks and trolls consiste mostly of
pike.

PARRY SOUND AND MUSKOKA.

Overseer George R. Steele says he visited the lakes and rivers under his charge, and
that the law is fairly observed. With a couple of exceptions, the mill-owners complied
with the regulations. Attempts of illegal fishing at Eagle Creek during theclose season
were detected in time, but the would-be poachers decamped and could not be identified.
There are no fish-ways in his division, but one should be placed in the dam at the outlet
of Deer Lake.

Overseer E. Forsyth states that although fish are as plentiful as ever, the quantity
caught was not up to the average, owing to a les@ vigorous prosecution of this sport.
All fish taken are used for domestic purposes. Mill-owners are generally willing to
observe the saw-dust regulations. The elose seasons were well respected. There are no
fish-ways, nor does he consider any necessary in his district.
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PETERBOROUGH DIVISION.

Overseer G. W. Fitzgerald reports bass and maskinonge more plentiful, but prices
ruled lower than last year. The few fish shipped by the tourists to their respective
homes are the only fish exports of this division. Sixteen cases of illegal fishing were
dealt with by this officer, all were fined. In one case, that of allowing saw-dust to fall
into the Burnt River, the mill owner was filed $20. The fish-ladder built at Bobcay-
geon proved quite efficient, Mr. Fitzgerald saw the fish himself going through. This
should help the propagation of bass and maskinongé in Sturgeon Lake.

Overseer D. Breeze says maskinongé first commenced running up the creeks about
the 26th April, and bass on 14th May. The change of close time for the latter fish has
met with general approval there. One man was fined for having bass in his possession
during prohibited season. Two boats and nets were also confiscated and destroyed for
illegalities. On one occasion this officer met six boats containing about twenty persons
starting on a spearing tour, all he could do was to capture two boats, being unable to
arrest any of the parties, as they were disguised and armed. Mr. Breeze recommends
that if overseers changed districts during the best part of the close season it would be
easier to detect poachers who would not recognize the officer. The dlamming up of the
waters between Lakefield and Peterborough by the construction of the Trent Valley
Canal will afford splendid breeding grounds for fish, as the river in, some places will be
made both large and deep with a clean gravel bottom. The eight dams now between
Rice and Clear Lakes should be provided. with fish-ways, then these waters would
become the best resort in the province for the propagation of bass and maskinongé.
The saw-mills are provided with machinery to remove dust and debris; they were visited
often and found in good order.

SIMCOE DIVISION.

Overseer Wm. McDermott says all kinds of fish found in this division were as plen-
tiful as last year except brôok trout, which seem to steadily diminisli. As an offset, bass
and pike are increasing in Holland and Nottawasaga Rivers. The fact that he has
only a single conviction to report shows that illegal fishing has been reduced to a min-
imum, though not absolutely stamped out. The mill-owners have at last shown a com-
mendable spirit in strictly complying with the provisions of the Saw-dust Act.

All fish,ways with one exception were found in good working order, and the deficient
one has no doubt been repaired since.

Overseer George Clark states that the effect of the stringent enforcement of the
fishery regulations are already being felt. Trout was more abundant in Lake Simcoe
than, for years past. Whitefish are also increasing. Bass fishing was not so good as
usual. Spearing maskinongé in Holland River was often attempted during ýheir spawn-
ing time and caused this officer a great deal of trouble. Three parties caught fishing
with nets, which are not allowed in these waters, were fined severely, as he is determined
to check poaching. Mill-owners seem to comply with the law now.

SCUGOG DIVISION.

The overseer of this division report a somewhat decreased catch, consisting chiefly
of bass, maskinongé and coarse fish.

WELLINGTON COUNTY AND VICINITY.

Overseer David Colenan says owing to the good protection now given to speckled
trout it is rapidly increasing. The upper waters of Credit and Nottawasaga Rivers
having gravel bottoms afford excellent spawning beds for this valuable game fish.
Private companies distribute fry every year to improve their reserves, at the same
time destroy as many suckers as possible. Notwithstanding the high price of trout
(50 cents per lb.), poaching is decreasing owing to the vigilance of officers and
private guardians.

Overseer J. Gra/a'n is of opinion that the season for trout fishing should commence
a month earlier and close a month sooner, as 90 per cent, of the trout caught during the
last month are full of spawn.
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ONT

RETURN of the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and Fishing Material, and Number
Ontario, for

VESSELS, TuGS AND BOATS EMPLOYED.

Vessels 'or Tugs. Boats. G111-Nets.
DIsTRICTs.

Lake of The Woods. $
1 Rainy RiverDistrict.... . ... ... .......... 6 110 16200 19 66 4130 119, 15430 1320

V alues...... .... . . ..... . $
_ . .......

Lake Superior.

1 Lakes in Thunder Bay Distiict-Whitefish, Arrow,
Lac des Mille Lacs, Northern Light, Loon and
Scotchl..... ....... . . .............. ... ........ 14 1800 28 110 24î5

2PortArthur..... ................. ..... . 4 115 850o 20 10 2100 20 25000' 3750
3|Nepigon............... ....... ............. 1 20 900 4 5 1000 10
4 Rossport. ................... ... ....... 2, 32 1600 7 7 1300 14
SJackfish .............................. .... ....... ....... 2 320 4 3500 700
6Port Caldwell ..... ................. 2 37 2700 9 2 500 4 7000 1400
7 Caribou Islands... ..... . ..... ......... ... ... ...... 5 1170 10 150 2300
8 Michii ieoten Island............................. .. ... .... 5, 1050 10 1500 2300
90tter Head. ...- .. . . . .. . ..... . . .... .... 3 475 6 90001 930

10 Richardson Harbour.... ..... ........ ............. ... 2 260 4 3400 640
il Ganley's Harbour. . ..-................ . . . .... .......... 3 475 6 7000 930
12DogRiver........ .... ..... ................. .... .... .. ... 3 5Q0 6 9000 1200
13LittleGrosCap. ....... .... ........ .. ..... ... .. .. 2 200 4
14 Indian H arbour .... ................ .. ...... ... ... . .... a 2 4 0 1
15 Gargantua.. ..... .. - ..... ......... .... .. ...... 2 350 41 4000 575
16 Lizard Islands.. ......... ....... . ..... .. . 2 35 .7000 15 5 1000 10 27000 6000
17 M ica Bay.. . ............................. ... .... ...... .... 2 110 4 80 8w
18 Point Mamaise. ............. .. ............ ..... 2 300 4 7500 900
19 Batchewana .. . ............. ................ ... .... . 2 350 4600
20 Goulais Bay.......... ...... ............ ......... 61 300 12 2000 200
21 Gros Cap. ........ ............... .. ...... .... 1.4. 2 300 4

Totals . ........................... il 239 20700 55 87 14000 174 199900 32150

Values .. .... ... .......... .........................
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ARIO.

of Men employed, &c., with the Kinds and Quantities of Fish in the Province of
the Year 1895.

MATERIAL.

Pound- Hoop-
Nets. N ets.

76, 12690 10 400

23 3450 .. .. ... 165
1 150 ... .... 40
5 0 .0... .... 70

....0 .. .. .... ....
3 574 .. .. .. ... . .
S .00 .... ......

3 6 .. .... .. ..
......... .

2 . . ....
.. ..... ....

2 1000 . .... ....

5 1000 .... .. ....

. . . .. . .

49 9575 .... .... 275'

..... 2750

KINDS OF FISH.

466500

37320

19000
275000
56000
85000
15000
39000

1770
42520

5760
23075
19820
25350
23840
7050
5410

138320
2660

20420
41660
6340

22400

875395

70032

4800 ... ....

480 ..... .....

13500 ..... .....
215000 125 17000

48000 851 4000
125000 125 1500
27000 55, . .
80000 650ý ...

140175 ......
145200.. 200
23800 ......
28520 .. .. ......
22000 ..........
20200 ......
16260.

1610.
18200 ..... .. ...

195200 . .. . ..
760 ...... ....

204201 .....
25270.

5850 .... .....
11865 .. ,

11838301 1040 23700

118383 10400 711

-~ I~

~
o ~
Z~ P-4

715950 940 200600

42957 56 10480

20000 ....
1500
3600 ...

4500 ....

. .* .

4040

33640

2018

9000
16000
3500
2200

~2450

33150

1657

*In No. 1 include 65,800 lbs of sturgeon caviar and bladders valued at $21,360.
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54665 80000

2187 1600

VALUE.

$ ots.1

*116,440 O0

3,520 00 1
48,910 00 2
10,915 00 3
21,621 0 4

4,450 00 5
17,890 00 6
14,159 10 7
17,957 60 8

2,840 80 9
4,698 00 10
3,785 60 11
4,048 00 12
3,533 20 13

725 00 14
2,252 80 15

30,585 60 16
288 80 17

3,675 60 18
6,224 70 1
1,092 20 20
2,978 L 0 21

...... 206,151 50

5000

5000

200
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RETURN of the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels, Boats and

VESSELS, TUGS AND BoATS EMPLOYED. FisHiNG MATERIAL.

Vessels and Tugs. Boats. Gill-Nets. 1 Pound-

DISTRICTS.Nets.

z z~ > z ~> ;4 > .

LAKE HURON DIVISIONS. $

,North Channel, Manitordin Island
and Vicinity.

1 St. Joseph's Island..... . ... ....... 6 850 12' 4000 360 7 2100
2 Thessalon......................... .... ... . . . 7 1025 14 12000 2550 7 2700
3 Cockburn Island........... ...... .... .... ..... 3 400 6 9000 1000 .
4 French Island ....... *.............. ......... . ... 2 150 3 .... .. 5 1500
5 AI oma Mill. ... .5......... 2' 200 5 12000 2500 4 800
6 Zon' Island............... ... ... .... ... . 21 250 4 ........ 5 1600
7 Newport................ . 2 300 3 6000 960 ... .
8Aird Island....... . .. .... ... 1 16 2000 3 2 225 3 800 15 5150
9 Spanish River and La Cloche...... .... .... ..... ... 3j 225 6 1500 250 ... .

10 Gore Bay, Manitoulin Island..... 1 19 1500: 6 3 200 6 5000: 550 5 2000
il Kagowong, Manitoulin Island...... 1 10 1000 3 3 300 6 11000 1500 1 200.
12 Little Current, Manitoulin Island.. 1 4 500 3 3! 500 6 14000 2200
13 Wikwimikong, Manitoulin Island.. .... .... .. ... 5 170 10 4300 745...
14 Round ..................... .... .... . 5 285 10 15000 1080....
15 Killarney......... ..... ... .. .... .... .... 23 2100 50 69000 7000.
16 Bad River........ .... .... .... .... .... .. .... | u 150! 2 2000 300 ....
17 Bustard Island... ................ 1 8 3500 5 2 560 4 12000 2500_.......
114 Squaw Island...... ............. 3 90 11000 24 15 2200 30 63000 17800 .....
19 Lonely and Club Islands ..... .. .... .... . ... .... 7 670 14 4900 1150........
20 Fitzwilliam Island................... ............. 8 300 16 3000 300 .........
21 South Bay Mouth. ............... 1 15 3000 6 12 900 24 19000 1080 ....
22 Duck Islands............... ....... .. .... 5 430 10 11000 200.......
23 Green Island ..... ............. 2 15 4000 12 2 450j 4 15000 2590 5 1500
24 Burnt Island.................... ......... ..... 21 225! 4 6000 1000 .... ... .

Totals ............ ..... 12 196 29500 67 125' 13065 252 299500 49340 44 13900

Values........ .... .. .. ..... .
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Fishing Material, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

KINDS OF FISH.

1970 8 ........ 150 520. 700 340 10000 12920,

51900ý 48900 160 .......' 1900 ...... 6800 ........ 700
67 00; 386 0 ........ 4500 ........ ........ ........ ........ 550

12000 6000 . . . 10000 ...... 10000 ........ 200

10000 100000 ........ 100 0 ........ 200 ........ 200
4600 6250 ... .. 2000 11470 0 7570 ....... 6001

16000 14000 ........ 41000 0
2430 12600 10 ........ 500 105

300 250 ....... 10000 ........ ........ ....... . 250
52000 17 0 . ....... ........ 8650 ........ 12650 ........ ........
33950 16530 ....... .... 50 ........ 2400 100 300
52700 19880 6000...... 430 500 ...... 340
15840 4780il .. 20 650 220 50
22120 7370 ........ .. ..... ........ ....... 1000 450 200

150360 48400 ........ ....... 1540i 40, 6400 2040 890
1400 ........ ........ 5500 6200 ....... 1500 3500 200

26000 32000 ..... .. 5000 ..... .......... .. . ... ........ 50
136100 228990 ........ ........ ........ .... .. ...... . ....... .....

1500 51500 ........ ....... ..... 10 500 . ..
260t 15290 ........ 0 ... *.. ........ . ..... 100 100 .......

27860 237360 ....... 4900 ........ ........ ........ ....... 500
9300 137600 ........ 30700 ..... 1000

32000 271274 ..... .. .. ..... . ........ ........ 10
6330 21000 . 2000. .. ... ...... 320

713245 1343874 160 85100 407301 2190 123600 16910 20225

57060 134387 720 2553 2144 131 6180 676 405

TOTAL
VALUE.

z

200 3,328 60 1
.... 10,230 00 2

... 4,542 00 3
.... 2,664 00 4

11,22800 5
... 5,538 20 6

.... 2,682 00 7

.... 3,318 10 8

.... 354 00 9

.... 7,041 60 10
.... 4,502 00 11
.... 6,441 60 12

1,788 70 13
.... 2,578 60 14
.... 17,383 00 15
200, 874 0 16
.i. 5,431 00 17
.... 33,'87 00 18

5,367 00 19
1,558 80 20

.... 26,121 80 21

.... 15,445 00 22

.... 29,690 40 23
... . 2,672 80 24

400 . ..... ......

12 204,568 10
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RETU RN of the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels, Boats and

LAKE HURON

DISTRICTS.

Georgian Bay Division.

25 Byng Inlet................... ......
26 Point au Baril ........... ... .......
27 Shawanaga, Mink Island and Camp-

bell's Rock.......................
28iUmbrella Islands................
29,Copperhead, Western Islands, Mid-

land and Penetanguishene..
30iVictoria Harbour.............. .....
31W aubashene......... ..........
32lNottawasaga Bay, including Colling-

wood and vicinity................
33;Meaford ...............
34 Owen Sound Bay, from Cape Rich to

Big Bay.............. ....... ..
35 Colpoy's Bay to Cabot's Head ........

T otals ..................... ....

V alues............. ............ $

VESSELS, TuGS ANi) BOATs EMPLOYED

Vessels or Tu

3000
3500

6000

1000
1400
700

30000
7500

6 1 3000

21 3321 83100

gs.

6 14
5 11

12 18
... 5

5 25
6. 19
4 17

50 30
10 1

. 28
301 36

204

FsSHING

Boats. Gill-Nets. Pound-
Nets.

$1 $ $

2200 30 60000 9000.
1650; 25 50000i 8000.

2800 42 200000 15000 .
600 14 15000 3000 .

3500 55 200000 13000.
3000 65 55000 7500 .
20001 40 35000 5400 .

4500 90 27000030i0
25 2 270001 2700

1320 54 62000 6150
3350 72 870001 7250...

24945 489 1061000107000

LAKE HURON

36 Cape Hurd to Southampton....
37Saugeen River .. . ..............
38 Port Elgin to Kincardine........ .
39 Port Albert to Goderich..............
40'Bayfield and vicinity................
41!Drysdale and vicinity............. ..
42Grand Bend.........................
431Stony and Blue Points...............
44iPlympton............. ..........
45Sarnia.... . ......................

T otals ......... .............
Totals for Georgian Bay.

do North Channel ........

Grand Totals for the whole of
Lake Huron............ .....

Values ..... ..... ............ $

5 85 8100 30 47

1 18 1500 6 4
3 85 8500 18 6

...... .... 9
1 il 2500 6 7

26

10 199. 20600 601 113
21 332 83100 128 204
12 196 29500 67 125

43 7271133200 255 442

5600 102 115000 14000

600 10 27000 3000
1000 15: 6300 10000
1670ý 251 13790 2240

10! 16 1900 320
555 20 ........ ...
260 15 3200.
1501 6 ........ ...

1830 48 3 65

11675 257 224270' 30700
24945j 489 1061000107000
13065 252 299500, 49340

49685 998 1584770 187040

200

11300

71 1500
3 720

20 4830

41 9190

44 13900

85 23090

u -



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Fishing Material, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

-Continued.

KINDS OF FisH.

90000 80000 . ....
72470 114530 ......

80000 120000 ......
35000 30000 200

30600' 88000 1300
2000 1000 50

10000 15000 150

285460 556400 80
2000 102000 ......

2500 233800 10
320001 378000 150

642030 1718730 1940

51362 171873 8730

MATERIAL.

Hoop.Nets.

2000
2780

2000

4000

1800i

26600!

39180

2351

eI~-o -X

4 -4

--

43100

7500
45000

2868

. 9 ... ..

3350 468660

201 23433

-~ I
1-

o o.>

Q ~

9000'
10650:

4000i
48000
37500

7340

253140116490

10126 2330

TOTAL.
VALUE.

$ cts.

. ..... 17,650 00 25
19,415 50 26

. . . 19,280 00 27
6,700 00 '28

18,195 00 29
...... 18,425 00 30

. .. 11,775 00 31

83,985 10 32
10,360 00 '33

...... 23,850 00 34
. .~ 43,635 00 35

... . 273,273 60

Proper)- Concluded.

33001 737200 1640
. ..... 20000 .....

6000 110000.
4100 436000.

....... 52700 ......
. . 50 .. .. . .

2850 ... .
1760 81600 10
220 200.. ...

14850 9750' 62

58230 1450350 1712
642030 1718730 1940
713245 1343874 160

475 1413505

...... ~113080

4512954 3812

451296 17154

39100 .....

26000 ....
18000 4000
12500.
20600...
27400 20150
86200 13300
12260 12900

156540 466800

398600 517150
95600 39180
85100 40730

579300 597060

17379 35824

24000 2000

....23800
....... 29500
...... . 21570

206560

330001285930
3350 468660
2190 123600

38540878190

2312 43910

..... 82,537 00
...... ...... ..... 2,000 00

150 23100 29000 14,263 0
1200 55100 70000 49,498 00

...... 930 1250 5,701 50

...... 50 ...... 624 00
...... 17200 2050 6,151 50

4500 13,294 80
. 350 ...... 2,264 90

4000 ...... 45,554 20

1350 105250 102300 221,88 90
253140116490 . I.... 273,273 60

16910 20225 400 204,568 10

2714001241965,102700 ............

10856 4839 3081 699,730 60

201

500 40000 3000
660 31630 4100

...... 12000 4000

.... 14000, 2000

..... 238000 127000
700 70000 110000

1490' 38030 3040

. . . . . . . . . ..
..... 2500 ON ....

oz

10
17!
15

o

$

100!
2001
175.

42 475

475

45
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RETURN of the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels, Boats and

VESSELS, TuGs AND BOATS
EMPLOYED. FISHING

NAME OF STATION.
Ve

Lake St. Clair Division.

River St. Clair...................... ....
Lake St.Clairincluding Mitchell's Bay ....
Thames River... ................... ....
Detroit River.................... .. .

Totals ...................

Values.................. ..

Lake Erie Division.

County of Essex.......... ...... 2
Pelee Island .... .............
County of Kent.................... 2
County uf Elgin. .... ............ 6
Port Burwell....... ....... ........ 2
ClearCreek....................... 1
Port Rowan........ ............... ....
St. Williams.......................
Normandale.............. ....
Port Dover......................... à
Selkirk...........
Cayuga to Moulton Bay in

Grand River ................
Low Banks..... ..............
Port Colborne..........................
Ridgeway .................. ...... I
Fort Erie..........................

ssels or Tugs. Boats.

4ci

$ $ 8

9 510 18
.... .... 33 955 60

22 175 66
.. . .... 7 210 43

... ... 71 1850 187

....

S81500 3

Totals................... 19 566 56900 74

V alues................... 8 .. ....

54 4800 72
12 1400 21
42 5320 58
29 3055 52

4 400 8
3 700 3

10 260 28
8 200 32

15 485 31
8 640' 24
4 200 9

18 1085 30
21 40 4
6 300! 6
8 550ý 18

16 750 26

2391 20185 422

GiIl.Nets. Seines.

Eo o
e

S -~

.
os

2 5 0 . . . . . . . . . .
300 .. ... ....

140 . . . . .

1000
1400

450
600

3450

1300 350 1200'
...... ...... 16001

5500 550 400
7700 740 ......
1000. 100...

9000 2500 1200
1000 400 ....
4000 400.

10000. 1500.....
12000 2000.

55850 9230 4400

e

900
1320
710
560

3490

425.
745
140

225

1535

202



Marine and Fisheries--Fisheries Branci

Fishing Material, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

MATERIAL.

Pound- Ho
Nets. Ne

- 6
z >. z

4 700 19

4 700 19

39 21000 ....
18 5700 ....
54 21600 ...
551 19950 ....

8 2400 ....
5 1500 ....

. ... .. .. . .
.. .. .. . .. .. . .

18 3500 .. . .
4 80 ....

3 1800 ....

204i 78280 .

op-
ts.

$

330

.'~ E ~

19400 17120
1175 1300 42110

650
19500 . .... .......

20675 20700 59880

1654 621 3593

30000 675000 75100
9300 62930 38400

18640 2689300 53610
.... 56300 1196300 73500

. . 11960 47550 12530
.... 10550 52700 68000
.... ...... I3800 .......
. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. ..

.... ...... 118430 ... ... ,.
8600 192080 18810

.... 2260 24330 5820

.... 400 32230 ........
... . 5000 ... ....

... . . ..... 6000 ........

.... ...... 30060 10000
4000 25000

... 148010 5139710 319570

.... 11841 154191 19174

*Estimated.

203

KINDS oF Fisu.

VALUE.

~z

$ cts.

340 60870 . 5450 ... 4,78210 1
2235 .3510 24770 9250 95500 3150 6,617 30 2

550 33000 35600 14050 173500 ...... 7,864 00 3
100 100 100 225 1500 ..... 1,616 00 4

2885 36950 121340 23525 275950 3150 .............

173 2217 6067j 941 5519 94 20,879 40

S 15600 60900...... 601300160000 47,963 00 1
4900 ..... 15320 ...... 25800.... . 6,511 90 2

.. . 4000 660350 ..... 145500 ...... 121,554 30 3
. 10600 5734001 ..... 50000 75300 77,368 00 4

...... 200 57100 .... 7460 5730 6,32320 5
...... ... .! 

1 9 0 0 0  
..... 3 1500 3,894 00 6

500 28600 13300 12750 18950 2,929 50 7
.... 4070 25650 8170 45000 24060 3,475 30 8

...... 2460 14280 2080 8350 58000 6,398 70 9
2525 72250 .. . 35220 29880 12,943 80 10-

...... 125 3680 7900 7100 1,822 40 11

540 27501 13700 3100 13100 8000 2,507 30 12
...... 100 30001 ..... 2000' ...... 346 00 13
..... 10001 1000. 5000..... . 390 00 14
...... 1500 250001 2000 113001 8200 3,393 80 15
.. .. ...... 69700 2000 40001 ...... 5,265 00 16.

5440 45430 1642930 30650977680396720 ..... .......

326 2726 82146 1226 19554 11902 303,086 20
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RETURN of the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels, Boats and

VEs

VE

Dis TRICTS.

Lake Ontario, including Ni-'
agara River and other

tributaries.

1 Niagara ....................
2 Queenstown ............. ....
3 Welland .......... .....
4 Port Dalhousie............. 1
5 Beainsville. ............ ....
6 Burlington Beach. ... ........
7 Angling and trolling in the

abovedistricts.............
8 Counties of Halton and Peel..
9 County of York ..............

10lCounty of Ontario......... ...
11 Counties of Durham and Nor-

thumberland...............
12Rice Lake... . .............
13.Trent River... ..............
14 County of Prince Edward.. . 3
15 Bay of Quinté ...... .. .... ...
16 Off County Lennox, including

Napanee River.........
17 Amherst Island and vicinity.
18 Wolfe Island and vicinity.....

Totals . ............ . 4

Values .......... .. $ ...

iSELS, TuGs AN) BOATS EMPLOYED. Fi

essels or Tugs. Boats. Gill-Nets.

1 $ 0

,,... ... 10 950 20 10000 1500
..... ... . 4

1800; 3 4
i 6

... 15

14
7
4

20

..... .... 16
. . .. ... 6.24

10800 14 306

.... ... -. .

120' 6 ...... .. ...
.... 5.... ..

500î 10 10000 1500
350 14 6000 600

1185 15 25000 2970

..... ... .........
2150 40 46800 8

700 9 7900 1500
125 8 1000 100

1200 30 22000 1100

60 ...... ....
2000 200 14850 3000
1400, 120 14700 1300

865 51 5600 700
240 32 4125 375
580 24 5250 720

2825 644 173225 20165

SHING MATERIAL.

Seines. Pound-Nets.

> z

.. . .i. . .. . . .1 . .

.... .... ... ....

.. .. ... .... .. ..

300 150 .... ....
1200 945 .. ....

150 100 .... ....
. 5... ... . . ..

.. . .. .. . . .. . .. .

1650 1195 3 1000

204
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Fishing Materials, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

KINDS oF FISH.

Hoop-
Nets.

z

z. >

2000
500

1300

18 270 5400

74. 1550..
10 2001 60000
89 9020 15100

51 1000 20050
9700

25 6010600

267 5640126650

. .10132

ci

60001

6000
12000

50001

2000
2500

3000
70000

2800
.1 9 ..

109300

10930

35000
40000

.. 000

165000
230000

520000
34800

3650

20000

30000
114000

54000

.800

A

2800 . 5000
.... .. . .... 2000

..... .... .... 2000

40001

9001
10000

2000
5800

7330

7070

1407250 37500

42218 2250

400. .....
400. . .. . . . ..

. .65000
10001 50000
5000 2000

.. .. . 1 100

1240
. . . . .... . .

4050 ......

39290117100

2357 7026

2000 ......

25000 129000
1000 ......

10001. .
80000 ......
500001 35000
4000: 4000
3200 11780

1450 22250
2500 2300

4420

1791501245750

10749 12288

*Estixnated

205

.0

5- -

Q .±~

300001
5000

20001

10000 3O00N
20000 5000
2000 3000
40001 12000
2000 12000

110001 10000

.... 78000
410001 600

7500! . ...
100. .

20000 ......
5000.

135000 8000
1025001 8000
215900 318001

104400 49500
.1 ... 18001

34500 26340

714900 249040

14298 7471

TOTAL
VALUE.

z

$ cts.

5,420 00 1
2,120 00 2

350 00 3
6,000 00 4
6,710 00 5
8,520 00 6

120,010 00 7
16,866 00 8
1,484 00 9

113 50 10

3,146 00 1L
*,800 00 12
13,250 00 13
16,290 00 14
16,235 00 15

13,978 70 16
1,527 00 17
4,704 40 18

137,524 60

5000

43000
1000
1000

50

40000

40000
8000

130000

136700
3800

36600

445150

17806
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RETURN of the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and

DISTRICTS.

Frontenac, Leeds and Lanark.

1 Howe Island...........,......
2 Kingston and Pittsburg.............
3 IFrontenac County ..............
4 *Gananoque to Rockport........
5 Charleston, Beverly and other lakes

in Leeds and Lanark ....... .....

Totals.............. ..

Values.. ... ..... ... .

1 tSt. Lawrence River from Brockville
to Lancaster .....................

2 tPrescott and Carleton Counties.....

3. tRenfrew County..................

4 tLake Nipissing....................

5 †Parry Sound and Muskoka.........

6 †Peterborough and vicinity.........

7 tScugog Lake and vicinity..........

8 tLake Simoe and vicinity..........

9 tWellington County and vicinity....

VESSELS, TuGS AND BOATS
EMPLOYED.

Vessels or Tugs. Boats.

$ $

.... .... .6 90

.... .... ..... .... 19 .350
.... 47 470

......... 502250

.... .... .. 13 230

.... .... .... . . 1353390

....... .... ...

.... .... ....

.... .... ....

.... .... .... . .

... ... .. .. .. . .

.... .... .... . .

.... .... .... .

... .... .... . .

. . ..... ... .... . .

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

7
19

100
150

22

298

FISHING MATERIAL.

Gill-Nets. Hoop-Nets

1658
2000
4000

140

7798

'z

225 5
150 29
770 11

45 39

1190 87

$

100..
662 ....

88! 1000
25 ......

840 1000

1715 2000

.. .... .... . .. 160

.... ... .. . . .. . . .
.... ... . . 200

... .... .. 2500

. . .. ... .... ...

....... .... ..... ......

.. ..... .... ..... 31000

ý1 -- 1. ... .... ... .. ... ..

* Angling and trolling. t With night-lines, hooks or troll.

206
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Marine and Fisher-ie3-Fisheries Branch.

Fishing Materials, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

KINDS or FisuH.

TOTAL

.0 VALUE.

$ ets.

1200 ........ 100 600 ........ 9400 7300 636 00 1
........ .... 30000 ........ .... ....... . 97560 109150 4501 7,898 90 2

19300 16000 1100 ........ ....... 4800 1700 3800 27000 1200 3,657 00 3
.... ... . 29000 15000 16001 40500 1000 195000 78000 18000 15,116 00 4

8000 1500 1800 ........ ..... . . 12500 2500 16200 145200 1800 5,514 00 5

27300 17500 63100 15000 1700 58400 5200 321960 366650 21450 32,821 90

2730 525 3786 900 102 3504 260 12878 7333 644 ...........

....... 2700 16800 1200 12400 1000 12500 4500 ....... 2,626 00 1

........ ...... 7050 400 5450 7200 6200 10300 67700 7250 3,515 50 2

150 ..... 1650 3000 ... .... 1500 2050 5500 4600 550 815 00 3

........ ...... ........ ........ 4000 2000 . . 5300 5700 686 00 4

14750 2000 .. . .. ........ 4000 11750 13900 7900 25200 1900 4,252 00 5

16700 ...... 10300 ........ 88200 126300 . . . * . . . . . . ... 46200 6000 16,262 CO 6

.. ..... ...... 8300 ........ 105100 66400 ........ ........ 82500 1000 12,468 00 7

76000 25000 ........ ........ 17800 78000 140000 35000 33000 ........ 25,638 00 8

12500 400 ...... .. 1200 100 400 10500 ......... 1,577 00 9
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.
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RECAPITULATION

Of the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the Province of Ontario, for the
Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity.

Whitefish. ......... ............................ Bris. 275
do ... ..... .......................... Lbs. 3,086,435

Trout..... ... ...... ........................... ..... " 5,958,284
do ......... .... ... . .......... ...... .............. B ris. 1,040

Herring ................. .. .... ... ... .......... " 3,812
do fresh....... ......... ........... ................ Lbe. 7,215,160

Eels........... .. ................ ..... ............ . " 131,00
Sturgeon -..... ........... ...... .... .. ... . . .......... Lbs. 800,590

caviare..... . ...... ..... ................. L" 62,624
do bladders... ... ....... .......... ...... 3,216

Maskinonge.... ... -... ... . .... ......... ..... " 353,815
Bas. ........................................... .... " 665,220
Pickerel.... ...... ..... .. . .. ........... ....... ".3,299,410
Pike................... ........ . ....... .. .. " 1,229,250
Coarse fish. ....................... .................. .... " 2,937,045
Perch..... ......................... ....... ... .......... 789,760

Total for 1895... . ..... ................ ............
do 1894...... ....... .... ............ - .... .....

D ecrease ...... ................................. ..........

Price.

$ ets.

10 00
0 08
0 10

10 00
4 50
003
006
006
030
080
0 06
006
005
004
002
0 03

Value.

$ cts.

2,750 00
246,914 80
595,828 40

10,400 00
17,154 00

216,454 80
7,860 00

108,035 40
18,787 20

2,572 80
21,228 90
39,913 20

164,970 50
49,170 00
58,740 90
23,692 80

1,584,473 70
1,659,968 66

75,494 96

210
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

STATEMENT

Showing the Number of Fishing Tugs, Boats, Nets, &c, used in Ontario, for the
Year 1895.

Articles. Value.

cts.

83 tugs and vessels (1,775 tons, 417 men)....................................237,800
1,346 boats (2842 men). ................................................ 96,3 00

2,036,973 fathoms of gill.nets.................... ............................. 251,095 0
9,500 do seines.... ........ ............ .......................... .6,2200

421 pound-nets................................ .125,3 0
425 hop-nets.............. .. ........ .. ........ ..... .................... 8,560 (0

725,345 00
220 freezers and ioe-houses...................... .... .. 867,960 00
101 piers and wharfs..................... ... .......... ...... ........... .... 38,200 00

Total value........ .. . .............................. . 831,505 00

211
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APPENDIX No. 8.

MANITOBA.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF MANITOBA, FOR THE YEAR 1895, BY
THE INSPECTOR, R. L. TUPPER.

SELKIRK, MAN., 2nd January, 1896.
To the Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-I have the honour to inclose my report, with synopsis of the reports from the
different fishery officers of Manitoba, as well as the statements of the catch for the
season of 1895.

[Extractsfrom Inspector Tupper's Report.]

"Last season was not a prosperous one for the fishermen for many reasons. The
depression in the western states, which is our principal market, prevented the purchase
of fish there, and consequently prices were low. Added to this, the lakes froze
up very brokenly, making it almost impossible to run the nets under the ice, thus
hindering the winter fishermen in their work, and causing them loss. I am glad to be
able to report that although the commercial fishing is carried on principally at Horse
Island, in the extreme north of Lake Winnipeg, a distance of 300 miles, yet another
year has passed without any wreck of boats or loss of life in the prosecution of the
fisheries. The new range light, placed by your department at the mouth of the Red
River, has been of the greatest benefit to steamers and sail-boats, whose owners have
expressed their satisfaction.

COMMERCIAL FISHING.

"The commercial companies fishing in the northern end of the lake have had a
very satisfactory catch this summer. I visited them in June and inspected all their
freezers and the manner of work done. I found the utmost cleanliness prevailing, all
offal carefully kept from the lake water as far as possible, in fact it was all removed
except the washing of the decks of the tugs and boats after a catch, when the slime,
blood, etc., has to be washed overboard. In the case of the companies whose plant is
in the harbour of Selkirk Island, I do not think it matters, as none of this stuff goes
out of the harbour, but is taken there by millions of young fry of the spring spawning
fishes, so that none gets into the whitefish grounds farther out in the lake.

A NEW METHOD OF SHIPPING WHITEFISH.

" The ManitobaFish Company, through Mr. Overton, brought in from Selkirk,splendid
specimens of lake trout, whitefish, etc., unfrozen, which were forwarded to the World's
Fair simply packed in ice and which were pronounced by Commander W akeham and others
to be in perfect condition on arrival at Chicago. Last season a demand arose in the
United States for similar fresh fish which has not been frozen ; of course they were for
immediate use and do not, except to a very small extent, interfere with the sale
of frozen fish as the market for each is at a different time of the year. These fresh fish
were packed in broken ice at Selkirk Island, brought in the cold storage hold of the
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steamer, teamed over to East Selkirk, (a distance of four miles); from there they went to
market in refrigerator cars, and in every instance arrived in perfect condition.

" Preparations for shipping largely in this manner are being made, and as it requires
agreater outlay and gives more employment here, it will tend to the increased well-
fare of the fishermen on the lake. The returning prosperity across the border and
the consequent assurance of a market has stimulated the fishermen here, and I believe
that seventy-five thousand dollars will be expended this winter in improved freezers,
steamers, and other methods of handling fish.

STURGEON.

"A good deal of time and money was spent looking for sturgeon fishing grounds
and finding out the best method of capturing them. Some of the cotton nets used
in Delaware Bay and other points on the Atlantic coast were tried and found useless
here. It seems that linen gill-net and pound net must be used.

" The fishing regulations in Manitoba need revising, owing to the many partial
changes made in them, and the changed condition of fishing on the lakes. The so-called
" domestic " license issued to resident fishermen is used really for commercial fishing,
and there are no less than seven small freezers now on the lake, owned by fishermen
living on the lake, and these are used for storing fish for export. It will be necessary
to frame new regulations regarding them.

" The close seasons here have been well observed, with the exception of a very few
cases in the Red River, last spring, and of a few Indians taking white-fish in the close
time for their own use.

SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OFFICERS' REPORT.

Assistant Inspector, M. Sutherland, of Winnipeg, reports that owing to extreme low
water on the opening up of the Red River there was not a great run of fish in the
former part of the season, however, from the middle of June until the end of July
the river rose considerably, and the number of fish caught during the whole season com-
pares favourably with that of last year. The fishery laws and regulations were well
observed throughout the whole district, and both the fishermen and people are generally
well satisfied with them, and the prevailing opinion is that it would be difficult to im-
prove them.

Over8eer Daniel Devlin of St. Laurent states that during his tour of inspection of
the different fishery points lie visited northward Oak Point, Marshy Point, Swan Creek
Point, Rabbit Point, Rocky Point, and Longue Point, but, no infractions of the fishery
laws came under his observation. Afterwards he visited to the South Lake Francis
Creek, Rocky Island, Clandeboy Bay, Portage Creek and Toboggan, and also found the
regulations duly observed. He inspected Blackwood Bros.' freezer, and found it well
-operated. In November, lie made a special trip to the principal fishing grounds, but
detected no wrong. His returns show that the following fish were marketed, 40,760 lbs.;
whitefish at 4j cents, 210,070 lbs. doré at 3½ cents, and 185,408 lbs. pike at 1¾ cents,
valued at $12,431.28, besides 20,070 lbs. mixed fish for home consumption, valued at
of $501.75; bringing the total catch for 1895 to represent a value of $12,933. Some of
the fishermen requested permission to catch a few whitefish for home consumption dur-
ing close season, but if this privilege were granted it might lead to fraud and under any
circumstances it would make it difficult to discriminate who was evading the law or not.
As the ice began forming around the lake shores on 9th November, he considered it
useless to proceed any further as all fishing was effectually etopped in consequence.

Over8eer H. Martineau, of the Narrows, Lake Manitoba, reports that he has visited
the several fishing grounds under his supervision, comprising part of the public waters
-of Lakes Manitoba, Ebb and Flow and Dog Lake, from Crane River to Big Point and
White Mud River, on the west side of Lake Manitoba, a distance of 137 miles, including the
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Crane River Reservation, Round Island, Crane Bay, The Bluff, The Narrows of Lake
Manitoba (west side), Ebb and Flow Lake Reservation, Village Manitoba, Manitoba
House, The Icelandic Settlement, Sandy Bay Reservation and Big Point on the east
side of Lake Manitoba; and from Elm Point, Dog King Bay, The Narrows, east side,
Dog Lake, Birch Island and Lillie Bay, on the east side of Lake Manitoba, a distance of òne
hundred and ten miles, with all the creeks and streams adjacent thereto; and found
that the close season was generally well observed.

Fishing operations are always carried on in winter, as the inhabitants fish mostly
for a living during the balance of the year. Last year, owing to the fact that he could
not notify all the fishermen of the alterations in the fishery regulations, they were too.
late to realize the situation, and in consequence December was allowed to pass without
fishing, thusgivingratherapoor return. The spawning seasonfor whitefish was earlier this
year than last by one week, beginning early in September to the first week in October.
All the fishermen and the settlers agree that the close season for whitefish should be
from the 10th of September to the 15th of November, covering all the period during
which they spawn. The ordinary gill-nets are used solely by the fishermen, the quan-
tity used amounted to 16,470 fathoms, valued at $1,483. They used 83 boats and skiffs,
valued from $5 to $10 ; their carrying capacity varied from one to five tons, and about
162 men were engaged in fishing during the year. Eight barrels of whitefish at $7 per
barrel, and 112,200 pounds of whitefish at about 3 cents, and 5,100 pounds of smoked
at 6 cents were marketed during the year, realizing altogether $3,167. 57,000 pounds
of pike at , cent, value $285 ; 14,600 pounds of pickerel or doré at 1 cent, value, $146;
and 10,200 pounds of Tullibee at 1 cent, value, $102; aggregating a value of $3,700.

Overseer Wm. McEwen, of Dunara, transmits bis annual report for the district
comprising Little Saskatchewan, Reindeer Island, Swampy Island, Berens River and
Doghead. The fishery laws and regulations are well kept and respected, with the
exception of Indians fishing for sturgeon in Pigeon River during the close time, and
keeping them in ponds until the regular season begins, and then selling them to dealers.
He also recommends a change in the grounds for collection of spawn for the hatchery.

He finds that the fishing industry is rapidly increasing as he has already received
applications from new men for licenses for next year, owing to his having, throughout
his trips, urged the advantage of their having licenses.

Overseer J. H. Adam, of the Water Hen River, reports on the fisheries of the
district comprising Lake Dauphin, the southern portion of Lake Winnipegosis, and
Water Hen River and Lake.

The total catch for the year, including that for home consumption, amounted toý
439,500 pounds, valued at $6,010. The quantity sold in Canada amounted to 16 per
cent, or 71,500 pounds. The larger catch, this year, is principally due to the fishery
regulations having been amended during the year 1894, allowing 500 yards to fishermen
and winter fishing to commence two weeks earlier. From private informations gathered
carefully, he thinks that the close seasons were fairly observed. In future, with a view
to get the law better respected, and, with the least possible outlay, he recommends that
every net in use, for which a license has been granted, be numbered or marked so that
it may be readily distinguished from the illegal ones.

Fishery Oficer Chas. Wood, for Fairford district, reports the catch of whitefish
this season lower than that of former years. Not so much fish was shipped as in the past,
owing to the dulness of the fish market. The fishermen went hunting instead of
fishing. This fall fish seemed to be plentiful, they come in early to their spawning
grounds and were not molested as in former years by the large fishing companies. It
being strittly prohibited to fish now at the mouth of Little Saskatchewan River and in
Sturgeon Bay, so they had better chances ascending that river to spawn at Lake St.
Martin and Fairford. He regrets that the Indians are still allowed to fish during the
close season wherever they choose. So soon as the fish get to their spawning grounds
the Indians commence to catch them, and their increase is consequently interfered with.
In his opinion, the' department should grant them fishery reserves and limit
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them therein and thus benefit the people of this district and other places. However,
they acted very well this year, they now begin to understand that they are to be
blamed for the shortage of our fish supply, and this fall, they respected the law
ànd obeyed the fishery regulations. He feels confident that in the future, improvements
will be noticed in our fisheries that is, if fishing in Sturgeon Bay is prohibited.

Overseer Mr. Leo Schanus, of Fort Alexander, sends the annual return of the
yield of the fisheries of the district No. 3, Lake Winnipeg, east side, Brokenhead to
Doghead. He visited lis district twice, in January'and in October. Every fisherman
took out a license, only the treaty Indians refuse to do so. Close season is generally
well observed. One of the.best spawning grounds for whitefish is at Rice River. No
two fishermen agree about Sturgeon spawing time, as they find ripe roe in them in
every month of the year, they conclude that they spawn all the year round. These fish
are very numerous in this district for the last years, on the other hand whitefish is
decreasing. Sturgeon usually haunt the spawning grounds of whitefish. Some fishermen
are of opinion that sturgeon should not be protected by close season, because they are not
much fished for during winter.

The decrease in the catch of whitefish and tullibee, is attributed to the scarcity of
fish. About 696,220 pounds of different kinds of fish were caught, and of this amount
342,100 pounds were sold to Canadian buyers of Selkirk, and the remainder used for
home consumption. No illegal fishing is carried on and all the fishermen in this district,
Canadian citizens, own their fishing gear and dispose of their catch to Canadian firms.
Robinson & Co. have two mills in this district: one at Bad Throat River, and the other
at Rice River; at both places the law was well observed, in regard to dumping mill
refuse in the water.

Fishery Oficer G'. W. Thompson, of the Gemli District, says it is difficultto determine
the proper spawning time for sturgeon, opinions vary so much on that point, however, it
seems evident that when the close season begins under the present law, most of the fish
have spawned. The best time to catch the sturgeon is just after the ice bas cleared away.
From what he could gather, he thinks the close season should be between May 1st and
June 1st, so that those who would request leave to catch the sturgeon after June 1st
should be permitted to do so on trial. Close season for pickerel should also be changed from
the 20th of May to the 20th of June, for it bas been fully established that the above
mentioned date is the proper spawning time for that species. Less whitefish have been
caught this year than previously in this district. It is difficult to tell the real cause of
this scarcity,*but it may be ascribed to overfishing. The Indians and half-breeds catch
a good many near the east coast of the lake, during the close season. There are more
spawning places on that side than on the western. It bas often been ascertained that
the whitefish spawn before the 20th of November, so the close season might be shortened
a few days. To benefit the poor settlers, he recommends that the license fees be rated per
fathoms instead of a general fee for all nets. The present fishing regulations have been
well obeyed. No breach of the law, or even rumours of such came to bis knowledge.
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M A NI

RETURN of the Number and Value of V essels, Tugs, Boats and Fishing Material, the
Manitoba, foi

VESSELS AND BOATS EMPLOYED.

Vessels or Tugs.

DISTRICTrS.

1 Commercial fishing, Lake Win-
ipeg .... . . ........ . . 10

wer part of Red River and
Lake Winnipeg to Willow
Point, west, and Brokenhead,
east ......................

3 Lake Winnipeg, east of Broken-
head to Doghead....... ..... ....

4 Lake Winnipeg, west side Wil-
low Point, to Doghead..... ....

5 Upper Red River....... ......
6 Rock Lake, Southern Manitoba
7lSoutb Lake, Manitoba, Long
1 Point to Totogan............ ....

8Little Saskatchewan River and
Lake St. Martin........... ....

9 Lake Winnipegosis Water Hen
R iver ..... ................

10 The Narrows and Ebb and Flow
Lake to Sandy Bay .... .....

11 Lake Winnipeg, north of Dog-
head...... ....... .. .. ....

Totals .......... . ... .10

Values .............

1290 90840

Boats.

'f
o~ 'z

1290 90840 85

FIsHING MATERIAL.

Gi-Nets.

8 i

53000 74351...

48 542 68 10400' 886

155 1850 195 48750 7402

143 1835 196 48700 4870
19 190 28 600ý 130

250 76

24 240' 107 53500 8561

142 504, 82 22500 798

60 370 100 9000 884

83 731 162 16470 1483

165 1960' 170 38500 3900

862 14622 1200 301670 28720

.. . .. .
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TOBA.

Number of Men employed, &o., with the Kinds and Quantities of Fish in the Province of
the Year 1895.

KINDS OF Fisn.

-à l~

168 26 9 0 1685 96 . . .. .. . .. . . . ... . . .
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RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of Manitoba, for the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price. Value.

Whitefish...
do fre
do sm

Pickerel
Pike.......
Sturgeon...
Tullibee....
Perch......
Catfish ....
Mixed fish..
Home consu

Sets.
........ ,.......................... ............... Bris. 176 5 00
h ............................... ................. Lbs. 4,229,019 0 04

oked......... .............. ................. . , " 6,100 0 05
.......... »............... .. .... .... .. .. ... ..... " 931,190 0 031
.... .. . .... .... .... .... ........ ..... ..... " 689,395 0 02
. .......... ......... .. . .. .......... 104,240 0 04

......... .... . .. ................ " 278,800 0 02

.......................................... " 29,450 0 01
....................... ...... ..................... " 79,724 0 01
........................ ................... ....... 858,700 0 01
mption........................................... 1,928,230 01

Total ......... .. . ...................... 9,170,048

$ ets.
880 00

169,160 76
305 00

27,935 70
13,787 90

4,169 60
5,576 00

294 50
797 24

8,587 00
19,282 30

250,776 00

STATEMENT of the Fishing Material in Manitoba, for the Year 1895.

Material. Value.

$ ets.

6 fishing tugs, 163 tons, 60 men...................... ............................ 21,690 00
4 do vessels, 1,127 tons, 25 men................ ........... ................... 69,150 00

862 do boats, 1,200 men............ .. ..... .. ........ .... .............. .... 14,622 00
301,670 fathoms gill-nets.......................... ............... ............ 28,720 00

330 do seines... .............................. .. ...................... 335 00
67 freezers and ice-houses................................. ... .... ... ... .... 55,434 00
18 piers and wharfs....... . . ................................................ ..... 5,200 00

T otal .................................... ...... ........... ........... 195,151 00
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APPENDIX No. 9.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.
REPORT OF THE FISHERIES OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES FOR

THE YEAR 1895 BY THE INSPECTOR, F. C. GILCHRIST.

NOTE.--The following is more in the nature of a preliminary report, as Inspector Gilchrist died before
completing his regular annual report. Hence the lack of information on this large and important district.
The absence of the overseers' reports also rather abbreviated this appendix.

FORT Qu'APPELLE, N.-W. T. 2nd January, 1896.
To the Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-The yield of fish in the Territories is somewhat short of the previous years.
The principal reason for this falling off is the extending of the area on which the
regulations are being enforced. There are other causes of the decrease but they are
more of a local nature and effects. Where the decline follows the carrying out of the
regulations, it means that to the extent of the greater part of the decrease the fish have
been allowed to propagate themselves unmolested for the first time perhaps in years.

PRINCE ALBERT DISTRICT.

The catch in this section is somewhat greater than last year, owing largely to the
fact that a number of settlers, principally half-breeds, who had, owing to the drought,
very poor or no crops, began to fish in the lakes north of Prince Albert for the market.
These people are selling their fish to the representative of an eastern firm, and intend
carrying on the industry most of the winter. Several prosecutions for infractions of
the regulations have taken place, but, on the whole, the law has been well observed.

BATTLEFORD DISTRICT.

The catch of fish in this district shows a small increase. The law has been fairly
well observed.

LAC LA BICHE DISTRICT.

A reduction is shown in the catch of this district. The close season was, consider-
ing everything, well observed at Lac la Biche, and the lakes in the neighbourhood this
past fall, and if it can be kept so, the fisheries cannot fail to improve. This lake is at a
critical stage, for its fish have been largely reduced in numbers, and as there are about
300 resident half-breeds there who live very largely on fish, it is a serious matter to
them and to the country.

EDMONTON DISTRICT.

The catch here shows a general falling off, owing to the better enforcement of the
close seasons, the only exception being at Pigeon Lake, where the catch has been stead-
ily increasing for the last three years. This is due to the persistent carrying on of,
principally, winter fishing by licensed white, half-breeds and Indian fishermen, the close
seasons being strictly observed.
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CALGARY AND BELLEY DISTRICTS.

These districts cover that portion of the Rocky Mountains lying within the
territories between the main line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the international
boundary line, and the streams running out of them, as far east as the trout go down
stream. The fish are almost entirely mountain and river trouts, caught by hook and line,
except in the Kootenay, Crow's Nest Pass, and Minnewankan (Devil's) lakes, where
there are lake trout, and, in the first mentioned, whitefish (chipeiformis) as well. The
law is not so well observed here as it should be ; but the district is large and the work
so expensive that it is difficult to see how matters can be improved until such time as the
financial state of the country admits of the expenditure of larger sums of money in the
protection of the fisheries. Still, some good work bas been done by guardians, both N.
W. Mounted Police and civilian.

LONG LAKE DISTRICT.

There was heavier fishing done in this valuable lake during the past year than
heretofore; and its fisheries are in good order.

QU'APPELLE DISTRICT.

In this district, which is more immediately under my own control, the catch shows
an improvement. The guardians at Eagle Quill, Qu'Appelle and Crooked Lakes have
carried out their instructions, and, in consequence, there have been very few cases of
illegal fishing.

CUMBERLAND DISTRICT.

In the vicinity of Cumberland House the close season this fall was observed, but
at a distance from this post it was not. This was due to sickness and death in the
family of the guardian there, which prevented his leaving home for any length of time,
and the natives took advantage of this by going some miles away to fish. However,
the grounds that had been worked for years were given a rest, and so much at least
was gained.

To one acquainted with the immensity of this country it is not easy to explain the
difficulties your officers have to contend with in carrying out the law. Take the Cum-
berland District as an example. All arrangements for the protection of the breeding
fish must be made months ahead; and, if anything should, at the last moment occur to
upset these plans there is no help for it, for it requires at least two months to set things
right by mail. It is the same way with Lac la Biche district. The protection of
the valuable fisheries of these outlying districts is very expensive.
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STATEMENT

OF the Yield of Fisheries in the North-west Territories for the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Value.

Lbs. $ ets.
W hitefish.............. ............... ...... .. ..... . . ... 6,657,150 332,857 50
T rout ... . .. ..................... .................... .................. 8,450 422 50
P ickerel .... .. . ...................... ..... ................ ......... 3,100,000 93,000 00
Pike......... ............ ..... ...... ..... ....... ... .......... 1,415,000 28,900 00
Sturgeon............................ .. ............... ............ 132,000 3,960 00
Tullibee..... . .......... ....... ........ ................. ........ 40,000 800 0
Coarse and mixed fish.. .. ...... ........................ .. .......... 4,175,200 41,750 00

Totals .... .................... ..... 15,557,800 1 ,690 00

STATEMENT of fishing boats and nets in the North-west Territories.

260 fishing boats.... . ............. .............. ....... $2,600
20,500 fathoms gill-nets....................... ............... 4,500

Total... .............. .............. ... 87,100

RECAPITULATI0N

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of Manitoba and the North-west Territories
for the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Value.

Lbs. $ ets.
Whitefish........... ......... ............................ Bris. 176 880 00

do fresh .. . ................................. ............... Lbs. 10,886,169 502,018 26
do sm oked....................... ................. ............. 6,100 305 00

Pickerel....... ..... ... ............ ........ ,......... " . 4,031,190 120,935 70
Pike.................................................... .. ... 2,134,395 42,687 90
Stur eon ....................................... ......... ............ 236,240 8,129 60
T ullibee . ............. .......... ............... .. ............... 318,800 6,376 00
Trout .................. ......... ........................... ...... 8,450 422 50
Perch .... ........... . .................. .... ................. .... 29,450 294 50
Catfish........................ .... ........................... 79,724 797 24
Coarse and mixed fish........................ .. ................... 5,033,900 50,337 00
Honie consumption....... .. ........... .... .. ....... ....... " 1,928,230 19,282 30

Totals ............ ,...................... .............. 24,684,374 752,466 00
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APPENDIX No. 1o.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR

THE YEAR 1895, BY INSPECTOR JOHN McNAB.

To the Honourable NEw WESTMINSTER, B.C., 2nd January, 1896.

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report on the fisheries of British
Columbia for the year 1895, together with tabulated statements of their yield and
value.

The season has been the most prosperous in the history of the industry in British
Columbia, and, omitting fur seal skins, the value of the products of the fisheries proper is
greater than that of any former year.

Twenty million seven hundred and eighty thousand one hundred and seventy pounds
of salmon were canned on the Fraser River, and eight million 8xty-8x thousan! nine
hundred and thirty-two pounds in the other districts of the province.

The aggregates of the value of the salmon canned for five years are as follows:-

1891...................................... ...... $1,517,060
1892.............. ......................... z.1,148,860
1893.............. ....... .................. 2,916,990
1894............................................ 2,362,714
1895 ............................................ 2,884,710

The catchin the traps of the United States fishermen at Point Roberts was about
equal to 12 per cent of the Fraser River catch.

Fory-seven canneries were operated during the season, 31 on the Fraser, 16 on the
northern coast and one on the west coast of Vancouver Island.

A great deal of activity was manifested during the summer in searching for places
where canneries could be established with good prospects of a salmon supply to ensure
a successful business and likely several new establishments will be opened next year,

The large increase of salmon noted in the Fraser River in late years is, in my
opinion to be credited to the hatchery and to the fact that the depredations of the
Indians on the spawning grounds and their destruction of young salmon when descend-
ing from the lakes, has been kept more under control than formerly.

The catch of salmon in the Skeena River was unsatisfactory. The other northern
streams gave a fair average.

The experiment of shipping fresh salmon to Europe, via Australia, in cold storage
has proved fairly successful, and the company engaged therein have determined to
enlarge the capacity of their cold storage premises in New Westminster and make
larger shipments during the season of 1896.

The grand total of salmon cured by various methods together with the shipments
of fresh salmon from the province forms the immense aggregate of 31,818,593 pounds.

The export of fresh halibut during the season was larger than during the previous
year by upwards of 500,000 pounds.
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The capital invested in fishing plant and materials, including the fur seal fleet,
&c., is for

1895........................................ $2,085,435
1894......................................... ... 1,942,978

Increase...................... $ 142,457

PROTECTION OF FISHERIES.

The protection service was, on the whole, satisfactory during the season, and the
guardians active and faithful, but as it is now necessary to keep a patrol boat employed
all the year around on the Faser River and lakes, a more suitable boat than the open
launchl "Claymore" is required, in order that the service--the importance of which
cannot be over-estimated-may be efficiently performed.

The catch of fur seals by Canadian vessels was less than that of 1894 by 23,115
skins.

The guardians employed on the northern rivers all reported good catches of salmon,
with the exception of the Skeena, where the catch was again small.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN McNAB,
Inspector of Fisheries for British Columbia.
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B.-REPORT Of Catch, &c., of British Columbia Sealing Fleet, Season, 1895.

Vessels.

Agtnes McDonald....
Ainoko....... .....
Amateur .........
Annie C. Moore.....
Annie E. Paint..i..
Arietis....... .. .
Aurora .......... T
Beatrice, of Shanghai
Beatrice,of V'ncouv'rI
Borealis .......... I
Brenda ........... ,
C. D. Rand. ....... J
Carlotta G. Cox.....(
Casco... ....
City of San Diego...
Diana..............
Director............
Dora Seward ......
E. B. Marvin......
Enterprise ........
Favourite........
Fawn .............
Fisher Maid........
Florence M. Smith..
Fortuna ...... .....
Geneva .... .....
Henrietta..... ....
Kate..........
Katherine ..... .
Kilmeny...... ....
Labrador ...... ..
Libby ..............
Mary Ellen.... ....
Mary Taylor....
Mascot ..... .
Maud S. .. ......
May Belle .........
Mermaid..... ....
Minnie ...... . .
Mountain Chief..
Ocean Belle.
Oscar & Hattie......
Otto.... ..... ...
Pachwillis .........
Penelope.........
Pioneer..,... ......
Rosy Olsen.........
Sadie Turpel........
Sapphire ..........
San Jose........
Saucy Las..........
Shelby .............
South Bend.........
Teresa........ ..
Triumph ..... .....
Umbrina .... .. ...
Vera.........
Victoria .........
V iva . ,..... ......
Walter L. Riel......
Wanderer .... .....
Indian canoe-catch..

CATCH.

4 Behr
Masters.

ce

M. F. Cutter... 107 28 14 8 7
Heater......
Jipson........1 21 14 7 65......

. Hackett ..... 113 8 30 2 15 105......
A. Bissett..... 82 26 8........ 1,121 135 1
O.Scarf........ 86 22 7....... 680 426....
. Harold. ... 41 7 22 2 108..........

D.G. Macauley. 66 5! 28 14 230............
. Olsen........ .49 18 6 2..........
E. Robbins ...... 3 21 6......... 801 110
C.E. Locke. 100 . 881.........
. J. Whiteley.. 51 7 16 3 8 143
.J. Harris.. 76 26 ......... 920 22 

C.Le Blanc.... 63 19.... 6.........1,308 351.
. Pike......... 46 17.... 5........ 370 243.

A. Neleon . . 50 19 6..........872 292
F. W. Gilbert... 87 23. 7................71 3
E. F. Seward. 93 7 36 2 18 503.
W. D. Byers.... 96 27*. 8 946 10 1
J. Daly..........69 7 30 2 15 221........
L. McLean..... 80 5 36 1 18 0......
M. Keefe...... 59 6 28 1 14 248.. ..... 4
C. Chipps....... 21 1 12 6 109
L. McGrath... 99 8 41 2 20 28
J. Cousins ... 97 18.... 5...........219......
W. O'Leary 92 29 9.........1,137 4d0
W.D.McDougall 31 7 8 2 4..............
0. Buckholz.... 58 6 21 2 10 1811.........
J. Gould........ 81 7 21 2 il 159......... 2
R. Southby. . 18 3 8 4 15............
J. G. Seare .... 25 4 11 6 51.......... 1
F. Hackett..... 92 8 21 2 il 234. ...... 4

. R. Ferey 63 10 20 5 10 .. .
R. O. Lavender. 43 18.. 5' 369.... 434
E. Lorenz ..... 40 7 16 2 8.. 787 168
R. E. McKiel... 97 2 32 9 16 287........... 7
E. Shields. 58 7 28 13 234........... 4
W. H. Whitely. 73 24 1,113 753
V. Jacobson.... 46 8 18 3 9.................2
J. Nawassen .... 2 2 16 6 3.............
P. Martin .. 8 23... ......... 1,056 562....
T. M essen.. 82 9 24 3 12 147...........
J.mL.o. 86 8 32 3 14 285 .. 30
J. Nyetan ... . 19 14 7 66............
W. Heater...... 69 5 24 12.................2
W E. Baker.... 66 24 7......... 845 790
A. B. Whidden. 39...........627........
J. Anderson.... 56 19 6......... 798 470....
Wm. Cox. . 108 8 3 3 19 1928
M. Fvley..... 32 5 20 2 10 147......
D. Martin. 38 6 21 1 10 257..........
C. Claussen..... 16 10.... 4.... 124.....
C. F. Dillon... 21 4 10 1 4.............
G. Meyer. 63 8 17 2 9 102.........
C. M. Cox..... 98 8 43 3 19 353
C. Campbell... 99 25. 7..........1,187 562
W. Shields ...... 60 19 6...853 15 1
R. Balcan . 63 7 25 2 
M. Pike........ 92 23 7..........601 367
8 Balcan.. 76 9 24 2 12 145..........
H. Paxton.... . 25 2 10 1 5.............. 1

S 2 1 .. .... 3,787 ...... ..... ...

3 788 854 217 421 9,853 18,687 6,281 15,

37 21 .... 6 .... .....- 01 1 -1

ing

)3

0

86

17
36
15
.7
r60

34

..5

17
51

6

26
50
37

6

38

27

.18
6

37

62

77

78
97

14

Sea.

669 1,973
515 1,319

65
812 1,647
575 2,022

1,106
527 821
838 1,676
109 202
641 1,648

881
459 784
449 1,567

...... 1,659

...... 613

...... 1,164
300 688
813 2,082
251 1,332
782 1,950
720 1,797
316 1,024

109
594 1,443

219
...... 1,607

156 201
394 854
403 850

15
152 310

1,016 1,701
356 1,316

..... 803
223 1,304
642 1,679
676 1,347

. 1,866
393 659

..... 39
. 1,618

519 1,314
364 1,111

66
532 770

.1,635
627

.1,268
956 1,975
251 716
432 958

. ..... 124
111 148
532 969
995 2,210

.1,749
272 1,317
566 1,354

968
534 1,357
159 356

. ..... 3,787

20,004170,739

Total Canadian catch.. .. ..... 70,739
Catch of " Director," off Falkland Islands...................620

do American schooners landed at Victoria........... . 2,255

Grand total................................ 73,614
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D.-RECAPITULATION

Of the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of British Columbia, for the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. p Quantity.

Sahuon, in cans .............. .... ... .... ......... .... Lbs.
do fresh .... ........ . ................. .......
do salted ........................ ..... ............... B rs.
do smoked ... ... ......... .. . .... .............. Lbs.

Sturgeon, fresh, dressed............ ...............
Halibut, fresh. .... ...........................
Herring do .... ................................

do smoked .................................
Oulachans, fresh..................................

do smoked...... .........................
(o salted .................................. Bris.

Trout, fresh.......................................Lbs.
Fish, assorted and mixed................................
Smelts, fresh..................................
Codfish do .....................................
Skill, salted ...................................... Bris.
Fur seal skins.....................................No.
Hair do
Sea otter .......................................
Oysters . ..... ................................. Bush.
Clams and musssels...................................
Crabs and abelonies....................................
Shrimps and prawns........... ........................
Caviar..... ........................
Isinglass ............... ... ................
Fish oil .... ............. ...................... Gails.
Fish guano ............... ....................... Tons,
Estimate of fish consgumed in the province, not inciuded in the above.

28,847,101,
1,795,892

3,148
46,600

375,000
2,586,700

249,500
27,530

370,700
9,500
1,070

56,350
447,900

58,000
282,000

85
71,359

3,660
16

4,000

135,000
50

. .... . . . . . . .

Value of seal skins landed in Victoria by United States vessels. .............

Grand total. .. .......... . . . ................... ......

229

Price. Value.

$ ets.l $ cts.

0 10 2,884,710 10
0 10 179,589 20

10 00 31,480 00
0 151 6,99000
005 18,750 00
0 05 126,83.5 00
0 03 7,485 000 10 2,753 00
0 05 18 500 00
0 15 1,425 00

10 00 10,700 00
0 10 5,635 00
0 05 22,395 00
0 05 2,900 00
0 05 14,100 00

10 00 850 00
10 00 713,590 00
0 75 2,737 50

125 00 2,000 00
2 00 8,000 00

9,080 00
18,600 00

..... 5,000 00
...... 1,500 00

750 00
0 40 54,000 00

20 00 1,000 00
250,000 00

........ 4,401,354 80

........ 22,550 00

....... 4,423,904 80
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E.-Capital invested in Fishing Plant and Material, including the Fur-seal Fleet,
Boats, &c., of British Columbia, for the Year 1895.

Kinds of Fish. Value. Total.

$ 8

49 salmon canneries-average ............ ............... 20,000 980,000
12 oil factories..... ................... ......... . .... .. ... 750 9,000
4 cold storage and freezers. .... ........... ......... ......... 35,000

salteries.................... ............ .. . ......... ... 4,000
119 vessels.. ......... ... . . ..... .. ... .. . .. .......... .. ..... ........ 217,410

2,600 boats... ............ . ...... .......... ..... ....... ....... ..... 106,050
379,200 fathoms of gill-nets.... ............. ............... ....... ....... 283,750

910 do seines .... .... ...................... .. . ...... ...... ...... 12,950
lines, books, &c . . .. . ............... .... ...... ....... .............. .9,850
scows and flat boats..... ... .... .. . ........... . .......... ...... . ..... 6,000

61 vessels enployed in fur-seal fishing..... .. ... ..... . ........... . 389,200 1,664,010
217 boats do do ... ............ .... ... .... .. 21,700
421 canoes...... .. ... . ...................... .. . ..... . ........ . 10,525

421,425

G rand total. ... ................ ............ .... ............. 2,085,435

Hands eniployed in boat fishing... ........ ......... ......... 12,478
do do vessel fishing ...... ...................... 365

Sailors and hunters in sealing fleets-
W hites......... .. .. ................... ........ 788
Indians... . .. ......... ..... ............ ... 854

14,485
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APPENDIX No. 11.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE OF CANADA
BY COMMANDER O. G. V. SPAIN.

O-rAWA, 15th December, 1896.

To the Honourable
The Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-I have the honour to report on the work of the Fisheries Protection Service
under my command during the past season, as follows:-

The vessels comprising the fleet are as shown in the following table

Vessel.

Cruiser " Acadia ".. .
do " La Canadienne "........
do "Stanley"..............
do "Constance ".... ..
do "Curlew "...............
do "Petrel"............ ....

Patrol Launch " Dolphin "..
Cruiser "Ospre ". ..

do "Kgisher...
do "Vigilant". ............
do " Aberdeen " .. . ...

Offce Cmmadig.Datooqf DateOtficer Commanding. Commission. Paid off.

Coimmander $pain.... .... ...... May 26.... Nov. 12.
do Wakehani............ May 10.... Nov. 21.

Capt. Finlayson. ........... June 20 ..... Sept. 11.
do May......... . .. ........ March 10. Nov. 25.
do Pratt....... .............. .April 15..... Dec. 4.
do Dunn..... ...... ... .... April 30.... Dec. 3.
do Pearson ........ ....... April 30..... Dec. 3.
do McKenzie ....... .. ..... Sept. 16..... Nov. 12.
do Kent ........ .............. April 1..... Dec. 15.
do 'McKenzie .... . .......... April 20.. .. Sept. 15.
do Knowlton. . .............. At my disposal for a short

time during the early part
of the season also for a
couple of weeks when the
"Stanley " paid off.

The " Acadia " was employed in general superintendence of the work, from Cape
Sable on the coast of Nova Scotia, to Cape Gaspé in Quebec.

" L% Canadienne " took up ber usual station on the Quebec and Labrador coasts.
This vessel acts independently of the rest of the fleet, and is commanded by Dr.
Wakeharn, the officer in charge of the Quebec division of fisheries. She was also em-
ployed a considerable part of ber time in lighthouse and buoy work.

The "Stanley " was employed in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and north shore of
Prince Edward Island, cruising between east pointof theisland and Port Daniel inQuebec,
but was paid off early on account of getting lier ready for winter work, when she was
replaced for a short time by the " Aberdeen."

The " Constance " was employed in revenue work in the River St. Lawrence,
and round the Gaspé coast. She bas made some seizures, and has done her work
well, but smuggling is being carried on round our shores to an enormous extent,
and one vessel is quite unable to put a stop to it. I would suggest the following for the
approval of the Honourable the Controller of Customs :-let the " Constance " make ber
headquarters at Gaspé, and look after the Baie Chaleurs and as far up the river as
possible; have a good stout steam launch with ber headquarters at Rivière du Loup:
let ber work down to where the " Constance " stops, and have a vessel of about 160
tons, to steam about 14 knots, with headquarters at North Sydney. This, no doubt,
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would entail a certain expenditure, but I am under the impression that I could guarantee
to put a stop to smuggling, if my suggestions were carried out. We could seize more
contraband in the season than would pay for the vessel, or we could prevent it coming
at all, which would be just as good. The vessels under my command in the Fisheries
Protection Fleet have altogether too much to do looking after our own and United States
fishermen to allow of adequate attention to smugglers.

" Curlew."-This vessel was employed in the Bay of Fundy, and on the Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton coast.

The " Petrel " was employed mainly in Lake Erie, with headquarters at Port
Stanley and Amherstburg, looking after our fishermen's interestç.

" Dolphin."-This patrol boat was employed in the Georgian Bav with head-
quarters at Owen Sound. She was carrying out the rules and regulations of the
department, looking after our own fishermen.

" Osprey."-This is the new schooner built by Mr. Joseph McGill, of Shelburne. She
is 120 feet over all, 100 feet water line, 25 ft. 6 in. beam, and 13 feet draught of water, and
about 127 tons. Her deck planking is Oregon pine, oak planked to water line; bottom
planks of birch, and masts of Oregon pine. I am of the opinion that this vesse) is the
fastest of her class on the continent. She spreads 2,227 square yards of canvas, and
does her work most admirably. Her station has been from Canso to Sydney, with head-
quarters early in the season at Canso, and later on at Sydney.

" Kingfisher."-Principally employed off the east point of Prince Edward Island,
and f rom there in the fall went to Sydney, and escorted the last of the United States
fishermen off our coasts, making Shelburne her headquarters during the latter part of
the season.

"Vigilant."-This vessel was engaged on the Nova Scotia and Cape Breton coasts,
more'especially looking after the lobster fishermen. She was too slow for any other
kind of work. The " Osprey " took her place in. the middle of September, and she was
handed over to Mr. McGill in part payment of the new vessel.

" Aberdeen."-This vessel, under the command of Captain Knowlton did most
excellent service in the spring, protecting the three-mile limit. She made the seizure of
the United States schooner " Frederick Gerring, Junior."

In all my former reports I have drawn attention to the extreme desirability of
retaining the services of our good men through the winter, and it was a source of grati-
fication to me to be able to place a few good men in the " Newfield " and the " Stanley."

SEIZURES.

The only seizure of a United States fishing vessel made during the season was that
of the schooner " Frederick Gerring Junior." She was seized within one and one-half
miles of Gull Ledge, off the coast of Guysborough, Nova Scotia, on the 25th May, by
Captain Knowlton, for bailing mackerel out of a seine inside the limits. The master
pleaded that the fish were caught outside, and if she was inside at the time of seizure,
she had drifted in, and that the act of fishing was tinished when the fish were once
inclosed in the seine. The case was tried in the Admiralty Court of Nova Scotia before
the Chief Justice, and the vessel was condemned and confiscated. However, the defen-
dants appealed to the Supreme Court at thB capital. The case was heard, but judgment
bas been reserved.

LICENSES FOR FOREIGN FISHING vESSELS.

An Order in Council being passed sanctioning the continuance of the system of the
issue of licenses commenced under the modus vivendi appended to the Treaty of Wash-
ington, 1888, similar licenses were again issued for 1896, and the charge of $1.50 per
ton formerly made was continued.

The following table gives a list of the vessels which took out these licenses during
year 1896:
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SCHEDULE Of United States Fishing Vessels to which License, were issued under the
Act entitled " An Act respecting Fishing Vessels of the United States of America,"
during the year 1896.

Naine of Vessel. Port of Registry.

Robin Hood ...................... Gloucester.......
Elector............... . ..... do .
Alice R. Lawson............. ... do .
M onitor ....... ..... ... ....... . do .
M ystery... ... ... ..... .... .. do .
Fernwood. ........ ... ... ... do ....... i
Josie M. Calderwood. ... . do .
Annie Wesley ................ do
Thetis... ... ..... .... ....... do .
Nellie Burns.......... .... . Portland........
Margaret ... ... .... .... ... Salem ...
Madonna.................. Gloucester..
Howard Holbrook .......... do .
American . .. ............. do .
A. E. Whyland .... ..... ..... do .
Enma M. Dyer ............. ... do .
Judique ....................... . do .
Pinta ..................... ... . do .
Ettie ........................ do
Mayflower .. ........ .. .... do .
Masconomo . .. . .. do
Mary E .... ... .. ........... do .
Notice. .. .............. do .
Oliver Cromwell.......... . .Provincetown.
Frank G. Rich..... . ..... . Booth Bay.......
Willie L. Swift ........... ... .. Provincetown.
Volunteer .................. Gloucester.......
Annie G. Quiner ........ ..... Bucksport .
Winona ................. ... loucester.
Stranger ............... ... ... . do .
Flora L. Nickerson......... ..... Booth Bay.
Carrier Dove ..... ....... Gloucester.
Carrie E. Sayward .............. do .
Joseph B. Maguire.. .. ........ do .
Carrie W. Babson... .. ......... do
Gladiator..... ........ ......... do .
D. A. Wilson ..... ......... Salem...... .....
Everett Pierce ......... ...... Gloucester.
M arathon .... ...... ..... .... do .
A rbutu . ... ..... .. . ........ . do
Lizzie J. Greenleaf..... . .. .... do
Edward Trevoy ...... . ..... .. do
Penobscot ............ ... .. .. do
Davy Crockett. .......... .... do
Lois & Rosie. ............ Booth Bay.......
Landseer ........ ........... Gloucester.......
Addie M. Story .............. do
Richard Lester. ................ do
Florence Nightingale.............do
J. E. Garland.. .............. do
Abbie M. Deering................do
Reporter .................. do
Mist .......................... do
Hereward.....................do
Mattie Winship.................do
John Smith ....... do
Matthew Keany....... ... do
Lottie S. Morton............d
Noonday ........ do
Hattie Evelyn .o
Dido .......................... do
Charles H. Taylor...............do
Grace L. Fears................ do
Geo. S. Boutwell. ........... do . . .
Ralph E. Eaton... .... do
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ronnage. Port of Issue.

88 Shelburne, N.S .........
113 Pubnico, N.S..... ....
115 do
104 Tusket, N.S. ........
114 Pubnico, N.S .......
124 do .... ....
86 Tusket, N.S ........ .
88 do ..... . ..
91 do
64 Yarmouth, N.S.........

107 Tusket, N.S...... ., .
110 do ...........
92 Liverpool, N.S.. .......

118 Tusket, N.S .. . .....
123 Yarmouth, N.S.........
77 Campobello, N.B ......

115 Port Hawkesbury, N.S..
94 Canso, N.S .... .. ....
44 Halifax, N.S .... .....

108 Pott Hawkesbury, N.S..
91 do
64 St. Peter's, N.S.........
63 Port Hawkesbury, N.S
60 do
72 St. Peter's, N.S..... ...
95 do .........

102 Canso, N.S .. . . . ...
79 St. Peter's, N.S.........

103 Liverpool, N.S ......
82J Port Mulgrave, N.S.
63 Louisburg, N.S .........
82 Port Hawkesbury, N.S..
59 Port Mulgrave, N.S.....
88½ do ...
86 do. ..... i

107 Amherst, M.I., Que
61 Pubnico N.8 ... ... .
65 SourisP.E.I .... .....
65 Port Mulgrave. N.S...

114 Amherst, M.I., Que......
88 iPort Mulgrave, N.S.....
88 Liverpool, N.S.... .....
85 Port Hawkesbury, N. S..
80 Canso, NS. ..... ...
49 Port Mul ve, N.S.. . .
94 .. .1
58 do
69 Port Hawkesbury, N.S..
39 do
76 Port Mulgrave, N.S.....
96 Souris, P.E.I...........
79 do . . . ....
68 Canso, N.S . ...........
85R. Lockeport, N.S ........
73 Pubnico, N.S ..........
62 Port Hawkesbury, N.S. .
67 Port Mulgrave, N.S.....
64 do
72 do .....
66 Port Hawkesbury, N.S..
78 Port Mulgrave, N.S.
92 Canso, N.S. . .... .. .
85 Port Mulgrave, N.S.
34 do
t5 Port Hawkesbury, N.S.

Fee.

132 10
169 50
172 50
156 00
171 00
186 (0
129 00
132 00
136 50
96 00

160 50
165 00
138 00
177 00
184 50
115 50
172 50
141 00

66 00
162 50
136 50
96 (0
94 50
9000

108 00
142 50
153 0
118 50
154 50
123 76
94 50

123 Co
88 50

132 75
129 00
160 75

91 50
97 50
97 50

170 75
132 00
132 00
127 50
120 0
73 50

141 00
87 00

103 50
58 50

114 00
144 00
118 50
102 00
128 40
109 50
9300

100 50
9600

108 00
99 00

117 00
138 00
127 50

96 00
97 50
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SCHEDULE.Of United States Fishing Vessels, &c.-Continued.

Name of Vessel.

Epes Tarr..................
W'm. E. McDonald...........
Golden Hope ...............
Lizzie M. Stanwood..............
David Sherman.... .... ........
Lizzie Walworth. .. ....... ....
Margaret Mather .. ....... .. .
F. R. W alker....................
M eteor. . .....................
Pendragon . ............ . ...
Joseph Rowe...... .. . ........
F. W. Homans ..... ..........

Port of Registry.

Gloucester......
do .
do
do .
do .

Millbridge.......
Gloucester.

do .
do .
do . ..
do .........
do .... .....

Total ........... .... ...........

Tonnage. Port of Issue.

66 iPort Hawkesbury, N.S..
94 Port Mulgrave, N.S.. ...

101 Pubnico, N.S . .........
100 Souris, P.E.I..... ....
67 do ...........

8 Campobello, N.B.
91 Souris, P.E.I.
68 do .........

119 Lockeport, N.S .........
68 Charlottetown, P.E.I. ..

177 Liverpool, N.. ........ ,.
62 Amherst, M.I., Que.....

6,390 ..................

SUMMARY.

Total number of vessels........................... . . 77
Total tonnage ........................ .......... 6390-60
Total amount received in fees.......... ... ...... .$ 9583 65

In connection with these licenses it is highly gratifying to notice that the condi-
tion re sale or transfer of supplies by licensed United Vessels to unlicensed inserted in
the licenses for last year has been of some considerable effect.

In former years, as pointed out in my last report, it apparently was the custom for
one United States vessel to purchase a license, and then supply five or six others. In
fact, a United States schooner was detained by me in North Sydney, being caught at
this very offence. To prevent cases of this description as much as possible for the
future, a clause was inserted in the modus vivendi licenses issued to the United States
fishing vessels, warning them that if provisions, &c., are sold by a vessel with a license
to a vessel without one, the immediate cancellation of the license wili ensué, and no
license will be granted to the same vessel again.

In consequence of this extra paragraph, instead of only 47 lice nses being issued as
last season, 77 were issued this ycar.

I gave a short history of these modus vivendi licenses in my last report. The fol-
lowing is a statement of the number of these licenses issued each season since 1888

1888 ... .......... ..... ....... .................... 36
1889...... ........................................... 78
1890 ......... ...... ................................. 119
1891...... ....................... . .................. 98
18 9 2 .... .... .... . .... .... .... ... ... ...... ... .. . .... .. 10 8
18 9 3 ... . .. ... .. . ... . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . ... .. ... . .. . .. . 7 1
18 9 4 .. . ... . .... .. .. . .. ... ... ... .. . .. . . .. ... .. .... .. 5 3
1895..... .............. ..................... ........ 47
1896.. . ............................... ....... ....... 77

It will be noticed that there were more licenses issued last year than any year since-
1892. There has been and still is a large demand in the United States for fresh fish.
Their own shore fisheries cannot supply this, and consequently their fishermen have to
get larger vessels, and come off our sh<res, and we find them all about the different
banks off the Canadian coast. While carrying on this fishery it is absolutely necessary
for them to have bait, ice, provisions, etc., and to enable them to procure these privileges
they have to take out licenses. In my opinion the payment of $1.50 per ton in no sense
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Fee.

9900
141 00
151 50
150 00
100 50

12 00
136 50
102 00
178 50
102 00
190 50
92 75

9,585 65
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represents the enormous value in return, still it, in a great measure, does away with the
friction which the Treaty of 1818 would inevitably entail if uniformly carried out.

Canadian fishermen vary in reference to this license system. Many of the deep sea
fishermen contend that the licensed United States fishermen compete with them for
what has recently been a limited bait supply, whereas on the other hand, shore fisher-
men say they get better prices for their bait, and of course the merchants are benefited
to a large extent in all our seaport towns. The opinion is often expressed by United
States fishermen that they could get on just as well without the use of our ports at all.
To show how fallacious this is, a glance at the long list of United States vessels that do
make use of our harbours will suffice, more especially at the town of Liverpool, Nova
Scotia. See Annex B to this report.

The returns from Canso, Nova Scotia, form Annex C to this report.
The returns from Sand Point, Shelburne County, form Annex D to this report.
The returns froin Souris, Prince Edward Island, form Annex E to this report.
The returns from Sydney, Nova Scotia, form Annex F to this report.

THE MACKEREL FIsHERY.

As usual the mackerel appeared off our shores about the 23rd of May, and big
hauls were made outside Sambro, Nova Scotia, on that day. There were between 40
and 50 United States fishing schooners there. The mackerel schooling both in and
outside the limits in enormous quantities. On the following day two United States
schooners took 300 barrels about 4 miles off Prospect and 4 other about 800 barrels a
short distance to the eastward. The market price in Boston was $13 per barrel salted.
The Dominion cruisers " Aberdeen," " Kingfisher " and " Curlew " were watching
these vessels, and it was a case of untiring vigilance to keep track of them thoroughly
up and down the coast.

The mackerel followed the shore very closely. Inside the limits our fishermen were
very fortunate, doing better than any outside, but if the swarm of United States
seiners had been allowed to come up against our shores, and throw their seines, the fish
would have been scattered, and our shore fishermen would have done nothing.

On the 2nd of June two United States fishing schooners, the " Ethel B. Jacobs,"
and the " Yosemite " arrived at Boston from the cape shore with 380 and 350 barrels
respectively, the " Jacobs " taking her last fish about 4 miles off Canso on the 30th of
May. She stocked $5,700 on this trip alone. On the 3rd of June the estimated catch,
from my reports, of the United States mackerel fleet off our coast was 6,000 barrels.

A rather curious coincidence about the sudden disappearance of the mackerel in
the middle of the summer this year was, that they were reported in very large quantities
at Indian Island on the Canadian Labrador. These mackerel were of large size. It is
probable that they went far north after entering the gulf in the spring.

Two more devices for catching mackerel were invented and tested the past season.
The first consists of two long poles attached to the vessel's side, a mass of netting and
bait thrown broadcast upon the water:

From a point abreast fore rigging a boom 20 feet long is swung out at right angles
with the hull, while at the same time a smaller pole is swung just forward of the main
shrouds, rings to which are fastened the ends of a square cut bag net play loosely on
these poles. The distance between poles is approximately about 40 feet, the length of
the net on its inner edge. By means of outhaulers the net is hauled out to boom ends.
The forward boom is suspended near horizontally, but the after end is lowered till its
outer end and most of the netting are below the surface. Freshly ground bait is
thrown out over the hidden bag, the mackerel rush for it, and if they swarm thickly, the
net is hoisted until the rim is above water, when the fish are bailed on board. This
latest schemp saves wear and tear, and is easily handled.

The second device is entirely different to the above, and is nothing less than an
electrical engine designed to allure the mackerel to a certain spot where their capture is
supposed to be almost sure.
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The boat is equipped with a dynamo, to which is attached a long wire from which
depends some four incandescent lights. This can be let down to a depth of 1,200 feet
if necessary, or ·to a depth a little below the surface, the current is then let on, the
mackerel are supposed to gather round it, and the seine is placed around everything.

If this contrivance is what it is claimed to be, it will revolutionize the fishery, but
I sincerely trust that the engine will never be allowed in our waters. The law prohibits
the purse seine, and this contrivance would be much worse in every way, in regard to
the destruction of the fish.

Last fall a few purse seiners did fairly well off Sydney and the Cape Breton coast.
In Canada we have a law absolutely prohibiting purse seining in territorial waters, both
by our fishermen, and of course by foreigners, but the mackerel at the present time are
pursued riglit up to the limits, and made wild and scattered. The purse seine is a most
destructive engine, and if some international agreement could be arrived at for doing
away with it altogether, it would be of immense benefit to the fishery.
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LIsT of United States Fishing Vessels, boarded by Dominion Government Cruisers, in
Canadian waters, on the Atlantic coast and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, during
the season of 1896 ; showing Port of Registry of each vessel, tonnage and number
of men on board, &c.

No. Naine of Vessel. Port of Registry. No of No of Date, Left Home.Tons. Men.

1 Alice ........ ..... IProvincetown.. 86 17 No. i 8th May, 1896.
2 Annie Wesley. ........... Gloucester. ......... 88 18 Yes... 27t March, 1896.
3 Agnes E. Downs............. do ........ 80 16 No. .. 20ti April, 189.
4 Abbie M. Deering .... ..... do ... .... 6Yes.. t May, 1896.
5 Andrew Burnham .... . .. do ........ 86 17 No. 112ti do 1896.
6 Albert Geiger...... . ...... do ........ 53 15 No. 12th do 1896.
7 Augusta E. Herrick.. .... Boston. ....... 95 18 No l2th do 189.
8 Annie Greenlow............ Gloucester ......... 102 17 12th do 1896.
9 Alice M. Parsons.. ........ do ........ 72 17 No *. l2th do 1896.

10 Annie C. Hall.......... ... (10 ... ... 84 16 No. 10th do 1896.
11 Alice C. Jordan .... .... do ....... 82 17 No. .20th do 1896.
12 Ada K. Damon.......... Provincetown... 90 14 No. .2Oth do 1896.
13 Annie W. Hodgdon......... Gloucester ..... 24 5 No. 25th do 1896.
14 Alice F. Morris....... do .... .. 77 il No. 7th Aug,, 1896.
15 Argo .. . .. .............. do ........ 109 17 No 20th do 1896.
16 Addie M. Story...... .. .. do ........ 58 12 Yes. 25th June, 1896.
17 Arbutus.... .. .. ... .... .. ....... ..................... .....
18 Annie R. Lawson.... ..... ........
19 Anierican .. ............. Gloucester.. 118
20 A. E... .. ...... ................
21 Annie G. Quiver.. ... .... ...... ..... .......
22 Blue Jacket... Gloucester.... ..... 110 1 .. 2th March, 1896.
23 Braganza ................ do ....... 91 17 N. th May, 1896.
24 Bessie M. Wells.... ....... do . . 17 No. 8th do 189.
25 Commonwealth. ......... .. do 81 18 No. . th do 1896.
26 Centennial..... do 110 17 No. .2th do 1896.
27 Carrie E. Phillips......... Provincetown.. 110 '8 No. 2Oth do 1896.
28 Carrie W. Babson .. Gloucester ...... 85 16 Yes.. 15th June, 1896.
29 Carrie E. Sa yward......... do .59 1
30 Charles H. Taylor..... ..... do ........ 92 18 Yes... 8th July, 1896.
31 Canopus........ ... ...... do ....... 68 16 No. 8th do 1896.
32 Carrie & Annie.. ........ do ... 90 16 No. 2th June, 1896.
33 Cecil H. Low..... ...... .. do ....... 75 il No. .2th Aug., 1896.
34- Carrier Dove... ...... do ..... 82 16 Yes... 30th June, 1896.
35 Carleton Belle........... .. Booth Bay, Me..... 132 2( No. .. lot May, 1896.
36 Davy Crockett........... Gloucester.......... 81 15 Yes... l2th do 1896.
37 David Sherman............do 68 17 Yes... l2th do 1896.
38 Dido ........... .... do .15 Yes... 8th July, 1896.
39 D. A. Wilson..... . .... Beverley .... .... 87 15 Yes... 3Oth do 1896.
40 Emma M. Dyer... . ... .... Gloucester......... 77 15 Yes. 24th April, 1896.
41 Eva M. Martin........... Ellsworth........ il 3 Ye. t May, 196.
42 Emma E. Wetherall .. Boston. .. . ...... .. 109 17 No. . th do 1896.
43 Emma ................. Portland ... .... 77 16 No. .2th do 1896.
44 Edith S. Whalen .......... Gloucester .. 79 17 No. .2th do 1896.
45 Emerald. ..... ............. do ... ... 40 14 No. .. lth do 1896.
46 Eliza H. Parkhurst.... .... do ....... 115 17 No. . tb do 1896.
47 Eddie Davidson ........... do ........ 77 17 No. 2Oth do 1896.
48 Edward Trevoy............. do ........ 89 16 yes... lSth June, 1896.
49 Epes Tarr..... ........... do .... .. 67 14 Yes... lSth July, 1896.
50 Everett Pierce.......... . do .... ... 5Yes... t do 1896.
51 Ella M. Doughty...... .. .. Portland ..... . .. 71 17 Yes... Tht do 1896.
52 Edward A. Rich. . . . ... Gloucester ........ 79 16 No. 2Oth Aug., 1896.
53 E. C. Hussey..... ....... Salem, Ma.s... s8 17 No. 29th dG 1896.
54 Ethel...... Gloucester........ 68 Il No lUth Sept.,- 1896.
55 Ettie........... ....... . do 44 6 Yes.. 28th June, 1896.
56 Eleazar Boynton......... do ... .... 85 15 No. .. lt Oct., 18.
57 Elector .... . ........ ..... o.. 113 18 Yes... I2th Ang., 1896.
58 Ethel B. Jacobs ......... . do .... 125 18 No. .. l5th Oct., 1896.
59 F. W. Homans ..... ....... do . . 63 16 Ye... th ay, 1896.
60 Fredonia............ .... do ....... 109 17 No. 2th do 1996.
61 Frederick Geering .......... do ........ 67 16 No. .2th do 1896.
62 Flora L. Nickersonn ........ Booth Bay, Me..... 17 Yes... tSth do 1896.
63 ,rank Butler...........New London . . 71 17 No. .. 2th do 1896.
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LisT of United States Fishing Vessels, boarded by Dominion Government Cruisers, in
Canadian waters, &c.-Continued.

No. of
Tons.Name of Vessel. Port of Registry.

Florence Nightingale....... Gloucester.
IF. R. Walker............... do
Florence............. . .. do
Fannie S. Orne............. do
Fernwood...................
Frank G. Rich ....... ................
Gatherer............ . .Gloucester.
Geor W. Pierce.........Portland.
Grayling . .............. Gloucester.
George F. Edmunds.........do
Geneva Mertis..............do
Gertie Evelyn .... ......... do
George S. Boutwell...........do
Grace L. Fears..............do
George Campbell......... do
General Cogswell...........do
Gladiator .... ... .............. ....
Golden Hope .........................
Hiram Lowell...........Gloucester.
Hattie Maud............ Portland.
Hattie & Lottie..........Dennis.........
Hustler ................ Gloucester.
Henrietta Frances........Portland.......
Harry G. French.........Gloucester.
Herald of the Morning .... do
Harry L. Belden......... Boston.........
Hattie 1M. Graham.........Gloucester.
Henry Morganthan ..... .. Portland........
Hattie A. Heckman ....... Gloucester.
Harvard......... . .. ..
Hattie E. Worcester........do
Hattie Evelyn.............. do
Hereward.................. do
Horace Albert ............. do
Henry W. Lon ellow ....... do
Henry M. Sta ey ........ d
Howard Holbrook .... . . ..............
Iolanthe .................. Gloucester.
Josie M. Calderwood.. ...... do
.John S. Presson ..... ........ d
Jennie P. Phillips .......... Swanipecott.
James Dyer ............. Portland........
James G. Blaine...........Gloucester.
John M. Plummer........Portland........
J. W. Collins............Gloucester.
J. J. Clarke........ . ..... . do
J. E. Garland ......... . .. do
Joseph B. McGuire......... do
John Smith................. do
Judique........ ........ . do
Joseph Rowe........ ..... ............
Kenneth Frances ......... Portland........
Kearsage...................Gloucester.
Lizzie Snith....... ... , ... lProvinoetown.
Lizzie J. Greenleaf..........Gloucester.
Lucijle...... .... . . .. .... do
Lottie Gardner.. ... ....... do
Latona.................... do
Louisa Polleys.... . ........ do
Lucy W. Dyer............Portland.
Louis & Rosie ........... Booth Bay, Me.
Lizzie M. Stanwood.........Gloucester.
Lottie S. Morton ........... do
Landseer .................
Lizzie M. Centre ...... ..... do
Lizzie Walmouth.... ....................

No. of
Men.

17.
17
19
18
16
17
15
16
17
17

91
59

115
142
42
81
64
85

106
130

120
86
96
92
73
95
68

117
133
85

105
106
112

66
86
66
78

110

71
86
89
53
81
98
96
74
66
76
86
62

115

73
101
73
88
99

111
103
69
78
74

100
64
94
70

Yes...
Yes...
No...
No..

No..
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Yes...
Yes..
No.
No.

No.
No.
No...
No...
No.
No.
No.

No.

No.
No.No. ..
Yes...
Yes...
No.
No...
No.

No.
Yes...
No.
No...
No...
No.
No.
No...
No.
Yes...
Yes...
Yes...
Yes...

No...
No...
No.
Yes...
No. ..
No. ..
No...
iNo. ..
Yes...
Yes...
Yes...
Yes...

Date, Left Home.

20th June, 1896.
25th July, 1896.
3rd Sept., 1896.

14th do 1896.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5th
12th
12th
22nd
20th
20th
15th
20th
16th
3rd

20th
1st

10th
12th
10th
12th
12th
12th
10th
12th
12th
12th
20th
1Oth
12th
12th
30th
4th

lst
lst

10th
10th
12th
12th
12th
8th

15th
20th
lst
1st

20th

8th
20th
8th

10th
12th
12th
12th
20th
10th
15th
15th
1st
lt

18th

May,
do
do
do
do
do

July,
do

Sept.,
Oct.,

Am&pril,
M'Vay,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

July,
do
do

June,
Nov.,

May,
A ril,
May,y

do
do
do
do

July,
May,
June,
July,
do

Oct.,

May,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

July,
do
do
do

Oct.,
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18
16
16
17
16
17
17
18
19
18
18
17
18
16
16
16
17
18

16
17
14
17
16
17
16
10
17
15
14
17

16
17
17
16
18
18
18
15
17
17
17
16
18
17

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LIsT of United States Fishing Vessels, boarded by Dominion Government Cruisers, in
Canadian waters, &c.-Conduded.

130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

Naie of Vessel. Port of Registry. No o

Mystery......... ....... Gloucester........ .. 114
M onitor..... ... .......... do .. ..... 104
Madonna ........... . ... do ........ 104
Miranda....................do 103
Miritis H. Perry........... Boston .......... 58
M. S. Ayer................. Gloucester.......... 76
Margaret Mather...... .... do 91
Maud D. Wetherall......... Portland .... ..... 103
M ariner............... .... Gloucester.......... 107
M ist ..... ........ ........ do ........ 69
M arathon ................ . do ........ 65
Matthew Keany.... ....... do ........ 67
M arsala.... ............... do ........ 76
Mary E ................. . do 64
Mattie Winship ....... ..... do ........ 73
Margaret ............ ..........
Mayflower.................................
Masconoma.... .. . . ...... ........ ......
Meteor......................
Nereid. ... ... ........... Gloucester ......... 92
Norman Fisher..... ......... do .. ..... 76
Norumbega ..... .......... do ........ 120
Notice . ............. do ........ 63
Noonday...................do 71
Nellie Burns.. ... ......................
Osesa ............. ..... Gloucester......... 82
Oliver Cromwell.... . .... Provincetown ...... 60
Orient.......... ......... Gloucester 84
Oliver Eldridge.............do 68
Pendragon ................. do 58
Pinta ..................... 94
Procyon..... ... .... ...... do . 108
Pathfinder............ ..... do 63
Penobsectt.................. do 85
Robin Hood ... .... ....... d 88
Ralph E. Eaton ............ do 68
Reporter....... ........... do 78
Ral h Hodgdon ............ do 86
Ric ard Lester............. do 69
Stowell Sherman.... Provincetown .... 87
Speculator...............Gloucester.......... 104
Sarah Lee ................. do 98
S. F. Maker........ .. .. .do 104
S. R. Lane...... .. ......... do 68
Stranger ........... ........ 82
Thetis..................... do 91
Talisman .................. do 118
Volunteer.................. do 102
Winona................... do 104
William E. McDonald....... do 93
William H. Oakes .......... .do 68
Willie L. Swift............. .......... ..
Ysemite ............... Gloucester........

Total ......... ..................... 5.....

Date, Left Home.
No. of
Men.

18
18
17
14
17
14
17
17
15
15
16
15
15
16

18
18
18
10
15

16
15
16
18
17
13
18
14
16
16
17
15
17
18
16
17
18
16
18
17
18
14
18

17

Yes...
Yes...
Yes...
No. ..
No.
No.
Yes...
No.
No...
Yes...
Yes...
Yes...
No. ..
Yes...
Yes...

No.
No.
No. ..
Yes...
Yes...

No.
Yes...
No. . .
No. . .
Yes...
Yes...
No.
No.
Yes...
Yes...
Yes...
Yes.. ,
Yes...
Yes...
No.
No...
No...
INo. ..
No. ..
Yes...
Yes.. .
No. . .
Yes...
Ye...
Yes...
No...
No. ..

15th May, 1896.

MEMo.- 6 vessels lef t home
il do
19 do
48 do
14 do

before the 15th April.
between 15th April and lst May.

do lst May and ]Oth May.
do 10th May and 15th May.
do 15th May and 25th May.
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Tht Ap~ril,
Tht May,

28th March,
12th May,
12th do
12th do
12th do
12th do
12th do
25th June,
8th do

20th do
1st July,

20th Aug.,
10th July,

12th
12th
15th
15th
10th

8th
15th
15th
25th
12th
27th
22nd
30th
30th
30th
12th
12th
20th

Tht
lOth

Tht
12th
15th
20th
10th
12th
20th
Tst
1st

20th

May,
do
do
do

July,

May,
do
do

June,
May,

do
July,

do
June,
April,
May,

do
June,

May,
do
do
do

July,
June,
April,
May,
July,
June,
July,

do

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.

1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
1896.
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LiST of United States and Nova Scotia Mackerel "Hookers" in Bay, 1896.

Name of Vessel. Home Port. Master's Naie. Catch.

Annie W. Hodgson.. .... Gloucester (netter) ..... ... Forrestall ........ 5
Abbie M. Deering ................. do .... .. ... .... McLean..........
Addie M . Story..................... do ... .. .......... Sweet .
Addie F. Cole.... . ...... .... ..... . Provincetown.. MeIntyre.........
Aronstook........... Liverpool . .. ..... .... Smith .... ............ 25
Ben Hurr........... .... .. .. Port Hawkesbury. .... .. .................... 89
Carrier Dove........ ...... ... .... Gloucester.... ......... Wright ..... ........ 30
Carrie E. Sayward.. ... do ......... ..... Moody...........
Carrie W. Babson ...... .. ... ...... do.... . Lawson.
Carrie and Annie. ............... Boston.. ... .. .... .... Gayton.
Canopus. .... .... ............ Gloucester.............. McPhil.. ........
Davy Crockett.. .. ...... .... ..... do ............ Critchett........
D. A. W ilson...................... .Beverley............ .... Kenney....
Dido... ................ ....... Gloucester.. ............ .. Cuddy..........
Dove.... .... ........ ,.......... Port Hawkesbury. .. .... Renolds ........
Edith Annie... ......... ........ St.John's, Nfd.. .... Power..... ........ None.
Ettie.... .. . . . ................ Gloucester... ........... Martin............ Netter.
Everatt Pierce .......... do ............... Brown............
Edward Trovey .. ..... .... .... do .... ... ........ Trevoy ...........
Ella M. Doughty ... ... ... .... Portland....... .......... Doughty..........
Epes Tarr............. .. .. .... Gloucester.... ....... ....... .......
Florence Nightingale.... ......... do (netter). . .. .. .. Cogill ... . 190
F. W. Homans..... ........... do. ....... .. Wharf...
Guo. S. Boutwell.......... ........ do .................. Parsons.
Grace L. Fears......... ... ........ do ............... McPhee....
Gertie Evelyn...... ...... ...... . do ........ ........ MeShane.
Hattie Evelyn................. ...... do .... . ... .... Bradford. .........
Hereward.......... .... .... ....... do ........... -Leainan
Henry W . Longfellow....... ........ do . .. ... .. ......
Horace Albert....... .... ....... ... do ....... .... .McKinnon........
H stler ... ......... .... do ... . ... Keen, senior.
J/J. Clark.. ......... ........... do ........... ..... Hudder........ 130
Joseph B. Maguire..... .... ........ do ........ Irwin ....
J. E. Garland.......... ...... ..... do .... . Beaton............
John Smith..... ....... ........ do ........ ..... Stewart...........
J. W. Collins ........ do .... 1 ....... ..... FewPrs..........
Lizzie J. Greenleaf ...... ........... do .. Lathai.........
Landseer.............. .... ... .... do .. Osier ............
Lizzie M. Stanwood do ... . ...... ...... 30
Lottie S. Morton . . ..... ... do ........ Crawford.
Louis and Rosie .... Booth Bay ... ........... Maguire.
Marothon .. .................... Gloucester.. ........... Collins.......
M ist. ......... . ... ...... .... do .. M cDonald. ........
Marsals .......... ........... do ......... McKay
Matthew Keanv . ............... .. ... Gould. . ...
Mattie Winship.. do .... ...... ... Roberts.
Margaret Mather ..... .... ..... do. ........ ... Eaton............
Margaret............. .St. Andrews (netter).... ...................
M ary E .. ...... ....... ......... Gloucester .... .... .. Hamilton.
Maritime......... .... ............ Lunenburg .... .......... Himelman.
Notice.. ............ .Gloucester .............. Jackm.an 203
Noonday...................... .... do. .... ... .....Harty.
Norman Fisher. .. .... .......... do (seiner) ......... Anderson.......
Nereid........ . ..... ..... do do .......... McLean.........
Oliver Cromwell ... .......... ....... Provincetown... .. ... .... Freeman inetter) 150
Oldridge .... ........ Gloucester .............. Noonan...........
Orient.. . ...... .. do ............ . . Turner...........
Oriole .. .... .......... Lockeport............... McGinn..
Penobscot. . .............. .... Gloucester.. .. ... ... . McDonald.
Pendragon . do .... ...... . .. Johnson (seiner).
Rialto.................. ...... .Shelburne ........... ..... Thorborn (netter) ... 60
Richard Lester ...... ....... ... Gloucester.... .. ....... Horton ... ......
Reporter ... .... ............ do .......... .... Steele............
Ralph F. Hodgdon ................ do .. ..... .... .. Greenleaf .
Ralph E. Eaton... ..... ......... . do .... ............ McDonald.........
Stranger......... ...... .......... do ..... . . Purdy,.........
S. R. Lanes......... ........... do ...... .......
Venus.............. St. Andrews.. .. ..... .... Holmes.. 55
Vesta- .......... .. ........... Chester, N.S ......... Evans.. ............ 15
Wm. E. McDonald.............. .... Gloucester................ Osier .. ..........
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Marine and Fibheries-Fishcies Branch,

LiST of United States Mackerel Seiners that fished on Cape S i>re, year 1896.

Name of Vessels. Home Port. Master's Name. Catch.

Alice M . Parsons........ ........... Gloucester. .. ............ M aymer ............. 250
Alice C. Jordan... .................. do .................. W arren............... 330
Albert Geiger............ . ...... do ......... . ..... Mailnian............. 150
Annie G'reenlaw. ................... do .. r@enlaw...... ........ 140
A nnie C . H all........................ do ....... ......... P itts.................. 140
Abbie M. Deering................... do .................. McLean.............. 110
A ugusta E. H errick ... ............. Boston......... ............ Ellis . . ... ... .... 120
Andrew Burnham....... ... . . .... do .............. . ..Blake................ 100
A lice......... ....................... Provincetow n ............. C hase................ 110
A ctress................ ... .......... Gloucester.................. N o report.
Bragzanda.................... .... . do ................. Corkhum.............. 210
Centennial........................... . do .................. N ausland............. 221
Charles Levi W oodbury............... do .... . . .. M iller..... .... ..... 350
Commonwealth ... ................ do ..... ....... .... (rants......... ...... 110
Carrie E . P hillips.... .......... do . .. . ..... . ... ............. ........ 52
David Shermant... .................. da .................. M elonson............. 162
D avy Crockett......... ........ .... do .................. Critchett.............. 80
Ethel B. Jacobs(stocked $5,700this trip) do ................ Jacobs. ............... 520
Eddie Davidson ........ .. ... do .............. ... Cromwell............. 169
Elsie M . Sm ith......... ... ......... du ..... ............. H all.................. 425
Edith S. W alen........ . ........ . do .................. K im ball.......... ... 30
Emma E. Wetherell.... ....... do ............. .. Rowe..... ........... 425
E muerald............ . do ............. .... W ilson . . . ......... 200
E liza H . Parkhurst.... . ....... . ... do .................. ...................... 80
Emma............ ............ Portland................. .. No report.
Frederick Gerring, jr............... .. Gloucester................................ ..... 180
F. W . Homans...................... do .................. Carrigan.............. 275
Fredona .. . . ...... ........... do .. ..... ........ M organ .............. 270
Flora Nickerson ............... ..... Booth Bay.................. Eben Lewis........... 600
Frank Butler .............. .... .. Provincetowi.......... ... Rich ............-- 50
George W . Pierce .. .... ..... .... Portland........ ..... .... ...................... 150
G ertie E velyn ......... ... .. ...... G loucester................. H all · · · · · · · ·...... 110
George F. Edmund.... . ........... do ............... Corkhum. 317
G rayling ............. .. ............. do ......... .............. 180
Gatherer........ .... ........... do.............. ... McGray............. 370
Geneva Merti;... .... .... ..... ... 1.do ......... ....... MLeod.............. 160
Herald of the Morning......... .... .do. ............. McLean... .......... 140
H arvard .... .......... .. .... . do .............. ... Sw im ................. 396
Hattie E. W orcester.................. do ............. ... M aguire....... ..... 220
H ustler.................. .... ..... . do .................. K een................. 370
Harrv L. Beldon . ......... .... do ..... ............ Whalen......... .161
H attie M . Grahan.... ............... do .............. ... Graham .... ........ 420
Harry G. French..................... do...... . ....... Gore.. . ...... ....
Hattie A. Heckman.................. do ....... . ....... Heckman ...... ..... 225
Hattie and Lottie ............... .Dennis Port................ Ab. Nickerson ... 195
H attie M aud ......................... Portland ............ . . . . - .. ............ 150
Henrietta Francis.................. . do ............... Edwards... . ... 220
Henry Morganthan................... do. .. ............. No report.
lolanthe......... ............... Gloucester ............... John White........ 140
Jam es G. Blaine................. .... do ............. .... M cDonald............ 240
John S. Presson........ ........... . do ............ . . W illiams .. ..---.. .. 180
James A. Garfield................... do ... ............. Pitts...... ............ 300
Jam es D yer.......................... Poitland.... .............. D yer......... ........ 71
John M. Plummer........ .... ..... do ..... .......... Pool........-... ..... 35K earsarge............................ G loucester ... .......... M ills.. .. ... ....... 42)
Latona............................. . do . .............. .. Croucher .... .. ..... 180Lizzie J. Greenleaf................ ... do ............ ..... O'Brien. ............ 325
Lottie Gardner....................... do ................. Parris.... ........... 240
Lizzie M . Centre..................... do .......... ....... Smith.... ........... 470Lucille.......................... .. do . .. ...... ..... Welsh .............. 140
Louise Polleys ...................... do ......... . .... Cavanagh .......... 60
Lizzie M aud.......................... Portland....... ............ Spurling.... ..........
Lilla B. Fernald..................... do .... ............ No report.
Lizzie Smith....................... do ............ ..... Chase. ...... ........ 107
M iranda......................... . Gloucester.................. Cluett...... ......... 120
M argaret M ather..... ......... ..... . do ...... ...... .... Eaton...... ...... ... 100
Marguerite Haskins ......... ... do ............... . Hart y................ 375
Margie Snith........ ............... do . .. ........ ... Smith...........
M ariner............................. . do .................. iwim........... .... 250
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LisT of United States Mackerel Seiners that fished off Cape Shore, &c.-Conclud&d.

Name of Vessels. Home Port. Master's Name. Catch.

M. S. Ayers .. o.. .. ............... Cole................. 75
Mertis H. Perry Bo.t.n................................ 150

M aud.S.......... . .Maud.S .......... .. ",... Booth Bay........Say.............300
Maud B. Wetherell Portland...............McKay.............. 286
Norumbega .Gloucester..............MKinnon 400
Nereid do.................MeLean........169
Norman Fisher....................do.................Anderson............. 24)
Orient ............................ do................Turner 50
Pendragon.........................do.................Johnson..........
Polar Wave........................do. .............. Carroll 70
Reporter.........................do.Leaming.............. 260
Ralph E. Eaton.....................do.................McDonald 296
Sarah E. Lee.....................do.................White............. 130
Speculator.. ...................... do.................McDonald 290
S. F. Maker.......................do.................Payson . 200
Stowell Sherman.................Provincetown................h...........12)
Talisman.... ................... Gloncester.............. Mciy 190
Yosemite.............. .......... dc .................. McFarlane........ ..... 550

Total catch.... ..................... Bris. 17,447

Towards the end of the season one of the island journals had the following remarks
to make about the înackerel fishery, with which 1 cordially agree:

"lThe fishermen of Prince Edward Island, on the north side at least, should give
more attention to'cod fPshing. There is always sale for this fit., and usually at fairly
good prices, and if, instead of idling away week after week waiting for mackerel to
strike in, the fishermen would take to catching cod, of which they can secure any
amount, they would make good wages, and a failure in the mackerel would not leavp
themini a bad way financially. True, cod fit3hing is much harder work than rnackerel
fishing, in which there is always the hope of making a lucky catch or two, which means
good returns for weeks of waiting, and it is perhaps not s0 romantic and fascinating an
occupation, but there is very littie romance about bread. winning in any occupation of
life nowadays, and our fishernien are making a mistake in not taking advantage of the
cod fishery to, a greater extent than they do."

LOBSTERS.

During the past season a great proportion of my tume was taken up in enforcing
the lobster regulations. The most persistent law breakers were the fishermen in North-
umberland Straits, and on the south-east coast of Nova Scotia, and we liad a consider-
able aniount of trouble with thein, in fact, at one place in Nova Scotia one of my men
was shot at. My instructions were te put a stop to illegal fishing, and in carrying out
these orders it was necessary to destroy a large quantity of valuable gear, such as traps,
back liues, &c. The canning was not carried on in the factories at ail, but at small
shanties in the woods, which were particularly difficult to, find. Whenever we did
corne across theni, I imrnediately pulled the whole place down, and destroyed the boilers,
&c. In most cases it was quite impossible to, find ont the guilty parties, because people
would not report about their neighbours. In connection with this work I found it neces-
sary to hire a tug in Charlottetown, as the dzaught of the vessels under my comnmand was
too great to allow thern to get in close to the shore. This tug was manned frorn the
"Acadia," and did rnost effective work.

Mr. W. C. Ilobkirk, Fishery Overseer for Queen's, Prince Edward Island, and Mr.
Milne, 2nd oflicer of the "lAcadia " were of the greatest assistance to me in endeavour-
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ing to put a stop to this illegal fishing. We also had the steam launch belonging to the
"Acadia " cruising up and down the coast between Richibucto and Cape George on one
side of the Straits, and West Point and Cape Bear on the other.

I append extracts from the annual report and from Captaini Dunn, Pearson,
Kent and Pratt. Also a report from Captain Walbran of the Dominion cruiser
4 Quadra " in reference to British Columbia waters.

ANNEX A.

EXTRACTS OF REPORTS FROM CRUISERS' OFFICERS.

CAPT. E. DUNN, Commander of the D. G. S. " Petrel," reports that the Fisheries Pro-
tection Cruiser " Petrel " was fitted out, and departure taken from Owen Sound on the
29th April. Nothing of importance occurred until the 1st May, when a seizure was
made of thirteen (13) American gill-nets, in the vicinity of the " Hen and Chickens "
to the westward of Pelee Island. These were disposed of by sale and the proceeds
deposited to the credit of the Receiver General.

On the 6th May, off Mohawk Island, two tugs were observed fishing, but upon my
approach they made off towards Erie. I found two net buoys near where they had
left. The weather being too hazy to determine their exact position, "I logged the dis-
tance into Mohawk Point, and found that the buoys were close to the boundary with
the nets leading south. I concluded not to lift, although the nets were found to belong
to the Tug " Grace," a former seizure.

From this until the 20th June, the " Petrel " was employed patrolling along the
boundary line from end to end of Lake Erie. The effectiveness of this patrol was
clearly apparent, as no Americans were seen by either the "Petrel" or any Canadian
fishermen, poaching in our waters.

From the 1st June to about the middle of July, large quantities of dead fish were
met with in all parts of the lake, but more especially at the west end. They were
more or less well matured fish, chiefly herring, pickerel and bass.

On the 20th June, having received instructions to proceed to Lake Huron to in-
vestigate report of illegal fishing which ultimately proved to be an act of poaching or
stealing in a small boat from pound nets. As this was done close inshore and aiso
close to the boundary line, the work of capture could not be done by the " Petrel."
I advised the local officer to attend to this matter in a small boat. While on this
cruise, I was fortunately in the vicinity of Cabots Head Lighthouse, and aided with
boats crews in suppressing the fire which would have utterly destroyed it. On the
26th June I recommenced the patrol of Lake Erie.

On the 17th I was engaged in investigating the irregularities reported by Officer
Quick. The pound-nets having been "shingled " by unknown parties at Point Pelee.
This case was further investigated at different times when opportunity offered, but no
clue to the perpetrator was obtained.

On the 29th August, [ received instructions to make a strict inspection of all light
stations and fog alarms, when sailing in their vicinity. This I did from time to time,
and I am pleased to say that this inspection had a good effect. Most of the lights
appearing to better advantage on the second visit.

Later in the season I made an attempt to blow up the sunken "Wissahickow,"
but owing to heavy seas, the wires from the battery were broken, and I was compelled
to desist. Dn the 5th I made another attempt, and was successful in blowing up the
wreck. The location was swept to a depth of 20 feet, and no obstruction was found.
On the 6th Capt. Jarmin, who had been in charge of the dynamite, left the ship.
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On the 14th October I was successful in making a seizure of 106 American gill-
nets, nearly new. This seizure was made to the south of the west (cut) lighthouse on
Long Point, about seven miles north of the boundary line. On the 28th I again made
a seizure of 14 sturgeon and 8 herring gill-nets, in the vicinity of Wind Mill Point,
near Buffalo. On the 6th, having received instructions to proceed to Ottawa, for the
purpose of assisting the Customs Department in the matter of the seizure of the tug
"Grace Ruelle'" and consort for garbage dumping in the Detroit River. I was absent
until the l0th. On the 17th, on account of the threatening and stormy weather, and
this being a favourable day, I concluded to take up the middle ground gas buoy, which
was successfully done, a spar buoy being left in its place. This gas buoy was also
towed to Amherstburg. Both of them were placed on the bank, the valves were encased,
and the lanterns and cages were placed in charge of Lightkeeper Hackett.

On the 20th November I seized 62 Anierican gill-nets, to the eastward of Pelee
Island, between four and five miles from the boundary line, and containing about half a
ton of fish, chiefly herring. On the 29th I departed for Owen Sound for winter quarters,
where I arrived on the 3rd December. The catch in this lake (Lake Erie) has been
very light on both sides by the pound-net fishermen, but generally good by gill-net
fishing. This I attribute to the unusual stormy nature of the summer months, which
kept the water near the shore in a very unsettled and inuddy condition. The fish
naturally taking towards the centre of the lake for the clearer waters. The gill-net
fishermen have been exceedingly fortunate in their catch during the months of October
and November, when 1arge catches have been reported to me by Canadian fishermen,
who were tishing these nets.

As will be noticed, from the ist May to 14th October, no seizures of nets were
made. The effectiveness of the patrol, which was continually made from end to end
of the lake, was proven by the fact that large numbers of American tugs were fre-
quently observed at work, but always in their own waters, as many as 15 tugs being
seen in a single day. Inquiries made from lightkeepers and our own fishermen fur-
ther prove the effect of this system of patrol. The total amount of miles logged during
the season was 15,992.

CAPTAIN GEO. W. PEARSON, of the Patrol Cruiser "Dolphin. "-According to
instructions the " Dolphin" was placed in commission on the 28th April. Af ter
adjusting compass on the ranges in Owen Sound, I proceed to the north shore of
Georgian Bay where J cruised until the 22nd of May. I then cruised on the south
shore until the 30th of May, returning to the north shore, cruising there until the 12th
of June, I then made continuous cruises from Owen Sound tr Penetanguishene and
along coast towards Killarney, with an occasional cruise toward Tobermory and adjacent
islands. On the 1st August I left for the North Channel, arriving at Sault Ste. Marie,
proceeding on to Lake Superior, and investigating report of alleged fishing by Americans
in the vicinity of Parisian Island, finally leaving for Lake Huron and Georgian Bay on
the 12th August, where I cruised until the 21st August. I then received instructions to
proceed to Lake Superior and attend to fisheries duties there. I remained there until
the 7th September, again returning to Georgian Bay, where I resumed cruising until the
6th October, when I was ordered to the Duck Islands to investigate the grievance of
the gill-net fishermen against the practice of pound-net fishermen using an " apron "
in the pots of their nets thereby catching large quantities of small immature fish. The
result of the investigation was reported to the department on the 10th October. From
this date I resumed cruising on Gergian Bay until ordered to take " Dolphin " out
of commission. During the whole of my season's work I have much pleasure in stating
that the regular gill-net fishermen were law-abiding in every respect and gave me no
trouble.

I found, however, that extensive poaching was being done by means of trap-nets and
seine-, especially on the north shore from Parry Sound to Little Current, and in the
vicinity of Tobermory, I was successful in seizing and destroying 41 trap-nets of an
estimated value of $3,300, four hoop-nets value $100, six seines, value $600 and 39 gill-
nets value about $150. I also seized the tug " H. Gauthier " owned by S. E. Oldfield,
and operated by H. & S. Oldfield, in trap-net fishing.
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CAPTAIN J. H. PRATT, in charge of the Government Cruiser " Curlew; " states that
while this steamer was in winter quarters at St. John, a thorough overhauling was
given to the ship's machinery, etc., and on the 15th of April, our pennant was hoisted.
On the 16th April we steamed down the bay, cruising amoqg the islands in Passama-
quoddy Bay, and on the international boundary line, between New Brunswick and
state of Maine, I found that the season's fishing operations were just beginning, and
several American bankers had already been to Eastport to procure herring for bait.
Cruising continually on the New Brunswick shore of the Bay of Fundy, with occa-
sional cruises to the Nova Scotia coast, as far south as Cape Sable, and calling at the
several ports on that coast, was continued till 13th May, when orders were received to
immediately proceed to the eastward of Cape Sable, and cruise between that point
and Sambro. A large fleet of United States mackerel seiners were just arriving on that
coast, following the numerous schools of mackerel, which were then beginning to
show between Cape Sable and Sambro. Nearly one hundred schooners were found
within a distance of thirty miles along the coast, the crews thereof burning with anxiety
to secure a fare, in as short a time as possible, and probably not with much anxiety as
to which side of the three-mile limit they succeeded in capturing their fish, providing
they escaped detection by the cruisers. Slowly following the schools of mackerel, as
they pursued their course to the eastward, a number of the seiners got fairly good hauls
and sailed for home. Others met with very poor success, and returned to their home
ports, disheartened and in debt. The mackerel were large and of very good quality.
Accompanying the fleet we arrived at North Sydney on June 2nd, and found quite
a large fleet of foreign seiners, anchored and here for shelter and seeking mackerel off
the Cape Breton coast. We cruised with the fishing fleet on tha't coast till June the
13th and found the most of the seining captains desirous of obeying the Canadian
fishing and customs regulations, experience having taught them that those laws could
not be violated with impunity. June 13th we steamed to the westward again, looking
sharply along the coast, anchoring in Sheet Harbour that night. Only a few scattering
seiners were seen on our run that day, and those were sailing homewards with light
fares. We arrived at Lunenburg on Sunday the 14th, finding no seiners there, and
mackerel very scarce. On the 16th we arrived in the Bay of Fundy, anchoring in St.
Andrews harbour on June 17th, and found fishing matters in the district in a prosperous
condition, especially the herring fishery. The catching of small herring for sardine
canning purposes had been stopped already, previous to my return, several times, by
strikes among the employees of the canning factories on the United States side, and
the weir owners were suffering from loss of employment. Cruising in the Bay of Fundy
to Cape Sable and on the New Brunswick side, principally on the international boundary
lines, was continued during the suminer season. Fogs prevailed almost incessantly
during this time, interfering with our cruising operations very much.

On October 28th, telegraphic orders were received from you, to immediately cruise
between Canso and Sydney, and steaniing to the eastward anchoring in Canso harbour
on the evening of the 29th October. There, orders were received from you to proceed
to Ecum Secum, and Marie Joseph, and stop illegal lobster fishing.

We anchored in Marie Joseph harbour on the 30th, and cruised among the islands
there till November 4th, searching for lobster traps, and finding nearly 300 of them,
which were destroyed. These traps were nearly all set on trawls, without any watch
buoys to denote their location, and grapnels were used to drag the bottom. However,
owing to the handy working of the " Curlew " the several fishing grounds were quickly
-and easily examined by the ship and boats, and the traps seized and destroyed.

On November 13th, the weather having moderated, steamed along shore to Isaac's
Harbour where several American mackerel hookers were found seeking shelter.

Marie Joseph was reached on the 16th, and searching for lobster traps among the
islands there was resumed until the 18th, but only a few were found. The fishermen
seemed to have learned a lesson evidently, by the action taken by us on our previous
visit. On the 18th, we again steamed along shore to the westward, and anchored in
Lunenburg that night, no American vessels were found here, and fishermen were only
taking a few mackerel in their nets. We called into all the small ports, on our cruise
to the westward being resumed, finding several foreign fishing vessels seeking shelter in
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a few of the ,ports, and all abiding by the customs and fisheries regulations which
govern their conduct when in our ports. On November 26th, we arrived in the Bay of
Fundy, and found matters had been going on quietly during our absence, with the
exception of several lobster fishermen, who had set their traps at the Wolves Islands,
and along shore between Latete and Lepreaux. However, the day after our arrival, the
weather being favourable, I took the Coffil's Ledge patrol men and their boat. and
visited the suspected districts. We destroyed all traps and cars numbering several
hundreds. I steamed to St. John on December 4th, discharged the crew, placed the
ship out of commission that evening.

During the season I have called into innumerable ports on the Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick coasts, and have invariably found the inhabitants well pleased at having
the " Curlew " in their harbours, even if her presence there was necessary in consequence-
of fisheries violations by residents of the place.

Some complaints of poaching by United States fishing vessels were reported to me
at several ports, which I found on investigation to be groundless. The bounty flag
which is used by Canadian fishing vessels, I find to be of great service in denoting the
vessel's nationality, although this regulation is not as strictly enforced by the fishery
officers as they should be. The small herring fishing for cauining as sardines, was
hampered very much during the season, by the low price of the manufactured article,
and the incessant strikes in the canneries at Eastport and Lubec, Maine. Consequently
the price for small herring remained very low nearly all the season, with a very uncer-
tain demand, although the schools were very numerous. Large herring were also very
plentiful in the Bay of Fundy, with very low prices. In Grand Manan during the fall
months, herring of a- large size were more plentiful than they have been for a great
many years, and very large hauls were made by the weirs and netters, at the south part
of the island.

CAPr. W. H. KENT, ofthe Cruiser " ingfi8/er, " reports that she was put in com-
mission on 1st April, cruising on the south shore of Nova Scotia, rmy station extend-
ing from Cape Sable to Lunenburg, with -headquarters at Shelburne. I made one visit
as far west as Pubnico, my time being taken up looking after the spring fleet of
bankers from the United States calling at different ports on my station. On May 11 th
the first American seiners came along, by the 26th they would number about ninety
sail. I patrolled the coast from Shelburne to Cape LaHave till 24th. The first school
of mackerel was sepn by us on the 20th off Port Medway,only a few hundred yards out-
side the limit. The Americans were there, but too far away to notice them. Large
school of mackerel were seen off Cape LaHave on the 24th, only three seiners then
remaining. They did not take any fish, as they were rather close to run the risk.
On the 29th I again proceeded east, when off Egg Island I saw several seiners about
there, who had made good hauls that day. In the afternoon the wind came on f rom
the east with fog and rain, I put into Sheet Harbour in company with the American
seiner " Jas. A. Garfield," which had taken 235 barrels the day before. We lay there
in the fog till 2nd of June, when we came out and spoke to " Maud S." off Beaver
with 370 barrels, bound home, which reported getting his fish off Guyon Island. I
then proceeded on, following the latter part of the fleet. When off Guyon Island I
fell in with the main part of the fleet, that had been up off Sydney and found nothing,
they reported loosing all trace of the fish after leaving Guyon Island. I continued to
cruise ôff Louisbourg with the fleet. On the 7th June they moved to the westward,
bound home. I followed them to Cape Canso. I then proceeded to Arichat, later
we cruised to the westward, following up the last remaining part of the fleet, calling
at different ports as far as Cape Sable. I returned east in the latter part of June,
cruising for a few days about Chedabucto Bay. On 16th July I left the straits for North
Bay, arriving on my station off East Point, P.E.I., on 17th July, where I remained
cruising till 4th November. Whilst here I was presented by Capt. Chas. Purdy of the
American fishing schooner "Stranger " with two lobsters ¾ inch long, they were taken
by him off East Point, P.E.I., about four miles. He infornied me they were school-
ing in large quantities, time of capture being the last week in June. I have forwarded
them to Prof. Prince of the Fisheries Department, Ottawa. About sixty sail of
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hookers remained on this station the chief part of the year. The Magdalen Islands
proved a failure, thus causing the fleet to keep to the Prince Edward Island coast. The
catch was very small, fares ranging from 20 to 110 barrels. After October came in,
the vessels began to gradually drop out and go home. On 4th November I left the gulf in
company with the last remaining American hooker, proceeding to Sydney, where but six
seiners remained. On 1Oth November they also left for home; I followed on 13th. The
catch at Sydney was fair, ranging from 120 barrels to 180, one vessel of the fleet never
got a fish. After leaving Sydney the weather became very bad. I worked along looking
after the lobster fishing, to see if the law was observed. Owing to the boisterous
weather. it was hard to do much ; as far as I could ascertain the law was very well
observed. I called at Whitehead, Liscomb, Marie-Joseph, Ecum, Secum, Jegogan,
Sheet Harbour, and on to Lunenburg and Shelburne, arriving at Sand Point on 2nd
December, when I found a numb3r of American fishermen fitted for the haddock
fishery, also several vessels bound to Newfoundland for frozen sturgeon. I cruised about
there till the 10th, when I docked the ship, paying off on 12th December. During this
season the " Kingfisher " sailed 7,117J miles, 1,761¾ hours at sea, and made 416
boardings.

CAPTAIN WALBRAN, D. C. S. " Quadra," Victoria, B.C., reports:
During the winter months of November, December and January, on account of

the rough weather, the United States fishing vessels are not usually engaged in fishing
in British Columbia waters for halibut. The months when this fishing chiefly takes
place are March, April and May, and in the autumn months of September and October.
In the months of March and April, I am told, the halibut are in their prime; in winter
these fish go out into deep water, returning in the spring. To catch them in the winter,
the vessels have to keep well off shore.

In the spring months United States fishing vessels have been frequently seen at
work within the 3-mile limit of the Scott Islands, making Bull Harbour, their head-
quarters for shelter. The New England Fishing Company have their fishing station
for halibut six miles west of Refuge Bay on the south shore of Edye Passage. From
this place the fish is taken for shipment east by the companys chartered steamers
" Coquitlam," " Capilano," and " Thistle." Many United States vessels have been seen
fishing off this station, taking their catches to Seattle, Washington. I understand
these fishermen use only the best part of the fish, the remainder being thrown away.
The New England company pack their fish in ice and ship them whole. Smuggling and
illegal trading is apparently carried on all along the coast, every settlement having.
its tale of small vessels engaged in this work during the summer months. Winter
is too rough for these vessels, as they are only small and could not withstand the pre-
vailing gales of that season.

In Shushartie Bay, not so long ago, an American schooner laden with potatoes, and
ostensibly bound for Alaska, called there, and tried to sell some of her cargo.

At Port Simpson I was assured that illegal trading during the summer months was
constantly carried on at the north end of Queen Charlotte Islands, and that the informa-
tion sent down to Victoria of the crews of United States vessels landing and breaking
into Indian houses, the owners being away, was perfectly correct. All kinds of pro-
visions are sold by these vessels, flour, bacon, biscuits, &c., to the great detriment of
Canadian traders. These vessels made Virago Harbour their headquarters.

Some Indians gave me the same information, but said there had not been a vessel
there for one moon. I asked them if the vessels came there in winter, and their reply
was " halo " (no).

It is impossible for the " Quadra " to put a stop to any of this reported illegal trading
by a flying visit now and again up north. To do any permanent good, the vessel should
be stationed there for at least two months at a time in the summer, when this work is
carried on, making her principal cruising ground between the Queen Charlotte Islands
and Port Simpson.

CAPTAIN C, T. KNOWLTON reports: The work done by Dominion Government cruiser
"Aberdeen " while employed as fishery protective service cruiser has included the under-
mentioned.
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On 16th May we proceeded and cruised between Sambro and Lunenburg.
On 21st fell in with a large fleet of United States seiners and cruised with the fleet

between Sambro and Liscomb.
On 25th May fell in with United States seiner " Frederick Gerring " of Gloucester,

l¾ miles from Gull Ledge, dipping mackerel from her seine. We took her in tow, went
to Liscomb for the night.

On 26th proceeded, and on 27th handed the schooner over to yourself at Halifax.
We then proceeded eastward, doing some marine work in connection with our other
work. On 1st June while at Sydney was informed that " Aberdeen " was no longer
required in the fishery protective service. We then took up marine until 23rd August,
when we left Quebec with instructions to take up fishery protective work at Magdalen
Islands. We continued the work until 19th September in Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island waters.

FISHERIES INTELLIGENCE BUREAU.

This bureau has again proved of great benefit to our fishermen. Information as to
the movements of the fish is obtained daily from fifty-five reporting stations, and reported
in the morning and evening papers.

Mr. Hutchins, the clerk, was appointed permanently in charge of this branch of
the fisheries protection service last year, and has performed his work in a very creditable
manner. He reports on the movements of the fish during the season.

Appended is a list of the reporters.
The whole most respectfully submitted.

O. G. V. SPAIN.
Commander of the Fisheries Protection Service.
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LisT of Fisheries Bureau Reporters who are Government. Officials.

Residence. Naine. Allowance.

8 ets.

Alberton, P.E.I . ...... J. P. Brennan ................. . .... 15 00
Arichat, C.B ...... .......... ... ... Réni Benoit........ ..................... 15 00

do (West), C.B. .... ... ........ . P. LeLacheur................ . ..... 15 00
Bayfield, N.S .... .... .............. E. G. Randall .......... .... ... .... 15 00
Campobello, N.S..... .... ... .. ....... A. J. Clarke .... .. ........ .. ........ 15 00
Canso, N.S . . ......... ..... ........ lhos. C. Cooke......... ... .. ...... .. 15 00
Cheticamp, C. B .. .... .... ....... Auin.............. ..... .. 15 0M
Digby, N.S... .. ......... .... J. M. Viets....... .... ..... ....... 15 O0
Gabarus, C. B ................. . . R. McLean ... .......... ........ . .. 15 00
Georgetown, P.E.I. .............. Chas. Owen............................. 15 00
Grand M anan .......... ....... ........ E. A. Calder .................. ... . .... 15 00
Hawkesbury, C.B ....... .. .. ..... J. C. Bourinot.... . ................... 15 00
Liveriool, N.S. ........ . ............. J. H. Dunlop. ........ ............ 15 00
Lockeport, N.S.......... . .. ........... J. R. Ruggles................. ............ 15 00
Louisbourg. C. B ... . . .... .............. P. O'Toole........................ ... . 15 00
Mabou, C.B........ .... .... .... Louis MeKeen. ......................... 15 00
Malpeque, P. E. I..... ..... ... .. 1. M. McNutt............................ 15 00
M argaree, C.B..... .... ... ........ M . A. Dunn........ ... .......... . 15 00
Musquodoboit Harbour, N.S...... .... .. .George Rowlings............. . . .......... 15 00
North Sydney, C.B..... ..... ..... .. .... A. G. Hamilton................. ........ 15 00
Petit de Grat, C.B. ....................... P. T. Fougère ... ................ ........ 15 00
Port Hood, C.B .. . ..... .. ... .... E. D. Treinaine. .. ....................... 15 00
Port La Tou'r, N.S....... ... ............. 1. W . Taylor....... .... ... . .. ..... 15 00
Port Medway, N.S..... ... ....... ... E. E. Letson., .. ...... ............. 15 00
Port Mulgrve, N.S. ........... David Murray................. ..... .. .u O
Pubnico, N.S ........... .. . ......... . A. D'Entrenont. ..... ............ 15 00
Sand Point, N .S............. ..... ........ R. H . Bolinan........ ......... ....... 15 00
Spry Bay, N.S...... ...... ... ;... W. C. Henley., ..... .. ....... .... 15 00
St. A nn's, C.B .. ... .... .... .. ..... . ). M cA ulay........ .... ... ............ 15 00
St. Peter's, C.B ......... ..... .. .... .. D . U rquhart... .......................... 15 00

T otal.................... .... ........................... .. ............ 450 00

ANNEX B.
MEMO: United States Fishing Vessels and other United States Vessels arriving at the

Port of Liverpool, N.S., for the year endihg December, 1896.

Number. Tonnage. Crew.

Vessels from Gloucester (for shelter)...................116 11,141 1,912
do do (under license for shelter).... 7 638 69
do do ( do supplies) .... 1 12
do do ( do bait)...........
do do ( do ice) .. ... 92
do fishing (tor shelter)......................... 23 1,886 355
do do (for repairs) .......................... 6 637 98
do do (for water)....................... ... .4 313 52
do do (for medical aid)..................... 3 231 45
do Provincetown (for shelter) ................... . 4 346 71
do do (for repairs)...... .............. . 77 15
do Portland (for shelter).......... ............... 9 661 126
do do (for lobsters, fresh)...... ... .... .... 26 983 75

Total Fishing Vessels froni United States...... 202 17,235 2,872

Other United States Vessels (for freight) ...... ............ 4 775 22

Grand totals United States Vessels ...... ........ 206 18,010 2,894
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ANNEX 0.

LisT of United States Fishing Vessels which reported at the Customs Office,
Port of Canso, during the Year 1896.

Date. Nanie of Vessel.
Port

of
Registry.

1896.

Jan. 4 Gertie Evelyn.. ...... Gloucester....
do 16Orient.......... .. . ... do ...
do 22,Anerican.......... ..... do . ..

April 15 Nourmahal . . ....... do ....
Io 15 Senator Frye ... . ... do .

do 27 Mabel R. Bennett.. ... . Salem. ...
May 4 Pinta ... ............. Gloucester....1

do 4Orpheus.......... .... do ....
do 41Robin Hood ............. do ....
do 191F. Nightingale .... .. do
do 27 David Sherman...... ... do
do 27 H. C. Worcester .......... do
do 271 Nortubega . .. ......... do
do 271Reporter. .. ........... do ....
do 27iSpeculator ... ......... do ....
do 27VAlice M. Parsons ......... do ....
do 27 Talisman.......... ...... do ...
do 27 Harry G. French.. .... do ....
do 27 Abbie F. Deering do ....
do 27 Elsie M. Smith .... .. .. i do . .1
do 27 Lizzie Maud ........ .. do .
do 27 Kearsage... .... ..... do
do 27 Pendragon.... do
do 27 Alice C. Jordan . ...... do
do 27 Briganza... ... .... do ... 1
do 27 Miranda................. do
do 29iMarguerite Haskins...... do
do 29|Stowell Sherman .. Provincetown.
do 29 Lizzie Greenleaf... .. 1GIucester..

do 291Ralph E. Eaton........I do ...
do 30!Sarah E. Lee ... ...... .do
do 30lHlattie A. Heckman ... I do
do 30 Eddie Davidson ......... do ....
do 30 Hustler .. .......... . ( ....
do 30ILouise Pollevs ... ...... do
do 30 Annie C. Hall......... do

June 2lVolunteer .. ...... ....... do ....
do 18 Elector. ............... do
do 18'Arthur D. Story do
do 30 David Crockett ......... do

July 1 Carrie and Annie ....... do
do 2 D. A. Willson........ ... do ....
do 3Winona.......... ..... do ....
do 6 Pinta ........... .. do
do 61M ist ...... .... .. do .
do 6 Marsala do
do 8 ,John Smith............. do ....
do 11'M. Kearny ......... ... do ....
do 13Chas. H. Taylor ......... do ....
do 18 Grace L. Fears..... ..... do
do 20,Thetis .... ... ......... do ....
do 21Volunteer.......... . do ....

Aug. 14 Emma M. Dyer .. .... do ....
do 19 Pinta ... ...............do

Whence 'z
arrived.-~ a
a- r

81 16 Banks.....
89 7 Gloucester. ...

118 8 do .
109 18! do .. .
85 18 do ....

116 6 Boston..
99 18 Gloucester ....

10516 do ... .
8814' do . ..
39 6 do . .
60 17<Off shore . .

11218 do ....
12018 do .
79.16 do ....
10418 do ....
7217 do ...

119 171 do .

9517! do .

96 17 do .

106171 do .... 1
95 18 (Io
101 19' (10 ..
68:16 do ....
8117 do .

9117 do ....
103'17' do ....

9617 do .

8717 do
8817 do .
65 16 do
98161 do ....

10517 do ....
7817' do ..
92171 do ..
6915' do ....
8417i do ....

102 16 Gloucester ...
113 18 Banks.......
98 17 Gloucester..
8016 do
9,0 16 do
61 16 do

103 16 Banks.
99 18 Gloucester ....
6814 do
7615 do
6214 do ....
6616 do
9218 do
8116 do ....
9118 Banks.

102 16 Gloucester ....
77 16 do
99 18 Halifax. .....
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What in Port for.

J Shelter and repairs.
J do
U do
J A man sick.
U do
J Shelter.
L, Bait, ice and license.
J Shelter and water.

do
J do

do

Ul dodo

J do

U do
T do
U do
j do
U do
U do
U do17 do

J do
U do

T do
T do
LU do

U do
U do
U do

U do
IT do

U do
L do and license.
L Ice, bait, &c.
UT 'Shelter and water.
L License do
T Shelter, repairs.

L Water, bait, &c.
L Ship fish and refit.
L Ice, bait, water.
L License, water.
U Shelter and water.
u do
U do
L Ice, bait and license.
U Shelter and water.
L Log, water, &c.
L Ice, bait, water.
L do
L do
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LIST of United States Vessels which reported at the Customs Office, Port of Canso,
&c.-Concluded.

Date What in Port for.
o'

1896

Aug.
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do

Oct.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Nov.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Dec.
do
do
do
do

Port
Name of Vessel. of

Registry.

I.

2ýIMary E ............. Gloucester....
28 Annie W. Hodgson .. do . ...
31 Chas. H. Taylor.. ....... do . ..
15Carrier Dove ... ..... do ....
15 Marguerite. .......... do .. .
15Winona do ....
28Ettie..do ....
28 L. M. Stanwood.......... do . . ..
28 Nightingale. ...... do ....
28 Gladiator ........ ...... do ....

9 Eleazer Boynton......... .do ...
10 Elector ................. do
12M ystery ...... . ....... do ....
26 Matthew Kenny ... ..... do ....
26 Everett Pierce ........... do
26 Wm. E. McDonald do
26 Thetis....do ....
'26 Richard Lester. ...... do
26 D. A. Willson ....... ... do
26 Margaret ... . ........ St. Andrews
26 Wm. C ic -*s..........Gloucester...
26 David Crockett ... .. do
26 J. B. McGuire ..... ... do
27 Canopus................do
30 G. E. Boutwell .. o.... .
30 Lottie S. Martin .......... do
30 Hattie Evelyn.... . . . do ....
30 Lois & Rosie .......... Booth Bay....

21Abbie M. Deering ...... louceste....
4 L. M. Stanwood..........do
4 Mry E ...... . ... do
5 Edward Trevoy .... . do
5 Edward F. Eseleth.... do
9 G. F. Edwards do ....
9 Carnie E. Sawyer ..... do
9 No a do ...
9 Stranger do ....
9 Horace Albert do

13EthelB.Jacobs....... do ....
13Kearsage..do ....
21 Edgar . Foster........Bucksport ...
1 Annie G. Quiner......... do ...
1 Mascononia..........Gloucester
1 Thetis..................do ....
5J. Collins...............do ...

14 Hattie E. Worcester ..... do ...

Whence
arrived.

64 18 Gloucester. ...
24 5 Bay St. Lawr.
92 18 Gloucester....
82 16 fiay St. Lawr.

103 17 Banks........
103 17 Gloucester . . .
44 6 Bay St. Lawr.

100 16 Boston .......
39 6 Bay St. Lawr.

100 17 Banks. . .
84 14 Gloucester

119 18 Banks .....
11418 do .. ....

67 16 Bay St. Lawr.
6416 do
94116 do
91118 Banks .......
69.14 Bay St. Lawr.
6616 do ..
4912 do
7416 do
8016 do .
88 14 do
6814 do
6414 do
6414 do .
66116 do
49,14 do ..
9617 do

10018 Gloucester...
6414 Bay St. Lawr.
88 6 Gloucester....
84114 Banks ... ...

141 17 Off shore ..... .
59 14 Bay St. Lawr.I

104 18 Gloucester....
82'16 Bay St. Lawr.
65 16 do

125 L6 Off shore......
101171 do ......
94 5 Boston.......
79 6 do
91 18 Gloucester ...
91 7 do ....
7413 Banks.. .....

112 18Gloucester ....

Shelter, water.
do

Ice, bait, water.

Shelter, water.do
Ice, bait, water.
Shelter do
Men, water.
Shelter, water.
Ice, bait, water.
Shelter do
Bait, shelter, ice.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do s
do
do r

Man sick and
Shelter, water.

do
do a
do
do
do
do
do
do

Bait, water.
Shelter, water.

do
do repairs.

hip men.

epairs.
do

nd repairs.
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United States Fishing Vessels calling at the Port of Souris, during season 1896.

Name of Vessel. Tonnage. Number of
Men.

Ettie....................44 6
Notice.................... 63 10
Carrier Dove.... ......... 82 14
Joseph B. Maguire ....... 88 15
Everett Pierce ............ 65 12
Carrie E. Sayward .......... 59 16
Marathon ........... 65 14
AbbieM. Deering..... .... 96 13
Reporter....... ... 79 14
Mist................. .... 68 15
Stranger......... .......... 82 16
Richard Lester............ 69 15
Lottie S. Morton............ 64 15
D. A. Wilson..... ...... 61 15
J. E. Garland....... 76 17
Noonday.. ............... 72 15
Florence Nightingale .... .. 39 6
Lois and Rosie ............ 49 16
Hereward..... ............ 85 16
Penobscot ... ............. . 85 ]S
Hattie Evelyn.............. 66 14
George F. Boutwell......... 64 14
Epps Tarr......... . ...... 66 13
Carrie W. Babson........... 86 18
Ralph F. Hodgdon...... ... 85 17
Horace Albert.... . ........ 65 14
Carrie and Annie........... 90 16
J. W. Collins.... ... 74 16
Marsala... ............... 76 15
David Crockett............. 80 15
Lizzie M. Greenleaf..... .. 88 17
Orient............. .... . 89 16
Oliver Eldridge........ .... 68 15
Matthew Keany............. 67 16
David Sherman . .......... 67 15
Lizzie M. Stanwood. .. .... . 100
Margaret Mat er...... .... 91

Dido... .......... ... 1!. 78 14
F. R. Walker............ 68 il
Landseer.................. 94 19
Addie M. Storey.. ......... 68 14
Henry W. Longfellow ...... 78 17
Ralph E. Eaton. .... . ... . 65 15
Wm. E. McDonald.. 93 18
Grace L. Fears....... ..... . 85 15
Edward Trevoy. ........... 88 w
Mattie Winship..... ....... 73
L. W. Homans.... ....... 63 15
Pendragon ......... ....... 68 15
John Smith......... ....... 62 14
M ary E...... .... .... . . 64 15
Canapus.... .. .. ........ 68 14
Gertie Evelyn..... ....... 81 15
Morman FisIer... ......... .76 14
Nereid.... .... . ...... 92 15
S. R. Lane......... ........ 68 14
Ella M. Doughty... . ...... .. 52 14
Annie W. Hodgdon 4 5

Port of Registry. Remarks.

G loucester ...... L. Supplies.
do . do do
do . do do
do. ..... do do
do . . . (o Purchase license.
do ..... ... (to Supplies.
do .. do do
do ... do License and supplies.
do .. do do do
do . . do Supplies.
do . . . do do
do .... do do
do ... do do

[Salem....... ... do do
Gloucester .. do do

do ..... do do
do . . do Bait and supplies.

Booth Bay . do Supplies.
Gloucester..., do do

do ..... do do
do ..... do do
do ..... do do
do ...... do Ship a man and supplies.
do ..... do Supplies.
do N. Temporary repairs.
do ... do do do
do ..... do do do
do ..... do d> do
do ..... do do do
do ... L. Supplies and repairs.
do ... do Supplies.
do .... N. Shelter and repairs.
do ..... do do do
do ..... L. Supplies.
do .. do License and supplies.
do ..... do do do
do . do License and supplies, to

land a sick seamuan.
do . . do Supplies.
do . .. do License and supplies.
do ... do Supplies.
do ..... do do
do . N. Temporary repairs.
do .. L. Sup)lies.
do do do
do ..... do do
do do do
do .. . do do
do .... N. Land a sick man.
do ..... L. License and supplies.
do do Supplies.
do do do
do .... N. Temporary repairs.
do .. do do
do ...... do For sielter.
do .. (10 do
do do do
do .... . L. do
do . . N. do
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United States Fishing Vessels calling at Y. Sydney in 1896.

o

o ~~ z
Namnes.

Maggie & May ......
M arguerite .... .... .....
Harvester............
.1. M. Calderwood. . .........
Howard Holbrook..........

do
A inerica..... .... .........
Maggie & May..............
Speculator.......... . .
J. M. Cal lerwood....... ...
Thetis .. . ..... ..........
James G. Blain........
Lucy W. Dyer.. ...........
Elsie M . Smita........... ..
Abbie M. Deering.
HaIry G. French........
Norumbega..............
Latonia... ............
James Dyer................
Iolanthe.. .......... ...
O rient . . .. ............
Pendragon..................
Geo. F. Edmunds........
Louis Pollys....... .. .....
Alice M. Parsons.......
Hattie E. Worcester. ......
Commonwealth.. .... ...
Eliza H. Parkhurst........
Sarah E. Lee..... .. .....
O rient ............ ........
Carrie E. Philips... .. ...
David Sherman.... .... ...
Fredonia.............
Hattie E. Worcester... ....
Pendragon............... .
Louis Pollys ... . .....
Hattie E. Heckman .........
Harry L. Beldon........ ...
Louis Pollys . .,... ......
James G. Blain.........
James B. McGuire .. .....
Carrie W. Babson.....
James B. McGuire .........
Marathon ..... .........
Norman Fisher...... .......
H ustler.....................
Margaret Mather ....... ...
N ereid . ..... ........ ....
Hattie E. Worcester ... ...

do . .....
Kearsage . . ..... .....
Norman Fisher............ .
Margaret Mather........
N ereid ........ ..... ......
Hustler.... ....
Hattie E. Worcester ...... .
Geo. F. Ednunds.... .....
Norman Fisher..
Hattie E. Worcester ......
H ustler .. .............. ..
Geo. F. Edmunds..........
K earsage......... ... ....
Ethel B. Jacobs.... ... . .. j

do ...... . ...

115
107
101
86
92
92

118
115
104
86
91
98
78

106
96
95

120
103

81
70
89
68

142
69
72

112
81

115
98
89

109
69

109
112
68
69

105
117
69
98
88
85
88
65
76
92
91
92

112
112
101
76
91
92
92

112
141

76
112

92
141
101
125
125

18
18
16
16
18
18
19
18
18
16
18
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
17
17
16
16
18
15
17
18
17
17
16
16
18
17
17
18
16
15
17
19
15
17
14
14
14
12
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
16
17
16
16
17
17
16
17
16
1i
17
16
1;
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L
LL
L

L

L

..

Remarks.Port of Registry. i

Gl1oucester ... L
Salem ..... L
Gloucester .. .

do L
do . . . L
do ...... L
do . . L
do
do> .... .
do Ldo Ldo ...... L
do

Portland.........
Gloucester........

do
do ...... ......
do .. ....
do ..... ......

Portland.. . .
Gloucester .... ..

do ......
do
do . .
do ...... .. ...
do
do . ... ......

dIodo ... ..
do ....

do ...... . .
do ...... .. .

do ..... .
do
do ... .

In for shelter.
water.
harbour.
land sick man.
bait and water.
water.
shelter.

do
do
do

repairs.
shelter.
water.
shelter.
water.

do
shelter.
water.
repairs.

do
water.
shelter.

do
do

water.
do

shelter.
do

In to seE doctor.
In for repairs.

shelter.
water.
shelter.

do
do
do

harbour.
water.

do
harbour.

do
do

repairs.
harbour.

do
do
do
do
do

repairs.
harbour.

do
do
do
do
do

shelter.
do
do
do
do
do

harbour.
do

Boston..... ....
Gloucester .....

do . ..
do ......
do
do ......
do ......
do
do . ....
do
do .
do
do ...
do ......
do
do .....
do
do .....
do
do ......
do ....
do
do
do
do
do .....
do ...
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United States Fishing vessels calling at N. Sydney-Con.

Naines.

Norman Fisher .............
Lizzie M. Centre........
'Kearsage ...... .... ... ....
Hattie E. Worcester... ....
Hustler............. ..
Nereid....... . ........
Geo. F. Edimunds... ......
Ethel B. Jacobs.............
Norman Fisher..........
Hattie E. Worcester..... .
K earsage..... . ............
H ustler. .. . . ... ......
Valkyrie...... . .........

Total........ ....

76
77

101
112
92
92

141
125
76

112
101
92

132

7,521

Port of Registry.

16
17
17
17
16
16
17
16
16
17
17
16

1,272

Renarks.

. ..... In harbour.
do
do
do
do
do
do

. .. shelter.

. .. .. do
. .. .do
... do

do
do

To further demonstrate the importance of our ports to the United States fishing
vessels, it is sufficient to state that no less than 212 such vessels called at Sand Point,
Shelburne County, during the season of 1896, mostly for shelter and repairs. More
than 50 per cent of these calls are during the months of November, December and
January,
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ANNEX D.

DETAILED REPORT OF THE FISHERIES INTELLIGENCE BUREAU.

HALIFAX, N.S., 29th December, 1896.
Commander O. G. V. SPAIN,

In charge Fisheries Protection Service,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the annual report of the Fisheries Intelligence
Bureau for the season, 1st May to 15th October, 1896.

NOVA SCOTIA.

BAYFIELD.

Codfsh and haddock were first reported in light and fair quantities, respectively,
on lst July.

Herring appeared about 27th April in fair quantities, but on 6th May they became
plentiful, and excellent catches were made until the 15th. Thence until 3rd June the
catches were light, owing chiefly to high winds which prevailed. With the exception
of a good catch on 2nd July they were not afterwards reported.

Lobster fishery commenced about three weeks earlier this season, traps having been
set about 4th May. From the 6th to 16th light catches were made each day, but on the
17th they were reported very good, and the average catch until 30th June was fair.
From 4th to 24th June light catches were regularly reported, after which the fishery was
fair until the season closed on 15th July. The total catch is reported above the
average.

Mackerel struck in on 7th June, but with the exception of some fair hauls having
been made during the last week in June and the third week of July they were light until
7th August, as they would neither mesh nor take hooks. On 8th August they com-
menced to take books, and fair fishing was afterward reported until 9th September,
when the average catch was good until the 20th, when mackerel were reported to be
slackening off owing to the stormy weather. Total catch estimated above the average.

Salmon first appeared on 13th June in light quantity, and the catches remained
light until the 16th, fron which date they were fairly good until the 22nd. After a
week's poor fishing they became plentiful, and excellent catches were made until 6th
July, but a slight falling off was noticeable. During the following week the catches
were good each day until the 16th, after which they were scarce until 6th August, when
this fishery closed. The total catch is said to have been in excess of that of 1895.

CANSO.

Codfish were first reported on 13th May, but the catches were light until the 15th,
owing to the limited number engaged in this fishery. FrQm the 16th to 20th very fair
supplies were landed each day, but from the 20th to 4th June the catches were again
light. During the remainder of June the average catch was good, and with the excep-
tion of a few light catches during the first week of July, the remainder of the month
proved very satisfactory, as good fishing was reported. Throughout August the weather
was stormny and bait scarce, and consequently the catches were light ; but as the weather
throughout September was not so stormy, fishermen made on an average very fair catches.
Although the inshore catch has not been large, it is reported that it has been an
improvement on the previous year.
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Haddock were reported on 10th June, and the catches until 2nd July varied from
good to fair. From 2nd July to 31st although a good many catches were light, some
very good were made during the third week, and the average catch for the month
was fair. Throughout August and September this fishery met with the same reverses
as the cod fishery, and the catches until the close of the season were almnost identical.
The remarks of Messrs. A. N. Whitman & Son regarding the development of another
branch of this very important fishery, which will be found in the appended report, are
interesting.

Herring were first reported on 14th May, but the catches throughout the season.
were light. Although the September run of this fish is closely watched, it proved this
year a complete failure, and is mainly attributed to the discouragingly low prices
obtained last season.

Lob8ter fishery commenced on 4th May, froin which date light but regular catches
were reported each day. The total catch of this fish is considered about half that of
1895, and is probably owing to the rough weather which prevailed during most of the
lobster season. It is reported that there is a gradual diminution of the supply and size
of lobsters,' but that the increased outfit and price obtained help to maintain the total
quantity and value, approximately, up to that of previous years.

Mackerel appeared in light quantities on 26th May, and the catches were light
during the remainder of the month. On the 30th, however, they struck in fairly
plentifully in Chedabucto Bay, and they were reported schooling on the coast on the
3rd. Froin 8th June to 6th July the catches were light but regular, and the total
yield of summer mackerel is considered the smallest known. Nothing was afterwards
reported until 8th October, when they were schooling in Chedabucto Bay and light hauls
made; fish having been reported to be fat and of good quality. It is further reported
that the June run in Chedabucto Bay, the past season, has been an unusually good one
as regards number and size.

Salmon were taken in light but regular quantities from 19th May to 14th July,
and although the catch was greater on some parts of the coast, the total amount taken
at this station was smaller than usual.

Squid were first reported on 22nd June, and fair catches were made the following
week. During the first week of July, the catches were light, but for the remainder of
the month was a good average. From 1st August to 10th this fish was very scarce, but
on the 11 th a fair supply was taken, and throughout the following week light catches
were made each day. After this they were very irregular, but a few hauls were made.
Notwithstanding that a few excellent catches were taken in the second week of Sep-
temnber, the catch throughout the month only averaged fair. During the past season
the greater number of the Lunenburg fleet obtained their supplies of bait on the
Newfoundland bank, and as a result the income to fisherinen of this locality for bait
was very small.

DIGBY.

Codfish appeared in good quantities on 1st May, and until 15th June this fishery
was good, there having been sone excellent catches reported during the second and fourth
weeks of May. About 16th June the catches became somewhat lighter, but fair and
regular fishing was reported each day until 3rd July, from which date they were mostly
light until the close of the season. Dogfish were not reported to have been destructive
as in the past seasons, and no scarcity of bait is reported to have prevailed. Manifests
received at the Digby custom-house from the outports of Sandy Cove and Tiverton show
that nearly 2,000 qtls., were shipped during the fourth week of August to St. John, Yar-
mouth and Halifax. The total yield is estimated at 380,000 lbs., but as a part of
the Digby fleet sold their catches at Yarmouth and St. John, it would probably equal
or be in excess of the total catch of 1895.

Haddock appeared in fair quantities on ist May, but on the 4th became scarce,
and only light catches were made until about 9th July, from which date they were fair
until the last of August, after which, although some poor captures were made during the
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month of September, the average was only fair until the close of the season. Total is
estimated at 589,000 lbs.

Uake were taken in fair qu intities from 16th June to the last of the month, after
which they became more plentiful and good catches were reported each day until 14th
September, when this fishery became very good, and continued so until the season closed.
Report from Weymouth about 7th August states that hake were scarce, but it is prob-
ably judged by the light catches, which were owing to the prevalence of dogfish. The
total catch is estimated at 607,000 lbs.

Halibut were first reported on 1st May, and the catches were fair and regular until
10th July. Nothing was afterwards reported. Total catch this season is estinated at
3,200 lbs.

Ilerring struck in in good quantity on 4th May, and very fair catches were taken
until the 9th, when they became scarce and remained so until the 26th of May. They
were not again reported until about 6th August, when some fair catches were made
for a few days. Throughout September none were reported, but during the first three
days of October light catches were made each day.

Lobster fishing commenced lst May, and the catches until the 26th were fair. On the
following day an improvement was reported, and the catches until the last of June were
good. Fair catches were made during the first ten days of July, but nothing afterwards.
This season the total catch is estimated at 1,247 brls., which shows an increase in com-
parison with 1895, and which is possibly attributed to the new fields operated upon as
mentioned in the report of 1895.

Mackerel struck in on 19th May in fair quantities, and the takes during the
remainder of that month varied from fair to poor. Throughout June no catches were
reported, but on 9th July small mackerel were reported to have struck in St. Mary's
Bay, below Sea Wall, and light catches were made each day for about a week. On 6th
and 7th August they were reported schooling in the Bay of Fundy, but no takes were
made. About the lth they were in fair supply in St. Mary's Bay, and altogether a fair
catch was made on that date. The takes during the remainder of that month were
light, and they were not afterwards reported.

Salmon were first reported on 10th June, but the catches aitogether fair only lasted
a few days. With the exception of a good catch on the 27th, they were not after-
wards mentioned.

Shad were reported first on 7th July, and light catches were taken pretty regularly
until 5th August. On the 6th this fishery became good in St. Mary's Bay, and large
quantities were taken. Reports state that from Brier Island to the head of the bay the
fishermen reaped a harvest, as the shad were large and very fat. About this time the
Trout Cove boats averaged 5 brls., which varied in price from $12 to $15 per brl.
Encouraged by these good catches it was reported that a number of vessels fitted out for
this fishery in the Bay of Fundy; but, as far as reported, the catches were light until
1st September, after which date none were reported.

In addition to the above branches reported upon, the following information will no
doubt be of interest:

Total quantity of pollack taken is estimated at 60,100 lbs.
do sounds do 2,800 lbs.
do cod oil do 3,004 galls.

HALIFAX.

During the past season the following quantities of lobsters were exported to the
United States:-

March quarter, 1,337 crates, valued at .................. $ 7,771
June " 3,320 " " .... ............. 17,285

Sept. " 311 " " . ......... 1,558

Dec. " Nil.

Total.... 4,968 " " .................. $26,614
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ISAAC'S HARBOUR.

Codfish were reported irregular throughout the season, but fair catches seem to
have been made when weather permitted. About 8th August boats were reported to
have averaged ten quintals. Throughout September the weather was unfavourable and
boats could only get on fishing grounds one or two days a week, and the fish caught
could not be satisfactorily dried for the market. During the following month weather
proved stormy also, but when boats were successful in getting on fishing grounds cod
appeared to be plentiful, especially in the latter part of October, and boats varied from
four to five quintals. which will greatly aid the fishermen in preparing for the winter as
it is feared that quite a number will have to seek aid fron the lobster packers by an
advance.

Herring.-The catch of fat herring the past season has been small but well cured,
and the result is that they have all been marketable, whereas last season, owing no
doubt to the large quantity, they became more or less tainted and depreciated in value
very much.

Lobster8 were first reported on 7th May, but the catches appear to have been light
throughout the season, and the total catch is considered 25 per cent short of last
season. It is reported that last winter the lo t ster fishery was actively prosecuted, and
all lobsters of the required size taken were shipped to Boston. This business, however,
proved a great injury, and the result is that during the approaching winter this fishery
will be dispensed with.

Mackerel were very scarce the past season, and it is estimated that the total catch
between New Harbour and Fishermen's Harbour will not exceed twenty-five barrels.

LIVERPOOL.

Alewives appeared on 4th May and the catches throughout the month were light
but regular.

Codfish were first reported on 8th May as usual, and until the 14th the catches
'were light, although on the 12th the fishery was reported good ten miles off shore. On
14th May this fishery greatly improved and good catches were always reported except
when stormy weather interfered, until 4th July when this fishery began to decline and
only light catches were made until 14th July, after which very few were taken owing to
the great scareity of bait. Total catch estimated very much below an average catch.

Haddock were only reported during the second, week of May and the catches were
very light.

Halibut were taken in light quantities during the third week of May.
Herring were first reported on 14th May when they were schooling about six

miles off-shore and during the following week they became plentiful and were striking
inshore. No takes were reported until the 22nd when sone good hauls were made
during that week. A few light hauls were made during the first week of June, but
nothing was reported afterwards until 26th September when some very good catches
were made for a few days, boats having as high as 5 bris. Total catch estimated at
one-tenth of last season's.

Lobsters appeared in good quantities on 4th May, and although the catches became
poor for a very short period during the latter part of the second week of May, the
catches as a whole have been a good average until 22nd June, from which date they
were poor until 8th July, after which none were reported. Total catch considered a
good average. It is estimated that the total number of cases canned is 4,000, and of
lobsters exported alive 160,000.

Mackerel were reported schooling 5 miles off Little Hope on 16th May, but no
catches were made until 26th June when a light haul was secured. Nothing was after-
wards reported until 28th September, when boats varied from 2 to 15 fish of good
quality. Total catch estimated at not over 10 brls.

Salmon appeared on 8th May in light quantities, but on the 15th they became
good but slightly fell off about the 18th, from which date the catches were fair until the
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28th. From latter date until 22nd June. good catches were very regularly reported but
nothing was reported afterwards. The season's catch bas been very large and it is
estimated that more salmon were caught the past season than in any of the past 15
years.

Squid appeared first in light quantities on 26th June, but on the following day a
very good supply was taken; but with the exception of a few light hauls during the
first week of J uly, nothing further was reported. It is said that this fish was very des-
tructive, destroying what few mackerel were taken in nets.

LOCKEPoRT.

Alewives were reported in good quantities on 2nd May, and although some good
catches were made during that week they were not afterwards reported until the 16th
and were then only taken in light catches when the fishery closed.

Codfish.-About 4th May the offshore boats were reported to be fitting out and on
the 9th the best offshore boat obtained 40 quintals of fine cod. These catches, with
very few intermissions, continued until about the 22nd, when there was a slight
decrease until about 5th June when bankers were reported doing well and the offshore
fishery greatly improved ; one boat with four meu having taken 50 quintals in one week.
The offshore catches continued excellent until 3rd July, when the squid, which succeeded
the herring as bait, failed, and the catches were lighter until about the 12th. During
the following eight days excellent catches were again made, but rough weather setting
in, coupled with scarcity of bait, only light catches were made until 14th August,
although fish were reported plentiful on grounds. In the third week of August when
squid bait was obtainable good catches were reported, and on the 19th the boats which
obtained supplies proceeded to the grounds. About this time dogfish became very
troublesome and with the return of the above mentioned drawbacks the catches were
light until 2nd September. The day following they were reported very plentiful, but as
the dogfish were close inshore and bait scarce the catches were light. During the
remainder of the month the average catch was good and some very good catches were
made during the first ten days of October, when codfish were reported to have been very
plentiful off shore.. In comparison with last season there seems to have been a slight
shortage as will be seen in the statement of total catches.

Clam.-During the past season, 758 barrels were taken for bait.
Haddock.-Although it is not doubted that this fish was on the grounds during the

greater part of the season, yet the only catches reported were from 8th June to 20th,
inclusive, when light fares were made each day. In comparison with the season of 1895
there appears to have been a large decrease as will be noticed in the statement.

Hake were not reported this season, but the general yied is estimated much below
that of 1895.

Halibut appeared in good quantities on 9th May and some very good fishing was
vecomplished up to about the 16th, from which date they were scarce to 20th June. They
were not afterwards reported. This branch shows a very marked decrease as the catch
the past season is estimated at 3,000 pounds as against 14,000 pounds durin*g the season
of 1895.

Herring were not reported this season until 22nd May, when they appeared plenti-
fully off shore, but no catches were reported until the 30th, when excellent catches for
bait were made by the nets or outside grounds. From 1st June to 24th July no fishiug
was reported inshore although on the grounds herring was always obtainable for bait
until about 4th July when squid took the place of herring for bait and but very few
were reported until 22nd September when two barrels were taken in one net at Western
Head and for thefollowing few days fair hauls were made. During the last week of
September the herring were kept outside by dogfish, but about 2nd October they struck
in plentifully and the average catch was good while offshore boats had seven barrels
per boat. The total catch is estimated at 2,000 brls., which is not quite half of last
season's catch. These only include that portion which was salted.
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Lobsters were first reported on 2nd May, and were taken in light and regular
catches each day until the close of the season.

Number of live lobsters taken for export, 141,000.
do canned, 580 cases, or 27,840 lbs.

Mackerel were reported first on 29th May in light quantities, but nothing was after-
wards reported until the last week of September, when light takes were made, and were
also taken in light quantities at Ram Island. During the first ten days of October light
catches were made each day at the Headlands. Total catch is estimated at 35 brls. or
7,000 lbs., which is a slight decrease in comparison with 1895.

Salmon were reported plentiful at Jordan River on 24th May, and six fish were
taken by one netter at Western Head, From that date until about 16th June light
catches were pretty regularly made at Jordan River and Western Head.

Squid were very scarce until 12th August, when they were taken in more regular
quantities, and boats were enabled to bait and proceed to grounds. About the 28th
they became plentiful and continued so until about 17th September, when they again
became very scarce and were not afterwards reported.

TOTALS.

6 Large vessels.......................................... 2,358,000 lbs.
23 Shore vessels... ...................... ....... ....... 1,301,800 "

Shore boats...... . ............... . ........... 758,050 "

Total. ...... ........... .......... 4,417,850 lbs. or 25,987 qtls.

Total cod....... .......... ........... .. ............. 4,307,350 lbs.
haddock ... . ........ ..................... . .. 68,000
hake ........ ....................... 4,250

" pollack ........... ..... ....... .................. 38,250

Total..... .. ....... ........ ... ...... 4,417,850 lbs. or 25,987 qtls.

LUNENBURG.

Codfish were first reported on 16th May, and fair catches were made each day until
about 27th June, when they became plentiful on shore soundings and excellent catches
were made until 10th July. During the following week the catches varied from good to
fair but were afterwards light, owing principally to the bad weather and scarcity of
bait until 4th August, from which date fair fishing was reported each day until the 20th.
On 18th August, fish and bait were plentiful on Grand Banks and about the 22nd
bankers arrived with good fares. From the 20th to 27th the inshore catches were good,
but on latter date they became scarce and very good fishing was reported to be con-
tinuing on Grand Banks. On 31st August a number of bankers arrived from Quero
Bank with good fares and reported fishing very good. During this period or from
27th August to 30th September the inshore catches were light, but from lst October
to 30th November were very good. On the whole the inshore catch was an
average onq, shore soundings good, Middle Bank and Bank Quero good, North Bay good
and Labrador poor. It is said that a few of the Grand Bank fleet found excellent fish-
ing on the western side of that bank and returned with full fares. The following
return will show to what extent this branch is prosecuted.
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LisT of the Banking Fleet.

Nuniber
of Port. Catch.

Vessels.

Lbs.
54 Lunenburg ....................... .... . ... .................... . 15,380,750
4 do North Bay...... .. ...... .. . .................. ..... 612,000
6 do Labrador ... .................... ...... . ......... ..... 569,500

34 La H ave..... ............. ...... ..................... . ... 11,860,800
22 do N orth Bay................................................ . 2,676,700
15 do Labrador.... . .. ............... .. .................. 1,600,520
il M ahone Bay .......... ................................. ......... 3,565,000

8 do Labrador....... .... .......... . . .................... 1,020,000

Haddock were taken in fair catches from 8th June to 14th July on which date
they became poor, and but few were taken until 12th August. On 13th August they
again became more plentiful and remained in fair supply until the 22nd. On the fol-
lowing day there was another falling off which continued until lth October, but from
that date they were fairly good until 12th November, and the season's catch is con-
sidered an average one.

HIerring were first taken this year on May 19th and one boat is reported to have
taken seven barrels bank herring. From 21st May to 5th June boats averaged one
barrel, and the catches were reported as fair. On the 6th the boats averaged 5 barrels,
but afterwards gradually decreased until the 20th, when the average was only one bar-
rel. Nothing was afterwards reported until 24th September, which case has not been
known for years, although on the l0th they were said to have been plentiful at Tan-
ýcook, and fair from 18th to 2lst inclusive, but no hauls were reported. On the 22nd
boats were reported to have averaged seven barrels and until 2nd October excellent
catches were made regularly. Although the fall herring are reported to have been very
plentiful until 10th November light hauls were only made from 2nd to 10th October
inclusive.

Lobster fishery commenced Ist January and the catches taken from this date until
8th May were light and were all shipped alive to the United States, On 9th May an
improvement was noticeable, and until about 6th June the catches were fair. After
this but very few light captures were reported.

Mackerel were first reported on 19th May when one boat caught one large fish;
but from that date until about 20th June the catches were light and boats only varied
from 30 to 150 fish. Outside of a light catch about 10th August in St. Margaret's Bay
nothing was reported until 15th September when a few hundred 12-inch mackerel were
in traps. It is reported that the catch of fall mackerel was the poorest for years, and that
not over 2 barrels were taken in traps during the season. The total catch is below the
average.

Squid were reported plentiful at Chester and Blue Rocks during the last week of
June but no supplies were taken inshore until about 11 th August when catches varying
from poor to fair were reported until the 28th. During the third week of August they
were plentiful on Grand Banks and fair supplies were reported on Middle Ground and
Bank Quero.

PORT LA TOUR.

Alewives were taken in light but regular quantities from 8th May to 26th June,
-after which date none were reported. On 13th May a good run was reported in Bar-
rington River.

Codfih.-Notwithstanding the fact that fishermen were reported on Il th May to
be getting 100 cod per man, the fishery was not prosecuted owing to the low
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prices. On 14th May they were reported scarce, but gradually improved and were fairly
plentiful until the 26th, after which they slackened off and were scarce until lst June.
Throughout June the catches varied from fair to poor, but bait was very scarce. On
10th June, good catches of cod were made wide offshore. The week ending 22nd June
was a very successful one for the fishermen, as a school of squid kept the cod on
the grounds and enabled the boats to do well. Later, when the squid commenced
to move off, a good school of herring appeared and the prospects were very encouraging.
This school, however, did not last, and the result was a poor week for the inshore
fishermen, although shallops did well on the outside grounds. During the former part
of July the weather was very bad and bait scarce, and fishermen did very little; but
about the 15th light catches were made quite regularly for about a week. The
remainder of the month was stormy, and 'great scarcity of bait prevailed, and it is
reported to have been one of the worst weeks ever known at this station. The catches
during the remainder of the season were light, although fish were reported at different
periods in good quantities on the grounds, owing principally to the great scarcity of
bait. On the whole the cod fishery, though poor, will equal last year's catch-say
about 2,000 quintals.

Haddock were first reported on lst May, but the catches were not regular until
about 31st July, from which date they were taken regularly in small quantities until
18th September. Total catch estimated not to exceed 400 cwt.

Herring were reported in good quantities well offshore on 10th June, but no
catches were made inshore until 18th August, when light hauls were made each day
for about a week. On lSth September, light schools of herring were reported on the
eastern side of Blanche, and from the 25th to end of month fair catches were made
each day inshore. Total catch to 19th October is estinated to equal that of previous
year, there having been between 400 and 500 barrels exported.

Lobsters were taken in light but regular quantities from lst lMay to 15th July.
During.the past season there was quite an addition to the plant worked, as the fishery
proved remunerative last season. Total catch is estirnated to be about equal to last
year's, but as there was less destruction to gear, the fishermen will be better remunerated.

Mackerel fishery proved a total failure this season.
Squid were reported in good quantities on the ground about 22nd June, but did

not remain long. From 19th August to 24th, fair catches were reported each day, and
with the exception of a light catch on 9th September were not afterwards reported.

PUBNICo.

Codfish were reported in fair quantities from 25th May to 29th June, when there
was a slight increase in the catches until bait became scarce during the second week of
July. From 11th July to 26th no catches were reported, but cod and bait were reported
plentiful on Brown's Bank about the 20th. On the 27th although bait was scarce in-
shore it was plentiful outside, and while supplies could bc obtained, good catches of cod
were made inshore. Throughout the month of August cod and squid bait were plenti-
ful on Brown's Bank and boats deserted the inshore fishery and proceeded to the bank
where they obtained good fares. On 26th and 27th August, good catches of cod were
made at Abbott's Harbour, but with this exception of a few fair catches during
third week of September, little was done, as the cod were reported to have struck off
about the 6th. It is considered that the past season's operations have been very suc-
cessful, the catch being between 400 and 500 quintals in excess of last season.
* Haddock were fairly plentiful up to 30th June, when they greatly improved and
the fishery was reported very good until 6th September, when they appeared to have
struck offshore.

Herring were first reported on 22nd May in small quantities, but the catch is
almost a total failure, as they did not appear in large numbers. On 26th and 27th
August, fair catches were made at Abbott's Harbour.

Lobsters. Previous to 15th May, the catches were reported very good, after which
they became fair, remaining so until about 7th June, from which date until the close of
the season they were light but regular. Total catch for season considered an average
one.
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Mackerel were first reported on 14th May, when about thirteen fish were taken in
Bluff Head traps. . During the succeeding two days light catches were also made in
Pubnico Point trap, and on the 18th became very .plentiful, 30 barrels having been
taken in Bluff Head trap and 75 barrels in Pubnico Point trap, and remained so
until about 7th June, when about 400 barrels were shipped to Boston in ice during the
week ending that date. During the following week some fair hauls were made, but
afterwards became scarce and remained so until 2nd July, after which date none were
reported. On 31st July and August 1st, mackerel were reported schooling in Lobster
Bay.

Squid were scarce inshore during the season, but were reported plentiful on Brown's
Bank from about 20th July to 29th August.

SAND POINT.

Alewives were first reported on 5th May in small quantities, but on the following
day they became more plentiful and the catch each day was very fair until 13th July,
after which date none were reported. Total catch as compared with previous years is a
fair average.

Codfish were taken this year about a week earlier, viz., on 5th May, when a good
catch was reported. During the following eight days good catches were made inshore
as well as on LaHave Bank; but on latter grounds dogfish were quite plentiful and
very destructive. From 14th May to 6th June the catches varied from fair to poor,
although during the last week of May some good catches were made by shallops from
18 to 20 miles south-east of Shelburne lighthouse. On 1st June, bankers arriving
reported good fishing on offshore soundings, which continued until about the 10th, when
for a few days fishing operations were suspended owing to bad weather. On 13th June
they again appeared fairly plentiful, and on the day following good schools appeared;
but as they would neither take alewife or clam bait, the catches were only fair until
llth July. On 20th June, the average catch per man on grounds 18 to 20 miles south-
east of Shelburne lighthouse was 1½ quintal, and a good supply of herririg bait being
obtainable on grounds. During the last week of June as squid began to appear, good
catches were made by shallops 18 to 20 miles south of Cape Negro. On 4th July, fish
were reported scarce on LaHave Bank, and about the ilth became scarce inshore.
From 18th July to 11 th August, the codfishery was almost entirely given up, as the bait
fish left the shores and none was obtainable.

During the second week of August some good catches were made in the Gully
between soundings and Roseway Bank, while fair fishing was reported on the bank.
On the 12th, as squid again struck in, the daily catch of cod to the 22nd was very fair.
About the latter date dogfish began to appear, and as they proved very troublesome, the
catches each day were light until 12th September. On 23rd August, fair fishing was
reported on Brown's Bank, and on 4th September bankers reported good takes 18 miles
south-east of Shelburne lighthouse. On 12th September, fair fishing was reported 7 to
10 miles offshore and 11 miles south of Cape Negro, while good fishing was found 18
miles south-east of Shelburne lighthouse. On 17th September, cod struck in close to
headlands and for a few days some good catches were made; but as bad weather began
to set in and the boats were compelled to return early, the catches were consequently
light, although they were reported to be in good quantities on offshore soundings.
During the last week of September good schools of cod were on shore, and when weather
permitted the catches varied from Il to 1i quintal per man and were made f rom 3 to 4
miles offshore. About this time also bankers reported good fishing on offshore sound-
ings, LaHave and Roseway Banks. On lst October bad weather set in and during the
first ten days the catches varied from fair to poor, but afterwards none were taken. On
the whole the past season's operations are considered very poor, there having been only
175 quintals taken on inshore grounds by sinall boats as compared with 300 quintals
during the previous year.

Haddoçk were reported this year about two weeks earlier than last year and were
taken in good supplies from 5th to 13th May inclusive, and were also in good numbers
on LaHave Bank. From latter date until June 6th the catches varied from fair to poor
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notwithstanding the fact that haddock was striking in about 31st May. On 13th June
good schools were reported on shore, and until 10th July the average catch each day
was very fair, but afterwards very poor, as the bait fish left the shores. Nothing was
afterwards reported, owing to unfavourable weather until 12th August when for about
Il days fair catches were made, but afterwards became scarcer and remained so until
about 12th September. As a good school of this fish struck in shore about the 16th,
the catches although sèmewhat irregular varied from good to fair, but were poor for the
remainder of the season. The total catch for the past season is estimated at 150 quin-
tals which is a large decrease on the total catch of 1895, but which is almost wholly
attributed to the prevalence of dogfish, which were very plentiful and destructive and
kept this fish from coming inshore.

Hake, although as usual net reported directly to the bureau, were reported by
American fishing vessels to have been very plentiful in the gully off this shore the
whole season.

Halibut as fir as reported, were scarce the whole season, but were reported fairly
plentiful 30 miles south-east of Shelburne lighthouse on 20th July.

Herring, although good on offshore grounds during the first week of June, were not
reported inshore until the 22nd, when light catches were made each day for about a
week. Light catches were again reported from 13th to 18th July, but bad weather set-
ting in and dogfish appearing, resulted in very light catches being made. On 8th Septem-
ber they were reported plentiful on offshore grounds, but as dogfish were plentiful in
shore it resulted in keeping the herring off. On 30th September they struck in plenti-
fully and until the 10th October excellent catches were made each day. The herring
were of large size, running one-half No. 1's but not very fat, and on 26th October 3,000
brls. were reported to be in fishermen's stages, and all were being salted for export. In
comparison with last year this is a marked increase.

Lobster fishery opened about 10th February, and was a very fair catch up to Ist June
when thev slackened off. The large and small lobsters were both shipped to the
United States up to lst April. The factory here opened about 10th April taking all
small lobsters, ahd during the season packed about 460 cases. On 23rd May lobsters
showed quite an improvement over the catch to date the previous year, but from 2nd June
to the close of the season, thé catches, although regular, were light. About 13th and
15th June fishermen lost about two-thirds of their traps by a heavy storm. On the
whole the past season's operations seem to have been very successful, as in addition to 460
cases packed there were 860 crates of live lobsters shipped to the United States, where
they met ready sale at good prices.

Mackerel were reported schooling at Shelburne lighthouse on 27th May, and some
very good catches were made, but none were afterwards reported until 27th October
when catches, varying from 18 to 20 per fleet of nets, were made at Shelburne light-
house and were sold at 10 cents apiece for home consumption.

Salmon were first taken this season on 21st May in light catches, but increased
somewhat the following day and until 6th J une were taken in fair quantities each day.
From 6th June to 27th the catches were light, although at Jordan River on 30th May
the average was 50 per man, and were plentiful on 13th June, good to 18th and plenti-
ful again on the 27th.

Squid of large size appeared first on June 23rd in fair quantities, but soon became
plentiful and remained so until July 2nd, when the catches somewhat fell off, although
they were reported plentiful, but would not jig and finally struck off about the 17th.
They again struck in on 11 th August and good supplies were obtained until about
15th September after which the catches gradually became less. On 12th August they
appeared plentiful on Bank Quero and on 8th September were plentiful on offshore
grounds. Good supplies were obtained during August and September on La Have,
Brown's and Roseway Banks.

WHITEHEAD.

Alewives were taken in light but regular catches from 28th May to 6th June, and
the total quantity is estimated at 50 barrels or about equal to last year's catch.
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Codftsh appeared some four days earlier this season, but the catches were, with the'
-exception of some fair hauls during the third week of August, poor the entire season.
During the last two and a half months stormy weather prevented operations which to a
great extent accounts for the light catch of 800 quintals or a shortage of about 400
,qtls. in comparison with last seaeon.

Haddock appeared on 28th May, but the catches were light although somewhat
irregular until 24th August after which date none were reported. Total catch
-estimated at 350 quintals, or a shortage of about 50 quintals in comparison with last
year.

Hake were taken in light quantities during the first week of June but were not
afterwards reported.

Herring were reported on 28th May from which date until August 11th the
-catches were poor and irregular. Nothing afterwards reported. Total catch estimated
at 600 brIs. which is about 900 bris. short of last season's catch.

Lobster fishery commenced on 5th May and the quantities taken each day until
close of season were light but regular, and the total catch is estimated at 4,400 cases.

Mackerel appeared first on 28th May, and on the following day were schooling and
light takes were made each day during the remainder of the month. From lst to 8th
June catches varying from 15 mackerel per boat to 4 brIs. per trap were made each day.
Total catch is estimated at 140 bris.

Squid were taken in light quantities each day during the third week of August.

YARMOUTH.

Alewives were first reported in light quantities on lst May, but on the following
day they became more plentiful, and fair fishing was afterwards reported until about
4th June, from which date until 1st July the catches were light. The total catch is
considered about the same as last year and was mostly sold fresh for bait.

Codfish were first reported on 8th May in fair quantities, but on the following day
it was reported too windy for inshore fishing and the Digby fleet then in that vicinity
left for LaHave Bank. On the 5th good fishing was found, but on the 7th the catches
slightly diminished and were fair until 9th June, when bad weather prevented fishing
operations being carried on and vessels were hauling up owing to low prices. About
the 18th they again appeared in good quantities and s.ne3 good fishing was done until
the 25th, when they became scarce and very few were reported after the 7th of July.

Haddock appeared this year in light quantities on 1st May, and the catches con-
tinued light until the 13th when they became more plentiful and fair Ilshing was re-
ported until the 26th. On this date they again became scarce, but on lst June they
were in good supply for a few days, and from the 5th to the end of the month the
catches were fair. During the first week of July the catches were light and the only
other report noted*was a fair catch on August 6th.

Halibut were taken in fair catches each day from Ist to 15th May, after which
they were scarce until about 18th June, when fair catches were again made for a few
,days but were afterwards scarce. The finer quality found a ready market in Boston
and New York, while the inferior quality was kept for home consumption.

Herring were reported to have struck in on 13th May, but no catches were made
until the 15th, from which date the hauls were light until 18th June. During the next
few days very fair catches were made, but afterwards they were reported irregularly
.and they appeared to be generally scarce. The fail run was better than the average
.and about medium size. Large quantities have been saved for lobster bait in the spring
while the balance were sold.

Lobsters were first reported on lst May, and fair quantities were taken each day
until the 13th, when there was a slight falling off noticeable and they remained rather
scarce until 18th June. From 18th until the 22nd June the catches were again fair,
but during the reinainder of the season, as far as reported, the catches were light.
During the past season the following quantities of live lobsters were shipped to the
United States :-
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RETURN of live lobsters shipped to Boston, season of 1896.

Date. No. of Crates. Value.

January .... .. .. .. .................. .... . . . ........ .. 3,382 $ 33,999
February......... ............ .... ........... ..... ...... .. ..... 2,395 28,330
M arch..................... ..... ..... .......... ..... .... ... 1,802 23,587
A pril... .... .... ........ .. ...... ... . ....... . ...... 10,669 70,594
May.................... . . . ........ .. . .......... ..... 6,979 53,983
J une....... . ........ ..... .... ....... .. ...... ..... ... .. ..... 4,341 34,693
J uly....... ... ...... . .... . .... .. .......... ................ .... 989 8,766

30,557 $253,952

Mackerel were first reported this season on Ilth May when 100 large fisi were
taken in Burn's Point trap. On the 13th several barrels were taken by traps.
About the 15th they became more regular and from that date to the 22nd traps vairied
from 60 to 130 barrels. On the 23rd it was reported that they were more plentiful
and traps were taking all they could handle which were all exported with the exception
of a few which were kept for local consumption. On the 29th fishing was prevented by
stormy weather and the catches became light. On Ist June traps averaged 12 barrels
of large fish and slightly increased until about the 5th when they began to disappear
and the catches became light. During the 2nd week of June traps did but very little
but from the 18th to 25th fair hauls were reported each day. During the remainder of
the season very few were reported.

Salmon were taken in light catches from ist to 19th May when they became more
plentiful and on the 21st the catch per day was estimated at 200 pounds. From the
24th to 30th inclusive they were very plentiful and excellent catches were reported in
the mackerel traps, but during the remainder of the season the catch was a fair average.
The catches were mostly exported at the time they were caught and very few were kept
for local use as the prices ruled too high. The home demand was afterwards supplied
by deep water and trap salmon.

Shad were first reported on 1st May and the catches from that date to 22nd June
were light and fairly regular.

CAPE BRETON.

ARICHAT.

CodfiRh appeared on Ilth May and the catches were fair until about 9th July
when for about 8 days the fishing was reported poor. About the 18th, however, it again
was reported fairly good and the average catch was very fair until the last of September,
although a little irregular. Throughout the former part of October the catches were
light. This fishery is considered the best and the most remunerative because it is the
least precarious and most continuous of all the branches presented in this locality.

Haddock appeared plentifully on 4th May and the catches until about the 13th
were good. After that date they began to decline and during the remainder of that
month varied from fair to poor. During the greater part of June the average catch was
very fair, but nothing was afterwards reported until September 9th from which date the
catches were fair until the last of the month. Although this fishery is reported to have
been fairly good, it is said that they were not as plentiful as in former years but that a
larger quantity could be taken in the spring if Lhe fishermen were fitted out with nets.
The experience of the few who have used nets proved this.

Herring struck in in fair quantities on 5th May but they did not remain fair, for
from the 7th to 14th June the catches were light. After this they were again plentiful
and remained so until the last of July, although the catches were somewhat irregular
during the former part of that month. Throughout August the catches were poor but
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during the month of September the average catch was fair. Beyond a few light catches
during the first week of October very little was afterwards reported. It is reported that
the total catch has been below fair and the July catch poor.

Lobster fishing industry which opened about the same time as the previous year
and gave such encouraging prospects, was on the whole not successful. Owing to the
prevalence of rough weather and heavy seas a large quantity of gear were destroyed at
different periods during the season, which greatly hampered the fishermen. The first
catch reported was on 4th May and the average catch until the last of June was fair.
Throughout July they were reported irregularly, the catches during the first week
having been poor and during the third week fair. It is estimated that the total quantity
put up was considerably less than that of the previous year.

Mackerel appeared as usual on 22nd May but the catches were light until 13th
June after which none were reported. Up to 20th November no schools were reported
to have appeared and the season's catch is considered a failure.

Squid were first reported on 20th July and fair catches were made during the
remainder of the month and were on an average fair until 13th August.

Alewives were taken in light supplies each day during the last week of May.
Nothing afterwards reported.

Codfish was first reported on 6th June and catches varying from fair to poor were
made about 6th July when bait became scarce, and until 24th July the catches were
light but regular. From latter date the fishermen made fairly good hauls, notwith-
standing that bait was very hard to obtain, until 3rd September but during the
remainder of the month the catches were light. Throughout October nothing was done
as fishermen took up their gear, the weather being too rough for codfishing and even if
favourable it was impossible to get bait. On the whole the past season's operations has
been somewhat better than in 1895, the fish having kept well on the ground during June,
July and August. Lt is reported that the fish taken the past season were of a larger
size than usual.

Haddock fishery commenced on 28th May, and with the exception of some fair
catches during the third week of June and first and last weeks of July, the catches
were light and regular until 27th September when all fishing was suspended by bad
weather. Although the total catch is not large it compares favourably with last year's.

Herring did not appear this year until 8th June from which date until 10th July
the catches varied from fair to poor. About 27th June the approach of a good run of
herring was reported, but they failed to appear, and from 10th July to the remainder
of the season the catches were light. During September some thirty or forty vessels
were reported fishing in the bay, but returned empty as the herring did not strike
inshore as usual. In comparison with last season's exceptionally large catch this year
has fallen about two-thirds short and will be sorely feit by the fishermen, many of
whom are but poorly prepared to meet the long winter now approaching.

Lobster fishery commenced about 15th April, and the fishermen encouraged by the
early departure of the drift ice set their trapg, and during the first week fairly good
catches were made each day, boats averaging over 200 lobsters. Encouraged by this
hopeful beginning, about 50 per cent increase of traps was added and quite a number of
new men engaged in the business. About lst May, however, the catches began to
decrease owing to bad weather and to.heavy swell from north-east winds, and on 16th
May it was reported that the catch to that date was the smallest ever known in the
bay. During the remainder of the season bad weather continued, and the catches were
consequently light, the daily average having been scarcely 50 lobsters per boat. The
total for the season is considered the smallest ever known, and as a result many of the
fishermen will barely clear expenses. It is the general opinion among the fishermen of
this district that the extension of time granted by the department is of no benefit what-
ever as the fishery becomes unprofitable before 15th July, and is seldom continued after
that date. From close observations made during the past 15 or 16 years our efficient
correspondent of the bureau finds that nearly one-half of the lobsters captured during
July and August are spawn fish, and are usually found close inshore among the rocks
and sea reefs where they evidently crawl to spawn. The packers report that the fish
taken during this period do not contain nearly as much meat as those caught earlier in
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the season. It is generally admitted that the three best months for fishing in this bay
land around the Strait of Canso shore, where the fishery is similar, are May, June and
September-July and August being the close season-and it is felt that unless the
stringent regulations, now being carried out under Commander Spain's supervision, are
not better observed, that in a few years this valuable fishery will become extinct.

Mackerel appeared on 25th May, but the catches although regular were light until
6th July, after which date none were reported. Quite a large body of this fish was
reported schooling in the bay early in June, but a strong easterly wind set in which
drove the fish to the westerly shore and Guysborough Bay, where some very good hauls
were made. On the whole this fishery has again proved a failure the past season, there
having been only between thirty and forty barrels taken.

CHETICAMP.

Codfis appeared this season as early as 7th May, when one boat was reported to
have obtained one quintal. About the 12th they fell off considerably and the catches
were light but regular until about 24th J une, when fair fishing was again reported for
about a week. After this the catches were light but regular until about 19th July,
when they were about due, and from this date to the last of September, the catches were
fair and regular.

Herring, as far as reported, were only taken in light hauls during the second
week of May.

Lobsters appeared in fair quantities on 18th May, when fair catches were taken
until the 23rd, when there was a falling off reported, and with the exception of a few
fair catches at occasiontal periods during the following month the catches were light.

Mackerel did not appear the past season, until 25th August, and with the excep-
tion of a couple of fair hauls during the second week of September, the catches were
light until 29th September, and nothing was afterwards taken owing to stormy weather.

Salmon were first reported on 6th June, and the average catch until 9th July, was
fair, but during the following 10 days was light.

Squid struck in plentifully on 3rd July, and excellent supplies were taken until
about 6th August, when they fell to fair and remained so until the 18th. After this
the catches were light and irregular, until the last of the month. Throughout Septem-
ber, with very few exceptions, the catches were fair.

D'ESCOUSSE.

Codfish were first reported on 25th May, from which date the catches were light
but regular until 25th July, when fishing closed after an exceptionally dull season. The
North Bay fleet, consisting of about fifteen sails, returned about 20th October, with an
average of about 500 quintals,-a very low catch. They report cod plentiful in North
Bay during August, and had it not been that they devoted a great portion of their time
to the mackerel fishery, full fares could easily have been obtained.

Hake fishing commenced about 14th May, and light catches were made quite
regularly each day until 25th July.

Herring were first reported on l th May, and fair catches were made until about
the 19th, when they became scarce and remained so during the entire season. On 18th
July it was reported that the usual run of herr ing during that month did not appear in
any quantity and boats did not even average one barrel, which was unprecedented in
this section.

Lobsters were taken in fair quantities about 11 th May, but during that week became
somewhat scarcer owing to the very cold weather. With the exception of an occasional
fair catch throughout the months of May and June the catches were usually light the
whole season, but in size were fairly good. Only one factory was in operation during
the past season and the pack is estimated at 600 cases.

Mackerel appeared this year about 28th May, and with the exception of a few fair
hauls the catches were comparatively light.; and the season's catch is considered about
the same as last year-a comparative failure.
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GABARUS.

Codfish were not reported this season until about 8th June, when a light catch was
made and improved on the following day, and until about the 24th the fishery was
fairly good. From 25th June to 14th August, the catches, with the exception of an
occasional fair one, were very light owing to unfavourable weather and scarcity of bait.
From 15th August to 30th September, the catches were very fair, notwithstanding the
unsettled state of the weather and prevalence of dogfish, and the catch in general was
reported good.

Haddock were taken in light catches about the middle of July, but were not regu-
larly reported.

Herring were first reported on 10th June, and the catches were, with very few
exceptions, poor the whole season. On 10th July, herring were reported schooling in
the bay, but could not be captured with nets and the total catch was reported very
small.

Lobsters were reported on Ist May to have been taken in light catches which was
undoubtedly owing to the bad weather which prevented fishermen from setting their
traps to any extent. About the 14th of May, however, the fishery somewhat improved
and fair catches were made each day for about a week. Rough weather then set in
and the catches became again light and fishermen became discouraged as many of their
cages were broken about the 31st and were continually being wrecked during the second
week of June. Throughout June and July the catches were very regular but light;
and the total catch is estimated to be about half of last season.

Mackerel fishery commenced this year on 28th May, and boats varied from two to
six barrels. On lst June they became more plentiful and fair hauls were reported each
day until the 8th, when they left the bay and but few were afterwards taken. Fisher-
men are reported to have done well with mackerel during the short season, and the
catch is estimated at 500 barrels principally caught in the bay. Fish were of large size
and have been well cured.

Squid were only taken in very light supplies during the months of June and July,
but were reported plentiful about 18th August and continued so until the last of Sep-
tember, which accounts in a great measure of the good catch of cod.

Lobsters were first reported on 13th May and fair catches were made daily for
about a week at Strait of Canso, Port Malcolm and Judique. Fair catches were again
reported during the second week of June at Strait of Canso, Port Malcolm and Creig-
nish and it is generally reported that the season has been fairly successful.

Mackerel fishery, comparatively speaking, was a total failure to the 16th of October,
and as the outlook after that date was not very promising the fishernien were very much
discouraged.

INGONlSH.

Codfish were not reported this year until 16th May f rom which date the catches,
with few exceptions, were light until about 14th September when squid appeared fairly
plentiful and during the rest of that month fair catches were made each day. During
the second week of June trawlers did fairly well in deep water and some fair catches
were also reported in the first and last weeks of July and August. About the last of
September large bodies of dogfish swarmed the coast which made it very difficult for
hand-liners, but this was not experienced to such an extent in deep water, as dogfish did
not seem to affect it materially. Total catch considered about two-thirds of an average
season's catch.

Haddock appeared about 25th May and with the exception of some fairly good
catches during the first and second weeks of June and August and last week of July,
were scarce until the close of the season and irregular throughout September and
October owing largely to stormy weather.

Herring appeared about 11 th May in fair quantities and remained so until the
17th when they became scarce, remaining so until 4th June after which date none were
reported. It is reported that the summer school which usually strike in did not appear
this year.
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Lobster fishery commenced about 10th May and up to the middle of June there
was a fairly good catch owing to the fact that more than double of last year's outfit was
in operation, as two new canneries were started in the spring. From the middle of
June until the close of the season lobsters were not taken in such large quantities. The
result of this increased plant is that neither factory or fishermen did as well as in pre-
vious year although a large catch was taken.

Mackerel were first reported on 26th May, but the catches were light until about
8th June, highest boat having about 60 fish. From Sth to 14th June fair but irregular
takes were reported, after which but few were taken up to 8th July, from which date
none were reported until 2nd August, when light catches were made regularly each day
during the following three weeks. It is estimated that the catch will not average one
barrel per boat.

Salmon were about a week later in appearing this yeacr, and only light quantities
were taken from 4th to 16th June, after which the fishery became fairly good, and con-
tinued so until the last of the month. Froin 1st to 16th July light but regular catches
were reported each day, and the total catch is considered a shade above the average;
but owing to the declining prices the past season, the average receipts were below those
of previous years.

Squid were not reported this year until 17th July, when some fair catches were
made. They became plentiful on the following day, but would not jig, and during the
following week but few were taken. Some good catches, however, were made from the
28th to 31st inclusive, which assisted the cod fishermen greatly. Throughout August,
with the exception of some fairly good supplies having been taken during the first and
third weeks, the catches were usually light. During the first week of September bad
weather prevented fishing, but on the 8th light supplies of squid were obtained and
about the 15th they became more plentiful, and good catches were reported for about
ten days ; but afterwards became scarce, and remained so until the last of the month.

L'ARDOISE.

Haddock appeared on 28th May, and during the following three days were taken in
good numbers, but on the 30th they began to gradually fall off in quantity and through-
out the following month the catches varied from fair to poor. During the reniainder
of the season the catches were reported light and were particularly irregular from the
11 th to 27th July. The total catch is estimated below the average of former years.

Herring was first reported on June 6th, and the catches throughout the season
have been very light and somewhat irregular and the season's catch is considered a fail-
ure, there having been scarcely sufficient taken for home consumption.

Lobster fishery commenced this season on 6th May, but the catches were light
which is probably the result of the increased number of men engaged in this fishery over
previous years. About the 22nd an improvement in the catches was noticeable and
until lst June fair catches were made each day. During the remainder of the season,
the catches with the exception of some fair ones during the second and third weeks
of June, were poor. There have been four factories in operation here during the past
season and the catch is reported to be below the average; but as prices ruled higher-
$2 per hundred, the results have proved equally remunerative for the fishermen.

Mackerel first appeared this seasoa on 21st May, but the catches were light and
boats only varied from twenty to thirty fish. About the 28th, however, they became
more plentiful, boats having from two to three barrels, which were reported to be large
and of fine quality. On 1st June they were schooling and although fair hauls had been
taken each day for a week the average catch on June 2nd was reported to have been
below that of 1895. About 10th June, catches became lighter and but light and
irregular takes were made until 3rd July, after which none were reported. It is notice-
able in this district that this fish keeps off the shore more and more each season which
renders it more difficult to obtain good catches. As those caught this season were all
large and fat they were all salted for export, none having been sold fresh for bait or
home consumption.
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LOUISBOURG.

Codfish were first reported on 7th May, but the catches until 8th June were light
owing chiefly to the scarcity of bait. Throughout the remainder of the month of June
the catches varied from fair to poor, although it is thought that had bait been obtainable
to any degree the catches would have been much larger. From 1st July to 20th August
the weather was very rough and bait scarce and consequently the catches of cod were
light although very regular. On 6th August when squid were in fair supply it was
reported by fishermen that cod were on the ground, but the fishery was not properly
prosecuted. This, no doubt, is accountable for a short catch. As soon as bait became
good about 21st August, the catches of cod increased and the average until bad weather
prevented fishing during October was very fair.

Haddock appeared on 1st June, but the catches with the exception of some good
hauls during the last week of August, were light but regular the entire season.

Ierring were reported as early as Ist May, the past season, but the catches were
very light and irregular until 9th June, from which date until the close of the season the
catches were, with very few exceptions, poor. In previous years good catches of fat
herring were always made in July, but this year the catch is almost nil and the total
catch is considered one-third short.

Lobster fishing commenced, as usual, on lst May, but the catches until about the
1Oth, were light although very good catches were made on the 4th and 5th. From 11th
May to June 26th, the average catch was very fair although a great many lobster traps
were destroyed by heavy seas about the 28th of May and first week of June. From
27th June until the season closed the catches were light and the total catch is reported
short.

Mackerel were first reported in light quantities on 28th May, but on the following
day boats averaged two barrels and continued to be taken in fair hauls until the 9th,
although boats on the 5th averaged fifteen barrels. The only catches afterwards
reported were during the last week of July, when light takes were made each day. It
is reported that, the spring run of mackerel were so large in size that the nets used with
3ï inch mesh did not capture more than two-thirds.

Salmon appeared in fair quantities on 17th May, and with the exception of fair
catches on 17th, 18th, 29th and 30th May, they were light but regular until the season
closed on 26th June.

Squid appeared in light quantities on 12th June, but on the 27th increased to good
but gradually slackened off about 1 st August ; fair catches having been reported to the
l3th, and poor to the 20th, when they were again taken in good supplies until 2nd
October, when bad weather set in and prevented all fishing operations.

MARGAREE.

Alewives were reported to have been taken regularly in light quantities each day
from 12th May to 20th June.

Codfish were first reported on 14th May, and the catches were light throughout the
inonth, and were taken on trawls. During the first week of June some fair catches
were made, but for the remainder of the month, and up to 17th July they were light,
although fair quantities of cod were reported on the grounds, but scarcity of bait pre-
vented good catches. About the 18th July squid were reported on the coast, and from
that date until 12th October the average catch was good.

Haddock were not reported the past season until 22nd June, and the catches were
light until 28th July, when an improvement was noted and some good fishing was done
each day until 10th August, after which the catches were somewhat lighter during the
remainder of the season.

Hake app3ared the same time as haddock, and the catches as far as reported were
almost identical. It is said that the catch of these three fishes has been a good average
and the highest boats-23 in all with three men to a boat-took about 120 quintals
dried, while the lowest boat took about 60 quintals.
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Herring were taken on the 5th May for first of season, but were not regularly
reported until the 12th, from which date light and regular catches were made. Those
taken in the last weeks of June and July are said to have been of large size. Through-
out August and September they were more plentiful, and on 5th September a large
catch was reported towards Grand Etang. On the following week dogfish became
troublesome, but they do not appear to have affected the fishery to any extent ; for it is
reported that about the 20th the fall school struck in and good catches were made for
about a week.

Lobster fishing commenced on 12th May, but the catches were light until the 20th,
when an improvement occurred and until about 7th June the catch was very fair.
From 8th June until the close of the season on 31st July the catches were light which
is attributed to the blustry weather during that month. It is estimated that the total
catch will be below the average.

Mackerel of very large size were first reported on 25th July in light quantities and
throughout the season the catches continued light and somewhat irregular. On 4th
August, fair fishing was reported at Grand Etang. As far as reported the catches-
made were taken with jigs, and this fishery is reported to have proved a total failure.
A large school was reported to have struck the coast towards the last of September,
but it is said they would not take the hook, therefore the catches vere consequently
light.

Salmon were taken in light but regular catches f rom 5th June to 17th, but then
became more plentiful, and fair fishing was reported until lst July, when high winds
prevented good fishing. With few exceptions the catches during that month con-
tinued light and during the first eleven days of AugusL the catches varied from fair to.
poor. It is said that the average catch of salmon has been goçd and much better than
last season. The estimated catch is reported at 1,200 lbs. as against 700 ]bs. last year.

Squid appeared plentifully on 27th July and some excellent supplies were taken
for a few days. Throughout the months of August and September the catches varied
from very good to poor, but were reported very irregularly.

MEAT COVE.

Codfish. Although catches were not reported inshore until the 29th of May, good
fishing was reported north of St. Paul's Island on the 23rd. From the 29th of May
until 30th June the catches were light with the exception of a period f rom the 16th to.
the 23rd when fair catches were made each day. Throughout July the weather was
very stormy and prevented fishing and the catches were light except when boats could
get to the grounds where fair hauls were frequently obtained. It is reported that the
prices offered for cod during the past season were so small that unless the fish were
plentiful it did not pay fishermen to fish for thei.

Herring appeared on 20th May, from which date light catches were made each day
except during the latter part of May when they were taken somewhat irregularly. In
comparison with last season the total catch is considerably less, no schools having been
reported striking in, and scarcely sufficient were taken for home consumption.

Lob8ters. Although the coast was reported clear of ice on 4th May, the fishery
was not prosecuted owing to the people being busily engaged in their farming pursuits.
About 15th May, however, a small nunber of traps were put out and during that week
light catches were made each day. On the 23rd the fishery became much better and
fair supplies were obtained each day until 27th June, from which date until the close of
the season light but regular catches were reported. There is one objection which can
be raised in regard to this important fishery, and that is the lack of judgment dis-
played in the setting of so many traps in such close proximity to each other, as was
done at Bay St. Lawrence the past season; when the factories fished on the same
ground and which will in a very short time cause an extinction of this fish on these
grounds. It is reported that during the past season more attention was given the
lobster and mackerel fisheries than any other and consequently the fishermen did very
well and the lobsters were of good size.
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Mackerel fishery coomenced a week earlier this season, but the catches were
light until about ilth August notwithstanding that they were schooling on 16th
and 26th July. On llth August they became more plentiful and fair catches were
made quite regularly until 29th September, and were reported schooling also on 31st
August and 1st September and 17th, but would not take hooks on later date.
After 29th September but few were taken, as the stormy weather in October pre-
vented all fishing operations. It is reported that during the months of A gust and
September the fishermen reaped a rich ha'rvest in this line between White Point and
Cape St. Lawrence, and as very good prices ruled, the result has been more satisfactory
than for years past. It is also reported that during the season the coast swarmed with
small fish from two to three inches long, presumably young herring, on which the
inackerel fed and which is the reason assigned for their having remained on the coast
longer this than in previous years.

Salmon appeared about the same time as last year and the catches were light from
4th to 26th May, from which date until 7th July, some very fair catches were made.
After latter date they were again scarce and the fishery closed on the 15th.

Squid.-The only catches reported were during the last week of June, when very
good catches were made each day during the week.

PETIT DE GRAT.

Codfish were not reported the past season until about 23rd May, when lightcatches
were made, and from which date until the close of the season, with the exception of an
occasional fair catch during the month of June, the catches were light although regular.
During the first week of September fair catches were reported on Canso Bank. This
fishery the past season was prosecuted to the full extent, and although the catch is con-
sidered about equal to that of 1895, it is claimed that the fishermen will not be amply
repaid for their exertions, owing to the decline in price of about $1 per quintal.

Haddock appeared much earlier than cod this season, and on 8th May three boats
were reported to have caught 400 fish, which was considered a fair catch for the first.
After that the catches were light, although fish were reported plentiful about the 23rd,
but would not bite. From lst to 5th of June fair fishing was reported, but during the
remainder of the month the catches were light. Light and irregular catches were made
also from 1st to 12th July, but afterwards were not reported until October, throughout
which month the catches were light, owing principally to the rough weather which pre-
vented fishermen attending to this branch in open boats. It is reported that this fishery
the past season has been better than 1895, and the total catch whichis estimated at 700
quintals is 100 quintals in excess of the previous year; but as prices ruled low, the net
proceeds will be about the same to the fishermen as in 1895.

Hake were not taken as usual during the past season, and it is reported to be
attributable to the fact that the bottom does not afford good feeding grounds, as these
fish are generally taken on a muddy bottom, which is not to be found on the north-
eastern side of Chedabucto Bay.

Herrinq are reported to have appeared about 28th April, but the catches were poor
until 28th June, whern fair catches were made for about three days, but afterwards
became and remained scarce until the close of the season. Throughout July, August
and September-the best months for this fish-the catches were particularly small, and
this branch has almost been a failure, as the catch of about 370 brls. is a large decrease
in comparison with 1895, and is sorely felt by the fishermen, who are reported to have
worked hard for them. It is computed that the loss to nets by dogfish during the season
will amount to $500.

Lobster fishing commenced as usual early in April, and were taken in fair quantities
until about 6th of May, when the gear was much broken up by heavy seas, and the
catches were light for about a week. On the 13th they became more plentiful, and
about the 16th were reported to be moving into shallow water, and fair catches were
made each day until the 27th. About the 30th an easterly gale destroyed mady traps
which greatly crippled the fishermen, as the fish were fairly plentiful, but the gear
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insufficient. About 13th of June another easterly gale destrqyed the gear, and during
the remainder of the season the catches were light. Notwithstanding the great draw-
backs by loss of gear, it is estimated that the total catch will be about 300 cases in
excess ()f 1895.

Mackerel were first reported in this district on 26th May and fairly good catches
were made until 1st June when they became scarce and the catches were afterwards
light until 12th July. The fall fishery was again looked forward to with much interest
and about#2,000 nets were set; but it again proved a failure, as only about 4,500 fish
were taken which realized 9c. a piece. The total catch is estimated at about 275 bris.
Of these 250 bris. were of the spring run, and 25 bris. of the fall run. The latter
realized, salted, $12.50 per brI.

Salmon were taken regularly in light catches from 8th June until about 12th July,
and the fishery has proved fairly successful. Of the total quantity taken there were
only about 10 barrels salted for the American market, as fishermen found a ready
market at Sydney for all the fresh fish they could catch and for which they realized
good prices.

Squid struck in in good quantities on 18th July, and good supplies were obtained
each day until- 2nd August, when a slight falling off occurred and the catches were
light until about the 12th. After this they again appeared more plentiful and until
10th September good supplies were reported each day. During the renainder of the
month of Septeinber they were very plentiful and fishermen complained that they were
very destructive to the mackerel which were in the nets. During the season one
licensed American and nine Nova Scotia vessels baited at this station.

PORT HOOD.

Codfish were taken about ten days earlier this season than last and fair catches
were made from the 15th of May quite regularly each day until about 9th June when a
slight falling off was noticeable. This continued until about the 25th, when they
began to appear in greater numbers, and from that date until the close of the season
the catches, with the exception of the month of August when the fishery was poor,
varied from fair to poor. Dogfish appeared as usual in the latter part of September,
but this year did not materially affect this fishery. Total catch for season considered
slightly better than last year's.

Haddock were not reported this year until 1st June, during which month the
catches were poor, although during the second and third weeks a few fair catches were
reported. During the remainder of the season the catches were about the same as cod,
except that the August catch was a shade better. This fishery is also reported to show
a slight increase.

Hake were about a fortnight later in appearing this spring. andI from 25th June
until 29th July the catches varied from fair to poor, but during the remainder of the
season proved a fairly successful one,

Halibut were taken in light quantities during the second week of June but none
were reported afterwards.

Herring. The spring run of this fish struck in about 21st April, and good catches
were reported at Little Judique until about the middle of May. From 6th to 27th
May, very fair catches were made at this station, but on the 28th they began to
decrease in quantity and with the exception of some fair hauls from 8th to 16th July
inclusive, the catches were poor and irregular during the remainder of the season.
The suminer school appears to have been very light as only a few barrels were taken,
but the fall school was somewhat better and the fish are reported to be of good quality.

. Lobsters were first taken on 18th April, and were taken in fair quantities until
about 4th May, when a heavy gale destroyed much of the gear and crippled this fishery
until repairs were effected. From 5th to 27th May, they were reported in good
quantities on the grounds, but on the 28th began to slacken off and were scarce until
the season closed on 25th July.
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Mackerel appeared about 26th June, and the catches from that date varied from
fair to poor until about 25th July, after which they were scarce and irregular until 15th
October. It is reported that only a few barrels were taken during the entire season.

Squid were reported in light quantities on 17th July, but about the 30th they
became plentiful and catches varying f rom very good to fair were made until about
17th August, after which they were scarce until 1st September, when they again became
plentiful and remained so until about the 15th. After this none were taken except
about the former part of October, when good catches were frequently reported.

Codfish were first reported on 30th May; the catches from that date having been
fair until 9th June, after which they becanie scarce and none were reported after 21st
July.

Hake were fairly plentiful from about 22nd September until reports ceased on 15th
October; and when weather permitted some good hauls were frequently made.

Herring struck in in light quantity on lst May, but on the following and each
succeeding day increased, and from the 9th to the 19th were very plentiful. After this
they gradually decreased and the catches were light until 21st July, after which none
were reported.

Lobsters were not reported this season.
Mackerel did not strike in this season as formerly, and the only catches reported

were very light ones during the last weeks of July and August.
Salmon fishermen were reported to be getting out nets on 20th June, and from the

2nd to 21st July, light but regular catches were made each day.
Squid were taken in light quantities from 11 th to 27th July, they having also been

reported plentiful on the 21st; but as the demand was not great they were not fished
for to any extent.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

ALBERTON.

Codfish were first reported this season on 30th May, and light catches were made
until lst of June, when the fishery becane good throughout this district, but fishermen,
as usual, did not exert themselves, and only fair catches were made throughout the
month. Throughout July and August the catches were reported light, but about 2nd
of September they were taken in fairer quantities, and about the 19th some excellent
catches were reported. It is stated that this fish was never so plentiful on this shore,
and although the fishermen again neglected this branch for the uncertain mackerel, it is
said that about 150 boats and small vessels from Caraquet and Shippegan, N.B., fished
off this station during August and September and reported that when weather permit-
ted they could get all they desired, and that they never saw the equal of it. As it is at
present the fishermen of this locality will feel the winter keenly, as they did very poorly,
and are almost unprovided for the winter.

Hake were first reported on 10th July, and were taken in light catches until the
17th August, when they became more plentiful, ,and fair fishing was afterwards
reported until 18th September. On the 19th an excellent catch was made, but nothing
was reported later. This fish is reported to have been fully as plentiful as cod through-
out the season.

Herring arrived in small quantities on lst May, but until the 12th the catches
were light. On the latter date fishing became fairly good, and during the third week
some excellent catches were made, and the average catch until 2nd June was good.
After this the catches were light until 23rd July, nothing having been reported after-
wards. It is said that during the month of May large schools of this fish could have
been taken with little difficulty at North Cape and Sea Cow Pond. All the fishermen
were amply suppliéd, although on the western coast they are said not to have been so
plentiful.

Lob8ter fishery opened on the western shore about 25th April, and after two or
three days they struck in at North Cape, coming southerly from North Cape. about 5th
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May. About lst May, just as the ice was leaving, it was reported that considerable
damage was done to traps and gear along the shores of Frog Pond, North Cape and
Tignish. From the 5th May until about 25th June, the average catch was fair,
but throughout July the catches were light at this station, but from North Cape to the
south of this harbour they were reported to have become more plentiful. On the whole
the season's catch has been small, and closed on the western shore about 20th·June.

Mackerel appeared about 4th June, but the catches were mostly light until about
18th July, when an improvement was reported in all sections, and boats were averaging
100. During the remainder of July and throughout August, during which month they
were very irregular, the catches only varied from fair to poor, and for the rest of the
season were very light, although somewhat more regular. It is asserted that the past
season's catch has been the greatest failure known here, and our correspondent is strongly
of the opinion that the large number of traps and nets, which .are constantly in the
water, will have a very great tendency in keeping the mackerel from the shores. It is
further asserted that if the fishermen of this district wish to succeed that they will
have to provide themselves with a larger class of boats or vessel, and devote more of
their time to the codfishery and less to the uncertain mackerel.

GEORGETOWN.

Codfish made their appearance about 23rd May, and very fair catches were reported
from the 27th to 24th June. During the first week of June, fair fishing was reported
from Cape Bear to Grand River and on 15th June codfish of large size were reported
plentiful on the banks about ten miles off shore, and fishermen engaged trawling made
fair catches while the fish inshore were small and were taken with hand lines. About
25th June they became scarce and the catches until 24th July were light although
regular. On 25th July an increase in cod was reported inshore and aiso on Grand
River bank and bankers from Cape George reported good takes. From this date the
catches varied from fair to good and particularly throughout September and October,
when good catches were constantly made. On 8th August, good cod fishing was
reported ten miles offshore and on the 15th were reported plentiful on banks south-east
of Boughton Island. About 29th September codfish were reported plentiful offshore,
and on 5th October were plentiful from Broughton Island to Fishermen's Bank. As
reports from these stations were discontinued for the season on 15th October it is diffi-
cult to report how accurately this fish remained on the coast; but it is presumed that
good fishing was found right along, as on 9th November good catches were reported off
Souris.

Hake were reported plentiful off Cape George on 31st July, but no catches were
made inshore until lst August, from which date until 15th October the catches were
good when weather permitted. On 8th August, good fishing was reported ten miles
offshore and on the 15th wae very good on banks south-east of Boughton Island.

Herring were taken this season as early as 13th April, the catch varying from one-
half to three-quarters barrel per ret. On the following two days nets. were not set
owing to east winds and running ice. On the 16th nets averaged one-half barrel per
net, but from the 17th to the 25th there having been no demand for bait, few nets
were set. On the 28th, however, eight Canadian bankers arrived and two were baited
and sailed for Cape North, but it is doubtful if they proceeded very far as there were
heavy north-east winds and drift ice. With the exception of the last five days of May
very good catches were regularly made each day, and on the 9th sixteen bankers were
reported to have baited in addition to thirteen others between the 9th and the 13th, as
herring were plentiful in Cardigan Bay. Although a school was reported to have
struck in on Ist June the catches were light during the remainder of.the season as they
moved off into deep water. On 24th July, schools of herring were sighted but are
supposed to have been small. About 10th October they struck in off Grand River and
nets averaged about three barrels. During the season when bait was in demand sup-
plies could always be obtained on banks some little distance offshore.
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Lobster fishermen commenced putting out the gear about 29th April, but as the
weather was stormy none were taken until 1st May, when a light catch was reported.
From 2nd to 26th May they were fair and regular, but on the 27th, they were reported
and continued scarce until 20th July, after which they became more plentifultand
varied from good to fair-boats on the 25th having from eight hundred to twelve
hundred lobsters-until the close season set in. It is reported that some packers con-
sider the past season the poorest they have had for the past ten years.

Mackerel were first taken this season on 10th June, but they were scarce and
difficult to catch all through the season, and very few barrels have been secured in
comparison with other years. The same complaint is made by masters of vessels fish-
ing in all parts of the guif, who say that few large schools were seen by them. Vessels
sailed for miles about the gulf and for ten days not a fish was caught. Occasionally
pods would be met with and immediately disappear when approached. About 22nd
August they were reported plentiful but refused taking hooks and the catches were
consequently light. On the 31st two or three vessels were reported to have taken from
eighteen to twenty-five barrels off East Point and Fishermen's Bank. About ilth
October a body of this fish was struck ten miles north-east of Cape George and on the
13th were reported taking hooks freely at Cape George, and catches varied from two to
twenty-five barrels, which is claimed to have been the only active hooking the past
season. On 13th October the ss. "St. Olaf " reported having passed through a large
body of mackerel between Magdaien Islands and East Point, P. E. Island, and if the
weather moderated it was thought they would probably be met with about Cheticamp.
On 9th November it was reported that the American fleet, with the exception of three
or four vessels, had left this district, but the masters of those remaining were of the
opinion that a body of mackerel was ye.t to the northward and based their opinions on
the little change in the temperature of the water in the gulf and to the non-appearance
of schools.

Squid appeared plentifully on 31st July, and the catches were very good until
about 10th August from which date they were fair until the end of the month. From
lst September ti 2th October, good catches were regularly made. It is reported that
this fish was very plentiful on the banks during the past season and no scarcity of bait
was complained of ; in fact mackerel fishermen stated that squid and dogfish were so
numerous that they interfered greatly with their mackerel fishery.

MALPEQUE.

Codf8sh appeared in fair quantities as usual on 28th May, and the catches varied
from fair to poor until about 11 th June, after which they were very fair until 23rd July,
when they improved and the catches were reported good until about 18th August.
From this latter date the reports were somewhat irregular, but on an average fishing
was very fair until 30th September, after which none were reported. During the season
the prices ruled low as there was only a local market; consequently this fishery has not
been very remunerative to the fishermen.

Ialibut were taken in light and fairly regular quantities from 16th May to
23rd July.

Herring were first reported on 25th May, and fair catches were made until the
28th, from. which date until 27th June they were light. None afterwards reported.
Total catch reported ample to supply the wants of the district.

Lobsters did not appear quite as early as last season, the first catch having been
reported on 12th May. From this date until the 30th, the catches were very fair, but
as rough weather afterwards set in they became scarce and were of small size and
remained so until the season closed about 22nd July. It is reported that the total
number of cases shipped from this station was about two thousand, which is equal to
that of 1894, or about two hundred cases short of last season's.which was an exceptionally
good one.

Mackerel first appeared on 15th June, the catches from that date having been light
until 23rd July, when fair catches were made for about five days. After this they again
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became scarce and were very irregular throughout August, although reported schooling
in deep water on the 13th. During the second week of September, light takes were
made regularly but were reported to be not taking the hook. The past season's hook
and line fishery is considered a failure, but about seventy-five barrels mackerel were taken
by nets and shipped to the United States.

Oy8ters. It is reported that this is gradually becoming scarcer and smaller, and
that some different regulations will have to be enforced or else this fishery which is
a source of large revenue to the island will be a thing of the past as far as Richmond
Bay is concerned.

MIMINEGASH.

Codfish appeared in good quantities on 9th June, but the catches were only fair
until the 19th, after which they became poor, and remained so until about 14th July.
Nothing was afterwards reported until about 25th September, when fair catches were
made each day until 5th October.

Haddock and Hake were reported plentiful during the season, but as a rule the
fishermen do not follow them while there is a probability of catching mackerel. Light
takes of hake were, however, taken on trawls from 20th to 22nd July, and from 5th to
18th August inclusive; fair from 19th August to 9th September, and light until the 18th.

Herring. Although herring appeared plentiful on 13th May, few were taken owing
to the heavy loss to nets the latter part of April. During the third week of May the
catches were light, but improved greatly the last week, although not afterwardsreported.

Lobsters. As the ice left early the past season, the prospects were encouraging
until a heavy north-east storm about 28th April, which lasted three days, destroyed a
great deal of gear and crippled fishermen until about 9th May. The first catch of this
fish was reported on 3rd May, and light catches were made until about the 12th, when
they were reported more plentiful, and for the following week were taken in fair quan-
tities. From 19th May to 19th June the catch was again light, and it is reported that
owing to this great scarcity that many of the factories shut down in May. It is further
reported that from West Point lighthouse to Gage Cape-a distance of about twentv-
five miles-there are about fourteen factories, and the total catch the past season is esti-
mated at about fifteen hundred cases of 48 x 1-lb. cans to the case.

Mackerel, which is the principal fishery on this part of the coast, has been a com-
parative failure, and it is estimated that not over twenty barrels were taken with hook
and line between West Point and Gage Cape. While the catches by hook and line have
been light, fair takes are reported to have been made by nets. Fishermen contend that
the mackerel are af raid of the nets, and consequently will not, although plentiful, be
taken by hook and line.

TIGNISH.

Codfi8h appeared in good numbers on 1st June, and good fishing was reported for
about three days when they somewhat decreased and throughout the rest of the month
were fair. During the month of July the catches, as far as reported, were light but
nothing was afterwards reported.

Hake were taken in light catches from 10th to 21st inclusive.
Herring appeared in light quantities on lst May, but the only hauls reported were

on the 5th and 6th, when fair supplies were taken, and on the 15th and 16th when
excellent fishing was reported. In June very few catches were reported outside of the
first week when they varied from fair to poor. From 10th to 21st light and regular
hauls were made each day.

Lobsters were not reported until 15th May when fair catches were made for a
couple of days. Nothing was reported in June, but from 4th to 21st July the daily
catch was light. .

Mackerel struck on 6th June, and the catches were regular but light until 17th
June, when they became a little more plentiful, and fair hauls were made until the 21st,
after which none were reported.
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NEW BRUNSWICK.

BEAVER HARBOUR.

Codfi8h were reported about a month earlier the past season and from 14th May to
12th October light catches were regularly made, and although on 9th June a good school
was reported to have struck on-shore the catches did not materially change. During the
third week of August when squid were plentiful good catches were made for about five
days but afterwards became poor. It is said that the total catch will be much in excess
of that of 1895.

Haddock appeared at the same time as cod and the catches throughout the greater
part of the season were almost identical. From 8th to 21st September inclusive, good
fishing was reported each day and from the 29th to 12th October varied from fair to
poor.

lHake appeared on 13th June in light quantities, but very few were taken during
that month, although some good catches were reported at Wolf Islands from the 23rd
to the 25th inclusive from 7th to 31st July, good catches were reported daily ; particu-
larly during thelast week when some excellent hauls were reported. The catches continued
good forthe first two weeks of August. It was reported that the inshore catch had
somewhat decreased but that the offshore catches continued good. From the 13th to 31st
September very good fishing was reported ant good catches were regularly made. During
the third week of September boats varied from 1,800 to 2,000 lbs. hake at a setting, but
from 1st to l2th October the average catch was only fair.

Herring did not strike in last season until about 2 1st July, on which date they were
reported plentiful and weirs were being put in operation. Until about 11 th August,
small herring continued plentiful and weirs did well, but prices ruled low. On lOth
August, large herring were reported to have struck in at Wolf Islands but about the
13th, the catches of snall herring diminished in quantity, but about the 22nd became
plentiful and sold for sardine herring at about $2 per hhd. They continued plentiful
afterwards until 30th September, when they began falling off and gradually decreased
until 12th October, when they were reported very scarce. About 13th August, fair
catches of large herring were made but with the exception of a few good hauls until the
17th, they were only taken in light quantities until 14th September. In comparison
with 1895 it is said that sardine herring were just as plentiful, but the same quantity
was not taken owing to the low prices prevailing.

Lobsters were reported on lst May in light quantities, but until the 30th the catch
was a fair average, after which it was light until 25th June, when this fishery closed.
It is estimated that the catch is slightly in advance of 1895, and as prices ruled higher
it has been more satisfactory to fishermen.

Squid were reported plentiful frofn 13th to 24th August inclusive but were not
reported afterwards.

CAMPOBELLO.

Codfish appeared on 6th May, and the catches as far as reported were light
throughout the season. During the second week of June, bankers were reported to have
obtained good takes at Welchpool.

Haddock fishery coninenced on 13th May, and light catches were made pretty
regularly each day until 28th July, when some good catches were made until the last of
the month ; after which they again became scarce nothing having been reported after
13th August.

Hake were not reported the past season until 11 th June, when light catches were
made until the 20th. On this date they grew more plentiful and some very good fish-
ing was reported until the last of Auguet, there having been some excellent catches
made at different periods.

Herring struck in in light quantities on 6th May, and the catches were light but
very irregularly reported.
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Lobsters were first reported on 6th May and light catches were made pretty
regularly throughout that month. Very few were afterwards reported.

Sardines were first taken on 29th May in light quantities, but during the third
week of June were taken in fair catches. From 25th June to 8th July the catches
were again light, but during the remainder of the month were fair, and throughout
August were very good.

CARAQUET.

Codfish were reported about a week earlier this season and good catches were
regularly reported from 21st May to 16th June. On the 17th there was a slight
decrease, but on the 19th they again appeared more plentiful, and although somewhat
irregular, owing to stormy weather, the fishery was good until about 20th July. On
27th June bankers reported codfish fairly plentiful on the banks. On 21st July they
were again reported fair, and during the remainder of the season, although irregular,
owing to scarcity of hait and stormy weathEr, the average catch was good. On 23rd
September, as the fishery had hecome poor at this station, it was reported that the
boats had lef t. for P.E.J. where fish were plentiful. Notwithstanding that good catches
were màde during the greater part of the season it is estimated that the total catch is
below that of 1895.

Herring did not strike in this y ear until about 7th May, from which date good
catches were made each day until the 14th, boats on the 12th having varied from 25 to
30 barrels. On the 20th and 21st some excellent hauls were made, but nothing was
afterwards reported until 20th August, although bankers reported herring in good
quantities on 7th June. On 20th and 21st August, very good catches were again made
but during the remainder of the season or until 21st September the catches were
irregular and varied from fair to poor.

Lobster fishery opened on 7th May, but the catches were light until the 14th when
they became fair and increased to good on the 21st. From that date good catches were
made each day when a falling off was reported, and on 3rd June they became scarce,
remaining so until the 18th. From the 19th to 26th June the catches were again good,
but stormy weather setting in the catches were consequently light until about 8th
July, from which date the average catch was fairly good until fishing closed on the
29th. This fishery has again been very successful the past season, the catch having
been about the same as last year.

Mackerel struck this district about 11 th July, and good catches were made each
day for about a week. On the 18th they became scarce but were regularly taken until
the last of the month. From 1st to 29th August light but very regular takes were
reported.

Salmon were reported plentiful on 21st May and excellent catches were made
until the 28th when they gradually decreased and until Ilth July the average catch
was fair.

Squid were reported to have been plentiful in this district during the past season.

GRAND MANAN.

Codfi8h were first reported on 9th May, and fair catches were made each day until
the 19th. During this period fair fishing was also reporte J on Gravelley Bottom, Bulk
Head and Grand Manan Bank. From 19th May to end of month the catches were
light inshore as well as at Dark Harbour, Bradford's Cove, Long Island Bay, and Seal
Cove Sound, but boats from Grand Manan Bank reported good catches. During the
first eleven days of June the fishery was reported good, and good catches were taken at
Bulk Head, Gravelley Bottom, and Wolf's Bank, as well as inshore; but for the
remainder of the month they were somewhat fairer at these stations, and also in North
Channel. From 1st to 27th July the fishery was poor, but on latter date good catches
were made at Bulk Head, and the inshore catches improved very much, and on the 3 1st
bankers from Grand Manan Bank were arriving with very good fares. Throughout the
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first three weeks of August this fishery was good inshore, and at the following places :
Long Island, 5th August, Southern Head, from 8th to 10th inclusive, Ingoll's and
Grand Manan Bank, 14th, and Flag's Bank on the 19th. From 21st August to 16th
September the catches inshore and at the various islands and bays in vicinity were fair,
and the fishery as a whole is reported to have been more successful than for years past.
The catch the past season is estimated to be 1,000 quintals in advance of that of 1895.

Haddock were first taken this season in light catches at Bradford's Cove and Long
Pond Bay on 2lst May. Throughout June the catches were fair inshore, and at Bulk
Head, Gravelley Bottom, and at North Channel; but during the first three weeks of
July they were light. About the 22nd there was a slight improvement which con-
tinued until August 4th when this fishery became good and continued so until the 21st,
after which it was fair until the end of the month and again good the first five days of
September. The total catch estimated to be about equal to that of 1895.

Hake fishery commenced 1st June, and the catches were fair until the 25th, when
they very much improved and some good fishing was done until about 5th July. For
the next nine days the catches were light but afterwards improved steadily, and some very
good fishing was done until 11 th August, the catch on the 9th having been exceptionally
large; some boats having obtained 60 qtls. with two men. During the following week
they were again reported scarce, but from 19th August to 30th September the average
catch was good. Total catch estimated at 1,500 qtls., which is quite an increase over
the catch of 1895, and which may be due to better feed in the bay, but more especially,
to the scarcity of dogfish as compared with last season ; giving to trawlers a better
chance to fish. Ag there was no increase in men or plant, no better reason can be
assigned.

Halibut were first reported on 9th May in fair quantities on Muir's Ledge and fair
catches were made each day until the 27th, when good fishing was reported on Gravelley
Bottom. Throughout June and July the catches were light and somewhat irregular,
but during the second week of August were again taken in quantities. The season's
catch is considered light.

Herring were first taken in Dark Harbour Pond this season on 6th May in fair
quantities and the fishery continued fair for about a week, when there was a slight
decrease in the catch, particularly at Bradford's Cove and Long Pond Bay. On Ist
June this fishery became good at Dark Harbour, and from the 3rd to end of month the
catches were fair and regular. Throughout the greater part of July the catches were
light and irregular, but on the 28th they were reported plentiful at Dark Harbour and
excellent catches were made at this place, North Head and White Head until 5th
August. During the remainder of the month the average catch was good at all the
points in this district, but was reported particularly large the first week of August.
Throughout September this fishery was very good each day and the fish were reported
large and excellent for barrelling purposes, and for bloatèrs. It is reported that this
fishery the past season exceeded all previous records, as the following quantities taken
will show

Total of smoked fish ......... ............... .2,300,000 boxes.
" freh fish........................... 12,400,000 lbs.
" pickled fish .................. ...... 10,000 brls.

The fresh portion of this catch was exported to the United States.
Lobster were first reported on 6th May and good catches were made throughout

the month at the various points about the island. On 1st June they commenced to
slacken off and during the remainder of the season very few reported. Notwithstanding
that the catches were light the last few months of the open season; this fishery shows
an increase of about 100 tons, which is no doubt due to a cannery having been in ope-
ration here this season, which induced more men to pursue this branch ; and owing to
keen foreign competition our fishermen realized almost fabulous prices, and has therefore
proved one of the best seasons ever known.
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QUEBEC.

CARIBOU ISLANDS.

Codfish were reported first in light quantities on 29th July and light catches were
also made at English Point. From 29th July to 18th August the catches were reported
light, but on the 19th they became good; but as they were irregularly reported, it is not
known whether or not they continued in good quantities. During the first two weeks
of September, fair fishing was reported; but on the 15th it began to decline and the
takes became snall.

Launce appeared plentifully on 3rd August and were taken in large supplies for
about three days. They were not afterwards reported until 13th September when a
good cat.ch was made.

ESQUIMAUX POINT.

Caplin were reported in good quantities from 8th to 19th June inclusive.
Codfish were first reported on 5th June and the catches varied from fair to good

until about the 19th when very good catches were made, but nothing was afterwards
reported until 1st July, during the first week of which month the catches were light.
About the 6th, however, they became very plentiful, and some excellent catches were
made each day for about a week; but from the 13th to about 6th August the average
was very fair. From this latter date until the last of September good fishing was
reported each day and during the second week of October was fair.

Launce were not reported this year until 27th July when a fair supply was taken.
Nothing was reported afterwards until the 27th, after which the fishery was fair until
the last of the month. A very good catch was also reported about 12th October.

Salmon appeared on 15th June and the catches were good for about a week.
During the second week of July the catch was very fair and regular.

GASPÉ.

Codftsh were not reported this year until 28th May and the catches were light and
irregular until about 29th June, when they were reported fairly good and the catches,
although slightly irregular, were on an average fair until 29th August. During the
second week of July boats averaged 2j draughts on banks off mouth of bay and on the
following week very fair fishing was reported at the mouth of the bay. About the
second week of August good fishing was found on the banks, but during September the
catches, although fair, were very few. On the whole this fishery is considered consi-
derably ahead of 1895.

Herring fishery is reported to have been poor during the summer and fall and the
catches have been very light.

Mackerel were exceptionally light the past season, and it is estimated that the total
catch will not exceed three or four dozens.

Salmon appeared in good quantity on 16th May and during the remainder of the
month were taken in very fair catches. During the first week of June the catches were
sonewhat better, but on the 8th they began to decrease and on the 19th were reported
scarce and the catches were afterwards light until about 5th July, when this fishery closed.

GRAND RIVER.

Caplin appeared plentiful on 1Oth May, and excellent catches were made each day
until the 20th, after which none were reported until 15th June, when the average catch
was fair until the 28th. They were more plentiful than for some years past.

Codfish were first reported on 16th May, and light catches were made inshore and
on the banks each day until the 20th, after which none were reported until 3rd June,
from which date until the 17th the catches varied from fair to poor but were light
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during the latter part of the month. Throughout July the catches were fair whenever
bait was obtainable and weather suitable for boats to proceed to banks, as fish were also
reported-there in fair quantities. During August boats had all gone to banks and the
inshore fishery had become wholly neglected. The catches during the first week of that
month had been light, but on the 7th they became very plentiful and some excellent
catches were made. The remainder of the season was stormy and great scarcity of bait
prevented boats from accomplishing very much. This fishery is the principal one pursued
here, about ninety boats being employed, which average 135 draughts, and but for the
excellent catch already reported in August would have proved almost a complete failure.

Herring were not reported this season until 2nd May, from which date until about
3rd June they were plentiful. On the 4th they became somewhat scarcer, but good
hauls were made until the 8th, none having been afterwards reported until 3rd July.
On that date, although the catches, were only fair the fish are said to have been large,
but the fishing during that month was much interrupted and but few were taken.
During the remainder of the season as the boats were continually on the banks very
little fishing was done inshore, notwithstanding that they were very good during the
first two weeks of August.

Lobster fishery was reported poor on 2nd May and the catches continued light
until about the 7th, when some good catches were made for about a week, particularly to
the westward of this station. On the 15th they again were scarce and remained so
until 9th June, when the last factory closed owing to the great scarcity. It is said that
the lobsters were so very small and scarce the past season that some of the fishermen
abandoried this fishery.

Mackerel. As far as could be ascertained this fish did not appear during the
season.

Salmon were taken in small quantities from 10th to 28th May and varied from
fair to good from 4th to 24th June from which date they were again scarce until 9th
July, after which none were reported.

Squid were fairly plentiful during the season, catches varying from good to fair
having been repeatedly made during June, August and September.

LONG POINT.

Caplin were not reported during the past season.
Codfisli were first reported on 3rd June, and the catches were light until the 9th,

when an improvement in this fishery was noted. On the following day the catches
were again light owing to bad weather, but from abqut the ilth to 24th fair catches
were made each day. From 26th June to 6th July the average catch was very fair, but
nothing was afterwards reported until 26th September, when a very good catch was
made and a few good catches during the second week of October. On 15th August the
schooner " Orando," Capt. J. W. Publicover, from Whale Head, bound home via Halifax,
reported to the bureau that the season's catch of codfish from Hannington to Bonne
Esperance was the poorest for the past 40 years; boats scarcely averaging 20 qtls., and
the total catch only estimatei at 3,000 qtls.

Launce appeared very plentifully on 22nd June and some excellent catches were
made during that week. They were reported scarce during the first week of July
and with the exception of a very good catch on the 6th very few were taken. The only
catches afterwards reported were on 26th September and 12th October, when excellent
supplies were obtained.

Salmon appeared on 10th June and the average catch until 4th was good; there.
having been some excellent catches made during the last week of June.

NEWPORT POINT.

Caplin were reported plentiful from 8th to 19th June inclusive, and very good
catches were made.
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Codfish were reported in good quantities on the banks on 27th May and fair
inshore. From this date until about 25th July the catches were fair, although the
fishery was somewhat retarded by stormy weather and scarcity of bait. About this
latter date they became somewhat scarcer on the banks and the boats only madie fair
catches while the inshore catch was still lighter. During the latter part of July strong
winds prevailed and bait was scarce which accounted for the light catches. From
lst August to 15th October the average catch was fair, althougli irregularly reported,
as boats were on the banks and only came in weekly. About the middle of August
codfish and bait were reported plentiful on banks and boats made good catches. On
the whole this fishery has been much better than last season, as the catch is estimated
at 10,000 quintals, which is considerably in excess of the previous year.

Herring appeared plentifully on 2nd May and remained so until about the 20th,
when a slight falling off was noticeable, after which the catches varied from good to
fair, although somewhat irregular, during the remainder of the season. Total catch
estimated at 1,000 brls, which is a shortage of 300 barrels in comparison with 1895.

Lobsters were taken in small quantities on 2nd May, but on the 4th they became
more plentiful and the catches varied froi-good to fair until the 17th, when they were
reported scarce and remained so until the 28th, after which none were reported Total
catch estimated at 500 cases, which id a very large decrease over last season's catch.

Salmon were taken in fair catches from 28th May to 17th June, and the total
catch is estimated at 3,000 lbs.

Squid appeared much earlier this season and very good catches were made as early
as 25th July, and continued until about 13th August, when they became scarce. On
the 25th, however, they grew more plentiful and very fair catches vere taken each
day until 15th October.

PERCÉ.

Codfish were reported somewhat earlier this season and fair fishing was found on
19th May and continued until the 27th, when there was a slight decrease in the catch.
This continued until about June 7th, when fair catches were again reported until
the 12th, but afterwards became scarce, owing to the scarcity of bait, and continued so
until 8th July. On the 10th, fair fishing was reported on the banks and was again
reported fair on the 20th. The inshore catches from the 9th to 19th were fair notwith-
standing that bait was very scarce. During the latter part of July codfish were again
scarce, but in the first week of August boats proceeded to the banks, and the inshore
fishery was abandoned. The catches on the banks throughout the three following
months, although only reported about weekly, were very fair.

Herring appeard in good quantities on 2nd May, and catches varying from very
good to fair were made each day until the 21st, when this fishery became very good and
excellent hauls were made until 8th J une. After this they began to decrease gradually
and the last catch was reported on.28th July.

Lobsters were first reported on 2nd May, and light catches were made until the
18th, when they became more plentiful and fair catches were secured each day until the
27th. On this day a falling off was noticeable, and until 27th June, the last reported,
the catches were light.

Squid appeared 13th August, and were on an average fair until 9th October.

SEVEN ISLANDS.

Caplin were taken in large quantities f rom 15th to the 20th October.
Codfish with the exception of a few good catches during the second, and third

weeks, were scarce until 8th August, after which some very fair catches were reported
until about 3rd September when they again became scarce and remained so until the
ýseason closed. Total catch for the season considered about one-third short.

Halibut. Light catches were reported each day from 1st to the 6th June inclusive.
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Herring were first reported on 27th May and were plentiful until 5th June.
Nothing was afterwards reported until about 4th August, when they were reported to-
have appeared at Point de Monts, but no catches were made until about 11th
September, when some fair hauls were made.

Launce appeared plentifully on 27th May and were taken in very good quantities
until about 24th June, when the catches were reported light for a week. On 3rd July,
however, they again became plentiful and some excellent hauls were made until 28th
August, after which the catches were good until 26th September.

Salmon were first reported on 27th May, but the catches were light until 1st June
when very fair supplies were taken for about ten days. After this catches became light
and remained so until 4th July, none having been reported after that date.

ST. JOHN 'S RIVER.

Codfish were again reported irregular the past season, but is chiefly owing to the
fact that this station is not a regular reporting station, the news of the fisheries being
sent through Long Point of Mingan, which is the reporting station of this district.
About 3rd June this fish was reported in fair numbers and until the end of July the
average catch was good. Nothing was reported during the first two weeks of August, but
on the 15th codfish were very plentiful and good fishing was reported. During the last
week of September and third week of October good catches were frequently reported.

Launce were also reported irregularly but excellent supplies were taken during the
last weeks of June, August and September and first week of July.

Salmon, as far as reported, were plentiful throughout the month of June.

THUNDER RIVER.

Caplin appeared in excellent numbers on 8th June and until about the 18th were
taken in good quantities.

Codfi8h appeared fairly plentiful on 29th May and fair fishing was reported each
day until 7th June, when the catches somewhat improved and good fishing was reported
until the 19th. On this date they slackened off considerably and nothing was after-
wards reported until 28th July from which date until 27th August the average catch
was fairly good. From 28th August to 25th September the catches were good each day,
but on the 26th there was another falling off and until the season closed the catches
were fair although irregularly reported.

Launce were first reported on 8th August and an excellent quantity was taken.
They were afterwards not reported until the 25th, when they were taken in fair supply
until the last of the month.

Salmon were taken in good catches from 15th, to 19th June inclusive.

ANTICOSTI.

ENGLIsH BAY.

Alewive8 were not reported this year as usual.
Caplin were reported plentiful from 24th June to 15th July, but were afterwards

scarce until the 21st, when they left the coast.
Codfish appeared in good quantities on 17th June, but during the succeeding four,

days the catches were light. On the 22nd, they again became good and remained so,
until the 27th, when stormy weather affected the catches which were light until 4th
July. On the latter date this fishery was very good and lasted for about four days,
after which it became fair and finally poor. . During the remainder of the season the
catches were light, there having been only an occasional good catch reported.

At Mozriol River, on the northern side of the island, this fishery is reported to.
have been very good.
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Total catch at English Bay is estimated at 250 qtls.
Strawberry Cove " 500 "
Caplin Bay " 237 "

Which are quite large decreases in comparison to those of 1895.
Herring appeared in fair quantities on 25th May, but as the following day was

stormy, the catch was light until about 4th June, when some very good catches were
made for a few days. Bad weather again set in and little was done until about the
17th, when light hauls were reported each day for about a week. Throughout July and
August, the catches were, with the exception of an occasional fair one, light, as the
weather was stormy the greater portion of the time. Nothing was reported during the
first two weeks of September, but f rom the 14th to 13th October, the average catch was
fair.

FOX BAY.

Caplin are reported to have appeared on the southern side of the island, about the
middle of June and to have remained in good quantities until the latter part of July.

Codfsh were first reported on 4th June, in very good quantities but few were taken
until about the 16th, when some good catches were made for a few days. About the
21st boats all left for Heath Point, where fishing was reported very good on caplin
bait. During the first week of July some very good catches were made at Fox Bay and
Heath Point, but bait becoming scarce the catches were consequently light until
about the 15th, when caplin again were in good supply and good catches were then
made until stormy weather suspended operations until about 2 lst August, when good
fishing was reported at this station for a few days on squid bait. Nothing wvas after-
wards reported ; althougi it is thought that boats made some light catches in vicinity of
this station. Total catch estimated-at one hundred and fifty quintals.

Herring struck in on 20th May and excellent catches were made each day, until
about 4th June, when they were reported to have left the bay. Bad weather then set
in and nothing was reported until about the 16th, when they again appeared in fair
quantities, but remained only two days. With the exception of a light catch on 4th
July, nothing was reported after 17th June.

MAGDALEN ISLAND.

Codftsh were first reported on 9th June in fair quantities but none were taken until
about the 20th, as all boats were engaged in the lobster fishery. From the 20th to the
27th the catches were light each day, although fish were fairly plentiful, owing to the
few fishermen taking part in this fishery. About the 30th they were very good but all
boats were busily engaged in the lobster fishery which was poor. During the first two
weeks of July fair catches were repeatedly made, but with the exception of a few fair
catches in the first week of August, they were light from 14th July to 27th August.
Although the catches were light during the last week of August, it is reported that fish
were plentiful, but that few boats were engaged. Throughout September the fishery
varied from good to fair and it is reported that although fishermen have done fairly
well, and codfish were apparently in large quantities the whole season, it is wholly
owing to the small number of boats engaged that the total catch was not much better.

Herring struck in plentifully on 28th April at Grindstone, and large quantities
were taken until about 24th May. Fair catches were made at Etang-du-Nord on 8th
May, and about the 11 th they struck in at Amherst Harbour, and some very good hauls
were made for about ten days. During the third week they were reported plentiful in
all sections, but although some excellent hauls were made, the stormy weather interfered
greatly with the fishery, and during the remainder of the season the catches were light.
It is reported that during the last week of May large quantities were obtained for
lobster and mackerel bait and that a large fleet of strange vessels, presumably bankers,
were loading as they were fully as plentiful as in preceding years. During the month
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of September they were also reported in large quantities around Dead Island, and many
barrels were taken in nets whicb had been set for mackerel.

Lobsters were first reported in fair quantities in Amherst Harbour on 14th May,
but on the 16th they became scarce and catches were light until about the 28th. after
which fair fishing was reported for about ten days. From 7th June to the close of the
season the catches were light, although on 9th June they were plentiful in Pleasant Bay,
and during the following week were taken in fair quantities. It is said that this fishery
has been very fair on the south-eastern part of the islands, but on the south-western,
north-western and northern parts was very poor in comparison with former years.
Although the average quantity is about the same as in preceding years, still the number
of boats have increased very rapidly, and where there are twenty boats now there was
only one on the same ground ten or fifteen years ago.

Mackerel were first reported on lst June and were taken in light but regular
catches until the 23rd, after which they were not again reported until the third week of
July, when light catches were again made until about Ilth August. On this latter date
boats which were on the northerri side of the island were doing fairly, but the majority
of boats had not salted one barrel, and although a few good hauls were made they did
not appear to take hooks as in previous years. During the remainder of the season the
general catch was light, although at Etang-du-Nord on 5th September boats were reported
to have done well and prospects were good if the weather only kept fine. On 15th
September reports from Bryon Island, the chief resort of the mackerel fishermen, stated
that the fishery was very poor, and as afterwards reported, the catches were light and
boats were taken up early in October, as the weather was very unfavourable for fishing.
In comparison with previous years the past season has been very poor and the total
catch about 5Q per cent less than that of 1895.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

W. M. HUTCHINS,

Clerk in charge Fisheries Intelligence Bureau.
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APPENDIX No. 12.

FISII CULTURE, 1896.
REPORT BY PROFESSOR EDWARD E. PRINCE, COMMISSIONER AND

GENERAL INSPECTOR OF FISHERIES FOR THE DOMINION
OF CANADA, FOR THE YEAR 1896.

To the Honourable Louis H. DAVIEs,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-In my report last year I had the satisfaction of stating that the results of
the season's operations (1895) exceeded those of any previous year, and that the out-
put of fry was the highest on record, notwithstanding that I had taken steps in various
ways to ensure greater economy in the expenditure at the various hatcheries under the
department. I have not relaxed my efforts to accomplish continued substantial economy
in carrying on the work of fish culture during the year now ending, and I am able again
to report that, thanks to the energy and zeal of the officers in charge of the various
hatcheries, and of the staff of assistants under them, the general success and extent of
the season's results have not been impaired. Indeed, while a repetition of the pheno-
menal total of fry planted last year (viz, 294,040,000), could hardly be expected, except
by sanctioning increased expenditure, yet it must be a matter for congratulation that
the out-put of fry in 1896 is far in excess of that of any season prior to 1893. The
total quantity of fry planted in. 1892 was 135,959,500 and that planted this year was
no less than 202,959,500. The average output annually of the department's bat-
cheries for the last ten years is 143,000,000, so that the present year exceeds the average
by over fifty millions. Such results as these are highly satisfactory, when compaied
with those achieved in other countries whose annual expenditure is very much greater.
In the United States the annual expenditure by the various states is approximately
estimated at $180,000 ; that of the United States Fish Commission, Washington, not
less than $150,000. This total cost is about ten times greater than that of this depart-
ment's fish culture operations, yet the result, that is to say the output of fry is not quite
four times that recorded in this report. Our results in other words are 150 per cent in
advance of our neighbours so that, whereas they plant 3,000 fry for every dollar of
public money expended, we are able to plant nearly 7,500 for each dollar spent. It is
needless to say that no better evidence of efficiency in the department's hatcheries
could be adduced. Most of the hatchery officers, it may be added, were trained under
the former superintendent of fish culture (Mr. Samuel Wilmot), whose retirement from
the service was referred to in the opening sentences of my last report.

Apart from the fish culture work, carried on under the Dominion Government,
there are in Canada few attempts at artificial hatching of fish, and these are chiefly of a
commercial nature and therefore limited in their scope. The provinces have not made
any systematic efforts to replenish the inland waters by means of pisciculture ; but an
increasing number of applications for information, and practical instruction in the
hatching and rearing of trout and other fish have reached the department, and afford
gratifying evidence that private effort, on the part of enthusiastic individuals, will in
the future, aid and second the efforts of the Dominion Government in this field. These,
subsidiary efforts embracing, as a rule, the culture of such fish as the speckled trout
and other kinds not included at present in the government operations, will prove of
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inestimable value. The government hatcheries have been for the most part exclusively
devoted to the rearing of various species which are of prime commercial importance.
Other species, such as speckled trout, black bass, etc., being regarded mainly in the light
of game fishes have not for some years been hatched in our establishments.

QUANTITIES OF FRY DISTRIBUTED.

The following table shows the numbers planted of various species propagated

Salmon (Salmo salar) ........ ................... .. 8,551,500
Sockeye (Pacifie) Salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka). . . . . . 10,393,000
Salmon-trout (Salvelinus namaycush)............... . 5,825,000
Lake Whitefish (Coregonus clupeijormis ............ 78,190,000
Lobsters (Honarus americanous) ................... 100,000,000

202,959,500

The tabulated form below shows in sep.arate columns the number, and name of
each hatchery, the quantities of fry put out from each, the numbers of semi-hatched
eggs sent from, and received at, the hatcheries, and the particular species of fry and
eggs so distributed:-

Name of Hatchery.

Fraser River, B.C....
Sydney N.S . ......
Bedford, N.S........

do ........
do

Dunk River, P.E.I..
St. John River, N.B.

do
do

Miramichi, N.B.
Restigouche, Que ... ,
Gaspé, Que....... .
Tadoussac, Que......
Magog, Que ........

do .........
Newcastle, Ont.... .

do ......
Sandwich, Ont. . .
Ottawa, Ont.........

do ......
Bay View, N.S.
Selkirk, Man........

Totals.........

Number of
Fry put out of

Hatchery.

10.393,000
243,500

1,300,000
225,000

2,700,000
.. .. .. ... . . . ... .

1,028,000
400,000

2,640,000
1,430,000
1,250,000

800,000
2,500,000
1,650,000
1,750,000
2,500,000
2,700,000

61,000,000
3,000,000

950,000
100,000,000

4,500,000

202,959,500

Number of
advanced

Eggs sent to
other

Hatcheries.

... ..... ......
Not in operation
. .. . . . .. .. .. . . ..

.. .. . . .. . . .. . .
270,000
250,000

...... ..........

.. .............

. .. . . . . . . . . . . ..

... ......... .
2,600,000

...............
15,000,000

................
......... ....> .

........ ......
*4,500,000

22,620,000

Number of
advanced

Eggs received
from other
Hatcheries.'

... .. . .. .. . .. ..
250,000

3,000,000

50,000
3,000,000

260,000

....... .... . ..

...... .... . ...
2,000,000
2,000,000

3,000,000
. ... ..... ... .

3,000,000
1,500,000

................

18,860,000

Description of Fish

Sockeye sahnon.
Atlantic salmon.

do
Great lake trout.
Whitefish.

Atlantic salmon.
Great lake trout.
Whitefish.
Atlantic salnon.

do
do
do

Whitefish.
Great lake trout.

do
Whitefish.

do
do

Great lake trout.
Lobsters.
Whitefish.

*Operated part of season.

PLANTING LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, &C., IN BRITISH COLUMBIA WATERS.

In addition to the customary work carried on in the hatcheries, and fully detailed
in the appended reports of the officers-in-charge, the department undertook an important
shipment of various valuable species of fish from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean.
Last year a very successful transplantation of large-mouthed black bass was accom-
plished in certain waters of Western Ontario, with the co-operation of the Provincial Gov-
ernment of Ontario: but the scheme authorized and carried out this season, while of a
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similar nature, was of a more extensive and arduous character, viz. : the transhipment
of lobsters, Atlantic oysters, large mouth black bass, and tom-cod or frost fish, from
Nova Scotia to British Columbia.

The United States Fish Commission has made five or six such shipments during the
last years with varying success, but no previous attempt had been made in the Dominion.
As there are no true lobsters in the Pacifie Ocean, and only a very diminutive species of
oyster, which is somewhat locally distributed along the British Columbia coast, and
of small economie importance, any successful effort to introduce into these western
inshore waters the valuable crustacean and shell fish mentioned could not fail to be of
benefit and possibly lead to new fishing industries on the Pacifie coast. The full
details of the scheme, as carried out, will be published in due course, as it is impossible
at this stage to report, except in the most meagre way, upon the actual results
observed since the date of the planting, in July, 1896. It suffices to say in this place
that my report prepared in 1895, upon this proposed shipment, contained a suggestion
that as an experiment one thousand live lobsters should be conveyed in a refrigerator
car, part of them in tanks of cool seawater, part in kelp with ice, and part in
eelgrass or rockweed; that females carrying eggs should be included, and if possible a
few thousands of eggs detached from the parent lobsters and carried on trays in
weed or otherwise. I also favoured the capture and conveyance of a number of
lobsters, say three or four months old, and therefore of very small size, as such imma-
ture specimens might prove to be hardy if carried in sufficiently shallow suitable vessels.
Barrels of live oysters, i. e. four or five thousand oysters, from New Brunswick or Nova
Scotia oyster beds, were also to be carried, and some barrels of brackish water containing
tom-cod or frost fish. En route through Western Ontario a few barrels of fresh water
containing small black bass were to be taken on board, and planted in suitable ponds
in British Columbia. The tom-cod it was designed to plant in some of the brackish
lakes in Manitoba or the North-west, as certain of these lakes are less strongly impre-
gnated with saline and alkaline matters, and a hardy fish might do well in them, espe-
cially as certain Branchiopods flourish in them, and these would form acseptable food
for the planted fish.

On many occasions this latter part of the scheme I discussed with the late
Sir John Schultz, whose experience in the western waters, and large professional
knowledge, led him to strongly favour my proposal. The Rev. Father Lacombe,
personally expressed to me the high value he placed upon such a proposal, as
the planting of fish in waters, which now contain no species of fish whatever, would be
a lasting boon to the population in the vicinity of these salt lakes, and a benefit to the
Indian tribes adjacent. My scheme was not'carried out in its entirety, but sufficient
success attended the effort to show that a more extended attempt would overcome all
difficulties. On July 2nd a shipment of over 600 live lobsters, 200 of them being
females in "berry " and 150 of them small, left Halifax in charge of Mr. C. A. Stayner,
whose great experience in the lobster fishery was invaluable in carrying out the plan.
An assistant, with qualifications as a chemist and biologist, accompanied the shipment
and rendered help under Mr. Stayner's directions. Eight barrels of fine live oysters
were also shipped. The supply of tom-cod, which it was intended to take on at
Moncton, New Brunswick, could not be procured at the time, but at Sturgeon Falls,
in West Ontario, several barrels of fresh water, containing 40 very small black bass,
were taken on board, as arranged, and by means of supplies of ice obtained at stated
points, en route almost 50 per cent of the lobsters, practically all the oysters, and about
20 per cent of the black bass reached their destination on July 9th in a living and
healthy condition. The whole were immediately planted in locations selected by
Inspector McNab, New Westminster, and Captain J. T. Walbran, of the Dominion
cruiser " Quadra, " and approved by Mr. Stayner. As already stated, reports received
since the planting of the lobsters, &c., clearly demonstrate not only that shipments
of this character can be readily accomplished from ocean to ocean, but that
such transplanted shellfish and crustaceans find suitable conditions, and survive in a
healthy state, in sheltered areas judiciously selected in the Straits of Georgia. A
full report upon the shipment and its results is in preparation, and when further infor-
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mation is available respecting the subsequent welfare of the fish planted, it will be
published in due course, and will furnish a basis for any future scheme of the live cha-
racter. In the meantime the following quotations from Mr. Stayner's report, submitted
officially at the time, will indicate the nature of the steps taken :-

"I left Halifax on the 2nd of July, having in the special refrigerator car 600
lobsters and about 4 imperial quarts of spawn. The tom-cod were not awaiting me at
Moncton as Inspector Chapman informed me that the fish could not be procured at the
season.

" On the 4th at 11 o'clock p.m., we took in the five cans with 40 black bass, very
small ones. Overseer Richardson reported that he could not get any bigger fish, and we
obtained a bag of salt at North Bay.

" At Winnipeg the Canadian Pacific Rail way department put new springs under the
car in about one hour's time. The car still rode very roughly which no doubt caused
the death of many of the lobsters. The floor of the car also had about an inch of water
washing about all the time, which made it very uncomfortable as the assistant and
myself had to stay in the car for many hours every day. We took five tons of ice at
Halifax, two tons at Carleton Junction, Ontario, and one ton at Hector. We would
not have needed so much but we feared being delayed at a wash-out in the Rockies as
other trains had been for three days. We got through all right, but the train due on
July 10th had not arrived on the 11 th and the next day's train did not arrive till after
midnight. At Revelstoke we took in four barrels of sea water sent there for us, but on
tasting it I found it too fresh so we only ventured to use it mixed half and half with the
Halifax water still on hand. At Sicamous we met officer McNeish awaiting the five
cans of bass, but he stated that there was no suitable place to put them in on account
of high freshets, so we took them on to New Westminster Hatchery.

"At New Westminster we transferred the whole shipment to the tug provided. We
steamed over 100 miles from five o'clock in the morning till nine at night but could not
find the water sufficiently salt anywhere. The whole straits of Georgia being quite
high coloured with floating sediment from the Fraser River. We put 196 live lobsters
including two very large ones weighing over ten pounds each, and many females with
eggs, on inshore grounds adjacent to Nanaimo lighthouse in charge of Mr. Brown. We
put 72 near the shore surrounded with a net. The rest we put overboard in deeper
water en route to Nanaimo, hoping the water would be more salt near the bottom. On the
l th we put 6 barrels of oysters in the two cars, also the lobster eggs which I fear were
spoiled owing chiefly to our carrying them about with us in the heat of the sun.
The other two barrels of oysters we spread in tidal limits on the shore in charge of His
Honour Judge Bole some nine miles up the north arm of Burrard Inlet, where it is
very likely they will thrive as there are plenty of shells handy for cultch. They had
nlot yet spawned. The oysters were in splendid condition, hardly one being spoiled.

"The six barrels remained for the " Quadra " to take and plant.
"The temperature of the refrigerator car was almost steadily 41° or 42° F. all the

way west when shut up and 45° to 50° F. with the door open.
"The temperature of water in B.C. was 67° F.

SUGGESTED ASSISTANCE BY FISHERMEN.

That the protection of young fish and of spawning parent-fish on the natural
breeding grounds should go hand in hand with artificial culture is a well-worn truism.
The depletion which bas become so apparent in the inland waters of the Dominion
could be largely stopped if fishermen would study their own interests and avoid bring-
ing ashore immature and comparatively valueless fish. Artificial planting may do some-
thing; but with the help of the fishermen themselves it can do infinitely more, and I
cannot forbear quoting from the report last year of Superintendent James Nevin,
formerly an officer in one of the department's hatcheries and now Superintendent of
Fisheries in the State of Wisconsin.
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Mr. Nevin states: " In my last annual report I made mention of the increase
of whitefish in Green Bay. It affords me no little satisfaction to be able to state that
the catch of this year and last show a steady increase over the catch of 1892. This
increase is most perceptible on the grounds on which we have been planting steadily
for the past eight years.

I regret very much that, in our efforts to propagate whitefish in the great lakes,
the co-operation of the fishermen as a whole is not forthcoming. I deprecate exceed-
ingly the enormous destruction by the fishermen of the small whitefish and other
species; for there is no question in my mind that the fishermen would be well repaid
for their forbearance if they would return all small whitefish they catch to the lake,
instead of selling them for " No. 3 Family Whitefish," I believe there are several
dealers in the state who will not buy the small whitefish ; but there are others who
advise the fishermen how to dispose of them to the dealer's advantage.-(Report of
Fish Commiss., state of Wisconsin, 1895.)

From the same report I quote a further extract as embodying a scheme, which
has for some years been advocated by the eminent Scottish authority upon fisheries,
Professor McIntosh, of St. Andrews. Sea fishermen have, in many instances, been
instructed and induced to artificially spawn cod, haddock and other fish and scatter the
eggs in the water. This at any rate saves the eggs from total loss on deck or in the
market, and a proportion of the dispersed eggs can hardly fail to survive. The state of
Wisconsin, however, attempts officially to carry out this scheme as supplementary to
fish culture in the state hatcheries :--" Men are placed " says the superintendent " on
fishing tums during the spawning season to spawn the female fish and impregnate the
eggs. The eggs are then carefully measured and planted on the natural spawning
grounds where they hatch out in the usual natural manner. This commission is the
only one in the United States or in America that has made a practice of doing this
work in this manner. The fishermen who were sceptical at first, and had so little faith
in the work that they did not want us on their tugs, are our best friends to-day. That
the work has been a success is proven by the results. At every point on the lake where
this work has been done, the fishermen have caught quantities of small trout the second
year after planting, where they had never caught them until we commenced planting
the impregnated eggs back on the spawning grounds. If the fishermen, one and all,
would adopt this method of maintaining the fish supply, there would be no need of a
close season."

There may be grounds for questioning the concluding opinion, but there can be
no doubt in thus saving ripe spawn, which would otherwise be certainly and imme-
diately lost, there must result undeniable benefit to the fisheries, especially if pains be
taken to return the fertilized spawn to appropriate localities, such as the parent-fish
would naturally resort to. Close seasons, of course, protect the main run of any parti-
cular species of fish, but there are seasonal variations, which lead to the destruction of
numbers of fish especially lake trout or salmon trout, whose ripe spawning conditions.
is often reached at a date prior to the legal close time.

The usual detailed reports of the officers in charge of the hatcheries at New West-
minster, B. C., Sydney, N. S., Bedford, N.S., St. John River, N.B., Miramichi, N.B.,
Restigouche, P. Q., Gaipé,P. Q., Tadoussac, P. Q., Magog, P. Q., Newcastle, Ont., Sand-
wich, Ont., Ottawa, Ont., Selkirk, Man., and Bay View, Pictou, N. S., are appended.
A brief report of the Moisie hatchery conducted for many years at the expense of
Messrs. Holliday Bros, Moisie, P.Q., is also included in these detailed reports.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD E. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fi8herie8..
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1.-FRASER RIVER HATCHERY, B.C.

NEW WESTMINSTER, 12th March, 1896.
Prof. E. E. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fisheries for Canada.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report of operations in connection
with the Fraser River fish hatchery for the year 1896.

On the 12th day of January a consignment of 4,500,000 semi-hatched whitefish
eggs, from the Selkirk hatchery, reached New Westminster. I had them conveyed
immediately to the hatchery and deposited in the glass incubators. The eggs had been
well packed and arrived in good condition. During the month of March the young
whitefish were planted without loss or mortality as follows -

March 9, Harrison Lake ........ ....... .1,125,000
do 11; do ....... ,......... 1,125,000
do 16, Shawnigam Lake............... 1,125,000
do 20, Coquitlam Lake............... . 250,000
do 23, Pit Lake..................... . 250,000
do 25, Deer Lake .................... 125,000

4,000,000
The season's crop of young salmon were liberated

as follows :-
March 7, Harrison River ...... ........ 1,363,840

do 9, do. . ............... 1,363,840
do 11, do ........ ........ .. 1,363,840
do 18, do .................. . 1,183,360
do 20, Pit Lake ..... ............... . 511,440
do 21, do ..... . ..... ......... .... 596,680

6,393,000

10,393,000

Making a grand total of 10,393,000 turned out from the hatchery in 1896.
On 28th September I sent caretaker McNeish with two men to Morris Creek,

Harrison, with the necessary material to build a trap and make the other necessary
preparations for capturing parent salmon and collecting and shipping the ova to the
hatchery. On the 3rd of October the first lot of ova, consisting of 630,000, was received
at the hatchery.

The water was so low in Morris Creek that the salmon could not reach their
spawning grounds, the water continued to fall until the bed of the creek was a
series of pools and gravel bars, and the water in the pools became very foul from dead
and decaying salmon, as it was impossible for the salmon to reach the trap; one, was
removed to the mouth of the creek, and ora in small lots were secured up to the 22nd of
October, when it commenced to rain, raising the creek, and on the 31st October the last
lot reached the hatchery, making a total of 6,770,000 eggs, which well fills the house.

I had the tram road between the river and hatchery repaired, and also the fiume
between the pond and the hatchery, with such other repairs to the premises as were
absolutely necessary.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN McNAB,

Inspector of Fisheries.
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2.-SYDNEY HATCHERY-CAPE BRETON.

NORTH SYDNEY, C.B., 18th November, 1896.
Professor E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I beg to submit the following as my annual report of the operations of the
Sydney fish hatchery for the present year -

No parent fish in recent years have been taken from the waters of this district for
the Sydney hatchery, the ova coming from the Miramichi hatchery. On the 26th of
March, 1896, 250,000 salmon ova were received from Mr. Sheasgreen, assistant superin-
tendent of the Miramichi hatchery. These were immediately placed in the troughs of
the hatchery. From the above date until the distribution of the f ry in June the number
of diseased eggs amounted to 6,490.

The remainder were successfully hatched out and the fry in excellent condition
distributed in the following rivers:-

Margaree River, Inverness County ..................... .74,000
River Dennis do ..................... .. 48,000
Clyburn's River, Victoria County ........... ..... .. . 50,000
North River do ,................ ... 71,500

Total....................................... 243,500

The waters adjacent the above rivers are more fished for commercial purposes than
are the waters in any other section of this district. For'this reason these rivers were
again stocked this year.

In previous reports on the fisheries of Cape Breton I have pointed out that there
are two runs of salmon entering our rivers. The first make their appearance during the
month of June. These fish enter such rivers as Margaree, Little River and River
Dennis in the County of Inverness. They also appear in the tidal waters of St. Ann's
River, Clyburn's, Cape North and Middle Rivers in the county of Victoria, Mird River
in the county of Cape Breton and Grand River in the county of Richmond. This is
the commercial run of fish. The second run appears during the latter part of September
and the month of October, when immense numbers of these salmon enter nearly all of
our rivers, and it was from the parent fish of this latter run that in former years the
Sydney fish hatchery was stocked with ova. The result is that while the autumn run
of salmon has increased to such an extent, that our rivers have become literally alive
with them, the mid-summer run of salmon, which are captured for commercial purposes,
is becoming smaller year by year. Thus it would appear that we have been breeding
from the wrong run of fish. For the past three years the salmon ova has been furnished
from the Miramichi hatchery, and as these fish next year will have arrived at the growth
when they will again re-enter their native rivers it is hoped that during the commercial
fishing season salmon will be found more plentiful in our waters.

For this reason and the fact that the ova, I believe, can be furnished at a less cost,
than ova taken from Cape Breton salmon, I would recommend that the department
continue to furnish the Sydney hatchery with ova from the New Brunswick hatchery.

The hatching capacity of the Sydney hatchery is about 950,000. The hatchery has
not been worked to half its capacity since the change made in supplying the ova from
abroad. I would therefore recommend that a greater quantity of ova in future be
supplied this hatchery if such can possibly be done.

The hatchery is is need of some slight repairs. The caretaker, Mr. W. J. Dunlop,
is faithful and painstaking.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

A. C. BERTRAM,
Inspector of Fisheries.
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3.-ST. JOHN RIVER HATCHERY, N.B.

GRAND FALLS, N.B., 27th November, 1896.
Prof. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

S1R,-I beg to transmit herewith my annual report of the work done and performed
at the Dominion Fish Ratchery under my supervision, situated at the Rapide des Femmes
on the River St. John, in the province of New Brunswick, and the results thereof, with
a few remarks in connection with fish culture.

As I have already in my report for 1895 stated that there were laid down in this
hatchery 1,200,000 sea salmon eggs, also in the month of March of this year I received
a further supply of 500,000 salmon-trout eggs from Newcastle, and 3,000,000 whitefish
eggs f rom Sandwich, Ont. These eggs were all received in fair condition, the ova con-
tinued to do well during the remainder of the hatching period, and hatched out a good
percentage in the spring. The young fry of the different species of fish were all dis-
tributed throughout the counties lying along the valley of the River St. John in such
waters as were suitable to the different kinds of fish. Frequently an application is
made to the Fishery Department for a given quantity of young fry for some place or
locality where the waters are entirely unsuited to the fry asked for. If the better judg-
ment of the officer be followed and employees refuse or demur to plant the fry in such
waters, then neglect or disobedience of orders is charged against them, and they are
sometimes reprimanded therefor. At other times it is not possible to comply with all
the applications that are forwarded for the simple reason that the fry have got too old
to be carried with safety such long distances as would be required to fill orders, thére-
fore we are compelled in order to preserve the fry to put them into the waters most
convenient and accessible.

DISTRIBUTION OF FRY.

Whiteßish.
Harvey Lake, York County..........................320,000
Lake George do ............................ 320,000
Lake Yohoe do ........ ........ . ........ 320,000
Oromocto Lake do ............ .............. 320,000
Long Lake, Victoria County..........................240,000
Lakeville Lake, Carleton County......................240,000
Bryan Pond, Madawaka County......................240,000
Long Lake, Victoria County.......... ................ 320,000
Gerantown Lake, Albert County.................. 320,000

Total whitefish..........................32,640,000

Sea Salmon.
Salmon River, Victoria County.........................48,000
Tobique River do............................36,000
Oromocto River, 'York Courity........................248,000
Salmon River, Victoria County ....................... 248,000
Skiff Lake, York County........... ................. 248,000
Maduxnakeg, Caleton County................ ........ 48,000
Loch Lomond, St. John County....................... .48,000
Washademoak dora C .... . ......... ..... ... 48000
Loch Alva do ................ ........ 48,000
St. John River at the hatchery ..................... ..60,000
St. Croix River, York County ......................... .48,000

Total sea salmon .................... 1028,000
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Salmon Trout.

Harvey Lake, York County .......................... 40,000
Lake George do ............................ 40,000
Lake Yohoe do ............................ 40,000
Baldhead Lake do ............................ 40,000
Oromocto Lake do ......... ,................. 40,000
Lakeville Lake, Carleton County ...................... 40,000
Portage Lake, Victoria County ................ ....... .30,000
Rolston Lake do .................... ...... 30,000
Patersons Lake do ....................... 10,000
McAdam Lake, York County ......................... 10,000
Private Pond do .... ..................... 10,000
Long Lake, Victoria County .......................... 30,000
Put into St. John River at hatchery .... ... . ........ .. 40,000

Total salmon-trout.. ...................... 400,000

RECAPITULATION.

Whitefish fry planted ............................... .2,640,000
Salmon-trout do ................................ 400,000
Sea salmon......................................1,028,000

Grand total of fry this year.. ............ 4.068,000

It will here be observed that a large quantity of young fish fry has been distributed
from this establishment the present year, and I am pleased to be in a position to say
further that it was performed in a systematic, practical and judicious manner without any
appreciable loss, although we were required to carry a large quantity of them unusually
long distances for the safety of the fish. On one occasion last spring we transported
whitefish fry about 325 miles by rail, from the hatchery at Grand Falls to Germantown
Lake, in Albert County.

COLLECTING SALMON OVA.

On the 29th of October, we left Grand Falls for Carleton, St. John, N.B.,
to strip the salmaon that were confined in the pond, and arrived in Carleton the same
night. The next day I went to the pond ; there I found everything in readiness, as usual,
under the supervision of Mr. Joseph O'Brien, a most efficient and obliging officer, he
always' renders us every assistance in his power in order to expedite the work of
stripping the fish; we lost two days before beginning operations, on account of the egg
cases and trays not arriving, although I shipped thein the day before I left home. I
found the salmon in first class condition, and yielded their eggs quite freely. On the 3rd
of November I shipped in charge of my son 650,000 eggs for the hatchery. On the night
of the fourth November he returned to Carleton, bringing back the empty egg cases and
trays ; on the sixth I again despatched my son with 650,000 more eggs, making in all
about 1,300,000 salmon eggs that were laid down to hatch here during the present
season, and at this date they are looking very well, but it is rather too soon to be able to
judge of the possible results, nevertheless I anticipate a good yield of young healthy fry
next spring.

On the 7th Mr. Alexander Mowat went to Bedford hatchery with about 700,000
eggs for Mr. Ogden, on the Ilth he took about 300,000 more eggs for the same place,
making in all about 1,000,000 that were despatched to the Bedford hatchery. About
220,000 eggs were sent to the Miramichi in charge of Mr. Mowat, when on his way
home. The total number of salmon manipulated at the pond this year, was: females
440, males 175, making a total of 615.
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The spawning house at present in the pond is quite inadequate and wholly unsuited
for the purpose, it is in the first place entirely too small, and very badly lighted, besides
it is built upon some old piles or water soaked logs scarcely buoyant enough to float the
little building that is erected thereon. Six or seven men are standing and working upon
it, with a large barrel or hogshead filled with fresh water and usually a dozen or more
visitors from the city and elsewhere, which are sure to be there when we are stripping the
fish, hence it is simply submerged; we were frequently standing six or eightinches deep in
water which was very disagreeable and injurious to health. I would therefore respectfully
suggest to the department that a more suitable building for the purpose should be
erected, and as it must be on the water in the pond, in consequence of the rise and fall
of the tide, it will therefore require to be built on some floating foundation that will carry
a reasonable number of people, together with the appliances necessary for stripping the
fish, without sinking below the surface; and also a storeroom for the purpose of storing
the egg cases, empty trays, and all the other appliances belonging to the work of
spawning the salmon. Such a place is also very much needed for the purpose of packing
the ova preparatory to despatching to the several hatcheries. Heretofore we had the
privilege of packing them in an old blacksmith shop belonging to the Shore Line
Railroad, but it has been taken by the city in making the new wharf improvements. The
present season we were compelled to occupy a small shed wherein to do our packing; it
was very inconvenient, as it is exceedingly small and dark, as there were no windows in it.

I do not think that any repairs will be required the next year unless some-
thing unforeseen might occur.

All of the appliances in the hatchery are in good order and there is a good supply of
pure water.

.All of the foregoing is most respectfully submitted.

CHAS. McCLUSKEY,

Oflcer in charge.

4.-MIRAMICHI HATCHERY-NEW BRUNSWICK.

SOUTH EsK, N.B., 20th November, 1896.
Prof. E. E. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SiR,-I beg hereby to submit the annual report of operations at this hatchery, for
the year 1896.

As stated in my report for 1895, there were placed in this hatchery in the autumn
of that year 1,561,600 salmon ova. During the month of March 250,000 of these ova,
were transferred to the hatchery at Sydney, Cape Breton, and also 20,000 to the
Restigouche hatchery-leaving a balance of 1,261,600. In addition to this number
260,000 salmon ova were received from Restigouche, about the latter part of April, to
fill an application of the Hon. Mr. Adams. The ova hatched in a very healthy condition
the total loss from the time the first were placed in the hatching troughs until distribu-
tion was completed being only 81,600. The fry were planted in the following streams:-

North-west Miramichi River ........... ............ 630,000
Main South-west Miramichi ............. ............ 120,000
Little South-west Miramichi .......... ...... ........ .425,000
Renous River ...................................... 75,000
Sevogle River ...................................... 150,000
Kennebecasis River, King's County.. . ...... ........ ... 10,000
Stewarts Brook ......................... .......... . 20,000

Total.............. ........... ......... 1,430,000
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The 260,000 ova received from Restigouche, were planted in the North-west Mira-
michi, not far from the fishing pools at " Camp Adams," and are included in the 600,000
alloted to that stream in the above statement, an application for 100,000 fry was made
by T. G. Loggie, Esq., of Fredericton, for the main South-west Miramichi and another
for 10,000 fry for the Kennebecasis River These applications were satisfactorily com-
plied with, and the numbers of fry mentioned are also included in the above statement.

After the distribution of fry was completed the work of repairing the hatchery and
all appliances in connection therewith, was commenced. The supply pipes, which were
leaking badly in several places were repaired as well as possible. The supply dam was
newly gravelled and the embankments along the stream were extended and strengthened.
The large crib within the retaining pond, which was carried away by the high freshet
last winter, was rebuilt. The interior of the hatchery was thoroughly cleaned and
repainted and the hatching troughs and trays varnished throughout. Several new scows
for carrying parent salmon from the fishing stations to retaining pond, were also built,
and everything in connection with the house was put in as good working condition as
possible.

CAPTURE OF PARENT FIsH.

Having had the nets put in readiness and all necessary arrangements made, the
work of procuring the supply of parent fish was commenced on September 9th. During
the latter part of the month of August, there was a very large run of salmon in the
rivers, but these had all passed up beyond our fishing stations before we commenced
operations. After that date there was no large numLer of fish entered the rivers at one
time, but the run continued steadily throughout the season, thereby enabling our fisher-
men to be very successful in obtaining a full supply. The total number taken from
September 9th until the nets were taken up on October 16th, was 405. Of this number
315 were taken by means of seine and set nets on the North-west Miramichi and the
remaining ninety were taken by set nets on the Little South-west Miramichi. The
total number consisted of 246 females and 149 males. The cost of procuring this
number of fish amounted to $511.67, showing the average price to be about $1.26 each.

COLLECTION OF OVA.

Owing to a very high tide a few days previous to the time of beginning the work
of stripping the fish, an accident occurred, whereby thirty fish were lost. When the
tidal water was receding from the retaining pond through the narrow outlet, it caused
a large hole to be worn under one side of the inclosure in which the fish were at the
time, and it was only by the merest chance that a greater loss was not met with. Upon
examination it was found that the fish that had escaped were 11 females and 19 males.
Previous to this time 10 female fish had been liberated, that were beginning to show
signs of fungoid growth. Thus the number of fish in the pond, when the work of
stripping commenced was 225 females and 140 males. The first ova were obtained on
October 17th, and the last fish were stripped on November 9th. The fish were all in
a healthy condition at time of liberation. The total number of ova procured was
1,648,000.

In addition to this number 280,000 ova were received from the retaining pond at
Carleton, St. John, N. B. This transfer was made by Mr. Alex. Mowat, of the Resti-
gouche Hatchery. This makes a total of 1,928,000 ova-the largest number that has
ever been at one time in the troughs of this hatchery. These ova are all in a healthy
condition at the present date, no loss having occurred since placing them in the
hatchery, except about 25,000 from the St. John shipment. This loss was undoubtedly
caused by the rough motion of the wagon, driving over the frozen roads from the
Newcastle Railway station. When the proper tine arrives it would be advisable to
remove at least 500,000 of these ova to Sydney or other hatcheries not fully stocked,
in order that the fry may not suffer from overcrowding after the time of hatching.
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In conclusion I may say that the past year's operations have been very satisfactory
and successful. Evidence of the beneficial results of fish culture on these rivers, is
being continually brought to our notice. During the past season the catch of salmon
for commercial purposes was above the usual average, and the anglers report an abun-
dance of fish in all the different streams. Both net fishermen and sportsmen appear to
be well satisfied with the prosperous condition of our salmon fishery, and its prosperity
is greatly due to the benefits received from this institution, coupled with the improved
protection which the rivers have been receiving during the past few years.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

ISAAC SHEASGREEN,

Officer in charge.

5.-RESTIGOUCHE HATCHERY-QUEBEC.

RESTIGOUCHE HATCHERY, 28th November, 1896.

Prof. E. E. PRINCE,
Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report upon the operations of the
Restigouche hatchery conducted under my supervision during the past year.

A very successful hatch of fry resulted from the crop of eggs placed in the hatching
troughs in the autumn of 1895 and were distributed as follows, viz.:

April 4th, semi-hatched eggs transported to the Miramichi
hatchery ...... .................. ............. 260,000

June 17th, Upsalquitch River ........................ 150,000
do 20th to 25th, Main Restigouche River ............. 200,000
do 26th to 27th, Metapedia River. ... . . . ........... .. 200,000
do 29th to 3rd July, Tom Kedgwick River ............ 200,000

July 5th, Metapedia River ..... .................... . 40,000
do 6th to 9th, Main Restigouche River ............... 200,000

Total ........................ ....... ... 1,250,000

This work was carried out with the greatest of care, and all of the above fry, with
the exception of a few transported by rail, were towed in floating crates as adopted on
the Restigouche, and were planted in perfect condition, being constantly subject to the
fresh aerated water flowing through and among them while in ccurse of transportation.
This plan should always be adopted where it is found practical to do so.
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CAPTURE OF PARENT FIsH.

Operations at the Tide Head pond was began on the 15th May, and the pond at
once made ready for the reception of the fish, and the two government nets put in
fishing order as soon as possible. Below will be found a detailed statement of the
numbers of fish captured in the departmental nets, and also fish purchased from licensed
fisherman.

Date.

M ay 27............... ................
do 28 ...... ,... ....................
do 29........ ............... .
do 30.................................

June 2..... .......... ........ .
do 3 ................................
do 4........... . ..............
do 5..... ....................
do 6.............. ............
do 9 ... ,. ............. ...........
do 10...... ...................
do 11................ ...... .........
do 12....... ..... .... ........... ..
do 13.... . ......... .......
do 16 ....... .........................
do 17.. ................... . . .
do 18.................. .. , ..........
do 19 ....... .... .. . ...... .... ..
do 20................................
do 23................ ................
do 24......................... ......
do 26 . ...... ...... ..............
do 27.......... ................... ..
do 30....... ... ............ .....

J uly 1... ... ........... ............
do 2 ............ ....................
do 3 ........... ................ ....
do 4 ............................ ....
do 8 .................................
do 9 . .. .................. ........
do 11................................

Total...... ......... ..

Murray Island. Pitts Creek. Melvin Adams.
Government Net. Government Net. Licensed Fishernan.

............ .. .. ........ 6
.................. . . .. ... ...... ..... 6
........ . ........ .................... 3

14 .. ,....... . . ... il
35 ..... .............. 22
21 . . ................ 18
30 .......... . .....
27 ................ .... 0

VL ....................

20 ...............
21 ........ ......
18 .
22 .
17 9
2 8

17 4
9 6

12 -
14 .

8 .
15
14 .
14 .

7 ... . . . . . . . .
6
4

3
5
6
5
5

...................... . ......... ..... 3 . . . .. . . . .
3

461 27 101

...... .... ........ . . ............... 589

The above figures are taken from the daily diary, which was kept and upon which
reliance may be placed.

You will observe, however, only 27 fish were caught in the Pitts Creek Govern-
ment net. This net was only fished five days, when it was taken out and the men dis-
charged.

With the 101 fish already purchased from Mr. Adams, and the large catches being
made in the Murray Island net, ample fish were secured for the stocking of the
hatchery. In fact, had I'known'there was going to be such an immense run of fish,
we could have obtained sufficient in the two Government nets without purchasing any.
Eighty-seven of the parent fish deposited in the retaining pond died from the fungoid
growth upon their bodies, and were buried, being injured in escaping through the nets
lower down, and from other causes.

The work of seining and separating the fish into the divisions, and collecting the
eggs began on the 17th of October, and a close record of both sexes kept as each fish
was operated upon, and when the whole work was completed on the 5th of November it
was found 543 fish had been manipulated, 193 males and 350 females yielding 3,000,000
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of eggs, which were safely conveyed by tow boat to the hatchery at Dee Side. Thus it,
will be seen there were 41 fish collected from the pond in excess of the actual record
kept, this can only be accounted for by reason of the large catches made at a single tide,
so many fish running into the pontoon and thence iito the retaining pond, it was quite
impossible to keep a correct account.

THE HATCHING HOUSE.

In my previous reports I referred to the dilapidated condition of the hatching
troughs, a number of which was cast aside during the present season having become so
badly decayed they were found unfit for further use. The interior of the building
received the necessary repairs during the summer and put in proper condition for the
reception of the ova this autumn, without extra cost; another season it may be found
necessary to put in a new supply tank and supply pipe, the present being 10 years old,
and constructed of wood are becoming unsafe.

Some action must be taken during the coming winter and spring in replacing a
number of the hatching troughs, either with new ones, or the galvanized sheet iron
tanks which I have already recommended. I have submitted plans of tanks to a com-
petent tinsmith, cost of which will be from $5.00 to $6.00 per tank 6 ft. long x 2 ft. 3
inches wide, 10 inches deep, fitted out with proper hatching apparatus. I find these tanks
will cost no more than the wooden troughs, and where hatcheries are sometimes over-
crowded with a million or so of fry, the same building or space fitted up with the tank
system would accommodate just double the quantity of fry, without the shadow of a
chance of overcrowding and smothering, as is sometimes the case where hatcheries are
overstocked with eggs. In addition to this at least half a million of eggs will need to
be transported from this hatchery when the proper time arrives to some of the other
institutions which may not be fully supplied. Unless this is done, overcrowding of the
fry from the immense quantity of eggs now in the hatchery is sure to be the result in
the spring.

THE RETAINING POND, TIDE HEAD.

A quantity of new plant will be required for another season's operations, viz.:-
half dozen pontoons for conveying parent fish from the nets, a large fishing canoe and a
boat, also 500 net stakes, and perhaps some new nets, and the old ones repaired, the
whole cost not to exceed $200.00.

In obedience to your instructions, I left here on the 27th of October to asbist in
the work of manipulating the fish at the Carleton Pond, St. John. Some 600 fish were
operated upon, yielding upwards of 2,770,000 eggs, which were divided between Grand
Falls, Bedford and Miramichi hatcheries, all the eggs being transported in good condi-
tion. The adult parent-fish were strong and healthy and in prime condition. I consider
the Carleton pond the best in the Dominion for the impounding of parent salmon.

I would recommend the erection of a very large hatchery more central and
conveniently situated, and increase the numbers of parent-fish at the Carleton Pond, 80
that the Nova Scotia hatcheries and also Prince Edward Island, if need be, could be
stocked with semi-hatched eggs from a large institution. The Rapide des Femmes
could be turned into a sort of auxiliary hatchery for the purpose of stocking the Tobique
and other rivers in that vicinity, and also be supplied with semi-hatched eggs from the
central establishment.

At the request of Colonel Tugker, M.P., and others, I visited the Mispeck River
in thp vicinity of St. John with the -view of giving them the benefits of my experience
as to the feasibility of re-stocking those depleted waters, which at one time, were
teeming with salmon. It was quite evident there would be a surplus of both adult
salmon and eggs at ther Carleton pond, I advised the planting of a dozen of the parent-
fish in the Mispeck River. The fish were conveyed from the Carleton pond in a pontoon
and safely deposited in the river beyond the first chain of falls, I have no doubt but
good results will follow this work.
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GENERAL REMARKS.

Never was there such a fine run of salmon in the history of the country, both in
point of numbers and size as ascended the Restigouche and its tributaries this year, and
never were the conditions throughout the estuary and coast more favourable for
making big catches. The spring was late and the fish came early, and ascended the
rivers while in flood with a snow freshet which kept the water dark and at a very low
temperature, there must have been upwards of 2,000,000 pounds of salmon taken in
Baie des Chaleurs net fishery worth $200,000. And between four and five thousand
salmon taken in the Restigouche and tributaries with the fly worth at least $100,000
to the settlers and the country. All classes of fishermen seemed perfectly satisfied.

The Restigouche River and Baie des Chaleurs is a mine of inestimable wealth to
this country. The salmon industry alone causing hundreds of thousands of dollars to
be circulated in the four counties. Therefore the great importance of the Dominion,
and provincial governments working jointly with the Restigouche Salmon Club with the
object of giving the rivers the best possible protection, as the wealth of the net fishery,
as well as sport for the anglers depends upon the thorough protection of the river.

All of the above report is most respectfully submitted.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

ALEX. MOWAT,

0ßcer in charge.

6.-GASPÉ HATCHERY, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

GAsPÉ BAsIN, QUEBEC, 12th November, 1896.

To Professor PRINCE,
Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SiR,-I beg to submit the annual report of operations connected with the above
hatchery during the past year.

The work in Dartmouth River was commenced on 16th May, the summer scows
and fiats being repaired, and other necessary work carried out.

The departmental nets were set on the 4th of June in Dartmouth River and
remained until the 3rd of August. During this time 135 fish were captured, 37 more
were obtained from Mr. William Stanley at the current rate of $2.00 each. We thus
had 172 fish: 7 died in pond during summer months, leaving 165. These were found to
consist of 100 females and 65 males.

The spawning continued from October 12th to November 10th, yielding as
follows:-

30 female averaging........................ 14,000 = 420,000
30 do do ........................ 12,000 = 360,000
40 do do ........................ 9,000 = 360,000

Total................................... 1,140,000

These were all placed in good condition in the hatchery, and 'the fish after the
stripping was completed were taken back to the Main River in scows.
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Distribution of Fry.

The following statement shows the number of salmon fry bred and planted during
the year, also the rivers in which they were put.

St. John's River..................... .............. 50,000
Cape Chat do ................................... 50,000
York River... .................................... 100,000
Dartmouth River.. ................................ 600,000

Total..................................... 800,000

The instructions from the Department of Marine and Fisheries were, that I should
send 100,000 salmon fry from the Gaspé hatchery to Cape Chatte River, at the request
of H. McLachlin, Esq.

I was able to send only 50,000 because of the following reasons: The 20
cans which were at the hatchery required repairing which was done, and as
they were small I thought it advisable to send not more than 2,500 in each, making
50,000 in all, and leave the rest for a second trip ; but the man sent in charge of the
fry on the SS. " Campana " missed his return trip leaving us without any cans at the
hatchery ; and to save the 50,000 still at the hatchery I was obliged to plant them in
the Dartmouth River. All were planted in good condition.

The departmental nets were taken up August 3rd. The scows and flats were taken
round to the pond boom to winter quarters, nets dried and taken to. hatchery. The
departmental nets have been set as before. Anglers are well satisfied with the work
carried on.

According to instructions I placed large braces on the south side to prevent the
building from pushing any farther out; but I postponed painting the interior.

The interior of the hatchery was well cleaned and aired. The appliances were
fully prepared for the ustal winter work of this establishment.

The hatchery is filled with eggs and I hope to have a good success this winter.
According to report the upper waters of the St. John and Dartmouth Rivers are well
stocked with parent salmon.

The St. John anglers with fly caught about 190.
The Dartmouth do do do 38-40.

I remain, your obedient servent,
HENRY DAVIS,

Offcer in Charge.

7.-TADOUSSAC HATCHERY-PROVINCE OF QUEBEO.

TADOUSSAC, 18th November, 1896.

Professor PRINCE,
Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report, and I am pleased to state
that the operations carried out at the Tadoussac hatchery for the season 1896, have
been most successful both in the distribution of a large quantity of salmon fry and the
collection of the largest crop of eggs ever made.
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From the 2,700,000 salmon eggs collected during the months of October and
November, 1895; a total of 2,500,000 were turned out in the month of June, 1896, in
the following rivers and lakes.

Ste. Marguerite River north-east branch ............... .400,000
Ste. Marguerite River north-west branch by Tableau... .150,000
A Mars River. ...................... 200,000
St. John River............. ......................... 200,000
Little Saguenay River by Long Lake ............ ...... .200,000
Baude River............ . . ........................ 300,000
Chisholm River................. ................... 600,000
Mowat's Lakes... ............................... 400,000
Hatchery Lake ..................................... 50,000

2,500,000

As usual, the distribution was performed with success in the Upper Saguenay, with
the assistance of the tug boat "'Forrest." We fill up our salmon cans in the evening to be
ready to leave Tadoussac at~ midnight, to profit by the coolness of the nights and to be
next morning in the Upper Saguenay River to, reach the river where we have to plant
ur salmon fry and to, return Vo Tadoussac during the day. A total of 1,044 Saimon
were captured by meaus of two departmental nets set at the " Point Rouge'" station
and "IPetites les " station. On Saturday the 6th of June, we found Point Rouge
fishing waà full of salinon, and being obliged to open the door of the fishery to compiy
with the regulations of the Sunday clause, we took: up 100 parent salmon to the pond,
29 maies and 71 femaies, and iiberated 60 at the fishery. The next day a Sunday,
by the report of the guardian, the Salmon have been seen entering the fishery
by hundreds and going out by the back door of the park from haif tide to high tide.
From the 1,044 salmon, 529 parent salmon of the largest size were kept for the bat-
chery,, 515 were liberated at the fishery, of which the bruised ones were given to
employes of the hatchery, to prominent people, and some for charitable. purpoees.
Du ring the spawning time we found in the Salmon pond 311 large females yielding
3,780,000 now on the trays on double rows and louking wel. By repeated
experience I found out that with much care in washing the eggs on the traya,
in double rows, they hatch out as well. The work of spawning commenced on the
2Qth of October, and ended on the l3th of November. During the period of
confinement of the parent salmon, from. May to, November, , there was no loss of any tiali.
The repaira made lately to the two dams of the Hatchery Lake will ensure a good supply
of water for the breeding room during the winter. The hatchery is in good working
order, no repaire required for the next season, except the usual ones of the painting
and varnishing of troughs and trays. " wiil not set up the station of the Petites
rles next spring ; by the record of the last few years, I helieve that the
fishery of the Point Rouge, wiRl be suficient to supply the number of parent salmon
required for the Tadousaa hatchery. It wil be a saving of one hundred dollars per
year. At ail events, I would respectfuly recommend the retention of the Petites iles
station, in case that it might be wanted later on in bad years or to increase the catching
of parent salmon for breeding purposes. The large increase, year by year, in the num.-
ber of salmon caught in my district, and the exceptionable large catch of this teason of
1896, is due to ascertainabe causes, and in my opinion, ought to be credited, for a
good part, Vo the Tadoussac hatchery. The little ncney spent by the Department of
FisherieE 18 certainy yiegding large profits, no money can be more wisely spent in the
public interest. Increase the fish hatcheries and in a few years more, your departinent
will be in position to confer great benefits upon many poor families aiong the north coast,
in allowing a larger number of salmon licenses in the St. Lawrence River this great
Fhoroughfare o s many fine samon rivers. I woud like to see a hatchery at Vhe head
waters of every fine samon river, the resut, would be, beyond any doubt, an enormous
increase of Samon. An auxiiary Saguenay hatchery might be carried on at a mal
expense, as ail the salmon eggs could be upplied by the Tadousa hatchery. During the
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spawning time, on the 7th of November, I had the pleasure of the visit of P. V. Savard,
Esq., MsP. for Chicoutimi and Saguenay. He seemed to take a great interest in the
Tadoussac hatchery and is confident in the good result of the fish breeding. He visited
the spawning building during the manipulation of the salmon, and was shown also the
old dilapidated wharf of the salmon pond. Mr. Savard said that something must be
done to repair it as soon as possible, as this salmon pond is visited during the summer
season by hundreds of tourists. I may say that the operations carried out at the
Tadoussac hatchery have given perfect satisfaction during the past season, the
success in hatching and distributing of such large number of salmon fry, is very
encouraging. The anglers in all the salmon rivers, tributaries of the Saguenay,
report splendid catch and fine sport. The catch, by the salmon fishermen, for market-
able purposes, shows an increase of nearly fifty per cent; the salmon fishery continues
to be in a very prosperous condition. The good result of the last few years show that
there is a brilliant future in store for the net salmon fishermen and fine sport for the
anglers.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

L. N. CATELLIER.

8.-MAGOG HATCHERY.

REPORT OF OPERATIONS FOR 1896.

To PROFESSOR PRINCE,
Commissioner of Fisheries,

Ottawa.

In accordance with the rule of the department requiring a report of the year's
work the following is submitted.

In March there were received at the hatchery 1,650,000 whitefish eggs and
1,750,000 salmon-trout eggs, about eighty-five per cent of which were successfully hatch-
ed and distributed as follows:

Whiteßtsh.

Lake Megantic; County of Megantic.
Massawippi Lake, County of Stanstead.
Memphremagog Lake, Counties of Brome and Stanstead.
Orford Lake, Counties of Brome and Sherbrooke.
Brome Lake do do

Salmon Troue.

Megantic Lake, County of Megantic.
Massawippi Lake, County of Stanstead.
Memphremagog Lake, Counties of Brome and Stanstead.
Orford Lake, Counties of Brome and Sherbrooke.

Good accounts of- the results of tlhe fry planted have been received and if the
salmon trout were more efficiently protected -the benefit. of artificial culture would be
even more marked : but there is undoubtedly a general improvement: certain repairs
which are necessary ·have been -reported to the department and should be done
without delay.
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9.-NEWCASTLE HATCHERY-ONTARIO.

NEWCASTLE, 27th December, 1896.
Prof. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour herewith to submit a report of the fish cultural operations
carried on at the Newcastle hatchery during the past year.

The following schedule will show the points of distribution, also the number and
kinds of fry placed in each locality last spring.

Salmon Trout.

Georgian Bay-Collingwood. , ...........
do - W iarton................

Lake Huron -Southampton ...........
do -Kincardine .............

Lake Simcoe-Barrie..................
Lake Couchiching-Orillia.............
Severn River.........................
Lake St. Clair........................

do Ontario-Hamilton ..............
do do Toronto................
do do Cobourg...............
do do Newcastle ..............

. ............ 350,000

., ......... , 200,000
............. 150,000
............. 150,000

........ 150,000
............. 150,000
............. 150,000
.... ...... 1. 500,000
............. 150,000
............. 150,000
....... ..... 150,000
.. ........... 250,000

Total salmon-trout ................... 2,500,000

Whiteßish.

Lake Ontario-Hamilton.... :.......................300,000
do do Toronto............................. 300,000
do do Cobourg............... ............. 300,000
do do Picton.............................. 300,000
do do Consecon............................ 300,000

Bay of Quinté--Belleville............................ 300,000
Lake Simcoe - Barrie.............................. 300,000

do Couchiching-Orillia .......................... 300,000
do Rosseau- Muskoka......... .................. 300,000

Total whitefish.. .................. 2,700,000

Schedule showing total number of fry and semi-hatched eggs distributed from the
Newcastle hatchery during spring of 1896.

Eyed Ova.

Shipped to Magog, Que : .............. ............ 1,000,000
do Grand Falls, N. B..... ........... 500,000
do Bedford, N. S.... ..................... 500,000

Salmon trout fry............................ ...... 2,500,000
W hitefish do ................................. 2,700,000

Total distribution from Newcastle ................ 7,200,000
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I am pleased to say that the fry were all liberated in good condition, the only loss
sustained during the season being on the 9th and 10th of May, when owing to the ex-
cessive heat of those two days we lost some 250,000 salmon trout fry in the tanks at
the hatchery.

Collecting Ova

The total quantity of ova collected this year at Wiarton, was 5,000,000 of which
700,000 was delivered to Mr. Walker for the Ottawa hatchery, leaving a balance of
4,300,000 which were deposited in the troughs of this hatchery and are now apparently
in a good and healthy condition. Had I been permitted to leave here for Wiarton on the
1st of October, which has been the usual time for years past, I would have succeeded in
collecting at least 2,000,000 more eggs, but as I was not allowed to leave here until
the 10th of October and owing to the rough and stormy weather it was impossible for
me to get the nets set until the 22nd and as the fish started to spawn earlier this year
than usual the result, was that I missed the first run of fish.

I therefore hope that your department will be able to see their way clear to permit
the operations at Wiarton to be started earlier another season. In regard to the con-
dition of the hatchery as to repairs, there would require to be a new floor laid down in
the upper hatching room and would also require to have a new set of hatching troughs
as the old ones are badly decayed and leak considerably. If these repairs were carried
out this hatchery would then be in good condition.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN KENEFICK.

10.-SANDWICH HATOHERY, PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

SANDWICH, 27th December, 1896.
To Prof. E. E. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my report upon the operations at the Sandwich
hatchery, for the year 1896 :-

As stated in last year's report, this hatchery contained 100,000,000 whitefish eggs,
from which were turned out 76,000,000 young whitefish and semi-hatched eggs which
were disposed of as follows:-

EYED EGGS.

Ottawa, Ont .................................... 4,000,000
Newcastle, Ont................................... 3,000,000
M agog, Que...................................... 2,000,000
Bedford, N. S.................................... 3,000,000
St. John River, N. B............................... 3,000,000

Total............ ........... 15,000,000
3Q7
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YOUNG FRY.

Point Edward, Lake Huron. ....................... 3,000,000
Mitchells Bay, Lake St. Clair ....................... 3,000,000
Peache Island, " ....... .............. 3,000,000

Belle Isle, Detroit River ........................... 2,000,000
Fighting Island, " ...... ................. . . 6,000,000

Bay below Fighting Island ......................... .3,000,000
Stoney Island, Detroit River. .......... .......... . 4,000,000
Bois Blanc Island, ". ....... .... ..... .... .. 4,000,000

In lake below Bois Blanc Island..................... 3,000,000
Pigeon Bay, Lake Erie........................... 2,000,000
Barr Point, " ............................ 2,000,000

Colchester, ".............. 2,000,000

Kingsville, "........... .... 1,000,000
Leamington, " .............. 1,000,000
Rondeau " ............................ 1,000,000

Port Stanley, " ........................ . 1,000,000

Hamilton, Lake Ontario............... ........... 1,000,000
Toronto, "............. ............ 1,000,000
Niagara, ".............. . 1,000,000

In river at hatchery............................... 17,000,000

Total................................ 61,000,000

These young fry were placed in the water at the aboved named points in a good
healthy condition.

This fall we have in the hatchery 95,000,000 whitefish eggs which are doing well,
and I confidently expect will turn out a good percentage of young fry.

The total catch of fish this fall was 10,600 accounted for as follows:-

Liberated........................................... 5,830
Sold .............................................. 4,500
Salted....... ..... ................................ 150
L ost...................... ... .............. ....... 120

Total............ ....................... 10,600

It will be observed by the above figures that there were mure whitefish taken this
year than last, which shows that whitefish are "holding their own," a fact which ought
to be most encouraging and gratifying to all concerned in the artificial breeding of fish.

REPAIRS.

Among the repairs necessary in connection with the establishment here are the
piers at Fighting Island and the painting of the interior and exterior of the hatchery.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM PARKER.
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11.-OTTAWA HATCHERY-ONTARIO.

OTTAWA, 31st December, 1896.
To Professor E. E. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I beg to submit my annual report of the operations carried on at the Ottawa
hatchery for the year 1896.

On the 27th November, 1895, there were received from the Newcastle hatchery
1,000,000 salmon-trout eggs which were laid down in the hatching troughs, and in
February, 1896, were also received 3,000,000 of whitefish eggs from the Sandwich
hatchery.

The eggs from both places were received in good condition.
The young f ry came out in April and May strong and healthy, and were deposited

in the waters named below.
I am happy to say that the charge and care of distributing the fry, having been

entrusted to Mr. Andrew Halkett, who is a practical and most careful official in the
Fisheries Department, complete success attended the planting of the fry in the different
lakes, having sustained no loss, whilst last year, I am sorry to say, we were not so
successful on account of the fact that the work had been entrusted to a person without
experience.

I hope that one with such special qualifications of Mr. A. Halkett be appointed again
this spring for the distribution of the fry as he had the experience of last year, when his
success was most marked. On the 20th November last, we received 1,200,000 salmon-
trout eggs which were laid down in the hatching troughs. They are doing very well
so far.

I also expect to receive 3 or 4,000,000 whitefish eggs from the Sandwich hatchery.

DISTRIBUTION OF SALMON TROUT.

To 7th Lake (Joliette).............................. 50,000
M ississippi Lake .......................... .... 80,000
Lac des Sables................. .. .............. 100,000
Roch Lake.... ................................ 60,000
Jones Falls.................................... 60,000
Lac Ouimet....... .... .......... ........... 200,000

Lake W apizagowke............ .................. 100,000
31 M ile Lake......................... .......... 80,000
Glenalmond...................................... 60,000
Beverly Lake.......... ....... ................ 60,000
Charleston Lake ................. .............. 60,000
Venista Lake .................................. 40,000

Total...... .............................. 950,000

DISTRIBUTION OF WHITEFISH.
To Jones Falls..................... ............... 500,000

Tucker's Lake, Hawk's Lake, and Horse Shoe Lake... 300,000
W hite Lake................................ .... 500,000
Bay of Quinté..................... ...... ...... 500,000
Rideau Lake............ ...................... 100,000
Ste. Agathe........ : .......................... 300,000
Sharbot Lake.......................... ..... -. 300,000
Meache's Lake.................... ............. 500,000

3,000,000
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Everything in the hatchery is in perfect order, and no repairs at the hatchery will
be needed this year.

During the year over 18,000 visitors registered and examined the fisheries exhibit
and the hatchery.

I remain, sir, your humble servant,
JOHN WALKER,

0ßcer in charge of the Ottawa hatchery.

12.-BAY VIEW LOBSTER HATCHERY-PICTOU, N. S.

BEDFORD, N. S., 19th August, 1896.
Prof. E. E. PRINCE.

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my report of operation at the Bay View Lobster
Hatchery for the season of 1896.

On the 7th May last I arrived at Bay View, and commenced to put the hatchery
in order for the season's operations, and on the 12th May, the first eggs were received
from the nearest factory.

On the 22nd May, the steamer " Caberfeidh" was employed to collect ova from
all the factories from Bay View to Cape John and around Pictou Island. It was con-
tinuously engaged at that work for 17 days when 100,000,000 eggs were placed in the
jars. At the end of that time the spawning school of lobsters had then gone and on the
10th June the steamer was discharged.

The first appearance of fry in the jars was on the 15th June, and the distribution
by steamer commenced on 20th June and terminated on the 8th July, when 100,000,000
young lobsters had been succesfully hatched and planted in the waters between Pictou
and the main land.

With due care and attention it is possible to hatch almost every egg, and, the loss
is thus practically nil.

This has been the poorest season that the canners have had for many years, which
is accounted for chiefly by the ice remaining late upon the coast, together with the
heavy gales which prevented the fishermen from hauling their traps.

The hatchery is in good running order, except the supply tank, which has been
leaking badly all summer and it will have to be replaced by a new one, if the depart-
ment sanctions it, before another season's work is commenced.

This tank is placed directly over the steam boiler and pump, and the water leaking
from it has injured the brick work around the boiler.

I consider that it will be necessary, this autumn, to construct a new tank and
place it outside the hatchery.

The cost of a new tank will not be a large item. I shall report more fully on the
matter at an early date.

The two new piers which I had constructed by departmental instruction last year
have kept the wharf in good shape, and resisted the ice splendidly.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
ALFRED OGDEN.
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13.-SELKIRK HATOHERY-MANITOBA,

SELKIRK, 29th December, 1896.
To Prof. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-As the department did not sanction the usual preparations for work this
season at the Selkirk hatchery, no fish culture operations have been carried on since
the shipment of the whitefish eggs (4,500,000) to the New Westminster hatchery,
British Columbia, which I despatched early in January. Inspector McNab reported
that they arrived after their long journey in capital condition, which he attributes tc
their being well packed when shipped from this hatchery. I may say that I took
special care in packing them in view of the dangers attaching to a protracted railway
journey to the Pacific coast As it is of importance to the department to know precisely
the provision made in thi- hatchery for supplying water to the jars and tanks and the
necessity for better and more suitable arrangements I submit a detailed report which
Mr. W. T. Cleland, engineer, has furnished me:-

WEST SELKIRK, 9th March, 1896.
R. LAToUCHE TUPPER, Esq.

DEAR SIR.-In selecting a steam plant to do a given work, the most important
question to be considered is economy of fuel. But in specifying the machinery to be
used in the hatchery, this question seems to have been entirely overlooked, or perhaps
the precedent of some other hatchery followed. The pump in use in your hatchery was
designed and built to do heavy work with great pressure against it, so that strength and
power, instead of economy of fuel was the object held in view. Now in the work you
have to do there is no pressure but that of the atmosphere to overcome. It is simply
this, to lift 300 gallons of water 50 feet high in one minute. To find the power necessary
for this, the following simple rule is used. Multiply the weight of water in pounds by
the height in feet and divide by 33,000 so the calculation is thus :

ýfff q= 4½ nearly. So it will be seen that only four and one-half or say five
horse-power is required to do the work in hand. Now the pump in use, with its two
large steam cylinders is capable of developing upwards of one hundred horse power,
while a pair of common power pumps each having a capacity equal to the pump now in
use, could be run with an engine of five horse power. I will now make a calculation of
the steani required by such an engine and the pump now in use, showing you the saving
of fuel that could be effected by the change.

The cubical contents of the cylinder of the steam pump (14 x 12) is 1846-8. Now
each cylinder must be filled with steam twice for every stroke or a total for both
cylinders of 7388-2 cubic inches of steam for every stroke. The capacity of the pump
when new, as given me by the builders was 9-92 Anierican gallons per stroke. It will be
seen that it must run considerable over 30 strokes per minute to supply 300 gallons. By
multiplying the cubic inches of steam used at each stroke by 30 we get 221,616 cubic
inches of steam that must be drawn f rom the boiler each minute. The valve motion of
this pump is such that it does not allow of the steam being used expansively, and steam
from the boiler is forced into the cylinders during the whole stroke, the ports remaining
open until the stroke has been completed, no matter how much or little work is being
done by the pump. Now to be sure of having ample engine power, in case the hatchery
was doubled or even trebled in capacity, I will make the calculation on an engine 8 x 10,
which will give 15 horse power. The cubical contents of such a cylinder is 502 inches,
and with the steam cut off at half stroke, it is obvious that only half of the cylinder will
be filled with steam f rom the boiler, the remaining half of the stroke being accomplished
by expansion so it will be seen that only 502 cubie inches of steam will be drawn from
the boiler for every two strokes, or one complete revolution of the engine. Say the
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engine runs 125 revolutions per minute, multiply this by 502 and we have 62,750 cubic
inches of steam used per minute by the engine as compared with 221,616 cubic inches
used by the pump at present. A difference of 158,866 cubic inches or nearly four times
as much steam used by this high pressure pump as would be required by an engine doing
three times as much work. I think it is not going too far to say that over 50 per cent of
the fuel now used would be saved by the change. The power pumps spoken of are a simple
force pump, and would cost less than half as much as the steam pump, which could I
have no doubt be exchanged for, to some manufacturer or dealer for the others to good
advantage, and if this change was made, a 16 horse power upright boiler would be large
enough.

Another point where fuel could be saved would be the adoption of a first class
heater for the feed water. Master machinists claim that a saving of from 15 to 40 per
cent of fuel can be made by using a good heater. Then for heating the building I had
the honour to call your attention to the waste of fuel in this way before, and recom-
mended using the exhaust steam for this purpose. The saving of the fuel now used for
this purpose, (which I have found by repeated trials amounts to over five cords per
week in the winter months) would pay for the pipe work in less than five years. An-
other source of waste, not of fuel alone, but also of the life of the boiler, is the fact
that the boiler bas to run through the whole season without being cleaned out. As the
scale and mud accumulates, a higher temperature must be imparted to the heating sur-
faces to evaporate the water. This very materially injures the boiler. I consider it
absolutely necessary, that to feel the least assurance of being able to carry through a
season's hatch successfully all the machinery should be duplicated. Because every
hour this machinery runs, brings you so much nearer to the -time when some small un-
foreseen thing will give out, such as the bursting of a tube in the boiler, corroding and
breaking of a pipe or some connection, which would cause the loss of the season's labour,
even though it had been carried to within a week or two of completion, and in fact that
is the very time such an accident is most likely to take place. •

I would also recommend that the boiler be removed from under the large tank,
and put in the back room and the partition taken down, the hatching rooim would
stili receive the heat from the boiler, and avoid the dust and ashes that flies from it.
The boilers could be put on a good foundation there very cheaply, facing the fuel room,
and would be, in every way, better and handier.

But in all cases I consider an auxiliary boiler indispensable. And if the power
pumps be adopted they are duplex, and can be run one at a time, and with this improve-
ment you would have a plant second to none for economy of fuel and reliability for
work. And the first cost of this plant, I do not think, would have been any higher
than the machinery put in. You have spoken of doing away with the large tank
up stairs. I do not think that advisable, but if the boiler was removed from under it,
then giving it proper support, and I do not think it would give you any more trouble.
As to the offtake pipes under the floor, they need rearranging, but as there are plenty of
spare pipe they could be made serviceable at very little cost. I would also strongly
advise extending the suotion pipe at least 75 feet further out into the river in order to
aveid the sand and gravel that has done so much damage to the pump, and also the
neoessity of dredging. You would also get much cleaner water further from the mud
bank where the end of the pipe new is, especially in the spring when the ice begins to
chafe the banks and the wash from the fields and streets is coming in. I think, sir, it
would be a great relief to you to know though an accident should happen to your ma-
chinery, (which is liable to occur to the best), the eggs in the hatchery would incur no
risk, as it would only necesitate the changing from one pump to the other or one boiler
to the other. As for myself the anxiety caused by knowing how helpless we were in
case of accident, was far heavier than my work. But with the machinery duplicated,
you can calculate with some assurance on the issue.

I would consider it a grave mistake to inerease the capacity of the hatchery and
leave the maelinery as it is at preseint.

It la unnecessary for me to add more. Al is respectfully submitted.
Your obedient servant,

R. LATOUCHE TUPPER.
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14.-MOISIE HATCHERY-QUEBEO.

QUEBEC, 29th December, 1896.
Professor EDWARD E. PRINCE,

Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

- SIR,-I beg to submit herewith .the annual report of our Moisie salmon hatchery
for season of 1896.

Having been unsuccessful the past year in obtaining sufficient mature salmon con-
taining ova, owing to heavy freshets in fall of 1895i in Moisie River, orders were given
that the men in charge of the expedition should leave earlier than usual for the upper
waters in order to make sure of success.

The men and canoes left the post at the month of the river on Friday, 9th October,
at 9 a.m., the ,eather being fine and clear, and arrived at the hatchery the following
morning. Leaving the hatchery at 7 a.m. Saturday, they proceeded as far as the stream
"Cachioiche " where they passed the night and Sunday the following day. On Monday
at 7 a.m., a start was made for the upper waters and they arrived at the Forks at
12.30 p.m.

On Tuesday morning the men started to seine. At the first cast of the net they
took three male salmon and two females good (full of spawn) ; the second cast they took
seven males and four females, of the latter only two were good ; at the third cast four
males and two good females were taken and the men then returned to camp for the
night.

Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock, they again started for the seining grounds and
at the first cast of the net nine males and eight good females were taken. Having now
secured all the ova required, only four of the last females were stripped of eggs and the
fish were replaced in the river.

Returning to camp for the night, they left Thursday morning for the hatchery
arrived there at 3 p.m. of same day and having deposited the eggs carefully in the trays
n good order, they started for the post again on Friday morning.

The two buildings containing the trays having become very old and rotten, were
completely rebuilt this year at considerable expense.

In a letter received from the caretaker of the salmon house, dated 22nd December,
he reports everything in good order and progressing nicely.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN T. HOLLIDAY.
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15.-BEDFORD HATOHERY-NOVA SCOTIA.

Dec. 31, 1896.
Professor E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I beg to report as follows upon the operations of this hatchery for the past
season. The usual quota of salmon ova (500,000), whitefish (300,000) and salmon-trout
(200,000), were received, and as the water was cool, in spite of the early season, the fry
were very robust.

The waters named were planted with fry

Salmon.

Round Hill
Sequille
Bear
Moose
East
West
Caribou
Stewiacke
Pennant
Sackville

Round Hill
Mill Stream
Rocky
Gough

River, Annapolis Co.,

Pictou "

Colchester
Halifax
Westmoreland,

Lakes,
ci

ci"i

Lake A. Law,
Lake Ainsley,
Paradise Lake
Round Hill Lake
La Rose Lake
Sandy Lake

N . S...............

N. B..

Great Lake Trout.

Annapolis Co., N. S..
Pictou " " .
Halifax " " .

"d " ..

Whitefish.

Inverness Co., N.

Annapolis " "

Halifax " "c

s .. .. .. .. ...

The distribution of fry continued fr'om April 14 until June 14,. and as the fry
were in splendid condition there-was practically no loss.

I have previously reported in regard to certain repairs, and I have lost no oppor-
tunity of making improvements around the premises, planting shade trees and
beautifying the grounds.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

ALFRED OGDEN,
Qficer in charge.
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50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
40,000
25,000
30,000
40,000

435,000

40,000
40,000
40,000
40,000

160,000

1,000,000
500,000
250,000
500,000
500,000
250,000

3,000,000
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.ANN EX 1.

REPORT ON OYSTER CULTURE BY THE DEPARTMENT'S EXPERT, 1896.

OTTAWA, 31st December, 1896.
To the Honourable

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SI,-I have the honour to submit my report on oyster culture for the season of 1896.
On the opening of navigation, I left Ottawa for the Maritime Provinces to continue

the work still left unfinished from the previous season, at the close of navigation.

TRACADIE, N.S.

By the commencement of the season, beacons were placed around the area reserved
for cultivation, and on the arrival of the steamer, the beds at Tracadie were examined,
and while waiting the arrangements which were to be made for the planting of oysters,
and their arrival, I was engaged in the removal of stones and weed from the area which
was partially planted the year before, but owing to the hot weather which soon set in,
I was unable to finish this work in time. Some clean shells were, however, scattered
over the area. This will improve the bottom for planting purposes. These shells are
also very valuable, if planted before spawning time, because they act as excellent spat
collectors. On examination of the oysters planted before, I found evidence of growth,
and notice that this summer's growth was rapid. They were almost too delicate to
handle, and the less they were touched the better it was for them. The number of
oysters planted on this bed this season was 230 barrels from Buctouche and Bay'du
Vin as well as 17J barrels of shells.

One of the difficulties I have to contend with in the planting of oysters is to obtain
them before the warm weather sets in, because as soon as the temperature of the water
rises, the oysters begin to shoot out and the outside edges of the shells being exceedingly
delicate and brittle, it is almost transparent. To handle, ship and transplant oysters in
this condition only does them harm; they are broken by handling, this stunts their
growth and in some cases these oysters are damaged to such an extent that they are
actually killed. The cooler the weather, the qrmer the oysters remain, and they are in
better condition for transhipment and planting.

SHEDIAc, N.B.

My work being finished at Tracadie, I proceeded to Shediac in order to examine the
three beds there, which were planted some time previously and which I am happy to
state were found to be in a healthy conditon. The oysters are growing to good sizes, and
several small ones of various years growth were noticed on the reserved area. I also
examined other portions of the area where no cleaning or planting has been done. On
this area I found the grass gradually growing over and the silt settling upon the beds,
owing to the fact that they have never been worked, and to the large amount of eelgrass
which is growing over the whole area which consists of soft mud lying between the
beds. On these uncultivated beds, some very fine oysters were found and an increase of
small ones was noticed varying in size from the very smallest to the full grown oyster.
Some time was devoted to cleaning these beds generally, as well as separating the young
oysters from shells, stones or live oystei-s to which they were attached. By so doing the
oysters grow more uniform in shape and size than when left to grow in clusters, and
obtain more value on the market as a salable oyster.
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Since these beds were planted, oyster spat and brood have been found growing in
various places beyond the reserved area. I was also informed that some were growing
at low water mark near Casey's Cape which is about six miles distant. I also visited the spit
(at low water) running out from Indian Island on an area clear of seaweed and found
several s mall oysters lying around among the mussels which abound there. I picked up
a bucketful, and upon counting them, found it contained 362 small oysters of last
year's spat. I then filled the same bucket with full grown oysters of a fair size, these I
counted and found only 36, which shows that small oysters will grow to ten times the
bulk of large ones if taken care of, and exemplifies the necessity of strictly enforcing the
minimum size limit.

I regret to report some poaching on one of the beds. On my arrival here, before
the ground was dredged or touched, I noticed marks of rakes on the bottom of bed No.
2, or Hannington's bed, at the southern end of the reserve. The water was clear and
the bottom very easily seen. The ground had the appearance of having been recently
harrowed over as if fished by rakes; the bottom being uneven where it was fished, and
where lef t undisturbed, the sediment was thicker over the area. On close examination,
I found that there were not nearly so many oysters on this bed as when I examined it
last year, and what are left are very small. I also noticed a stake sticking out of one
of the smaller beds I worked upon, barely awash at high water and on pulling it out,
found that it had been driven into the bed with a line made fast at the lower end and
attached to a piece of railway iron about three feet in length, to prevent its being
washed away in case it should come out of the bottom, and to serve as a mark for
some one who had no right to go there whatever. This is the tirst season I have
noticed any poaching, and as these oysters grow to maturity they require greater vigi-
lance on the part of the fishery officers. I am under the impression that these depreda-
tions are carried on during the night time, or in the early hours of the morning.

RICHMOND PAY, P.E.I.

My work in Shediac being completed and under instructions from the department
I proceeded with the steamer to the rivers in Richmond Bay and surrounding waters
for the purpose of examining the sime and found them as follows:

Malpeque Bay.-I commenced my examination in Malpeque Bay en the east side,
off Sandy Point and Prince Town wharf towards Keir's wharf. There are two beds of
medium size called Old wharf or the Prince Town bed and Grog Island bed ; the bottom
of these areas is even, lying in about ten or twelve feet of water.

Athough dirty in appearance when the cultch was brought to the surface by the
dredge, on counting the oysters in this baul I found there 27 oysters and brood, in
another haul 19 oysters and brood; this.was on the Prince Town bed. On Grog Island
bed the first haul brought 36 oysters, 21 brood, the second haul 31 oysters, 16 brood ;
the third haul 45 oysters and 17 brood. There are also some small beds in this
locality of no importance. Some of these beds are caused by vessels throwing over
their stone ballast with oysters and spat adhering to it, which shows that where clean
soil exists, oysters are to be found.

In Shipyard River there were at one time some large oyster beds. These have
been destroyed by mud-diggers, and scarcely any soil is now left suitable for oysters to
grow on, as it is nearly all covered up with sediment caused by the washinga and
drainings of the land. This is now nearly all covered over with eelgrass. There are
also some small areas at the mouth of this river with very little water over them. The
ice is never very thick here, and very few oysters are to be found, these are only
fished by the fishermen when the weather is too stormy to go outaide ; and then it is
hardly worth their trouble. These areas, if applied for by persons wishing to lease
them on the license system, might be granted.

Off Ramsey's lane on the south aide of the channel between Keir's wharf and Little
Marsh Point, mud-diggers have ont up the beds; this makes the patches so small, that
very few oysters are found. These patches extend the whole length of the chaunel, and are
now of little or no value to the fishermen ; farmers still obtain their mud from these beds
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and from the middle ground on the other side of the south channel. This area is esti-
mated at six acres and is composed of shells, sand and weed. Farmers have dug to a
depth of thirty feet, without coming to the bottom of the shells. The ground is shal-
low and eelgrass is growing over it. In some places it is free from eelgrass, in the first
haul on this area I found 41 oysters, 31 brood,; on the second haul 16 oysters. Several
boats commenced fishing here on the 16th September and averaged about one barrel
per man per day, but the oysters have since become scarcer.

Small patches of oyster areas are to be found in the channel to the westward of the
middle ground in this bay, and the hauls varied from 10 to 20 oysters and about the
same quantity of brood.

This bay is bounded on the west by Bunbury or Big Curtain Island and Little
Curtain Island. On Big Curtain Island the oysters are very numerous about low water
mark. They attach themselves to the rocky ledges projecting from the north-east,
northerly and north-west points. They are also picked up around the island on the fiat
sandy shores extending some distance out from high water mark. They are likewise
found in large quantities between Big and Little Curtain Island and on the east side of
Little Curtain Island on the sandy flats, and on Beech Point rocks which lie midway
between Beech Point and Little Curtain Island. A person can wade at low water
f rom Beech Point to Little Curtain Island, and from Little Curtain Island to Big
Curtain Island which almost dries at low water spring tides.

A large number of the oysters which adhere to the soil around these islands never
grow to maturity being killed by the ice in winter. They make excellent oysters for
transplanting purposes Leing very clean, and easily obtained, as they can be picked by
hand when the tide is out. The oysters which grow on the flats are single and very
even in shape and size. Oysters are also found attached to the rocks at low water niark
on Grover or Little Indian Island, which lies to the north of Malpeque Bay.

In Richmond Bay the oyster beds are located off the north-west part of Curtain
Island, running in the whole length of the bay around Gull Point up to Shemody Creek.
The beds on the outer part of the bay lie between Curtain Island and Cape Malpeque
or Charles Point on the north, down to Taylor's Point and Gull Point on the south side,
and are in deep water, although there are found some shoal patches off Curtain Island
reef, Lot 16, and Gull Point runs off a long way with shallow water; oysters are found
on all these places. Some of the beds situate within the above area are in about 20
feet of water, and very fine single oysters are obtained. They are about 5 or 6 inches
long and fully developed. These oysters realize the best price in the market. This bay
may be said to be a continuous oyster bed, for no sooner one is off one bed than another
one is met with. The soil on the outer part of the bay is firmer than the inner part.

There are reefs and rocks running off the west shore of this bay between Cape
Malpeque, Lot 1; and Gull Point; where oysters are taken from by means of narrow
tongs made and used expressly for rocky bottoms. On the deep beds, tongs 23 feet long
are used, these can only be worked during slack tide, the current being so strong that
it sweeps the tongs from the bottom, or the contents of the tongs are washed away
before they reach the surface, so that the fishermen are unable to use them only at slack
water. I boarded a boat fishing northwest of Curtain Island where two men were
using tongs on a bed in 20 feet of water. Their tongs were 23 feet long; they had
caught about 3 bushels between them at 9.30 a. m. They stated that with strong tides
they were unable to use their tongs on account of the weight of water. I hove a dredge
and caught 14 large oysters and 56 brood from this very bed.

In Oyster Cove there is quite a large bed in about 5 feet at low water. Mud
digging is carried on to a amall extent on the north aide of this area. Very few oysters
are taken from this bed ; occasionally a man may fish on it and obtain a few. This
would be a good area for cultivating purposes.

From Taylor'8 Point to Indian River and Barbara Weit River, continuous beds are
found and on some of them there were some very good hauls, I had two hauls on a
large bed off Mr. John McDonald's, M.P., shore with 24 oysters, 53 brood and 34 oystera
and 50 brood. Further on towards the entrance of Indian River I had two more hauls
on a large bed with 34 oysters, 86 brood and 40 oysters and 120 brood. The oysters on
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all these beds looked very healthy, growing nicely and the beds appeared to be well
stocked with oysters and brood, for natural beds.

Indian River seems as if it had been cut to pieces by mud-diggers. There are a few
small patches of oyster beds in shallow water at the entrance with scarcely any oysters
on them, but these could be used by individuals for transplanting purposes.

Fishermen report that where dredges have been used, off Townsend's Point the
oyster beds are in a better condition. Mosies bed has been fished with dredges and the
men state that more small oysters are found there than anywhere else. The men fishing
off Lock shore on 40 acre lot also state that the oysters are of a larger sample than last
year.

Barbara Weit River is in about the same condition as Indian River. I was informed
that twenty years ago, this river had very fine oyster fishing grounds, as the beds
extended the whole width of the river, and ran a long way up ; but now, there is nothing
but a shallow patch at the mouth where the water does not freeze sufficiently thick to
allow mud diggers to work upon it. Very few oysters are found on this bed. Mud
digging is carried on around the mouths of these rivers and off Chichester or Mill's Point,
as well as up the bay along Lock Shore and Old Store to Shemody Creek. This area
is cut to pieces by mud-diggers, also Lot 16 Cove. The men are now gradually working
further out in the bay. Large numbers of boats fish oysters f rom Bentick or Gull Point
right into Shemody Creek.

In Grand River oyster fishing is carried on the whole way up the river to the
bridge. Very little fishing is done above bridge as the oysters are not so good. At the
bridge the rivers divide off into three arms; Trout River, Smelt River and the Goose
Pond. Mud digging has been carried on here, although the beds are not numerous.
The bysters are also of an inferior quality as the water is brackish and the soil very soft.
The oysters are very sharp, grow fast, in clusters, and are of an insipid flavour. The
same may be said of the other arms lower down the river, viz.: the south-west arm on
the right hand side coming down the river and Plastei Creek on the left. Oysters
improve the lower down the river they are taken, and those caught below the ferry, are
equal to the bay oysters taken off Curtain Island. On the 22nd September there were
136 boats fishing oysters between Grand River ferry and the bridge a distance of about
four miles. In most of the boats there were two men fishing, and as a rule they averaged
froin one and a half to two barrels per man. Fishermen in Grand River and Richmond
Bay report that oysters appear to be of a larger sample than those of last year and more
small ones are to be found.

In Trout River, at the upper part the oysters are very thin, sharp and in clusters.
They are found on small narrow ridges and in the mud, and are of little commercial
value. At the lower end, and mouth of the river, men were fishing, and these oysters
were found to be slightly superior to those higher up the river. The men found the
oysters scarce, but reported large quantities of small ones. They averaged about a
barrel a boat per day. The beds are continuous with the exception of where they have
been cut up by mud-diggers in the past.

Bideford River was found to be in about the same condition as Trout River at the
upper part.

No fishing of any importance is carried on above Richard's Wharf ; from there down,
the beds become more numerous as far as Bird Island. The oysters also improve in
quality the further down they are fished. Beds are found the whole way down the
river. There are different kind of oysters taken from this river. Some of the beds are
of a muddy bottom, while others are on sandy spits or points of the river. Those taken
from muddy bottoms are large, long oysters iù clusters. When taken, they are half
buried in the mud, while those fished from the firm beds are smaller in size, of a much
more regular shape and are taken more singly. There is a bed known as the Cooper
bed on the opposite side of the channel abreast of the narrows with a very firm bottom,
and fine oysters are taken froin it, but they appear to be scarce, the men catching not
more than half a barrel each per day, although there appear to be large quantities of
small oygters which is a very good sign. On the points at the entrance of the narrows
channel, the oysters taken there are rougher in appearance; the bottom is of a soft and
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muddy nature. In the narrows, the oysters are smaller, regular in size and shape, but
of a good quplity.

Between Bird and Hog Islands there is a long and narrow bed, very few oysters
are taken from it now, although large quantities were taken formerly. Very little
oyster fishing is done in the northern part of the bay which lies between Little Indian
and Curtain Islands on the South, and Bird and Hog Islands on the North.

Oyster fishing is carried on to an enormous extent over the whole of this area, and
it is astonishing how such a fishery can stand the strain so long. Excessive fishing is
gradually depleting these beds; it is reported that more men were fishing this season
than at any other time before and wherever a person happens to go over the water,
boats are to be seen fishing on one bed or another, or picking oysters from the shoals
and ledges running off from the islands and shores.

OYSTER FISHING SEASON IN RICHMOND BAY, ETC.

With reference to the waters of Richmond Bay, Grand River, &c., I desire to point
out that a large number of fishermen spoke to me regarding the commencement of the
oyster fishing season in these waters. They are one and all strongly of the opinion that
shortening of the season would be a great advantage. They earnestly recommend that
the beginning of oyster fishing be on the 1st of October in each year, to remain open
until the close of navigation, and that no spring fishing be allowed. This, if carried
out, would limit the number of oysters taken from Richmond Bay, and I have no doubt
would have a decided beneficial result upon this industry, for the following reasons:-

1st. At the commencement of the existing season (16th September), the weather,
as a rule, is too warm for storage and safe shipment. The oysters often arrive at their
destination in a weak and poor condition, neither will they keep any length of time, as
they have not finished growing; the outer part of the shell being very thin and brittle,
while it hardens as the weather grows cooler.

2nd. The weather being warm, when it is fine every one who can handle tongs, will
fish all day. The market thus becomes glutted, the price falls, giving very small returns
to the regular fishermen.

3rd. If the season only began on the 1st October, the shell would become harder,
the weather being cooler, and the chances are that less people would engage themselves
in the industry. The oysters would keep better, and would not be so much injured, or
the loss so great in transit, and in consequence the men would have every reason to ex-
pect better prices.

MUD DIGGING IN RICHMOND BAY.

It is alleged that mud digging is not carried on to the same extent as it was
formerly. In most of the rivers, digging is carried on where there are sunken beds, that
is to say, beds covered over with sediments of mud of various depths. Soft mud is also
obtained at the heads of rivers where the water is brackish and the oysters (if any) of
inferior quality; but in the bay, diggers are gradually working their way further from
shore every year, and people there are not so particular as to the nature of the beds,
whether alive or dead. For the protection of the fishermen themselves and the preser-
vation of this valuable industry, I would suggest that a limited area be drawn in the
bay, that is, in Malpeque Bay, lot 16, Grand River, and from Oyster Cove round to
Mill's Point up to Shemoody Creek; that no mud digging be allowed beyond a quarter
mile limit from shore, and then only on the dead beds. These areas might be dug upon
for years to come, without going outside the above limit and would protect the offshore
beds. All fishermen agree in saying that a serious injury is done to beds which are
worked on and adjoining beds where the digger has been working, besides actually destroy-
ing the area worked upon. The valuable oyster industry should be protected for the
benefit of fishermen in the future, as it is one of the sources where ready cash is brought
to the island for distribution among fishermen, truckmen, merchants and others.
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NORTH OR YORK RIVER.

laving finished Richmond Bay, I proceeded to Charlottetown for the purpose of
examining North River (reserved by Order in Council of 4th December, 1893) in order
to ascertain whether the beds were in a fit condition to allow public fishing.

I began my examination at the upper part of the reserve, at Forkey Creek. Only
a few oysters and small oyster brood were found as far as the lower part of Scott's
Island. This area is composed of soft mud, with very little soil left for oysters to grow
upon, as the mud-digger has cut up most of it. Fron the lower part of Scott's Island
down to North River bridge (the lower part of the reserve), oysters and brood were
found in large quantities, growing on the sides of the channel, the beds are disjointed as
far as the creek which runs in towards Dr. Jenkin's estate. From there down to the
end of the reserve the beds are larger and more numerous ; in fact it is one continuous
oyster bed, with the exception of spots divided by mud digger cuts. The oysters are
full grown, and the area literally covered with them. I examined the river in a boat
with two fishermen, using a pair of tongs; the tongs when brought up were full of
oysters and brood.

This area is clean, f ree from silt, oysters look very healthy, and in no way deterior-
ating in quality or quantity. It is natural for oysters in this river to grow in clusters,
although they can be easily separated, and single ovsters are to be found scattered
over the area. The small ones are growing well ; they are looking healthy and
clean.

Since my examination, this area has been thrawn open by the department to fisher-
men holding licenses, and I was informed that they landed over 500 brrrels as the
result of their first day's labour. They have had good catches since, which goes to show
that the setting apart of this area from the public has had the desired effect. I do not
entertain the slightest doubt, that if other areas were closed for certain periuds, it would
have an identical effect; and I am happy to be able to state that this particular area
has proved an excellent test case.

GEORGETOWN.

Having finished at North River I proceeded to Georgetown for the purpose of
examining Brudenell, Montague, Boughton or Grand, and Cardigan rivers as well as
Launching and St. Mary's bays in order to ascertain if any of the above areas were
suitable for the preparation of beds for planting oysters. I found these rivers in the
following condition :

In Brudenell River from the upper part where mud digging has been, and is stili
carried on, mussels are growing, and the shells of old beds are found covered up with a
coating of soft mud varying from one to five feet. These are termed sunken beds ; the
soil in the channel is composed of soft rotten mud. The sides are firm covered with
eelgrass, and a sediment lying upon it from two to eight inches thick. The firm area in
most cases is known, and consist of a sandy substance. The only available place for
planting in this river lies between Brudenell or Gordon Island and Norton's Creek down
to Bourke's Point. Mr. D. A. Mackinnon, M.P.P., has an area of about two acres
leased here. I examined this area and found it firm, but covered with eelgrass. A few
oysters were planted first above it in shallow water by a Mr. Delory, a resident near
the shore. He informed me that the oysters grew, and several young ones were found
attached to the woodwork of a bridge crossing Norton's Creek.

The water appears suitable for oysters to grow in, but there is no soil for the spat
to attach itself to after it is emitted by the parent oyster, and this spat would therefore
be smothered or lost in the eelgrass or mud.

Montague River from the bridge downwards was found to be in about the same
condition as the Brudenell. A small patch called the midîdle ground, about 3 or 400
feet square was found just above French Creek. The bottom extends off shore some
little distance. It is a flrm sandy bottom, thickly covered with eelgrass lying in about
8 or 10 feet of water. Another more extensive area found just below lower Montague
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wharf running down towards the ferry wharf. This is also covered with eelgrass ; the
bottom is very firm but there are no shells.

Grand River in the upper part off Johnson's old wharf, mud digging is still carried
on. Some hard firm spots were found and the dredge showed that mussels were growing
in large quantities. Nine oysters were caught in three hauls. This area seemed to be
a very narrow ridge, not more than 6 or 9 feet wide left by the mud-diggers. The
oysters were very large, of inferior quality, very irregular in shape and no sign of small
ones. Mussels completely overgrew everything that was there. This area is very small
and of no use for culture. One man informed me that he had taken a barrel of oysters
from it some time ago. The sides of this river are steep, the shores firm, and covered
with eelgrass, and the bottom of the channel composed of soft mud. The only place
that seemed at all suitable for oyster culture was off Malcom's Cove, opposite Red Point.
Here the soil is very much the same as in other rivers; outside this area, the bottom is
composed of stones and rock and is rough. No other place was found in any way
suitable.

In Cardigan River mussels were noticed growing on some old oyster beds, where
mud digging has been carried on; a few old oyster shells were also found in a cove just
below the wharf at Cardigan. Beyond this, nothing of importance was found ; the
sides and channel of the river being the same as the others.

In Launching Bay at the mouth of Cardigan River the bottom appeared to be of a
gravelly nature by the feel of the sounding pole. It was, however, impossible to obtain
any soil with the dredges there being so much eelgrass growing. This ran along shore
a considerable distance; further off shore t'he bottom was soft and muddy.

St. Mary's Bay was found to be in about the same condition as other areas examined
in this locality. In shallow water, the bottom being firm, covered with eelgrass, in
deeper water the bottoa became softer, and the soil was of a very black soft nature.

A firm area was found off Reynold's Point on the left hand side of the entrance to
Oyster Creek, although covered with eelgrass. On the north side of St. Mary's bay off
Panmure Island the soil appeared to be firm and gritty running a considerable distance
off shore into about eight feet of water, where the bottom becomes soft and muddy.

The areas which I have mentioned as being firm, could be cleaned, shelled and
planted as an experiment, if desired, or could be leased to any one making an application
for them.

I can scarcely see where there would be any advantage in planting any of these
areas as there is no soil suitable for the reception of spat, beyond the area which would
be prepared. If the spat fell among the mud or eelgrass, it would never come to
maturity, and would be smothered as soon as it fell.

Having completed the above work and the season being well advanced with the
weather becoming so wild, I closed up with the services of the steamer " Zaidee " when
she immediately returned to North Sydney, C.B.

YARMOUTH, N.S.

On proceeding to Yarmouth for the purpose of examining Eel Brook River, Salt
Lake, Tusket River and Goose Bay, with a view of ascertaining the nature and suitability
of the soil for oyster culture, I found the areas in the following conditions :-

At the upper part of Eel Brook about à quarter of a mile below the bridge I found
a hard bottom on the western side of the channel, composed of a firm sediment of mud
and eelgrass. Underneath this sediment which is from four to eight inches thick,decayed oyster shells were noticed. Towards the eastern side of the channel the bottom
becomes very soft, the hard ground appears to form a very narrow ridge, the channel
itself is very narrow, lower down towards the sluice or fall, the soil becomes soft over
the whole width of the channel.

In the lower part of the lake the bottom is firm with eelgrass, and the area larger.
The depth of water was about 16 to 18 feet, the bottom has a coating of mud about six
inches thick, underneath this, dead oyster shells were found. I then examined the area
in deep water to the eastward of and above the fall. The bottom is composed of very
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large stones and a rough bottom ; the lake, so called, has been dammed up from time to
time, the current has been diverted, which stops the course and circulation of the water
and I am of the opinion that the water is too stagnant at the bottom, and the mud
taken from there has a very offensive odour; the water is brackish, and at the falls the
bottom is shallow, there being a deep basin with no outlet to cleanse the bottom.

Shels can be found along the lands adjoining this brook and lake. A huge pile of
shells is also lying on an island covered over with about a foot of earth. These shells
are lying from eighteen inches to two feet in thickness. They appear to have been
collected by Indians in the past, as flint arrow heads and chips of flint have been found
here which do not abound in the locality unless imported by them. On examining the
area I found an arrow head among the shells which points to the Indians camping here
in the past. Since these areas have been dammed up there is no natural outlet (except
the falls) and the sediment has since settled upon the beds and destroyed them.

Mr. Louis Potier, of Yarmouth, very kindly gave me all the information and assist-
ance in his power and accompanied me during the examination of the areas. He has
been keeping notes and experimenting in the brook and river from time to time; I have
taken an extract from his diary on the subject which is as follows :-

" The nature of the bottom. varies, in some places. In channel it consists of mud,
sand and gravel, old oyster shells, clay, rocks, &c.

" My first planting was 28th October, 1892, of about two bushels, On 5th July,
1894, I raised four oysters in first-class condition, and all of them from this planting.
Second planting in boxes was 5th December, 1893 (in very cold weather), consisting of
three boxes of seven pounds each, one box of three and a half pounds, this lot I put in
on the west side of channel directly opposite Potier's Ledge.

" 5th July, 1894, I raised one box from second planting, and examined it carefully
and found the oysters in grand condition with an increase in weight. The third plant-
ing (consisting of half a bushel loose on the river) was in July, 1893. In September,
1893, I examined those planted in 1892, and found them all right. July, 1894, Mr.
Sylvain Potier's son in taking up a killock hauled up a lot of mud mixed with old oyster
shells only a short distance from where first planting of oysters was, and was surprised
to find a number of young ones nearly as large as a fifty cent piece."

While examining this area a box of Mr. Potier's oysters was raised which he
planted on 5th December, 1893, these oysters were nearly all dead and dying. There
seemed to be nothing in them, as they appeared to be starved out.

I do not consider this place suitable for oyster planting, as these beds have become
extinct with a depth of froin 12 to 20 feet of water, and I consider it due to the above
mentioned causes.

I next tried off Rocky Point, where Abrams River joins Eel Brook River down to
Passe au Chac and Birch Point. At the upper part the bottom is composed of hard
rough ground, covered with large stones and spongy seaweed with a strong current.
Lower down this soil is composed of stiff black clay. Mr. Potier planted some oysters
(loose) here. We were unable to find them on account of the water being so thick,
owing to the heavy rains and very high tides which were so frequent of late. Lower
down, near the upper side of Birch Point, the bottom is rough and weedy, composed of
smaller stones. I caught a large lobster in the dredge. From Birch Point to Sluice
Point (Surrett Island) the current is very strong.

In Tusket River I tried in the roadstead at the Mussel ground. The bottom is
rough and composed of large stones. This was in about six fathoms of water. In the
upper part of the river at Little Birch Island, abreast of Plymouth, I found the bottom
very rocky with a swift current. No soil was found suitable for planting oysters there.

I also examined a portion of Goose Bay lying between Tusket Wedge and Comeau's
Hill, and found the bottom of the channel to consist of very firm and clean clay, with a
sediment of small clam shells, which have been washed from off the surrounding flats by
the current. No life was noticed here during the examination, but it is the most suit-
able place that I have seen in this locality where cysters might be planted as an experi-
ment. This area would require shelling before planting. The current is not se strong
as in other rivers; the area is sheltered by extensive mud flats which uncover at low
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water, and the tides ebb and flow to and from the sea. No other area was found equally
suitable as this, during my examination. There is a very extensive water area in this
locality, but time would not permit of examining the whole.

BAY DU VIN, N.B.

Having concluded my examination at Yarmouth I proceeded to Bay du Vin to
examine the oyster beds there, for the purpose of ascertaining the cause of depletion, etc.

On my arrival there I found the bay and river frozen over. The department was
asked whether this area could be divided into sections for the preservation and protec-
tion of the oyster beds, but was unable to do anything until I personally examined it.
The area in question which is about six miles long is annually fished by fishermen many
of whom come from a distance. They are reported to load their schooners, irrespective
of size and the consequence is that oysters are taken f rom the beds before they are full
grown, with the result that these areas, the most valuable in New Brunswick, are
becoming depleted through overfishing.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Temperature

During the past three seasons while on board the steamer, from the commencement
to the close of each season, I have noted the temperature of the water (Sundays excepted)
and found it to be as in the following table. The waters of the Maritime Provinces
rise to a sufficiently warm temperature, and there is no reason why there should not be
a spat fall each year, were the grounds in a fit condition to receive the same. With
careful attention, I do not see why certain areas, after being restocked, should not be
as prolific as they originally were.

The bays and rivers around the shores where oysters exist are to some extent
land locked which gives a more even temperature than in the waters outside; thus I
have noticed, when steaming from one port to another, that the water outside was
lower than that in the bays and rivers.
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TEMPERATURE of water during Month of
MAY.

1894. 1895.

Day. Locality. Day. Locality.

... f

..... . . . .. ., . . .. . .... . ... .. . . . . . .

... .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .... . .. . . . ..
... .......... .. ....................

.... . .... ... ......

...... .... .... ... .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
.... .... ... .. . . . . .

....... ....
.... .... . .. .... . . T u.
............ ... . . . . W .
............ . . T h.
........... . F ri.
.. Sat.
.. Sun.

. M.
.. ... Tu.

W.
.. Th.

.. Fri.
.. Sat.

.. Sun.
.M.

. .... Tu.
.W.
.Th.

... Fri.

.
Tracadie Har., N.S. . 47

do .... 52
do .... 52
do .... 43
do ... 47
do .... 44
do
do ... 48
do .... 56
do .... 55
do .... 58
do .... 48
do .... 49
do
do .... 54
do .... 52
do .... 57
do .... 56
do .... 54

1896.

Day.

M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

Locality.

J.................

Tracadie Han., N.S.

... . ........... .
........... ........

ShediacBarbour,N.B
do ...
do ....
do ....
do
do ....
do ...
do ....
do
do ...
do
do ...
do ....
do ...
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do ...
do
do ....
do ....
do ....

...Sat.
Sun.

... IM.
56 Tu.
56 W.
57 Th.
56 Fri.
55 Sat.
56 Sun.

... M.
58 Tu.
55 W.
58 Th.
60 Fri.
62 Sat.
64 Sun.

M.
62 Tu.
63 W.
64 Th.
63 Fri.
63 Sat.
62 Sun.

M.
61 Tu.
65 W.
65 Th.
60 Fri.
63 Sat.
65 Sun.

Tracadie Har.,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

N.S..
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M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

M.
Tu.

Tracadie Har., N.S..
do
do
do ....
do ....
do ...
do
do ....
do ....
do
do
do ....
do
do
do
do ....
do ....
do ....

do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do ...
do ....
do ...
do
do ....

A. 1897

JUNE.

Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.

.. 1 . . .... .... ....

.... ... .. . .. ......
.... ........

...........

.1 .. .... ... .. ....

............ .... ...

.............. ............................ ..

............. .....................
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TEMPERATURE of Water during Month of
JULY.

1894.

Day. Locality.-d

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10

1

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.W.
Th.
Fri.

Tracadie Har., N.S..
do ....
do
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ...
do ....
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do ....
do ....
do ....

1895.

E-i

Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

Day.

M.
Tu.
W.

Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

M.
Tu.W.

ShediacHarbour,N.B
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do ....
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....

M. Shediacto Ch't'n,PEI
Tu. Ch't'n to Murray Har.
W. Murray Harbour....
Th. do ....
Fri. do ....
Sat. Charlottetown .. ....
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Locality.

Tracadie Har., N.S.. 55
do .... i 59
do .... 62

do .. . . 67
do .... 66
do .... 65
do
do
do .... 65
do .... 65
do 66
do 67
do . 64
do .... ....
do .... 66
do .... 63
do .... 63
do . .. 64
do . 65
do .... 66
do ....
do .... 66
do .... 66

Sailed from Tracadie. 63
Arrived in Shediac . . 62
ShediacHarbour,N.B 67

do .... 68
do .... ....
do .... 67
do .... 67
do .... 67

Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.W.
Th.
Fri.sat.
Sun.
M.

Shediac Harbour,N.B
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do ...
do ....
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ...
do
do ....
do ....
do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do
do
do
do ....
do ....
do ....

Point du Chêne......

Sun. ShediacHarbour,N.B
M. do
Tu. do ...
W. Left Shediac for'Tra-

cadie, N.S.........
Th. -Tem. taken at sea»....
Fri. Tracadie Har., N.S..
Sat. do ...
Sun. do ...
M. do ....
Tu.- do ....
W. do ....
Th. do ...
Fri. do ....
Sat. do ....
Sun. do ....
M. do ...
Tu. do
W. do ....
Th. do ....
Fri. do ...
Sat. do ....
Sun. do ....

M. do ....
Tu. do ....
W. do ....
Th. do ....
Fri. do ....
Sat. do ....
Sun. do ...
M. do
Tu. do ....

AUGUST.

1896.

Day. Locality.

W. Tracadie Har., N.S.. 60
Th. do .... 63
Fri. do .... 60

Sut. do .... .62
Sum. do .

M. do . . 61
Tu. do .... 61
W. do .... 61
Th. do .... 63
Fri. do .... 66
Sat. do 66
Sun. do ...

M. do ... 68
Tu. do 69
W. do 70
Th. do .... 69
Fri. do .... 68
Sat. Wallace Harbour... 67
Sun. At sea . ,.......... 65

M. Shediac Harbour,N. B 72
Tu. do .... 71
W. do .... 72
Th. do .... 72
Fri. do .... 70
Sat. do . ... 69
Sun. do .... ...

M. do .... 70
Tu. do .... 71
W. do ... 72
Th. do ... 72
Fri. do ... 71
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TEMPERATURE of water during the month of
SEPTEMBER.

1894.

Day.

Sat.
Sun.

M.

W.,
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

1895.
I1 i

Locality.

Tracadie Har., N.S..
do ....

do
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ...
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
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do ....
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Sun.
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Tu.
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Th.
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Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.

Locality._

Charlottetown, P.E.I
do

West River, P.E.I...
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....

East River, P.E.I. ..
do ....
do ....

North River, P.E.I..
do ....
do ....

Pownal Bay, P.E.I.
Charlottetown do
Orwell River do
Vernon River do,
East River do
Charlottetown do

do do
Pinnette do

do do
Ch't'n to Summerside
Summerside, P.E.I..

do ....
do
do
do ....

1896.

Day.

Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.
W.
Th.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M.
Tu.W.

Locality.

Point du Chêne......
Pt. du Chêne to Tig-

nish P E I
Tignish Harbour.....

do .....
Malpeque...... .....

do .. . . . . .
Richmond Bay.

do
do ......
do
do ......
do ......
do
do
do .....do ..
do ...

do ......
Grand River...... .

do .........
do .........
do .........

Malpeque Bay......,
do ......

Bideford .... .......
Malpeque............

do ............
do

Trout River. .......
Malpeque.., ....

OCTOBER.

Tracadie Harb., N.S.
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ...
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....
do ....

do ....
do ....
do ....

do ....
do ....

do ....
do ....
do
do
do ....
do ....
do ...
do ....

do ....

Tu. Summerside, P.E.I..
W. do ....
Th. do
Fri. do ....
Sat. S. side to Pt.du Chêne
S. Point du Chêne.....
M. do ....
Tu. do ....
W. do ...
Th. do ....
Fri. do ....
Sat. do ....
Sun. do ....
M. do
Tu. do
W. do ....

Th. do ....

Fri. do ....
Sat. do ....
Sun. do ....

M. do ....

Tu. Point du Chêne te
Shemogue .......

W. Shemogue...... ....
Th. do
Fr.. Shemogue to Wallace
Sat. Wallace River.....
Sun. do
M. do ....

Tu. do ...
W. do ....

Th. tFox Harbour........

Th. Tignish Harbour.... 54
Fri. do .... 53
Sat. do .. 53
Sun. do
M. do 53
Tu. do .... 52
W. do .... 52
Th. do .... 52
Fri. do .... 2
Sat. do 51
Sun. do ... ....

M. Point du Chêne...... 50
Tu. do 50
W. do 49
Th. do .... 49
Sat. do .... 49
Sat. Pt. du Chêne to Char-

lottetown ......... 48
Sun. Charlottetown....... ....
M. do .... 48
Tu. Charlottetown to

Georgetown....... 53
W. Brudenell river... 52

Th. Georgetown........ 52
Fri. do 50
Sat. do .... 50
Sun. do ... ....

M. do 44
Tu. do ..... 49
W. do 48
Th. do ...... 47

...... Finishedwithsteamer
for season....... ...

...... .......... .. ....... 1....
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

TEMPERATURE of water during the month of

NOVEMBER.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7'
8
9

10
11
12
131
141
151
161
171
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1894.

Day. Locality.

Th. Tracadie Harb., N.S. 48
Fri. do .... 48
Sat. do .... 48
Sun. do .... ....

M. do .... 46
Tu. do .... 45
W. do .... 42
Th. do .... 42
Fri. bo .... 42
Sat. do .... 40
Sun. do
M. do ... 41
Tu. do .... 39
W. do .... 41
Th. do .... 40
Fri. do .... 42
Sat. do .... 43
Sun. do .......
M. do ,... 36
Tu. do .... 34
W. do 32
Th. do .... 36
Fri. do .... 32
Sat. do .... 34
Sun. do .....
M. do ... 34

Tu. do ... . 35
W. do .... 34
Th. do .... 32
Fri. Bay frozen over, fin-

ished for season.... ....

1896.

Day. Locality.

.. . ..... ... ..... ..... . ....
.. ,... ........ ........ ... ....
...... .. ..... ...... ... . ....

THE YEARLY CATCH.

The following table compiled from annual reports of the Department of Fisheries
shows the annual catch of oysters in the different provinces since 1869. These oysters
were all taken from natural beds, and until very recently, no active steps have been
taken to protect this valuable industry. Where the public demand is now greater than
the supply, oysters are becoming more valuable in the market, and where areas are to be
found they are now fished to excess. This must eventually ruin the industry if the
evil is not checked in time.

Most of the men engaged fishing for oysters have other callings to attend to. While
the season is open, fishing is prosecuted with vigour, not only during the open season
but in close time as well; as poachers will always find a ready market for their wares.

Besides oyster fishing these men obtain employment during winter months in
digging mussel mud from the beds, which is hauled on shore in very large quantities.
The grounds have thus yielded a twofold return, but the latter system bas proved very
injurious to the former by yearly contracting the areas. The oyster grounds are in
consequence not so productive nor so large as if mud digging had never been carried on.
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1895.

Day. Locality.

Fri. Wallace, N.S.. ..... 44
Sat. do ...... 44
Sun. .. ................. ....
M. Wallace to Tatana-

gouche .......... 44
Tu. Malagash Bar....... 41
W. do ...... 41

Th. do ..... 45
Fri. TatamagouchtoBrule 44
Sat. Brule, N.S. .... . 44
Sun. do ........ ....
M. do ........ 421

Tu. do ........ 40
W. Brule to Pictou...... 41
Th. Pictou to Tracadie... 40
Fri. Tracadie Harbour ... 42

.Finished for Season.. ....
..... .... ... ......... ....

...... ...... ..... .......... ..

...... ................ .... ....

..... ....... .,..I. .... .... ....

...... .......... ..... ..... . ..
.... .. . ....... .... ... ....
..... '...... ...... .. .... ....
.. . .......... .......... ....

...... . .......... ........ ....
..... ...... .............. ....
.... .. .... .... .. . .. . , . . .
..... ..... ......... ..... . .
...... ..... .. . ...... ....

. .. .. ... ... . . .. .... ....

. .... ... .. .. .... .
.... .... .. .... .. ....
................ ....
.... ........ ... .'.. ..
... ..... ..........
.... .... .. .. .. .. .. .,1
.... ,... ............
...... ........... ..
....... ............

. ... ...... .... ... .

................ . ..

.... ........ ........

........ ............

... . . ... ... .... .

.......... ..... ....

.. .. .... . . ..... ..

.. ........ . . ......

................ ....

....... ... .........

....................

............ ........
.. . ..... .... ....

. . .. . . . . . . . ....
...... ..... ........
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

OYSTER AREAS.

To check the depletion or prevent the extermination of these valuable beds, I
strongly favour the granting of leases or licenses to.individuals for the purpose of culti-
vation. This scheme has been carried on for several years past, but it has come to my
notice that of late some applications were withheld, with really no object in view. It
stands to reason that a man who has an area which he may call his own after having
paid his dues, and who adheres to the regulations, will take better care of his stock
than ordinary fishermen who merely fish here, there and everywhere with the result that
the public beds become overfished ; but a man who holds a license will protect the
young oysters, keep his area in order, and dispose of his grown stock in the best markets.

On application to the department a license holder can obtain permission to take
small oysters from public beds during the open season. Another thing is that if areas
are held by private parties and these grounds are kept stocked with oysters, it assists
in maintaining the public beds, as no one has control over the spat which oysters throw
off at spawning time and this may settle on public areas or vice versa.

CLOSE SEASON.

The close season for oysters I may remark, is not observed as it should be, and
officers should be instructed to be more vigilant. As it is, not only are the full grown
oysters caught but many small ones are destroyed by being raked over during the warm
-weather. It would evidently be much more advr.ntageous to fishermen were the grounds
left untouched, until the legal season opened; but fishing will be carried on whenever
these men can find a market, and that is no trouble at all. . It would be an advantage
to close the saloons for the sale of oysters during the prohibited season.

OYSTER RAKES,

My attention has been called to the fact that in oyster licenses as issued by the
department, there is an unfairness about the matter, and that since it is found necessary
to impose a license fee, it should be collected from each individual fisherman. For
instance, in Richmond Bay, parties as a rule, fish from a boat occupied by two men.
These boats pay $1.00 for their license, while soine of the men in the rivers who fish by
themselves also have to pay $1.00 or double what the two men pay. I am also informed
that schooners will come to Bay du Vin with crews of six, eight or ten men. They only
take out one license on which they pay the same fee as the others. This makes it very
hard and unfair to single fishermen. The best way in my opinion to obviate this
anomaly and regulate the fishery, would be to let each man pay for bis license, say 50 cents
for each instrument used in obtaining oysters. There would be nothing unfair in this
arrangement as ordinary fishermen fish with two men in each boat.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

ERNEST KEMP,
Oyster Expert.
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APPENDIX No. I3

THE FUR SEALING INDUSTRY OF THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN, AS

AFFECTED BY THE BEHRING SEA AWARD AND· CONSEQUENT
LEGISLATION.

BY R. N. VENNING.

THE BEHRING SEA QUESTION.

The departmental report of 1895, continued down to the end of that year, a nar-

rative of the status of this question, and dealt quite fully with the different phases

thereof, which came up for consideration during the year, embracing a reasonably

comprehensive statement of the practical effect upon the sealing industry of the Paris

award regulations and the machinery provided for their practical application to British

sealing vessels.

It is now proposed to briefly review the question in its different branches as it

developed for the year 1896, just closed.

DEPARTURE OF THE SEALING FLEET.

On the 12th February, the Collector of Customs at Victoria, B.C., reported that

fifty-one sealing vessels had cleared for the spring fishery, as against fifty-six in the

season of 1895, the distribution being twenty-eight on the Asiatie and twenty-three on

the North American side of the North Pacifie Ocean.

At the time there remained in the harbour, thirteen schooners (including three

owned by Indians), which would not leave until the month of June when they would

fit out for participation in the Behring Sea venture at the expiration of the close season

for seal hunting.
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

The following schedule shows the sealing fleet and the point of destination of each
vessel which cleared for the spring fishery as above described:-

BRITISH COLUMBIA SEALING FLEET, UNDER LICENSE, 1896.

Special Lioense.

Vessel. Master. - ----- -Destination.

No. Date Issued.

Teresa........ .... ....
Katharine ..........
Borealis ................
Ocean Belle........ .
Mascot.. ............
Sadie Turpel............
Diana ..................
Geneva.......... .....
E. B. Marvin.. ......
Fortuna ...... .. ...
Umbrina... .. .....
Allie I. Alger.... ..
Labrador...........
Aurora.............
Casco...............
Triumph........
Otto......... ......
Kilmeney ... ..........
Viva..............
A rietis..................
Director .......... ...
Kate........ ..........
Mermaid.. ........ ....
Annie E. Paint..........
Minnie....... .,......
Agnes McDonald.. .. .
Carlotta G. Fox.........
Vera. .... .. .......
City of San Diego ......
Mary Taylor........
Wanderer.............
Pioneer...... ......
Saucy Lass.... ........
May Belle ... .........
Venture . ..... ...
Florence M. Smith......
Penelope.. .........
Beatrice of Shanghai...
Ida Etta................
Fawn ..... .... ,.......
Oscar and Hattie . . ....
Carrie, C. W.. .. ....
Sapphire...............
Beatrice ...............
Dora Sieward. ........
V ictoria................
Cape Beale........ .....
Favourite . .........
Ainoko...... . .. ....
Libbie... ..............
Annie C. Moore ... ....

George Meyer.... . ............
John E. Fulton............. .. .
Adolphe Wasberg..... ... ......
Augustus B. Whidden....... ...
Erneat Lorens...................
Aubry S. Crane..................
Andrew Nelson ............ .
William O'Leary................
Chas. J. Harris..................
Thomas O'Leary.................
Chas. Campbell....... ..........
Colin E. Locke .................
John Haan ....................
Thos. H. Brown............ .....
G. LeBlanc............ .....
G . N . Cox. .... ................
John McLeod.......... ........
William Halgrin..... ... .......
M ark Pike....... ..............
Patrick Martin.. .. .. ........
Fredk. W. Gilbert.............
Carl Stromgren .............
W. H. Whiteley.................
Alfred Bissett .... . ..... ....
Victor Jacobson.......... ..
Melville F. Cutler..... .... .....
W. D. Byers............ . ..
W m. Sheilds.... ...... .........
Wm. D. McDougall..............
R. O. Lavender .................
Harry Parsons..... ............
W . E. Baker.... ..............
D. Martin...... ....... ..
Edward Shields..... . . ......
Andrew Matheson..... .........
Luke McGrath..................
D. G. Macauley... .............
William Heater . ..... .......
William O. Hughes...... .....
Michael Foley...............
Theo. Magneseon .... ..........
Isaac A. Gould ... .. ............
William Cox. .................
Arthur H. Jones.................
H. F. Sieward...... .... .......
Reuben Balcam...... ........ ..
Jun Eight Quap......... ......
Laughhn McLean........ ......
George Heater....... .......
Frederick Hackett..... ... ....
Charles Hackett.............

December 13, 1895...
do 18, 1895...
do 20, 1895...
do 21, 1895...
do 21, 1895...
do 23, 1895...
do 24, 1895...
do 28, 1895...
do 28, 1895...
do 30, 1895...
do 31, 1895...
do 31, 1895...
do 31, 1895...

January 6. 1896....
do 6, 1896....
do 6, 1896.....
do 7,1896....
do 7,1896,. .
do 10, 1896 ....
do 10, 1896....
do 10, 1896. ...
do 11, 1896....
do 11, 1896....
do 11, 1896.
do 13, 1896....
do 13, 1896....
do 13, 1896. ...
do 14, 1896....
do 15, 1896 .... .
do 16, 1896....
do 17, 1896 ....
do 17, 1896....
do 18, 1896. ..
do 18, 1896....
do 18, 1896....
do 18, 1896.. ..
do 21, 1896....
do 21, 1896....
do 22,1896....
do 23,1896....
do 23,1896..
do 27, 1896....
do 27, 1896 ....
do 27,1896....
do 28, 1896 ....
do 31, 1896....,

February 1, 1896....
do 5,1896. ...
do 7, 1896....
do 8, 1896....
do 8, 1896....

Jarn.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

B. C. Coast.
Japan.

do
do
do

B. C. Coast.
Japan.

dodo
B. C. Coast.
Japan.

B. C. Cosat.

do
B. C. Coast.
Japan.
B. C. Coast.
Japan.
B. C. Coast.

do
do

Japan.
B. C. Coast.

do
Japan.
B. C. Coast.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

(8d.) A. R. MILNE,
Collector.

Port of Victoria, B.C., 12th February, 1896.
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THE SEASON'S CATCH.

The following statement prepared by the Collector of Customs at Victoria, com.
prises a detailed return of the season's operations by the British sealing fleet, embracing
the statiistics of the dates and positions at sea where each seal was taken, together with
the sex thereof, in the area affected by the Behring Sea award regulations.

SEALING SEASON, 1896-British Columbia Coast Catch.

Vessel. Date of Return. Males.

Schooner Minnie . .......... May 3 1896...........
do Fawn ............... Ido 13,1896..........
do Kilmeney ........... do 6, 1896...........
do Walter L. Rich do 2, 1896............
do Amateur ........ do 5,1896............
do Pachwellis. .. do 5,1896...........
do Fisher Maid .... do 5 1896............
do Victoria ........ do 6 1896 ........
do Dora Sieward.......do 6,1896............
do Ainoko............do 6,1896...........
do Venture ........... do 7,1896............
do San Jose....... .... do 7, 1896............
do Sapphire. .......... do 7,1896............
do Kate..............do 7,1896............
do Labrador..........do 7,1896............
do Carrie C. W........do 8,1896............
do Annie C. Moore. .... 11,1896............
do City of San Diego. do 11,1896 ............
do Saucy Lass ..... ... do 13,1896............
do Libbie... .......... do 13,1896...........
do Oscar and Hattie..... do 14,1896............
do Beatrice.. .......... do 14,1896............
do Dolphin...........do 14,1896...........
do Penelope...........do 15,1896............
do Beatrice .............. do 16,1896............
do Favourite..........do 16,1896...........
do South Bend........do 22,1896............
do May Belle..........Lost at sea with ail hands....
do Wanderer.. .. ......... du crew saved.
do Mountain Chief ... ...........................
do Cape Beale................. ............

Catch of Indians in canoes ..........................

327
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63
80
22
49
8

78
174
198
118
49

217
82
48

112
271
149
301
358
197
239
454
332
272
514
17

Females.

159
143
37
13
87

103
55
86

203
230
151
181
201
122
43
57

160
64

170
144
156
142
48

126
91

310
53

TotaL

486
429
100
93

109
152
63

164
377
428
269
230
418
204
91

169
431
213
471
502
353
381
502
458
363
824
70

253 325 578

5,268 3,660 8,928
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

SPRING CATCH in North Pacifie, 1896, Victoria, B.C.

SCHOONER "MINNIE."

Date.

F eb. 24................... .....
do 26............ ............

March 4 ...................
do 5.......,.. ..............
do 6 ....... .................
do 9 ......... .... .. .... ...
do 10................. .
do 11................ . ..
do 14 .... ....................
do 15 ....... . ...............
do 26 .........................

A pril 2... ....................
do 7........... .......
do 9 ........................
do 10 ............... ........
do 11................ ........
do 12. . ................ ,....
do 13 .......... . ............
do 14 ... . ... ..... ...
do 15 .........................
do 19.. ...... ..........
do 22 .. ...... ...............
do 23 ........ . ...... ,... .
do 24 .... ........... ........
do 28 ...... . .... ...........
do 30..................... ..

March 4............ .......
do 5........ .... ..... ....
do 9..... ..... ..........
do 10...................
do 11...... ............
do 12 ................ .......
do 14 .........................
do 15....... . ...... ...
do 16 .... ,..... .............
do 17 .. .... ..............
do 18..... ..............
do 16 ..... ,............. .....
do 26 ......................

A pril 1. .. ......... ....
do 2 .........................
do 3 ........... ..... .......
do 7 ......... ....... . ... .
do 8 ... ....................
do 9 ................ .. .....
do 10. ........ .... ....
do 12... . .............. .
do 15 ........................
do 16 ........... ,.............
do 17 ............ ............
do 19.. .. ..... .......... .
do 20.........................
do 21.... . ....... ..... ..
do 22 .. ... ........ ... ...
do 23...... ..................
do 24..... . ......... .......
do 25 ........... ....... ....
do 26 ........ ..............
do 27 ... .. .. .............
do 25.........................

Position. Catch.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

° 'N ° 'W
47 50 124 58 2 1
47 37 125 00 2 3
47 56 125 20 15 29
47 54 125 27 1 1
47 57 125 32 2 5
47 54 125 11 2 4
48 05 125 12 19 26
48 00 123) 15 1 3
48 24 125 43 5 7
48 41 126 12 3 8
48 36 125 37 3 3
51 21 129 32 1 5
56 15 135 32 27 7
57 18 137 53 4 2
57 38 138 13 41
57 42 138 46 4 1
57 53 139 03 22 4
57 42 139 32 1 .... .
57 35 139 42 26 9
57 41 139 16 64 14
57 38 139 34 24 9
57 38 140 25 3 2
57 40 140 45 9 6
57 41 139 46 21 8
57 49 139 55 9 3
57 38 139 12 16 5

327 159

SCHOONER "FAWN."

56
52
15
34
44
50
16
32
45
50
50
45
53
34
57
14
32
09
15
10
os
13
04
51
23
20
40
35
35
30
45
53
50
45

124 28
124 32
125 11
124 59
124 51
125 00
126 06
125 59
126 06
126 01
126 00
126 06
126 06
126 15
126 30
127 00
128 52
129 10
128 50
128 25
128 40
127 00
126 50
126 10
125 50
125 50
126 00
126 00
126 00
126 12
126 06
125 55
126 00
126 06

333

12 8
3 1
1 ............

12 3
20 6
2 1

24 5
7 4
6 1

25 9
............ 1

1 ..... ......
30 6

3 2
1 .... ........
6 3
4 2
1 1
1

20 10
7 3

10 49 - 5
9 20

20 7
6 10
8 7
4 4

10 8
6 5
2 1

10 3
5 2
1 1

286 143

Total.

3
5

38
2
7
6

45
4

12
11
6
6

34
6

41
5,

26
1

35
78
33
5

15
29
12
21

486

20
4
1

15-
26
3

2911
7

34
1
1

36
5
1
9'
6
2
1

30.
10.
14
14
29
27
16
15
8

18
11
3

13
7
2

429
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SPRING CATCH in North Pacific, 1896, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "KILMENEY."

Date.

M arch 4,.............. .........
do 5........ ...............
do 11..... ..............
do 12................ ........
do 13 .......................
do 14.............. ..........
do 15 .......... .............
do 16.........................
do 17. ......... .............
do 18.........................

A pril 3.........................
do 16 .......... .............
do 17.........................

Position.

Latitude.

'N.
48 09
48 04
48 29
48 19
48 17
48 08
48 24
48 18
48 12
48 10
48 3448 37
48 32(

Catch.

° W.
125 42
125 56
125 51
126 04
126 00
125 41
125 50
125 50
125 59
126 08
126 00
126 14
126 17

Catch.

Males. Females.

.... .......
6

9
3

.. .........

...........

27

4
2
5
3
8
3
1
5

17
15
2
2
6

73

SCHOONER " WALTER L. RICH."

M3arch 9...................
do 10...................
do 1 ...................
do 15....................
do 16...................
do 17..................
do 18...................
do 21................ ..
do 25.................. ...
do 30..................

April 9.................
do 12....................
do 15...................
do 16 ......... ........
do 23.............
do 25.............
do 26.............

SCHOONER "AMATEUR."

...... ................... ......... ......... .... 22 87 109

This being an Indian schooner no proper log was kept.
Seals caught off the coast from Cape Flattery, south, to Cape Beale, north.

SCHOONER "PACHWELLIS."

.............. ... ............ .. .. , ... .......... 49 103 152

This being an Indian schooner no proper log was kept.
Seals caught off the coast from Cape attery, south, to Cape Beale, north.

SCHOONER "FISHER MAID."

.................. ............... ...... 8 55 63

Seals caught off the coast from 40 miles south of Cape Flattery to Cape Beale, north.
Indian schooner ; no proper log kept.
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Total.

4
2

6
11

3

8
1
6

26
18
2
2
6

100



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

SPRING CATCH in North Pacific, 1896, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "VICTORIA-"

Date.

M arch 9.,... . .................
do 10.........................
do 15............... .........
do 16................. ......
do 17.....................
do 18....... ........... ....

A pril 1.........................
do 2.... .... ..............
do 7 ... ... .. ... . ......
do 10. ... ............. .....
do 16...................... ..
do 17....,................
do 22....... .................
do 23............... .... ....
do 24.........................
do 26. ......... .. . ......
do 29............. ...........

Position.

Latitude. Longitude.

° 'N. o 'W.
47 15 125 17
47 10 125 19
45 01 125 10
44 55 125 05
45 28 125 20
46 13 125 28
48 42 127 22
48 53 127 37
50 41 129 27
50 il 129 06
50 10 129 15
50 30 128 45
49 00 126 30
49 01 126 32.
48 55 126
49 15 126
48 50 126 17

Catch.

-- - l - - - - Total.

Males. i Females.

8
5
3
1

78

3
5
1

2
4

5
3
8
7

13
10
6
6

86

7
16
4
3
4
5

12
8
9

11
9

14
10
21
15
9
7

164

SCHOONER "DORA SIEWARD."

Feb. 24...... ...........
M arch 4........................

do 5.... . ..... .... ....
do 9.....................
do 10.........................
do Il........,................
do 15............... ........
do 16..... .... .. . ........
do 17...................
do 18.................. ......

A pril 1... . ... ... ..........
do 3.......... ...... .. .. .
do 9 ......... ...............
do 15.............
do 16........... .........
do 17...................
do 19...................
do 20............ . .. .......
do 21......... .. ..... ..
do 23..... ........... .......
do 25..... ...... ..... .....
do 26................ ........
do 27..... . ............. ...
do 29.............. .... .....

47 32
45 56
46 12
47 08
47 19
47 22
40 58
41 20
41 41
41 26
48 30
47 31
47 55
47 36
47 35
47 02
47 04
46 50
46 36
47 15
48 04
49 05
49 01
48 56

125 1
125
124 20
125 06
124 50
124 45
125 55
125 10
125 40
125 32
126 23
125 04
125 10
125 10
125 35
125 04
124 34
124 36
124 36
124 20
125 36
126 36
127 05
127 12

2
5
4
9
9
7

12
18
15
9
4

13
7

16
17
16
7
5
5
3
7
9
2
2

203

3
8
8

15
14
15
19
32
29
15
7

24
15
30
31
28
13
13
12
5

il
175
8

377

4
8
3.
6

174

835



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

SPRING CATCH in North Pacifie, Victoria, B.C.

SCHOONER "AINOKO."

Date.

M arch 15....... . . ..... .....
do 16 ........................
do 17 .... ........ ...........
do 18 ..... .. .... ........ ..
do 21.. .................
do 25 ............... ... .....
do 26.... ... ..........
do 31 ........ ................

April 1 .... .. ... . ........
do 2 .. .... ..... ..........
do 4 . ... ............ .......
do 6...... .... ...... ...
do 8...................
do 10 ..... ...................
do 12........ ............
do 15...................
tlo 16........ ... ... .. ...
do 17 ......... ... ..... .....
do 18 . .. ....................
do 19 ..... ... ... ........
do 20 ................... .....
do 21............. ........ ...
do 22.........................
do 23.............. ... . .
do 24.....................
do 25............. ... ......
do 26 . ... ................. .
do 27 ....... .................
do 29 ......... ....... .... ..

Position.

Latitude.

° 'N.
46 56
46 56
46 55
46 54
46 22
46 32
46 31
46 19
46 20
46 .20
47 05
47 07
47 20
46 58
47 05
47 03
47 01
46 55
47 04
46 47
47 01
47 15
47 19
47 18
47 33
48 07
48 57
48 53
49 il

Longitude.

° 'W.
126 43
125 09q
125 08
124 48
125 22
124 48
125 09
124 47
124 54
124 54
124 53
125 00
125 20
125 10
125 25
124 59
125 02
125 13
124 39
124 48
125 05
125 19
125 18
125 24
125 27
125 12
126 18
127 09
126 38

Catch.

Males. IF

8
43
7

15
il
12
1
6
3

7
1
0
5

10
10
6

............
4
9
9
2
3

6

7

SCHOONER "VENTURE."

M arch 3.........................
do 4 .........................
do 6 ................ ....
do 10 ......... ...............
do Il......... . ..... ....
do 12. ... .... . ....... ....
do 15....... ............
do 16 ......... . ...........
do 17. .. .... ........ . ..
do 18 ..... ..............
do 20 .........................
do 21 .................... ....
do 22. ............... .......
do 25.................. ......
do 26. .... ...............
do 31 . ... ........... ..... ..

A pril 2...... ...... ... ........
do 4 ..... . .......... .....
do 6 .......... ............
do 8 .........................
do 15 .........................
do 16 ................ ........
do 17 ............ ............
do 20......... ..... .....
do 21..... .... ......... ....
do 24......... ..........
do 26.........................
do 27..... . . .. ............

A. 1897

127 14
126 43
126 50
124 59
125 14
124 49
124 39
124 22
124 30
124 36
124 22
124 22
124 20
124 33
124 20
124 32
124 27
124 38
124 47
125 10
126 03
125 13
125 59
125 42
125 06
126 04
126 48
127 06

2
3
2.

1
4
3

13

2
1

17

7
1
1
2

7
17
4

18
2
6
1

118

1
2

.............
7
2

5

6
3

1
5
3

36
* 8

13
1
2

9
2

12
4
4
3
3

2
2
2

10
4
1
6

10
6

24
1
7
4

53
8

20
2
3
5
1

12
26
6

30
6

10
4
4

269
336

- Total.

males.

6 14
35 78
12 19
10 25
20 31
30 42
5 6

.12 18
3

1 1
8 15
3 4
5 5
1 6
1 1

14 24
20 30
10 16
1 1
6 10
4 13
5 14

2
5 8
5 5
2 8
2 13
2 4
5 12

230 428



Marine and Fisherie-Fisheries Branch.

SPRING Catch in North Pacific, Victoria, B.C.-Conain ed.

SCHOONER "SA . JOSE.'

Position.

Date.

Latitude. Longitude.

'N. ° 'W.
March 14 ...... . ............. 49 30 127 35

do 15 .. .. ................. 49 35 127 55
do 16 . .... ... ............. 49 45 128 15
do 17.... . . . .......... 49 35 128 10
do 22...... .... ....... ... 49 55 128 12
do 25....................... 49 27 127 35
do 26 ... .. ....... ....... 49 41 127 35

April 3........ ......... ... 49 47 127 25
do 7............ . 49 5.3 1 128 40
do 8..................... ... 50 06 128 26
do 10 . .. .... ... .......... 49 49 128 06
do 12 ... .................... 49 49 128 18
do 16 .................... 49 30 127 27
do 17 ...................... 49 15 127 25
do 19........................ 49 34 126 30
do 20................ ........ 49 10 126 47
do 21. ............... .. ... 49 03 126 28
do 22............. ..... .... 48 43 126 04
do 23....... . ..... ..... 48 44 126 02
do 24... .............. .... 48 41 126 18
do 25............. ....... ... 1 48 51 126 19
do 26.... ....... ...... .... 49 13 126 30
do 27.............. .... ..... 49 37 127 05
do 29.......... ... ......... 49 44 128 13

SCHOONER "SAPPHIRE."

March 9.................
do 10...................... ..
do Il.... ........ ... . ....
do 12 .........................
do 13...................
do 14 ................. . ..
do 15 ......... ...............
do 16....... .... ... .. .....
do 17 .. ....................
do 18....................... .
do 26.......... . ........
dô 31 .........................

April 1. ..... ..... .......
do 2 . .... .... ...........
do 3 ............. ..........
do 4.............. .....
do 6 ..... . .. ..............
do 7 . ......... ... .........
do 8............... . . ..
do 9............ ........
do 12 . .................. ...
do 15 .......... ..............
do 16............ . . .....
do 17..... .. . ......... ..
do 19.. .. .. ...........
do 22.....................
do 23............ .... ...
do 24..... ... .... .... ...
do 25..... ................
do 26............... .........
do 27.....................
do 29.......... .............

10 125
31 1)5
06 125
00 125
20 125
29 126
39 126
44 126
50 126
28 126
45 126
35 125
30 126
02 125
03 125
34 125
55 125
39 126
36 126
52 126
03 127
40 126
38 126
41 126
41 126
32 126
40 126
39 126
54 126
37 125
35 125
54 127

30 1 .... ....... 1
30 5 3 8
30 1 2 3
25 2 3 5
40 1 2 3
25 8 14 22
26 6 21 27
10 2 2 4
15 3 1 4
27 1 2 3
24 8 7 15
42 1 .......... 1
04 3 ........... 3
32 1 ...... 1
09 18 17 35
05 3 2 5
51 1 2 3
31 ............ 1 1
26 4 7 il
36 10 6 16
09 8 il 19
28 28 20 48
12 22 28 50
06 24 19 43
51 1 ............ 1
12 6 2 8
01 14 15 29
12 6 5 il
22 3 ............ 3
46 16 4 20
50 4 1 5
15 6 4 10

217 201 418

337
1la-22

Or tch.

TotaL

Males. Female.

2 1 13 1 15
5 10 i 15
1 ....... ... 1

12 28 40
... . ...... 3 3

9 12
13 16

....... .... 1 1
5 9 14

............ 2 2

............ 2 2
il 14

5 13 18
1 7 8

3 3
............ 7 7
.......... 5 5
............ 1 1
............ 6 6

6 18 24
3 3

............ 2 2
2 5 7

49 181 i 230



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

SEAL CATCH in North Pacifie, 1896, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "KATE."

Date.

M arch 4 . . ...................
do 6 . .................
do 9 ...................
do 10 ..... .. 0.................
do 11 ................ .. ....
do 14 . ........ .... .......
do 15. ....... .......
do 16 . . ....... ...........
do 17........ ............ ..
do 18............. ..... . .

A pril 4 ........................
do 10 ........... .............
do 12 .......................
do 15 ..............
do 16 . .......... ... ....
do 17 .........................
do 21 ..... ...................
do 22......... . .......
do 23........ ........ ........
do 24...................
do 25 .. .......... ... ....
do 26 ... ....... .... .......

M arch 6. .. .... .. .... ....
do 14 ............ ............
do 15 .. ....... ...... . ....
do 16.. .. ..... . ..... .....
do 17.........................1

April 3 ............ . ......
do 7 ...... .. . .............
do 13...... .............
do 16 .... ...................
do 17 .. . .. .................
do 19 .... ... ...............
do 21...................
do 23 ... ...................
do 21 .... ......... . .......
do 26 .......... ....

Position. Catch.

-- - ~ Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Feinales.

N. 'W.
48 43 126 20 1 2 3
48 35 126 24 5 ............ 5
48 00 125 05 1 3 4
48 12 125 20 4 12 16
47 57 125 30 10 18 28
47 23 124 30 ............ 2 2
47 22 125 05 15 5 20
47 34 124 35 3 3
47 37 125 10 12 5 17
47 47 125 2 5  i 4 ............ 4
48 45 126 17 4 4
49 15 128 00 1 1..... .
50 15 129 25 3 10 13
49 23 128 06 ............ 5 5
49 13 127 40 4 il 15
48 44 126 20 4 14 18
49 00 126 20 2 3 5
48 43 126 18 ...... ..... 2 2
48 47 126 30 4 18 1 22
48 53 126 58 2 4 1 6
49 29 127 40 1 3 4
49 24 127 55 2 5 7

82 122 204

SCHOONER "LABRADOR."

49 17 126
48 58 126
48 42 126
48 40 126
48 51 126
49 43 127
50 02 128
48 52 126
48 55 126
49 00 126
48 32 126
48 55 126
48 57 126
48 52 126
48 52 126

57 ! 1 2
24 4 1 5
48 2 3 5
42 1 2 3
25 4 1 5
53 1 2 3
10 2 1 3
17 11 8 19
10 7 7 14
05 3 3 6
55 2 3 5
01 1 2
01 2 3 5
13 6 5 il
27 1 2 3

48 1 43 91

338

A. 1897



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

SPRING CATCH in North Pacific, 1896, Victoria, B.C.--Continued.

SCHOONER "CARRIE C. W."

Date.

F eb. 26. ... ...................
M arch 4.... ....... ,..... ....

do 5 ........... .... ........
do 6 .........................
do 9 . ... .................
do 10. ......... .... . .....
do l . ........ . ...........
do 15 .......... .............
do 16.............. .......
do 17. ......... .......... ..
do 18. ... .... .... .......
do 21.... ....................

A pril 2.............. ......
do 6. ...... ... .......
do 8. .... ...... .. . .....
do 9 ....... . .. ...........
do 12.... .. .... . ......
do 15........ . ....... ....
do 19 ......... ... .... .. .
d o 23 ..... ...................
do 24....... .. . ........ . .
do 28 ...... ............ ...
do 29.. ....... ..........

Position.

Latitude.

N.
47 54
47 28
47 32
47 01
47 08
47 11
46 57
44 50
44 48
4.5 09
45 15
47 43
50 35
51 30
54 18
54 22
54 18
54 39
56 30
57 O
56 48
56 40
56 20

Catch.

--- Total.

Longitude. Males. Females.

W.
125 27 2 1 3
125 20 .... ...... 2 2
125. 10 1 3 4
124 48 3 10 13
124 30 2 .......... 2
124 46 3 5 8
125 46 1 1 2
125 40 ............ 1 1
125 08 5 9 14
125 42 2 1 3
125 25 2 5 7
125 13 4 3 7
129 00 5 3 8
131 00 1 ......... I
133 28 17 2 19
133 2.5 1 7 .......... 7
133 20 6 2 8
133 35 8 ............ 8
136 00 3 .... .. ... 3
139 4. 2 2 4
138 57 19 4 23
137 44 17 2 19
137 25 2 1 3

112 57 169

SCHOONER "A NNIE C. MOORE."

March10....... ........ ....... 47 42 125 05 8
do 11. . ............ .... 47 40 125 00 2
do 14....................... 47 11 125 02 3
do 15.... ........... 47 30 124 52 9
do 16......... ...... 47 29 124 53 4
do 17............... ........ 47 2t 125 04 5
do 18 . .................. . 48 05 126 00 2
do 21............... ......... 48 53 127 12 12
do 25................. ... ... 50 07 121 10 5
do 31.... .................... 51 42 132 20 1

A pril 2........................ . 54 50 133 51 .. .... ....
do 6 .......... .. . . 55 50 135 12 5

do 756 12~ 135 '457do 7 .. ...... ...... ..... .. 5 2 1 5 3 7
do 9. .. . ................. 57 30 137 26 5
do 10... . ..... ...... ..... 58 03 138 07 18
do 12......................... 58 06 138 51 8
do 14.......... ............ 57 56 139 06 60
do 15. .... .................. 57 55 139 10 32
do 19. ..................... 58 02 139 13 18
do 23. ....... ...... ........ 57 45 139 12 40
do 24........ ................ 57 43 139 20 5
do -8.................. .. ... 57 53 140 18 9
do 30.. .................. . 57 53 139 05 lu

March 21........................ 48 53 127 12 3

271

6 14
3 5
3 6
5 14
6 10
4 9
4 6

10 22
7 12

11
1 6
2 9
2 7
7 25
3 il

32 92
18 50
10 28
21 61
3 8
5 14
5 15
2 5

160 431

339
1 la-22½



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 1 1A.)

SPRING Catch in North Pacific, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " CITY OF SAN DIEGO."

Position. Catch.

Date. ------ - - -- _---- - -- Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

N. ° 'W.

MarchIl........ .... ......... 48 48 126 20 2 4 6
do 14...... .................. 46 52 124 50 ... . .... 1 1
do 15........................ 47 00 125 00 ............ 5 5
do 16.. . . .......... ....... 47 00 124 50 1 14 15
do 17.... .. ................ 46 59 124 50 2 3 5
do 18........................ 47 18 124 50 4 6 10
do 21...... ......... .... 48 12 126 23 4 9 13
do 22. ....... ............... 49 il 127 13 1 ........ 1
do 25.... . ...... ........... 49 41 128 06 5 4 9
do 26.......... .... ......... 49 53 130 15 1 ........... 1

April 7.............. .. ..... 56 42 136 05 1 ........ .. 1
do 8..... ... ,............. 57 00 136 37 3 1 4
do 9..... ... .............. 57 39 137 25 1 ........ . . 1
do 10........................ 58 03 137 53 il ........... il
do 12. ....................... 57 59 138 05 7 1 8
do 13...... ... ............ 58 17 139 49 1 ............ 1
do 14. ,... ................. 57 57 138 20 20 ..... . . 20
do 15.......... ... .......... 57 58 138 13 44 5 49
do 19.................... ... 57 45 138 Il 8 .. ....... 8
do 22... .................. 57 53 138 23 1 ..... ..... 1
do 23.................... ... 57 51 138 30 9 4 13
do 24. .... .............. .. 57 52 138 28 13 5 18
do 28........... ... ....... 57 54 140 06 10 2 12

149 64 213

SCHOONER " SAUCY LASS."

March 6. .... ... .............. 48 37 127 40 3 2 5
do 9................ ........ 48 25 127 10 5 3 8
do 10. ...................... 48 50 126 281 4 7 il
do 11. .. .... ..... .... .... 48 55 126 50 il 7 18
do 13......................... 48 15 126 19 2 ............ 2
do 14...... .... ......... ... 48 30 125 58 12 6 18
do 15......................... 48 19 126 17 6 3 9
do 16....................... 48 33 126 17 2 1 3
do 17. ... . .. ....... ..... 48 44 126 03 6 3 9
do 21.... .................... 49 25 127 19 20 17 37
do 22.................... ... 49 35 127 14 4 3 7

April 6..... ................... 57 00 136 52 2 1 3
do 7....... ..... .......... 57 25 137 31 22 12 34
do 9.... .............. 58 10 139 06 ............ 2 2
do 10.......... ............. 58 17 139 17 2 3 5
do 11 .................. .... 58 35 139 13 3 5 8
do 12........................ 58 45 139 45 3 4 7
do 13.......... ... . .... 58 34 139 33 30 12 42
do 14........................ 59 40 139 37 34 10 44
do 15............. .... ...... 58 50 139 40 30 14 44
do 18........ ................ 58 18 139 15 1 ........... 1
do 19 ......................... 58 20 139 21 19 12 31
do 23. ... ..... . . ......... 57 35 139 31 20 18 48
do 24......................... 57 51 139 35 20 5 25
do 28. .... ................. 58 00 140 47 18 10 28
do 30.................... . 51 41 140 20 12 10 22

301 170 471

340

A. 1897



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Braneh.

SPRING Catch in North Pacific, Victoria, B.C.--Continued.

SCHOONER " LIBBIE."

Position. Catch.

Date. - Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

N. 'W.

M arch 4......... ............... 48 32 126 26 3 2 5
do 9.... ........... ........ 48 09 125 23 6 4 10
do 10............... . . .... 48 08 125. 41 7 2 9
do 11...,..................... 47 50 125 18 12 4 16
do 13......................... 47 26 125 13 ........ ... 2 2
do 14. .. .................. 47 14 125 12 Il 3 14
do 15............. .... ...... 47 19 125 16 4 3 7
do 16......................... 47 02 125 30 3 ....... 3
do 17....................... 46 58 125 14 4 3 7
do 18......................... 47 20 125 06 1 ............ 1
do 21................... ..... 49 12 127 13 17 19 36
do 22....... ................. 49 14 127 29 2 . ...... .. 2

April 6...... ...... .......... 57 37 138 39 2 ............ 2
do 7..................... .. 57 56 139 02 17 5 22
do 9.................. ...... 58 30 140 08 43 10 53
do 10......................... 58 52 140 30 2 ........ 2
do 11......................... 58 32 140 25 4 ....... 4
do 12............... ......... 58 13 139 56 8 il
do 13....... ................ 58 03 139 47 5 5
do 14...... .. .......... .... 57 43, 139 19 80 24 104
do 15..... ... .............. 57 42 139 29 20 18 38
do 19..... .... . ............ 57 49 138 48 35 6 41
do 23... . ........ ........ 57 36 139 53 20 9 29
do 24..... ............... ... 57 38 139 35 7 5 12
do 28................ .. .... 58 04 140 11 28 il 39
do 30.................... .. 57 26 140 10 15 10 25
do 31............... ..... ... 49 19 127 13 2 1 3

358 144 502

SCHOONER "OSCAR AND HATTIE."

March 3......................... 45 52 124 59 2 2 4
do 4......................... 45 56 124 39 1 3 4
do '5......................... 46 02 124 54 3 3 6
do 9................. ....... 46 42 125 41 5 3 8
do 10......................... 46 42 125 21 4 2 6
do 11....... ................. 47 04 124 33 1 ............ 1
do 12...................... .. 47 56 125 50 1 ............ 1
do 13....... ................. 47 54 125 27 1 ............ 1
do 14............ ............ 48 13 125 23 16 4 20
do 15................... .... 48 32 125 59 1 2 3
do 16................... .... 48 10 126 19 4 2 6
do 17............... ......... 48 03 126 05 29 28 57
do 18............ ............ 48 06 125 52 6 il 17
do 21..... ............ .... 48 02 125 59 10 13 23
do 25... ..................... 50 08 128 50 15 3 18

A pril 7......................... 50 39 129 54 2 ...... 2
do 8........................ 50 19 129 15 5 .... ... . 5
do 10 ..................... ... 50 18 128 54 6 8 14
do 12......................... 50 il 128 57 2 5 7
do 15......................... 49 03 126 50 9 14 23
do 16......... ..... ... .... 48 56 126 53 8 3 il
do 17......................... 49 03 126 50 18 12 30
do 19............. .......... 48 06 126 30 3 ... , ....... 3
do 20......................... 48 55 126 23 5 11 16
do 21.............. ....... .. 48 45 126 12 3 1 4
do 22......................... 48 49 126 31 3 3 6
do 23...................... . 48 51 126 23 4 6 10
do 24.... ................... 49 06 127 04 4 3 7
do 25......... . ............ 48 37 126 41 5, 4 9
do 26......................... 48 50 126 41 19 7 26
do 27............ ........ ... 48 53 126 50 2 3 5

197 156 353



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 1 A.)

SPRING Catch in North Pacific, 1896, Victoria, B.C.-Coninued.

SCHOONER " BEATRICE," OF SHANGHAI.

Date.

March 4......................
do 6 ...... ... ................
do 9 ................... ......
do 10 .. ........ ...... ....
do 11 .... ....................
do 13............. ............
do 14 .......... ............
do 15........ ............. ..
do 17........ . ...........
do 22 ......... .. .......

A pril 5 ..... . ......... ..... .
do 7.................. . .
do 9 ............ ............
do 10 ..... ....................
do 11.................
(10 12 . ... ........ ............
do 13 ... ......................
do 14...... .... .... ........
do 15.. ............... ... .
do 19......... . ...... ....
do 23.......... .. .. ...... .
do 24........... ... .........
do 28 ............... ... .....
do 30 .............. ..........

Position. Catch.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

'N

35
37
29
31
2.3
35
54
02
10
16
26
01
55

43
40
45
49
45
35
50
49
49
07

° 'w
26 19
26 23
25 31
25 33
25 36
26 17
27
27 55
27 03
29 03
37 56

47
55
55
14

43
02
08
08
25

3
2
5
4
4
4
4
5
9
5

2
16
1
6
3

59
32
8

14
26
18
2

239

Total.

5 8
6 8
2 7

4

2 6
5 9
6 il

18 27
21 26
1 1

il 19
3 5
2 18

39
1 4
8 67

12 44
.. .. ..... 8

20
15 41
10 28

4 6

142 381

SCHOONER " LOUIS OLSEN."

M arch 14.... ...... .... ... .. 48
do 15................. . .. 48
do 16................. . .. .48
do 17.................... ... 48
do 18...................... 48
do 21........ ...... ........ 49
do 22........ ...... . ... 50

A pril 6.......,. .. ............ 56
do 7..... ............. .... 56
do 9.......... .. . ...... 58
do 10. ................... 58
do 11................ ...... . 58
do 12...... ... .............. 58
do 13............ ............ 58
do 14. ... ... ........... 58
do 15..... .... ............ 58
do 18....... ... . .... ... - 58
do 19. ................. .58
do 23........... .. ..... .... 57
do 24... .......... . . ..... 57
do 28...... ..... ...... ..... 57
do 30..... ...... . ....... 58

A. 1897

51 127
19 126
03 126
01 126
10 126
23 128
10 129
10 138
14 138
24 140
49 140
33 141
35 140
46, 139
14 139
20 139
34 140
10 140
45 138
39 138
57 140
28 139

7
24
il
28
8

13
4

12
13
5
5

10
6

98
53
6
5

41
16
39
44

454

5
8
4
1
2
1...... ....

....... i.....

1

............

...........

............

............

3

48

7
30
16
36
12
14
6
7

12
13
6
5

10
6

104
61
75

41
18
39
47

502

342



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

SPRING Catch in North Pacifie, 1896, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "PENELOPE."

Date.

M arch 4........................
do 5.......................
do 6.........................
do 13.... ............ .......
do 14........ ..... ......
do 15 .........................
do 16.................
do 17.............
do 18 .........................
do 21. .............. ....
do 22. .. '........ . .......

A pril 6...... . ...............
do 7........ .... .... ...
do 11............ ...........
do 12................. .. .
do 14 .........................
do 15..... .... .... .... ..
do 19.... ..... .........
do 23......... . .............
do 24.................... ....
do 28 ........... ............
do 30 ............... ... ....

SCHOONER "BEATRICE."

March 4. .. ........ .... 47 40
do 5. . .......... .......... 47 44
do 13........................ 48 38
do 14......................... 48 41
do 15.................... ... 48 41
do 16........................ 48 34
do 17......................... 48 48

April 1...... . ........ ...... 48 45
do 6 .................... . 53 28
do 7,........ ...... ....... 54 02
do 8. .. ............ ... . 54 48
do 9. ... ........... ...... 55 06
do 11....... ............ .... 56 38
do 12....... ..... . ....... 56 42
do 14. .... ............. .... 57 47
do 15............ . 57 52
(10 19................... 57 56
do 23...... .... .... 57 39
do 24..... ........... 57 38
do 28...... ......... ...... 58 43
do 30...... . .. ....... .... 58 04

125 14
125 30
126 00
126 40
126 51
126 33
126 25
126 43
134 01
134 01
134 58
134 08
136 13
136 54
137 58
138 09
138 26
139 05
138 45
139 51
140 10

3 3
1 . .
5 3

15 17
8 5
1 ...... ....
4 9
1 ........ ..
2 ............
3 1
3 ...........

6 2
56 15
18 8
36 8
20 5
23 2
60 13

272 91

343

Position.

Latitude.

'N.

48 14
48 25
48 18
48 40
48 26
48 37
48 29
48 31
48 34
49 20
49 25
56 59
57 18
57 34
57 40
57 31
57 39
57 35
57 24
57 33
57 47
57 56

Longitude

° 'W.
125 25
125 35
126
126 30
125 55
126 10
126 24
126 27
126 05
127 37
127 53
138 19
138 38
138 47
138 36
138 28
138 20
138 58
139 21
138 54
138 41
139 07

. ..
6
2

6
1
8

32
13
1

13
I
2
4
3
1
1
5
8

71
26
44
25
25
73

363



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.) A. 1897

SPRING Catch in North Pacific, 1896, Victoria, B.C.-Concluded.

SCHOONER "FAVOURITE."

Position. Catch.

Date. --- -- ------- Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Maies. Females.

° 'N. ° 'W.

M arch 4...... ..... ............ 49 128 .... ....... 4 4
do 6.... .............. ... . 48 40 128 20 3 2 5
do 9........................ 48 42 128 20 3 4 7
do 10.......... ............. 48 40 126 28 2 25 27
do 11. ........ ........ .. .. 48 28 126 20 25 45
do 13......................... 48 16 126 14 8 8 16
do 14. ........ ...... .... 48 12 125 45 7 8 15
do 15........................ 48 22 125 50 ............ 5 5
do 16......................... 48 12 127 8 5 13
do 17........................ 48 04 126 47 20 29 49
do 18...... ................ 49 18 127 54 2 3 5
do 21... .. .... .... ...... 49 47 128 04 19 20 39
do 22.... ... .. . .... ..... 49 50 128 15 ........... 4 4
do 30........ ..... ... .. . 51 45 132 10 5 ....... 5

April 4........... .......... 57 40 138 36 15 6 21
do ... ................ .. 57 39 138 56 6 4 10
do 7..... ........ .......... 57 50 138 50 28 3 31
do 9....... ................ 57 30 139 25 2 .... 2
do 10.................. .. 57 45 138 50 30 10 40
do 12........................ 57 50 138 30 7 2 9
do 14....................... 57 48 138 41 80 32 112
do 15...................... .57 47 138 46 60 29 89
do 19... . . .... ...... ... ... 57 45 138 49 31 10 41
do 23. .... .......... .. .... .57 43 138 38 33 23 56
do 24..... .......... ...... 57 48 138 31 45 22 67
do 28.... .................... 57 59 139 09 60 19 79
do 30. ................. 57 30 138 58 20 8 28

514 310 824

SCHOONER "SOUTH BEND."

March 17...................
do 26..................

April 10..................
do 16................
do 17..................
do 19..................
do 20.. ...............
do 21...................
do 22.. ..............
do 23...................
do 24..................

344



Marine arnd Fisherie3-Fisheries Branch.

SEALING SEASON, 1896.

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, 1896, Victoria, B.C.

SCHOONER " ADA." License No. 67.

Posi

Date.

Latitude.

1896. ' N.

August 2.................. . .... 55 04
do 5............. .......... 55 14
do 6. ...................... 55 10
do 8. . . .................. 55 36
do 9... .... ... ... .. .... . 55 47
do 10......................... 55 32
do 11......................... 55 23
do 12........................ 55 16
do 14..... ........ ........ 55 06
do 16...... . ........... 54 57
do 19......................... 54 32
do 20.......,................. 55 06
do 21...... .................. 55 00
do 22........ ........... ..... 54 56
do 24........... ............ 55, 00
do 25................... .. 55 06
do 26. ....................... 55 14
do 27......................... 55 04
do 28.. ...................... 54 46

ado 21....... ........ ....... 55 02
do 30..... ............. ... . 54 54
do 31...... . . ...... ....... 54 54

Sept. 1.... .. ......... ...... 55 03
do 3....... ............ 54 45
do 6...... ....... .......... 54 50
do 7......... ............... 55 12
do 8. ....................... 54 59
do 9..... ................... 55 30

b do 19 ........... .......... ..............
cdo 21..... ............... .... . ..

tion. Catch.

---_-- -- Total.

Longitude. Males. Feinales.

° 'W.
171 52 22 34 56
170 34 19 19 38
170 31 10 7 17
171 50 6 22 28
172 32 8 20 28
173 20 9 14 23
173 15 3 40 43
172 30 il 57 68
171 20 ........... 1 1
171 10 .. . ... .. 1 1
167 48 .. . ....... 3 3
170 05 1 10 35 45
170 05 10 il 21
169 56 21 30 51
172 18 27 57 84
171 44 3 4 7
172 00 8 32 40
171 36 7 20 27
171 49 1 1 2
170 051.
169 00 1 il 12
168 45 6 23 29
168 50 3 3 6
168 10 3 6 9
166 26 2 4 6
166 39 10 24 34
166 52 ............ 35 35
169 48 4 5 9

... .. ... . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .
.. .. .... ........ .... ... - - . . ... . . .

204 519 723

a Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker of U. S.S. " Grant."
b Dutch Harbour, Alaska, boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant, of U. S.S. " Perry."
c Dutch Harbour, Alaska, boarded by Lt. C. S. Cochran, of U. S.S. "Bear."
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60 Victori& Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "AGNES McDONALD."

A. 1897

No. 26.

Position. Catch.

Date. - -- Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

1896.

August 2. ..... ..... .. .......
do 5 .............. ... .....

a do 6...... .... ...........
do 9 ..... ...... .. . ......

b do 9 .........................
do 10............. ...........
do il. .... . .......... .
do 12... ....... .... . ......
do 15 .........................
do 21......... ...... ........
do 22.......... .... ........

Cdo 23 . .........
do 23............... ........
do 24.........................
do 26 .........................
do 27... .....................Sept. 1. ....... .. .... ..
do 6...................

d do 6 .................. ....
do 6............... ..
do 7 . ................. ...
do 8 .........................
do 9 ..... .... ..............
do 14......................
do 15 .............. ........
do 18 ................ ........

° ' N.

55 16
55 06
55 17
55 48
55 48
55 55
55 50
55 38
55 52
55 54
57 25
57 33
57 33
57 33
57 08
57 12
56 27
54 02
54 59
55 00
55 06
55 01
55 02
55 08
55 08
54 55

° ' W.

22 13 37

14 4 9
14 ............ ........
25 5 7
09 8 10
40 1 2
00 ... ..... 1
37 2 4
57 6 7
07 ..... ..... ...........
07 5 7
57 1 ............
00 21 11
20 8 il
45 3 2
36 2 ............
02 ............ ...... ......
00 16 9
44 23 9
29 7 1
15 5 ...........
12 3 .......
05 7
30 4 ...........

147 135

a Boarded by Lt. H. Emery, of U. S.S. " Wolcott."
b Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels, of U. S.S. "Rush."
e Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels, of U. S.S. "Rush."
d Boarded by Lt. H. Emery, of U. S.S. " Wolcott."

SCHOONER " AINOKO."

8
50

13

12
18
3
1
6

13
32
19
5
2

32
8
5
3

10
4

282

No. 49.

August 1................ ........ 55 19 167 50 ....... .... 1 1
do 2.... ................ .... 55 44 167 51 ............ 30 . 30
do 5..... .......... ........ 55 34 171 07 6 102 108

a do 5......... ............. 55 57 170 25 ........... ............ ............

6 133 139

a Boarded and seized by Lt. W. G. Ross, of U. S.S. " Perry. '

346
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisberies Branch.

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCROONER "ALLIE J. ALGER."

POSITION.

Date. --

Latitude. Longitude.

1896. f
Aug. 2....
do 5 ...
do 6....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9....
do 10 ...
do 11....
do 12 ....
do 18....
do 20....
do 20....

do 21 ....
do 22....
do 22.. .
do 23... -
do 24....
do 25....
do 26....
do 27....
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 1....
do 2. ....
do 3....
do 6.,.
do 7....
do 8....
do 9....
do 14....
do 15.....
do 15....

55 35
55 48
55 22
56 00
56 02
55 57
55 53
55 52
55 40
56 00
55 58
56 (0

56 19
56 26
56 27
56 25
55 51
55 46
55 43
56 02
56 54
56 47
56 28
55 t2
54 53
55 19
55 09
55 08
55 15
55 16
54 55
54 55

171 21
171 25
170 26
171 28
171 43
171 23
171 30
172 06
171 43
172 00
171 39
171 40

172 10
172 22
172 22
172 36
172 08
171 29
171 40
172 20
172 52
172 43
-172 40
171 07
170 29
170 00
169 55
169 46
169 41
170 18
170 02
170 06

CATCH.

Males. Females.

53
7
8
3
5
5

22
il
41
3
7

. .. .. . ....

16
29

2
5
3

il
4
2

..........

2

....... 

5
12
1

..........
3

Total. Remarks.

10
14
3
8
8

25 One skin with shot holes.
13 do do
47 One skin with old shot holes.
5

10
.... ..... Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of

U.S.S. " Rush."
21 Two skins with old shot holes.
39

......... Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden of
2 U.S.S. "Rush."
9
4

16
24
3

..... Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
3 U.S.S. "Rush."

.Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant
14 of U.S.S. " Perry."
1

31
9

20
2

.... .. . Boarded b Lt. H. Emery of U. S.
9 S. " olcott."

SCHOONER "ANNIE C. MOORE." No. 51.

66
116

39
97
14
41
24
20
22
32

......... Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
80 U.S.S. "Rush."
95
77
56
76
33
61
78
61

1,088

No. 12.

Aug. 2....
do 5...
do 6....
do 8...
do 9....
do 10....
do 11....
do 12....
do 20....
do 21....
do 21....
do 22....
do 24....
do 26....
do 27....
do 31....

Sept. 1 ...
do 3S....
do 7 ...
do 9....

55 35
55 30
55 22
55 20
55 25
55 06
55 00
55 30
55 30
55 30
55 30.
55 25
55 07
55 10
55 12
54 52
55 00
54 45
55 25
55 25

30
61
15
35
8

26
14
9

12
13

45
52
52
30
47
20
42
47
25

58&

36
55
24
62
6

15
10
11
10
19
35 ~
44
25
26
29
13
19
31
36

505

347

1N. ° W.



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " ANNIE E. PAINT."

Date.

1896.
July 25.
Aug. 1...

do 2...
do 5....
do 9....
do 10....
do 11....
do 12....
do 20....1
do 21....

do 21 ....
do 22 ....
do 23....'
do 24....
do 24....'
do 25
do 26.
do 27....'
do 31....
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 3....
do 6....
d 7....
do 8....
do 15....
do 15....
do 18 ..
do 19....
do 22,...

MATCH.

--- Total. Remarks.

Males. Females.

POSITION.

Latitude. Longitude.

°' N. °'0 W.
Attu. Alaska.

55 21 172 47
55 23 172 57
56 18 172 36
56 00 172 18
56 04 172 36
56 03 172 54
55 51 172 00
55 54 172 12
55 55 172 14

55 59 172 13
56 13 172 21
56 01 172 38
55 48 172 51
55 48 172 49
56 06 172 38
56 07 172 02
56 02 172 14
56 11 172 35
56 21 172 21
56 26 172 55
56 04' 173 27
56 04 173 27
55 50 172 00
56 14 171 51
54 52 170 40
55 23 169 54
55 23 170 00
54 26 170 10
54 10 169 50
55 08 166 50

i..
4

1
2
5

12
11
7
9
3

14
24
2

9
2

12
7
7

...... Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
2 Collector of Customs.
8
9

15
16
9

11 One skin with old shot holes.
8

.......... .Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden,
of U.S.S. "Rush."

14 Two skins with old shot holes.
323 i

. ... .... Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker, of
13 U.S.S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden,
of U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown, of
U.S.S. "Perry."

Boarded by Lt. E. V. Johnson, of
U.S.S. " Wolcott."

1.. ... ... . .. . .. ............ 

4 2
.......... .. ...... . . ........

2 5 7
1 .. . .. . 2

S 1 112

2 2 4
1 2 3
5 2 7

81 144 225

SCHOONER "ARIETIS."

12

4
1

..... .....1
... ô.. ..

49
4
9
2

18
7

2
8

41

No. 20.

5 50 55
6 27 33
1 7 8

................... .......... Boarded by Com. F. A. Garforth,
2 7 9 of H.M.S. "Pheasant."

20 34 54
9 9

5 13 18
1 6 7
7 7 14

... .Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant,
9 10 19 of U.S.S. "Perry,"
7 7 14

10 11 21

108 330 438
348

A. 1897

No. 24.

1
6
4
3
5
2
2
5

1

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do

1....
2....
5....
8....
9....

10...
11....
17....
18....
20....
21....
22....
23....
24....
24....
25 ....
26....
27....
31....
1....
3....
3....
7....
9....

15 ....

56 19
56 09
56 28
56 05
56 il
56 07
56 01
56 02
56 07
56 47
56 49
56 57
57 00
57 06
57 06
57 15
57 17
57 14
56 11
56 08
56 20
56 15
57 12
57 06
58 37

172 32
172 16
172 33
172 09
172 11
172 44
172 53
171 58
171 40
172 26
172 39
172 26
172 40
172 50
172 40
173 04
172 30
172 29
173 08
173 21
173 09
173 16
173 13
172 50
173 07



Marine and Fisheries--Fisheries Branch.

CoPY of Log-catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " AURORA."

POSITION. CATCH.

Latitude. 1 Longitude. 1 Males. 1 Females.

° ' N.

r5 45
55 54
55 53
55 45
55 57
55 05
55 45
55 444

° ' W.
71 15
72 38
71 47
71 52
72 04
72 55
72 18
72 il

2
2
2

2 8

3
6

19
1
2

18
20

69

Total.

3
8

21
3
2

18
22

77

Renarks.

One skin with gaff hole.
Two skins with gaff holes.
One skin with gaff hole.

Two skins with gaff holes.
Boarded and seized by Lt. Daniels

of U.S.S. "Rush."

SCHOONER "BEATRICE" (SHANGHAI).

. ... . .. .. ... .. .. 2 2
24 27

2 2
29 31
3 4
7 10

25 29
60 84)
23 33

18
8

10
19
5'
4<

24
4i
4

15

2

5
18.
37 I

2

353

30
12

- 24
25
12
6

32
10
8

Boarded by Lt. D. F. A. de Otte
of U.S.S. "Corwin."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. E. V. Johnson of
T.S.S. "Wolcott."

6
...... .. Boarded by Lt. H. Emery of U..

15 S.S. " Wolcott.'
38
47

.......... Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden of
7 U.S.S. "Rush."
3
2

532

349

No. 14.

Date.

1896.

Aug. 1 ...
do 2 . .
do 5....
do 7...
do 8....
do 9....
do 10 ....
do 10 ...

No 38.

July 31 ....
Aug. 1....
do 2...
do 2....
do 3....
do 5....
do 6....
do 8 ...
do 10...
do Il ...
do 12....
do 19....

do 19....
do 20....
do 21....
do 22....
do 24....
do 25 ...
do 26....
do 27....
do 28....
do 30 ...
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 6....
do 6....
do 7....
do 8 ...
do 9....
do 9....
do 14....
do 15....

167 40
167 29
167 16
167 37
167 40
167 30
168 03
169 19
169 40
169 30
169 35
168 53

169 49
169 52
169 42
169 53
170 47
170 10
169 48
169 50
170 07
169 14
169 09
169 05
168 50
167 52
167 52
167 37
167 23
167 33
167 20
168 08
167 44

..........

..........

2
1
3
4

20
10

.... ..... .

12
4

14

7
2
8
6
4

20
2
4

10
20
10

4
3

179

...



60 Victoria. ýSessiona1 Papers (No. 1 1A.)

Cory of Log-Cateh in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.

SCHOONER "BEATRICE." No. 44.

POSITION. CATCH.

Date. ----- -Total. Remarks.

Latitude. 'Longitude. Males. Feniales.

1896. ' "N. 'W.

July 10.... 55 34 22 168 04 .... .... ... ......... B arded by Lt. B. M. Chiswt1l,
Aug. 1.... 55 22 168 30 4 .. .. .... 4 and D. F. A. de Otte, of U.

do 3.... 55 26 169 36 20 10 30 S.S. "Corwin.
do 5.... 55 11 170 39 21 37 58!
do 5.... 55 48 170 31 .................. ... ... Boarded and seized by Lt. R. M.

45 47 92 Sturdevant, of U.S.S. "Perry."
45 47 92

SCHOONER "BOREALIS."

Attu. Alaska.
i 01 172
I 03 172
5 52 172
i os 171
5 52 172
5 47 172
5 34 171
5 33 171
5 40 171
5 40 170
5 44 171
5 25 170
5 44 171
5 42 172
1 42 168
4 41 168
5 54 173
£ 49 173
1 47 173
B 28 173
B 26 173
B 20 173
B 49 173

No. 3.

. . . .... . Examined by J. G. Berry, Actg.
3 17 20 Collector of Customs.
1 4 5
.... .. .1. 1

1 . 8 9
1 5 6

18 21
4 4 8
2 10 12

11 19 30
2 9 il
1 1 2
6 14 20
3 3 6
.. . 3 3
9 7 16

....... .... .... ..... ... Boarded by Lt. F. J. Haake, of
2 ..... 2 U..S "'Perrv
4 17 21 One skin with old shot holes.
4 22 26

.... 1 1
7 48 55
5 14 19

... ..... ........ ..... ... Dutch Harbor, Alaska, boarded
-- by Lt. H G. Hamlet, of U.

70 235 305 S.S. " Bear."

350

A. 1897

July 13 ...
Aug. 1 ....
do 2....
do 5....
do 6 ...
do 8....
do 9....,
do 10....
do 11...
do 12....
do 22 ....
do 24....
do 25....
do 26....
do 27...
do 30....
do 31....

Sept. 3....
do 3....
do 6 ....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9....
do 15....
do 20.......

-



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "CARLOTTA G. COX."

CATH.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

°~~ '"N. 1 "W

Attn., Alaska. .. ...... .....
55 44 28 173 43 11 17
55 54 173 52 1 4
56 1202 172 53 45 ..... ... 2
56 07 04 173 07 45 . .. ..... 1
56 05 173 10 1 9
55 59 15 173 11 7
55 37 27 173 28 30 1 2
55 20 20 173 24 15 .......... il

1 56 07 35 171 45 15 2 1

Date.

1896.
July 27....
Aug. 1 ....
do 2 ...
do 5...
do 8..
do 9...
(10 10....
do 11..
do 12....
do 20...
do 20 ...
do 21....
do 22....
do 23....
do 24....
do 25 ...
do 26....
do 27....
do 31....

Sept. 1 ...
do 3....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9....
do 9....
do 15....

5 ; 8
9 28

4» 8

15 20
5 il
4 7

.. .............. ..
1 2

6 4
4 6

3 .
2 3

74 160

Total.

28
5
2
1

10
7
3
1
3

13
37
1

12
6

35
16
l

3
2

10
10

5

Renarks.

Examined by J. G. Berry, Acting
Collector of Customs.

Boarded by Lt. B. H. Cainden.
of U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels,
of U.S S. " Rush."

Boarded by C. S. Craig, of IT.S.S.
" Corwin."

234 _
SCHOONER "CARRIE C. W." No, 42.

20 35 55
12 20 32

5 12 17
... .... .. . .... ..... Boarde4 by Lt. H.

2 4 6 .U.S.S. "Wolcott."
1 20 18 38
)% 2 55 77

Emery, of

92
4

.. . Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry,
18 of U.S.S. "Grant."
61

......... Boarded by Lt. F. A. Levis, of
14 U.S.S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt.-Comdr. F. A.
57 Garforth, of H. M.S. "Pheasant."
97
63
14
80
39
82
13
9

10
10

903

POSITION.

No. 27.

56 06 172 04
56 23 45 172 26
56 27 30 172 34 45
5q 28 30 172 41
56 25 22 172 52 15
56 09 38 172 06
56 23 12 172 41 15
56 3002 172 51 30
56 18 55 172 24 30
56 26 172 26 30
56 1030 172 41
54 31 172 56
54 04 50 169 12 15
54 50 16 168 f1 30
55 27 169 16
55 06 169 16
55.1910 171 4345

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

S9 831 I 1

2. . .
5 ...
6....
6.
8....

10 ....
11...

19....
20....
21....
21...
22....
23 . .
24....
25..
26 ....
27....
30....
1.
3....
5....
7...
8..
9 .. ,

15...
19 ...

8

14
13

168
167
168
169
167
170
170
170
168
169
169
169
169
171
172
173
172
172
170
170
171
171
171
170
171
171
168

7

4
48

3 11

5 52
8 89

48 15
10 4
33 47

8 31
17 65
2 11l
2 7
2 8
7 3

273 630



60 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " C. D. RAND."

Date. Total. Remarks.

PoSITIos. CATCH.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

°'N. °'W.

55 00 167 18
55 00 167 40 .. 
55 04 167 46 6 3
55 08 167 28½ ..... ... ........
55 07 167 40 12 12
55 17 168 28 6
55 24 168 53 1 2
55 20 169 15 3 5
55 21 169 13 .. ... ....
55 17 169 11 7 141
55 07 169 20 8 9
55 05 169 16 23 30
55 20 167 25 1 10
55 10 168 45 .......... ...... ..

55 il 168 32
55 15 168 51 20 21
55 25 169 00 21 31
55 08 168 20 .........
55 10 168 38 13 23
55 08 169 57 17 22
54 55 169 23 7 18
55 05 169 10 1 2
54 53 170 03 13 19
54 55 169 58 ... .... .. ......
54 49 170 01 2 3
54 44 170 48 13 18
55 03 170 50 5 15
54 57 170 19 19 30
55 00 170 30 ...... I.. 1
55 09 170 17 8 20
55 00 170 16 8 25
54 53 170 20 1 7

-55 12 170 30 3 2
55 02 170 25 2 6

Dutch Harbour, Alaska. ...............

214 355

352

A. 1897

No. 64.

1896.

July 31 ....
Aug. 1 ....

do 2...

Aug. 5 ....
do 6 ....
do 7....
do 8.. .
do 10....
do 10....
do 11 ...
do 12. ,
do 19 ...
do 20....

do 20 ...
do 20. ....
do 21....
do 22 ....
do 22....
do 24....
do 25....
do 26....
do 27..
do 27....
do 28....
do 31....

Sept. 1 ...
do 3 ...
do 6....
4lo 7 ...
do 8....
do 9....
do 14....
do 15 ...
do 20....

..... . Boarded by Lt. C. S. Craig of
1 U.S.S. " Corwin."
9

.Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels of
24 U.S.S. " Rush."
61
3 1
8

...... Boarded by Lt. F. J. Haake of
21 1.S.S. "Perry."
17
53
11

.Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry of
U.S.S. "Grant."

... .. Boarded by Lt. H. Emery of U.
41 S.S. "Wolcott."
52

......... Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown of
36 U.S.S. " Perry."
39
25
3

32
... .... Boarded by Lt.-Com. F. A. Gar-

5 forth of H.M.S. "Pheasant."
31
20
49
1

28
33
8
5
8

. ....... Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker of
U.S.S. " Bear."

569



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Copy of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " CITY OF SAN DIEGO."

PosITION.

Date.

Latitude. Longitude.

1896. ° ' " N. °

Aug. 1.... 54 52 167 50
do 2.... 55 06 167 50
do 2.... 55 13 167 38 15
do 5.... 55 20 168 06
do 7.... 55 18 168 32
do 7,... 55 13 168 31
do 8.... 55 01 168 40
do 10.... 56 01 173 13
do 11.... 56 09 173 53
do 12.. 56 18 173 30
do 14.... 57 11 172 46
do 16... 56 54 173 29
do 21.... 57 03 175 03
do 22.... 56 10 172 35
do 22.... 56 09 172 33
do 23.... 55 51 172 44
do 24.... 55 49 172 44
do 25.... 55 52 172 27
do 26.... 56 12 172 10
do 27.... 56 15 172 22
do 31.... 55 48 173 29

Sept. 1 ... 55 53 174 19
do 3.... 55 40 172 58
do 6.... 56 18 172 30
do 7.... 56 23 30 172 40
do 7.... 56 24 172 39
do 8... 56 28 172 32
do 9.... 55 49 172 17
do 15.... 54 59 168 25
do 19... Illoolook, Alaska.

CATCH.

1
2

..........

4
6
4

..........

71

1

13
21
1
1

12

1

2

93

Females.

2
3

13*

i
2

25
12
1
i

38
2

17
2

47
48
6
7

22
2

38
1
9
8

Total.

3
5

21

2
6

31
16
1

41
3

21
3

60
69
7
8

34
2

40
1

10
10

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

- 3 07 - 400

Remarks.

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded b Lt. H. Emery of U.
S. S. "WolZcott."-

Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant
of U.S.S. " Perry."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. W. W. Hall lof
U.S.S. " Bear."

353
1la-23

No. 29.



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 1A.)

Copy of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "DOLPHIN."

PosIroN.

Date.

Latitude. Longitude.

1896. ° 'N. 'W.
Aug. 1... 55 10 167 30

do 2.... 55 18 167 27
do 2.... 55 12 167 31
do 5.... 55 15 168 33
do 6.... 55 16 168 29
do 8.... 54 53 168 02
do 10.... 55 06 169 00
do 11.... E5 03 169 06
do 12. . 55 08 168 36
do 19.... 55 08 169 37
do 19.... 55 08 169 37
do 20.... 55 10 169 42
do 21.... 55 09 169 12
do 21.... 55 05 169 21
do 22.... 55 04 169 04
do 24.... 55 13 170 05
do 25 ... 55 09 169 25
do 26.... 55 00 169 46
do 27.... 55 00 170 18
do 28 ... 54 45 170 34
do 30.... 54 50 169 16
do 31.... 54 53 169 12

Sept. 3.... 54 50 170 00
do 7.... 55 15 169 38
do 8.... 55 10 169 07
do 9.... 55 23 169 22
do 9.... 55 20 169 20
do 15. 55 22 170 00

Oct. 8 . . Dutch Harbour, Alaska.

CArCH.

Total.

Males. Fernales.

40
7
5

30
12
20

5
8

20
25
30
9

30
3
7

20
9

15
8

3
9

333

2

6'
21
5
.3

12
7

10
.........

3

24
26

.11
10
11
28

8
27
8

18
9

3
6

274

2

61
12
8

42
19
30

8
18

44
51
41
19
18
58
9

Remnarks.

Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. F. A. Levis of U.
S.S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. D. F. A. de Otte
of U.S.S. "Corwin."

.Boarded by Lt. C. S. Cochran of
U.S.S. " Bear."

607
SCHOONER "DORA SIEWERD." No. 45

14
12
3
8

23
14
25
8
3

18
5

15

24

22
18
19

28
4

35
21

22
20
2
9

26
19
29
9
5

38

51
il
67

44

36
32
5

17
49
33
54
17
8

49

69
16
82

68

.......... . .
29 51
26 44
15 34

... .... . .I .
22 50

2 6
26 61
14 35

6 4 10

336 1 490 ' M2

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by R. M. Sturdevant of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry of
U.S.S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. H. H. Holland
of H.M.S. "Icarus."

Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry of
U.S.S. "Grant."

354

A 1897.

No. 54.

Aug. 2.. .
do 5....
do 6....
do 8....
do 10....
do 11....
do 12....
do 20....
do 21....
do 22 ...
do 23 ....
do 23....
do 24....
do 26....
do 26....
do 27.. .
do 27...

do 31..
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 3....
do 7....
do 8 ...
do 9....
do 15....
do 15....
do 19....



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Corr of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.
SCHOONER "DORIS."

Posirios. CATCH.

Date. -------- '---- ---- Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Fenales.

1896. 'N. W.
July 29.... 55 02 167 58 .. . .... .....

Aug. 2.. 55 08 172 08 19 24 43
do 5.... 56 02 171 52 8 54 62
do 8.... 55 40 172 37 13 27 40
do 9.... 56 00 172 49 ........ 5 5
do 10.... 56 10 172 41 3 27 30

10.... 56 00 172 12
11.... 56 10 172 45
21.... 56 42 172 16
22.... 56 35 172 29
22.... 56 40 172 11
23.... 56 15 172 51
24.... 56 05 172 55
25.... 55 51 172 17
26 ... 56 06 172 09
27.... 56 13 172 45
31.... 56 04 172 15
1.... 56 18 172 53
3.... 55 44 169 31
7.... 55 43 167 00
8 ... 54 57 166 51
9.... 54 47 166 40
11.... 54 54 166 54
19.... 54 42 166 56
21.... Dutch Harbour, Alaska..

4
3'

8
1
14
13
21
2'
41
1
9

12.......

12
42

89
5

69
77
18

7
13
38
33
6

9 36 I 45

Remarks.

Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant
ofU.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. Comdr. F. A. Gar-
forth of H.M.S. "Pheasant."

Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden of
U.S.S. "Rush."

4 7 , Il
................................ Boarded by H. G. Hamlet, Lt. of

-U.S.S. ' Bear."
129 533 662

SCHOONER "E. B. MARVIN." No. 9.

July 20.... 'Attu, Alask1 a.

do 30.... 55 31
Aug. 2.... 54 58
do 3.... 55 18
do 5 .. 55 50
do 6.... 55 32
do 7.... 55 06
do 8 55 03
do 10 55 47
do 10.... 55 48
do 11 ... 55 38
do 12.. .. 55 58
do 20 .... 55 49
,do 21.... 55 58
do 22 .... 56 14
do 24.... 55 10
do 25.... 54 38
do 26.... 54 48
do 27 .... 54 40
do 28.... 54 52
do 30.... 55 50
do 31.... 55 54

Sept. 1.... 55 12
do 3.... 55 42
do 6.... 55 57
do 7.... 56 12
do 8.... 55 51
do 9... 55 00
do 12 ... 55 34
do 14.... 55 12
do 15.... 55 10

167 48
170 00
167 48
167 47
167 50
1r8 26
168 05
172 09
172 07
172 05
172 05
172 04
172 16
173 12
172 10
171 31
171 10
171 01
170 34
167 00
167 17
170 40
172 35
172 13
171 45
172 12
171 30
171 52
171. 16
171 20

..........
9
2

..........

12
4
6

2

... Boarded by J. G. Berry, acting
Collector of Customs.

.......... .... ... Boarded by D. F. A. de Otte of
3 6 U.S.S. "Corwin."

.... . ... .... .. . .
17 26
7 9

....... . .... Boarded b Lt. H. Emery of U.
12 S.S. " Wolcott."

.......... .Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden of
20 32 U.S.S. " Rush."
15 19
10 16
4 4
9 12

3
8 50

15 6
9 10
8 4
1 2
2 1
1 2

4 5
2 1
4 3
1..........

6 5
. . .......... ....

3 2

109 142
355

11a-23~

21
19
12
3
3

-.3
1
9
3,
7
1

.Boarded by Lt. H. Emery of I.
S.S. "Wolcott."

5

251

No. 65.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.
SCHOONER " FAVOURITE."

POSITION.

Latitude. Longitude.

° ' " N. 1. ' W.
55 32 172 00
56 02 173 25
55 32 172 15
55 26 172 25
55 30 172 56
55 2! 172 30
55 22 172 35
55 30 172 15
56 09 172 40
56 23 173 18
56 10 172 52
55 25 172 11
55 06 171 50
55 23 171 48
55 35 171 51
55 33 170 50
55 35 172 00
55 14 172 08
55 13 171 48
55 28 172 00
55 23 172 50
55 14 172 45
55 27 172 15
55 15 i171 19
55 09 171 09
54 00 170 43

SCHOONER " FAWN." No. 40.

. ... . .... .. . ................ Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown, of
17 0 ......... l U.S.S. "Perry."
168 18 20 14 34
168 06 2 4 6
168 25 ......... . ........ .......... Boarded b Lt. E. V. D. John-
169 23 8 8 16 son, of U.S.S. "Wolcott."
170 40 15 14 29
170 40 38 10 48
170 40 24 8 32
173 18 1 ......... 1
172 28 10 5 15
171 54 9 6 15
171 54 . . . ...... ... .......... Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniiels, of
171 28 52 20 72 U.S.S. "Rush."
171 52 50 33 83
171 52 4 4 8
172 08 40 , 33 73
172 08 ..................... Boarded by Lt. Coin. F. A. Gar-
172 08 20 14 34 forth, of H.M.S. "Pheasant."
173 18 6 3 9
173 28 2 2 4
172 26 20 13 33
172 20 4 2 6
172 45½ ....... ......... .... .. Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger, of
172 40 10 30 40 U.S.S. "Rush."
172 22 1 ..... .... 1
172 07 10 10 20
171 50 2 1 3
171 50 6 5 il
169 58 1 ... .... 1
169 29 1 .......... 1
169 10 4 4 8

371 243 6141

356

A. 1897

No. 48.

Date.

1896.
Aug. 2.
do 5....
do 7 ...
de 8....
do 9....
do 10....
do 11..
do 12...
do 18....1
do 20....
do 21....
do 22....
do 24....
do 25....
do 26....
do 26....
do 27....
do 28....
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 5...
do 7....
do 9. .
do 9....
do 15....

July 29....
Aug. 2....
do 5....
do 6....
do 7....
do 8...
do 10....
do 11....
do 12....
do 18....
do 20....
do 21....
do 21....
do 22 ...
do 24...
do 25. ..
do 26....
do 26....
do 27 ...
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 5....
do 7....
do 7...
do 8....
do 9....
do 14....
do 15.. .
do 17....
do 18....
do 19....

55 00
55 17
55 10
55 19
54 53
55 05
55 05
55 05
56 03
55 45
55 42
55 42
55 44
55 26
55 34
55 18
55 33
55 21
56 55
57 03
55 30
55 20
56 12 45
56 12
56 19
55 45
55 18
55 10
54 30
54 35
54 35

CATCH.

Total. Remarks.

Males. Females.

23 52 75
18 32 50

2 9 il
8 44 52
5 12 17

il 40 51
29 57 86
47 65 112
2 1 3
5 9 14

. 8 8
78 91 169
34 40 74

5 6 il
S.Boarded by Lt. Coin. F. A. Gar-

43 36 79 forth, of H.M.S. "Pheasant."
31 28 59 1

3 2 5I
19 17 36

4 5 9
21 15 36 r
22 10 32
24 12 36

.......... ..... .. Boarded by Lt. H. Emery, of
7 .. . .... 7 U.S.S. "Wolcott."

13 4 17

454 595 1,0491 i-



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " FLORENCE M. SMITH."

POSITION.

Latitude. 1 Longitude.

°'N.

Attu,
55 00
56 14
55 50
55 57
55 40
55 37
55 40
55 58j
55 30
53 31
56 00
56 16
55 50
55 48
55 57
55 40
55 43
54 30
54 24
54 46
54 45
54 59
54 54
55 12
55 01
55 09
55 10
55 10
55 04

'"w.

Alaska.
170 45
173 22
172 36
172 44
172 40
172 35
172 25
171 24 10
171 10
171 09
172 24
172 32
172 50
172 54
172 34
172 24
172 16
169 40
169 24
169 56
168 40
168 06
168 06
167 56
168 04
167 50
167 05
168 12
168 00

CATCH.

Males. ! Feniales.

8
4
1
1
5
3
1

7

3

6

2
7

3

62

15

4

137

1

4
3

20
14
4

..........
5

77
15

7
3

2

2

2
9
2
4
5
2
4

134

Total.

9
15
5
4

25
17
5

8

13
14
18

3
13
5
4
9
3
8

10
29
17
11

7
8

Renarks.

Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
Collector of Customs.

Boarded by Lt. E. V. D. Johnson
of U.S.S. "Wolcott."

Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels of
U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. 0. Hooker of
U.S.S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. H. Emery of U.
S.S. "Wolcott."ý

1896.

July 16
Aug. 2 ...
do 5....
do 8....
do 9....
do 10....
do 11....
do 1.2....
do 18...
do 20....
do 20....
do 21....
do 22.. .
do 24....
do 24....!
do 25... i

do 26....
do 27....
do 30....
do 31....;

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 6....
do 6....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9 ...
do 11....;
do 14....
do 15....

357

No. 36.

Date.

_271



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "IDA ETTA."

Date.

1896.

July 24....
Aug. 2...
do 3....
do 5..
do 6....
do 6....
do 8....
do 9....
do 10...
do 11...
do 11....
do 12....
do 14....
do 20...
do 21....
do 22....
do 23....
do 24....
do 24....
do 26....
do 27....
do 27...
do 28...

do 30...
do 31 ....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 6....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9....
do 14....
do 15....
do 19....
do 21....

Total. Reniarks.

PoSTIoN. CATCH.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Fenales.

" N. °' W.

Attu, Alaska. .... ...
54 49 169 49 . 2
54 04 169 07 ......... .......
55 14 168 41 6 a
55 01 169 13 1 2
55 03 169 07 ......
55 46 171 23 9 30
55 50 171 49 2 2
55 34 171 27 1 6
55 42 171 20 ..... ... ..........
55 35 170 25 4 15
55 46 171 Il 7 18
57 01 172 30 .......... 1
56 54 172 50 .... . . 1
57 12 173 00 ........ 14
56 49 172 25 .......... 54
57 00 172 35 5 30
57 06ý 172 35 .. ... ... .. .... .. ... .
56 48 172 25 ......... 12
57 36 173 09 2 17
57 45 172 55 ....... .. ......
57 36 172 56 2 1
56 50 172 27 .... .....

55 55 170 50 ...... . ...
55 05 171 06 7 1
54 51 171 12 3 11
54 47 169 40 2 1
54 47 167 52 ........ .......
55 13 167 45 6 15
55 15 167 29 1 15
55 31 167 25 2 18
55 40 167 24 .... . 6
55 42 167 26 4 5
54 53 168 15 1 4

Dutch Harb our. Alaska. ..... .... ..........

65 305

358

A. 1897

. No. 39.

... .... Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
2 Collector of Customs.

......... Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown of
il U.S.S. "Perry."
3

..... iBoarded by Lt. H. Emery of U.
39 S.S. "Wolcott."
4

..Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant
19 of U.S.S. "Perry."
25
1
1

14
54
35

.......... Boarded by Lt.-Com. F. A. Gar-
12 forth of k.M.S. "Pheasant."
19

.... ..... Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker of
13 U.S.S. "Grant."

........... Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry of
1 U.S.S. "Grant."

...... .. Boarded by officer from H.M.S.
17 "Icarus.
14

....... Boarded by Lt. E. V. D. Johnson
21 of U.S.S. " Wolcott."
16
20
6
9

.......... Boarded by Lt. C. S. Cochran of
-- U.S.S. " Bear."

370



PoSITION. CATCH.

Date.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

1896. " . °'W.
g. 1.... 55 17 168 05 ......... 2

2.... 55 21 168 16 10 19
5.... 54 52 169 36 7 9
7.... 56 56 173 10 ......... 3

10.. 57 41 173 45 1 2
1... 58 15 172 02 14

15 ... 57 50 173 00 ..... ... 3
18.... 58 00 172 55 . . . . . I
20.... 57 49 172 59
21 ... 58 04 173 07
22... . 57 53 172 55

do 23....
do 23....
do 24.
do 25 ... ,
do 26 ...
do 26
do 26 ...

do
Sept.

do
do
do
do
do

29 ... U
3 ....
5 ..
6 ....7 ....
9 ....

15 ....

57 46
57 46
57 35
58 04
57 33
57 33
57 33

nalaska,
55 52

*5; 43
57 02
57 21
57 48
56 20

Alaska.
171
173
173
173
172
172

584
58
01
22
53
53
53

20
32
20
31
26
48

Total.

2
29
16
3
3

3
1

Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "KATE."

Renarks.

6 18 24
2 20 22
3 22 25

.. . .... ..... .......... Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
4 16 20 1.5.. "Rush.
3 8 i

.Boarded by Lt. T. J. .. ake of
6 39 45 U.S.S. "Perry.

.. Boarded and seized b Lt. T. J.
Relaae of U. S.S.' L er~~

14.21 comdg. BehringSea Patrol.
4 7
3 6 9
6 14 .0

10 31 41
7 1 1

87 23 318Il

SCHOONER "LABRADOR."

1 ... 55 17 168 38 ..... .... 1
2. 55 02 169 07 4 4
5. 55 16 169 47 16 9
6... 55 15 169 01 . ... ....
6.. 5 11 169 10 4
7.... 55 30 169 32 1 1
8.... 55 08 169 00 1 2
10. 55 24 170 03 8 3
11... 5 06 170 04 8 16
12.... 55 01 169 51 4 8
1.... 55 59 169 30
19 .... 55 28 168 30 9 10
20 .... 55 39 168 20 3 3
21 .... 55 17 168 14 3 6
22.... 55 16 168 10 .......... ....
22.... 55 16 168 10 4 8
24.... 55 00 171 25 20 il
25.... 54 57 171 15 7 6
26.... 55 08 171 25 15 14
27.... 55 il 171 25 8 8
28 .. 55 23 171 16 2 1
31.... 55 05 171 08 16 9
1.... 54 14 171 20 6 5
3.... 55 01 171 30 2 1
5.... 55 06 171 00 3 2
7... 55 05 171 01 3 3
9... 55 27 170 06 .... ....
9.... 55 17 169 15 14 6

14... 55 22 169 10 4 3
15.... 55 17 169 23 1 1
19 .... Dutch iarbour, Alaska . .......... ....... ..

163 145

359

1
8.

25
.... Boarded by Lt. E. V. D. Johnson

5 of U.S.S. "Wolcott."
2
3

24
12

.Boarded by Lt. T. J. Haake of
19 U.S.S. " Perry."

6

......... Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant
12 of U.S.S. "Perry."
31
13
29
16
3

2.,
1
3

.Boarded by Lt. B. M. Chiswell of
20 U.S.S. "Corwin."
7
2

....... Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant
of U.S.S. " Perry."

308;

No. 22.

Au
dc
dc
do
do:
do
do:
do
dof
dc
dc

No. 13.

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Gontinued.

SCHOONER " LIBBIE."

POsITIoN.
Date. - -

Latitude. Longitude.

1896. N. 'W.
Aug. 2.... 55 26 171 40

do 5.... 56 30 172 30
do 7 56 4S 173 18
do 10.... 56 25 173 06
do 11 ... 56 28 173 13
do 12.... 57 00 173 10
do 15.... 57 50 173 04
do 18.... 57 30 172 55
do 19.... 58 00 173 00
do 20.... 58 30 173 00
do 22.... 57 42 172 50
do 23.... 57 54J 173 10
do 23.... 57 54 173 10
do 24... 57 30 174 14
do 26.... 56 56 173 18
do 27.... 57 04 173 27
do 31.... 56 09 173 08

Sept. 1.... 56 12 173 15
do 3.... 55 22 172 25
do 5.... 54 58 172 00
do 6.... 55 02 171 50
do 7... 55 44 172 15
do 8.... 56 00 172 25
do 9.... 55 23 171 57
do 15.... 55 50 173 13
do 15... 55 50 173 13

CATCH.
---- --- Total. Reimîarks.

Males. Females.

54 20
12 il
3 1 119 22
7 5 !

1

3
1
2

43

30

1
1
2

..........

74
23
4

41
12
2
1
5
1
2

66
.. .. Boarde'd by Lt. J1. G. Ballinger, of
68 UTSS"

10 19 29
34 38 72
25 35 60
12 16 28
5 3 8

13 12 25
12 9 21
1 .2... . 1

16 20 36

5 3 8
.... .... ..... .. Boarded by Lt. B. M. Chiswell, of

1 2 3 U.S.S. "Corwin."

312 281 593
SCHOONER "MARY ELLEN." No. 63

Aug. 1.... 55 07 167 10 ......... 1 1
do 2... 55 25 167 33 ..... .... .......... .... .... Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger, of
do 2.... 55 27 167 30 5 8 13 1.S.S. " Rush."
do 5.... 55 00 167 36 12 5 17
do 6.... 55 06 167 41 3 ....... 3
do 7.... 55 10 168 06 .. ................ ...... Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels, of
do 8.... 55 05 168 50 4 ......... 4 T.S.S. "Rush."
do 10.... 55 18 171 18 12 4 16
do 11.... 55 25 171 18 27 32' 59
do 12.... 55 20 171 22 32 13 45
do 18.... 55 45 171 57 9 8 17
do 20.... 56 35 171 52 2 3 5 One skin with two bullet-holes.
do 21.... 56 35 172 47 1 1 2
do 22.... 55 55 171 57 24 20 44
do 23.... 55 43 171 45 ....... Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker, of
do 24.... 55 28 172 02 43 29 72 U.S.S. "Grant."
do 25.... 55 40 172 00 3 2 5
do 26 ..., 55 28 172 02 24 22 46
do 26.... 55 27J 172 02 ... .... Boarded by Lt. Com. F. A. Gar.
do 27 .... 55 21 172 01 18. 26 . 44 forth, of H.M.S. " Pheasant."
do 28 .... 55 20 171 40 .... ..... 3 3
do 30 .... 56 07 171 37 1 ......... 1
do 30.... 55 55 170 50 ..... .... ..... . . Boarded by officer from H.M.S.

" Icarus."
do 31..... 56 13 171 42. .. .. Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger, of
do 31.... 56 13 171 42 7 35 52 U.S.S. "Rush."

Sept. 1.... 56 07 172 05 .... .... 2 21
do 3.... 55 32 172 55 12 28 40
do 7.... 56 13 171 58 8 12 20
do 8.... 55 51 171 55 3 ......... 3
do 9.... 55 04 170 38 .... .... ...... ... .......... Boarded by Lt. H. Enery, of
do 15.... 55 15 168 55 5 3 8 U.S.S. Wolcott."
do 18.... 54 35 167 10' 1 1
do 19.... 55 00 167 00 . 9 4 13
do 22 ... Dutch Harb our, Alaska. ......................... Boarded by Lt. W. W. Hall, of

-- -- - - U.S.S. " Bear."
274 262 I 536

360

A. 1897

No. 50.

|



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

CoPY of Log Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "MARY TAYLOR."

Date.

1896.

July 28...
Aug. 5...

do 11...
do 12...
do 20...
do 22
dc 24
do 25...
do 27...
do 28...
do 28...
do 30...
do 31...

Sept. 3...
do 3...
do 5...
do 6...
do 7...
do 9...
do 19...
do 20...

Reniarks.

POSITION.

Latitude. Longitude.

S 'N. ° ' W.

. Attu., Alaska.
55 31 166 15

. 58 13 173 06

. 58 10 173 35

. 55 45 166 32

. 55 56 | 167 35
55 46 167 52
55 45 167 40
55 28 169 35

. 55 27 169 58
55 21 169 58
55 18 168 50
55 16 169 10

. 55 24 173 23
55 38 173 20

. 55 37 173 30

. 55 30 173 25

. 55 27 172 36

. 55 07 169 20

. 54 04 163 50
53 55 162 45

.... Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
Il Collector of Customs.
3
4
3

18
4
3

19
.Boarded by Lt. F. J. Haake, of

2 U.S.S. "Perry."
14

Boarded by Lt. F. J. Haake, of
U.S.S. "Perry."

6 8
.. .. ......

13 19
3 4
4 4
4 9
2 3
1 1
1 8

SCHOONER " MASCOT."

167 02 2
166 49 1
168 55 5
168 50 4
169 27 13
168 13 3
168 06 5
168 30 9
169 24 16
169 30 14
169 28 4
169 14 3
169 58 9
169 47 1..... ....
169 20 il
169 22 7
169 36 1
169 50 2
169 21 7
169 05 3
169 45 17
169 30 4
169 16 ..........
169 12 5
173 30 12
174 04 .......
173 20 14
173 55 5
174 00 1
173 38 il
173 34 3,

191 •

2 4
1 2
6 il
6 10

20 33
2 5

12 17
5 14

29 45
5 19

10 14
3 6

14 23
6 6
2 13

14 21
1

1 3
1 8
2 5
5 22
3 7

..... . ........ Boarded by D. F. A. de Otte, of
3 8 U.S.S "Corwin."

il 23
11 1

18 32
9 14
4 5

18 29
13 16

226 417

361

No. 30.

. .. . . . . . . .

2
1

5
....... ... .
..........

2
2

. . . . . . . . . .
6

No. 5.

Aug. 2....
do 8....
do 10....
do 11....
do 12....
do 19....
do 20....'
do 21....
do 22....
do 24....
do 25....
do 26....
do 27 ...
do 28....
do 30....'
do 31....

eept. 1....
do 2.
do 3....
do 6....'
do 7...
do 8....
do 9....
do 9....
do 15....
do 17....
do 21....
do 22....
do 27...
do 28....
do 30 ....

58 27 1
58 24
58 24
58 12
58 29
58 39



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "MAUD S."

POSITIoN. CATCH.

Date. -- -- -- Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

1896.

Aug. 1....
do 2 ...
do 5....
do 6.....
do 8....
do 10....
do 10....i
do 11.. .
do 12....'
do 20....
do 20....
do 21....
do 22....
cdo 24....
do 25. ..
(o 26....
do 27....
do 28....
do 31...

Sept. 1....
do 2....
do 3....
do 6....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9....
do 11....
do 15...
do 18....
do 19....

July 25.. .
Aug. 2.... 5

do 5.... 5
do 6...
do 8.
do 9.. .
(o 10....
do 11.... 5
do 12...
do 20....
do 21.... 5
do 22 ... I
do 24....
do 26....
do 27....
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 7....
do 9...
do 15....

° ' N.

55 42
55 05
55 52
55 36
55 30
55 26
55 28
55 05
55 02
56 0)
56 00
56 01
56 09
55 15
54 58
55 15
54 57
54 56
55 40
55 55
55 52
55 23
55 39
55 39
55 38
55 46
56 16
55 47
56 17
56 12

'W.
167 35 .... .... 2 2
167 14 5 17 22
17 18 7 28 35
167 53 4 S 9
168 42 3 3 6
169 il .... .. . .... ......
169 52 12 29 41
170 13 7 16 23
169 56 10 i 13 23
171 39 .. ..... . .... ....
171 36 4 9
171 36 4 4 8
171 36 13 19 32
172 29 16 11 27
172 00 5 7 12
171 15 18 34 52
171 14 22 29 51
171 00 7 3
166 19 8 8
167 01 3 3
167 24 2 2
164 07 5 3 8
165 08 9 11 20
165 08 24 31 55
165 07 19 26 45
165 07 3 3 6
165 29 6 5 11
166 48 28 27 55
166 57 il 12 23
166 Il 2 2 4

244 358 602

SCHOONER "MERMAID."

Attu, Alaska.
5 30 172 08
5 35 173 00
55 30 173 00
i5 26 173 00
5 20 173 13
55 25 173 10
55 25 170 10
5 20 173 00

56 25 172 15
5 39 - 172 21½
5 31 172 40

55 05 172 10
.5 13 171 30
5 18 171 46

54 52 171 50
55 00 171 50
54 50 170 00
55 13 172 40
55 25 172 45
56 30 174 00

18
19
13
9
5
13

8
6 7
4 4

141 204

19
29
15
26

8
20
17
26
5

19
37
38
17
17
9
13
9
13

8

Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant
of U. S. S. " Perry."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U. S. S. "Rush."

One skin with shot holes in
shoulder.

No. 23.

Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
Collector of Custons.

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U. S. S. "Rush."

345

362

A. 1897

No. 68.

Remarks.



Marine and Fisheries-:Fisheries Branch.

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.
SCHOONER " MINNIE.

PosITIoN.
Date.

Latitude. Longitude.

1896. ' N. ' W.
Aug. 1.... 55 09 168 49
do 2.... 55 00 171 12
do 5.... 56 13 172 16
do 6.... 56 34 172 59
do 7.... 56 20 172 27
do 8.... 56 09 172 47
do 9.... 56 16 173 17
do 10.... 56 16 172 52
do 11.... 56 15 173 29
do 12.... 56 07 171 56
do 15.... 55 57 172 24
do 18.... 56 06 171 39
do 20.... 56 02- 171 51
do 20.... 56 02 171 54
do 21.... 56 10 171 45
do 22.... 56 05 171 55
do 23.... 55 45 171 37
do 23.... 55 24 171 00
do 24.... 55 24 171 06
do 25.... 55 07 169 38
do 26.... 55 02 170 28
do 27.... 55 05 170 55
do 28.... 55 14 170 46
do 31.... 54 50 170 34

Sept. 3.... 55 24 171 42
do 5.... 55 02 171 16
do 7.... 55 40 170 50
(o 8.... 55 33 171 13
do 9.... 55 35 171 30
do 14.... 55 52 171 10
do 15.... 55 43 171 25
do 19.... Dutch Harb our, Alaska.

do 21 ... do do
do 25 ... 54 28 166 04

CATCH.
-__-- Total.

Males. Females.

1
18
8

1
2
2
5
3

..... .....

....... ...

1

2
50

19

15

9
10

14
3,

7

193

2
28
16
1
2

Remarks.

10
8

1
4
9

11
12
2
3

12
24

3
16
17
3

33
7
22
25
3
7
1

23
7
6

13

291
SCHOONER "OCEAN BELLE." No. 4

...7 .......
17 1
01 7
14 1
13
12 3
39 1
20 3
20 .........
18 1
12 2
15 2
25 3
08 4
02 3
01 1
58 13
'00 ..........
18 2
19 ..... ....
19 4
12 ..........
10 4
57 17
50 5
26 8
07 9
15 2
41 1

97

. . . . . . . . . .

12

2

3
1

12
1
9

2
8

10

8
50
3

2

21

16
12

219
363

... Boarded by J. G Berry, acting
1 Collector of Custons.
9
4
1

15
2

12
.......... Boarded by Lt. F. J. Haake, of

4 U. S. S. "Perry."
4

10
,8
14
14
9

63
3

13
......... . Boarded by Lt. F. A. Levis, of

17 1 U. S. S. "Grant."
2!
9

38
16
24
21
2_1

316

No. 25

July 24...,
Aug. 1....

do 2....
do 5....
do 9 ...

o 10 ....
o 11.

do 12
do 12 ...
do 14. ..
do 16....
do 18....
do 19....
do 20....
do 21....
do 22....
do 23....
do 24....
do 25....
do 27 ...
d9  27....
do 28....
do 31....

Sept. 3....
do 5....
do 7....
do 9.. .
do 15....
do 18....

Attu,
55
55
57
57
58
58

.58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
57
57
57
57
58
55
54
55
55
55
54

Alaska
29
19
57
54
08
19
08
08
28
54
55
001
18
20
09
06
10
40
44
46
55
10
18
56
30
30
00
05

...Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger,
9 of U. S. S. "Rush."
17
43

Boarded by Lt. F. A. Levis, of
4 dU. S. S. Grant.

25
27
3
47
10
35
45
5
27
2
38
11

...... Boarded by Lt. R. M. Sturdevant,
of U. S. S. " Perry."

.Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker, of
20 U. S. S. " Bear."

484



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "OCEAN ROVER."

CATCH.

Latitude. Longitude.

Date.

1896.

Aug. 1....
do 2 ....
do 4 ....
do 5. . .
do 6....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9 ...
do 10....
do 10 ...
do 11....
do 12....
dc 16....
do 18....
do 20....
do 20.:..
do 21....
do 22....
do 23....
do 24....
do 25....
do 25 .-
do 26....
do 27...
do 30....
do 31....

Sept. 2....
do 3....
do 6....
do 7...
do 8..
do 9....
do 11.... 1
do 14....'
do 15..
do 18....
do 19....

Total.

Males.

2
16
1

21
2

9
1

..... .... .
6

14
9

1

1
4
2
5

1
16

2
5
2
4
9
1

3
8
3

10

° ' W.
55 27
55 15
55 30
55 14
55 09
55 18
55 18
55 26
55 28
55 28
55 09
55 02
55 52
56 01
56 06
56 02
55 58
56 11
56 09
56 l
56 18
56 18
56 097
56 07
55 03
55 01
54 52
54 49
55 00
55 10
55 04
55 04
.55 40
55 09
55 00
55 12
54 59

Remarks.

One skin with shot holes.

do do

Boarded by F. J.
U. S. S. "Perry."

Haake, of

Fenales.

3
6

32
1
1

1

16
35
12
1

..........
2
3

44
10
3

1
36
41
4

20

12
10
27
33
3
9

il
20
2

12

364

A. 1897

POSITION.

5
22
1

53
3
1

20
2

22
49
21
1
1

2
4

48
12
8

2
52
52
4

31
2

17
12
31
42
4
9

14
28
5

22

No. 66.

Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden, of
U. S. S. " Rush."

Boarded by Lt. Comd. F. A. Gar-
forth, of H. M. S. " Pheasant."

° ' W.
169 45
169 48
169 57
169 14
169 13
169 20
169 19
169 14
169 20
169 20
170 04
169 45
171 59
171 53
172 04
172 12
172 04
172 17
172 39
172 59
172 53
172 45
172 40
172 43
169 20
169 30
169 46
169 18
166 45
166 40
166 40
166 58
166 48
167 34
167 00
167 22
166 26

1801422 602

1

.



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "OSCAR AND HATTIE."

Date.

SCHOONER " OSPREY."

55 05
54 47
55 .25
55 04
54 58
55 00
54 54
55 05
55 09
55 15

55 14
55 20
55 19
55 18
56 04
56 30
56 27
56 55
57 03
56 55
57 04
55 09
55 15
55 25
55 21
55 01
55 il
53 25

169
168
168
169
169
169
169
168
168
167

168
168
169
169
172
173
173
173
173
173
172
169
168
169
169
169
169
151

No. 61.

Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry of
U.S.S. " Grant."

Boarded by Lt. E. V. D. Johnson
of U.S.S. " Wolcott."

Boarded by Lt.-Comd'r F. A.
Garfoot of H.M S. "Pheasant."

Boarded by Lt. D. F. A. de Otte,
of U.S.S. " Corwin."

No. 41.

July 29
Aug. 2....
do 5....
do 7 ...
do 8....
do 9....
do 10 .
do Il ...
do 15..
do 16...
do 18 ...
do 19....
do 20...
do 22....
do 23....
do 24....
do 25..
do 26..
do 27....
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3 ..
do 5....
do 7....
do 8....
do 8....
do 9....
do 9....
do 16....
do 19 ...
do 22....

Aug. 2....
do 5....
do 6....
do 8....
do 10 ...
do 11....
do 12 ...
do 17....
do 19...
do 20..

do 20 ....
do 20 ....
do 21..
do 22....
do 24....
do 25....
do 25....
do 26....
do 27....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9 ...
do 9....
do 14....
do 15...
do 24....

POSITION.

Latitude. Longitude.

° 'N. °'W.
54 28 168 42
54 51 169 31
56 18 172 57
56 28 172 54
56 09 173 04
56 08 173 40
56 11 172 50
56 00 172 56
58 02 173 45
58 02 173 27
58 13 173 08
58 23 173 48
58 27 173 26
57 00 173 20
5 45 172 57
56 47 172 57
56 01 172 50
55 49 172 01
55 44 172 03
54 55 171 45
55 05 171 39
54 58 171 59
55 10 170 16
55 08 170 58
55 10 170 46
55 10 170 46
55 07 170 39
55 07 170 39
54 59 170 34
54 42 169 10
55 22 166 44

CATCH.
-- Total. Remarks.

Male. Female.

..... .. . .......... BoardedbyLt. F. J. Haake, of
7 13 20 U. S. S. "Perry."

22 23 45
i il 18
2 4 6
6 4 10

12 8 20
10 il 21

3 .......... 3
6 6
1 1

13 13
........ 10 10

10 22
22 16 38
4 9 13
7 5 12

62 8 70
22 16 38
42 19 61
13 8 21
il 13 24

2 5 7
27 18- 45
...... ..... ... ..... .... Boarded by Lt. E. V. D. John-
9 5 14 son, of U. S.S. "Wolcott."

.. .. ... . .... .... do do

4 5 9
2 .. . . . . 2

12 9 21

331 _ 258 5891



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11 A.)

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " OTTO."

POSITION.

Date.
Latitude. Longitude.

1896. N. 'W.
July 22....
Aug. 1.... 5
do 2.... 5
do 5.... 5
do 8.... 5
do 9.... 5
do 10... 5
do 11.... 5
do 15.... 5
do 20.... 5
do 21.... 5
do 21.... 5
do 22.... 5
do 24.... 5
do 25.... 5
do 26,... 5
do 27.... 5
do 28.... i
do 31.... 5

Sept. 1.... 5
do 3 ... 5
do 5 .... 5
do 7 ... 5
do 8....
do 9 ... 5
do 14....
do 15 ... 5

Attu,
8 18
8 00
7 20
5 28
5 51
5 48
5 33
7 56
5 00
5 05
4 57
5 03
4 43
5 02
4 56
4 54
4 56
4 45
5 15
ý5 09
4 42
5 17
54 52
4 24
55 02
5 04

Alaska.
172
172
172
171
173
173
173
173
169
169
169
169
171
171
171
171
171
172
171
172
172
173
172
170
168
168

CATCH.

-- Total. Remarks.

Males. Fenales.

.......... .. ...... ..... Boarded by J. G. Perry, Acting
1 48 49 Collector of Customs.

5 5
2 5 7
9 10 19
6 17
3 20
4 19

23
23
23

6 27 33
............ .. .......... Boarded by Lt. F. A. Levis, of

3 7 10 U.S.S. "Grant."
6 25 31
8 39 47
5 12 17

10 30 40
7 10 17
7 2 9
7 21 28
7 13 20
8 13 21
5 33 38
8 13 21

2 1 3
1 .
4 3 7

121 380 501

SCHOONER " PENELOPE."

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

2....
5...
6....
7 ....
8....

10....
11....
12. ...

19....

19. . ..1 ....

20. .
21....
22....
23 ..
24....
25....
26;.. ..
27....
28....
28....
30....
31....

3....

8I ...
9....

il1...
14....
15....

14
15
13

6
16
35

2
il
25
33
1

15
6
9

40
..........

10
12
11
1
5
7
7
3
2
7
7

21
221
20
5

23
19
38
29

4
21
22
53
3

44
15
24
98

13.
17
19
3
8

14
10
4
3

10
8

35
37
33
7

32
25
54
64

6
32
17
86
4

59
21
33

138

23
29
30
4

13
21
17
7
5

17
15

No. 37.

Boarded by Lt. J. D. Ballinger of
U. S. S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. E. V. D. Johnson
of U. S. S. " Wolcott."

Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown of
U. S. S. " Perry."

324 570 8941

366

A 1897.

No. 17.

..



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " PIONEER."

POSITION. CATCH.

Longitude. Latitude. Males. Females.
Date.

1896.
July 24....
Aug. 1....

do 7 ..
do 10....
do 11...
do 12....
do 18....
do 20....
do 21 ...
do 22....
do 23. ..
do 24....
do 24....
do 25....
do 26....
do 27....
do 30....
do 31....

Sept. 2....
du 3....
do 6....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9....
do Il....
do 14....
do 15..
do 18...
do 19....

. .... .....
10

8

2

2

1
5

... ... ,....

27
1

20
4

2
13
5

16
19

3
2

W. 'N.
Attu, Alasika 5.

56 55 173 56
57 06 173 40
56 28 173 05
56 25 172 30
57 10 174 00
57 20 173 10
57 43 173 32
57 48 173 0)
57 35 173 10
57 34 173 00
57 17 173 36
57 15 173 35
56 00 172 20
55 45 171 20
55 54 171 25
54 58 167 42
54 46 167 40
54 47 167 20
54 40 167 00
54 40 166 00
54 45 166 30
54 45 166 35
54 40 166 40
54 57 166 00
54 59 166 49
54 55 167 00
54 40 167 00
54 45 166 10

Total.

37
1

28
4
2
2

15
5
17
24

3
2

29
13
10
12
9

13
9
35
57

2

16
10
9
3
8

Remarks.

Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
Collector of Customs.

Boarded by Lt. Comdr. F. A. Gar
forth of I.M.S. "Pheasant."

375 I

SCHOONER "SADIE TURPEL." No. 6.

......... Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
Colllector of Customs, U.S.

......... Boarded by Lt. C. S. Craig, U.S.S.
"Corwin."

3
......... Boarded by Lt. H. Enery, of

1 U.S.S. "Wolcott."
3
7
2
13
9
4

19
......... . Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger,

2 U.S.S. "Rush."
50
45
2
6
4
5
4
29
20
1
1
2
9
10
8:

281

No. 32.

6 7
4 5

10 25
32 25
2
9 7
7 3
4 5
3
5 3

154 221

July 15....

do 30 .... .
Aug. 2 ....
do 5....;
do 6....
do 6 ....
do 7....
do 11....
do 12. ..
do 18....
do 20 ... ,
do 21....
do 22....
do 23....
do 23....
do 24....
do 26....
do 27 ...
do 29....
do 31....

Sept. 1....
do 3....
do 5....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9 ...
do 11....
do 14....
do 15....
do 19....
do 22....

Attu, Alaska.

29 167
20 167
06 168
09 169
09 169
43 167
23 172
55 173
32 172
42 172
53 172
10 172
01 172
03 172
54 172
53 172
59 172
30 173
40 173
28 173
16 172
01 171

i04 169
I 56 169

48 169
i 09 168
5 14 168
i 07 167
5 28 167

14 166

..........
18 ..........
23. 

357 5
13 1
13 . . . . .
09;. .....
41 1
40 1
49 1
55 2
28 6
29 1
39 10
52 ..... ....
33ý 1
42 15
47 15
15 ...... ...
06 4
12 2
16 2
21 4
52t 15415
33 15
18
il ..........
00 ..... ....
40 4
00 6
27 .4 i 4

118 163
367

1--i



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "SAN JOSE."

POSITION.

Date.

Latitude. Longitude.

N. °'W.

2.... 54 37 169 35
5 .... 55 29 170 26
5.... 55 29 170 26
6.... 55 35 170 50
7.... 55 3S0 170 12
8 55 15 170 13
9 55 25 170 40

10.. 55 16 170 15
il 55 18 170 35
12 55 19 170 45
15.... 56 37 172 20
18.... 56 2) 171 56
20... 55 56 172 00
21.... 55 46 172 04
21... 55 46 172 03
22.... 55 53 171 23
23 ... 55 46 171 28
24 ... 55 53 172 01
25..... 55 49 171 21
26.. 55 45 171 09
27 ... 55 46 171 08
30.. 55 09 170 30
31.... 55 08 170 48
2.... 55 20 170 30
3.... 55 10 170 23
7.... 55 45 167 25
8.. 55 27 166 48
9.... 55 24 166 50

11.... 55 00 166 42
14.. . 56 08 167 15
15.... 56 06 167 00
18.... 54 49 166 50
19 ... 54 43 166 20

CATCH.

Males. Females.

7 4
19 57

........ 1..6
i 1

19 21
1 7

il 4
20 14
9 10

1 2

1 6
6 25

.... ... ... ....
3 13

.. .... 1
18 43
19 42
1 5
4 24
1 3
4 21
2 24

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Total. Remarks.

76
......... Boardedby Lt.R.M.Sturdevant,

6 of U.S.S. "Perry."
i

40
8

15
34
19

3
.... ... Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden of

7 U.S.S. "Rush."
31

.... Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry, of
16 U.S.S. "Grant."

61
61

28
4

25
26
23
4

54
8

24
6
5

605

368

A. 1897

No. 53.

162 443



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.
SCHOONER "SAPPHIRE."

POSITION.
Date.

Latitude. Longitude.

1896. 'N. 'W.
Aug. 1 55 05 170 50
do 2. 54 57 172 Il
do 5.. 56 26 172 38
do . 8... 56 27 172 33
do 9..... 56 40 173 38
do 10.... 56 25 172 50
do 11. .. 56 26 172 30
do 12... 56 23 172 48
do 15 . 56 41 173 12
do 19.... 54 52 168 28
do 20.. . 55 04 169 45
do 21.... 55 il 169 15
do 21.... 55 03 169 02
do 22. 55 08 168 50
do 24.. 54 59 169 07
do 25.... 55 06 168 45
do 26..., 55 18 169 23
do 27.. 55 15 169 18
do 24.... 55 15 169 28
do 30... 55 t9 171 37
do 31. 55 28 171 31

Sept. 1 55 27 171 35
do 3.... 55 23 172 06
do 5 .. 54 53 171 33
do 7.. . 56 17 172 52
do 7.. 55 45 172 47
do 8.... 55 55 171 40
do 9.... 56 15 172 37
do 11.... 55 57 171 28
do 13 .... 55 33 173 27
do 15.... 55 59 172 55
do 15... 56 13 172 05
do 18..... 54 20 169 30
do 19.... 54 30 169 15
do 21.... Dutch Harb our, Alaska.

CATCH.

Males. Females.

4 .. . . . .

4 47
2b

26
5
2
1

12
3

17
56
28
26
8

41
4
1

64 44
23 10
30 13
12 2

..... .... ..........
46 31
2 ..........

24 7

14 8
6 3
6 10

58 474

Total. Remarks.

4
66
51
2

28
87

1
SCHOONER "SAUCY LASS."

4
24
28

...... Boarded by Lt. K. W. Perry of
27 U. S. S. "Grant."

107
47
60
12
77
6
1

108
33
43
14

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
77 U. S. S. "Rush."
2

31
1
1

Boarded by Lt. C. S. Craig of
22 U. S. S. "Corwin."
9

16
Boarded by Lt. C. S. Cochran of

-- U. S. S. " Bear."
,002

No. 33.
2....
5 ...
6....
8....

10....
1....

12 ...
20.. .

21....
22 ....
23....
24...
25.. ..
26....
27....
30 ...
31....
1....
3 ....
5 ...
7..
9....

15...
18 ...
20 ....

55 24 170 56
54 53 167 40
55 00 168 .<0
55 04 169 08
55 0> 170 10
55 00 170 20
55 il 171 02
55 53 172 32
55 34 172 27
55 34 172 27
5- 43 171 37
55 37 171 46
55 43 171 2
55) 58 172 38
56 03 172 25
55 56 172 16
55 il 170 20
55 04 169 40
54 53 169 49
55 24 171 38
54 30 172 20
55 27 171 47
55 14 171 55
56 14 173 05
F4 23 167 50

Dutch Harbour, Alaska.

* . .~. , I

8
6

10
10
16
28
41
12

12'
40

18
4

20
18
5

20
3

31
4

12
12
5
1

337

6
3
3
2
6

11
15
7

9.
19

10
2

18
8
3

31

8
9

24
16
.3

n gcea up y Scnooner an Jose -.. .. ...
. 337| 218 555

369
1la-24

14
9

13
12
22
39
56
20

21
59

6
38
26
8

51
3

39
13
36
28
8
1

213 550

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U. S. S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. L. O. Levis cf
U. S. S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker of
U. S. S. "Bear."

No. 43.

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do



60 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.- Continued.

SCHOONER "SELMA." No. 60.

Posir1oN. CATCH
Date. - Total. Remarks.

Latitude. Longitude. 1 Males. Feinales.

1896. ° 'N. ' W.
Aug. 1.... 55 07 167 47

do 2 .... 55 32 167 33 ,......... .... ............... Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
(u 2.... 55 28 167 30 1 3 4 U.S.S. " Rush."
do 5... 55 06 167 43 2 4 6
do 6.... 55 06 168 08 ........... 1
do 8.... 55 15 168 12 1 3 4
do 10... 55 14 168 17 .... .... 4 4
do Il..... 55 35 168 01 .......... .... Boarded by L E. V. D. Johnson
do 1I.... 55 35 168 01 5 18 23 of U.S.S. "Wolcott."
do 12.... 55 40 168 08 2 7 9
do 20.... 55 48 167 28 5 5
do 21.... 55 48 167 24 1 4 5
do 22.... 55 38 167 35 3 7 10
do 24.... 55 26 168 43 1 5 6
do 25.... 55 9 168 58 3 6 9
do 26 .... 55 00 169 13 1 1
do 27. . 54 43 169 il1 5 13 18
do 2 .7..... 54 44 169 14 .... ... .... .... ... ...... Boarded by Lt. Comdr. F. A.
do 28.... 54 31 169 24 3 2 5 Garforth o H.M.S. "Pheasant."
do 30... 54 42 168 51 .. ...... 4 4
do 31.... 54 56 169 04 5 8 13

Sept. 2.... 55 16 168 551 .4 2 6i
do 3.... 55 17 169 08 4 6 10
do 6.... 54 18 168 40 3 .. 3
(o 7... 54 29 168 07 12 18
do 8.... 54 43 168 19 4 6 10
do 9 ... 54 54 168 34 1 1
do 13.... 54 56 168 59 1 1 2
do 14.... 54 53 168 01 .......... 1 1
do 15 .. 55 03 168 07 1 1 2
do 17... 54 30 167 42 ... ...... 1
do 18 54 34 167 0 2 .... .... 2
do 19.... 54 30 166 05 1 1

66 119 185

SCHOONER "SOUTH BEND." No. 55.

4 2 6
3 6 9
2 12 14
1 3 4

... ... . 1
..... ..... 6 6

6 41 47
3 23 26

.. .. .. . 3 3
.L 6 7
2 13 15
4 13 17
4 20 24

2 2
1 1

12 47 59
2 4 6

1 5 6
4 22 26
1 5 61
2 4 6

.. , .. 1 1
1 19 20
4 18 22
2 7 , 9

8 8

W 300 359

Boarded by J. H. Brown, Lt. of
U. S.S. "Perry."

'

370

A 1897

166
167
166
166
167
166
66!

29
10
34
41
04
52
30n

Aug. 1....
do 2....
do 5....
do 6...
do 7....
do 8....
do 10....
do 11....
do 12....
do 13....
do 19 ....
do 20...
do 21....
do 22....
do 24....
do 26 ...
do 27....
do 28....
do 28. ..
do 30 ...
do 31....

Sept. 2....
do 3....
do 4....
do 7 ...
do 8....
do 11...
do 15. ..

55 18
55 01
55 21
55 20
55 28
55 33
55 20
55 20
5 20
55 29
55 21
55 40
55 14
55 31
55 19
55 33
55 19
55 13
55 13
55 25
55 26
54 51
55 09
55 19
55 17
55 11
55 il
54 25

1
166 20
166 46
166 31
166 35
166 41
165 41
166 10
166 30
167 04
169 16
169 28
169 28
169 31
169 30
168 48
167 52
167 24
167 00
167 20
166 30
165 40



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "TER

POSITION. CATCH.
Date. -- --- Total.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Feinales.

1,96. 'N. 'W.
July 22.. Attu, Alaska. ....
Aug. 1 ... 56 05 173 01 14 27
do 5 56 19 173 1 1 2 3
do 9.... 56 34 173 33 1 5 6
do 10.... 56 +1 173 28 12 19 31
do 11.... 56 34 173 08 1 3 4
do 12 ... 56 42 172 44 ....... . 1 1
do 13.... 56 09 172 43 ... ... .........
do 19.... 51 43 168 32 2 1 3
do 20.... 54 55 170 01 8 10 18
do 21 .... 55 00 170) 00 .......... .... .... ...... . .
do 21.... 55 01 170 16 4 8 12
do 22 . . 54 55 169 56 14 10 24
do 24.... 55 08 169 45 12 21 33
do 25.... 55 2> 1 170 17 6 8 14
do 26 55 03 169 31 8 12 2)
do 27.... 54 48 169 36 27 34 61
do 28.... 55 08 169 28 6 4 10
do 30.... 55 10 168 49 3 7 10
do 31. 55 14 168 47 17 25 42

Sept. 1.... 55 11 169 22 2 .. ...... 2
do 2.... 55 19 169 17 1 1
do 3.... 55 14 169 26 4 6 10
do 6.... 54 44 168 22 4 2 6
do 7.... 55 06 168 12 15 24 39
do 8.... 55 12 168 20 15 12 27
d o 9.... 55 29 168 24 19 24 43
do 14... 55 18 168 26 1 ...... 1
do 15.... 55 22 168 24 6 9 1
do 19.... 54 49 167 01 4 2 6

206 -277 483

SCHOONER "TRIUMPH."

ES A. "

No. 16.

July 14..... Attu,
Aug. 2 ... 55 06
do 2 ... 55 06
do 5.... 55 17
do 6.... 55 19
do 7.... 54 53
do 8 ... 55 20
do 10.... 55 22
do 10.... 55 18
do 11.... 55 08
do 12.... 55 08
do 19.... 55 25
do 20 .... 55 26
do 21 .... 55 27
do 22 .... 55 30
do 23.... 55 39
do 24.... 55 36
do 25 ... 55 29
do 26.... 55 28
do 27.... 55 34
do 28.... 55 40
do 31.... 55 38

Sept. 1.... 55 35
do 3.... 55 35
do 5.. . 55 18
do 7.. . 56 03
do 7.... 56 15
do 9.... 55 25
do 12.... 55 48
do 15.... 56 06
do 15... 56 03

Alaska.
168 45
168 45
167 55
168 15
168 16
168 35
169 16
169 27
169 29
169 16
169 il
170 30
170 20
170 16
171 47
171 55
17() 45
170 49
170 59
170 48
171 40
171 45
172 13
172 13
172 46
172 25
172 03
172 30
172 58
172 58

2. Boarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
20 26 1Collector of Customs.

Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown, of
20 27 47 U.S.S. " Perry."
2 4 6
3 4 7
5 9 14

.......... .......... ... Boarded by Lt. F. J. Haake, of
12 23 35 U.S.S. "Perry."
19 21 40
13 23 36

.. .. ......... .... .Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown, of
20 29 49 U.S.S. " Perry."
8 13 21

18 26 44
... .. . . ... Boarded by F. A. Levis, of U.S.

3 19 32 S. "Grant."
3 4 7

19 30 49
30 47 77

3 3 6
37 48 85
2 5 7

31 39 70
10 17

..... .... ...... B.. loarded by Lt. J. G. B.llinger,
19 27 46 of U.S.S. "Rush."
9 13 22
2 ...... . 2

.... .. ....... . Boarded by B. M. Chiswell, of
3 2 5 U.S.S. "Corwin."

304 446 750

371
1a-24½.

No. 1.

Remarks.

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Berry, Act-
ing Collector of Customs.

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger,
of U.S.S. " Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker,
of U.S.S. "Grant."
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CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "UMBRINA."

POSITION.

Latitude. Longitude.

° ' N.

57 27
56 00
56 05
56 09
56 00
55 50
56 00
56 03
55 58

56 04½
56 04
55 48
56 03
55 55
55 44
54 23
54 23
54 35
55 47
55 23
56 17
55 20
56 09
56 08

° ' W.

172 50
171 55
172 00
172 23
172 15
172 20
172 10
172 50
172 25

172 35
172 35
172 40
172 35
172 21
172 32
167 50
167 45
168 00
172 20
172 45
172 10
171 56
172 57
172 57

CATCH.

Males. 1 Females.

10
34

2
21
7

12
10

Total.

11
45
1
3

30
12
14
13

3 6 9
3 8 il
4 10 14
5 6 1
2 .... ..... 2

. .... ..... ... ...... ..... ....
1 . .. .. . 1

20 34 54
3 1 4
7 8 15
6 2 8
4 2 - 6

..... .... .......... ... . ....

103 195 298

Remarks.

Boarded by Lt. B. N. Camden of
U. S. S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger
U. S. S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. H. W. Perry of
U-. S. S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. C. S. Craig of U.
S. S. " Corwin."

SCHOONER "VENTURE."

2.... 58 28 169 02
8.... 56 01 171 47
9.... 55 49 171 13

10.... 55 35 170 34
11.... 55 35 170 34
12.... 55 35 170 53
18. .. 56 07 171 41
21.... 55 53 171 11
21... 55 53 171 Il
22.... 55 30 170 46
24 .... 55 35 171 13
25... 56 38 172 01
26.... 56 50 172 21
27.... 56 51 172 25
28.... 56 45 172 19
31.... 56 24 172 20
1.... 56 52 172 32
1.... 57 19 172 44
3.... 55 19 170 24
6.... 55 28 170 49
7 .. 55 40 170 50
9... 55 11 170 15

15.... 55 23 169 57
15.... 55 23 169 57
21.... Dutch Harbour, Alaska.

3
12 ~
15

. 29

4
1

28
9
9

18
20

7
..........

6
1

15
18

207

1
6
8
7

27
38

2
12
57
46

4

2

8

1
9
8

19
42
67
1
4
1

39
il
21
75
66

26

1

8
1

16
26

15

2351 442

37Z

Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker of
U. S. S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. G. M. Daniels of
U. S. S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. E. F. D. Johnson
of U. S. S. "Wolcott."

Boarded by Lt. J. C. Hooker of
U. S. S. "Grant."

A. 1897

No. 11.

Date.

1896.

Aug. 1....
do 5.... 1
do 8....
do 9....
do 10....1
do 11....'
do 12 ....
do 20 ...
do 21....

do 22 ...
do 22 ...
do 24....
do 25....
do 26....
do 27....
do 30....
do 30.. ,
do 31....

Sept. 3....
do 5....
do 7....
do 9....
do 15....
do 15....

No. 35.

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

COPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER " VERA."

Date.

POSITION.

Latitude. Longitude.

1896. ' N.
July 17.... Attu,

........... 57 50
Aug. 1 ... 58 15
do 2.... 58 31
do 5.... j 58 16
do 7.... 56 16
do 8.... 56 23
do 10.... 58 14
do 10.... 58 15,
do 11.... 58 38
do 19.... 54 51
do 19.... 55 05
do 19 .. 54 59
do 20... 54 57
do 21.. 55 14
do 22.... 55 07
do 25.... 55 19
do 26 55 17
do 27 .. 55 27
do 27... 55 22
do 28.... 55 26
do 28.... 55 27
do 30.... 55 15
do 31.... 55 24•

Sept. 3.... 55 50
do 6.... 55 18
do 7.... 55 21
do 8.. 55 19
do 9.... 55 15
do 11... 55 14
do 14.... 55 08
do 15.... 55 06

°'W.
Alaska.

174 10
173 48
173 32
173 53
173 00
173 09
172 48
173 23
173 44
169 17J
169 53
169 49
170 15
171 15
170 00
167 50
168 07
168 13
168 00
168 19
168 20
167 12
167 45
173 20
168 54
168 47
167 49
167 52
167 31
167 47J
168 11

CATCH.

Males. Females.

19
4 5
4 6

6

..........

..........1

7

3

2
5

2
2
8

63

2

7
1

Total.

22
9

10
3
2

7
2

4

Remarks.

Poarded by J. G. Berry, Acting
Collector of Customs.

Boarded by Lt. J. H. Brown, of
U.S.S. " Perry."

Boarded by Lt. F. A. Levis, of
U.S.S. "Grant."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger,
of U.S.S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. E. V. Johnson, of
U.S.S. "Wolcott."

1 2(
9 15 1

18 23
7 7

.......... .... .. Boarded by Lt. D. F. A. de Otte,
42 of U.S.S. "Corwin."

......... .......... .oarded by Lt. B. H. Camden, of
5 7 U.S.S. "Rush."
8 il

17 20
......... .... ..... Boarded by Lt. F. J. Haake, of

2 3 U.S.S. "Perry."
il 13
13 18
14 17
2 4
4 6
8 16

201 264

SCHOONER " VICTORIA."

1.... 55 36 171 54
2.... 55 30 172 11
5.... 55 47 172 13
6 ... 55 50 172 15
9 ... 55 45 171 53

10.... 56 01 172 05
il.... 56 05 172 05
12.... 55 55 172 00
20.... 56 074 172 05
21 .... 56 07 172 02
22.... 57 03 172 58
23.... 57 06 172 57
24.... 57 04 172 59
24 ...I 57 03 173 00
26...., 57 06 172 50
27.... 57 (0 172 52
1.... 56 45 172 50
3.... 55 46 172 42
7... 56 il 172 06
8.... 55 44 171 50
9.... 55 33 171 16

15.... 55 33 171 17
21 .... Dutch Harbour, Alaska.

3
31
16
5

14
33
27
41.

8
42
66
12
25
70
63

107
Boarded by Lt. Geo. M. Daniel,

4 9 13 of U.S.S. "Rush."
27 13 | 40
36 75 111
22 1 15 .37

.......... ......... .......... Boarded by Lt. Com. F. A. Gar-
43 18 61 forth, of H.M.S. "Pheasant."
36 50 86

9 1 10
44 3 47
14 10 24
1 2 3

14 13 27
40 9 49

.Boarded by Lt. C. S. Cochran, o
- ------ U.S.S. " Bear."

460 441 901
373

No. 28.

No. 46.

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do

:

-
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Cory of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHO01N ER "VIVA."

PosrrIoN.

Latitude. 1 Longitude. 1 Males.

° ' N.

55 01
55 02
55 05
55 15
55 10
55 02
57 20
57 53
57 47

° ' W.

68 04
69 22
69 35
70 28
70 12
70 03
66 35
73 00
72 50

CArre.

--- Total.

Feinales.

1 3,
1 2
3 6
7 il
7 15
1 7
1 1
5 79

10 16

36 70

2
1
3
4
8
6

..........
4
6

34

Remarks.

One skin with shot holes.

SCHOONER "WALTER L. RICH."

2
29
24
10
27
25

6
6

10

34
3

14
9

39
48
7
8
3

21

36
24
1

7
5

399

No. 52.

Boarded byF. A. Levis of U. S. S.
"Grant."

Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden of
U. S. S."Rush."

Boarded by Lt. J. G. Ballinger of
U. S. S. "Rush."

Boarded by Lt. C. S. Craig o
U. S. S. 'Corwin."

A. 1897

No. 19.

Date.

1896.

Aug. 5..
do 7....
do 8....
do 10....
do e11....
do 12....
do 16....
do 22....
do 23....

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

1....
2....
5....
9 ....

10....
11....
12....
15 ....
18.
20
21....
22....
22 ...
23 ....
24....
25....
26....
27...
29....
31....
1....
3. ...

7....
9....

14....
15....
15....
19....

55 28
55 32
56 18
56 28
56 17
56 20

56 50
56 34
57 09
56 51
56 39
56 35
56 05
56 00
56 30
57 07
57 17
57 39
56 52
56 25
55 31
56 15
56 15
56 15
55 54
56 03
56 00
54 19

170 58
171 58
172 25
173 22
172 57
172 20

173 40
173 02
173 01
172 40
172 06
172 14
172 17
172 45
173 01
173 50
173 50
174 23
173 36
173 50
173 02
172 59
172 57
172 29
172 50
172 57
172 47
168 00

26
22
10
23
231

5
69 i

.. . .. ... -
33 ~
3

12
5

38
45
6
8
2

16
.... ..... ...

34
17
1

2
3
2

..........
4
2

2

4
1
3

1

5
1

24

6
5

355

374

, .



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

CoPY of Log-Catch in Behring Sea, Victoria, B.C.-Continued.

SCHOONER "ZILLAH MAY."

Date.

1896.

Aug. 2
do 5....
do 6....
do 8....
do 10... -
do 11....
do 12....
do 20....
do 20 ...
do 21....
do 22....
do 24....
do 26....
do 27....
do 31...

Sept. 3..
do 3....
do 7....
do 8....
do 9...
do 14...
do 15 ....
do 18....
do 19....
do 21....

Total.

POSITION. CATCH.

Latitude. Longitude. Males. Females.

'N. ° 'W.

55 48 171 48 28 45
55 45 172 30 30 51
55 30 172 15 20 19
55 53 172 00 12 25
55 53 172 06 15 34
55 45 172 10 15 19
55 40 172 20 10 17
56 10 172 15 4 8
56 09 172 23 ....... .
56 00 172 10 5 4
56 00 172 20 20 20
55 47 172 00 30 7
55 48 171 55 40 21
55 59 172 06 75 20
55 55 171 41 10 21
57 14 172 59 ..... . .. .........
57 14 172 58 5 3
55 15 168 50 20 13
55 06 168 35 15 19
55 12 168 30 43 10
55 44 167 17 15 5
55 40 167 10 12 5
54 40 166 54 10 10
54 40 166 40 3 8

Dutch Harb our, Alaska. . ..... . .........

437 384

Remarks.

Boarded by Lt. B. H. Camden, of
U.S.S. "Rush."

73
81
39
37
49
34
27
12

9
40
37
61
9b
31

8
33
34
53
20
17
20
il

..........

821

SEALING SEASON, 1896.

CATCH OF AMERIC&N SCHOONERS.

Landed at San Francisco, U.S.

Schooner " Penelope," returned Feb. 29th 400
do "Luisa D." do Oct. 7th. 689
do "Rattler" do Oct. 9th. 938
do "Alton " do Oct. 15th 821
do "Falcon" do Oct. 17th 340
do ".J. Eppinger " do May 16th 1,361
do "Jane Gray" do ......... 491
do "W.B. Ogden"do Sept. 6th 32

Landed at Seattle, U. S.

hooner "M. M. Morrell"......... .. 905
do "W. Ainsworth " .... .. . 925
do "Elsa ". ................... 935
do "St. Lawrence ...... .... ... 800

Total catch of U. S. schooners ........ 8,637

5,072

CATCH OF BRITISH COLUMBIA SCHOONERS.

On British Columbia coast .......... 10,703
Jfapan coast. .......... ........ 17,968
Copper Island coast. ........... .1,306

In Behring Sea.................... 25,700

Total, British catch................. 55,677

CATCH OF UNITED STATES SCHOONERS.

Landed at San Francisco .......... 5,072
do Seattle.................. 3,565

Total, American catch ... ............ 8,637

CATCH ON ISLANDS OF ST. GEORGE AND ST. PAUL.

Landed at San Francisco ................. 40,000

CATCH ON RUSSIAN COAST AND ISLANDS.

3,5651Landed at San Francisco .................. 14,896

Total, Pacifie catch ............... . 119,210

A. R. MILNE,
Collector.

PORT OF VICTORIA, B.C.
375

No. 69.

Boa4rded by Lt. H. G. Hamlet, of
U.S.S. " Bear."
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BRITISHI COLUMBTA

Vessel. Tons.

Ada...... ...... *
Agnes MacDonald....
Ainoko..........
Allie J.. Algar.
Amateur. .. ........
Annie C. Moore......
Annie E. Paint .. .
Arietis ..........

Aurora... .. . ......
Beatrice (Shanghai)..
Beatrice.............
Borealis ............
Carlotta G. Cox.....
Carriet. W..... ....

Casco...........
C. D. Rand ........

City of San Diego ....
Diana..............
Director.............
D olphin..............
Dora Siewerd . . . .

D oris ......... ....

E. B. Marvin........
Favourite..,..... ...

Fawn..............

Fisher Maid..... ..
Florence M. Smith...
Fortuna.. .. .......
Geneva....... ..
Ida Etta.. ... .....

Kate..... ......
Katherine.......
Kilmeny............
Labrador...........
Libbie . ...... ....
Mary Ellen .........

Mary Taylor.... ....
M ascot.. .... ...... .
Maud S. ...........
Mermaid .........
Minnie...... ....
Ocean Belle... . ....
Ocean Rover .... ....

Oscar and Hattie.....
Osprey ...........

Otto ...........
Pachwellis ..........
Penelope ............
Pioneer ......... .

Master.

91 G. R. Ferey...... .
07 M. F. Cutler........
75 G. Heater .... . ..
75 C. E. Locke ... ...
18 C. Jipson.........
,13 C. Hackett .... ....
82 A. Bissett ...... .
86 P. Martin ...... ..

41 T. H. Brown........
66 Wm. Heater... ....
49 A. H. Jones ........
37 A. Wasberg.........
76 W. D. Byers . ..
92 J. A: Gould . ......

63 C. LeBlanc.........
51 J. O. Townsend ....

46 W. MeDougall.
50 A. Nelson....
87 F. W. Gilbert....
72 John Daley. .......
93 H. F. Siewerd

60 Fred. Griffiths.

C. H. Harris .. ....
L. McLean..........

M. Foley...........

C. Chipps........
L. McGrath ........
Thos. O'Leary....
W. O'Leary........
W. O. Hughes....

C. Stromgren.
J. E. Fulton........
W. Halgarn.......
John Haan........
F. Hackett..........
D. McPhee.........

R. O. Lavender.....
E. Lorenz .......
R. E. McKiel......
W. H. Whitley.. ...
V. Jacobsen........
A. B. Whidden.....
O. Buckholtz.

IT. Magnesen ........
G. N. F4ulton .......

J. McLeod .. ......
J. Nyitamn. .......
D. G. Macaulay ....
W. E. Baker........

CBEWS.

20 1
...... 10

12 2

16 ......
34 2

12

26 2
il 2

7
9

31 2

7
27 2

22 1
6
7

26 3
32 2Ž

25 1

..... 11l
33 2

26 2

7

25 2
.. . 6

12 1
10 2
28 2
24 3

6
16 2
20 3

...... 8
20 2
13 3
18 2

28 3
10 3

25 2
20.
25 .2

7

10 ... ..
.. . ... .....

6 198 230

8 22 87
16 271 160

. ... ..... . .. .

.... . .. .. ..... .

. .. ..... ......
13 239 142

6 272 91
.. .. ...... ......

16 112 57

13 ..... .....

11 149 64

... ..... ...
13 45 48
16 174 203

12 . ... ......

6
25
6

23
.... à

26
25

20
6
6
"3

25
9

22
6

6
18
23,
8

10

6

23
6

9

27
24
26
22

7
20
4
7
8
6

19
6

10
25
6

18
7

9
8

9

6
24

376

514

286

8

82

48
358

327

197

49
332

310

143

55

122

37
43

144

159

156

103
126

PARTICULARS

B. C. Coast. IJapan Coast.

397 262

419 396
715 319

44 281
... ......

..... ..... .
82 V45

552 670

186 622

522
433

439

206
372
309
455

116

209
93

50

430

475
460

397

396
162
190
195

.99

174

99

438

154

534

439

16

13

4

12

6
5

14

7

l
10
10
9

145
12
10
12
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SEALING REPORT, 1896.

OF CATCH.

Vicinity of Behring Sea.Copper Islands.

a- a

. . 204
147

6
16 32 123

.. .. . . ... .. .. .
81

108

16 19 8
179

S.. .. 4 5
70
74

273

63 139 .....
.. 214

L~, 93

85, 98

44
162

3

180
2-9
10

3 14

333
336

129

109
454

371

519
135
133
288

505
144
33)

69
353

47
235
160
630

307

274
4901

533

142
595

243

137 134 *

65 305

163
312
274

35
191
244
141
193
97

180

331
68

121

324
154

145
281
262

102
22;
358
204
291
219
422

258
132

380

570
221

723
827
5GyI

1,118
109

1,519
1,040
1,472

437
913
455
632

1,456
1,072

1,010
569

613
1,092
1,076
1,10.)
1,203

662

1,087
1,873

1,043

63
873
708
950

1,033

522
215
100
399

1,095
536

520
609
602

1,285
970
900
6)2

942
200

1,220
152

1,352
1,2r68

z

67
26
49
12
57
51
24
20

14
38
44
3

27
42

15
64

29
7

21
54
45

65

9
48

40

56
36
10
R

39

22
2

18
13
50
63

30
5

68
23
25
4

66

41
61

Remarks.

Boarded 3 times in Behring Sea by U.S. Cutters.
do 4 do do

Seized in Behring Sea, 5th Aug., by U.S.S. " Perry.
Boarded 5 times in Behring Sea by U.S. Cutters.

do 1 do do
do 5 do do
do 2 do once by H.M.S.

do U.S.
Seized in BehringSea, 10th Aug.,by U.S.R.S. "Rush.
Boarded 6 tinies in Behring Sea by U.S.S. Cutter.
Seized in Behring Sea, 5th Aug., by U.S.S. " Perry.'
Boarded 2 tines in Behring Sea by U.S. Cutters.

do 3 do do
do 4 do 3 times byU.S.S.

once by H.M.S.

do 8 do do
7 times by U.S.S.

do 6 do by U.S. Cutters.

do 5 do by U.S.S.
do 6 do 5 tines by U.S.S.

once by H.M.S.
do 4 do 3 tines by U.S.S.

once b' H. S.S.
do 4 do by U. S.S.
do 2 do once by U.S.S.

do H.M.S.
do 4 do 3 times by U.S.S.

once by H.M.S.

do 4 do by U.S.S.

do 9 do 7 times by U.S.S.
2 do H.M.S.

do 3 do by U.S.S.
Foundered at sea with 207 skins.

Éoarded 5 tines in Behring Sea by U.S.S.
do 2 do do
do 8 do 6 tines by U.S.S.

2 do H.M.S.
do 2 do byU.S.S.
do 1 do do
do 2 do do
do 1 do do
do 4 do do
do 2 do do
do 3 do once by H.M.S.

twice by U.S.S.
do 2 do by U.S.S.
do 4 do 3 times by U.S.S.

once by H.M.S.
do 1 do by U.S.S.

do 3 do do
do 1 do by H.M.S.

17
58
37
32
377

1
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

CREWS. Bo

Vessel. Tons. Master.

Sadie Turpel.. ..... 56 A. S. Cram 9 20 4
San Jose...... .... 31 Fred. Cole.... . 7 18 2
Sapphire . ...... 109 Wm. Cox .... ...... 9 40 3
Saucy Lass ......... 38 Daniel Martin . . 22 1
Selma...... ... ..... 21 J. Mohrhouse.. 3 10

South Bend...... 21 C. F. Dillon ....... 4 10 1
Teresa.... 6......... 63 G. .10 15 2
Triumph......... 93 C. N. Cox 14 23 5
Umbrina.... ....... 99 C. Campbell........ 25 10
Venture. .......... 48 A. Mathieson. .. 6 16 2
Vera.............60 Wm. Shields. 22 ...... 7
Victoria. .......... 63 R. Balcam.... 8 22 2

Viva ..... .... 92 M. Pike .. ... 26 ... 7
Walter L. Rich...... 76 E. F. Robbins. 8 27 2
Zillah May ...... ... 66 S. Balcam .... .... 9 22 3

Totals......... 4,222 I.................. .809 889 263

ATs. PARTICULARS

B. C. Coast. Japan Coast.

8 ...... .... 288 294
10 49 181
18 217 201
Il 301 170..........
5 .... ...... . .

5 17 53......
9 .... . ... .. . 130 101

12 ...... .. ... 318 258
... . ... 265 477

8 118 151 .. .
..... ... . 317 255

il 78 86 . ... ......

. .. .... 280 327
13 80 13 .... .. ...
il ..... .... ..

442 5,015 '3,335 8,470 9,498

PORT OF VICTORIA, B.C., November, 1896.
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SEALING REPORT, 1896-Concluded.

OF CATCH.

Vicinity of Behri
Copper Islands.

118
162
528
337

66

. ....... 59

........ . 206
7 13 301

34 7 103
........... .. - 207

.... ... .. ..... 63
... ..... .... .. 460

... .... ........ 34
. ....... .... .... 44
....... . ... 437

479 827 10,185

ig Sea.

163
443
474
218
119

300
277
446
195
235
201
441

36
355
384

15,515

863
835

1,420
1,026

185

429
714

1,376
1,081

711
836

1,065

677
492
821

53,324

6
53

Remaarks.

Boarded 3 times in Behring Sea by U.S.S.
do 3 do do
do 4 do . do
do 3 do do
do 3 do twice by U.S.S.

once by H.M.S.
do 1 do by U. S.S.
do 2 do do
do 6 do do
do 4 do do
do 4 do do
do 7 do do
do 3 do twice by LT.S.S.

once by H.M.S.
Seized in BehringSea,24thAug.,byU.S. R.S. "Rush."
Boarded 4 times in Behring Sea by US.S.

do 3 do do

Total catch of sealing fleet for 1896.. .... ...... .......... ....... 53,324
do Indian canoes on B. C. coast.................... ...... 2,353

Grand Total. .. . .......... ... . . ..... ........... 55,677

A. R. MILNE,
Collector of Cu8toms.
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THE PATROL FLEET.

The duty of enforcing the award regulations was, during the year, entrusted to the
following ibsselq which formed the patrol fleet of the United States Government; the
revenue cutters, " Rush, " "Bear, " " Corwin, " " Walcott, " " Grant, " "I Perry,"
while the vessels detailed for that service by Her Majesty's Government were the
"Icarus," " Pheasant, " and "Satellite."

SEIZURES.

During the year there were seized and brought to frial, four British sealing
schooners, viz.: " Ainoko, " "Viva, " " Beatrice, " and " Aurora."

The charges against the "Ainoko, " " Viva," and " Beatrice " were substantially that
of killing fur seals within the sixty mile zone around the Pribylov Islands, in contra-
vention of the Behring Sea Award Act.

The charges having been inquired into and adjudicated upon by the Admiralty
Court of British Columbia, the ships, their equipment, and everything on board
thereof, and the proceeds thereof, were condemned as forfeited to Her Majesty. It
was further ordered, however, that upon payneent by the defendants, respectively,
within thirty days of the date of judgment, of thed sum of £400, and the plaintiffs' costs
in the action, the ships, &c., should be restored to the owners.

In the case of the "Aurora, " which vessel was seized by the United States revenue
cutter " Richard Rush," the charge was a breach of the award regulations prohibiting
the use of firearms in fur seal killing in Behring Sea. This case was also inquired into
and adjudicated upon, the learned judge pronouncing that it had not been proved that
the ship had contravened the Behring Sea Award Act, and ordering that the vessel, her
equipment, &c., be restored to the owners without damages, and awarding the defen-
dants their costs in the action.

THE CASE OF THE SCHOONER "KATE.

In addition to the above-mentioned seizures, which were brought tg trial, there was
the seizure in Behring Sea, and subsequent release, of the British sealing schooner
"Kate." It appears from the information obtained on this subject, that the "Kate"
was seized by the United States cutter " Perry," on the 26th day of August, 1896, in
latitude 570 33 north, longitude 172° 53 west, for an alleged violation of the regulations
of the Paris tribunal award, as embodied in the Imperial legislation.

The certificate of seizure by the officers of the United States revenue cutter, recites
"the following evidence, found upon- search, is relied upon to prove the said violation
of the law." The d'vidence thus relied upon is then set out as follows: "The aforesaid
schooner, Kate, was found cruising within the area of award on the date given,
namely, August 26, 1896, in latitude, 57° 33 north, longitude, 172° 53 west, from
Greenwich, having on board two (2) fur seal skins, bearing evidence of having been shot
in Behring Sea.

" Having reason to believe from the evidence above cited that the aforesaid British
schooner Kate has contravened the Behring Sea Award Act, 1894, in the following
particulars, to wit: In having on board two (2) fur seal sliins bearing evidence of
having been shot in the Behring Sea, in violation of the said Act, and article 6 of the
regulations of the Paris award, incorporated in said Behring Sea Award Act, 1894, I
have this day seized the aforesaid British schooner Kate, her tackle and cargo, by
authority of the said Act, and Orders in Council issued thereunder."

The particular clause of the award regulation of which a contravention is thus
assumed, reads as follows: "The use of nets, fire-arms and explosives shall be forbidden
in the fur seal fishing. This restriction shail not apply to shot guns, when such fishing
takes place outside of Behring sea during the season when it may be lawfully carried
on."
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On seizure, the vessel was towed to Ounalaska, where she was released by order of
Captain C. L. Hooper, the United States officer in command of the Behring Sea Patrol
Fleet, "she not having any guns on board."

According to the positions given, the point at which this vessel' was seized is,
approximately, 85 or 90 miles off the western point of St. Paul Island, whence she was
towed to Ounalaska, where she was released on the 29th of August, three days after
her seizure.

It would be difficult to suppose a case which would better illustrate the unfriendly
and extreme interpretation placed upon the Paris regulations by the United States
officials charged with the important duty of enforcing imperial legislation in this
regard.

The vessel was legally cleaied and licensed to participate in a perfectly legitimate
industry, fitted out for the Behring Sea spearing season, and according to the certificate
of the collector of customs, had no fire-arms of any description on board, yet she was
seized and towed from the sealing grounds on the charge of shooting seals.

It is unnecessary to comment further upon this incident, which cannot be
defended. Clearly, the absence of the prohibited implements on board this vessel should
have secured her f rom interference, and it can scarcely be contended that the facts in
connection with this unjustifiable seizure can assist the United States government iii
their attempt to secure acquiesence in the proposed supplementary arrangements referred
to elsewhere in this report.

This appears to be a case where the interested parties are justly entitled to due
recompense for loss and damage, occasioned by the unwarranted proceedings of the
United States officials. A claim on their behalf has been accordingly forvarded to Her
Majesty's government.

PROPOSAL FOR SUPPLEMENTARY ARRANGEMENTS AS TO FIRE-ARMS, AND EXPERT
EXAMINATION OF SEAL sKINS.

Under the heading, " The Agreement for the Sealing up of Imupleinents," the
report of last year referred briefly to an arrangement which had been made between
Her Majesty's government and that of the United States, during 1894, applicable
during the close season, but which, having failed in its object to secure sealers from
unnecessary interference and seizure, was not renewed by Her lilajesty's government.
This resulted in an attempt by the United States government to make it appear that
some such arrangement was not only necessary but desired by the sealers to protect
them from graver inconvenience and loss, and that it should be extended to the vessels
plying their calling in Behring Sea during the open season, to secure them against the
suspicion of using concealed fire-arms, such implements being forbidden in those waters.

When the representations of the United States reached the Canadian government
at the beginning of the year 1896, steps were taken to secure the views of representative
sealers on the subject, because it was stated that the masters of sealing vessels had
signified a desire that their arms should be sealed up as a protection.

The conclusion could not be avoided that whatever rea>ons existed against the
voluntary measure in the first instance, which had proved a failure, and which, Her
Majesty's government had declined to renew, retained their full force and were indeed
much stronger against the proposed obligatory arrangement.

It was thought that if no alternative remained for the sealers to avoid seizure under
the circumstances, the question of waiving the principle involved might become expedient,
but some means seemed possible whero such large interests were involved, whereby the
sealers could either transfer their guns and send them home, or leave them in custody
at some rendezvous, until the operations in Behring Sea were concluded. Such a course
it was considered would change the appearance of necessity for an agreement for a
practical extension of the award restrictions, out of wbich might grow other and perhaps
more objectionable expedients.

It is not unlawful to carry fire-arms into Behring Sea on board sealing vessels ; only
their effective use there constitutes an offence ; and it cannot be conceded that the officers
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of the United States government are justified in visiting and searching British vessels
merely to ascertain whether or not they carry fire-arms, more especially when those
implements are not only necessary to certain periods and localities of their sealing
voyages, but are legally carried under license for the very purpose of a sealing voyage.

The Canadian government then proposed the following arrangements to obviate
the appearance of difficulty which hai been raised by the United States authorities:-

1. In regard to the vessels sailing from Victoria, for Japanese waters, the collector
of customs at Victoria, having seen the greater number of the owners, and several of
the masters, made arrangements for transhipping all fire-arms from Hakodate by
steamer to Victoria.

2. In the case of vessels proceeding to the neighbourhood of the Commander Islands,
efforts would be made to have the fire-arms transferred to soine home-bound vessel, or
left at some rendezvous, until operations in Behring Sea are concluded.

3. With regard to vessels proceeding direct to Behring Sea f rom British Coluinbia,
the masters to be furnished with certificates that they have no fire-arms or ammunition
on board.

The main object of the Canadian government has been to protest against the
persistent attempt to stamp the industry of pelagic sealing as being contra bonos more8,
and to characterize it as a class of poaching or piracy, demanding extraordinary espionage
and inordinate and abnormal interference and restriction, which bas been so consistently
maintained towards British sealers, both before and since the award.

The course above proposed, it was considered, would very materially impair, if not
entirely remove the fallacious arguments for an admission of the necessity to resort to
any extension of the already cumbersome restrictions upon the legitimate business of
pelagic sealing. The manner in which British vessels have been searched and ransacked
by United States vessels at sea, because the use of fire-arms to kill seals within the
waters of Behring Sea is forbidden, was f ully explained in the report for 1895, at page
143, under the heading: "Boarding of British vessels by United States patrol ships."
It was hoped that the arrangements above explained would satisfy the United States
government that no fire-arms would be used, where such use was illegal, especially in the
case of the vessels which were provided with certificates that no such implements were
cn board. Such, however, was not the case, and the United States Secretary of State
suggested the following additional expedients:

1. That vessels proceeding direct to Behring Sea from Victoria, should present the
certificate of the collector of customs that no fire arms were on board, to the collector of
customs, or to the commander of the United States fleet patrolling Behring Sea, at
Ounalaska; that thereupon such vessels be searched by duly authorized patrolling
officers, and the fact endorsed on the certificate, that such certificate duly endorsed may
be accepted by the officers of the patrolling vessels as evidence of the fact that no
fire-arms are concealed on board; unless some information or evidence of violation of law,
other than mere suspicion, is in the possession of, or found by the boarding officer.

2. That a representative of the United States government be allowed to inspect
seal skins taken in Behring Sea, and landed at British Columbia ports, to discover
whether or not the seals had been shot.

Regarding the first proposal, although unwilling to admit the necessity for the
endorsation of the British certificate by United States officials, rather than appear as
interposing any undue objections to proposals of such a nature as to render their
acceptance at all possible, the Canadian government yielded to the wishes of the United
States government, on condition that it should be distinctly understood that the
language of the proposal should be changed so that the words "may be accepted"
sbould read "shall be accepted," and that the endorsed certificate should be accepted by
all boarding officers as proof that no fire-arms were carried.

To the second proposal, as to the expert examination of seal skins in home ports,
the Canadian government were wholly unable to assent.

In this view of the matter Her Majesty's government concurred, and when the
decision was communicated to the government of the United States, they were unwilling
to agree that the endorsation of the vessel's certificate that no fire-arms were carried,
even after search by their own officials, should be final, holding that search would be
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useful in disclosing whether fire-arms or other implements were on the vessel during any
prohibited time, in violation of the law, and whether there were any skins which had
been shot, if the vessel had been engaged in Behring Sea where the use of fire-arms is
prohibited, or freshly killed seals during the close season.

This contention in no way strengthens the position of the United States govern-
nrent in this connection, and is fully covered by the foregoing remarks as to the search
of vessels for implements legally carried, or on the mere suspicion of supposed offences.

In renewing the second proposal touching the expert examination of seal skins, the
United States went further than the original one, because such an expedient was
'designed for the purpose of determining the sex of the seals, as well as for the ascer-
tainment of whether they had been shot, which latter was the extent of the original
proposal. Apart entirely from the practical point of view, the Canadian government
was not prepared to concede the expediency of such a step, and being unable to see that
either Great Britain or Canada are under any obligation to submit British subjects in
-Canada to such irritating surveillance by foreign oticials, in their home ports, was not
inclined to seek such legislation as might be necessary to that end.

Even if the above objection did not exist, it would be difficult to appreciate what
practical good could result or what desirable end could be served by such an examina-
tion. Suppose it were possible to establish that any wounds which might be found in
the seal's skin, were the result of gunshot wounds, and that they could readily be dis-
tinguished from those made with spears, it would be impossible to so demonstrate that
the animal from which the pelf had been taken, had been killed by means of fire-arms.

Among those engaged in the sealing business, it is a matter of common knowledge
that the skins of a large number of seals killed by spearers have shot wounds, so that
no possible significance could attach, through the presence of these wounds. in deter-
mining that the ultimate capture of the seal was brought about by the use of implements
prohibited in Behring Sea. There is no method of showing that these shot wounds
were not received during the migration, outside Behring Sea, where there is no restric-
tion upon the sealers in this respect ; or that they may not have been made by the
hunters of a vessel other than the one which eventually secured the animal through the
aid of a spear.

Moreover, sealers knowing of such an examination awaiting them could readily add
-a spear wound to the skin, even if the seal had been shot; thus effectually destroying,
the utility of any such test, and establishing, by that evidence, the death of the animal
-by the spear just as conclusively as could the shot wounds prove its death by the use of
the inhibited instrument.

Any attempt of the nature must, it would seem, fail in its object, and must be
viewed with appr ehension of the possible complications and endless litigation likely to
arise out of so problematic an expedient.

The case of the schooner " E. B. Marvin " in 1895, and the case of the "Kate,"
-seized during the present year, which forms a separate paragraph of this report, amply
demonstrate its futility.

No agreement was reached during the sealing season for the application of any of
the supplementary proposals.

MEMORIAL FROM SEALERS.

During the presence of the Honourable the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in
Victoria, B.C., he was presented with a meinorial from representatives of the Victoria
ýsealers' association, as follows:-

"The Victoria sealing industry comprises 65 schooners, representing 4,292 tons,
with a value of $643,800, employing 807 whites and 903 Indians, making with their
wives and families-of those employed-about 8,500,- directly dependent on this
industry. The income derived from the season's catch, taking the average catches and
prices for the past three years, amounts to $750,000 annually.

" In 1893 the restrictions imposed on pelagic sealing deprived us of the months of
.May and June for sealing on the coast, being the two best months of our spring sealing.
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In the Behring Sea we were restricted f rom sealing during the month of July. Restric-
tions were also made prohibiting our vessels using fire-arms and from sealing within a
sixty mile zone around the Pribylov Islands, thus depriving us of one of the two best
months of sealing in the sea and the best portion of the Behring Sea. These restrictions
have become permanent and are a hardship upon us, leaving us in such a position that
it is only hy the greatest economy that we are able to carry on our business without
loss, to say nothing of the chances of our vessels being seized and confiscated for being
within the limits of a very wide zone, however unintentional.

"From information we have received through American newspapers, as well as
from other sources, we have reason to believe that the American government is now
endeavouring to obtain the consent of the British government for further restrictions,
and it is against any further restrictions we would ask you to assist us in protesting,
for any further restrictions on our industry would compel us to abandon the business
altogether, as it would be impossible for us to continue to fit our vessels out without
incurring certain loss, and this industry, of so much value to British Columbia and
Victoria in particular, would be lost to us for ever and our fleet of sealing vessels would
be rendered useless.

Signed "R. SEABROOK, President.
"RICHARD HALL, Secretary.

"The Victoria Sealers' Association."

REGULATIONS.

Under the beading " Proposals for changes in the Award Regulations," the article
in last year's departmental report, dealt quite fully with the efforts of the United States
government to bring about a revision of the regulations before the time set by the arbi-
trators as the term thereof, had expired.

Diplomatic correspondence on this branch of the subject proceeded, the United
States government continuing to press for negotiations looking to a complete revision
of the regulations which would include Russia and Japan and affect the Asiatic as well
as the North American portion of the North Pacific Ocean.

Canada had tht oughout been very pronounced in opposition to a quadripartite con-
vention with three nations owning seal rookeries arrayed on one side against one
nation, whose interests in the sealing business was necessarily confined to the methcd of
seal hunting known as pelagic sealing, the suppression of which was sought to be ac-
complished. She was also convinced that the Paris award left the sealing industry in
a position of reasonable stablùity and protection, at least during the five years laid down
as the term of the award regulations.

It was considered that the sealers had a right to enjoy unhampered the rights and
privileges which had been vindicated by arbitration, just to extent that such arbitration
and regulations had declared their business to be a legitinate calling.

Moreover, the Canadian government had been unable to see that the government
of the United States, in its numerous and varied contentions and proposals, had offered
any evidence that the lègislation and other machinery provided by Her Majesty's gov-
ernment for an application of the findings of the arbitrators, had in any way failed or
that it had been otherwise so demonstrated ; hence it was impossible for them to appre-
ciate any reason for a departure from the award, either in the direction of increased
severity or of premature revision of the regulations.
. It is necessary to look at the question from more than one standpoint, and it is by
no means justifiable to pre-suppose that any ultimate revision of the regulations must
necessarily tend in the direction of further embarrassment of the pelagic sealers. From
the standpoint of those engaged in that business, they have an equal right to look for a
relaxation of certain restrictions imposed by the award, which they regard as arbitrary
and undue, so long as their vocation continues to be classed among those which are
countenanced and regulated by law.
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The position assumed, therefore, has been that the fullest measure of prohibition to
be placed upon the sealing industry, should -be gauged by the regulations prescribed by
the Paris award, both as regards duration aüd extent. Up to the present time Her
Majesty's government have not been induced to accede to the wishes of the United
States government in this regard, and there is no reason for believing that they con-
template a revision of the regulations before the period named by the arbitration
tribunal has expired.

SCIENTIFIC AND EXPERT INQUIRY INTO sEAL LIFE.

In view of the conflicting and indiscriminate contentions and statements, touching
the effect of pelagic sealing, resulting from the two sources of information, and the
annual examination of the seal islands and seal life by the naturalists of the United
States government, the attention of Her Majesty's government and that of Canada, in
1896, turned to the advisability of obtaining some independent information touching
seal life on both the United States and Russian seal islands.

In the event of a demand by the United States government, at the expiration of
the term of the award regulations, for a revision thereof under the terms of the find-
ings of the arbitrators, such g course was considered expedient to enable Her Majesty's
government to approach any negotiations which may be instituted in a better position
to judge how far, if at all, a revision may be necessary in the interests of the fishery.

To this end steps were taken to supplement existing information on every possible.
point.

Her Majesty's government appointed and sent from Great Britain Professor
D'Arcy Thompson, as British agent to the Pribylov Islands (Alaskan), and Mr. Barrett
Hamilton to a similar position on the Commander Islands (Russian). These scientists
spent the season in an examination into seal life within their respective fields of inquiry,
and will report direct to Her Majesty's government.

The Canadian government selected Mr. James M. Macoun, of the Geological
Survey of Canada, who had already on two previous occasions, been engaged in inquiry
into seal life on the Pribylov Islands, as their representative there during season of 1896.
Mr. Macoun worked in concert with Professor Thompsoh, and the result of his inquiry
and observations will be available in any negotiations which may arise having for their
object a revision of the regulations.

It is gratifying to learn from Mr. Macoun's investigations that there is no ground
for the popular belief sedulously cultivated by interested parties, that the seals are
being exterminated in Behring Sea.

In order to render the inquiry into the conditions of seal life as full and compre-
hensive as possible, the Department of Marine and Fisheries detailed one of its officials
Mr. Andrew Halkett, for the duty of special observations into the conditions and habits
of seals at sea, on board of one of the sealing schooners operating in Behring Sea during
the sealing season there, Mr. Halkett conducted his inquiries on the sealing schooner
"Dora Siewerd " of Victoria, the result of which will be available when needed.

A large staff of scientists conducted similar researches into the natural history of
the fur seal, on behalf of the United States government.

TRE " COQUITLAM " CASE.

This case had, at the period of writing the last report, reached the Supreme Court
of the United States, on the question of jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal f rom the
District Court of Alaska. Judgment was rendered 18th May, 1896, upholding such
jurisdiction. When the case reached the United States Court of Appeal, a decision was
given reversing the decision of the court below and dismissing the libel against the
steamer "Coquitlam." 385
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-THE CASES OF THE UNITED STATES SEALING SCHOONERS "LANINFA" AND "ALEXANDER."

During the year decisions were reached in the United States Court of Appeals, for
the Ninth Circuit, in the above named cases to the effect that the. Paris award regula-
tions, in matters pertaining to sealing in Behring Sea, must be upheld as the supreme
law of the land.

In view of the contentions of the United States government in connection with the
Behring Sea question, these decisions may not be without interest. The cases were
appeals in admiralty, from decrees of the District Court of Alaska, forfeiting the
vessels upon the ground that they had been unlawfully engaged in killing seals in the
waters of the territory of Alaska. The libel charged that the vessels and their crews
"were engaged in killing fur seals within the limits of Alaska territory, and in the
waters thereof, in violation of section 1956, of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, and of other Acts of Congress, and of the proclamation issued by the President
thereunder. "

In reversing the decision of the court below, these findings involve an authoritative
construction of section 1956 of the Revised Statutes of the United States in so far as
the phrase ." within the limits of Alaska territory, or the waters thereof," and the
words, " dominion of the United States in the waters of Behring Sea," in the amend-
ment thereto are concerned.

The judge decided that this language must be construd to mean the waters within
three miles from the shores of Alaska.

While concluding thus the court disclaims deciding the question adversely to the
political department of the government, explaining that while it is undoubtedly true, as
has been decided by the Supreme Court, that in pending controversies doubtful questions
which are undecided, must be met by the political department of the government. In
the case under review there is no pending question left undetermined for the political
department to decide. It was held to be settled, and that the award was to be con-
strued as a treaty which had become final, and which, when accepted and agreed to,
became the supreme law of the land, binding the courts equally with an Act of Congress.

Such being the latest expression of the sovereign will, it followed that, whatever
may have been the previous contention of the United States government, it had receded
therefrom since the rendition of the award by agreement to accept the same as a full,
complete and final settlement of all questions referred to by the arbitrators, and from
the further fact that the United States government had, since the award, passed " an
Act to give effect to the award rendered by the tribunal of arbitration."

Following some remarks upon the interpretation of the statutes and their applica-
tion to citizens and subjects of all nations, it is held that it necessarily follows that the
citizens of the United States have the same right to rely upon the avard as to their
rights, as the subjects 9f England. Also that the Act of 6th April, 1894, contained no
provisions which indicate any policy upon the part of the United States government,
to enforce any rights against its own citizens, under the statute consistent with the
contentions "from the beginning upon the important questions of its rights to protect
its property and seal fisheries."

On the other hand it was held that the entire Act clearly shows that it is the
policy of the United States government not to make any such distinction. The Act
was passed enacting certain rules relative to the control of its own subjects, in the exer-
cise of the right which, under the award of the arbitrators, the two countries had in
common to kill seals outaide the three mile limit.

• The decree of the District Court was reversed and the cause remanded with instruc-
tions to the District Court to dismiss the libel.
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BEHRING SEA CLAIMS COMMISSION.

In the report for last year, it was stated that a draft convention for the settlenent
of the Behring Sea claims had been agreed upon, and was awaiting ratification.

The following is the text of the treaty as finally ratified:

THE CLAIMS CONVENTION.

Convention between Great Britain and the United State8, Signed February 8, 1896.

Whereas, by a treaty between Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and I-reland, and the United States of America, signed at Washington on
February 29, 1892, the questions which had arisen between their respective govern-
ernments concerning the jurisdictional rights of the United States in the waters of
Behring Sea, and concerning also the preservation of the fur seal in, or habitually re-
sorting to the said sea, and the rights of the citizens and subjects of either country as
regards the taking of fur seal in or habitually resorting to, the said waters were sub-
mitted to a tribunal of arbitration as therein constituted;

And, whereas, the high contracting parties having found themselves unable to
agree upon a reference which should include the question of the liability of each for the
injuries alleged to have been sustained by the other, or by its citizens, in connection with
the claims presented and urged by it, did, by article VIII. of the said treaty, agree that
either party might submit to the arbitrators any questions of fact involved in said claims
ard ask for a finding thereon, the question of the liability of either government on
the facts found to be the subject of further negotiation;

And, whereas, the agent of Great Britain did, in accordance with the provisions of
said article VIII., submit to the tribunal of arbitration certain findings of fact which
were agreed to, as proved by the agent of the United States, and the arbitrators did
unanimously find the facts so set forth to be true, as appears by the award of the
tribunal rendered on the 15th day of August, 1893;

And, whereas, in view of the said findings of fact and of the decision of the tri-
bunal of arbitration concerning the jurisdictional rights of the United States in
Behring Sea, and the right of protection or property of the United States in the fur
seals frequenting the islands of the United States in Behring Sea, the government of
the United States is desirous that, in so far as its liability is not already fixed and
determined by the findings of fact and the decision of said tribunal of arbitration, the
question of such liability should be definitely and fully settled and determined, and
compensation made for any injuries for which, in the contemplation of the treaty
aforesaid and the award and findings of the tribuual of arbitration, compensation may
be due to Great Britain from the United States.

And, whereas, it is claimed by Great Britain, though not admitted by the United
States, that piior to the said award certain other claims against the United States
accrued in favour of Great Bitain on account of seizures of or interference with the
following named British sailing vessels, to wit: the "Wanderer," the "Winnifred," the
"Henrietta," and the "Oscar and Hattie;" and it is for the mutual interest and con-
venience of both the high contracting parties that the liability of the United States, if
any, and the amount of compensation to be paid, if any, in respect of such claims, and
each of them should also be determined under the provisions of this convention; all
claims by Great Britain under article V. of the modus vivendi of April 18, 1892, for
the abstention from fishing of British sealers during the pendancy of said arbitration
having been definitely waived before the tribunal of arbitration.

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and
the United States of America, to the end of concluding a convention for that purpose,
have appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries:

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, the
Right Honourable Sir Julian Pauncefote, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., Her Majesty's Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the United States; and the President of the
United States, the Honourable Richard Olney, Secretary of State;
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Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full powers, which
were found in due and proper form, have agreed to and concluded the following
articles :-

ARTICLE 1.

The high contracting parties agree that all claims on account of injuries sustained
by persons in whose behalf Great Britain is entitled to claim compensation from the
United States, and arising by virtue of the treaty aforesaid, the award and the findings
of the said tribunal of arbitration, as also the additional claims ·specified in the fifth
paragraph of the preamble hereto, shall be referred to two commissioners, one of whom
shall be appointed by Her Britannic Majesty, and the other by thé President of the
United States, and each of whom shall be learned in law.

Appended to this convention is is a list of claims intended to be referred.

ARTICLE 2.

The two commissioners shall meet at Victoria, in the province of British Columbia'
Canada, as soon as practicable after the exchange of the ratifications of this convention,
and, after taking an oath that they will fairly and impartially investigate the claims
referred to them and render a just decision thereon, they shall proceed jointly to the
discharge of their duties.

The commission shall also sit at San Francisco, California, as well as Victoria, pro-
vided that either commissioner shall so request, if he shall be of opinion that the
interests of justice shall so require for reasons to be recorded on the minute.

ARTICLE 3.

The said commissioners shall determine the liability of the United States, if any,.
in respect of each claim, and assess the amount of compensation, if any, to be paid on
account thereof-so far as they shall be able to agree thereon-and their decision shall
be accepted by the two governments as final.

They shall be authorized to hear and examine, on oath or affirmation, which each
of said commissioners is hereby empowered to administer or receive, every question of
fact not found by the tribunal of arbitration, and to receive all suitable authentic
testimony concerning the same; and the government of the United States shall have
the right to raise the question of its liability before the commissioners in any case where
it shall be proved that the vessel was wholly or in part the actual property of a citizen
of the United States.

The said commission when sitting at San Francisco or Victoria, shall have and
exercise all such powers for the procurement or enforcement of testimony as may here-
after be provided by appropriate legislation.

ARTICLE 4.

The commis3ioners may appoint a secretary and a clerk or clerks to assist them in
the transaction of the business of the commission.

ARTICLE 5.

In the cases, if any, in which the commissioners shall fail to agree, they shall trans-
mit to each government a joint report stating in detail the points on which they
differ, and the grounds on which their opinions have been formed ; and any such
difference shall be referred for final adjustment to an umpire to be appointed by the
two governments jointly, or in case of disagreement, to be nominated by the president
of the Swiss Confederation at the request of the two governments.
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ARTICLE 6.

In case of the death, or incapacity to serve, from sickness or any other cause, of
either of the two commissioners, or of the umpire, if any, his place shall be filled in the
manner herein provided for the original appointment.

ARTICLE 7.

Each government shall provide for the remuneration of the commissioner appointed
by it.

The remuneration of the umpire, if one should be appointed, and all contingent
and incidental expenses of the commission or of the umpire shall be defrayed by the
two governments in equal moieties.

ARTICLE 8.

The amount awarded to Great Britain under this convention on account of any
elaimant shall be paid by the government of the United States to the government of
Her Britannic Majesty within six months after the amount thereof shall have been
finally ascertained.

ARTICLE 9.

The present convention shall be duly ratified by Her Britannic Majesty, and by
the President of the United States of America, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate thereof ; and the ratifications shall be exchanged either at London or at
Washington within six months from the date hereof, or earlier if possible.

In faith whereof, we, the respective plenipotentiaries, have signed this convention,
and have hereunto affixed our seals.

Done in duplicate at Washington, the 8th day of February, 1896.

(L.S.) JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.
(L.S.) RICHARD OLNEY.
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APPENDIX OF CLAIMS.

Claims submitted to the Tribunal of Arbitration at Paris.

Name of Vessel.

Carolena.... ...... ... ....
Thornton.. ..... .......
Onward ...................
Favourite . ...............

Anna Beck......... ....
W. P. Sayward . ........
Dolphin. .... ........
Grace ... ..............
Alfred Adams ...........
Ada . ..................
Triumph.. ..............
Juanita....... .............
Pathfinder...............
Trium ph........ ...........

Black Diamond..... ......
Lily................
A riel ....... ................
Kate........ ... ... ....
M innie... .. ...............
Pathfinder ......... .......

Date of Seizure.
Ap roximate

Dýi stance
from Land

when seized.

Miles.

United States Vessel making Seizures.

Aug. 1,1886.... 75 Içorwin.
do 1,1886... 70 do
do 2, 1886.... 115 do
do 2, 1886...............Warned by Corwin in about sane pcsition

as Onward.
July 2, 1887 66 Rush.
do 9,1887 .... 59 do
do 12, 1887 40 do
do 17, 1887 . 96 do

Aug.10, 1887. 62 do
do 25, 1887.... 15 Bear.
do 4, 1887...............Warned by Rush not to enter Behring Sea.

July 31, 1889. 66 Rush.
do 27, 1889.... 50 do
do 11, 1889...... . Ordered out of Behring Sea by Rush; query

as to position when warned.
do 11, 1889.... 35 Rush.

Aug. 6, 1889 .... 66 do
July30, 1889...............Ordered out of Behring Sea by Rush.
Aug.13, 1889.................do do
July15, 1889 ... 65 Rush.
Mar.27, 18907.... In Nah Bay.. Corwin.

Personal claims........... ...... .... ............ . . 1886
do ...... . ........ ....... ....... .....-... ...... 1887

Costs in " Sayward " case.

ADDITIONAL CLAIMS.

W anderer ... ...... ................................ 1887-89
Winnifred..................................... 1891
Henrietta...........................................1892
Oscar and Hattie.....................................1892

In the course of the negotiations preceding this convention, it was arranged between
the contracting parties that certain other claims not specified in the schedule to the find-
ings of fact should be submitted to the commission under the Behring Sea Convention
for adjudication. Hence the additional claims.

The clainis as filed before the Paris tribunal comprised a claim for the seizure of
the schooner " Black Diamond " in the year 1889. In the year 1894, at the time of the
above-mentioned negotiations a further claim for an interference with the same vessel
in the year 1886 was agreed to be submitted to the commission to be appointed.

For the purposes of this convention, and to provide powers, machinery, &c., for the
procurement and enforcement of testimony, as contemplated by article 3 of the treaty,
legislation by the Canadian government and that of the United States was necessarily
obtained.
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The Dominion Act was es follows:-

59 VICTORIA, CHAP. 2.

An Act respecting the Behring Sea Claims Convention.

[Assented to 23rd April, 1896.]

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of
Commons of Canada, enacts as follows :-

1. The convention or treaty of the eighth day of February, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-six, which is set forth in the schedule to this Act, is hereby
assented to.

2. The commissioners appointed or to be appointed pursuant to the said convention
or treaty, or pursuant to the said convention or treaty as finally ratified by the high
contracting parties, shall have all such powers, rights and privileges as are vested in the
Supreme Court of.British Columbia or the Exchequer Court of Canada, or in any judge
of either of the said courts, on the occasion of any action or proceeding, in respect of the
following matters:-

(i.) the enforcing the attendance of witnesses, and examining them on oath,
affirmation or otherwise;

(ii.) the compelling the production of documents and things; and
(iii.) the punishing persons guilty of contempt;

and a summons signed by the commissioners, or one of them, or by the secretary
of the commissioners, may be substituted for and shall be equivalent to any formal pro-
cess that can be issued in any such action or proceeding for enforcing the attendance of
witnessess or compelling the production of documents and things.

2. A warrant of committal to prison issued for the purpose of enforcing the
powers conferred by this section shall be signed by the commissioners, or by such secre-
tary, and shall specify the prison to which the offender is to be committed, and shall
not authorize the imprisonment of the offender for a period exceeding three months.

3. Every person who on examination on oath or affirmation before the commissioners
wilfully gives false evidence shall be liable to the penalties for perjury.

4. Her Majesty the Queen, the government of the United States, claimants under
the convention or treaty, and any person who may be so authorized by the commissioners,
may appear before the commissioners, by counsel or solicitor.

The schedule, which is the claims convention, is not reprinted.

That of the United States was as follows:

(PUBLIC NO. 111.)

An Act tq provide for the fulfilment of the stipulations of the treaty between the
United States and Great Britain, signed at Washington on the eighth day of February
eighteen hundred and ninety-six.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled. That the sum of seventy-five thousand dollars or so
much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary
of State, with the approval of the President of the United States, in fulfilling the stipul-
ations of the treaty between the United States and Great Britain signed at Washington
on the eighth day of February eighteen hundred and ninety-six. And the commission
constituted by said treaty, when sitting at San Francisco shall have power to compel
the attendance and testimony of witnesses by application to the Circuit Court of the
United States for the ninth circuit, which said court is empowered and directed to make
all orders and issue all processes necessary and appropriate to that end.

Approved May 7th, 1896.
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The commissioners appointed under their convention were:-

On the part of Her Britannic Majesty, the Honourable George Edwin King, one
of the Judges of the Supreme Court of Canada; and on the part of the United States
government. The Honourable William L. Putnam, one of the Judges of the United
States Federal Circuit Court.

The counsel before the commission were:

On behalf of Her Britannic Majesty's government;
The Honourable Frederick Peters, Q. C., Attorney General of Prince Edward

Island, senior counsel; Frederic L. Beique, Esq., Q.C., of Montreal, associate counsel;
and Ernest V. Bodwell, Esq., Barrister, of Victoria, B.C., junior counsel.

Associated with the above-named gentlemen was the Honourable Sir Charles
Hibbert Tupper, K.C.M.G., who was specially retained by certain of the sealers
interested.

On behalf of the United States government the Hon. Don. M. Dickinson, of the
city of Detroit, senior counsel, and Robert Lansing, Esq., of Watertown, N.Y., junior
counsel ; associated with these gentlemen as counsel was Mr. Charles B. Warren, of
Detroit, of the federal and state bar.

Mr. Chandler P. Anderson, of the city of New York, was appointed secretary to
the commission, and two clerks were appointed on behalf of each government, one of
each acting as officia stenographers.

The government of British Columbia having kindly placed at the disposal of the
commission the chambers of the legislative assembly in the city of Victoria, the
tribunal formally opened on the 23rd November, 1896, and continued without intermission
until 2nd February, 1897, when the last witness was examined,

This branch of the inquiry was devoted wholly to the presentation of the pleadings
and the examination and cross-examination of witnesses in connection with the 26 claims
before the commission for adjudication.

Article 2 of the convention provided for the sitting. of the commission at San
Francisco as well as at Victoria, and it was at first considered that it would be necessary
to hold a session in San Francisco, but as the inquiry proceeded and the evidence
developed, it was not deemed necessary to hold it there,

When the commission closed its Victoria session, it adjourned to the Windsor Hotel,
Montreal, at 10.30 a.m. on the 16th June, 1897, at which date the written arguments
and replies by both sides will be presented and arrangements made for the oral argument
by counsel.

In order to afford some idea of the nature of the claims presented and the respective
grounds of contention, the pleadings in respect of the first claim on the list, that of the
schooner " Carolena," embracing the claim, the answer of the United States and the
reply of Her Majesty's government are here embodied.

PLEADINGS.

In the fatter of the Claim of Her Britannic Majesty Arising out of the Seizure of the
Schooner " Carolena."

CLAIM NO. 1.

(Filed November 24, 1896.)

1. The "Carolena" was a British schooner registered at the Port of Victoria,
British Columbia.

2. On or about the 20th May, 1886, the " Carolena " sailed from Victoria, British
Columbia, bounded on a sealing voyage to the North Pacific Ocean and Behring Sea.
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Her master was James Ogilvie ; her mate was James Blake. She carried a crew of
nine sailors and hunters, and was fully equipped for the said voyage, and for the hunt-
ing and capture of seals.

3. On the 1st day of August, 1886, whilst in the Behring Sea, in north latitude
55-50, west longtitude 168-53, and distant about seventy miles f rom the nearest land,
the " Carolena " being then lawfully engaged in the taking of seals at that place, was
seized by the United States revenue cutter " Corwin."

4. The " Carolena " was towed by said cutber to Ounalaska and there dismantled,
and such proceedings were afterwards had and taken in the United States District Court
of Alaska, at the instance of the government of the United States of America, that the
said schooner, her tackle, apparel, outfit and cargo were condemned for a violation of
the municipal laws of the United States of America relating to seal fishing in the waters
of Alaska, and detained under such condemnation until after the month of December,
1887, when the return of the said schooner was offered but not accepted on the ground
that the vessel had been practically wrecked in the meantime.

5. By reason of the premises further prosecution of the said sealing voyage during
.the year 1886 was wholly prevented, and the owner of said schooner was also prevented
from using her for the purposes of seal hunting during the year 1887, as he otherwise
would have done; and finally the said schooner, her tackle, apparel, outfit and cargo,
were wholly lost to those interested in the same, and other loss, damage and expense
were suffered and incurred by the persons so interested.

6. Under the facts as found in the award of the Paris Tribunal of Arbitration, the
said seizure, condemnation and detention were without any warrant or right according
to the principles of international law, and Her Britannic Majesty claims that full and
complete compensation should be made by the government of the United States of
America to the government of Her Britannic Majesty for all loss thereby sustained.

7. The claim made for the loss arising out of the premises is the sum of $30,000
and interest thereon from the date of loss at the rate of seven per centum per annum.

8. In addition to the above, a further amount is claimed for the improper arrest,
imprisonment and detention by the United States authorities of James Ogilvie and
James Blake, as master and mate respectively of the said schooner.

9. James Ogilvie, on the arrival of the schooner at Ounalaska, was placed under
arrest, taken to Sitka, and there charged before the United States District Court of
Alaska with a violation of the municipal laws of the United States of America relating
to seal fishing in the waters of Alaska. Before the trial he was suffered to wander
into the woods, where he was found dead.

10. James Blake, on the arrival of the " Carolena " at Ounalaska, was placed
under arrest, taken to Sitka, and there charged before the said :ourt with a similar
violation of the municipal laws of the United States of America relating to seal fishing
in the waters of Alaska, and on such charge was found guilty and condemned to pay a
fine of $300 and to be imprisoned at Sitka for the space of thirty days, which term of
imprisonment he underwent. .

Il. At the expiration of such term of imprisonment the said James Blake was
released, but was then wholly without means of subsistence, and no provision was made
by the said authorities for his return to his home. The said James Blake subsequently
found his way back to Victoria after incurring great hardship and loss in so doing.

12. Under the above-mentioned finding of facts, the arrest, imprisonment and de-
tention of the said James Ogilvie, and the arrest, imprisonment, detention and condem-
nation of the said James Blake were illegal, and Her Britannic Majesty claims that full
and complete compensation should be made in the premises by the government of the
United States of America to the government of Her Britannic iMajesty.

13. The claim made for the wrongs aforesaid to James Ogilvie is the sum of
$2,500, with interest from lst August, 1886, at seven per centum per annum.

14. The claim made for the wrongs aforesaid to James Blake is $2,500 with in-
terest from the 1st August, 1886, at the rate of seven per centum per annum.
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ANSWER OF THE UNITED STATES.

(Filed November 28, 1896.)

1. They admit that on or about August 1st, 1886, at a distance of about seventy-
five miles from the nearest land, the said vessel, the " Carolena," was seized by the
United States revenue cutter " Corwin," and that said seizure was made in Behring
Sea and was ratified and adopted by the government of the United States.

But it is averred on the part of the United States, that the said seizure was made
in good faith, by officers of the United States, within the line of their duty under the
authority and mandate of the municipal laws of the United States, for a violation of
the statutes of the United States, and such seizure was ratified and adopted in good
faith by the government of the United States as for a violation of their said statutes.

2. The United States aver that, before at the time of, and after the seizure of the
said vessel, lier apparel, outfit and cargo, were wholly or in part the actual property of
a citizen or citizens of the United States, and further that at the times aforesaid the
beneficial interest in the whole or a part of the said vessel, her apparel, outfit, and
cargo, were possessed and owned by a citizen or citizens of the United States and that
ber said voyage was entered upon and prosecuted, in whole or in part, for the benefit of
a citizen or citizens of the United States.

3. As to some of the statements of detail and fact in paragraphs numbered 2, 3, 4
and 5 in the said claim -of Her Britannie Majesty, the representatives of the United
States have no sufficient knowledge, and as to such of them as may be held material
the United States invite and require authentic and suitable proofs before the high
commissioners.

4. As to paragraph numbered 5 in said claim, the United States will submit to
the high commissioners and will insist that they are not liable for damages for the
detention of such vessel when the seizure, as is alleged and shown in said claim, resulted
in the total loss to the owners of the vessel, her outfit, apparel and cargo, as of the time
of said seizure; and that in any event the damages therein suggested and claimed are
of the nature of prospective profits and speculative damages, so uncertain as to form no
legal, equitable or suitable basis for a finding of fact upon which an assessment thereof
can be predicated.

5. The United States will further insist that, so far as a proper claim for damages
for total loss is concerned, the statement of the loss alleged in paragraph 7 as having
arizen out of the said seizure is grossly excessive.

6. As to the further amount claimed for the alleged improper arrest, imprisonment
and detention of James Ogilvie and James Blake, persons employed upon said vessel
at the time of her seizure, the United States admit the arrest as stated, but deny the
imprisonment and statements of fact incident thereto as detailed in the statement of
the British claim ; and they aver that such arrests and ail subsequent proceedings thereon
by the officials of the United States were made, entered upon, and had, in good faith,
under the mandate, and authority of the municipal laws of the United States, for a
violation of the statutes of the United States; and they aver that the only damages to
be considered, in case of any liability on the part of the United States for such arrests
and detentions, are those for actual pecuniary loss and are not in their nature punitive
or aggravated damages.

7. The United States do not admit any liability on this claim.

REPLY OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY.

(Filed December 1, 1896.)

1. Her Britannic Majesty joins issue on paragraphs 1, 4, 5 and 6 of the reply of
the United States, except in so far as they contain admissions.

2. In further answer to the second part of said paragraph 1, Her Britannic Majesty
submits that the same constitutes no defence to Her Majesty's claim, or any part thereof.
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3. As to paragraph 2, Her Britannic Majesty says that the above-named schooner was
found by the Tribunal of Arbitration at Paris to be a British vessel, and submits that
it is not open to the commissioners, acting under the Behring Sea Claims Convention
to inquire as to her ownership ; the said finding of facts being conclusive so far as this
commission is concerned.

4. -And in the alternative and in further answer to said paragraph 2, Her Britannic
Majesty submits that even if such inquiry can be entered upon, it should be limited to
the question of the actual ownership of the said vessel only, and that as between nations,
and should not in any event extend as to the beneficial interest in the whole or a part of
the vessel, her apparel, outfit and cargo ; or as to whether her voyage was entered upon
and prosecuted in whole or in part for the benefit of a citizen or citizens of the United
States.

5. In further answer to said paragraph 2, Her Britannic Majesty denies each and
every of the allegations of facts therein contained.

6. Her Britannic Majesty further submits that, according to the principles of inter-
national law, the practice obtaining among nations, and the terms of the Behring Sea Claims
Convention, the allegations contained in the said reply, even if proved, do not constitute
any defence to the claim for compensation set forth in the said statement of claim.

Respectfully submitted.

R. N. VENNING.
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APPENDIX

SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers in the Dominion
December, 1896.

of Canada, as revised to

NOTE.-Names in italics receive no salary. (Of.) means Officers, (W.) Wardens, (I.) Inspectors and
(G.) Guardians.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

Name of Overseer.

Sheppard, 0. B.....(1)..
Dnn, Capt. E.. ......
MacGregor, Capt. A. M.
Kyle, Morrison..........
Cross, S. W............
Pin, Chas. Jas..........
Elliott, Thos. H ........
Macdonald, J. K.. . ...
Boyd, N. M .........
Lamorandière, P. R. de..
Barron, Ed., jr..........
Lanondin, Joseph.... ..
Huf, Thomnas W........
White, C. L.............
Lawson, A. A..... ..
King, John. ...........
Smith, Frank J.........

Marchildon, Thos . .....
Edmonstone, Robt . .
Lennox, Isaac...... ....
Boyd, W. S............
Briggs, Chas........
Ball, H. W.........
Quarry, H. B..........
Pollock, J. C . .........
Raymond, C. W....
Boismier, Joseph......

Stewart, John ..... ...
Bartlett, Horace H ......
Lamarche, Peter........
Malott, E. A...... ....
Laird, Jas. K..........
Freeland, Wm .. .....
Sharp, David...........

Couper, Archibald.....

Farrell, John ..........
Kerr, Fred ... ........

Sargent, Wm .... ......
Stobo, Isaac........ ....
Hall, Thos......... . .
Stanley, James .........

Eagleson, A. R.........

White, Zaccheus .......

P. 0. Address. Extent of Jurisdiction.

Toronto ......... Province of Ontario.
Owen Sound. . .. Having jurisdiction over Georgian Bay and the Great Lakes.
Goderich .......... do the whole province of Ontario.
Rat Portage .... Lake of the Woods and other waters of Rainy River district.
Port Arthur....... The whole district of Algoma.
Caribou Island . . . Lake Superior around Caribou Island.
Sault Ste. Marie.. From the Otter Head, Lake Superior to French River,Algoma,
Toronto .......... Lake Kagawong, Manitoulin Island.
Kagawong........ do do
Killarney.... .... Georgian Bay, from Little Current to French River.
French River ...... do fron Killarney to Byng Inlet.
Byng Inlet ........ do Gladstone Island to Sophia Rock.
Jones' Island ...... do part of Parry Sound Harbour.
Snug Harbour .... do vicinity of Point au Baril.
Red Rock, ParrySd do vicinity of Parry Sound.
Penetanguishene .. Part of Murray Township, Muskoka District.
Midland.......... Georgian Bay, from French River to Point Marks.

do from Point Marks to Point Boucher.
Lafontaine ....... do around Christian, Hope and Beckwith Islands.
Ballaclava ........ do from Allanwood to Colpoy's Bay.
Wiarton .......... do from Colpoy's Bay to Cape Hurd.
North Keppel .... do around Griffith Island.
Paisley ........... Lake Huron, from Cape Hurd to Southampton, inclusive.
Goderich ........ do from Southampton to Goderich, inclusive.
Parkhill ........... do from Goderich to Blue Point.
Forest ... ....... do and St. Clair River, Blue Point to Baby's Point.
Mitchell's Bay .... Lake St. Clair, from Little Lake to its head.
Sandwich..... ... do from Dover East to the mouth of Detroit

River, and from thence to its outlet.
Point Pelee Island. Lake Erie, around Point Pelee Island and adjacent islands.
North Harbour Id. do North Harbour and Middle Sister Islands.
Wheatley ......... Lake Erie, fronting on the county of Essex.
Kingsville ........ do do Essex.
Blenheim ...... do do Kent and inland waters
St. Thomas. ..... do do Elgin.
Port Ryerse ...... Lake Erie, fronting on the counties of Norfolk, Haldimand,

as far as South Cayuga.
Dunnville......... Lake Erie, from South Cayuga to Moulton Bay and Grand

River, from mouth to division lines, townships of Can-
boroligh and North Cayuga.

Cayuga .......... Grand River, froni and including North Cayuga to Brantford.
Hamilton ....... Having jurisdiction over al] Ontario, but district proper com-

prises Lake Ontario, from Burlington Beach, to Niagara
River and Lake Erie to Low Banks.

Bronte ........ .. Lake Ontario, from Burlington Beach to Port Credit.
Scarboro'......... do fronting county of York.
Lloydtown.. ..... Hall's Lake, York County.
Brighton ......... Lake Ontario, fronting on the counties of Northumberland

and Durham and tributaries thereof.
Cold Spring ...... Western part of Rice Lake from Harwood and Rainy Point

westward.
Harwood.. . ....... Eastern part of Rice Lake fron Harwood and Rainy Point

eastward, and that part of Trent River, west of Hastings
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO-Continued.

Name of Overseer. P. O. Address. Extent of Jurisdiction.

Perry, Chas. ......... Whtby........Lake Ontario, fronting on the county of Ontario South.
Clarke, W. P. ........ Belleville.......Bay of Quinté, from Mil Point tu head waters of said bay in

the township of Murray.
Redmond, Joseph, jr.... Picton.........Lake Ontario, fronting on the county of Prince Edward.
Sills, E. H.. ......... Napanee............do counties of Lennox and Addington, and upper

part of .Amherst Island.
Finkle, R. R.. ..... Bath...........Lake Ontario, fronting Eamestown township in Lennox and

Addington, and the iower part of Amnherst Island.
Crosby, A. H..........Beleville.......Head o! Bay of Quinté from Three Brothers' Island, near

Kingston, to Trenton.
McGly'nn, Jas. ...... Wolfe Island. Lake Ontario, around Wolfe, I[orse-shoe and Pigeon Islands.
Ward, Wm. ...... Toronto........The waters around Toronto Island, including Toronto and

Ashbridge Bays and River Don.
Purdy, John .......... Kingston.......Lake Ontario, fronting on the township of Storrington, Pitts-

burg and Kingston, county Frontenac.
Cox, John.... ......... Howe Island. Lake Ontario and River St. Lawrence, around Howe Isand.
Acton, Nassau.........Gananoque. River St. Lawrence, from Wolfe Island to Jack Straw Light-

house, Admiralty Islands; also part of Gananoque River.
Wallace, J. G...........Ivy Lea........River St. Lawrence, from Gananoque to Rockport.
Davis, John H..... .... Gananoque de Sheriff's Point to Head of Grenadier Id.
Poole, Robt..........Poole's Resort .... do from Rockport to Prescott.
Mooney, John ........ Maitland do from Brockville to Cornwal.
Boyd, Robt. P. Lyn............. do extending 3 miles above and 3 miles

below Cole's Shoal Lighthouse.
McDonald, Donald J.... Alexandria. do the counties of Stormont and Glengarry
Miron, Olivier.... .... AIfred.........South Nation River, county of Prescott.
Hyndman, James 0.,... South Mountain.. do and the counties o! Dundas and Glengarry.
Boucher, W. W.......Ottawa.........Ottawa River and its tributaries, from Ottawa to Fitzroy

townships, county o! CaOoeton.
RiddBe, Matthew. Mohr's Corners. .Ottawa River, from Fitzroy to MeNab, including Lake de

Chats.
Hicks, H............. Arnprior ........ Ottawa River, from McNab to Horton and Lake des Chats.
Russell, M. L.........Renfrew......... Bonnechère River and tributaries, in the county o! Renfrew.
Galagher, Hugli. .Lake Cear, Ren- Townships Sebastopol, Brudenehh, Radcliffe, Lyndoch and

frew. Gratton, in Renfrew.
Douglas, Geo ... ..... Sake River ...... Muskrat Lake and Snake River, in Renfrew.
Richardson, J. S....Sturgeon F s.... Lake Nipissing, Sturgeon, Mattawa River, French River and

tributaries.
Bastedo, David E . Braceidge . Townships of Macaulay, M TLean, Ridout in N. R. Ontario

Co., and Frankin, Bennett and Stephenson in Muskoka.
Caste, Henry ........ ravenhurst ...... Lakes Muskoka, Skeleton, Rousseau and Joseph.
Green, Jedia ........ Stirling......... Townships of Huntingdon, Hungerford, Sydney, Thurlow

and Tyendings, ounty Hastings.
Steele, George R. Lorimer Lake.. .. Townships in Parry Sound o! Cowper, Fohey, Christie, Mc-

Dougal, McKellar, Ferguson, Carling, Shawanaga,
Burpee, Hagerman, Harrison, Burton and Mackenzie.

Forsyth, Edmund. .Loing. . ... ... Townshps o alridge, Brown, Wilson's Mill, Mowat,
Blair, McKonkey and Hardy, in Parry Sound.

Lockhart, Win....... Denvihie ......... Townships of Crof t, Chapman, Strong, Joly, Laurier, Machar,
Ljount, Ferrie, Milis, Pringle, Gurd and Himsworth, in

1 Parry Sound.
Clarke, Geo..........Orilia...... .... Lakes Sicoe and Couchiching, also Rivers Severn and

Hohhand.
McDermott, Wm.. Beeton.........bSouth Riding of the county of SiScoe.
McFayden, H........Durham........The head waters o! Saugeen River and tributaries.
.................... f ... . ........ North branch o! Sydenham River, from junction with main

river, to ita sources.
Crotty, John.......,Bothwell........ River Thames, from LewisviOte tt Wardsvitle.
McCann, Peter ........ London ........ do f rom Wardsvilie te London.
Peltier, Theo ...... .... Dover South ... do f rom Lewisviile te its mouth.
Croome, W. P........ Mount Vernon.... Grand River and its tibutaries, from Brantford upwards.

... ......... ............. North Riding o! the county o! Welington.
Coeman, David.Altn..........The whoe county o! Cardwel.
Graham, Joseph........Caude.........River Credit and triutaie.
Blaky, Alex. ........ Port Credit do from Norval to its mouth, in the county of Peel.
Simmons, Neson. Myersburg.......rent River, in Northumberland and Hastings.
Martin, Myron F..... Raglan......... Lake Scugog, from Seagrave to Port Perry, twnship of

Reh, Ontaio County.
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO-Concluded.

Name of Overseer.

Bradshaw, Arch ........
Bowen, J. C .... ....

Fitzgerald, George W...

Breeze, David .... ....

Gainforth, Wm% .........

Sweet, B. H.. .........

Purcell, H. R ... .....

Gilbert, Robt. A....

Lake, George ...........
Boddy, Samuel.
Flood, Ant. J..... . ..

Moorehead, John.... ..

Greer, James. .........

Hicks, Wm. ...........
Jeacle, George ..........

Ross, Jas. H. (G.)..... .
Deacon, Eph...........
Moore, John.
Campbell, R. O.

McCuaig, R. C. W.

P. 0. Address. Extent of Jurisdiction.

Lindsay ......... Lake Scugog, waters of Victoria County.
Marmora......... Townships of Marmora, Madoc, Elzever, Rawdon, Hunting-

don, Hungerford, Sydney, Thurlow, Tyendinaga and
Belinont.

Lakefield ..... ... The county of Peter)orough within the townships of Harvey,
Burleigh, Dummer, Douro, Smith and Ennisinore, also
Otonabee River from Peterborough to Rice Lake.

Peterborough..... Otonabee River, from Peterborough to Rice Lake, county of
Peterborough.

Haliburton .. Gull and Burnt Rivers and tributaries, with Drag, jagle,
- Moose, Redstone and Crooked Lakes in Peterborough.

Bancroft.......... Inland waters of Hastings County, lying north of townships
of Lake, Tudor and Grimsthorpe.

Enterprise ........ Townships of Camden, Portland, Loughboro' Sheffield and
Kennebec, in Addington.

McLaren Depot... Townships of Palmerston, Clarendon, North Canonto, South
Canonto and Miller, in Addington.

Tichbourne........ That part of Frontenac north of Loughboro' Lake.
Athens ........... Beverley, Bass, Little, Wiltse and Mud Lakes, in Leeds.
Delta ............ Upper and Lower Beverley Lakes and tributaries to Morton

and Lyndhurst and Griffin Lake, in the county of Leeds.
Long Point. From Lyndhurst to the division line, between Leeds and

Lansdowne, in the county of Leeds.
Outlet....... .... Gananoque River from Marble Rock to township of Lans-

downe, county of Leeds.
Athens ......... Charleston Lake, in the county of Leeds.
Westport ......... Rideau, Upper Rideau, Openicon, Otty, and neighbouring

lakes, county of Leeds.
Smith's Falls .... Rideau River, Burritt's Rapids to Smith's Falls.
Bolingbroke .... River Tay and tributaries and Fall Bay River, in Lanark.
Carleton Place ... Mississippi River and Lake, in the county of Lanark.
Burritt's Rapids.. Rideau River and tributaries, from Ottawa to Burritt's

Rapids, including Jock River, in Carleton.
Ottawa........... Province of Ontario.

NOTE.-The following Customs Officers have also been appointed Fishery Officers for
Georgian Bay :-

Wabb, S. A ., .................. ......... Preventive officer............... French River.
Potvin, P ... ......... ..... . ....... .. Acting customs officer........... Byng Inlet.
Galna. John... ... ... ............... ... Landing-waiter................. Parry Sound.
Parkhill, W. J......................... Sub-collector ................... Midland.
Clarke, Geo...... ........................ do ................... .Penetanguishene.
Hog.q, W. A............................ .. Landing-waiter........... ..... Collingwood.
Caneron, A. Mc. K....................... Sub-collector.......... .... .. . Meaford.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Hon. Peter Mitchell, (I.) Montreal, Province of Quebec and Maritime Provinces.

Lavoie, Nap. (Of.) L'Islet............ Lower St. Lawrence River and Gulf.
Wakeham, Wm. (Of.). .. Gaspé Basin ...... Lower St. Lawrence River and Gulf.
Gregory, J. U. (Agt.).... Quebec .... ....... Having jurisdiction in the whole province of Quebec.
Smith, Joseph ....... .Cedar Hall ....... Lake and River Metapedia, in the county of Bonaventure.
Brown, Chas.... ....... Escuminac ....... Restigouche River and its tributaries in the Cos. of Restigouche

and Victoria, N.B., and Rimouski and Bonaventure, P.Q.
Green, James. .. ..... Maguasha ........ Bay des Chaleurs, Co. Bonaventure, coast from Maguasha to

Grand Cascapedia River, inclusive,
Forest, George.......... Bonaventure River Bay des Chaleurs, Co. Bonaventure, coast from Grand Casca-

pedia River to Paspebiac.
Chapados, F. X......... L'Anse au Gascon. Bay des Chaleurs, Co. Bonaventure, coast from Paspebiac to

Point Macquereau.
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC-Continued.

Name of Overseer. P. O. Address.

Keays, John ............ Pabos .........
Boulet, Godfroy......... Cape aux Os...

. .. .. J. . À .... . .
Ch ievrie«r, J. ..... .. .
*Joncas, P. L .... .. ..

Letourneau, Louis

Bouchard, Didace.

Pelletier, Olivier.......
Joncas, Johnny.......

Amherst, M. I....
H o u s e Harbour,
Magdalen Islands

Montlouis ........

Ste. Anne des
Monts.

do .
Matane ........

Grondin, L. S. E.. . . IRimouski .... ....

M artin, H ...........
Levesque, Nap ........
Pelletier, Xavier..

Beaubien, Octave V.....

do .........
Isle Verte .......
Ste. Anne de la

Pocatière.
Montmagny.

Huot, L. P.............. St. Roch de Québec
Bhéreur, U .......... Malbaie..........

Côté, Henri.....(W).....
Siniard, Jos.. .(W).....
Catellier, L. N .........
Coneau, N. A.........

Baie St. Paul..,..
Ste. Agnès......
Tadoussac ........
Godbout .........

Mignault, T.... ...... jMontmagny .. .

Duberger, Geo .........

Gaudin, Geo..........

Legouvie, John (W.)....

Whitely, W. H ........

Veilleux, V. (W.) .....
Lemay, David .. .....

Pointe-à-Pic, Char-
levoix.

Cape Cove, Gaspé.

Lobster Cove, -
Gaspe.

St. John's, Nfld...

St.EphrendeTring
New Ireland.....

McCaw, John.......... Sherbrooke .......

Du puy, Louis ......... . do
McLeod, Allan ......... Echo Vale........

Carr, Guy ............ Compton Station..

Beach, N. A ............
Ball, Hugel ............
Phelps, Sylvester E. W...
Sturtevant, Sydney .....
Manson, Jeremiah M. ..
Needham, Ernest E.....
Luke, P. E. ...........
Finlay, Jas. ............
Dion, J. O..............

Georeville..
Tuck s Landing ...
Bolton Centre .....
Knowlton. .......
Potton ........
Bolton Glen
Philipsburg.l..
St. Johns East ....
Chambly Canton . .

Morris, John ..... ..... St. Lambert ......

Robitaille, Chas......... St. Sulpice.......

Extent of Jurisdiction.

County of Gaspé, Point Macquereau to corner of the Beach.
County of Gaspé from corner of the Beach to Cape Rosier.
County of Gaspé fromn Cape Rosier to Fame Point. -
Gulf of St. Lawrence around the Magdalen Islands.
Magdalen Islands, except Amherst and Entry Islands.

River St. Lawrence, county of Gaspé, from Fame Point to
Duchesnay township.

River St. Lawrence, county of Gaspé, parishes of Duchesnay,
Christie, Tourelle and Cal) Chatte.

River Ste. Anne des Monts, county of Gaspé.
River St. Lawrence, county of Rimouski, tron Cal) Chatte to

River Blanche, including River Matane. .
River St. Lawrence, county of Rimouski, from River Blanche

to Rimouski.
River St. Lawrence, from Rimouski to Temiscouata county.
River St. Lawrence, fronting on the county of Temiscouata.
River St. Lawrence, fronting on the county of Kamouraska.

River St. Lawrence, fronting on the counties L'Islet, Mont-
inagny, Bellechasse and Lévis.

River St. Lawrence, around the Island of Orleans.
North Shore of the River St. Lawrence, fronting on the

county of Charlevoix.
Lakes in rear of Murray Bay and Bay St. Paul.

do do
Waters of counties of Chicoutimi and Saguenay.
Gulf of St. Lawrence, county of Saguenay from Manicouagan

to Baie des Rochers, (Godbout Division).
Gulf of St. Lawrence, county of Saguenay from Baie des

Rochers to Point St. Charles, Moisie District.
Gulf of St. Lawrence, county of Saguenay from Sheldrake

River to Esquimaux Point, (Mingan Division).
Gulf of St. Lawrence, on the county of Saguenay from

Esquimaux Point to Nataôhquan River.
Gulf of St. Lawrence, county of Saguenay and extending

from Cape Whittle to Checatica, (St. Augustine Division).
Gulf of St. wrence, county of Saguenay, from Checatica to

Blancs Sablons, (Bonne Esperance Division.)
The inland waters of the county of Beauce.
Lakes Trout, William, Black, St. Joseph and county of

Mégantic.
Lakes in counties of Sherbrooke and Stanstead, also Lakes

Brompton and Aylmer, in the counties of Richmond and
Wolfe.

Counties of Riclmond and Wolfe.
About 10 miles of the waters of Lakes Mégantic and Spider

with the tributaries in the county of Compton.
County of Compton and Lake Massawippi, and tributaries in

county of Stanstead.
The east side of Lake Memphremagog, in the Co. of Stanstead.
The west side of Lake Memphremagog, in the countyof Brome.
Township of Bolton, east and west, in the county of Brome.
Brome Lake, county of Brome.
Township of Potton, county of Bronie.
i ownship of east and west Bolton, county of Brome.

Missisguoi Bay and Pike River, in the county of Missisquoi.
Richeheu River, from St. Johns to Lake Champlain.
Richelieu River, f rom Sorel to Richelieu Village.
River St. Lawrence, counties of Beauharnois ;also part of

Châteauguay and Trout Rivers. .
River St. Lawrence, counties of Châteauguay and Laprairie,

including Châteauguay River.
River St. Lawrence, the counties of Chambly and Lapraire

and city of Montreal.
St. Lawrence River, counties of L'Assomption and Verchères,

including inland waters.
* Collector of customs; specially connected with the fishing bounty.
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC-Concluded.

Name of Overseer. P. O. Address. Extent of Jurisdiction.

MeMillan, John D. Dundee........ That part of St. Lawrence River known as Lake St. Francis,
fronting on the county of Huntingdon, including inland
waters.

Mongeau, Paul......... Sorel.......... .. River St. Lawrence, fronting on the county of Richelieu.
Shooner, Denis.......... Pierreville........ Lake St. Peter, county of Yamaska, and the upper part of

River St. Francis, within said county.
Piché, L. N.. ...... .Drummondville ... River St. Francis, in the county of Yamaska to Richmond.
Chabonneau, Joseph St. Césaire.. Yamaska River and its tributaries from West Farnhain to

St. Hugues, including Black River.
Boisvert, Geo........... .Bécancour . River St. Lawrence and Lake St. Peter, county of Nicolet.
Vadeboncœur, Chas .... Three Rivers.... d fronting on and including the county of

St. Maurice and Three Rivers.
Caron, Gabriel .. . .... Louiseville........ River St. Lawrence and Lake St. Peter, counties of Maski-

nongé and Berthier.
Mooney, Dan...... .. .St. Théodore...... Inland Waters of the county of Montcalm.
Filiatrault, Damien ..... Ste. Rose, Lavali The Rivers Jésus and des Prairies, comprising about 50 miles,
Belisle, Jos. ........ Ste Agathe des County Terrebonne.

Monts.
Dunberry, David. Lachine Rapids... River St. Lawrence, fronting on Jacques C
Montpetit, Julien. ..... Isle Perrot.. do surrounding Ise Perrot.
Boivin, Jos....... ..... River Beaudet.... do frontin on the county of Soulanges.
Jones, R. W ............ St. Andrew's East. Lower Ottawa River, from ka to Cariilon, and North River,

from its xnouth to Lachute.
Quesnel, Arthur ........ Rigaud..........Ottawa River, from Point Fortune t Como.
Vinet, Victor. ........ Vandreuil. Ottawa River, from Coino to Point Cascades.
Chenier, P. Dosithé .... Hull...........Both sides of the Ottawa River, fronting on the countie8 of

Ottawa and Russell, and Prescott in Ontaro.
Joynt, Robt. (W.)..... Joynt .......... The Bernard. Long and Mahon Lakes, county of Ottawa.
Weisener, Eaiel. ...... Blanche ........ Townships of Muigrave and Lathbury, Ottawa county.
Mohr, Erwin......... South Onslow....North side of Ottawa River, fronting on the county of

doPontiac, fro f g county fne to River Coulônge.
Coghan, J. T........ChapeauL....... Ottawa River, county of Pontiac, froin Fort Coulonge to

Ds mJoachits.

PROVINCE 0F NOVA SCOTIA.

Bertram, A. C. (I . orth Sydney .... DistrictvNo. 1.-Cape Breton Istand.
Hockin, Robt. (I.). Pictou.........District No. 2.-Cumberland, Conchester, Pictou, Antigonish,

Guysoro,' Halifax and Hants counties.
Ford, L. S. (I.)........ Milton .......... District.No. 3.- Lunenburg, Queen's, Sheiburne, Yarmouth,

Digby, AnnapoLis and King's counties.

ATonapolios County.

Baiey, W. M........NRound olr. The whole coutty of Annapolis.

Antigonish County.

Ayliner, J. R..... ..... hPomquet F o r ks, Vicinity of Pomquet Forks, incuding part of Pomquet and
Antigonish. Jack Rivers.

Caineroi¶, Lochlin (W.).. Fraser's R i ver, Fromn McWilliam's Bridge te Franser's Bridge.
Antigonish. 1

Chisholm, Hugli (W,.)... LowerSouth River, Antigonish Harbour to St. Andrew's Bridge.
Antigonish. i

Chishom, Donald (W.).. Sait Springs .... From Trotte's Mil Brook to Thompon's dam.
Dexter, John (W.) ..... Atigonish....... Froin Harbour t Trotter's Miil Brook, incuding Wst River

yand Bailey 's Brook.
Fraser, Duncan (.). St. Joseph . Pinkeytown Bridge t.o Stewart's Mills.
McDonald, Alian (W.).. James River ac . nJames River.
MeDougali, Arch'd (WV.). MeNair's C o v e, From Bun's Cove, Cape George, to Crebbing Head, St

Cape George.... George's Bay
Aylnmes, Donald (.).. Addington Forks, Vicinity of Addiqgton Forks. i
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA-Continued.

Naie of Overseer.

Quinan, Francis.........
Hickey, Richard ........
Burke, William .........
McDonald, Alexander...

P. O. Address.

Cape Breton County

Sydney .. ..... . .
North Sydney ....
Mira Ferry ..... .
East Bay .........

Colchester County.

Extent of Jurisdiction.

No. 1-Northern division.
No. 2-Western division.
No. 3- Eastern division.
No. 4-Southern division.

Gass, Robt .... ...... Tatamagouche .... Tatanagouche Bay, Waugh and French Rivers.
Davidson, J. W .... .... Bass River ........ The county of Colchester.
Pollock, R. J.... ...... Lower Stewiacke.. do

Cumberland County

Fowler, Elijah......... Parrsboro'.. ..... County of Cunberland.
Bland, George .... .... Wallace Bridge.... do
Wills, A. M ........... Pugwash ......... do

Digby County.

Schreve, T. C........... Digby ..... ......

Guysboro' County.

The whole county of Digby.

Davis, Joseph.. ... .... Guysborough...... County of Guysborough.
McQuarrie, Allan . ..... Sherbrooke.. ... do

Halifax County.

Bartlett, .Iohn H..... Terrance Bay. ... County of Halifax.
Gaston, Robert ... .. .. Pope's Harbour... . do
Rowlings, Geo.......... Musquodoboit Hr. do

Hants County.

Mosher, Jas. R....... Kempt Shore...... County of Hants, West Hants.

McLean, D. F.... . ..
McEachern, Peter ... .
McKeen, Lewis .........
Coady, James... ......
Ross, David ........
Aucoin, Wm .. . .. .

Bishop, C. E. (W) .......
Brown, Philip (W.) .....
Miller, James S .........
Murphy, L. A. (W.).....
McIntyre, W. (W.) .....
Reid, R. F. .... . ....
Thorpe, J. W. (W) ......
Robinson, Chas .........

Evans, David ........
Solomon, W. M ... .....

Inverness County.

Port Hood...... .
Glendale.
Mabou ......
S. W. Margaree...
N. E. Ma|rgaree ...
Eastern Harbour..

King's County.

Horton. .......
Blomidon ........
Canning . ........
Gaspereau.
Aylesford.........
Wolfeville.. .. .
Hall's Harbour ...
Lakeville .........

Lunenburg County.

Chester .... . ....
W. LaHave Ferry.

No. 1-Western division.
No. 2-Southern division.
No. 3 -Mabou division.
No. 4-Eastern division.
No. 5-Northern division.
No. 6-Part of Northern division.

Gaspereau River.
Vicinity of Blomidon.
The whole of King's county.
Part of Gaspereau River.
Annapolis River.
The whole of King's county.
Halls Point to Cape Split.
Cornwallis River and Tributaries, jurisdiction in whole county

The whole county of Lunenburg.
do do

Pictou County.

McPhie, Allan...... .Avondale......... Eastern division.
McQueen, J. D... .... Little Harbour.... Southern division.
Pritchard, A. O......... New Glasgow.... Central division.
Sutherland, Robt.. .. .River John ..... , Western division.
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA-Concluded.

Name of Overseer. P. 0. Address. Extent of Jurisdiction.

Queen's County.

Freeman, J. N.... .. . Liverpool ........ The whole of Queen's county.

Richrmond Co.

Boyle, Doug ad R ....... Arichat West ..... No. 1. Isle Madame and Arichat Division.
Cameron, Duncan ..... St. Peters......... No. 2. Western division.
Brymer, Arthur ......... Lower L'Ardoise.. No. 3. Eastern division.

Shelburne Co.

Hines, Geo. K .......... Sheburne .... . The whole of Shelburne county.
Goudey, E. S. ........ Barrington ....... From Clyde River to Yarmouth county.

Victoria Co.

Campbell, Chas. L. New Campbellton. No. 2. Middle division.
McCharles, Danl........ Middle River. .... No. 3. Southern division.
Hellen, Wm.... .... Cape North....... The whole of Victoria county.

Yarmouth Co.

Hatfield, &bram M...... Arcadia ......... The whole of Yarmouth county.

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

Pratt, J. H. (I). .... ..... St. Andrews .....
Chapman, Robt. A. (I).. Moncton..........

Miles, H. S. (I)......... Oromocto .... ....

Harding, F. J. (Agt).... St. John........ .

Albert Co.

Stewart, Suthd ........ '

Brown, Barth. ...........
Campbell, D. F .........
Mathewson, John.,... .
Martin, Frederick.......

McLaughlin, W. B
Todd, Frank........

District No. 1. The county of Charlotte.
District No. 2. Restigouche, Gloucester, Northumberland,

Kent, Westmorland and Albert counties.
District No. 3. St. John, King's, Queen's, Sunbury, York,

Carleton and Victoria counties.
The whole province.

Ahna ............ The whole county of Albert.

Charlotte Co.

Campobello .....
St. Andrews .....
St. George........
Grand Manan Har-

bour.........
Grand Manan.....
St. Stephens......

Gloucester County.

Vicinity of Campobello and West Isles.
Inner Bay, Passamaquoddy.
Parishes of St. George, Pennfield and Lepreau.

Around Grand Manan Island.
Grand Manan Island and spawning grounds.
The whole of Charlotte county.

Aché, Adolphe W)...... Shippegan....... Vicinity of Shippegan.
Albert, Xavier D>. ...... Caraquet.......... Caraquet herring banks.
Calnan, John, jr. (W.).. Bathurst.......... Tête-h-Gauche River.
Gibbs, Valentine (W.)... Pokemouche ... Vicinity of Pokemouche.
Hache, Jos. L.... ..... Caraquet ......... Caraquet and Shippegan oyster beds.
Hickson, James ........ Bathurst.......... Bay des Chaleurs from Mill Stream to Grindstone Point and

Nipissiguit River.
Landry, Arcade......... Shippegan ....... Shippegan district.
Marks, William . , . - .... Miscou.. ........ County of Gloucester.
Robichaud, Olivier (W.). Ferguson's Point.. Bariau Point to Green Point and Tracadie Rivers.
Sweeney, William. . . Green Point ..... From Belledune to Mill Stream.
Thériault, James D. Grand Anse . Grand Anse to Point Mizenette.
Walsh, William ......... Pokemouche ...... District of Pokemouche.
Whelton, Michael (W.).. IPokeshaw ........ Vicinity of Pokeshaw.
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &c.--Continued.

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK-Continued.

Name of Overseer.

Després, Thos ........ .
Leblanc, Olivier J. O....
Hannah, Wm. J........
Leblanc, A. T .... ....
Richard, Pierre L . .....
Beaty, John ...........

Brown, James ..........
Belyea, Ludlow .........
Fenwick, Edwin (W.)...
Grey, Justus H .........
Heine, W. H...........,
Nolan, James W........
Pearson, Isaac R. (W.)..

Robichaud, Ferdinand ..
Williston, J. G . .... ...
Abbott, Lemuel.... ...
Hogan, Patrick .........
Boyes, Robert E ... . .

P. O. Address.

Kent County.

Cocagne ..........
Buctouche......
Richibucto...... .
Legerville , .......
St. Louis..........
Kouchibouguac ...

King's County.

Hammond Vale.
Brown's Flat .....
Studholm ........
Springfield.......
Norton Station....
Smith's Creek , . ..
English Settlement

Northumberland Co

Neiguac...........
Bay du Vin.. ....
Chatham .........
Newcastle ... ....
Blackville ........

Queen's County.

Extent of Jurisdiction.

Parish of Dundas.
Parishes of Wellington and St. Mary.
The whole county of Kent.
Parishes of Harcourt and Huskisson.
Parish of St. Louis.
Parishes of Carleton and Acadieville.

Lakes in Hammond Parish.
Parishes of Westfield, Greenwich and Kingston.
Millstream.
Parish of Springfield.
Kennebecasis River and Darling's Lake.
Parishes of Havelock, Waterford, Sussex and Hammond.
Washademoak Lake and tributaries.

Part Miramichi Bay fronting on Alnwick and inland waters.
South part Miramichi Bay to Point au Quart.
Mirainichi River to Newcastle.
N. W. Branch Miramichi River and tributaries.
S.W. Branch Miramichi River and tributaries.

Case, Mayes............ Wickham .... .. . The whole of Queen's county.
Warden, A. C ........ Johnston.......... WashademoakLake,CanaanandSalmonRivers and tributaries

Restigouche County

McLean, Donald ....... Charlo . ......... Baie des Chaleurs, Pelledune to Dalhousie.
Brown, Chas............ Maguasha, P.Q. .. From Dalhousie to Tide Head.

Sunbury County.

Griffith, Chas. (W.). .... Sheffield . ...... . County of Sunbury.

Cochrane, John .........

O'Brien, Joseph ..... ...

St. John County.

I.C.R. Station, St.
John.

Carleton, St. John

Victoria County.

St. John city and vicinity.

St. John county.

Ryan, Thos. D........ . Grand Falls . The whole county of Victoria.
Martin, Jos......... .Baker Lake .... Baker and other lakes not more than 4 miles from Baker Lake

Westnorland Co.

Cormier, D. T ...... .. Pré d'en haut .....
Goodwin, Robt........ Bay Verte........
Deacon, W. B.... .... Shediac........

York County.

Orr, Robt. ............

Dorchester Parish and Petitcodiac River.
Parishes of Sackville and Westmoreland.
Parishes of Salisbury, Moncton, Shediac and that part of

Botsford to Big Shemogue Harbour.

Fredericton . .... The whole county of York.
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PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Name of Overseer. P. O. Address. Extent of Jurisdiction.

Lord, A. (Agt.)...,..... Charlottetown .... Prince Edward Island.
Perry, S. F....... ... Tignish .... .... do do
Davison, John .......... Bedeque....... .. The county of Prince.
Nolan, Dan............. Souris ........... County of King's.
Hobkirk, W. C......... Charlottetown .,. County of Queen's.

PROVINCE OF MANITOBA.

Tupper, R. Latouche (I.) Selkirk .. ....... The province of Manitoba.
Gardner, Rich.......... do ........... do do
Martineau, H.......... The Narrows, Lake Lakes Manitoba, Ebb and Flow, Dog and tributaries.

Manitoba . ..
Ounn, Robt ............. Winnipeg ..... .. Within his district as forest ranger.
Stevenson, E. F .. ,...... do .... .. In his district as Crown timber agent.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Davidson, G. S. (I.).....Qu'Appelle. AI] the North-west Territories.
Foster, John ......... Silton..........The Silton District.
Matheson, W. D.. Edmonton. District of Edmonton.
Lucas, S. B ....... ..... Hoibrooke.........do of Peace Hills, Alberta.
McKenzie, R. S..........Stobart do of Prine Albert, Saskatchewan.
Thompson, J. R........Calgary..........do vicinity of Calgary.
Cook, R. 8 ............. Prince Albert do of Prince Albert.
A iknan, Jno. H. Care of the Con-
Rogers, John .. . is e .f .D.oRPar., B.oS ............. misione ofndo- Bach in bis district as homnestead inspector.
Park, R. ...........

Allison, WH ........

PROVINCE 0F BRITISHI COLUMBIA.

McNab, John (I.). New Westminster. The province of British Columbia.
MKay, J. W ... ...... Kamloops ... ... District of Yaie, B.C.
Mcason, W. L ..... ..... William's Lake . .. ýKootenay R., from Clinton to Barkerville.
Philips, Michael...Kootenay '«..I do district.
Higginson, T. S........New Westinster. 'In bis district as Crown timber agent.
Ellison, Price ... ....... Vernon.........- O'Kanagan lake and river.
Gaudin, Capt. James... Victoria ... >...... Having jurisdiction in the whole province.
Walbran, t. J. T ... do of.Peace do do do
Woods, Wa ......... Kadilooo. . Vicinity of Kamloops.
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SCHEDULE of Fishery Officers, &c.-Continued.

FISH CULTURE.

Name. Rank. P. O. Address.

Kenefick, John........Officer in charge of Goverment Fish Hatchery...Newcastle, Ont.
Parker, Wm...............do do Sandwich, Ont.
Walker, John............ do do Ottawa, Ont.
Finlayson, Alex.........Asst. officer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery.. Magog, Que.
Catellier, L. N..........Oficer in charge of Goverment Fish Hatchery... Que.
Davis, Henry .......... do do Gaspé Basin, Que.
Mowat, Alex ...... do do Campbellton, N. B.
McCluskey, Chas ...... do do Grand Fal, N.B.
Sheasgreen, Isaac. do do South Esk, Miramichi,

N.B.
Ogden, A................ do do Bedford Basin, N.S.

do ..... do Govement Lobster Hatchery .... Pictou, N.S.
Dunlop, W. J .... ..... Asst. officer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery.. Sydney, C.B., N.S.
MeNab, John ..... .. .. Officer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery... ewWestminster, B.C.
Tupper, LaTouche, R do do Selkirk, Man.
Kemp, Ernest do Oyster culture................Ottawa, Ont.

Ail captains of the Fisheries Protection Service are also fishery officers, with power
of a justice of the peace for ail purposes of the Fi&heries Act. During the season of
1896 they were as follows

Commander S. G. V.. Spain, of the cruiser "i Acadia.
Capt. S. Belanger, of the cruiser "lLa Canadienne?'~
Capt. A. Finlayson, of the cruiser ",JtanOey."
Capt. J. H. Pratt, of the cruiser IlCurlew."
Capt. Geo. M. May, of the cruiser "lConstance."
Capt. H. McKenzie, of the cruisers "lVigilant " and IlOsprey."
Capt. W. H. Kent, of the cruiser IlKingfisher."
C apt. C. T. Knowlton, of the cruiser IlAberdeen."
Capt. Ed. Dunn, of the cruiser "Petrel," for Ontario.
Capt. G. W. Pearson, of the ss. "Doiphin," for Ontario.

RECAPITULATION 0F FISHERY OFFICERS.

Number
Provinces. Of

Officers.

Ontario....... ............................................................ 114
Quebec. .... ............................. ..... ....................... 75
Nova Scotia.................. ..................... ... ..................... 62
New Brunswick. ....................................................... .... S. 55
Prince Ed.ard Island ... Oc................ ............. ................ ... ........ ..5
ManitobaT R..........o... .................................................... 5
NorthKwest Territoes. .... r.............................................. .... 12
British Columbia......................................... ............. ........... 9
Officers and crews of the fisheries protection vessels ................. ... .............. 178
Fishery guardians employed during the season of 1896... ............................. 200

Total ............................................................ .715
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I.

NOTES ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE LOBSTER,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CANADIAN

LOBSTER INDUSTRY.

BY PROFESSOR EDWARD E. PRINCE, COMMIsSIONER AND GENERAL INSPECTOR OF
FIsHERIES FOR CANADA.

Introductory.

Three years ago in my first report as Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries, which
J submitted to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, I ventured to say that " of all
the valuable inhabitants of our inshore waters there is not one about which we have so
little reliable information as the lobster A thorough research upon its habits, propaga-
tion, life-history and migrations, would be of the utmost value, and would afford a basis
for wise legislation."

Since then certain scientific investigators, notably Professor Herrick, of Adelbert
College, U.S., have made advances in the direction indicated, but much remains to be
done before it can be said that the natural history of the lobster has been satisfactorily
outlined. Amongst fishermen, lobster packers and others interested in the lobster
fisheries a desire has arisen for information about the habits and life-history of the
lobster. and to supply this desire the following account, divested of scientific technicali-
ties, has been prepared.

A large amount of the injury done in the past, and now being done by parties
engaged in lobster fishing and packing is due to lack of knowledge. Many points yet
remain to be ascertained regarding the lobster; but a summary of existing knowledge
on the subject cannot fail to be of practical value.

Incredible abundance oj lobsters formerly.

The Atlantic shores of Canada are perhaps the most remarkable lobster grounds in
the world. Their extent and the abundant supplies of lobsters which, during the last
twenty-five years they have produced, are not to be paralleled elsewhere. Not many
years ago it was no uncommon spectacle to see, after a storm, miles of the shore strewn,
between tide-marks with lobsters. In some localities in New Brunswick and Quebec
lobsters in wind-rows four or five feet high were cast up by the waves and left stranded
and dead along considerable lengths of the coast. As many as one thousand dead
lobsters have been counted along two rods of shore and in some years, as in 1873, the
destruction of lobsters in this way, especially along the Shippegan shore, Gloucester
county, New Brunswick, was memorable.

Lobsters were so common that their value was not appreciated. Not only so, but
extremely erroneous views prevailed as to the inexhaustibility of the Canadian lobster
supply, and the peculiarities of the lobster's habits, migrations and distribution. It is only
very recently that the possibility of the depletion of these crustaceans was realized by
the fishing population and packers.

ilb-1
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Diminishing supply in recent years.

An eminent United States authority in reference to the New England lobster in-
dustry remarks :-

" The statement that the lobster fishery once carried on extensively along the New
England coast, has about become a thing of the past, and that the catch here is now
scarcely sufficient to supply one-fifth of the demand of Boston alone for this crustacean,
may well occasion dismay among the lovers of one of our most delicious and popular food
specialities, as well as among those who formerlv derived handsome returns from the
pursuit of the lobster fishing industry on our coast. There seems to be no doubt that
the exhaustion of the lobster supply is due to the greediness of the lobstermen who bave
levied excessive drafts on their resources without giving due heed to the work of replen-
ishing them. This state of things demonstrates anew the importance of the protection
of our fisheries by legal enactments and the rigid enforcement of such legislation."

The Department of Marine and Fisheries, realizing the great and increasing value
of the lobster fisheries of Canada, attempted with more or less success to pre-erve them
from injury and extinction. It may be that various circumstances have interfered with
a strict and fair enforcement of the protective regulations framed ; but it is generally
admitted that our lobstet fishery might have already succumnbed, had no legal restric-
tion existed.

Increased value of lobsters.

Sweden 200 years ago enacted laws to protect its lobster fisheries, the earliest lobs-
ter regulations being enacted in 1686, and the Scandinavian lobster supply has outlasted
that of all other European countries. Many considerations might be adduced to show
that, unless overfishing and illegal capture be prevented, the lobster must inevitably
become extinct in Canada as it has become practically in many other countries.
Lobsters are admittedly becoming more and more scarce, while the demand and the
market price continue to increase. A live lobster of 11 inches in length which ten years
ago could not be sold for more than 1 or 2 cents will bring to the fishermen, especially
early in the year 10 to 20 cents. A case of canned lobsters which sold in 1887 for $4
or 85, can now readily be sold for $8 or $9.

Causes of depletion.

Among other reasons worthy of mention are its limited geographical range, its
extremely local habits and migrations, its perils when shelling, the dangers that threaten
the lobster's eggs, and the delicate character of the young fry for many months of their
life. The enemies of the lobster are legion, and man adds infinitely to its dangers by
spreading baited traps over the grounds which it haunts when it comes in from deeper
water to hatch its young. The principal fishing season covers the very months when
the parents are hatching out their broods of fry.

Geographical range of the lobster.

The lobster is an inshore creature and does not wander far out to sea. Its
geographical range along the Atlantic shore is very limited, as no lobsters are found
north of Chateau Bay in Labrador or south of Delaware Breakwater. A specimen is
recorded as far south as Cape Hatteras, N.C., as taken by the United States Fish
Commission Steamer " Albatross " in 1884, and this appears to be the most southerly
record of its occurrence. The vast waters off iNorthern Labrador, Hudson's Bay and
the Arctic circle appear to be destitute of this valuable crustacean, nor do the prolific
shores of British Columbia yield any lobsters. Each particular bay or inshore area
within the range above referred to may be said to have its own local supply of lobsters.
Such localities, when once cleaned out, are not replenished in the way they would be, did
schools of lobsters constantly move over extensive areas. Certain bays could be named
which once abounded with lobsters, but reckless and illegal ishing cleaned them out and
lobsters from the localities have not migrated in to take their vacant place,
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Decrease in other countries.

In England, Scotland and Ireland as well as along the Atlantic coast of the United
States grounds have been overfished, which were once prolific and valuable, and the lobster
fisheries in those areas have practically ceased. The New York Fishing Gazette,
February 26, 1897, significantly publishes the following intimation:-

"It is believed that there will be no lobsters packed on the coast of Maine during
the coming season. The principal packing will be done in the British Provinces."

In th# Dominion of Canada there remains the last great lobster fishery of the world,
and it is not too much to say that this fishery has reached a critical stage.

Sinall size of lobsters in the markets.

The sigas of exhaustion are unmistakable. Small immature lobsters, 5 to 8 or 9
inches long, which a few years ago were rejected with contempt are now eagerly taken,
and form in some districts the staple article upon which the lobster canneries depend.
Instead of two or three lobsters sufficing to fill a 1 lb. can, not less than five, six, seven
or even ten lobsters are now required.

Ten years ago the average size of lobsters was of 10 inches (2 lbs. weight), while
thirty years ago an old fisherman has testified that 13 inches (3j lbs.) was the average.

Increased anount of lobster gear.

In order to keep up the catch each season the quantity of gear is being increased
year by year all around the coast. Yet the average number of lobsters taken per trap
has been steadily diminishing.

A prominent packer in Prince Edward Island publicly stated that in a certain
cannery with which he was acquainted, the number of cans packed as compared with the
number of traps fished from that factory showed this startling decrease :-during a
period of six seasons at that factory the average number of 1 lb cans to each trap fished
was in 1891, 24; in 1892 it was 16ï; in 1893 it was l 3 ý ; in 1894 it was l2ý; in 1895
it was 7¾, and in 1896 it was 5ý.

The capture and packing of lobsters inferior in size and quality cannot continue,
and the taking of " berried '' females and even soft shell lobsters indicates the desperate
efforts now being made to keep up the aggregate pack. In prolific inshore waters such
as those of Newfoundland these strenuous attempts are viewed with the gravest fears by
those qualified, by knowledge and business experience to judge. The best authority on
United States fishing matters made a few weeks ago this announcement:-

Newfoundland lobster-packers propose to enter into the packing of this fish more
largely than ever the coming season, and many new men will operate small factories in
various parts of the island. This, in view of the fact that the ground ail about the
island is being overfished, would indicate that unless some restrictions other than those
now in force are placed upon the fishery, the lobster in Newfoundland will scon be
extinct.

Local distribution of lobsters.

Fishermen have discovered that lobsters can be caught in deeper water than was
formerly fished ; but their occurrence in deeper water merely shows that the lobsters
when they forsake the inshore shallow areas resort to these greater depths. Instead of
moving, as many still think, over great portions of the coast, the lobsters, as the fact
stated shows, migrate from deeper water into shallower and back again. No doubt the
great schools pass the winter at depths of 40 or 50 fathons ; but during the warm sum-
mer months they move into shallow water, 2 to 10 fathoms, where the females ripen
their eggs and hatch them out.

Habits of lobster.

When moving at leisure the lobster walks nimbly along on the tips of its toes
holding its nipping claws slightly raised in front, waving its long feelers aloft, while the
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short second pair is held straight to the front like rigid bayonets, and turning its protrud-
ing stalked eyes in every direction. The tail is held spread out behind so as not to touch
the ground.

When alarmed or in danger instead of proceeding forward, it swims backward by
the convulsive and powerful strokes of its tail. It shoots along at the rate of twenty-five
or thirty feet per second ; but rapid swimming is so exhausting to the lobster that it is
physically unable to continue this violent method of progression very long. Moreover,
when swimming the lobster cannot see where it is going ; it only sees the danger from
which it is fleeing; but observers have noted with astonishment how accurately it directs
its course. A lobster, it is said, will at times bound tail foremost out of the narrow
entrance of a lobster-trap in which it finds itself confined. The very young lobster uses
its feathery feet for swimming, as will be described on a later page, and progresses
rapidly head foremost quite in contrast to the habit of swimming backwaed in the adult.

The lobster is most active at night and shuns excess of light. It is impatient of
heat or extreme cold, and under such conditions becomes sick and inactive ; but in
water of a temperature of 40° to 50' F. it is most vigorous and healthy. The heart and
principal blood-vessels of the lobster as well as the main venous sinuses lie in the back
of the creature, hence exposure to the hot rays of the sun is rapidly fatal. Lobsters
confined in inshore ponds and in floating cars die in great numbers from heat and expo-
sure for the physiological reason just stated.

Food and Growth.

Lobsters may be almost said to be omnivorous, they are certainly not particular
in their diet and greedily devour fish alive, dead, or even putrid, seaweed, eelgrass
(Zostera) shrimps, starfish, indeed anything in the shape of edible material. At times
they turn cannibal and will devour each other, while they are fond of tearing off and
eating the bunches of eggs attached to the female lobster in a " berried condition." Just
as the owl or kingfisher rejects the .bones and indigestible portions of fish or animals
which they have eaten, so the lobster ejects from its mouth the hard parts of the
creatures which it has devoured. Such pieces cannot pass down the intestine, which is a
slender and delicate tube lying along the fleshy jointed tail of the lobster. The lobster
has a keen sense of smell which is believed to be located on the under surface of the outer
limb of each of the small pair of feelers (the antennuhe). No doubt it is mainly by the
sense of smell that it is led into the baited cage or trap used in the lobster fishery.
There is certainly no just reason for regarding putrid bait as more attractive than fresh
bait. It is possible that semi-decayed fish may have a certain amount of luminosity or
phosphorescence, which affects the lobster's sense of vision ; but the Norwegians have
for centuries proved by practice that pieces of fresh flounder placed as bait in their cane
traps form the best possible bait.

Structure of the shell.

The dense armour of hard limy material which encases the lobster permits only of
limited growth so that the shell must be cast off repeatedly, as the lobster increases in
size, season after season. This growth is most rapid in the very young or infant stages,
hence moulting is then most frequent, as will be shown on a later page in the account
of the life of the larval lobster. A lobster cannot continue to wear the same shell any
more than a growing youth could continue to wear a small boy's suit after he has become
a man. The shell consists of four layers :-(1) An outside horny layer, which shows no
definite structure. Professor Herrick calls it the enamel layer. (2) A thicker canali-
culated layer, crowded with lime salts, and coloured with pigment. Dr. Carpenter called
it the " areolar " layer. (3) A very thick, non-coloured, laminated layer, recalling the
structure of dentine in a tooth. It is Carpenter's " tubular " layer, and is the gleaming
white part of the shell, which is so noticeable at the broken edge when a lobster shell is
fractured. It is this layer which is absent in the case of Phyllosoma, and the glass
crabs, Portunu8, and others. (4) A very thin lamellar layer which is not calcified.
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The inside lining is formed by a soft layer consisting of epithelial cells. These
cells build up the shell, and become grealty enlarged and cylindrical, when actively
secreting a new sheli.

All four layers are pierced by delicate canals, viz. : the skin-gland ducts, the hair-
pores, and the tegumental gland tubes. Inside the shell. of course, lie the great masses
of white flesh or muscles ; but there is an intervening space between the shell and the
muscles which is occupied by loose connective tissue, large blood-spaces, and the great
glands, called by Professor Herrick "tegumental" glands.

Shelling or moulting.

The shell undergoes peculiar changes when the " shelling " period arrives. Some of
the salts, which impart hardness to it, begin to disappear in such places as the middle
of the great shield covering the head and thorax, and along each side of the snout ana
other parts. This change gives the elasticity required to allow of the shell being more
easily thrown off. A thin skin forms underneath the shell, and the lobster then shows
very evident signs of the painful process about to begin. A lobster about to moult loses
its bright colour, acquires a loose lax appearance, and becomes very uneasy and shy. It
seeks the shelter of rocky clefts, or if these be not at hand, immerses itself in a soft
sandy bottom, lying sidewise. It bends upon itself so that the skin connecting the
shield and the tail bursts. There are no violent convulsions such as some writers have
described. The muscles of the limbs tug vigourously, and the great claws, soft and
pliable as indian rubber, are withdrawn like the hand f rom a glove. The creature pushes
itself through the gaping slit, the head being pulled out leaving the tail to be drawn out
last of all. The newly shelled lobster has a limp and collapsed appearance, but its
colours are extremely fresh and bright. Water is so rapidly absorbed through the soft new
shell that the lobster enlarges and swells up with surprising rapidity. The empty cast-off
shell reseinbles a dull dingy live lobster, as it is rarely split or broken although extremely
brittle. At the end of a month the shell is not really hard ; but still has a pliable
leathery character. Many observers have declared that within twenty-four hours, or at
most within a week the shell is perfectly -hard. This is not so. A lobster is really not
completely hard for seven or eight weeks after moulting. The process of shelling takes
place every year, especially during the summer months, for which two reasons can be
adduced. The water is warmer then, and the soft and sensitive lobster at that time
escapes the peril of extreme cold. A vast number of females hatch their young in the
warmer months, and, after hatching, they invariably cast off the shell, partly no doubt
to get rid of the clinging empty eggs, and their attachments, which become foul ; but
chiefly, as already indicated, owing to the growth of the animal inside its covering whereby
the old shell becomes too small for it. Actual observations on the shelling process are
very meagre, indeed those of my friend the late George Brooke are almost the only
continuous observations on record. His studies were carried on in Scotland for about
sixteen months, viz., from July 1st, 1883, to November 19th, 1884, during which time he
found that four moultings took place, the size at each moult being:-6.¾ inches, 8
inches, 814 inches and 9 I inches, a total increase of 2-17W inches. The dates, when the
shelling process was effected were, July 1st and December 25th, in the first year, and
July 25th and Noveniber 19th, in the second year. Professor Herrick justifiably
calculates that, under natural conditions, a 6 inch lobster would attain a length of 9 or 10
inches in two years and that a 10 inch lobster is probably four and a half or five years
old. Of course during its more rapid growth in infancy, the shell is cast off much more
frequently. During the first six or eight weeks after hatching the young lobster moults
not less than five or six times.

Features of malé and female lobster.

Before describing in detail the breeding habits, the production of.eggs and hatching
of the young, a few words may be here said regarding the external features of the male
and female lobsters. A comparison of a large number of specimens has shown that the
male is more slender than the female and he possesses larger and stronger claws. The
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body of the female is not only broader, but the side plates or flaps at the margin of each
tail ring are deepened in order to provide a larger space under the tail for the reception
of the bunches of eggs. The first pair of legs in the lobster are the "nipping claws " or
large forceps, and there are four pairs of true walking limbs. Behind the walking legs
there are five pairs of smaller limbs called " swimmerets." In the male the first pair of
swimmerets are transformed into stout rods each consisting of two joints, while at the
inner edge of the basal joint of the fourth or last pair of walking legs a minute opening
may be noted, on close examination, which is the aperture of the seminal duct. In the
female, on the other hand, the first pair of swimmerets consists of a slender feathery rod,
composed of :ne long joint and twelve or thirteen very sm.all joints. The second pair
of walking legs show a couple of small openings (oviducal apertures) at the base similar
to those in the male; but in the interspace between the third pair of walking limbs is
placed the V-shaped sperm pouch. It is a very sensitive organ studded with small
sensory hairs, and in it the male deposits a thick guminy matter which acquires a some-
what solid character after a short time. A most reliable distinguishing external
feature in the two sexes is the position of the small sex apertures. In the female they
are at the base of the second pair of walking legs, and in the male at the base of the
fourth, or last pair.

Spermaries of the Male.

It is necessary to describe the structure of the egg-forming and sperm-producing
organs before the peculiar features seen in the breeding of lobsters can be understood.
The latter organs or spermaries can be seen upon cutting open the back of a male
lobster. A pair of slender much corrugated tubes appears passing down the back, and
placed immediately above the massive green liver. They rudely resemble the letter H
as the two tubes are connected by a slender bridge, immediately behind which con-
nection there passes off on either side a duct. Each duct swells to form a sperm vesicle
before terminating in the small external opening or sperm aperture, already described
as occurring at the base of each of the last pair of walking legs.

Ovaries of Fenale.

In the female, the ovaries where the eggs are formed have also the character of a
pair of tubes passing along the back behind the eyes and immediately under the shield
or shell forming the forepart of the back of the lobster. When in a mature condition
they extend along two-thirds of the length of the body from the fourth or fifth ring of
the jointed tail almost to the eye-sockets. They exhibit much variation in colour as they
approach the ripe stage, recalling the green, pink and yellow ovaries of certain fish
such as Cyclopterus, for the ovaries of the female lobster may be either of a creain
yellow, a pale flesh tint, or a light olive green colour. When the lobster is boiled, the
eggs contained in the ovaries, if fairly ripe, turn to an intense red colour and are known
as coral. In some great markets (as for instance London) lobsters containing coral are
prized for culinary purposes especially for lobster sauces, etc., and this demand for ripe
females has no doubt had much to do with the depletion of lobsters in Britain.

Deposition of eggs.

At the spawning time the eggs enlarge and become loose in the ovary. They then
glide down the oviducal tubes, their passage being facilitated by a fluid, which is
secreted at that time by the swollen cells lining the oviduct and they are rapidly ejected
from the two orifices, already described as occurring at the bases of the second pair of
walking legs. Each egg is globular or rather spheroidal, about i inch in diameter.
They are received in the space inclosed by the incurved tail of the lobster, and become
glued to the five pairs of feathery swimmerets so that they hang like crowded bunches
of grapes. The liquid glue is secreted by the glands in the skin or rather shell, in the
tail region, and it hardens on exposure to water. The eggs are dark green, almost
black ; the colour being due to the yolk which is visible through the transparent shell
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or chorion. Unless they are vivified the eggs come to nothing; but the further changes
in the progress of the fertilized eggs will be briefly described below.

Pairing Process.

In order that the sperms emitted from these two small openings, in the male lobster,
shall be transferred to the female, pairing must take place. No doubt the peculiar first
pair of swimmerets are utilised in pairing; but full and accurate observations regarding
the pairing of lobsters remain yet to be made. Sufficient information is afforded by the
structure of the organs described in the foregoing account, and by what is known in
many other creatures of tie saie subkingdom (Arthropoda) to establish the fact. That
pairing takes place admits of no doubt. It must, in many respects, resemble the pairing
of spiders, in which creatures, we know that the male takes a quantity of sperms from
underside of its body, and by means of its pointed second pair of limbs (the pedipalps)
transfer s these spermns to the special receptacle of its mate. The sperms of the lobster
differ from those of most animals, because they are apparently motionless and are able
to retain their vitality for a long perio.d of time. In most animals the sperms exhibit
wonderful activity for a very short time when they lose their activity and vitality. The
lobster's sperms may be described as star-like in form and massed together in a gelatinous
capsule (distinguished as a spermatophor). Probably the first pair of swimmerets, which
in the male are of very peculiar shape, convey the spermatophors to the female. They
are received, no doubt, when lying in a reverse position, and the female stores them in
the triangular sperm-receptacle. In the animal kingdom, as a rule, pairing takes place
just before or coinqidently with the spawning time, and the eggs are at once and directly
vivified or fertilized. But« in the lobster the conditions are peculiar and wholly different.
The male does not directly fertilize the eggs ; but the motionless sperns, transferred to
the female at the pairing time, are stored up by the female until required. If pair-
ing occurs in the fall when lobsters are found to migrate inshore in great numbers (say
in October or November and several months after the hatching period is over) the
sperms emitted by the male at that time must be carried by the female for from
six to nine months when the female .deposits her eggs in spring or summer,
April to July seems to be the main time on our shores, then extruded eggs
come into contact with the stored up sperms which are now poured out. By the con-
tact of the eggs and the sperms the eggs are at once vivified.

Cleavage of the egg.

Changes immediately commence within each egg. The dark coloured yolk
divides up into segments during the first two or three days. This is what is called the
cleavage of the egg, and at its conclusion it lias the appearance of a thimble-berry
or bramble-berry. A thin skin forms inside the egg-shell, and both unite to form a
double capsule. It has been frequently noticed that when a young embryo lobster is
artificially removed from the shell, the antennæ or horns are found attached to this.inner
layer of the capsule and are often torn off with the shell.

The embryo within the egg.

During the first ten to fifteen days, while one side of the yolk remains dark, the
other side becomes clear and shows a little creature like a spider lying on its back
inside the egg. This is the embryo lobster.

The formation of this embryo, embracing the process of cleavage just described,
may be rapid, under a high temperature, or very slow if the temperature of the sur
rounding water be very low.

Hatching period.

There can be no doubt that lobsters, which extrude their eggs in April, May and
J une, accomplish the hatching of their fry in a few weeks, whereas late spawners, during
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the months of September, October and November, probably do not hatch their young
for six or eight months. This accounts for the fact noticed by Dr. Fullerton, that a
female lobster in the middle of November was found carrying eggs which were in the
stage, that in the case of other female lobsters was not reached until about the middle of
May. Prof. Herrick, it is true, quotes a case of the hatching out of eggs in the latter part
of January under a temperature of 36° F., which had been removed from a female at
Christmas. Such facts support the assertion that lobsters may hatch during every month
in the year. " I am satisfied," said an experienced fisherman in Prince Edward Island,
" that lobsters spawn all the year around." Yet certain months, June, July and August
embrace the principal part of the year during which most female lobsters are in Canada
found carrying berries. The Department of Marine and Fisieries has been able to
confirm this after conducting artificial lobster hatching at Pictou, N. S., for the last
five years, the supplies of eggs being mainly obtained from May 15th to early in July
or late in June, and the fry as a rule hatching out in from seven to fourteen or twenty-
one days. Some very mature eggs hatch within twenty-four hours after being received
at the hatchery.

The course followed in artificial hatching in the departmnent's establishment is
briefly described below.

Method of arti/icial hatching in Canada.

After the eggs aie received fron the lobster canneries usually at the rate of 14
millions per day, they are placed in glass hatching jars through which pure sea-
water constantly passes, and this circulation keeps them in motion. The hatching jars
are upright cylindrical vases, with a central glass tube supplving water which passes up
through the jar and escapes by a conical tip at the top of the jar.

About the Middle of June the earliest lobster fry hatch out, and are carried by the
circulating stream into a capacious reception trough, which receives the waste water.

When the hatching-out begins the assistants are kept busy night and day attending
to the eggs and fry to see that they do not collect and clog together, as they soon die
under such circumstances.

When the time for distribution comes the fry are placed in barrels of sea-water
open at the top, and conveyed out to sea on a small steam tug.

They are not simply thrown overboard ; but from a low steamer are scattered by
means of small tin dippers, or passed through a hose, one inch in diameter and about 8
feet long, provided with a funnel shaped box at the top ; they are scattered about one
million to the mile over a distance of 60 miles. The bottom is rock and kelp, and the
fry are distributed not less thon 3 miles from shore.

The number of eggs placed in the hatching jars is about 65 millions each season
and the eggs are so healthy that at no time have more than a hundred dead eggs been
found in all the jars.

Female lobsters are found from 6 inches to 8 inches in length bearing eggs, but the
larger lobsters carry proportionately far more eggs.

Since the Bay View hatchery, Pictou, N.S., was opened, over 500,000,000 of
fry have been hatched, the nunibers being as below for the following years, viz:-

1891 .......................................... .7,000,000
1892 ...................................... ..... 63,500,000,
1893...................... .................... 153,600,000
1894............. ........ ................... .. 160,000,000
1895........................ ................. 100,000,000

Before emerging from the egg, the advanced embryo lobster is shielded very effec-
tively from harm. Thus there are (1) the shell of the lobster, (2) a temporary larval
skin, which fits around the shell like a glove, (3) the egg-shell or primary chorion : (4)
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the secondary egg-menibrane which is outside. The chorion is formed in the oviduct
and is attached only at the stalk to the secondary, outside shell, the latter is thick and
translucent and secreted by the cement glands. Both shells split, like a bean, into two
halves at the time of hatching and out comes the larva tail foremost. It is very unlike
the lobster in form and habits. It rises to the surface of the sea and appears to fre-
quent the upper waters for over two nonths, as Professor G. O. Sars, the famous Norse
naturalist long ago conjectured, during which time it undergoes a . series of changes
described as follows in which seven stages may be distinguished.

Larval life-Seven stages.

The newly hatched larva exhibits a short shrimplike body and ringed tail stretched
out almost horizontally. It is of glassy transparency, with gleaming einerald eyes, and
possesses a huge pointed snout or rostrum, consisting of a central blade and a lateral
spike on each side, Two pairs of very short horns protrude in front (antennæw and
antennulw) the second pair being forked or split into two. Four of the six tail-joints
bear spines, two on each side, and one in the middle standing erect. Most young marine
larvæ, having the pelagic habits of the lobster carry for some days a sinall bag of yolk ;
but all trace of the green yolk has disappeared by the time the young lobster hatches
out. The yellow liver is plainly visible through the translucent sheil. There are no
swimmerets along the under surface of the tail ; but minute buds indicate their future
position. The jointed foot jaws and the five pairs of legs are paddle-like, and the creature
shoots forward through the water with great rapidity. The triangular tail is provided
with spines and is fringed with hairs. In length the larva is over ý of an inch (7-50 to
8-50 mm. long.) from the tip of the snout to the end of the tail.

(2.) During the second week after hatching five changes may be noted:" (a) the
snout becomes toothed and is less blade-like in character; (b) paired swimmerets grow
out along the under side of the tail: the second to the fifth tail rings ; (c) green colour
appears along the back region. The length increases by nearly one-twelfth of an inch,
and the larva is now about half an inch long (9·50 to 11 mm.)

(3.) During the third week the principal change is the development of the nipper-
claws or chelae. All the feet hitherto were adapted for swimming and the first pair

(or nippers) differed little from the rest ; but at this stage they become proportionately
much larger and their inner margins exhibit serrations or tooth-like projections. The
eye still shows a bright metallic lustre, and green spots distinctly appear in the thin
sheli mingled with a brown coloration. This stage appears to rarely last more than a
week.

(4.) The fourth or fifth week witnesses further changes. In outline the small lobster
shows a resemblance to the adult lobster greater than it has hitherto exhibited. It has,
after moulting, increased in length, and measures more than half an inch (13 to 15 mm.)
The erect spines down the back have gone, while a deeper colour, brown or green,
extends over the shell, and the nipping claws are of a warin brown or reddish colour.

(5.) The young lobster, six weeks to two months old, still swims about actively
near the surface. Though its prevailing reddish brown tint renders it less inconspicuous
than in its younger stages when its glassy translucency is more marked, yet it is really a
small insignificant object ¾ inch to * inch long, and not readilydistinguished from the small
fishes, young cod, gurnard, sculpins, &c., which abound in the same surface waters. A
young lobster at this stage is often mistaken for a larval gurnard (Prionotus) as both
swim rapidly forward in a similar way, and the moving reddish claws of the lobster bear
no little resemblance to the orange tinted pectoral wings, or fins, of the minute gurnard.
The snout is narrower and therefore appears more prominent and pointed, while the
feathery outer joint or exopodite of the swimming feet becomes much diminished. This
last feature, with the loss of the glassy translucency, characteristic of previous stages,
indicates that the young lobster is about to t'ake to the bottom.
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Swinming larva descends to the bottom of the sea.

(6.) One or two weeks later when the lobster measures a fraction more in length
(15 to 17 mm.) it changes its swimming pelagic habit and cones inshore. Its colour is
darker than hitherto, though there is great variation in this respect. Dark green, pale
bluish or greenish brown are most frequent. As Professor Herrick points out there
appear at this time on the head shield two white spots, really points of internal attach-
ment for tendons, very apparent a little behind the eyes. The projecting edge (pleuron)
on each side of the first tail ring is also white. The snout or rostrum measures about one-
quarter of the length o, the head shield (or cephalothorax).

(7.) During the third month of larval life which Herrick divides into two stages,
the changes are mainly internal and only the trained specialist is able to notice the slight
external modifications which take place. The most important point is the assumption
of the external characters of sex. The males and females, in early larval stages, cannot
be distinguished. Up to the sixth or eigth week the first pair of swimmerets beneath
the tail are mere rounded tubercles, and up to the stage now described the oviducal
openings on the second pair of walking limbs are not apparent in the female. They
now appear distinctly, and from this stage onwards the changes which take place are
mainly connected with growth and increase in size. The young lobster thus passes through
changes in its early life of a very striking character. In outline it changes less no doubt
than the shore crab, but in habits, mode of progression, food, &c., the changes are
momentous. From a transparent free swimming, almost transparent, mite in the open
sea, it becomes transformed into a heavy opaque bottom-living scavenger. As the length
of ½ of an inch is approached (19 5 or 20 min.) the eyes begin to grow more rapidly and
during the stages immediately subsequent are unduly prominent. This in fact is true of
young marine larvoe generally. Of course young lobsters, like other developing aquatic
organisms vary in rate of growth and features of colour, &c., but the foregoing brief
sketch may be said to represent the average larval life of the lobster. As ii its mature
adult stages so in its early days its food is varied. Minute marine plants, algae, diatoms,
as well as minute crustaceans, copepods or water fleas, &c., chiefly constitute its food.
Cannibalism is frequent, and the method adopted of attacking each other is very striking
as the young lobster barely a few weeks old invariably selects the most vulnerable point,
viz. : the opening behind the head-shield. The stronger larva springs upon the back of
the weaker and savagely bites him at the point named. Larval lobsters feed chiefly at
night, hence their illimitable myriads are not readily noted by fishermen or sailors ;
but on bright sunny days they rise to the surface of the sea. Light has a fascination
which is common to many creatures in the water.

Rare captures of larval lobsters in the sea.

Considering the countless millions scattered every season through the sea, near the
lobster breeding grounds, it is astonishing that so fews have been seen or captured. I
have myself received specimens of some of the stages described on three occasions only.*
They were captured in the Straits of Northumberland, where, during the latter portion
of the summer, certain areas inust be crowded with various stages. Prior to the capture
of my specimens the only actual record in Canadian waters which I can find is that of
Mr. J. F. Whiteaves, of the Geological Survey, who eighteen years ago, captured specimens
half an inch long in the months of July and August off Pictou Island, N.S. The fact
is that the free-swimming lobster larvæ, like other young pelagic creatures, range within
one or two fathoms of the surface of the sea, not quite at the surface where the concussion
of the waves would be hurtful. The late Dr. Honeyman (of Halifax, N.S.) is recorded
to have computed the following table of growth :

Young reddish transparent lobster.. 6 weeks old is 4 inch in length.
Small, but perfect lobster. . ... . . . .16 do is 1 inch to 14 inch.
Larger hard shelled lobster ........ 1 year old is 4 inch to 4j inch.

* I owe some very fine specimens of stage d to Commander Spain, R.N., Head of the Fisheries
Protection Service. They were obtained by Ca pt. Knowlton, D.G.S., " Kingfisher." Mr. C.A. Stayner of
Halifax, also kindly gave me specimens of a still younger stage (say stage 3).

lu
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I have not been able to ascertain on what grounds this computation was made,
though some of the details given are very remarkable and of extreme interest, dating
back as they do ten or fifteen years. The post-larval growth of the lobster it must be
confessed is even now largely a matter of conjecture ; but some data exist. Professor
Herrick succeeded in keeping one specimen alive, which hatched out on May 27th
and lived until September 11 th, a period of 107 days, in which period it increased about
three times its original size.

Growth and Maturity.

We have seen that the adult lobster has been proved by actual observations to
grow about 2½ inches in sixteen and a half months, and the larval lobster has been
demonstrated to grow in three and a half months no less than half an inch and these
facts go to show that in four or five years it is quite possible for the mature size to be
reached and at that age no doubt many females carry spawn.

They continue to grow for a period of many years as is proved by the capture occa-
sionally of gigantic specimens. These are more rare than formerly, but this season (1897)
a fine specimen was taken off the Jersey coast, which measured three and one-half f eet
in length, two feet round the body, feelers one and one-half feet long, snall legs one
foot long, felt claw two feet long and ten inches wide, tail fourteen inches from end of
tail to body.

Size of spawners and number of eggs.

Professor Herrick arrived at the conclusion that very few spawn before reaching a
length of 9 inches ; but so many " berried " specimens 71 to 8 inches in length have
reached me from various parts of the Canadian coast that a considerable proportion of
females would appear to carry spawn at 8 inches and under. The ratio of reproductive-
ness, is however, so low in these small female lobsters that the abundance of lobsters in
any locality must depend upon the larger females. A 7 inch lobster will produce 5,000
eggs, whereas when one inch larger the number of eggs carried is just about double
that quantity. A 10 inch lobster carries as a rule 18,000 or 20,000 eggs; but when 14
inches long the number of eggs is 40,000, and at 16 inches the number is estimated at
no less than 80,000 eggs. Variations are not infrequent and a 10 inch lobster may
produce only 12,000 or 14,000 eggs ; but on other hand one specimen of this size is
recorded which carried 21,000 eggs.

Lobster's fertility compared with oysters, fshe.s, etc.

These figures might appear large did we not know, by cômparison with other marine
creatures of economic importance, that the lobster is perhaps the least productive numer-
ically of all. A herring deposits double the number of eggs produced on an average by the
lobster ; a mackerel four times as many, a cod four hundred times and a Canadian oyster
four thousand times as many. No wonder that no lobster fishery in any country has
been able for many years to withstand the tremendous annual drain implied by a large
market. The lobster fishery of Canada it is estimated annually destroys between sixty
and one hundred millions of lobsters, a considerable proportion of these being females
about to spawn, or recently spawned. It is indeed astonishing that our lobster grounds
have been able to hold out so long with this gigantic destruction going on year after
year.

Waste of eggs during fishing season.

The destruction does not end merely with the annual loss of many millions of parent
lobsters, for the loss of the spawn about to be laid, or already deposited and scraped
from the lobsters before being landed cannot be. ignored. In the department's report
for 1890, the late Lieut. Gordon laid stress, and rightly so, on this waste of eggs, which
is so readily overlooked, and he referred to certain means which might effect (to quote
from his report p. 18) " the saving of the ova, the destruction of which now, perhape,
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more than anything else, militates against the speedy restoration of the fishery. To
show that this is. no idle statement the case of a cannery putting up 2,000 cases, or
96,000 lbs., may be taken ; these require say half a million lobsters to put up, and
my inquiries show that probably 1 in 5 are " berried " lobsters-say 100,000. Now,
take even one-half of this, and say that 50,000 " berried " lobsters, each carrying about
20,000 exuded ova, were destroyed in putting up the 2,000 cases, we have no less than
1,000,000,000 ova destroyed ; and if this rule be app>lied to the 220,000 cases which
constituted the product of the fishery for the year 1889, we have a number of 110,000,-
000,000 as the wanton destruction of ova which it is possible to save-at ary rate, in
some small measure ; for even a saving of 1 per cent of such a total represents a number
the magnitude of which figures fail to bring home to the mind."

Theory oj Biennial Spawning.

Closely connected with the interesting questions respecting the reproductive capa-
city of the lobster, and the probable interval elapsing before it reaches maturity and
reproduces, is the further question as to the frequency of spawning.

A very erroneous opinion was in circulation some years ago that the female lobster
spawns once in two years. Curiously enough this notion first put forward by parties
wholly untrained and unqualified to frame a reliable judgment bas received countenance
recently from men of scientific standing. Professor Garman, and more recently Professor
Herrick, have favoured the idea, and Dr. Fullarton bas also adopted it in bis recent
Scottish paper on Lobster Development, though the evidence when analysed instead
of establishing biennial spawning all points the other way. Herrick indeed hiiself
found in " paper shell " lobsters in July that just after the brood had hatched and the
moulting was over the eggs in the ovaries were no less than half the size of mature ova.
Ehrenbaum inferred that the female lobster spawns every fourth year, and the evidence
on which this new view is based would just as conclusively prove that the lobster
spawns.quadrennially. My own embryological studies upon a variety of marine fishes
and other creatures have established beyond question in my mind that the growth of
the ovarian ovum may be astonishingly hastened after the dispersion superficially of the
nucleoli over the surface of the nucleus or germinal vesicle.

In the female Gastrosteus, ova developed and ripened in the months of July, August
and September, when the conditions were most favourable, in periods of from 60 to 80
days, and passed through stages which later in the year occupied no less than 220 to
240 days. Yet Prof. Herrick does not hesitate to affirm concerning this supposed
biennial spawning that to prove it requires only the dissection of a female with eggs ready
to hatch in June, July or August.'and it will be found that " the ovarian eggs have had,
in all these cases, from ten months to a year's growth "-the very point in fact being
assumed which requires proof. Further on in his excellent memoir he adds: "'ihat
the spawning periods are thus two years apart is a valid inference drawn f rom the
study of the anatony of these organs."

We have, indeed, available the fullest scientific proof that a Decapod, closely allied
to the lobster, spawns not once in two years, but twice in one year, thus the shrimp,
Crangon vulgari8 spawns in April and May as well as in early November. A valid
inference would be that the lobster spawns not less frequently than once a year. Dr. Ful-
larton in adopting Herrick's view says : " From an examination of the ovaries of lobsters
which had shortly before hatched a brood, and others periodically between that time
and the following January, it is certain that lobsters do not breed annually." As I have
shown a mere anatomical examnation of the ovaries is insufficient to establish any such
conclusion, and an embryologist familiar with the various stages of egg-maturation, in
different animal types, is bound to pronounce any such inference as unwarranted colla-
teral evidence is all unfavourable to the theory of biennial spawning.

Annual spawning of lobster8.

When Professor Herrick again affirms in these words: "When the external eggs
are ready to hatch the ovarian ova have had nearly a year's growth," an experienced
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embryolo.gist could accept this opinion with difficulty. My own observations for which
Canada offers opportunities incomparably greater than those of any other country, lead
me to the view that lobsters as a rule spawn annually, and that a female lobster which
has hatched her brood early in the season does in many cases produce a second crop of
eggs late in the fall which are carried al] winter. The details of my examination of a
large number of specimens supporting this view cannot be given here; but will be
published in due course elsewhere.

There is certainly little justification physiological or anatomical for holding with
Fullarton that in no case "lobsters that had just hatched a brood, had eggs in the
ovary which could become fully ripe under a good many months." The oftquoted
case of the lobster in Rothesay Aquarium, Scotland, which was carrying ova
when placed in the tanks in August, 186, and did not complete the hatching of
the same until August, 1887, though larvæ hatched out as early as April, 1887, proves
only that the conditions were abnormal and unfavourable. The fact that the brood were
hatching for a period of five months, April to August, from eggs which were extruded
the summer before fully demonstrates the abnormality of this special case. The fact
that the lobster spawns annually is evidenced by (1.) The fairly uniform proportion of
"berried " females taken season after season.

(2.) The occurence of the berried conditions in all sizes of females fron 7 inches
to 18 inches. It might be expected that females of certain specified sizes would never
or rarely be found with eggs were biennial spawning a fact.

(3.) Exact researches upon - allied decapod crustaceans prove the greater fre-
quency of spawning.

(4.) The rapid growth of ovarian eggs so familiar to embryologists is unfavourable
to the biennial theory.

Enenies and diseases of the lob.qters.

As with other valuable inhabitants of the sea the lobster's enemies are legion. In
its earliest days the young swimming larvæ are sadly decimated during the first eight or
ten weeks of their life, when as we have seen they range from 4- inch to î inch in length.
Physical and chemical impurities also kill them. Later they are more hardy ; but in-
tense cold and excessive heat are equally fatal. Adult lobsters confined in floating cars
are found to die in great numbers when the sun's rays are powerful. I have examined
such cars and found a large proportion in a sick and dying condition.

Almost every predaceous fish in the sea devours the lobster. The mackerel feeds
largely on the larval lobster, while the cod, haddock, pollack, sea- bass, skate, etc., eat it when
it attains a larger size; but to add to its dangers and enemies I have found in Nova
Scotia that crows are most destructive, for when the tide goes down these birds destroy
the lobsters left anongst rocks and sea-weed. They pierce the shield of the lobster
where the heart and main blood vessels are situated and the crustacean is at once
rendered helpless and is devoured by its assailant. The flocks of crows busy amongst
the rocks inshore must destroy large quantities of this valuable crustacean. Boeckh
has described a curious habit in the Scandinavian crows. They seize the lobster and
fly up into the air with it and let it fall, breaking its hard shell into fragments and
exposing the delicate masses of flesh in the claws and tail.

The lobster suffers from few diseases or parasitic affections. A large Gregarine
(G. giganteum) abounds in the intestine as Van Beneden found, and a peculiar Trema-
tode worm occurs in the liver. Prof. Herrick remarks that no specific disease char-
acterizes this crustacean, though Mr. Rathbun has described a tumoid protruberance on
the outaide of the carapace which was attributed to a wound. As a matter of fact an
internal disease does, in rare instances, affect the lobster, and Professor McIntosh, many
years ago, described a tumour which originated in the wall of the grinding stomach and
pushed its way through the carapace behind the eyes. The tumour enlarged and finally
resulted in the death of the lobster, which was a very large and old specimen.

The lobster has more than the usual quota of perils to face, and man's systematic
destruction has not merely added te them, but overbalanced them all. It is probably
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in early larval life that the decimation of the lobster chiefly takes place, for there are
few fishes in the sea that will not eagerly devour the young as they flit in cloudy masses
through the water.

The influences fatal, or at least hurtful, to the lobster in mature life have been
already pointed out; but there is one to be added, viz., fresh water. Lobsters avoid
localities where fresh water streams run in unmingled with salt water. In shipping live
lobsters packed in ice, the fresh water trickling down from the melting ice is most
harmful and ultimately fatal.

Shipping of live lobsters.

With proper precautions, however, lobsters may be carried alive andhealthy over great
distances. Early this century some loyal Nova Scotians shipped in a sailing vessel
several barrels of lobsters to King George III. They reached London safely and alive.
In 1862, some tubs of sea-water containing live lobsters were sent from Maine, U.S.,
via Halifax, to the Emperor Napoleon III., and a few years ago the Otago Acclimatisa-
tion Society, Dunedin, New Zealand, succeeded in carrying live lobsters fron England.
In the first attempt only twelve were sent ; three died during the first week though
the rest survived, fed well during the voyage, and at the end of the 54 days' sail were
planted in a healthy condition at the Antipodes. The Society was encouraged by this
success to arrange for a second shipnent ; but all died on account of the detention of
the ship for a month by a broken shaft at sea. The extensive exportation of live lobsters
is in Canada a comparatively new thing, and is growing rapidly. What its effect upon
the lobster supply will be, remains to be seen.

For many years very large exportations of live lobsters have been made from Nor-
way averaging in value $150,000 per annum, the number actually taken in the fishery
ranging from 800,000 to 1,000,000 lobsters, and most of them destined for the English
market.

The nethod of packing and shipping theni may be described as follows :-The
boxes generally used have the following outside dimensions: Length, 39 inches ; breadth,
19 inches ; and height, 1à inches. If ice is used they are made 4 inches lower. Each
box contains from 100 to 120 lobsters. Sometimes smaller boxes are used, with the
following dimensions: Length, 24 inches; breadth, 19; height, 13. Between the boards
there are suitable openings to admit fresh air.

In summer there is placed at the bottom of the box a layer of ice two or three
inches thick, and on this a frame, so that the lobsters are not disturbed in their position
even if the ice inelts. On this frame there is first spread a thin layer of fresh heather
(long, thin grass) or straw, on which the lobsters are laid carefully, back downward, the
tailbeing bent forward and across the box, with the claws turned inside towards the centre,
When the box is full some heather or straw is spread over the lobsters and the box is
closed. Heather is preferable to straw, as the latter spoils on account of the moisture
caused by the ice, and the lobsters cannot well endure any bad odour. For this reason
t is not advisable to use dry sea.weeds, which formerly were often employed. Old sail-
cloth dipped in sea-water forins an excellent cover, as it keeps noist and cool for a long
time. If ice cannot be had, heather soaked in sea-water may be used, dry fresh straw, or
sail-cloth. During the cooler season only heather or straw should be placed at the top
and bottoin of the box.

In winter the sides of the box may be lined on the inside with paper, so as to pro-
tect the lobsters against the cold, but there should not be any paper either at the top or
bottom, as the lobsters would be stifled, owing to the lack of air. When the lobsters
have not been kept prisoners for more than eight days, they will, when packed in boxes
in the manner described above, keep for four days. The fresher the lobsters the better
they are able to stand the fatigue of the voyage.

The boxes are placed on the deck in such a position that the water from the melting
ice does not reach the lobsters, which cannot well endure fresh water, and so that the
lobsters are protected against rain, as rain-water is very apt to injure them. Lobsters
which during transportation have been exposed to the rain, when placed in tanks
generally lose their claws. The persons who ship lobsters usually see to it that
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the boxes are placed in proper position on board the steamer. It always appears best
to place the boxes containing lobsters on the forepart of the steamer, so that the lobsters
may get the benefit of the spray from the waves.

Necessity oj judicious protection.

Whether the canning of lobsters in the Dominion or their shipment alive to the
great markets will have supremacy in the future it is impossible to say. Excessive and
unrestricted fishing carried on for either industry, or both, must have the same result
viz. : sure and certain extermination.

This calamity has already happened in the United States. As bas recently been
stated in a leading United States fishery journal :-" Canadian fishermen
are awakening to the possibility of a famine in lobsters, and the Fisheries Depart-
ment is calling meetings, at which Professor Prince will confer with the fishermen
and representative men in the industry, who will present their views on
close seasons and other regulations affecting the lobster industry. It is a very serious
question, and should be given attention at once. The United States Fish Commission
should co-operate with the Canadian, as our lobsters are growing more scarce yearly.
This industry was very profitable along the Maine and Massachusetts coasts in former
years, but now is anythi ng but remunerative."

That Canadian fishermen and canners realize the grave possibility bas been shown
by the recent conferences held in the Maritime Provinces, the first of the series being
attended by the Hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. In accordance with the
wishes of the Hon. L. H. Davies, the further meetings held were attended by the Com-
missioner of Fisheries. A Nova Scotia journal (the Pictou Advocate) briefly summarized
the situation in these words :-

" The attendance at and interest manifested in the meetings held throughout the
province lately by Prof. Prince show that our people recognize the great importance of
the lobster industry. To preserve it on a permanent basis is a matter of the greatest
possible importance. " You can not have your cake and eat it " is true in regard to
this question. As other countries have lost the wealth which follows successful fishing,
so also will these Maritime Provinces if. those most interested in its permanency, the
fishermen, along the coasts are not impressed with the importance of fostering it in every
way. The idea of Hon. Mr. Davies of local discussions and expressions of opinion from
those interested is a splendid one, and we trust will lead to the framing of a good law
which will benefit and protect the industry."

Canada bas an object lesson before her in the depleted United States lobster fisheries
in reference to which Dr. Lavoie, Fishery Officer for the Gulf of St. Lawrence division,
wrote in 1876 :-

" The ruin of the lobster ßihery on the shores of the United States ought to warn and
at the sane time teach us a lesson uhich we should take advantage of; that is to regulate
with as little delay as possible, the mode of carrying on this fishery, if we would not
suffer the same results."

The New York Fishing Gazette recently gave expression to similar sagacious warn-
ings, and a quotation from that acknowledged authority may fitly conclude these notes.
The quotation is extracted from an article referring to the growing scarcity of the lobster
in Canadian waters. "In these waters, ià may be said, are the remains of the only renain-
ing lobster fishery oj the world. That this is so is not due to the exercise of greater care in
its preservation than was bestowed upon those other lobster fisheries that are now un-
profitable; but rather to the fact that it has existed as a fishery of importance only a
few years, or since the packing of lobsters ceased on the coast of Maine. Practically
the same methods have been pursued. The packing interests have been in the hands,
in a manner, of those who controlled the industry when it flourished in New England.
The manner of prosecuting the fishery bas been similar to that in vogue here, and its
operation is being followed by results almost identical. The difference between the
Maine fishery that was, and the Canadian fishery that is, lies in the fact that in the case
of the former the gravity of the situation escaped the attention of the authorities until
it was too late to apply the needed remedies. In the latter case, investigations-some-
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what tardily begun-are being pushed with vigour while there is yet life left in the in-
dustry. It remains to be seen whether those in charge of these investigations and the
correctives that will have to be applied will profit by the mistakes that were made here."

The further observations of the same journal in regard to the market for 1896 and
1897 are of the gravest import: " It is nearly certain," says this authority, " that the
markets here will be dependent wholly upon the output of the Canadian packers. The
high prices that ruled during the last season curtailed the consumption both here and
abroad, and yet in spite of this the demand was sufficient to absorb everything in first
hands long before the close of the packing season, and for several months the market
has been virtually bare, the small stock remaining being held firmly by jobbers.

As this is practically the situation at present, those engaging in the packing
industry may be reasonably certain of finding a ready market with prices well in the
lead of those prevailing at last year's opening. Some of the larger packers of lobsters,
indeed, have made prices on the 1897 pack which range from 35 to 37Î cents above the
opening figures of last year. Notwithstanding these prices, which are the highest that
have been quoted for many years, ià is reported that the bulk of the contemplated pack
of the brands so for offered has been placed. It is not expected that the output of any
of these brands will be larger than was the case in 1896 ; indeed, there are reasons for
believing that the number of cases packed during the coming season will be the smallest
in the history of the business."
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iI.

A CONCISE ACCOUNT OF FISHES' EGGS.

By PROFEssoR E. E. PRINCE, DoMINIoN CoMMIssIoNER OF FIsHERIES FOR CANADA.

It has long been apparent to fishery authorities everywhere, that the preservation
of existing fisheries by appropriate regulations is an impossible tak, and the restoration
of depleted or destroyed fisheries by protective measures, is hopeless, unless based
upon accurate knowledge of fish life. Many fishery laws would never have been framed,
and numberless suggestions would never have been made, had any real knowledge what-
ever existed in regard to the eggs and habits of fishes, the periods of spawning, and the
sites selected for the breeding grounds.

Proposals are continually made for the establishment of government hatcheries for
the culture of fishes the nature of whose eggs and fry render futile any attempts at
artificial propagation. But so long as dense ignorance prevailed respecting the character
of fishes' eggs, the times of spawning, and the locations chosen by the parent fish, and
the time occupied in developing the young fry, the enactment of close seasons, and other
legal restrictions, was as likely to be wrong and mischievous, as right and salutory.
Even to those versed in the knowledge of fishes in our seas and inland waters, and
familiar with their habits, the actual facts in regard to the spawning periods, and the
nature of the ova, were for the most part unknown. The attempt to hatch and rear
species which had decreased in numbers was practically impossible if the eggs and
natural spawning habits of such fish were not known. That the causes of the depletion
of certain fisheries and the disappearance of valuable kinds of fish are in many cases due
to peculiarities in the eggs or spawning habits, or the nature of the young fry,
admits of no doubt and were the facts scientifically ascertained such injurious causes
might be removed. Prior to 1862, a law for the protection of spawning herring
was enforced in certain areas in Scotland. Al the fishermen interested were most
anxious for its enforcement but as Lord Playfair has frequently pointed out the

Royal Commission on herring fisheries, which first sat in 1862, established one or
two facts of the greatest importance to great fisheries, for instance, that restrictive laws
framed by man in ignorance of the laws of nature, were excessively destructive to
the interests of fishermen instead of being favourable to them. When the com-
mission first began to examine this subject, they found different laws prevailling
on the east coast of Scotland to those which prevailed on the west. On the east coast
there were no restrictive laws, and fishermen were encouraged to catch fish, even full
fish containing ova, for curing purposes. Each of these fish had on an average 50,000
eggs, and the enormous number that were taken in this state would seem to indicate a
process of extermination; but the fisheries of the east coast, without restrictive laws,
increased, and did not diminish. On proceeding to the west coast of Scotland,
however, in the inner waters of the Firth of Clyde, they found restrictive laws prevailing.
For several months no herrings were allowed to be taken, there being a close time for
herrings for the purpose of protecting them. As they went further into the open waters
out of the Firth of Clyde along the islands up to near the Highlands, those res-
trictive laws still prevailed ; but there was a relaxation as to the period when the close
time ended. A very curious result was made apparent, and a most unexpected one.
At the periods of close time, the herrings came to the banks to spawn, and were fol-
lowed by their natural enemies in great number, among which might be named the cod
and the ling, which consumed them in great numbers. There were innumerable fish
which lived upon the young fry and the full.grown herring; the cod, ling, dog-fish and

conger, fed on the full-grown herring; while the flat-fish and crabs eat the spawn, and there
were innumerable other fish which eat herring-fry. At the time when they found them

on their spawning banks, these fish had an appetite for nothing else but herring, and this
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result followed, that the !ishermen of cod and ling could catch nothing, because they would
only take herring bait at the time, and the close time prevented the fishermen getting
any herring-bait for catching these fish. The consequence was, that the laws invented
for the protection of the herring became laws for their destruction, because their natural
eneinies, which could not be caugit because of the want of bait, multiplied exceedingly,
and devoured the very herrings which the laws intended to protect. '] hat was the
resuit of interfering with the laws of nature by an indiscreet law passed by Parliament.
The lesson which might be drawn, was that though Parliament might make laws for
keeping order and safety amongst fishermen ; that the balance of nature in the sea should
not be unduly interfered with, where the balance of animal life depends upon unknown
factors. Of these unknown factors none were more vital than the nature of the spawn
and the character of the early life-history of fishes. Since Dr. Lord Playfair's declara-
tion just referred to science has largely removed our ignorance.

Again, for many years prior to 1884, Scottish fishermen urged that the use of steam
trawls, a kind of large beam dredge, shouli be prohibited by law, for the reason that it
was supposed to destroy immense quantities of spawn on the floor of the sea, and was
thus regarded as sei iously endangering the supplies of most valuable fish. We now
know that no such extensive destruction of spawn could possibly take place, as the fish
chiefly taken on the Scottish coast do not deposit their eggs at the bottom of the
sea. The herring, it is true, does so; but it was not clained that the herring were showing
signs of diminution. The complaint had reference mainly to the cod, haddock, turbot
and flat-fishes. A still more glaring exaniple of the folly of fisheries legislation based
upon ignorance is that of a certain bay in Kerry on the west coast of Ireland, where
trawling was at one time forbidden by law because of the alleged abundance there of
turbot spawn. This spawn, it was stated, lay in extensive soft patches all over the bot
tom of the bay. After the prohibition had been strictly carried out, some of the alleged
turbot spawn was submitted to a scientific authority, who, at once, discovered that it
was not spawn at all; but a worthless kind of sponge, which was positively injurious to
fish spawn and young fry on account of its poisonous exhalations. Under this
law a source of danger and injury to the fisheries had been ignorantly protected
and encouraged. A well-known fishery expert at the Plymouth Laboratory, England,
in reference to these erroneous views held by men usually regarded as practical men,
has pointed out that " other things are frequently mistaken by fishermen for floating
spawn. For instance, in early summer off the coast of Cornwall, there are frequently
seen great quantities of a pinkish scum, which is found to consist of small round globules.
This stuff has been brought in asmackerel spawn. It is not the siawn of fish at al], the
little globules being . . . . . a lowly organised member of the animal kingdom, which
never develops into anything different. It is called Noctiluca."

Such great advances have been made in our knowledge of the eggs of fishes,
especially those of economie value in our seas and inland waters, that the continued
prevalence of erroneous opinions, even among fishermen and persons connected with
fishing industries, is a matter of surprise. It is, moreover, no uncommon thing for
intelligent persons to apply to the Department of Marine and Fisheries for spawn, or
for the young fry of fishes, the eggs and young of which have never yet been seen by
any one, and it is still more common for similar applications to be made for fry which,
on account of peculiar features in the nature of the spawn, it is impossible, or very
unprofitable, to deal with in fish culture-establishments. It is well known that in
zoological gardens and menageries it is perfectly easy to breed and rear lions, while no
case is on record of elephants under domestication producing young. The peculiar
features characteristic of any species, be it animal, bird or fish, must be taken into
account before the artificial culture of such species can be taken in hand.

Adhesive eggs, such aï those of the black bass, maskinonge, sturgeon, &c., are
most un-atisfactory for treatment by methods of artificial culture. With extra pre-
cautions and care a small percentage of their eggs can be hatched ; but to obtain the
best results the separate, non-adhesive kind of eggs only, should be hatched artificially.
As the late Professor J. A. Ryder said (Bulletin U. S. Fish Comm., 1888) "our experi-
ence with adhesive eggs of all kinds has always shown that it is difficult to prevent the
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lodgement and rapidly fatal germination of the spores of Saprolegnia or Achyla, i.e.,
aquatic fungi or moulds, found in all fresh waters upon dead as well as living eggs. So
rapidly do these fungi grow that in a very short tine thei ravages will extend over an
entire tray of adhesive eggs. The eggs are destroyed by the fungus sending filaments
into their substance, while the mesh of the mycelium also affords lodgment fer dirt, so
that the two togetþer effectually shut off the possibility of oxygenating the ova, so that
they are smothered."

The eggs of the numerous order of bony fishes (Teleostei) which, it may be said,
includes almost every kind of fish of market value, such as the cod, herring,
salmon, lake white-fish, halibut, &c., may be readily arranged in a limited
number of groups, each group distinguished by marked peculiarities. There are two
very distinct types of eggs under which these groups fall : (1) buoyant or pelagic eggs,
which possess the power of floating in water; and (2), demersal or non-pelagic eggs,
which sink to the bottom when deposited. It is not too nuch to say that most fishes
in the sea, so far as our present knowledge shows, produce floating ova, which are
borne about in the surface waters of the sea in clouds as multitudinous as snow flakes
in the winter air, until the young fish develops and bursts froi each egg at the time of
hatching.

Though our seas have for ages formed a vast nursery for the floating ova and young
f ry, the amazing fact was unknown and unsuspected, and fishermen, in common with the
public generally imagined, that fishes spawned on the bottom of the sea, or selected special
banks, or sheltered rocky shores on which to place their eggs. Thomas Pennant, one of
the most diligent and painstaking of the older British naturalists says, for instance, of
the cod (British Zoology, 1769, Vol. III , page 141.) " In our seas they begin to spawn
in, January, and deposit their eggs on rough ground, among rocks. Some continue in
roe until the beginning of April."

Dr. Eugène Canu aptly says, in his recent memoir entitled, " Ponte, Oeufs, et Larves
des Poissons Osseux, Utiles et Comestibles." (Ann. Stat. Agric. Boulogne-sur-Mer.
1893):-" Contrairement aux croyances répandues dans le monde des pêcheries, la
plupart des poissons osseux comestibles donnent des oeufs flottants, dispersés à la surface
de la mer à quelque distance des côtes et -que certaines espèces produisent seules ce qui
était attribué à la généralité, à savoir, des oeufs tombant au fond de l'eau en raison de
leur poids ou fixés aux corps submergés (hareng, éperlan, etc.)"

The pelagic or the demersal character of the egg in any particular species of fish is
altogether independent of its zoological affinities. The most .surprising diversity obtains
in this respect, and we cannot foretel the nature of the eggs of any kind of fish from the
general character of the ova known to be produced by the group to which it zoologi-
cally belongs. The general laws which hold true in the case of the eggs and young of
birds, or of insects, do not'hold true of fishes. The herring and many of the he*rring
tribe (Clupeidae), for example, produce small adhesive eggs which cling to rocks, &c.,
at the bottom of the sea, yet the sprat (Clupea sprattus) and the pilchard (Clupea
pilchardus) produce the most delicate and buoyant of all floating eggs. The skulpins
(Cotti), as a rule, deposit spongy masses of non-floating eggs, yut Alex. Agassiz des-
cribe.I the egg of one species of Cottus as floating. So widespread again, is the pelagic
character of the eggs of flat fishes, such as the halibut, turbot, sole, &c., that it was a
surprise to naturtlists to find that the winter flounder (Pseudo-pleuronectes americanus)
has adhesive eggs, which sink to the bottom of the water, and cling in adherent masses.

The nearest relative of the winter flôund!er, viz., the common flounder (Paralichthys
dentatus) of our Atlantic shores, produces floating eggs. The Cunner (Ctenolabrus
,adspersus) has a very transparent pelagic ovum about 'r of an inch in diameter,
whereas the allied species, Labrus maculatu8, the Ballan Wrasse, deposits dense, heavy
eggs in a nest in rock pools. The discovery that the eggs of such fishes as the cod and
mackerel were possessed of such buoyancy as to compel them to swim near the sea's sur-
face is due to Professor G. O. Sars, the eminent Norwegian zoologist, and what Sars,
early in the sixties (1864) proved of the cod, mackerel and gurnard, was established
later by Professor McIntosh, of St. Andrews, Scotland, in the case of the sole and flat
fishes, as well as of the ling, whiting and other important species used for food.
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Of the two types of fishes' eggs, the demersal and the pelagic or floating type, there
are many varieties ; but it is possible to group them under a number of heads, and thus
concisely enumerate, in brief compass, most of them.

A vast number of fishes' eggs are spherical like peas, or small shot, consisting
essentially of a ball of soft yolk, capped by a more or less transparent sheet of germinal
matter, the whole being inclosed in a translucent capsule or-shell. The shell is often
very tough, but usually sufficiently thin to permit a careful observer, with the aid of a
lens or a microscope, to make out the main features of the early germ, and, later, the
larval fish inside the egg. Those who practise fish culture are able, on account of this
feature in the egg capsule, to see the progress of the developing fish. It is usual, indeed,
to speak of a certain stage as the " eyed-egg," because the black eyes of the larva are so
readily visible through the shell. The shell in the cod, haddock and mackerel is excep-
tionally thin, no more, in fact, than of an inch thick (-0078 or ·0084 mm.), whereas in
the shad it is about twice as thick, and in the trout and salmon at least five or six times
thicker. Many eggs exhibit remarkable shining and coloured oil-globules. In the
salmon they give the warm orange tint to the egg; but in the whitefish the oil globules
are pale and nearly colourless, hence the eggs exhibit no tint. The eggs of the stickle-
backs are golden yellow, and those of the lump-fish (Cyclopterus) vary very much, and
may be either yellow, greenish, or even light pink in colour, these colours being due
apparently to tinted matter scattered in the yolk. The eggs of the sturgeon ae either
of a dull green or of light or very dark brown colour, due to the grains of colouring
matter which are crowded all over the surface of the yolk, and are especially numerous
and dense in the germinal area. The olive-green colour of the eggs of certain Siluroids
or cat-fishes is due to the colour of the yolk substance, as is probably also the case with
the pale green egg of the striped bass (Roccus lineatus) and the rich yellow eggs of the
pipe-fish (Siphostona).

The nature of the yolk varies greatly and may be of the consistency of syrup, clear
and translucent, or coarsly granular as in the carp tribe, or broken up into segments
or lumps, like the separate grains in a pornegranate, a condition well marked in the
shad, pilchard and sea herring. In the eggs of the sole, anchovy, blue fish (Temnodon)
and others, there is a partial segmentation of the yolk, which is confined to the surface
of the yolk. Other interesting features might be referred to, but they are, to the
ordinary observer, of minor importance, and are of less practical moment in connection
with the fisheries.

Turning then to the various types referred to, it may be premised that the
following grouping of fish under their several distinctive heads, must be regarded merely
as a provisional and convenient classification which may require modification or exten-
sion with the advancement of our knowledge regarding the ova and early life history of
fishes. The sharks, rays, lampreys and other fishes, not of prime importance from an
economic point of view, are excluded ; but the eggs of those Teleostean or Bony fishes
which are of principal value in the markets, and of moment, therefore, in connection with
the fishes are all embraced in the seventeen separate divisions enumerated below. Of
these seventeen groupa or types of eggs, no less than seven are pelagic and characterized
by the special features which belong to floating or buoyant kinds. So many fishes pro-
duce eggs of this character deposited in the open sea within a fathom or two of the
surface that, in the brief summary here given, they may be placed first in order.

Pelagic or Floating Fi8h-Eggs.

(1.) Eggs, such as those deposited in the sea by cod, haddock, halibut, plaice
and sprat, and other valuable commercial fishes, are spherical in form, with an extremely
thin shell or capsule, clear translucent ball of yolk, and no large oil globules.
They float separate from each other in the surface waters of the sea, and from their
delicate structure, buoyancy and colourless transparency, they may not inaptly
be compared to minute soap-bubbles wafted hither and thither by every current
or movement in the surrounding water. They are always of minute size and s0 difficult
to see in the water, that they are practically invisible. A practised eye can discover
them if the water be very smooth, but they are most readily obtained for examination
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in a floating tow-net or bag of fine mosquito netting. They vary greatly in size f rom the
minute egg of the Dragonet kCallionymus) about 1g of an inch in diameter (0-56 to
0-60 mm.) to that of the halibut, which possesses the largest floating fish egg up to the
present time discovered, and measuring in diameter no less than + or J of an inch
(3-07 to 3-8 mm.) The cod's egg is about lx inch (1-4 or 1-5 mm.), the sand dab's egg
(Pleuronectes maculatus) measures à inch while the cunner's egg (Ctenolabrus adspersus)
is about i- inch in diameter.

(2.) Eggs, similar to those embraced in the last group in al] particulars, except in
the possession of a large oil globule, rarely with one or two smaller globules adjacent.
This so-called oil globule is so striking a feature that many eggs of this type can be
readily discerned with the naked eye. Otherwise they are colourless, delicate and
transparent and would be practically invisible when floating in sea-water. The most
important of these eggs is that of the mackerel which measures a fraction over 11 of an
inch in diameter (1-23 mm.,) while the oil globule is very large, viz., about one quarter of
the diameter of the egg. The Silver Hake (Merlucus) produces eggs g inch in diameter
(the oil grobule about -,u of an inch across), while the sea cusk or torsk (Brosmius
brosme) the turbot (Rhombus maximus) the Gurnard (Trigla), the Spanish Mackerel
(Scomberomorus) and the File fish (Elacate) may be instanced as species whose eggs
contain a single bright globule of oily matter. The globule may in some cases be tinted
viz., a reddish brown in the torsk and a dull pink in the gurnard's egg.

(3.) Eggs in which the characteristic feature is the presence of small oil globules
distributed all over the surface of the yolk.ball, or collected in scattered groups. In other
respects, by th-ir smooth transparent shell, clear yolk, and extreme lightness or buoyancy,
this type of ovum is not distinguishable from the two preceding groups. The appearance
presented by the so-called oil globules is very distinctive.

The most important commercial species of fish that may be instanced is the English
sole (Solea vulqavis), the globules in whici are extremely small, silvery, and collected
together in separate groups upon the surface of the yolk. The egg of the Weever-fish
(Trachinus vipera) is also studded with small glistening globules scattered over the yolk,
while Alexander 4gassiz long ago described a floating egg which he regarded as produced
by an American species of Skulpin (Cottus), exhibiting similar globules of a greenish
tint. Other species of Skulpin (Cottus), it may be mentioned, are known to have wholly
different eggs, destitute of the power of floating, possessed of tougli and thick capsules
or shells, and strongly adhesive to each other.

(4.) Floating eggs without oil globules, which present on the outside of the shell
projecting hairs, knobs or other external structures. Comparatively f-w fishes produce
eggs of this character, but they are sufficiently noteworthy to entitle them to be regarded
as a very marked distinctive type. The Silver Gar (Belone), as Heckel long ago dis-
covered, produces eggs about * inch in diameter, which are covered with long hairs or
filanments, many of them half an inch in length. The eggs of the flying fish (Exocoetus)
and of the Saury pike (Scomberesox) exhibit the saine striking peculiarity. The late
Professor Ryder held the view that by these hairs the eggs were able to cling to floating
objects in the sea, and be thus transported through the water and incubation favoured.
They also become attached to each other and collect in entangled groups, instead of
floating isolated far apart. The theory that these filamentous tendrils have for their
object the attachment of the eggs to foreign objects is open to question. At times they
no doubt accidentally come into contact with stake nets and other fixed objects inshore-
the floating egg-ribbons of the Angler Fish f requently do that, but the presence of similar
fine filaments projecting fron the shell of certain rooted eggs in tidal pools indicates
rather a protective function. The ova of the Dragonet (Callionymus) present externally
an erect honey-comb structure, produced by delicate intersecting projections of the
shell extending over the whole surface of the egg, and resulting in a hexagonal pattern.
Like the coat of soft mucus which envelops many eggs, these hairs and projections on
the outside of the shell may deter certain natural enemies f rom eating them.

(5.) To this division belong pelagic eggs provided with external projections, but
unlike those already mentioned, exhibit one or more oil globules. Raffaele has described
an egg showing these features measuring about - inch in diameter and having conical pro.
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jections studding the whole of the egg capsule. The oil globule is rather more than i-
inch across, and the structure of the ovum is exceedingly delicate and striking. The
discoverer regards it as the egg of Macrurus, belonging to a family of fishes closely allied
to the cod (the Gadide).

(6.) Floating eggs imbedded in gelatinous ribbons or strings, such as are produced
by the angler (Lophius). E. van Beneden, many years ago, obtained floating eggs
which resembled in all essential features the eggs grouped under division 2, being
spherical in form, extremely delicate in structure, and possessing a large oil globule, but
characterized by this striking additional feature, that the eggs were imbedded in a
floating mass of clear jelly. Van Beneden's eggs were attributed to some species of the
family Gadidæ ; but the most familiar, and in many respects the most remarkable
example of this group, is that of the egg-bands of the Angler or Goosefish already
alluded to. Each egg, individually, is a small sphere (-1, inch in diameter) and pro-
vided with a shining oil globule of a pinkish-brown colour, and ? inch in diameter.
Many thousands of them are produced by the female Lophiius, agglutinated together in
a mucous band, thirty or forty feet long in some cases, and 6 to 10 inches wide. One
ribbon of eggs is recorded over 90 feet in length. This ponderous ribbon, a soft slippery
mass, floats in the open sea secure from every predacious foe. Observers have described
it as recalling a band of pale purplish crape; but the specimens, obtained when
entangled in inshore fish pounds, which I have had the opportunity of studying,
appeared like flat bands of colourless glistening jelly, with a delicate hexagonal pattern
internally, due to the gelatinous capsules of adjacent eggs pressing upon each other.
No animal known to the naturalist could readily swallow this formidable slippery mass,
and the envelope of the egg.ribbon is so'tough and tenacious that, as Dr. T. 11. Bean
reported when he secured a mass of these eggs in 1887 " we were obliged to cut it with a
knife. The eggs, " he added, " are in honey-comb-like cells," a condition really due to
the mutual pressure of adjacent eggs all provided with a thick iucous envelope. Eggs
of this type are most effectually protected, and the young fry, on hatching out, are well
provided for coping with the perils which beset newly liberated larval fishes, as I
described in the Ninth Annual Report of the Scottish Fishery Board, 1891. In con-
sequence Lophius is an abundant and widely distributed species.

(7.) Eggs of an elongated or oval shape form a somewhat restricted and uncommon
type of floating ova. Many of the spherical fish-eggs embraced under the foregoing
divisions at times are ellipsoidal ; but the normal form is a more or less perfect sphere.
The anchovy (Engraulis) produces eggs of a marked elongated oval form, which has
been characterized as sausage-shaped. Each egg is about , inch from end to end, and
about - inch transverse diameter. In structure it is extremely delicate and transparent,
destitute of oil globules with faint lines of yolk segmentation, in the early living stages,
The young fish on bursting from the egg is extremely elongated, and shows the charac-
teristic features of the clupeoid or herring form being destitute of colouring matter.

Denersal or Non-floating Eggs.

Passing from pelagic or floating eggs to demersal or non-buoyant eggs we find that
there may be distinguished no less than nine groups.

(8.) The first group consists of eggs which are free, non-adhesive or very slightly so,
spherical and usually of considerable size. They lack the extreme translucency and
delicacy of the floating eggs described above. Indeed compared With the almost
invisible and insignificant pelagic ova,the eggs of salmon, or smelt, lumpfish or herring are
coarse and heavy and can be readily handled if due care be exercised. Floating eggs
can in most cases not be touched or lifted out of the water without injury and usually
death. The eggs of the salmon (about 1 inch in diameter) are typical, and an abund-
ance of reddish oil globules in the yolk imparts to them their characteristic colour.
The eggs of the brook trout (W inch in diameter) are very similar and those of the
great lake-trout about * of an inch in diameter are much paler. The eggs of the whitefish
exhibit no tint at all. On account of their wholly non-adhesive character they are
hidden by the parent fish in crevices in honey-comb rock, in gravel, coarse sand and the
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like. When newly deposited they are smooth and slippery to the jouch, and are lightly
carried by the water into crevices at the bottom, and thus secure s.ife protection though
many fall a prey to enemies, which peligic eggs entirely escape, On several occasions
I have tried to secure newly deposited eggs, say of British Columbia salmon, immediately
after the female had laid them. I found it ainost impossible to seize any with forceps
or the hand as the slippery eggs eluded the grasp, and in the swift current they flew
from one crevice to another as though endowed with life. So far as known few fishes
in the sea produce eggs of this type. The larger and lesser Sandeel or Sand Launce
(Annodytes) do so, though the eggs for a time are slightly adhesive, and are hidden in
loose sand or gravel between tide marks. The eggs of the shad are deposited in shallow
water some distance up rivers where the water is fresh. They are of comparatively
large size for a clupeoid, viz. : + or * inch in diameter, fairly translucent, and with a
very small yolk-ball which occupies only a part of the spacious chamber inside the egg-
capsule. When newly deposited shad eggs often cling together, byreason of a slight adhesi-
veness, in layers one egg deep. The striped bass Roccus lineatus, one of the most
valuable of food fishes, enters estuaries in spring and deposits its eggs toward the
head of tide on a sandy or gravelly bottom. They are + of an inch in diameter and of
a pale green tint when first laid. The first record regarding the eggs of this species
appears to be that of Mr. Marcettus, who in the report of the Maryland Fish Commission,
United States, 1880, states that Mr. Hamlin, on May 6th, 1879, obtained them and
noticed that they were larger than herring's eggs and increased in size after fertilization,
losing their green colour and opacity and assuming a transparency which rendered them
almost invisible, 'only the oil globule arresting attention by its glistening appearance.
The-y are deposited by the parent fish apparently in fresh-water above the limits of the
inflowing tidal sea water, in some important Canadian rivers. Prof. J. A. Ryder, sur-
mised that they also may be deposited in salt water in some localities, and in the
Miramichi River, New Brunswick, it is claimed that the main spawning grounds coin-
cide with or are lower down than the principal winter haunts of the fish, and in that
case the eggs are placed in brackish water. That the eggs of any species of fish can
thus be deposited indifferently in fresh and in brackish water is contrary to exact
observations on the physical efffct of such diverse conditions upon ova, and further
investigations are needed regarding the actual spawning habits of the striped bass. A
considerable quantity of eggs (not less than two or three millions) is produced by a
single spawner.

(9.) Separate, non-adhesive eggs provided with numerous long filaments like the
ova of the iand sinelt or Atherine (Atherina hepsetus, L.) which are very large, not less
than -,l in diam eter, although the full grown fish is only five or six inches in length.
Upon one side of the yolk ball there is a wreath of small oil globules; but the most
distinguishing feature is the tangled mass of wavy filaments projecting from the external
surface of the egg capsule. The egg is attached to sea weeds, corallines, and even to
star fishes and sea-urchins, by means of these filaments.

(10.) Globular eggs sufficiently adhesive, when deposited, to cling to the bottom,
or to adjacent objects under water, but never adhering together in large spongy masses.
The Capelin deposits free adhesive eggs of this character. The eggs of the Gaspereau
or alewife, a clupeoid which ascends rivers in May for spawning, deposits clear, glassy
eggs, smaller than those of the shad and destitute of oil globules. Dr. J. B. Gilpin
recorded the opinion that the spawning beds might be in lakes of some depth.
" Although the salmon and trout are often seen spawning, I never met any one," he
says, " who has seen the Gaspereaux in the act. So I suppose he spawns in deep water
as we know he loves the deep lakes with clear sandy margins." Fields over-flowed in
the spring are, however, often chosen, and as the eggs hatch in three or four days, the
schools of fry usually reach the river channel before the floods subside. The female fish
produces 60,000 to 100,000 eggs.

A similar egg is produced by the pike-perch (pickerel or doré), which readily
adheres to adjacent objects when newly deposited. Each egg measures e inch in
diameter, and a yellow or reddish globule of oil is seated in the yolk. The eggs of the
sturgeon, about l inch in diameter, are enveloped in 'a tenacious gummy substance,
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and no doubt, when deposited naturally they encrust the interstices of rocky ledges,
gravel, stones, &c. Including their coat of mucus they measure over * inch (3 mm.)
in diameter. No observer appears to have discovered them on the spawning grounds,
and lumps of sturgeon spawn are not known; but when artifically manipulated they
readily form huge irregular masses and long ropes of an extremely adherent nature.
Fishermen or others would certainly obtain such masses of sturgeon spawn did they
occur in our lakes and rivers, but the eggs appear to be not found naturally adhering
to each other. The tenacious matte-r hardens in about thirty minutes, and Prof. Ryder
has recorded, " after that has occured it is scarcely possible to detach them without
injury to their delicate thin envelopes and their sof t viscid contents. The sticky coating
of the eggs finally remains as a grayish white, tough, slightly elastic covering enveloping
the egg-membrane proper, and varies in thickness at different points on the surface of
the ova."

If allowed to harden in round or irregular masses the inner eggs die rapidly from
suffocation, and in our lakes and rivers the sturgeons' ova are probably deposited in
thin layers. Indeed, it is found in handling freshly laid sturgeon ova that if a basin or tray
be inclined only for a moment the eggs flow to that side and a coating of a single layer
is formed upon the surface to which they have been so briefly exposed. They hatch in
four or five days, but it is probable that a very large percentage perish annually on the
spawning grounds.

(11.) This division includes eggs, which closely resemble in their tenacious char-
acter and general features, the last described yet a distinguishing point about them is
the fact that they form clumps or irregular groups, rather than layers. The eggs are
so attached to each other and to stones, weeds, shells and other débris, that they form
a loose spongy mass, through which water freely percolates. Demersal eg s thus irreg-
ularly cemented together, exhibit the utmost variety of form, colour and distribution.
They may be pale and translucent like the herrings eggs about the size of No. 7 shot
or more dense and as large as peas (slightly less than a quarter of an inch in diameter,
viz., 6 mm.), like those of the wolf-fish (Anarrhichas.) The lump fish Cyclopterus, whose
eggs are -1, inch in diameter, and those of the frost-fish or tom-cod (Cadus tomcod Walb),
measuring rather less than U inch in diameter, belong to this group. The eggs of the
tom-cod have a conspicuous oil globule, and the thick adhesive shell is coated with an
mucous cement enabling them to cling to sea-weeds, and stones inshore and below
low-water mark.

(12.) Eggs of spherical shape and clothed in a distinct layer of sof t mucous matter,
which causes them to adhere to plants and foreign objects. Most of them contain
numerous oil globules, and they are the type of ovum produced by some of our most
familiar freshwater fishes such as the pike, maskinonge, white perch (Roccus americaus,)
the suckers (Catastomide) and many allied Cyprinido. The tenacity of the mucous coat
is such that as one observer has said of the small adhesive ova of the white perch, they
" may be hatched on threads which have been drawn through the freshly extended
spawn, the threads being suspended in a hatching jar, through which water i; kept flow-
ing." The eggs in this group are frequently found to be deposited singly upon plants,
submerged roots of trees, branches &c., and the adhesive coat instead of hardening under
the action of water remains as a soft protective coat, which prevents many predacious
animals f rom eating them.

One of the carp family viz., Rhodeus amarus, Bloch, by means of a long ovipositor,
like a protrusible tube, places its eggs inside the open shell of pond-mussels. The familiar
gold-fish deposits its eggs (,lu inch in diameter) on weeds.

(13.) Eggs similar to the last are produced by the black bass of our lakes and
rivers and the allied river sun-fishes (Centrarchidæe), the bearded catfishes and other com-
mon fresh-water species. The eggs with their soft mucous coat cling together in masses
and are generally placed in a nest of more or less perfect construction. They
become attached by this viscid envelope of jelly to pebbles, twigs and weeds of which
a kind of nest is usually constructed by the parent fish.

Mr. C. F. Holt, who described this nest in the case of the black bass (Jlicropterus),
says :-
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The places selected are in nearly still water, near the shore, and in water from one
to two feet in depth.

The beds'are circular in form, f rom eighteen inches to three feet in diameter, and
are formed by cleaning from the bottoin all sediment, sand, &c., leaving a bed of clean
pebbles. This is the joint work of both male and female fish. The bed having been
prepared, the female then moves slowly over it, depositing her ova, and the male impre-
gnates them as fast as laid. The eggs, which are very small, are glued fast to the
pebbles. The impregnation is almost absolutely perfect. In the past three years I have
examined a large number of beds, by carefully removing one or more of the pebbles
covered with eggs, and examining them with a microscope, and have never yet found
more than one per cent of unimpregnated eggs.

After the eggs are impregnated the male leaves to the female the whole care of the
eggs and the young brood. She now passes constantly backwards and forwards over the
bed, the motion of her fin aid tail keeping the eggs clean, wvhich the fact of their being
glued fast permits her to do without washing them away.

The catfishes (Aneiurus and others) construct a similar nest, over which the parent
fish keep guard. The eggs, 1 to *-inch in diameter, and of a dull whitish, sometimes
greenish colour are aerated by the male during the six or eight days occupied in incuba-
tion. The male hovers around the viscid mass agitating the water constantly with the
pectoral, ventral and anal fins. The female fish remains near but takes no part in the
work of protection. A recent writer in the "American Angler " refers to the nest in
these terms:-

In laying their eggs, the parent catfishes select a spot where the water is quiet, if
possible, protected by aquatic plants, and there they inake a nest, perhaps eight inches
by six, including the spawn.

The nest has a soft outer envelope, and over it the male hovers, forcing fresh water
through the mass by rapid vibrations of his fins, until after about a week they are hatched.

The late Professor Ryder estimated in a nest of the kind just described that there
were probably 2,000 ova covering a space eight inches by four inches In each egg it
has been found that the outside viscid layer is separated fron an inner and extremely
thin shell or capsule by a considerable space across which strand of elastic substance
extend. This remarkable separation of the sheil adds to the hardy nature of the egg
by providing a cushion for resisting violence or injury. In the sea catfish (,Eluricthys)
the capsule is simple and unlike that just described.

(14.) A f urther and most interesting type of adhesive egg is that exemplified by
the yellow perch (Percaflavescens). Each egg is globular and possesses a triple egg-
shell, viz., a thin, delicate, innermost membrane, surrounded by a very thick, soft layer,
streated radially in a most remarkable way, and inclosed externally by a thin viscid
layer. The eggs adhere together in the form of a band, like the egg-ribbon of the
Angler (Lophius), except that instead of being flattened it has a bellows or folded
angular ararngement, up the middle of which there passes a space allowing of aeratioi.
These jelly-like bands, in which the eggs are massed like the cells in a honey comb, are
heavy and often lie in the bottom of still water like a long hollow frill in a circular or
semicircular form. They are 2 or 3 inches across and 12 to 30 inches long. Each egg
exhibits a large oil globule, and when free from its jelly ribbon measures about 4 of an
inch in diameter.

Mr. G. P. Dunbar described the eggs of the Bill fish (Lepidosteus) as suspended in
long ropes of thick jelly several inches in diameter and hung to old snags, roots of trees, &c.

(15.) Stalked or rooted eggs forn a distinct group, and while all exhibit the common
feature of a fibrous plate or facet of attachment, they vary'in shape and structural
details in the utmost degree. Thus the egg of the smelt (Osmerus eperlanus) is globul 1 r,
but exhibits upon one side a coneshaped attachment or root, really formed by the split-
ting and inversion of the external adhesive membrane. J. T. Cunningham carefully
studied the featur s of this peculiar conical attachment in a series of eggs, and his
observations may be here quoted -

" They all possessed a kind of membranous appendage, and there were two or three
which were suspended fron. the surface of the stones by means of this membrane, the
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distal end of which had become attached at the moment of extrusion. In the free eggs
no power of adhesion any ,onger existed. It was obvious enough that the membranous
appendage is the so-called suspensory filament mentioned in the existing literature.
But the word filament is a very inappropriate term. The membrane is flexible, and in
the forin of a hollow truncated cone, the sides of which are thrown into irregular folds;
the narrow end of the cone is continuous with the envelope of the egg; the attachment
between the enveloping and the suspensory membrane thus forrms a ring on the surface
of the former. Examination of the eggs in this condition does not afford eviderice of
the origin of the suspensory membrane. Al that could be seen was that the suspensory
membrane was dotted al over with pores of considlerable size, and that the enveloping
membrane was perforated everywhere by finer pores more closely crowded. The
enveloping membrane is thus a zona radiata.

" Examination of the eggs freshly pressed f rom the female gave the complete explana-
tion of all the facts. These eggs were nearly, and some of them quite, mature. They
are inclosed in a thick zona radiata, which is differentiated into two layers, the outer of
which is somewhat thinner than the internal. In the zona radiata externa the pores
are larger and farther apart than in the interna. The external zona separates very
readily from the internal, and, rupturing at one portion of the ovum, peels off, becoming
turned inside out in the process, and, remaining attached over a small circular area,
forms the suspensory membrane. Slight pressure and rofling of the eggs by means of a
cover-glass is sufficient to cause the rupture of the external zona, and the two niembranes
can be examined in all stages of separation.

"If it be true that the ova of Osnmerus eperlanus are during development, fixed to
solid objects, it is in the highest degree improbable that the ova of Osmerus mnordax are
pelagirc; but the adhesive nature of the eggs of the British smelt is beyond all question."

The speckled goby (Gobins minutus) lias a pear-shaped egg, the black goby (Cobius
niger) bas an almond-shaped egg like a very minute oat-grain with a narrow stalk or
root, while the general surface of the moderately thin egg shell is beset by wavy fila-
ments of extreme fineness and on that account difficult to distinguish, even under
magnifying lens. The pretty Gobivs ruthensparri produces a small pear-shaped egg, not
larger than the head of a pin, withi the free end of the egg pointed and not blunt as is
the egg of Cobius minutus. A curious egg is that of the smnall double-spotted sucking
fish (Lepadogaster bimacu'latus) which is oval or egg-sharped but much flattened upon one
side. On the flattened side a fringe of long hairs occurs, the purpose of which is to
attach the egg to foreign objects, such as the inside of empty sea-shells. A single large
colourless globule occurs in the fine y granular yolk. In 1885 an egg of this ch iracter
was described by Professor Ryder. Its length was - inch, about the same as that of
Lepadogaster, which is a species occurring in tidal rock-pools, but Ryder speaks of his
specimens as eggs of a fresh-water fish, probably a river sunfish or a cyprinoid, and they
were procured attached to a piece of leather at Havre de Grace, Maryland, early in the
month of May.

(16.) A group of demersal eggs, sufficiently well-marked, is formed of comparatively
large demersal ova adhering in smîall irregular lumps, in the midst of which consider-
able interspaces and chambers occur. In their loose spongy character these masses differ
froi the more compact layers, and lumps deposited by fish like the herring. The most
important feature in these eggs is the fact that they are laid in nests. These nests may
be neatly built rounded masses of weeds bound together by tenacious threads pro-
duced by the male fish, or may be merely loose mounds of gravel and pebbles. The sea
stickleback (Gastrosteus spinachia L.) builds a nest of senweeds two to eight inches
across, and places ià pocket-like cavities, these bunches of eggs, each egg about 1 inch
in diameter, and of a bright amber tint. The fresh water species (G. aculeatus) forms
a mound-like nest about half the size of a small lemon, composed of weeds and small
twigs bound together by strong threads of animal matter. The eggs are rather smaller
than those of the marine species, and the separate lumps contain fifteen to twenty eggs
and probably a total of two or three hundred eggs in each nest, agglutinated together
as firmly as the ova of the herring. The ballan wrasse and other species are also
credited with the construction of a nest ; and these fishes usually are very solicitous
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of the welfare of the fry when they emerge front the egg. Few fishes, however, exhibit
much solicitude for their young, the eggs and fry being generally left to the tender mercies
of their common mother, the sea.

The Chinese Gourami (Osphrontenus), which has long been artificially bred and
cultivated in Asiatic waters, and is stated to have excellent culinary qualities, builds a
similar nest. An observer has described in detail the building of this structure and
the following particulars may be here given :-

" In one of the corners of the pond, among the plants which grow there, the
gouramis attach their nest, which is of a nearly spherical form, and composed of plants
and mud, and considerably resembles in form those of some birds.

The nests, of course, vary in size in proportion to the fishes, but the usual size is
somewhat less than a man's hand in length (about 5 or six inches). The fishes are
employed some five or six days or a week in building, and their task is rendered easier,
when the pairing-season has arrived, by placing in the water, almost at the surface,
branches of bamboo (Bambusa arundinacea), to which are attached bundles of fine
dog's-tooth grass. The gouramis take this grass, and with it form their nests in the
branches of submerged bamboo, in a manner analogous to that with which the common
silk-worm avails itself of the branch which is presented for it to make its nest on.
When the nest is completed, the female deposits her eggs, which in a moderate-sized
individual amount to about 800 to 1,000. After the eggs have been deposited and
fecundated, and while they are hatching, the parents remain near, jealously guarding
them, and rushing with vehement fury at any ordinary intruder near their domains,
and thus they continue to guard the young for a time after they are hatched."

Of the nests composed of stones and pebbles, the nest of the Black-nosed Dace
(Rhinichthys atronasus) may be selected as an example. It is recorded that the male
and female fishes combine their efforts and after selecting a shallow depression one and
a half or two feet across, they carry small stones and drop them upon the chosen site
until a layer is formed. The female then deposits a layer of eggs upon the pebbles,
and in this way a layer of eggs and a layer of pebbles are alternately formed until the
depression is filled up, and a dome-shaped pile or nest results.

Chætobranchus, a species allied to the Wrasses, builds a nest in which the eggs are
protected, and the Gunnel (Centronotus) or Shore Butter-fish is said to deposit a small
mass of eggs, not larger than a walnut in bulk, and the parent fish curls around the
mass which is partly inclosed in a hole or depression, and thus keeps watch until the
young hatch out.

(17.) A very remarkable group of fishes' eggs consists of those which are carried
about by one of the parents until the young fry hatch out. The marine pipe-fishes
afford interesting examples. The small sea-horse (Ilippocam pus) carries the eggs in a
ventral pouch, the ova being arranged in regular rows down the front of the body, bow-
ever, in Nerophis and Syngnathus, and covered by a somewhat transparent growth of
the skin. The Indian Solenostoma shelters the ova between the ventral fins, an exten-
sion of the integument adding to the completeness of the egg-pouch for the reception
and incubation of the eggs, which duty is performed by the female whereas in the three
preceding species it is the male that does so. In the female Aspredo of Guiana, a fish
allied to the North American catfishes, the eggs are found attached to the under surface
of the female fish, extending f rom the chin to the tail. Even the fins have been found
sprinkled with eggs, which are i to -Jy inch in diameter, and protected by a cup of
skin which becomes spongy and forms stalked capsules. Related species in Indian
waters, Arius, for example, carry their eggs in the mouth and gills. The male performs
the duty, and as the eggs are large, .1 to j inch in diameter, the breathing and feeding
operations are seriously incommoded, though the palatine denticles aid in surmounting
the difficulty. Some South American species, according to Steindachner, have a similar
habit. The common marine pipefish (Siphostoma) develops a pocket in the skin behind
the rudimentary anal fin, and a thick viscid mucus is formed, in which the lemon
yellow eggs, * inch in diameter, are imbedded.

The foregoing sketch, while it does not profess to be completely exhaustive, com-
prehends most of the types of eggs which have been described by scientific observers in
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recent years. There remain excluded, however, certain fishes which never deposit eggs.
One of these, the viviparous blenny (Zoarces), is not at all uncommon on our coasts,
and bas gained its name from its remarkable habit of producing living young. The
eggs of this species-which, by-the-by, is in some parts wrongly called the eel pot-are
retained within the body of the female, and there th% young develop and reach a length
of about two inches before they issue from the parent. Another form is the Norway
haddock (Sebastes), but its young on extrusion are small. Some of the shark tribe are
also viviparous ; but the pecularity is one very uncommon amongst bony fishes.

Certain small marine fishes, the Embiotocide, the shore sun fishes which occur in
marine rock pools, and, some of the Scorpaenidæ produce, like Sebastes norvegicus above
mentioned, three to twenty young about five months after the act of fertilization. The
cave fishes (Amblyopsidoe) are also viviparous; but this feature is a far fron common
one.

Continued researches by diligent scientific workers will add to our knowledge of
fishes' eggs, and much remains to be done in this field of study. But the above seven-
teen groups comprise all the essential types which experts have distinguished.
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THE PLACE OF CARP IN FISH-CULTURE.

BY PR3FEssoR EDWARD E. PRINCE, COMMISSIONER oF FIsHERIES FOR CANADA.

Fishery authorities are very far from being agreed concerning the merits of the
German carp. The mediæval monks of England esteemed it highly, and after its intro-
duction into English waters from the continent of Europe, in 1514 by Leonard Marchal,
a carp pond was considered a necessary adjunct to every monastic establishment.
Gerinan carp appear to have been brought across the Atlantic in 1870, and were first
planted by Mr. Poffe, a Californian pisciculturist in his ponds in Sonoma. Six years
later the United States Fish Commission followed this step up, but without success as
the fish died in transit; but in 1877, a successful shipment was made, and since that
time carp propagation has been very extensively carried out. There has, however, been
no unanimity in regard to the claims of carp to attention, and the wisdom of thir intro-
duction into the waters of this continent has been seriously questioned. These waters
were already peopled by the closely allied family of suckers and carp-mullets, the
various species of which, though not highly esteemed as food, are superior in edible
qualities to the foreign carp.

In the report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries for 1895, I briefly indi-
cated my views upon this matter in the following words:-

" One word of warning is necessary in view of a common opinion that German carp
and other coarse fish merit the attention of fish culturists. In pure and prolific waters,
such as those of Canada, abounding in trout, salmon, and all the highest grades of fish,
it is claimed these lower inferior kinds are a positive curse and injury if introduced.
They increase fist and survive under the most unfavourable conditions; but their propa-
gation in Canadian waters is little short of a crime, and entqils the destruction of food
upon which the finer indigenous kinds live, and the crowding out of the splendid fish
native to our rivers and lakes.

" Even of the higher kinds, the Salmonidæ, there are species and varieties which
should be regarded with disfavour, especially those from the continent of Europe.
German and Austrian trout, full of the germs of disease, should not be hastily
introduced."

I see no reason for modifying this unfavourable view, and after fully considering
all its bearings, as an expert, it appears to me to be injudicious and erroneous to adopt
the policy of peopling our waters with fish having the qualities and habits of German
carp. Inquiries respecting carp-culture and applications for the eggs and fry of carp
constantly reach the department, and a concise statement of the points, favourable and
unfavourable, which have been raised by fishery authorities, and a brief reference to the
claims of German carp to the attention of Canadian fish-cuiturists, appear to be very
opportune.

Unlike the principal fish native to the waters of the Dominion, German carp are
not essentially sweet and wholesome, but require, as all carp culturists are aware, to be
transferred after capture to clear running water to rid them of their characteristic
muddy flavour. Carp require to be seasoned and stuffed and subjected to more or less
elaborate cooking methods before being served up at the table. The salmon, trout,
whitefish, bass and other finny inhabitants of our lakes and rivers require no such
elaborate treatment-an undeniable proof of their superiority. The wandering habits
of the carp also detract from its desirability. It is impossible to retain them within
reasonable limitations, if by any means they obtain freedom for migration. Our native
fish, such as the salmon, the lake trout,. whitefish, pickerel, etc., have definite courses.
Yea- after year thAy follow practically the same line of migration, though winds and
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storms may cause them to deviate to some extent ; yet they unfailingly make for their
accustomed spawning grounds and resort, season after season, to their recognized feeding
localities. Fishermen are so well aware of this that it is possible to set nets (gillnets,
pound nets, traps, etc.), directly in the track which they are accustomed to follow.
Certain points are known to be better than others for intercepting the fish, and some
net-locations are, therefore, far more valuable than others. It is not so with the carp,
which wander from one side of a lake or river to the other in the most erratic, uncertain
way, and wander into every sheltered creek or muddy inlet. Localities in which they
have never been planted may thus become crowded with these wandering intruders. On
Lake Erie and in the St. Clair waters, Canadian fishermen complain of the abundance
of these inferior fish, which were planted in localities distant from these areas, but have
so widely spread that in some seasons the nets set for better kinds make large captures
of these less valuable fish. They spawn everywhere, and it is probable that they spawn
more than once each season. They increase with remarkable rapidity and crowd out the
native species. "l It is my experience," wrote Roger North, one of the earliest of British
pisciculturists, "that most waters, the first year after having lain dry a summer, do
breed, and that numerously, especially carps, which I have known increase to such an
incredible fry, that I have been troubled how to dispose of them."

Of their rapid growth, a recent United States writer has said
" The growth of this fish is even more remarkable than was at first supp >sed.

Recently, in letting the water off of a pond constructed by the late Dr. Geo. R. Dennis,
in which, just a year ago, he placed some carp about an inch long, it was found that six
carp taken out weighed and averaged a little over three pounds each. About a month
ago a carp was caught, which escaped froi the pond of Dr. I. L. Adkins, and which
had been placed there two years ago not more than an inch long. When weighed it
carried the scales down at six pounds. And so numberless examples might be given of
cases where the growth is shown to have been from twelve to fifteen inches in one year,
and the weight to have been from comparatively nothing to two and even three pounds
in the same length of time."

Notwithstanding the serious objections to the planting of carp, either indicated
above or more fully stated on a subsequent page, it must be admitted respecting the
carp :-

(1.) That it has a certain market value in the United States markets, and is
regarded by some persons as a fish possessed of edible qualities.

(2.) That there are inferior waters well adapted for carp-culture.
(3.) That the fish are hatched and reared with comparatively little difficulty.
(4.) That they are very prolific and grow rapidly on very coarse food.
(5.) That some anglers have found carp-fishing to be an enjoyable pastime.
It cannot be questioned that carp-culture may be commendable in some countries

and in the sluggish waters of Central Europe, of Germany, Austria and other lands,
carp are cultivated with as much care and industry as fowls or ducks, but while there
are enthusiasts like the late Prefessor Spencer Baird, who held that in the future the
carp would come to be regarded as of high importance as a commercial fish, yet the
general trend of public opinion has not been strongly in its favour. Professor Baird, it
is true, mentioned especially the waters of the Southern States, and in these remarks it
is, of course, to be borne in mind that the waters of Canada are alone kept in view, and
the criticisms here set forth apply, therefore, to proposals only for extensive planting of
of German carp in the Dominion.

In England the carp has never been highly esteemed for its food qualities, and in
Scotland and Ireland it is practicably unknown. In the United States on account no
doubt of the large German population in some of the great manufacturing centres, the
demand for German carp has in some seasons been quite considerable and examples like
the following may be quoted in proof of its economic value though not in full accordance
with other views published upon this point :-

" Many carp have been caught near Easton and eaten by the citizens of that com-
munity, and in every instance they have been pronounced a fine food fish Your com-
missioners are particularly gratified to note an increase of interest on the part of the
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people in this fish. They have been advised that the citizens of Queen Anne county
have, in many intances, purchased a supply for their ponds from Richard Hollyday, of
that county, who was one of the first citizens in the state to build ponds and embark
into carp-culture. Another year or two will prove that this venture will be as profitable
to him as his wheat, corn or peach crop, in proportion to the labour, time and money spent
upon it (Maryland Fish Commissioner's Report., 1883).

There is no doubt, however, that the culinary merits of German carp have been
exaggerated, and that the authorities who heralded its introduction, with high hopes,
have slowly realized tlat these hopes were not entirely fulfilled.

As to their qualities as table tish, there are contrary opinions. Sonie hold that they
are a superior table fish, and others count them poor and insipid. Probably their quality
largely depends upon the care that has been expegded in rearing them. A chicken
brought upon short commons is poor meat indeed. The saine animal, properly fed and
nourished, is a luxury that all delight in. Doubtless a poor, half-fed, half-grown, neg-
lected and bony carp will not make an attractive dish; but if raised according to the
manner of his native country, he may be fat, flaky, and possibly delicious. It is certain
that in Germany they are rated a standard fish, and are in more general use than any
other. A gentleman who has seen much of them in that country has recorded the fact
that hotel keepers like them because they are cheap and their customers eat so little.

Some states after spending considerable sums of public money on carp-culture have
resolved to discontinue it, and in certain cases have decided to devote such money in the
future to the work of extirpating and destroying these fish. The Canadian Fishing
Gazette (Selkirk Record), in December, 1895, published the following comments on the
matter -

" A few years ago many people in the United States and Canada went crazy over
the introduction of carp. Hatcheries all over the Union raised and distributed them,
and the Canadian hatcheries were blamed for not giving the fry to the public. The
Fish Commission's report of the state of New Jersey will show what carp are. It is a
blessing they were kept from Canadian waters, and there ought to be a heavy fine for
any one planting them in Canada. A dispensation has been granted to fishermen to
take carp out of the streams by net under the watchful eye of the wardens, who have
seen that no food fish were appropriated out of season. The carp is regarded as an
enemy of food fish and a general piscatorial nuisance. The commissioners officially say
that the introduction of carp has been attended by nothing but evil results, and that of
the most aggravating kind, as this fish destroys the clearness of the water and eats the
spawn of valuable fish. The law against the liberating of carp lias not been enacted
too soon, and the wardens are watching that none are being put into the streams.
Other states are seeking, but new Jersey has experimented and decided against the
foreigner, who seems to thrive in Jersey waters."

The state of Ohio, like that of New Jersey, has concluded to deal with the carp
question vigorously, but not without protests from journals such as the New York
Fyishing Gazette, which, towards the close of last year, remarked :-" The Fish and
Game Commission of Ohio propose among other things to wage unceasing war against
the carp, in spite of the fact that this species of fish has become recognized as one of the
most valuable food fishes taken in fresh water. The reason given for this move against
the fish is that it preys upon the young fry of other species of fresh water fishes. Just
as if those sanie other fishes do not devour the smaller fry of their own species. It is
not known how the fishermen who have in times past inade their living in the carp
fishery regard the proposed move of the commission. It is to be hoped, however, that
they will not allow the destruction to proceed without first making a vigorous protest
against such action. There is one thing in their favour, too, and that is that the carp
will need a lot of destroying before it becomes extinct."

While it cannot be denied that carp have a certain value in those markets where
inferior kinds of fish are in demand, the fact n-vertheless remains that Canadian waters
are perfectly adapted for all the higher grades of fish. These superior kinds not only
have a claim to preference on economic grounds as articles of food, but also in most
cases on grounds of sport. Fish, like salmon trout, black bass and others which add to
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their excellent table qualities, the finest characteristics of game fish are entitled to prin-
cipal consideration and the culture of carp, if in any inimical to these sporting, fish
should be discountenanced. The famous angling authority, Mr. W. C. Harris, editor
of the Anerican Angler, N.Y., U.S.A., refers in the following trenchant manner to the
question of the introduction of German carp:

" Under no circumstances place carp in your waters. They are worthless both as
edible and rod fishes. They are also destructive of the spawn of other fishes, and if
your streams or ponds are frequented by wild fowl the carp will soon drive them away
by eating the sprouts of all vegetable growth upon which wild fo.vl feed. If you have
the carp already wit h you, seine, catch, kill and poison them out. The United States
Government has spent thousands upon thousands of dollars to introduce them, and the
sportsmen of the country would bewilling to be taxed an equal amount that the carp
might he exterminated."

Perhaps it is a fortunate circumstance that in Canada many of our waters are not
the most suitable for this fish. It may be said as Superintendent Nevins, of Madison,
Wisconsin, U.S., wrote of the Wisconsin waters:-

" Our streamz are either too rapid or too cold for them to permit a speedy growth,
even though other conditions were favourable. It is useless to undertake to grow carp
where there are other fish. The carp must be cultivated in ponds expressly built for
them, and those of different ages must be kept by themselves.

The water that is preferred by them is such as is preferred by frogs. In water that
is stagnant and has plenty of vegetation they will thrive and do well, or they can be fed
the same as hogs with cabbage, potato pealings or boiled corn.

The California Fish Commission (1894) while admitting that carp had proved dis-
appointing as an addition to western food resources, yet adduced an ingenious plea that
they would prove good food for better kinds of fish :-

" The development of the carp, which, like the catfish, do not take, with our people,
the rank accorded them in the eastern markets, has been large. Of these fish 66,100
pounds were marketed in 1892, having a value of $2,204. They probably never will
figure largely in the value of our fish products, but they have proved of the greatest
value as a food to striped bass."

The hardy nature of German carp has been urged in its favour, although some com-
petent authorities have delared it to be easily and detrimentally affected by extremes of
temperature. Experiments have proved that few kinds of fishes are so tenacious of
life, and that changes which would prove fatal to better species have in their case
proved harmless. They have been frozen rigid and thawed out again, they have been
subjected to temperature almost as high as boiling point, and in every case they sur-
vived. In the tepid waters of Hawaii the foreign carp have flourished, and in the
absence of better fish, have become of market value. When taken out of the water
they will live for long periods if wrapped in damp cloths or cool moss. In Germany
and Holland it has long been the practice to fatten carp upon bread .and milk, the fish
being suspended in nets in cool cellars and kept damp. In form they are coarse and
far from graceful, yet on account of their lack of timidity and their hardy character
they are very suitable for exhibition purposes in ponds or aquaria. They live and grow
rapidly under cramped and unfavourable conditions. A United States authority, con-
nected with one of the State Fish Commissions, reported that: " for several years they
had bred quite a number in the fountain, which served the purpose of affording pleasure
and amusement to visitors, as well as increasing the supply. Sometime in July the park
policeman, who fed them daily, meeting the writer in the street, said: ' There is quite a
number of young fish in the basin I wish you would come over and see them ; I
believe they are young carp.' I replied that that was impossible, as there was but one
large fish there, and that a male, but would go over and see them. Judge of my sur-
prise when I found thousands of young carp there from one and a half to two inches in
length, the product of carp then only one year old. The young will now aggregate
many times more in weight than the original fish, and of extraordinary size for their
age, five to six inches in length. The carp were taken out and loaned to the Inter-
State Industrial Exposition at Chicago, where they now are. Since the above mentioned
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experience we have not been so ready to doubt the statements of quite a number who
have repeatedly written us that their carp had spawned at the age of one year."

In spite of their hardy character, their tenacity of life, facility in feeding and
rearing, and, at times, their ready sale amongst certain classes of the community who
are not fastidious in their tastes, it is doubtful if there is justification for introducing
these fish into Canadian waters not at present inhabited by them. The following considera-
tions are certainly of weight and should be given attention by all who are interested
in fish-culture.

(1.) The waters of Canada being as a rule pure, cold and in every way adopted for
our native fish, and the superior edible species such as the introduced English brook-
trout, the Loch Leven trout, &c., it is the less necessary or desirable to cultivate inferior
kinds especially as the so called coarse fish native to our waters (suckers, pike &c.,) are
admittedly superior in quality to German carp.

(2.) German carp are nomadic in their habits, and wander apparently aimlessly into
all accessible waters, hence if introduced into any streams or ponds adjacent to an'd
connected with others, these fish will rapidly spread over the whole system. Salmon,
trout, whitefish, pickerel or doré, indeed all our native 'fish are more local in their
wanderings and as a rule have definite courses of migration, and confine themselves
within recognized limits. The German carp has no such defined movements or habitat,
thus Lake Erie, the St. Clair waters of Western Ontario, Lake Huron and other Canadian
areas are being overrun by these fish, which have wandered from the more or less
remote localities in United States territory where they were originally planted. Like
undesirable weeds they spread everywhere and it is practically impossible to limit their
progress or to effect their extirpation. Dr. Eugene Smith referring to this difficulty in
rooting out these fish says : " The carp family have a pronounced tendency to burrow
in the mud at the bottom of streams, and can live there for some time, so that it is hard
to eradicate the carp from any particular body of water without thoroughly draining
it off."

(3.) They are voracious and omnivorous. Their voracity may be judged by the
great size they rapidly reach. They have been known to grow a foot in length in nine
or ten months, and it is authentically recorded that a German carp in the state of
New Jersey grew in three years to a weight of thirty pounds. The carp may be com-
pared to the hog amongst quadrupeds, both in respect to its fattening capabilities and
its coarse and repulsive tastes. This opinion, indeed, I find to be expressed in terms
almost identical with the foregoing, by the New York Fish Commissioners, in their report,
in 1881. In this report they say : " The carp tribe stand in the fish family much as
the hog does among quadrupeds. Confine the latter in a pen and steadily respond to
his cravings of appetite and he will increase in flesh and multiply in fat to an extent
which will reward the care of his owner. Similar treatment applied to the carp, changed
only to suit the different element in which he lives, will make him a productive and pro-
fitable fish."

Their natural food appears to be insects, frogs, the spawn of other fishes; but they
devour offal, or, indeed, anything edible, either animal or vegetable. A vegetable diet
is as acceptable as any other, and wild rice, water plants and the like are voraciously
eaten by German carp. " The destructive nature of the carp to the spawn of nobler
fishes," says a distinguished authority, "and to the vegetation upon which wild fowl
feed should act as a caution signal in the introduction of foreign species of fish in
American waters." In connection with this charge, a western, U. S., paper tells of a
rancher's visit to Portland, Oreg., to sue for damages he had sustained f rom the intro-
duction of carp, he wished to find out whether he had recourse against the United States
fish commission for the introduction of carp into the rivers of this section. He says
these fish are destroying his meadows by eating his grass and grubbing up the roots.
As the water overflows his meadow the carp follow it up in thousands, the small
ones weighing about three pounds pushing their way up where the water is only threo
inches or so in depth and clearing off all vegetation, so that when the water recedes
he will have mud flats in the place of meadows.
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Buckland in view of this herbivorous habit recommended that at times the water
should be run off carp ponds and grass seed sown on the mud and the edges, " then let
the water cover the grass," he said, " and it will afford excellent pasture for the carp."

(4.) Theirmarket value can never be great in Canada. For many seasons our Lake Erie
fishermen have been taking large quantities of Gernian carp, which have wandered across
from their haunts on the United States shores. Thus off the south Essex shore, (Ont.),
individual pound nets occasionaily take two or three tons of carp at a single catch. In
many cases personal questioning bas elicited the information that the fish were found
to be so worthless and such a drug in the market, that they had to be buried on shore
in order to get rid of them. Certain public bodies in order to shield themselves from
severe criticism have exaggerated the value of these fish, and the demand and sale for
them. No doubt the markets of Chicago or New York, which are not regarded as the
best or most remunerative by fish buyers, shipments of carp find sale amongst Russians,
Jews, and other foreigners to whom trout and the best kinds of fish are practically
inknown. The demand for carp must, however, be limited, while the demand for salmon,
whitefish, trout, &c., is in reality unlimited. The economic value of carp as a permanent
element in the fish markets of this continent is problematical. They no doubt have met
a demand in markets, which the great fish buyers have termed the " dumping ground "
for the fisheries ; but in the best markets of Canada and the United States, German carp
will never be esteemed or demanded. A division of opinion amongst fishery authorities
on this side of the Atlantic, bas existed every since German carp have been imported.
The late Professor Spencer Baird was somewhat hopeful and enthusiastic, but the plants
of carp fry allocated under his personal supervision were not always received with con-
fidence. Everywhere can be found views like those expressed by the fish commissioners
of the state of Nevada (1887) :-

Professor Baird also very kindly presented me with 295 young carp from the United
States fish car, all of which have been distributed to the best advantage possible. While
fully appreciating the generous courtesy which prompted the gift, and gladly acknowledg-
ing our obligation to the donor, I feel it my duty to say that my observations have not
impressed me favourably with the qualities of these fish. They multiply rapidly and
attain a considerably size, but in my judgment they are not what can be fairly called a
good table fish. I regard the Lake Michigan whitefish as being in every way superior.

5. They live upon the food of better fish, and propagate so fast that they prove
injurious and even destructive to the higher kinds. It can be proven that whitefish
and the yellow pickerel have been starved out and crowded out by hordes of hungry
carp. Not only so, but it bas been shown that other kinds forsake their usual haunts,
and are in fact driven out by these foreign intruders. Recently the carp bas been
planted in Lake Michigan near Chicago, and competent authorities, including practical
fishermen, bold that other fish will be driven out of these waters.

6. They ruin the waters which they frequent by destroying vegetation, rooting up the
marginal banks and by disturbing the bottom. Ponds and waters which were clear and
exhibited a hard bottom have become discoloured and "roily," and the bottom soft and
tenacious by the grubbing actions of the carp. Such ponds have been changed into
disgusting mud puddles. A Kansas authority who carries on private fish-culture opera-
tions recently wrote of the carp :-" The carp is a fussy fellow, and when not trying to
pick a fight with some of the other denizens of the pond, is ploughing up the mud along
the bottom of the waters and constantly keeps the pond in a roily and unpleasant state."
The ill effects of carp upon other especially high grades of fish cannot be exaggerated.

7. They are destructive spawn eaters like all the tribe of sucking fishes. No
spawning ground is safe from their attacks. There are predacious fish like the pickerel
or doré, the pike, the salmon trout, &c., but these fish have their special haunts and the
spawning grounds of whitefish and other kinds do not usually suffer seriously from their
depredations. Not so with the carp. It bas no favourite or special haunts, and every
spot where fish eggs or other edibles are to be found will hardly fail of a visit from
these marauding poachers. "I am quite certain," said the late Mr. Buckland, "that
carp will eat their own eggs and very probably their young." No doubt this charge may
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be made against many fishes, but the peculiar roving tendencies of the carp make it
especially injurious, as few deposits of spawn can escape its inquisitive search.

(8.) German carp are especially subject to parasites and contagious diseases. From
their omnivorous and lethargic habits no fish are so readily attacked by diseases and
parasites as carp. The " fish leprosy," described by Blake as a fungoid growth which
spreads over the whole skin, turning the fish white and rendering it most unhealthy
and a source of disease to all other fish, is essentially a disease of the German carp.
Frank Buckland studied some of the diseases of these fish, and amongst others enumer-
ated one malady which he called small-pox in the carp.

Tapeworms and other disgusting endo-parasites occur most plentifully in carp.
One described by Harrington Keene taken from a carp of 16 pounds weight measured no
less than 45 feet in length. Of all fresh water fishes the German carp are the most
subject to external and internal diseases. This is, in fact, unavoidable in a family like
the carps, with sluggish habits, a fondness for coarse and loathsome food, and a prefer-
ence for muddy and almost tepid waters.

Whatever may be urged in favour of the carp, and, as already indicated, some con-
siderations of weight have been put forward by various authorities, it cannot be ques-
tioned that the points unfavourable to carp-culture, so far as Canadian waters are
concerned, deserve serious attention. Certainly no fish culturist should determine to
introduce these fish or set about artificially rearing them without fully considering the
grave possibilities associated with the raising of German carp.
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Discoloration in Canned Lobsters.

NOTE.

Under an Order in Council dated 8th May, 1896, I was instructed to undertake an
inquiry into the causes leading to a deterioration in the quality of canned lobsters.
This inquiry has lasted for a year and a half and is now concluded. The results are set
down herein. It was commenced in conjunction with Dr. A. A. Bruère, at my request
to him, and it was conducted jointly with him for a very considerable period. Then
Dr. Bruère notified to me his intention to retire from the investigation. I am, there-
fore, left solely responsible for the report in its present form, and am only too sensible
of the loss to it of Dr. Bruère's able co-operation in the light of the very material value
of his observations whilst he was associated with me. The present occasion is also
taken to tendei to him the fullest acknowledgment of his aid.

ANDREW MACPHAIL B.A., M.D.

Professor of Pathology, University of Bishop's College, Montreal.

216 Peel Street.
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Disco1oration in Canned Lobsters

INTRODUCTION.

Before undertaking this inquiry, it was necessary to measure the importance of the
work in hand, to ascertain the amount of labour it would be thought advisable to bestow
upon it. This problem was approached from various sides.

1st. The value of the industry.
2nd. The extent of the deterioration.
3rd. The loss entailed thereby.
4th. The distribution of the loss.

The following facts are therefore submitted, hecause it was the consideration of
them which pointed to the necessity of an extensive and elaborate research. If any
results were to be obtained, it was only by proceeding in an orderly manner and to
great lengths, if necessary. Even if no results were to be arrived at, the preliminary
work would have been done for some more fortunate observers, Therefore, the inquiry
was projected upon a wide and sound basis, and the various operations are set forth
along with the conclusions to which they led.

I.-VALUE OF THE INDUSTRY.

Statistics are available in a supplement to the twenty-fifth annual report of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries. In it the Deputy Mjnister states that the number
of cans packed in Canada that year was 14,285,157, or nearly 300,000 cases, which at
the nominal price of $8 a case amounted to $2,400,000.

The value of the export of lobsters in 1891 was ........ $1,930,175
do do 1892 was ........ 1,909,756
do do 1893 was ........ 2,071,225
do do 1894 was ........ 2,331,660
do do 1895 was ........ 2,135,756

While last year the value amounted to ................ 2,489,995

The average price per pound in 1883 was 9-12 cents; in 1893 it had risen to 14-10
cents; at present it is 18-72*cents.

(2.) The extent of the deterioration.
(3.) The loss entailed thereby.
(4.) The distribution of the loss.

These three factors will be considered together.
It is a matter of exceeding dificulty to estimate accurately the annual loss sustained

by the industry through deterioration in the quality of the goods, by blackening and
other causes, because the loss falls in so many quarters.

First, there is the loss to the individual packer; then to the buyer, the wholesale
merchant, to whom the goods are sent, to the retail dealer, and finally to the consumer,
who probably bears the bulk of it, and whose loss can never be ascertained.

To obtain some expression of opinion, a communication was addressed to packers,
buyers and dealers in the Maritime Provinces of Canada, the United States, and Great
Britain.

It contained two questions:
1st. What do you consider to be the causes of the depreciation in the quality of

canned lobsters 1
2nd. What, in your opinion, is the annual loss to the lobster packing industry

through this deterioration 1
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From some of the factories came replies that they sustained no loss whatever.
This fortunate condition is explained by the fact that these packers market their
goods twice a week before any considerable change is manifest, receive their money, and
the transaction so far as they are concerned, is finished. The first buyers ship the goods
on commission and receive what the consignee can afford to send. This then is a source
of information. In this connection, the following extracts selected from many letters
are of value as showing the feeling of the trade in England:

From W. & D. Harvest, Dowgate Dock, Upper Thames St., London, E. C.:
" We trust the experiments you allude to may produce satibfactory results. Cer-

tainly, the present canned lobsters form so capriciously perishable a stock that the trade
is avoided as much as possible by importers, dealers and retailers."

From Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, Soho Square, London:
" There is a great need of improvement in the preservation of lobsters, as there have

been special difficultis in the past few years."
From Petty, Wood & Co., Nos. 41-57 Southwark Bridge, London, S.E.:
" We think it is quite time some steps should be taken by the Catadian Govern-

ment to regulate and try to secure the packing of fish which are sound and fit for the
food of man an4 also to stop the shipment of rubbish and unsound food."

From Powell Bros. & Company, No. 27 Mincing Lane, London, England:
" The whole industry for years past has been going from bad to worse owing to

the unsatisfactory out-turn of the major portion packed : in fact, to such a pass has it
come that many firms have repeatedly expressed to us that they will need to seriously
consider abandoning the sale of canned lobsters, owing to the unpleasantness and diffi-
culties in which they are so constantly involved."

From the Cunningham & DeFourier Company, Limited, Great Alie St., Lon-
don, England.

" It is our opinion that unless some prompt action be taken, the trade in these goods
will practically cease as regards Great Britain.

For our part, we have made up our minds to discontinue offering lobster next season
unless we can see an improvement in the pack, as the complaints which come to hand
and which we have to satisfy by allowances, make the business very troublesome, and
it is doubtfu 1, taking all things into consideration, if we make any profit by handling
these goods."

From Samuel Hanson, Son & Barter, No. 47 Botolph Lane, London, England:
" There is no doubt whatever that unless something is done to improve the packing,

the trade in canned lobsters, which has already seriously declined, must go from bad to
worse, to the injury of all concerned."

From A. W. Latham & Co., No. 17 Philpot Lane, London, England:
" If this blackening can be removed, it would be an enormous value to this industry

for at present, the marvelous uncertainty as to whether, lobsters, from wherever they
may come will show smut or turn black sooner or later, is one of the curses of this trade
leading to endless difficulties and creating all sorts of dissatisfaction: in fact, if we were
not obliged to handle lobsters, we should strike them off our list and thereby save our-
selves much worry and loss."

The replies received from Mr. J. E. Grant and from Mr. W. F. Tidmarsh of the
Portland Packing Company are to the point. In his reply Mr. Tidmarsh says: " I think
I would be quite safe in saying that if the ' blackening' so called, oould be prevented,
and the lobster preserved so as to retain its colour, flavour and texture, when the con-.
fidence of the trade became established, the value would be increased by at leas three
dollars a case, representing a total in money value to the industry in Canada of about
$OO,000 per annum."

Messrs. Macdonald & Bros. estimate the loss at two dollars a case, which according
to the annual output is equal to $600,000 a year.

Mr. Grant in his reply says:
" It is very difficult to answer your inquiry fully, as the loss does not frequently

fall upon the packer, he realizing on them through the dealer, who ships them to the
different markets of the world, and who in reality meets with the first loss and

A. 1897
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ultimately the jobbers who buy them at a price and keep them in stock awaiting the
demands of the trade. Sone seasons I know the jobbers lose all their goods. As a
dealer I can speak very feelingly and can say that I have lost thousands of dollrs by
shipping lobsters on consignment. The only certain method in handling lobsters is to
get rid of them as quickly as pos-;ible. It might be interesting to you to know the
actual commercial value of a choice can of bright lobsters. Few realize the fact that
the choice parts of eight lobsters go to fill a one pound can.

" The consumer thinks nothing of paying 12J cents for a fresh lobs,,er. Multiply by
eight and the can of lobsters show a value of one dollar. Now, if the canning of
lobsters could be brought down to an exact scientifie process and the consumer could be
guaranteed that the goods were as good as when fresh, the question will answer itself."

As long ago as 1887, Inspector Duvar wrote:
"Owing to the inferior grade of goods prepared by soine packers, the lobster

business is in great danger of being seriously imperilled. Canadian packed lobster is
at a very low ebb in English markets, so much so that London green-grocers will have
nothing to do with Prince Edward Island lobsters on account of their inferior quality."

From this it is clear that the loss is a very material one, not only in the deteriora-
tion of the present product, but from the fact that the best quality now produced is
inferior to that which should be obtained and can be obtained by the adoption of
scientific methods."

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGED CANS.

This deterioration in the quality of the contents of cans is variously referred to as
"blackening" or "smut," and other cans are known as being "sour," "acid," "fermeuted"
and "blown." This points to the fact that the deterioration manifests itself in various
formas and is due to widely different causes.

It will first be necessary to describe the appearances presented by a series of
damaged cans. Upon opening a large number. it was at once seen that there was
the largest possible variety of condition. Indeed the discoloration was absent
in many cases and the degree to which it had proceeded was different in all.
In some the contents were 'uniformly dark, the colouring matter penetrating the
whole tissue. . In others it was confined to that portion which was in contact with the
seam> of the can, and at the junction of the cover and 1-otton with the two ends of the
cylinder. Again it occurred in spots corresponding with the puncture made in the
cover to allow the.air to escape or to assist in the process of sealing. In these places
the continuity of the tin coating was broken, allowing the middle plate of iron to come
in contact with the contents. Again, the discoloration commenced ver small areas
where the tin was eroded, but whether this erosion was due to a primary defect in the
material or whether it was due to some solvent action of the contents had to be reserved
for further exAmination and wili be referred to later. In some cases the paper lining
was alone discoloured and in others a space along the seam of the can.

In most instances the contents remained solid though discoloured. Some were
liquid and uniformly black and others liquid but of a normal colour. Many cans were
bulging almost to the point of bursting with gas, and when punctured the gas escaped
with a rush and foul odour while in others the amount of gas was imperceptible.

METHOD OF INQUIRY.

We are now able to define the scope of the inquiry as follows
1. To classify and describe the different forms of deterioration.
2. To ascertain their causes and consider the various theories in vogue respecting

them.
3. To determine whether they began to operate before or after the process of

canning commences.
4. To consider the present methods.
5. To provide a remedy and prepare a scheme for the profitable preservation of

lobsters.
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DISCOLORATION AND ITS CAUSES.

First of " blackening." This should be described as " discoloration," for the
colour varies from a faint brown, a bril iant purple, a luminous yellov to a condition of
inky blackness.

Of this discoloration we have separated seven different kinds all due to different
causes which are here described in detail.

1. Brownish discoloration of the paper alone.
This forin was found to be due to merey to scorching with an overheated copper

too long applied. To dotermine this a cai empty except for the lining, was sealed with
a very hot copper, on opening, the paper was found scorched as described. Again a
similar discoloured area was removei from the lining of a can and treated with
hydrochloric acid. The colour was not removed, proving it was due to organic
destruction of the paper by heat, and of no serious moment excepting in respect of
appearance.

2. A yellowish discoloration of metallic lustre along the seam of the can.
This is observed in many cans newly made and before the lobster is introduced

and is due to excessive heat in the soldering of the can itself, as cai be shown by
applying an overheated copper for an unusually long time to a piece of tin plate when
a similar result is produced.

3. A purplish discoloration observable immediately after the cans are removed
froin the second bth, which wil be dealt with in considering the " Remedy."

4. SULPHIDE OF IRON.

In another series a blackness as intense as that of ink was observ d' commencing
where the raw edge of iron was exposed along the seam, around the covers and
at the probe holes. This gradually extends to the contents of the can. This
substance is soluble in hydrochloric acid and yields a precipitate of suilphur. When
filtered and diluted with distilled water and a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen pa'ssed
through, no precipitate is obtained, indicating that no lad or tin is present. If tin
were present we would have a brown precipitate ar:d black in the case of lead. If,
now, amnonium sulphide be added, a black precipitate is brought down which is soluble
in hydrochlorie acid, and with potassium ferrocyanide yields the reaction of a ferrous
salt. This discoloration then i- due to sulphide of iron, and is caused by the sulphur-
etted hydrogen acting upon the iron. The sulphuretted hydrogen arises froin the
putrefactive fermentation of proteid matter, under the influence of microorganismq, as
will afterwards appear.

5. SULPHIDE OF TIN.

This produces a uniform brown tinge upon the paper. This material when treated
with hydrochlric acid and sulphuretted hydrogen, produced a brown precipitate of
proto-sulphide of tin, which dissolved in sulphide of ammonium, giving sulphide of tin ;
when acid was added a yellow instead of a brown precipitate was separated. This is
the reaction of a stannous sait, the sulphide of tin being forned in the saine manner
as the sulphide of iron.

6. OXIDE OF IRON.

A yellowish brown rust upon the raw edges of iron due to common oxide of iron.
A can was filled with a solution of salt and water and boiled for three hours, when a
similar condition was produced. The material froin the cai answered all the tests for
oxide of iron, that is to say, caustic alkalies gave a brick red precipitate of ferrie
hydrate insoluble in hydrate of potassium ; ferrocyanide of potash gave a blue precipi-
tate, and sulphocyanate of pot.ash gave a deep red colour.

10
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7. BACTERIAL ACTION.

Discoloration due to bacteria. In many cans which are in the early stage of putre-
faction one observes colonies of bacteria upon the surface of the contents giving a.
uniformu brownish tinge. This nay be scraped off, leaving the tissue beneath of normal
colour.

From the foregoing it will appear that the ultimate source of a large series of
discolorations is the presence and operation of bacteria.

It was therefore clear that an exhaustive bacteriologic study would have to be
undertaken. To this eid, it was necessary to estabhsh a laboratory where abundant
material was accessible. Accordingly in May, 1896, this was done in Charlotteton n,
Prince Edward Island, with all the necessary appliances. The work was continued
there till the latter part of June and recommenced early in July to investigate some
matters which were overlooked during the first visit.

GASES.

The sign of deterioration most eagerly sought for is a bulging of the ends ·of the
cans due to an accumulation of gas within. These gases are a product of bacterial
activity, and upon analysis were found to be composed chiefly of:

Sulphuretted hydrogen. Carbon dioxide.
The material from which sulphuretted hydrogen may be readily formed, is often

introduced into the can by the non-removal of the gut and its contents. The stomach
and gut of a living lobster were placed in a test tube with acetate of lead paper, within
six hours sulphuretted hydrogen was developed in appreciable quantity and rapidly dis-
coloured the edges of the plate placed in contact with it.

THEORIES IN VOGUE.

Amo. g the numberless theories as to the cause of "blackening" of lobsters the
use of acid easily holds the first place. Now, as a matter of fact if a portion of lobster
tissue be immersed in pure hydrochloric acid for a few days it becomes beautifully white.
Therefore, the use of acid in the manufacture of cans has been almost abandoned, and
much ingenuity has been displayed to procure a suitable substitute. The general con-
sent is in favour of employing a mixture of rosin and linseed oil. Another preparation
is made as follows: " add one pound melted rosin to a gallon of lard oil, and stir to the
consistency of cream." The elffect of strong acid upon the tin is of course to dissolve it,
but when tin is etched by a dilute acid the effect is to dissolve the minute crystals more
quickly than the larger ones, giving to the surface a fr< sted appearance(moirée métallique).

SEASONAL INFLUENCE.

To determine what influence, if any, the time of year in packing exercises. Small
packs were made in the following months, May, June, July, August, October and
December. -Upon examination of cans packed at these various periods it was not pos-
sible to observe any difference in quality in respect of colour.

THE QUESTION OF MOLTING.

It is woi th inquiry if there is any connection between the deterioration and the
mol ting of the lobster, but before doing so, it w ill be necessary to discuss the details of
the process by which the shell is cast.

All shell-fish grow in stages. They are surrounded by a hard inelastic covering,
and when in the process of growth this covering becomes too small, it is cast off. This
is known as molting. The process was well studied by Vitzow in the marine laboratory
of Roscoff, and by Francis Hobart Herrick in the laboratory of the United States Fish-
ery Commission, at Wood's Hole, Massachusetts, from whose excellent report many of
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these physiologic statements are taken. The shell of a lobster varies in hardness and
colour, depending upon the period since the last molt. An animal which bas recently
cast its shell is known to fishermen as a " soft shell," " pew shell," " paper shell," or
"buckle shell " lobster, and just previously to molting as an " old shell," "l hard shell," or
"black shell."

In Prince Edward Island it is unusual to obtain soft shell lobsters hefore the
middle of July, at which time a few may be found in the traps with the cast off shell by
their side, or the shell alone may be found, the animal having escaped by reason of its
smaller size. The newly molted lobster lies limp and helpless, but is covered by a limiting
membrane resembling in shape at least, in every respect the shell itself. Not only is the
shell cast off but the Iining of the stomach, æesophagus and intestine is exfoliated as well,
these structures being derived from infoldings of the skin. Wat'r is now quickly
absorbed and the flesh converted into a pulpy mass. There is now a marked increase in
size and a rapid hardening of the new shell.

Many factors go to account for this rapid growth of the shell. On each side of the
stomach of a niolting lobster are found two bodies an inch long and half an inch thick
composed of calcareous inatter and knowri as gastroliths. These bodies may be, as
Vitzow suggests, " dissolved in the acids of the stomach and entering the lymph form an
inorganic reserve comparable to phosphatic plaques found in the membranes of the
foetus in ruminants." On the other hand Herrick may be right in holding that these
gastroliths "represent the lime which has been removed by absorption from the old
shell preparatory to the inolt." But there is a more obvious source of supply of the cal-
careous iatter necessary for the formation of the new shell. After molting the lobster
is in the habit of swallowing fragments of shell, which are changed in the stonach to acid
pho-phates and thence carried by the blood to the locality where they are needed. It is
ditdieu t to say what period must elapse before the shell acqu ires any considerable degree
of hardness. Reaumur, speaking of the crayfish, says that lie bas seen the new shell be-
come as hard as the old in 24 hours, but that it usually requires from two to three days;
and Chartran, referring to the same animal, says he bas seen the shell resume its normal
consistency in 48 hours. Vitzow admits that the carapace has become perceptiblv harder
in 24 hours, but that 72 bours must expire before it is conpletely so. It would seem
that in the case of the lobster, there is a considerable variation in the time required,
and that it is not marketable for at least a month.

Now, from experience, the condition of the flesh has no bearing upon its
deterioration in the cans. The most that can occur is a slight alteration in the flavour
or consistency of the flesh.

THE QUESTION OF sIZE.

It remains yet to consider what bearing the size, and, therefore, the age of the
lobster bas upon its value as a preserved food.

We have now to inquire what are the data from which the age of a lobster may be
determined. The age can scarcely be determined by direct observation, since the con-
ditions of confinement, food supply, temperature, &c., probably introduce variations
which will render any conclusions fallacious. By observation, Herrick found that one
yearling lobster which had been hatched from the egg measured 1¾ inch, while three
others measured 2 inches in five-months. He has constructed a table from which it
appears that the increase in length after each molt is about twelve per cent of the
previous length, or one-eighth, that is, an eight-inch lobster would ineasure nine
inches after molting. If now the number of molts and the time interval could be as-
certained, some conclusions could be drawn. In another table lie estinates that a 2-
inch yearling lobster bas molted 14 times, a 5-inch lobster 20 times, an adult lobster
10 inches long 25 times. This leads him to the conclusion that a 10-inch lobster is
from 4j to 5 years old. It will be seen then that the lobster is an animal of rather
slow growth.

An examination of the tissues of lobsters five or six inches long discloses nothing
which makes one think them unfit for canning. The expediency of so using them is
another question.
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QUESTION OF SEX.

We have now to consider whether the sex of the lobster has any bearing upon the
deterioration of the canned product. By way of preface to this consideration, a short
statement of the sexual habits ot the lobster will be necessary.

There is a complete separation of the sexes. The female is smaller in size, the
claws are less highly developed. The abdomen is broader and more concave. The first
pair of swiinmeretts is reduced in size to admit of the more complete flexing of the
abdomen for the protection of the eggs.

The organs of reproduction are, (1), the ovaries, consisting of two masses of tissue
connected by a bridge and situated in the dorsal region, extending from the middle of
the carapace to the fourth or fifth abdominal segment. Just previous to laying, the
ovaries are seen filled with eggs, which may be removed by cutting into the wall. (2.)
Two short tubes leading from the ovaries and opening into (3.) two small slits upon the
basal segments of the second pair of walking legs. (4.) The receptacle for the fertilizing
element of the male situated between the third pair of legs. (5.) Glands which secrete
a cement substance for securing the eggs, after they have been laid, to the abdominal
appendages. The male lobster posseses a pair of testes, opening by ducta at the base of
the last pair of walking legs, and the first pair of abdominal legs are modified as if to
serve for conducting the fluid, which is inclosed in gelatinous capsules, into the seminal
receptacle of the female.

The pairing of lobsters may take place at any time of the year and apparently has
no connection with the condition.of the ovaries of the female. The seminal fluid can be
obtained from the receptacle of the female independently of the time of laying, hatching,
or even molting. The male eleient is stored up until needed, and retains its vitality
for a very long time.

There is a conflict of evidence as to how often the lobster lays eggs, when they are
laid, and how long they are carried externally.

It is quite true that lobsters may be taken at all seasons of the year, with the eggs
in all stages of development, but this does not affect the main statement that, for the
majority of lobsters, there is a definite breeding season. The process of laying is as
follows : The eggs are extruded from the body after being carried about a year, and are
fertilized by coining in contact with the spermatozoa ready stored up in the seminal
receptacles of the female. The tail is folded in, and the eggs are attached to the swim-
meretts by means of a cement substance secreted in special glands, and there carried for
about ten months. The lobster is now said to be in "berry." Then the embryos
escape as free swimming animals in the ocean. The number of eggs is very large, a
twelve inch lobster producing about fifteen thousand. Seeing then, that the female
lobster spends the most of its time in the business of reproduction, it is very important
to decide its value as a food supply, especially since the number of males and females is
probably equal.

First, lobsters can never at any period of life be compared with fish bearing their
roe, because the eggs ripen over a period of two years, and there is no spawning time,
comparable in point of intensity with that which obtains in the case of fish.

In the report of the English Fish Commission presented in 1877, it is stated that
"the lobster when in berry is in the very best possible condition for food." The only
evidence adduced is the fictions of fishermen and cooks. The fishermen wished to
continue catching the female fish, and the cooks lusted after the eggs for the garnishing
of salad. One witness remarked with the real fisherman's wiRdom "lobsters in berry
are worth twice as much as any other, the spawn is bruised and put into sauce and
makes better sauce than the lobster itself. In salads it is boiled and sprinkled over the
salade; it is a capital article of food. The cooks will not have the lobsters withont

spawn." Upon such information as this, and with logic like a fisherman's, the Commis-
sioners are led to remark " it would be as illogical to prohibit the taking of lobsters in
berry as to prohihit the taking of full herring."

On the other hand, Herrick shows that a lobster in berry is actually lighter than a
female not carrying external eggs, by an average of 1-63 ounces.
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In the case of smaller lobsters, the difference was found to be only a tenth of an
ounce. The males are heavier than the females, but this is due to the larger size of the
claws. The matter was put to the test, and as between a male lobster, a female in berry
and a female carrying no external eggs, the most delicate palate can detect no difference
in the flesh. Lastly, there is no difference in the tendency to deterioration after canning
between these three classes.

EXAMINATION OF TISSUES.

To arrive at a conclusion as to whether lobster tissue was in a normal or patho-
logic condition, it was necessary first to make a preliminary study of a large number of
animals to be used by way of comparison. These observations were confined principally
to the muscular tissue and to the blood. A detailed account of this division of the
work would be out of place here; and only so much introduced as is necessary for the
main purpose.

THE BLOOD.

A number of good-sized animals were secured, and by means of a deep puncture
through the membrane connecting the second and third joints of the crushing claw, the
blood was allowed to escape, as it did in a considerable quantity. The amount depends
upon the size of the animal and the thoroughness with which the operation is done. As
the blood issued it was slightly viscous, but soon coagulated into an opalescent clot, in
thin layers transparent, but when seen in sections of considerable thickness, opaque,
from the presence of flaky masses. From the instant of shedding, a blu.ish coloration
appeared on the surface, at first light blue, then of a rich indigo tint. This colour
extended downward into the substance of the clot in a regular layer of about one-third
its thickness, and after a time the whole mass changed to the same colour, with the
exudation of a dark-coloured serum.

This colour disappears on heating to 100 C. in a water bath also by the addition of
hydrochloric acid or hydrogen peroxide, leaving the clot opaque and of a pearly lustre.
When further heated it assumes a brown hue, which, however, is limited to the surface.
The blue colour does not return on cooling if the clot is protected by water, but on
exposure to air, there is a slight reappearance. The colouring matter is not soluble in
chloroform, ether or peroxide of hydrogen, nor upon spectroscopie analysis does it yield
any absorptive bands, though there is a general dimming of the whole spectrum. This
colouring matter is a respiratory pigment hæmacyanogen and well deserves further
study. The microscopic examination of the blood which was made with 1 objective
and a No. 4 ocular revealed white blood corpuscles much larger than those of the
mammalia, with round sharply defined margins, or irregular with sinuous edges. The
.protoplasm granular and staining faintly with methylene blue, the nuclei salient either
simple or compound with well defined nuclear membrane and staining deeply. In
many cases, the cells were multinuclear. The blood also showed fibrin threads and
granules, but no appearance of coloured corpuscles or micro-organism.

THE MUSCLE.

The muscle substance is composed of fibres in bundles, as in the case of the crab,
the bundles separated by fibrous connective tissue, the fibres striated showing alternate
dim and light stripes, in this respect also resembling the muscle of the crab, but much
broader than in the mammalian muscle. In the physiologically extended fibre, the
light stripe is almost as broad as the dim stripe. In the centre of the light stripe,
there is a well marked line or membrane known as Dobie's line or Krause's membrane.
This line seems to consist of a row of granules. On each aide of Dobie's line and midway
between it and the border of adjacent dim stripes is another faint line corresponding
with the lateral dise of Engleman.

In fully contracted fibres the light stripe is much narrower than the dim one. The
centre of the dark stripe appears comparatively clear and reveals the presence of a mem.
brane like Henson's membrane in the dark stripe of the crab's muscle.
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Besides the transverse strLtion there is a longitudinal striation due to the presence
of fibrilles. Histologically then, the muscle of the lobster is almost identical with that
of the crab.

EPIDERMIs.

The epidermis covering the surface, and from which the shell is secreted, is com-
posed of epithelial cells, containing a pigment soluble in ether, and chloroform. On
evaporation of the ether, an oily residue remains pigmented red, which when combined
with alkalies forms a soap.

DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT METHODS.

It will be necessary to give some small description of the methode at present
employed in the lobster packing industry. It should be said in the outset that those
engaged in the industry are using their best efforts to secure satisfactory results and
that any failure is due to causes entirely beyond their knowledge, and all those with
whom we came in contact showed a disposition to do everything in their power to
forward the investigation. At the same time, in many cases the wonder is not that the
canned product is so bad, but that it is as good as it really is. Many of the factories
are mere hovels with inadequate appliances for ordinary cleanliness, and under the best
conditions it is to be remembered that the quantity and kind of offal connected with
the process is admirably suited for the growth of putrefactive micro organisms. The
factories are seated upon the shore with stages leading into deep water for the accommo-
dation of boats, or the buildings themselves are at the end of a stage connecting with
the shore. Here the boats come laden with lobeters from the traps, and they are then
counted out. They are shovelled into casks and at once thrown into a vat and boiled.
The time during which they are boiled is said to be about fifteen minutes, but by actual
test of many cases, we found it to be nearer half an hour when all the lobsters were out.
They are then thrown upon large tables to cool, and when cool are " broken off " that is,
the body is broken from the tail, and the claws removed by striking against the side of
a barrel into which they fall.

The tails are taken to the " tail table " and the meat either " punched " or
" pulled." That is, either pushed out from behind with a suitable instrument, or pulled
out in front with a fork. The latter method is preferable, as otherwise the last segment
of the tail is apt to be broken of. The claws are cracked and the meat shaken out: the
" arms " are split longitudinally and the " arm-meat " pulled out with forks. Next the
tails are split and the gut removed. This splitting may be done upon the " front " or
back. Front splitting is preferred since it does not interfeie with the contour of the
body. The blood which has coagulated in the claws in boiling is removed by washing
in sea-water, and the tails are cleansed in the same way, care being taken to remove as
much of the "green-gland " as possible, which in boiling has tinged the upper part of
the tail. The meat is placed in strainers, and soon is ready to be packed. The cana
are of two sizes, half-pound and pound: of two shapes, tall or flat. So there are
"pound-flats " and "pound-talls," "half-pound flats " and "half-pound talls."

As the lobsters which are taken are becoming smaller year by year, it takes an
increasing number to fil a can. The average now is about six to a pound.

The cans are lined on the bottom and sides with vegetable parchment of suitable
shape. The tails are curled up and placed in the bottom : then comes a little arm
meat, and the claws are laid in rows on top. Salt has to be added, and one has heard
much discussion as to whether it should be put in first or last, whether dry or in the
form of pickle. The meat is " pressed " the can " wiped," the paper lining is put on
and finally the can is covered. The cans are now given to the sealer, and an expert
workman will seal a thousand in a day. When the day's catch is in cans, the
" bathing" begins. A huge vat -is filled with water and kept boiling by a fire of
hardwood in a brick furnace. The cans are placed on trays and swung in by means of
a crane. The practice of packers differs, but the average length of the firet bath is one
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hour and a half at the temperature of boiling water. The cans are hoisted out and the
trays placed on a rack. Then the sealers puncture each can with a small mallet having
a sharp point in its face, the steam and air rush out and then the opening is sealed.
The ends of the can are now " concaved " by atmospheric pressure. This operation of
puncturing the cans is variously designated, some referring to it as " probing," others
as " brobing " or even " broging " but as philology was no part of the present inquiry,
the matter is left in abeyance.

The trays are again introduced into the boiling water where they remain for
another hour, and are then allowed to cool gradually. The pound cans are packed 48
in a case, and the half-pound cans 96 in a case.

For the employees, men and women, the business is not unpleasant. The work is
not laborious, the pay is good, and on stormy days and wet they have good leisure to
indulge their propensities, which sometimes unfortunately run in undesirable channels.

The food is abundant and good, if not very delicate, nor the cooking of it over
dainty.

USE OF SALT.

To preserve the characteristic flavour of the lobsters, all are agreed that salt should
be added, and as salt and water are cheaper than lobster, there is a further inducement
for its employment. The usual amount is an ounce of pickle to the one pound can,
which is included in the weight, and. is, therefore, six per cent of the whole, a valuable
margin of profit. In some markets the buyers specify that the meat shall be packed in
dry salt. The best practice seems to be, instead of pressing the water out of the lobsters
with a heavy weight, to allow them to drain by standing in perforated tins, and add the
dry salt. Now, as one part of the salt is soluble in about three parts of water, it follows
that an ounce of saturated solution is equali to about a third of an ounce of salt. Two
teaspoonfuls, therefore, of dry salt seems to be the proper quantity to be added to a
pound of lobster.

USE OF LININGS.

Linings of vegetable parchment were introduced four years ago as a remedy against
blackening, the object being to protect the meat from contact with the tin. The prac-
tiee has led to no improvement so far as can be learned. The device is pretty; the
lining gives a pleasant appearance, and as it costs less than lobster tissue, it is likely to
be retained. Yet, if scorched in soldering, or if the edges slip in between the cover and
the can, it is a serious disadvantage.

" LEAKS " AND " DO-OVERS."

When the cans are removed from the first bath the ends are convex owing to the
expansion of the heated air and steam within. If, however, there is a leak in the can
there will be no expansion, and when punctured the can will not " blow." As soon as
the can is punctured and sealed the ends are concave. Again, after the second bath, if
there is a leak in any can this concaving has disappeared and is replaced by convexity.
Such a can is known as a "leak." The test is applied by tapping the tofs of the cans
with a bit of metal, a nail or a piece of solder, and the " leaks " so discovered are set
aside. This test is of very uncertain value, as the note varies with the fullness of the
can, and the proximity of the contents to the cover. A number of cans which were
declared by packers to be "leaks " were secured and set aside unmended. They were
found to be sterile after three months. These " leaks " are then " mended " and
re-bathed for half an hour. These cans are known as " Do-overs," and are considered of
inferior value. Only a limited number are placed in each case. The percentage of
" leaks " will depend on the care exercised in making the cans, and in the soldering of
them, -but the average seemed to be from three to five per cent. There/ seems to be no
necessity for having any imperfectly sealed cans, since out of five hundred cans put up
and sealed by us with only ordinary care not one turned out to be a "leak." Now,
according to the principles to be afterwards laid down, if a leak should occer it is to be
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mended at once, and the process of "bathing" is to be commenced from the first, instead
of merely boiling the can for half an hour, which, as we know, is insufficient to destroy
such micro-organisms as may enter. Such a "do-over" would then be subjected to twice
the ordinary amount of heat, and the contents might be injured thereby, though possibly
to no great extent. Even this possibility might be avoided by care in sealing.

THE MATERIAL FOR SOLDERING.

Many makers have secret mixtures often purchased at great cost. As a matter of fact
the use of rosin gives no additional advantage. It renders the manufacture of cans
more difficult, and worst of 'all, the surplus rosin cannot be removed without some
solvent, and it remains around the edges of the cans in a thick deposit. The result is,
when the can is boiled the rosin volatizes and permeates the tissue with its odour.

Again, shall the bottom be soldered upon the outside or the inside of the can i This
is a pure matter of convenience, though in some countries there is a regulation that all
cans shall have the bottoms upon the outside on account of a whimsical belief that the
danger from lead poisoning is lessened by this manoeuvre, solder being an alloy of lead
and tin.

SOLDERING.

It is in the soldering of the cover that the lobster packers' fancy has an opportunity
of exercising itself. Packers who where willing to yield up all their " secrets " would
hesitate to reveal the nature of the " flux " they were using. Some affected to find
virtue in a saturated sponge. The main thing is that whatever material be used-and
there is nothing better than the ordinary "salts of lemon " it should be used in moder-
ation, and not allowed to flow down upon the contents of the can. In many cases the
copper employed was too large, and conveyed the heat to the interior of the can. The
crescentic shaped soldering irons for this reason are objectionable.

OF THE BATH.

In three of the largest factories the heat is applied to the cans in iron retorts by
the use of live steam. In the early part of the inquiry, as will be afterwards ex-
plained, the principles as laid down by Pasteur for the sterilization of media were
applied and had to be abandoned. Upon this basis the use of steam retorts would have
been invaluable. But since it is useless dealing with a temperature less than that of
100° C. the necessity for steam retorts no longer exists. The method of using the re-
torts at present is faulty, because too high a temperature is employed. It is the custom
to introduce steam till the pressure gauge registers fifteen pounds to the square inch,
and as the gauge does not begin to register till the atmospheric pressure of 14 pounds
is overcome, an actual pressure above the vacuum of 29 pounds is being used. Accord-
ing to Regnault's tables this is to be translated into a temperature of 248° Fahrenheit
which is too high for any tissue intended to be used as food. Besides as high a tempera-
ture is disastrous to the tin. In any tin crystal the co-efficient of thermic expansion
has one value in the direction of the principal axis, and another in that of the subsid-
iary axis. Above 213° F. they assume different values, and as the crystals are oriented
in a lawless fashion they tend to disintegrate. At the same time steain retorts may be
used and fitted with a thermometer instead of a gauge, and the steam introduced with-
ont pressure.

The following is an abstract of Regnault's table reduced to Fahrenheit scale:

Gauge showing Ibo. per sq. in. Temperature F.
0 . .. .. .. . ..... .. .. ... .. 212

1.3 ................... 216
4-3 .................... 225
8.3 .................... 235
10.3 . ................... 240
11.3 .................... 242
15.3 .. .. .. .. .. . ,.... .... 250
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TIME OF âOMLING JE 8ELL.

To determine the length of time for which lobsters should be boiled the following
experiment was made:

Six lobsters were placed in boiling water and one removed in five, ten, fifteen,
twenty, twenty-five and thirty minutes respectively. The one first removed was only
moderately red, it could be broken off easily, but the meat was rather difficult to shake
out. The lobster which was boiled for ten minutes was in perfect condition for dealing
with, and ail the others were unnecessarily boiled. Now it is clear that the least
possible amoutit of boiling should be given in the shell to allow of a maximum amount
of heat being applied to the can for a definite purpose, and without damaging the tissue
by too prolonged application of heat. The actual time required will depend upon the
size of the lobster and the thickness of the shell, but a ct of seventy was selected above
the medium size and boiled for ten minutes with perfectly satisfactory results.

How long after removing the lobsters from the traps may they be allowed to remain
alive before boiling I

To this question no answer can be given, because it depends upon the length of
time during which they remain alive, and this depends wholly upon their surroundings,
such as temperature and cleanliness.

Upon ice a lobster will live for many days and may be transported long distances,
and upon a clean floor at ordinary room temperature it will live for twelve to twenty
hours. But if the day be warm, if the lobsters be closely packed, especially in an unclean
boat, death comes very quickly.

USE OF DEAD LOBSTERs.

Another very important'question is
May lobsters which have -died before being plunged into boiling water be used for

canning? •

To determine this six lobsters were killed by forcibly breaking up the cervical
ganglia. One was examined histologically at once and the others after four, eight,
twelve, sixteen and twenty-four hours respectively, with the following results:

Lobster just dead, muscle teased out in eosin examined in Farrant's solution
350, shows fibres with white fibrous connective tissue, sttiped, with Kraus's membrane
and Henson's line, healthy.

'Tissue of lobster dead four hours .teased in acetic acid, mounted in Farrant's solution
by 360, muscle fibres healthy.

Lobster dead eight, twelve, sixteen, twenty and twentyiour hours respeotively,
muscles in good condition, no evidence of degeneration in sarcous substance, 350
no micro-organisms. (Methylene blue, mounted in Farrants sdlution).

Lobster sixteen hours after death, raw and *boiled, tissue perfect.
Lobster dead twenty four hours, though the tissue looks petfect, microscopically the

transverse stria are rather faint, indicating that the limit d post-mortem changea bas
been reached. The limit of use, then, appears to be twenty-efour'hours at 17°'C. to 20 C.

Female lobster in berry sixteen hours after death, tissue perfect.

"BREAKING OFF ALIVE.

It is held by many that there is great efficienoy in bteaking off .alive, that is,
separating the tail and claws before the life of the animal is destroyed by boiling. By
this device the blood is allowed to escape. Now, in the first place, there is by this
method a considerable loss, since a fair-sized animal yields at least four ounces of blood,
yet in any case a considerable amount of blood is lost in boiling, when it appears as a
coagulum about the base of the claws and in the arms. To determine the value of this
belief a number of lobsters were taken and the claws and tails separated whilst the
animals were living. These were packed in cans and when opened no difference could
be detected as oompared with the usual method of boiling the lobssers and separating
the parts afterwards.
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PARTS MOST LIABLE TO DETERIORATION.

To determine whether one portion of the animal is more liable to deteriorate than
another, a number of cans were packed with claws alone, and others with tais alone.
No difference could be obeerved in the results. There is always, however, even in boiled
uncanned lobsters a slight brownish appearance in the " knuckle."

THE QUALITY OF THE TIN-PLATE.

There is another matter of some importance to be considered, that is, whether a
saving cannot be effected in the quality of the tin plate used. For several years packers
have held the opinion that much of the difficulty could be avoided by using a plate with
a heavy coating of tin. Experiments were therefore made with the view of determining
if the quality of the plate had any such influence. Now for the manufacture of 1,000
one-pound cans, including covers, it requires 532 sheets of tin plates 14 by 20 inches or
4¼ boxes, there being 112 sheets to the box. On August 5th Bessemer Cokes were
quoted at 9s. 6d. f.o.b., Swansea and Charcoals at 13s. 6d., a difference between the two
qualities of 4s. a box, or 19s. per 1,000 cane. Placing the annual output of lobsters at
even 200,000 cases, equal to 9,000,000 cans, the difference in cost in tin-plate alone
amounts to £9,120 or about $45,000. • An independent estimate based upon the price
of tin-plate laid down in Charlottetown places the difference at $3.25 per 1,000 cana,
equal to $31,200.

A large nùupber of cans made of tin-plate representing these two grades were
packed and careful observations mde upon the results.

The conclusion to which we have come upon this important matter is that no
necessity existe for a very high grade of ti n pla.

In the early days of the industey the raaterial used was iron-plate instead of steel-
plate as at present. Three years ago severàd pckers, thinkîng the deteiioiation was in
some way bound up with the use of steet reietted to the forme practice, at a very
considerable expenÉe, bût they could obeerve no diféreice in the resulte. Then they
imported a very heavy grade of plate at a irterial advante in cost, but *ith no côrres-
ponding profit, as has already béen pointed out.

It is unnecessary th ôevload a report of à prdetit al fiature witi teehnical details
of bacteriologic work or dwell upon the difficulties eneunteMed in it, beeasoe they *re
of a purely scientific interest and of littlie vks t« those whose rst btsihseu is to pack
good lobsters. Besides, it is questionable t6 what degree such sties shoàtd be pro-
secuted in a departmental inquiry. The main object was kpt côntintMilly in view, to
provide à reàiedy and there would oertainly be no justification in deIayiùg the report
for the sake of attaining to a scientifie completeness of detMil. This ià the mote true
since the *oÉking out of these scientiie requirements can be done at ote's leisure and
has no heavy bearing upon the busitess in hand.

Only so much then is introduced as will serve to show the method of otkihg;
concerning the difficulties they are only such as are incident to all original bacteiologic
inquiry. It may he noted, however, that much labour was spent upon obtaining suit-
able media. Many organisms refused entirely to grow upon the media usually employed
and it was not until there was substituted for the ordinary peptone-gelatine and nutri-
ent agar a preparation composed of lobster bouillon and agar, that success resulted.

An exhaustive series of plate cultures was made from a large number of cane with
the object of isolating the bacteria infesting the tissue, to identify them and to study
their growth and life history. Finally, four micro-organisme were obtained in pure
culture. These were taken and in turn they were introduced into sterile cane,
where they were allowed to grow. Fron these cana, again, pure cultures were obtained
similar to those which were introduced. Lastly, these bacteria produced lin the sterile
cans, conditions similar te these observed in the cane from which they were orikally
obtained.
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Of ihese four micro-organisms, the statement is made provisionally, that they have
not been hitherto isolated or described. The further study of these forms and the prov-
ing of this provisional statement is the scientific work referred to, for which it was not
thought justifiable to further delay the present report.

The following brief account is extracted from the notes of the work done in the
research laboratories of the conjoint board of the Royal College of Physicians, London,
and the Royal College of Surgeons, England (January, 1897.)

The organisms are named I., Il., III., IV., provisionally.
Fresh inoculations were made in London with the following results:-

I.

Fourth day. Gelatine tubes all show a similar growth, weMl marked in the whole
course of the stitch, wide at the top with serrated edges, the surface slightly depressed,
but no liquefaction. The growth is folded in two places. One inclined agar tube shows
a faint streak, the other yields no results; the tubes are now placed in the incubator at
20 C.

Fifth day. All growths are more apparent.
Sixth day. The surface of the gelatine tube is depressed and smeared, the growth

has descended leaving a transparent ovoid filmy body 1 cm. long which connects with
the main growth. The stitch is wide, the edges rough with distinct colonies and the
whole growth rotated in spiral form.

Seventh day.-Heavy growth in both gelatine tubes, the globule at the top is now
conical at the edges of the stitch, the colonies are discrete. No liquefaction of gelatine.
Both agar tubes show distinçt though fine growth.

Eighth day. -Heavy growth, surface extension, with distinct edge and glistening
pearly appearance. Stitch much expanded, filmy and tubular at top, quite transparent.
One-quarter way down, the growth is opaque and dense, becoming filmy again and
finally dense in the lower quarter. The end is pointed and the edge serrated : agar
tubes show discrete, white moist colonies.

Ninth day.-Surface growth extended and moist: two-thirds of the stitch is ex-
panded, tubular and filmy: the bottom very dense.

Tenth day.-Three-fourths of the stitch are now tubular: the lower part very
dense and opaque: no liquefaction.

Eleventh day.-All these characteristics more marked.
Twelfth day.-Gelatine liquefying, surface growth extending.
Thirteenth day.-Gelatine cupped and liquifying.
Fourteenth day.-Gelatine liquefied and growth diffusing throughout the tube.
Microscopic examiniation with No. 4 ocular and y-, oil immerbion lens: pure cul-

ture, rods of varying length and thickness, some slightly curved and others so short as to
resemble cocci. No sporulation was observed. In hanging, drop No. 1 is slowly motile
with an undulatory movement.

Grows in hydrogen. Coagulates milk. Forms gas.

II.

Fourth day.-The gelatine tubes show a growth in the whole course of the stitch,
with a rather smooth edge, the growth transparent and not liquefying. One inclined
agar tube shows a faint growth. The other none.

Fifth day.-Growth more marked. Tubes placed in incubator at 20° C.
Sixth day. -No surface growth : the stitch transparent, edges smlooth and filmly.

Agar growth very indefinite.
Seventh day.-Gelatine tubes show increased growth : the edges filmly and wavy.

No liquefaction.
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Eighth day.-The stitch is wide, the edges more undulating and filmy. No
liquefaction.

Agar, very fine wide transparent growth, quite marked in both tubes.
Ninth day.-Gelatine not liquefying, no surface growth: stitch retains its charac-

teristics. Agar growth more visible.
Tenth day.-Gelatine tubes: growth more marked.
Eleventh day.-Cupping of surface. Agar, growing.
Twelfth day.-Agar, very fine transparent colonies: confluent and glistening,

Gelatine, cupping of surface, no surface growth, stitch wider, wavy border with lateral
offshoots which are fine and filmy. During the next three days the cupping becomes
more marked, the stitch wider, the border more wavy and the offshoots prominent, but
no liquefaction. The agar tubes exhibited the same characteristics.

Microscopic examination: pure culture of cocci, in chains and clusters, the chains
very fine, simulating spore-forming bacteria, the clusters composed of from three
individuals to a mass impossible to count.

Coagulates milk: grows in hydrogen.

III.

No growth at room temperature. The tubes were placed at 20° C., where they re-
mained for four days, when growth was visible in agar, there being ten colonies upon
the surface of one tube and twelve on the other. The colonies, large and distinct, with
a dark centre and transparent border. The agar tubes were placed at 37° C. when the
growth became very rapid, the colonies confluent, and exhibiting one wide transparent
growth with sinuous borders. From this a gelatine tube was inoculated and in two
days showed a distinct growth, with a wavy border, translucent, but none upon sur-
face. In two days more, one colony appeared upon the surface of the gelatine tube and
the stitch was white and dense with here and there offsets radiating outward in long
transparent points. After ten days, the gelatine began to liquefy.

Microscopic examination: pure culture, a fine long rod, straight or very gently
curved, the individuals with no special relation to each other, but in many cases joined
end to end, to form very long, straight, and wavy threads, at least ten times the length
of the single rod. The rod shows refractive bodies not to be distinguished from spores.

This organism, when examined in the hanging drop, is slowly motile and shows a
nail-shaped head, dark and round, the tail undulating slowly. In a young growth no
threads are visible. During eighteen hours, the same hanging drop was kept under
observation upon a warm stage, when end spores appeared in nearly every rod and
motion still persisted. A cover glass preparation was made from this hanging drop, the
rounded end had lessened in size under the process of staining, but free spores were
observed, and some just breaking from the organism.

Coagulates milk. Grows in hydrogen.

IV.

Fourth day.-Gelatine tubes show a depressed surface with pale smeared growth.
The stitch is wide above and curves to a point below, as a series of small discrete yellow
colonies in a line.

Sixth day.-Surface smeared, depressed, btitch growth sunk downward, leaving a
globule at the top, joining with the stitch which tapers to a point.

Seventh day.-Surface growth, glistening, radiating with distinct edges, trans-
parent. Stitch descending, globule becoming larger, colonies at bottom, still distinct
and tapering to a fine point.

Eighth day.-Extensive transparent growth on surface ; upper part of stitch
trumpet-shaped for one-fourth of its length, remainder conical, the bottom composed of
distinct colonies.

These characteristics became more marked till the twentieth day, when the gelatine
was completly liquefied.

This organism forma gas, coagulates milk and grows in hydrogen.
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Microscopie examination : pure culture, fine short rods, straight, single or in pairs,
lying at an angle with each other. No spores visible; inany cocci-like forma ; of the
rods, the length is almost uniform.

In hanging drop this bacillus is actively motile. The four micro-organisms were
stained, mounted permanently and photographed. The tubes were all drawn to scale
in colour.

A chemical examination was undertaken to determine the products of their growth,
and up to the present there have been isolated,

Indol, Sulphuretted hydrogen, and
Butyric acid, Carbon-dioxide.
Lactic acid.
Methylamine, and dimethylamine.

The following observations were made incidentally. Upon the paper linings,
concretions were found; these were composed of sodium, chloride, calcium chloride,
tyrosin and epithelial cells. The jelly like covering of tissue in cans so much desired is
due to fat tinged with pigment. Add ether, evaporate; there are left fat drops tinged
with pigment and "feathery phosphate of lime." No fat crystals were obtained by
filtering through a wet filter

THE RRMEDY.

Even if as yet we were apparently no nearer to the end, namely the providing of a
remedy for all these evils we at least had a clear view of the problem.

1. The various forms which the deterioration assumed were observed.
2. The various causes of it were ascertained.
3. The degree of dependence of ono cause upon another was determined.
The case might be stated thus. The deterioration was proved to be due in the mnain

to putrefaction, and putrefaction to be due to the operations of micro-organisms. These
micro-organisma could onlyv be destroyed by heat, but it was experienced in the past that
when a sufficient heat to destroy them was employed, the tin plate also was liable to be
damaged and chemical changes at once ensued which became more marked as time
went on. Therefore we now come to the main question.

What means are to be employed by which lobsters may be placed in cans with the
assurance that they will retain their good qualities of flavour, texture and appearance
for an indefinite period and under all climatic conditions ? %

The use of germicidal fluide such as salicylates, borates and others with germicidal
properties may be dismissed at once. In many cases they are poisonous and in most
cases they injure the quality of the food-stuff to which they are applied. In the
preservation of lobsters, such poisonous substanpes find no useful employment.

The only process that remains is the use of heat as s, sterilizing medium, but that
heat must be applied in such a way as not to injure the quality of the medium or the
can in which it is contained. At the same time it must be sufficient to destroy all
bacteria and their spores.

The general principles underlying the sterilization of media were first enuaciated
by Professor Tyndall in 1878. Be says: "I had several cases of survival of bacteria.
after four and five hours boiling. Thus far has experiment actually reached, but
there is no valid warrant for fixing upon even eight hours as the extreme limit
of vital resistance. Probably more extended research would reveal germa more
obstinate still. An infusion infected with the most powerful resistant germe but
otherwise protected against the floating matters of the air is gradually raised to the
boiling point. Such germs as have reached the soft and plastic state imnmediately
preceding their development into bacteria are thus destroyed. The infusion i8 than put
aside in a warm place for ten or twelve hours. We thon raise the infusion a second
time to the boiling temperature which as before destroys all germs thon approaching
their point of final development. The infusion is again put aside for ton or twelve
hours and the process of heating is repeated. We thus kill the germs in the order of
their resistance and finally kill the last of them. No infusion can withstand this pro-
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cess, if it be repeated a sufficient number of times. By this method of discontinuous
heating, three minutes were sufficient to accomplish what three hdndred minutes con'
tinuous boiling failed to accomplish."

Professor Tyndall also pointed out that a temperature much less than 100° C. or 212
degrees Fahrenheit may; suffice to destroy bacteria and it was this principle which
Pasteur worked upon and to which the name of Pasteurisation is applied.

A degree of heat which will destroy bacteria is entirely insufficient to destroy their
spores. Many bacteria will not grow if the temperature is as high as that of the human
body. Some will live at a freezing temperature while the spores of others may resist
the action of boiling water for five or six hours. As a matter of fact, the packers have
proved by years of costly experiments that an exposure of two hours and a half to a
temperature of boiling water will not in many cases destroy all the spores which infest
the lobster tissue.

Having in mind the prominent part which bacteria were proved to play, it remained
to apply the principles of sterilization as laid down by Tyndall to the preservation of
lobsters. That is to say, the degree of heat to be employed, the duration of the appli-
cation and the number of successive exposures to destroy the bacteria. Ordinarily, this
is done by heating a test-tube containing the bacteria in a water bath and noting the
results. But the temperature conditions in an open test-tube are entirely .different from
those which one finds in a sealed can filled with a solid material. Therefore, as a pre-
liminary measure it was necessary to determine the length of time required to raise the
temperature of the contents of a sealed can to the temperature of the medium in which
that can is immersed. To this end, an apparatus was constructed, consisting of a can
through the cover of which a well closed at the bottom, was introduced into the interior.
An air chamber was soldered on top, pierced so as to allow a thermometer to be carried
down the well, which was filled with oil, into the can. The can was now filled with
lobster and sealed. The apparatus was then placed in a vessel of water which was kept
at 100° C.

The following table shows the result:-

" HALF-POUND FLATS.
Time in Minutes. Temperature C.

5.......................................... ........ 22
10. ................................................ 44-5
15..... . ... . ... .. . ... .. .. .. . ... .... ... ... . .. . . ... .... 5 4 -5
20................................................. 65-
25....................................... ... ....... 76-5
30 .... .... .... .... .... ... ... ... ... .. ... .. .. ...... 86 -
35. ................................................ 92-
40............................................... 94.5
45................................................ 96.
50....... ... .. , ...... ... . .... .... ...... .... ... .. . .... 9 7
55........................................ ......... 97·5
60............. .................................... 98-

" POUND FLATS.
Time in Minutes. Temperature C.

5..... .................................... ........ 22
10 .. . ...... .... .. .... .... ... ... ... .. . .... ... .. .... 50
15................................................. 56
20.. .... ... ... ... .. .... .... ... ... .... .... ... ... .... 68
25................................................. 78
30...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... ..... ......... 85
35.. .. . ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ...... ... ... .... .... 90
40,. .... ... .. ... ... .... ... ... ..... ... ... .... .... 9 4 -2
45.. .... ..... ...... ...... ...... ..... ..... .... .... 97
50...... ...... ... ... ..... ...... ..... ... .... ...... 99
5 5..... .... ..... . ..... . ..... . ... . .. . . .... .... .... .. 100
60... .. .. ............................ 100
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From this table it appears that it requires at least half an hour to raise the contents
of a can to near the boiling point, allowing for radiation and imperfections in the
apparatus. It would be easy to determine the time with scientific accuracy with a
platinum electro-thermometer, but an instrument of this delicacy was not accessible and
the above results are sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.

From the experiment of Pasteur, it was shown that many forms of bacteria are
destroyed by a temperature of 57 degrees C. applied for half an hour, and that if this
were repeated three times, the medium became sterile. From test-tube observation, it
was observed that the bacteria of the lobster was not of so delicate a constitution and
the heat with which we commenced was 80 degrees, applied three times at intervals of
24 hours. All the cans so treated were a failure. Next 85 degrees was used, this also
failed. Then a temperature of 90 was employed ; some of the cans so treated remain
good up to the present time, while cans treated with 95 nearly all remained good. With
special precautions, a temperature of 95° C. equal to 204' Fahrenheit will suffice. But as
it is not possible in practice to convert a lobster factory into a bacteriologic laboratory,
the problem ever present was to simplify the process. If 95 was accepted as the standard,
it would involve the use of the thermometers and automatic temperature r egulators. If
a temperature of above 100° C. or 212° Fahrenheit was adopted, it would necessitate the
use of autoclave retorts which very few factories possess, and which are beyond the
reach of many worthy men. Therefore, all experiments were continued at a temperature
of 212 degrees or that of boiling water, which yields excellent results. If it is theoreti-
cally less perfect than a temperature of 195 degrees, it is attended with no such risks as
might be associated with the employment of lower temperatures. Following these lines,
and acting upon the information thus gained, a fresh pack was made and the observations
upon sterilization resumed. It is not necessary here to mention the series of failures
which led up to satisfactory results. There were four factorp to consider: the degree of
heat, the time of exposure and the interval between them. From a full consideration of
all these, we conclude as follows in the case of pound cans .-

1st. Apply the temperature of boiling water for one hour.
2nd. After 12 to 15 hours, apply the same heat for 50 minutes.
3rd. After another 12-15 hours, apply the same heat for 40 minutes.
This makes two hours and a half immersion in boiling water, but from the table it

appears that it takes about half an hour each time to bring the contents of the cans to
the same temperature as the medium in which they are immersed, that is, one hour and
a half so that the lobster tissue has less than an hour's boiling divided into three separate
periods of twenty minutes each.

4th. As a special precaution, in very warm weather, or in very badly infected
localities, it is advisable to give a fourth boiling of 30 minutes at the expiration of
another 12 hours.

In the case of half-pound cans, the time may be reduced to fifty minutes, forty
minutes and thirty minutes. Cans treated in this way have all remained perfectly
bright for 15 months, the fish is firm and white, the skin brilliantly red and the
flavour as good as in fish fresh f rom the shell. Indeed, the only " defect " that can be
pointed out is that the flesh is rather hard. This is due to the fact that it is under-
boiled, and would permit of being heated again by the cook before serving. It has in
fact been boiled for less than an hour.

In warm weather, the cans require to be cooled rapidly after each boiling. This
can best be done by the application of ice, but a -tream of cold water will do equally
well. They should be kept cool by the frequent application of cold water in the inter-
vals between boiling. Those who keep them coolest will get the best resuits.

CLEANSING THE CANs.

There is very little profit in keeping the lobster tissue free from contamination, if
the cans themselves are not cleansed. No cans, as they come into the factories are clean
enough for use. Those which have been soldered with rosin have a layer of that sub-
stance upon the bottom, when heat is applied the rosin volatilizes and permeates the
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meat with its odour. Workmen have a habit of carrying the cans by placing their fingers
inside and grasping four at a tine. If they have been using flux and solder the stains
are transferred to the bright tin.

It has been already pointed out that the best flux for making cans is acid because
it is clean. If rosin has been used, the excess must be removed by turpentine. The
whole inside of the can is to be thoroughly rubbed with some cleansing material such
as hot soap and water, a solution of soda or perhaps best of all a cloth moistened with
methylated spirits. A gallon will suffice for a hundred cases. It would be easy to
arrange some kind of revolving brush which might be kept moist with the solution.
The cans are next to be passed through clean, fresh water and wiped dry. Then they
are to be kept clean by turning mouth down upon a clean table. The covers are to be
.treated in the same way.

When the meat is removed f rom the shell, it is to be received in pans which have
previously been washed in boiling water. The claws and arms are to be washed in fresh
weil water, upon no account in sea water. Thôse who are anxious to obtain the best
results, will make the last washing in water which has been boiled and cooled. The tails
should be split upon the front and every trace of the gut removed; if this precaution is
neglected, no good results can be expected. The meat should be gently pressed and
allowed to drain quite dry, being covered over with pieces of cotton just removed from
boiling water. It is then to be placed in cans, directly by hand. If a cylindrical
machine is used it should be boiled immediately before using. •

It is quite useless adopting these precautions unless the hands of the employees are
-clean, and packers who value their results, will attend to this procedure, though it may
.appear to be an unnecessary refinement.

REMOVING THE AIR.

In the section upon sealing, it was pointed out that to facilitate the process, a small
hole should be left in the cover, and that before this hole is closed the cover should be
pressed down as closely as possible to the contents, that, in short, the can should be con-
cave, for this is all the " concaving " the can is to receive. This can perhaps best be
done by means of a lever worked by the foot.

We next come to a matter of equal importance, the removal of the air from the
can after the first bath by puncturing the tin. In a word, it may be said, not only that
this process is useless, but a long series of investigations proves that it is one of the main
causes of deterioration. If a series of cans packed in the ordinary way be opened im-
mediately after the second bath, the following condition may be found in nearly all cases.
There is a purplish discoloration upon the inside of the cover, extending down the side
in a limited area and over the inside of the bottom of the can. In marked cases, it is
of an intense metallic hue and often arranged in a beautiful pattern. This discolora-
tion appears instantly and has no connection with bacterial activity. The origin and
remedy for this condition were discovered during a separate line of investigation, of
which the following are details.

It is well known that some forms of bacteria thrive only in the absence of air : now,
the process of probing the cans would create that very condition. If the bacteria found
in the cans are of this nature, it follows that this practice merely creates the conditions
favourable to their growth. To test this reasoning, a can was filled with lobster meat,
it was boiled for an hour and a half, it was not probed but was boiled again for
another hour. When this can was opened, to test its sterility, to our gratification and
surprise it was found entirely free from discoloration. It may further be said that
up to that time, its nature and origin had baffled every effort at analysis. This occasion
however, was seized and to determine the conditions under which this blackening occurs,
the following experiments were made:

Five cans were taken, and treated as follows:-One was sealed empty, one was
filled with distilled water, one with' a saturated solution of common salt and water,
one with lobster meat, and another with the same material. These were numbered
respectively, one, two, three, four, five. They were all boiled for one hour and a half at
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a temperature of 100° C., and then allowed to cool. Number five was probed and ail were
returned to the bath for another hour and a half at the same temperature. Upon ex-
amination, number one was found unchanged, number two was very slightly rusted,
where the raw edge of iron came in contact with the water, number three was more
rusted, number four was unaltered, but number five, the one which had been probed;
showed the discoloration above referred to.

Four hundred cans were then packed and heat applied of 100° C. for perioda
varying from li to 3 hours and in no case did this discoloration appear when the cans
were not probed. Again, ail packers state this discoloration appears only after the
second bath, that is after the cans have been probed. If then, this defect is caused by
probing, as is clear, it remained to consider how cans night be packed without having
resort to this practice which is universally employed.

Upon further examination of the question, no reason can be discovered for this
practice. Flasks of media from which the air is not expelled are kept f rom putrefying
in laboratories for years, if only that air is free f rom germs, and further, air is allowed
to enter those jars with no il[ effect if only the air is filtered through cotton wool to free
it frotm germs. Therefore, in ail subsequent work, the cans were not probed and this
is an essential part of the process,

The sign of deterioration most readily observed is a bulging outwards of the ends
of the can. There is reason in this since this bulging is due to the accumulation within
of the gases incident to putrefaction, as a result of bacterial activity. If now the cans
are not probed, they will be less concave than usual and will simulate blown cans.
This appearance may be reduced by pressing the cover well down in the centre, before
soldering the air hole. The force of this objection was anticipated, and, absurd, as it
may seem, to explain this appearance was one of the reasons for an extensive visit to
the English market, as will afterwards appear.

The old test of tapping the cans with a piece of metal has always been an imper-
feet one, in future, it will be equally imperfect, but it will be unnecessary since no can
will blow if properly packed. In any case the objection is disarmed since it is explained
that no extreme degree of concavity is required. On the contrary, a highly concaved
can, in future, is to be regarded as a can which will probably develop " smut."

On the 25th of August last, the results were submitted to the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries and to Professor Prince in Ottawa. It was then admitted that if lobsters
could be placed upon the market of the same quality as those submitted, and if they
would retain under ail conditiots of climate and season, the qualities therein observed,
of colour, texture, flavbur and general daintiness of appearance, the problem would be
solved. The question asked was, " Will thev so keep? " and the answer, " Time alone
can settle." We have now the experience of fifteen months, and afteI that period no
deterioration is observable.

From the time that some degree of success began to attend our efforts, samples
were regularly submitted to experienced packers for criticism of the quality. This
examination was continued for a period of five months. The samples were found satis-
factory, "if they would only keep." To test the keeping qualities, the following pro-
cedure was adopted. A number of cans were placed in an incubator, which was kept
at a temperature of 37 degrees C. equal to 100 degrees Fahrenheit constantly for two
months. The cans were shaken from time to time to imitate the conditions they would
have to encounter upon a sea-voyage. At the end of the test they were examined, and
no deterioration was observed. At the present time, cans fifteen months old were
opened and no signs of alteration can be detected.

Throughout the whole inquiry, we have been guided only by facts proven to be so,
we have actual evidence that cans remain in perfect condition for over a year: every
day increases our knowledge as to how long they will so remain. There is, however,
nothing to show that they will not iemain in perfect condition for an indefinite period.

Having knowledge of the fact that a large market and particularly the English
market is very conservative as to the introduction of new processes, tha Minister of
Marine and Fisheries considered it advisable that personal interviews should be had
with the principal importers in England. At the saine time, some batteriological
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problems were to be further dealt with in the Laboratories of the Conjoint
Board of the Royal College of Physicians, London, and the Royal College of Surgeons,
England, the Director of which, Dr. Sims Woodhead, afforded every opportunity for
work. This portion of the work is considered in another section.

Accordingly, lie directed me to proceed to London on the 15th December, where com-
munication was had with the High Commissioner for Canada. It is worth pausing to
refer to the admirable arrangements which were effected by Sir Donald Smith and the
Secretary of the Commissioner, Mr. J. G. Colmer, C.M.G. These gentlemen wrote tolt
as many importers as could be waited upon and without exception they expressed a
willingness to aid us with advice anLd criticism. They redeemed their promise to the
fullest extent. Lack of time alone prevented me from availing myself of the co-oper-
ation of the Liverpool dealers.

Interviews were had; test cans were opened and examined. The needs of the
English market were considered. An opinion and criticism of the product were
obtained. This opinion and criticism, judiciously inter ingled, is contained in the
following letters to the High Commissioner, whose Secr tary, Mr. Colmer, so capably
conducted the correspondence. This is also a fitting place to make mention of the
willing aid given by Mr. L. Wurzburg and Mr. Weston, of Messrs Powell Bros. & Co.,
and Mr. Fowke, whose knowledge made the way easy.

In the following letters only some personal matters are omitted to bring them into
harmony with a formal report, and it is thought best not to interfere with the text
of the letters. They are submitted in the sense in which they were written, as an
expression of opinion by competent judges upon what they had seen. Their judgment,
however, need bind no one; any paQker may satisfy himself by repeating the experi-
ments in canning according to the method here set down.

POWELL BRos. & Co.,
No. 27 MINcING LANE, LONDON, January 14, 1897.

Sir DONALD A. SMITH, K.C.M.G.,
High Commissioner for Canada,

17 Victoria St., S.W.

SIR,-Dr. Macphail has submitted to my inspection several samples of i lb. Flat
Lobsters, which he informs us were packed by him in June last.

The fish was perfectly clean and bright, while there was absolutely not a trace of
"smut" or black, nor was the can in any way discoloured by the action of acid on the
tin plate, and we might add that the flavour and texture of the meat left nothing to be
desired. We are the more surprised at this, as Dr. Macphail informs us that these
samples were packed in a district noted for the great percentage of cans which develop
black and "smut."

Should Dr. Masphail have found a means of canning lobeters simple to every
paoker, which absolutely does away with smut in the on, or the lobeters turning black,
it will be of inestimable benefit te the whole industry.

We have the honour to remain, Sir,
Your most obedient servants,

POWELL BROS. & CO.

CROSSE & BLACKWELL, LiMITBD,
LONDON, January 12, 1897.

Sir DONALD SMITH,
Victoria Street, S.W.

DEAR SIR,-We had the pleasure of a visit from Dr. Macphail yesterday, when he
showed us a tin of lobsters presepved by au impmved process, The a4ppearaee and
quality were exqellent and showed a marked imprevement upon the qualities shipped
here for some years past.
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We hope that the Canadian Government will follow out these experiments and so
revive a large and important industry which bas been gradually diminishing for some
years, on account of the uncertain out-turn of the tins.

We are, yours faithfully,
THOMAS F. BLACKWELL.

No. 4 FENCHURCH BUILDINGS,
LONDON, E.C., January 7, 1897.

The High Commissioner for Canada,
No. 17 Victoria Street, S.W.

SIR,-We have seen to-day a can of lobsters preserved by Dr. Macphail during
the first week of June last. We understand that these lobsters were taken on the shore
of Prince Edward Island, a district notorious for producing hitherto a quality always
more or less deteriorated by the presence of so-called black smut and inferior flavour.

The can opened before us was not only absolutely f ree from the defect just referred
to, but the colour, tissue and flavour of the meat resembled the fresh article in a remark-
able degree, quite unattainable by the present methods of canning the crustacea.

If this process can, as we are assured, be adapted in the factories without incurring
great additional expense, the business in this article will not only, as a natural con-
sequence become more satisfactory to everybody concerned, but very large sums of
money will annually be saved, which hitherto have been lost either through depreciation
or confiscation and complete destruction of many parcels shipped to Europe.

It seems to us that Dr. Macphail bas solved the problem in a manner which must
far surpass the most sanguine expectations which might have been entertained.

We have, etc.,
M. L. WURZBURG & CO.

E. LAZENBY & SON, LIMITED.
No. 18 TRINITY STREET,

LONDON, S.E., 14th January, 1897.

To the High Commissioner for Canada,
No. 17 Victoria Street, S.W.

SIR,-We were favoured with a visit from Dr. Macphail on Monday last, when he
showed us samples of canned lobsters, packed by himself, some eight months or so ago.
As far as we could see, there was not the slightest trace of discoloration, either on the
fish or in the interior of the tins in which it was packed.

Dr. Macphail's system of preserving seems to have been perfectly successful, and if
it is a practical one, great benefit should be derived from it by canners and others inter-
ested in the trade, for undoubtedly great harm has been done by the numbers of tins
that come to this country every season, the contents of which are either wholly or
partially discoloured.

We are, sir, your obedient servant,
E. LAZENBY & CO., ITD.

HENRY W. PEABODY & CO.
No. 5 EAST INDIA AVENUE,

LoNDON, 15th January, 1897.
Sir DONALD A. SMITH,

High Commissioner for Canada,
Victoria St., S.W.

SIR,-We yesterday had an opportunity of inspecting a sample of canned lobsters
packed by Dr. Andrew Macphail with a view of showing how the pacý of these goods
can be improved in Canada. That there is a very great necessity for inprovement in
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the present methods is an undoubted fact, especially so far as fish put up in Prince
Edward Island, New Brunswick and parts of Nova Scotia are concerned. In conse-
quence of the uncertainty of the out-turn of the goods from these districts, we may say
that it is now customary here for buyers to inspect and sample a large proportion of
each parcel before buying, necessitating considerable expense and loss of cans to the
packers. The sample which Dr. Macphail submitted to us opened as near perfect as
possible with regard to flavour and appearance, and if fishermen can be educàted to
pack lobsters on the basis of Dr. Macphail's investigations, the demand in this country
for canned lobsters will be increased.

Prices now obtainable for the high-class goods packed on the south shore of Nova
Scotia and in Newfoundland would no doubt also be paid for lobsters put up under this
system in Prince Edward Island and other parts of Canada, where it has always been
claimed that in consequence of the shallow water and muddy bottom, it has been
impossible to can lobsters to the same perfection as in the districts referred to above.

We are, sir,
Your obedient servants,

HENRY W. PEABODY & CO.

A. W. LATHAM & Co.
No. 17 PHILPOT LANE,

LONDON, E.C., 12th January, 1897.

To the High Commissioner for Canada,
Victoria Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.

DEAR SIR,-We have to-day had the pleasure of seeing Dr. Macphail, of whose visit
you advised us by your letter of the 7th instant, and who has submitted to our judgment,
a sample can of preserved lobsters, which he tells us were processed according to his
own system, and we can but say that we are very pleased with the appearance of the
fish, which has retained its brightness of colour, and freshness of flavour, and consider-
ing that he has used the poorest kind of lobster found in Prince Edward Island waters,
we would say that provided the saltness is got rid of, the result ought to be a very
desirable article, when fish is used, caught on the Atlantic Coast of Nova Scotia or
Newfoundland.

We think the Canadian Government has taken a step in the right direction, in
commissioning these scientific gentlemen to investigate and improve on the present
methods of canning, and thereby free the industry from many of its imperfect produc-
tions, and we, as interested parties, sincerely hope that they will see fit to continue
these researches, and so help to make canned lobster, a sound, safe and wholesome article
of food, which is at present by no means altogether the case.

We shall be glad to receive a copy of Dr. Macphail's printed report of the result
of his experiments, and we remain.

Yours faithfully,
A. W. LATHAM & CO.

W. & D. HARVEST.
DOWGATE DOCK, UPPER THAMEs STREET.,

LONDON, E.C., 12th January, 1897.
The Honourable

Sir DONALD A. SMITIà, G.C.M.G.

D.AR SIR,-With further reference to your letter of the 7th inst., we have to-day
seen Dr. Macphail, and after an exhaustive examination of his process of preserving,
canned lobster, and also of the results of such process, we have come to the conclusion.
that his experiments will result in great benefit to the packers, dealers and consumera of
this, up to now, unprofitable article of commerce, and beg to remain.

Yours most respectfully,.
W. & D. HARVEST.
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SAMUEL HANSoN, SOW & BARTER.
No. 47 BoTOLPn LANE,

LoNDo, E.C., 12th January, 1897

Sir DONALD SMITH, G.C.M.G.

DEAR SIR,-We must express our satisfaction on finding the Cariadian Government
propose to take steps to improve the process of canning lobste-, and we were pleased to
see Dr. Macphail and hear his explanations as to the causes which give rise to the
present unsatisfactory state of things.

We were favourably impressed with a sample shown to us by Dr. Macphail, which
had been packed in a district from which we have, of late, received lobster of a poor
quality.

If this is an indication of what can be done by careful and scientific process, then,
all we need say is, that no time should be lost in bringing it under the notice of the
pack.ers. Believe me, dear sir, yours faithfully,

SAMUEL HANSON, SON & BARTER.

JOHN PITCAIRN & SONs.
No. 7 UNIoN COURT, OLD BROAD STREET,

LONDON, 15th January, 1897.

Sir DONALD A. SMITH,
High Commissioner for Canada,

Victoria street.

DRAR SIR,-T had the pleasure of seeing to-day some of the cans of lobsters packed
by Dr. Macphail. It is my opinion they are fair superior to anything I have seen
packed in my experience of ten to fifteen years.

The appearance, flavour, taste are excellent, and in my opinion is all that can be
desired. If goodt can be packed like these, the serious diffieulties we have had in the
past will be overcome and hundreds of thousands of dollars will b. saved' t the packers
and exporters.

I remain, yours respectfully,
G. . TOOMýB,

of C&rlottetown, P.E.I.

JOSEPH TRAVERS & SONS.
No. 119 CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.C., 15th January, 1897.

Sir DONALD SMITH,
High Commissioner for Canada,

No. 17 Victoria Street, S.W.

DEAR SIR,-We have pleasure in reporting on the improvements in lobster packing,
as suggested by Dr. Macphail.

We are glad to learn f rom Dr. Macphail that the lobster which he showed us had
been packed in a district where the fish which turns black in the tin is more frequently
found, and we consider that hil experiment with this description of lobster showed a
decided improvement on'the method; of paaking at present in vogue, particularly, as far
as the color of the lobster was conoerned.

We suggested: to Dr. Maephail4 that the flaveur was in our opi*io-ù, not equal tO
the standard of some of thé fié -quâlitiee of Newfoundland partiularly, nor do we think
that the fish in its present form, wôld itmediately tbke the place of the fine quality
that we refbrtéd t$.
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We are criticizing Dr. Macphail's process from a very high standard, which we
understood from him was what he wanted. An inmportant-difficulty connected with his
process, which Dr. Macphail pointed out, was the sounding of the tins, which was very
similar to the sound emanating from the tin when it is what is known, to the trade, as
"doubtful," which means that it is expected, sooner or later, to become "blown" or
"swelled," the latter being the American phrase for this condition, and it would proba-
bly take some time to remove this prejudice, if this system were adopted; but we are
of opinion that it would ultimately be overcome, provided the new system of packing
was regarded by the trade as being successful in other particulars.

We are glad to hear from Dr. Macphail that his principle includes an improvement
in the grading of lobsters, which has been a great difficulty with distributors and also
must have been very detrimental to the general welfare of the trade, and we should be
heartily glad to hear that he has been able to introduce a system which would enable
us to depend on the regularity of the quality.

We are also glad to hear that the improved method would enable the trader to
guarantee the lobsters to be sterilized and absolutely degerminated, which we think
would provide distributors with a very strong argument for the purposes of pushing the
trade and ought to result in an improvement in the consumption. We repeat that we
pointed out to Dr. Macphail, that the consumers in this country wanted nothing better
than what is packed at present by some of the best canners, and if he is successful in
bringing the commoner qualities up to this standard, the result would undoubtedly be a
perfect success.

The important points to be always borne in mind are, that the fish must be perfectly
free from black smuts, that the liquid in the can should be as small a proportion as
possible, that the meat should be as little broken as possible, and that the parcel should
be graded uniformly.

We should be glad to know if we should be able to print on our labels that lobsters
packed under this new system would be guaranteed by the Canadian Government to be
absolutely fi ee from all obnoxious germs or poisonous matter of any kind, and w e think
if the system were advertised as a new one backed up with this guarantee, it would
remove a great deal of the prejudice which has been broughb about through lobsters of
indifferent qualities and also improperly processed having been sold.

We shall be glad to hear of Dr. Macphail's success, and we are quite willing to
support any new idea, which is in the nature of a permanent improvement.

We are, dear sir,
Yours faithfully,

FOR J. TRAVERS & SONS, IrD.
E. BOWoN.

AusTIw, NicHous & Co.,

NEW YoRK, December 14, 1896.

The Honourable the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Dominion of 'Canada.

DEAR SIR,-At the request of Dr. Macphail we examined a sample of lobster
canned by him experimentally to show the quality of fish which can be produced under
a special process on which he has been experimenting.

We take pleasure in stating that we consider this finer in quality, the fish being
firmer, of a better colour and more desirable than the average quality of canned lobster
that we receive from the Dominion. Lobster, if canned equal to this sample, would
command a higher price in our market, than such goods as we have been receiving from
the Dominion for the past few years.

Respectfully yours,
AUSTIN, NICHOLS & 00.
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The buyer for one American firm was not prepared to give an expert opinion upon
the product till he would have an opportunity of exanining many samples packed a long
time. The communication of the Cunningham & De Fourier Company has already been
alluded to.

CONCLUSION.

I have merely stated facts and given results, and have purposely refrained from
giving " views " or " theories." The interests of a trade involving three and a half
million dollars are not to be put in jeopardy for any theory no matter how closely
reasoned. I have stated the causes of the deterioration, I formulate below the measures
to be taken to prevent it, and have shown examples of what could be thus effetted.
I have added the opinions upon the product of men who have seen it and who are
well qualified to judge. It now remains for each individual to judge for himself
and decide whether he will put the matter to the test upon his own responsibility.
In the course of a year's operations I have come in contact with so many men and
received encouragement and assistance from them, that it is impossible even to mention
them all hy name. In Prince Edward Island the thanks of the whole industry in so
far as any good may be accomplished are due to Messrs. Matheson, Grant, Hazard,
Tidmarsh, Farquharson, MacNutt, and Longworth.

Last of all, it may not be out of place to say that while at times the perplexities of
the inquiry were great, they would have been greater had it not been for the scientific
enthusiasm of the Commissioner of Fisheries, Professor Prince, and for the liberality of
spirit and generosity of hand experienced from the Honourable the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries.

ABSTRACT OF METHIOD RECOMMENDED FOR THE CANNING OF LOBSTERS, ON THE BASIS OF THE.
FOREGOING INQUIRY.

1. Boil the live lobsters twelve to fifteen minutes in sea water which is renewed
daily. Page 18.

2. Cool on lime w'ashed tables and break off as soon as possible. Page 15.
3. Pull the tails, r'emove the meat from arms and claws. Place separately in pans

which have been cleansed in boiling fresh water. Page 15.
4. Front-split the tail, remove every trace of gut, wash off green gland in cold

fresh water. Page 15.
5. Wash a second time in fresh water which lias been boiled and cooled. (If the

fresh water is taken from a fresh spring or deep pure well, this boiling is unnecessary.)
6. Place in earthenware dishes and cover with clean cotton which has just been

boiled in fresh water. Allow to dry. Page 15.
7. Wash the claws in the same way removing all coagulated blood and drain dry.
8. Cleanse ail cans, removing rosin with turpentine, and ait other stain with

methylated spirit or other suitable fluid, wash in cold fresh water and wipe dry with
clean cloth. Do not touch inside of cans afterwards with fingers. Pages 24 and 25.

9. Insert linings which must be kept free from dust in the original packages.
10. Place the sait in the can one to two teaspoonfuls to the pound, salt to be of

the best quality.
11. Place the lobster in the cans by h tnd, handling the meat as little as possible,

with absolutely clean hande. Let the meat be quite dry.
12. Cover, wipe, and seal at once.
13. Concave the cover as much as possible before the blow-hole is sealed, by press-

ing down the middle. Page 25.
14. Bathe at once, the pound cans, fifty minutes to one hour, the half-pound cans,

forty-five to fifty minutes. The water to be fresh, renewed daily and must be boiling
vigorously. Pages 17 and 24.

15. Remove and cool. Do not probe. Keep cool. Page 26.
16. After twelve to fifteen hours, bathe again, the pound cans fifty minutes, the

half-pound forty minutes.
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17. Remove and keep cool. Do not probe. Keep cool.
18. After twelve to fifteen hours bathe again, the pound cans forty minutes, the

half-pounds half an hour.
19. Remove and keep cool, do not probe.
20. In very hot weather repeat No. 18 after another twelve hours. Page 24.
21. Do over any leak and treat as a fresh can.
22. Before commencing "scald " in fresh hot water all vessels, tables, knives, forks,

cloths, &c., which are likely to come in contact with the meat.
23. Let the shortest possible time elapse between breaking off and packing and

between sealing and bathing. Bathe in small lots rather than wait till the day's catch,
if large, is sealed.

24. Allow no bodies, refuse or other offal to accumulate about the factory or to be
thrown into the water around it. Factories built in the water should have a free clean
flow at every tide : those built on shore are to be kept clean as above mentioned, within
and without.

33
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Joint Fisheries Commission.

CORRESPONDENCE

RELATIVE TO

APPOINTMENT OF JOINT COMMISSION

Mr. Foster to Mr. Herbert.

DIEPARTMENT OF STATE,
WASHINGTON, October 4, 1892.

SIR,-As the resuit of our several recent conferences on the subject of giving
effect to so much of the understanding reached in concert by the Secretary of State
and the delegates of the government of the Dominion of Canada on February 15 last,
as relates to the prevention of destructive methods of fishing in the contiguous
waters of the United States and Canada, and the preservation of the fisheries thereof,
I have now the honour to submit the views of this government in the matter, to the
end of reaching a formal agreement thereon.

The proposition of February 15, 1892, in this regard was that a commission of
two experts should be appointed-one by the Government of the United States and
one by the Government of Great Britain-to consider and report to their respective
governments, either jointly or severally, as to the restrictions and regulations which
should be adopted on the following subjects:

(1) The prevention of destructive methods of fishing in the territorial and contiguous waters of
the United States and Canada, respectively, and also in waters outside the territorial lirits of either
country.

(2) The prevention of the polluting and obstructing of such contiguous waters to the detriment
of fisheries and navigation.

(3) The close seasons which should be enforced and observed in such waters by the inhabitants
of both countries ; and

(4) On the subject of restocking and replenishing such contiguous waters with fish ova and the
means by which fish life may be therein preserved and increased.

I deem it convenient thus to quote in full the text of the tentative understand-
ing of the general scope and direction of the inquiries to be jointly set on foot, and
as the groundwork upon which to essay a fuller and more precise international
agreement.

The several lines of inquiry having relation to the different aspects, whether
general or particular, of the questions so presented fall, as far as this government
is concerned, within the purview of the operations conducted for a number of years
past by the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, which, in its investiga-
tions, and in the practical application of its methods and making use of the exten-
sive establishment and ample means appropriated by Congress, has massed a stock
of information, much of which may be found available for the purpose of investiga-
tion and recommendation for which the joint commission is proposed to be
organized. I am advised that the United States Fish Commission has within itself
the resources in men and means to conduct such further inquiries in relation to the
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statistics, methods and condition of the fisheries in question as the joint commission,
or the American representative thereon may indicate as desirable for their infor-
mation.

A similar fish commission is understood to exist in the Dominion of Canada,
and to have pursued like valuable investigations and practical operations for a
number of years past.

The necessary machinery and a large part of the data for the proposed joint
investigation appear, therefore, to be already at the command of the Government of
the United States and fer Britannic Majesty's Government without the necessity
for creating other or independent methods for accomplishing the purpose in view
by convention or coincident legislative appropriation. As the subject is to arrive
at such concurrent recommendations as may commend themselves to the good
judgment of the respective governments and open the way, in case of accord
thereon, for a formal conventional agreement in promotion of the mutual interests
of their respective citizens and subjects as regards their equal and common benefit
in the conservation of food-fishes in the territorial and contiguous waters of the
United States and Her Britannic Majesty's possessions in North America, it seems
most desirable for the two parties to avail themselves in common, so far as may be
practicable, of the means already at hand in order that the end in view may be the
more speedily attained.

That this may be conveniently accomplished, I have the honour to propose for
the consideration of Her Britannic Majesty's Government the following bases for an
agreement to be reached by diplomatic exchange of notes:

. The Governments of the United States of America and of Her Majesty the
Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland agree that a commission
of two experts shall be appointed, one on behalf of each government-either jointly
or severally, or jointly to both governments, with regard to matters in which they
may be in accord, and severally to their respective governments with regard to
matters of non-concurrence-concerning the regulations, practice, and restrictions
proper to be adopted in concert, on the following subjects, viz.:

(a.) The limitation or prevention of exhaustive or destructive methods of taking
fish or shellfish in the territorial and contiguous waters of the United States and ler
Majesty's possessions in North America, respectively, and also in the waters of the
open seas outside the territorial limits of either country to which the inhabitants of
the respective countries may habitually resort for the purpose of such fishing.

(b.) The prevention of tho polluting or obstructing of such contiguous waters to
the detriment of the fisheries or of navigation.

(c.) The close seasons expedient to be enforced or observed in such contiguous
waters by the inhabitants of both countries as respects the taking of the several
kinds of fish and shellfish.

(d.) The adoption of practical methods of restocking and replenishing such con-
tiguous and territorial waters with fish and shellfish, and the means by which such
fish life may be therein preserved and increased.

Il. The commissioners to be so appointed shall meet at the city of Washington
within three months from the date of this present agreement, and shall complete
their investigation and submit their final reports thereof to the two governments
as herein provided, within two years from the date of their first meeting.

III. The contracting governments agree to place at the servico of the said
commissioners all information and material pertinent to the subjects of their investi-
gation which may be of record, respectively, in offices of the United States Com-
mission of Fish and Fisheries, and in the Department of Marine and Fisheries of the
Dominion of Canada; and further, to place at the disposal of said commissioners,
acting jointly, any vessel or vessels of either of said fish commissions of the United
States and of Canada as may be convenient and proper, to aid in the prosecution of
their investigation in the contiguous or adjacent waters aforesaid.

It is further agreed that, if required by either or both of the said commissioners,
a competent employee of either or both of the said fish commissions of the
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United States and of Canada shall be detailed to assist the said commissioners in
the preparation of their reports.

IV. Each government will defray the expenses of its commissioner, andl of
such employee as may be detailed to assist him, as provided in the preceding section.

V. The two governments agree that so soon as the reports of the commissioners
shall be laid before them, as aforesaid, they will consider the same and exchange
views thereon, to the end of reaching, if expedient and practicable, sncb conven-
tional or other understanding as may suffice to carry out the recommendations of
the commissioners, by treaty, or concurrent legislation on the part of the respective
governments or the legislatures of the several states and provinces, or both, as
may be found most advisable, but nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
commit cither government to the results of the investigation hereby instituted.

I beg that you will submit the foregoing draft of an agreement to Her Britan-
nic Majesty's Government for consideration, with the limitation that, if it be
accepted, this government will be prepared forthwith, for its part, to give full force
and effect from the date when such acceptance may be notified to it.

I have, etc.,
JOHN W. FOSTER.

Mr. Herbert to Mr. Foster.

BRITIsU LEGATION, October 6,1892.
SI,-I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note of the 4th

instant, submitting a draft agreement in regard to the preservation of
the fisheries in the waters contiguous to Canada and the United States, and to
inform you that I have sent copies of this communication to the Earl of Rosebery
and the Governor General of Canada.

I have the honour to be, with the bighest consideration, sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

MICHAEL H. HERBERT.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Foster.

BRITIsH LEGATION, December 5, 1892.
Si,-I have the honour to inform yon that the draft agreement for the preser-

vation of the fisheries in the waters contiguous to Canada and the United States,
proposed in your note of the 4th October last, was duly submitted to the Canadian
Government, and I have now received a dispatch from the Governor General, in
which His Excellency states that the terms of the agreement are acceptable to his
government, as appears from an approved minute of council, of which I have the
honour to inclose a copy.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.
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[1514 H.]

Certified copy of a report of a committee of the Honourable the Privy Council, approred by Hise Excellency
the Governor General in Council, on the 31st October, 1892.

The Cominmittee of the Privy Council have had under consideration a despatch, hereto attached,
dated 6th October, 1892, from Her Majesty's representative at Washington, covering a communica-
tion from the United States Secretary of State, dated 4th October, 1892, to Mr. Herbert, resulting
from several conferences on the subjeci of giving effect to so much of the understanding reached by
the United States Secretary of State and the delegates fron the Governnent of Canada, on 15th
February last, as relates to the prevention of destructive methods of fishing in the contiguous waters
of the United States and Canada and in other waters, and the preservation of the fisheries thereof,
and with the object of reaching a formal agreement, the Secretary of State submits the views of his
government.

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries, to whom the question was referred, observes that the
proposition of 15tlh February, 1892, is referred to as the appointment of a commission of two experts,
one by each government, to consider and report, either jointly or severally, as to the restrictions
and regulations on the following subjects, nainely :

1st. " The prevention of destructive methods of fishing in the territorial and contiguous waters
of the United States and Canada, respectively, and also in waters outside the territorial limits of
either country."

2nd. " The prevention of the polluting and obstruction of such contiguous waters to the detri-
nient of fisheries and navigation."

3rd. "The close seasons which should be enforced and observed in such waters by the inhabitants
of both countries; " and

4th. " On the subject of restocking and replenishing such contiguous waters with fish ova, and
the means by which fish life may be therein preserved and increased.

He therefore proposed certain bases for an agreement to be reached by a diplomatic exchange of
notes :

" I. The Governments of the United States of America and of Her Majesty the Queen of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland agree that a commission of two experts shall be
appointed, one on behalf of each government, to consider and report to their respective governments,
either jointly or severally, or jointly to both governments, with regard to matters in which they may
be in accord, and severally to their respective governments with regard to matters of non-concur-
rence concerning the regulations, practice, and restrictions proper to be adopted in concert on the
following subjects :

"(a) The limitation or prevention of exhaustive or destructive methods of taking fish and shell-
fish in the territorial and contiguous waters of the United States and Her Majesty's possessions in
North Aierica, respectively, and also in the waters of the open seas outside the territorial limits of
either country to which the inhabitants of the respective countries may habitually resort for the
purpose of such fishing;

"(b) The prevention of the polluting or obstructing of such contiguous waters to the detriment
of the fisheries or of navigation;

"(c) The close seasons expedient to lie enforced and observed in such contiguous waters by the
inhabitants of both countries as respects the taking of the severai kinds of fish and shellfish.

"(d) The adoption of practical methods of restocking and replenishing such contiguous and
territorial waters with fish and shellfish, and the means by which such tishx life may be therein
preserved and increased.

" Il. The commissioners to be appointed shall meet in the city of Washington within three
months from the date of this present agreement and shall complete their investigations and submit
their final reports thereof to the two governments, as herein provided, within two years fron the
date of their first meeting.

" III. The contracting governments agree to place at the service of the said commissioners all
information and material pertinent to the subjects of their investigations which may be of record,
respectively, in the offices of the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries and in the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada, and further, to place at the disposal of said
commissioners, acting jointly, any vessel or vessels of either of said fish commissions of the United
States and Canada as may be convenient and proper to aid in the prosecution of their investigation
in the contiguous or adjacent waters aforesaid.

" It is further agreed that, if required by either or both of the said commissioners, a competent
employee of either or both of the said fish commissions of the United States and of Canada shall be
detailed to assist the said commissioners in the preparation of their reports.

"IV. Each government shall defray the expenses of its comnissioner and of such employee as
may be detailed to assist him as provided in the preceding section.

" V. The two governnents agree that so soon as the reports of the commissioners shall be laid
before them as aforesaid, they will consider the samne and exchange views thereon, to the end of
reaching, if expedient and practicable, such conventional or other understanding as may suffice to
carry out the recommendations of the comminioners by treaty or concurrent legislation on the part
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of the respective goverinments, or the legislatures of the several states and provinces, or both, as
m.nay be found nost advisable ; but nothing herein shall be deemed to commit either governient to
the results of the investigation hereby instituted."

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries reports that although the information at the command of
the Canadian Government may not be so complete as that connected with the long-established Fish
Commission of the United States, important material has been collected by the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, and that conferences between the experts proposed to investigate and deal
with the subjects, will, no doubt, lead to a full possession of the main facts connected with the fisheries
in which the two countries are so much interested.

The minister therefore reports to Your Excellency that the terms of the draft agreement as sub-
,mitted by the Secretary of State for the United States are acceptable.

The committee advise that Your Excellency be moved to transmit a copy of this minute to Her
Majesty's representative at Washington for his information.

All of which is respectfully submitted for Your Excellency's approval.

JOHN J. McGEE,

Clerk of the Pri-y Council.

Mr. Herbert to Lord Stanley of Preston.

[No. 89.] WASHINGTON, October 6, 1892.
My LoRD,-With reference to my dispatch, No. 79, of the 13th ultimo, I have

the honour to inclose a copy of a note which I have received from Mr. Foster sub-
mitting the draft of an agreement which he suggests should be effected by an
exchange of notes in regard to the preservation of the fisheries in the waters con-
tiguous to the United States and Canada.

Mr. Foster told me a few days ago that he thought, for the reasons which he
has repeated in this note, that a convention was unnecessary at the present moment,
and that his proposal as to the form of agreement to be reached would be simpler
and more expeditions.

I have, etc., MICHAEL IIERBERT.

Mr. Foster to Sir Julian Pauncefote.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
WASHINGTON, December 6, 1892.

Sr,-I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt to-day of your note of the
5th instant, by which you inform me that the Canadian Government has accepted
the draft agreement for the preservation of the fisheries in the waters contiguous to
Canada and the United States, proposed in my note to Mr. Herbert, October 4 last.

This reply consequently completes the agreement by exchange of notes as
proposed by my communication on the 4th of October last, and fixes this day as the
date of the agreement.

I have much pleasure in giving immediate effect to this agieement as far as
depends upon the executive power, by informing you that the President bas
appointed as the representative expert of the United States for the purpose of the
stipulated joint investigation, Mr. Richard Rathbun, of the United States Fish
Commission.

I beg that you will advise me of the name of the expert to be appointed on
behalf of Her Majesty's Government, in order that Mr. Rathbun may be instructed

ix
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to confer with his Canadian colleague as to the time of meeting and plan of
operations.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN W. FOSTER.

Mr. Foster to the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
WASHINGTON, December 8, 1892.

SIR,-I have the honour to inclose for your information copies of correspondence-
between this department and the British chargé at this capital, relative to a draft
agreement for the preservation of the fishories in the waters contiguous to Canada
and the United States, which was submitted by this department for the considera-
tion of that government by my note of the 4th of October last to Mr. Herbert,
chargé, etc.

You will observe that my note of the 6th instant to the British Minister com-
pleted the agreement by exchange of notes, and that thereby that day is fixed as the
date of the agreement.

The department now awaits information as to the name of the Canadian
representative expert. As soon as that information is received from the British
Minister it will be communicated to you, in order that Mr. Rathbun may, without
delay, confer with his Canadian colleague as to the time of meeting and plan of
operations.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

JOHN W. FOSTER.

Mr. Rathbun to Mr. Gresham.

UNITED STATES CoMMIssIoN or FIsH AND FIsHERIEs,
WAsHINGToN, D.C., December 22, 1894.

SIR,-Referring to the agreement of December 5, 1892, for the preservation of
the fisheries in the waters contiguous to Canada and the United States, I have the
honour to report as follows upon the progress made in the inquiries relative thereto,
and to ask your consideration of the question of extending the time for the com-
pletion of the work.

As provided by the agreement, the representatives dosignated on the part of
the two governments, Great Britain and the United States, met in Washington on
the 2nd day of March, 1893, at which time, after a conference at the State Depart-
ment, the investigations necessary to secure the required information as a basis for
the recommendations desired were determined upon, and plans were made for the
conduct of the same.

The regions covered by the agreement in question were designated to be "the
territorial and contiguous waters of the United States and Her Majesty's possessions
in North America, respectively, and also the waters of the open seas outside of the
territorial limits of either country to which the inhabitants of the respective coun-
tries may habitually resort for the purpose of such fishing."
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These waters were interpreied by the representatives to include the following,
namely:

The Atlantic sea coast between Cape Hatteras and the mouth of the River St.
Lawrence, in respect to the mackerel fishery;

The Bay of Fundy;
The St. John and St. Croix Rivers between New Brunswick and the state of

Maine;
Lake Memphremagog and Lake Champlain;
The great lake system;
Lake of the Woods, and ail other fresh-water lakes and streams along the

northern border between Lake Superior and the Pacific Coast; and
The sait waters lying between the state of Washington and British Columbia.

The field investigations were started early in the spring of 1893 and have been
actively prosecuted up to the present time at ail seasons when the weather bas been
suitable. The United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries has placed at our
èervice the several vessels of the fish commission, and sncb other means at his dis-
posai as could t>e utilized in this connection, and no pains have been spared to make
the inquiries as thorough and exhaustive as the time would permit.

Daring 1893 the work related to the mackereo fishery along the Atlantic sea-
coast, and the fisheries of the Bay of Fundy, the Rivers St. John, St. Croix and St.
Lawrence, and the norther n shores of Lakes Ontario and Erie. At the close of that
season it became evident that the investigations could not be completed batisfactorily
within the limit of time fixed by the agreement, namely, March 2, 1895, and I
suggested to my colleague, the British representative, Dr. William Wakeham, that
an extension of time should be requested. The attention of the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries of Canada having been called to this matter, the latter expressed a
desire that a report upon the fisheries of the great lakes be submitted in accordance
with the terms of the agreement, but interposed no objection to further delay in
respect to the other waters.

Feeling confident that sucb an arrangement would not be unfavourably
regarded by this government, the past season bas been occupied chiefly in making
an investigation of the fisheries of the great lakes, which has been completed only
within a few weeks. These inquiries have been conducted on a scale far exceeding
any of a similar nature heretofore undertaken, and the amount of material secured
in the way of field notes and stenographic testimony is mach greater than had been
anticipated. I am firmly convinced that it will be impossible to properly condense
this information and to prepare a conclusive or satisfactory report upon the subject
by the 2ndb of next March.

In respect to this matter, Dr. Wakeham also agrees with me, and I beg to state
that, in a letter recently received from him, be informs me that a proposition to
extend the time for submitting the report relative to the great lakes would be
considered favourably by the Canadian Government.

The two representatives feel confident of their ability to complote the work
with respect to the great lakes by June 1, 1895, three months subsequent to the
date based upon the agreement, but for the remainder of the region covered by the
agreement at least another year (or until June, 1896) will be required, owing to the
fact that sufficient field work remains to be done to occupy an entire season.

In view of the facts set forth, and also by reason of the extent and value of the
industries that may be affected thereby, I feel constrained most respectfally. to urge
that the dates for submitting the reports of the commission be changed to those
beforo indicated.

I have the honour to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
RICHARD RATHBUN,

Representative on the Part of the United States.
Forwarded.

HERBERT A. GILL,
Acting Commissioner.
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Mr. Gresham to Sir Julian Pauncefote.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, December 31, 1894.

EXcELLENCY,-Referring to previous correspondence relative to measures for
the preservation of the fisheries in the waters contiguous to the United States and
Canada, I have the honour to inclose, for the consideration of Her Britannic
Majesty's Government, a copy of a communication dated the 22nd instant, from the
representative of the United States on the joint commission on the subject in
question, under the agreement of December 6, 1892, suggesting an extension of the
time for the preliminary investigations of the Commission until June 1, 1896, in
order that the unfinished work which extends from the great lakes to the Pacifie
Coast may be completed.

I beg to say that this department fully approves of the suggestion for an•
extension of time made by Mr. Rathbun, and, if agreeable to your Government,
would be pleased to carry the proposed arrangement into effect by an exchange of
notes on the basis of the present agreement.

I have the honour to be, with the bighest consideration, Mr. Ambassador,
Your most obedient servant,

W. Q. GRESHAM.

Mr. Gresham to Mr. Rathbun.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, December 31, 1894.

SIa,-I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 22nd instant,
suggesting the advisability of extending the time for the completion of the work
of the commission for the preservation of fisheries until June 1, 1896, and to inform
you that the department has called the matter to the attention of the British
embassy with a view to carrying the proposed arrangement into effect by an
'exchange of notes.

I am, etc., W. Q. GIRESHIAM.

RICHARD RATHBUN, Esq.,
Representative on the Part of the United States on the

Joint Commission for the Preservation of Fisheries, etc.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Gresham.

WASHINGTON, February 22, 1895. (Received Mar. 4.)
SiR.-I have the honour to inform you that I loat no time in referring to the

Earl of Kimberley your note of December 31 last, respecting the joint commission
for the investigation of the fisheries in the waters contiguous to the United States
and Canada.

I am now instructed to state that Her Majesty's Government has no objection
to offer to the suggestion to extend the time for the preliminary investigation until
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June 1, 1896, and I am accordingly authorized to carry the arrangement into effect
by an exchange of notes as proposed in your note under reply.

I have, etc.,
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.

Mr. Gresham to Sir Julian Pauncefote.

No 44.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, March 2, 1895.

EXCELLENCY,-I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note of the
22nd ultimo, which only reached this department to-day, informing me that Her
Majesty's Government accepts the proposition contained in my note of December
31, 1894, for an extension of time for the preliminary investigation of the fisheries
in the waters contiguous to the United States and Canada until June 1, 1896.

In accordance with the concluding paragraph of that note, this action of Her
Majesty's Government is accepted as carrying the recent agreement into effect by
an exchange of notes.

I have, etc., W. Q. GRESHAM.

Mr. Adee to Mr. Rathbun.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, April 12, 1895.

SIR,-In connection with your letter of Decomber 22, 1894, and the depart-
ment's reply of the 31st of that month, I herewith transmit for your information a
copy of a note from the British ambassador of February 22, 1895, assenting to the
proposition of this department that the time for the completion of the work of the
joint commission for the preservation of the fisheries in the waters contignous to the
United States and Canada be extended until June 1, 1896, by an exchange of notes.

I am sir, your obedient servant,
ALVEY A. ADEE,

Acting Secretary.

Mr. Rathbun to Mr. Olney.

UNITED STATES CoMMIssION oF FisH AND FISBERIES.

lashington, D.C., April 6, 1896.
Sia,-l have the honour to bring to your attention the inquiries which are being

conducted in accordance with the provisions of the agreement of December 6, 1892,
between the United States and Great Britain for the preservation of the fisheries in
the waters contiguous to Canada and the United States, and to request consideration
of the question of extending the time in which that work shall be completed.

The representatives on the part of the two governments had their first meeting
in Washington on the 2nd day of March, 1893, and by the terms of the agreement
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they were to submit their report within two years from that date. As it was found
impossible, however, even to complete the field investigations within that period,
the time was extended by an exchange of notes, to the 1st of June, 1896. The field
work was practically finished latt fall, and during the past winter each of the
representatives was engaged, in so far as his other official duties permitted, in
arranging and reviewing the notes taken preliminary to the final meeting and
preparation of the report.

The British representative, Dr. William Wakeham, arrived in Washington for
the latter purpose on the 1st of March last, when the joint consideraion of the
testimony which had been collected was immediately taken up. After a month's
time spent in examining and condensing this material, however, we find that the
subject is much more extensive and complex than bad been supposed, and we have
become convinced that full justice can not be done it in the period now remaining.
Not only bave we to consider and reconcile the conflicting statements contained in
the large amount of testimony and notes secured by ourselves, covering over 15,000
typewritten pages, but it is also necessary to consult the published records of both
governments bearing upon the same questions, which date back many years, and
to study, in respect to their application to the requirements of the boundary fish-
eries, the different systems of fishery legislation now or hitherto in force in this
and other countries.

In view of the extent and importance of the interest which may be affected by
our conclusions, and also of the fact that our report could not be taken into consider-
ation either by the Congress of the Uni'ed States or by t'-e Canadian Parliament
before that time, I would, therefore, respectfully urge that the date for submitting
the report of the commission be changed to December 30, 1896.

The British representative, Dr. William Wakeham, is in accord with me in
regard to this matter, and will so advise his government.

I have the honour to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
RICHARD RATHBUN,

Representative on the part of the United States.

Mr. Olney to Sir Julian Pauncefote

DEPARTMENT oF STATE,
Washington, April 7, 1896.

EXCELLENC,-Referring to previous correspondence relative to measures for
the preservation of the fisheries in the waters contiguous to the United States and
C.nada, and particularly to Mr. Gresham's notes of the 31st December, 1894, and
March 2, 1895, and the replies of your embassy thereto, dated February 22, 1895,
and March 2, 1895, I have the honour to inclose for the consideration of Her
Britannic Majesty's Government a copy of a letter, dated the 6th instant, from the
representative of the United States on the joint commission on the subject in
question, under the agreement of December 6, 1892, suggesting an extension of the
time for the investigations of the commission from June 1 until December 30, 1896,
to enable the Commission to complete its work, which bas been found to be more
extensive than was anticipated.

I beg to say that this department fully approves of the suggestion for an
extension of time made by Mr. Rathbun, and, if agreeable to your government,
would be pleased to carry the proposed arrangement into effect by an exchange of
notes on the basis of the present agreement.

I bave the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Mr. Ambassador,
Your most obedient servant,

RICHARD OLNEY.
xiv
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Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Olney.

WASHINGTON, April 11, 1896.
SIR,-I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note, No. 362, of

the 7th instant, suggesting an extension of time for the investigations of the com-
mission appointed to inquire into the measures to be taken for the preservation of
the fisheries in the waters contiguous to the United States and Canada.

I have not failed to bring your proposal to the notice of Her Majesty's principal
Secretary of State.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.

Mr. Olney to Sir Julian Pauncefote.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
WASHINoTON, May 30, 1896.

EXCELLENCY,-With reference to previous correspondence concerni ng the
proposal for the extension from the lst of June to the 31st of December, 1896, of the
time limited for the completion of the report of the joint commission under the
agreement between the United States of A merica and Great Britain, of becember
6, 1892, for the preservation of the fisheries in the waters contiguous to the United
States and Canada, i have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of
to-day in which you notify me of the assont of Her Majesty's Government to the
extension of time proposed in my note to you of the 7th of April last.

This consequently completes the agreementin question by an exchange of notes.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Mr. Ambassador,
Your most obedient servant,

RICHARD OLNEY.

'Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Olney.

WASHINGTON, May 30, 1896.
SIR,-In reply to your note of the 27th instant, I have the honour to inform yon

that I am duly authorized by Her Majesty's Government to assent, and do hereby
assent on their behalf, to tho proposal, contained in your note of the 7th ultimo, for
the extension from the lst of June to the 3lst of December, 1896, of the time limited
for the completion of the report of the joint commission under the agreement
between Great Britain and the United States, of December 6th, 1892, for the
pieservation of the fisheries in the waters contiguous to Canada and the United
States.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.
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Mr. Olney to Mr. Rathbun.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
WASHINGTON, June 1, 1896.

SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 6th of April last, relative to the necessity
for extending the time for the completion of the work of the American and British
commission to devise measures for the preservation of the fisheries of the waters
contiguous to the United States and the Dominion of Canada, I inclose for your
information a copy of the correspondence by which an agreement has been con-
cluded by an exchange of notes for an extension of the time for the completion of
the work of the commission from June 1 to December 31, 1896.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
RICHARD OLNEY.

Mr. Wakeham to Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

OTTAWA, CANADA, December 31, 1896.
Si,-I have the honour to submit herewith the report of the joint commission

relative to the preservation of the fisheries in waters contiguous to Canada and the
United States, as provided by the joint agreement between Great Britain and the
United States under date of December 6, 1892.

I have the honour to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. WAKEHAM,

Representative on behalf of Great Britain.
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REPORT

0F THE

JOINT COMMISSION

RELATIVE TO THE PRESERVATION OF THE FISHERIES INSWATERS
CONTIGUOUS TO CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES. g1

An agreement having been entered into between the government of Great.
Britain and that of the United States of America, under date of December 6, 1892,
providing for the appointment of a commission of two experts, one on behalf of
each government, " to consider and report to their respective governments, either
jointly or severally, or jointly to both governments with regard to matters in which
they may be in accord, and severally to their respective governments with regard
to matters of non-concurrence, concerning the regulations, practice and restrictions
proper to be adopted in concert, on the following subjects, viz.:-

"1. The limitation or prevention of exhaustive or destructive methods of taking
fish and shell-fish in the territorial and contiguous waters of the United States and
Her Majesty's possessions in North America respectively, and also in the waters of
the open seas outside of the territorial limits of either country to which the inhabi-
tants of the respective countries may habitually resort for the purpose of auch
fishing.

"2. The prevention of the polluting or obstructing of such contiguous waters
to the detriment of the fisheries or of navigation.

"3. The close seasons expedient to be enforced and observed in such contiguous
waters by the inhabitants of both countries as respects the taking of the several
kinds of fish and shell-fish.

" 4. The adoption of practical methode of restocking and replenishing such
contiguous and territorial waters with fish and shell-fish, and the means by which
such fish life may be therein preserved and increased.

" The commissioners to be appointed shall meet at the city of Washington
within three months from the date of this present agreement, and shall complete
their investigation and submit their final reports thereof, to the two governments
as herein provided, within two years from the date of their first meeting."

And the undersigned having been duly commissioned by their respective
governments, in accordance with the above agreement, and having communicated
to each other their respective powers, found to be in due and proper form, have
agreed to the fol lowing report:-

The first meeting of the commission was held at Washington, beginning on the
2nd of March, 1893, at which an understanding was reached respecting the scope
and conduct of the inquiries necessary to be made. Owing, however, to the extent
of the waters requiring examination, it was found impracticable to complete the
work within the limit of time specified, and the same was accordingly extended, by
an exchange of notes between the two governments, to the 31st of December, 1896.

The following fisheries were considered to be covered by the terms of the agree.
ment, namely: The mackerel fisheries of the Atlantic sea coust and the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, and the fisheries in general in the boundary and contignous waters as
follows: Passamaquoddy Bay and adjacent waters, and the St. John and St. Croix
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Rivers, situated botween the province of New Brunswick and the state of Maine;
Lake Memphremagog, botween the province of Quebec and the state of Vermont;
Lake Champlain, between the province of Quebec and the states of Vermont
and New York; the upper part of the St. Lawrence River and the chain of the
Great Lakes, between the province of Ontario and the border states from New
York to Minnesota, inclusive; Rainy Lake and River and Lake of the Woods,
between the provinces of Ontario and Manitoba and the siate of Minnesota; the
Columbia River, which crosses the international boundary lino from British
Columbia into the state of Washington; the Fraser River, Gulf of Georgia, Puget
Sound and Strait of Juan de Fuca, contiguous to British Columbia and the state of
Washington.

All of the waters above named, except Rainy Lake and the Columbia River,
have been visited by the two reprosentatives conjointly, who have carried on such
detailed investigations respecting the fisheries and fishery resources of each of them
as the time and means at their disposal have permitted. Additional information
bas been obtained through the observations of several naturalists and fishery
experts, who have been detailed from time to time to the study of the same waters,
and use has been made of such records belonging to the Department of. Marine and
Fisheries of Canada and the United States Fish Commission as relate to the several
subjects in question.

The conditions which the commission has found to exist and the conclusions
which it bas reached are presented under the several headings which follow.

On account of the diversified characteristics of the waters investigated, the
variety of their'products and the magnitude of the industries to which the latter
give rise, we have found it impossible to consider fully all the questions which the
subject presents, and have, therefore, been unable in many cases to reach more
than goneral conclusions, leaving the matter of details to be settied by further and
more complete inquiries. Our observations, moreover, have clearly demonstrated
the inexpediency of attempting to regulate any of the fisheries lerein diseussed by
a rigid code of enactments, owing to their constantly changing character and con-
ditions, and we would therefore urge, in the event of joint action by the two gov-
ernmentE, that a permanent joint commission, to be composed of competent experts,
be provided for, which shall be charged with the direct supervision of. these fish-
eries, and shall be empowered to conduct the necessary investigations, and to
institute such modifications in the regulations as the circumstances may call for
from time to time.

That a uniform system of regulations common to the entire extent of each body
of water along the boundary lino is required to insure the protection of its resources,
is fully shown by the conditions which we have found to exist in nearly all of them,
whether bordered on the side of the United States by a single state or by several
states. The failure to secure adequate results in that direction bas, naturally, been
due to the diversity of legislation, but it bas resulted in large part from the general
lack of accurate information regarding the habits of the several fishes to serve as a
basis for intelligent action. While wu have been able to establish some important
facts respecting the natural history of the commoner market species, much more
remains to be accomplished in that regard, and the subject should be given due
prominence in the future.

All questions, outside of navigation, with which we have had to deal have been
considered solely from the standpoint of the preservation of the several fisheries,
and we have endeavoured in each instance to provide for the most liberal amount of
fishing, which, in our judgment, is warranted by the circumstances. In so doing
we have been led to suggest greater license in some regions than is granted by
existing laws, but wherever a state on the one side or the Dominion government
on the other would impose greater strictures than are bore recommendod, we see no
objection thereto.

We are convinced that no system of regulations can be properly administered
except by the registration or lieensing of the fishermen, as a basis for restricting
the character and amount of apparatus employed in each locality, while, on the
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other hand, we feel confident that the fishermen themselves would be greatly
benefited by such a measure, through the protection of individual rights thereby
assured to them.

Much of the irritation occasioned from time to time, especially in the region of
the Great Lakes, through the fishermen of one country extending their operations
into the territory of the other, has undoubtedly resulted from the imperfect
knowledge wbich prevails respecting the relations of the intervening water areas.
In fact, the belief is wide-spread that wherever the lakes exceed six miles in width
each country bas jurisdiction only to a distance of three miles from its shores,
leaving a neutral area or high sea between, to which the fishermen from both sides
are privileged to resort in common. On the official maps of the Great Lakes the
boundry line is not shown, nor can its position bc accurately marked in most places
until new surveys shall be made conjointly by the two governments. It would be
greatly to the advantage of the fishing interests in that region, and much annoy-
ance would be prevented in the future, by having the boundary line re-defined and
appropriately located on a series of charts made available for distribution among
the fishermen.

Very extensive investigations have been made respecting the mackerel and
mackerel fisheries throughout the entire extent of the range of that species, the
same having been continued during each of the four seasons which have elapsed
since the date of the agreement. As it has been impossible, however, to give
proper consideration to the large amount of testimony collected in that connection,
we have been unable to incorporate the subject in this report.

ST. JOHN RIVER SYSTEM.

THE RIVER SYSTEM DEPINED.

of the two streams which unite to form the St. John River in the north-western
part of Maine,the so-called south-west or boundary branch liesmostlybetweenthe State
of Maine and the Province of Quebec, while on the north, eastward of the meridian
of about 69 degrees 15 minutes west, the saie state is separated from the provinces
of Quebec and New Brunswick by the main river and its northern tributary, the St.
Francis. After leaving this part of the boundary line the St. John River belongs
wholly in New Brunswick, but three of its larger lower tributaries, the Aroostook,
Big Presque Isie and Meduxnikeag rivers, have their origin in Maine. At Grand
Falis, only a few miles below the north-eastern corner of the state, the main river
makes an abrupt descent of about sixty feet, which serves as a barrier to the ascent
of al fishes, and practically divides the river into two parts, having quite different
characteristices in respect to fishery matters; they may be designated as the upper
and lower courses of the river.

International lnterests.-In the lower St. John River international interests
relate chiefly to such anadromous fishes as, under natural conditions, would ascend
the tributary streams into the state of Maine; there as well as in the upper river
the trout and possibly other species also merit joint protection.

(Important Fishes.)

Anadromous species.-The main river below Grand Falls contains no natural or
artificial barriers to the ascent of anadromous fishes, of which the sglmon (Salmo
salar), shad (Alosa sapidisima), alewife (Pomolobus pseudoharengus), sturgeon
(Acipenser sturio), smelt (Osmerus mordax), and striped bass (Roccus lineatus) belong
in this region. The only species, however, which are known to have made their
way up the western tributaries into Maine are the salron and the alewife.

3
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Salmon.-The ialmon ascend the St. John River as far as Grand Falls and for-
merly had their spawning grounds in many of its tributary streams on both sides,
but the most of these have been closed against them to a greater or less extent. The
Tobique, a clear, cold and rapia river which enters from the east about twenty miles
below Grand Falls, is the principal salmon stream at present as it bas probably
always been. The fishing privileges are now leased by the provincial government,
and great pains are taken to insure the preservation of its natural features. Other
exclusively provincial affluents to which the salmon are said to have resorted more
or less abundantly at one time, but in which they now appear only sparingly or not
at all, owing to obstructions, pollutions or insufficient protection, are the Nashwaak,
Oîomocto, Canaan, Kennebecasis and the two salmon rivers.

The Meduxnikeag River, the lowest of the international tributaries, joins the
St. John River at Woodstqck, N.B., and consists mainly of two principal branches
of nearly equal size, which unite about twelve miles above its mouth and only a few
miles east of the boundary line. Its drainage area, comprising about 420 square
miles, is situated mostly within the State of Maine, in close proximity to the eastern
border. Authentic records show that during the early part of this century salmon
entered this river in abundance, having been observed more especially in the vicinity
of Houlton, Me., where they continued plentiful until shut out by dams about 1826.
During some years, however, it is reported that a few salmon still find their way
into the lower part of the river.

The Big Presque Isle River is naturally a clear and rapid stream, about forty
miles long, which traverses five or six townships in the extreme eastern part of
Maine, between the Meduxnikeag and Aroostook valleys, and reaches the St. John
River a few miles below Florenceville, N. B. It was formerly resorted to by salmon,
but to what extent it has been impossible to ascertain.

The Aroostook River, which empties into the St. John River about six miles
above the town of Andover and sixteen miles below Grand Falls, is the largest tribu-
tary of this system, having a length of 138 miles and a drainage area of 2,160 square
miles. Only the last four miles of its course are in New Brunswick. It has
numerous tributaries and some lakes. Its waters are mainly tranquil to near the
boundary line, where a series of rapids begins, the river finally entering a gorge in
which there are five principal cascades with an aggregate descent of 75 feet, the
largest being a fall about 16 feet high. Within the gorge the waters are very tur-
bulent, and in the three miles below it, to the mouth, there are several rough rapids.

Although the fall above mentioned constitutes a serious impediment to the pass-
age of salmon, it is not insurmountable, and a considerable run seems to take place
every year. While making the ascent they are said to accumulate in a broad basin
at the foot of the fall, and to find a resting place in a small pool farther up. They
have been observed a hundred miles up the river, and are captured at many places
along its course. The building of a dam across the main river at Caribou, in 1888,
inteiposing an obstruction to their movements, has made their presence conspicuous
in that locality, and shown them to be much more plentiful than had been supposed.
Reliable information respecting the amount of salmon taken annually from the
Aroostock River is not obtainable, as the fishing is carried on only by sportsmen
and poachers, but many relatively large catches are reported from time to time.
Th, species was undoubtedly much more abundant in early times than it is at pre-
sent, as many, if not most, of the tributary streams containing the original spawning
grounds are now closed by dams or encumbered with refuse. That some spawning
places are still accessible, however, is indicated by the continued presence of the
salmon in the river.

Alewives.-Alewives formerly entered the Meduxnikeag River and were shut
out from it by the same agencies that interrupted the ascent of salmon, but we have
not been able to learn of their occurrence in either the Aroostook or Big Presque
Isle rivers.

Trout.-The brook trout (Salvelinusfontinalis) is generally distributed through-
out the St. John River system wherever suitable conditions exist, and is the species
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chiefly sought by sportsmen. It bas been greatly depleted by overfishing and the
presence of dams and pollutions. Local interests on both sides of the boundary line,
especially on the upper river, appear to justify its joint protection as a source of
profit in attracting visitors to the region. The great grey trout, togue or touladi
(Cristivomner namaycush), which inhabits the upper part of this system, is also
regarded as a sport fish, but the only boundary waters in which we learned of its
occurrence are the lakes of the St. Francis River.

OBSTRUCTIONS AND POLLUTIONS.

Main river.-The only absolute barrier to the ascent of salmon in the St. John
River is found at Grand Falls, where the conditions are entirely unsuited to the
building of a fishway. The distribution of this species, therefore, must always be
restricted to the lower river and its tributaries, but below the falls there are no
serious obstacles to impede its movements in the main stream. Log driving and the
drifting of saw-mill refuse with the current are both conspicuous and objectionable
features of the region, which are supposed to exert a more or less harmful influence
on the fish, but precisely to what extent it is impossible to say. The former prac-
tice could not be restrained but the latter might readily be stopped. The saw-dust
is said to aid in the formation of shoals at certain places, whereby navigation is
impeded, while the cedar drifts keeps the water charged with suspended rubbish,
which settles quickly upon the banks and over the broad intervals at the close of
every spring freshet.

Tributaries.-None of the tributary streams which the salmon used to frequent
for spawning purposes have escaped at least some injury through the building of
closed dams or the polluting influence of saw-mills; generally through both of those
agencies combined. Even the Tobique River, the cleanest of the salmon waters in
this valley, is disfigured in its lower part, while the Nashwaak River, terminating
at Fredericton, N.B., is completely choked with saw-mill waste for several miles
above its mouth and is barred by several dams, none of which provide a passageway
for fish. Similar conditions prevail on practically all of the remaining provincial
tributaries to which the salmon might resort, the lumber interests dominating every
stream regardless of the rights or welfare of the public. The three tributaries which
cross the boundary lines have also suffered very greatly in this respect, as explained
below.

Meduxnikeag River.-This river bas been continnously obstructed by a dam at
its mouth, in the town of Woodstock, since about 1826. A fishway is said to have
been added for the first time in 1868, but nothing could be learned of its history,
and in 1893 no trace of it remained. The dam is relatively low and during high
water a few salmon manage to pass over it. Two saw-mills are located just below
the dam, and one a short distance above it, nearly all the waste from the former
being allowed to enter the water, but at the latter it is now mostly disposed of on
shore. The appearance of the Meduxnikeag at this place is extremely unsigbtly,
due mainly to the accumulation of milling refuse, drift material, bark.

There are no other dams or saw-mills than the above on the main Meduxnikeag
River. The north branch bas a fall near its mouth, in New Brunswick, sufficiently
high, it is stated, to bar the ascent of salmon. The south branch is free from
natural obstructions, but contains at least six dams on the main stream the lower
one being at Houlton, Me., and a few on its branches. None of these dams are
provided with fishways, although supplied with gates for log driving, but there is
no assurance that the latter would be kept open during the salmon run. The main
stream bas also five or six saw-mills and several factories for the making of starch
from potatoes. As none of the former are above moderate size, they produce only a
relatively small amount of waste, but as the volume of water hecomes very small in
summer the channel nay readily be filled by this means. This we found to be the
case in one or two places. Practically all of the refuse was formerly thrown into
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the water, but scarcely more than the saw-dust is now disposed of in this way. The
pumice from the starch works seems to be rapidly dissipated, and no evidence was
obtained to show that it had a pernicions effect on fish life; in fact, it is locally
believed to serve as food for some fishes. We heard of only one tannery on the
Meduxnikeag River, and only a few small saw mills are reported on its tributary
streams. It is not considered that the drainage of Ioulton and Woodstock, the
two largest towns on the river, is sufficiently extensive to be taken into account.

Big Presque isle River.-This river was not visited, but from information derived
from several sources we are led to conclude that its condition as a salmon stream
bas been greatly impaired by dams and milling refuse. Saw-mills are located at
Tracey's Mills, N.B., and in the townships of Bridgewater, Blaine, Mars Hill and
Easton, Me.

Aroostook River.-The lumber interests on this river are very great, and it con-
tains some of the largest saw-mills in the St. John valley, the extent of its pollution
from that source being in due proportion thereto. Examinations were made at Fort
Fairfield, Caribou and Presque Isle, Me., and at several intermediate points, at all of
which the conditions were found to be deplorable, the river being encumbered in
many places with extensive banks of saw-dust, edgings, bark and shingle rubbish,
sometimes reaching several feet above the surface. While only the sides of the
channel may be thus filled in in the lower part of the river, higher up and in some of
the former salmon tributaries, as in Cari ou stream, for example, the channel is
almost completely blocked from bank to bank. Much of this material is carried
away by the spring freshets and distributed through the main St. John River,
making room for new deposits the following seasons. Except for the small amount
consumed by the steam mills, the river is made the common dumping ground for all
the waste of this character, as the most convenient way of disposing of it, no regard
being had for the publie interests which are thus impaired.

The lower mill is in New Brunswick, near the mouth of the river; the remainder
are ail in Maine, three shingle factories at Fort Fairfield being especially conspicu-
ous. The only dam across the Aroostook River was built in 1888, about three-
eights of a mile above the bridge at Caribou. It supplies that village with water
and furnishes power for an electric lighting plant. The height of the dam above
the water level below is about 14 feet in the summer, becoming much less in the
spring. Salmon have been seen to jump it, but it is doubtful if many succeed in
such attempts. Between 1889 and 1893, a temporarv ladder, wholly unsuited to the
p urpose, was maintained at irregular intervals on the surface of the apron. In the
latter year an appropriate fishway was constructed, and it is hoped that it may
operate to remove the chief objection to the presence of the dam.

With respect to the principal lower tributaries of the Aroostook River, the
Little Madawaska River, midway between Fort Fairfield and Caribou bas several
mills and closed dams, no pains being taken at the former to secure the retention of
the waste products. Caribou stream bas at present two lumber and shingle mills
and three closed dams within a mile of its mouth, all located in the town of the same
name. This stream bas been effectually dammed, it is claimed, for 50 years, and its
channel is completely choked with rubbish. On the Presque Isle River in the town
of that name, about one and three-quarter miles above its mouth, there is a closed
dam dating back over 30 years, and an accumulation of saw-mill waste, filling in a
large proportion of the channel. Other mills and dams are reported in the upper
waters, but they were not visited and positive information respecting them was not
obtained.

Cedar Drift.-One of the most objectionable features of saw-mill waste, especially
prominent on the St. John River, is the refuse derived from shingle factories, all of
which, except the saw-dust and bark, retains its buoyancy for a long period. If
there is sufficient water in the channel when rejected, it floats off at once; otherwise
it accumulates about the mills until freshet time, being then carried down stream in
enormous quantities to the annoyance and detriment of the different interests along
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the lower. There is a much greater proportion of waste in shingle making than in
the sawing of ordinary lumber, an& the amount of rubbish derived from that source
can scarcely be appreciated by any one not personally acquainted with the circum-
stances. That it has a baneful effect upon the habits of the fishes in the river, both
when stranded and when floating in large quantities, there can be no doubt. The
shingle mills are situated chiefly above Fredericton, on the main river and many of
its tributaries, both in Maine and in New Brunswick.

SALMON FISHING.

Commercial fishing for salmon is carried on quite extensively in the lower part
of the St. John River and in the Bay of Fundy outside, weirs and gill nets, both set
and drifting, being used for that purpose. The season begins about June 1 and
closes August 15. The number of weirs has been limited to 24, the privîleges per-
taining thereto being controlled by the city of St. John. Drift nets are employed in
the harbour of St. John, and thence along the outer coast to Point Lepreau and the
Wolves. Prior to 1895 they were not licensed and their number was not restricted.
Set nets are used to a limited extent, and some poaching with drift nets is also
carried on, in the tidal part of the river which extends to a distance of about six miles
above Fredericton. Testimony was presented to the effect that both the net and
weir fishing is being prosecuted on a more extensive scale than is justified by the
present supply of salmon, but, while this is probably the case, we have not been able
to entirely substantiate the fact. A limited amount of sport fishing is conducted on
some of the tributary streams, but the opportunties are nowhere recognized as even
fair except on the Tobique River.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS.

Fisheries.-The fact is thoroughly well established that the stock of salmon
entering the St. John River system has been greatly depleted, the quantity resort-
ing to it annually being very much smaller now than itwas originally. ThiE species
formerly ascended many of the tributary streams below Grand Falls for siawning
purposes, conspicuous amongst these having been the Aroostook, Meduxniktag and
Big Presque Isle rivers, each of which belongs mostly in the state of Maine. It is also
undoubtedly a fact that this depletion has been brought about mainly through the
agency of the lumber interests, the closing by dams of the majority of the spawning
waters and their pollution and encumbranco by milling refuse, although other minor
causes must have operated to the same end. The resulting conditions have affected
the welfare alike of both sport and commercial fishing, and the latter'has probably
been overdone.

There is every reason to suppose, however, that if the natural conditions were
again restored and a judicious system of protective measures instituted the supply
of salmon would be much increased and might thereafter be maintained upon a
satisfactory basis. Artificial propagation would aid materially in accomplishing
that result. While it could not be expected to establish a commercial fishery by
this means in the upper salmon waters, we anticipate that the advantages for sport
fishing would I e so greatly improved as to constitute a source of much profit, both
locally and to the state and provinee. We strongly advise that the necessary steps
be taken to accomplish this result.

In case the three international rivers alone, the Aroostook, Meduxnikeag and
Big Presque Isle, were opened up and cleaned of their rubbish, the salmon would
probably enter them in greatly incieased numbers, but we are firmly convinced that
the greater the area of available spawning grounds, the greater will be the advan-
tages to be gained by each stream, and we, therefore, urge that the entire river
system be considered as a unit in respect to this matter.

A large part of the milling refuse which passes down the river is derived from
its upper waters above Grand Falls, where the interests of the brook trout demand
the same measures of relief that may be accorded to the salmon.
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Any means taken to increase the stock of salmon in the St. John would also
benefit the alewives as well as the other anadrolous species, all of which are of
commercial value.

Navigation.-Ocean commerce stops at the harbour of St. John, but river steamers
ply as far as Fredericton and flat bottomed boats ascend to Woodstock duiing
periods of high water. Steamers are also used on some of .the larger of the lower
tributaries, and small ones may be employed to a limited otent above Grand Falls.
The Aroostook, Meduxnikeag and Big Presque Isle Ri vers, however, offer few, if any,
facilities in this respect. The presence, therefore, of dams and saw-mill waste has
comparatively little bearing on the subject of navigation in this river system,
although the cedar drift gives some annoyance and saw-dust is said to aid in the
formation of bars and shoals. The principal source of trouble is the extensive raft-
ing of logs, for which, however, no feasible remedy can be suggested.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

In order to restore and protect the fishery resources of international interest in
the the St. John River system, the following measures seem to be demanded :-

1. That aIl dams throughout the system be provided with suitable fishways, ex-
cept those used exclusively for log driving and containing gates, and that the latter
shall be kept open at all times when the driving of logs is not actually in progress,
and just previous thereto for the collecting of water.

2. That the construction of all new dams be subject to governmentai authority
and conform to such requirements in each case as the circumstances may warrant.

3. That the practice of throwing saw-mill waste of any kind into the water be
everywhere prohibited; and that all existing accumulationsof such waste in streams
where it may be detrimental to the movements or spawning requirements of useful
fiehes be romoved. As the saw-mills situated in the city of St. John have been able.
for many years, to dispose of their rubbish without recourse to the adjacent river,
it is not considered that this provision would work undue hardship in other places,

4. That it be prohibited to throw or to allow to pass into the water any garb-
age, lime, waste from gas works, or other deleterious Substances from manufacturing
or other establishments.

5. That commercial fishing be limited to tidal waters, and be so restricted
therein as to insure an ample run of salmon and other anadromous fishes to their
respective spawning grounds.

6. That uniform regulations be adopted for the protection of the salmon, trout
and other useful fishes throughout the fresh waters of the system.

7. In case the measures above suggested are carried out, it is recommended
that joint action be taken to increase the supply of salmon by artificial propagation.

8. It is recormended that all natural obstructions which impede the passage of
salmon to important waters adapted to their apawning, such as the fall near the
mouth of the Aroostook River, be examined with reference to improving the con-
ditions for the distribution of that species.

ST. CROIX RIVER SYSTEM.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RIVER SYSTEM.

The southern half, approximately. of the boundary line between the state of
Maine and the province of New Brunswick, above Passaniaquoddy Bay is formed
by the main St. Croix River and its eastern branch system, the latter including
Monument Brook, at its source, and the Eastern Grand Lakes. The short west
branch, draining the Western Grand Lakes, both of which lie wholly within the
territory of Maine, joins the main stream about 20 miles above Calais. From
Calais and St. Stephen down the St. Croix is a tidal river, with an average rise and
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fall in the upper part of about 20 feet. Its shores are bold and picturesque. As far
as Oak Bay, a distance of about 7 miles, the thread of the channel is narrow and
tortuous, navigation being especially difficult above " The Ledge " (about 4q miles
from Calais), where is located the customary anchorage for vessels of large tonnage.
There is relatively deep water at and below The Ledge, while beginning at Oak
Bay the river assumes more the characteristics of a fiord, deep water generally
approaching close to both shores.

The upper limit of the tide is determined by a comparatively rapid rise in the
river bed, commencing near the lower or main bridge connecting Calais with St.
Stephen and continuing up stream through a constricted part of the river, a distance
of about 1¾ miles, with an elevation of about 72 feet. These conditions have pro-
duced excellent water power, which has long been utilized for saw-mill purposes.
Salmon Falls, about 14 feet high, is situated near the upper end of this ascent.
Thence to Vanceboro, at the foot of the Eastern Grand Lakes, there is a succession
of still waters, rips and rapids, with several low falls, the most important of which,
called Sprague's Falls, 10e miles above the Calais-St. Stephen bridge, has a total
height of 25 feet, distributed over a distance of 114 rods. The length of the river
from Vanceboro to the Calais-St. Stephen bridge is 54J miles, its total descent in
that distance being about 380 feet. This part of the river is not navigable. It
receives a number of small tributary streams from both sides.

At Vanceboro' begin t'he Eastern Grand Lakes, consisting in succession of First
Lake, Second or Spednic Lake, Mud Lake, Grand Lake and North Lake, with their
connecting thoroughfares, the total length of the chain by channel route being about
42 miles. They are navigable in part, especially Grand Lake, by boats of moderate
size. Small steamers or steam launches are now used upon them to a slight extent.
Monument Stream empties into North Lake.

The west branch of the St. Croix River is similar in character to to the east
branch, and is about 9 miles long from its mouth to Princeton. The Western Grand
Lakes, of which it is the outlet, cover a considerable area, the individual lakes
composing it being, as a rule, more completely separated from one another than those
of the eastern chain. The following waters, named in the order of their succession
from the town of Princeton, are ail that need be considered in this connection,
namely, Lewey's Lake, Long Lake, Big Lake, Grand Lake Stream, and Grand Lake.

International Interests.-The international interests relate to (1) the protection
of three species of anadromous fishes, the salmon (Salmo salar), shad (Alosa sapi-
dissima), and alewife (Pomolobus pseudoharengus), (2) the protection of several game
fishes in the upper waters of the system, (3) the regulation of certain minor fish-
eries on the Grand Lakes, and (4) navigation in the tidal part of the river.

Salt water fisheries.-The purely salt water fisheries in the lower part of the
St. Croix River are considered separately, under the heading of Passamaquoddy Bay
and vicinity.

IMPORTANT FISHES.

Salmon.-In the early times the St. Croix River was considered to be one of the
most prolific salmon streams on the Atlantic Coast, and during a number of years it
yielded a large annual catch, the fish being taken chiefly at and below Salmon
Falls, in the upper part of Calais and St. Stephen, as they were making their way
up the rapids. It was then the custom for residents of the neighbouring country to
resort to this favoured spot at the proper season, for the purpose of obtaining
supplies for their own use, and some market fishing was also engaged in. The
fishery was carried on principally by means of dip nets, and while no records have
been preserved to show the quantity actually caught in any year, statements
recently secured from persons then living in the vicinity, furnish ample proof that
the salmon ascended this river in extraordinary numbers. Daily catches of at least
100 barrels have been reported, and it is also stated that a single individual would
occasionally obtain as many as 50 to 100, and even more, salmon in the same length
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of time by the use of dip nets only. Large quantities were speared by the Indians,
and gill nets and traps were early introduced for their capture in the tidal part of
the river.

Until 1825 the salmon are said to have had a free passage-way to their spawn.
ing grounds, but in that year the first closed dam was built, at the head of tide,
which remained unprovided with a fishway for many years. Although a few salmon
were able to work over it at high water, it acted virtually as a check upon their
movements, and in connection with pollutions and the extensive fishing then being
carried on was the means of diminishing their numbers at a rapid rate. In 1850 it
was estimated that the catch for the entire river did not exceed 200, and during the
next 15 years the quantity taken annually remained very small, amounting in some
seasons to only about 100. In 1866 and 1867 an increase was reported. Since thon
the catch has fluctuated from year to year, but no complete statistics of the same
have been obtainable. The run is still so smail, however, as to bear no comparison
with its condition in the early part of the century. None of the lower dams bas
been without a fishway since 1869, however, and the failure of the stock to replenish
more rapidly must be charged against the excessively polluted and encumbered con-
dition of the river due mainly to the saw-mills.

The legitimate market fishery for salmon during recent years bas been limited
to a few trap nets located on the Maine side between The Ledge and Red Beach, and
a few gill nets used chiefly in the upper part of tidal water at Calais and St.
Stephen. Poaching is also carried on more or lefs extensively above the Calais-St.
Stephen bridge by means of nets, and in the pools about the dams, by different
methods. Very little fishing was ever done above Salmon Falls, nor do the fish seem
to be sought for at present in any of the upper waters.

The St. Croix River receives a number of tributary streams which are said to
be suited to the spawning habits of the salmon, and to some of these the fish are
known to have resorted formerly. These streams all enter the main river above the
Calais-St. Stephen set of dams, the lower two being the Magurrewock, on the Maine
side, in the upper part of Calais, and the Moannes, on the New Brunswick side,
opposite Baring, Me. The entire distribution of the spawning grounds of this
species, however, bas never been accurately determined. Salmon have been seen in
the past as far up as Vanceboro' on the east branch, and in the upper part of Grand
Lake Stream, on the west branch, but only a very few examples have been authori-
tatively identified from those places. To what extent they may have entered the
lakes at the head of both branches is unknown, but it is probable that the bulk of
the spawning was accomplished in lower tributaries.

Shad.-Shad were very plentiful in the St. Croix River before the construction
of the lower or Union dam in 1825, and made their way over Salmon Falls in large
numbers, being captured there in the same manner as the salmon. We have not
been able to obtain any i-eliable information respecting their subsequent history,
except that they rapidly disappeared, and for some years have been practically
absent from the river, although a very few are observed occasionally. Their virtual
extermination may readily be accounted for on the very plausible supposition that
their original spawning grounds were located in that part of the main river above
Salmon Falls, which is now more or less covered by the beds of saw-mill refuse
and bark. The very foul condition of the water may also tend to hold them
back, and their natural timidity, much greater than that of the salmon or ale-
wives, may deter them from making use of the fishways through the dams.

Alewives.-The alewife is the third species of fish of anadromous habit which
used to pass the tidal limit at Calais and St. Stephen, and find at least a part of its
spawning grounds above Salmon Falls, at which place it was captured in immense
quantities every seaison. Like the salmon and the shad, its ascent of the main river
was impeded for a long period by the dam at Union Mills, but since the introduction
of the tishway there it bas renewed its upward movement, although in greatly
diminished numbers. Its abundance is said to have fluctuated from time to time,
but during the past few years a more marked increase has been reported from
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several sources. Nothing definite could be learned respecting the present limit of
its migrations up stream. Large quantities are seon every season both below and
above Union Dam, and some have been noticed in places higher up the river, but if
large schools now ascend beyond the upper dams at Milltown, that fact has escaped
general observation. It is probable, however, that many do reach the still water
above. The alewives have been less affected by the obstructions and pollutions than
either the salmon or the shad, as they have had more or less uninterrupted access,
for spawning purposes, to a number of tributary streams which enter the St. Croix
River below Calais and St. Stephen. Their extermination in the St. Croix River
system has thereby been prevented, and they bave continued present in greater or
less abundance. This species is not regarded with the same favour now as formerly
in this region, and gives rise to only a limited fishery. Small quantities are taken
in the few weirs above Red Beach, Maine, on Porter's Mill Stream, New Brunswick,
and probably also in some other places.

Land-locked Salmon and Brook Trout.-Besides the sea salmon, the important
game fishes found in the St. Croix River system are the land-locked salmon (Salmo
salar sebago) and the brook trout (Salvelinusfontinalis). The " togue " or lake trout
(Cristivomer namayeush) should probably also be included in this category. The land-
locked salmon belong to both series of lakes forming the headwaters of the St. Croix
River, but we did not learn of their presence in cither the east or west branch
except as they may possibly enter them for spawning purposes. Some of the lakes
are much better suited to them than others, in which they may be scarce or practi-
cally lacking; and there are also certain streams which are better adapted to their
spawning, the most noteworthy being Grand Lake stream of' the western system.
The land-locked salmon have everywhere decreased greatly in abundance, and at
the present time they are said to be far less common in the eastern than in the
western lakes. We were unable to obtain much information respecting them in the
Eastern Grand Lakes heyond the commonly accepted fact that they were at one
time very abundant there and quite generally distributed. Two of their principal
spawning streams have been the one connecting Grand Lake with Mud Lake, and
that draining the latter lake both of which are now obstructed by dams at or near
their entrances, the former Leing aiso seriously affected by tannery refuse below
Forest City, These agencies alone would have been sufficient to cause the present
depletion in both the lakes mentioned, and it is said that the dams and tannery at
Vanceboro' have had a similar influence upon the fish in the lower lake.

Brook trout are reported to bave been very plentiful at one time throughout
the St. Croix River system in all of the many situations favourable to their exist-
ence. A marked decrease was reported by all of our informants, and, as this can
be traced only in part to the pollution of the water, it bas probably been caused
chiefly by over-fishing and the extensive log-driving.

The "togue" occur in parts of both the Eastern and Western Grand Lakes,
where they are fished for to some extent by trolling, but mainly by the use of lines
through the ice in winter.

Marketfishing in the Grand Lakes.-A very small amount of market fishing is
carried on in the Eastern Grand Lakes by means of nets, the principal species said
to be so taken being pike (Lucius), white perch, suckers and whitefish, which are
shipped through Vanceboro' to different places in Maine and to Boston. While this
method of fishing has been permitted in New Brunswick waters, it is prohibited on
the Maine side, but the state law is said to be constantly evaded. The nets are
employed mainly, if not entirely, in the lower shallow lakes, where excessive fish-
ing by that method could not fail to have a serious result. The pike and white
perch can readily be caught by means of hooks, a method followed to seme extent
in the Western Grand Lakes, especially through the ice in winter.

NAVIGATION.

On the St. Croix River system above Calais and St. Stephen the means of water
communication are very limited, and have been utilized only to a slight extent. In
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the upper part of tidal water, however, certain conditions prevail which affect navi-
gation as well as the fisheries so seriously as to call for radical measures of relief in
the interests of both. The conditions in question have been brought about by the
practice, which still continues, of allowing the rubbish from the saw-mills near at
hand to pass into the stream. The natural result has been to cause a general filling
of the river bed from near the head of tide to the neighbourhood of The Ledge, a
distance of about four and a half miles, thereby occasioning much inconvenience to the
extensive shipping trade which centres at Calais and St. Stephen. As the exports
from those two places consist chiefly of lumber, the product of the mills from which
the refuse is derived, and the shipping and manufacturing interests are, therefore,
p'ractically identical, there is less local complaint with respect to this source of
annoyance than would otherwise be the case. Many vessels, especially the larger
ones and those not acquainted with the region, receive their cargoes at The Ledge,
where there is good anchorage, while others proceed to the wharfs above, which
they must approach at high water, as they become stranded on the soft bottom
when the tide recedes. The Eastport-Calais steamer, drawing 5j feet at the time of
our visit, makes use of two wharfs, an upper one near the bridge, which is the
only convenient landing place for freight, and a second one nearly 1¾ miles further
down. Between thirty and forty years ago, it is stated on good authority, a steamor
of the same draught had no difficulty in making the upper wharf at all times except
during extreme low spring tides. At present there is only about 3 feet of water
abreast of that wharf at ordinary low tide, and for many years the lower wharf has
been utilized for landing passengers when the tide serves badly. Some fifteen years
ago it is reported that the depth of water in front of this wharf was about 12 feet;
now the regular passenger steamer often grounds there even an hour or more before
low tido, and it is not ail unusual event for through passengers bound for Boston or
St. John to lose their railroad connections in consequence.

The testimony of the older residents of Calais and St. Stephen, respecting the
changes which have taken place during their experience, in the depth of water off
and about the wharfs was found to be so confiieting that no satisfactory conclusions
could be deduced from their several statements in that regard. Our inquiries,
therefore, were extended to include a detailed hydrographic survey of this part of
the river, in order to obtain data for comparison with the results of earlier govern.
ment investigations in the same region, as described below.

OBSTRUCTIONS AND POLLUTIONS.

Natural obstructions.-None of the falls and rapids on the St. Croix River were
sufficiently high and abrupt, in their natural condition, to prevent the ascent of the
anadromous fishes. Salmon Falls did impede their passage to a certain extent,
thereby causing them to congregate in considerable abundance in the pools below
and on its slope and affording fishermen convenient opportunities to decimate their
numbers, but they were able to surmount this swift water and to reach their spawn-
ing grounds above. Sprague's Falls and Grand Falls, higher up the river, are also
said not to act as barriers, at least as regards the salmon, the only species that re-
quires access to the upper strcams.

Dams.-Beginning at the head of tide water is a series of four dams, designed
to control the water power lying between the upper part of Calais, Maine, and Mill-
town and the upper part of St. Stephen, New Brunswick. These dams, named in
the order of their succession from below, are designated as Union Dam, Cotton Mill
Dam, Third Dam, and Fourth Dam. The first and the last two were constructed
early in this century, Union Dam in 1825. Cottoi Mill Dam was erected in 1881,
and was built to conform to the irregular outline of Salmon Falls, which it almost
completely covers. Until 1869 Union Dam remained without a fishway, and during
that period it was, therefore, a serious obstruction to the ascent of ail anadromous
fishes, although salmon are said to have made their way over it to a limited extent
at times of very high tide.
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The Cotton Mill Dam has had a suitable fishway since the fall of 1881, but the
latter is located alongside of the mill with its lower entrance just below the outlet
of the drain through which the waste from the mill empties into the river. For
convenience in driving logs past this dam, a chute has recently been excavated
through the solid rock on the Maine side of the river. Although the water rushes
through it at a rapid rate, its incline is not so great but that it may be used by the
salmon, which are reported to have been seen ascending it, and the opinion generally
prevails that it is better adapted to their wants than the ladder on the other side.
Unfortunately, however, during times of drought it becomes necessary to place a
temporary dam at the head of the chute, thereby entirely cutting off its flow of
water.

The third and fourth dams consist essentially each of two wing dams, one
extending offshore and up stream from eaeh side of the river, and having an open
channel between which entirely obviates the necessity for fishways. These pas-
ageways, however, are liable to be choked with logs and we found the upper one
entirely impassable for fish from this cause at the time of our visit. Log booms
could readily be arranged to prevent this occurrence.

A fifth dam is located at Baring, Maine, 51 miles above the Calais-St. Stephen
Bridge, and although it extends practically across the river, much water is said to
escape around the Baring end at some seasons. There is also fishway of suitable
pattern near the centre of the dam, but it is reported to be generally out of repair.

No other dams are encountered until near the head of each branch. At Vance-
boro', on the east branch, there are two dams, one with a fishway at the tannery,
and another about 500 yards farther up stream. The latter, used in connection with
log driving, has no fishway, but is provided with 5 gates, one or more of which are
supposed to be open at all times except during a few weeks in the spring. Following
up through the Eastern Grand Lakes there is a driving dam with 2 gates at the
heads of Grand Lake stream where it leaves Mud Lake, and a similar dam with one
gate, used also by a saw-mill and tannery, at Forest City. The gates in both of these
dams were shut down at the time of our visit, and, judging from appearances, they
had been closed for a long time. AbQve Forest City the only obstructions of this
character are small driving dams in many of the streams flowing into the severai
lakes.

At Princeton, just below thehead of west branch, there is a combination driving
and power dam, with an elaborate fishway now in poor condition. The next dam
is at the head of the Western Grand Lake stream, and is provided with log gates
oniy. Many of the streams tributary to the Western Grand Lakes also have log
driving dams the same as on the eastorn system.

We find. therefore, that, with one exception, all of the dams reaching entirely
across stream on the main St. Croix River and its west branch are provided with
fishways, for the most part of suitable design, although some improvements in that
respect are advisable and insufficient steps have heretofore been taken to insure
their proper maintenance.

The dams at Vanceboro' and Forest City, those ut the head of both Grand Lake
streams, and some of the driving dams in the tributaries of the lakes, having no fish-
ways, may be closed entirely for any length of time at the option of their owners,
and might, therefore, readily be made to interfere with the spawning movements of
the land-locked salmon and trout, but to what extent this may have taken place it
bas been impossible to ascertain.

Saw-mill refuse.-Ever since the beginning of the milling industry on this river,
at the commencement of the present century, it has been the custom for the difforent
saw-mills to allow the waste produced in cutting lumber to fall into the water, as
the most convenient means of disposing of it. The result of this practice, long con-
tinued, has been to bring about conditions in certain parts of the river which are
detrimental to other interests. This bas been especially the case in the vicinity of
Calais and St. Stephen, where both the fisheries and navigation have been seriously
affected. The principal saw-mills in _ this neighbourhood are located ut
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Union, Third, and Fourth dams, from about two-thirds of a mile to one and two-
third miles above the Calais-St. Stophen Bridge. Other milLs are situated at Baring,
about three and one-half miles farther up the river.

The part of the river containing Union, Third, and Fourth dams is much con-
stricted and descends rapidly, producing continuously swift water throughout nearly
the entire distance. Consequently a large proportion of the saw-mill refuse entering
the water in this district finds its way directly into the tidal part of the river where
much of it falls to the bottom, the remainder being carried seaward and soon dissi-
pated.

The saw-mill waste consists of saw-dust, edgings,slabs, and other pieces of wood,
planer shavings, shingle saw-dust, bark, &o. Formerly ail of such waste that could
not be utilized was dumped into the river. In 1871 a law was passed by the state
of Maine which prohibited this practice, but no attention seems to have been paid
to it until about 1883. At that time the mill owners on both sidos of the river
united, in their own interest, to partly remedy the matter by withholding ail kinds
of waste except saw-dust, as the floating wood set adrift at one dam caused more or
less annoyance to the milis on the next dam below. The reason assigned for not
also retaining the saw-dust was that the mills were not suitably constructed to per-
mit of so doing, the saws being placed so near the level of the water that no device
could be interposed to catch and hold it. At present, therefore, it is intended that
only the saw-dust shall enter the river from the mills, the coarser kinds of refuse
being burned or otherwise disposed of on the land, although a relatively small quan-
tity continues to escape.

Bark is one of the most obnoxious features in ail rivers, where lumbering is
carried on extensively, and in the past large quantities wero undoubtedly thrown
out from the mills in question. The principal source of this nuisance, however, is
furnished by the floating logs before they reach the mills, and for this no remedy
can be suggested. The bottom of the river in many places is said to bu much en-
encumbered by this class of rubbish.

The effect produced at Calais and St. Stephon by the throwing of saw-mill refuse
into the river is manifested in two ways: first, by the formation of extensive beds of
extraneous matten on the bottom; and, second, by what may be regarded as an
actual pollution of the water. The beds of edgings, saw-dust, &c., occupy a consider-
able area between the several mill-dams wherever the conditions are such as to cause
their retention, the rubbish being piled many feet deep in piaces, as between the
Cotton Mill Dam and Fourth Dam. Through this mass the swift current cuts deep
and narrow channels, on either side of which the soft material reaches nearly or
quite to the surface of the water.

At the Calais-St. Stephen Bridge, in tidal water, the deposits begin again and
continue to near The Ledge, their extent and depth varying in different places in
accordance with the contour of the bottom and the winding. of the channel. The
original river bed has been very greatly altered by this means, to the serious detri-
ment especially of navigation. The edgings, slabs and bark constitute the most
objectionable features of the saw-mill waste in this respect, as they tend to mat
toget.er, and after becoming water-logged and massed upon the bottom they are
exceedingly difficult to move. They aiso serve to collect and hold the saw-dust and
silt, which fill the interspaces and help to solidify the banks. As the saw-dust retains
its buoyancy for a longer time than the coarser materials, it is carried farthest
down stream, where it largely predominates.

The deposition and consequently the accumulation of saw-mill refuse takes
place mainly during the seasons of low water in the river. The freshets and moving
ice tend to remove it, and naturally have the greatest effect upon the sawdust and
other lighter materials. The fact that the beds of rubbish persist throughout the
year, however, clearly indicates that in the long run the influence of the freshets
has not been adequate to overcome the effects produced by the outpourings of so
many mills. In consequence of the reform instituted about 1883, through the agency
of the mill owners, whereby only the saw-dust is allowed to enter the water, it is
claimed locally that the chief objection raised to the practice of so disposing of the
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waste has been removed, and that the scouring action of the freshets each season is
sufficient for the removal of all accumulations which took place during the year
preceding. The results of a recent examination tend, in a measure, to substantiate
this belief as regards the tidal part of the river.

That part of the river lying between The Ledge and the Calais-St. Stephen bridge
was made the subject of a hydrographic survey in 1873, under the direction of Gen-
eral George Thom, of the Engineer Corps, United States Army, and again in 1887
by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. In order to determine the condi-
tion of the channel at the time of our inquiry, two investigations were conducted
by the United States Fish Commission, in 1893 and 1894 respectively. The
former was designed to disclose the thickiess of the beds of saw-mill waste by probing,
while the latter was carried on in accordance with the same plan as the surveys of
the Engineer Corps and Coast Survey.

A comparison of the data furnished by those surveys affords the following
results, the figures being for the width of the channel between low water mark on
either side: In accordance with the survey of 1873 the volume of water within these
limits was 4,914,192 cubic yards; by the observations of 1887 this volume was re-
duced to 3,824,901 cubie yards, showing a filling in during that period to the extent
of 1,089,285 cubie yards. The Fish Commision survey of 1894, however, indicates
a volume of 5,083,166 cubic yards of water, an increase since 1873 of 168,974 cubie
yards, and since 1887 of 1,258,259 cabie yards. Owing to the more or less yielding
character and constant shifting of the refuse beds. it cannot be assumed that the
increase or decrease in their extent bas continued uniformly, but the figures given
above are at least significant of changes which have taken place, and point to a marked
improvement in the condition of the river channel since the courser refuse has been
withheld. Notwithstanding the general improvement thus demonstrated, however,
the continued grounding of the passenger steamer on the saw-dust beds off the lower
Calais wharf at very low water, and its inability to reach the upper landing at lower
stages of the tide than formerly, show that the same benefits have not been felt in
all locations.

The general tendency of the ebb tide current is to deposit the saw-dust along or
near the shores, while, in dry weather at least, the flood tide lifts the upper layers
of these beds and carries them up and out into the stream until, becoming again
saturated, the material fails to the bottom throughout the deeper portions of the
channel. The wide distribution of the saw-dust is, therefore, aided by the alter-
nating effects of the ebb and flood tide.

After a thorough consideration of the facts briefly set forth above and in spite
of the favourable showing by the survey of 1894, we have been forced to the con-
clusion that the continued disposition through the agency of the river of even the
saw-dust alone is detrimental to the intereste of both navigation and the fisheries.
While the former suffers through the changes produced in the configuration of the
bottom, we are not prepared to say whether the deposits of saw-dust in tidal waters
actually interfere with the movements of the anadromous fishes or not. Their
spawning grounds naturally lie above the influence of salt water, and their impulse
is simply to pass through this portion of the river. By its polluting influence, however
the saw-dust certainly affects their welfare adversely. On both tides the water is more
or less heavily charged with the fine particles of suspended woody fibre, which, in
accordance with the degree of their saturation, are scattered through the different
levels from top to bottom. The appearance of the stream is sufficient to indicate its
uninviting condition, even had the pernicious effect of this character of pollution
not previously been studied and demonstrated Dy others.

The anadromous fishes which ascend the river as far as Calais and St. Stephen
must, at least, pass the lower or Union Dam to reach their spawning grounds.
Those of the salmon occur in tributary steams, the lowest of which enters above
Fourth Dam. The places which have been resorted to by the alewives and shad
for spawning purposes are not definitely known, but it is possible that formerly one
or other of those species found the conditions suitable between the cotton mill and
fourth dam, although this je merely conjecture. Taking the most favourable view of
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the case, however, all of the species in question would have to work their way
past the four dams, encountering the same character of impediments as in the upper
tidal waters, but in a greatly aggravated form-much narrower channels and a
larger amount of suspended matorial. A few salmon and alewives still make the
passage, but the shad, a more timid- species, bas ceased to frequent these waters.

Nothing positive bas been learned respecting the present condition of the salmon
tributaries, but they wili piobably demand some attention in case steps are taken to
increase the supply. The spawning grounds of the shad and, to some extent, those
of the alewives must have been located in the main river, where they have been
more or less covered and damaged by the saw-mill refuse and the bark from floating
logs.

There is only one saw-mill on the river above Baring, located at the head of
west branch, in the town of Princeton, where ail the waste is thrown into the
stream. There are no sources if pollution of this character on east branch below
the lakes.

Cotton Mill.-The only other impnrtant source of pollution on this river system
below Vanceboro' and Princeton seems to be the large cotton mill (St. Croix Cotton
Mill) situated in Milltown, N.B., by the side of the second dam at Salmon Falls.
The testimony relative to the effects produced by the drainage from this mill is con-
flicting, and we were unable to remain a sufficient length of time on the spot to make
our examination either thorough or conclusive.

The liquid waste passes out through a single drain having its outlet at the base
of the dam near the mill, about 100 feet above the pool from which the fishway
makea its ascent, although it is nearly 100 feet farthor, around the edge of a rocky
ledge, to the actual entrance to the fishway.

The bulk of the coarser sediment is supposed to be stopped by a catch basin
extending below the level of the drain, but the sewage which escapes undoubtedly
contains the usual quantity of chemical matter, both in solution and in suspension,
composing the waste in ail manufactories of this character. Although a list of the
different chemicals employed in connection with the dyeing and bleaching processes,
together with a statement of the quantity of each expended during stated periods,
was furnished us, we had no means of determuining the amount, character or strength
of the mixtures when discharged from the vats.

A supply of pure water is said to enter the drain continuously from the river
above the dam, filling it to a depth of about 6 inches, and serving both to flush it
and to dilute its impurities. Sewage from one source or another also passes into the
drain at practically ail times when the mill is in operation, but the amouit is much
greater sometimes than at others. Moreover, a large part of this sewage consiste of
the water used in washing the yarns after bleaching and dyeing, and contains only a
relatively small amount of foreign matter.

The harm caused by the sewage from the mill urider present arrangements
relates not so much to the general pollution of the water, even in the vicinity of the
mill, as to the effect produced in driving the fish away from the pool through which
they gain acces to the fishway. The discoloured water from this source cnu often
be distinguished for a considerable distance below the outlet of the drain. When the
river is high, especially in the spring, the volume of water discharged over the dam
becomes so groat that the influence of the sewage must be imperceptible, but during
the months when the salmon are working up stream the water is comparatively low
and may become very low in the latter part of the season. It was in this condition
at the time of our visit, in the early part of August, 1893.

The sewage does not, directly at least, effect the entrance to the log chute on
the opposite side of the river, but the passage of water through that channel may
be cut off for a considerable period during each year, as explained above. The pool
below the cotton mill, however, bas been and still romains the natural collecting
place for the salmon before attempting to ascend the fall now capped by the high
dam, and it seems to us that no botter position could be selected for the fishway than
the one it now occupies.
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In Great Britain. where the subject has been carefully studied, the practice of
allowing the waste products from cotton mills to pass into streams containing
important fisheries has been condemned as prejudicial to the latter.

Tanneries.-The first tanneries encountered, in ascending the St. Croix River,
are located at the head of east branch and of west branch, in the towns of Vance-
boro' and Princeton respectively There is one such establishment at each of those
places and also one at Forest City, above Vanceboro', and another on Grand Lake
Stream, above Princeton. 1

The waste products derived from these tanneries are as follows: The salt liquid
iesulting from the first soaking of the skins in water; the lime liquor in which the
skins are immersed in order to swell them and loosen the hair, the fleshings and hair
resulting frorn the scraping of the skins; the waste tan liquor; the tan bark after
leaching; and the water used in washing the skins after scraping and after their
removal from the tan vats.

According to the report of the British Royal Commission of 1n65, appointed to
investigate the question of river pollution, " Outside the tanning community itself
there can be but one opinion, which is, that the refuse matters from a tan-yard are
disgusting in a high degree, and should on no account be allowed to pass into rivers."

It was formerly the custom at the several tanneries on the St. Croix River system
to dispose practically of all refuse through the medium of the adjacent stream, as
the most convenient means of effecting its removal. The result of this practice, as
in the case of the saw-mills, was manifested in two ways, by the deposition of much
sediment upon the bottom and by the actual pollution of the water. The former
effect was produced by the dumping of the exhausted tan bark, enormous quantities
of whieh were disposed of in this way, and it has been permanent. Carried down by
the current it has found lodging places in the eddies and still waters, where, in some
places, extensive banks have thus been formed. The fleshings have also stranded
under the same conditions, and, retaining their foulness for long periods, have con-
tributed materially, it is said, toward injuring many of the spawning beds of the
land-locked salmon and brook trout. The other kinds of refuse, being in liquid-
form, have only a transitory influence, the extent of which is to be measured by the
frequency as well as the amount of their discharge.

Within a few years the more serious features of this practice have been
remedied. The bark, fleshings, and hair are no longer allowed to pass into the water,
although occasional infractions of the rule are reported. The bark is now utilized
as fuel and the fleshings, to some extent, as fertilizer. It is also claimed that the
diseharge of tan liquor has mainly been stopped, being returned again to the leaches
after each using. The sewage at present consists, therefore, principally of the
liquor from the soaking vatm, and the waters used in successive washings. The
relatively.small percentage of chemicals and of animal impurities contained in these
liquids, taken in connection with the small number and isolated position of the tan-
neries, makes it improbable that this source of pollution is very important at the
present time, but it is deemed advisable that all liquids discharged from these tan-
neries should be rendered entirely innocuous, if possible, by some system of filtra-
tion or precipitation.

The harm caused by the tanneries has been donc mainly in the past, and is
irremedial as regards the tan bark at least. The injury produced by this substance,
as well as by the other kinds of tannery refuse has been especially severe in the
Western Grand Lake stream and in the stream and lake below Forest City, where
the abundance of the land-locked salmon more particularly has been affected by this
means, although the brook trout has undoubtedly suffered much, if not equally, from
the same cause.

Less is known respecting the former distribution and movements of ýthese
species in the vicinity of Vanceboro' and Princeton, but the 'testimony tends to show
that one or both of them once frequented those localities within the area affected by
tannery refuse, and while a few trout may still be taken there, the land-locked
salmon has disappeared.
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In case the sea salmon had spawning grounds in either of the lake systems, as
seems probable to some extent, that species must also have felt the influence of this
polluting agency.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS.

The results of our inquiries on the St. Croix River system may be summarized.
as follows:-

The salmon, shad, and alewives formerly ascended the St. Croix River in very
large numbers and had important spawning grounds above the limits of tide water
at Calais and St. Stephen. The abundance of each of those species, however, bas
decreased so greatly, begiuning in the early part of the century, that of the salmon
and alewives, only :mall annual runs have taken place for many years, while the
shad bas become virtually exterminated. The agencies chiefly concerned in causing
this decrease have been the dams, the waste from saw-mills and other sources, and
over fishing, the most of which have been remedied in part, but not nearly to the
extent required for the replenishment or even for the rapid increase of the supply.

It scems probable that the original spawning grounds of the shad and alewives
have been more or less permently injured by deposits of bark and saw-mill refuse, and
that the condition of the salmon streams has been impaired in many ways. The
salmon is much the most important of these anadromous fishes and the one most
deserving of' attention, but whatever measures are taken in its interest will also
benefit the others. While the alewives have cornparatively little market value
in this region, their importance as an article of food for several of the salt water
species makes their preservaticn on a large scale exceedingly desirable.

The land-locked salmon and brook trout, important anci at one time common
game fishes, the former restricted to some of the lakes an i connecting streams at
the head of both branch rivers, the latter having a wide-spread distribution, have
both greatly decreased. This is supposed to bave been due to the combined influ-
ence of tannery and saw-mill waste, the smaller dams in the upper part of the system,
and overfisbing.

Net fishing for pike. white perch, suckers, and whitefish is carried on in some
of the Eastern Grand Lakes, in which, owing to their smail size and slight depth,
the stock is said to have been much reduced and to be in danger of becoming prac-
ticallyexhausted. look and line fishing for the same species, exclusive of the
whitefish, is fol'lowed on the lower of the Western Grand Lakes, and this method
should also be adapted to the eastern chain.

The St. Croix River system presents exceptional advantages for the development
of an important sport tisbery, wbich, under judicious management, could not fail to
secure much greater local benefits than any market fishery which these waters
might be expected to support. We are, therefore, of the opinion that 'the entire
river system, as regards its fishes, should be considered primarily from that stand-
point. This would involve the limitation of salmon fishing and of fishing for ail
species in the fresh waters to hook and line methods, the enactment of other proper
regulations, the improvement of the condition of the waters, and the increase of the
more important species by artificial means.

We find that navigation in the upper part of tidal waters has been impeded
during a long term of years through the deposition of refuse materials coming from
the saw-mills, and while the conditions bave been somewhat improved as a whole
by the withholding of the coarser kinds of refuse since about 1883, adequate relief
cannot be secured until the practice of allowing any waste of this character to pass
into the water has been entirely stopped.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

In conformity with the statements and suggestions made above, the folluwing
remedial measures are recommended:-

1. That the disposai, through the medium of water, of all kinds of saw-mill
refuse be prohibited throughout the entire river system. Saw-dust is the only kind
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of such refuse now understood to be disposed of in this manner, and its retention
on land can undoubtedly be provided for at comparatively slight expense, as bas
been done in other places.

2. That all extraneous material encumbering the channel of the river in tidal
water between the Calais-St. Stephen Bridge and The Ledge, and resulting from the
deposition of saw-mill refuse, be removed. This measure is requested in the interest
especially of navigation, but there is no doubt that the fisheries would also be benefited
thereby. We do not consider, however, that such a stop would be justifiable while
the pi:actice of allowing said refuse to escape into the river still continues. It would
also be of great advantage to the fisheries if the beds of saw-mill refuse occurring
between Union Dam and Fourth Dam, above tidal waters, could be removed to the
extent of providing, at least, a wider and more direct channel for the passage of
salmon.

3. That the sewage from the St. Croix cotton mill be disposed of in such manner
as to prevent any harmful influence upon the salmon in that vicinity during their
ascent of the river.

4. That the tanneries be prohibited from using the streams adjacent to them
for the disposal of tan bark, tan liquor, fleshings, hair or other refuse which may be
deleterious to fishes. All liquids from the washings of the hides, containing any
harmful ingredients, should be purified before being allowed to enter the stream.

5. That all fishways and passageways through the several dams be placed in
good repair and be nodified, where necessary, to insure their greater efficiency; and
that, subsequently, they be maintained in proper condition, and their approaches
kept clear of drift materials. The construction of all new dams should be subject to
government authority, and should conform to such requirements in each case as the
circumstance may warrant.

6. That in the case of all log-driving dams, provision be made to keep one or
more of the gates open at all times when their use is not actually required in connec-
tion with the driving of logs.

7. That in those streams to which the salmon resort for spawning purposes all
sources of pollution be restrained, and all obstructions and existing impurities be
removed so far as possible.

8. That net fishing be prohibited throughout the fresh water of the system.
9. That the capture of salmon in the neighbourhood of their spawning grounds

and in the approaches to fishways, or by any means except hook and line, be pro-
hibited.

10. That appropriate and uniform regulations be established with respect to all
classes of fishing in the fresh waters of the system, the same having reference to
methods and extent of fishing, close seasons, &c.

11. That, in the event of the removal of all obstructions and polluting agencies,
and the establishment and enforcement of suitable regulations, the increase of the
supply of both salmon and land-locked salmon by artificial means, be attempted
through the co-operation of the two goveruments.

PASSAMAQUODDY BAY AND VICINITY.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WATERS.

The boundary waters which it is necessary to consider in connection with
Passamaquoddy Bay and vicinity are confined within an area extending from West
Quoddy Head, in Maine, to Point Lopreau, in New Brunswick, and from Grand
Manan to the vicinity of Robbinston, Maine. The shores are irregular and broken with
numerous headlands and bays, while the waters are studded with islands, both large
and small, offering many facilities for the prosecution of the characteristic fisheries
of the region. The rise and fall of the tide varies from 15 to 26 feet, causing strong
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currents of very complex distribution. These conditions are especially favourable
for the method of fishing with brush weirs which has been found most efficient in
catching the small herring with which the region teems. The district is distinguished
as being the centre of the sardine canning industry. Upon the Maine shore there
were in 1895, 36 canneries, einploying 4,564 hands, which turned out a product of
682,040 cases, valued at $1,644,379. On the Canadian side there is in this region
but one sardine cannery.

FISHES AND FISHERIES.

The principal fishes of the Passamaquoddy region are as follows
lerring (Clupea harengus), hake (Phycis tenuis and Phycis chuss), pollock

(Pollachius virens), haddock (Melanogrammis aeglifinus), cod (Gadus callarias,) smelt
(Osmerus nordax), and lobsters (Homarus anericanus).

Ilerring.-The herring is by far the most important species, and the prosperity
of the fishing communities depends almost entirely on its abundance. The line
fisherman finds it the most readily procured and serviceable bait, and moreover, the
abundance of the species which he seeks is largely rogulated by its presence or
absence. When, for any reason, the great schools of herring ftail to appear, the cod,
the haddock and especially the pollock are less plentiful, being largely dependent
upon these schools for food. The lobsterman also has difficulty in prosecuting his
calling when the herring are scarce.

The immense quantity of young herring now used in the production of sardines,
in addition to the large ones smoked and pickled, has made the species of vastly
greater commercial importance than all the others of the region. For two reasons
then, its own importance for food, and its value as a bait in the prosecution of the
lino fishery for pollock, haddock and cod, the prosperity of the fishing communities
of the ragion, and of others depending largelyon tnem, is governed by the condition
of the herring supply.

The herring here occurring is the same species which bas long constituted an
important item in the wealth of certain countries of Northern Europe. On the
Atlantic coast of North America its southern, limit appears to be in the vicinity of
Block Island, although small bodies are eccasionally seen further south, while to the
north it is known to extend well up the Labrador coast.

Although other places may be more important for the catch of adults, Passama-
quoddy Bay stands pre-eminent in respect to the abundance of young herring, such
as are used in the production of sardines. Formerly these herring, from 6 to 10
inches long, were in demand for the manufacture of oil, but it was not until the
perfection of the canning process in 1878 that their great value for canning was
recognized. They remain in the vicinity of Passamaquoddy Bay throughout the
year, but during the cooler and rougher months they do not approach the shore so
closely as to be taken in the weirs in any considerable quantity.

Much apprehension has a.t various times existed among fishermen and dealers
concerning the effect of the sardine industry upon the supply of herring, it being pre-
dicted that the continued capture of such enormous quantities of immature fish must
exhaust the supply. Our observations lead us to believe that these apprehensions
are not so far warranted. Taking into consideration the entire Passamaquoddy region
before described, more herring were taken in 1894 and 1895 than ever before; this was
especially the case with sardine herring, many more being caught than could be
utilized by the canneries, notwithstanding the fact that the pack was unprecedented.
In consequence of this, many of the weirs were rarely fished, although containing
an abundance of herring. The young of other fishes, such as alewives, pollock,
hake and mackerel are occasionally taken with the herring in the weirs but never in
great quantities.

Those who were apprehensive of a failure held that the catch was kept up by an
increase in the number of weirs, and not by the maintenance of an average catch
per weir. An examination of the records shows this assumption to be totally
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unwarranted. Since 1879, when the sardine industry began to assume considerable
proportions, the total catch bas increased in a greater proportian than the number
of weirs. In 1879 and 1880 the average yield per weir was 80 hhd., irrespective of
the use to which the herring was put; in 1893 the average was 148 hhd.; 'while in
1895 the average was no less than 171 hhd. per weir. Recent advices from East-
port and Lubec state that the young herring have this year appeared at those points
in unprecedented abundance, and some of the canneries have obtained part of their
supply by simply dipping their fish from the wharfs by means of dip nets. A
careful consideration of this whole subject, carried on since 1893, indicates that with
the present conditions there is no need for alarm concerning the supply of young
herring.

The smoked herring trade is now of less importance than it was formerly, but
it still gives employment to a number of persons. The centres of the smoking
industry are at Lubec and Grand Manan, but smoke-houses are scattered at intervals
along the entireshore of the Passamaquoddy district.

Herring are not now salted or pickled to any great extent in this region, the
industry being much less extensive than formerly when large quantities were
imported from the Magdalen Islands to Eastport to be cured, their transportation
and handling giving employment to a number of vessels and men. No pickling her-
ring are now brought from a distance, the supply being derived mainly from Grand
Manan and the spawning gkounds near Machias. When regular runs of the fine
"Quoddy River " herring occurred they were used mainly for pickling, but for a
number of years this run of fish bas been practically absent.

Winter herring.-The fishery for winter herring began to attract attention about
1864 and soon assumed important proportions, reaching its maximum between 1880
and 1885, and ceasing entirely in 1889, owing to the non-appearance of the schools
upon the coast. The winter herring were aduit fish, which were shipped to market
in a frozen condition, and were used either for food or for bait in the line fisheries.

It would seem that these schools of winter herring appeared first off Grand
Manan, soon afterwards at Campobello, thence moving into St. Andrew's Bay; some-
time the schools would divide, a portion only entering St. Andrew's Bay, and another
portion passing on up the Bay of Fundy. Between 1877 and 1883, a change in the
regular habits of these schools began to manifest itself. The date of their first
appearance became gradually later until in 1889, the last year of their occurrence,
they did not arrive at Campobello until about January 10. Coincident with this
retrogression in the date of their arrival they manifested a tendency to remain
further off shore, and the fishery, which was entirely by means of gill-nets, moved
out into deep water also. Though the fish were latterly more difficult to take on
account of their being further off shore, there was no great diminution in their
numbers, and the theory that they were caught up is untenable. The only explana-
tion of their absence since 1889 is that they now spend the winter months elsewhere.
Their actions during the last decade of the fishery closely resembled those which are
said to presage the unexplained periodical disappearance of herring from mome por-
tions of the coast of Europe. It is believed that in the case of the winter herring in
this region we may have a periodicity not before recognized on account of the short
time during which the fishery bas been pursued.

The absence of the winter school of herring bas apparently had no effect upon
the numbers of young herring in the Passamaquoddy district.

line #sherie.-In the Passamaquoddy region, exclusive of Grand Manan, it is
estimated that there are about 1,200 men employed in the hook and line fisheries for
hake, haddock, pollock and cod.

The hake fishery is conducted on the outer shore of Campobello and eastward.
It is a trawl fishery solely, being at its height in J ily and August. The haddock
fishery is next in importance. This species is caught both in the Bay of Fundy and
in the inside waters of Passamaquoddy Bay. The fishery is by means of trawls; it
begins about 15th May and continues sometimes until January. The pollock fishery
appears to be characteristic of the vicinity of Eastport; it is a handline fishery and
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is confined to the inshore grounds. The tish usually arrive about the middle of June
and remain until 25th July, a second school coming about 15th August and lasting
until the end of September. There is no distinct fishery for cod, this species being
taken with the haddock. It appears to be most abundant in the spring.

Smelt.-The smelt fishery in the vicinity of Passamaquoddy Bay is very limited.
At Pembroke and other places in Cobscook Bay, weet of Eastport, some bag net
fishing is done under the ice. The fishery is also followed at some places in New
Brunswick, but the output of the entire region is inconsiderable.

Lobster.--Since the failure of the winter herring fishery in 1889 there has been
a marked increase in the importance of the lobster fishery. For many years, prior
to that time. lobsters had been shipped from this region, but the fishery was carried
on only in the spring, and was confined to the shallow waters near the shores. With
the failure of the winter herring fishery, many men, finding themselves without
employment, turned their attention to the capture of lobsters. They soon found
that traps could be fished profitably in deep water, and the fishery was pushed with
a greatly increased vigour. Although the number of lobster pots, as given in the
statistics for Charlotte County, N.B., shows practically no increase since 1890, there
is no doubt that the traps are fished during a greater portion of the year. Formerly
lobstermen did not go far from home to engage in this work, but now traps are set
all along the coast, fishermen leaving their home waters as soon as a falling off is
manifested there. As a result of this extending of the fishery, the catch was doubled
between 1890 and 1894, while its value was almost trebled. The following table
gives the catch and value for the New Brunswick coast between Grand Manan and
Point Lepreau, for the five years ending with 1894:

Year. Fresh. Canned. Value.Tons. Lbs.

1890....... ....... ....... .................... .. ........ 657 ..... ... . 39,420 00
1891........ .............. .......................... ......... 553 31,056 26,467 84
1892.....,..................................................... 748 1,440 30,131 60
1893....... .. .......... .................................. 944 7,000 76,540 00
1894... . ..... ........................... ........... .... 1,324 3,000 99,720 00

The fishery has assumed an importance which merits attention, and an effort
should be made to regulate its needlessly destructive features, as, wherever the
lobster fishery has been extensively prosecuted, the invariable experience has been
that in the course of time depletion, and often utter failure have followed. The con.
tinued capture of small individuals, which have not yet reached the age of sexual
maturity, cannot do less than precipitate the end. Such lobsters are used only for
canning or for shipment to markets where no size limits are enforced, and the price
which the fishermen receive for them is insignificant and pitiful, when we consider
the effect of their capture upon the fishery and the prices received for the mature
lobster. If permitted a year's further growth many of these " shorts " would be
given a value five or ten times that which the fisherman receives by their premature
capture. Owing to the sedentary habits of the lobster, individuals returned to the
water for further growth would not be likely to stray far from their place of libera-
tion, and the fisherman of any locality where this practice was followed would
themselves reap the benefit of their own forethought and prudence. Most of the
fishermen are in favour of fixing the minimum size at 10½ inches, and a recent
enactment in Maine compels the fishermen to return to the water ail lobsters of less
length. This bas caused the closing of certain lobster canneries in that state, but
bas relieved one of the greatest drains upon the fishery. In Canada lobsters of a
smaller size may be taken. As a consequence the only cannery at Eastport has been
removed to the opposite Canadian shore where they can still continue to capture
undersized and immature lobsters.
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iethods of thefishery.-Herring are taken in weirs and with gill-nets. The weirs
are built of brush and are generally situated in some small cove or on the side of
some point where shelter is to be had and where the tide does not entirely dry out
in the pot; they are roughly constructed by driving in upright stakes, about which
the walls are built by introducing fine fir boughs. They are of no particular shape,
being built to conform to the bottom where they are fished, the mouth of the weir
faces the direction from which the herring are expected to run; the wings are, as a
rule, short, and no attempt is made to lead and hold the fish by any system of hearts
or tunnels such as is done in the ordinary pound net. The fish enter the weirs
during high water, and having passed the wings go directly into the bowl or pot
where they romain. A small seine is then used by the fishermen to capture the fish
which are swiming about in the pot; when thus secured in the seine they are baled
or dipped into the the fishermen's boat. The lino fishery is conducted with tbe
same style of handline and trawl as is used all along the Atlantic Coast. Smelt are
taken under the ice in the ordinary bag nets used for that purpose and with the
hook and the line; they are not often caught in the weirs, as they do not strike in
until that fishery is over. Seines are not used to any extent save for the purpose
of gathering in the herring taken in the weirs.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

International fishery interests in Passamaquoddy Bay and its neighbourhood
are concerned chiefly with the preservation of the herring, and as no decrease of that
species has been proved, beyond the disappearance of the winter school, which can-
not be attributed to over-fishing, it is not considered necessary to suggest any
changes in the methods employed, and the only recommendations made are as
follows:-

1. As the present regulation providing for a close season on the principal
spawning grounds off Grand Manan has undoubtedly been a wise one, and may have,
to some extent, aided in maintaining the supply of herring, it is recommended that
it be continued, and that a similar close season be adopted for a part of the herring
spawning grounds off Machias.

2. It is recommended that a regulation be adopted prohibiting the use of her-
ring for the manufacture of oil or fertilizer.

3. It is recommended that the minimum size of lobster which may be taken be
fixed at 10 inches, and that all lobsters caught, by whatsoever means, under that
size be returned alive to the water.

4. It should be made unlawful to take berried lobsters at any time.
5. With a view of protecting the smelt, a close season, extending from March

15 to July 1, is recommended, during which close season it should be unlawful to
take smelt in any manner except with hook and line.

LAKE MEMPHREMAGOG.

Description of the lake.-Lake Memphremagog extends north and south across
the international boundary line, being located partly in the province of Quebec and
partly in the state of Vermont. It is elongato in shape, quite narrow in most
places, and about 30 miles in length, two-thirds of' which is in Canadian territory.
Its outlet is the St. Francis River, a tributary of the St. Lawrence River. The
depth is said not to exceed 60 feet in the southern part of the lake, but in the cen-
tral and northern parts much deeper water occurs, the maximum recorded being
over 600 feet, in the neighbourhood of Rondeau. The eastern shore is generally
abrupt, but the western is boarded by shallow water.

Fishes.-The principal fishes of the lake are small-mouthed black bas8, lake
trout, whitefish, yellow perch, pike, bullheads, suckers, smelt, Jing and eels.
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Sport fishing.-Many anglers are attached to the region by the abundance of
black bass (Microvterus dolornieu) and lake trout (Cristivomer namaycush); and the
yellow perch (Perca flavescens) is also classed among the sport fishes. There are
several resorts for sportsmen about the lake, the majority being on the Canadian
side of the line.

Market fishing.-The lake trout and whitefish (Coregonus labradoricus) have
given rise to a limited amount of net fishing, which in recent years, however, bas
been mainly abandoned. They are taken by means of seines in the shallow waters
to which they resort for spawning in the latter part of October and in November,
and also by gill nets in the same places, but to a greater extent in deeper water.
Both species are said to be captured more or less in company on these grounds,
which would seem to preclude the use of nets for the whitefish alone, unless it be for
a very short period.

Trawl lines are set occasionally for the lake trout, and trolling for the same
species is carried on during the spring, summer and fall-chiefly at the bottom
in the summer, and at the surface in the spring and fall. The latter method of
fishingis followed extensively by about fifteen persons who supply the local demand.
The lake trout are also fished for through the ice in winter in depths of 25 to 100
feet by means of handlines, and are speared to a slight extent in the fall. This
fishing is mainly limited to the area lying between the Mountain House and Lord's
Island, in Canadian waters. The entire catch is said to be disposed of locally.
Seining is now permitted only in the waters of Vermont.

Conclusions and Recommendations.-The interests of this lake can undoubtedly
best be served by fostering the game fisbes, and, in our opinion, this should be done
to the extent of prohibiting all net fishing. The lake has become an angling resort
of much importance, and as long as its attractions in that respect are properly main-
tained the local welfare will be benefited more materially through the influx of
visitors than by the continuance of a commercial fishery dependent on so small a
basis of supply as that furnished by these waters.

The use of spears, which are employed on the spawning grounds, is also to be
regarded as detrimental and should be stopped.

It is further recommended that the black bass and lake trout be protected by
close seasons, extending from lst November to 15th June in the case of the former
species, and from lst September to lst January in the case of the latter.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN.

Description of the Lake.-Lake Champlain is divided mainly between the states
of Vermont and New York, but it extends a short distance into the province of
Quebec. Its outlet, the Richelieu River, beginning just south of the international
boundary line and flowing northward into the St. Lawrence River, lies almost
entirely in Canada.

International Interests.-International interests are chiefly concerned with cer-
tain conditions and practices prevailing in the north-eastern arm of the lake, termin-
ating in Missisquoi Bay, to which our inquiries were mainly restricted. We do not
find that the Richelieu River, under existing circumstances, presents any questions
for serions consideration in this respect.

Character and Extent of Pisherie.-From a fishery standpoint the principal
interests of the lake are in the direction of eport fishing or angling, which now con-
stitutes one of its chief attractions as well as an important source of local revenue.
The opportunities for commercial fishing have always been very limited, and at the
present time it bas few, if any, fishermen who can be regarded as professional, those
who engage in this business for profit being mostly farmers residing along the shores.
Their operations have, at the most, been restricted to short seasons, and their
yearly catch bas been inconsiderable.
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In New York and Vermont the prevailing sentiment is strongly in favour of
reserving the lake for sport fishing purposes, or at least of prohibiting ail apparatus,
such as nets and set lines, ordinarily employed to obtain supplies for market. It is
contended that under such complete restrictions the pleasure travel to the region
would be increased by the superior inducements held out for angling, and that more
material benefits could be secured thereby than by the continuance of market fishing
on the small basis here afforded. On the Canadian shores of Missisquoi Bay, how-
ever, net fishing is still looked upon with favour, and hence resuits the only serions
contention respecting fishery matters which the lake presents.

The use of nets and practically ail market fishing have been abolished by New
York. The same status existed with respect to the Vermont waters of Lake Cham-
plain in 1892. The regulations of Canada permit the use of seines along the shores
of its territory during the spring and fall, when two species of fish enter Missisquoi
Bay for the purpose of spawning. These are the wall-eyed pike, in the spring, and
the whitefish, or shad-waiter, in the fall. The authorities of Vermont sought to
secure the repeal by Canada of those fishing privileges, which resulted in the matter
being referred to this joint commission. In the meantime the legisiature of Ver-
mont passed a law empowering the state fish commissioners to issue seining
licenses to its fishermen in the event of operations being continued in Canadian
waters. Advantage was taken of this provision in 1893, but by mutual agreement
all fishing was stopped during 1894 and the spring of 1895. Vermont then legalized
fall seining, to begin with the fall of 1895, a step considered by the Canadian gov-
ernment as terminating the temporary arrangement, and leading to the renewal of
both spring and fait seining on both sides of the line. The main features of the
seine fishery are as follows:-

Springfishery.-In the spring the wall-eyed pike (Stizostedion vitreum) enter
Missisquoi Bay in large numbers from the south along the eastern or Hog Island
(Vermont) side of the long entrance. After remaining therein for a short period
they return to the lake along the western or Alburgh shore. This movement is
connected with their spawning habit, and is regularly repeated from year to year.
While the species is widely distributed throughout the lake and must have many
breeding places, the north-eastern arm apparently contains its most extensive and
important spawning grounds. These grounds are located both in the open waters
of Missisquai Bay and in the lower parts of its tributary streams, the principal one
being the Missisquoi River, which the fish ascend as far as Swanton.

There is more or less variation in the times of beginning and ending of the
spawning movement, dependent upon seasonal conditions. The wall-eyed pike are
said to begin to work north in February, the main run past Hog Island taking place
in March and the early part of April, and the inward movement terminating between
the middle and last of April. The return run along the Alburgh shore begins about
the first of May and is generally completed by about the middle of that month; the
heaviest part continues during only about two weeks. The movement up the Mis-
sisquoi River occurs in April and is of short duration, but in some years relatively
large catches are made there by hook and line.

There is conflict of testimony respecting the actual time of spawning, but it
seems to begin mainly about or slightly before the middle of April and to continue
a week or two into May. By the Iaws of both Canada and Vermont, the close sea-
son for the species now begins on April 15. The wall-eyed pike taken on the seining
grounds are said to be almost exclusively of mature size, ranging in weight from
about If pounds Up.

The only net fishing in this part of the lake which has been legally followed in
recent years is the use of drag seines. The employment of such nets in the spring
has beet permitted by Canada between March 1 and April 15. Ail spring netting
in Vermont waters was prohibited from about 1876 to 1892, when the contingent
regulation before referred to was enacted, making an open season for seines, under
certain conditions, between March 20 and April 15, but limiting their use to the
waters north ot a line connecting Stevenson's Point with Long Point. They were
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so employed during the spring of 1893, were prohibited during 1894 and 1895 by
arrangement with Canada, and were again permitted during the spring of 1896,
when Canada once more licensed her fisherman, on the assumption that the passage
of the Vermont law, granting unrestricted seining in the fait, virtually cancelled the
agreement previously reached between the state and the Dominion. The number
of seine licenses granted by Vermont in the spring of 1893, was 22, and in the
spring of 1896, 32, every applicant who could show ownership or had a written
lease to a regular seining ground within the limits prescribed, being recognized.
In the Canadian waters of Mistisquoi Bay, the number of seines employed has been
from 10 to 15. The main part of the spring seining is done before the ice breaks up.
It begins on the Hog Island shore, is taken up, subsequently, in Missisquoi Bay, and
ends finally on tho Alburgh shore. In former times when net fishing was
unrestricted the use of seines was continued more or less during June, but as the
fish did not collect together so abundantly as earlier in the seuson, smaller catches
were made at thatperiod, and the summer heat was detrimental to their preservation.

The wall-eyed pike are the principal object of the spring seining and the main
feature of the catch at that season. The other species .taken with it are perch,
suckers, mullet, pike and sheepshead, the perch coming next in abundance after the
wall-eyed pike. Very fow black bass are captured in this connection. The total
amount of the spring catch is relatively very small.

No satisfactory evidence has been obtained respecting the abundance of the
wall-eyed pike at the present time as compared with the past. The statistics of the
Canadian catch are not indicative of a decrease. The market fishermen on the
Vermont shores are positive that no falling off has taken place, and the majority of
the sport fishermen interviewed claim nothing more than a periodical fluctuation in
abundance. Some of the latter, however, are confident that a general decrease has
been manifested, although its extent has not been great.

Fal fishery.-The main object of the fait fishery has been the white
fish or shad-waiter (Coregonus labradorcus,) which, in its spawning movements,
follows essentially the sume course as the wali-eyed pike, entering Missisquoi Bay
along the eastern shore and returning from it along the western shore. It has
given rise, therefore, to essentially the same character of fishery, participated in by
the same class of individuals. The run of the shad-waiter may begin as early as the
latter part of September and continue through October and more or less of Novem-
ber. Its exact spawning time is not known, but it probably occurs mainly in Nov-
ember, although possibly commencing to some extent in October. Very few wall-
eyed pike or black bass are captured in connection with it, the other part of the
catch consisting essentially of the same species taken in the spring.

The common whitefish of the Great Lakes (Coregonus clupeiformis) is also sup-
posed to be an inhabitant of Lake Champlain, the National Museum at Wathington
containing specimens received from that source some years ago, but Coregonis
labradoricus is the only species which has been noticed in the seine catches recently
examined. • During most of the year the whitefish seems to resort to the deeper
parts of the lake where no fishing is carried on and where it escapes observation.
Practically nothing is known, therefore, regarding its distribution and habits except
during the short breeding season when it cornes into shallow water for the purpose
of spawning. So far as we could learn, ils spawning grounds are located mainly, if
not exclusively, in the north-easterin arm of the lake. The fish are said to appear
first in the shallow water between Butler's Island and Maquama, and to proceed
thence through the passage by Hog Island into Missisquoi Bay, which they reach a
a week or two subsequently to their first arrival on the shore. So far as we could
learn they never enter the Richelieu River.

No decrease has been observed in the abundance of this species. It is stated to
range in size from about three-quarters of a pound to seven or eight pounds, but the
majority taken in the seines are between one and a half and two and a half pounds
in weight. The bulk of the catch is shipped fresh to New York, but some are salted
for local use.
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The fall seining was intermitted in the waters of both Canada and Vermont
during 1893 and 1894, as before explained, but in thu latter year the Vermont legis-
lature passed a law Iegalizing this fishery, which was, therefore, engaged in during
the fail of 1895. The number of licenses issued by Vermont was 85.

Statistics of the seinefishery.-The amount of the Canadian catch is reported
officially at the close of each year, but a discrimination is not made between the
quantities taken in the spring and faU. The igures for the past ton years are given
in the following table. The wall-eyed pike belong almost entirely to the spring
catch, and the whitefish exclusively to the fall catch, but it is impossible to say what
proportion of the miscellaneous kinds was obtained in each season. The number of
seines employed varied from ten to fifteen.

SIATISTICS of the Seine catch in the Canadian Waters of Missisquoi Bay from
1884 to 1893.

Year. Wall-eyed h Miscellan-
Pike. eouskinds.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 8

1884. ............. .................. ............ 30,9(;0 6,500 38,200 3,890
1885...... ............. .............. ........ 17,000 5,400 36,000 2,620
1886......... . ......................... ....... ;2,125 7,218 19,000 983
1887............................................. . 22,800 11,400 34,200 3,078
1888....................... .... ............. 33,200 16,000 27,000 . 3,978
1889. ... ................ ..... .... . 22,000 11,375 33,400 3,004
1890......... ....... ............................. 39,600 21,81 41,800 4,938
1891................................ . . ......... 32,44) 12,340 44,400 3,694
1892.... . .................. ..................... 23,090 9,750 33,400 2,741
1893.... . ... ..... ................. ........ 29,440, 6,250 35,200 2,903

No statistics of the seine catch by the fishermen of Vermont are obtainable
except incomplete ones for the fal of 1895 and spring of 1896. In the former season
the total value of the catch of both whitefish and miscellaneous species was $6,478;
in the latter the quantity of wall-eyed pike taken was 100 barrels, and of cul fish
about 488 barrels, valued at $5,175.

Sport fishing.-The black bass is the most important of the gamo fishes, but not
being sufficiently abundant to meet the demands of the anglers, the latter fish exten-
sively for the wall-eyed pike, and alt.o consider the yellow perch as coming within
their legitimate province. They desire to have both the black bass and wall-eyed
pike reserved exclusively for sport purposes, but do not claim protection necessary
for the yellow pers-h. Tho conditions for sport fishing are much the best in the
northern half of the lake. There are a number of well known resorts and fishing
camps for sportsmen, and overy effort is being made by New York and Vermont to
incroase this class of tourist iravel.

The lake trout is said to have been plentiful atone time in Lake Champlain, but
it has practically disappeared.

Market Fishing Methods.-Scino fishing is one of the oldest methods that has
been employed on Lako Champlain, and it has been carried on legitimately down to
a later date than any other kind of net fishing, as before explained. Seines have
been used in all parts of the lake, generally for the wall-eyed pike, at the northern
end for whitefish, and at the extreme south principally for bullbeads. Fall seining
for whitefish was permitted by Vermont without restriction during October and
November until 1892, and was again legalized in 1894.

Pound nets, trap nets and fyke nets were formerly employed to a limited extent,
but their use has been probibited during a number of years past. Both traps and
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fyke nets, however, are still sometimes set surreptitiously, although this practice is
deprecated as much by the seiners as by the sport fishermen. The latter kind of
apparatus could undoubtedly be employed in many places so as to take only coarse
varieties of fish without detriment to the sporting interests. It is permitted by
Canada in the Richelieu River, and at the time of our examination in 1894, about
125 such nets were in use between St. John's and the head of the river. The open
season is limited to the period from October te April, and the catch consists chiefly
of bullheads, sunfish and eels. A few wall-eyed pike may be taken occasionally, but
black bass are captured very rarely if at ail. We are of the opinion that this special
fishery can have no effect upon the fishing interests of Lake Champlain. No other
form of net is sanctioned on the Richelien River above St. John's.

So far as we have been able to ascertain, gill nets have never been used on the
lake except on a very small scale and in shallow water. They are not regarded as
an effective means of securing supplies for market. and there seems to be no desire
among the fishermen to have them legalized.

The use of trawl lines is prohibited by both New York and Vermont, and in
the Canadian waters of Missisquoi Bay there is no inducement for their employment.
Set lines may be fished in Vermont waters under certain restrictions, and the local
markets are supplied to a limited extent by the ordinary method of hook and line
fishing.

Summary of conditions.-Lake Champlain presents favourable conditions for a
certain class of sport fishing, but only very limited inducements for the prosecution
of a market fishory. In New York and Vermont, as previously explained, the
popular sentiment is so strongly prejudiced in favour of promoting the interests of the
former that all methods pertaining strictly to the latter have practically been
abolished except fali seining in Vermont; but in Canadian waters it is still desired
to continue the use of seines both spring and fall, as heretofore. Local interests
will, undoubtedly, best be subserved by fostering the sport fishing, and making the
market flshery entirely subordinate thereto.

The common game fishes here recognized are the black bass, wall-eyed pike
and yellow perch. Protection is especially demanded for the first two, the last not
being held in much esteem. Market fishing has been directed more particularly
toward the capture of the wall-eyed pike and the whitefish. In connection with
them, relatively, large quantities of perch are taken, and also sevoral other species
of no direct interest to sportsmen, except an occasional maskinonge. The wall-eyed
pike are fished for during their spawning movement in the spring, and the white-
fish-during their corresponding movement in the fall.

Tho spring fishery, therefore, removes a certain quantity of one of the game
fishes every year, and its harmfulness to the sporting interests would be measured
by the extent of the catch or by its effect in reducing the supply. We did not learn,
however, that any appreciable decrease had taken place in the abundance of this
species. Only a very small number of black bass is obtained in the course of the
spring seining, as the remain in the deeper waters until a later date. In the event
of a continuance of the spring seining, those having jurisdiction in the matter
should be given full authority to limit and define the grounds which may be fished,
and to so restrict the number of nets employed as to insure ample protection to the
wall-eyed pike.

The fall seining presents an entirely different phase from the spring seining.
The whitefish is not a sport fish, nor can it be caught by means of hooks. Only
small quantities of wall-eyed pike or black bass are taken in connection with it, and
those species can be released alive if need be. The supply is not sufficient to main-
tain a fishery meriting special consideration, and the question of its preservation
or depletion is not of much moment, unless the young man serve as food for the
game species at some reasons, a subject on which we have no information. The
sport fishermen and authorities of Vermont are not opposed to its capture by seines
under regulations which will prevent abuse of the privilege so granted. The only
grounds in shallow water which the whitefish are known to frequent are contained
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within a limited area in the north-east arm, and the period of their run along the
shore is of short duration. It may be advisable, however, to afford them some pro-
tection during the actual time of spawning.

The seining benefits only a small number of men, who are not in any sense pro-
fessional fishermen, but generally farmers who seek through this means to add
something to their income. The catch by each person is very limited, and the
entire abandonment of the fishery would work comparatively little hardship. So
far, however, as the practice is not injurious to the larger interests of the lake there
seems to be no valid reason why it should not be permitted, especially in view of
the fact that the benefits derived therefrom are demanded by one of the countries
which shares in its advantages.

In the case of both the wali-eyed pike and the whitefish, practically the only
time when they are collected together in sufficient numbers to make seining profitable
is while they are approaching and are on this spawning grounds. They become
scattered soon thereafter and the whitefish appear to retire immediately to the
deeper water.

The privilege of using other kinds of nets than seines in waters contiguous to
the boundary line is not requested, nor is it deemed advisable to permit the employ-
ment of any such, unless it may be the small class of fyke nets, which, under
proper restrictions, could undoubtedly be fished without detriment to tho sporting
interests, and possibly to their advantage through the removal of some of the
coarse varieties having predaceous habits. The seines do not make as extensive
catches as the pound nets and trap nets, and may, therefore, be regarded as the least
,destructive of these methods. They also present the advantage of being always in
sight when employed, and it is consequently very difficult to fish them illegally.
Sturgeon, els, catfish and a few other species might also be taken in the deeper
parts of the lake by means of set lines without prejudice to the game fishes.

Recommendations.-The following recommendations respecting Lake Champlain
are in conformity with the suggestions made above, namely :-

1. That no net fishing other than by seines be permitted in waters adjacent to
the boundary lino or elsewhere in the lake where international.interests would be
affected thereby.

2. That the use of seines be permitted from February 1 to March 31, inclusive,
for the capture of wall-eyed pike and other associated species, but under such limita-
tions as to localities and number of nets employed as shall amply provide against
the decrease of the species named. Should further inquiry establish the fact that
this fishery is proving harmtul to the wall-eyed pike by matorially reducing the
supply, its abolishment is recommended.

2. That the use of seines be permitted during the month of October for the
capture of whitefish and other associated species, under suitable restrictions as to
localities and number of nets employed.

4. That the length of any seine shall not exceed 40 rods; and that the mesh of
the seine shall not measure less than 2½ inches in the bunt and 3 inches in the
wings.

5. That the capture of black bass be entirely prohibited from November 1 of
each year to June 15 following; that angling methods only be allowed for this
species and the catch by each angler be imited to 15 fish daily; and that ail bass
taken in nets, and all bass measuring less than 10 inches long taken by anglers be
immediately returned alive to the water.

6. That the capture of wall-eyed pike by any means, be prohibited from April
1 to May 31, inclusive, of each year.

7. That joint regulations be also adopted with respect to any game or other
fishes, not specifically mentioned, whicb may require protection.
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RIVER ST. LAWRENCE BETWEEN THE STATE OF NEW YORK AND
THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

Description oj the waters.-For a distance of about 90 miles from the foot of
Lake Ontario, to where the lino of 450 north latitude crosses the river, a littleabove
Cornwall, the St. Lawrence forms the boundary between the state of New York and
the province of Ontario. In the upper part of its course, within the above limits,
the mainland shores are from 5 to 8 miles apart, the intervening waters being
thickly studded with islands of varying extent. This portion of the river is some-
times called the Lake of the Thousand Islands. At the foot of the Thousand Islands
the river narrows rapidly, the current, which in the upper half among the islands has
been moderate, runs more swiftly, and a short distance below Ogdensburg navigation
is interrupted by a series of rapids, which prevents the upward passage of vessels
The wator varies greatly in depth, being as a rule deepest in the long, still stretches.
and shallow where the current is rapid; the bottom is either covered with soft mud
or is hard and rocky, shoals and reefs abounding everywhere.

International Interests.-But little commercial fishing is carried on within the
limits under discussion; in fact, on the United States side, in the waters of the state
of New York, this branch of fishing is entirely prohibited, while in Canada its
amount has been small, only a few fyke nets being permitted. A few set-lines for
sturgeon have been tacitly allowed from both shores, but the number has always
been small and they have not been regularly fished. International interests are,
therefore, confined entirely to the protection and development of sport fishing, the
facilities for which are unusually great. The region of the Thousand Islands fur-
nishes one of the most important summer resorts for the people of both countries,
and there can be no doubt that the sporting interests are here of vastly more conse-
quence than the amount of commercial fishing which could possibly be carried on.
It is estimated that between four and five million dollars are here invested in hotels,
summer residences, cottages, camping grounds and parks, all of which are frequented
by touriste and sportsmen largely interested in the sport fishing. More money is
spent every year by people who come for sport than the river could ever be made to
yield by commercial fishing. Not only are hotel keepers, transportation companies,
guides, oarsmen and boat and canoe builders benefitted by the presence of the
immense number of people who regularly visit the region between June and Septem-
ber, but the farmers on both sides are furnished with a local market for almost every-
thing they produce.

Fishes.-The principal fishes found in this part of the St. Lawrence are black
bass, wall-eyed pike, maskinonge, grass pike, sturgeon, bullheads, channel cat, eels,
ling, perch, sunfish, suckers, &c.

Of these, the only ones of value to sportsmen are the black bass, wall-eyed pike,
maskinonge and grass pike. On set-lines sturgeon, eels, channel cat and ling are
caught, while the principal catch of the fyke nets is bullheads, perch, sunfish,
suckers and grass pike, and to some extent black base and wall-eyed pike, especially
if these nets are fished in April, May and June.

Character and extent of fishing.-As before stated commercial fishing is pro-
hibited under the regulations of the state of New York, and though a small amount
of set-line fishing for sturgeon has been allowed at Cape Vincent and off Ogdensburg,
this fishery was not considered to interfere with the purely sporting interests. The
sturgeon set-lines vary in length, the average being below 600 feet; the hooks are
baited with chubs, perch or alewives, or even pieces of liver or beef, only dead bait
being used. On the Canadian side a few similar set-lines, baited and fished in the
same way, have been employed, while prior to the summer of 1895 a @mall amount
of'commercial fishing with fyke nets had been licensed. These nets were generally
fished from October to May; they were set in the mouths of creeks, or in shallow
marshy coves, either on the mainland or on some of the larger islands. They
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usually took coarse fisb, though, no doubt, when allowed to be kept in the water
through April and May, bass and wall-eyed pike would also be caught. During the
summer of 1895 an arrangement was entered into between Canada and the state of
New York, under which commercial fishing has also been prohibited on the Cana-
dian side of the river, between Kingston and Prescott. In sport fishing, the methods
employed are those known as trolling with spoon or minnow, rod fishing with live
bait, and surface fly fishing. The sportsman uses a boat which is either anchored
over some favourite bottom, or kept gently under way.

Summary of conditions.-Although a certain amount of commercial fishing bas
heretofore been carried on in the waters of the Thousand Islands, and in the river
below yetthe condition of thepurelysporting fishery is such as is not elsewhere sur-
passed, and it is doubtful whether better fishing for bass, wall-eyed pike, or that always
rare and highly prized fish, the maskinonge, can be found anywhere else, espeeially
for an almost unlimited number of rods. Owing to the great extent of the fishing
grounds, the numerous channels, reaches, leads and coves ameng the islands, the
opportunities for quiet fishing cannot elsewhere be equalled.

Recommendations.-As an arrangement, approved of by the sporting community,
bas already beon enteredinto for the greater part of the waters under dihcussion, be-
tween Canada and the state of New Yorkand the necessary legislation provided for, we
consider it unnecessary to suggest any other regulations than those already agreed
to. We are, however, of the opinion that a small amount of commercial fishing
made with fyke nets fished during the winter months in creeks or marshy places
for such species as buliheads, perch, sueckers, sunfish, &c., could do no harm. If
such nets were allowed they should not be set before lst November, and they should
be removed from the water by 31st March. Fished during such a season, in suitable
localities, there could be no risk of their taking bass, wall-eyed pike or maskinonge.
A set-line fishery might also be allowed for buch fish as sturgeon, eels, ling and
channel cat, as the removal of some of these fishes would certainly be of benefit to
the sporting interests.

Under the arrangement made between Canada and the state of New York it
was enacted:

1. That no commercial fishing be permitted in the waters of the St. Lawrence
between a line drawn from Cape Vincent, in the state of New York, to the City of
Kingston, in the province of Ontario, and a second line from the town of Prescott,
in Ontario, to the city of Ogdensburg, in New York.

2. That within the waters above included thu close season for bass, maskinonge,
wall-eyed pike and grass pike be from the lst day of January to the 9th day of
June, inclusive, in each year.

3. That the limit of the number of bass to be taken by each rod, per diem, be
fixed at twelve (12) and that the number of rods to each boat be limited to two (2).

4. That all undersized and immature fish be returned alive to the water, and
that no bass under ten (10) inches in length be taken.

While we do not consider that the close season as enacted above by any means
fully covers the spawning season of the bass, which in the region of the Thousand
Islands extends from the 15th of May to the 1-st of July, at least, yet when taken in
conjunction with a size limit, a limit to the number taken by each rod per diem, and
a further limit of the number of rods per boat, it may be allowed that the protec-
tion is ample for the present.

5. We would recommend a continuance of the above arrangement, and would
further suggest that it be extended so as to include the rest of the St. Lawrence
from the lower limit above mentioned, between the cities of Ogdensburg and Pres-
cott, to the point where the river ceases to be the boundary between the two coun-
tries, at the crossing of the lino of 45° north latitude.
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LAKE ONTARIO.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LAKE.

Lake Ontario, the smallest and most easterly of the great lakes, is bounded on
the south and east by the state of New York, and on the west and north by the pro-
vince of Ontario. It has a length of 185 miles, an average width of 40 miles, and a
total area of 7,339 square miles, including the Bay of Quinté, with an area of 145
miles. The lake is free from islands or shoals over its entire extent, except at the
north-eastern end near where it discharges into the St. Lawrence River. The
water deepens more rapidly from the south than from the north shore, the greatest
depth, 123 fathoms, occuring about 12 miles off the former in the eastern part of the
lake, along the south shore the 10-fathom lino lies only a little more than one mile
off the land, and the 50-fathom line about 5 miles on an average; on the north shore
the same curves are reached at about double those distances. The bottom over most
of the lake consists of mud, clay and hard sand, with rocks in many places near the
shores; but north of a lino drawn from Stony Point, in New York, to South Bay, in
Ontario, the water shallows, and arnong the islands in this section the bottom is
rough and bard, and there are numeious reefs and shoals.

The south coast has only two or three small harbours, but between Oswego and
Cape Vincent, at the eastern end, the shore is broken by a number of bays, afford-
ing ample shelter for vessels and boats, and from these most of the fishing is carried
on. The Ontario shore is more broken, and toward the north east the long, narrow
and deep inlet, known as the Bay of Quinté, extends inland almost parallel to the
lake front for about 35 miles, being separated from it by the peninsula of Prince
Edward county. Most of the fishing on the Canadian shore is carried on from the
Bay of Quinté, and between Toronto and Niagara at the western end.

MARKET FISHES.

Eleven species of food fishes are enumerated in the statistics for the United
States waters of Lake Ontario, the relative importance of which in each of the
years, 1885, 1890 and 1893, as indicated by the size of the catch, is shown by the
following table:-

1895. 1890. 1893.

1 Catfish...................Herring and long-jaws....... Va11-eyed pike and grass pike.
2 Herring and long-jaws........Sturgeon..................Herring and longjaws.*
3 Sturgeon ........... Catfish ................... Perch.
4 Wall-ed pike and gra Walleyed pike and grass pike Sturgeon.
5 Black bass.......... ...... Perch.................... atfish.
6 Whitefish....... ,..........Black bass.................Eels.
7 Eels.................. .... Suckers...................Suckers.
8 Trout .. ................. Eels.....................Whitfish.
9 ........................... Whitefish.................Back bass.

10C......................a.....Tro...... ............ Tiout.

*Herring 52,111 lbs., long-jaws 112,887 lbs.

In 1885 the suokers and perch were ineluded with the misellaneous fishes and
that indefinite clas8s tood at the head of the list. In 1890 and 1893 the two species
mentioned were eeparately euuumerated, and in those years the misellaneou fish
felS to near the bottom of.the series.
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The relative importance to Canadian fisheries of the nit J principal species at
four different periods beginning with 1880, is brought out if the following table
in which the several forms are enumerated in the order of the juantity catght:-

1880. 1885. 1890. 1895.

1 Whitefish.. .. ........ Herring.... ... .... Herring ...... ....... Herring.
2 Herring ..... ..... .. W hitefish ........ .... W hitetish ..... ......... Grass pike.
3 Trout....... ....... Trout....... ..... ... 'Grass pike.... ... ..... Wall-eyed pike.
4 Wall-eyed pike........ .. Grass pike........... .Black bass ........... Black bass.
5 Grass pike........ ... Black bass........ ..... Trout ................. Whitefish.
6 Black bass.... .. . ... Wall-eyed pike.......... Wall-eyed pike.......... Trout.
7 .... ... ............. Sturgeon................ Sturgeon ............... Sturgeon.
8 ........ ... E els..................... E els.................... Eels.

WHITEFIsH (Coregonus clupeiformis).

Status.-This species, once abundant in Lake Ontario, is now not at all common
on the United States aide. In 1893 the fisheries yielded 45,380 pounds valued at 82,787
giving it ninth place in the amount and fourth in the value of the catch. In 1890
it was also ninth in the catch, and in 1885 sixth, but during the early period of the
fishery it was first in importance.

On the Canadian side it was first in 1880, second in 1885 and 1890, and fifth in
1895, the catch in the latter year amounting to only 126,650 pounds.

Distribution and movement.-This species is taken on all parts of the United,
States shore, but is caught most abundantly in Jefferson, Monroe and Oswego Coun-
ties. On the Canradian side it appears to be most abundant in the Bay of Quinté,
where it occurs only in the fall.

Whether there is any migration or movement of the fish from one side of the
lake to the other is not known, although there is some evidence of such a movement
around the ends of the lake. The whitefish come ashoro in the spring and fall, but
during the warn and cold seasons of the year they reti: e to the deeper water.

Most of the whitefish are caught in gill nets, which are fished in depths of 10 to
20 fathoms. In the spring and fall they are doubtless taken by this means in shoaler
water, and at those seasons they are obtained in seines wherever used, although
Chaumont and Three-mile Baya appear to embrace the principal seining grounds.
Formerly they wore caught in seines off the Genesee River in June, but there has
been no fishery for them at that place in recent years.

Spawning.-The spawning season begins late in October and extends into
December, the principal time being probably during the last 20 days of November.
They spawn in different parts of the lake, wherever suitable conditions prevail.

Decrease.-The general opinion of all engaged in the fisheries on Lake Ontario
is-that the whitefish supply has suffered great depletion. This, according to the
testimony of the fishermen, began early in the history of the fishery, somo dating it
back as far as 1860. On the United States aide the catches in the several years for
which we have statistics were as follows.-

Lbs.
1885.......................................- ..................... ... 90,711

1890.............................. ...................... ............... 148,771
1893............... ............... ..................................... 46,767
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The following table gives the catches on the Canadian side at intervals of five
years since 1870:-

Lbs.
1870 ...... ................................... 621,400
1875,............. ............. ....................... 660,400
1880...... ................................... 729,900
1885................. ..... ................. 364,100
1890...... .............. . . . ...... ....... ........ .................. 405.350
1895.............. ........................... 126,650

Prior to 1870 the catch appears to have been somewhat larger. A consideration
of the complete returns bewteen 1868 and 1895 shows that there bas been a number of
periods of good fishing interspersed with periods of a decreased catch, but the
general tendency bas been downwards and the catch in 1895 was the snallest ever
recorded. Taking the lake as a whole, there has been a vast decrease in the abun-
dance of the whitefish during the time covered by the statistics, and the fallitig off
had already manifested itself when the first inquiries were made.

LAKE HERRING OR CISCO. (Argyrosomus artedi.)

Status.-This is one of the most abundant fishes of the lake, but its exact status
cannot be determined because the bloater whitefish or " long-jaw " bas generally
been associated with it in the statistical returns. In 1893, the only year in which
it was separately enumerated in the United States catch, 52,111 pounds, valued at
81,466, were obiained. On the Canadian side no distinction is made between the
cisco and the long-jaw.

Distribution and movements.-The cisco is found in all parts of the lake, but
occurs in shallow water or near shore only during the spawning time in the fall.
During the rest of the yeav they remain in the deeper water. So far as we have
been able to learn, there is no movement of the species up and down the lake.

The fishery for the cisco is carried on chiefly during the spawning season in
November. The principal catch is made in gill nets, which are set in gangs of six
to ten nets each, in depths of a few feet to 75 feet, but generally less than 40 feet.
At the eastern end of the lake trap nets are set for this species in the fall, and seines
are also used for them in the sane locality and at the same season. During the
spring a few are caught in the seines incidently to the fishery for other species.

Spawning.-The spawning time is in November, chiefly during the last half of
the month. The fishing usually begins in October but is most general about the
5th to the 10th of November by which time the fish are said to be ripe.

The spawning grounds are in relatively shallow water near shore and on the
shoals. The bottom called "finger-rock " is said to bo the kind usually selected by
the fish. The grounds, so far as they are definitely known, are on the south side of
Point Peninsula, about Grenedier and Stony Islands, and in Chaumont Bay, Three-
mile Bay and Bay of Quinté, but principally at the western end of the lake.

Decrease.-There bas been an important reduction in the abundance of this
species and likewise a notable decrease in the average size of those taken in this
lake. Owing to the fact that the statistics on the United States side until reeently,
and on the Canadian side invariably, include the bloater with the herring, it is not
possible to consider the matter from a statistical standpoint.,

LONG-JAW OR BLOATER. (Argyrosomus prognathus.)

Status.-This recently described species of whitefish is one of the most impor-
tant food fishes of Lake Ontario. The catch in 1893 amounted to 112,887 pounds,
valued at $2,977, which places it third in importance of the catch of that year.
This species is known to the fishermen under several different names of which
" bloater " and " bloat " are the ones most often heard at the eastern end of the
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lakes, althoughl "bloater whitefish" and "Ilong-jaw " are occasionally used there.
Bloaters of small size are not always distinguished by the fishermen from the cisco,
and in the earlier statistical reports both species were confounded under the name of
cisco or herring.

Distribution and movements.-The long-jaw seems pretty generally distributed
throughout the lake. It is not known to come into shallow water, however, but
seems to be confined to the greater depths. It is known to all the fishermen along
the New York shore, but is taken by them only in depths of 200 to 400 feet. As
most of the deep water is closer to the south shore than the north shore, this species
is much more frequently obtained by the United States fishermen than by the
Canadian. During the winter they are believed to retire to the deepest parts of the
ake.

Size, weight, &c.-The maximum length is probably over 20 inches, the largest
we have seen measuring 15j and 15# ihches, but the average is considerably less than
this. The larger ones observed weighed less than 1 pounds, but examples weighing
as much as 5 and 6 pounds have been reported.

Spawning.-There is considerable difference of opinion among the fishermen as
to the spawning habits of the species. Examples taken 17th May, 1892, contained
immature roe, except one fish in which the eggs were fully ripe. They have been
found in immature condition in April and more or less ripe from the middle of June
into July.

Decrease.-From a statistical standpoint, nothing can be said respecting the
changes in abundance of the species. The general opinion is that there has not
been a decrease.

LAKE TROUT (Cristivomer namaycush).

Status.-The lake trout has occupied the lowest position, as regards size of
catch, in the list of market fishes in United States waters during each year in which
statistics have been taken, only 6,204 pounds have been obtained in 1893. On the
Canadian side of the lake, they are more important, having ranked third in the catches
of 1880 and 1885, fifth in 1890, and sixth in 1895, when 109,300 pounds were caught.

Distribution and movements.-The distribution of the trout along the shores of
Lake Ontario is much less general than it was in the past, and they are now rarely
taken in many places where they were formerly abundant. At the present time, so
far as the fishery is ceoncerned, they are practically confined to the eastern and north-
castern parts of the lake, most of the catch on the United States side being made in
Jefferson County, while in Canada, almost the entire output is accredited to Prince
Edward County, which lies between the Bay of Quinté and the lake. The fishery is
carried on principally in the fall in the shoaler parts of the lake, but a few trout are
aiso caught incidentally in the spring. There is no fishery in the greater depths
except for " long-jaws," and the nets used for that species have not a sufficiently
large mesh to take the trout in any numbers. At one time trout were caught during
the summer in depths of 300 feet on set-lines, but at present this method is not
followed.

Spawning.-This species spawns on rock .bottom in shoal water in the fall,
probably from September to December.

Decrease.-Smnce 1880 the decrease of the trout bas been remarkable, as will be
seen from an inspection of the following table, which shows the annual catches in
United States waters during the years in which returns have been made:-

Lbs.

1880......... ................-.-............... .................... 569,700
1885.... .. ............................................................ 20,510
1890..... ................... ........................................... 41,010
1893........................................ .... 6,204
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We are no)t convinced that the large decrease in the catch between 1880 and
1885 was due entirely to decrease in the abundance of the fish; although we have
no definite information to that effect, it may have been caused in some degree by a
change in the activity of the fishery, induced by a reduction in the trout supply.
In Canadian waters the statistics show a more gradual decrease, which in our opinion
measures more accurately the rate of decrease in the species. The catch there at
intervals of five years beginning with 1870 is given in the following table:-

Lbs.

1870 . .. . ..... ........ ........ ....... .............................. 621,400
1875 .............. .................................................. 660,400
1880 ......... ............ ............ 729,900
1885..................... ................ ..... 364,100
1890................................................... ..... ....... 405,350
1895 ................... . ... ................... 126,650

WALL-EYED PIKE (Stizostedion vitreum).

Status.-This species is variously known in Lake Ontario as wall-eyed pike,
yellow pike, blue pike, doré, &c. Many fishermen regard the blue pike or black
pike as a species quite distinct from the yellow pike, a belief apparently not borne
out by any structural differences.

On the United States shore the wall-eyel pike ranked first in importance in
1893 and fourth in 1885 and 1890, although in both of those years the catch was
larger than in 1893, when it amounted to 216,745 pounds, valued at $8,317. These
figures, however, includo the sauger and the grass pike but, after eliminating those
species, it is probable that the value of the wall-eyed pike alone would exceed that
of any other species.

On the Canadian shore, in 1895, it ranked third, with a catch of 245,750 pounds,
nearly the largest ever made on that side of the lake. In 1890 and 1885 it stood
sixth and in 1880 fourth by size of catch.

Distribution and movements.-The wall-eyed pike is distributed throughout Lake
Ontario, but is apparently most abundant in those parts near the St. Lawrence
River and Niagara River, and in the Bay of Quinté. In the vicinity of the Niagara
River it appears that the so-called blue pike is the common form and the only one
of which the statistics take cognizance, two-thirds of the United States catch of
that variety being there recorded. At the eastern end of the lake, near the St.
Lawrence River, practically all of the wall-eyed pike, ranked as such in the statis-
tics of 1893, were caught, and in addition about one-fourth of the total catch of blue
pike was obtained in the same region. Between Jefferson County on the east and
,Niagara County on the west few wall-eyed pike are caught. The great majority
of the blue pike are taken in gill nets, while all noted as " wall eyes " were secured
in pounds and traps.

The fish come into shoal water in the spring for the purpose of spawning and
romain there until late in October, whon they pass into the deeper parts of the
lake. The most important grounds for the trap net fishery for wall-eyed pike on
the United States shore are in Chaumont and Three-mile Bays and among the
islands at the eastern end of the lake. Some fish are also caught there in gill nets,
but this fishery is more important in Niagara County, where the "l blue pike"
abounds.,

Spawning.-Very little accurate information could be obtained as to the spawn-
ing habits. From the best gained it appears that the fish come out into shoal water
along the shore and about the islands early in the spring for spawning purposes.
Extensive spawning grounds are said to exist in Chaumont and Three-mile Baye.
The state hatchery at Clayton bas been obtaining its wall-eyed pike eggs from
there, but the supply bas never been as great as desired. It is pretty certain that
good spawning grounds occur around nearly all the islands at the east end of the
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lake and in the head of the St. Lawrence River. There is no spawning beds in
Black River Bay or in the lower part of Black River, probably on account of the
pollution of the water from the mille above Watertown.

Considerable difference of opinion exists among the fishermen as to the time of
spawning, but April, May and early June probably cover the entire period. Indeed
it is doubtful if more than an occasional straggler spawns as late as the first of June.
There is a belief among many fishermen that the so-called blue pike spawns later
than the wall-eyed pike, and that those found spawning in June or even as late as
July are all blue-pike. However this may be, it is pretty certain that the bulk of
the species spawns in April.

Food.-The species seems almost entirely piscivorous. Of many examples ex-
amined, nearly ail contained fishes of some kind or other and scarcely anything
else. The species found oftenest in their stomachs was the alewife. Among others
seen were various minnows, young yellow perch and young suckers. No young
whitefish, trout or lake herring were seen in their stomachs.

Decrease.-In the opinion of the fishermen the so-called yellow pike bas de-
creased, as a whole, in United States waters during the last few years, but they
believe that the " bite pike " is increasing. Some of the fishermen, particularly
those in Chaumont and Three-mile Bays, considor that only local decreases have
occurred, that the species have actually decreased in those bays because they have
been overfished, but that elsewhere in the lake, in the bays and along the shores, it
is still abundant, as could be shown if commercial fishing were allowed. This
opinion is not without reason, and it is more than probable that this species is still
really more abundant in Lake Ontario than recent statistics indicate.

On the United States side the catch was much heavier in 1890 than in 1885 or
1893, but as this is also true of ail other species it was doubtle5s due either to un-
usually good seasonal conditions, or to some relaxation in the legal restrictions or in
their enforcement. On the Canadian side there bas been a constant increase in the
animal catch of this species, and in 1893, 1894 and 1895 it was heavier than ever
before. The apparatus bas, at most, increased less rapidly than the catch, and the
opinion that the wall-eyed pike has not decreased in the lake at large appears well
founded.

STURGEON (Acipenser rubicundus).

Status.-In 1893 the sturgeon held fourth place in the size and value of the
catch in United States waters, the amount taken being 125,293 pounds, valued at
S4,987. In 1890 it rankod second and in 1885 third in the quantity caught. On
the Canadian side none were recorded in 1880, but in 1885, 1890 and 1895 it stood
seventh in the size of catch.

Distribution and movements.-The sturgeon occurs throughout Lake Ontario and
the St. Lawrence River. On the United States side nearly 80 per cent of the catch
in 1893 was made in and near the St. Lawrence River, and about half of the re-
mainder near the Niagara River. The former region included Chaumont Bay,
Three-mile Bay and the waters about Grenadier, Stony, Duck and Galloo Islands, as
well as the surreptitious fishing in Henderson Bay and about the mouth of Black
River. On the Canadian side the conditions are reversed, and the bulk of the catch
is made ut the wetern end of the lake, largely in and near the Niagara River. The
sturgeon are caught on both sides of the lake by means of gill nets, pounds, seines
and set-lines, but owing to the amount of illegal fishing it is impossible to secure
even approximate information concerning the matter. The gill nets, however, are
the most important.

Spawning.-Very little is definitely known regarding the spawning of the star-
geon in Lake Ontario. There is no unanimity of opinion among the fishermen
either as to time or place. The bulk of the evidence, however, seems to indicate
that the usual spawning time is in June.
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Decrease.-The sturgeon appears to have decreased greatly since 1880, the fol-
lowing table showing the catch fbr several years since then in United States waters

Lbs.

1880 . ............... . ......................... .................. 545,283

1885....................... 386,974
1890 .............. .............. ................. .... 490,000
1893. ................................................ . ............ .. 125,293

It is supposed that the increase noted in 1890 was due to the more active fishery
resulting from the increased demand which grew up subsequent to 1885.

On the Canadian side of the lake the catch is smaller, but the statistics likewise
show a great decrease, as exhibited in the following table of the annual catch:-

Lbs.

1885......... ....................................... 84,700
1890................................ .... ................................. 41,600
1895 ................. ....,.......... ......... 39,290

ALEWIFE.

The alewife is supposed not to be indigenous to Lake Ontario, and the manner
of its introduction is not known, but it now seemus to be quite firmly established
there, and is exceedingly abundant. It bas no narket value, although it is used to
some extent as bait and fertilizer, and is supposed to furnish a large part of the food
supply of the lake trout, wall-eyed pike and other species. It is said to spawn along
the shores and to some extent in the creeks during the spring. This species bas at-
tracted special attention on account of the remarkable mortality which annually
affects the schools. Large quantities of the dead fish become stranded upon the
shores to the great annoyance of the inhabitants, and the fishermen believe that the
pollution of the water and fouling of the bottom by this cause has had much to do
with the depletion of the whitefish.

FISHING METHODS.

Although fishing began in Lake Ontario with the earliest settlement of its
shores, it bas never been carried on with the same energy or with anytbing like the
same amount of apparatus as in the other great lakes. The appliances now in use,
or which have at some time been employed, are seines, pound nets, trap nets, fyke
nets, gill nets of various meshes, set-lines and spears.

Seines.-We have evidence that as long ago as 1807 seines were used for the
capture of whitefish. They did not corne into general use, however, until about 60
years ago, and seem to have been fished only in the spring and fall. They were first
employed in April, or as soon as the ice moved off the shore, when the catch would
be mostly wall-eyed pike. As the spring advanced whitefish would be taken in
increasing quantities up to about the end of May or beginning of June, when all fish
seemed to move off shore and operations would end. The fishing was entirely aban-
doned during the summer months, as the whitefish, the only species particularly
sought for in those days, could not then be taken with the seines. The early settlers
were not regular fishermen, and no doubt their time was mostly taken up with their
clearing and farming operations. There was no inducement to them to adopt any
other methods of fishing or to follow the fish into deep water, as they were always
confident of making a certain and easy'fishery when the fish ciame inshore either in
the spring or fall. The seines were once more brought into use about the end of
September; during the early fall more trout would be caught, and as the season
advanced into November all the catch would be whitefish and berring, but the latter
had littie or no commercial value in those days. The same seining methods and
seasons were folk>wed on both sides of the lake. As far as can be gathered, the
principal seining grounds, on the United States side, were between Cape Vincent
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and the mouth of the Oswego iivor; while on the Canadian side most of the fishing
was carried on along the shores of the Prince Edward County peninsula, and for
some distance westward. Though most of the seining was done within the regions
above defined, the same methods were followed wherever suitable beaches occurred
and the fish were known to approach the shore. Seining grounds had always to be
prepared beforehand by removing all obstacles and obstructions from the bottom, so
as to allow the seine to be hauled smoothly.

This method of fishing was pretty generally practiced down to 1860, since which
date there bas been a gradual falling off. The present regulations of the state of
New York, which allow no commercial fishing within a mile of the shore except in
Chaumont Bay, have practically put an end to thoir use on that shore, while in
Canada they are no longer licensed. They had, however, falien into disuse before
the enforcement of any regulations against them, as in most localities the fish were
not found inshore in sufficient abundance to pay. Besides wall-eyed pike, white-
fish, herring and trout, they also were the means of taking bass, sturgeon and all
the coarser fishes.

Seines are usually made with a 2 to 3-inch mesh in the bunt, and a 4 to 5-inch
mesh in the wings. They are about 20 feet deep at the centre, narrowing towards
the ends, and are from 20 to 200 rods long. They are generally hauled with the aid
of a windlass. It is claimed by some that black bass are not caught in the seines,
and hy others that many are so taken; much likely depends upon the season and
locality at which they are fished.

All the evidence procured shows that in the best days of fishing by this method
some enormous hauls were made, single seines being credited with from 5,000 to
7,000 barrels in a season. There are also reports of from 20,000 to 30,000 whitefish
being taken ut a single haul. Salmon were obtained in large numbers during the
spring seining in April up to about 45 years ago. An occasional one is still caught.

Gill Jets.-These nets first came into use about 1847. The method. gradually
became more gencral, and about 1860, as the soine fishery began to fail and a purely
fishing population developed, a regular gill net fishery grew up. Its maximum as
regards the whitefish was reached between 1870 and 1880, sitce which time there
hua been a gradual and steady falling off in the amount of gill netting used for both
trout and wbitefish.

Three goneral grades of nets are in use; a strong coarse net of from 9 to i1-
inch mesh for sturgeon, a medium sized mesh of 4} tod6 inches for whitefish and
trout, and a small-meshed net of from 2¼ to 3 inches tor herring and cisco. As the
Canadian statistics do not discriminate between the various grades, it is impossible
to show the exact quantities of each in use. The amount of herring gill netting has
not decreased.

When gill nets were first used they were employed entirely for whitefish and
trout. Originally 100 rods was considered a long gang, and the nets were lifted
every morning. They were fished in from 50 to 100 feet of water. As the
fish became scarce, from 300 to 400 rods were used, the nets were set in deeper water
and were left out longer. Whitefish and trout gill nets are from 12 to 15 meshes deep,
and are seldom or nover set in more than 150 feet, as beyond that depth these fishes
are rarely found, the bloater or long-jaw being taken in their stead. The practice
is to fish in the shoaler water spring and fali, the whitefish and trout remaining in
deeper water during July and August.

Horring gill nets were not introdueed until some years after this method of
fishiung for whitefish and trout had become general. For herring they are usually
set in from 30 to 100 feet. The nets are made deoper than in the larger meshod
ones, as it is claimed by the fishermen that the herring swim higher. The season
usually opens towards the end of September and continues through October and
November, as the fish move gradually inshore to the spawning grounds. Trout
gill nets are usually made of slightly coarser twine aond with a larger mesh than those
fished for whitefish, though many fishermen use the smaller meshed nets for both.
In some localities wall-eyed pike and grass pike are taken in the whitefish nets, the
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practico being to u e old nets for this purpome, as they are apt to get torn and
damaged in releasing the fish. Whenever small sized gill nets are fished over hard
bottoms where bass are running in June or July, a good many of this species may be
secured thereby. The bloater or long-jaw is taken throughout the season in from
200 to 600 feet of water in the smaller moshed gill nets such as are fished for white-
fih in the shoaler water.

Sturgeon gill nets are fished at the extreme ends of the lake, principally at the
eastern end in New York waters and at the western end in Ontario waters. From
two to twelve nets, each from 10 to 30 rods long, compose an ordinary outfit. Four
or five nets are usually set in a gang in an average depth of about 35 feet, the best
grounds being generally near shore. The practice is to lift them daily.

Pound nets.-Pound net fishing has iever been carried on as extensively in
Lake Ontario as in any other of the great lakes Generally speaking, the bottom
is too hard for the easy driving of stakes in localities where these nets could profit-
ably be fished. They are also, no doubt, rather costly for the class of fishermen who
operate on the lake. At one time from 30 to 40 pounds are reported to have been
fished in Chaumont Bay and vicinity, but at the time of our inquiries only one net
of this class was being fished in the lake. When employed they were made somewbat
smailer than those in general use elsewhere, and they were never set in deep water
or in long strings. The catch consisted nainly of wall-eyed pike and whitefish dur-
ing the spring, and of whitefish, trout and herring during the fall. A few sturgeon
were caught, but it does not appear that these fish were ever taken as abuntantly
by the pounds in Lake Ontario as they have beei elsewhere. Black bass also do not
seem to have been taken extensively be this metans. There is no general desire at
present to have this method introduced again.

Trap nets.-These small submerged nets have taken the place. of the pound to
some extent. The fact that they are less costly and can be set on any bottom has
led to their extended use; they require no stakes and can be set or removed bodily.
They are chiefly fished for wall-eyod pike, but if placed iii deep water will also take
whitefish, herring and trout. They are not licensed on the Canadian side.

Fyke nets.-These nets are generally employed for bullheads and course fish in
the eastern end of the lake about Wolf Island and in the Bay of Quinté. If fished
in May and June on suitable bottoms they would catch wall-eyed piko and bass,
sturgeonl are rarely taken in them.

Pound nets, traps, seines and fyke nets have been fished to a much greater extent
at the eastern end of the lake than olsewhere, as the conditions are there much the
mo>t favourable for their use.

Set-lines.-Set-lines are extensively used for sturgeon, and are also employed
for channel cat, ling and eels. The sport fishes such as maskinonge, black bass
and wall-eyed pike are not taken by this means, as only dead bait is used.

Spears.-Spears are not now eniployed, but at one time their use was quite
common, especially for the capture of salmon, which frequented most of the rivers
and streams discharging into the lake from either shore. There was no market
fishery for them after they had entered the streams, but they weie speared for
domestic use and large quantities were killed in this way, chiefly at night with the
aid of a jacklight. Many more were taken than were required for food, and there
was great waste in consequence. The Indians, who were then numerous, also speared
them for food and to a small extent for barter.

EXTENT AND CAUSES OF DECREASE.

Of the species which are mainly fished for by the commercial fishermen of Lake
Ontario, whitefish and trout have greatly decreased; herring and sturgeon have
fallen off to a considerable extent, but there is no preceptible failure in ihe wall-
eyed pike, bloater and black basa. Only a few fishermen on the south shore of the
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lake carry on a distant gill net fishery in deep water for the bloater or long-jaw, and
wall-eye pike and bass are not taken extensively by the market fishermen.

Lake Ontario was undoubtedly the first of the great lakes in which a consider-
able commercial fishery was establ ished, and as in.the other lakes, the earlier fishery
was made entirely for whitefish, the trout, herring, wall-eyed pike and sturgeon
being taken only incidentallv. As the whitefish began to fail, however, other
branches of the fishery grew up. As the country opened up and the population
increased, a purely fishing community was developed, especially in the neighbour-
hood of the best fishing grounds. At first all the fish not intended for immediate
local consumption were salted. As the demand for fish at other seasons than the
spring and fall, and also the facilities for handling and delivering them increased,
gill net fishing came to be resorted to. This began about 1847, and the use of such
nets rapidly increased, until by 1860 an extensive offshore fishery by regular fisher-
men was being carried on. Already a diminution in the quantity of whitefish and
trout coming mn shore in the spring and fall had been perceived, and the seine
6shery was declining.

Pound nets were never fairly tried on the north shore, but at the eastern end of
the lake, of Jefferson Coanty, a good many were employed as early as 1860. They
were introduced about 1850 by fishermen from the sea coast of Connecticut. Their
use was at no time general with respect to the lake as a whole, and it was soon
found that trap nets, which could be set without stakes, answered the same purpose
and were more economical and convenient.

Fyke nets have been used since the earliest records, but have always been
fished in the mouths of creeks and in shallow bays. The coarse fish taken in them
have not decreased, and they have had nothing whatever to do with the almost
practical extinction of the whitefish and trout.

Lake Ontario is the only one of the great lakes in which we find an alarming
decrease in the trout. As this falling off bas taken place conjointly with that of the
whitefish and is apparently due to the same cause, it will best suit our purpose to
treat of them together.

The conditions we have to deal with in Lake Ontario are similar to those met
with in Lake Superior. The area in which whitefish and trout occur is smali com-
pared with thb total area of the lake. Whitofish are not often found in more than
40 fathoms and they are generally fished for in less than 30. Tr-out range into
slightly deeper water, but are generally fished for at about the extreme depth of
the whitefish. In Lake Superior we found the extreme limit of the trout to be
about 60 fathons, beyond which practically nothing but siscowet weretaken. In
Lake Ontario, the bloater replaces the siscowet in the deep water fishery, which is
prosecuted from the south shore out into depths of 200 to 600 feet. On the north
shore there is no distinct fishery for this species, though a few are taken in nets set
at the deep water limit of the trout. The total area of Lake Ontario, excluding the
Bay of Quinté, is 7,194 square miles, while the area between the 50-fathom curve
and the shore amounts to only 3,753 miles, the area beyond the 50-fathom curve being
3,442 square miles. Thus, we find that the actual area to which the trout, white-
fish and herring are limited amounts to only about one-half the total area of the
lake.

As tho deepest water is in the southern half of the lake, and the 50-fathom
curve follows the south shore at an average distance of only five to six miles, the
aiea on which whitefish, herring and trout might be taken in United States waters
is naturally very small. The testimony of those interviewed as well as the statistics
indicate that no very extensive fishery was over carried on along this shore, and
that the whitefish and trout gave out early. On the northern side of the lake the
average distance of the 50-fathom line from shore is twice as great, thereby affording
a correspondingly lai ger fishing area. This accords with the fact that the fibery
has been more extensive, and as the boats seldom go more than eight miles from
land, they do not reach the depth at which the bloater is found.

At each end of the lake there is also a shallow table on which a considerable
fishery has always been made, and on which the bulk of the fishing is being carried
on to-day, the principal species taken being herring and wall-eyed pike.
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With a knowledge of the above conditions and of the practices of the fishing
when it was at its height, it is easy to account for the early and nearly complete
collapse of the fishery for whitefish and trout, which were chiefly caught out by the
seines at an early period. There does not seem to have been any regular migration
of these fish lengthwise of lake. They occurred alorg a narrow border of the lake
and simply moved to feeding grounds in the spring and to spawning grounds in the
fail, wherever the shoal water was suitable. There they were most abundant, and
on those areas we still find the remnant of them.

The following tables shows the condition of the fishery for whitofish and trout
on the north shore of the lake in 1868, the first year for which we have any reliable
statistics, as compared with 1895:

1868 1895

W i.itefish................... ................. .. ....... . 1,156, 200 126,650

Trout ............. ......... ... .... ... ........................ .... 612,000 109.300

There was seasons between those dates when the fishing seems to have rallied
but, on the whole, the tendency has been steadily downward. The evidence indicates
that the fishery in United States waters began to decline long before the first statis-
tics were taken. As a further proof of the present scarcity of whitefish and trout
in Lake Ontario, if any were needed, it may be stated that the United States Fish
Commission was unable, in the fall of 1896, to procure on either shore of the lake a
supply of eggs for the hatchery at Cape Vincent, while the Canadian Department of
Fisheries bas for years procured its supplies for the hatcheries at New Castle and
Ottawa from Lake Erie and Georgian Bay. Most of the fishermen interviewed
about the Bay of Qainté, where the bulk of the whitefish and trout is now caught,
were of opinion that the present supply was being kept up solely by artificial means.

While it is likely that the extensive spawning grounds of the whitefish in the
head of the Bay of Quinté haveleen injured by the deposit of saw-dust and other
refuse brought down from the milis located on the large streams which empty into
tho head of the bay, and that the same character of pollution may have contributed
to a minor extent in damaging the spawning beds in the bays at the eastern end of
the lake, there can be no doubt that the chief cause of the decreuse of the whitefish
and trout was the overfishing by seines in the early days of the fishery, and that
this decrease had commenced before either gill nets or pounds were introduced.
The extensive gill net fishitg which was carried on from 1870 to 1880, most exten-
sively during the same season as the fali seining and when the fish were converging
on tfieir spawning grounds, must also have aided in the work of destruction begun
by the seines, and this wasparticularly the case in the Bay of Quinté. We are led
to believe that the most extensive spawning grounds for whitefish in the lake are at
the head of this bay. The bay is long and narrow and a large number of fish begin
to run into it from the lake as early as September. At this time many who had
been fishing in the lake, move into the bay, in the sholtered and confined waters of
which immense fleets of gill nets are set directly in the path of the fish to their
spawning grounds. This fishing continues to the end of October and is particularly
destructive.

The pound nets cannot have materially contributed to the present scarcity of
whitefish and trout. Trap nets have only been fished in the bays at the eastern end,
for wall-eyed pike, herring and coarse fish, and their influence at most has been
purely local. Whitefish, trout and herring are not taken in fyke nets.

A question deserving of serious consideration in this connection is whether the
continued decrease of the whitefish, herring and trout is not being materially aided
by the absence in practically ail parts of the lake except Chaumont Bay of those
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sedentary fisheries by pound nets, trap nets, fyke nets and seines, by means of
which the supply of the coarser and predaceous fishes is kept down in the other
lakes. The laws on both sides of the line are essentially prohibitory of all such fish-
ing methods, which, in our opinion, could, under proper restrictions, be employed
without detriment to the sporting interests, and at the same time probably -to the
great advantage of the more important market fishes.

Among the fishermen there seems to be a pretty general impression that much
of the decrease of the whitefish bas been due to the presence of the alewives which,
dying in great numbers, sink to the bottom and foul the feeding grounds. That
this was not a primary factor is shown by the fact that the decrease of both the
whitefish and trout began long before the introduction of the alewives, and there is
no reason to believe that it has an important influence at the present time.

The decrease of the sturgeon bas been greatest on the New York shore. This
is due to the fact that the methods of fishing there employed have been such as
would naturally take the sturgeon more abundantly. On the Canadian shore the
fishery has never been as extensively prosecuted. Prior to 1882 no record was kept
of the quantity taken as they then had no market value and when captured in the
seines were destroyed and thrown away. There was a sudden drop in the catch
between 1882 and 1885, due no doubt to the circumstance that about 1883 the use
of seines fell off greatly. Most of the sturgeon are fished for in the shoal water at
the extreme ends of the lake, where they are taken with large meshed gill nets and
set-lines.

The herring also show a considerable decrease. The fishery for this species,
now carried on almost entirely with small-meshed gill nets, was not prosecuted to
any great extent until that for the whitefish and trout had ceased to be profitable.
When seines were extensively used large hauls of herring were made as they came
inshore to spawn on practically the same grounds as the whitefish, and at about the
same season. The catch was then salted. The gill net fishing for herring began to
be extensive about 1884. It is most prominent at the western end of the lake and
in the Bay of Quinté. On the Canadian shore the mesh used is from 2 to 2ý inches,
the larger size being also that more commonly used by the New York fishermen.
As herring are generally fished for in shoaler waters than whitefish, considering the
limited area over which they are taken, there can be no doubt the fishery bas been
overdone. It is chiefly prosecuted in the fall when the fish are on the way to their
spawning grounds and during the time that they are actually upon them. On the
Canadian shore the size of the mesh bas been gradually reduced and many com-
plaints are made that the herring now being marketed are much smaller than they
used to be. When pounds were fished in the eastern end of the lako large catches
of berring were made in tbem.

A very small amount of the Lake Ontario herring is marketed fresh, and there
is not much demand for such small herring in this condition. Largo quantities are
slightly smoked for immediate use, the balance generally being salted.

There is no indication of a decrease of the wall-eyed pike. The catch during
1890 in United States waters was much greater than in either 1885 or 1893. This was
due to the fact that a much greateramount of apparatus was employed in that year.

As no seines, pounds, traps, fykes or gill nets are allowed to be fished within a
mile of the New York shore, except in Chaumont Bay, and as pounds, traps and seines
are not fished on the Ontario coast, it follows that the wall-eyed pike are being pretty
well protected. The bulk of the catch is made in gill nets and by sportsmen with
hook and lino.

The only distinct fishery for the bloater is in the deep water off the southern
shore, where it is conducted on a very limited scale with gill nets. It should be
capable of considerable development, as these fish are known to occur in great
abundance in depths of 200 to 600 feet.

No regular commercial fishery is carried on for the black bass, and when taken
in the nets of fishermen, it is by accident. The regulation which prohibits the use
of any form of net along the greater part of the New York shore within one mile of
the land, was adopted with the view of protecting this species. While doing this, it
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also virtually prohibits the capture of the wall-eyed pike, grass pike, perch, suckers'
bullheads, eels, and the remainder of the predaceous and coarser fishes. On the
Canadian shore, ail commercial fishing in the lake is done either with gill nets or set-
lines, a few fyke nets being used in the shoal waters of the Bay of Quinté. Here,
again,.the bass are most thoroughly protected. The statistics, consequently, show
no decrease in this species, while the testimony of ail persons examined by us tends
to prove that the bass were increasing. A register kept at one sporting resort showed
that more bass were taken by the sportsmen stopping at that particular hotel, than
were caught by ail the commercial fishermen in the lake.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

ln view of the extent to which the supply of both whitefish and lake trout bas
become exhausted in Lake Ontario, any regulations looking to the protection and
increase of those species, in order to be effective, should be decidedly stringent.
With respect to the fisheries for them and for the other important fishes of the lake
we recommend as follows:-

1. That a close seasEon be adopted for both the whitefish and lake trout from
the 15th day of October to the 31st day of December, between which dates they
shali not be fished for or taken in any manner.

2. That in the Bay of Quinté the close season for whitefish extend from the 1st
day of October to the 31st day of December, and that the use of herring gill nets in
that bay be prohibited during Novomber.

3. That the minimum size of mesh in the gill nets fished for whitefish and trout
be fixed at 5 inches, in the herring gill nets at 2ï inches, and in the sturgeon gill
nets at 11 inches.

4. That the quantity of gill nets used in connection with each fishery be re-
stricted within proper limitations.

5. That the use of baited set-lines for sturgeon be permitted, but that the
capture of that species by means of naked hooks or grapplings be prohibited.

6. That ail sturgeon measuring less than 4 feet long, taken by any means, be
returned alive to the water.

7. That a close season be adopted for the black bass from May 1 to June 15;
that all black bass measuring less than 10 inches long, by whatever means taken, be
returned alive to the water; that the number of bass taken by each rod per diem be
limited to twenty, and that the number of rods to each boat be limited to two.

8. That it be permitted to fish fyke nets and trap nets in the inshore waters of
the lake, for the capture of the coarser fishes, between,the lst of October and the
30th of April, within proper limitations as to number and under such restrictions as
shall prevent their being set on the spawning grounds of whitefish, trout or
herring, or in such manner as to interfere with the spawning movement of those
species.

9. That the mesh in the bag of ail trap nets and fyke nets measure not less
than 2½ inches in extension when in use.

10. That the use of seines on or about the spawning grounds of any ol the
important fishes during their spawning season be prohibited.

11. That the joint efforts to increase the supply of whitefish and lake trout by
artificial means be continued, and that the scope of that work be increased to the
fullest exteint possible. It is recommended that the planting of the fry be not
restricted to one part of the lake, but be extended to as many of the important
spawning areas as possible.

12. That the throwing into the water of fish offal, including dead fish taken
from the nets, of city garbage and of ail other substances deleterious to fish life be
prohib:ted. That steps be taken to prevent injury by the waste from saw-mills,
gas works, oil refineries, &c., especially in tributary streams containing spawning
grounds of impdrtant fishes.
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LAKE ERIE.
DESCRIPTION OF THE LAKE.

From a fishery standpoint Lake Erie is especially noteworthy because of its,
relative shallowness as compared with all the other large lakes of the chain, a feature
which has determined its greater proportionate richness in acquatie products. The
deepest water, reaching a maximum of 35 fathoms, occurs in the neighbourhood of
Long Point, Ontario, and off the cout of Pennsylvania and of the western end of
New York, the depths elsowhero not exceeding 14 fathoms. Westward of a line
connecting Point Pelee with the entrance to Sandusky Bay, moreover, the maxi-
mum limit of depth is only seven fathoms, this shallow area or platform being
characterized by numerous reefs and islands and containing the best defined spawn-
ing grounds of ut least two of the more important species. Throughout the deeper
parts of the lake the bottom consists chiefly of clay, with considerable areas of sand
and mud; toward the margins, clay, sand, gravel and mud occur, with occasional
rocky patches near the shore.

Owing to the shallow water, the seasonal changes of tomperature have a more
pronounced effect than on any other of the great lakes, ice forming to a greater
extent in winter, andethe summer heat being more severely felt. This diversity of
physical conditions induces extensive periodical movements on the part of several
species, which groatly influence the seasons and methods of the fisheries in differ-
ent places and render difficult the harmonizing of the many interests concerned
therewith.

The area of Lake Erie is about 10,000 square miles, making it next after Lake
Ontario, the smallest of the great lakes. Its inferiority in that respect, however, is
compensated for by the fact that it affords opportunities for fishing throughout its
entire extent, and during some years the catch has been greater than the combined
catch of all the other lakes of the systom.

MARKET FISHES.

The statistical investigation of the fisheries in the United States waters of Lake
Erie in 1893 took notice of fifteen varieties of market fishes which are recognized'by
the fishermen, but between which the latter do not always discriminate in making
a record of their catch. Other kinds, taken in very small quantities, were considered
collectively. In the table which follows the fifteen varieties separately accounted
for are enumerated under three heads in a inanner to illustrate their relative im-
portance, based upon (1) the price per pound as paid to the fishermen, (2) the
extent of the catch marketod, and (3) the value of the catch. The higher grades,
with one exception, retained practically the same relations in the Canadian fisheries
of 1893, but the coarser grades were not there separately enumerated.

FiSHES CAUGHT in the United State. waters of Lake Erio and Marketed in 1893-

Arranged by Price per Pound. Arranged by Size of Catch.

Black bass .... ... ......... .....
W hitefish ...... ...... . ........
Lake trout.. ........ .. .......
Wall-eyed pike........ .. .......
Pike........... .......... .. ....
Sturgeon ............. .............
iCatfish . ...... . . .......... .....
B lue pike......... ................
German carp.................
White bass.... . ..... .. .......
Saugers. ................ ..... ....
Yellow perch . ..... ... .... ....
Herring................. ... ..
Suckers.... ........ .. ..........
Sheepshead. ... .............. ..

Arranged by Valve
of Catch.

H erring ............................ H erring.
Blue pike.... .... ............. Blue pike.
Saugers .......... ...... ....... Whitefish.
Yellow perch... ............... Saugers.
Sheepshead. .................... Wall-eyed pike.
Suckers ...................... Yellow perch.
Whitefish ...... .. ........ Sturgeon.
Wall-eyed pike......... . ....... Catfibh.
SturgEon . ....... ... .. ...... German carp.
Catfish ....... .................... .uckers.
German carp.... ................ Lake trout.
Lake trout..................... .... Black bass.
White bass................... .. Sheepshead.
Black basa...... ... .............. Pike.
Pike.............................. W hite bass.
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But few changes have occurred in the relative extent of the catch of the higher
and preferred grades of fisbes since 1885, when the first complete statistics of this
subject were taken by the United States government. This fact is brought out by
the following table, based entirely upon the figures for the United States.

1885. 1890. 1893.

H erring ................ . . H erring ......... .......... ......... H erring.
Blue pike..... ...... ............. Blue pike.................... ... ..... Blue pike.
Saugers .................. ...... ..... Sau gers..... .... ................... Saugers.
Sturgeon .............................. W hitefish ...................... . .. îWhitefish.
W hitefish .............. ...... .. ..... W all-eyed pike.................. ...... W all-eyed pike.
W all-eyed pike........... ....... ..... Sturgeon ............. ... ....... ... Sturgeon.
Black bass........................ ..... Black bass................. . ...... Lake trout,
Lake trout.................. ...... Lake trout.... ............... .. Black bass.

Marked ehanges, however, bave taken place in the actualamount of the catch
of several species, and some of the inferior grades have attained much greater pro-
minence owing both to the decreased abundance of the better kinds and to the increased
demands of trade.

The output of the Lake Erie fisheries bas always been much greater in United
States than in Canadian waters, as shown in the following table, which gives the
total weight of the catch of fish for each of three years, the only years for which
such a comparison is possible:

Year. United States. Canada. Total.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

1885........... .... ...................... .... 51,456,000 7,605.000 59,061,000

1890................. .. ..................... ..... 64,850,000 7,890,000 72,740,000

1893............ .................................... 42,968,000 9,410,000 52,378,000

The principal species from a commercial standpoint are the whitefish, herring,
pike-perches, and sturgeon, of which the valuation of the catch in 1893 was about
85 per cent that of the entire lake catch. Of the romaining species the majority
are either relatively scarce or inferior in quality, but the catfishes and yellow perch
are conspicuous features of the fishery. Although regarded primarily as a sporting
fish the black bass is also taken incidentally, in small quantities, for market.

WHITEFISH.

Status.-The whitefish ranks first in quality and market value among the com-
mercial fishes of Lake Erie, and is, therefore, the one most highly regarded by the
fistiermen. It was the principal objeet of the early net fisheries of the lake, and for
a considerable period composed the greater part of the output. It has, however,
suffered great depletion, until in 1893, owing in part also to the development of the
fisheries in other lines, the value of the catch amounted to only about 9 per cent of
the total yield of all species.

Distribution and movement.-The principal habitat of the whitefish is the
deeper waters in the eastern part of the lake, to which it seems to be mainly confined
during the greater part of the year. Two rogular movements, one occurring in the
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spring the other in the fall, greatly increase the area of its distribution during
limited periods. There is practically no fishery for this species in January, February
and March, at which season it has never been brought under observation. The giIl
netters, mainty from Dunkirk and Erie, generally begin to set for whitefish between
the first and middle of April, and continue their operations until the middle or latter
part of December following. This deep water fishery has never been extended west
of the region off Ashtabula, Ohio.

The gill net grounds extend mainly from about five miles off shore to the Middle
of the lake, the depth ranging from about 12 to 30 fathoms and the bottom consist-
ing of clay and mud. Thére is a greater or less movement of the fish within these
limits, of which the fishermen have cognizance and which scem to be influenced by
changes in the season and weather. In the early spring the best fishing is said
generally to be obtained eastward of Dunkirk in relatively shallow water, the body
of fish working westward and into deeper water as the season advances, and again
leturning to the deeper water as the winter comes on. It is probable, however,
that the early spring distribution in abundance is more wide spread than the above
would indicate, judging from the extent of territory which the fishermen may then
occupy. The extent of the gill net catch varies greatly with the season, caused
partly by the condition of the water and partly by the withdrawal of a portion of
the fish as explained further on. The season opens with a large catch, which con-
tinues into May, but then falls away until June, when scarcely any fish can be
obtained. This circumstance is attributed by the fishermen chiefly to the formation
of a slime on the bottom, whichl also covers the nets and makes it difficult to handle
them. These conditions may persist for a week or two in July, when good fishing
revives, especially in the deeper waters, in which the best catches of the year are
made during August and September. The remainder of the season affords much
pooror returns, as a whole, than the summer, due undoubtedly to the spawning run
which takes a large proportion of the fish away from this region.

The two seasonal movements above referred to are both shoreward and towards
the western end of the lake, and it is during their continuance that the pound net
catch is made. The spring movement occurs mainly during the latter half of April
and in May, although a few stragglers may be found in June. It is felt along both
shores as far as the Bass Islands and Kingsville, Ont., but on the south side of the
lake it is most pronounced, east of Ashtabula. It extends but a short distance on to
the western platform, where only small and irregular catches are now obtained about
the Bass Islands and Kelley's Island, although formerly they became more abundant
there.

The fall movement is much heavier and much more widespread than the spring,
and is actuated by the breeding instinct, which leads the fish to seek spawning
grounds, to a large extent, at a great distance from their normal habitat. It begins
on a small scale in September, during which month a few individuals are sometimes
captured in the pound nets on the platform. It does not become pronoanced, how-
ever, until in October, and, including the up and down run, continues through
November and more or less into December, although very few fish are taken during
the last-mentioned month. That is to say, the pound net catch seems to be Obtained
chiefly, if not almost entirely, fiom the up run, making it possible that the bulk of
the down run keeps farther offshore. The fall run strikes in along both shores, the
same as the spring, but at the western end of the lake the fish now become widely
distributed over the platform, and a large number pass through the Detroit River into
Lake St. Clair. There is considerable difference in the dates of the appearance of
the fish at different places, especially on the platform, but this diversity is of only
local significance. It is not improbable that during the western movement a cer-tain
proportion of the fish also proceed through the deeper waters until they reach the
platform, but nothing positive has been learned regarding this matter, as the schools
are never followed by the gill netters, as in the case of the herring.

After the whitefish reach their spawning grounds on the western platform, they
give rise to an extensive local gill net flshery of very limited duration. During their
passage up the Detroit River, mainly in the latter part of October and the early part
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of November, they are caught by means of seines, and in Lake St. Clair, a few are
taken in the pound nets.

It is interesting to note that during the spawning period a large body of fish still
remains in the deeper water, where the gill netters continue to take them, though in
smaller quantities than in the summer and early fall.

Spawning.-The entire distribution of the spawning grounds of the whitefish in
Lake Erie is not known. During the spawning season a part of the fish remain in
their normal deep-water habitat, but it is not probable that they spawn there. The
regular fall movement carries a very large body to the western platform, where
many well-defined spawning grounds occur. These are chiefly rocky reefs and
shoals, characterized in part by the wator-worn surfaces of the common limestone of
the region, the so-called houey-combed rock. Hard, gravelly and sandy bottoma in
some places are also said to serve the same purpose, but this tact bas not been
entirely substantiated. The distribution of the grounds on the platform is from the
neighbourhood of Kelley's Island to near the Michigan shore, on both sides of the
boundary line. Some of the best known are two shoals north of Kelley's Island;
the reefs and rocky shores about and in the neighbourhood of North Bass, Middle
Bass, Rattlesnake and Green Islands; the reefs about the Hen and Chickens, Niagara
Reef, and occasional patches off the mainland shores. The depth ranges mostly
from about 4 to 20 feet, but is sometimes greater. It is in these places that the gill
net fishing is carried on during the spawning time, and mainly here and in the Detroit
River that the eggs bave been obtained for the artificial propagation of the species.
The fish taken in the Detroit River are mostly bound from Lake St. Clair, although
the river itself is said to contain one or more spawning places.

It seems scarcely credible that the great stock of whitefish which has characte-
rized the deeper waters, where the catch has many times exceeded that of all the
remainder of the lake combined, can have been maintained solely through the agency
of that body of fish which reaches the western platform, and it is possible that
extensive spawning areas wili sometimo be discovered farther east. Onc smail
ground i8 known to be located between Dunkirk and Westfield, N.Y., and two others
are reported off Port Dover and Port Burwell, Ont.

The spawning time varies somewhat in different years, depeindent on the condi-
tions of the weather, and also with respect to the locality. Our information on this
subject is mainly limited to the platform, where the dates have been accurately
determined in connection with fish-cultural operations, as follows: Ripe eggs have
been obtained, but only rarely, as early as the latter part of October, the first boing
taken generally in the oarly part of November. Spawning may continue into the
first week of December, but the last eggs are seldom secured later than December 1,
generally a fow days before that date. The bulk of the ogga have usually been
obtained between the 10th and 25th of November, but sometimes beginning as early
as the 5th or 6th and continuing as late as the 28th, which dates may be considered
to mark the limitations of the main part of the spawning season. These figures are
based on the averages for several years and for the different grounds where eggs are
procured for the hatcheries. In any one place the bulk of the spawning may be,
and generally is, completed in a much shorter space of time, from 5 to 10 days.
They begin to fish for the hatcheries on the Detroit River in the latter part of
October, but the fish are not then ripe and are penned until the eggs mature.

Size.-The general run of the whitefish taken in Lake Erie ranges from about
1½ to 5 or 6 pounds, but seldom exceeds 4 or 5 pounds. This applies to all parts of the
lake, but the average size may differ more or less in different places or in the catch by
different kinds of apparatus. The species, however, attains a weight of 12 pounds and
more, and some have been reported weighing as high a 20 pou nds, but these extreme
sizes are now practically extinct. Individuals weighing 8 or 9 pouuds are considered
very large for Lake Erie at the present time.

It has been impossible to ascertain satisfactorily the average size of the fish in
the catch of any one fishery. In several fares landed by the gill net tugs at Dun-
kirk in August, 1894, the average by actual weight was found to be between 2½ and
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3 pounds, only a very small number weighing as low as 1½ and 1¾ pounds. while the
largest weighed about 5 pounds. According to the statements of the fishermen, the
average weight on the platform ranges all the way from 2j to 4 pounds., these figures,
which are only estimates, being based in part upon the pound net and in part upon
the gill net catch.

The dealers would prefer to handle no whitefish weighing less than about 1½
pounds, and some would place the minimum size suitable for market as high as 2
pounds.

From the observations of fish-cultarists, the smallest fish from which eggs may
be obtained on this lake weigh from 14 to 2 pounds. In that event the general catch
of whitefish on Lake Erie may be expected not to include immature fish, and the
minimum size desired for market would about correspond with their earliest
mature size, 14 to 2 pounds. It is questionable, however, especially in the case of a
rapidly decreasing product, whether its extensive capture in the first year of matur-
ity should be allowed.

It is claimed by some that very large quantities of immature whitefish are
caught in certain places, but the evidence in respect to that matter lacks confirmation.
According to the testimony, comparatively few whitefish weighing under 14 pounds
reached the platform, the number being somewhat larger in the spring th'an in the
fali, but ut no time great enough to make their capture a question for serious con-
sideration. Nothing is definitely known regarding the general distribution and
habits of the young, but they are supposed to remain chiefly in the deeper waters
of the lal-e. Many are reported to be taken in the herring gill nets stili in that region,
and also in the pound nets on some parts of both tha north and south shore, but the
men actually concerned in those fisheries deny that the quantity is ever excessive.
The subject is important and should be further investigated.

DECREAsE.

There has been a great falling off in the abundance of the whitefish in Lake Erie
since the early days of the fishery, as shown by both the statistics and the testimony
of witnesses, its relative extent, as compared with the other species, being exceeded
only by that of the sturgeon and catfishes. The history of the decrease in United
States waters cannot accurately be told because of the incompleteness of the returns,
but on the Canadian side figures are available for each of the past 26 years. -The
statistics which have been taken of the United States catch give the following totals
for each of four years, viz.:-

Lbs.
1880................... ................ .................. ..... 3, 3,000
1885. .............. .. ............................. 3,531,000
1890.. ......... ........ ........ .............. 3,31,000
1893......................................................................1,3 92,000

The year 1885 shows a slight increase over 1880, and represents the maximum
catch for which figures are extant. The reduction from that time was 34 per cent to
1890, and 63 per cent to 1893.

Analyzing the returns so as to locate the changes in the catch with respect to
conditions surrounding the fishery in different parts of the lake, we obtain the
results shown in the following table

1885. 1890. 1893.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

From Verniilion westward ........................ .. 1,009,400 891,962 651,180

Ohio, east of Vermillion .... ...................... .. .. 373,000 373,620 287,944

Pennsylvania and New York............ ............ . 2,149,455 1,075,869 353,286
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As brought out by this table, the percentages of decrease for 1890 and 1893 as
compared with 1885, in each of the three districts named, have been as follows:

1. From Vermillion westward: 1890, 11 per cent; 1893, 35 per cent.
2. Ohio, east of Vermillion: 1890, none; 1893, 22 per cent.
3. Pennsylvania and New York : 1890, 49 per cent; 1893, 83 per cent.
The most extensive decrease has, therefore, been manifested in that part of the

lake where the deep water gill netting has been the main feature, and where com-
paratively small amounts are obtained by pound nets. The next rate of decrease is
at the western ond of the lake, where the pound nets attain their maximum develop-
ment as to numbers, and where, in 1893, the catch by gill nets on the spawning
grounds was less than one-sixth the total catch of that district. The loast decrease
was shown by the central portion of the south shore, where the size of the catch is
also smallest, where the pounds, the principal method of capture, are for the most
part scattered and relatively few in number, and where the fithing season for white-
fish is of shortest duration. They come on this shore only during a brief period in
the course of their spring and fall migrations, a transient visitor, passing from or
toward their normal place of habitat.

The figures discussed above represent the actual catch in the several years
without reforence to the amount of apparatus employed. From the early period of
the fishery the number of pound nets and the quantity of gill netting increased
rapidly and continuously, but the amount of each has been redueed in recent years.
The number of pounds was very much greater in 1890 than in 1885, and there were
at least 20t) more in use in 1893 than in 1885. The decrease in the catch of white-
fish by pound nets bas, therefore, been coincident with a marked increase in the
amount of apparatus. In 1890 the pound catch comprised 40 per cent of the entire
catch by ail methods, but in 1893 it had increased to 60 per cent, owing to the
reduction in the quantity obtained by gill nets.

Much less explicit information is available respecting the gill net fishery at
the castern end of the lake. At one time, mainly before detailed statistics ivere
taken the amount of whitefish gill netting enployed from Erie, Pa., was very great,
and the catch of whitefish by that means was very large, much exceeding that by
all methods throughout the remainder of the lake. It is stated by local authorities,
although the statisiics fail to furnish the exact date, that the development of this
fishery and the taking of a large catch continued to about 1885, when, owing to a
rapid falling off in the abundance of the whitefish, most of the fishermen who had
previously engaged in its capture turned their attention to the herring. As the
fishery declined at Erie it was taken up at Dunkirk, where it has increased several
fold rince 1885, but most extensively since about 1890. The only other port from
which deep water gili netting for whitefish is prosecuted by steamers is Ashtabula,
Ohio, but it is there of slight importance compared with Erie and Dunkirk.

While the quantity of gill netting employed in the deeper water increased
considerably botween 1890 and 1893, the fallirig off in the catch of whitefish by that
means between those dates amounted to 67 per cent, showing that the decrease
continues and that the fishery is still being conducted on too large a scale.

The Canadian catch of whitefish, which bas been made almost exclusively in
pound nets, shows many and great fluctuations in amount during the period from
1872 to 1894, but during recent years the total annual catch bas been larger, on an
average, than in the earlier period of the fishory. This increased catch, however,
bas only been secured through a steady increaso in the amount of' apparatus
employed, the proportionate annual catch to each pound net having declined almost
continuously to the present time. This fact is strikingly illustrated by the following
table, which gives the average annual catch per pound net for five year periods,
except the last entry which covers only three years:

Lbs.
1872 te 1876 ...................................... 10,036
1877 " 1881......................... ..... , ......................... 4,160
1882 ' 1886..... ............................. ........ 2,C78
1887 " 1891................. 1,728

1892 " 1894 .......................................................... 1,151
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DECREASE'IN LAKE ST. CLAIR AND THE DETROIT RIVER.

The Canadian statistics show a marked decrease in the catch of whitefish in the
Canadian waters of Lake St. Clair since 1889, and a greatly fluctuating catch pre-
vious to that date. There has also been a corresponding decrease on the Michigan
side of the line. There is no standard by which to measure the extent or rate of
this decrease, but as the fish which frequent these waters enter them from Lake
Erie, and only during the spawning movement in the fall, it is natural to suppose
that the extent of the run each year is influenced by the abundance of the fish in
the larger lake.

OPINIONS OF THE FISHERMEN RESPECTING DECREASE.

Al fishermen who have had a long experience in the fisheries of Lake Erie
acknowledge that there has been a very marked decrease in the abundance of white-
fish since early times. It is also quite universally agreed that this decrease bas
continued down to a comparatively recent date. Strangely enough, however, and
in the face of the statistical returns, which they themselves have furnished, the
figures being taken fron their own books where such are kept, many of the fisher-
mec are strongly of the opinion that during the last few years just preceding 1894
the average catch has remained constant or has even slightly increased. This result
they attribute very generally to the work of the hatcheries. It is impossible to
reconcile their views in this matter with the evidence above discussed, which un-
doubtedly has the groater weight of authority.

LAKE HERRING.

Status.-The herring (Argyrosomus artedi) is by fur the most abundant of the
market species inhabitingr Lake Erie, and the fishery to which it gives rise is mach
the most conspicuons one, as regards the extent of catch, on the entire chain of lakes.
Since 1879, at least, the output annually from this lake alone has constituted from
fifty to eighty per cent of the entire yield of herring from all the lakes combined,
while within the limits of the lake itself, during the same period, the herring catch
has composed from about thirty to sixty per cent of the total catch of all species.-
Moreover, notwithstanding its inferior price, the value of the catch annually has
been equal to from thirty-three to forty per cent of the value of the total catch in
Lake Erie.

This species first owed its prominence chiefly to the decrease in the whitefish,
which induced the fishermen to make a special feature of its capture. In the early
days of the fishery, the mesh in the pound nets was of sufficiently large size to
permit the escape of herring, and the gill net mesh was mainly adapted to the white-
fish. The improvements in facilities for transportation have also helped to stimulate
the herring fishery, and the opportunities now afforded for preserving and shipping
the catch long distances in a frosh condition have opened up an almost unlimited
market. The cheapness of the product, which brings it within the means of the
poorer classes, bas also been one of the most important flctors in producing this
wide demand. Through these circumstances, the berring bas come to have a more
widely distributed market than any other of the lake species, and its preservation is
considered to be of more moment to the fishermen of Lake Erie than that of any of
the others. The fact that the herring run larggr, as a rule, in Lake Erie than in
the other lakes to the north and west, is likewise in its favour.

Distribution and movements.-The herring bas the same general distribution and
migratory habits as the whitefish, but seems to be more widely disseminated dur-
ing most parts of the year. During the summer and winter it is mainly restricted
to, the deeper waters in the middle of the lake in its eastern half and along the
northern shore east of Rondeau, although a small body is found in winter on the
western platform.
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From the deep water region of even temperature there are two great migra
tions into the shoaler and more changeable portions of the lake. In the spring
when the shoal waters become warmer the fish emerge from their winter habitat
and move shoreward and upon the edge of the platform, evidently in search of food.
The volume of this migration is less than that of the fail run and is more fluctuating
and irregular. The movement is feit along both shores as far west as Leamington
and the eastern side of the Bass Islands, and the herring, therefore, constitute a con-
siderable portion of the spring catch of the pound nets within the limits mentioned.
Their presence is generally first noticed early in April and occasionally large lifts
are made in the latter part of that month, although west of Vermillion ani probably
on other parts of the shore the best fishery is in May. Some herring are caught in
June, but by the first of that month the bulk of them bave left the United States
coast for deeper water, although they romain on the Canadian shore east of Point
Pelee throughout the summer.

During the summer months the gill net tugs from Cleveland and easter ports
find them in deep water welt out in the lake, the best season off Erie, the principal
seat of this fishery, being from the middle of July to the middle of September, the
maximum catch being made in August.

The fait migration corresponds in a general way with that of the spring,
although the incentive is different. The fall run is most pronounced and uniform in
its movements on the shores west of Point Pelee and Vermillion. Large bodies- of
herring are seeking spawning grounds on the platform over which they become
widely distributed, a small part of the schools also finding their way through the
Detroit River into Lake St. Clair.

On the middle southern shore the fait movement is ill-defined and irregular, and
the fishermen, theorizing upon this fact, suppose that the bulk of the fish move up
the Canadian side of the lake until deflected by Point Pelee, many of the pound
netters holding that the United States waters are so obstructed by gill nets that no
other course is open. West of Vermillion and around the islands there was formerly
and is still to some extent, a small run of large non-spawning fish during the latter
half of September and early in October. The main fall run appears about or sub-
sequent to the middle of October and continues until the latter part of November or
into December, but the best fishing is obtained on the platform during November
when the fish are spawninîg. While it is at its height there is a substanial falling
off in the gill net catch in the deep water at the east, which is ample evidence that a
large proportion of the herring in the lake take part in the migration.

Only indefinite information lias been obtained of the return or eastward mnove-
ment of the herring after spawning. Some of the eastern tugs which resort to the
western end of the lake in the fait have been known to fish out of Huron as late as
January, when some fish were still being caught.

In Lake St. Clair herring are caught at ail seasons except the summer, but
whether the spring fish are some which have remained after spawning in the
preceding fait cannot be stated.

Spawning.-As shown above the herring, thereoore, execute the same general
spawning movements as the whitefimh. The distribution of their spawning grounds
on the platform, however; is less restricted, and they are unquestionably not confined
te the reefs and rocky bottoms when discharging their eggs. There is also nodoubt
that spawning grounds of great extent occur east of the platform, although they
have not been located. It would seem impossible for the comparatively smali
number of fish which have visited the western spawning grounds in recent years to
have kept up the main supply on so large a scale, and it is stated that since the
decrease began large bodies of herring have spawned off the south shore between
Huron and Fairport, an event previously unheard of.

The spawning time of the herring is not as definitely known as in the case of
the whitetish, with which, however, it agrees approximately. The buk of the
spawn is cast between about the 10th and the end of November, but some spawning
m ay take place shortly before and after those dates.
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Size.-The herring of Lake Erie are larger than those of either Lake Huron or
Lake Superior. There is some variation, dependent upon the season. During the
spawning run the fish taken at the western end of the lake average Il or 12 ounces,
but those obtained near Sandusky in September range from Il to 25 ounces, the
average having been about 19 ounces in 1894. The minimum weightof the herring
marketed is about 8 ounces, but the average is everywhere larger than this. The
pound netters on both tho north and south shores record the capture of smaller fish
at times and some are taken occasionally in the gill nets at the eastern end. The
catch of under sized herring, however, is not *of considerable proportions, and such
fish are never put upon the market.

Decrease.-In that part of the lake west of Huron, the fishermen agree that
there bas been a decrease in the abundance of the herring, the most of them dating
the beginning of the falling off in about 1890 or 1891. Regarding the middle section
of the south shore there is a difference of opinion; while in Pennsylvania and New
York all the fithermen interviewed, with one exception, refused to acknowledge
the occurrence of a decrease, although admitting that more netting was required to
catch the same quantity of fish.

The total herring catch by all methods in United States waters for the severai
years wherr the statistics were collected is shown in the following table:-

1880.........--.... ........ .................. ....................... 11,774,400
1885........................................ 19,354,900
1890............... . ..... ............. .......................... 38,868,283
1893................ ...................... 20,931,076

Considered as a whole, therefore, the herring catch increased in size until 1890
or thereabouts, the exact year not being determinable owing to the lack of figures
for intermediate periods, having practically doubled in the course of each of the
two half (ecades ending with that year. Having reached its maximum about 1890,
it then fell off to the extent of nearly 50 per cent during the succeeding three
years, the catcb for 1893 having been almost identical with that for 1885.

Taking into consideration the extent of fishing in connection with the herring,
we find that the number of pound nets in use was about 50 per cent greater in 1890
than in 1885, and was still about 30 per cent greater in 1893 than in 1885. More-
over, the amount of herring gill netting kept increaing at a comparatively rapid
rate down to 1893. A much greater quantity of apparatus was, therefore, required
to make in 1893 the same catch that was reported in 1885.

Analyzing the catches by districts we obtained the results presented in the fol-
lowing table, which shows the amounts taken on different parts of the United States
òoast during each of three years:-

1885. 1890. 1893.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

1. From Verinillion westward................. ............ 12,860,700 18,841,613 6,174,392
2. Vermillion to Conneaut.......... ........ ................. 3,014,900 10,207,040 6,667,788
3. Pennsylvania and New York ....................... . .. 3,480,200 9,819,630 8,088,896

Total.... ................................ .. 19,354,900 38,868,283 20,931,076

In the statistical investigations of 1890 and 1893, the catch of herring was
enumerated separately for each of the two principal fishing methods, pound and trap
nets on the one band, and gill nets on the other. unly a relatively few thousand
pounds of herring were taken by any other means. While a separate enumeration
was not made in 1885, it is still possible to use the returns for that year to some
extent in completing the comparisons made below.
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The district west of Vermillion is the extensive ponnd net region. Here the
total catch increased 50 per cent in 1890 as,compared with 1885; but in 1893 it fell
off 66 per cent as compared with 1890 and 50 per cent as compared with 1885. In
1885 practically ail of the herring were obtained in pounds; in 1890 the catch by
this method had increased 33 per cent, with at least an equal increase in the appar-
atus; while during the next three years the catch decreased 87 per cent with a
decrease of not over 20 per cent in the number of pounds. Only a small quantity of
gill nets was employed in this district in 1885, but in 1890 the catch by this means
had reached over 2,000,000 pounds and in the next three years a further increase in
the catch of 87 per cent had taken place. The increased catch by gill nets in
recent years resulted from a vast increase in the apparatus, stimulated by the visits
of tugs from eastern ports.

Between Vermillion and Conneaut there is only a moderate pound net fishery,
but there has been a constantly increasing number of gill nets. We find here an
increase of 233 per cent in the total catch betweon 1885 and 1890, but in 1893 there
was a decrease of 40 per cent as compared with 1890 and an increase of 50 per cent
as compared with 1885. In this district there was a decrease in the pound net
catch between 1890 and 1893 of about 56 per cent, the amount of apparatus showing
no diminution. The gill net catch also shows a decrease amounting to 24 per cent
between 1890 and 1893, notwithstanding a heavy increase in the amounf of netting.

In Pennsylvania and New York the catch of herring in pound nets is too insig-
nificant to cuit for attention is this connection. The catch by means of gill nets,
however, is very important, and this branch of the- fishery shows a decrease of 17
per cent between 1890 and 1893, with a very considorable increase in the amount of
netting used. Tho total catch increased greatly, however, between 1885 and 1893,
owing to the change from the whitefish to the herring fishery, as explained above.

The conditions of the fishery in United States waters may be summarized as
follows :-With an increase in the number of pound nets from 1885 to 1890. there
was a large increase in the size of catch. From 1890 to 1893, with a reduction in
the number of pound nets amounting to between 12 and 15 per cent, the catch fell
off 81 per cent. There was a very large increase in the total gill net catch from
185 to 1890, accompanying an increase of perhaps 40 per cent, more or less, in the
amount of netting. In the thrce succeeding years the amount of gill netting con-
tinued to increase to the extent apparently of nearly 40 per cent, but during that
time the catch began to fali off. It is evident that there has been a largo decrease
in the abundance of herring in Lake Erie. This decrease has been felt in ait parts
of the lake, but to the greatest extent by far in the extreme western part, where
the greater proportion of the pound nets are located.

The heavy decrease or abrupt falling off in the catch began at Port Clinton in
1890, at Huron in 1891, and around the islands in 1892, although a smaller decrease
was more or less manifest for a varying period preceding those dates.

On the Canadian side of the lake the fishery, both by gill nets and pounds, has
always been small compared with the United States shore. The Canadian fisher-
men are of the general opinion that the herring has suffered no decrease except in
one or two places, due to local causes.

The Canadian statistics show a steady increase in the total catch from 1869,
when the first returns were made, until 1885, inclusive. Since then the increase in
the pounds bas been steady, amounting to 64 per cent in 1894. While the amount
of gill netting bas fluctuated, there bas been, upon the whole, a steady increase which
amounted, in 1894, to 661 per cent. In only four years since 1886 bas the catch
been greater than was recorded in that year, and an examination of the records
shows that while the total catch during the period mentioned bas been fairly main-
tained, this bas been possible only through a great increase in the amount of
apparatus.

The fall run of herring into the Detroit River and Lake St. Clair, was formerly
very large, but it is now insignificant. The Canadian statistics indicate a falling off
from 1,256,000 pounds in 1886, to 18,000 pounds in 1893.
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WALL-EYED PIKE.

Status.-The fishermen of Lake Erie differentiate the wall-eyed pike (Stizoste-
dion vitreum) into two varieties, the yellow or gray pike and the blue pike. These
varieties are distinguished principally by their colour, but large individuals, even
when of a decidedly blue colouration, are invariably ranked with the more valuable
yellow pike, while the market makes practically no distinction between the small
ones. The annual catch of the two varieties combined is exceeded in extent and
value by that of the herring alone of all the species found in the lake.

Distribution and movements.-The wall-eyed pike is found throughout the entire
extent of the shore line on both sides of the lake. It is generally stated that the
yellow pike is most abundant on the western platform, from which the blue pike is
said to be alnost totally absent. The run of the large fish usually begins early in
April and continues generally until May 1, lasting in abundance very rarely after
May 15. A few are taken throughout the remainder of the spring and they also
occur in small numbers in the fall. They are captured in small quantities by both
the whitefish and herring gill netters of Erie and Dunkirk, chiefly in the spring,
but also to some extent in summer and fall. About 80 per cent of the large fish
recorded in the statistics as wall-eyed pike are caught in the pound nets.

To the eastward of the platform a run of smaller wall-eyed pike, usually classed
as blue pike, occurs in the spring. They do not appiroach the shores closely enough
to be taken in the pounds until about the middle of May, considerably later than
the spawn run of " yellow pike," and they continue in greater or less abundance,
according to locality, until the end of the spring season, and occur again in the early
fall. Tho gill netters of Cleveland and eastward find the " blue pike " usually during
the first two weeks in April, before the run reaches the pounds, and they continue
to catch them irregularly until December. In the spring the best catches are made
in gill nets in April and early May; they are again abundant in September or
October, and the maximum for the year is reached in November. These fish, sold
as blue pike, are smaller than the spring fish on the platform, but in their importance
to the gill netters they are not exceeded by any other fish except the herring, with
which they may be more or less associated in the spring.

Spawning.-The spawning grounds of the yellow pike occur in tho bays and
streams as well as upon the reefs and along the greater portion of the shore, but

iincipally at the western end of the lake. The vicinity of Maumeo Bay appears to
e the most prolific spawning ground in Lake Erie, and the Thames River holds

similar rank in the Lake St. Clair region. The eggs are deposited between the
latter part of Maich and the early part of May, but mainly during April. There
is no satisfactory evidence respecting the spawnirg of the " blue pike," although
several fishermen claim to have witnessed it during the latter part of April and early
in May.

Size.-The yellow pike ranges in size up to 15 and 18 pounds, but few such fish are
caught. The first grade of fish comprises those weighing upwards from about 1 pound,
the second grade includes fish between ½ pound and pound, while the third grade em-
braces all below J pound. The smaller grades are sometimes sold as "No. 2" and
"No. 3," at others as saugers and again as " bine pike," according to the demands of
the markets. On the Canadian side the average size is said to be larger.

The gill nets and hooks and lines take fish of a fair average size, but the other
forms of apparatus catch a very large proportion of small fish, many weighing only
4 or 5 ounces, all of which are marketed. .

The " blue pike " is said to be smaller than the 4 yellow," probably because the
large ones are always designated under the latter name.

Decrease.-The fishermen at the western end of the lake claim that for several
years prior to 1894 a decrease was noticed in the yellow pike, but in the spring of
that year they were present upon some parts of the shore, especially in the vicinity
of Maumee Bay, in as great quantities as ever.
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Concerning the blue pike the weight of testimony is not indicative of a decrease
although fluctuations have occurred from time to time. So lax is the discrimination
and so dubious the distinction said to exist between the two varieties, that it is
impracticable to attempt the discussion of the decrease except as regards the species
as a whole.

The statistics of the catch for three years in United States waters are as
follows

1885. 1890. 1893.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

From Vermillion westward... . ... .. ..... ........ 2,309,100 2,659,044 2,017,071

Vermillion to Conneaut ..... ...................... ....... ,475,300 3,205,430 3,327,011

Pennsylvania and New York... ........... ............... 5,809,225 3,730,162 2,560,720

10,593,625 9,594,636 7,904,802

These returns show a decrease in the catch of about 25 per cent between 1885
and 1893, and of about 15 per cent between 1890 and 1893. That the decrease in
the abundance of the species is greater will be understood when it is recalled that
during the longer period mentioned there was a heavy increase in all kinds of
apparatus in which the wall-eyed pike is captured. The falling off was greatest in
the eastern part of the lake, while along the central part of the south shore there
bas been a considerable increase in the catch. In the spring of 1894 there was a
heavy run of large yellow pike at the extreme western end of the lake, which made
up the deficit above noted in that year, but as this influx was not elsewhere
observed the fact does not invalidato the conclusion that there has been a general
decrease in the species between 1885 and the present time.

On the Canadian shore there has been a steady increase in the size of the catch,
due, however, to an increase in the amount of apparatus used.

SAUGER.

Status..-The sauger (Stizostedion canadense) stood third in the relative size of
the catch made in the United States waters in 1885, 1890 and 1893, and in the last
mentioned year it ranked fourth in the total value ot the catch. Its status on the
Canadian side is uncertain as it is not there enumerated separately in the statistics.
The extent of the United States catch cannot be stated correctly owing to the habit
of the fishermen of frequently including the small blue and yellow pike in the same
category as the sauger.

In 1893 the pound nets took over 58 per cent of the total catch for the United
States side, the balance being obtained by means of gill nets, seines, fyke nets and
books and lines, named in the order of their importance in this fishery. Much of
the catch crodited to the pounds doubtless consisted of the wall-eyed pike, but what
proportion cannot be told.

Distribution and morements.-The sauger is distributed along the entire shore of
Lake Erie, but appears to be much less abundant in Canadian than in United States
waters. It seems to belong essentially to the shoal waters, at loast during such
times as it is accessible to the fishermen, a fact exemplified by its abundance on the
platform. During most of the year, however, the whereabouts of the bulk of the
saugers is not known.

As soon as the ice leaves in the spring they are found in abundance on the plat-
form and along the shore west of Vermillion, being at that time the object of an
important gill net fishery. Gill netting for saugers begins at Vermillion and soon
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after extends westward, a fact which leads the fishermen to the conclusion that there
is a westward movement of the schools. This run, whatever may be its course,
continues during the first three weeks in April, although the species is taken in
small numbers in the pound nets until the close of the spring season. When the
pounds get in early on the platform they are the means of obtaining large quantities.
There is a smaller shoreward movement in the fali, and the pound nets in some
places make good catches, although never so large as in spring. During the winter
many are caught through the ice in the book and line fishery on the western plat-
form.

Spawning.-The extensive spring movement is undoubtedly connected with the
passage of the fish to their spawning grounds, the extent of which is not accurately
known. They undoubtedly spawn along the shores at the extreme western end of
the lake, and it is supposed that they do so also in other shallow places on the plat-
form as well as more sparingly further east. The exact time of spawing has not
been determined, but the season is supposed to end by the middle or latter part of
April.

izes.-The sauger rarely exceeds 1 to 1 pounds in weight and 1à inches in
length. The average size of the fish marketed is not over 11 to 13 inches or about
½ pound. The gill nets take a larger average size than the pound nets.

Decrease.-From the statistics it is impossible to determine if there bas been a
decrease in the abundance of this species. The catch in Canadian waters is not
enumerated separately. With respect to United States waters, the largest catch
(5,466,000 pounds), is recorded for 1885. The amount fell off to 4,179,000 pounds in
1890, notwithstanding that the quantity of apparatus had increased. In 1893 the catch
was larger (4,531,000 pounds) than in 1890, although the number of pound nets was
somewhat less than in the earlier year. There bas, however, been a decided increase
in the extent of the tug gill netting for this species, which may readily explain the
larger catch in 1893, even though a decrease in abundance had taken place. In
1893 the catch by pound nets was 58 per cent of the total catch on the southern side
of the lake. The species was taken iii other kinds of apparatus as follows, in the
order of the size of the catch: gill nets, seires, fyke nets and hooks and linos.

With very few exceptions, the testimony of the witnesses who were interviewed
on this subject was to the effect tliat a decrease had taken place, but no one gave
any aefinite information abcut it.

The difficulty in dealing with the statistics arises from the fact that a proper
discrimination is not always made between this species and the smaller sizes of the
yellow and blue pike, which are frequently lumped with it, ail being recorded under
one name, presumably that which at the time composes the main part of the catch,
whether blue pike, No. 2 or 3 pickerel, or saugers. It is quite certain, howevèr,
that a decrease in the abundance of the species, as a whole, bas taken place.

STURGEON.

Status.-The sturgeon (Acipenser rubicundus) is one of the bigher priced fishes
of the lake, its value being augmented by the importance of its secondary products,
cavair and isinglass; the demand for it exceeds the supply and its capture, there-
fore, profitable to the fishermen. On the United States side the bulk of the catch is
made in gill nets, 527,000 pounds, having been taken by that means in 1893, 178,000
pounds in pound nets and 88,000 pounds by hooks and lines.

Distribution and movements.-Practically ail that is known respecting the move
mente of the sturgeon is that they resort to certain places in the spring for spawning
purposes, and most of the catch is made at that season. They occur then along the
entire shore, but are most abundant at the extreme eastern end of the lake, off Brie
County, New York, where the catch since statistices have been taken has always
exceeded that of ail the remainder of the United States shore. Outside of this
locality they are now most plentiful on the Canadian side, where tLe catch bas been
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better maintained. The vicinity of Point Pelce and Pelee Island has been the most
favoured one in Canadian waters. They enter Detroit River in the spring and at
the same season occur in some numbers in Lake St. Clair. Many are taken on the
Canadian shore of Lake Erie in summer, but the fall catch is everywhere smaller
than the spring. Their whereabouts in winter is not known, but they are occasion-
ally caught on hooks and lines fished through the ice.

Sturgeon are taken by means of pound nets, gill nets, seines, and baited and
naked hooks. Pound nets were formerly the most important of the appliances
employed for their capture, but since 1885, at least, more than half of the annual
yield of Lake Erie bas been taken by means of gill nets off the shores of Erie
County, New York. The localities in which the sturgeon is taken by other means
are discussed in connection with the apparatus and fishing methods.

Spawning.-The spawning season begins early in May and continues into June•
The exact location and extent of the spawning grounds are not known, but some
parts of Lake St. Clair the lower portion of the Detroit River, the vicinity of Point
Pelee and Pelee Island, and the shores of Erie County, New York, appear to be
resorted to for that puipose. It is probable that fish under 4 feet in length do not
spawn.

Sizes.-The maximum size of the sturgeon in Lake Erie is about 150 pounds, but
individuals weighing from 90 to 100 pounds are considered large at the present time,
and the average good-sized fish weigh about 60 pounds. The market recognizes two
sizes, those over 4 feet long and those under that length, the latter being known as
"halves " and bringing only half price. In some places and at some times, at Jeast
the " halves" compose from one-third to one-half the pound net catch.

Decrease.-The sturgeon has suffered a relatively greater decrease in abundance
than any other species in the lake. In the early history of the pound net fishery
they were caught in vast quantities, but being in no demand they wure regarded as
a nuisance and destroyed wholesale.

The statistices of the Canadian catch antedate those of the United States, the
species being first rocorded in the former in 1879. From that time until 1887 there
was a yearly increase, but subsequcntly there has been a nearly steady decrease,
coincident with an increase in the number of pound nets from 143, in 1887, to 204,
in 1894. Comparing the catch of tho pound nets during the four years 1887 to 1890,
with the similar period ending with 1894, we find that the catch per net bas decreased
36 per cent. On the United States side the decroased has been greater, the catch
falling from 4,727,956 pounds, in 1885, to 2,078,907 pounds, in 1890, and 793,800
pounds, in 1893, a total decrease of 83 per cent during the entire period. The
decrease has been manifested in ail parts of the lake, but was greatest in amount if
not in proportion in Erie County, New York. There has been a heavy decrease in
the Detroit River and Lake St. Clair, but owing to the irregularity of the fishing
methods there employed it is impossible to estimate its extent.

BLACK BASS.

Status.-From a commercial standpoiit the black bass is of very little import-
ance in Lake Erie, and it demands attention in this connection, principally on ac-
count of its qualities as a game fish.

Distribution and Movements.-In the fall, and perhaps to some extent in the
spring and summer, the black bass appears to be somewhat gregarious, and it occa-
sionally happens that at such times large catches are inade in the various forms of
fixed apparatus, pounds, trap nets and fyke nets. The sport fishing is carried on
principally in the early summer when the larger and finer fish are caught, but
there is some angling aliso in the fail. There are no definite migrations of this
species, but there is a movement of small and medium sized fish along shore in
cer'tain places.
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The black base is found in all parts of the lake and in most of the waters tribu-
tary thereto. In the streams, bays and marshes the large-mouthed species occurs,
but the small-mouthed species is confined to the lake proper.

Spawning.-The black bass spawns in shoal waters during the spring and early
summer, the large mouthed in the streams and pools in the marshes and bays, the
other species around the shores of the lake. With the latter the season appears to
begin in the latter part of May and to continue until July 1, the large-mouthed bass
spawning somewhat earlier. The breeding fish form shallow saucer-shaped depres-
sions or nests in which the eggs are deposited, the i arent remaining on guard until
the young are hatched. The fish are readily captured at such times by seines,
"snags," spears, and other poaching methods. The young remain inr shoal water for
a considerable time, and we saw specimens from 2 to 5 inchos long caught in the
minnow seines in August, although they are apparently not used for bait.

Size.-The fish caught by the sportsmen in the island region average from 12 to
16 ounces, while those taken by the pound net men weigh from 16 to 18 ounces
on an average. More fish under 8 ounces in weight were seen in the sportsmen's
strings than in the catch of the pound nets. The size is said to be decreasing.

Decrease.-The decrease in the abundance of black bass in Lake Erie bas been
extensive. Formerly large catches were made in various forms of fixed apparatus,
but such are now rare. In the statisties for 1885 the black bass were not separately
enumerated, but the subsequent returns show a reduction from 248,418 pounds in 1890,
to 105,602 pounds in 1893, a falli ng off of over 42 per cent in three years. The decrease
per unit of apparatus during this period was 50 per cent in the pounds, 40 per cent
in the fykes and 60 per cent in the seines. On the Canadiltn side we find a decrease
of about 50 per cent in the catch of bass per pound net between the four year periods
ending with 1886 and 1894 respectively, and still greater changes would be shown
by a comparison with earlier years.

Detroit River, Lake and River St. Clair.-On the Detroit River some bass are
caught on books and lines, and a few in seines with the whitefish. In Lake St. Clair,
they are obtained principally in seines, but also in fyke nets, and, to a limited extent,
in pound nets. On the River St. Clair, seines are the principal means of capture,
although some are speared on their spawning beds by Indians and others. In the
vicinity of Algonac and the St. Clair Flats, there is a rather extensive hook and line
fishery by sportsmen, a very large proportion of the catch consisting of the large-
mouthed bass.

MIsCELLANEOUS FIsHES.

Catfishes and bullheads.-The catfishes caught for market on Lake Erie are the
silver or spotted cat, Ictalurus punctatus, and the yellow cat, Aneiurus lacustris; the
bullhead is the Ameiurus nebulosus, and is considered inferior to the former two. Most
of the catfishes are taken by book and line and by the pound nets, but the greater
part of the bullheads is secured by means of fyke nets and seines. The book and
line fishery for the eatfishes was formerly of considerable importance, but of late
years both species have fallen off greatly in abundance, making the fishery much less
remunerative, and fewer men now engage in it.

In United States waters, the decrease of the cataishes bas exceeded that of any
other species with the single exception of the sturgeon. Statements to this effect
were made at practically ail of the fishing stations on the south shore, the deplotion
in many cases being such as virtually to amount to the extermination of the species
for commercial purposes. The statistics tend to confirm the testimony of the fisher-
men, the figures of the catch showing a decrease of over 72 per cent from 1885 to
1893. From 1890 to 1893, the decrease averaged about 57 per cent for each of the
fishing methods employed. The depletion bas been quite uniform for the entire
United States shore, with the exception of Chautauqua County, N.Y., where a slight
increase in the catch was observed.
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Lake Trout.-This species affords only a very Iimited fishery in Lake Erie, and
is practically confined to the deep water of Pennsylvania and the western extremity
of New York. Almost the entire catch is made by tugs from Dunkirk, but smali
quantities are obtained by vessels from Erie, Ashtabula and Fairport. Gil nets
having a 5j inch mesh are used specially for the trout, but a few are taken occasion-
ally in the whitefish gill nets, and very rarely one may enter the pound nets. Dur-
ing the spring and sumnier they seem to be scattered over the deep water area near
the eastern end of the lake, but in October they begin to collect in a body prepara-
tory to spawning, and in that month and until the middle of December the entire
catch is made. There is a spawning reef located near the shore between Dunkirk
and Westfield, N.Y.

The trout are said by some of the fishermen to have been much more abundant
at one time than they are now, but their statements lack confirmation. There
appears to have been a recent decrease, however, which the statistics indicate to
have amounted to 23 per cent in 1893 as compared with 1885.

Yellow Perch.-This species is very abundant and furnishes a large catch, but
it is not beld in much esteem by tho fishermen. It is one of two species which
show a large increase in the amount sent to market between 1885 and 1893, but this
bas undoubtedly been due to an increased demaud rather than an actual increase in
abundance. The perch is one of the most rapacious of the lake fishes, and feeds
extensively on the young of other food species. There is, therefore, no demand for
its protection.

Miscellaneous:-The remaining species taken in the fisheries of Lake Erie, the
wh ite bass, the various species of the sunfish family, grass pike, maskinonge, suckers,
sheepshead, carp, etc., do not require to be discussed in detail in this connection.

FISHING METHODS AND PRACTICES.

The diversity of conditions existing in Lake Erie, together with the great
varicty of its food fishes, has led to the employmient in its waters of a diversity of
fishing methods. The principal ones are represented by the pound nets and gill
nets, the former typical of the sedentary apparatus and suited only to the shallow
margins and the platform, the latter changing constantly in position and chiefly
made use of in the deeper waters. The bulk of ail the catch has, for many years,
been secured through the agency of these appliances, which may be said to combine
the requisites for reaching praetically every part of the lake's resources. The
other means of capture are advantageous under certain, and generally limited con-
ditions, and their chief merit among the fishermen in most cases is the inexpensive-
ness of the outfit. Such are the trap nets, fyke nets, seines, and hooks and lines.
The trap nets are used in about the same character of location as the pounds; but
they are smaller than the latter, and may readily be moved from place to place.
The fyke nets are mainly adapted to inclosed waters and marsby areas; they are
often built of larger size than is customary elsewhere, which greatly increases their
capacity. Seines are now employed on only a very small scale in some of the baye
and rivers, but fouiid especially effective during the spawning run in certain of the
latter. Hook and line fishing is mainly carried on at the two ends of the lake, both
hand-lines and set-lines being utilized. The use of spears has never been extensive,
and scarcely anything is now done by this means.

POUND NETS.

Description.-The pound nets consist each of a leader, heart, tunnel and crib,
composed of netting, which is usually supported on stakes driven into the bottom.
The leader is a straight barrier running off from the shore and serving to intercept
the fish and direct them toward the opening into the crib, which they reach
through the heart and tunnel. The crib is square, and is inclosed at the bottom
and on ail sides except at the point of entrance.
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The pounds are set either singly, or, more usually, in strings of two or more, with
the inner end of each succeeding leader starting from the back of the next inner crib.
On the United States side of the lake there are several such strings, forming prue-
tically continuous barriers 5 miles in length, and reaching from 6 to 7½ miles from
shore. Sometimes, as in the island region, on the platfornm the inner end of the
inshore leader is attached to the shore, but there is usually an interval of from
10 rods to 2 miles, according to location. As a rule, the inshore leader is longer
than the others, aud may vary from 50 to 175 rods in length.

In Maumee Bay and Sandusky Bay the leaders are usually about 30 rods long,
but elsewhere, excepting the inshore one, they vary from 40 to 70 rods in length,
although a few are more extensive. There is at present a tendency to use shorter
leaders, and 50 rods now appeau s to be the most approved length. As the leader
is designed to extend from the surface to the bottom, its depth is, of course,'
adapted to the depth of water in which it is fished. The diameter of the crib
varies from 11 to 30 feet, the smaller sizes being used close to shore and] in the
bayo, and the larger ones, from 24 to 30 feet square, in the more open waters of the
lake. The cribs have about the same depth as the water where they are used,
varying from 6 feet to 8 or 9 fathoms.

The mesh in the leaders measures mainly from 6 to 7 inches, the extreme
range being from 4 to 8 inches. There is now a tendency, however, to increase the
size, and most of the new nets in the island region have 8-inch leaders, which fish
as well as the smaller ones, besides being cheaper and holding more readily in a
current. The hearts and tunnels have usually a 4 or 5-inch mesh. On the Michi-
gan shore the mesh in the cribs is generally 2j inches, although a few are reported
to have a larger size. East of Maumee Bay the customary sizes are 2j and 21
inches. The figures given above represent in all cases the new netting, but in
tarring and during use the twine shrinks to such an extent that there are probably
few cribs in any part of Lake Erie in which the mesh measures over 2 inches in
extension, and in many it is as small as 1¾ inches.

On the Canadian shore the pound nets are constructed essentially the same as
in United States waters.

In Lake St. Clair the length of the leaders varies from 20 to 100 rods, the
majority being between 50 and 70 rods long. The mesh measures from 6 to 8 inches
in the leaders, from 4 to 5 inches in the hearts and tunnels, from 2 to 3j inches in
the cribs.

listory, number and distribution.-Pound nets were used for the first time in
Lake Erie about 1850, being built almost simultaneously in Maumee Bay and in
Sandusky Bay. During the 20 years following the introduction of this method of
fishing the increase in the number of pound nets was slow, especially to the east of
Port Clinton. Misunderstanding as to the status of the owners of the shores in the
matter of riparian rights deterred the fishermen from entering upon the fishery with
the vigour which they afterwards displayed but after the question was decided by the
courts in 1871 the industry grew rapidly.

There is no record of the number of pound nets fished in Lake Erie prior to
1880, but in that year the number was placed at 758, more than half of them being
located west of Port Clinton, Ohio. The first detailed statistical survey of the lake
was made in 1885, when at various seasons no less than 1,147 pound nets were in
use, and we have estimated that 1,050 of these were employed during the fall, the
season of greatest general activity in this fishery.

The pound net fishery, especially in the vicinity of Huron and Sandusky and on
the Michigan shore, appears to have reached its climax about 1890, at which time,
however, many of the fishermen were so heavily in debt that they were compelled
to sell out to the dealers who were generally their creditors. This caused a reduc.
tion in the number of pounds, although a few of the fishermen have since increased the
amount ot their twine in an endeavour to compensate for the failling off in the aver-
age catch. After a thorough consideration of the subject, we consider it fair to
assume that about 1890 there were from 1,500 to 1,600 pounds fished on the United
States side of the lake during the fali season, a somewhat smaller num ber being used
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in the spring. In the fall of 1893 the number was 1,296, and in the spring of 1894,
944. In 1894 there appeared to be a tendency to further reduce the quantity near
Sandusky, but, on the other hand, a number of fishermen between the Detroit River
and Locust Point contemplated adding to their outfits.

Briefly then, the number of pounds fished in United States waters in the fall of
1893 was about 250 more than during the corresponding season of 1885, and from
200 to 300 less than in the autumn of 1890.

Most of the pound nets on the United States side are located west of Clevelaud.
The western part of the lake is pre-eminently a pound net region, the character of
the bottom and the depth of water being best suited to that form of apparatus. On
the platform lying west of a line drawn from Sandusky to Point Pelee the conditions
are such that pound nets may be built almost anywhere without reference to the
?and, and this fact has made it possible to place them in close proximity to the off-
shore reefs on which the whitefish spawn.

It is upon this platform and upon the gradually sloping main shore between it
and Avon Point that we found the longest strings of pounds. One near Locust Point
containing thirty-two nets, and another near Huron had thirty nets in a line, the
outermost being seven and a half miles f rom shore. There are others almost as long.
East of Cleveland there have never been many pounds, and the conditions are such
that there never will be nearly as many as furt.hor west. This part of the lake is
better adapted to gill net fisbing.

On the Canadian side pound nets were introduced later than on the other shore,
and they have never assumed anything like the importance which they have reached
in the United States. They are located mainly around Pelee Island and along the
shore west of Long Island, although a few are scattered eastward as far as Point
Abino. The longest strings are between Port Stanley and Point Pelee, where, in
1893, there were eight stands of three pounds each and 13 of two cach, the others
being set singly.

The number of Canadian pounds licensed ut different periods since 1880 is as
follows: 1880, 54; 1885, 132; 1890, 197; 1894, 204. The first licenses were granted
in 1869, and since then the number bas grown steadily.

Seasons.-The pound net fisbery on Lake Erie is confined to two distinct seasons
spring and fali, separated by intervals of several months. The summer close season
is conditioned by the absence of fish along shore at that time and by the deleterious
effect of the warm water upon the twine. The state of Ohio prohibits fishing with
nets between June 15 and September 15, a period when the pounds would not be
used even if the fishery were legalized. The winter close season, extending from
the latter part of November to about April 1, bas received no legal sanction any-
where on the lake, being enforced only by the appearance of ice or by the appre-
hension thereof.

The time of beginning in the spring is determined by the condition of the
weather, the aim of the fishermen being to set their twine as soon as possible after
the ice bas left. The seasons vary greatly from year to year, but on the United
States shore April 1 appears to be the average date of commencement. In most
parts of the lake the nets are removed from about June 10 to 15, but on the Michi-
gan shore many are taken out by May 1. With the exception of Maumee Bay, the
southern part ef the Michigan shore and Pennsylvania, fewer nets and shorter
strings are fished in the spring than in the fall.

In uthe fall the time of starting is fairly regular, although it may vary slightly,
owing to the whim or judgment of the fishermen. In Ohio, as before mentioned,
the law forbids fishing before September 15, and in the other states they conform
voluntarily to same general season. As some time is required to set the nets, it is
usùally nearly October 1 before fishing fairly begins. The nets are usually placed
further from shore in the fall, or, at least, the strings are then extended, as at that
season the principal airm is to catch whitefish and herring which remain further out
in the lake.

In Canada no summer close season is observed except west of Point Pelee; the
law does not require it and the water is generally so much colder on the north side
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of the lake that the twine is not seriously affected. The nets are usnally set during
April, and fish, with one or two interruptions for tarring, until November 1, a close
season having been enforced during that month for the protection of the whitefish
since 1892. Previous thereto, the tishermen were required to return to the water
all whitefish caught during November.

Character of catch-From end to end of the United States shore the sauger is
the first species caught in the pounds in the spring. The heaviest catch of this
species takes place in the vicinity of Maumee Bay and thence eastward as far as
Ottawa City. In this district practically nothing else is taken until April 15, but
in the island region a considerable quantity of perch is obtained with the saugers.
East of the platform the sauger catch is not so important, although large numbers
often occur as far east as Cleveland. After the sauger, and frequently mixed with
them in the latter part of April, there is a run of wall-eyed pike throughout the
entire platform region, where it is the most important species taken in the spring
fishery, especially between Monroe and Port Clinton. The heaviest run occurs in
the latter part of April and early in May. Fron Sandusky and Kelley's Island
eastward the blue pike appear in limited numbers in April, but do not reach the
maximum until the latter part of May and in June. They are usually still abundant
when the twine is taken out.

On the east side of the Bass Islands and at Kelley's Island small quantities of
whitefish and lierring occur during May and early June. This run appears to ex-
tend as far east as Dunkirk ut least. Between Sandusky and Cleveland the herring
fill in the gap between the >augers and the heavy run of blue pike, but east of Cleve-
land the heriing and blue pike occur togetier, sometimes the one and sometimes
the other predominating from day to day. In the latter region the whitefish occur
in somewhat limited numbers from April to the end of fishing, being more abundant
near Erie than elsewhere.

The four species mentioned are the important ones taken in the spring, but a
number of less valuable ones are mixed with them. Among these may be men-
tioned, white bass, sheepshead, sunfish, perch, suckers, carp, black bass, etc. At
Pointe Mouillee, Mich., and in Pennsylvania and New York the sturgeon is taken in
the pounds more frequently than elsewhere on the United States side.

The first lifts of the pound nets in the fall reveal a miscellaneous assortment of
fish, most of the species being of little value. Named somewhat in the order of
their abundance these are sheepshead, wall-eyed pike or blue pike, perch, white
bass, suckers, carp and saugers. The catch of small wall-eyed pike and blue piko is
very large, and fewer large ones are caught than in the spring. In some places, as in
Maumee Bay, there is often a good run of saugers late in the season. and on some
parts of the Michigan shore the wall-eyed pike was the most important species in
the fall of 1893.

The important fall fishery, the one which was formerly expected and now hoped
for, is that for herring and whitefish. West of Cleveland a few straggling bodies
of herring are usually caught prior to October 15, after which they gradually in-
crease in abundance, but it is not until the first week of November that the maxi-
mum is reached. In a general way, it may be said that the beaviest run occurs
between.NovemLer 5 and 25, although the time varies somewhat with the locality
and the season. The herring catch at the western end of the lake bas been a
failure for some years. East of Cleveland comparatively few herring are obtained
in the pound nets in the fall.

On the platform and at Huron and Vermillion, a few whitefish are taken in
October, but the heaviest run comes on in November, when this species passes west-
ward to spawn on the platform. East of Clevoland the whitefish catch in the pounds
is irregular, but in a few places good hauls are occasionally made.

On the Canadian shore, as far west as the vicinity of. Rondeau, the herring
appears to be the principal species taken in the pound nets throughout the year, but
west of Point Pelee they are caught but sparingly in the spring and usually not at
all in the summer. In the platform region good runs sometimes occur in October,
but the heaviest bodies are present during November when the pounds are not
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fished. The wall-eyed pike is an important fish along the entire shore, and on the
platform it supplants the herring as the dominant species in the pound net catch.
Most of them caught before lst July and after 1st September, being most abundant
west of Point Pelce in the spring. Whitefish are taken in limited quantities along
the whole shore and at all seasons, but mostly in the fall, although the November
close season interrupts the catch of this species.

At Port Dover, Rondeau, Point Pelee and other places, sturgeon are obtained
in some numbers during June, July, August and Septomber. This species was
foimerly exceedingly abundant. The sauger is of comparatively little importance
on the Canadian shore, and the miscellaneous fish are about the same as are taken
in United States waters.

Catch in Lake St. Clair.-In Lake St. Clair the nets are fished during an average
sea.on, from 20th April to 20th June, and from 20th September to 20th November,
on the Michigan shore; and trom 20th April to lst November, with an interval in
suminer, on the Canadian bide.

The first species taken in the spring are wall-eyed pike, red horse, sturgeon,
herring and perch. Near the discharge of the lake the sturgeon is the most valuable
fish caught at that season, although they are much less abundant than formerly.
Comparatively few herring are now obtained, although they were once common,
and the whitefish catch is small. In the northern part of the lake the most impor-
tant species are perch and pickerel, catfish, mullet, red horse, sturgeon, black bass
and white bass.

At the southern end of the lake red horse are often extremely abundant in the
fall, but as the water grows cooler wall-eyed pike and whitefish are taken. The
latter comes about October 15 and remains about three weeks, some of them spawn-
ing towards the end of their stay. Herring are now rarely caught and the sturgeon
is less abundant than in spring. The catch of miscellaneous fish is similar to that
of the spring fishery.

Relations of Mesh to size of Fish.-The regular mesh used in the pounds is such
that large numbers of smali fish are taken, the principal commercial species which
suffer in this respect being the pike-perches and the catfishes. In 1894 a detailed
examination was made of the character of the catch on the United States shore from
Toledo to Vermillion, including the island regions, and on the Canadian shore
between Point Pelee and Rondeau. In all of these places great quantities of small
wall-eyed pike are taken. On the Canadian side the majority of these weighed
between 8 and 11 ounces, and at least 15 per cent were as small as from 2 to 5
ounces. On the United States shore the average was about 8 ounces in all places
where observations were made during September, and at Huron at least, there was
no increase in the average weight up to the end of the season. In Sandusky Bay
large numbers of small catfish, weighing 6 or 7 ounces each, are caught in the bay
pounds. The most of them are thrown overboard alive, but many are inevitably
destroyed, as we had opportunity to witness.

Many smail fish of other species are taken, and we were told that young white-
fish are caught to some extent in the pound nets off Erie in the spring, but we were
not on the ground at the proper time to dotermine the validity of this assertion.
One lot of sturgeon from between Point Pelee and Rondeau, consisted of 81 fish
over 4 feet in length and 30 under 4 feet long, and the capture of these smail ones
is constant in most places where pound nets are used.

To prevent the capture of these small fish several methods of regulation have
been suggested. The gill net fishermen almost universally- propose that the mesh
in the cribs of the pounds be increased, and the pound net men quite generally
oppose such a measure. The latter base their objections upon the ground that the
small fish, in their efforts to escape, would gill, and that, furthermore, were the mesh
made large enough to permit the escape of young wall-eyed pike, it would also be
large enough to permit the escape of the adults of some other species, as for instance,
the sauger.
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The testimony upon this subject was voluminous and contradictory, and in order
to reach conclusions based upon definite data an experimental net was fished at
Huron in the fail of 1894, through the courtesy of the Wickham Company, and at
Kelley's Island in the following spring, through the kindness of the Sandusky Fish
Company, the observations in both cases being made by a representative of the
United States Fish Commission. The net was similar to those regularly in use,
except that the crib had a mesh of 2ï, 3, and 3¾ inches in the back and two sides
respectively.

in both localities it was demonstrated beyond doubt that this net would liberate
most of the small fish, particularly the pike-perches, which would have been retained
in cribs of the usual dimensions. It was found, however, that some of the mesh
used by too large as a one-pound wall-eyed pike could escape through it. The chief
objection to the net, however, was the large number of fish which gilled in it,
especially in the larger meshes. This was particularly true of the herring, for
whereas the regular nets gilled but one-eighth per cent of the catch, the experimental
net gilled 49 per cent. In the case of the wall-eyed pike, it was not quite so bad,
but it was found that the relative proportions of gilled fish were 3·1 per cent, and
40 per cent respectively, although in this case such a comparison is hardly a fair one
because the special net liberated more of the fish which entered it. Assuming that
the number of wall-eyed pike entering the two nets was the same, gilling was 2J
times as bad in the special net as it was in the regular one.

We find that most of the herring entered the mesh during lifting, but in the
case of ail other species the majority entered before the net was lifted. The fish
gilled in the regular net were all small, those gilled in the special ,net were nearly
ail of reasonable size for marketing, though the herring were often so injured and
discoloured as to make them objectionable to dealers and consumers. It was found
that when heavy lifts of herring were made the proportionate number gilled was
larger than when the lifts were smaller, and had the fishery reached the dimensions
of former years, the facts collected would have been still more adverse to the employ-
ment of a larger mesh than 2ï inches. The compulsory use of such a mesh would
amount to a total prohibition of pound netting in most parts of the lake, as the time
occupied in extracting the fish from the meshes would inordinately increase the cost
of operation. Whether a 2¾-inch mesh could be used profitably and conveniently
was not demonstrated, and we, therefore, consider it inexpedient, in the present
state of our knowledge, to require a mesh of more than 2J inches in the cribs of
pounds and other fixed apparatus.

Actual trial by fish commission representative shows that even where a man
is especially detailed for the purpose, it is impossible to promptly sort out the small
fish from a large pound net catch. It is, therefore, impossible to return the fish to
tho water in a living condition even should the fistiermen have the best of intentions
in that respect. If the landing of undersized fish were prohibited, they would be
sorted out at a time when it best suited the convenience of the fishermen, which
would inevitably be too late to allow more than a very small number of the young
to live, the very object of the regulation being, therefore, defeated.

Time between lifting and condition of catch.-The pound nets are lifted or fished
daily excepting during stormy weather, when the boats are unable to go out. In
general, the catch is secured in good condition, practically ail of the fish being alive
when taken into the boat, but in bad weather there are occasional4y some dead oues,
and after a storm sufficiently severe to dismantie the net, the proportion is often
considerable. Such extreme cases, however, are rare.

GILL NETS.

Gill nets are employed on Lake Erie chiefly for the capture of whitefish,
herring, pike-perches and sturgeon, but other species are taken incidentally in the
same connection, and special fisheries of minor extent are carried on for the lake
trout and German carp. Practically three classes of these nets, based on the size of
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mesh, are recognizcd, namely, a small meshed net adapted to the herring and pike-
perches; a net of medium-sized mesh suited to the whitefish, and a large meshed
net for the sturgeon. The several branches of the fishery will be discussed in accor-
dance with that classification.

SMALL-MESIIED GILL NETS.

Description.-The small-meshed nets are used in Lake Erie for herring, saugers,
wall-eyed pike, etc. They usually have a mesh measuring from 3 to 3j inches in
extension. On the United States side the more common size is 3k inches while in
Canada the minimum size is fixed by law at 3 inches, but probably many nets having
a smaller mesh than 3 inches are actually employed on both sides of the lake. Being
constructed of linen there is little if any shrinkage in the twine. The length of
individual nets varies from 200 to 400 feet, the longer sizes having come into use in
recent years. They are about 20 meshes decp, hanging between 3 and 4 feet when
set, and are now invariably furnished with corks and leads.

The tugs are generally provided with three gangs of nets, of wbich, during cold
weather, two are fisling and one is ashore drying on the reels. One gang is lifted
each day and taken ashore, being replaced by a dry one, so that each fishes two
days before being lifted. In the summer when the fish die and spoil more rapidly,
only one gang is fished at a time, so that each net is lifted every day and the
captured fish are brought more promptly to market. The tugs fish from four to
six miles of netting in a gang, so that in cool weather they will have, on an average.
from eight to twelve miles of netting in the water at all times.

The boat rigs are more variable in size, but in general they use about one-half
as much netting as the tugs fishing in the same region. On account of their
dependence upon sail power, the boats remain closer to the shore and consequently
have a shorter season, owing to their inability to follow the fish to the deeper parts
of the lake. The fishing grounds of the tugs varies, with the position of the fish,
from within a few miles of land to well out in the lake.

In all cases the nets are set on the bottom and the fishermen depend upon
actual trial to locate the schools, there being no surface indications of their presence.

History, quantity and distribution.-The small mesh gill net fishery is of recent
developrnent as compared with the fishery for whitefish. Its statistical history is
difficult to trace owing to the different bases upon which the returns have been made
in different years, but in this connection we are principally interested in its present
magnitude and in the question of its increase since 1885.

The irregularities in the seasons at different places render it impossible to state
with accuracy the number of nets fished at any given time, but the largest number
which it was possible to fish under the conditions prevailing on the United States
side in 1893, is estimated at about 5,750,000 feet, of which 3,750,000 feet are allowed
to the tugs and 2,000,000 to the boats.

In 1893 the number of tugs was 77, but in 1890 there were probably only about
one-balf as many, and the number of small boats was probably about the same.
Upon this basis the number of nets fished in the two years would be about as
follows:-

1890...........,,.......... .............................. 3,875,000 feet.
1893.................... .... ............................. 5,750,000 "

This makes an increase of about 48 per cent between the years mentioned, an
estimate which is probably not too large when we consider that there was, during
the same period, a tendency to increase the size of the rigs fished by each tug.
Between 1885 and 1890 there was also a large increase, but its extent cannot be
stated even approximately.

The amount of gill netting used in Canadian waters since 1884 bas
varied irregularly from 50,000 to 270,000 feet. The increase bas not been a steady
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one, although there were more nets in 1894 than ever before, and since 1889 there
have never been less than 127,000 feet. No tugs are used in gill netting on that
side of the lake.

Considering the lake as a whole, a conservative estimate would place the small
mesh netting in 1893 at double the amount used in 1885. This fishery is carried on
from practically all fishing points on the United States shore, but is most extensive
in the region cast of the platform. In the ports adjacent to the platform there were
34 tugs fishing in 1893, while east of that region there were 43, the nets being in
about the proportion ot 5 to 7. The foregoing figures, however, do not fairly
represent the relative importance of the two regions, as the nets are fished during
a longer season at the east than at the west end of the lake, the total number of
months fishing by the tugs being equivalent to 107 and 300 respectively. The
difference in the boat fishery of the two regions is still more pronounced in favour
of the east, although the relations cannot be statistically expressed. Erie is by far
the most important gill net centre, followed by Cleveland, Sandusky and Dunkirk,
in the order named.

The boats on both sides of the lake usually fish near home, but the tugs change
their headquarters from time to time in accordance with the change in position
of the body of the fish. It follows, that in the spring, and, to some extent in the
summer, tugs from various ports between Toledo and Cleveland move down te the
vicinity of Èrie, while in the fall and during open winters eastern tugs may be found
fishing out of Huron, Sandusky and Port Clinton.

in general, however, it may be said that while the region west of Huron is
pre-eminently a pound net region, these portions of the lake east of that place are
best adapted te gill nets and are the seat of the most important fishery by that
means.

Seasons and catch.-Early in the spring an important gill net fishery, of short
duration, is carried on for saugers, perch and wall-eyed pike. It begins as soon as
the lake is clear of ice and continues te about the latter part of April, when a
sufficient number of pounds have been set te supply fresh tish for market. The
principal seat of this fishery is west of Vermillion, but in a less regular manner it
extends further east. Saugers constitute the bulk of the catch between Toledo and
Vermillion; on the Michigan shore and east of Vermillion wall-eyed pike are the
most important species, while the perch is taken in greater or less abundance along
the entire shore. This fishery is carried on by professional and semi-professional
fishermen, farmers and boys, using small boats, and by tugs which may come te the
west end from all parts of the lake.

A few herring are caught at Kelley's Island and Vermillion in the spring after
the saugers leave, but in general the spring catch of this species is unimportant
west of Cleveland. In the western end of' the lake there is no important gill net
fishery subsequent te the sauger run until fall, but at Cleveland and eastward the
-fishery with small mesh nets continues almost uninterruptedly throughout the open
portion of the year, blue pike and herring being the principal species taken.

The spring fishery for herring is quite important, commencing about April 10
and lasting until about June 1, when an intermission until about July 15 usually
occurs, owing te the collection of a slime upon the nets. Fishing is prohibited in

Ohio waters between June 15 and September 15, but the tugs make a pretence of
running out of Ohio waters during the close season, and as the facts in the case are
difficult te determine, the law is practically a dead letter, as far as the gill nets are
concerned.

No herring are caught out of Cleveland and adjacent Ohio ports duiring the lat-
ter part of September and all of October, but in November they are again taken at
various places, especially off Avon Point. The fishermen from Erie and Dunkirk
fish continuously from July 15 until ice forms, but during the latter part of October
and in November the herring are scarcer there, owing te the spawning movement
of a large part of the fish toward the west end of the lake. Late in the fall, there-
fore, some of the tugs from Erie and other ports run te the vicinity of Huron and
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Sandusky, where they are joined by the local tugs in the important fall fishery for
herring, which continues throughout November and in open seasons well into the
winter.

On the Canadian side the nets near Long Point catch herring from April 1 to
the middle of May, when the fish run into deeper water where the small boats used
by the Canadian fishermen cannot follow them, although they are caught by the
tugs running out from Erie. In the same locality the fall season begins during the
latter part of September and lasts until December. During INovember about one-
half of the catch is composed of wall-eyed pike, but throughout the rest of the fall
season herring are the oily species caught in any numbers. The few nets used
near Point Pelee Island catch herring only during the fall at the same time that
they are caught on the United States side of the platform.

WHITEFISH GILL NETS.

Description.-These nets are employed solely for whitefish and trout, the mesh
varing according to the species sought. For whitefish the size almost invariably
used is 4½ inches in extension, although it is claimed by the fishermen of the island
region that some nets measuring 5 inches are used upon the reefs in that vicinity.
The only place from which 5j-inch mesh is handled is Dunkirk, New York. These
nets are never employed in the whitefish fishery, but only in the fall for lake trout.

The nets used by the tugs measure about 40 rods long, but in the island region
the general length appears to be 12 to 15 rods each. When set they are said to hang
from 4 or 5 feet deep. In the eastern end of the lake leads are used, but on the
rocky bottoms at the western end rings have been substituted in order to prevent
the chafing of the foot of the net.

History, quantity and distribution.-The fishery with medium mesh gill nets
began about the middle of the present century (at Erie in 1852) and thus antedated
by a number of years the use of the small mesh nets. The number of nets employed
in this fishery ap pears to have gradually increased until about 1886 when the white-
fish began to grow scarce and most of the Erie tugs began to use a smaller mesh for
herring and blue pike. Since about 1890 a number of tugs at that place have re-
entered the whitefish fishery, and in the meantime ther;e was a development along
the same lines at Dunkirk, where this fishery has received increased attention of late
years.

The tug fishery for whiteflsh is confined to that portion of the lake east of
Ashtabula, the number of vessels engaged in it in 1893, being as follows:-

Feet.
Ashtabula, 1 tug, fishing.......................... 40,000
Erie 6 do ........................................... 200,000
Dunkirk 5 do ........................... 200,000
Buffalo 1 do ........ .................................. 20,000

460,000

In the same year there were about 500,600 feet of netting belonging to the boat
fishery, although it is doubtful if over one-half of this amount was ever in the water
at one tipie.

The Dunkirk tugs are engaged almoist exclusively in catching whitefish until
about the middle of October, when most of them, if not al., begin to take trout in
the 5i-inch mesh nets. Some of the Erie tugs mentioned are also used almost
entirely in the whitefish fishery, but others, with those located at Ashtabula and
Buffalo, engage to a greater or less extent in the fishery with small nets. The buik
of the fishing is done east of the Ohio-Pennsylvania boundary in depths of from 12
to 30 fathoms, and from five miles offshore to well across the lake It is only the
tugs which traverse the greater distances, the boats remaining on the grounds near
the shore and thus being able to fish less continuously.
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The whitefish nets are fished at all seasons in three gangs, two of which are in
the water while the third is ashore drying. The gangs used by the large tugs out
of Erie and Dankirk consists of thirty-six nets, aggregating 4½ to 5 miles each. The
boats employ the same number of gangs, but there are only about one-half the length
of those fished by the tugs.

Between Ashtabula and the platform there is no wbitefish gill netting of impor-
tance. On the platforn there are no tugs engaged in this fishery, but gill nets fished
from boats are owned in the following places:-

Men. Nets.
Bass Island. ........ ................... 15 820
Kelley's Island ........ ........ .... .................... . 7 140
Port Clinto. ................. ............... 6 320
Ottawa City........... . . ...... .. .............. 120
W est Sister Island........ .............. ............... 2 40

Total............ .............. 31 1,340

A few men from Vermillion also fish at North Bass Island, but it is safe to say
that upon the entire platforni there are not over 1,500 nets, measuring not more
than 500,000 feet. This netting is used only during November, the mpawning season.
The nets appear to be nearly all iñ the water throughout the fishing season, and are
always fished near the shore and in comparatively shallow water.

There is practically no large mesh gill netting fished on the Canadian side of
the lake, alt'hough a few short lengths may be used occasionally.

Seasons and catch.--At the eastern end of tho lake, the fishing begins about the
middle of April and continues until the middle or latter part of December. August
and September appear to be the best months of the year and the spring is rather
better than the late fall. During June and more or less of July, the fishing seems
to be indifferent, the reason given being that a vegetable slime collects at that time,
probably influencing the fish to rise from the bottom, besides soiling the nets and
causing their rapid destruction.

Early in the season the catch is largest to the eastward of Dunkirk, but in
summer the tugs find the best fishing in the deeper parts of the lake. farther from
land than the sailboats can venture with safety. During October and November the
eastern fishery for whitefish fails off owing, no doubt, to the withdrawal of a large
portion of the fish to the western end of the lake for the purpose of spawning. This
diminution appears to be feit somewhat less at Dunkirk than elsewhere, owing to
the presence of a limited spawning ground in that vicinity.

Throughout the entire season sketched above certain other species are caught
with whitefish, the most important being wall-eyed pike of large size, the catch of
these often amounting to from 10 to 15 per cent of the whitefish taken. Herring of
various sizes are also caught, principallv by the teeth, and, especially in the deep
water in the summer, the worthless ling often causes the fisbermen considerable
annoyance.

During October the lake trout begin to move from the deep water to the rocky
bottom between Dunkirk and Westfield, and in November and December heavy
catches are made at that place in the 5ý-inch mesh nets. This fishery is followed
principally by Dunkirk fishermen who find it profitable during the last~two months
of the year. Formerly the Erie tugs monopolized this fishery, but since 1890 they
have engaged in it only occasionally.

At the western end of the lake, the gill net fishery for whitefish is confined to
November when the species come to spawn on the reefs and rocky bottom in the
platform region. It is engaged in mainly by vine culturists and farmers, together
with a few pound netters who may not be otherwise employed. It is carried on in
shallow water, usually less than 20 feet deep, and continues about three weeks,
generally between November 3rd and. 28th. The whitefish taken are all large
and spawning, and no other species appear to be associated with them in the nets.
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Carp netting.-Within a few years the use of gill nets for taking the German
carp has sprung up at several places along the south shore west of Sandusky. The
size of the mesh is the same as the trout nets, namely, 5j inches. The total amount
employed in 1893 probably did not exceed 50,000 feet.

STURGEON GILL NETS.

The sturgeon gill nets are made of relatively stout twine and the mesh measures
from 11J to 13 inches in extension. They are about 6 feet deep, are set at the bottom
not far trom shore, and are tended by means of sail boats or row boats. The date
of their introduction in Lake Erie has not been learned. Sturgeon fishing by this
means appears to be confined to that portion of the lake lying between Irving and
Buffalo, New York, where in 1893 there were 184,230 feet of this large mesh netting
in use. It is employed principally by farmers, two men and 50 pounds of netting
being the equipment of a boat. Until lst May this species is caught on baited books,
but about that date the gill nets are set and their use continues until July. They
come into use again in September.

GILL NET PRACTICES.

Time out, condition of catch.-The time elapsing between the setting and lifting
of the gill nets depends upon the season, the weather und the kind of fish for which
thev are used. The whitefish nets at the east end of the lake are allowed to remain
in the water two days as a rule, and longer when Sunday or bad weather intervenes.
Although unfavourable comments upon the quality of the fish so caught have been
made, our observations disclosed that between 80 and 90 per cent of the whitefish
landed at Erie and Dunkirk were alive when taken from the water, even after the
nets bad been fishing thrce days, and nearly ail of the dead ones were firm and hard.
The whitefish gill notting on the western platform is always conducted daring cold
weather, at which season the fish will keep longer and as the nets are set near the
shore they can readily be reached at ail times.

When fishing for saugers, wali-eyed pike and perch, the nets are out only one
night, and, as the tish are hardy and the water cold, the entire catch is obtained in
good condition. Most of the gill netting for blue pike is done at times when the
water is not very warm, and, except when storms interfere, the tish are marketed
in good order. At the eastern end of the lake, however, there is some -omplaint of
the condition of the catch by the small boat gill netters during July and August.

The most serious charges in this respect relate to the herring gill net fishery,
especially during the summer months. In warm weather the herring nets are left out
only one day, but when the weather becomes coolor they are usually left out two or
more days. It is genetally agreed that the herring is the most tender fish caught
in the gill nets and that they die and decompose very quickly. Observations made
at several of the fishing ports and in the markets of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
showed that, while many of the gill net fish are in good condition, a considerable
proportion were decidedly inferior to those taken in the pound nets. At Erie in
August only one-third of the fish wero in condition for immediate shipmient in fresh
condition. The balance were either salted or dressed before shipping. These fish
were not spoiled, but merely soft and pallid and generally inferior to those con-
sidered as being of first quality. When dressed fish are recei7ed at the markets the
cut edges are dark and the flesh is so soft that the bones protrude. There is no
doubt that during colder weather the general condition of the gill net fish is buperior
to that described, but taken as a whole the gill net catch of herring is inferior
in quality to that of the pounds.

Relations of mesh to size o fish.-The gill nets do not take nearly as large a
proportion of young fish as do the pound nets. The mesh used for any species is
supposed to be adapted to the size of fish suited to the markets. The principal dif-
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ficulty which arises in this connection is the capture of tne young of the larger
species in the nets intended for the adults of the smaller kinds. There is no com-
plaint concerniug the size of the herring and saugers, although small sizes of herr-
ing, and also of other species to some extent, often become entangled by the teeth.
Many undersized wall-eyed pike, however, are taken in the small meshed nets.

In the case of the whitefish it is alleged that considerable quantities of the
young are caught in the nets used for herring off Erie, Pa. This statement appears
to be a reasonable one, but somewhat extended observations made during the sum-
mer and fall of 1894 did not confirm it.

TRAP NETS AND FYKE NETS.

History, number and distribution.-Fyke nets have been used in Lake Erie for a
number of years, but the submerged trap net bas been introduced during the last
decade, Of the latter there were practically none in 1885, and the number in 1890
is not known, but in the spring of 1894 there were 152 in use. Considering the two
forms of apparatus together, we find that there is a heavy decrease since 1885, a fact
made evident by the following table:-

1885. 1890. 1893.

Fyke and "Bay pounds ... ............. .................... 1,169 1,175 736

Subm erged trap nets............. ............................................. ......... 152

1,169 1,175 888

The fyke nets are all west of Vermillion, while the trap nets are all east of
Loran, the two being, therefore, separated geographically although serving practi-
cally the same purpose in the fisheries of their respective regions. Sandusky Bay is
the centre of the fyke net fishery, about 600 of the 736 recorded in 1893 being with-
in twenty miles of that place, while the balance were scattered along the shore
between Vermillion and Pointe Mouillée, Mich. Most of the trap nets are near
Avon Point, between Euclid River and Salt Creek, Ohio, and in Pennsylvania and
New York. Both forms of apparatus are employed in shallow water, the fykes
being used principally in the marshes and bays as well as in the open lake.

No traps or fykes are licensed or per'mitted on the Canadian side of the lake.

Description.-Both traps and fykes resemble the pounds in general principle
through differing from them and from each other in the details of construction. The
fyke net usually has a leader like a pound net, but is sometimes provided with wings
instead; in lieu of a singlq tunnel there are often several, and instead of a square
crib open at the top it bas a cylindrical bowl supported on hoops and entirely sub-
merged. Its advantage is that it is cheaper and may be handled by a smaller
crew.

The trap net is essentially a small pound net with a covered or inclosed crib.
Its several parts, leader, heart, tunnel and crib, are all connected and the entire
structure is supported and held in place by anchors, floats and stretchers instead of
by stakes driven in the bottom. Its advantages are its cheapness and the fact that
it may readiiy be moved from place to place as the exegencies of the fishery may
require. Considering its size and cost it is the most efficient piece of fixed or semi-
fixed apparatus yet devised, it may be fished on any bottom and its rapid increase is
to be expected.
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In the fyke nets the leaders vary from 10 to 30 rods in length and have a mesh
of 5 or 6 inches. In the hearts and tunnels the mesh is from 3 to 5 inches and in
the cribs a portion is always as small as 2 inches. The leads of the traps are from
6 to 10 rods long and the size of the mesh in the several parts is in general similar
to that found in the fykes.

Seasons and catch.-Both traps and fykes are fished much more extensively in
the spring than in the fall, owing to the greater abundance of fish at the former
season in the shoal waters. With the exception of a few fykes in Michigan and
some trap nets in Pennsylvania, there is no summer fishing and no fykès are fibhed
in winter excepting a few in the marshes along the Michigan shore.

In the spring and fall the catch resembles that made by the neighbouring pound
nets; although there is a larger proportion of inferior fish and an almost total
absence of sturgeon, whitefish and herring. The former are lacking because they
are too large to enter the nets, and the latter because they rarely occur where most
of the traps and fykes are fished. Trap nets are accused of catching large numbers
ot black bass, both large and small, and in proportion to their size they inay be
more destructive than the pounds. In Sandusky Bay and Portage River, and per-
haps elsewhere, the fykes catch large quantities of young catfish, but with regard
to other valuable species they take proportionately no more young than do the
pounds.

Lake St. Clair.-The traps and fykes of Lake St. Clair are all north of Point
Huron, in the shallow waters of Anchor Bay. In general, they resemble those used
in Lake Erie, although some of them present minor differences. In the falt of 1893
there were 100 of these nets and in the following spring there were 83. Owing to
legal restrictions there had been a decrease of 50 per cent since 1885 and of 32 per
cent since 1890. The fishery is practically confined to the spring and fall, being
more important at the latter season. Named in the order of their importance the
species caught are perch, wall-eyed pike, catfish, mullet, red horse, black bass, and
a few others.

SEINES.

History, number and distribution.--The first seine in the region bordering upon
Lake Erie was used in Maumee Bay about 1815; others were employed on the
Michigan shore, in Sandusky Bay and in other places about the same time. For
many years this form of apparatus was used in the bays and rivers exclusively, no
effort being made to fish them in the broader waters of the lake until 1850 to 1854,
when the great abundance of the whitefish began to be recognized. Subsequently
the pounds were found to be better adapted to the requirements of the open lake,
and since 1865 the use of seines has again been mainly confined to the more inclosed
and shallower waters. In 1893 the princi.pal places where seines were employed
were on the Michigan shore, in Maumee Bay, Maumee River, Portage River and
Sandusky Bay.

The fishery is of insignificant proportions compared with that by fixed apparatus
and gill nets, the number of seines on the Unite:i States side of the lake having been
71 in 1885, 44 in 1890 and 47 in 1893. The principal reduction since 1885 has
occurred in Ohio west of Vermillion and in New York.' Since 1882 the total length
of the seines on the Canadian side has never exceeded 8,500 fathoms, and in 1894
there were only 6,200 fathoins.

Description.-In Michigan the seines are 12 to 50 rods long, on the Maumee
River frotn 40 to 70 rods, on the Portage River from 20 to 45 rods, while in San-
dusky Bay some of them are 190 rods in lerigth. The 20-rod seines are about 8 feet
deep in the bunt and 4 feet in the wings, and those 70 rods long are 15 feet in the
bunt and 8 feet in the wings; the other lengths have somewhat proportionate dimen-
sions. The mesh in the bag measures sometimes 3, but usually 2½ inches, alarge
size is used in the wings, with the object of reducing the weight and cost and of per-
mitting the escape of some of the small fish.
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Seasons and catch.-On the Michigan shore the seines are fished principally in
winter, summer and fall. lu the former season the fishery is confined to the marshes,
the catch consisting of bullheads and perch. In the spring and summer the smaller
seines are used in the mouths of small bays and creeks, catching carp, catfish, red
horse and wall-eyed pike.

From lst March to 10th April, and in the fall there are about 20 seines fished
on the Maumee River between Toledo and the rapids. In the spring they take wall-
eyed pike, catfish and red horse, together with a few black bass and grass pike, and
often considerable quantities of worthless sheepshead and moon-eyes. When there
is an appreciable current in the river the wall-eyed pike run is often large, this
species coming up the river to spawn. At Port Clinton, carp are obtained during
the spring, and catfish during August. The catch in Sandusky Bay is similar to
that made on the Maumee River and many young catfish and less valuable species
are taken.

On the Canadian side the seines are hauled close to shore. They are employed
only in the spring before the pounds are set and when the scarcity of fresh fish
creates a demand for the inferior grades. The catch usually consists of suckers,
mullet, bullheads and a few grass pike.

Lake and River St. Clair and Detroit River.-In the River St. Clair there are
about five nets fished from May until about August 10. The principal fish obtained
is the wall-eyed pike, and complaint is made that these are generally of small size.
Black bass and several other species are taken in limited numbers.

In Lake St. Clair most of the seines are north of Port Huron, where they are
fished in the spring and fall and to a small extent in winter. The species caught in
the spring and fait are perch, which is the most abundant species, wall-eyed pike,
catfish, mullet, red horse, carp, black bass, white bass, sunfish and a very few her-
ring. In winter wall-eyed pike, perch and black bass are the principal species, the
latter being sometimes taken in such quantities as to suggest its possible extermi-
nation.

On the Detroit River there is one sturgeon seine, 55 fathoms long, with a 4-inch
mesh. It is fished from about May 12 to Juie 14, and in 1894 secured 225 sturgeon.
The Michigan and Canadian fish culturists use seines for the capture of spawning
whitefish, and certain farmers and others catch a few coarse fish by this means for
their own use.

HOOKS AND LINES.

The hook and lino fishery of Lake Erie may be classified under four heads,
namely: winter fishing through the ice; spring and summer set-line fishery for
catfish; lino fishery for sturgeon; sport fishing.

Winter Fishery.-This is most important in the vicinity of Buffalo, where from 500
to 1,000 men are said to engage in it. These men have mostly other occupations
than fishing during the remainder of the year. Each fisherman uses several lines
connected with a tell-tale device, called a "tip-up," which gives notice when a fish
is caught. The fishery is carried on from the time strong ice forms until it breaks
up, usually from December until the latter part of February. The season's catch
varies between 500,000 and 1,000,000 p-unds and consists principally of blue and
yellow pike, perch and herring, with a few sturgeon.

In the island region there is a winter fishery of somewhat different character,
the fishermen using band lines and being protected by canvas huts placed on
runners. The catch amounts to several hundred thousand pounds yearly, and
consists principally of saugers and perch, although wall-eyed pike and herring are
also taken.

Winter fishing is also carried on upon a small scale at several other places, as
at Erie, Pa., and Port Colborne, Ont.
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Set-lines for catfish.-This fishery is declining. In 1890 it yielded 40 per cent,
but in 1893 only 10 per cent, of the value of the line fisheries. The decrease was
universal, and was due to the rapidly decreasing abundance of the catfish. This
fishery was followed on all parts of the United States shore, but bas never been
considerable on the Canadian side of the lake. The length of lino varies, the
average number of books used by one fisherman being between 800 and 1,500.
Two species of catfish are caught, the silver or spotted cat (Ictalurus punctatus)
and the yellow cat (Ameiurus lacustris), the fishormen not always distinguishing
between them.

Line fisheries for sturgeon.-The lino fishery for sturgeon is confined to that
portion of the lake lying within the state of New York, where it begins as soon as
the ice leaves and continues until some time in June, although many abandon it for
the gill net fishery about May 1. Two methods are omployed-grappling and set-
lines. The former can bo used only when the fish are rolling upon their spawning
grounds. The grapple consists of a three-pointed hook, Which is dragged over the
bottom and "driven home" with a jerk when it comes in contact with a-fish.
While this is not as destructive as the set-lino grapnel used in the Detroit River,
nevertheless many fish escape in a mutilated condition. The set-lino fishery with
baited hooks is more extensive. The lines are similar to those usod for catfish but
stouter, and two men fishing from a small bo:t use from 2,000 to 3,000 books.
Most of those ongaged in this fishery are farmers residing along shore between
Irving and Buffalo. Besides sturgeon the set-lines catch other species, notably blue
pike. The lino fishery for sturgeon is insignificant on the Canadian shore.

Sport fishing.-The principal sport fish of Lake Erie is the black bass, including
both the small-mouthed and large-mouthed species. Formerly a number of places
on the lake, notably Erie, Pa., the Bass Islands, and various localities in Canada
afforded famous fishing for these species. Considerable numbers of sportsmen are
still attracted to the Bass Islands, but the fishing there, as elsewhere, bas sadly
deteriorated. The best fishing at present appears to bo in the vicinity of Pelee
Island and near Long Point.

Pe-ch and wall-eyed pike are also caught for sport and occasionally a maski-
nonge is taken by trawling. The perch, wall-oyed pike and bass are usually fished
for with live minnows, but the bass is sometimes caught on the spoon.

Lake and River St. Clair and Detroit River.-In these waters the lino fisheries
resemble those enumerated for Lake Erie. The principal one in the Detroit River
is by means of the set-lino grapnel for sturgeon. This apparatus consists of a stout
lino stretched across the spawning grounds and armed with naked three-pointed
grappling hooks, so arranged that the sturgeon come into contact with them when
" rolling." The struggling fish become caught upon one or more of these and are
painfully lacerated in the attempt to free themselves. In many cases they are
firmly held, but often thoir struggles suffice to tear them loose, usually atthe expense
of serious injury, and when afterwards caught in the seines they are found to
be shockingly mutilated. The injuries are such that many fish must die in conse-
quence. The method is thoroughly reprehensible.

SPEARING.

At the present time spearing is an almost unknown method of taking fish in
Lake Erie, but occasionally a few wall-eyed pike are speared through the ice there,
and also in Lake St. Clair and the St. Clair Rive-. It is stated that black bass are
speared on the spawning grounds in St. Clair River.

EXPLOSIVES.

No explosives are used for tho capture of fish in Lake Erie, nor in the waters
connecting it with Lake Huron.
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sUMMARY OF CONDITIONS.

Owing to its more extensive fisheries and its exceptionally large variety of
market fishes, Lake Erie presents greater difficulties in respect to the establishment
of suitable protective regulations than any other of the great lakes. The subject is
especially complicated by the association, generally, of several different grades and
sizes of fishes on the same grounds, or the rapid replacement of one by the other,
rendering it impossible to adjust the methods employed for their capture so as to
insure the equitable protection of all, without imposing unjust or impracticable
restrictions on the industry. The urgency for regulations other than those now in
force is evidenced by the continued decroase in abundance of practically all the
important varieties, whilo the discord produced by the five separate and wholly dis-
similar codes, of laws which apply to this region, emphasizes the necessity for some
unity of action. In order to treat the subject satisfactorily, however, and to insure
the accomplishment of the best results, it must be divested of all unimportant
elements and attention directed mainly to its more essential features.

The bulk of the catch consists of relatively few species, over 80 per cent in
value of the total output for 1893 having been composed of the following forms,
arranged in the order of their importance, namely, herring, wall-eyed pike, includ-
ing the blue pike, whitefish and saugers. The yellow perch, sturgeon and catfishes
follow next. The perch is but little esteemed; the sturgeon was once an important
product, but the supply bas been much depleted, and the catfishes are, for the most
part, of rather local interest. Of some of the inferior kinds, such as the suckers,
sheepshead, &c., large quantities are often taken, but the low price received for
them and the fact that a considerable proportion of the catch may be rejected, makes
them of relatively little consequence. There are also several species which are
obtained only in small amounts. The black bass is the principal sport fish, but
angling is also carried on to some extent for the yellow perch, wall-eyed pike and
other species. The maskinonge, however, is rarely taken in the lake.

The greater fisheries of Lake Erie are, therefore, prosecuted for the herring,
wbitefish and pike-perches. Of the remaining species, the bulk is obtained as inci-
dental features of the main catch, although it is not intended to imply that their
capture is generally otherwise than desirable and profitable for the fishermen.
Some of them, moreover, are the objects of local and special fisheries. this being
especially the case with the sturgeon. The majority of the fishermen would be
satisfied to confine their attention to the five forms first mentioned, or even chiefly
to the whitefish and herring, provided their abundance could be maintained on a
sufficient basis to insure a continuity of good catches. In our opinion, therefore,
these are the species which demand the principal consideration, and, wherever
necessary, the remainder should be subordinated to tl em. Any restrictions made
in the interest of the former, however, may also be expected to benefit the latter in
greater or less degree, but in some directions special regulations are desirable and
can readily be provided.

The protection of the sport fishes, as represented by the black bass, presents
unusual difficulties. This species is taken in the nets in conpany with the com-
mercial fishes, and while commanding the highest market price, the small numbers
obtained render it of no particular value to the fishermen, who would be satisfied to
forgo its capture if it could be doue conveniently, but no practical method of
acconplishing that result has been suggested. Its rigid protection would involve
restrictions, the carrying out of which would greatly interfere with the handling of
the nets, and we are confident that strict compliance with such measures could never
be exacted.

The whitefish occupies the first rank among the market fishes, and during all
the earlier period of the fishery was its most conspicuous feature. It is still the
species most highly prized by the fishermen, although it has fallen to seventh place
in the extent, and to third place in the value of the catch. Its decrease is said to
have been the primary cause of bringing the herring, a relative but much inferior
form, into prominence, and for a number of years the latter species has been first in
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both the extent and value of the entire lake output. The large size of the Lake
Erie herring, its abundance in localities favourable for its capture at most times of
the year, and the proximity of the grounds to important markets, have given it an
advantage over the herring of other lakes and have stimulated the fishery for it to
in unusual extent. Its preservation is, therefore, of more concern at present than
that of any otherspecies. The catch of yellow pike and blue pike, which are classed
as varieties of the same species, the wall-eyed pike, is second only and not much
inferior, to that of the herring, the blue pike being more abundant. The sauger,
which is also one of the pike-perches, ranks fourth in the value of tho catch. It is,
to a large extent, the object of a special fishery in the early spring, when its value
is greatly enhanced by the searcity of fresh fish at that season.

Lake Erie is practically one continuons fishing groundi accessible and more or
less lucrative to the fishermen in all parts. Such moderately deep water as occurs
near ils eastern end provides suitable conditions for certain of the more important
species during the extreines of temperature, and from this area they spread out
during the intervening periods, but most extensively at their spawning times. The
shallow water or platform at the western end constitutes, with its surroundings, a
grand spawning ground, to which a number of the species resort and on which they
are captured during the breeding season, as well as during their passage to and
from. In the shoal water, especially on the platform but also along the south shore,
the high summer temperature drives most fishes away and causes the rotting of
the nets, making fishing there unprofitable for several months. On the north shore,
howover, the water remains cooler during the summer, and fishing may unusually
be carried on continuously during that season. The general gill net fishing is least
interrupted by seasonal changes.

The character and distribution of the apparatus is determined in part by the
physical conditions and in part by the movements of the fishes which they are
designed to capture. Pound nets are the predominant feature of the platform and
of the shallow water adjacent to it on the south shore. Introduced there over forty
years ago, they have increased to an extent unparalleled in any other section of the
country. Farther east on the south shore they are employed as far as New
York State, but much less commonly, and many are rarely fished together in the
same locality. Along the Canadian shore they are distributed rather evenly, but
the number there is not one-sixth that in United States waters.

The principal gill net region is the body of the lake eastward of the platform.
The longest season is furnished by the deeper waters, mainly off Pennsylvania and
New York, but this branch of fishing is extended at times to most other parts of' the
lake, including the western platform, where, however, it cannot successfully compete
with the pound nets except during the height of the run of certain species. Trap
nets are used to some extent on the shores of Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio, and
fyke nets to the westward of Vermillion. Seines are employed in some places, but
they have been generally superseded by other methods, and are now important in
only a few localities. The book and line fishery is chiefly confined to the eastern
and western ends of the lake, and is conducted on a relatively moderate scale.

On the Canadian side the market fishery is now practically restricted to the
use of pound nets and gill nets, and is much inferior in importance to that in United
States waters. The shore is not adapted to such extensive strings of pounds, and
the gill net fishery is carried on solely by means of small boats.

The extent of the decrease among even the more important fishes cannot
generally be determined specifically from the information which is available, but in
some cases it has been so marked that its magnitude can readily be estimated. The
causes of decrease are still more difficult to fix in detail, but the principal influences
concerned therewith may be inferred with a reasonable assurance of reliability.

The early fisheries in Lake Erie were prosecuted almost exclusively for the
whitefish, but at that pei:iod it was only taken close inshore and mainly, if not
entirely, during its spawning run. After a time, however, the means of capture
were rapidly multiplied, and the species was followed to its most distant grounds.
During the warmer and colder months it inhabits chiefly the deeper waters in the
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eastern part of the lake, where an extensive gill net fishery bas long been established.
and where, for some years, by far the greater part of the market supplies was
obtained. In the spring and fall its migratory instinct causes it to seek the bhallow
waters along both shores and ut the western end,-in all of which situations it is
taken by the pound nets in large quantities. During the fall or spawning move-
ment it reaches certain reefs on the platform, and there provides the oppiortunity
for a special gill net fishery of short duration.

The statistics show a talling off in the annual output of the whitefish in United
States waters during the past ten years amountiig to over 60 per cent. This
decrease has been greatest in the gill net region ast the east; next extensive in the
western or pound net region, and least pronounced in the intermediate district where
the smallest catches have been made. In Canadian waters, where it is taken almost
exclusively in pound nets, the decrease has been almost, if' not equally, as great as
on the south shore; and Lake St. Clair has felt the depletion in like degree, as its
supplies are derived from Luke Erie.

The decrease on the south shore undoubtedly began sometime before it was
brought out by the statistical inquiries; on the north shore it was manifested by
the pound net catch as early as 1874. It is said, however, to have been first severely
felt at the eastern end of the lake, where the fishery seems to have reached its
maximum development about, or shortly before, 1885. Owing to the extent of the
depletion ut that time, most of the gill net fishermen abandoned the pursuit of this
species and turned their attention to the herring, but the fishery bas again increased,
and appears to be. carried ou once more upon as large a seule as the supply wilt
warrant. The pound net fishery at the western end attained its maximum develop-
ment about 1890, its later growth at least being characterized by a continuous
decrease in the whitefish catch.

The depletion bas unquestionably been the result of overfishing by both the
pounds and gill nets, no other form of apparatus baving figured prominently in cou-
nection with this species in recent years. Too many nets have been employed, and
too large a quantity of the adult fish has been removed from year to year. In the
deeper waters constituting the normal habitat of the species, the fishery by gill nets
was persistently carried on upon a most extensive seule, and without restrictions,
during practically the entire open season of each year. The fish are there confined
within a comparatively limited area, under most favourable conditions for their
capture. It was there that the largest catches were made, and a study of all the
evidence presented tends to confirm the assumption that the greater part of the
decrease actually took place in that region, with which it has also been identified by
the statistical returns. The arrangement of the pound nets is with reference to the
shoreward and westward movement of the species in the spring and fall. These
appliances extend across the pathway of the fish at snob frequent intervals, and
intercept their passage so extensively by whatever course they take, that it is almos t
surprising any should reach their spawning grounds. On the reefs, moreover, while
depositing their eggs, they are again the objects of a gill net fishery, and the schools
which enter the Detroit River and Lake St. Clair have been decimated by the seines
and pound nets.

In the earlier days the gill net mesh was larger than it is at present, and the
reduction in its size was made in order to adapt it to the smaller average size of the
fish, the larger sizes having, apparently, been more generally caught off. This modi-
fication of the mesh must certainly be regarded as indicative of a certain amount of
decrease in the abundance of the fish, and its adoption shows that the tendency to
push the fishery beyond a proper limitation had its beginning many years ago. We
have failed to secure satisfactory proof, however, that the decrease bas been mater-
ially aided by the capture of the actually young or undersized fish, as bas occurred
with some of the other species. Very few young whitefish are ever seen on the
platform or elsewhere in the pound net region at the west end. It is reported that
many fish of that character are taken in some of the more eastern pound nets and
also in the herring gill nets when employed in the deeper waters. That such may
be the case is not improbable, but the subject requires further investigation before
the evidence presented to that effect can properly be weighed.
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To what extent the pollution of the water may have influenced the decrease of
this species it is impossible to say, but at the most it can not have ranked as a very
potent factor in comparaison with the fishing practices above referred to.

Many of the fishermen are confident that in recent years the decrease of white-
fish bas been checked through the agency of the batcheries, but their statements in
that regard are not sustained by the statistical returns. It is probable, however,
that except for the assistance of artificial propagation the amount of decrease would
have been much greater.

The herring did not become an important object of the fisheries until a very
much later date than the whitefish, but with the decrease of the latter it has attained
the principal position in the lake catch. This species bas essentially the same dis-
tribution and movements as the whitefish. It lives in the deeper waters during the
greater part of the year, but appears to occupy there a wider area, and even during
the extremes of temperature may be found in small numbers on the western plat-
form. Its spring and fall migrations are practically identical in character and extent,
and its spawning season does not differ materially from that of its larger relative.
The platform contains important, if not its principal, spawning grounds, although
there is every reason to suppose that the species also spawns. extensively further
east, but in what locality has never been determined.

The fishery for the herring is conducted by the same methods as for the white-
fish, and upon the same basis, but it long ago reached a much greater magnitude,
due in part to the greater abundance of this form and in part to the increased
demand for the products of this lake. The pound and gill nets are the principal
appliances by which it is captured, but, unlike the whitefish, the larger part of the
catch was until recently obtained in the western part of the lake through the agency
of the pound nets.

The maximum catch indicated by the statistics for United States waters was
made in 1890. In 1893 the total quantity obtained was nearly 50 per cent less,
although the amount of gill netting in use was much greater, and the reduction in
the number of pound nets had been comparatively small. In the latter year the
catch was largest in the eastern part of the lake, smallest in the western part, and
between the two in the intervening region. In the eastern district the catch was
somewhat smaller in 1893 than 1890, but not sufficiently to be indicative of an
actual reduction in the supply except for the great increase in the extent of fishing.
The bulk of the decrease had taken place on the platform and in the closely adjacent
region, although a heavy falling off was also manifested along the central part
of the coast. The pound net catch was the only one which suffered at the west, the
gill nets having been even more successful than in 1890.

In looking for the cause of decrease in the western catch, we find that during
several years prior to 1890 this species was being taken by the pound nets in certain
places in somewhat reduced numbers. Then came an abrupt ard very pronounced
falling off, which was first manifested at Port Clinton in 1890, at Huron and Ver-
million in 1891, and about the Bass Islands, and Kelley's Island in 1892. This
sudden drop occurred immediately after the extension to the platform region of the
heavy gill net fishery which had previously been confined to the deeper waters.
The tugs belonging at eastern ports had started the practice of following up the
schools of herring during their fall or spawning movement, and, deriving great
profit in that connection, they were joined by the local tugs in operating both on
the surface of the platform and adjacent to its eastern border. While the evidence
clearly indicates that the pound net fishing had previously been excessive in respect
to this species, we cannot doubt that the final change was the direct result of the
recent gili net methodes.

It has been impossible from the information obtainable to determine in precisely
what manner this condition was brought about. The statisties do not favour the
view that the decrease has been produced simply or solely by the taking out of too
many fish. The prevailing opinion among the fishermen is to the effect that the
course of the schools has been diverted by the many nets, which prevent their
reaching the surface of the platform except in relatively small numbers, and causes
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them to occupy other than their customary grounds in the late fall. It is said that
large bodies have been seen spawning in recent years off the south shore between
Huron and Fairport, where such an occurrence was previously unknown, but the
statements in that regard lack confirmation. A very r-easonable deduction is that,
being prevented from reaching their proper spawning grounde, their eggs are largely
deposited in situations not suitable for that purpose, with the result that the pro-
ductiveness of the species has been much impaired.

The Canadian statistics, which are taken annually, show a comparatively uni-
form catch of herring along the north shore since 1885, coincident, however, with a
very large increase in the amount of apparatus, both pound nets and gill nets, by
which they are taken.

There is no evidence of the destruction of an appreciable quantity of the young
herring, which seem never to be present in the pound net regions except in small
numbers, and in the deeper waters would escape capture in the gill nets, except as
they occasionally become entangled in the twine. Overfishing and the practices
before described, so far as can now be determined, must be held accountable for
practically the entire decrease which has been observed.

The wall-eyed pike, represented by its nominal varieties, the yellow pike and
blue pike of the fishermen, follows next after the herring in the extent and value of
the catch in Lake Erie. The yellow pike is supposed to belong more especially to
the western shallow waters, and the blue pike to the deeper areas and the main body
of the lake. There is evidence of a considerable decrease in the abundance of this
species, which has been felt to a greater or less extent in the different fishing regions,
but temporary local increases are sometimes noticed, which occasion doubt in the
minds of some fishermen as to whether any change in the status of the supply has
taken place. The pike has suffered less in this respect, however, than either the
whitefish or the herring, notwithstanding that it is the object of a much more diverse
fishery, being secured by practically every method which is here employed. The
bulk of the catch, as with the species named, is obtained in the gill nets and in the
pound and trap nets. The decrease has undoubtedly been due to overfishing, corn-
bined with the excessive capture of undersized fish, of which it is estimated that
many hundred tons are taken and disposed of every year. The gill nets secure a
larger average size than the pounds and other fixed appliances, and have, therefore,
been less deterimental in this respect. No practical remedy can be suggested with
regard ta the latter means of capture, which are supposed to be adapted mainly te
the herring and must necessarily be so constructed as te prevent the meshing of that
species. A large proportion of the catch of the pike-perches is taken in connection
with their spawning run in the early spring.

The policy of affording any measure of protection te the wall-eyed pike and its
related species the sauger, has been strongly deprecated by many fishermen because
of their well-known predaceous habits, and it is even claimed that the catching off
of these forms in Lake Erie has produced an increase in the supply of herring. There
is no ground for the latter belief, and no evidence that the herring were ever less
abundant than at the period of their maximum catch a few years a go, as before
explained. The statistics, moreover, credit the herring with a greater decrease than
is apparent among the pike-perches.

The removal of any fish of supposed pernicious influence from so complex a
fauna as that inhabiting Lake Erie, in view of our present imperfect knowledge of
the conditions there existing, would at least be impolitic, and we cannot regard
with favour the proposition, so often advocated, that every opportunity should be
afforded to rid the lake of the fish-eating species. In a much smaller body of water
it may at times be possible to adjust the balance of nature by artificial selection..
In Lake Erio or in ony other similaç body, such a task would be fruitless, and any
considerable change produced might cause more harm than good. The number of
so-called predaceous species is quite large, and the inter-relations of these are such
that we must expect the one to act as more or less a check upon the other. By
removing one or any group of such species we may unwittingly provide for a more
vigorous onslaught on the herring and young whitefish. The extensive fisheries which
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have now been carried on for so long a period have undoubtedly tended to disturb
the balance of nature originally prevailing in this lake. There is no way of pre-
venting sueh an occurrence or of determining what the final outcome may be, but
with the light we now possess on the subject, we consider it unwarranted to deli-
berately sacrifice any species which occupies an important position in the fisheries
or may continue to be a source of profit to the fishermen.

The saugers, which corne next after the wall-eyed pike in the size of catch,
occur most abundantly along the south shore west of Vermillion and about the
islands on the platform, where they are the object of a special gill net fishery in the
eurly spring, and continue to be taken later by the pound nets. The statistics show
no material decrease in the output in recent years, but a large increase in the means
employed for their capture. As with the wall-eyed pike, the gill nets catch the larger
averagesize of fish, and as this species is smaller than the other, practically only the
adults are secured in this manner. The pound nets, however, are very destructive
of the young.

Originally one of the most conmmon fishes of the lake, the sturgeon bas suffered
relatively more depletion than any other. It was formerly a very prominent
featuro of the pound net catch, especially before its value had been recognized and
while its capture was regarded as a nuisance. The fishermen at that time destroyed
it in immense quantities, and when a market had been found the supply was already
much reduced. It has continued to be taken by the pound nets and has also been
made the object of a special fishery by means of gill nets, hooks and lines and seines.

The species is at present most abundant at the extreme eastern end of the lake,
and elsewhere more plentiful along the northern than the southern shore. The
principal cause of decrease and the one which has been longest in operation bas
been the pound net fishery, but the statistics show a continued and heavy diminu-
tion in the supply where gill nets and hooks alone are now omployed. The sturgeon
is classed among predaceous fishes by many fishermen, but in what degree it merits
this distinction we have been unable to decide. In the absence of more conclusive
evidence as to the extent of its destructiveness, and for the reasons étated in con-
nection with the wall-eyed pike, we regard the species as deserving of such pro-
section as can be granted it without detriment to the more important branches of
the lake fishery. Its size and hardiness permit of the return to the water alive of
all immature individuals which may be taken by any method, and much good can
undoubtedly be accomplished by this means, as a large proportion of the pound net
catch especially consists çf the small fish. It is important, furthermore, that the
extent of the special fisheries for the species should be materially reduced, and the
gill net mesh should be so regulated in size as to prevent, so far as possible, the
capture of any individuals below the generally accepted standard of four feet in
length. We consider, moreover, that the use of naked hooks or grapnels on the
spawning grounds is a prenicious practice which should not be tolerated.

The black bass is the principal game fish of Lake Erie, and the sportsmen
demand for it the fullest measure of protection. We fail to see, however, how its
preservation can be provided for on a comprehensive basis, owing to its constant
association with many of the market species. The commercial fishermen would be
entirely satisfied to exclude it from their catch, were it possible to do so, but we
find that any plan having that object in view would be entirely impracticable, for
reasons which are elsewhere explained. There is no way of preventing the entrance
of the bass into such appliances as the pound nets, trap nets and fyke nets, and once
so taken their return to the water alive must depend upon the caprice of the fisher-
men, however stringent may be the regulations put in force. We would, however,
urge the protection of the species during its spawning period, as well as during its
younger stages or until it bas attained what may be regarded as a fair size for
capture. Whether such provisions would be effective or not can only be determined
by experience. Special regulations may be found advisable in some localities, such
as the prohibition of certain kinds of apparatus or a modification of the methods,
but all such arrangements must be based upon a knowledge of the local conditions
and requirements.
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It is not essential to discuss the remaining fishes in this connection. A few of
them, such as the catfishes, are of considerable importance, while others which are
taken only in small quantities are still desirable features of the catch. In some
instances special measures might be suggested for their preservation, but their pro-
tection as a whole should, in our opinion, be subordinated to that of the more
abundant and important species in which the fisheries of the lake are chiefly con-
cerned. Any steps taken in the interest of the latter will incidentally operate to
their advantage, and to some extent in like degree.

The apparatus employed in the fisheries of Lake Erie, named in the order of
the value of the catch by each in 1893, are gill nets, pound and trap nets, books
and lines, fyke nets and seines. Over 85 per cent of the total output was secured
through the agency of the gill nets and pounds (including the traps), which shows
them to be by far the most important of the fishing methods.

Although the fishery on this lake was chiefly carried on in early times by means
of seines, it received its first decided impetus through the introduction of the pounds,
which is said to have taken place about 1850 or soon thereafter. The first of these
nets was established at the western end, where the conditions are especially favour-
able for this method of fishing, and where their number in United States waters
has increased in an unparalleled degree. Along the remainder of the south shore
and on the Canadian shore they have been used much less extensively. The maxi-
mum nu nber in United States waters appears to have been reached in about 1890,
when it amounted to about 1,500, nearly twice the quantity fished in 1880. By
1893, however, it had fallen off to about 1,300, and a further reduction was contem-
plated. On the Canadian side there were 11 pounds in 1869, from which date the
number increased quite steadily to 210 in 1892, decreasing to 202 the next year.

On the south shore it is the common practice to set the pounds in continuous
strings, made up of a variable number of nets, extending out from the shore a greater
or less distance, dependent upon the conditions existing in cach locality. In some
instances these strings have contained as many as 30 or more nets and have reached
a length of five or six miles, and although such cases are exceptional the proportion
of long strings is very great. While this method of multiplying the nets is followed
to some extent elsewhere, it is carried to the greatest extreme on the western plat-
form and in the closely adjacent region, where the expanse of shallow water is
especially favourable for this purpose. Placed ut right angles to the shore line,
these strings constitute a rapid succession of rigid bàrriers to the passage of all fish
working along the coast, whose movement is thereby checked or diverted, no gaps
being provided except in the rare cases demanded by navigation. On the Canadian
side no more thun two or three pounds are ever arranged in a string, and they are
generally fished singly. The individual leaders measure generally from 50 to 60
rods, but the inner ones may be much longer, according as the depth of water dic-
tates. The mesh is usually large enough to permit the passage of small fish, but it
is doubtful if much advantage is gained by this circumstance. The wall of netting
changes the direction of the schools, which as a rule, turn and follow outward toward
the opening into the nearest crib. It is here that every precaution is taken against,
eseape, by reducing the mesh to the smallest dimension that can conveniently be
handled, this being done chiefly to prevent the gilling of the smaller sizes of fish.

The barmfulness of the pounds is measured by their capacity for removing large
Muantities of many different kinds of fishes without discrimination, especially when
the nets are multiplied as they have been in these waters, and their destructiveness
of the younger stages. Custom bas regulated the length of the leaders in con-
formity with what is supposed to be a sate distance over which the more important
species may be expected to follow in a single line when diverted from their regular
course. The effectiveness of the strings is insured by inserting the cribs ut relatively
short intervals. Along an abruptly sloping shore the fish may be expected to move
in somewhat compact bodies, but to spread out as they reach a more graduai slope
or a level surface, such as is presented by the platform. Advantage bas been taken
of this habit in arranging the distribution of the pound nets. Experience has taught,.
the fishermen where the schools can most profitably be intercepted, and sharp con-
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petition, unrestrained by any regulations, has led to their extension in all directions,
so that it seems little less than marvelous that any considerable number of the
Tnigratory species should be able to reach their spawning grounds.

That the pound net fishery as a whole has been greatly overdone is evidenced
by the fact that several years ago it ceased to be profitable on the scale on which it
was and still is conducted. From the standpoint, therefore, both of the fisherman
and of the objects of his industry, it requires an entire revision, but it is certain
that nothing effectual can be accomplished without recourse to heroic measures.
The reduction in the nu mber of nets should be sufficient to produce a decisive result.
Furthcrmore, only a limited number should be allowed in any one place; the length
of the strings should be lessened and their continuity broken, and access by the
whitefish to their spawning reefs should be interrupted to as small an extent as
possible.

The capture of immense quantities of young or undersized fish by the pound
nets is the most serious featuire connected with their use, in view of the fact that
there is no practical means of preventing it under the present conditions of the
fishery. It is considered very essential that the mesh of the crib should be small
enough to prevent the gilling of an appreciable quantity of the fish taken, as other-
wise the net is difficult to lift and many fish are rendered unfit for market. Where
only large fish occur, or where it is desired to obtain only a large grade, between
which and the next grade below thero is considerable difference in size, a mesh can
be selected that will assort them conviently. Such was the case in respect to the
early pound net fishery on Lake Erie, when only whitefish were in demand, and
when a mesh as large as 5 iches was sometimea employed. At present, however,
the desirable part of the catch is largely composed of herring and pike-perches, all
of which run much smaller than the whitefish, and the several species may be found
more or less associated together at times in the same localities. ln order to accom-
modate the mesh to these forms, it bas been reduced mainly to between 2 and 2j
inches, but it becomes still smaller through shrinkage while in use. A larger mesh
than 2j inches, it is claimed by the fishermen, cannot be employed except to such
great disadvantage as practically to prevent the profitable continuance of the
fishery.

Recent experiments, conducted under our supervision, show that a 3-inch mesh
will gill large quantities of adult herring, both before and during the lifting, many
of which are found to be unfit for market when the net is raised ; it will alseo allow
wall-eyed pike, weighing over a pound, to pass through and escape. A 2ï-inch mesh
caused the gilling of fewer'fish than the 3-inch mesh, but of more than in the
customary size used near it in the same locality. It would undoubtedly serve to
liberate a large proportion of the small pike-perches, which are the most objection-
able features of the catch and which it is very desirable to preserve. Its advantages
should be further tested under proper auspices, but until that'has been done, we feel
constrained to recommend nothing larger than a 21-inch mesh for the cribs, but that
should be the size after shrinkage and when the nets are actually in use. This
would be a very decided improvement upon the present practice, and would not fail
to secure the release of many smalt wall-eyed pike and saugers, which are now
marketed at an inferior price. Young whitefish and herring do not seem to be
present in appreciable quantities in the principal pound net regions.

An alternative method of preventing the destruction of undersized fish by the
pound nets is to provide for their return to the water alive, as the catch is being
transferred from the net to the boat. Were such a measure feasible, it would prove
a fortunate solution of this vexed question, and icave the size of mesh to be settled
at the convenience of the fishermen, but we consider the proposition to be entirely
impracticable as regards Lake Erie or any body of water having such complex and
extensive fisheries. Under all ordinary circumstances, the fish will remain alive
and in good condition in the cribs for a considerable period, and were the catches
uniformly small, the undesirable portions could be readily culled out, but such is
generally not the case. The catches usually consist of a considerable quantity of
material, and during good seasons may run constantly very large, representing
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several species, some of which may have no market value. As the fish are marketed
in fresh condition, and any serious delay may cause their deterioration, if not their
entire loss, the important question is to securu their transfer to the nearest railroad
or steamboat landing with the least possible delay. Nothing will be allowed to
interfere with the accomplishment of that purpose. Were the fishermen obliged to
release the small fish alive, the latter would probably not be bronght to shore, but
in nearly every case, especially during the height of the season, the sorting would
be deferred until the contents of the several cribs visited were emptied into the boat
and the homeward trip had begun. Only the most hardy fish could survive such
treatment under the most favourable circumstance. The enforcement of such a
regulation could not be accomplished except through the constant vigilance of a
large number of wardens, and were its provisions throughly carried out, we are
confident that the pound net fishery would in a large degree become unprofitable.
We are, therefore, convinced that the sorting out of the young fish is practicable
only to the extent that can be arranged for by the enlargement of the mesh. So
far as this measure fails to secure the ultimate resuit desired, namely, the mainte-
nance of the supply of fishes represented by the young individuals in question, the
remedy is to be found in the further curtailment of fishing operations.

In respect to the releasing of fish alive, however, we make exceptions in favour
of the sturgeon and the black bass; in the case of the former because it is a con-
spicuous and hardy species, and of the latter because of the obligations due to the
sporting interests. Neither of these species is now taken abundantly in the pound
nets.

The trap nets and fyke nets are objectionable from the same standpoint as the
pounds, in that they are very destructive of the young fish, but the mesh is practi-
cally the same in ail. Whitefish and herring are taken only by the traps and in
comparatively small quantities. The latter nets have beon introduced in this lake
within about ton years, and are now employed only to the eastward of Lorain,
Ohio, on the south shore. There were 152 in use in 1893, but possessing certain
advantages, especially as to the ease with which their position may be changed,
their number is likely to be much increased. The fyke nets are confined to the
western part of the United States shore, and are more adapted to the inclosed
waters and marshy areas, where they catch many of the inferior grades of fish
besides the pike-perches, black bass, etc. The quantity of these nets employed in
some places, as in Sandusky Bay, is very large, and, under such circumstances, they
have been responsible for a great amount of damage.

The gill nets employed on Lake Erie are separable into three general classes,
namely, a small mesh appropriate for the herring and most of the pike-perches, a
medium mnesh for the whitefish, and a large one for the sturgeon. The gilI net
fishery for sturgeon is restricted to New York waters, where it is carried on in con-
junction with the use of both baited and naked hooks. That it is being prosecuted
on much too large a scale is evident from the continued rapid decrease in the abun-
<dance of this species. While the releasing alive of ail sturgeon caught measuring
less than four feet long is recommended, it is also deemed advisable to so regulate
the size of mesh in these nets as to provide, so far as possible, for the voluntary
escape of the smaller fish. Observations respecting the minimum size of sturgeon
taken in the present mesh, which measures from 1l to 13 inches, are lacking.

Whitefish gill netting is limitted to two regions, the eastern deeper waters and
the spawning reefs on the western platform. In the former, it is carried on during
practically the entire open season. This area is the eommon resort of at least the
main body of the whitefish, and the species is present there at ail times, although
the quantity becomes much reduced during the periodsof their shoreward movement
in the spring and fall. Advantage was long ago taken of this circumstance to build
up the most extensive of the gill net fisheries of the lake. Having been carried to
excess, with the inevitable result of causing a serious depletion of the whitefish, it
was mainly abandonod about 10 years ago. The temporary relief thus afforded was
undoubtedly beneficial to the species, bat the fishery as again increased in magni-
tude, while still much smaller than at a former period, it is evidently being con-
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ducted on a much laiger scale than the supply will warrant. The fishery on the
spawning grounds is much less extensive and of short duration, but by many it is
regarded as pernicious from the fact that it decimates and disturbs the fish while
-they are collected together within limited areas for the purpose of carrying out
their most important function. The injury which may thus be done is mitigated,
to a greater or less extent by the efforts made to secure the greatest possible
amount of spawn for artificial hatching. and by the planting of the fry in the same
waters.

The size of the mesh in the earlier whitefish gill nets ranged from 5 to 5t-inches.
It has been reduced, through the catching off of the larger run of fish, to 4½ inches.
While the latter size appears to take no whitefish below a suitable market standard,
yet we consider that the maintenance of the species could best be secured by a
return to the original practice.

In the small special fishery which is carried on for the lake trout, a 5J inch
mesh is used. Not considering it important to provide for the preservation of this
species, no modifications in the extent or manner of its capture are suggested.

With the falling off in the supply of whitefish, the small-meshed gill nets grew
rapidly in favour, until now the quantity employed is much greater than that of all
the other kinds combined. Although used in practically all parts of the lake, their
principal field is to the eastward of the platform, mainly in the deeper waters, the
catch consisting chiefly of herring and blue pike. At the west end there is a special
fishery in the early spring for saugers, wall-eyed pike and perch. The eastern
fishery bas steadily increased in magnitude, due to the exceeding abundance of the
fish in that region, and to the practically unlimited demand for the cheaper grades,
which bas sprung up in recent years. As elsewhere explained, the catch of herring
and blue pike in this section of the lake bas only been maintained by the constant
expansion of the fishery, and ils extent for some time past has evidently produced an
excessive drain upon its resources. Within a few years, morever, the practice bas
grown up among the gill net tugs of pursuing the herring during their fatll move-
ment toward and over the platforim. This innovation was immediately followed by
an abrupt and very serious decrease in the abundance of that species throughout
the western pound net region, which we feel confident was chiefly due to that cause.

Complaints are made that the summer gill net fishery produces an inferior
quality of fish, and that many herring are wasted through their rapid decay in
warm weather. It is also said that a great destruction of the same species is
occasioned by the loss of nets in winter, and close times covering both seasons have
been suggested as a means of obviating these troubles. This subject will again be
referred to.

The size of nesh in this class of gill nets ranges mostly from 3 to 3J inches,
but is sometimes as small as 2J inches. It is regulated by law to not less than 3
inches on the Canadian side, while in United States waters the favourite size is 3½
inches. Experience indicates that the latter size is best suited to the general run
of fish, especially the herring, for whose capture it is chiefly used, and we consider
that no smaller should be allowed, having.in view the greater protection that would
thus be afforded the young wall-eyed pike and saugers.

The number of seines now employed in the Lake Erie region is very small, but
in some of the localities where they are still utilized much injury may be occasioned
by them, especially on and about the spawning grounds of such species as the pike-
perches and the black bass. In all such places their use should be restricted or
abolisbed, but we have beard of no serious objections to this mode of fishing under
suitable limitations and with a proper size of mesh.

The hook and line fishery is of relatively slight extent, although of considerable
importance in some localities. It is carried on mainly for the pike-perches, yellow
perch, catfishes, etc., in connection with which no unfavourable practices or con-
ditions have been brought to our attention. It is possible that the capture of
sturgeon by means of baited hooks, in conjunction with the gill net fishery for the
same species, is being conducted on too large a scale, but the facts in this case can only
be determined by further observations. We deprecate the use of naked hooks or
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grapnels for the sturgeon. The value of the sport fishery has greatly deteriorated
in recent years, but we cannot suggest no means of securing for it any considerable
measure of relief, as before explained.

We find that the principal causes of decrease among the important food fishes
of Lake Erie have been excessive fishing in the case of all species, and the destruc.
tion of immense quantities of the young in respect especially to the pike-perches
and the sturgeon. Relief is to be sought, first, through a reduction in the amount
of fishing, and, second, by the correction of certain practices whch nay be
regarded as pernicious. How far the extent of any fisbery needs to be restricted
in order to bring it within the limitations of its resources, must be decided upon an
arbitrary basis until some means of measuring its capacity can be found. Up to the
present time Lake Erie has never been studied with this object in view. We know,
however, that the resources of all the larger fisheries on this lake have been over-
taxed. Where the output has not actually diminished it has been kept up by the
employment of a greater amount cf apparatus, and, sooner or later, the inevitable
result must follow. A decrease has been manifest in the case of all the important
species, but to a greater degree with some than with others, dependent upon the
length of time they have been fished for and the persistence with which they have
been followed up.

The means by which all of these species have been chiefly taken are the pound
nets and gill nets. One measure for their protection, and we consider it the most
important one, is, therefore, a reduction in the amount of each of these appliances
allowed to bo tished in connection with each branch of the fishery. The pound nets
must naturally be regarded as a whole, being set for whateveL species may come
their way Their number is not excessive on the Canadian shore, nor generally on
the eastern part of the south shore, so far as we can can judge; but at the western
end of the lake in United States waters their number has been multiplied beyond
reason, and, in our opinion, it should be reduced at least one-half. The effect of
such a change, in connection with the proposed shortening of the strings and break-
ing of their continuity, would undoubtedly soon be felt in an increase of the supply
of fish and in greater individual prosperity among the fishermen who continue in
business.

In some places the extent of the fyke net fishery also requires to be much
restricted, and neither these nets nor the trap nets should be multiplied beyond a
reasonable number in any part of the lake.

It is more difficult to determine what may be a safe and proper limitation for
the different branches of the gill net fishery, but we think that each of them, namely
for the whitefish, herring, pike-perches and sturgeon, is being carried on too
extensively, and that a decided reduction is demanded, especially in the case of the
whitefish, herring and sturgeon. It is questioned whether any regulation limiting
the amount of gill netting can be effectively enforced, owing to the condition sur-
round ing their employment. In the event of such a restriction·being found imprac-
ticable, we would suggest that essentially the same result might be accomplisbed,
by instituting one or more close seasons, to be so fixed as to time and duration as to
offset, so far as possible, the overfishing at other periods. In this connection, how-
ever, it is important to bear in mind, that it is >ometimes possible to so increase the
magnitude of a fishery during the open season as practically to render ineffectual
the shortening of its duration. We, therefore, consider that some restriction should
be placed upon the extent of gill netting even in the event of a regulation by means
of close seasons being adopted.

In case close seasons are provided for, the arrangement of their dates must
occasion some trouble and give rise to much controversy. To be beneficial, they
must occur at times when the fish could be taken abundantly and when to prevent
their capture would accomplish some purpose. It is imperative that a sufficient
number of the fish should have the opportunity of spawning to insure the perpetua-
tion of the species. This is a leading principle in fishery regulation, and its
observance is especially important in the case of those species which migrate along
regular courses towards their spawning grounds. The whitefish is an example of
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such a form, and we are confident that, could its protection from capture be insured
during and just preceding the spawning period, a rapid increase in its abundance
might be expected, Such a measure would require, however, that its capture in
the pound nets at that season be also prohibited. As the whitefish composes only a
small proportion of the pound net catch, and its release alive from those nets can
not be accomplished, the fall season of the pounds would need to be greatly short-
ened, in which event their use at that time of year would become unprofitable in
mauy cases. The question of expediency, therefore, arises in this connection, and,
while we are confident that the fall close season is a proper and justifiable measure
in regard to this species, we request for it a more thorough study of the conditions
than we have been able to make. It would be most advisable to commence such a
season in time to give the whitefish right of way during the greater part of the
period of its western movement. Something, however, might be accomplished by a
close season of even limited duration while spawning was in progress; and the pro-
hibition of all fishing on and about the reefs would be of material benefit-provided,
however, that fish cultural operations do not compensate for the losses otherwise
made. Whatever may be done at the western end of the lake, however, it seems
important that a restriction should be placed upon the extent of whitefish gill
netting at the east end.

While the herring is similar in its habits to the whitefish, it presents sufficient
differences to suggest another line of treatment. Its spawning grounds appear to be
more widely distributed, not only on the platform but elsewhere as well, and its
principal decrease seems to be traceable to a more definite cause. We see no objec-
tion to a fishery for the species during the fall by means of pound nets, restricted in
the manner before proposed, and also by gill nets, but we consider the extensive use
of gill nets on the platform at that season as exceedingly harmful and would urge
its prohibition. If the gill net fishery for the herring is to be restricted by the
establishment of a close seasoni, we feel that the latter would be most justifiable at
the time of year when the greatest waste of fish occurs, namely, the summer. At
that season many berrings are undoubtedly destroyed in consequence of the high
temperature, and a large proportion reach the market in poor condition. A loss is
also said to occur in the winter through the destruction of the nets by storms and
ice, but the fishery is then comparatively limited in extent, and less would be gained
by stopping it. Many prominent fishermen have proposed a winter close season for
both the pounds and gill nets, beginning November 10 or 15, which could not fail to
insure some benefits to both the herring and whitefish.

We have been lead not to suggest a close season for the wall-eyed pike, except
as they may be taken in the fisheries for the whitefish and herring, but we feel that
so far as possible they should not be molested on their important spawning grounds.

As before explained, we deem it impracticable to attempt Ihe protection of the
young fish in general by releasing them from the nets, but we urge that their capture
be guarded against to the fullest extend by a proper regulation of the size of mesh.

It bas been and still is the common practice to throw overboard at once, while
the net is being lifted or during the trip in, the rejected dead or undersized fishes,
so far as that can be done conveniently. With large catches, these undesirable por-
tions may be brought ashore and after culling carried out and dumped in the lake,
unless some other means of disposing of them are found. The offal is also treated
in the same manner, although the greater part of the fish are dressed on land. The
quantity of refuse of this character which finds its way into the waters of the lake
must be considerable, and while there is a ditference of opinion regarding its effect,
we believe that the practice must be more or less detrimental to the fishing interests.
It is now probibited on the Canadian side. Large quantities of city garbage are
also dumped in the lake. We have not been able to ascertaiu what influence other
kinds of pollution may exert in the lake proper, but some of its tributary streams
and baya have been seriously affected by the drainage from large communities and
manufacturing establishments situated thereon, and especially by the overfiow of
petroleum and of the waste products derived from the use of this oil. The spawn-
ing grounds of the pike-perches and of other species have apparently been greatly
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damaged in some localities by this cause. The dumping of dredged materials in
connection with harbour improvements is said to have injured some of inshore fish-
ing grounds, and the deterioration of the fisheries in the Detroit River has been
partly charged against the heavy traffic which passes that way. The drainage of
marsh lands has caused the extensive dying out in some places of grass pike, the
large mouthed black bass and bull heads.

While no positive evidence of the success of fish culture on Lake Erie has been
adduced, owing to the fact that the whitefish fry there planted represent the same
variety which naturally inhabits the lake, we are confident that the supply of that
species has been materially benefited thereby. As the advantages to be gained by
this means must be measured by the quantity of young fish returned to the water,
and as the stock of whitefish has been so greatlydepleted, we strongly urge that the
scope of the operations in this direction he increased to the fullest extent possible.
Wo do not recognize the present need of propagating other species than the white-
fish, unless it be the wall-eyed pilke, which has already received some attention in
that respect.

The pound net is the only form of fishing apparatus which might interefere
with navigation in this lake, and it is not in the nature of a serious obstruction.
Vessels may run across the leader of the net, which constitutes its major part, with
little danger of sustaining injury, but the stakes, especially in dismantled pounds
and when broken of just below the surface, have occasionally given trouble. The
nets of this class are nowhere set in the course of through navigation on Lake
Erie, but they do stand more or less in the way of vessels passing between most
points on the south shore at the west end.

The proposed reduction in the number of pounds and in the length of the
strings, together with the separation of the individual nets in the latter by broad
gaps, will materially relieve the annovance now resulting from this cause. It is
desirable however, that the positions of passageways between nets be marked at
night by means of lanterns in all places where they are likely to be much used.
This course is now followed in some localities. All stakes should be entirely
removed from the water at the close of the fishing seasons.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Pound nets.-It is imperative that the extent of the pound net fishery, especially
in the western part of the lake, be very materially reduced, and that the positions
and distance apart of these nets be so regulated as to make ample provision for the
free circulation of the several important fishes. Although further observations will
be necessary before the limitations of so comprehensive a measure can be properly
adjusted or its details perfected, we venture to offer the following suggestions re-
specting it:-

That the total number of pound nets in the lake be limited to 1,000. The redue-
tion in the number is intended to apply mainly to the United States waters from
Vermillion westward.

That the number of such nets set in a string be restricted to 6 on the United
States shore, and to 3 on the Canadian shore.

That the length of the pound net leaders be restricted to 50 rods.
That in all strings the individual pound nets be separated bygaps between each

crib and the next succeeding leader, which gaps shall be at least 50 feet wide and
shall extend to the bottom.

That all pound nets or pound net strings be separated laterally by interspaces
of at least one mile.

That no pound nets or strings of pound nets be allowed to begin in a less depth
than 10 feet, or to extend out into a greater depth than 40 feet.

That in the vicinity of the islands at the western end of the lake, the length of
pound net strings be further regulated in accordance with local conditions, but in no
case should these nets obstruct more than 1 the width of any channel or passage-
way.
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That the use of pound nets be prohibited on any reef or ground on which white-
fish or herring are known to spawn, or within a rearonable distance therefrom.

That the use of pound nets be prohibited in any locality where young whitefish
may be taken in undue quantity.

That the mesh in all pound nets measure in extension at least 2. inches in the
crib, after shrinkage.

That all pound net stakes be removed from the water within 30 days from the
close of the fall fishing season.

Gill nets.-The mesh in the gill nets used for the capture of herring, wall-eyed
pike, blue pike and saugers should measure at least 3j inches in extension, and the
employment of any gill net having a smuller mesh should be prohibited.

A very large reduction is called for in the extent of fishing with the small-
meshed gill nets, especially for the herring and wall-eyed pike. In case this can-
not satisfactorily be accomplished by reducing the amount of netting employed,
practically the same resuit may be reached by 'instituting a close season, whieh
should preferably occur at the time of year when the greater waste of fish takes
place.

We recommend that the use of the small-meshed gill nets be entirely prohibited
west of a line connecting Point Pelee with Vermillion Light, between lst JuIly and
lst January.

In any locality where the small-mesh gill nets aie liable to take an undue
quantity of undersized whitefish, their use shouid be prohibited, at least during the
period when such undersized fish are there present.

The mesh in the gill nets used for the capture of whitefish should measure at
least 4j inches, in extension, and it is considered that a 5-inch mesh would be pre-
ferable.

The quantity of whitefish gill netting now employed appears to be excessive, in
view of the continued depletion of the whitefish, and it should be restricted, unless
the protection of the species can be better provided for by a close season.

The mesh in the gill nets used for the capture of sturgeon should measure at
least 11 inches in extension.

It seems to us that the gill net fishery for sturgeon at the eastern end of the
lake is being conducted on too large a scale, and that a reduction should be made
in the number of nets employed, but a special investigation wili be required to
determine the proper means of regulating this fishery. The hook and line fishery
for the sturgeon also needs to be taken into consideration in the same connection.

The use of any gill net within one-fourth of a mile of any fixed net, such as a
pound net or trap net, should be prohibited.

Fyke uets and trap nets.-The mesh of these nets should conform to the same
regulations provided for the pound nets. Their number should be restricted in
accordance with the capacity or requirements of each region in which they are
fished. A great reduction in the number of the fyke nets is demanded in several
places.

Seines.-The dimensions of seines and the size of mesh therein should conform
in each instance to the conditions under whieh they are employed. The mesh should
in all cases, be sufficiently large to permit the escape of undersized fish, and the
number of seines, as well as the manner of their use, should be properly restricted
in all places.

It should be prohibited to fish seines on or about the spawning grounds of the
black bass, the pike-perches or other important fishes during their spawning season
or while the eggs and young fish continue to remain upon the grounds, and in all
other places where the employment of this method would be unduly harmful.

Naked hooksfor sturgeon.-It is recommended that the method of taking sturgeon
by means of naked hooks or grapnels be prohibited.

Spears.-The use of spears for taking fish of any kind should be prohibited.
88
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Whitefish.-This species is the one most urgently demanding protection as well
as efforts to rehabilitate the supply. A large reduction in the amount of apparatus
used for its capture, accompanied by extensive fish cultural operations, may be
expected to aid materially in replenishing the stock, but we venture to suggest that
in our opinion, even greater benefits might be gained *by the discontinuance of all
fishing for the species during all or a part of its spawning season, as elsewhere
explained.

Sturgeon.-Ail sturgeon measuring less than four feet long, taken by any means
should be returned alive to the water.

Black bass.-All fishing for the black bass, inciuding its capture by any means,
should be prohibited from at least May lst to June 15th, and all bass which may be
taken in the nets during that period should be roturned alive to the water. No
black bass measuring less than 10 inches, taîken by any method, should be retained
or sold.

Pollutions.-The throwing into the water of fish offal, including dead fish taken
from the nets, of city garbage and of all other substances deleterious to fish life
should be prohibited. Steps should also be taken to prevent injury by the waste
from gas works, oil wells, oil refineries, &c., especially in tributary streams contain-
ing spawning grounds of important fishes. It is recommended that in connection
with all harbour improvements and other work of that character, due precautions
be taken in disposing of the materials obtained by drodging, &c., to prevent injury
to any fishing grounds.

Propagation.-A continuance of the joint efforts to increase the supply of white-
fleh by means of artificial propagation is strongly recommended, and it is urged that
the scope of this work be increased to the fullest extent possible.

DETROIT RIVER, LAKE AND RIVER ST. CLAIR.

In Lake St. Clair we have, excepting the absence of rocky bottom, the same
general physiographical conditions as are found on the platform at the western end
of Lake Erie. The lake, with an area of 410 square miles, is essentially a broad
shallow expansion of the great stream, cormposed of the St. Clair and Detroit rivers,
flowing from Lake Huron to Lake Erie.

No gill net fishing whatever is carried on within its limits. the movable
apparatus consisting solely of hooks and lines, spears and seines. The latter are
now prohibited on the Canadian side, and most of those on the United States shore
are used in the vicinity of Anchor Bay. Pound nets, fyke nets and trap nets are
used, the first on both the Canadian and United States shores and the last two upon
the United States side only.

The trap nets, fyke nets and seines in Anchor Bay are the cause of much con-
tention between the Michigan Fish Commission antd the sportsmen on the one side
and the market fishermun on the other. A large part of the apparatus of the kinds
specified is now fished in contravention to the laws of Michigan. The sporting
interests in the lake are of considerable importance, and in the delta of the River
St. Clair, the well known St. Clair Flats, there are several hotels and many cottages
occupied during the spring and summer by persons attracted by the sport, fishing for
black bass, perch, grass pike and the rare anl highly prized maskinonge. The
inhabitants of the neighbouring region supply the sporting population with boatmen
and gnides, and the produce of their farms and the financial interests represented
are very considerable.

In Lake St. Clair the species which have decreased are the herring, whitefish,
sturgeon, wall-eyed pike and black bass.

The herring and whitefish run into the lake from Lake brie by way of the
Detroit River, principally in the fall, but.in the case of the former, to some extent
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at least, also in the spring. The cause of their decrease is no doubt largely con-
nected with the falling off at the western end of Lake Erie and the effects of bene-
ficial regulations there would no doubt be reflected by an improvement in Lake St.
Clair. There is no question, however, but that the former heavy fishery for these
species in the Detroit River and Lake St. Clair was responsible for a considerable
proportion of the decrease. At present the catch of whitefish, although insignificant
as compared with former times, is said to be increasing slightly. To what extent
the decrease in these species is due to the sewage discharged into the Detroit River
from the city of Detroit cannot be stated. but it is not thought to be an important
factor as compared with the others mentioned above.

The decrease in wall-eyed pike is lees extensive than in the whitefish and her-
ring and is due to a larger extent to local causes, overfishing with fixed appliances
and seines and the catching of the young, and the same causes, taken in connection
with the grapnel fishery in the Detroit River, have operated to decrease the sturgeon.
The fishery for wall-eyed pike and sturgeon in Lake Huron and Lake Erie is not
without effect upon the abundance of these species in Lake St. Clair, and an increase
in either or both of the two great lakes mentioned would be beneficial to the fishery
of the smaller lakes.

The decrease in the black bass is due apparently to excessive fishing, both by
sportsmen and by professional fishermen using fixed appliances and seines. It ap-
pears that the nets, especially the seines, are most destructive to the black bass in
the winter.

In the Deiroit River the only commercial fishery is by means of seines and
grappling hooks for sturgeon, though a few coarse fish are caught in seines by farm-
ers in the spring. Formerly vast quantities of whitefish were taken in the river,
but this fishery became much depleted and is now followed solely by the Canadian
and Michigan authorities for the purpose of obtaining eggs for the hatcheries.

In the St. Clair River seines are used upon the Michigan shore for wall-eyed
pike and they often catch large quantities of young ones. No nets are used upon
the Canadian side. In this river the black bass are speared and seined upon their
spawning grounds, and as there is considerable sport fishing at Algonac, St. Clair
and other places, this is the cause of much complaint.

RECOMME?¶DATIONS.

In view of the above mentioned conditions existing in the waters connecting
Lakes Huron and Erie, the following recommendations are made:

1. That the use of all nets, excepting seines employed in obtaining whitefish for
the batcheries and seines with not less than 4-inch mesh for catching sturgeon, be
prohibited in the waters of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers.

2. That all fishing with seines, traps, or other forms of nets be prohibited in
Lake St. Clair north of a line drawn from the mouth of the Clinton River in Michi-
gan to the mouth of the Thames River in Ontario.

3. That the minimum size of mesh in the cribs of pound nets, trap nets and fyke
nets be not less than 24 inches in extension.

4. That no nets whatever be permitted to be used between the 31st day of
October and the 1st day of December, excepting for the purpose of the hatcheries.

5. That a close season be adopted for the black bass from May 1 to June 15;
that all black bass measuring less than 10 inches long, by whatever means taken, be
returned alive to the water; that the number of bass taken by each rod per diem be
limited to 20 and that a number of rods to each boat be limited to two.

6. That al[ sturgeon less than 4 feet long be returned to the water.
7. That all fishing with grapnels or naked hooks be prohibited, but that all

other hook and line fisheries be permitted except for black bass between May 1 and
June 15.

8. That the throwing into the water of fish offal, including dead fish taken from
the nets, of city garbage and of all other substances deleterious to fish life be pro-
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hibited. That steps be taken to prevent injury by the waste from saw-mills, gas
works, oit refineries, etc.

LAKE HURON.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LAKE.

Lake Huron occupins a central position in the chain of the Great Lakes. It is
irregularly crescentic in shape, with the Canadian shore forming most of the outer
or greater arc, and the lower peninsula of Michigan, its inner or shorter curve.
Ths crescent lies so that its upper horn is directed westward, connecting with Lake
Michigan at the Strait of Mackinac, while its lower point is directed southward and
establishes communication with Lake Erie through the river and Lake St. Clair and
the Detroit River. At its northern end, about 20 miles east of the Strait of Mackinac,
Lake Huron receives the River St. Mary, discharging the overflow from Lake
Superior.

On the north-eastern side, Georgian Bay, a large body of water lying entiiely
in Canada, is almost eut off from Lake Huron by the Manitoulin Islands and the
long peninsula terminating in Cape Hurd. Soinewhat below the middle of the
western shore, Saginaw Bay, with an average width of about 20 miles, extends about
60 miles south-westerly into the lower peninsula of Michigan.

The greatest length, following the middle of the lake from the head of the St.
Clair River to the Strait of Mackinac, is about 250 miles, and the greatest width,
near the middle, about 100 miles. Toward each end the lake becomes much nar-
rower, averaging about 35 miles across in its northern quarter, and for a somewhat
greater distance in its southern portion measuring in general about 40 miles in width.
Including Georgian Bay, it bas an area of about 23,000 square miles.

The United States shores of Lake Huron include the coast of the upper
peninsula from False Detour to the Strait of Mackinac, and the eastern side of the
lower peninsula as far as Port Huron. Near the shore the bottom is variable in
character, consisting of rocks, boulders, gravel, sand, clay and mud, irregularly
distributed. Localities suitable for pound nets are scattered at intervals along shore,
but are most numerous in Sagnaw Bay.

Lake Huron is divided into two approximately equal areas by the so-called Big
Reef, which extends continuously from Point Clark, Ont., to North Point, Michigan
North of the reef the lake bas a maximum depth of 125 fathoms; the 30-fathom
ourve is rarely more than 6 miles from shore, and the 10-fathom curve generally from
j to 1 miles, except on the eastern side above Southampton, where there are
numerous small reefs and islands and much shallow water. The southern portion of
the lake is shallower; depths of 30 fathoms and less are more extensive, and the
maximum depth is only 54 fathoms. The 10-fathom curve varies from 3 to 8 miles
from shore, being most distant off the southern and eastern coasts.

The Big Reef bas an average width of 5 miles, and is covered by from 9 to 30
fathoms of water, although a much greater depth is found on each side, especially
toward the north.

IMPORTANT FISHES.

In the United States statistical reports relative to the fisheries of Lake Huron,
fifteen species of fishes are enumerated. The variations in the relative catch of the
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more prominent of these species in 1885, 1890 and 1893, are shown in the following
table

1885. 1890. 1893.

1 Trout .... ...... ........... Herring......... .... ......... Trout.
2 Whitefish. ................. Trout ........... ......... Herring.
3 Herring....... ...... ........ Perch* ....... e..... Suckers.
4 Wall-eyed pike and grass pike. .. Wall-eyed pike and grass pike... Perch.
5 Catfish.......................... Suckers*... ............. . W hitefish.
6 Sturgeon . .... .... . ...... Whitefish ........... ...... .. Wall-eyed pike and grass pike.t
7 Black bass ......... ........ .Sturgeon ......... .... ..... Catfish.
8 .......................... Catfish........ ........... Sturgeon.
9 .. ...... .. ................. Black bass............. .... Black bass.

* Perch and suckers were not separately enumerated in 1885.
t The proportion of grass pike was less than 10 per cent.

The relative importance to Canadian fisheries of the five principal species in
different years is brought out by the following table, in which the several forme are
enumerated in the order of the size of catch

1880. 1885. 1890. 1894.

Whitefish. Herring. Trout. Trout.
Trout. Whitefish. Herring. Herring.
Herring. Trout. Whitefish. Sturgeon.
Wall-eyed pike. Wall-eyed pike. Sturgeon. Whitefish.
Sturgeon. Sturgeon. Wall-eyed pike. Wall.eyed pike.

LAKE TROUT.

Status.-At the present time the lake trout is the most important species taken
in the fisheries of Lake Huron. In 1893 it constituted about 29 per cent of the total
catch and 44 per cent of the value of the fisheries on the Michigan shore. In Can-
adian waters it has also attained first rank in both quantity and value. It is caught
chiefly in gill nets, and comprises 90 per cent of the total catch by that means in
United States waters.

Tarieties.-The fishermen recognize a number of varieties of the lake trout, the
most of which, however, are not definable. One, occurring sparingly in the deeper
water in the northern part of the lake approaches the siscowet of Lake Superior in
fatness and quality. The bulk of the catch consiste of two widely recognized forme,
the deep-water trout and the large shoal-water or fall trout.

Distribution and movements.-If we except Saginaw Bay and the -egion south
of the parrallel of Goderich, there is probably no time in the spring, summer or fall
when vessels fishing out of the ports of cither Michigan or Canada would fail to
obtain trout in gill nets having the proper size of mesh. In the early spring they'
occur in moderate depths along shore on both sides of the lake, but after the middle
of June they are mainly on the borders of the coastal platform and especially on the
edges of the Big Reef. About the middle of September or a little earlier they move
into the shallower water on the reefs and along shore, retiring to deep water late in
Novem ber.
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The foregoing applies, in a general way, to the great body of fish. It is evi-
dent, however, that many remain in the deep water during the summer and fall,
and at all seasons the species may be caught in rather shallow water. Even in
winter, trout are taken through the ice in moderate -depths off Iosco and Huron
counties, Michigan, by means of sot-lines and gill nets, and in the neighbourhood of
Detour by gill nets. There is similar diversity in the vertical distribution, indepen-
dent of the depth of water. They appear at one time or another to swim at all
levels from the bottom to the surface, although the nets are only set for them on
the bottom.

The only pronounced movement appears to be shoreward and on to the reefs in
the fall for spawning. At that time the trout do not seem to travel any considerable
distance, but only to proceed from comparatively deep water to the nearest
shallows. There are, apparently, at least two, and perhaps more, distinct bodies of
fish concerned in this movement. The first or carly run is composed of what the
fishermen term shallow-water trout, and upon certain grounds these fish will run
into 3 or 4 and sometimes even 2 feet of water. Thet later run does not approach so
close to shore, and is more extensively represented on the reefs.

Spawning.-The spawning grounds of the trout in Lake Huron seem to be, in a
measure, co-extensive with the general distribution of the species. That is, the fish
spawn along the shores at all suitable places near which they are usually found at
other times, and the spawning migration is probably a more shifting of the fish
from their accustomed summer habitats to some near-by reef or shore favourable
for depositing their eggs.

There are no spawning grounds of importance on the Michigan shore south of
Port Austin. On the (Canadian side the most important regions for spawning
trout are north of Southampton, and the south side of Grand Manitoulin. The
former is one of the best localities on the lake for " shoal-water " trout. The groatest
of all the spawning grounds in Lake Huron is the Big Reef, which stretches across
the lake from North Point, Thunder Bay, to Point Clark, in Canada. During the
summer the fish begin to congregate upon the edges of the reef, but in the height of
the spawning season they seek the shallowest portionb and are caught in great
numbers by tugs from both sides.

In September, the time varying from the 15th to the 25th of the month, the
shoal-water trout come ashore near Alpena, Port Austin and Southampton, and
usually occupy about two weeks in spawning. The late run, which comes upon the
reefs as well as along shore, spawns between about October 10 and the latter part
of November, the season being somewhat later in the northern part of the' lake than
off Alpena and Southampton. This run is heavier than the preceding. The intervals
between the several runs are not sharply defined, being bridged over by the belated
fish of the carlier and the precocious individuals of the later schools.

Food.-The trout devour large numbers of herring, shiners, and other species,
and it is said that a good many young whitefish are sometimes found in their
stomachs.

Decrease.-The testimony of the fishermen respecting the question of decreas
is exceedingly contradictory. On the Michigan shore, according to the statemente
of the majority, there bas been a greater or less falling off in the supply, while in
Canada the general opinion seems to be that the decrease, at the most, bas been very
slight and largely confined to the fall or shoal-water variety.

From a statistical standpoint, the history of the trout fishery in United States
waters can be traced back only to 1885. The catch of trout in pound nets in 1885
is not recorded, but estimating it upon the basis of the statistics for 1893, the follow-
ing table will give the relative catch by gill nets and other methods for each year
recorded:-
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1885. 1890. 1893.

Gill nets. ..... .................................... 2,336,000* 1,421,327 3,243,860

Other methods....... ....... ............................. 203,780* 329,292 267,715

2,539,780 1,750,619 3,511,575

Estiiated.

Our investigation shows that betweeu 1885 and 1893 the average catch per gill
net has fallen off but 6 per cent, while the averages for the years 1890 and 1893
agree quite closely. A comparison of the average catch by the pound nets in 1890
and 1893 would seem to indicate a falling off about 25 per cent in the shore trout
within three years, but the data are not sufficient to serve as a satisfactory basis for
conclusions.

The statistical returns for the Canadian side of the lake for 1880, 1885, 1890 and
1894, show the following catches to have been made in those years:

1880 ..... .................. ...................................... 469,000 lbs.
1885......... ..................... ....................... ..... 712,954
1890.................. ..... 1. ................................. .. ,409,150 "

1894...... ..................... 1,563,270 "

Those figures indicate a continuous increase in the size of the catch, but there
was, as upon the United States side, an increase in apparatus also. The catch by
pound nets may safely be ignored, as this form of apparatus is confined to the
southern end of the lake where very few trout are taken. Assuming, therefore, that
the entire catch was made in gill nets, we obtain the results shown in the following
table:

Year. Fathoms Catch perof Gill Net. 100 Fathoms.

Lbs.

1880........ .................................................. 54,417 862

1885 ..... .......... .......................................... 61,253 1,162

1890...................... ....... ...... ........ .............. 152,200 926

1894............................. ............................ 222,650 711

Considering the lake as a whole, it is probable, although not proven, that a
slight decrease in the abundance of the trout has taken place, and it may be
assumed that this decrease has been greater in the catch of shoal-water trout, while
the deep-water fishery has been fairly well maintained.

WHITEFIsH.

Status.-On the Michigan shore, in 1893, the whitefish ranked fifth in the
amount and third in the value of the catch. In 1890 it held sixth place in the
amount and in 1885 second place. In the early history of Lake Huron it was the
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most important species. On the Canadian side it stood fourth in 1894, third in
1890, second in 1885 and first in 1880.

Most of the whitefish are caught in pounds. The following table shows the
proportion taken by each form of apparatus in 1893 in United States waters: -

Pounds....................... ........ ................. ........ 76-1 per cent.
G ill nets..........................................................23·9 do

Distribution and movements -Whitefish are found along the entire shore of
Lake Huron wherever the depth is less than 35 fathoms. They are taken at greater
depths but sparingly, and the best fishing is usually in from 10 to 25 fathoms.
They are most abundant in the vicinity of the Manitoulin Islands and the Straits of
Mackinac, and in 1893 about 67 per cent of' the total catch on the Michigan side of
the lake was made, chiefly in pounds, in the four counties of Chippewa, Mackinac,
Cheboygan and Presqu Isle. The vicinity of Drummond Island may be considered
the most important whitefish ground in United States waters. Alpena county is
next in importance to those mentioned, followed by Huron and Iosco. In the first
two most of the fish are caught in'gill nets, and in the last two in pounds. lu the
remaining seven counties this fishery is inconsiderable.

On the Canadian side most of the whitefish are caught in gill nets, although
some are taken in the pounds south of Goderich during the latter part of May and
early in June. The gill net grounds extend from Goderich to Cape Hurd, the best
fishing being between Southampton and Stokes Bay. The pound nets at the Duck
Islands also catch them, and gill nets are fished extensively in the same region.

The whitefish is rarely taken on the Big Reef or at any other place far from
shore.

The movements of the whtiefish in Lake Huron are, in general, less definite
than in Lake Erie, being confined to shoreward migrations in the spring and fall.
These migrations appear to be accompanied by no extensive progress along shore,
except at Detour, where the spring run is said to have a general easterly direction,
appearing first near Detour, and then passing down the north channel into Georgian
Bay. In this region the catch is larger during May and June than at any other
period, and, except where the fishery is carried on during the spawning season, this
statement holds for the rest of the lake.

Little is known of the whereabouts of the whitetish during summer and winter,
butthat they are not all in deep water at those seasons is shown by the fact that they
are caught in small numbers near Detour in the winter, and off Port Sanilac during
the summer.

Spawning.-The spawning of the whitefish takes place almost entirely in the
shore waters, principally between Noveniber 1st and 25th. No ripe fish are caught
on Big Reef, and very few on Spectacle Reef. Spawning grounds are found at inter-
vals on rocky or sandy bottom from Detour to Port Austin, and a small number of
whitefish are said to spawn off Port Sanilac. The Canadian fishermen do not admit
that there is much spawning anywhere on their shore, but a few fish are known to
spawn at Cape Ipperwash, in the vicinity of Southampton, at the Fishing Islands
and probably near the Duck Islands. This species sometimes deposits its eggs in
depth s of only 4 or 5 feet.

Decrease.-When the fislieries first began on Lake Huron, their principal object
was the capture of whitefish which were then exceedingly abundant. According to
the fishermen their numbers exceeded that of any other species, but it is doubiful
if this statement is strictly true.

la all parts of the lake the fishermen are practically unaimous in the statement
that the decrease has been very great. At Detour the low-water mark is said to
have been reached about 1884; since then there is supposed to have been a yearly
increase due to artificial propagation. There is littie information as to the exact
time of the failure of this fishery at other places, but, with the exception of Detour,
the general impression is given that the decrease has continued to the present time.
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Statistical evidence concerning the question in United States waters is available for
only three years, 1885, 1890 and 1893, when the total catches of whitefish were as
follows:-

1885. ....... ................................. 1,425,380 lbs.
1890 ................................................... .. .1,033,158 "
1893........,.............. .. .............................. 1,190,271 "

Compared with 1885, 1893 shows a decrease of about 16 per cent, and with
1890 an increase of 15 per cent, in the gross catch.

Dividing the United States coast into two regions, one embracing the four
counties in the vicinity of the Strait of Mackinac, and the other including the rest
of the Michigan shore, we obtain the following results, regarding the catch of 1885
as 100.

Counties. 1885. 1890. 1893.

Chippewa, Mackinac, Cheboygan and Presque Isle.......... .... . 100 72'6 99-8

All other counties...... .... .... .... ............ ........... 100 72-3 62-7

From the above figures it will be seen that the decrease from 1885 to 1890 was
about equal in the two sections, but from 1890 to 1893 there was a further decrease
from Alpena county southward, while in the northern four counties the catch was
approximately the same as in 1885. The best statistical test of a decrease is a com-
parison of the average catches per unit of apparatus for the several years for which
statistics are available. This is not possible for 1885, as the catches by the several
means were not differentiated, and for 1890 and 1893 the records of the pound nets
only can be used with any approach to accuracy. In the northern counties, where,
as shown above, the total catch has increased since 1890, we find that during the
same period there has been a decrease of from 27 to 68 per cent in the average catch
per pouid net, the corresponding decrease in all other portions of the lake being
nearly 17 per cent.

The amount of the catch for each of four years in Canadian waters was as
follows:

1880...... ........................... 762,000 pounds.
1885 ........ ..... .... ............................ ....... 921,543 "
1890.... ....... ............................ 442,020 "
1894........................ ........ ........................ 187,000 "<

The following table shows the number of fathoms of gill nets, the number of
pound nets and the catch of whitefish for each of the same years, computed upon
the basis of 1880 as 100 per cent

Year. Length No. of Pounds Catch oi
of gill nets. Whitefish.

1880 .. .. .............................. ... .... 100 100

1885 . ...... ....... .......................... . 113 100 121

1890 ......................... ................... 279 463 58

1894 ......... .. .. .... .... ............. .... 409 388 26
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It will be noticed that while the pounds in 1885 and 1894 are as 1 to 4, and the
gill nets in 1890 and 1894 are in about the same proportion, the catch of whitefish
in the same years is as 4 to 1. Notwithstanding, therefore, the quadrupling of the
apparatus in the last fifteen years, the total catch has been reduced throe-quarters.

There can be no escape from the conclusion that the decrease in this species has
continued to the present time.

LAKE HERRINo.

Status.-Since 1885 the product and the value of the herring fishery have
increased both absolutely and relatively, and in 1893 this species ranked second on
both sides of the lake. The pound nets make practically the entire catch, only a
very small percentage having been taken by other means in 1893. The extent of
herring gill netting in the lake is very small, and on the United States side these
nets are used only in Sanilac county. The Menominee nets in Cheboygan- and
Mackinac couities caught about .10,000 pounds in 1893, but the whitefish and trout
nets are altogether too large to mesh this species. Compared with Lake Erie the
catch of this lake is insignificant, having amounted to only 2,732,628 pounds in 1893.

Distribution and movements.-The herring is not abundant in the northern parts
of Lake Huron, although Mackinac and Cheboygan counties showed a largely in-
creased catch of this species in 1893, more being caught in those counties than in
any other locality north of Saginaw Bay. In 1893 the catch on the United States
shore was distributed as follows:-

Percentage
Locality. Catch. of total

catch.

N orth of I s ,) coulty ........ .... .. . ..... ............ .... .... 324,221 11-8

Iosco county and southward.... ..... ........... ...... ... ............. 2,408,407 89-2

2,732,628 100 0

The centre of the herring fishery of Lake Huron is in Saginaw Bay, and over
70 per cent of the entire United States catch is taken in the six counties contiguous
to its waters. On the Canadian side the herring are distributed from the head of
the St. Clair River to Cape Hurd. South of Goderich they are caught principally
in pounds, but northward they are taken entirely in gill nets, the fishery being foi-
lowed only a short time during the spawning season.

The movements of the herring in Lake Huron are not very well defined. In
the spring and early summer there is a migration of a comparatively small body of
fish up the St. Clair River. This run, which is caught late in June and early in
July in the vicinity of Port Huron and Sarnia, is composed of large fish, resembling
those taken in Lake Erie.

In the spring the general run of the small Lake Huron herring comes ashore
about the middle of April and lasts throughout May and June, May being the month
when they are most abundant. This shoreward movement takes place along the
entire margin of the lake, but is most marked in Saginaw Bay and southward.
During the latter part of June the shoal water becomes warm and the fish leave, not
returning again until the latter part of September. In October they become more
abundant, but the best fishing of the year occurs during November, and there is
usually an abundance of berring until the pounds are removed toward the end of
that month.
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From the middle of October until about November 15th, gill netters curry on a
fishery for herring in the vicinity of the Gheghoto or Fishing Islands, the fisher-
men from Southamptom and other Canadian ports making temporary camps along
shore, from which to prosecute their calling. This fishery is close inshore and is
carried on from boats only.

Spawning.-The spawning run of herring appears to come inshore around the
entire margin of the lake, but the most extensive and constant grounds are located
in Saginaw Bay and around the Ghegheto Islands. The spawning season is suppased
to be mainly from November 5 to 25.

Decrease.-The general opinion of the fishermen is to the effect that the supply
of herring has increased on the Michigan shore south of Alpena, and bas decreased
on the Canadian sida of the lake between Sarnia and Cape Hurd. The views ex-
pressed respecting the former region are substantiated by the fact that exclusive
of Chippewa and Mackinac counties where few herring are caught, the average
catch per pound net shows a steady increase since 1885, amounting to 90 per cent
in 1893.

According to the Canadian statistics catches of herring have been made as
follows:

1880........... ....... ................... 183,200 lbs.
1885............... ....... ............................ ......... 1,220,600 "
1890........... ....................... ... ........ ........ . 1,386,700 "
1894.. ................... ...... ..... ....... .478,200 "

The catch of 1894 is greater than that of 1880, but was taken by a much greater
amount of apparatus. The intermediate years appear to have been exceptional for
fishing on the Canadian shore, not only for the herring, but for other species as well.

Considering the entire length as a whole, it may safely be afflirmed there is no
evidence of a decrease iu the herring supply.

WALL-EYED PIKE.

Status.-The wall-eyed pike held sixth place in the amount, the fourth place in
the value, of the catch in United States waters. in 1893. It was fifth in the size of
the catch in Canadian waters, in 1894. Ou the United States bide the catch was
distributed by apparatus as follows:

Apparatus. Amwunt Percentage
of Catch. of Catch.

Lbs.

Pounds...... ......... ... ................................ ............ 686,952 9016

H aul seines........... .... .......... ·........................ ........... 30,445 4 0

Fyke nets. .. ......... .......... 24,883 3*3

S pears.................................... ............................ ... 11,812 1 16

Gillnets..................... .......... .......................... 3,426 0-5.

757,518 100'0

Distribution and movements.-The wall-eyed pike is local in is distribution, its
centre of abundance being in Saginaw Bay and River, where 82 per cent of the total
catch on the Michigan shore was taken in 1893. Rolatively small quantities are
caught on the north shore and near the St. Clair River. but practically none are
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taken elsewhere. It is said sometimes to run into Saginaw Bay and River, in small
bodies during thaws in January, February and March, but this run is composed
almost entirely of small fish. About April 6 the adult fish come in and pass to the
head of the bay for spawning. In this latter locality fishing is good from the time
the nets are set until about May 10th or 15th, and after that a few are caught until
the first or middle of June, but further down the bay they romain until July. Very
few wall-eyed pike are caught in Saginaw Bay after July, but a.limited run of
small fish enters the bay in the fall.

Spawning.-This species runs into bays, rivers and small streams for the pur-
pose of depositing its eggs. Some schools enter the streams on the north shore, and,
others the St. Clair River and some of the creeks at the southern end of the lake,
but the bulk of the fish spawns either in Saginaw River or in the bay of the same
name. Spawning begins early in April and lasts from 10 to 20 days, usually being
concluded before May lst.

Size.-It is stated that the wall-eyed pike caught in Saginaw River average
only 4 to 5 ounces each, and that four-fifths of the fall catch in Saginaw Bay weigh
less than one pound.

.Decrease.-At most places where the fishermen expressed opinions on the sub-
ject it was generally agreed that the wall-eyed pike had decreased. This species,
however, appears to be subject to greater fluctuations from year to year than are
most others of the lake fishes, and although it may be scarce in any given locality
for a number of years, it is liable to return suddenly in comparative abundance.

The catch in United States waters in the three years for which we have stati-
istics, including also a small portion of grass pike, was as follows:

1885..... ...... .... .... ........ 940,500 lbs.
1890.......... 1,483,072 "
1893..................... 827,819 "

Nearly the entire catch in these years was made in pound nets, and we find that
the annual average catch per net shows a heavy decrease in 1893 as compared with
1885, although the catch was much larger in the intermediate year, 1890, than in
either of the others. The erratic behaviour of this species makes it difficult to esti-
mate its present status as compared with the past, except with the use of more com-
plete data than are now accessible, and it is, therefore, impossible to measure the
extent of decrease.

STURGEON.

Status.-Tho sturgeon is of minor importance on the United States side of Lake
Huron, where, in 1893, only about 80,000 lbs., valued at about $2,000 were obtained.
On the Canadian side, however, the catch in 1894 amounted to 370,000 lbs., and was
exceeded only by those of the lake trout and herring. Prior to 1875 this species had
no value and was generally regarded as a nuisance, but the price per pound now
paid for it is but little lower than that of tho trout.

Distribution and novements.-In 1893 sturgeon were caught in every county on
the Michigan shore, with the exception of Alpena, where, however, 50,000 lbs. were
obtained in 1890. In 1893, over two-thirds of the entire United States catch was
made south of Saginaw Bay, and on the Canadian shore most of the sturgeon are
also taken in the southern part of the lake, especially in the pound nets in the
vicinity of Sarnia. The bulk of the catch is made during June and July, but a
limited number is secured in September. At other seasons the species does not
occur inshore, and it is probable that at such times they are scattered over the
deeper portions of the lake, where they are occasionally caught in the trout nets.

Spawning.-The sturgeon spawn principally on the sandy bottoms at the
southern end of the lake, during June and July, but well developed spawn suitable
for caviar is found in them throughout the year.
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Decrease.-There is no question but that the sturgeon has undergone a most re-
markable decrease since the beginning of the fishery. The catches for the years
embraced in the statistical returns for the United States thore were as follows:-

1885 ........ ......... ..... ......... ............ ...... ......... 215,500 lbs.
1890...................... . ............ . . .. ......... 365,718 "
1893........ ............. ............... ... ....................... 79,553 "

The increase in 1ß90 occurred in ail parts of the lake south of the four counties
near the Strait of Mackinac, having been greatest in Saginaw Bay and in St. Clair
county. During the same period there was a marked decrease in the catch on the
northern part of the Michigan shore. In 1893 there was a decrease along the entire
Michigan shore, but the greatest falling off was in Saginaw Bay, where 179,000 lbs.
were taken in 1890, and only 8,183 Ibs. in 1893. Owing to the nature of the statis-
tical returns it is not possible to show the catch of sturgeon per unit of apparatus,
but the genera1 extent of the decrease may be gathered from the decline in the total
catch. Most of the sturgeon are obtained in pounds, but there is one seine credited
with a large catch in St. Clair county.

The Canadian catches during four years were as follows:-

1880 ....... ........................ .......... 5,000 lbs.
1885.......................... ......... ... 347,800 "
1890................. .... .......... ... ........ 223,750
1894. ........ ....... ..... . .. ................... 370,675

In 1880 there were few seines and no pound nets in use, and practically no sales
of this species, whicb accounts for the smail catch recorded. In 1885 there was a
great increase in the number of seines; in 1890 the pounds increased and the seines
diminished in numbers, and in 1894 the latter were entirely prohibited, their place
being taken by additional pound nets. These figures may be taken to indicate that
the catch of sturgeon on the Canadian shore has been fairly maintained siuice 1885.

Gill Nets.

Introduction.-The gill net fishery of the United States side of Lake Huron, in
1893, yielded 3,534,028 Ibs. of fish, valued at $136,714. This represents about 30
per cent in quantity and about 45 per cent in value of the catch by ail methods on
the Michigan shore of the lake. The species taken, arranged in the order of the
size of catch, are take trout, whitefish, menomince, whitefish, herring, pike, suckers
and perch. The last three species enumerated are not the objects of special pursuit
by this method, but are taken incidentally in the fisheries for other species.

Trout fishery.-This ranks as the most important gill net fishery of Lake Huron.
In 1893 it yielded 3,171,860 lbs. of trout, being 92 per cent of the entire catch of
that species and 90 per cent of the total gill net catch in United States waters. It
is prosecuted both by small boats, which confine their operations to the vicinity of
the shores, and by tugs, which are able to run longer distances and to set their nets
in the deep waters and on the reefs in the centre of the lake. The number of nets
fished from boats slightly exceeds that fished from tugs, but they catch only about
one-half as many fish. No data are at band to show the exact amount of trout gill
netti)g fished, the statisties making no distinction between the nets of different
sizes of mesh, but practically all are of sufficient size for trout and are used for that
species during the greater part of the year.

The following table shows the number of tugs of over five tons burden, the
amount of gill netting fished by them and the amount fished by boats, in the different
counties on the United States side of the lake.
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County. Tugs. Total No. of Nets No. of Nets Total
tonnage. on tugs. on boats. No. of Nets.

Chippewa....................... .... 3 42-53 232 236 468
M ackinac ........... .... ..................... ............ ........... 213 213
Cieboygan ........ ....................... . . ..... ...... .... ....... 260 260
Presque Isle.............. ... ....... ............ ........... 193 193
Alpena......... .. ................ 3 71-80 812 579 1391
A lcona.............. ..
Iosco........... . ......... 2 18 70 541
Arenac ......................................
Bay ............................................... .....
Tuscola ........ ...................................... ................... .......
Huron .. .. ......... .... ..... 2 19*32 316 784 1100
Sanilac............... ..................... .. ....... ...... 51 1 51
St. Clair.......... .............. .... 2 52'83 523 .. .... 523

12 205'18 2424 2619 5043

in addition to the 12 tugs enumerated, there are several others which, being
under 5 tons measurement and not registered, are considered in the statistical
returns in connection with the shore fisheries. Tugs from Detroit fish in Lake
Huron, and during 1893 took 100,000 pounds of trout, which were not included in
the catch of this lake. Several tugs from Potoskey also fish to a considerable
extent in, Lake Huron, m iking their headquarters generally at Cheboygan.

On the Canadian side there were 9 tugs and a number ot boats engaged in the
fisheries in 1894, using altogother 222,650 fathoms of netting. The tugs have their
headquarters ut Goderich. Southampton, Tobermory and the Duck Islands.

Fishing begins in the spring as soon as the lake is sufficiently clear of ice and
continues without interruption until the ice begins to form again in the fall. During
the summer the fishery is less active than in tho spring and fall, and after 10th
November nany fishermen abandon it on account of the closing of navigation and
the consequent lack of means of shipping the catch. There is a small winter gill
net fishery under the ice in the northern part of the lake.

During the spring and summer, fishing is ceonducted along the entire United
States shore north of Sanilac, with the exception of Saginaw Bay, but on the Cana-
dian side there is no fishery at any time south of the Big Reef. Ii the summer and
fali the best fishing is on the reefs, and later in the season in the deep waters to the
north of the Big Reef. The United States fishermen cover the entire region to a
distance of from 30 to 50 miles from the Michigan shore; the Canadians operate in
a similar zone on the other side of the lake, from the Duck Islands to the Big Reef.

Whitefish Fishery.-The catch of whitefish in gill nets is second only to that of
the trout, although much inferior to it. On the Michigan shore, in 1893, only 8 per
cent of the total gili net catch consisted of whitefish, 160,518 lbs. being taken by
boats and 121.251 ibs. by tugs. In the yield of whitefish the gill nets were much
inferior to the poutnds, the catches being respectively 24 per cent and 76 per cent
of the total.

In the northern part of the lake, on the Michigan side, the whitefish gill netting
is of little importance and many of the fish taken are incidental to the fishery for
trout, most of them being caught during June, July, August and September. It is
noteworthy that in this region over 75 per cent of the pound net whitefish are
captured, the pound nets in Chippewa county alone taking over 100,000 lbs. more
than all the gill nets in United States waters. Alpena county furnished the most
important whitefish gill net fishery on the Michigan shore. In 1893, 127,919 Ibs.
were landed there, the tugs securing two-thirds and the boats the remainder. No
whitefish are obtained in gill nets in Alcona, Sanilac and St. Clair counties, nor in
Saginaw Bay, but in both Iosco and Huron counties at the mouth of the bay good
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catches are recorded, the boat fishery of Huron county being the largest on the
Michigan shore.

The bulk of the whitefish gill netting on the United States side is, therefore,
found in that portion of the lake south of the Big Reef, north of Saginaw Bay and
west of Sand Beach, and even in this circumscribed region the fishing is confined
almost entirely to depths of less than 25 fathoms. In the spring the whitefish are
taken by both boats and tugs, the latter usually fishing somewhat further from shore
than the former. In the fall the fish come near the shore to spawn and good catches
are then made on the inshore grounds. Thero is no fishery for this species on the
Big Reef.

On the Canadian side of the lake whitefish are taken in gill nets off the south
side of the Manitoulin Islands and along the eastern shore between Bayfield and
Cape Hurd. On the eastern shore, Goderich, Kincardine and Southampton are the
principal ports from which the fishery is followed, the nets being set iii less than 30
fathoms on sandy and muddy bottom, during the months of May, June, July and
August.

In the northern part of Lake Huron, on both sides of the boundary line, there
is a small gill net fishery for whitefish through the ice. But a few persons engage in
this flshery and each man owns only a small amount of netting.

Menominee fishery.-Under this heading is included the catch of several small
species of whitefish in the vicinity of the Strait of Mackinac. Threc species appear
to be represented, namely, the menominee whitefish, Coregonus quadrilateralis; the
long-jaw, Argyrosomus prognathus and the bluefin, Argyrosornus nigripinnis. Small
specimens of the common whitefish are also said to be taken with them at times.
Collectively the gill net catch of these several species on the Michigan shore in 1893
amounted to 37,425 Ibs., only a little over 1 per cent of the total yield of the gill nets.
Mackinac and Sanilac countios are the only places from which menominees are
recorded in 1893. In Sanilac county the catch was very small and probably con-
sisted largely of small whitefish and large herring; and some of the fish recorded
from Mackinac county may have been brought from Lake Michigan.

There are no records of the catch of menominee whitefish by gill nets in Cana-
dian waters.

Herringfishery.-The entire catch of herring bygill nets in United States waters
in 1893 amounted to only 26,000 pounds, being less than 1 per cent of the total yield
of the gill nets during that year. Mackinac and Sanilac counties are credited with
the bulk of this catch, 15,000 pounds, being recorded from the former and 7,500
pounds from the latter.

On the Canadian side herring gill nets are fished from the ports of Goderich
and Southampton. The fishermen from both places fish them under the ice during
the winter, but men from Southampton use them also during October and November.
Most of the fall fishery is carried on near the Fishing Islands and thence up the
coast to Cape Hurd, the nets being set in extremely shallow water, often barely deep
enough to cover them. The fishermen erect temporary stations along shore and it
is said that during November, which is the principal season, as many as 40 or 50
boats are fishing in the region above mentioned. Each boat uses from 6 to 12 nets,
varying from 240 to 300 feet each in length.

History and quantity.-Gill net fishing on the Michigan side of Lake Huron
appears to have been begun in the vicinity of Alpena. In 1835 a few float and stone
nets were fished there, and before 1850 this method of fishing had spread along the
coast from the Strait of Mackinac almost to the River St. Clair. At first the gill
nets were used almost entirely for whitefish and the fishery was confined to shore
waters, but after the decrease of that species more attention was given to the trout.
This required longer trips at certain seasone of the year and naturally led to the
introduction of tugs for fishing on offshore grounds, though sailboats still continued
to operate inshore.
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The first fishing tug was built in 1860, but the first authentie record of a tug
actually fishing gill nets was in 1874. In 1882 there were at one time 9 tugs fishing
out of Alpena, most of them probably being from other lake'. They appear also to
have been used occasionally from Cheboygan. The statistics record 7 tugs on the
United States side in 1885, and only 3 in 1890. During the nect three years this
branch of the fishery increased, and in 1893 there were 12 tugs ail toid, fishing from
Detour, Alpena, Oscoda, Au Sable, Port Austin and Port Huron, but those at Detour
did not engage in gill netting with the constancy of those owned at other ports.

The amount of gill netting, according to the statistics, underwent a considerable
reduction from 1885 to 1890, but the returns for 1893 show an increase in the number
of nets, amounting to 129 per cent as compared with 1890 and to 47 per cent as com-
pared with 1885. This increase involved both the boat and vessel fisheries and mani-
fested itself on all parts of the Michigan shore, although it is most pronounced
between Alpena and Port Huron, where the gill netting has always been most
important. It should be remembered, however, that the tugs from Petoskey fish
from Cheboygan county and there has doubtless been a considerable increase in the
number of nets fished in that locality, although it would not appear in the statistics.

The number of nets fished during the years in which statistics were taken was
as follows;-

1885........................ ............... 3,414
1890................................................. ................ 2,206
1893 ..... ........ ....................................... ........... 5,043

It is not possible, from the information at hand, to tell the size of mesh of this
netting, but nearly ail of it was of a size suitable for trout and whitefish.

Southampton appears to have been the first port on the Canadian shoro from
which gill nets were fisbed. This was probably only a short time prior to 1855,
when three boats with three men each were fishing from that place. The fishery
steadily increased, until about 1882 there were 24 sail boats engaged in it, and
coincident with its growth in that locality there ivas an increase along the other
parts of the shorO, especially at Goderich. There appears nover to have been much
gill netting south of Bayfield. There were 33 boats and no tugs on the Canadian
side in 1880, 86 boats and no tugs in 1885, 131 boats and 10 tugs in 1890, and 92
boats and 9 tugs in 1894, not including those fished at the Duck Islands at the
northern end of the lake. The number of nets shows a steady increase during the
years covered by the statistics, the figures being as follows at four different periods:-

1880 .. ......... ....................- 54,417 fathoms
1885 ......... .......................... 61,253
189........................... ..... 152,200 "
1894 ....... ........ ...... ...... ........... ........ 222,650 "

Rigs.-The trout nets are about 15 meshes or 6 feet deep, the whitefish nets from
18 to 20 me-hes and the herring nets from 40 to 60 meshes deep. The length varies
considerably in different places, but, in general, it may be said that the nets are
now fished in greater lengths than when they were rigged with floats and stones.

On the United States side the tugs usually have three gangs, or from 15 to 18
miles, in the water at ail times. In Canadian waters it is the custom to fish from
each tug about 20 miles of trout and whitefish nets in 4 gangs, or about 6 miles of
the large trout nets in 3 gangs. The boat rigs are about one-half as long as those
of the tugs fi-hing in the same locality, and the nets are separated into , or 4 gangs.
At the Fishing Islands the boats use from 6 to 12 herring nets ap!ece, each net vary-
ing in length from 240 to 300 feet.

Size of mesh.-Three classes of nets, as regards the size of mesh and thread'
are used in Lake Huron, namely, a largo mesh for the fall trout, a medium mesh for
trout and whitefish, and a small mesh for herring and menominee whiteflsh.
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The large mesh nets, of stouter thread, are used during September and October.
On the Michigan shore, the mesh measures from 5 to 5 inches, and in Canada, from
5j to 6 inches.

The medium mesh nets are practically the only ones used for trout as well as
whitefish, except during the fall. The mesh varies in size from 41 to 4ï inches, most
of the fishermen using 4j inches.

The herring nets used at Port Sanilac and on the eastern shore of the lake, have
2¾-inch inesh, aiid the menominee nets in the vicinity of the Strait of Mackinac, a 3-
inch mesh.

Time out and condition of catch.-In most places, in the spring, the nets are left
to fish for fixe days before being lifted, but during summer, it is the practice to leave
them out only throe days on the United States side, and four days on the Canadian.
The sailboats usually keep their nets in the water one day less than the tugs in the
same region. In general, therefore, the fish are permitted to remain in the gill nets
for a much longer time in Lake Huron than in Lake Erie. Notwithstanding this
fact, however, owing to the colder water and the firmer character of the fish,th ere is not
much complaint of the quality and condition of the gill net catch in this lake. When
no untoward circumstance, such as storms, prevents the lifting of the nets at the
regular time, there are comparatively few fish unfit for market, although there are
usually some too soft to be transported without salting.

Losses by storms.-A smaller proportion of nets is lost through storms than in
Lake Erie, the principal damago to the gear resulting from the cutLing of the nets
on the rocky bottom at the north, or having them filled with dirt, clinkers and
drifting snags at the south. Nets fished in shallow water are more liable to these
mishaps or to be carried away by the currents than those set in the deeper parts of
the lake, to which not even the most violent disturbances can penetrate, and, con-
sequently, the loss of nets is greatest in the southern portion of the lake, along the
shore between Goderich and Cape Hurd, and in the shoal water fisheries in the
vicinity of the Strait of Mackinuac.

In certain parts of the lake considerable damage is done to the gill nets by
accumulations of bark derived from the logs rafted from the Canadian shore to the
United States. The grinding of the logs against one another during rough weather,
dislodges not only the outer bark, but large quantities of the fibrous inner bark as
well. The nets collect this material, and when taken ashore to dry, become rolled
up and ruined by the curling of the fibre entangled in the thread. It is impossible
to remove this material by any process, such as is efficacious in cleaning off the
slime, for the chemical composition of the fibre resembles that of the thread, and
any treatment which would remove the former would destroy the latter.

POUND NETS.

History and quantity.-Pound nets were used in Lake Huron as early as 1854,
but they increased more slowly than in Lake Erie, and even at the present time the
fishing stations are much scattered. This is due partly to the sparsely settled
shores and partly to the absence of fish and the unsuitable character ot the bottom
in many places.

Little is known respecting the history of the pound nets on the Michigan shore
prior to 1885. Regarding this shore as a whole, we find that there has been a
steady increase in the number since 1885, and in 1894 there were 603 in all, an
increase of 30 per cent as compared with 1885, and of over 9 per cent as compared
with 1890. This increase was most marked on the north shore, in Cheboygan
county and at the south near Port Huron. In Saginaw Bay there was but little
change, while between Hammond Bay and Saginaw Bay, comprising Presqu Isle,
Alpena, Alcona and losco counties, there was a marked decrease. These changes
are shown in the following table:-
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INUMBER of pound nets in the United States waters of Lake Huron.

Region. 1885. 1890. 1894.

North shore (from St. Ignace to Druinniond Island, including north shore of Boi'
Blanc Island) ..... ............. ........ .......... ............. .. . 41 53 140

Cheboygan County.. ............................... ............ 4 25 41
Presqu Isle, Alpena, Ancona and 1 osco counties ........ ......................... 83 71* 28
Saginaw Bay ........ ...... ...... .... ...... ........ ................ . 320† 367 352
Saginaw Bay to St. Clair River...... .................................... ... 14 346 42

462 552 603

* Decrease in Alpena County and increase in Iosco County.

† Estimated.

About 1882 the first pound nets on the Canadian side of the lake were built
south of Goderich and at the Duck Islands. At the extreme southern end of the
Canadian shore none were licensed before 1894, but in that year seines were pro-
hibited and the fishermen were permitted to use pound nets instead. In 1894 there
were 27, fishèd in stands of one each, between Sarnia and Lakeview, but no others
were used on the eastern shore.

Description.-The pound nets are of the same general construction as in Lake
Erie. The length of the leaders varies somewhat with the location and the slope
of the bottom; in Saginaw Bay and near Sarnia they are usually between 60 and
85 rods long. while most of those elsewhere are between :15 and 60 rods long. The
majority of the cribs are between 26 and 30 feet square, but there are a few as
small as 18 by 20 feet and as large as 44 fet square.

The depth of water in which the criba are set varies with the character of the
coastal platform. In Saginaw Bay the great majority are in from 8 to 15 feet of
water. South of Saginaw Bay on both sides of the lake most of the nets are in f rom
20 to 30 feet, and in the northern region in from 25 to 50 feet, the maximum being
90 feet.

On the Canadian side the nets are all set singly, but on the Michigan shorethere
is a tendency to use as many pounds in a string as possible. The maximum in this
respect is reached in Saginaw Bay, where there is one string of twenty-two nets, one
of seventeen and two of ten nets each. All others contain less than nine and over
half of them between three and five each. ln no other part of the lake are there
more than five in a string, and in most places the number does not exceed three.

From Detour to St. Ignace and from Mackinaw City to Hammond Bay the
mesh in the ciibs varies from 2 to 31 inches, the latter size being the most common.
From Hanmond Bay to Oak Point inost of the nets have the mesh 2j inches in the
front and sides of the crib and 2 inches in the back. From Oak Point to Port Huron
the usual size is 3 inches in the front and sides and 2j inches in the back. The
leaders are commonly of 6-inch netting, but a few fishermen use 5, 7 or 8-inch mesh.
Most of the hearts and tunnels measure 5 inches, but a fow nets have 4 and 4½-inch
mesh.

On the Canadian shore the mesh in the cribs is 2j inches, that used in the other
parts of the nets being of the same general dimensions as on the Miehigan side.

Seasons and Catch.-In most places on Lake Huron the nets are in use only dur-
ing the spring and fail, but these seasons are not so sharply defined and uniform as
in Lake Erie. There is no legal close time on the Michigan side of the lake, and
where a summer close season is observed it is because fish are few and the water
is so warm as to injure the twine.
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Owing to the difference in dates of the beginning and ending of fish operations
in different localities the subject of the seasons and catch can best be described
separately for the several regions in which pound nets are employed:-

Detour to St. Ignace and Mackinaw City to Hammond Bay.-Along this stretch
of shore, embracing a portion of each peninsula, the nets are set sometime during
May. In the vicinity of Detour they are gnerailly removed about July 1, but it
apparently scarcely pays to leave them in after June 1. Further west and on the
south shore there is usually good fishing until August, when the twine is taken up,
tarred and repaired and reset in September, although some of the fishermen do not
fish again until the following spring, The nets fished in the fall are left in until
some time in November.

In those pounds which arc set early there is often a good catch of wall-eyed
pike about the beginning of May. The heaviest runs of whitefish occur during
May and June and there arc sometimes fair catches in July, after which this species
gradually diminishes. With the exception of the pounds in Potagannissing Bay,
there is a small but continuous run of tront until September, but in that and the
following month good runs occur; fewer are obtained in November thani at any
other time. In August and September there are usually good runs of wall-eyed
pike, and a few are taken throughout the entire fishing season. Grass pike and
sturgeon are caught principally in the warmer months. In the order o'f their
abundance the several species rank about as follows: whitefish, trout, wall-eyed
pike, grass pike, sturgeon, suckers, black bass and perch. The whitefish represent
at least three-fifths of the total catch, and many of them are so smalif as te make
thcir capture a menace te the flshery.

Hammond-Bay to Alabaster.-In this region the practice varies; at some places
the season is continuous from spring to fail, at others the pounds are fished from
about May 15 to July 15, and from September 1 to between November 15 and 25,
while at still others only the fall season obtains.

In the spring the pouids catch whitetish, tront, wall-eyed pike, herring,
sturgeon, suckers, etc. The best fishing is in the fall, when about the same species
are caught. Good lifts of wall-eyed pike are made during September, and from that
month te November the best whitefish catches are obtained. The herring are taken
principally late in the fall, and in those pounds which are fished throughout the
season, most of the trout are caught in the spring.

Saginaw Bay.-Here the pound netting is donc during spring and fall only.
During July and August the shoal waters become warm and most of the fish leave
for deeper and cooler parts of the lake. In the spring the nets nearer the head of
the bay are the first te be set, while in the fali those near the lake are the first put
in order. In an average season most of the pounds arc set about April 15 and
removed by July 1. In the fall they are set between Septemter 1 and 25 and are
finally removed about November 25.

The spring fishery is principally for wall-eyed pikc ani herring. Most of the
herring are caught during May, and after June 1 they practically disappear until
fall. The wall-eyed piko generally run most abundantly from about May 20 te
June 20.

The catch in September consists of a few herring and inferior fish, perch,
suckers, etc. The herring come in numbers during Oc ober and stay until the nets
are removed, constituting the bulk of the fali catch, although a few whitefish and
lake trout are usually caught in the pounds near the mouth of the bay.

Saginaw Bay to St. Clair River.-In the spring the pound net season begins
about April 15 and ends about July 15. In thc fall it lasts from September 1 to
December 10.

In the vicinity of Port Huron there is an important fishery for the sturgeon.
It is by far the most valuablo species, but herring and wall-eyed pike are of some
importance, and few perch and suckers are also caught. The spring fishery over
the northern portions of this shore is net very profitable.
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The herring are caught in great numbers everywhero during the fall, and in the-
places more remote from the St. Clair River the profits of the fishermen are derived
almost entirely from this species. A few whitefish, trout and pickerel are alsoý
taken.

St. Clair River to Goderich.-Stake driving commences about May 1 and the
twine is usually in place about May 15. Tho nets are removed for repairs during
August, and are usually out of the water from 2 to 6 weeks, during August and the
first half of September. Owing to the exposure of this shore many of the nets are
not fished after November 1.

In the spring the sturgeon is the most important species, but wall-eyed pike,
herring and a few perch are also caught. During May whitefish are taken in the
nets farthest from the St. Clair River. The sturgeon are obtained principally during
June. During the summer the fishery is not very profitable, and in the fall the
herring is the only fish of importance.

Saginaw River.-It is impossible in this connection to distinguish between the
pound nets ond the fyke nets or " gobblers." Pound nets were first introduced into
the river about 1870. The first fyke nets were provided with wings instead of
leaders, but proving less profitable than the pounds they were but little used.
About 1880 the present type of fyke net was introduced, and was found to be equal
to the pound net in efficiency. It is similar to the pound net, except that the pot
is made of the same pattern as in the Lake Erie fyke net.

In 1885 there were about 120 pound nets and 425 fyko nets, a total of 545 pieces
of fixed apparatus. In 1890 the statistics show a great reduction in the number of
fykes; the fishermen state that the number was about oqual to that in 1894, when
it was estimated that there were 300 nets ail told, of which 80 were above Saginaw
City. There was supposed to be about the same number of each kind. In view of
the uncertainty of the returns for this river it is impossible to make comparisons,
but there has probably been a reduction since 1885.

The nets are allowed by law to extent from each shore a distance equal to one.
third the width of the stream. The leaders are from 5 to 9 rods long, with a 5 or 6-
inch mesh. and the heart is 40 to 50 feet long, with a 4.inch mesh. The pots of the
pounds vary from 14 to 18 feet square, but many of them are 14 feet by 18 feet.
Their depth varies from 12 to 16 feet, in accordance with the depth of the water.
The pots of the fyke nets are usually about 20 feet long, and, like the corresponding
portion of the pounds, have a mesh ranging from 2j to 3 inches.

The catch consists of about equal numbers of perch and suckers and a much
smaller number of wall-eyed pike taken in this connection are of very small size.
The following represents the catch of the principal species:-

Suckers............ .............. ........... ....... 279,691 lbs.
Perch ....... ............... 272,347
W all-eyed pike................................. . 24,823
Catfish and bullhends...... ............. ......... 21,134

Interference with navigation.-In most parts of Lake Huron there is little corn-
plaint of the interference to vessels by the pound nets, as the latter are remote from
the usual courses of navigatian, and the water deepens too rapidly to permit of their
extension far from shore. In Saginaw Bay and the southern part of the lake, near
the St. Clair River, there is some complaint, and in the former region gaps are left
for the passage of vessels through the longer strings. At Port Huron and Sarnia the
pound net fishermen complain that their nets are injured by boats, sand scows and.
rafts.

SEINES.

Seines were first used on the United States side of the lake about 1841, and were-
introduced into other localities soon afterwards. In most place's the seine fishery
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from various causes proved unprofitable and difficult, and Sagnaw Bay appears to
have been the only place in which it became at aIl considerable. Prior to about
1880 there were a number of seines in operation in the vicinity of Bay Port, Saganin
River, Pine River and other localities in the vicinity, but the time mentioned the more
profitable method of fishing with pound nets became so general that there was no
longer room nor inducement to haul the seines.

Port Huron is the only place where seines are fished at the present time, one
baving been employed in 1894. The catch was reported as consisting of 23,000 pounds
of sturgeon and 30,000 pounds of wall-eyed pike.

From 1860 to 1894 seines were the only form of apparatus employed in the
fishery between Sarnia and Point Harris. In the latter year they were prohibited
by the Canadian government and licenses for pound nets were issued to the fisher-
men in their stead. Aithough the fishermon opposed the innovation, they are now
satisfied with the change, a year's experience having demonstrated that more fish
can be taken in the pounds than in seines. The seines were 75 to 30 rods long, the
mesh measuring 2½ inches in the bunt and 5 inches in the wings. In the spring the
season was usually from about May 25 to July 1, the catch consisting principally of
sturgeon and wall-eyed pike. The fall season was between September 15 and
November 20, the only species taken in considerable quantities being the herring.
The objectionable feature of this fishery was the capture of cansiderable numbers of
small wall-eyed pike. It was for this reason that the Canadian authorities pro-
hibited the seines, but it is doubtful if ihe pounds are much preferable in this
respect.

ln the early history of the fishery, when seines were used between South-
ampton and Cape Hurd, considerable numbers of whitefish were caught upon the
spawning grounds during the fall, and it is generally considered that the damage
thus caused was considerable.

OTHER METHODS.

The use of hooks and lines and of spears is not extensive in Lake Huron. Trout
and catfish are the only species taken by the former method and wali-eyed pike.
perch and suckers by the latter. There is some sport fishing for lake trout and
black bass, but there appears to be no conflict between the sportsmen and the com-
mercial fishermen.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS.

From a study of the facts set forth above we have arrived at the following con-
clusions:

There has been a vast decrease in tho abundance of the whitefish in Lake
Huron, and this decrease has continued unchecked to the present time, the same
being due to a complication of circumstances. The location of the most extensive
fishery for this species has varied from time to time, and it is significant that during
any given period of which we have knowledge, the region of the greatest fishery,
whether by gill nets or pound nets, has been the region of greatest decrease.

It is impossible to say whether or not the amount of apparatus alone, unaccom-
panied by other abuses, would have induced the decrease noted. There is no doubt
that considerable harm is doue by the capture of small whitefish in the pounds, and
perhaps to some extent in the gill nets fished ostensibly for menominees. Along the
nortb shore on both sides of the boundary line thecatch of small whitefish of inferior
value to the fishermen, but of vast consequence to the fishery, is an evil of the pound
net fisbery which requires correction.

A considerable proportion of al[ the whitefish taken in the lake are caught
during the spawning time, when they are close inshore and readily accessible, and
the facility with which they may be taken at such times is probably, to some extent,
responsible for their decrease. The discharge of saw-dust into the water of streams
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tributary to the lake and adjacent to whitefish grounds, and the more recent practice
of rafting logs from Canada to the United States bas, no doubt, had its effect on the
whitefish. The bark dislodged by the churning and grinding cf the logs in bad
weather bas caused in places a more or less dense mass of matter upon the bottom,
which not only renders the spawning grounds unsuitable for the deposit of eggs, but
must also desti oy a considerable proportion of the bottom life upon which the white-
fish depends for food.

There seems to be no basis for the theory, sometimes advanced, that the decrease
in the whitefish has been due to an increase in the lake trout and wall-eyed pike.
It is inpossible to determine whether there was any increase in either of those pre-
daceous species before 1885, but in both there has probably been a slight decrease
since the year mentioned, notwithstanding which tho falling off in the whitefish· bas
been unchecked.

Next to the whitefish the sturgeon has shown the most important falling off.
This has been very large since the beginning of the fishery and on the Michigan
side of the lake it has continued to the present time. On the Canadian shore, in the
vicinity of Sarnia, the catch of sturgeon was fairly well maintained from the begin-
ning of the fishery in 1880 until 1894. During that period it was carried entirelyon by
means of seines, but in the year last mentioned pound nets were substituted and, if
the history of the fishery elsewhere is to be repeated here, we should expect a
decrease henceforward. There is no doubt that throughout the Great Lakes region
the decrease of the sturgeon is due chiefly to the pound net fisbery, aided by the
practice of catching smali individuals whieh are sold for half price and tersely called
"halves " by the fishermen.

During the period for which we were able to acquire information there appears
to have been but little decrease in the trout. The large shoal-water variety caught
in the fall bas apparently fallen off to some extent, but the deep-water form exists
in apparently undiminished numbers. The immunity of this species from the effects
of the varions agencies which have decimated the whitefish is, no doubt, due to its
habits and distribution. It is less gregarious than the whitefish, and, instead of'
being confined to the coastal-platform, it bas a lake-wide distribution and an appar-
ently wide individual range of movement. It apparently Eeeks its food at all depths and
finds it in considerable variety and is, therefore, not much affected by the pollution
of the bottom. Although the gill net fishery for this species is quite extensive, we
havefailed to note any serions effect upon its abundance. Young fish are somotimes
caught in the gill nets, but as they usually become entangled by the teeth no remedy
suggests itself.

Concerning the wall-eyed pike we have been unable to arrive at a satisfactory
conclusion. The behaviour of this species is so erratic that the question of an
increase or a decrease is difficult to establish with any degree of certainty, but we
are inclined to believe that there bas been some decrease in its abundance since
1885. It is caught principally in pound nets in Saginaw Bay and the southern end
of the lake where very large numbers of the young are obtained at times. The same
difficulty occurs in Lake Erie, under which beading the subject is considered at some
length.

Taking the entire lake into consideration there is no evidence of any falling off
in the herring. There are no abuses connected espccially with this fishery.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Pound nets.-A reduction in the number of pound nets in some places, especially-
in the northern part of the lake and probably also in Saginaw Bay, is called for.

The recommendations made under pound nets in Lake Erie with respecct to.
the length of leaders, the separation of individual nets in the strings by gaps, and
their distance apart are considered to be applicable also to Lake Huron. It is
recomneuded that in Saginaw Bay not more than six pound nets be allowed in a.
string, and elsewhere in the lake not more than three.
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North of a line drawn from North Point, Mich., to Clark Point, Ont., the mesh
in the cribs of all pound nets should measure not less than four inches in extension,
after shrinkage, and south of said line, not less than 2j inches. This would provide
for the use of only a large mesh in that part of the lake where the whitefish is the
smost important species and where the young are being captured in undue quantities,
and would permit the taking of herring and other small species iii those localities
where they are now mainly fished for. In the latter case the proposed mebh is also
larger than the one now employed, and would, perhaps, serve to liberate a certain
proportion of the undersized wall-eyed pike, which are Ut present a conspicuous
feature of the catch.

The use of pound nets during November should be prohibited north of the line
above defined, in order to provide a close season for whitefish.

All pound net stakes should be removed from the water within thirty days
.after the close of the fishing season.

Gill nets.-The mest in all gill nets should measure at least 5 inches in exten-
sion, except that nets of 2¾-inch mesh might be allowed to be fished on the Canadian
shore between Sable River and Cape Hurd from October 15 to November 1 for the
capture of herring, which at that season do not appear to be associated with young
whitefish in that locality.

During November it would be expedient to prohibit fishing by any gill net
having a smaller mesh than 6 inches, which would serve in large measure to pro-
tect the spawning whitefish.

The use of any gill net within j mile of any fixed net should be prohibited.
The mesh in gill nets used for the capture of sturgeon should measure at least

11 inches in extension.

Fyke nets.-The mesh in the bag of fyke nets should measure at leust 2-4 inches
in extension. The number of these nets should be restricted in accordance with the
,capacity or requirements of each region in which they are employed.

Seines.-The dimensions of seines and the size of mesh therein should conform
in each instance to the conditions under which they are employed. The mesh should,
in all cases, be sufficiently large to permit the escape of undersized fish, and the
number of seines as well as the manner of their use should be properly restricted in
all places. It should be prohibited to fish seines on or about the spawning grounds
-of any of the important fisheries, or in any place where their employment would be
unduly harmful.

Naked hookafor sturgeon.-The method of taking sturgeon by means of naked
hooks or grapnels should be prohibited.

Spears.-The use of spears for taking fish of any kind should be prohibited.

Sturgeon.-All sturgeon measuring less than 4 feet long, by whatever means
taken. should be returned alive to the water.

Pollutions.-The throwing into the water of fish offal, including dead fish taken
from the nets, of city garbage and ot' ail other substances deleterious to fish life
should be prohibited. Steps should also be taken to prevent injury by the waste f rom
saw-mills and from manutacturing establishments of ail kinds both along the shores
and in ail tributaries containing spawning grounds of important fisherios. It i
recommended that in connection with ail harbour improvements,and other works of
that characterdue precaution should be taken in disposing of the material obtained by
dredging, etc., to prevent injury to any fishing grounds.

Propagation.-A continuance of the joint efforts to increase the supply of white-
,sh and lake trout through the agency of artificial propagation is recommended.
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GEORGIAN BAY.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BAY.

Georgian Bay is entirel'y bounded by Canadian territory, except at the extreme
western end of its north channel. From the footof the bay near Collingwood to the
jiunction of the north channel with the St. Mary's River, it covers a distance of about
225 miles, while its greatest width from the mouth of French River to tfhe junction
of the bay with Lake Huron, north of Cove Island, is 54 miles. It is so cut up with
islands, especially on its oast and north shores and through the north channel, that
the extent of its fishing area is difficult to estimate. These islands, numbered by
thousands, are of all sizes, from Grand Manitoulin, with a length of 70 miles and a
width of 25 miles, to the merest rocks just showing above the surface. The bay
proper has an average depth of 25 to 40 fathoms, the greatest depth, about 90
fathoms, being found cloze offshore in the south-wester n corner. The water is
deepest towards the south shore and shoals gradually towards the north. The deep
waiter mentioned above occupies only a limitud area, practically the whole bay being
fished. In the north channel the average depth does not excoed 20 fathoms. At
certain seasons it is the custom of the fishermen to abandon the mainland stations,
and to operate from the islands out in the bay, the principal ones resorted to for this
purpose being the Bustards, Squaws and Minks. The extensive fishery carried on
fron the Duck Islands, situated at the northern end of Lake Huron, i8 usually asso-
ciated with those of Manitoulin Island and Georgian Bay. The principal mainland
stations for the southern and eastern part of the bay are Wiarton, Owen Sound,
Collingwood, Peretaniguishene, Waubashene and Byig Inlet; and for the northern
part, Killarney, Round Island, Gore Bay and Thessalon.

IMPORTANT FISHES.

Six species of fishes are enumerated in tho statisties of Georgian Bay, the varia-
tions in the relative annual catch of these at five years intervals having been as
follows:-

1870. 1875. 1880. -1885. 1890.

1............... ........... ......... W litefish. Trout .... W hitefish.!T ,out ... W hitefish.

2.................... ... ... .. Trout ... Whitetish. Trout . Whitefish. Trout

3........ .......... ........ Wall-eyed Herring... Herring... Sturgeon . Wall -eyed
pike. pike.

4.................... ......... ...... ... .... ... Wall-eyed Wall-eyed Sturgeon
pike. Hpi .e.

5..... . ...................... . .. .. ..... .. .... Herring... Herring...

€> ......... ... ...... .- .... . .. ... ..... .. . . . . . . rass3pike G rass pike

Whitefish.-The records of the Canadjiau inland fisheries show that a larger catch
of whitefish bas been made in the Georgian Bay than in ail the Canadian waters of
the remaindor of the great lakes system combined. The yield has been more con-
stant, and, in spite of the extent of the fishery and the appliances used, it is only
within the last few years that any decided decrease has been shown. The catch
reached its zenith about 1890; it remained about the same up to 1892, though the
umount of gear used had more than doubled. Since this last date it bas fallen off
steadily, though the amount of gear employed hus been greatly increased. White-
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fish are found all over the Georgian Bay and north channel, and they follow here
the same shoreward migrations in the spring and fall that they do in the other
inland waters. The fishery begins as soon as the ice is clear of the shores, gener-
ally some time in May, earlier or later as the seasons vary. During May and June
the gill nets are set not far off shore in shoal water, but as the season advances the
fish move into deeper water or farther offshore. The offshore fishing lasts through
July and August and part of September, when the shoreward movement of the fish
begins, culminating with the close of the season at the end of October. Up to 1892
the catch of whitefish was usually greater than that of trout, but since that date the
whitefish have fallen off, and now more trout are being taken. Many spawning
grounds are known to the fishermen among the islands and on the offs.hore reefs,
the principal ones being about the Western Islande and Bustards and on the reefs
off the Squaws. The spawning season extends through the month of November.

Trout.-The trout have certainly not decreased to anything like the same extent
as the whitefish. Fishing for this species begins about the same time as for the
whitefish, but during the spring and early summer the proportion of trout taken is
not so great, while after September the most of the fish taken in the gill nets are
trout. Fishermen claim to recognize two classes of trout, one a smaller fish caught
on the offshore reefs and in the deeper water about them, the other a much larger
fish always taken inshore. Trout are not as abundant in the north channel as they
are south of Grand Manitoulin Islands and around the Ducks. The spawning season
is overywhere said to be considerably earlier than that of the whitefish, and the off-
shore trout are reported to spawn earlier than the larger fish found inshore. The
spawning grounds are distributed all round the shores of the bay among the islands,
and on the outer reefs and shoals. Trout are mostly caught in the gill nets, com-
paratively few being taken in the pounds.

Wall-eyed pike.-When seines were used, the best fishing for wall-eyed pike
was made early in the spring, near the moiths of the rivers; in many places this
seining was done under the ice, the fish being then on their way into the rivers to
spawn. An extensive fishery of this kind was carried on at the head of Nottawasaga
Bay and at the Waubashene. At the present time wall-eyed pike are mostly taken
in the pounds in the north channel. These fish are rarely caught in the gill nets
when fished offshore, but duting the spring and fall, and particularly in the latter
season, when the gill nets are being used inshore, a considerable proportion of wall-
eyed pike is obtained by that means. The wall-eyed pike are distributed all along
the coast, but are most abundant in the neighbourhood of the large rivers which
discharge into the bay and north channel. Large catches are known to have been
made in the trap nets which have been fished illegally among the islands on the
eastern shore of the bay. The pounds fished in the north channel take a fair
amount, but not so many are caught in those set off the south shore of Maiitoulin
Island and the Ducks. The spawning season of this species -is said to be during the
latter part of April and the early part of May. As pound nets are not tished in the
Georgian Bay proper, and the attention of the fishermen is ai most entirely paid to
the trout and whitefish, there is really no very extensive fishery made for the wall-
eyed pike over the greater part of the bay, and no decrease in the abundance of this
fish has been detected.

Lake herring.-This species is abundant all over the Georgian Bay region, but
as, until quite recently, there bas been no falling off in the fishery for trout and
whitefish, no inducement existed to engage in the herring fishery, particularly as
the herring taken in the bay are small in size, not averaging over a quarter of a
pound each in weight. No fishing is done for them in the spring or summer, at
which seasons they are not found inshore, but they are caught to a small extent by
means of gill nets in October and November, when they are in shoal water.

Sturgeon.-In the early days sturgeon were very abundant in the Georgian
Bay and north channel, particularly in the shoaler bays into which certain of
the large rivera discharge. Here as elsewhere they had no commercial value and
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were simply rolled out of the seines and destroyed as a nuisance. At present they
are mostly taken at the head of Nottawasaga Bay and at Grande Batture. As far
as we have been able to ascertain, the only methods by which they have been taken
in this region is by means of seines and pounds, gill nets and set-lines never having
been tried, certainly not on any large scale. The returns indicate that a great
decrease in their abundance bas occurred, as shown by the three annual catches
given in the following table:-

1885 ...... .......... ...... ..... ......... 478,000 lbs.
1890......... ............................. .............. 127,050
1894............... .............. ....................... 90,265

Black bass.-This game fish is not by any means abundant in the Georgian Bay
region. A good deal of sport fishing is said to be carried on by summer visitors
about Waubashene, and among the islands north of that palace, but elsewhere on
the northern shores of the bay and along the north channel, bass are seldom or
never seen. They have never been taken in the nets fished for whitefish and trout,
and form no part whatever of the commercial catch.

CAUSES OF DECREASE.

For many years the Georgian Bay has been one of the principal sources of the
market supply of. whitefish, as already stated, and the fishery has here been carried
on with more vigour and enterprise than anywhere else in Canadian fresh waters.
Whitefish and trout are found over the entire area of the bay and north channel,
and turnish almost the sole object of the fishery. Prior to 1885 the amount of
apparatus employed bad not varied much for about 20 years, and the output bas
been constant. As, however, the whitefish supply from other sources began to fail,
increased efforts were put forth by the fishermen of the bay to meet the demand,
fishing tugs were more largely employed and the amount of gill netting was greatly
increased. As the result of this, we find that between 1885 and 1890 the quantity of
whitetish caught was quadrupled. The fishing kept up for a couple of years after
1890, the amount of gear being steadily increased, but here, as elsewhere, the thing
had been overdore, and in 1893 and 1894 we find a sudden drop in the catch. The
following table shows the amount of apparatus in use at intervals of five years
beginning with 1870, together with the catch of whitefish, trout, herring and wall-
eyed pike at the same times:-

Year. Gi nets, Whitefish. Trout. Herring. Wall-eyed
O fathoius. pie

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

........... . ..... . 298,049 ...... 9 ,000 723,000 .......... 41.000
1875. ........... 6 264 431,174 .. . 2,346,800 2,551,400 53,800 ..........
1880.. .......... . 9 166 405,619 .... 1,042,000 1,001,800 12,600 10,400
1885 .............. 15 253 380,163 62 1,421,160 3,369,860 1S7,600 353,442
1890 .... .... . . 28 256 941,600 29 5,498,800 3,496.240 78,400 635,150
1894 .............. 32 345 1,086,715 62 2,509,436 3,583,607 263,400 402,610

Reports since received show that the decrease has continued in 1895 and 1896.
For several seasons back complaints have been made by all who handle Georgian
Bay whitefish at market, that the fish have been undersized. This sudden and
alarming decrease in the catch of whitefish bas been due mainly to overfishing with
gill nets, although the returns show that 1,086,715 fathoms of gill net were licensed
in 1894, it is everywhere admitted by the fishermen that much more than that
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quantity was being fished. The great bulk of the whitefish is caught in the bay
with gill nets, fished by boats which operate from the various stations on the main-
land or from the islands, about which the summer fishery is carried on. The nets
are supposed to have a 4½-inch mesh.

That the depletion has been caused by the excessive use of this class of nets is
evident from the fact that no other method of fishing for this species has been here
employed; and if the whitefish now shipped to market are undersized, as they
undoubtedly are, this can only be because the mesh in use is too smali. In the north
channel pound nets, as well as gill nets, are fished, and the blame for the failure in
this particular region must be shared by the two methods. The gill net fisbery in
the north channel bas not been as extensive as in the bay. The decrease there
evidently begari about 1885 when areas were licensed without regard to the number
of pounds fished or the size of their mesh. Fishermen in ail parts of the region
agree in saying that to the extensive and wasteful fisbing by this means then
carried on in the north channel, on the south side of Grand Manitoulin and at the
Ducks must be attributed the falling off in both whitefish and trout. When this
system of licensing areas was abolished the number of pound nets fished was reduced,
as is shown by the statistics for 1890 in the above table. The number has, however,
been again increased.

As the species taken in these pounds are whitefish, trout, wall-eyed pike and
sturgeon, there can be no object in using a small mesh in the pot, such as is required
when the catch consists in great proportion of the smaller grades of fishes. We
were present at Detour, Michigan, when various parcels of fish from some of these
pounds were brought there to be marketed, and eau speak of our own knowledge
as to the condition of affairs existing. The following table shows the weights of
four lots of whitefish :-

Lot No. 1 consisted of 65 fish, weighing 100 pounds.
" 2 " 74 " 100 "
S 3 " 74 " 100 "
i 4 " 59 " 60 "

The average weight of the fish in the entire shipment was 1 pounds, but there
were a great many weighing only from ; to ï pound each. The other species repre-
sented were trout and wall-eyed pike.

Most of the Georgian Bay fishermen claim that there has been no decrease in
the trout, and the returns do not show that there has been, but a much larger outfit
is required to maintain the catch. The trout are taken on the same grounds as the
whitefish, and generally with the same nets, though some men use a stronger and
larger meshed net. The same complaints are made regarding the trout from the
bay as about the whitefish, namely, that they are too smali to bear transport and be
handled profitably. Large quantities of undersized trout are undoubtedly being
sent to market from both the Georgian Bay and north channel, and it is only by
the capture of these sizes that the volume of the catch is being kept up. They are
obtained to some extent in the pounds, but mainly by the gill nets.

It is well understood that some small trout are always taken in the gill nets, no
matter how large the mesh may bc, as they get caught by the teeth and become
entangled in the net, but the proportion of fish thus taken is always small. In the
case of the Georgian Bay, however, the small trout constitute an important part of
the supply and are difficult to dispose of, as they invariable reach the market in poor
condition. The bulk of these undersized trout are secured in the smaller meshed
gill nets, fished for whitefish.

Among the minor causes to which we may attribute the failure in the whitefish
and trout is the deposition of bark from the rafts of saw logs which are constantly
being towed across the bay and north channel frome some of the larger rivers,
especially French River and Spanish River, to the milling ports on the Michigan side
of Lake Huron. The grinding of the logs against each other in the booms sets free
the fine inner bark which settles on the bottom, forming a thick covering. When
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this happens to occur on the spawning or feeding grounds of tb fish there can be no
doubt that a serious injury is caused.

Some of the inshore spawning grounds are said to have suffered fromithe saw-dust
and other mill refuse which has been carried down the streams from the mills; but
littie injury can have been done in this way, as many of the spawning grounds are
offshore or remote from the neighbourhood of the mills, and of late years the regu-
lation prohibiting the letting adrift of this refuse has been well observed. The
fishermen seem to have been careful about the disposition of refuse fish and fish offal
and have generally landed it on the rocks. As the shores of the bay are not exten-
sively settled other pollutions cannot have occurred.

FIsHING METHODS.

General Account.-The principal methods of fishing are by means of pound nets
and gill nets. Pound nets are not allowed to be fished east of a line running from
Cape Hurd to Spanish River; that is to say. they are only permitted in that part of the
north channel west of Spanish River, on the south side of Manitoulin Island west of
the line before mentioned, and at the Duck Islands. They are prohibited in the
bay proper. This arrangement was made at the request of a large majority of the
fishermen of the region. In all 62 pound nets were employed in 1894. Gill nets
are fished over all parts of the bay, the quantity licensed in 1894 having been
1,086,715 fathoms, operated from 32 tugs and 345 sail boats. Seines were at one
time extensively used in some of the bays and channels and near the mouthsofsome
of the rivers, but they are now prohibited. Fyke nets, although permitted, have
never been employed except to a very slight extent. Trap nets, small submerged
pounds with a covered pot, are not permitted, but they have been extensively fished
by poachers, and whenever found they have been confiscated. The manner in
which the bay, particularly along its eastern and northern shores, is eut up with
channels, inlets and deep creeks, facilities the use of these engines and makes it diffi-
cult to detect them. Trawl line fishing and book and line fishing are not practiced.

Gill nets.-The gill nets used in Georgian Bay are similar to the trout and
whitefish nets of Lake Huron, and the rigs employed are about the same. The
most of thern have a 41-inch mesh, but a few of' 6-inch mesh are fished at certain
times for trout only.

The gill net fishery in Georgian Bay began about 1835 or 1838. It was
prosecuted from canoes and small boats of not over 14 feet keel, and the man who
possessed a half dozen short home-made nets was counted rich. Nothing under a
5.inch mesh was employed; stones were used on the nets for sinkers, and thin
strips of cedar for floats. The nets wore put out in the evening and taken up in the
morning, the sinkers and floats being removed from the nets each time they came
ashore.

Most of the catch was whitefish, and all was salted. The traders came around
in schooners supplying the fishermen with salt and barrels, and taking the fish in
exchange for general supplies. During the period of the civil war in the United
States, from 1861 to 1865, there was a great demand for salted fish, and the prices
then received were better than ever since. This demand, no doubt, forced the
development of the fishery, as by 1868, when the first official report by the Canadian
Department of Marine and Fisheries was issued, it seems to have aLready attained
considerable proportions, the returns of tbat year showing that 451 men engaged in
the fishery, with 144,750 fathoms of gill nets, the catch amounting to 1,884,386
pounds of whitefish, 767,400 pounds of trout and 7,800 pounds of wall-eyed pike. Gill
nets continued to be, practically, the only method used until 1881, when pounds
were introduced in the north channel, although a few seines were occasionally
employed.
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The following table shows the length of gill nets fished since 1870 at intervals
of five years:-

Fathoms.

1870. ............. .......................... 298049
1875.....................431,174
1880 ..................................... ........... 405,619
1885 ............................... .... . 80163
1890 ................. ..................... 941)600
1894.......................................1)086,715

Between 1870 and 1875, tugs were introdnce into, the gi net fishery, and their
number increased until 32 were eMDloyed in 1894. The fighery 18 prosecuted n3ainly
from Wiarton, Owen Sound, Collingwood, tbq vicinity of Waubashene and Midland,
Killarney and Thessalon. Tbe tugs and boats located at the Duck Islands fish
entirely in Lake Huron.

In the summer, after the shore fishery faits off, the tugs from the southern and
mouth-eastern parts of the bay fish at the western islands and the Minks, and around
the isiands and banks lying north of Parry Sound; and at the same season the fisher-
men from Killarney and other mainland ports m ove ont to Squaw Island Bank,
Grand Bank and Lonely Island.

The fishery for whitefish and trout is carried on simultaneously. From the time
the ice leaves, early in May, until JuIy, the nets are set inshore, but du ring July and
August they are moved into deeper water, and upon the banks and around the ont-
lying islands. In September they are again brought dloser to shore, where they are
used until the beginning of the close season, let November. In the spring and
s§umîner the catch consist8 principaily of whitefish, but in the fai more trout are
caught.

Pound neta.-The pound nets are simitr in contruction to those used else-
where in the great lakes. The leaders are mosty short, with the mesh 6 or 7
inches in extension. The crins are 40 to 50 feet square, and when the fishery first
began a mesh of less than 2 inches was usod, but afterwards a uniform 4-inch mesh
throughout was adopted. In 1894, the Dominion government voluintarily reduced
the size, but the f tihermen had not ail taken advantage of this priviege at the time
of ou- visit. There appears to bave been no good reason for the change, and we
consider that its effect will be disartrous to the whitefish.

Pound nets have neyer been fished extensively in any part of the bay, except
the north channel and on the outer side of Grand iManitoulin Island. The latter
region as rearly in Lake Huron, but as the fish caught there are shipped from
Wiarton the statistics usuaily regard this locality in connection with Georgian Bay.

In 1894, 62 pound net were fashed in thib region. They were ai in stands of
one each and were eated in the north channel, both ve the main shore and on the
numerous islands, and also on the southern shore of Grand Manitouin Island at its
western end, and oD the neighbouring Dnck Islands. The pound net fishery began
at the Duck Islands about 81,and at Indian Island and near Kiliarney at about
the same time. After severa years, however, these nets were forbidden in the
region tast of a tue passing trom Cape aurd to Spanish River. The maximum
number was reached about 1889, since which time there bas been a graduai
reduction. This appears to have taken place mostly on the outer side of Grand Mani-
toulin Island east o the Duck Islandis; it is estimated that there were at one time
at least 40 pounds between Massissagua Strait and Paovidence Bay, where there are
now but 9.

The pound are set as early as possible after the water is free from ice; the
time varies with the season being sometimes in cApil and sometimes even as late
as May 24. The season asts until November 1. The principal fish taken in this
region i the whiteflah. It is present during the entire semaon, but June and July
wtnuess the largest catches. Wall-eyed pike aiso occur throughont the year; if the
nets are in early, good n may be had in the spring, but the best month ia
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August. Trout are caught in May, June and July, and again from September to the
close of the fishery. Several species of suckers, perch, grass pike and a few sturgeon
are also taken.

Seines.-Seines were never employed extensively for whitefish as the bottoms to
which this species resort for spawning are generally so stony and rough as to
prevent the use of this form of apparatus. The small amount of seining which has
been carried on was mainly for sturgeon and wall-eyed pike at Wabashene, Nottawa-
saga Bay and Killarney. The total length of the seines used has been as follows:
1870, 440 fathoms; 1880, 137 fathoms; 1890, 2,466 fathoms. These nets are now
prohibited in the bay.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

The principal fisheries in the Georgian Bay and north channel are those for
whitefish and lake trout, and as the decrease in the abundance of those spècies has
apparently been due to two causes, over-fishing and the taking of immature fish, two
remedies naturally suggest themselves, namely, a reduction in the amount of fishing
and such an increase in the size of the mesh employed as will prevent the capture
of an undue amount of the undersized fish.

Although it is understood that the present close season during the month of
November does not fully cover the spawning season of the trout, yet it is believed,
asthis species has not decreased to anything like the same extent of the whitefish,
that a reduction in the amount of gill netting fished and an increase in the size of
the mesh will afford it all the protection now necessary.

In view of the fact that the fishery with pound nets is carried on mainly for
whitfish, trout, wall-eyed pike and sturgeon, it is considered important that only a
large-sized mesh be allowed in the cribs. As there can be no objection to the
capture of wall-eyed pike and coarse fishes in the bays and among the islands. We
deem it advisable to allow a limited amount of fishing with trap nets and fyke nets
along the eastern shore of the bay.

We would, therefore, recommend as follows:-
1. That the amount of gill netting now used for whitefish and trout be consider-

ably reduced, and that means be taken to insure that not more than the amount
licensed be fished by any tug or boat.

2. That the minimum size of gill net mesh fished for whitefish and trout be
fixed at 5 inches, extension measure.

3. That the number of pound nets now fished west of the line from Cape Hurd
to Spanish River be not increased; that the regulation which prohibits the use of
such nets east of that line be. continued; and that the minimum size of mesh in the
crib of the pounde be fixed at 4 inches.

4. That a limited number of trap nets and fyke nets be licensed to be fished
along the eastern and northern shores of the bay between Waubasbenc and
Killarney.

5. That gill nets having a mesh large enough to prevent the capture of indivi-
duals less than 4 feet long, and also set lines with baited books, be licensed for the
catching of sturgeon.

6. That all sturgeon taken under 4 feet in length be returned alive to the water.
7. That the close season during which whitefish and trout shail not be taken

shall be the month of November.
8. That herring may be fished for at all seasons with gill nets having a mesh of

not less than 2¾ inches.

LAKE SUPERIOR.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LAKE.

Lake Superior, the largest of the great lakes, is characterized by its greater
depth, the much greater relative extent of its deep water, and its low temperature.
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There is a general absence of shoal areas at a distance from the ehores, along which,
moreover, the water usually deepens rapidly, the slopes being more abrupt, as a
rule, on the northern than on the southern side. The fishing grounds are, therefore,
chiefly restricted to a comparatively narrow zone around the borders of the lake,
the superficial extent of which is less than one-fourth that of the entire lake, and
not much more than one-balf the fishing area of either Lake Huron or Lake Erie.
The physical conditions of Lake Superior are, furthermore, unfavourable to the pro-
duction of a great variety of fishes, and only a few of the species represented bave
been at all prolific. There are however, three more or less prominent bays on the
northern side of the lake and three on the southern side, in which the conditions
are somewhat tempered.

IMPORTANT FIsHES.

The most important fishes of Lake Superior are the whitefish (Coregonus clupei-
formis) and lake trout (Criativoner namaycush). Other species taken for market are
the lake herring (Argyrosomus artedi) and one or two related forms, the.siscowet
(Oristivomer namaycush siscowet), wall-eyed pike (Stizostedion vitrem) and sturgeon
(Acipenser rubicundus).

Whitesh.-The whitefish are generally distribued along the borders of the lake,
ranging outward into depths of 40 to 50 fathoms, seldom farther, and in some places
coming close upon the shore during the spawning season and in the spring.

Throughout the greater part of their range they have gven rise to more or less
extensive fisheries, although in some regions, as along the Minnesota shore and about
Isle Royale, they have always been scarce. This species was the one to which
attention was first directed on Lake Superior, and until recently it composed the
greater part of the annual catch, but within a few years it had ceded precedence in
that respect to the lake trout. The only statistices of the catch for the shores of the
United States side of the lake are the following:-

1880 ........... ,,........................... 2,257,000 Ibs.
1885....... , ....... ........................ .......... 4,571,000 "
1890 ........... . ........................ ...... ........ 3,213,000 "
1893 ............ ..... ...... , ......................... 2,010,000 "

Leaving out of consideration the seasonal fluctuations in production, which we
have not the means of measuring, the above figures indicate a decreased annual out-
put between 1885 and 1890 of 30 per cent; between 1890 and 1893, of 37 per cent,
and between 1885 and 1893, of 56 per cent. This decrease, moreover, was coincident
with an increase in the amount of the principal kinds of apparatus employed, and
the statistics for 1890 and 1893 were obtained in sufficient detail to show that between
those two years the proportionate decrease for pound nets was 57 per
cent and for gill nets 64 per cent. The actual decrease has been most marked on the
Wisconsin shore, where, between 1885 and 1893, it was enormous, amounting to over
90 per cent. On the Michigan shore, as a whole the production was maintained
between 1885 and 1893, but only by the use of a much greater amount of apparatus,
equal to 63 per cent in pound nets and 14 per cent in gill nets. On some parts of
this shore the figures show an increase, and on other parts a decrease in the output,
but the abundance of the fish has apparently everywhere diminished, as is evidenced
by the extra efforts required to keep up the catch.

The testimony of all witnesses examined at the principal fishing centres tends
positively to corroborate the deductions based upon the statistics, and it also estab-
lishes the fact that the fishermen generally are conversant with the changes which
have taken place in the status of this product.

The statistics for Canadian waters show a comparatively steady increase in the
catch during recent years, coincident with an increase in the amount of apparatus.
The evidences of a decrease in the species are not nearly as marked as on the south
shore, although the testimony obtained in the Port Arthur region indicated a con-
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siderable falling off. The Canadian catch has always been much smaller than that
made in the United States, but in 1893 it amounted to 40 per cent of the latter. The
quantity of apparatus employed is much larger on the south shore than on the north
shore.

Lake trout.-The lake trout are somewhat more evenly distributed than the white-
fish, being abundant on the shores of Minnesota and Isle Royale, as well as along
most parts of Wisconsin, Michigan and Canada. Their range in depth is approxi-
mately the sarne as that of the whitefish, although extending down to 60 fathoms or
slightly more. They do not, however, come abundantly into the shallower water,
and in deep water they are replaced by the siscowet, a well-marked inferior variety,
which is generally most plentiful in 80 to 100 or 125 fathoms. The lake trout was
not sought for, especially during the early period of the fishery, but in recent years
it has been greatly in demand, owing partly to the diminishing supply of whitefish.
The statistical returns for the United States side of the lake have been as follows

1885... ........... . .. ... ............. ......... .............. 2,599,000 ibs.
1890 . ..... . ....... .......... . .............. 2,485,000
1893....................... ........ ....... ...... .............. 3,061,000 "

In Canadian waters the following annual catches have been made during the
past ten years:-

1885 ................ 911)000 lbs.
1886......... ..... ........................ 842000
1887......... ....... .................... 703,000
1888....................971000
1889 ........ ........................... 1,020:00
1890....... ................................ 690,000 I
1891. ........ ............................ 1077,000
1892...............................1,055,000
1893................... .......... 1,128000
184 .. 0....................................... 1543,000 "

The falling off in the catch in 1890 was coincident with a temporary decrease
in the extent of fishing on botli sides of the line, and the subsequent increase of pro-
duction was accompanied by an increase in the amount -of apparatus employed.
Over 80 por cent of the annual catch in United States waters has been obtained by
means of gi nets, the balance in pound nets and by hooks and linos. The statistical
returns are flot indicative of a decrease in the abundance of' the species in Lake
Superior considoed as a whole, but tbey show a falling off in tho production in
somne localities, more especially about the Apostlo Islands, since 1885, and at Isle
Royale, sinco 1890. According to the tostimony of witnesses, however, thore lia
been a general decroase, the extent of which could flot be aRcertained, in ail parts of
the lake except at the eastern end, in the rogion about Whitefish Point and thence
to, Otter llead on the Canadian shore. In this latter area, moreover, there lia been
a large increaso in the extent of fishing in voiry recont years, with a correspond ing
increase in the amount of the catch.

Lake herring.-Although tho herring is a common. species in most places about
the border of the lake, it lias nover given rise to more than a very moderate fishery,
owing mainly to tho distance of markets, but in par-t also to its generally inferior
size in these water;. The supply can bo in no danger of diminution while the
demandis upon it romain as smali as at presont.

Siscowet.-The siscowet, which inhabitis a deeper zone of the lake than the
whitefish and lako trout, is poorly esteemod in tho market on account of its exceod-
ing fatness, and it, thereforo, offers littie inducement to the fishermen, excopt in the
evont of a scarcity of' trout. Considerable quantities are sometimos captured, but
the supply i8 undoubtedly sufficient to, withstand any drains that may be made upon
it under existing circumstances. 19
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Wall-eyed pike.-This species is scare on nearly all the open shores of the lake,
being mainly confined to a flew of the bays on both the northern and southern aides,
in none of which, however, is it abundant except on a very limited scale. The total
catch in 1893 amounted to only 185,000 pounds. or a little more than 2 per cent of
the combined weight of all species taken. The principal places where it has been
captured are the western part of the Wisconsin shore, Chequamegon Bay and the
head of Whitefish Bay on the United States side, and Black Bay and Bachewanaung
Bay on the Canadian side. It is more common in some portions of St. Mary's River.
There has evidently been a considerable decrease in the abundance of this species,
but it bas never been the object of a special fishery, having figured mainly as an
incidental feature of the pound net catch.

Sturgeon.-The sturgeon, like the wall-eyed pike, are of very limited distribution
in Lake Superior, being restricted mainly to a few of the more or less inclosed areas,
in some of which they are reported to have been relatively abundant at one time. In
the aggregate, however, they have constituted only a very inconspicuous feature of
the fishery, and little profit bas been derived from them. The total production for
United States waters in 1885 was 182,000 pounds; in 1893, 35,000 pounds; showing
a decrease of over 80 per cent, coincident with an increase in the number of pound
nets, by which means they have chiefiy been captured. The Canadian catch for the
past ten years has been as follows:-

Lbs.
1885. ..... ................. ........ .... ....................... 41,000
1886 . ...... , ........................................................... 41,000
1887. 4 ... ................ 120,000
1888 ............. ................................ 54,000
1889. ...... .......................... .................... ........ 71,000
1890 . .......................................... 97,000
1891..................................... ..... 43,000
1892............. ................................ ..... ........ 49,000
1893..................... ................................ 35000
1894........................................................ 39,000

HISTORY AND METHODS OF THE FISHERY.

Beginning of the fishery.-Commercial fishing was first started in the neighbour-
hood of Whitefish Point soon after 1860, and by the end of that decade it had been
extended to the few important settlements along the southern border of the lake as
far as Duluth, all of the principal methods now employed having been introduced
by 1870. On the Canadian shores commercial fishing dates from about 1871.

Seines.-Seines were in use prior to 1860 for supplying domestic wants, and in
conjunction with gill nets constituted the earliest appliances of the market fisher-
men. They proved very profitable in the beginning, more especially in the capture
of whitefish during their periodical movements into shallow water, but they have
been gradually falling into disuse, as the schools no longer approach the shores to
the same extent as formerly. They have been employed on the shores of all the
counties along the southern aide ot the lake, but probably most extensively and
with greatest effect in Wisconsin, between Duluth and the Apostle Islands. The
Minnesota coast is not adapted to their use. The greatest number recorded was
forty-three in 1885.

The catch by this means in United States waters is relatively very small, having
been equal to only about 2j per cent of the total catch in 1893. Seines have not
been utilized on the Canadian shore since 1874.

Gill nets.-Gill netting is carried on along all the shores of the lake except
between Pic Island and Otter lead on the Canadian side. It is prosecuted mainly
for the capture of lake trout, whitefish and siscowet, but moderate quantities of
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herring are also taken by this means. The rapid slope of the bottom in most places
necessarily restricts the fishery to within a comparatively few miles of the land, and
on some sections of the coast the nets are mainly set close along the shore. For the
most part relatively small rigs are used, but there are a number of large tugs with bead-
quarters at some of the principal fishing centres, such as Duluth, the Apostle Islands,
Marquette, Grand Marais, Whitefish Point and Port Arthur. On the Canadian shore
at the eastern end of the lake, between Whitefish Bay and Otter Head, the fishery
is also conducted on an extensive scale under one management, but chiefly by means
of sail boats. The herring nets are mostly employed off Marquette and Duluth.

There bas been only a comparatively slight increase in the total quantity of gill
nets fished in United States waters since 1885, when that fishery reached nearly its
greatest development, but considerable fluctuations in the quantity bave occurred in
the intervening years. In Canadian waters the maximum was attained in 1884,
since which time there has been, as a whole, a general decrease in the amount of
gill netting employed along the north shore. but an increase at the eastern end with
considerable fluctuations from year to year. The statistical returns for 1893 give
the length of gill nets in use that year as follows:-

State or Length in Total length
District. fathons. in fathoms.

United States waters.................................. Minnesota 90,082
Wisconsin ...... 139,653
Michigan. 542,961

-I- 772,696
Canadian waters..... . ......................... ... North Shore.... 27,000

East End....... 86,790
113,790

886,486

The Canadian regulations provide that the mesh of gill nets shall measure at
least 4j inches in extension. There are no laws respect-ing this matter which are
applicable to United States waters, but the customary sizes of mesh there employed
are between 41 and 4Î inches, although a 4-inch mesh is sometimes seen. Larger
sizes up to 5j and 6 inches, are also occasionally used on both sides of the line,
especially for the trout.

}'ound nets.-Although Lake Superior does not present the advantages for
pound net fishing possessed by Lakes Erie and Huron, it is carried on at intervals
along the entire southern border, but the Minnesota coast is not adapted to this pur-
pose and bas never had more than 4 pounds at any one time, all of which have been
located near the Canadian boundry. This method of flshing bas been most exten-
sively prosecuted on the Wisconsin coast, including the Apostle Islands and
Chequamegon Bay, on the eabt side of Keweenaw Peninsula, and in the vicinity of
Whitefish Point. In 1879 the total number of nets on the south shore was about 50.
In 1885 it had increased to 230, and in 1893 to 276. The principal increase in
recent years bas been about Whitefish Point and in Chequamegon Bay.

, Pound nets were introduced in Canadian waters, in the vicinity of Port Arthur,
in 1878, but during the first decade their number on the north shore never exceeded
8. In 1891 it increased suddenly to 53, but by 1894 it bad fallen off to 29. At the
eastern end of the lake, between Whitefish Bay and Otter Head, the first of these
nets were built in 1883. The maximum number in this region, 21, was reached in
1891, but in 1894 there were only 16 in use.

The mesh in the cribs of the pound nets when new is supposed to measure at
least 4 inches on the Canadian side, while on the United States side it ranges from
3 to 4 inches. Considerable shrinkage takes place after tarring and submersion in
the water.
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The relative importance of the gill net and pound net fisheries on Lake Superior
is indicated approximately by the returns of the catch in United States waters for
1893, which show 61 per cent of the total output to have been obtained by means
of the former apparatus and 26 per cent by means of the latter.

Other methods.-Set lines are employed to some extent for taking trout and
siscowet, more especially on the coast of Minnesota and about Isle Royale and the
Keweenaw Peninsula. Beginning about 1890, this method of fishing bas been increas-
ing at the western end of the lake, owing to the fact that the outfit is much less
expensive than in the case of pounds and gill nets, and the profits on a small scale
are relatively greater. The number of books so used in 1893 was about 25,000, the
catch amounting to about 8 per cent of the total catch of trout and siscowet in
United States waters.

Fyke nets are practically unknown on Lake Superior, and there are probably
very few places where they could be employed to advantage. Eleven were enumer-
ated in the statistics for the south shore in 1893, but none have been recorded in
any of the returns for Canada. The Indians make use of dip nets for taking white-
fish at the base of the rapids in the St. Mary's River at Sault Ste. Marie, but this
fishery is of little moment. Sport fishing for brook trout, black bass, etc., is carried
on in parts of the same river, but there is very slight inducement for angling any-
where in the waters of Lake Superior.

EXTENT AND CAUSES OF DECREASE.

Of the six species which are the principal objects of the fisheries on Lake
Superior, a decrease has evidently taken place in the supply of whitefish, lake trout,
wall-eyed pike and sturgeon, while the herring and siscowet appear to be as abun-
dant now as ever. The change bas been most serious with respect to the whitefish,
formerly composing the greater part of the catch; it bas been least noticeable in
the case of the lake trout, and of relatively minor importance with the wall-eyed
pike and sturgeon.

Our inquiries have failed to demonstrate that agencies foreign to the fisheries
have been responsible to an appreciable extent for this decrease. The depth and
the low temperature of the water, together with the sparsely settled condition of
the shores, preclude the influence of ordinary pollutions as well as of traffic except
in a few restricted localities. Logging has sometimes caused injury to the nets, and
has frequently interfered with the operation of the seines and pounds, but there is
no evidence to show that the fish themselves have been barmed thereby. The refuse
from saw-mills appears to have had only a local influence at the most, affecting,
possibly, some of the inshore feeding and spawning grounds, but no proof was
obtained of its extensive distribution on the bottom of the lake at any time, and for
some years past its retention on the shore has been suitably provided for.

It has been impossible to learn to what extent the offal produced in cleaning
fish was deposited in the water during the early period of the fishery, but the prac-
tice is now widely deprecated and it is seldom followed, except in connection with
winter fishing when the.offal may be left upon the ice, although much of it is then
said to be devoured by the dogs and scavenger birds. It is not considered probable,
however, that any marked injury has been caused by this means in recent years, if
at any time.

The evidence obtained from all sources tends to substantiate the view that at
least the bulk of the decrease observed has resulted from overfishing under some or
all of the conditions and practices which have prevailed, but, owing in large part to
our imperfect knowledge of the habits of the fishes in this region, it bas been
impossible to estimate satisfactorily the relative importance of the different factors
concerned.

At the inception of the fishery, Lake Superior was especially noteworthy for
the quantity of whitefish, mainly of lai'ge size, which came into the shoal waters,
chiefly in the spring and fall. This circumstance led to the multiplication
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of seines and of shallow water gill nets, by means of which extraordinary catches,
could be made with little effort. The introduction of pound nets came next, followed
by the extension of gill net operations into deeper water, and these two methods are
the ones now principally pursued, the shoreward movement of the large fish and the
advantages far seining having greatly diminished. Much of the decrease of the
whitefish is now commonly laid to the early seining, and while this claim may be
justifiable, in some degree, it is a fact that the falling off in the supply has been most
apparent during perhaps the past decade. It has also been manifested in the catch
obtained by each of the several methods employed, thereby indicating i ts distribution
to all depths of water although not necessarily explaining the means by which it
bas actually been effected.

The only appliances used for the capture of whitefish have been seines, pounds
and gill nets. Seines were formerly employed extensivoly during the spawning
season, and they may have been ehiefly instrumental in diminishing the supply of
the larger grade of fish, which approached the shores mainly in the spring and fall,
but it is probable that the pound nets were also lurgely, and the gill nets slightly,
responsible for that resuit. Seine fishing in the late fall has been practically
abandoned for seme time, having become unprofitable, but it has been coiitinlued to
a greater or less extent at other seasons, especially in a few localaties where a small
class of fish resorts to the shallow waters in large schools. The catches there made
are said to consist principally of inferior sizos, mostly below the standard recognized
by the fresh markets, those disposed of being salted by the fishermen and shipped
at their risk. The dealers are not inclined to handle this grade of goods and by,
their attitude in the matter have done much to break up the practice. Notwith-
standing the discouragements in that respect, however, this seining has often been
persistently continued, and faling to secure a market for the catch, large quantities
of the young fish have been left upon the beacbes to decay. The destruction by this
moans seems to have been relatively great, but the evidence fails to show that
seining has everywhere been as pernicious in its effects as here described, the
greatest amount ot damage being indicated for the western part of the lake along
the south shore. We have been unable to confirm the reported capture of large
amounts of young whitefish by the herring seines, the use of which has been
exceedingly limited.

Although the number of pound nets fished in Lake Superior is much smaller than
in either Lake Erie or Lake Huron, this method of fishing has been of relatively
great inportance, considering the comparatively narrow fishing zone along the
margins of the lake, fully one-half the total catch of whitefish in recent years having
probably been obtained by this means. The fall season, however, is generally cut
short by inclement weather, and while all fishing is prohibited in Canadian waters
during November, on the southern side of the lake it has been customary to remove
the pounds before that month to prevent their destruction by storms. A few may
be left in at times on the Wisconsin shore until about the middle of November. but
it is evident that in the capture of spawning whitefish the pound nets can have
figured only to a very limited extent.

It is generally admitted, however, that many small and undersized white-
fish are taken in these nets, the evidence also indicating that this happens most con-
monly in the western part of the lake as is the case with the seines. The smallest
size desirable for the tresh trade is about 1½ pounds. The dealers generally would
prefer to handle nothing under that size, and the profits would be relatively greater
to the fishermen if only the larger fish wero rnarketed. No practicable method of
determing either the average size of the whitefish taken in the pounds or the quantity
obtained below any stated size has been presented, nor has it been possible to ascer-
tain by actual observation the sizes of tish that may be able to pass through the
several grades of mesh employed, and opinions differ widely in regard to these mat-
ters. In Canadian waters the law provides that the mesh of pound net cribs shall
measure at least 4 inches; on the United States side it ranges from 3 to 4 inches;
but these sizes are for the new twine which shrinks considerably during use. More-
over, as is well known, many fish that might readily pass through any given mesh,
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if they attempted so to do, may be held and captured therein whenever a large mass
of fish is taken. The use of a large mesh is, therefore, not an absolute guarantee
against the capture of small fish, but there is no doubt that it provides for the escape
of so largze a proportion of them as to demonstrate the importance of regulating the
mesh on the basis of the minimum size of whitefish proper to be marketed. As the
pounds are not fished for herring in this lake, only a single standard of mesh is
called for, and the case is greatly simplified as compared with Lake Erie and Lake
Huron. If the minimum size of marketable whitefish is placed at 1i pounds, the
mesh should be regulated accordingly. It is said that large quantities weighing not
over half pound apiece are now captured in the pounds in some places, and of fish
from that size up to 1½ pounds, the annual catch seems to be relatively very great.
On other Tarts of the shore they are reported to be taken rarely under 1 to 1½ pounds,
but observations are lacking to show to what extent the abundance of these smaller
sizes varies with respect te locality. It is probable, however, that the depth of water
in which the pound nets are set, as well as the cbaracter of their surroundings,
greatly influence this result, the young occurring most abundantly in the shoaler
water, while the deeper nets and those on bold shores secure a larger average
eize.

It is the prevailing opinion that, even excluding the large grade of whitefish,
the average size of this species bas become smaller than was formerly the case, and
this decrease in size is shown more markedly in the pound net catch than in that
made by the gill nets, as the latter tend to sort out or exclude the smaller fish.
That is to say, the size averages larger in the gill net than in the pound net catch,
and the latter form of apparatus is to be considered as most detrimental in catching
small whitefish.

In Canadian waters the gill net mesh is supposed to measure not less than 4j
inches, but on the United States side of the line it ranges down to 4 inches for both
whitefish and lake trout nets. The maximum sizes are fron 5½ to 6 inches, but
these are used only in a few localities and to a limited extent. The sizes now gene-
rally employed in United States waters are from 4j to 4¾ inches. the use of the
smallest mentioned being restricted mainly to the extreme eastern part of the lake,
on the coast of Michigan.

In the 41-inch mesh the smallest sizes of whitefish said to be taken weigh from
Il to 1i pounds, and these figures agree with the results of limited observations by the
commission. With respect to a 4½-inch mesh, the estimates place the minimum
sizes taken at from about 1¼ to 2 pounds, all fish under a fresh marketable size thereby
escaping through it. For this reason it would be preferable to employ nothing
smaller than 4½ inches. Formerly the average size of the mesh employed was
larger than at present, and the reduction bas been brought about in consequence of
the diminished average size of the fish. This fact alone tends to show that gill
netting has had at least some detrimental effect upon the supply of whitefish.

In the herring gill nets, which are used to a limited extent in many parts of
the lake, the mesh ranges in size from l to 2j inches. In some places the herring
are found practically alone, but in others the young of both whitefish and trout may
be associated and captured with them, but there is no proof that the quantity of
those two species so taken is appreciable.

All fishing is supposed to be suspended in Canadian waters during November,
but from the principal stations on the south shore, gill nettinr is carried on to a
considerable extent during a part or all of that month. The'November catch it
said to consist less of whitefish than of trout, but it nevertheless includes a large
proportion of the former. Whether the nets are set extensively upon their spawn-
ing grounde or interfere greatly with their habits at that period it bas been impos-
sible to learn, but quantities of the spawning fish are secured in some places. Gill
nets were among the appliances formerly employed for the capture of the large
whitefish as they came upon the beaches in the spring and fall, but that fishery has
mainly been destroyed. The whitefish are reported to spawn chiefly on reefs and
sand banks near the shore, in depths of 4 to 8 fathoms, but such localities are often
too much exposed to permit of fishing upon them during the severe weather which
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generally prevails ut that season. The spawning period is said to extend principally
from about November 1 to 20.

As the catch of lake trout by pound nets and hooks and lines combined is less
than one-quarter that obtained by gill nets, it is natural to expect that the cause of
any decrease observed will be found mainly in connection with the method of fishing
last mentioned. It is possible that the gill net fishery for the trout has been carried
on too extensively in some localities, and that too many fish are being thus removed
from the water annually in those places.

The spawning season of the trout begins in the latter part of September, and
continues through most of October. During this period also the best trout fishing
occurs, and large quantities of the spawning fish are secured. They are obtained
mostly in the gill nets, but to some extent also in the pounds, although the majority
of the latter seem to be removed by the beginning or during the early part of the
spawning season. To prohibit fishing ut this time or even during any considerable
part of it would be equivalent to abolishing the fall fishery.

Smaller trout than whitefish are captured by the gill nets, owing to the fact
that they often become caught by the teeth or otherwise entangled by the twine.
The amount taken in this manner, however, can carcely be large enough to cause
any appreciable amount of injury, nor is there any way in which the occurrence eau
be avoided, as it has no relation to the size of the mesh. Aside from this, the
minimum sizes of trout taken in the gill nets do not appear to differ materially from
those of the whitefish already given; and, as with the latter species, the prevailing
opinion seems to be that the average size of the trout bas decreased in many places,
which fact bas also influenced the recent use of smaller-meshed nets than formerly.
lu some localities, however, more especially on the northern shores of the lake, the
trout run relatively large, and larger-meshed nets aie more commonly employed.
The fresh markets would prefer to receive no trout under 2 pounds in weight, and
where the gill not mesli is ut least 4½ inches, mmaller sizes are said rarely to be
obtained. The 41-inch mesh will take them down to 1½ pounds,if not to 1¼ pounds.
Small trout are also captured in the herring gill nets employed along the Minne-
sota shores, but probably only in limited numbers.

More small trout, relatively, are reported to be taken in the pound nets than in
the gill nets, the sane as with the whitefish, but the total pound net catch of trout
is comparatively light. The hook and line fishery for trout bas never been exten-
sive, although it bas been increasing somewhat rapidly during the past few years.
The fish taken by this means are said to average large, and it was not learned that
the metbod presents any features to which objection eau be raised ut the present
time.

The decrease in the abundance of wall-eyed pike and sturgeon can be charged
only to the pound nets, by which means they have been captured almost exclu-
sively.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS.

Owing to its small area of shallow water, Lake Superior ranks below each of the.
other Great Lakes, except Lake Ontario, in the extent and importance of its fishery
resources. The number of market fishes which occur in sufficient abundance to
provide for extensive operations is practically limited to four, the whitefish, lake
trout, siscowet and herring. Of these only the whitefish and trout have been ut ail
conspicions in the catch, the demand for the siscowet and herring being compara-
tively small and not likely to increase materially in the immediate future. The
only other market species now moriting attention are the wall-eyed pike and stur-
geon, neither of which is of more than local interest.

The whitefish bas suffered a heavy decrease, which began to be noticed several
years back and bas been felt on most parts of the coast, but chiefly in United States
waters. The catch of lake trout, however, bas apparently been maintained as a
whole, although the supply seems to have diminisbed to a greater or less extent in,
some regions. The character of its distribution and habits ineures for this species
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a greater degree of natural protection than is possessed by the whitefish, and renders
its depletion more difficult although not impossible. Both the wall-eyed pike and
sturgeon have decreased greatly in abundance.

The principal fishing methods which have been followed in Lake Superior,
enumerated in the order of their importance, are the use of gill nets, pound nets
and seines. Set lines have not been extensively employed until within a compara-
tively few years.

As no evidence has been obtained to show that outside agencies have materially
affected the fishing interests, we must look to the practices of the fishermen them-
selves for an explanation of at least the more important changes in the abundance
of fishes which have taken place. The details of this subject have been discussed
under the preceding heading. Seines have been partly concerned in the removal of
the schools of large and spawning whitefish, and in the destruction of considerable
quantities of young whitefish, both of which have been in the habit of coming upon
the shores in immense numbers at certain seasons. This class of nets, however, is
now used much less extensively than formerly.

The number of pound nets employed bas never seemed excessive, considering
the wide extent of the lake; the intervals between them have generally been
reasonable and they have seldom been placed in strings. The practices in this
respect have been influenced by the narrowness of the platform, and the tendency of
the whitefish to approach the shores so closely. These circumstances, however,
have increased the relative effectiveness of the pounds, and have, apparently, made
them an important factor in causing the decrease of whitefish, of which fully one-
half the catch in recent years seems to have been secured by this means. These
nets are but little use during the spawning season of the whitefish, but their number
bas probably been greater than was advisable in some especially favoured places, and
the small mesh employed bas resulted in the destruction of many undersized fish.

There bas also been a marked decrease in the proportionate catch of whitefish
by the gill nets, although no large quantity of the young can have been removed
through the medium of these nets. Excessive fishing by this method bas probably
affected the supply of whitefish, and as the larger sizes have been caught off an
effort has been made to maintain the catch by introducing a successively smaller
mesh, until now the latter bas reached a limit where whitefish and trout below the
fresh market standard are taken to some extent. Gill netting is carried on during
the spawning season of the whitefish in United States waters, and during the spaw-
ning season of the lake trout on both sides of the line. No positive evidence bas
been presented to show that any appreciable amount of yoing whitefish is captured
in the herring gill nets.

As the main part of the catch of lake trout is obtained by means of gill nets, it
is natural to look to that fishing method for the principal cause ot any decrease in
this species which may have taken place. The catch of wall-eyed pike and sturgeon,
however, has been made chiefly in the pound nets.

RECoMMENDATIoNs.

The remedial measures suggested for Lake Superior are as follows:-
1. In ail localities where there i8 evidence of overfishing by the pound nets the

number of the latter should be suitably restricted. These nets shoulld be separated
by an interval of at least one mile, and they should not be allowed to extend more
than one-third the distance across any channel or passageway.

2. Wherever young whitefish abound and may be captured by the pound nets
in appreciable quantities, the use of such nets should be prohibited either entirely or
during such periods as the young of that species may be so present.

3. The mesh in the cribs of al] pound nets shou d measure at least 4 inches in
extension, when in use.

4. It would seem that the extent of gill net fishing for whitefish and trout had
.reached, if not passed, a safe limitation, and that some restriction should be placed
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upon the quantity of gill nets to be fished hereafter. Further observations, however,
are required to establish a satisfactory basis for action in this matter.

5. The mesh in gill nets employed for the capture of the common whitefish and
the lake trout should measure not less than 4j inches, and we consider that a 5-inch
mesh would be preferable.

6. The herring gill nets and those used for the smaller varieties of whitefish
requiro a smaller mesh than the above, but the conditions inder which such nets
may be employed should be explicitly defined.

7. No restrictions appear to be called for at present in respect to the herring
gillnets, except that their use should be prohibited wherever young whitefish would
be taken in them.

8. The number of seines employed at present is relatively small, and it should
not be allowed to increase beyond a safe limitation.

9. The mesh in whitefish seines should measure not less than 3j inclies in the
bunt and 4j inches in the wings.

10. The use of ail kinds of seines should be prohibited wherever the capture of
young whitefish is involved, either entirely or during the seasons when the young
are present.

11. It is considered that it would be beneficial to institute a close season cover-
ing the spawning period of the whitefish, during which no fishing tor the species
should be permitted.

12. Ail sturgeon measuring less than four feet long, which may be taken by any
means, should be returned alive to the water.

13. It may be found advisable to establish local regulations for the protection
of the wall-eyed pike in places where they occur, but no information that would be
serviceable in that respect bas been collected.

14. The throwing into the water of fish offal, and of ail other deleterious sub-
stances in places where it would bo harmful to fish life should be prohibited.

15. Joint efforts for the increase of the supply of both the whitefish and the
lake trout by means of artificial propagation are recommended.

LAKE OF TIE WOODS, RAINY LAKE AND RAINY RIVER.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WATERS.

The greater part of the boundary line between the state of Minnesota and the
Dominion of Canada passes through the series of lakes and rivers beginning at the
low divide near Lake Superior and terminating at the west in Lake of the Woods.
While the shore lines of this water system have been sufficiently well laid out for
general purposes, its hydrography has not been studied and a detailed description of
its characteristics in that respect is impossible at the present time. The region is
still very sparsely settled, and until within a few years only slight attention had
been given to its fishery resources, now forming the basis of one of its most con-
spicuous industries. Lake of the Woods is, by far, the most important, as it is also
much the largest, of these bodies of water. It is connected with Rainy Lake through
its principal affluent, Rainy River. Both of these lakes are very irregular in shape
with many ramifications, the greater part of cach being located in Canadian territory.
Rainy River, about 80 miles in length, has a winding course. with some swift water
and several rapids, but is navigable for small steamers. Up to the time of our
visit in 1894 only a very limited amount of fishing had been attempted on either
Rainy Lake or Rainy River, and we, therefore, restricted our inquiries chiefly to
Lake of the Woods, where the extensive operations then in progress made it most
desirable that the conditions should be understood.

The total length of Lake of the Woods in a direct line north and south, from
Rat Portage to the mouth of Rainy River, is about 60 miles. East and west its
ramifications are said to extend nearly 100 miles, but its water area is very much
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less than those figures signify, owing to the innumerable islands which it contains
and its exceedingly irregular outline. In fact, except in its southern part, relatively
large expanses of water surface are rare, the land areas greatly preponderating.
These differences between the northern and southern parts of the lake are significant
of topographical and geological differences also. At the south the shores are low
and sandy, with some marshy tracts, while toward the north the shores and islands
are mostly rocky and relatively high, giving rise to many picturesque features. The
water is correspondingly deep with rough bottom toward the north, and shallow and
smooth toward the south, the character of the fisheries in the upper and lower parts
of the lake being greatly influenced by this diversity of conditions.

The outlet of Lake of the Woods is Winnipeg River which flows into the lake of
the same name, whence the drainage is into Hudson's Bay. Rat Portage, having a
population of about 2,000, is situated at the foot of Lake of the Woods of which it is
the principal port, being also a divisional station on the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
Ail of the exports from the lake now pass this way. Two smaller towns close by
Rat Portage complote the liat of settiements on the lake, outside of which the only
inhabitants are a few squatters, the fishermen connected with the several fishing
stations during the summer, and a considerable number of Indians.

The international boundary lino in this region is diverted northward from the
49th paraliel in such manner as to give to the United States mo,t of the south-
western portion of the lake, including a piece of the mainiand which is isolated
from the southern border of the lake by a strip of shore belonging to Manitoba.
Two smali, but important islands, Oak Island and Garden or Cornfield Island, are
also situated on the United States side of the boundary.

The principal fisheries are now located in the southern. open part of th'e Jake,
commonly known as the Big Traverse, and in the vicinity of Oak Island. A lino of
soundings made by us across the Big Traverse, from Long Point to Gardon Island,
developed a maximum depth of 39 feet with depths of 30 to 35 feet within a couple
of miles of either shore. The bottom consists of soft mud except near the shores
where it becomes sandy. The main part of the Big Traverse bas an average width
of about 15 to 18 miles, and a length of about 30 miles, but narrower extensions
from it toward the east and north retain, in part at least, the same general char-
acteristics. During the summer months, owing to the slight depths, its stagnant
condition and high teinperature, the water in the Big Traverse and adjacent thereto
becomes so highly charged with several varieties of microscopie plants as to give it
an intonsely green colour which reaches fron the surface lo a depth of several feet.
This feature is indicative of the organic richness of the water in this part of the
lake, the basis of its abundant fish supply. These same conditions, however, are
the cause of much annoyance to the fishermen through the rapid destruction of their
nets by rottiug.

FISH AND FISHERIEs.

Fishes.-The principal market fishes of Lake of the Woods are the sturgeon
(Acipenser rubicundus), whitefish (Coregonus labradoricus and probably clupeiformis),
wall-eyed pike (Stizostedion vitreum, pike (Lucius Ilucius). and lake trout (Cristi-
vomer mamaicush). A fow other species, such as the calico base (Pomoxis
sparoides), suckers, buffalo, bullheads, and yellow perch (Percaflavescens), are also
some times sent to market in smali quantities. The sturgeon constitutes much the
most important feature of the fisheries, which, except for the presence of this
species in the lake in great abundance, would probably not this time have attained
more than local significance. As a fact, however, there can be a few, if any, shoots
of water of its size in the world which give a groater annual yield of fishery pro-
ducts. The caviar is the product chiefly soucht, although the sturgeon meat finds
ready sale, and the sounds are also preserved.
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The relative importance of the several species is shown by the following stat-
istics of the amounts shipped through Rat Portage during 1894 and 1895. The
figures are given separately for the catch on each side of the boundary line:

CATOH FOR 1894.

Species.

Sturgeon ........ .......................................

W hitefish . ....... .......................... ...........

Wall-eyed Pike................ ......... .. .........

P ike.... ..... . .. ......................................

United States
Waters.

Lbs.
1,059,267

411,018

405,104

231,474

LakeTrout.... ............................... ... ........ ..

M iscellaneous......................... .................

T otals........ ............ ..............

96,520 1

2,203,383

Canadian
Waters. Total.

Lbs. Lbs.
162,760 1,222,027

449,280 860,298

62,010 467,114

........ .... 231,474

12,873 12,873

62,310 158,830

749,233 2,952,616

CATCH FOR 1895.

Species.

Sturgeon........ ... . ... .... ............ ............

W hitefish ................. .........................

W all-eyed pike........ ..................... .. .........

P ike................. ................................ .

United States
Waters.

Lbs.
1,143,072

280,563

473,776

125,861

Lake trout............ ................................... .......... .

Miscellaneous .................. .............

Totals ..........................

40,915

2,064,187

Canadian
Waters.

Lbs.

779,114

713,226

254,608

83,348

10,287

99,291

1,939,874

Total.

Lbs.
1,922,188

993,789

728,384

209,209

10,287

140,206

4,004,061

Although the weight of the catch of "scale fish," so-called, exceeds that of the
sturgeon, the value of the latter, including the caviar and sounds, is the greater.
The exports of caviar amounting to 173,270 pounds in 1894, and 186,699 pounds in
1895; of sturgeon sounds, to 4,063 pounds in 1894, and 5,315 pounds in 1895.

Fishing methods and localities.-The United States catch is derived from a
limited area of water, while the Canadian fisheries are carried on in both the southern
and northern parts of the lake, the âshing methods being totally unlike in those two
sections. We were unable to obtain figures to show what proportion of the Cana-
dian catch was made in each, but the sturgeon fi8hery is limited to the southern,
while the lake trout probably come almost entirely from the northern part.

In the northern parts of the lake market fishing is chiefly restricted to the use
of gill nets, which are employed mainly in Big Stone Bay, Clearwater Bay, Yellow
Girl Bay and Whitefish Bay, in depths of a few fathoms to over 25 fathoms. In
1894, only about 25 licenses were issued b the Canadian government, each giving
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authority for the use of 1,500 fathoms of such netting, but it cannot be said that all
of these privileges were utilized. The legal size of the mesh is 5 inches, but larger
sizes, up to 6 inches, are also employed. The gill net catch consists of whitefish,
wall-eyed pike, pike and lake trout, together with some waste species. One of the
large shippers estimates that probably only about one quarter the quantity of white-
fish and a smaller proportion of the wall-eyed pike exported from the lake are taken
in the gill net fishery. The fisheries in the northern parts of the lake are. there-
fore, conducted practically on a very limited scale, and as the areas now resorted to
by the gill netters are rather far removed from the boundary line they can well be
considered to have no immediate relations with the region adjacent to the latter.

The great bulk of the fishing is carried on in the more open, shallow waters
composing the southern or upper portion of the lake, where pound nets aie the
only appliances employed in connection with the market trade. The growth of this
industry has been marvellous, prompted by the exceeding richness of the supply of
sturgeon, and facilitated by the very favourable natural conditions which here
prevail.

Pound nets.-Pound nets were first introduced in Lake of the Woods in 1887, in
which year two such nets were located on the southern shore near Winter Road
River. The same pounds were in place in 1888, and two additional ones were built
at Garden Island, making four in all. In 1889, the number on Garden Island was
increased to six; in 1890 there were about twelve pounds on that island, and five
on the south shore. The following year the south shore had about fifteen, and
Garden Island about twelve. In 1892, the number on the south shore had been
increased to 27; the number on Garden Island is not recorded, but fishing was com-
menced that year at Oak Island, near the mouth of North-west Angle Inlet. In
1893 there were 30 pounds on the south shore, 10 at Oak Island, and about 7 at
Garden Island, a total of 47 in those localities, all in United States territory. The
first pounds on the Canadian side of the line, two in number, were built in 1893 on
the south shore east of the mouth of Rainy River.

In 1894, the year of our visit, the total number of pounds had increased to 160,
of which 146 were in United States, and 14 in Canadian waters, as follows: In the
former, 96 on the south shore between the mouth of Rainy River and a point just
to the west of Long Point, covering a distance of about 19 miles; 7 on Garden
Island; 13 on the mainland opposite Garden Island; and 30 on Oak Island and the
adjacent mainland. In the latter, 12 on the south shore, within a distance of about
10 miles to the eastward of the mouth of Rainy River; and 2 at Skiff Island at the
eastern end of Little Traverse.

During the first part of the season of 1895, 98 additional pounds were fished,
making a total of 258, of which 188 were in United States waters and 70 in Canadian
waters. The United States nets were located as follows: 126 on the south shore
between the mouth of Rainy River and the international boundary line at the west;
7 on Garden Island and 15 on the opposite mainland; and 40 on Oak Island and the
adjacent mainland. The Canadian nets had the following distribution: 34 on the
south shore, west of Rainy River; 25 on Bigsby Island and adjacent islands; 5 on
Big Island; and 6 on Buffalo Point at the western end of the Big Traverse. The
addition of several more nets was contemplated during the fall of 1895.

This rate of increase is unprecedented in the history of pound net fishing any-
where in North America.

The construction of the pounds is the same as on the great lakes. Each con-
sists of a crib, tunnel, heart, and leader, all made of cotton netting supported on
stakes driven into the bottom. They may be placed separately or in strings of 2
to 5 nets, but seldomn more than 3 are joiuied together in this way. The average
length of the leaders is about 50 rods, while the cribs are about 30 feet square.
Reckoning on an interval of 10 rods between the inner end of the leader anid the
shore, which is probably about an average, single pounds would extend a distance of
about 1,000 feet, and strings of the same 1,845, 2,700, 3,555, and 4,410 feet res-
pectively, according as they contained 2, 3, 4, or 5 cribs.
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By Canadian regulations 4½ inches is the minimum size of mesh that eau be
used in the cribs. On the United States side of the line there are no restrictions in
this regard, the customary size employed being 3j inches. These dimensions are
for the netting as it comes from the factory, but it shrinks considerably after tar-
ring. The size of mesh is of little importance as concerns the capture of sturgeon,
but it has greater significance in respect to the whitefish, wall-eyed pike, etc., as
elsewhere explained.

The pound net season on Lake of the Woods is relatively short. They begin to
set the nets between the middle and latter part of May or as soon as the ice permits,
some time being required to complote this task where many pounds are being oper-
ated under one management. It has been the customn on the part of most fishermen
to continue this early fishing only until the first part of July, but occasionally until
the 10th or 15th of that month, when, on account of the condition of the fish and the
rapid rotting of the nets during mid-summer, the latter are removed for a period of
four to six or eight weeks or until some time between the middle and last of August.
The fall season lasts through September and October. Some take out their nets as
early as the 1st of October, and few attempt to fish into November as stormy weather
or the formation of ice may suddenly destroy their gear at any time during that
month. A few pounds have generatly been kept in position during the summer
months, with perhaps an interval of a week or two to provide for the cleaning and
retarring of the nets, and there seems to be an inclination to increase the amount of
fishing at that season.

Sturgeon, basis offishery.-As before stated the great abundance of sturgeon has
been the incentive for the rapid growth of the pound net fishery on Lake of the
Woods. Had there been no sturgeon in these waters pound nets would undoubtedly
not have been introduced up to the present time, and should the supply of that species
ever hecome depleted it may safely be predicted that these nets will mostly, if not
entirely, disappear, as the scale fish do not seem to be sufflciently abundant to sup-
port an extensive fishery alone in view of the inconvenient means of marketing the
catch. The qelfare of the fishing interests of this lake depends, therefore, chiefiy on
maintaining the stock of sturgeon on essentially its present basis of productiveness.
The quantity of sturgeon inhabiting the lake is assuredly very great, indicating unusu-
ally favourable conditions for the reproduction and sustenance of the species, but
in all cases there is a certain limit beyond which the resources of nature cannot be
drawn upon with impunity.

The sturgeon are all dressed before shipment, the head, tail, fins and entrails
being removed. The average weight of 675 sturgeon shipped in this condition
during the period of our visit was found to be very nearly 25 pounds. On this basis
the total exports for the season of 1895 would represent 76,887 sturgeon, an exceed-
ingly large output considering the limited area of the lake.

Distribution and habits of the sturgeon.-It has been impossible to obtaiin much
information respecting the distribution of the sturgeon in this lake, their movements,
spawning habits, etc. They are observod to some extent among the islands in the
northern part of the lake, but there is nothing to show that the bulk of the fish ever
travel that way, unless it be during the winter months, and it is generally conceded
that they remain chiefly in the more shallow southern areas during most of the year.
The evidence points to Rainy River as furnishing important spawning grounds, but
the sturgeon may also resort extensively to other streams, although the number of
the latter is very smatl. Reliable observations regarding the time of spawning are
likewise lacking. The uncertainty concerning that question is increased among
the fishermen by the fact that according to their view the eggs utilized as caviar
are in about the same condition in both the spring (May and June) and fall, while
during mid-sum mer (July and August) they appear less mature, are emaller, and have
less commercial value. The majority of the fishermen place the spawning season
between the latter part of May and the early part of July, the most reliable testimony
rather favouring the last two or three weeks in June, and the first week or two of
July, but there may be more or less fluctuation in the time. A smaller proportion
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of caviar is said to be obtained from the same number of fish during the early part
of the season at Garden and Oak Islands than along the south shore, giving rise to
the impression that the ripe fish resort mainly to the latter region at that period.
It is significant that we could not learn of the capture of sturgeon with ripe running
eggs on any of the fishing shores. In none of the thousand and more sturgeon
which we carefully examined between August 6th and 10th, 1894, were the eggs
ripe or even sufficiently large and mature to be classed as of first quality.

The spring fishing is said to begin earliest in the vicinity of the mouth of Rainy
river, the fish moving westward from that point along the Minnesota shore. At
Garden Island they do not commence to take them until a week or two later, and
they arrive about Oak Island somewhat later still. These facts are considered by
some of the fishermen to indicate that the bulk of the sturgeon make their appear-
ance in the spring from Rainy River, and distribute themselves to different parts of
the lake from its mouth, but there are no other data supporting this supposition.

Decrease of the sturgeon.-Up to the summer of 1895, there had been no marked
indication of a generaL decrease in the abundance of the sturgeon, so far as we are
able to judge from the figures obtainable. This is as might be expected considering
that the fishery had then been carried on extensively for only about threeyears. Some
of the fishermen of longest oxperience on the lake, however, were firmly convinced
that a falling off was already apparent, and with few exceptions all of the fishermen
interviewed agreed that the supply cannot long withstand the beavy drains being
made upon it. The settiers along Rainy river, as far up as Fort Francis, further-
more complain that while ut one time they had no difficulty in obtaining during the
spring all the sturgeon required for home consumption, the number bas been so
much reduced since the introduction of pound nets in the lake that they are now
becoming scarce.

The history of all regions in which sturgeon fishing has been actively prosecuted
shows that the supply of that species may readily be depleted, a resuit which has
come to be regarded as inevitable wherever the stock is sufficient to warrant
operations on a large scale. So universally as this been the case that we cannot
doubt the early extermination of this product in Lake of the Woods for all practical
purposes unless stringent measures are introduced at once to prevent or at least
delay it.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

International inter ests on Lake of the Woods are concerned chiefily with the
preservation of the sturgeon. Although ths pound-net catch of scale fish is com-
paratively large and important, especially at certain seasons, should the capture of
sturgeon become unprotitable at any time that method of fishing would probably be
mostly, if not intirely, abandoned, and little less be done thereafter in waters closely
adjacent to the boundary lino. As both the scale fish and sturgeon, however, are
taken together and under the same conditions, their preservation should and can
be arrangèd for on a common basis.

The most effectual measure of relief and one which we strongly urge to be
carried out is a restriction on the extent of fishing, which undoubtedly already far
exceeds a safe limitation, It is impossible to determine positively the maximum
number of pound nets which could be fished witbout danger of depleting the supply,
as the latter is an uncertain and fluctuating quantity, and the matter will, therefore,
have to be settled arbitrarily; but we are convinced that within the small area to
which this kind of fishing is confined the total number of pound nets in use should
not exceed 150, to be divided between the two countries in proportion to the extent
of shore line belonging to each. Even this number we regard as to large to inture the
ultimate preservation of the sturgeon, but we have been constrained not to reduce
it still farther in view of the fact that the industry has already been firmly established
on 80 large a basis.

Besides the limitation upon the number of pound nets to he employed, we would
recommend that not over two such nets be allowed in any one string; that the
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leaders to the same be not over 50 rods long each; that the inner end of any pound
net or pound net string be set in not less than 10 feet of water, and that the outer
end of the same extent not over one mile from the shore; and that no pounds be
fished within one mile of the mouth of any stream which the sturgeon are known
to enter. The object of such provisions is to insure aï mach freedom of movement
for the sturgeon as possible, both during and subsequent to the spawning run.

We also consider it advisable that no gill net or trawl line fishing be permitted
in the pound net region, or south of a line extending due east from American Point,
at the mouth of North-west Angle Inlet, to the peninsula, except the use of gill nets
by the Indians for supplying their own needs.

While a close time covering the spawning season -f the sturgeon could not fail
to be beneficial, in order to be effective it would require to begin at such a date and
to be continued for so long a time as practically to interfere with the entire spring
and early summer fishery, the most profitable in the year. A close season ie, how-
ever, suggested for the wall-eyed pike aad whitefish by restricting the pound net
season to the period beginning May 15 and terminating October 31, which is essen-
tially in accordance with the present custom.

Protection should be afforded the young sturgeon by requiring the return to the
water alive of all individuals taken in the nets which measure less than 4 feet long.
At present they are retained when as small as about 3j feet, the ordinary maximum
size being 5½ to 6 feet. No caviar is said to be obtained from sturgeon under 4 feet
long, and none of those containing caviar landed during our visit were less than 4j
feet.

The capture of small whitefish, wall-eyed pike, lake trout, etc., should be
restricted by regulating the size of mesh, which should measure not less than 41
inches in pound nets and 5 inches in gill nets.

No fish offal, garbage, Paw-mill waste or other polluting agencies should be
thrown or allowed to pass into the waters of the lake.

Fishing for sturgeon in Rainy River, except for domestic use, should be pro-
hibited.

Further inquiries require to be made in Rainy Lake and the more eastern
waters of the system before deciding upon the measures necessary to protect their
fishery resources.

COLUMBIA RIVER.

The Columbia River rises in the south-eastern part of British Columbia, some
of its tributary branches being only a few miles distant from the headwatere of
streams which discharge into the Fraser River. It crosses the international boun-
dary lino near the north-eastern corner of the state of Washington, and for the rest
of its course to the sea flows through United States territory. It is joined a short
distance north of the boundary lino by the Pend d'Oreille, one of its most important
tributaries. We had no opportunity of visiting the headwaters of the Columbia, and
heard but littie ot its fishing capabilities.

All of the species of salmon which belong to the Pacifie coast occur in the lower
waters of the Columbia; but the hump-back and dog salmon enter the river in com-
paratively small numbers and do not ascend far. Silver salmon ascend as far as the
Snake River, although they are not fished for above the Dalles. The quinnat, sock-
eye and steelhead are found as far up as the hoadwaters of the Snake River in Idaho.
In the Columbia proper the quinnat are not found above Kettle Falls, although these
falls do not constitutO an impassable barrier to the passage of salmon; they are
from 12 to 15 feet high and in certain stages of the water some salmon do get past.
Recent investigations have failed to discover that quinnat salmon ever entered
the Pend d'Oreille; there is also no positive evidence that the sockeye is found in
this part of the Columbia basin. The steelhead is taken occasionally at the mouth
of the Pend d'Oreille, and possibly at other places north of the international boun-
dary, but definite information upon the matter is lacking. There never bas been any
commercial fishing in the Columbia River above Kettle Falls, and it is not at all
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likely that any ever will[be established. Under these circumstances, it would seem
that there is nothing connected with the Columbia River fisheries which calls for
joint recommendations.

WATERS CONTIGUOUS TO THE BOUNDARY LINE BETWEEN BRITISH
COLUMBIA AND THE STATE OF WASHINGTON.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WATERS.

Physical features.-The western coast, adjacent to the international boundary
line between Canada and the United States, is characterized by a nearly land-locked
body of salt water, elongate in shape and extending in a general direction north-west
and south-east, a distance of over 200 miles. At the southern end, this body of water
penetrates for some 50 miles or more into the state of Washington, while its central
and northern portions lie between Vancouver Island on the west, and Washington
and the mainland of British Columbia on the east. In Bome parts, it presents many
irregularities as to outline, being much constricted in places, and contains numerous
islands which occupy the greatest relative area south of the boundary line. It com-
municates with the sea by means of two passageways, of which, by far, the larger
as well as the shorter one is the Strait of Juan de Fuca, opening on the west. At the
northern end begins a series of narrow passages or straits, connecting it with the
ocean at the upper end of Vancouver Island.

The northern part of this inclosed sea is known as the Gulf or Strait of Georgia,
the southern part as Puget Sound-Washington Sound, a name seldom used locally,
intervening. It receives many fresh water streams, but only one of large size, the
Fraser River, which rises on the western slope of the Rocky Mountains in the neigh-
bourhood of Yellowhead Pass, and lies wholly within the territory of British
Columbia. Its total length is about 740 miles.

The international boundary line, coinciding with the 49th parallel of latitude,
strikes thé Gulf of Georgia only a few miles south of the mouth of the Fraser River,
between it and Point Roberts, and passes thence to the westward of the San Juan
Islands, and through the centre of the Strait of Fuca.

Fishery resources.-The waters of this region afford a great variety and abun l-
ance of important fishes, of both exclusively marine and anadromous species. The
ordinary sea fisheries, however, have been developed only to a limited extent, and
with respect to only a few species such, as the hulibut, herring and dog fish, and
further study must be made before passing upon their condition and requirements.

The important anadromous fishbs are several species of salmon and the
sturgeon. The latter is now fished for extensively only on the Fraser River, but is
taken incidentally in the trap nets and by other means on the coast of Washington,
more especially at Point Roberts. As a valuable food product, it i8 deserving of
protection, but it is doubtful if joint action regarding it is necessary at the present
time, as there is no incentive to its capture in United States waters. The traps at
Point Roberts, moreover, are not set during the period when the species is supposed
to be making its spawning rui, and a close season is thus provided without the aid
of legislation.

International interests.-The most important fishery problems for international
consideration in this region, and the only ones which appear now to demand urgent
attention, are presented by the salmon fishery, which has already attained a remark-
able development, and is still rapidly increasing. This industry has been conducted
longest on the Fraser River, where it is also carried on upon much the larger scale.
The international character of the subject is determined by the fact that certain
bodies of the fish on their way from the sea to their spawning grounds pass success-
ively through the waters of both countries and are fished for on both sides of the
boundary line during the progress of this movemert.
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THE SALMONIDAE.

General account.-Six species of salmon are here recognized by the fishermen
namely, the saw-qui or blue-back salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka), called locally "sock
eye," the quinnat or chinook salmon (O. tschawytscha), humpback salmon (O.
gorbusha), silver salmon (O. kisutch), dog salmon (O. keta), and the steelhead (Salmo
gairdneri). The sockeye is most in demand for canning purposes, in connection
with which industry the bulk of the salmon caught in this region is now utilized.

All of the species except the sockeye resort to numerous streams tributary to
the Gulf of Georgia and Puget Sound for the purpose of spawning, and in the course
of their movements they, therefore, become distributed over the greater part of
these inland waters, thus affording opportunities for fishing in widely separated
localities. The spawning grounds of the sockeye, on the contrary, seem to be
chiefly confined to the Fraser River, toward which the greater part of the entire
run, after entering through the Strait of Fuca, is immediately directed. It thus
traverses a comparatively well-defined course, outside of which extensive fisheries
for the species have not been prosocuted.

Sockeye or blue-back salmon.-This species is known exclusively as the " sock-
eye " salmon to the fishermen of the Puget Sound and Fraser River region. It is
the species most preferred and chiefly used there for canning purposes, on account
of the depth and stability of its colour, the firmness of its flesh, etc. Within the
area of its distribution it appears to be generally more constant and reliable in its
movements than most of the other forms, and beginning to run at a comparatively
early date, it affords a considerable fishery so far in advance of the spawning period
as to) insure an excellent quantity of fish.

The sockeye, as well as the other salmon, which frequent the Gulf of Georgia
and Puget Sound, are supposed to enter from the ocean almost entirely through the
Strait of Fuca. Some sockeye are said to make use of the inland passage at the
northern end of Vancouver Island, but it is claimed that the schools which make
their appearance from that direction proceed no farther south than the meeting
place of the tides near the southern entrance to Seymour Narrows, their destination
being the small rivers which empty along the adjacent shores.

So far as we have been able to ascertain, the sockeye are first observed abun-
dantly in the Strait of Fuca in the vicinity of Becher Bay, a short distance to the
westward of Victoria. Between there and Race Rocks they are fished for to a slight-
extent. Proceeding farther eastward their general tendency is toward the north. A
part of the fish turn immediately in that direction, moving up through the Canal de
Haro, past San Juan and Stuart Islands, some apparently continuing through the
wider channel into the Gulf of Georgia, while others make use of the narrower passes,
of which Active or Plumper's Pass has been especially mentioned by those acqu-
ainted with the regions. Still other schools pass to the south of San Juan and Lopez
Islands, skirting their shores in part, and proceeding up through Rosario Strait.
These, to some extent at least, approach Lummi Island and parts of the mainlaind
to the north as far as Boundary Bay which they enter, and thence move around
Point Roberts on their way to the Fraser River. A few sockeye are said to enter
the bays along the mainland east of the San Juan Islands, and emall numbers are
reported to be taken in Skagit Bay and in the vicinity of Seattle, but from the
evidence obtained it seems likely that large bodies of the species practically avoid
the southern part of Puget Sound and the northern part of the Gulf of Georgia. It
is, therefore, found abundantly only in the channels and open waters leading from
the Strait of Fuca to the mouth of the Fraser River and in places closely adjacent
thereto.

The reason for this restricted distribution is explained by the fact that the
Fraser seems to be the only river in this region to which the sockeye resorts exten-
sively, and from the evidence at hand we are led to conclude that the species depends
mostly on that river for its spawning grounds and hence for perpetuating the main
supply on which the market fishery is chiefly based. Small runs enter Lake Wash-
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ington at Seattle, and also ascend the Skagit River and possibly other neighbouring
streams, but, according to the testimony presented, their total amount is relatively
inconsiderable.

The principal fisheries for the sockeye are carried on in the Fraser river and in the
Gulf of Georgia, both off the mouth of that river and around Point Roberts. Other
important fisheries on a smaller scale are located at the northern end of Lummi
Island and at the southern end of San Juan Island. Smail quantities are also taken
at several other places, more especially by the Indians.

At the commencement of the seasonal movement the fish are reported to appear
successively at Becher Bay and the San Juan Islands, before reaching the Fraser
river, and the progress of succeeding large schools or bodies bas been noticed in the
same order, but observations respecting the rate oftravel are exceedingly imperfect,
although it is said that an interval of anywhere from 5 days to 2 weeks may elapse
between their appearance at Becher Bay and at the moutb of the Fraser River. In
some of the fishing places they seem to linger for a time, while they pass by others
without stopping. Large numbers may remain for a week or 10 days in the dis-
coloured water off the mouth of the river, where a large part of the cannery supplies
has been obtained during tbe past few years.

The sockeye may begin to ascend the Fraser River in the last part of June or the
very first part of July, but they are not looked for in sufficient numbers to start
fishing before the 10th of the latter month, and it may be still later before operations
can profitably be commenced. As a rule, however, the season is expected to open
about July 10, and the fish to be running as heavily as they will by July 20. The
big runs seldom continue much, if any, beyond August 20, and the entire movement
closes in the early part of September at the latest. These dates fluctuate, however,
and sometimes very markedly, from year to year, dependent upon seasonal con-
ditions. Two or three distinct periods in the movements of the fish are recognized
by the fishermen both on the river and at Point Roberts, but they are separated only
by short intervals of poor fishing.

There does not appear to be much difference in the time of arrival of the fish
at Point Roberts and at the Fraser River mouth, but there is lack of satisfactory
evidenee res pecting this subject. The time consumed in ascending the tidal part of
the river is discussed below in connection with the subject of drift net fishing.

It is claimed by the fishermen that a regular periodicity occurs in respect to
the abundance of the sockeye salmon, arranged in cycles of 4 years. Every fourth
year, as a rule, this specios is said to appear in greatest abundance, followed by 3
years of successively smaller runs, although the grouping is considered to be more
properly 2 good years followed by 2 poor ones. While there is a marked fluctuation
in this respect in different years, the statistics of the catch fail to show that it takes
place with the regularity described.

From such evidence as could be obtained, it seems probable that the sockeye
spawns throughout practically the entiro length of the Fraser River system, from
its lowest to its highest tributaries. The ear-liest runs are said to work furthest up
stream, while some of the later ones at least enter such low down tiibutaries as the
Pitt and Harrison Rivers, both of which have large lake areas. It is probable that
this species resorts to the inlets of the lakes for spawning purposes. The spawn-
ing season is chiefly the month of October, but it may begin in the latter part of
September and continues more or less into November.

No authentie information respecting the extent of mortality of this species
after accomplishing its reproductive funetion could be obtained in regard to the
Fraser River, although enormous quantities of dead ones are observed each year in
the tributary streains containing its spawning grounds. Investigations made on
the. Columbia River, however, prove that none of those at least which reach the
upper waters return again to the sea, and it is not unlikely that this strange fatality
extends to all parts of the river system.

On the Fraser River the general weight of the sockeye is said to be between 7
and 8 pounds, but they sometimes run as small as 6 pounds, and individuals weigh-
ing as high as 10 pounds are occasionally taken.
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The catch of sockeye made both in the outside waters and in the Fraser River
is used almost exclusively for canning purposes. The local demand is very limited
and only relatively small amount are shipped fresh to castern markets.

We have not been able to obtain any evidenceof a decrease in the abundance
of the sockeye salmon since fishing operations were commenced in this region.

Quinnat salmon.-The quinnat, chinook, tyee or spring salmon are present in
this region to a greater or less exteut during nearly the entire year, if not
at all times, and have spawning grounds in many different streams, although
the' Fraser River is their principal resort. They may be taken by book and
line in the Gulf of Georgia and Puïcet Sound during the winter. In Feb-
ruary they are said to enter the Fraser River in small numbers, and they continue
ascending during the succeeding months, becoming most abundant in May and June.
A few are captured in connection with the sockeye, and later another definite run,
somewhat smaller than the spring one, takes places; it begins in September and
extends into October. The ordina;y size of the species as represented in the catch
is from 15 to 20 pounds, but individuals weighing 40 to 50 pounds, are not uncommon,
and they have been taken weighing as high as 70 pounds.
a Although the quinnat ranks first in quality among the salmon of this region, it
is not much utilized for canning purposes. In the spring, before the Atlantic salmon
appears abundantly, it is in great demand and brings a higher price flesh for the
eastern market, and subsequently small shipments continue to be made into the
interior of the country. Furthermore, there are many light-coloured and even white-
meated fish among them, the proportion of such being some times very large, and
causing prejudice against their use by the packers. The pound nets in United
States waters are not set until after the close of the spring or main run and the
catch in Puget Sound bas consequently never been a largo one.

Silver salmon.-The silver salmon, or " coho " of the Indians, is an active species,
intermediate in size between the sockeye and the quinnat, which distributes itself
widely through the region and enters even the narrower channels among the islands.
It is said to afford excellent sport fishing in salt water. At Port Angeles, in the
Strait of Fuca, it is expected to begin running in the earlv part of August, but
about the San Juan Islands the first catches are made between the 20th and the end
of August. In the neighbourhood of Seattle the earliest catch recorded in any year
was obtained on August 28th, but the fishery for the species in that locality does
not generally commence until about a week later, and it may be carried on until the
latter part of October. On the Fraser River the run usually begins between Sep-
tomber 10th and 15th, and continues through most or all of October. On this river
the silver salmon is only utilized occasionally for canning, more especially in the
event of a shortage in the catch of sockeye, but it is extensively salted there, and
figures rather conspicuously in the output of the canneries in Washington, where
the fishery is mainly by means of purse seines.

Hunpback salmon.-The humpback salmon is the smallest and one of the most
abundant species in these waters, but it is said to be present only in alternate years.
The fish come in large schools and move very slowly, running mainly during August
and the early part of September, but sometimes beginning in the latter part of July.
They are often associated and taken in connection with the sockeye, but owing to
their inferior quality are seldom made use of. In 1895 they were being canned at
only one establishment, located in Washington. The Indians smoke them and they
are alIso salted to some extent for export. This species spawns in the lower
tributaries of the Fraser River and in many other coast streams.

Dog salmon.-This species comes next in size after the quinnat. It resorts to the
fresh waters generally for spawning, entering, it is said, every little creek along
the shores. There is considerable difference in the date of its first appearance in
different parts of the region, but in Puget Sound the extreme range of the season is
from about September 20 to the middle of November. In Hood's Canal it is taken
earlier. In the beginning it is considered to be of good quality, but the colour of
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the flesh is light, and becomes still paler as the season advances. The dog salmon
has no commercial value on the Fraser River, but some of the Washington canneries
make use of it, as do also the Indians.

Steelhead.-The steelhead or large sea trout are regarded as of excellent quality
in this region, and are in demand for the fresh markets, but they have practically
never been utilized by the canneries. Very little information could be obtained regard-
ing their habits. They apparently run up stream mainly in the fall, but between
what dates could not be learned. They are said to be in best condition from Decem-
ber to March, inclusive.

THE SALMON FISHERIES.

Fraser River.-Commercial fishing for salmon on the Fraser River bas been
carried on more or less exsensively during about 20 years. It is restricted by law
to tidal waters, the upper limit of which is placed at Whonnock Creek, some 40
miles above the mouth of the river. Drift gill nets are the only form of net per-
mitted to be used for that purpose both here and elsewhere throughout British
Columbia, with two exceptions, seines being allowed in one of the small northern
rivers and trap nets in the Canadiai part of Boundary Bay. Above the influence of
the tide the Indians may take salmon for their own use by means of spears and dip
nets, and hooks and lines may be employed.

The length of the drift nets is restricted to 150 fathoms. Two sizes of mesh
are recognized. The larger, intended especially for the quinnat salmon, measures
7ï inches in extension, and may be used from March 1 to September 15. The
smaller, designed for the sockeye, silver salmon, etc., measures 5î inches, and may
legally be employed from July 1 to August 25, and again from Septembor 25 to
October 31. In 1894, owing to the lateness of the run of sockeye, the open season
for the small-meshed nets was extended te September 1. Between September 15
and 25, and between November 1 and March 1, ail salmon fishing with nets is
probibited.

Drift net fishing is actually carried on only to a limited extent above the town of
New Westminster, which is situated about fourteen miles from the mouth of the
river. This is especially the case with respect to the sockeye, for which species
only a small proportion of the nets are set above that piace, to a distance of three or
four miles, nearly all of the fishing being conducted in the lower part of the river
and in the adjacent open waters. The outside grounds which have been much
resorted to during the past two or three years extend from Point Grey, at the north,
to the international boundary line at the south, and offshore a distance of five miles
or more.

Until 1891, inclusive, the nymber of drift nets employed was limited to 500.
Since then, however, licenses hAve been issued to ail bona fide fishermen, British
citizens and residents, who inake application. The canneries and other establish-
ments dealing in salmon are allowed several nets apiece, but each independant fisher-
man is entitled to only a single net. The number of drift net licenses issued and the
total length of the nets employed each year since 1891 has been as follows:-

Year. Number of Nets. Total Length of Nets.

1892....... ..... . . ............ . ... 702 123,250 fathoms.
1893......... ,........ ................... 1 1,072 176,000
1894....... .. ................. ................. 1,666 250,000
1895....... .... ............... ............... 1,733 260,000

The licenses do not define the ground which each fisherman may occupy, but it
is provided that the nets shall be kept at least 250 yards apart, and shall not be
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used so as to obstruct more than one-third the width of the river. Fishing is carried
on both day and night, the highly discoloured water which prevails throughout the
fishing season serving to obscure the presence of the nets in the day-time.

We could obtain no definite information respecting the rate of movement of the
sockeye up the Fraser River. A weekly close season is observed from six o'clock
Saturday morning until six o'clock Sunday evening, immediately following which
better fishing, as a rule, is obtained in the neighbourhood of New Westminster than
at other times of the week. This fact would seem to indicate that fish are able to
cover the distance from the mouth of the river in considerable numbers during the
36 hours of uninterrupted passage.

Coast of Washington.-In the Gulf of Georgia, Puget Sound and adjacent waters
within the state of Washington, salmon fishing is carried on by means of trap nets,
parse seines, drag seines, reef nets and gill nets.

The reef nets belong exclusively to the Indians, and are the original and principal
pal method employed by them for taking salmon. They are fished among the kelp
on rocky bottoms, es pecially about the San Juan Islands, Lummi Island and Point
Roberts. The catch by this means, however, composes only a very small proportion
of the total catch of the sound. Gill net fishing is followed to some extent in a few
of the rivers.

Next to the trap nets, seines are the most productive of the appliances utilized
in this region. Two kinds are employed, purse seines and drag seines, the former
most extensively. The species chiefly obtained by these methods are the silver,
hump-back and dog salmon. Of the total output of the Washington canneries, in
1895, about one-fourth of the fish, by weight, was secured by means of seines. More
than one-half of the seine catch was packed at Seattle and no part of it at Point
.Roberts, but a small catch made in the vicinity of the latter place was disposed of
on the Fraser River.

Trap nets have been found to be the most effective form of apparatus for the
capture of the sockeye salmon in the clear open waters of the gulf and sound, but
they are of recent origin in this region and are still employad in only a few locali-
ties, although the tendency is now to increase their number rapidly. Their use has
thus far been almost entirely restricted to the zone traversed by the sockeye, and to
the season when that species is present therein, but at times one or more of the
other species may be taken in large quantities in conjunction with it.

The distribution and number of the trap nets in 1895 was as follows: Point
Roberts, including two in the Canadian waters of Boundary Bay, 15; Village Point,
Lu mmi Island, 2; Cattle Point, San Juan Island, 2; Point Demock, Camano Island,
1; Hunot Point, FidalgoIsland, 1; total 21. This is probably the largest number
that has been fished in any one'year. Additional locations have been occupied, but
have been abandoned after trial, and more or less changes in position have every-
where taken place each season. Outside of Point Roberts the use of these nets does
not seem to date before 1893, and the majority of those above enumerated were
established in 1893 or 1894. We were informed that the building of at least 7 new
ones in several different places was contemplated for 1896.

Trap net fishing has been carried on chiefly and for the greatest length of time
in the waters immediately surrounding Point Roberts, where the sockeye salmon
appear te strike in greater abundance than elsewhere near the shore in United
States territory. The are about 32 trap net locations, so-called, in this region, that
is to say, places where such nets have been constructed. but less than one-half of
them were occupied in 1895. Experience bas indicated the most favourable situa-
tions-for operating traps and these have been taken possession of by those in a
position to control the ground, while others have to be satisfied with inferior sites,
and some experimenting is still going ou in the hope of securing good results in
other places.

Of the fifteen nets operated about Point Roberts in 1895, two were off the west
shore, two off the south shore, and eleven off the east shore, the last being within
the area known as Boundary Bay. The western traps were both situated near the
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boundary line, the crib of one being nearly a mile, and of the other, nearly two
miles offshore. The leader of the former approached near the shore, but that of the
latter began a long distance off, on the edge of the wide bank or shoal. The two
southern traps were located not far from the south-western corner or lighthouse
reservation, the leaders starting near the beach, and the cribs being distant from
the shore about 1,200 and 2,000 feet, respectively.

In Boundary Bay, the water is everywhere so shallow as to permit of a very
general distribution of the traps, the most of which have been located without refer-
once to proximity of the shore. In 1895, there was one continuons string of three
traps and another of two traps, the remainder being arranged singly. The string of
three traps extended off in a south-easterly direction from the south-eastern corner
of the point, on which is located the only salmon cannery at this place, lying, there-
fore, at the entrance to Boundary Bay in rounding Point Roberts from the direction
of Fraser River. Its entire length was about one mile; the inner end of the inner
leader came close upon the shore, and at the time of our visit, was carried up to
high water mark on the beach by an additional piece of netting. The passage of
the salmon around this point is thereby prevented for the distance of a mile offshore,
and navigation is likewise impeded to the same extent. This lino of traps practi-
cally parallels the northern margin of a large rectangular reef or patch of rocky
bottom, on which the Indians have hitherto done the main part of their reef net
fishing for sockeye. The fish are thus mostly turned away from this once productive
ground, and this fact has led the Indians to seek redress in the courts, on the plea
that treaty rights have been violated.

The remaining 8 traps in Boundary Bay lie to the north and north eastward of
the long string, as far as the boundary lino, two, in fact, being north of the lino, in
Canadian waters. The majority of the traps in use, however, as aiso of the aban-
doned locations, are situated directly east of the southern part of Point Roberts,
their trend, in a genoral way, being north-west and south-east, but varying consider-
ably within those limits. The cribs of these nets are distant from low water mark
on the nearest adjacent shore from about two-fifths of a mile to about two miles, the
lengths of the leaders and the positions of the inner ends of the,latter with respect
to the land differing greatly.

The location and direction of all the traps about Point Roberts have been based
upon such knowledge of the movements of the schools of sockeye as the fishermen
have acquired through several year's experience. The best position of all is said to
be that occupied by the string of three nets extending off from Cannery Point. Next
in supposed order of excellence is the neighbourhood of south-west point, followed
by the outer waters in the vicinity of the boundary lino. The poorest success bas
been met with in the upper part of Boundary Bay. In some locations, considered to
be advantageous as regards the movements of the fish, the bottom or other con-
ditions are unfavourable for introducing this character of apparatus.

The arrangement of the traps is on the understanding that at least those schools
of sockeye which pass near the shore enter Boundary Bay toward its eastern side,
and thon sweep around toward Cannery Point or the adjacent reef. Thence they are
supposed to follow the southern and western shores of Point Roberts until near the
boundary line, where they are deflected somewhat by the broad bank lying in front
of the Fraser River mouths. The leaders are set so as to face the approaching
schools and direct them toward the cribs, their course varying, therefore, more or
less in accordance with their position. As the fish move only in one direction,
passing in a general way from east to west, the cribs have an opening only on one
side.

The cribs at Point Roberts are large, but vary considerably in size; they are
rectangular in shape, but seldom exactly square. The smallest, in 1895, measured
40 by 38 feet, the largest 80 by 70 feet. Owing to their exposed position and the
occasional heavy storms which occur during the fishing season, the trap nets have
to be very strongly constructed and present the appearance of being built to stand
permanently; but they are sometimes greatly damaged, and at the end of the season
are all practically dismantled, although the stakes are seldom removed, being
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generally left in place even when the site is abandoned. The depth of water at the
cribs at low tide varies from 3 to 8J fathoms; at the inner ends of the leaders it
ranges mostly from 1 to 3 fathoms, but three 'of the traps have no shoaler water
about them in any part thai 5 fathoms.

The first trap net at Point Roberts is said to have been established about 1885;
a second one seems to have been added about 1888. The number was increased to
4 or 5 in 1890 or 1891, to 13 in 1893, and to 16 in 1894. The waters about the
point bave furnished profitable fishing to the Indians as far back as the records go,
and during atleast 10 years preceding the introduction of the traps, drag seines were
used there by the whites, the catch of talmon made by this means being chiefly
saited for shipment.

Canneries.-The canning of salmon on the Fraser River began about 1875, since
which time the number of establishmentR engaged in that business has steadily
increased, reaching 30 in 1895. These are mostly located at and below Ladner in
the extreme lower part of the river, the principal centre for them at present being
Steveston, at the mouth of the central or main channel.

In the United States waters of the region six canneries were in operation in
1895, one each at the following places, namely :-Seattle, established about 1878;
Semiahmoo, 1890 or 1891; Point Roberts, 1893; Friday Ilarbour, 1894; Port
Angeles, 1895, and Bellingham Bay, a small experimental cannery, built in 1895.
The construction of several new canneries was contemplated for 1896.

Statistics.-Complete statistics for the output of salmon are available only for
the Fraser River and adjacent Canadian waters. The following figures covering
that district during the past four years are taken from the official reports

Canned Fresh. Smoked and Total.
Year. Salted.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

1892............................. 4,277,552 2,047,009 916,000 7,240,561
1893..... ............. ,........... 22,763,380 2,736,000 884,200 26,383,580
1894. .. ............ ...... ... 17,451,172 1,250,000 380,000 19,081,172
1895... ........................ 24,445,421 ........ ....... ................ 24,445,421

The output of the Washington canneries for 1895, based partly on estimates,
was about 5,375,000 pounds, of which about 2,600,000 pounds were of sockeye canned
at Point Roberts, Semiahmoo and Friday Harbour. No figures could be obtained of
the sales of fresh and salted salmon taken in United States waters.

POLLUTIONS.

Fish offal.-In the dressing of salmon for canning purposes a very large
quantity of waste is produced, amounting to at least one-third the total weight of
the fish handled, and in some cases, by actual observation, to between 40 and 50 per
cent. This waste consists of the heads, fins, tails and entrails, all of which are
rejected, as no use for them has yet been found except in the manner described
below. The proper disposition of this offal, aggregating many tons each season, has
given rise to mach discussion. The customary practice has been to dump it into
the water near each of the canneries where it is produced, but several remedial
measures have been attempted although none has met with satisfactory results.
The question raised with respect to the presence of so much offal in the water is
whether its effect is detrimental or not, either to the welfare of the salmon or to the
h'alth of the adjoining region. The bulk of it it produéed within a comparatively
short period of time, and hence the difficulty of caring for it otherwise than at
present. The Canadian regulations of 1890 prohibit the throwing of the offal into
the Fraser River, and at one time an attempt was made to have it carried out beyond
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the mouth of the river, but this measure was found to be inexpedient and has not
continued to be enforced. Factories have been established for converting the waste
into oil and fertilizer, but not meeting with financial suncess they were soon aban-
doned. This subject has received no attention from the state authorities of
Washington.

The cannery people everywhere are confident that no harm results from their
method of disposing of the offal, unless it be in certain restricted areas where the
eddies cause its retention for a time. During the greater part of the canning season
the volume of water in the Fraser River is large, its temperature is low and the
current strong. The offal in a fresh condition is said to sink at once and to disappear.
The inhabitants, generally, along the river oppose the practice on the ground that
it is injurious to health, from which standpoint, however, the question is not of
international significance. With respect to the open waters of the sound, we have
heard of no complaints regarding this matter, although some of the offal is known to
wash ashore in places.

No evidence has been obtained which shows that the throwing in of the offal
has had a pernicious effect upon the movements or the abundance of the salmon. If
such an effect bas actually been produced, as may be the case, it has not, up to the
present time, made itself sufficiently manifest to bring it within the scope of observa-
tion. We are led, however, to deprecate the continuance of the practice for local
reasons at least, and would urge further experiments looking to the utilization of the
offal as an incentive to its retention on land.

REGULATIONS IN FORCE.

Following are the more essential provisions of existing salmon regulations on
both sides of the boundary line, and also of certain proposed enactments by the
Legislature of the State of Washington.

Fraser River.-Commercial fishing is restricted to tidal waters, and to the use
of drift gill nets not exceeding 300 yards in length.

The drift nets for quinnat salmon shall have not less than 7î-inch mesh, and
may be used from March 1 to September 15.

The drift nets for other kinds of salmon shall have not less than 5*inch 'iesh,
and may be used from July 1 to August 25, and again f rom September 25 to October
31.

All commercial fishing is prohibited weekly from 6 a. m. Saturday to 6 p. m.
Sunday; and annually from September 16 to 25, and from November 1 to March 1.

Drift nets shall be kept at least 250 yards apart, and shall not obstruct more
than one-third the width of the river.

Salmon weighing less than 3 pounds shall not be taken.
Resident fishermen are entitled to 1 license each; canners and dealers in fresh

and prepared salmon, to from 2 to 20 licenzes each.

Washington.-The only regulations relating to the capture of salmon in the
open waters of Puget Sound are as follows:

No trap net lead shall exceed 2,500 feet long. There shall be an end passage-
way of at least 600 feet, and a lateral passageway of at least 2,400 feet between all
traps, set nets, etc.

A license is required for each fixed appliance and not more than three licenses
shall be issued to one person or corporation. Licenses are issued only to residents
and citizens of the state.

Salmon measuring les than 10 inches long can be taken only by hook and
line.

By a recent decision of the court, the waters about Point Roberts were declared
to be outside of Puget Sound, and, therefore, not subject to the above provisions.
There are, consequently, no restrictions applicable to the fisheries in that locality,
and this condition was sought to be remedied by a bill submitted to the State Legisla
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ture in February, 1895, which passed the House, but failed of action in the Senate.
The following were the principal features of the proposed bill:

The area covered was defined as Puget Sound and the Gulf of Georgia and their
tributary waters, within which the same system of licenses should maintain as in
the existing law.

Trap net leads were limited to a length of 2,000 feet, with an end passage-way of
at least 600 feet and a lateral passageway of at least 3,000 feet between all traps.
The mesh of the nets were to measure not less than three inches in extension, and
all stakes were to be removed within thirty days after the close gf the fishing
season.

A close season was provided for the open waters during the entire month of
October, and for tributary streams during April, and from October 1 to November
15. In the fresh water tributaries only book and lino fishing was to be permitted
between sunset Saturday and sunriso Monday of each week.

The throwing of mili refuse into the water was prohibited.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS.

Tho purely salt water fisheries of the Gulf of Georgia, Puget Sound and adjacent
waters have so far been only slightly developed, and comparatively little is known
respecting the extent and distribution of their resources. In view of this fact, and
until the region shall have been more thoroughly studied and its requirements more
definitely ascertained, we consider it inadvisable to attempt their regulation.

The salmon fishery, on the other band, presents important questions demanding
urgent attention. Each of the six species of salmon resorting to these waters has a
commercial value and is utilized, although to a variable extent, dependent in part
upon the popular estimate of the quality of its flesh and in part upon the readiness
with which its capture may be effected. There is no evidence up to the present
time of a decrease in the abundance of any of these forms, but the fishery, already
conducted on a large scale, is growing rapidly, with the prospect of its resources
soon becoming overtaxed in at least one direction.

Five of the species have more or less widely distributed spawning grounds,
which circumstance favours their chances ofpreservation and makes their protection
feasible to some extent by local measures. The sockeye salmon, however, having
its spawning grounds mainly confined to a single river, toward which the move-
ment of successive schools is chiefly directed on their passage from the sea through
the inclosed salt waters of the two countries, constitutes the most prominent object
of the fisheries for international consideration at the present time. From a com-
mercial standpoint, moreover,this species is much the most important member of the
salmon group in these waters, and were its distribution sufficiently extensive and its
season sufflciently prolonged, it would probably be the only species made use of by
the canneries.

The perpetuation of the run of sockeye, as of the other salmon,depends unques-
tionably upon a sufficient number of the fish reaching their spawning grounds
annually to provide for the quantity withdrawn by the nets. As regards the
sockeye, the material interests of the Fraser River and of the coast of Washington
are identical, and whatever might affect the fishery disadvantageously on the one
would be equally harmful on the other.

Much romains to be learned respecting the movements of this species. It
appears certain that the schools bound for the Fraser River divide or separate when
they reach the inner end of the Strait of Fuca, a part passing up to the westward
and a part to the eastward of the San Juan Islands, but they are said to entirely
avoid the central or San Juan Channel, possibly on account of the very shallow
water at its southern entrance. Some of the schools enter Boundary Bay and,
thence, turntng to the westward, make around Point Roberts, the site of the princi.
pal fishery in United States waters. It has not been ascertained by observation,
however, what proportion of the fish reach the neighbourhood of Point Roberts, and
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there is a diversity of opinion on that subject. The weight of the evidence favours
the belief that a large, if not the larger, proportion of the sockeye, after entering
the Gulf of Georgia, make directly for the Fraser River or, at least, reach its mouthe
without approaching closely to the Washington coast. This is supposed to be espe-
cially the case with those passing through the Canal de Haro, and this view Is sup-
ported by the fact tha the drift net boats from the river obtain their best fishing weil
out in the gulf. The fiLshermen at Point Roberts claim, moreover, that the schools
which come their way trim the shore only in part, being distributed to a distance
of three or four miles off the fand, and that, therefore, only a certain proportion of
the fish can be intercepted by the trap nets. The fish are also said to enter Boun-
dary Bay no further than half a mile above the boundary line, and in passing out
of it to strike mostly at the south-east and south-west corners of the point, which
furnish the best fishing situations. They evidently do not tarry long in Boundary
Bay or about the point, as all accounts agree that they are moving rapidly toward
their destination. They appeur, however, to collect and remain for a short time in
the discoloured and brackish water, which, at the season of their passage, covers the
broad shioal off the mouths of the Fraser River and makes it such an attractive
ground for the drift net fishermen.

To what extent fishing for the sockeye can profitably be carried on south of
Point Roberts is still pioblematical. In the Strait of Fuca the species is first seen
abundantly in the vicinity of Becher Bay, where the conditions seem unfavourable
for extensive operations. It is next observed at the southern end of San Juan and
Lopez Islands, where Indian reef net grounds occur and where two trap nets have
been fished during two years past. Small quantities are taken in the traps in Skagit
Bay, which they enter through Deception Pass, but of the northward moving
schools the third principal fishing ground is on the outer side of Lummi Island near
its northern end. Other reef net grounds about the San Juan Islands may be known
to the Indians, but the only places where trap nets have been used at all success-
fully are those just mentioned.

The fishery in United States waters, however, is of verf recent origin, and the
incentive to its development is so great that we cannot doubt the early discovery of
means for intercepting the schools at numerous places along their course. In this
view of the case, which we feel entirely justified in taking, it is important that suit-
able protective measures be established at once, while the supply of salmon is stili
intact and its maintenance can be assured. In framing our recommendations much
difficulty has been encountered in consequence of the great diversity of conditions
and practices prevailing on the two sides of the line, but we have sought to provide
as uniform regulations as the circumstances render possible. The discoloured waters of
the Fraser River are best suited to the use of drift nets. In the open, clear waters of
the state of Washington, however, trap nets furnish the only means known to be
adapted to the capture of the aockeye on an extensive scale, only a relatively smail
quantity of this species being taken in the Indian reef nets and the drag seines.
The principal interests requiring to be harmonized, therefore, are those of the
drift nets and the trap nets, appliances which are totally unlike in their working
and in their requirements. Not permitting of a comparison of their respective
merits under the different conditions which here accompany their employment, the
only safe expedient bas been to provide for the passage toward their spawning
grounds of a certain proportion of the fish, both by maintaining open passage-ways
at all times, and by the removal of all obstructions at stated periods. These
measures have been adopted as the main features of the regulations herewith
suggested..

REOOMMENDATIONS.

1. The following recommendations are intended to apply only to those waters,
adjacent to the boundary line between British Columbia and the state of Washing-
ton, which are traversed by the main body of the sockeye salmon and to which our
inquiries wero chiefly restricted. This area may be roughly defined as comprising
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the Strait of Juan de Fuca and those parts of the Gulf of (eorgia and Puget Sound
(Washington Sound) lyitig between the parallels of 48° 10' and 490 20' north lati-
tude, together with their adjacent bays and tributary streams. We consider, how-
ever, that it would be advantageous to extend the scope of any joint regulations
which may be agreed upon to ail parts of this inclosed sea, and the information
necessary to accomplish that purpose satisfactorily could readily be obtained.

2. In the sait waters comprised within the state of Washington we see no
reason for prohibiting at present any of the kinds of apparatus now employed there,
namely, trap nets, purse seines, drag seines, reef nets and gill nets, the bulk of the
sockeye catch being made in the form of net first mentioned.

3. We are in accord with the Canadian regulation which restricts commercial
fishing on the Fraser River and off its mouths to the use of drift gill nets, and
recommend that the rivers in Washington be subject to the same regulation.

4. Being uncertain as to the capacity of the contiguous waters in question in
respect to fishing operations, we are not prepared to suggest a direct limitation upon
the quantity of apparatus to be employed, but consider that the present require-
mente of the case will be met by the restrictive measures which follow.

5. The mesh in trap nets to measure, in extension, not less than three inches in
the crib and 6 inches in the leader when actually in use.

Trap net leaders not to exceed 2,000 feet in length.
Not more than two traps to be placed in one continuons line, and when so

arranged to be separated by a gap of at least 100 feet between the inner crib and the
beginning of the outer leader.

Ail trape or strings of two trape to be separated by lateral passage-ways of at
least 2,500 feet.

The inner end of ail trap net leaders to begin in a depth of not less than 1
fathom at low tide, and the space intervening between it and the shore to remain
entirely unobstructea.

All trap net stakes to be removed from the water, in the interest of navigation,
within 30 days from the close of the fishing season.

6. Drift gill nets not to exceed 150 fathoms each in length.
The drift gill nets employed for taking quinnat salmon to bave not less than

7¾-inch mesh extension measure, and to be used only from April 1 to September 15.
The drift gill nets employed for taking the sockeye and other smaller species

of salmon to have not less than 5finch mesh extension measure, and to be used
only from July 1 to October 1.

Ail drift nets wben in use to be kept at least 250 yards apart, and to obstruct
not more than one-third of the width of the river.

7. We are not prepared to suggest any changes in the dimensions or in the
manner of employing drag seines, purse seines and reef nets, nor do weconsider any
such changes essential while the extent of fishing by these methods remains as
small as at present.

8. It is recommended that in ail rivers commercial fishing with nets be
restricted to the tidal part of the river.

9. We consider it very important that the movement of the salmon toward
their spawning grounds be facilitated by weekly close times of 36 hours duration,
which we suggest extend from 6 a.m. on Saturday to 6 p.m. on Sunday of each week,
during the continuance of the fishing season.

10. We also recommend an annual close season, extending from October 1 to
April 1 of each year, during which ail net fishing shall be prohibited.

11. We recommend that the Indians be allowed to fish at ail times by their
customary methode, except the use of drift nets and spears on the rivera during
the close seasons, during which periode, moreover, they should be permitted to take
salmon only for the purpose of supplying themselves with food, and not for sale or
barter.

12. As no evidence of a decrease in the abundance of any of the salmon species
has been obtained, we do not feel justified in recommending joint action at present
in the matter of their artificial propagation. While we feel confident that the
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natural supply can best be maintained by early compliance with suitable protective
measures, we found it generally admitted that the efforts made by the Canadian
Government to increase the stock of sockeye salmon on the Fraser River by fish-
cultural methods bas been beneficial, the annual run of the fish being made more
constant and the off seasons being improved. In view of the growing demand for
the shipinent of quinnat salmon in a fresh condition, which may sooner or later
come to exceed the supply, we venture to suggest the possibly greater advantages
to be gained by the artificial hatching of that species.

13. We are convinced that the remedial measures which have heretofore been
adopted, although not enforced, for disposing of the fish offal from the canneries on
the Fraser River are inadequate to accomplish the results intended and are also to a
large extent impracticable. The practice of throwing this waste material into the
river is to be deprecated on general principles,but except in respect to a few localities,
no specific evidence bas been presented to indicate that it may be detrimental
either to the health of the community or to the welfare ot the salmon, and there is
no proof that the latter have suffered from this cause. It seems to us that as much,
if not greater, harm would result from dumping the offal in the open waters off the
entrance to the river as from its disposition in the customary manner in the vicinity
of the canneries, providing the necessary precautions are taken. So far as we have
been able to ascertain, when thrown into the current of the river in a fresh condi-
tion it is practically always dissipated, and produces a nuisance only when placed in
quiet, shallow water or in eddies which tend to retain it along the shores or to
carry it into the adjacent sloughs. Factories established for converting it into oil
and fertilizer have failed of success, nor is there any apparent prospect of its exten-
sive utilization in the immediate future. While suggesting renewed inquiries for
reaching a more satisfactory solution of this question, we are constrained to recom-
mend that, for the present, the current practice be allowed to continue, under sucb
restrictions as may be called for to prevent the accumulation of the offal in any
situations where its effect can be shown to be prejudicial. The fishery officer of the
district should be empowered to designate all places where the throwing in of this
waste should not be permitted.

No complaints respecting the offal in the vicinity of the canneries in the state
of Washington have been received from any source, nor do any regulations regard-
ing the manner of its disposition in that region seem to be called for at present.

14. Waste from saw-mills and other substances deleterious to the salmon should
not be allowed to pass into any streams which they frequent.

WM. WAKEHAM,
Representative on behalf of

Great Britain.

RICHARD RATHBUN,
Representative on behalf of the

United States.
City of Washington, December 31, 1896.
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